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JuLT 1. 1882.1 THE GARDEN INDEX.

iisrnDEix: to "voltjuv^e ixiisi. \£^

Aliella triflora, 403

Abntilon Brilliant, Emperor, 225 ; ig-

neum, 170 ; Le Grande, 19 : ; Cloth of

Gold, 190

Abutilons, treatment of, 7

Acacia dealbata, 16 ; lophantha, 29 ;

nigricans, 212 ; Kiceana, 212

Acacias, early flowering, 170 ; select, 231

;

propagating, 442

Acsena pulchella, 420

Acanthuses, 47

Acer cratcCgifolium Veitchi, 356 ; dasy-

carpum, 3 ;
japonicum aureum, 356 ;

polymorphum, new varieties of, 356

Achimenes, treatment of, S6

Adiantnm Bouraei, 37S ; dolabriforme,

356, 378; farleyense, 11, 16 ; Lathomi,

225 ; Legrandi, 433 ; Pacotti, 301

;

palmatum, 323 ; Victoria:, 223

Aerides cylindricum, 125 ; formosum,

433, 437 ; vandarum. 229

^fechynanthuses, 65

Agapanthus umbellatua aureus, 356

Akebia quinata, 129, 142, 196, 283, 327 ;

hardy, 151

Alexandrian Laurel, the, 91

AUamanda Schotti, 227

Allamandas, 8

Allium, curious fact about flowers of,

415 ; Ostrowskianum, 424 ; pedemon-
tanum, 394

Allspice, the American, 185

Alocasias, treatment of, 8G

Aloe Lynchi, 170

Alonaoa incisa, 153

Alpine gardens and collections, 410

Alpine plants, collecting, 5

Alpines, soil for, 54

Alsophila Rebeccje, 225, 208

Amarantus, 119

Amaryllids, 8 ; from Madeira, 305

Amaryllis Duchess of ConnaugM, 189 ;

Dulse of Albany, 223 ; hybrid, at Chel-

sea, 123 ; Dr. Masters, 225 ; The Giant,

223 ; Mrs. Garfield, 440

AmelanchierBotryapium, 263

Amygdalus macrocarpa, 183

Andromeda japonica, 194, 223, 444
;
pul-

verulenta, 437

Androsace lanuginosa, 424

Anemone blanda, 110, 126 ; fulgens, 4,

14, 63, 62 ; palmata alba, 323, 342

;

stellata, 14 ; the Wood, 231

Anemones, a garden of, 357 : and their

colour, 305, 346 ; at Belvoir, 281 ; deep

rose, 5 ; in a cut state, 131 ;
" St.

Brigid's," 286 ; wliite, 322

Angrfficum citratum, 126 ; EUisi, 229

Annuals, hardy, 90 ; winter- flowering, 16

Ansellia africana, floe variety of, 3

Anthericum Liliastrum, 307 : Andre-

anum, 439 ; Liliago, 438

Anthomyia Brassica:, 146 ; radicum, 146

Anthurium Andreanum, 11, 124 ; orna-

tum, 10 ; Scherzerianum album, 189 ;

Woodbridgei 264

Antigonum leptopus, culture of. 112

Antirrhinums, 402

Anti-vivisectionists. 366, 382, 393

Auts in Peach houses, 257

Aphelandras, 10

Apple, Bramley's Seedling, 2S8 ; improve-

ment in, 182 : in shrubberies, 292

;

Loddington, 180 ; Rambonr Pape!en,

207 ; Blenheim Orange, 342 ; Wyken,
the, 114

App'es, 44, 45, 72, 99 ; American, 16, 182 ;

late, 149 ; market, 209 ;
prices of, 304 ;

prices of, in December, 287 ; stoning,

18
Apple trees in flower, 283 ; on their own

roots, 330 ; regrafting, 1C9 ; handsome,

209

Aquilegias, 420

Arabis aubrietioides, 283 ; on roots, 283

Aralias, 85 ;
propagating, 273

Arboretum Segrtzanum, 170

Arbutus procera, 276

Arbutuses, the, 240

Arctostaphylos califomica, 247

Arctotis grandiflora, 110

Arenaria balearica, 371

Arisoema Sieboldi, 139

ArisBemas at Kew, 110

Aristolocllia Goldieana, 323

Amebia echioides, 247 ; Griflithiana,'

394, 424

Art in the flower garden, 71

Arum italicum, 153

Arum Lilies in Cornwall, 359 ;
probis-

cidreum, 56 ; Sumatra Giant, 2

Ash, ornamental kinds of, 78

Asparagus, salting, 407; competition, 196,

284, 338, 356 ; earliness of, 341 ; forcing

out o£-doors, 163, 255 ; mulching, 313

;

ofliLiiiaUs, 382 ;
plmnosus, 11, 137, 238 ;

names, 225 ; seed, 43 ; summer manage-
ment of, 429

Aster elegans, 41

Asters, American, 177; China, indoors, 362

Atlialia spinamm, 3S7

Aubrietia Eyrei, 170 ; violacea, 298

Aubrie'ias, 54

Aucub.is, berries of, 184, 292 ; in London,

263 ; fertilising, 94 ; self fertilised, 276

Auriculas, culture of, for exhibition, 54,

178, 306; notes on, 338; show of, 317;

Yellow Prince, 236 ; and Polyanthuses,

285; certificated, 300, 301; new, 300;

seedling, 33 : potting, 441

Autumnal flower shows, 3

Ayr, flowers from, 247

Azalea, Mad. de Greve, 225 ; mollis, 196,

404 ; in pots, 228 ; Mr. F. Cobert, 225 ;

Mrs. Carmichael, 183; obtusa, 212;

pontica narcissiflora, 307 ; rosreflora,

188 ; rubiflora fl.-pl., 336 ; serpyllifolia,

212 ; Van Houttei, 399

Azaleas, 27

Azaleas and Rhododendrons, 300

Azal»aa at Marlfleld, 395 ; good winter.

flowering, 212 ; Indian, in Wales, 307 ;

Indian, planted out, 404 ; striking, 55

A^ara microphylla, 240, 276

Babianas, 358

Balsam, arew, 196

Barberries, the best, 403

Barkeria Lindleyana, 2

Barleria argentea, 37

Barnet Kurserv, 314

Baron Schroeder, 189

Barrenworts, 281

Batemannia Burti, 5

Bays, Sweet, 166

Beans, Early Kidney, out-ot-dcors 222;

easy method of staking, 341

Bedfordshire, notes from, 145

Bees in Peach houses, 248, 287

Beets, omamental, 296

Begonia Ball of Fire, 378 ; fnchsioides,

347, 430 ; J. T. Boecawen, 433 ; longi-

pila, 232 ; manicata, 170 ;
prunata, 93

semperflorens roFea, 196 ; Snowflake,

196 ; socotrana, 162 ; Wm. Bealby,

semperflorens, 442

Bfgonias, 327 ; flne-foliaged, propagat-

ing, 350 ; the first hybrid tuberous,

144; tuberous, 65, 313, 429; winter-

flowering, 10 ; as b*'dding plants, 446

Belgian visitors, the, ^40

Belvoir Castle, gardens at, 192

.Berberis chinensis, 311; Darwini, 275,

351; Hookeriana, 304; japonica, 10;

nepalensis, 380 ;
good species of, 403 ;

tripliylla, 327

Berwickshire, plants in flower in, 226

Beta maiitima, 75

Bignonia venusta, 276; capreolata, 438

Billbergias, the, 428

Bingham, flowers at, 192

Birds and buds, 63 ; and Primroses, 5

Bitton catalogue, 56

Blackberries, American, 453

Blackthorn, double, 241

Blandfordia flammea elegans, 307

Bletia Shepherdi, 96

Blue Gum tree out-of-doors, 351

Bog gardens, shrubs for, 15

Boliaia ccelestis, 217

Bomarea conferta, 124, 394, 432 ; oligan-

tha, 92 ; Salsilla, 417 ; Shuttleworthi,

124 ; viteUina, 124 ; oculata, 437

Boots, watertight, 18, 66

Borago cretica, 156

Borecole, Veitch's Dwarf Curled, 314

Boronia elatior, 317 ; megastigma, 137

serrulata, 391

Boronias in po^s, 39

Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, 331 ; G'as-

nevin, 88 ; Eoyal Botanic, in Parlia-

ment, 434

Bottle Brush, the, 417

Bougainvillea glabra, 8, 281 ; speciosa,

303

Bouquet, a Leopard's-bane, 315

Bouvardia, Alfred Neuner, 316

Bouvardia cuttings, 260; not striking,

272

Bracl-:en for ( hurch decoration, 24

Bramble, double-flowered Eose-leared,

10 ; cut-leaved, 56, 67

Brassavola glauca oculata, 126

Bridges for gardens, 102

Brier, the Sweet, 417

Briers, among the, 368; budding, 197

British Ferns, a guide to, 21

Broccoli, 298, 341 ; CattelVs Eclipfe, 313

late, 165 , new mode of wintering, 222

sprouting, 3r9 ; ditto Improved, 165

Sutton's Late Queen, 341, 3'. 6 . Veitch's,

43 ;
winter, new mode of growing, 187

Brockhurst, plants in flower at, 280

Brodia!a Howelli, 323 ; Ia.ta, 406

Bromelia Pinguin, 260

Bromeliads, 27

Bromley, notes from, 283

Broom and Furze, 324

Broughtonia sanguinea, 407

Browallia elata, 30

Brownia Ariza, 194

Brussels Sprouts, 74, 313 ; Algburth, 97,

187, 222, 267

Buck-eyes, the, 447

Buddleia globosa, 380

Bulbocodiumtrigynum, 295

Bulbous plants, spring, 281

Bulbs after flowering, 81 ; spring, 180

Cabbage Broccoli, 75

Cabbage fly, 146

Cabbages, early spriug, 341 ;
preserving,

in winter, 116

Cacti in and out-of-doors, 55 ; outdoors,

28

Caladium alba luteum, 356

Caladiums, 65 ;
propagating, 145

Calanthe Sieboldi, 317

Calanthes, 27

Calceolaria Cloth of Gold, 356 ; herba-

ceous, 360, 412 ; hyssopifolia, 439

California, garden home in, 1

Calliandra hajmatocephala, 110

Calliphruria aubedentata, 291

Calochorti, 342

Calochortus pulchellus, 381

Calopogon Lucyanus, 210

Camellia exliibition, 172

Camellia Mathctiana alba, 212 ; singu-

lar sport of a, 176

Camellias, 11 ; and Azaleas, 342 ; in pots,

228, 291 ; in the open air, 92, 194, 263 ;

notes on, 227 ; in Wales, 231 ; pruning,

391 ; single, 125 ; striking, 65 ; summer
treatment of. 329

Campanula Allioni, 306 ;
persicifolia

a. -pi., 64 ; Van Houttei, 439 ;
grandis,

437

Canarina Campanula, 83

Candytufts, red and white, 323

Canna Ehemanni, 10 ; iridiflora Ehe-

manni, 42, 64

Cannabis gigantea, 205

Cantua dependens, 322

Capsicum Tomato, the, 407

Carex pendula variegata, 323

Carnation disease, 122 ; Alice Duffleld,

264 ; Charles Page, 433 ; Souvenir de

la Malmaison, 343, 437 ; W. Howard,

336

Carnations, tree, 324

Carpets for Ferns, 106, 144

Carrot fly, 218

Carrots, salting ground for, 222

Caryota urens, 39

Cassia corymbosa, 38, 430

Catalogue of plants, 305, 309

Catkins and pussie3, 77

Cattleya aurea, 80 ;
gigas, 348, 401 ; bur-

fordensis, 433 ; Dodgsoni, 3 ;
Dowiana,

81 ; labiata Percivaliana, 401 ; Leopold!,

73; Mendelli Jamesiana, 264; Mossia;,

381 ; Percivaliana, 419 ; Skinneri, 271

:

Sanderiana, 366, 419; Trianas, fine

variety of, 156 ; ditto, BacKhousiana,

76; bulbosa, 436

Cauliflowers, early, 165, 187, 341, 396 ; in

three months, 165 ; spring-sown, 222

Ceanorhus azureus, 358 ; rigidus, 431 ;

Arnoldi, 437 ; Gloire de Versailles, 437

Ceanothuses, new, 276

Celery, Carter's, 43 ; cultivation of, 237,

451 ; Dwarf Incomparable, 116 ; Incom-

parable Dwarf, 407

Celery fly, 23

Celosia pyramidalis, 413

, Celsia Arcturus, 10 ; cretica, 307, 368

Centropogon Lucyanu=, 6

Cephalanthera ensUolia, 395

Cerasus Laurocerasus and varieties, 134

Cereus MaUisoni, 263

Chsenostoma hispidum, 402

Chamjepeuce, the, 220

Chamasrops Fortunsi, 241; Charlas

Dickens, 189
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»heirantlius Dilleni, 271, 371 ; Marshall),

•203 ; Marshalli, origin of, 145

Chemical intensity of dajlight, '232

Chermes abietis, 131

Cherries, 9 ; choice, 233 ; double .Tapaiiesc

271 ; donble St. Julian, 2SC

Chevalliera Veitchi, 66

Chicory, 369

Chimouaithus fragrans, 7S, 112

Chionodoxa lucilix, 137 ; LuciliK alba,

153 ; nana, 232

ChiBwick, rock garden at, 307

Choisya temata, 232

Chorozenias, IG

Christmas Kcses, 11, 91 ; indoors, IG

Chrysanthemnm seed, -11

Chrysanthemum segetum, SCO

(.hrysanthemums, 11 ; in January, 34 ;

for exhibition, 42S; annual, 22; as

annuals, 4 ; at Kew, 16 ; from seed, S3

;

out-of doors, 40 ; stopping, 272

cienkowEkia Kirki, 394

Cineraria Mrs. Cullingford, 190 ; white,

54

Cinerarias and Calceolarias at Forest

Hill, 341 ; double, 312 ; from cuttings

and seeds, 174

Cirrhopetalum punctatum, 217

Cissus Racheana, 27

Claremont, the gale at, 33S

Clematis calycina, 5 ; coccineafi'omseed,

S3 ; grafting the, iJ6 ; indivisa lobata,

137, 196 ; propagating the, 274 ; lanu-

ginosa Candida, 417; montang, 343;

'New Zealand, 14 ; ^v-inter, 5

Cleome pungens, 161

Clerodendron Ealfoiui, 11, 227 ; Thorn-

sonte, 73

CUanthus Dampieri, 324

Climbers for a viueT-y, 130, 15S, 174

Climbing plants, two good stove, 227

Cloches, French, 42, 370

Clomenocoma montana, 10

Clove Pink, 14

Goal, anthracite, 25S

Cobffii scandens variegafea, 42S

Cobham Hall, Kent, 19, 143

Cochliostemon Jacobianum, 212

Cockscomb President Thiers, 201

CcelogjTie barbata, 2; criatat), 210;

ditto, a hngc, 76 ; ditto Lemonlaiia,

121,125;glandulosa, 190; JJassangeana,

301; ocellatamasima, 125

Coffea angustifolia, fine specimens of,

263

Colchester, plants at, 324

Colchicnm crcciflorum and liitenm, ISS

Coleonema rubra, 314

Coleworts, culture of, 62

Columbines, vars of, SSI

Columnea Kalbreyeri, 225

Colutea halepica. 394

Comparettia macroplectron, 217

Conifeia:, -Arctic, 1S5 ; at FcnUiill

Abbey. Wilts, 150

Coniferous shrubs, 15

Conifers, dwarf, for pots, 3M ; in shel-

tered hollows, 404 ; variability of, 2.3S

Oonophallus Titauujn, 2

Conservatories, 74; attached to dwell-

ings, 273 ; construction of, 33

Coprosma Baueriana variegata, 261

Corbularias starved, 215 ; nivalis, 170

Cordon system, the, 114

Cordons, verticil, lOO

Corn Sa'ad,427

Cornus florida. 111, 151

Coroniila juncea, 437

Cortusa pubens, 344

Coryanthes macrantha, 223

Corydalis Ledebourl, 170

Corylus AveUana aurea, ;i.j6

Corjncstjlis hjbanthus, culture of, 142

Cotoneaster Hcokeri, 13

, Covent Garden Market, 432

Crassula jasminea, 3j7

Crataegus arborescens, 185 ;Pj meantha,

pruning, 404 ; tanacetifolia, 389

Creepeis, 28

Crickets and ccckroachcs, 213; destroy-

ing, 166

Crinum Makoyanum, 2G4

Crocus destroyers, 108, 144, 232, 2GG

Crocus iniperati, 14 ; life of a, 53

;

vemus niveus, 162 ; the, 66 ; wild types

cf, 138; and Snowdrops, 160

Crocuses from Devon, 14

Cropping building land, 164

Crops in Somerset, 453

Crotou Baron Schroeder, 356

Grotons and thtii- culture, 2S9

Cucumber Cardiff Castle, 313

Cucumber growing by express, 313,368;

ditto lor profit, 237, 243 ; the beat, ISS

Cucumbers all the year round, 407 ;

diseased, 02 ; spotted, 390 ; at Chirk

Castle, 452

Cupressos sempervirens. 26

Cuttings and plants by poit, 133

Cyananthus lobatu', 438

Cycads, 48 ; the, 410

Cycas siamensis, 273

Cyclamen Atkinsi, 03; deformed, 260;

vemum, 189 ; Crimson Gem, 189 ;

gigautcum compactum, 121 ; ditto

Cyclamens at Hillingdon, 193 ; for n!;u-

ket, ISO ; in groups, 220

Cydouia japonica nivalis, 306

Cymbidium eburneum, 96, 175; ditto,

Bayanum, 195 ; Masters!, 5

Cyperus altemifoUus, 8

Cypripedium atro-puipui-eum, 333 ; ca-

lurum, 225 ; caudatum spleudens, 407 ;

insigire, 14, 55 ; ditto aureum, 217 ;

ditto Chantiui, 230 ; ditto Maulei,

444 ; ditto punctatum violaceum, 444 ;

macranthum, 323 ; marmorophyllum,

229; Maulei, 54 ; montanum, 322 ;

Spicerianum, 25

Cypripediums, 2, 96;hai'dy, 342; hybrid,

223

Cytisus Libumum Alschingeri, 402

;

purpureug albus, 322, 421

Daddy-longlegs, 291

Daffodils, 243 ; becoming double, 231,

269, 235, 315 ; single wild, 203

Dahlia imperials, 303

Dahlias from cuttings, 204; Eelect, 316;
single, 305, 371, 391 ; from seed, 174

Daisies, greenhouse, 14 ; yellow de-

formed, 272

Damsons or Witherstack Plums, 72

Daphne Cneorum, 3o2 ; for forcing, 390 ;

Fioniana, 54

Darlingtonia califomica in flower, 3 8

Darwin, Charles, 302

Davallia fijiensis pluraosa, 301 ; fo^uicu-

lacea, 225 ; Griffithiana, 336

Dajlight, chemical intensity of, 292

Day Lilies, 445

Decaisnea injignis, 231

Deciduous trees, 15

Decoration for dinner tables, 327

Decorations, floral. 327

Delphinium tricome, C.'i2

Delphiniuais, 413

Dendrobium Ainsworthi, 229 ; aureum,

35 ; barbatum, 366 ; Erymerianum,

218 ; Calceolaria, 401 ; cucullatum

giganteum, 229 ; Dalhousianum, 124;

densiflorum, 26S, 288 ; Falconer!, 247,

381 ; Falconeri giganteum, 225, 229 ;

formoEum gijanteum, 419 ; Leechia-

nnm; 125 ; Ittuiflorum, 107 ; macro-

phyllum, 194 ; moschatum, 419 ; nobile,

9, 125 ; old stems of, 107 ; Wardianum,

107, 140 ; Wardianum album, 229

Desfontaiuea splnosa, 54, 437

Deutzia crenata, 212 ;
gracilis ai a wall

plant, 404

Devonshii-e, fruit culture in, 267

Dianthus Fischcri, 306 ; neglectus, 3T2,

424 ; Holtzeri, 437

Dieffenbachia Imperator, 84 ; mnjestica,

225

Dielytra spectabilis, 345

Digitalis Thapsus, 399; tomentosa, 437

Dioscorea Batatas, 07

Dipladenia profusa, 440

Dipladeuias, propagating, 443

Dirca palustris, 232

Disas, the, 114 ; out of doors, 12S

Doronicum austriacura, 2ST ; Panlali-

anches, 247

DoryanthtsPalmcri, 224

Draba cuspidata, 156

Dracajua Draco, 220 ; fragrans variegata,

225

Dracrenas, 26; in the flower garden, 231

Dragon Tree, the, 220

Drimys aromatica, 150 ; Wiuteri. 150

Drosera capensis, 22S

Dublin, notes from, 315

E-

Eai-ly spring notes, 144

Eastcote Cottage, Pinner, 3ol;

Echinocereus pectinatus, 39

1

Economy in heating, SS

Edelweiss, 330

Edgings for plant stages, 133

Edraiauthus dalmaticus, 2il, 27G

Edwardsia grandiflora, 342

Eteagnus longipes, 288

Electric light, 98, 420

Elms, fungus on, 3

Embothrium coccineum, 322

Encephalartos villosa, 343

Enemies, Eose, and their consequences,

132

English plant names, 143

Epacris, double white, 2;2

Epidendrum bicomutum, 317

Epigaja repens, 210, 323 ; at Comely

Bank, 226

Epimediums, 2S4

Eremurus Olgte, 307, 323, 372

Erica cariiea, 54; codonodts. £4; lye-

malis alba, 31

Eriostemon densiflorum, 93

ErodiumKei.:hardi. 420

Eryngiums, south American, iO
Eryihronium, variety of, 183

Erythrouiums in Grass, 263

Eschscholtzia tenuifolia, 344

Eucalyptus, 317

Eucharis amazonica, 10, 16, 33 ; restirg,

S3 ; Candida, 133

Eugenia Ugni variegata, 399

Euloi.hia scripta, 217

Euonymusts as town bushes, l.'iO

Euphorbia jacquinajflora, 391

Euricles Cunninghami, 344

Evergreens, trdusplanting, 274

Exacura macranthum, 395

Excelsior, 189

Exhibiti n Camellia, 172

Exocborda grandiflora, 270

Fabiana imbricata, 394, 44^

Fslse Acacia, the, and varieties, 166

Farmers' gardens, 74

Farm, the hoaie, 143

FcLces, painting iron, 308

Fernelia buxifolia, 411, 442

Fern, an Australian Mammoth, 323

Ferijs, 47 ; carpets for, 63, 102 ; potting

and wat-riug, 129; seedling, 145 ; use-

ful, for baskets, 411

Ferulas, the, 353

Fettes Mount, Lasswade, 402

Ficaria grandiflora, 141, 204, 211

Ficus ela-.tjc3, 26

Fi^s on walls and for forcing, 199 ; out-

door, 417 ; standard, in Kent, 257 ;

under glass, 112 ; diseased, 153

Finochia, 138

Fish nets as protectors, 3S2

Fire Pink, the, 307

Fittonia argyrea, 227

Flamiiig'i flower, the, 212

Fliis in Mushroom houses, IGJ

Floral decorations, 47

Floral jewellery, 131

Florida Grange groves, 364

Flower garden, the proper, 203

Flower Ehows, autumnal, 3

Flower trade, Dutch, 66

Flower, the 'Widow, 155

Flowering Currants, the, 240

Flowers, aipine, at Rejeat's Park .Show,

343 ; and greeneiy, 110 ; at Bristol, 60 ;

cut foliage wi;h, 181 ; double, becom-

ingsingle, 245 ; early for town gardens,

155 ; from Devon, 14 ; from Norfolk,

5; from Wales, 66; hardy at Dublin,

196 ; diito at Eastcote, 323 ; in the

border countie.', 16 ;in Cornwall, 16; in

Kent, 16 ; in Kirkcudbrightshire, 37

;

in the house, 28, 47 ; spring, 47 ;
rare

ditto, 110 ; ditto at Tottenham, 93 :

ditto in Devon, 176 ; ditto in Isle of

Wight, 154 ; ditto transplanting, S:il

;

notes on hardy, 445

Fly, Cabtage, 146 ; root eating, 14»

Foliage with cut flowers, 181

Forest, English and Scotch, 251

Forestry, bulletins respecting, 103 ;

Prince Bismarck on, 413

Forget-me-nots in Grass, 371, 410; of

different colours, 250

Forsythia suspeuEa, 170

Forsythias, 275 ; the position for, 319

Fothergilla alnilolia, 301

Fragariaindica, 394

Freesia, 402 ; an Infant, 73 ; finely grown,

155

Fremontia calilornica, 400

FritiUaria Burnati and others, 2.30 ; pal-

liiUflora, 203 ; Sewerzovi, 211

Fritillaries, handsome, 232

Fruit, 49 ; and birds, 18 ; and vegetable

trials, 143 ; crops of 1882,209 ; weights

of, 267 ; culture in Devonshire, 207,

:;03 ; ditto quick returns for, lOS ;

flavourless, 341 ;
growing for market,

403 ;
packing, 343 ; for market, 304 ;

prospects, 6, 416 ; blossoms, 62, 287 :

synonyms, 463 ;
prospects iu Kent, 45:'.

Frmt trees in pots, 432 ; mulching, 18 ;

for walls, 388; Ee:ect, IS; diseased

leaves on, 453

Fuchsia bolivian:', 283; microphylla,

54 ; some species of, 3 7

Fuchsias in Devon, 3:3; late .autumn,

329

Fuel, waste of, 33, 83, 123

Fungus on Elms, 3 ; on Ivy, 52, S3, 17,3

Funkias, 179, 372

Fiu-naces, fire-brick, 248, 2C9 ;
hothouse,

138

Gagea lutea, 188

Gaillardia picta Eorcnziana, 9

Galanthus Elwesi, IS

Gale, the late, 303

Galeandra nivalis, 189

Garden l-'ft to itself, 181 ; an out-of-the-

way, 415 ; scene, 177 ; destroyers, 61,

291 ; indoor, the, 37 ; in the house, 36 ;

of shrabs by the sea, 208 ; the Palla-

vicini, 200; the rock, 82: thoughts.

192, 379

Gardeners Koyal Benevolent Institu-

tion, 440

Gardenia Stanleyana, 193

Gardenias, 174, 214; treatment of, 3

Gardening in California, 1 ; ornamental,

130 ; in the parks, 233 ; with covered

soil, 351 ; town, 435

Gardens, Apples for a small. 148 ; cot-

tage, in spring, 403; extemporiseil

wild, 349; farmers', 74,133; infonnal,

332 ; and orchards, shelterfor, 409 ; lim-

ing, 220 ; winter, 357, 419 ; worms in.

117

Gas heating, 223, 214

Giultheria acutifolia, 309

Genista hispanioa, 322 ;
piiccos, 232,311

Gentiana aoaulis as au edging, 6, 300 ;

vema, 142, 20!, 247, 371

Gentianella, the, 5
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Geranium anemonefolium, 31 ; Endressi,

405; aimenum, 437

Geum coc^ineum fl.-pl., 210 : muimiiTii,

439

(Jiant .Arum of Sumatra, 2

(Jillenias, the, 235

ciusti Garden, Verona, 23*5

Glidioli, degeneration of, 127 ; trans-

plautingj 2^0

(Jiadiolus, culture of , 3 ; in winter, 5, 10
;

at Versailles, 60

(i'lasnevin, flowers from, 10 ; in winter,

177

Class cloches, 370 ; coping, 03 ; white, for

white light, 230

Globba coccinea, 361

Glonera jasmiciflora, ISS

Gloxinia Garibaldi, 433

Gloxinia seed, a packet of, 200

Gloxinias at Edinburgh . 324 ; from Kead-
iDg, 41S ; resting, 159 ; seedling, 323;

propagating, 442

Godetias as bedding plants, 2S0
Golden Feather, a new, 385

Goldfussiaisophylla, 37

(xomphia Theophrasta, 16

Gooseberries, 2U9; heavy crop of, 342;
select, 330

Gooseberry caterpillaa', 317, 342
Graft hybrids, 178

Grafting and its effects, 304 ; side cleft,

409

Grammanthesgectianoides, 423

GmpeHjacinths, 162; Foster's Seedling,

304; Muscat tomain, 248, 287, 394,

331 ; Precoce de Marseilles, 13

Grape Pear, the, 263

Grapes, notes on growing, 388 ; colour-
iDg of, 389 ; Frontiguan, 417 ; in bot-

tles, 150 ; keeping, IG, 100, 112, 143

;

late, on early stocks, 108 ; thrivelled,

183

Grasmere, trees and shrubs at, 321
Grasses, omamenta], 28

Green-fly, destroying, 40O

Grevillea punicea, 104; robusta, 113,

412 ; rosmariQifolia, r.4 ; suiphurea,

307; Thtlemanniana, 16; sulphurea,
437

Griffinias and their culture. 300
Griselinia littoralis, lol

Guava. the, 227

Guelder Roses, 40O

Gunnersbuxy House, notes from, 303
Gymnogramma Laucheana gi-antliceps,

298

Gynerium argentenm, 3C1
Gynura aurantiaca, 137

Ilabrothamnusfascicalatas, 44S; cut-of-
door?, 305 ; in Ireland, 324

Hampstead Heath, the ride on. SO
Hand glass, new, 00

Hardenbtrgia Lindleyana, 194 ; orata,
37

Hardiness of Laurels, 3

Hardy Primroses, 4

Hastingsia alba, 432

Hawthorn, variegited, the, r.2:i

Heatherbank, notes from, 351
Heaths, hardy, 127

Heating, economy io, 55, 1 17 ; improved,
27 ; by steam, 361

Hebeclinium ianthinum, 227
Hedge?; clipping, 311

Helenium Hooperi, 3S0

Heli:)tropes under gla^, 214

Hellebores, 56 ; "^vergreen, U; in winter
and spring, 160; purple, 5; seedling,

210

Helleborus abchasicu3, 14 ; Commerzien-
rath Eenary, lad

Hepatica, double white, 173; tiilota

variabilis, 156

Hepaticas, 1?5, 211

Heracleom giganteum, 3i>0

HLTbarium, an ancient, 323

Herefordsliii e orchirds, 321

Hesperaloc yucca3folia, 824

Highgate and Earnet Nurseries, 314

Hollies, yellow berried, 3

Hollyhocks from seed, 118
" Honours," crying for, 360

Hom^ farm, the, 113

Horminum pyrenaicum, 420

Hothouse furnacts, lOO, 157, 2''7

Houses, plant, ventilating, 258, 270; sl'ad-

icg, 259

Hoya globulosa, 225 ; Paxtoni, 395
Himiea elegans, 429

Hurworth Grange, flowers at. 2V2

Hyacinth Delicata. Challengei*, Leo, En-
chantres?, Charles Dickens, Surprise,

Duke of Albany, 233

Hyacinths.wood, varieties of, 371; Roman,
14; single, 1S3

Hyacinthus amethystinus, 352 ; candi-

cans, 203

Hydrangea japonica tricolor, 373

Hydra geasfor eonsaivatories, 348, 411

HymenocaUis macrostephana, 432

Hymenophyllum Wilsoni, crested, 120,

162

Hypocalymua robustum, 314:

Iberis stylosa, 171 ; snperba, 343

Ichneumons. 277

Imantophyllumminiatum, 261 ; varieties

of ditto. 228; ditto superbuni, 133

Immortelle, the, 417

Impitiens Sulrani, 432

Indian Cress, the, 233

Indigof-ra decora alba, 437

Insecticides, useful, 198 ; new and old,

117

Insects, observations on injurious, 19S

;

reports on, 219 ; how to preserve, 433

lonopsin pauiculata, 230

Ipomceabona-uox. 259 ;
purpurea, 295

Iris caucasica, 176, 196; de Eergi, 399;

flrabriata, 153 ; Histrio, 28 ; iberica. 271

;

juncea, 432; Ksempferi, 424; periica,

153; reticulata, 235, 249; stylosa, 34 ;

susiana, 371 ; tuberosa, 176, 196 ; Van
Houttei, 286

Irises, English and Spanish, 440

Ivie', green and variegated, 235 ; in

corridors, 315 .

Ivy leaves, fungus on, SS

Ivy roots, 22

Ixias in open borders, 281

Ixioliriou montamm, 322 ; tataricum,

306

Ixiolirions for cutting. 417

Ixora salicifolia floribunda, 432 ; Pil-

grim!, 440

Jasminum gracillimui

Jewellery, floral, 154

Joseph Decaisne. 122

Justicia caljtrichia, 3:

K^lmias, the, 400

Kalosanthes, 412 ; in small pots, 21-i

Kent, fruit prospscts in, 453

Kentia costata, 356

Kcrria japonica, 275 ; fl -pi, major, 264
;

single 15 ,

Kew anJ hardy flowers, 89

Kingcups or Marsh Marigolds, 233

Kitchen garden, 50

Kniphoflas, 204

Labrador Tea, 2£G

Lachenalia Nelsoni, 110, 170; tiicolor, 93 i

Labels, increasing durability rf, 370 ; leaf

shaped, 61; plant, 173, 221; super-

seded, 130

Lady's Slippers, vara, of, 13

Lielia anceps, new variety of ; Uilli,

1-^6; Veitchi, 31; acuminata, 217;

flava, 271 ;furfurricea, 3 ;harpophyil3,

195 ; majalis, 419

Lakes, forming, 53

La Mortol", Mentone, 98

Landscape work, natural, 2TS

Lapageria, a nob'e, 14 ; culiure of, 140

Lathyrus splendens, 371, 405

Laurel, Alexandrian, 94; the, and its

varieties, 134

Laurels, hardiness of, 3, 15

Lavatera arboreavatiegata, 37S

Laurus azorica, 399

Lawns, Grass, 349; mossy, cure for, 220

;

renovating, 41 ; worms on, 386

Leather Wood, the, 232

Leea amabilis, 223, 353

Ledum buxifolium, 241

Letks, long, 165 ; Lyons, 138

Lettuce, Hardy's Northern King Cos
341 ; sowing, 43

Lettuces, early, under glass, IIC
Leucojum aistivum, 93, 110 ; pulchel-

lum, 211 ; vemum, 153

Li^ht and forcing, 72

Lilac, flowers of, 342 ; forced, 141 ; white,

124i

Lilacs, varieties of, 359

Lil'e?, stem roots on, 446

Lilies of the Valley, 56, 287, 324, 342, 358 ;

the second year in open-air beds, 129,

2S1

Liliara candidum, 60 ; dahuilcum, 385 ;

elegans robustum, 433 ;giganteum, 417

;

gi2anteum, finely grown, 402; Bansoni,

431, 440 ; Leichtlini, 23G ; vii-ginale or

imperiale, 219; Wittei, 281 ; monodel-

phum, 439

Lily bulbs, 250; imported, 183; repro-

duction of, 4

Lime, boiled, 176

L'me trees, avenues of, 74 ; pruning, 15

Linanahfpaticxfolia, 420; pjillida, 439

Linum arboreum, 54; flavum, 395

Lithospermum rosmarinifolium. 141

Llandudno and theOrme's-head in June,

438

Lobelia cuttings and seedlings, 82

:

pumila Ingrami, 433

Loddington or Stone's Apple, ISO

London garden, a small, 213

London parks and open spaces, 448

Lonicera Alberti, 93 ; fragrautissiraa,

170; sempervirens, 402 ; tatanca, 322 ;

ditto rubra, 271

L'Orchidophile, 22

Low temperatures, 171

Lupinus arboreus, 381, 439 ; polyphyllns,

401, 403

Lycaste fulvescens, 175 ; Skinneri trium-

phans, 9t

Lychnis alpina, 40, 54 ; Viscaria, fl.-pl.

440

Lycopodiums, 43

LygidiumFulcheri, 31

Lysimachia Nummularia aurea. 449

LjthrumGnctferi, 402

Machine, tree transplanting. 25

MdCkaya bella, 23, 417

Ma-ieira, 327

Magnolia Soulangeana, 234 ; nigra, 307 ;

Umbrella, 402 ; Yulan fl.-pl., 194 ; stel-

lata, 232

Magnolias, the early, 232 ; 311

Maiden-ha'r Fern, steeping fronds of.

226

Malope ttifida, 145

Mammoth Tree, the, 94

Manchester Show, awards at thej 411

Jjangold fly, 23

Manual of Coniferaj, index to, 110

Manures, application of, 311

Manuring, waste in, 52

JIaple, the Corstorphine, 247

Maples in the flower gardtn, 288 ; Ja-
panese, 322

Marantas, culture of, 109

Marica gracilis, 284

Market fruits and vegetables, 419
Market gardening, 73 ; around New
York, 293

Market garden notes, 57, 274, 426
Markets, new, for London, 176

MarlfieUl, spring garden at, 213

Marguerites, 54

Marigolis in winter, 27

Martynia fragrans, 399

Mascarenhasia Cumowiana, 98
Masdevallia Harryana imperialip, 298 ;

striata, 433 ; rosea, 333 ; Schlimi, 217 ;

Shuttieworthi, 223 ; triangularis, 195 ;

Veitchi grindiflora, 378 ; a rare, 218
Maxillaria calUchroma, 223 ; Lehmanni,

55; venusta, 175

May Apple, the, 127

Mi.aly bug on Vine, '2

Meconopsis Waliichi after a fog, 102
Medini la amabilis. 301, 342

Me[a= omimalabathrica, 21.'>

Melia Azedarach, 432

Me on disease, the, 365 ; Highcross
Hybrid, 417 ; William I., 378

Melons at Chirk Castle, 414, 453; in

hotbed frames, 233
;
planting from

seedpo^s, 207

Mellor, Tom, 359

Meuziesia empetriformis, 210
;
poliioll^

alba, 381

Mertensia sibiiica, 2S6, 381

Merv, seeds from, 219

Mesembryanthemum blandum, 93; cdiile.

75

Mesospinidium sangoineum, 419 ; vb!-

canicum, 202
Mignonette, Miles' Hybrid, 346; new
white, 230

Mimulus Chanty of Sutton, 405 ; Crimson
Kliug, 439 ;

grandiflorus, 437

Mitelladiphjl'a. 271

Modiola gerauioides, 63

Monochxtum Lemoniaaum, 56

Moastsra deliciosa, 39, 83

Moore, Mr. Thomas, 12, 60, 395

Morniog Glory, 295

Mosquitoes, 172

Mo33 on lawns, to cure, 159

Mural gardening, 211

Musa rosacea, 263 ; coccinea, 314

Muscari armeniacum, 336 ; best klads of,

329; Ehvesi, 211; Heldreichi, 194;

lingulatum, 121

Muscats and low temperature, 209

Mushr oms, culture of io meadows, 293

growing, 13, 43, 02, 187. 222. 313;

flavour of, 293, 303, 369; culture of,

103 ; in the open air, 75 ; in winter, 43 ;

out-of-doors, 98 ;
preserved, 143 ;

transplanting, 43, 75 ; turning brown,

183, 222, 237 ; Gilbert's plan of grow-
ing, 452

MyOiOtis dissitiflora, 156 ; var alba, 225,

30S, 346, 414 ; splendtns, 188, 386; the

true, 349

Myrtle J--nny Reichenbach, 228

Myrtles in pots, 174 ; not flowering, 215

N.

Narcissi at Belvoir, 203 ; beautiful, 210

;

double, 23 ; new hybrid, 247

Narcissus BalbocoJium, 307, 344

;

cernuus fl.-pL, 233 ; monopbyUos, 93,

120

Negro fly, 213

Nekip, vegetation of. 101

Nelumbium luteum, 177, 326

ITeottia speciosa, 139

Nepenthes Mastersiana, 433

Nermes, the, 200

Neriosia alabamensis, 10, 203

New England, notes from, 77

Nicotima affinis, 126, 174, 194, :9S, 208,

226, 272 ; the species of, 290

Nitrate of soda and wireworm, ls9
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JNiven, the late Mr., 17

Notes and Readinss, 60, 74, 108, 143, 183,

311, 419

Notes, early spring, 144 ; from New-

England, 177, 326 ; from Switzerland,

20O ; spring, 173, 294, 329

Nubian vegetation, 219

Nurseries, Higligate and Barnet, 311

Nursery, Abercom, notes from tlie, 318

Nurserymen's plant houses, 123

Nuttallia cerassiformis, 150

Nymphsoa tuberosi.lSO, 326; gigantea 413

O.

Oak galls, 291 ; spangles, 23

OBITlTAEr—
M. J. Decaisne, 122

Air. Bjyliss, 234

James Markey, 52

Charles Darwin, 284

Jean Baptiste Gulllo!^, ^'">i

Rev. J. G. Nelson, 281

Antony Oliver, 333

Mr. Carey Tyso

Mr. Daniel Mackenzie

Mr. James Vick, 414

M. lepere, 414

William Hurst, 122

Ojhni multiflora, 137, 151

olontoglossom ffirstedi, 158, 217 ; Alex-

andrse, 65 ; var. giganteum, 109, 398 ;

Alexandra) gifranteum 378 ; Alexandra;

var. Stevensi, 189 ; blandum, 126 ; Cer-

vantesl roseum, 223 ; Chestertoni, 125 ;

cirrhosum, 55 ; citrosmum, 366 ; cris-

pum, 95 : crispum, a yellow, 124 ; cris-

piun, fine var. of, 330 ; crispum flaveo-

liim, 76, 153 ; crispum miraljile, 230 ;

elegans, 216 ; eminons, 94; excel-

leas, 216 ; Halli leucoglossum, 419
;

Ualli nigrum, 225 ; Halli pictiim,

;101 ; hebraicum, 33G ; illustre, 94 ;

Leeanum, 223 ; nsovium majus, 153,

195 ; notabile, 230 ; Tescatorei, 270 ;

Pescatorei album, 225 ; Pescatorei

Veitchi, 217, 223
;
polyxanthum, 210,

270 ;
pulchellum, 3, 73 ; Eoezli, 3

OiQOthera Fraaeri, 211 ; speciosa, 211

olearia deutata, 437

Omphalodes Krameri, 307

Oncidium cucuUatum purpurascens, 94

;

fuscatum album, 139; lamelligerura,

378 ; nudum, 263 ; sculptum, 217 ; tere-

tifolium, 336 ; Weltoni, 124

Oncoba Kraussiana, 431

Onions, spring-sown, llfi

Onosma taurica, 330

Ophrys Bertoloni, 217

Orange growers in Florida, 354

Orange Bergamot, a large, 150 ; the

Washington, 170

Orchard house trees, sjringing, 403, 417
;

planting an, 119; pruning old, luo

(rchards, Herefordshire, 321

Orchards in Lancasliire, 18, 63; pruning,

&c., 49

1 )rchid composts, 340

( Irchid house airing, 2

Orchid names, changea among, 381

orchids, 2, 48, 61; at Biidgeot Allan

94, 833 ; at Clapton, 140 ; Feruside,

216 ; Grove Lea, 230 ; at HoUoway,
105, 436; at Lower Norwood,233 ; at Old-

fleld, 159; at Regent's Park Show, 344

at Sudbury House, 195, 401 ; bedding

out, 419 ; British, 107 ; culture of

ditto, 365 ; Burford Lodge, 13 ; Bur-

mese, 195 ; effects of fog on, 140

;

exhibition of, 418 ; free flowering, 94,

233 ; from seed, 332; hardy, 8, 149, 168 ;

hybrid, 332; in East Anglia, 06 ; in

(lower at York, 140 ; newly imported,

215; pruning, 223, 246, 268,235, 332,

366: shy flowering, 95; South Euro-

pean, 286 ; the best, 183, 217 ; too goi5d

winter, 108 ; winter flowering, 35

Orchis loDgtbracteata, 159, 217; Man,
in N. Wales, 33!, 300 ; maculata and
its varieties, 89; ma^.cula, 35 ; macu-
lata superba, 438 ; foliosa, 437

Orchises, British, in gardens, 304 ; some
fine British, 438 ; foliosa, 437

Orchid sales, 76, IDS

Orithyia Dasysteraon, 50

Orme's-head, the, in May, 406

Ornithogalum arabicum, 330, 441 ; au-

reura, 432 ; pyramidale, 43S

Orobus vema, 56 ; varieties of, 231

Ouijua coccinea, 352, 400

Oaviranflrafenestralis, 17, .56

Oxalis oregana, 264 ; venusta, 204

O.xalises, 82

Oxford, show at, 464

Psconiatennifolia fl -pi., 371

Pajonies, 418 ; tree, 358, 386 ; herbaceous,
435

Ptcony Arthemise, 437

Pallavicini garden, the, 200

Palms, 48

Pampas plumes, dye 1, 288

Pansies, 372, 417 ; and Violets, 332 ; fancy,

400 ; in the north, 263, 418. 424

Pansy Eclipse. 356 ; General Garfield,

666; Mrs. Llewellyn, 298

Papaver alpinum, 417

Paper, waterproof, for packing, 52

Paris, flower show in, 398

Parks and gardens of Paris, 431 ; the

royal, 317

Pasque flower, the, 236

Passiflora cinnabarina, 431
;

princcps,

227 ; variegated, 236

Pavias, the, 447

Pavonia Mairoyana, 16

Pea, American Wonder, 313, 341 ; Day's

Early Sunrise, 311 ; Green, Indian Corn

for, 427 ; height of, 257 ;
protecting,

43 ; succession, in small gardens, 105 ;

Sweet, 211, 417, 438 ; early, 452 ; with-

out sticks, 462

Pea weevils, 231

Peach, Alexander, 331

Peach trees, extension trained, 172 ;

losing buds, 73 ; pruning, 200 ; shed-

ding buds, 147 ; standard, 209, 257

Peaches, diseased, 453

Peaches American crop of, 453

Peai blossoms, 154

Pear fertility, 417 ; M.arshall, 171 ; new.

18

Pears, 37
;
good keeping, IS ; the best,

MS
Pelargonium Comtesse Horace de Choi-

seul, 433; Emperor, 272 ; Eurydioe,

378 ; .told Mine, 433 ; Gratitude, 433

;

raising hybrid, 157 ; Surprise, 31 ; West
Brighton Gem, 324

Pelargoniums and Geraniums, 431 ; and
Violas, 113 ; Cape, 11 ; donble-

flowered Ivy-leaved, 6 ; in winter, 11,

33, 37, 60. 109 ;
single, 28

Pellfca Doniana, 356

Pendell Court, Bletchingley, 325

Pentas carnea, 329, 3)3

People's park. Great Grimsby, 420

Peperomias, 65
*' Peregrine's '' criticism, 54

Pergularia odoratissima, 35

Peristeiia elata, 401

Periwinkles, 231

Pernettya, berries of the, 6 ; ciliaris,

210

Pernettyas in bloom, 390

Peacatorea klabochorum, 356 ; Leh-

ma'<ni, 336, 356

Petraja volubilis, 220

Petunias and their use3, 206 ; double,

307, 33)

Phaljenopsids, culture of, 116

Phala>nopsis intermedia Portei, 146

;

Schilleriana vestalis, 140 ; Stuartiana,

140 ; ditto nobilis, 223 ; tetraspis, 220

Plialangiiim elegantissimun, 356

Fhiladelphus microphyllus, 442

Phlomis fruticosa, 399; Kussellianum,

417

Phlox Drummondl, 416

Phyllanthui nivosus, 38

Phyllocacti, show y, 395

Phyllocactus amoenus, 413 ; Impcrator.

359

Phytolacca decandra, 179

Picture gallery at Kew, 397

Pine-apples, watering, 9, 65. 149, 1S8 ;

St. Michael's, 311

Pine growing, does it pay ? 103, 209, 257,

237,304, 342, 343

Pingnioula caudata, 16, 196, 223

Pink, forcing, iil5 ; Lord Lyons, 417 ; Mrs.

Sinklns, 417

Pinks, 380, 399

Pipes, hot-water, 185, 253

Plant collecting, 20, 23

Plant collector, rambles ot a, 20, 101,

367

Plant culture in France, 26

Plant houses, nurserymen's, 76, 207 ;

ventilating, 270, 315

Plant labels, 173

Plant mimicry, 228

Plant names, English, 107

Plantain Lilies, 179

Plants, soil for alpine, 1, 27, 91, 127, 180

;

at Zurich, 415, 421; rock, 405; with-

out rock?, 300 ;- bulbous spring, 281

;

by post, 173 ; carnivorous, 177 ; car-

peting, 83 ; catalogue of, 80, 266, 271 ;

cerciticating, 50 ; climbing, 109, 163,

creeping, 32 ; early wall, 37 ; for edg-

ings, 426 ; for hanging baskets, 260
;

for shady positions. 111 ; for vases,

280; from a wild garden, 305; hardy

at Chiswick. 344 ; hardy, but not out-

door, 349 ; exhibiting hardy, 413 ;

ditto in pots and planted out, 404 ; in

Yorkshire, 385 ; herbaceous. 47, 385 ;

in bloom Jan. 11, 37 ; at Drayton-

Beauchamp R-cto'y, 232; atHurworlh
Grange, 212 ; at Southport, 189 ; in-

formally traineJ, 319 ; at Glasnevin,

93 ; old-fashioned, 363 ; winter losses

in, 122 ; transmitting, 15 ; under trees,

3 : winter scented, 71 ; alpine, in bor-

ders, 446 ; winter blooming, 441 ; sum-

mer notes on hardy, 435

Pleione humilis, 175

Podalyria styracifolia, 170

Podophyllum peltatum, 127

Poinsettia, 9 ; culture of, 223

Poinsettias, 27, 65, 110 ; at Birdhill, 51

;

new varieties of, 196 ; summer treat-

ment of, 98, 167; propagating, 442

Polemoninm carnleum album, 380

rolyanthus Kingfisher, 169, 2O0, 211
;

Giant White, 264

Polyanthuses, old-fashioneJ, 63 ; and

Pansies, 230 ; fancy, 243 ; from the

north, 286 ;
gold laced, 27, 81, 90, 117

145, 200, 3*6; Hose-in-Hose, 343

Polygonum sachalinense, 230

Pontederia aznrea, 26

Ponthieva maculata, 175

Poppies, French, 400

Portnlacas, 234

Poit, plants by, 173

Potato planting, 233

Potato seleciion, 407

Potatoes, autumn planted, 75, 116, 431 ;

early, 116, 163, 452 ; in leaf mould,

164; for market, 176 ; late, 407;

planting on manure, 164 ; protecting

early, 2 12 ; surface planted, 97 ; Worm-
leighton Seedling and Magnum Bonum,

172, selection of, 461. Royal Ashleaf,362

Pratia angulata, 360

Primrose Holborn Gem, 6, 31, 129

;

Har 'inger, 121 ; seed of the Chinese,

3'7; a lost, 440

Primroses and birds, 6, 23 ; at Edin-

burgh, 331 ; coloured, 4, 5 ; double,

34, 54 ; ditto in the rock garden, t'C3 ;

hardy, 4, 28, 236 ; new Chinese, 259 ;

single and double, 109

Primulas at Chiswick, 171 ; Chinese, 9,

66 ;
propagating double, 273, 329

Prizes, special, 196

Propagating, 43 ; by root and leaf, 73

Propagators, successful 247

Prunus Cocomilla, 247 ; triloba, 196, 275,

4 to

Psdium Cattleyanum, 2^7

Primula acaulis auriculreflora, 236 ;

acauUs Crous=ei, 223 ; acaulis platype-

tila, 270; capitata, 417 ; farinosa, 380 ;

floribunda, 342 ; japonica alba, 329 ;

latifolia, 264; Masenta Gem, 121 ; ob-

conica, 233 ; Princess of Wales. 31

;

rosea, 171 ; Sieboldi and its varieties,

272 ; denticulata, 443 ; sikkimensis,

438

Psychotrii jasminiflora, 87

Psylla Pyri Eosx, 61, 218

Pteris scaberula, 66; out-of doors, 120

Pterostyrsx hispidulnm, 417

Puccoou, the, 127

Pulmonariavirginica, 271

Puschkiniascilloides 183

Puya gigas and its discovery. 308

Pyrethrums, sin:;le, 322 ; double 423

Pyrus Mains floribunda, 212, 311

;

japonica, pruning, 404 ; spectabilis,

234 ; spectabilis, double, 46; veslita, 437

Quamash as a cut flower, 342

Quince, the wild, 353

Eamanas Rose of Japan, 339

Rambles of a plant collector, 367

Ramondia pyreoaica, 420

Ranunculus alpestris, the, 161, 306

amplexic^uli3, 270, 295 ; an-.monoides,

210; culture of the, 92, 119 ; Hel-

dreichi, 204 ; market gardens, 386

Rapliiole pis ovata, 399

Raspberries, pl-intiiig, 17

Reading, flowers at, 84

Reseda odorata prolifera alba, 366

Rhododendron Alice Mangles, 298

album elf gans, 37 ; argenteum, 92, 194;

ditto varieties of, 233 ; Aurora, 223

balsamiflornm. 433 ; Countess of

Sefton, 271 ; Falcuneri, 212 ; Favourite

223, 225 ;
Forsterianum, 264 ; For-

tune!, 333 ; Hodgsoni, 166 ; Monarch,

189 ; nilaghiricum, 171 ; Nobleanum,

6,31, 66; prfccox, 110; Princess Alice,

11; Queen Victoria, 121 ; Thorn >oni, 230;

Veitchi, 212; Veitcaianum, 417 ; a

poor, 447

Rhododendrons, 185; agardmof, 398;

early flowering, 261 ;
greenhouse, 411 ;

hybrid greenhouse, S2S ; Indian, 224 ;

Maiden's B:ush, 163

Rhodora canadensis, 241

Pthodostoma gardeoioide^, 110

Rhubarb, St Martin's, 313

Rlbes Gordonianum, 231 ;
palmatum

;

3, 271 ;
pumilum aureum, 292 ; Robin

Hood, 433

Robinia Psendacacia and varieties, 106

Rock gardens and tree tturaps, 303 ; at

Kew, 236 ; in M irch, 139

Rocket, the double, 399

Rogiera gratissima, 6

Romneya Coulteri, 327

Root pruning, 6. 160 ; ditto and exten-

sion, 46. 149, -wg

Roots, prodniUion of, 18, 200, 291, 36C

;

influence of scion on, 257

Rosa Camellia japonica, 73; Nuttal-

liana, 417 ; Pissarti, 197, 231 ; rugosa.

389 ; sulphurea, 339

Rosaiian's jew bonk, 35

Rose and Rosemary, 417 ; a poor, 247

Rose bio mis, early, and cuttings, 310

Rose buds, how to improve, 254

Rose enemies and their consequences,

132

Rose fences, 55

Rose blinds, 30, 71, 90

Rose growing, cottage, 310; in vineries,

810 ; the American craze for, 310

Rose harvests, e.arly, 71

Rjss prospects, 38J
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Rose, Her Majesty, 223 ; crimson Sou

venir de la Malmaison, 399 ; Dev

nleDBis at home, 368 ; Oloire de Dijon

283 ; Isabella Gray, 425 ; Mari5chal Niel,

16, 71, 133, 326 ; Heine Marie Hen
riette, 3)0, 37 J ; Niphetos orMari5chal

JSTiel, 310 ; Queen of Queens, 366 ; Wil-

liams' Evergreen, 443 : old double yel-

low, 444 ; polyantha, 437

Hoses, spring culture of, 326 ; synonyms
belonging to, 2IS; for arbours, 41S

;

most richly scented, 425 ; dozen, for a

greenhouse, 425 ; and Moss, 15 ; at New
Orleans, 340 ; autumnal flowerinir,

264 ; Banlisian, 271, 343 ; climbing, 36,

389 ; for hedges, 36 ;
graf insr, «3I, 329

;

root grafting, 157 ; green, 93. 142, 3S9 ;

in March, 175 ; in i-ots, 133 ; invigorat-

ing, 368 ; in Warwickshire, 254 ; in

woods, 197 ; mildew on, 425 ; Moss,

36 ; notes on, 379
;
pedigree, 16 ;

pillar,

36 ; planting, 36 ; planting, in barrels,

197 ; out-of-doors in pots, 142
;
prizes

lor, 196 ; pruning, 167 ; single, 124
;

standards, 36 ; strange, 381 : Tea, 360 ;

Tea, out-of-doors, 71 ; the best, 425
;

walls for, 2S9 ; wild, 142 ; Rosy Queen,
189 : budding, 443 ; lop-sided, 443 ;

Brier, 444

Rose tree, destruction of a famous, 213
Rosemary, 270

Rojal Botanic Society, 301

Royal Caledonian Society, 265
Rojal Horticultural Society, 238. 374
Rubusrosffifoliusfl.-pl., 170, SJO ; spec-

tabilis, 247 ; nutkanns, 430
Kudgea myrsinifolia, 212

Saccolabium giganteum excellens, 94
Salads, spring, 62

Salvia compacta splendens, 269 ; Isn-

tansEtoUa, 93 ; leucantha, 9 ; patens in
pots, 85

Salvias, winter-blooming. 328

Sanguinaria canadensis, 127

Sap, stored up, 248

Sapporo, vegetation of, 101
Sarmienta repens, 431

Saxifraga Anilrewsi, 92 ; Burst riana, 71
;

Cotyledon, 400 ; intermedia, 420
;

maxima, 166
; peltata, 352 ; purpuras-

cens, 324; sancta, ;"0; Stracheyi, 189,
211

Saxifrages, the, 247, 343

Sawdust for propagating, 97 ; for raising
seed, 62

Scabiosa atropurpurea, 118
Scarlet Runners, transplanting, 341
Scene, a garden, 177

Schomburgkia tibicinis, 96

Schonbrunu, plants in flower at, 254

Scilla amoena, 283; bifolia, 211, 323; b.
alba, 141 ; campanulata, 300 ; prajoox,
14; taurica, 153, 166 ; verna, 424

ScUlas, white-flowering, S72

ScolopendiiumKelwayi, 92,118, 204 ;var.
densum, 336, 356 ; history of, 161

Seed beds, covering in moist weather
187

Seed growing for profit, 266
Seed nomenclature, 109
Seed-pods, piclung off, 440
Seed sowing in sawdust, 172
Seeds, flower, 202 ; saving. 452
Selaginella Browni, 11 ; Kraussiara, 34,

92 ; platyphylla, 378

Senecio Pctasites, 92

Sheffield, Grape growing in, 267

Shrubberies, treatment of, 7

Shrubs in the bog garden, 15 ; at Ryde,

56 : hardy forced, 7 ; ornamental, 292

;

pruning, 66 ; in Devon, 448

Sibthorpia europjea, 34 ; ditto and sarmi-

enta repens, 432

Silene Hookeri, 424 ; virginica, 307

Sisyrinchium, purple, 14

Skimmia rubella, 210

Slugs, destroying, 370

Snowberries, the, 134

Snowdrops, 16 ; and other spring flowci-s,

ISO ; early, 4 ; Melville's Late, 170

Sobralia xantholeuca, 436

Societies, Crystal Palace, 374 ; Manches-
ter, 395 ; National and Central Horti-

cultural, of France, 244 ; National Auri-

cula, 300, 337 ; R .yal Botanic, 83, 355 ;

evening fSte of, 454 ; Royal Horti-

cultural, 189, 207, 264, 268, 298, 336

SoU for alpine plants, 1

Solanum fragrans, 432
;

jasminoides'

359 ; var. floribundum, 232, 272

Solomon's Seal forced, 227

Sonerllas, 65 ; treatment of, 130

Sophronitis purpurea, 13

Southwood, plants in flower at, 295

Sparaxis, new seedling, 247

Sparmaunia africana, 145

Spathiglottis Lobbi, 216

Spergula pilifera, 235 ; var aurea, 378

Spinach and its substitutes, 75 ; In small

gardens, 257 ; New Zealand, 75 ; per-

petual, 43 ; new, 452

SpiriBa Aruncus, 417 ; Aruncus astil-

boides, 432 ; chamicdrifolia, 271 ; japo-

nica as an edging, 231 ; opulifolia

aurea, 232 ; Aruncus plumosa, 439

;

lindleyana, 438

Spirajas, select shrubby, 105

Spring bulbs, 2S1

Spring flowers, colours of, 311 ; in Isle

of Wight, 154

Spring notes, 173, 294, 32D

Spruce gall aphis, 141

Staphylea colchica, 110

Statice floribunda, 378

Statices, 429

Steam heating, 361

Stenogastra concinna, 439

Stenomcison Haitwegi, 196

Stephanotis, finely flowered, 19G; p'g-

my, 322, 441

Stocks, 119

Stone's Apple, ISO

Strawberries, 342 ; and the past winter,

287, 304, 343, 409 ; early forced, 171,

331 ; in pots, 2l9, 257, 416 ; wintering,

114; stemless flowers, 183; La Grosse
Sucr(;e, 304; Pauline, 417

Stropbanthus dichotomus, 130

Swanley, notes from, 174

Switzerland, notes from, 200

Symphoricarpus, the species of, 134

Table decoration, 382

Tagetes Parryi, 326

Tecoma australis, 110

Tecophylxa Cyauocrocus, 31, 170; and
Leichtlini, 123

Telopea speciosissima, 264

Temperatures, low night, 79, 171, 267

Thorns, the various, 449

Thunbergia Harrisi, 153, 297

Tobaccos, the, 290

Tomato, Criterion, 62

Tonga plant, the, 316, 333

Torenia Fournieri, 129

Tottenham, plants in flower at, 283

Toward, Mr., the late, 238

Town gardening, 435

Training, cordon system of, lOO, 114

Tree Poeonies, 324

Tree, a neglected British, 111 ; an un-

safe, 397 ; the Mammoth, 94

Trees and shrubs, 51 ; at Grasmere, 321

;

destruction of, 303; facts about nu-

prxmed, 330 ; large, transplanting, 24
;

near dwellings, 25, 77 ;
plants under,

3 ; the Eitton catalogue of, 3 ; road-

side, 449

Tree stumps, blasting, 226

Trees, fruit, renovating and grafting old,

148 ; top dressing, 2O0 ; summer prun-

ing, 387

Trichopilia Backhousiana, 356, 373 ; coc-

cinea, 3Si ; suavis alba, 195

Trillium grandiflorum, 306, 330

Trimen's ^Dr.) report of Botanic Garden,

Ceylon, 139, 171

Tiiteleia uniflora, 190, 236

Tritonias, 162 ; in spring, 306

Trollius Loddigesi, 331

Tropieolum Hermine Graslioff, c60 ; Lob-

blanum Firefly, 138; polyphyiluni,

417 ; Townsoni, 323

Tropojolums, new, 806

Tuberose culture, 11

Tulipa altaica, 211 ; Clnsiana, 232 ; Greigi,

230 ; patens, 211 ; retroflexa, 271 ; ^io-

lacea, 211

Tulips, 2S6 ; at Alpha House, Regent's

Park, 238 ; from Camies, 276 ; from

Turkestan, 192 ; on the Grass, 236 '

single and double, 350 ; stem bulbs in'

300 ; town grown, 322

Turnip, Early Munich, 427 ; Policy's

Nonsuch, 75 ; Early Paris Market, 452

Turnip fly, 291, 387

Tussilago fragrans, wilJ, 204

Umbrella tree, the, 403

Underwood, healthy, 108

Uti'icularia montana, 119

Vaccinium nitidum, 212

Valerian, 204

Vanda coerulea, 254 ; var. Greyi, 36

;

Parishi, 210 ; sua^'is, 359 ; tricolor

Russelli, 13 ; Denisoni, 437

Vandas in flower, 217

Vegetation and the electric light, 347 ;

backward, 34

Vegetables, late crops of, 340; newly

introduced, 255 ; scarcity of, 191, 327 ;

notes on early, 451

Veltheimia viridiflora, 110

Venice, Botanic Gardens a*, 270

Venidium calendulaceum, 403

Ventilation, 312

Verbascum olympicum, 423

Verbena Stars and Stripes, 261

Veronica gentianoides, 381 ; HulUeana,

£63, 378 ; Teucrium, 439

Viburnum plicatum, 322 ; in pots, 394

Vick, Mr. Jamef, 64

Vienna, spring show at, 338

Vincas from seed, 317

Vine borders, 63

Vine roots, 6,63, !3, 149

Vine, Californian, 22 ; Clovenfords, 18 ;

outdoor in leaf, 209 ; at Hampton
Court, g

Vine shoots, stopping, 331

Vine weevils, 172

Vines and bedding plants, 18; distance

in planting, 388 ; low night tempera-

tures for, 2.9, 267 ; mealy bug on, 73,

117, 209

Viola Champion, 433 ; Lottie, 402 ; Mrs.

Gray, 400; Mrs. Laing, 293; rostrata,

323

Violas, American, 120

Violet, diseased, 66

Violet, new white, 212 ; the Bird'a-foot,

286

Violets, 342 ; Czar, 234 ; not flowering,

38, 55; propagating, 204; scontlesi,

162

Virginian Cowslip, 271, 280

Virginian Poke, 179, 326

Vriesia brachystachys, 10

W.

Wales, wild flowers in, 423

Walks, shady and sunny, 357 ; too many
and too large, 425

Wall creepers, 214

Wallflowers, different kinds of, 234 ;

double yellow, 110 ; the double, 126 ;

and Anemones, 119 ; for table decor.i-

tion, 327 ; single, 203

Waratah, the, 204

Wardian cases, 363

Weather, the, in 18S1, 175

Weevils, Vine, 172

Weigela hortensis nivea, 399

Weigelas, the, 184, 400

Wellingtonia giganfea pendnla, 1*21

Widow Flower, the, 155

Winter Aconite, the, 5

Winter-flowering bush, beautiful, 5

Winter gardens, 419

Winter's bark, 160

Wistaria sinensis alba, 306 ; the double,
233 ; pruning, 447

Wood Sorrel, purple flowered, 346 ; the

pink, 2S8, 323

Wood Sorrels, the, 82

Worm burrows and their plugs, 172

Worms, 131 ; how to destroy, on lawns.

386 ; in gardens, 23, 60, 117, 219 ; iu

manure, 43, 66, 97, 363

Xerophyllum asphodeloides, 439

Yam, the Chinese, 97

Yellow-berried Hollies, 3

Yews from seed, 269

Zamia montana, 188

Zenobia speciosa, 212

Zephyranthes carinata, 439

Zygopetalum Clayi, 195, 226 ; criuituja

var., 126; expansum, 433
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Akebia quinata

Authomy a radiciun ..

Athalia spinarum

Uegonia semperfloreus rosea

Berberis Wallichiana

Iteta hortensis metallica

., vulgaris brasiliensis .

.

Billbergia (Quesnelia) rosco-marg

nata

IJiDgham, border in garden at

Jiiota orientalis aurea

C ridge in Devonshire
(Jromelia Pinguin „
Ijulbocodium trigynum

Oalycanthus floiidus .

.

Capsicum Tomato
Carrot fly, the .

.

Catkins and pussies .

.

Chermes abietis

Cherry Belle de Montreuil .

.

Chicory, improved
fihimonanthus fragraus

Chinese Yam
Cineraria, a double .

.

Cleoms pungens
Cobham Hall, Kent .

.

Corn Salad, two kinds of

Cornus florida

Croton Baron Franck Sellifire

Cyoas siamensis, group of .

.

Cypripedium albo-purpureuni

CytisuB purpureas alb us

Dahlia imperialis

Ii'effeabachia Imperator . . .

.

84

Dioscorea Uatatai 97

Dragon Tree at Cidiz 220

Drimys aromatica 150

Winteri 150

Eastcote Cr.ttage, Pinner . . .

.

383

Enoepbalartos Calfra 410

Epipremuum miiabile .. 316

Eryngium pandanifoliam .

.

249

Ficaria grandiHora 204

Fig, Osborn's Prolific .. ..199
Fly, the root-eating 147

Fraxinus americana aucubajfolia .. 79

Fritillaria paUidiflora .. .. 203

Fuchsia corymbiflora 347

,, fulgens 347

,, gracilis 317

microphyUa 347

Oillenia trifoliata 235

Globba coccinea 361

Grammanthes gentianoides . . .

.

423

Grifilnia hyacinthina maxima .. 390

Hand-glass, new kind of . . .

.

09

Heracleum giganteum . . .

.

327

Ichneumonidse, group of . . .

.

277

Ipomcca bon i-nox 259

,, purpurea 295

Kerria japonica 277

LakQ3, diagrams showing how to

form 59

Laurel, the common 131

Leea amabilis 352

Lilium davuricum 335

Lily bulb, showing new bulb centre 25L

London garden, view in a small .. 213

Magnolia conspicua 311

Malope triflJa 145

llelastomamalabathrica .. ..215

Xarcissua Bulbocodium . . .

.

345

Nicotiana acutifolia 291

,, suaveolens .. .. 291

Oak spangles 23

Odontoglossum crispum .. 95

Orchis longibracteata . . .

.

159

Oxalis fruticosa S3

Paniscus testaceus . . . . - 277

Pavia flava 447

,, macrocarpa 448

,, neglecta 417

,, rubra 44S

Pendell Court 325

Penfas carnea 329

Phytolacca decandra 179

Pimpla instigator 277

Podophyllum peltatuni . . .

.

127

Polygonum sachalinense . . .

.

280

Pontederia azurea 26

Prunus triloba .
. Sli*fff^-

"**^

PjeudacaciA

Psylla rosa)

,. Pyti

Puya gigas in its native site

Ketiuospora dubia

leptoclada

,, juniperoides

Kosa Pissarti

,, rugosa

Rubus frulicosuslaciniatus..

Salvia splendens compacta .

.

Sanguinaria canadensis

Scabiosa atropurpui'ea

Scilla amccna

,, patula

Snowdrop, early

Spergula pilifera

Spruce gall aphis

Stephanotis floribunda, pigmy
Symphorioarpus vulgaris .

.

Tonga plant

Tree moving appliances

Trogus lutorius

Turnip, early Munich »
Turnip sawfly

Venidium calendulaceum ..

Vick, Mr. James

Weigela japonica

Yam, Chinese

COLOURED PLATES.

Al'l'LE, STONE'.S

UEGONIA SOCOTEANA

CIGNONIA VENUSTA

.UKODI^A LAXA AND VAR8

CAMPANULA ALLIONI

CANNA lEIDIFLOKA EHEMANNI..'.

CATTLEYA AUKEA

CATTLEYA GIGAS

CHRYSANTHEMUM COKONARIUM VAUH.

CINERARIAS, GROUP OF DOUBLE FLOWERED

CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE MAULEI

CYl'RIPEDIUM INSIGNE PUNCTATUM VIOLACEUM

IUSA GRANDIFLOEA SUPERBA BARRBLLI ...

JUIS KyEMPFEEI, VARS

LtLIUM LEICHTLINI

MASCARENHAISIA CURNOAVIANA

MESOSPINIDIUM VULCANICUM

MODIOLA GERANIOIDES

180

163

276

106

366

42

312

441

444

114

442

236

98

202

«0

NERINE CORUSCA

NEPJNB FILIFOLIA

NERINE HUMILIS

NERINE PLANTI

NERINE PUDIGA

NERINE PULCHELLA

NYMPH.^A TUBEROSA

ODONTOGLOSSUM EXCELLENS ...

ODONTOGLOSSUM HEBRAICUM ...

ODONTOGLOSSUM PESCATOREI ...

PELARGONIUMS, GROUP OF lYY-LEAV

PHAL^NOPSIS INTERMEDIA PORTEI

8ALVIA CACALIiEFOLIA

SALVIA INVOLUCRATA BETHELLl

SALVIA LEUCANTHA

SALVIA M. ISSANCHOU

SALVIA SPLENDENS BEUANTl ...

VANDA CCERULEA
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JOHN DOMINY.

Mr. Jonx Dominy was born at Gittisham, Devon, in 1816, and wa3 early led to adopt gardening as his profession. In 1831, after his

apprenticeship in a private garden, he spent two or three months in Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co.'s Exeter nursery, and thence re-

moved to Messrs. Veitch's nursery in the same town. In 1841 he accepted an appointment as head gardener to J. P. Magor, Esq., of

Eedruth, where he remained for nearly five years, being a most successful exhibitor at the Cornish flower shows during that time. In

1846 he finally returned to the Exeter Nurseries of Messrs. Veitch & Son, ever since which time he has been connected with the firm,

first at Exeter, but more recently at the Eoyal Exotic Nursery, at Chelsea, from which, we regret to say, failing strength recently com-

pelled him to retire.

It was after Mr. Dominy's return to the Exeter nursery of Messrs. Veitch, in 1846, that he commenced that series of experiments

in hybridising Orchids and Nepenthes, which has in recent years made his name a household word amongst horticulturists. In 1852

Mr. John Harris, of Exeter, suggested to Mr. Dominy that the production of hybrid Orchids might not be impossible, and he at once

turned the suggestion to practical account Four years later the first hybrid Orchid appeared in the shape of Calanthe Dominii, this

being soon afterwards succeeded by Cattleya hybrida, and eventually by other kinds, of which the following is a complete list.

Those marked with asterisks are the hybrids ; the others the parents :

—

Calantlie Masuca
*Ca!anthe Dominii
Calanthe fareata

Phajus grandifolius

Phajus irroratus

Calanthe vestita alba

Cattleya guttata
*Cattleya hybrida maculata
Cattleya intermedia

Limatodes rosea
*Calanthe Veitchi

Calanthe veslita

Cattleya Ijoddigesi

*Cattleya Brabantiaj

Cattleya Aclandise

Cypripedium barbatura
*Cypripedium vexillarium

Cypripedium Fau-rieanum

Cypripedium Pearoei

*Cypripediam Dominii
Cypripedium caudatum

Cattleya Mossifc

Cattleya Manglesi
Cattleya Loddigesi

Cypripedium barbatum
*Cypripedium Harrisianum
Cypripedium villosam

Cattleya Aclandiai
•Cattleya quinquicolor
Cattleya Forbesi

Cattleya (Laslia) crispa

Cattleya (Laalia) Pilcheii alba

Cattleya (L^lia) Perrini

Cattleya (Lfelia) crispa

Cattleya (Lailia) Pilcheri

Cattleya (Lajlia) Perrini

Cattleya maxima
Cattleya Dominii alba
Cattleya amethystina

Goodyera discolor

Ansctochilus Dominii
AnEEctoohilus xanthophyllus

Fuchsia serratifolia

Fuchsia Dominii
Fuchsia speotabilis

Goodyera discolor

Goodyera Veitchi

Ana;ctochilus Veitchi

Nepenthes distillatoria

Nepenthes hybrida
Nepenthes, spotted species from

Borneo, unnamed

Cattleya (Ltelia) crispa

Cattleya devoniensis

Cattleya guttata

Cattleya granulosa
Cattleya hybrida
Cattleya Harrisonise

Nepenthes distillatoria

Nepenthes hybrida maculafa
Nepenthes, spotted species from

Borneo, unnamed

Cattleya maxima
Cattleya Dominiana
Cattleya amethystina

Nepenthes Rafflesiana

Nepenthes Dominii
Nepenthes, green species from

Borneo, unnamed

Cattleya Mossise (Syon House vars)

Cattleya exoniensis

Laelia purpurata

Cattleya (Lselia) crispa

Cattleya Sidniana
Cattleya granulosa

Aerides .offine

Aerides hybridum
Aerides Fieldingi

Dendrobium nobile
Dendrobium Dominii
Dendrobium moniliforme

Cattleya labiata

Lselia Veitchiana
Cattleya (Laslia) crispa

Cattleya crispa

Cattleya (Loelia) Fel.'x

Cattleya Eegnelli

Cattleya Dowiana
Laelia Dominiana
Cattleya exoniensis

Cattleya Dowiana
Lffilia Dominiana rosea
Cattleya exoniensis

Of these there are two or three so beautiful and so widely known, that allusion to them here is not out of place. Even if Mr. Dominy

had done nothing but raise such hybrid Orchids as Cattleya exoniensis, Calanthe Veitchi, and Lajlia Dominii, he would have deserved

honour at our hands. Apart, however, from the origin of hybrid Orchids and Nepenthes, other and many duties devolved upon him

especially after 1864, when he removed from Exeter to London to take the general management of the Royal Exotic Nurseries, at

Chelsea, with the late Mr. James VeitcL This occasion was marked by a suitable presentation from the Exeter Horticultural

Society, which had previously awarded him a silver medal in 1858 for his experiments in hybridisation.

We do not assert that Mr. Dominy was the first to obtain Orchids from seed. In 18,32 Prescottia plantaginea was thus raised

in the Horticultural Society's Chiswick garden ; and so also Paxtonia rosea was found growing from seeds accidentally distributed, or

self-sown, in Messrs. Loddiges' nursery, at Hackney ; but that Mr. Dominy was absolutely the first to raise hybrid Orchids and

Nepenthes is past a doubt. Mr. Dominy demonstrated the possibility of Orchids being raised from hybridised seeds long before

Darwin's " Fertilisation of Orchidaceous Plants " appeared.

In speaking of Mr. Dominy's hybrid Orchids, some years ago. Professor H. G. Reichenbach said, " I would once more

declare that the raising of such hybrids, whose origin is candidly and clearly stated, must by-and-by assist us very much in im-

proving our views about species." This prophecy is now fully realised ; but we must not forget that at the time when Mr. Dominy's
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first hybrids appeared the world was not so catholic in its reception of " new departures " as now, and not a few discouraging

remarkB anent hybrid Orchids were made at the time. Now, however, it is pleasant to know that all appreciate them at their proper

value.

The Council of the Royal Horticultural Society of London recently (1880) awarded their large gold Flora medal to Mr.

Dominy in recognition of his services to horticulture generally, especially for his remarkable achievements in hybridisation. So also with

the same object a sum of money has recently been subscribed by a few friends, and presented to him, with a gold watch, through Sir

Trevor Lawrence, Bart. This much deserves to be said, as showing the esteem in which Mr. Dominy is held by all with whom he

has been brought into contact. But far more important are the results of his life's work amongst plants. If it be true that " a man's best

work is his best monument," then will John Dominy be long remembered, even by those who shall come after the youngest of us.

In publishing a portrait of Mr. Dominy with this Volume of The Garden, we simply wish to show our respect for one

who has worked intelligently and successfully for over 40 years in the service of our art, and who has retired from active life

with substantial proofs of the friendship and good wishes of all who knew him. B.
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AEDEN HOME
IN CALIFORNIA

Thinking that it

might perhaps be
a matter of some

interest to readers
of The Gabden, I

have from personal
inspection wi-itten

out a list of the
fruit trees grow-
ing in the open air

upon a farm near
Niles, in Alameda
County, 30 miles
south - east from
San Francisco, in

the Santa Clara
Valley. We have the
ocean breezes, some-
what modified by
the San Mateo
Mountains towards
the west. The a-

mount of frost in winter varies much with location
in this valley. A narrow belt near the moun-
tain's base on the east side is most sheltered,
and is best for the culture of choice fruits and
flowers.

"We have no rain during the summer, or from
May \ to November 1—positively not a shower
sufficient to lay the dust

;
yet we do not have

to irrigate (except young or newly-set plants
until established). If the ordinary winter rains
are received all manner of trees perfect their
fruits, and the cereals ripen, and most vegetables
grow well without artificial application of water.
Maize or Indian Corn is planted in the open field

about May 5, andgrows and perfects without ever
having had adi'op of rain andwithout irrigation.
Sometimes Barley is sown for hay in December
and cut in AprU. Then Maize is sown on the
same land for a late crop, and unless the winter
has been late and more than usually wet, the
Corn needs some assistance. For ease and eco-
nomy in working it, the vegetable garden is

supplied with water from wells or ditches, and
as fast as a bed is emptied the soU is dug over,
fertilised, and replanted.

The soil is rich and deep, with an underlying
stratum of gravel, SO ft. down, to which wells are
bored, and yield an unfailing supply. Nearer
the bay of San Francisco artesian wells abound,
but on the farm of which we write the water is

raised to the surface by windmills and steam
pumps. The climate is delightful, healthy, and
invigorating.

The farm under consideration has been occu-
pied about thirty years, but horticultural work

was begun here only eight years ago, and the

wonderful growth manifested is due to soil and
climate. Of trees now in bearing there ai-e 40
varieties of Apples, the earliest ripening the

middle of June ; 4 of Crab Apples ;
2.3 of Pears,

the earliest ripening in June ; 21 of Plums and
Prunes ; 2 of Quinces ; 40 of Peaches, extend-

ing in season from June 1 to November 1
;

3 of Nectarines ; 7 of Apricots ; 18 of Cher-
ries; and 8 of Figs. Besides these there

are abeady fruiting Japan Persimmons,
American Persimmons, English Walnuts, Per-

sian Walnuts (Kaghazi), Almonds, American
black Walnuts, Italian Chestnuts, English Fil-

berts, three kinds ; Oranges, of six varieties

;

Lemons, of three sorts; Citrons, Shaddocks,

Olives, the Loquat of Japan, the Kumquat, or

Japanese dwarf Orange ; and Grapes, both
American and European ; Blackberries, Currants,

Raspberries, and Strawberries ; all the leading

varieties are gi'own. The large English Goose-

berries mildew occasionally,owing to the hot sun,

but the Houghton Seedling thrives satisfactorily.

Passiflora edulis fruits in the open air, and
stands the winter. The Pomegi-anate is a great

favourite, both for bloom and fruit. Besides

these and others, many useful plants have not

yet fruited, but are growing rapidly. Among
these are the three-lobed Asimina (A. triloba),

the Juglans preparturiens, J. cinerea, the Carya
microcarpa, the Japanese Chestnuts, the Carya
olivaeformis, the Macadamia ternifolia,the Fagus
ferruginea, the Carob,the Jujube Plum, the Date
Palm, the Cork Oak, and Bananas of all sorts. These

last are cut back by the frosts, so that it is im-

probable that they wUl ever fruit in the open
air, but they grow luxuriantly from the old

stems each spring, and add much to the beauty

of the scene.

The list of ornamental plants grown here is

very large. Kennedyas attain the size of tall

shrubs or small trees ; Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,

and similar plants bloom most of the year. The
small ranges of greenhouses, hotbeds, and cold

frames are used chiefly for propagation. Camel-
lias, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, &c., are kept

under a lath-house shelter through the summer
months. But since the chief object of this list is

to show how wide our range of fruit is, it seems

out of place to consider the ornamental depart-

ment at present.

This year fruit has been sold from this fann
to the canneries at San Jose at rather surprising

prices when the heavy yield of these valley

lands is considered. The price for Peaches ranged
from 30 dols. to 80 dols. per ton, according to

quality and time of ripening ; Plums at from
40 dols. to 60 dols per ton ; Apricots at 70 dols.

per ton. Some farmers last year (1880) sold their

Apricots at 100 dols. per ton, and had from four

to sk tons per acre. One gentleman at Haywardsi

in the Santa Clara Valley, had nearly ten tons

per acre ; but these were exceptional prices. At
the rate this year 70 dols. per ton a large profit is

insured; in fact, if the present prices continue, or

anything lUve them, for four or five years, the

fruit growers will become wealthy. Salway

Peaches, which sold this year in the orchard at

80 dols. per ton, yielded at the rate of 1200 dols.

per acre. 1200 dols. or nearly £240 as the

return of one acre of land makes the faith of

Californians in the fruit-growing capacities of

the coast greater than ever, and has already

caused the price of available fruit-lands to ad-

vance rapidly. Chaeles H. Shinn.

San Francisco.

SOIL FOR ALPINE PLANTS.

I CANNOT resist the temptation of forwarding to

you some extracts from a letter which I have

received from Mr. W. Oxenden Hammond, of

St. Alban's Court, near Wingham, Kent. As you

of course know Mr. Hammond has been a culti-

vator of alpine plants for some years, he has

one of the largest and finest rockeries in the

kingdom, and he is in the habit of constantly

replenishing it by visits with his gardener to

the Alps and the Pyrenees. I know of no place

where many alpines floiu-ish as they do with

him. The Edelweiss is completely at home on

his rockery, and seeds most luxuiiantly. It shows

the greatest indifierence to soil, and can no

longer be accounted (as I thought it must be)

an exception to the general rule. Ramondia py-

renaica, it is no exaggeration to say,_is_more

happy with ^Ii'. Hammond than it is in its

native habitats, a diameter of 11 in. not being

an unusual thing for it to have with him, and I

have seen many specimens of Saxifraga longi-

folia at Wmgham such as I have met with

nowhere else. A good deal more might be said

about this splendid rockery, but the following

are extracts from a letter which he has sent to

me, and which I am permitted to forward to

"My own belief is that the _ constituents of

soil are a very secondary consideration to the

successful growth of alpines. I entirely disbelieve

in the scheduled disabilities of certain plants in

relation to soil that I have seen published in

The Garden. There may be a few plants that

refuse to thrive in certain soils, but I believe

them to be quite the exception. I believe situa-

tion and atmospheric conditions, together with

aspect and exposure, to govern all others, a,nd

if these are adverse many alpines will not live

for any time. As to the Edelweiss, it grows and

propagates itself equally freely both among the

limestone grit of my rockery and in the natural
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loam of my borders. I believe it -will grow auy-

where. In so far as I have tried plants in borders

I have found them, without exception almost, to

do better than on my rocks, and I believe solely

lipcause they are better nourished. The Ramon-
dias are all grown on the face of the sandrocks

planted in crevices, with a north aspect, where
i can give them absolutely no sun. I have never

seen any nearly so fine as mine are, certainly

not in their native habitats."

In a second letter Mr. Hammond writes

:

" Curiously enough after I had posted my letter

to you I took up The Garden" in the evening
and saw a letter from M. Gusmus speaking so

very decidedly as to the results of certain ex-

periments as almost to lead me to think the

soil advocates must be right. I am unfortunately

not geologist enough to recognise the rock for-

mations at sight, but any collector who knows
them might at once upset the soil-selection

theory by observing whether any of the so-

called haters of calcareous rocks are ever found
on them. To take one plant instanced by M.
Gusmus as a hater of limestone, Androsace
carnea, I have tried to grow this from plants

dug by myself on the Porte de Venesque, the
Col de Cesy (Pyrenees), and the Col di Tenda
(Italian Alps), and also from bought plants.

Imported and bought plants alike fail. On the

other hand, the Mt. Dore form ( Auvergne) im-
ported by me flourished splendidly for four or

live years until they went off suddenly, and I

found that the roots had been eaten, I presume,

by wireworm, which often bothers me. Now if

the rocks of Venesque, C esy, and Tenda are all

igneous, that might give some colour to the
notion that the limestone on my rockery was the

cause of my failure. The Puy de Sansy, how-
ever, is in the centre of a group of volcanic

mountains, and though it may be an exception

to its surroundings the probable inference would
be that it is igneous, and if so how is it that

Androsace carnea taken from its summit
flourishes in my limestone grit ? I should much
like to know what is the geological character
of the rocks of Venesque, Cesy, Tenda, and Mt.
Dore respectively."

It seems quite clear from the above extracts

what Mr. Hammond's opinion is. For one thing,

Androsace carnea does not seem to be amenable
to a hard and fast line. H. E.

THE GIANT ARUM OF SUMATRA.
(CONOPHALLUS SITANUM.)

About three years ago the horticultural world
was astonished by the discovery of a plant almost
as gigantic in its proportions as the wonderful
Rafflesia.Arnoldi, and considerable interest was
attached to this discovery from its being found
growing almost side by side with the Rafflesia,

Dr. Beecari has done much to increase our know-
ledge of the wonders of the floras of Java and
Sumatra, and it is to him we are indebted for the

discovery and introduction of this giant Aroid.
In the museum at Kew there has been for some
years the nearest approach possible to a living

.specimen of the parasitic Rattlesia, namely, a
beautifully executed model of the plant, or

rather flower, as seen growing in Sumatra; and
now in Museum No. 3, which already contained
many singular examples of vegetable life, as well
as the finest collection ofspecimensof woodin the
world, is to be seen a well executed picture of this

giant Arum. This picture is about 17 ft. wide
and over 20 ft. high, and contains a coloured
representation of the stem, 'leaf, flower, and
tuber of the Conophallus, all natural size.

Imagine a plant resembling in habit, &c., the
well known Aniorphophallus Rivieri, but with a
leaf-stalk 12 ft. high and 1 ft. in diameter at

the base! This stem is perfectly smooth and

shining, the ground colour being green, thickly

covered with large grey blotches. On tlie top of

this stalk is the compound leaf-blade, with a

spread of about 45 ft. in circumference. The
tuber is over 1 ft. in diameter, and from this rises

the flower. This latter precedes the leaf, and is

in shape similar to that of most of the flowers

belonging to that section of the Aroid family, of

which the Amorphophallus and Sauromatums
are well known examples, or to take a more
familiar plant, the flower of Calla aBthiopica or

Arum Lily. The part of the flower known as the

spathe is about Sj ft. deep, and 3 ft. across at

the mouth, while the club-shaped spadix is at

least 6 ft. long and as thick as a man's thigh.

The colour of the spathe is green and dark pur-

ple, while the spadix is of a yellowish hue. The
tuber and inflorescence are said to be a load for

two men. Such a giant as this can of course only

be accommodated in such places as the Palm
house at Kew, where we hope some day soon to

see living plants. Visitob.

ORCHIDS.

CYPEIPEDIUMS.
The following may perhaps throw some light on
" F. W. B.'s " remarks on Lady's Slippers in your
issue of Dec. .SI. Not having much space to devote
to Orclnds, I have turned my attention chiefly to

one genus, Cypripediums, and always make a
point of gathering as much information about
them as I can. About a year ago I purchased a
plant of Cypripedium insigne punctatum viola-

ceum, and intended adding Maulei to my col-

lection. A flower was sent me to see from a
London nursery, but not having flowered puncta-
tum violaceum, I decided before purchasing to

go and see it at the place where it was purchased
during my then impending visit to town. I did so,

and found exactly similar flowers to what had been
pre\'iously sent frcm another place as Maulei.
Hide by side with punctatum violaceum stood a
plant of the true Maulei, that is a plant that had
been purchased from Lady Dorothy Neville, who
had it from Maule direct. This, though superior to

the ordinary insigne, is much inferior to the plant
named punctatum violaceum. During the same
visit to town, when at another nursery in search
of Cypripediums. the proprietor greatly lauded
his variety Cypripedium Chantini, and of course
I asked to see it. The plant certainly deserved
all that was said of it, but it was my old friend
punctatum violaceum. I think that I may justly

draw the following conclusions from my en-
quiries : 1, punctatum violaceum, Chantini, and
Maulei (in the best variety) are the same ; 2, that
Maulei, as originally sent out, is not the very best

;

3, that there is a general tendency to call all va-

rieties of insigne " Maulei " if they have more
white than usual in the standard ; 4, that puncta-
tum violaceum has the priority in name of the
three plants shown to me. K. M.

AIRING ORCHID HOUSES.

With reference to the discussion respecting the
admission of air by the door into Orchid houses
and the maintenance of an equable temperature,
I wish to say that I am not an authority on Orchid
growing ; but as regards the admission of air by
the door, when the late Mr. W. Payne was gar-
dener at Belmont, Taunton, it was his custom on
all favourable occasions to admit air in that way,
the door being kept open little or much, as occa-
sion required, by the aid of an iron weight. The
last time I called there I also saw that the present
gardener (Mr. Lucas) adopted the same plan for
the Orchid house, and the collection of plants is a
valuable one, and is maintained in good con-
dition. Of course there is suitable provision for

giving air at the sides and top of the house in the
usual way. 1 do not wish to enter into the dis-

cussion whether the practice of admitting au- b}'

the door is good or bad, nor am I recording my
own opinion, but only the practice of one who
thoroughly understood what he was about, as the
condition of the plants testified then as well as
now. Respecting the maintenance of an agree-

able temperature in those houses where the plants
require the most heat, I only know when Mr. R.

Shore was gardener at Henbury Hill, Westbury-
on-Trym, it was his practice to keep his houses at

a temperature in which any one could admire
their contents with the greatest comfort. The
last time I saw them was on a bright afternoon of

a September day, and I can say that I never en-

joyed looking over a collection of Orchids so

much, for although the house was comfortably
warm the air was in active circulation and not
heavily charged with moisture ; in fact, there was
a feeling of lightness in the air that tempted one
to linger longer than is usual in such structures.

Although the collection of Orchids at that time
at Henbury Hill was not an extensive one, its con-
dition told that it was well managed. From these

facts I can quite understand that it is possible

to grow the majority of heat-loving Orchids in a
temperature in which any one may read or smoke
without any unpleasant consequences. J. C. C.

CCELOGYNE BARBATA.
" Obseevek " (p. 622) seems anxious to prove that
I am wrong and that be is right as to the qualities

of what he calls " this t)eautiful Orchid." C. bar-

bata has been grown here for about three years, so

we have at least had a goodjopportunity of observ-
ing it. I saw it in flower at Mr. Beckett's, and the
gardener there thinks the same of it as I do ; there-

fore " Observer '' will see that at 1 east there is

room for a difference of opinion. If he is a member
of the floral committee he will also know that
very few indeed of the members think it worth a
certificate, and that those who know the plant and
have grown it voted against it. It has been quite
long enough under trial, and is not what can be
called new. It was sold in great quantities more
than two years ago. I may also say for your cor-

respondent's information, that my remarks about
it were written and sent to the printer the
week before the committee meeting at which the
plant was exhibited was held. " Observer " has
also introduced what he calls a " botanically in-

teresting Japanese plant," viz., Chionographis
japonica. It is a very interesting and pretty her-

baceous plant, and as a hardy plant well worth
growing ; I am unaware of saying any more in its

favour, is that " belauding " it ? I may add that
the floral committee thought it worth "the high-
est award," and gave it a first-class certificate on
the 11th of May last. Surely, although I am a
member of the floral committee, that does not
prevent me from expressing my private opinion
about any plant, even if it has passed through
their hands and been approved. It would be very
desirable that the number of members voting
for and against any plant should be published

;

then the awards made could be readily estimated
at their true worth. If your correspondent knows
how many members of the committee voted for

C. barbata, he must know that it tells more
against him than for him. J. Douglas.

SHOET NOTES-OEOHIDS.

Barkeria Lindleyana.—These charming
Orchids are quite a speciality in Messrs. Back-
house's n'lrsery at York, where they are grown to

perfection, notwithstanding they have the repu-

tation of being somewhat difiicult to manage.
Among them the most beautiful just now is B.

Lindleyana, than which it would be dirticult to

imagine a more exquisite Orchid, the colours com-
bining the rare qualities of elegance, grace, and
beauty. Some of the slender flower-stems in

this nursery are terminated by as many as a

dozen or even more flowers of a rich deep violet-

purple, the lips being surmounted by a golden
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crest. It is a matter of regret that such beauti-
ful plants as these are not more generally grown,
for if they were we should perhaps soon know
their requirements tetter than we do now.

—

W. G.

Laelia furfuracea.—We have lately seen
flowers of this rare Orchid from the York Nur-
series. It is a near neighbour of L. autumnalis,
but altogether dwarfer in growth, only attaining

9 in. or 1 ft. high. The flower is as large as that

of the typical L. autumnalis, the sepals narrow
and pointed, the petals broad, and the tips re-

flexed ; both of a rich, deep, rosy crimson. The
lip is half rose colour, and half an intense rosy
crimson. The bulbs are somewhat similar to L.
majalis. It is aJIexioan plant, and, like L. au-
tumnalis and albida, succeeds in an intermediate
temperature.—W. G.

Fine variety ofAnsellia africana.—The
ordinary form of this West African Orchid is

beautiful enough, but a fine form that has latelj'

come into cultivation is its superior in many re-

spects, the flowers being larger, the markings of the
flower richer and more pronounced, and the growth
somewhat stouter, and it flowers at a different

period. Such a variety has just flowered in Messrs.
Backhouse's nursery at York, and, judging from
memory, we should say it is identical with that
named at Kew a year or two ago A. africana
nilotica.—V. G.

employ them to light up the otherwise lack-lustre Plants under trees.— I would advise
leafage. I was also particularly struck with the "J. M.'' to try Periwinkles (Vinca major and
fact that at the show where these Poinsettias minor) beneath his Yew trees, as after several

CattleyaDodgsoni.—This Orchid,which has
recently flowered in the York Nursery, is one of

the loveliest of the genus. The blossoms are in the
way of C. Triana;, the flowers being large, the se-

pals and petals pure white, the large lip bright
yellow in the throat, the other part being a rich

amethyst-purple. It is yet one of the rarest of

Cattleyas, but we hope that it may some day be-

come commoner. Another beautiful Cattleya that
now adorns the Orchid houses in Messrs. Back-
house's nursery is G. maxima, a beautiful variety,

some of which carry as many as eight flowers on a
spike.

Odontoglossum pulchellum.—Though
not so showy as some of its associates belonging
to the cool house, this Orchid is one that should
be a favourite. It is remarkably free flowering

;

so much so indeed, that when grown in a pan or
large pot it veritably bristles with flower-spikes,
and even if the individual blossoms are but small
compared with those of some of the others, from
their numbers they make a good show.—H. P.

Ne-w'-yariety of Lseliaanceps.—Oneof
the loveliest and most distinct forms of this
autumn Orchid has just flowered in the York Nur-
series. It is one of the light varieties, but distinct
from any. It has the sepals and petals pure white

;

the throat is yellow, the other portion of the lip a
beautiful bluish purple. Such a remarkable varietj'
as this is deservedly worth perpetuating, and dis-
tinguished by a distinct varietal name.—M". G.

Odontoglossum Boezli.—I get on fairly well nith
many Odontoglossums, but I c.innot manage this one. I
have several plants of it, some in one house and some in
another, but none that look well in winter. Odontoglossum
Rossi majus is a gem in winter for the most commonplace
glower, as it is so easy to manage. For any hint as to C.
Eoezli I shall feel grateful.—A Manchester Gakdehek.

Autumnal flo'wer sho-ws.-It is a fact
worth the attention of those who may desire to
make autumn exhibitions attractive that richer
colour has this year been produced on the show
tables by means of collections of Apples than by
boxes of cut Chrysanthemums. It must be acl-

mitted that at this time of the year colour, come
from whence it will, is always valuable. At one
show which I attended the great attr.action was a
group of well-grown Poinsettias, the large bril-
liantly coloured bracts of wliich were not only fine,
but many. Specially effective were these in groups
of miscellaneous plants, and those who have
little else than Ferns and foliage plants to group
will do well to grow a score of Poinsettias and

were seen not a sprig of the winter-blooming
Bouvardia was to be found, whilst on the other
hand at shows where Bouvardias were plentiful
not a Poinsettia bract was to be seen. Both of
these would make good winter show plants. Then
tree Carnations, although not good as specimens,
would look very pleasing indeed if a dozen in
good flower were standing up out of a group of
plants, and it is certain that to those who under-
stand them they are just as easily grown as zonal
Pelargoniums. Some of these latter from early
summer struck cuttings, kept pinched and bloom-
ing superbly in 44-in. pots, I noted at one show as
exceedingly beautiful, and as much might be said
of some large plants that had been cut back on
purpose to get them to flower late. Other good
classes might be made of hardy berried plants,
Hollies, Pernettyas, Aucubas, kc, for instance,
and variegated Conifers in 9-in. pots would make
another that deserves consideration.—A. D,

TREES AND SHRUBS-
HARDINESS OF LAUEELS.

It seems to be established by the experience of
recent writers beyond a doubt that amongst
Laurels the common Laurel is the least hardy

—

whether from natural tenderness or from deple-
tion of constitutional vigour is not apparent, and
it is also an established fact that the Colchic
Laurel is the hardiest. I have seen the latter in
many places green and flourishing all through the
terrible frosts we have had, even where the com-
mon one was killed to the ground. With regard
to the other sorts, my experience is that caucasica
ranks next in degree of hardiness, rotundifolia
next, latifolia next, and the variety camellia;folia
(the foliage of which, however, in no sense re-
sembles that of the Camellia—voluta would
have been a better name—being only a form of
the common sort) is equally tender. There seems,
however, to be different experiences in regard to
these various kinds. A large grower told me the
other day that rotundifolia with him was hardier
than caucasica, growing side by side. This is
just the opposite of what I noticed, and my main
object in writing is to induce others to record
their testimony upon the subject, for although
Laurel planting has in many places been grie-
vously overdone, still it is a shrub we cannot
do without, and it will be desirable to have a
concuiTence of opinion as to which is the most
to^ be depended on during any future arctic
winters through which they may be called upon
to pass. I may mention in passing (and it is only
another e%idence of the greater hardiness of
variegated over green plants), that we have
here both a golden and a silver variegated form
of the common Laurel, and both came through
the last severe winter with scarcely any injury,
although in every case the green ones were killed
to the ground. T. Smith.

JVervri/.

SHOET NOTES-TEEES & SHETIBS.

Acer dasycarpum.—As the sender of the
leaves alluded to (p. 120), and which were de-
scribed as from a tree of the Silver Maple, it is

only right to say, in answer to Mr. Hovey (p. 53i),
that I did not send the name under which the tree
is known here, which is A. dasycarpum. Mr. Hovey
correctly describes the prevailing colours of its
leaves in America as most brilliant. From their
conspicuousness here in Somerset, I can quite
understand what a beautiful object it must be in
the autumn in its native country. As an autumn
ornament to our pleasure grounds, this Maple can
hardly be surpassed ; it is a good grower, and
equally well adapted for the park as for the
pleasure grounds. Our tree is probably 60 ft.

high, and no severe weather affects it.—J. C.
Clarke.

unsuccessful attempts with different shrubs, par-
tial success has at last been obtained by the use
of these plants in my own case. In order to give
the Periwinkles a fair start, the soil around the
Yews, which is generally a perfect mass of fibrous
roots, should be replaced with fresh loam, and
the Peri-ninkles planted in tufts about 1 ft. apart.
They should receive a good soaking with water
after being planted, and be duly attended with
the same until thoroughly established. I have also
seen I\-y luxuriate beneath Yews.—A. D. W.
Fungus on Elms.—^. J/c-J.—The swarm of

little vermilion growths, each about the size of a
pin's head, and cut by you from an Elm, belong
to a common fungus named Nectria cinnabarina.
It does not kill young Elm trees or any other trees.
It is extremely common on all sorts of trees and
bushes in winter and spring, and generally grows
upon the bark that is dead or that has been
seriously injured. If you can prevent your trees
from getting out of condition, you will not be
troubled with this fungus.—F.

The Bitton catalogue of trees.—As
some of your readers may have had their interest
excited by the list of hardy trees and shrubs
grown at Bitton 50 years ago, I would mention
that nearly the whole with many more may be
found in Loddiges' " Botanical Cabinet," Vol. 8,

published in 1823. The varieties are more
numerous, as Loddiges has over 1200 varieties
of Eoses alone.—J. R. Droop.

Yellow-berried Hollies.—Tliese are not so scarce as
some think they are. I went for a walk the other day, when
my attention was directed quite accidentally to a Holly, the
top of which was full of yellow berries. It w.is about 14 ft.

high, but as it was close to a path, some of the lower
br-inches had been cutaway.—E U.,Tamerton, Plymouth.

Bibes palmatum (p. 620),—This is a variety of E.
aureum, from winch it differs in the leaves being more
deeply cut. I cannot, however, detect any difference be-

tweeo it and the variety knoivn as R. aitreum flavum.

These yellow-flowered Currants certainly deser\"e more
attention than they generally receive.

—

-\lpha.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
CULTURE OF THE GLADIOLUS.

Ix a recent issue of The Garden there is an in-

teresting article on this subject from Mr. Douglas,
evidently from the point of view of a large and
select grower, and on the whole, I think, not tend-
ing to encourage those who may not have already
tried its cultivation, nor likely to stimulate those
who have. Perhaps a few observations from one
who does not find the Gladiolus to " degenerate,"
except to a verj' fractional extent, but who dearly
likes the flower, and would like to see its culture
extended, and who adopts a somewhat different
system of treatment from that referred to, may be
acceptable. I must, however, not be understood
as in any sense pitting my views against those of
Mr. Douglas, and as my collection, I regret to saj',

is limited to a couple of hundred bulbs, pos-
sibly my experience is comparatively in the same
ratio. But this is how I manage their culture,

and I am proud to say they increase from year to

year. I grow them in alternate lines in the back
of two long borders in which there are fifty other
different hardy flowers. No general trenching
can be resorted to conveniently, nor is there

any occasion, as the soil is good loam, 3 ft. deep,
and pretty constantly top-dressed with old hot-

bed manure and leaf-mould. I never go to disturb

this border that mischief is not done to Anemones
or bulbs of various kinds, so that instead of

trenching I make a large deep hole and fill up
with a previously prepared mixture of the foregoing
until the proper depth is reached; on the top of the
manure I put 2 in. of clay, then a fistful of

clean river or other sand. Fix your bulb into the
sand and cover with the same, having a few inches
of soil over all. From the very beginning the
roots have an adequate supply of silica which I
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believe, gives the firm, flagger-like stamina to the

foliage and without which any amount of organic

feedmg is almost certain to result in failure. Need
I remark, too, how clean the bulbs come out of

this soil in the autumn, and this brings me to say
a word on the after treatment, which I find, too,

somewhat different, lly experience is altogether

against leaving Gladioli on which you set any
value out in beds or borders during the winter.

If I had the means I should never think of pay-
ing Messrs. Kelway 50s. for a bulb of Samuel Jen-
ning, nor upwards of a guinea for Bruce Findlay
or some others, and chance them in a border
for the winter. I believe the same applies to Gla-
dioli, Uke mine, possibly not worth as many pence.
I plant as early as I safely may, according to rela-

tive hardiness, after February and allow thorough
ripening. Then lift, leaving bulb, flower-stalk,

and foliage adhering. I store in a dry loft, and
surround the bulbs with moist sand. The ripen-

ing ofi is then gradually, slowly, and surely com-
pleted, and this is how I have my small stock at
present. Throwing them out of the way, any
place, where they become too dried or shrivelled,

or, on the other hand, where they can absorb
moisture, become mouldy, or prematurely start

into growth, are aU equally fatal to success. If

there is any essential element that conduces to suc-

cess, I think it is perfect maturation of the foliage,

which means maturarion of the bulb and conse-
quent satisfactory flowering the following season.
I have no experience worth noting of French
seedlings, and if they are as worthless as Mr. Dou-
glas found them the second year the natural in-

ference seems to be that English-raised seedlings
should get the preference. Very many saw the 20<!)

prize collection of llessrs. Kelway, Langport (said
to be almost exclusively their own seedlings) at the
Manchester International Exhibition, and I heard
experts say there, "France neverproduc«d anything
finer." I find the older varieties, of which Meyer-
beer may be taken as an illustration among the
scarlets, and'Shakespeare among the whites, al-

ways sarisfactory. Cleopatra and Marguerite did
fairly well this year, while Claribel was never
better, having the unusual number of three spikes
from one stem, and with an average of twenty
blooms. Distincrion and Meyerbeer were taller,

but the flowers were not so good. I was fortunate
to hybridise Claribel from Meyerbeer, and as I
removed all the pods but two the seed seems good,
but one requires patience before they can realise
the restdt. W. J. M.

CJonviil.

CHETSAXTHEMUMS AS AXNXAIS.
OSE of the attractions of the future as regards
Chrysanthemum culture, as in the culture of other
popular garden flowers, will be the raising of va-
rieties from seed. What lovely things must be
yearly thrown away by those who "are always
striving after some unattainable model, or after a
model which when attained gives us globular,
lumpy flowers that no lady would wear or artist
paint if they cotdd get one of the old fringed or
tassslled flowers of fifty years ago 1 The great
difficulty seems to be the getting'of good seeds.
Given these, any one can raise and bloom the
plants the first season : and this brings us to the
point that if Chrysanthemums were grown more
generally as annuals we should gain immensely in
variety and beauty compared with the present
plan of nearly everyone of growing the same va-
rieties. As to the incurved blooms, by all means
let those grow them who care for them, but many
besides myself long for some of the lovely semi-
double, single, and picturesque bits of fringe and
tassell, of gorgeous glints of colour which (as was
long the case with Dahlias) are thrown away by
the raisers of model show varieties every vear.
Now, as to ripening seeds of. Chrysanthemums,
cannot this be done in a warm, dry,"sunnv green-
house in this country as well as "in Guernsey or
in Algeria ? Will someone kindlv give us a hint
as to what varieties are good seed producers ? I
mean of the Anemone-flowered and Japanese
classes more particularly. If once we can ripen

our own seed of these kinds or obtain it from
abroad, there seems to me no good reason why sin-

gle and semi-double Chrysanthemums should net
be as lovely and become as popular as single Py-
rethrums, single Dahlias, and that rare beauty
amongst annuals, a single China Aster, one of

which I saw last autumn of a rich crimson-purple,

beside which Seneoio pulcher looked like the
veriest weed. Ajsostsia.

EAELT SNOWDEOPS.
JlST at this time— Christmas Day, 18S1—we
have what I never saw before, even in the genial
climate of Dublin, viz.. Snowdrops in blossom.
The kinds are Galanthus Elwesi and G. Imperati
and a rare little species (see fig.) which I take to

be G. nivalis var. Shaylocki, which is, I believe,

the smallest and most inconspicuous of all Snow-
drops, judging by its growth and appearance here.
It is distinguished by having what appears to be
two spathes or flower sheaths instead of one at the
top of the scape. The way in which the flower
bud of the common Snowdrop is enwrapped in
this sheath or scape is highly interesting. It is

like a shield, indeed serves the purpose of a calyx
as present in exogenous flowers. The bud in its

early stages is erect and nearly completely en-
shrouded in this sheath. The up-growing flower
seems to value this sheath, and to use it just as a
man about to dive into a pond employs his hands
to shelter his head from contact \vith the water

;

in like manner it is to shelter the tender flower
head or bud from injury when driven up against
the hard cold earth that the Snowdrop utilises its

flower-sheath. A glance at the right hand bud in

the sketch annexed will show this very plainly.

AVhen the bud and its clasping and protecting
sheath, however, is fairly above the ground the
bud struggles to get rid of what appears to be of
no further use to it, and in the ordinary way
forces its way out of the sheath from the open
slit in front. In the case of G. plicatilis, G. nivalis,

G. Elwesi, G. Eedoutei, and G. Imperati this way
is the rule, but in G. nivalis var. Shaylocki we
have an exception, the spathe in this case being
split in half, as shown in the left hand side of the
sketch, and thus giving the flower the semblance
of having been subtended by two spathes or leaves
at the top of the scape instead of by one, as is

usually the case. Our sketch was made just as our
little clump (two bulbs) of G. Shaylocki appeared
above the ground, and this brings us to another
point to which allusion may be made. It is well
known that many flowers of endogenovis plants
open out at first very small, some Orchids, for ex-
ample, just as does the imago of a chrysalis, but a
process of growth, or rather of expansion of cel-
lular tissue takes place after the first opening of
the blossom. This is especially so in the case "of
Snowdrops, which, in cold frostv- weather especi-
ally, are often some weeks in reaching their usual
or normal size after expansion. Daffodils and
Anemones also represent this gradual kind of blos-
som growth, and amongst exogenous plants we
have no better example than" that afforded by
Ehododendion Dalhonsise or E. Nuttalli which
open small andgreen,but eventually develop their
large pure white or soft yellow Lily-like blossoms
after some days of growth and expansion.

F. W. B.

SHORT NOTES-FLOWER GARDEN.

Hardy Primroses.—I have just been plant-
ing out strong plants of coloured hardy Primroses
from seed saved last June and sown the first week
in July. I am not sure that though the seed was
then new, it germinated more rapidly than if

saved and sown in the spring ; but the spring is

always an extra busy time, and the raising, prick-

ing out, and planting out a large number of any-
thing is work well saved if it can be done at some
slacker time. I sowed the seed in shallow 12-in.

pans, and from four of them have taken 1000 seed-

lings, so that it is evident the seed must have come
up freely. The soil was good, light, and sandy ;

the pans were put into a frame, and kept shaded
till the seedlings were well up. When strong
enough, I pricked them out thickly into a large

frame in good soU, kept them shaded for a time
and always well watered, and the result is now
being reaped in strong plants, three-fourths of

which at least will bloom nest spring. In connec-
tion with these plants I learnt the importance of

doing a thing at the right moment. Some of the
seedlings I was enabled to get pricked out from
the pans when just ready ; others were put aside

for the want just then of room, and did not get
pricked out for fully three weeks later. The result

is remarkable, as that three weeks' start has made
the plants put out early quite twice the size of

those put out later. It is these which I fear will

not be strong enough to bloom in the spring. As
the soil here is a stiff clayey loam, which be-

comes very adhesive and full of moisture, in the
winter I have it first weU dug and cleaned, and
then thrown into beds ; over these is then laid a
good dressing of road manure full of sharp grit,

into which, when forked in as the planting pro-

ceeds, the young plants root freely. I think for

heavy soU it is the best of manure.

—

X. D.

Reproduction of LUy bulbs.—Here is

an example of how Lilinm auratum mtdtiplies it-

self under some conditions. On a fine bulb with
two old flower-stems (1881) and three new crowns
(from which three flower-stems will arise this

year, 1SS2), two scales, old outside ones, by some
accident became partially detached from the base
of the bulb or rhizome. It will be observed that
in this case the bulblets are not produced (as is

usual) from the fractured edges or base of the
scales, but from the very face of the scale itself.

How hardly L. auratum dies in our gardens, and
yet how surely does that event occur. So much
is this so under pot culture even of the best, that

I shall grow no more L. auratum bulbs that way,
preferring to plant them out in prepared soil, as

they can easily be dug and transferred to pots

when nearly in bloom if that course be desirable.

The more I see and know of L. auratum the more
certain am I that it will never become established

in ten gardens out of a hundred unless we find

out a way of either growing on these self-formed

bulblets to blooming size for ourselves, or raise

seedlings every year and so grow on our flowering

btdbs. Of course bulbs of L. auratum are cheap
enough for all practical purposes, but there re-

mains the fact that one must needs purchase in

part afresh every season. We flatter ourselves that

we are growing and blooming L. auratum well
when the fact is we only develop the flowers

from bulbs grown up to blooming size in Japan.
We only do with L. auratum what we do with
Dutch Hyacinths and other bulbs. Even the Dutch
bulb growers seem to fail with L. auratum, or

they would send us Dutch-grown bulbs of it in

competition at sales with bulbs from Japan.

—

F. W. B.

Anemone fulgens.—This I have no doubt
could be made to bloom freely all the winter if

clumps were planted in a frame about October,

so that the roots might get well established

ere warmth was given them. I do not suggest that
the plants should be forced or would need heat,

but simply just such help as a 4-in. pipe running
through a frame would give to keep the tempera-
ture day and night equal, and keep the atmo-
sphere dry. My earliest flower on a south border
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was expanded on Dec. 1 last, and others have fol-

lowed. Had the bed been under glass as snggested

I am sure hundreds of beautiful scarlet flowers

might have been gathered.—A. D.

Collecting alpine plants.—Mr. Green-
wood Pirn (p. 636) says that Opuntia Raflnesquei

Is to be met with near Domo d'Ossola. I did not

know that this species had become naturalised in

any part of Europe. Does not Mr. Pirn confound it

with a similar species, O. vulgaris ? (I do not

mean of course the large erect-growing O. Ficus
indica, which sometimes goes by the name of

0. vulgaris).—E. G. Loder.

Birds and Primroses.—A lady in the neighbourhood

of Tonbridge complains of her Polyanthuses and Primroses

being eaten off by birds. Can anything be done to prevent

this?—C. B.

EDITOR'S TABLE.

A BEAUTIFTTL WINTER-FLOWEEING BUSH, witll

round soft heads of many delicate pink blossoms,
is Rogiera gratissima, which Messrs. Backhouse
send us from a cool house, in which it is planted
out, and grows admirably. It is important to re-

member that it often makes a poor " specimen
''

in a pot in the stove. As a cool house plant 'to

go with the Luculia and Indian Daphne, and
the other good winter greenhouse shrubs, which
good gardeners plant out, it wiU be very precious.

Grown in this free way, the habit is better, and
the trusses very large and numerous.

A GLADIOLUS IN wiNTEH.—The fairest flower
of our week is a Gladiolus which comes from
Ireland, with the following note :

—

" Enclosed are the terminal flowers of two spikes
of Gladiolus Ville de Versailles, which I find

very useful for supplying cut flowers at this season

;

by cutting the flowers as they open, I have
had a supply for the last six weeks. The roots
were potted the last week in May —• six in
an 8-in. pot ; they were set out - of - doors,

where they remained until the begiiming of
October, when they were removed to a cool green-
house. The first flowers opened about the middle of
November, so this Gladiolus may be grown by
anyone having a house from which frost is ex-
cluded ; and I think there are few things equal to

it at this season that can be so easily grown."

—

W. Craxe, Quarterton-n Park, Mallon-, Co. Corl;.

Flowers exquisite in form and delicate in colour_

«

Centeopogon lucyanus.—A free and
brilliant winter-blooming hothouse plant, with
long tubular crimson flowers, freely borne, and
contrasting well, both in bud and blossom, with
the fresh green of the foliage. Our winter-
flowering plants are becoming more abundant
yearly. Not so long ago the indoor department
was sombre enough ia winter, but now one can
have true winter gardens of fiowers under glass

when all is dull out-of-doors. From Sir. Dickson,
Central Eow, Coyent Garden.

«

A BEADTIFUL CHINESE PEIMEOSE.—There is

80 much laudation of poor novelties and dishonest
re-christening of old things that one is scarcely
prepared to do justice to a good thing when it is

talked of. This Primrose is not blue, but it is a

beautiful pale mauve, which is a great gain : the
eye is a velvety canary yellow, so to say, and
goes admirably with the flowers. We only speak
from seeing a number of pips, but believe it

would be very effective as a plant or with its

leaves. The flower is large and slightly fringed.
It ia called Holborn Gem, and is sent iis by
Messrs. Carter & Co., of that thoroughfare.

The gentianella.—^Fine clear blossoms of

this bravest and hardiest of alpine flowers which

one may see striving to bloom in the snow-ooze
on the Alps at midsummer. In a green winter
it is very early with us. We wish more would
grow it well, using it as a ground'plant through
which some beautiful slender spring bulbs might
rise here and there—that is if one begrudged it

enough space for its own sake. The old way of

haying an edging of it was very good ; but an
edging is never an artistic way of arranging a

beautiful plant, and there are many others bet-

ter. From Linton, where the true notion of a gar-
den all the year round is being realised.

The wintee aconite.—Strong and rich in

colour from Linton as if it came from some
clean bit of Grass, and not splashed on a bare
border where it always makes so poor a figure.

It is a plant that must be in Grass and growing
naturally to look well, and in that state there is

nothing prettier than the little golden buttons
coming up very early. In formal tufts growing
with any kind of care or luxuriance it is not
nearly so good. I should just like to see it at

this time of year at Longleat and a few other
places where it is happy wild under trees.

From noefole.—" Norman " in wind-swept
Norfolk kindly sends a strange variety of

blossoms struggling to open : Mezereons, Christ-
mas Roses, Double Daisies, Gentianellas, Pan-
sies, Violets, Primroses, Mignonette, Monthly
Roses, Stocks, Marigolds, Omphalodes, Winter
Hehotropes, sweet Verbenas, Snowdrops, Wall-
flowers, Furze, Carnations, red Honeysuckle. It

is surprising how favourable the wind-swept
places are to flowers, but there is a considerable

difference between these and the flowers from
Linton, where they are sheltered by evergreen
woods. No doubt any place in our country, how-
ever wind-swept, can be sheltered unless it is

more difficult to shelter the eastern than the
western shores. Mr. EUam, at Bodorgan, in

Anglesea, showed me the boldest attempt to

shelter—planting in the very face of the sea
dwarf things that stand its fury. Then gra-

dually, but quickly, rising up to fine planta-

tions of trees in a country which is generally

swept bare by the sea winds. We are glad to

welcome " Norman " as a disciple in a coun-
ty already famous through certain sailors and
gardeners of the name of Nelson.

*

Coloueed pbimroses (January 3).—Large
and clear in colour and handsome, from Linton
already. Partly so good, no doubt, owing to the

fact that they are sheltered in fringed corners

among the Grass where the branches of the
Pines lie on it, and form a fringe of snug
corners where the machine cannot go, or in

similar happy and sheltered spots which abotmd
in every pleasure ground. Some like best the

true Primrose colours (which also come double
and single from Linton), though they do not
seem so strong just now as the coloured ones,

but it is delightful to have the coloured ones
also. No doubt the great variety of colour will be
increased as the years go on particularly with
the present extensive raising of seed. When the

Chinese Primrose is being so much improved
our own should not stay behind it ; it is not,

however, the good kinds that are wanted so

much as the wUl to use them in really effective

and artistic ways in gi-een places. Unless we
should h ave a period of very hard weather, we
may now look to nearly half a year's Primroses,

not to speak of the late ones that go on in certain

districts tLU late in summer.

PuEPLB HELLEBORES.—The increase of these

abeady begins to t«ll ; the earliest of them come
in with the old white Christmas Rose. They are

charming flowers, but they wUl not be so
generally appreciated as the Christmas Rose
unless placed and grown with care in suitable
spots. For cutting the flowers will be very wel-
come to those who care for the quieter colour.^

and for good form. From Mr. Groom.

Open atr flowers from Broughty Ferry at
this season are a welcome surprise. Mr. Stratton
sends some really good flowers of two Hybrid
Perpetual Roses, light and dark kinds," also
Polyanthus scarcely inferior to March blooms.
Wallflowers, though not so good, indicate the
mild weather our Scottish friends are ex-
periencing. Mr. Stratton says " the white Rose
is against a south wall, and has fifty such blooms
as I send. The other Roses are from unprotected
bushes."

Deep rose anemones.—How gloriously rich
these semi-double Anemones with their dark
centres are ! One from Glasnevin is startling in
the richness of its colour, especially when com-
pared with the various Hellebores from the same
garden on the same day. The fine forms of the
Hellebore flowers and their beautiful foliage

may seem sombre to those who do not enjoy the
form of leaf or blossom, but a tuft of these deep
Anemones would give all the colour one could
desire. Such fine types as this should be carefully

increased and kept piure, so as to get rid of the
variegated look which often spoils colleetions of

plants that vary much. We do not want a variety
that leads to mere confusion and incoherency
when a number of kinds are seen together.

We do want distinct and beautiful colours, and
enough of each. If we get these we could all the
better appreciate, perhaps, a mixed bed ; at all

events we can better judge of it.

CviiBiDiuii MASTERSi.—Of this lovelv Orchid
Sir Willi.im Marriott sends a spray of ten
blooms of a pretty variety having the lip

tinted with a rosy purple col(5ur, which makes
it distinct from the ordinary form, which is

colourless. It is one of the most beautiful of

winter Orchids, and specially valuable in the

cut state.

Batemannia burti.—A wonderfully fine

form of this large and curious Orchid comes
from Sir WUliam Man-iott. The flower measures
6 in. across, has long pointed divisions of a rich

brown polished on the surface, the centre being

white with a few pencUlings of brown. The
heart-shaped lip is furnished above with a
curious beard. It is one of the strangest of

flowers, and as unlike the usual type of Orchid

as any other flower.

Peexettta beeeies.—In some districts these

little shrubs berry, so to say, extremely well.

Mr. Ryan sends a nice little set from Castle-

wellan, in the County Down. Grouped near the

rock garden, or on banks, or among beds of dwarf
shi-ubs, these are useful things not only fcr their

little fat Cranberry-like berries, which vary

curiously in colour, but also for their graceful

bell-like flowers.

The wintee clematis (C. ealycina^.— A
pleasant souvenir of Glasnevin is that of having

seen some years ago sprawling over bushes and
forming a large rounded bush of itself, this

curious Clematis in early spring. The late Dr.

Moore was very fond of it, and we feared recent

winters had either destroyed the plant or put

an end to such free growth and early bloom.

But specimens in all stages of bud and blossom,

from his son prove how well the plant is suited

for our climate, at least ia the nulder districts.
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True, it has not the coloiir of the lai-ge saucer-

blossomed Japanese kinds, but lovers of graceful
" vines," as oui friends across the sea call them,

will like to have this child of the sunny Medi-
terranean isles and shores near them. It may
perhaps well hear the name of printer Clematis,

flowering, as we see it does, in mild years at

mid-winter and on throuo-h the spring. In colder

and drier districts it might perhaps keep its

flowers for a later season, hut we are not sure

that it would do well in such.

Rhododexdrox X0BIJEAXU3I.—Some bright

specimens of this from Lord Annesley's garden

ar Castlewellan, in Ireland. Mr. Eyan says that

they have been in flower there " since I\ ovember,
and just now there are some dozen bushes in

full bloom ." This is very good for the north of

Ireland. We are apt so think too much of our
mUd southern districts, and not to recognise the
fact that in all parts of these isles there are

happy spots if people wUl only take the trouble

to embellish them.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

THE HAMPTOX COUET VES'E.

TwEXTT years ago this Tine was in good health
and the foliage good in substance, and although
the number of bunches did not quite amount to

2000, the berries were of good size, the bunches
quite large enough for market purposes, and every
bunch was well coloured. Now it must be ad-

mitted that a Vine more than 100 years old, and
carrying some 1800 bunches of good market
fruit—indeed considered good enough for the
Queens table—was something of a curiosity, and
most gardeners who saw it at that time agreed
that although both bunches and berries might
have been laiger, it was certainly a remarkable
Tine, and well worth a long journey to see. The
last time that I saw it in good condition was about
fifteen years ago, and then it bore about 1600
bunches. Sinc« then it has been failing, the
bunches every year have decreased in number and
quality, and the last time I saw it I was truly
grieved to note that its fruit-bearing powers were
almost expended. As an example of longevity
and prolonged fmitftilness this old Tine has had
its value : it could not last for ever. It has had
its day, and probably more human beings have
been under its branches than under those of any
other Tine in this country.
With respect to the border, I believe that it

is an acknowledged tradition that none was
ever made for it : the Tine was simnly planted,
probably with other kinds, to cover a piece
of wall, the situation being sunny and shel
tered. The protecting it with a glass roof was
an afterthought, and as the Tine extended so
rapidly, the home was added to, until the whole
of the available space was roofed in, making some
120C) square feet, and I have no doubt that at
the time when the Tine had just about covered its

allotted space, in the heyday of its strength and
beauty, it fully jtistified the guide lKX)ks" descrip-
tion.

When it so suddenly failed, there was great
talk of mismanagement, and a writer in one of
the gardening papers asserted that the mischief
was caused by the removal of a body of earth of
no great depth in front of the structure. Those^
however, who were most likely to be acquainted
with the true facts of the case declared that no
roots were found therein, but that if traced, the
main feeders would be found running down
amongst the foundations of the building, many
of them, it was supposed, having forced their
way into sewers and drains.' As a fact a report
was current in the neighbourhood that the de-
cadence of the old Vine was owing to some of the
largest roots having been severed in altering or
repairing the drainage of the palace. I was
credibly informed that large roots were found in

some of the sewers ; whether they were those of

the old Tine I cannot say, but certainly from that

time forth this fine example of the extension

principle of training declined in health and vigour.

JOHX COEXHILL.

FEUIT PEOSPECTS.
SixcE the gale of OctobM- li, when fruit trees

were almost denuded of their leaves then still

green, I have been wondering what effect the de-

foliation would have on the frtut crop of 18S2.

Should we have a fruitful year an important
piece of information will be gained, because it

will settle a disputed point as to the practibility

of pruning fruit trees earlier than we have hitherto

thought safe to do so : in fact, I think it will

do more than this, for it will in some measure up-
set the present theory regarding the functions of

leaves ; I have always been taught, both in

reading and in practice, that the leaf had not done
its proper work until it fell from the tree in a
natural way at its own time, and that if it was
removed by force before that the buds it nourished
would prove abortive : therefore the behaviour of

ouj fruit trees next, year will to a great extent

settle this point. So far as my observation goes X

believe our fruit trees next year will be none the

worse for the early defoliation to which they were
subjected, and I base my opinion upon the beha-

viour of some Tines that were similarly denuded
of their leaves a year or two ago by a sharp frost

early in November when the leaves were quite

green. These Tines did not suffer in the least from
such treatment. J. C. C.

SHOET NOTES-PEUIT GAEDEN.

Diseased Vine roots.

—

J. D.—The roots
of your Tines have apparently been attacked by
the grub of the black Tine wee\il (Otiorhynchus
sulcatus). Examine them well to a depth of 1 in

or 5 in. below the surface and destroy any grubs
you may find on them. Late in the spring and
during the summer spread sheets every now and
then under the Tines, and at night take a bright
hght into the Tinery ; this will often cause the
wee%il3 to fall. Also give the Tines a few sharp
taps, which will cause any of the beetles which
may be on the Tines to drop into the sheet, when
they may easily be secured.—G. S. S.

Root pruning.—ilr. J. E. AVaiting (p. 553)
has made some observations on root pruning and
the management of orchards in the locality of
Grange-over-Sands, to which I think some excep-
tions may be taken, as several of the farmers in that
neighbourhood annually secure a good portion of
their rent from selling the production of their
orchards. I think this fact of itself is a refutation
of the charge of bad management and want of at-

tention, so freely bestowed by Mr. Waiting.
Damsons generally are a good paying crop, many
of the fruit growers in the locality clearing as
much as £50 or £60 per aimum with this fruit

alone. In some few of the gardens on the shores
of ilorecambe Bay that have wet subsoUs root
pruning may be a necessity, but in the majority of
orchards which are planted on the limestone rock
it would simply be labour wasted.—A Grange
Gabdexeb.
Neglected orchard.—" Pyruss "' case is by

no means a solitary one, for, unfortunately, too
many of our existing orchards are neglected. I
wotdd not, however, advise any rash measures, for
remedial ones cannot be suddenly applied with
safety ; on the contrary, the restoration must be
the work of time. Proceed by thinning out the
crossspray-Ukeshoots.andtopthosetrees that have
run up long without sending out spurs ; then thin
out the small, weakly undergrowth, clear the
stems of Moss and Lichen, and dust the twigs
with fresh slaked lime ; then give a good dressing
of manure, placing it at least as far out from the
stem as the branches extend. Follow this up for a
few years, and the oldest and most neglected
trees may be restored to fertility. If the soil is

tmdercropped, clear it and sow with Grass, feed-
ing it off with sheep.—J. Gboom.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCCXVni.—DOUBLE-FLO^VEEED
ITT-LEATED PELAEGONITMS.*

The great improvement that has taken place of

late years in this section of the Pelargonium
family greatly tends to increase their popularity.

For baskets, vases, or window-boxes few plants

of similar habit can equal them : and now we
have amongst them not only single, hut many
double-flowered kinds. Six years ago there were
no double-flowered sorts in this class ; now we
have many, and numbers of them are really dis-

tinct and most valuable for bedding and other

purposes, and few have an idea of what splendid

specimen plants they make when trained on
trellises. Although the foliage alone of the

single-flowered section is sufficient to warrant
its culture, yet its value in a decorative point of

view is greatly enhanced by the beauty and
profusion of its flowers during the spring and
summer months. These are of all shades of

white, pink, mauve, and crimson.

The varieties figured in our plate consist of

Beaute de Lyon, scarlet: Anna Piitzer, salmon-
pink : and Innocence, white—single sorts. The
double kinds are : Dr. Brocca, mauve-purple

;

Eobert Fortune, magenta-purple ; and Gloire de
Orleans, red-purple.

Other good sorts are, among double kinds, A

.

F. Barron, lilac-rose, large and full, short-jointed

and free ; Candeur, very double, flowers of a
beautiful pure white, vigorous habit ; Galilee,

beautiful soft lUac of a most pleasing colour,

trusses and flowers in fine form : Madame Crousse,

delicate rose, veined in the upper petals with deep
maroon, flowers very large and semi-double, vigo-

rous ; M. Dubus, deep reddish-pink, and,^distinct

from aU other varieties : Eosa plena, light laven-

der of a most pleasing hue, flowers double and
finely formed : Sarah Bernhardt, fine large

flowers, pure white, upper petals feathered ma-
roon ; Viscountess Cranbrook, flowersof a pretty

white satin-rose, very double and short-jointed.

Single-flowered varieties consist of Bridal

Wreath, ground colour pure white, with a very

small and delicate pink centre ; La France,

beautiful light rose, flowers and trusses large,

habit free and strong, short-jointed ; Madeline
Eeiterhart, flowers of Tery large size, colour, ce-

rise-pink, noble flower : M. de Boringe, magenta-
crimson, very large and fine (this and the last-

named variety are both strong growers) ; Mrs.

H. Cannell, trusses of large size of a deep mauve-
purple, flowers round and very strildng.

CrLTUHE KSTD POSITION.—These all thrive

weU under the treatment generally given to

zonal and other Pelargoniums, but being all

of a drooping or trailing habit they require

some support whde young, but when finally

planted out they may be allowed full freedom
of growth, drooping from baskets or boxes, or

rambling over rockwork. We have seen pretty

specimens grown as dwarf standards grafted on
seedling zonals, reminding one of the grafted

Epiphyllums of our stoves ; hut we think them
most effective when allowed to ramble freely

over rockwork or drooping from baskets or boxes.

All are easily increased by cuttings either in

spring or autumn.

The Prickly Pear illustrated in The Gar-
den of Dec. 3 is very correct. It grows wild in

this section of the countri- (near New York City)

in the crevices of low, flat rocks in the open
fields, exposed to the full glare of the sun in

summer, and lives tlirough our coldest winters.

The flower is followed by a fruit, which I have
seen children eat when fully ripe.—E. MrBBS,
West Faring, P.O., New York City.

' Draicn from spedmem grown in Sir. CanneWt nursery
a Sicanley.
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SEASONABLE WORK.

FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.
G. J., SURKBT.

A PRETTY and fragrant table bouquet is made of

rosy-pink Chinese Primroses with Mignonette and
plenty of variegated sweet - scented Geranium

;

another, of the same pink Primroses, with some of

the double white, andmoderate-sized leaves of one

of the more cut-leaved kinds that have a reddish

tinge. A small white china basket is filled with

Habrothamnus elegans ; one little spray follows

the handle for about a quarter of its arc, and a

cluster or two fall over the edge and are beauti-

fully defined against the white porcelain. A large

trumpet glass has Poinsettias—five red, one white.

They are apt to flag soon after being put in water,

but happily there is an easy remedy. They should

be plunged overhead in slightly tepid water in

anything large enough to hold them completely
immersed ; it is all the better if a wet cloth is laid

over the mouth of the vessel. They may remain so

for a few hours, or a whole night, and will then
come out quite fresh and stiff. The same treatment
may be repeated two or three times with the

identical subjects, so they will remain useful for

something like a -fortnight ; their leaves will

gradually fall, leaving bare stems, but some foliage

of green Aucuba will handsomely supply their

place. This bath to stiffen fading flowers may be
used for many things besides Poinsettias ; more
flowers than one thinks likely, includingdelicate Tea
Koses, may be so preserved, and it is the only way
of making many stove Ferns reasonably available

with cut flowers. From the open garden we have a
glass of Lris stylosa, with its own graceful sword-
shaped leaves. The blooms are best picked while
still in bud to open in the house, as their texture

is so fragile that they get tattered by the least

rough weather, or even by friction of their own
leaves. This is not only the casein England ; athome
in North Africa it is common in windy weather to

see the flowers hanging in shreds ; therefore it is

prudent to plant them in as sheltered a place as

possible. In pots we have some of the broad-leaved,
handsomely marked Crotons and berried Solanum.

FLOKAL DECORATIONS.
J. HUDSON, GUNNEESBURY HOUSE.

An effective arrangement may be made with the
following subjects to be had now, selecting as

the receptacle for them a moderate-sized trumpet
vase. Cut three or more of the showy heads of

Poinsettia and five or six spikes of Calanthe ves-

tita rosea ; intersperse freely with the former
fronds of Maiden-hair Fern ; then let the spikes

of the Calanthe be inserted sufficiently long in

the stem to stand well above the showy bracts of

the Poinsettia. To an arrangement of this kind
I once added a few blooms of a bright scarlet

seedling perpetual Carnation, and perchance a
single one (even these are not to be despised), and
one bloom only of the Amazonian Lily, and a
pleasing change for the dull days of winter was
the result. Neither the Poinsettia nor the Calan-
the would have lasted much longer on the plants,

therefore advantage was taken to make the most
of them. For another rather small vase of the
same form I selected developed trusses of Early
Roman and Paper-white Narcissi, and three or

four spikes of the white Roman Hyacinth each
with their own foliage, taking care to have a good
length of stem, so that when arranged they should
not look crowded. This gave another distinct

grouping. In a somewhat shallow vase or bowl
a few trusses of the single forms of Chinese Prim-
rose will look well, using two or three distinct

colours and their own foliage. A vernal tinge to
this may be given if desired by adding a few
Snowdrops or Violets. In my opinion the single

forms of Primula sinensis are far better and more
efliective in a cut state than the double ones. The
latter, however, may perhaps be a trifle more dur-
able, which in packing flowers to send a distance
is certainly a consideration. For specimen glasses
for the dinner-table Camellias will now be ex-

tremely useful. I generally contrive to cut these

with sufficient stem to hold them safely in the

glass. In this way they last a good time. Some-
times they are disposed to drop from the stem

;

when this is the case a little gum arable in solu-

tion will hold them together. This is preferable

to wire, which soon leaves a deposit on the glass.

When, from any cause, glass vases happen to become
discoloured or furred, a weak solution of hydro-

chloric acid will easily remove the stain, a better

plan than undue rubbing, thereby endangering the

glass,

FLOAVEE GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HKCKFIELD.

In undertaking this department I would observe

that I suall confine my observations to my own
practice, a line chosen not on account of its su-

periority, but because I thinkitbest, and withal the

only safe way to ensure the matter being original.

Of course readers must decide for themselves as

to whether all that is recommended is worthy of

their adoption or is likely to be successful consi-

dering their circumstances, requirements, and,

above all, locality. If read in the light of the

above conditions I trust that all may find some
hint that will help them, or some observation

that may tend in that direction.

Abutilons.—It has occurred to me that this

department would be rendered more interesting

if each week some one plant, suitable for flower

garden purposes, were selected forspecial mention
as to culture, and how and with what other plants

to arrange it to the best advantage. I therefore

propose to take them alphabetically, beginning
with those best suited for summer bedding, and
first on my list is the Abutilon. The varieties of

Abutilon have increased with wonderful rapidity

during the last few years, but I name onlj' those

that have done well as bedders. These are Due
de Malakoff, which has very large flowers, in

colour like those of the old striatum ; Boule de
Neige, white; Lemoinei, sulphur-yellow ; and the

variegated kinds Darwini variegatum and Thom-
soni variegatum. The two last are effective as "dot"
plants in large masses of Pelargoniums or dark-

leaved plants used for the sake of their foliage,

and tliey are almost equally well suited for mass-

ing by themselves, but still better for planting

thinly over entire beds, and using either Violas,

Verbena venosa, or Verbena Purple King in the

interstices, the whole forming one of the finest

"shot silk" bed arrangements that can be con-

ceived. The preceding kinds are the most effec-

tive when used singly, either as centres, or equi-

distant over large beds of naturally dumpy-grow-
ing bedding plants. All the kinds are best propa-

gated in autumn'; they strike readily in a frame if

aiiorded a bottom-heat of 65°. As soon as struck

they should be taken out and wintered in store

pots in a cool house or pit, and at the beginning

of February be potted off singly in good loam,

and be grown on sturdily till planting out time at

the enci of May or early in June.

Shrubberies.— We are now at work among
these, cleaning out all leaves that would be
likely to blow out and cause untidiness ; where
possible without injuring the roots, preference is

given to forking them in, but before doing this

the plants are regulated as to space, either by
thinning out and replanting them in other posi-

tions, or else by cutting out straggling growths,

so as to keep each plant from injuring its neigh-

bour. The margins of turf are tlien cut, and any
vacant ground in front furnished either with
hardy bulbs or spring-flowering plants, such as

Wallflowers, Forget-me-nots, Polyanthuses, Prim-
roses, and similar plants. In forming new beds
for shrub planting the ground should be trenched
as deeply as the nature of the soil will allow

;

plenty of decayed manure should be worked
into it, and for those beds that are intended for

what are generally termed American plants, i.e

,

Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Kalmias, &o., peat soil

is desirable, but by no means essential, as they
do almost equally well in pure loam, provided

it is not too heavy and is free from chalk, which

seems to be rank poison to American shrubs
and Conifers, and their growth should never be
attempted in soil of this character. See that the
plants are not buried deeper than they were
previous to removal, and also that the soil is well

worked in and consolidated about the roots.

These precautions may seem of little moment,
but they make all the difference between the bad
or well-doing of the plants.

General work.—High keeping is certainly

most desirable at this dull season of the year

;

therefore lawns should be kept clear of leaves

and worm-casts by frequent rolling and sweep-
ing ; walks should be cleared of Moss and weeds
by turning, and, where necessary, regravelling.

The best of all walk preservers is the roller;

when this is used freely, weeds and Moss have
a hard time of it, and firm walks are the result.

In the event of fi-osty weather setting in, plenty
of work may be found in carting out soils and
manures to spots where they are required, throw-
ing together leaf heaps, and burning up prunings
or other rubbish, the ashes of which form a valu-

able manure for any crop.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINES, SOUTHGATB.

Forced hardy shrubs.—There is much
difference in the result which follows the forcing

of hardy shrubs consequent on the more or less

matured condition of the preceding season's

growth, and in this a good deal depends on the
soil and position in which the plants to be forced
have been grown. Where much of this kind of

stock is required it is well to select a place wherein
to grow them that is best calculated to insure the
requisite conditions, and if the natural soil is not
of a character such as to suit them, it should be
prepared. Heavy tenacious land,where the roots of

plants grown in it are usually deficient in quan-
tity, and of a long straggling description, is not
well adapted for the preparation of shrubs for this

purpose, as they take up badly ; whereas if the
soil is moderatelj' light and fi"ee, most of the
roots can be preserved, and in addition the plants
in soil of this character are generally much more
compact and better furnished with bloom-bvids.

In most gardens suitable material for the pur-
pose can be found in the old potting soil or-

dinarily consisting of a mixture of loam, peat,

and vegetable mould with sufficient sand,
and if an open position facing the south exposed
to the full sun is available, a stock of such things
as Viburnums, Azalea mollis, A. amcena, double-

flowered Plums, Lilacs, Deutzias, Andromedas,
liaurustinus, Rhododendrons, and Kalmia latifolia

may be grown. In parts of the kingdom where

this last-named shrub flowers it is one of the most
beautiful of all hardy plants. Where a sufliciently

large piece of ground devoted to this purpose

exists, so that the plants can be prepared by fre-

quent transplanting, the effect of which is to in-

duce a close compact habit with a disposition to

form plenty of bloom, it will be found a great

assistance in providing the means for a continuous

supply of forced fiowers through the winter and
spring. There is no better time of the year than

the present for the formation and planting of a

reserve plot of this description, and to no better

purpose can the annual accumulation of old pot-

ling materials I have mentioned be turned. All

that is further needed is to see that the plants

are not placed too close, to keep them slightly

pruned into shape by the reduction of straggling

shoots, and the yearly addition of sufficient suoces-

sional small plants to take the place of those that

in time get too large for potting. The advantage

of taking the little trouble thus required to have

at hand small compact, profusely flowered ex-

amples of this kind of stock is apparent in the

Continental grown Lilacs, Azalea mollis, and
Laurustinus, which, by judicious treatment, are

prepared in a way that enables their yielding a

profusion of blooms from plants that are so small

as to take up little room, and are much more
sightly than the rough, often untidy examples

dug out of the shrubbery for forcing. Continue
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to introduce once a fortnight enougli plants of tlie

above description to meet the demand, being care-

ful not to hurry them by too much heat, or the

flowers will not last long, and be of little use for

cutting.

Gardenias.—There are few, if any, flowers

held in greater estimation or that are more diifi-

cult to produce during the depth of winter than

Gardenias, for even where there is a large stock

that have been especially prepared for blooming
at this season, and with plenty of heat at com-
mand, they open very slowly without sun. The
best means I have ever found to have these

flowers in winter is to get the crop of buds well

forward in autumn, to keep the plants with their

heads close up to the glass in a light house where
there is a good supply of heat at command, being
careful not to give too much water at the roots,

or to keep over much moisture in the atmosphere,
and not to use bottom-heat, as any of these

conditions are sure to cause the buds to fall ofE

a little before they should open. G. citriodora

deserves a place wherever delicately-scented

flowers are liked ; small and in appearance unlike

others of the family, it is much easier to have it

in bloom through the winter months where there

is sufficient heat to induce the flowers to open ; it

takes ; up very little room and is a profuse
bloomer.

Bougainvillea glabra.—This, the freest

flowering and most easily managed of the

Bougainvilleas, can be had in bloom early if

plants with well ripened wood are at hand. Where
they have been dried oflE so as to cause the leaves

in a great measure to fall the plants may be cut

in, removing the small shoots that are too weak
to produce flowering growths, and shortening to

a convenient length the strongest ; after this if

the ball of earth is very dry it will be best to

soak it for several hours in a vessel of tepid water
large enough to admit of the ball being covered.

This Bougainvillea requires plenty of root room
;

if too much confined the quantity of flowers

will be proportionately limited ; consequently if

larger pots are needed they should be given be-

fore the plants are started, but in this case there

must not be any disturbance of the roots. Where
no potting is required manure water should
be given as soon as growth has fairly com-
menced. A brisk heat is necessary to get it to

move freely at this early season, but with 65° in

the night and a rise by day proportionate with
the weather it will be in flower in about ten
weeks, and when started at this time and kept
going in a temperature as above indicated it will

bloom three times before the season for again
resting it will have arrived.

Allamandas.—The earliest rested of these
may also be started. It is best to cut them well
in, removing all the shoots that have not been
fully ripened up. In the case of young examples
in comparatively small pots they should have more
room at once, seeing that the balls are thoroughly
soaked through beforehand, otherwise difficulty

will be found in getting the soil moistened after-

wards"; if the specimens are old and the soil in
the pots is exhausted they should be half shaken
out and potted in good loam well enriched with
rotten manure ; at the same time the plants ought
to be cut well in, and if they are to be grown on
trellises these should be fastened to the pots at
once, and the plants trained to them.

Oyperus alternifolius. — The variegated
form of this plant is usually liked the best, but
the green kind is also worth growing, although
not so sho\vy. Both are most useful when in
small pots— 6 in. or Tin. in diameter. The present
is a good time for dividing any that have got too
large, turning them out of the pots, separating
them so as to leave two or three crowns to each.
The variegated sort generally keeps its colour
best when grown in loam. The plants as soon as
they begin to grow should be kept well up to the
light, as this also tends to preserve the variega-
tion and keeps them stouter.

Amaryllids. — Where a sufficient stock of
these is cultivated, and their growth was completed

early so as to admit of their being put to rest in

good time, a portion may now be started, as by
regulating the period of growth and rest, they

may be had in at almost any time. They will bear

a brisk heat, and if the bulbs are strong they will

seldom fail to flower. Give the soil a good soaking.

This is earlier than it would be advisable to start

the main stock, but if a few be put in heat at a
time they will give a succession, and the earliest

flowered portion will come in when flowers are

not too plentiful.

OKCHIDS.
J. DOUGLAS, LOXFOKD HALL.

East Indian bouse.—Let the ventilators

in this house be closed early on sunny days so as

to diminish the amount of fire-heat and thus

benefit the plants. In all Orchid houses it is well

to have ventilators in the walls just opposite the

hot-water pipes, and these should be open everj'

night in mild weather, and even on frosty nights

if the air is calm. The air gets heated as it passes

over the pipes, and thus circulates amongst the

plants night and day. If the temperature is up to

65° at daybreak in the morning, the top ventila-

tors should be opened at once if the Aveather is

mild, but only to the smallest extent ; so much as

to cause the temperature to fall would be too

much. If there is a sharp frost, better not admit
air until the sun rises sufficiently to raise the

tempcratiure a few degrees. No time should now
be lost in getting all the repotting of Sacco-

labiums, Angrsecums, and other plants of that

character done. The pots should be half full of

drainage, and the potting material should be
clean Sphagnum. We use well dried material in

which to pot the roots, mixing it with crocks and
charcoal, finishing off the tops with live, clean

Sphagnum cut up with a knife. The small growing
Angraacums succeed better in pans or baskets than
in pots. Than these winter-flowering Madagascar
Orchids there are few more desirable. All the
large growing species, such as A. eburneum and A.

sesquipedale, succeed best in pots, and large

plants of them form noble ornaments to this

house in winter. The first named is not so much
grown as it ought to be, but large specimens in

bloom cannot fail to please. The pretty little A.
citratum is most floriferous when suspended from
the rafters, and cultivated either in shallow pans
or baskets, as are also A. Ellisi and the form of it

called A. articulatum. These do best suspended
in quite the warmest part of the house. With the
exception of A. falcatum, all of them require
plenty of heat. We do not put any water in the
evaporating troughs until a month or six weeks
later than this ; we rather depend for moisture
from water sprinkled on paths or stages. The
evaporating troughs filled with water form an
important aid to culture when the plants are in

full growth.

Cattleya house.—As regards the best time
to repot certain occu23ants of this house, a very
successful Orchid grower told me the other day
that his plan was to begin as soon as he could
after the new year with the East India house, and
that lie was usually forward enough to pot the
plants in the Cattleya house in February. Some
Aerides in this house as well as Vandas are, I

find, now beginning to make new roots, and that
being the case no time should be lost in repotting
them if they need it. All the Vanda tricolor sec-

tion require to be potted now, and Aerides Field-
ingi, A. Lindleyanum, A. crispum, &c., require
similar treatment. I do not pot any of these
annually unless it is seen that the potting
material about the roots is rotten and requires
removing. Another very successful grower repots
every year. In repotting take care not to injure
the roots. In arranging the plants see tliat those
that have a tendency to be shy bloomers are
placed in the lightest part of the house and as near
the glass as possible. Some are better in the
warmest end ; others prefer a cool position. We
would place Cattleya gigas, Dovriana, lobata, &c.,

at the warmest end and near the glass, while
such plants as L^lia majalis, acuminata, autum-

nalis, &c., should be placed in the coolest part

—

the fii'st named near the glass and well exposed
to the sun. Dendrobiums of the tall-growing types,

such as D. Dalhousianum, nobile, thyrsiflorum,

&c., and also Vandas and Anguloas, may be
further from the glass ; the smaller-growing Den-
drobiums may be suspended in baskets or in pans
from the roof ; D. crassinode, Wardianum, and all

the pendulous-growing species succeed best and
look best in that way, while the dwarf growing
upright section, of which D. Bensoniaj, Parishi,

albo-sanguineum, and others are examples, make
the best and most sturdy growths in that position.

Of course when in flower they ma3' be arranged
on the stage nearer the eye, and there, too, the
flowers last longer than near the glass. One of the
best of Mexican Orchids is the charming Odonto-
glossum citrosmum ; this should still be kept as

dry as possible at the roots, so much so as to cause
the back bulbs to shrivel. Thus treated it makes
strong healthy growth next season. On the other
hand, 0. Phatenopsis must not be allowed to be-

come so diy
;
plants of this are now making their

growth and must not suffer from want of water at

the roots. Watch carefullj' now for slugs, &c., as

the spikes of many Orchids are showing, and a
stray marauder might blight the best prospects
of a twelvemonth's labour and anxiety. They
seem to have a preference for Odontoglossum
hastilabium, Oncidium crispum, and 0. Marshal-
lianum.

Cool bouses.—It may not be out of place

to make a few remarks on the construction of a
cool Orchid house, as the culture of these beautiful

flowers seems to increase more and more, and a
house may be constructed for them in a position

where the other sections of Orchids would not suc-

ceed. Someof the bestgrown plants I have overseen
were in a lean-to facing the north. A house in the

form of a lean-to, say from 9 ft. to 12 ft. wide,
against a north wall, and high enough to allow a
tall man to walk down the centre of it with com-
fort, will answer as well as any other form. Span-
roofed houses, too, seem equa lly well adapted for

them, judging by results ; the plants not only grow
well in them, but their flowers last long in good
condition after they open. The advantages pos-

sessed by a lean-to against a north wall are, first,

the least cost in construction compared with a
span-roofed house, less cost for fuel, and very
much less'; attention as to watering, shading, and
ventilating. In all oases I would have ventilation

in the front walls, and in the case of lean to

houses also in the back wall near the top, in order

to secure ventilation in wet weather. The stages

should also be built so that some material, such
as gravel, spar, or, as in Mr. Beckett's house,

fine coal may be used, on which to stand the

plants. The stages ought not to be so wide that the

plants cannot be searched every night for slugs and
snails. We have required very little artificial heat

in our house this winter, except during short

spells of frost on three or four occasions. The
temperature has seldom fallen below 50° withr

out any heat in the pipes. Last winter when
we had to fire so much to keep the tempera-

ture up to 40° and 45° the plants did not look

nearly so well at this date as they do at

present. Endeavour to keep all plants that ai'e

in bloom in good condition as long as possible.

I was looking over a collection of cool Orchids in

a low, damp house the other day, and greatly

admired the fine clean spikes of Odontoglossum
crispum, which I was told had been in flower for

more than three weeks. I remarked on their

freedom from spot, and was informed that the

house was seldom damped in jwinter or the

plants watered.

FRUIT.
W. COLEMAN, EASTNOH CASTLE.

Orcbard bouse.—If the roots of the early

trees were in a satisfactory condition when forc-

ing was commenced, the blossom-buds will now
be swelling fast, and the earliest kinds will be

ready to expand. When this stage has been at-

tained fumigate the house to destroy any green-
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fly which the gentle -n-arinth may have brought

into existence, otherwise it will prove extremely

troublesome, and do serious mischief to the crop

before the later kinds have set their fruit. Pay

particular attention to watering and syringing

•with tepid water until the blossoms begin to ex-

pand, and avoid wetting the trees during the time

they are in flower, but on no account allow the

roots to suffer fi-om want of water. Allow the

temperature to range from 50° to 53° on mild

nights, with a little'air, to 60° or 65° on fine days,

with an increased circulation, and impregnate the

flowers with a camel's-hair pencil about noon
when the house has reached the maximum and the

atmosphere is diy.

Later houses.—Where the trees have been

removed to the open air to make room for other

subjects, preparations must now be made for re-

placing them under glass, as owing to the mild-

ness of the season the buds on many of the

Peaches, Plums, and Cherries are now getting

forward, and unless they are protected with nets

or carefully watched, small birds in wooded dis-

tricts will soon destroy the most prominent and of

course the most valuable flowers. If cleansing

and painting has been delayed, get it done at once

;

examine each tree as it is drawn out of the plung-

ing material, wash the shoots with strong soapy
water to free them from scale, scrub the pots, and
see that the drainage is satisfactoiy. If space is

limited Pears may be left out till next month. In

the final arrangement of the trees. Peaches, Nec-
tarines, and Figs should occupy the warmest part

of the house. Plums, Cherries, and Pears the

coldest ; but choice kinds of the latter will be im-

proved by removal to a warm, airy situation when
the fruit is swelling and ripening. If pot Straw-

berries are grown in orchard houses, they should be

placed on shelves near the glass where they can
be well syringed and have the fuU benefit of light

and solar heat.

Cherries.—'WTiere only one house is devoted

to Cherries the end of the old year or the begin-

ning of January is a good time to begin forcing,

if forcing it can be called, as owing to the excit-

able nature of the trees, the great art of growing
house Cherries successfully, consists in the main-
tenance of a low temperature ranging a few de-

grees higher than the external air when the
weather is temperate, and as low as 40° at night
when very severe. Like all stone fruit trees which
are liable to be affected by aphis, cleanliness is

very important, and no trouble should be spared
in preparing for a good start. When this has been
done soft-wooded plants like Geraniums, Cine-

rarias, or other subjects liable to carry green-fly

should be excluded, and the everlasting pot Straw-
berry should be dipped in a strong insecticide

before it is allowed to have a place. Assuming that
the borders are inside, see that they are well

mulched with manure and watered with water at

a temperatm-e of 70° to 80°. Syringe daily, warm
the pipes every morning with air, ventilate freely

at 55°, and shut off fire-heat when the house is

closed on mild afternoons. Early houses started at

the end of November will be getting well advanced,
and the blossoms on some of the trees will soon
be open. When this charming picture beginslto
unfold, syringing must be discontinued, otherwise
the petals of the flowers will damp before the fruit

is properly set. Keep up a circulation of air unless

the weather becomes very severe. Let the tem-
perature range from i5° at night to 56° by day
when fire-heat is needed, and a few degrees higher
under gleams of sunshine. Fumigate before the

blossoms open, and fertilise with a brash when
the pollen becomes free.

Melons.—Where early Melons are required
and a light, efficiently heated pit is at command,
a few seeds of some free-bearing early kind may
be sown at once in small pots and plunged in a
bottom heat of 80°, which can be kept up by the
aid of hot-water pipes running beneath the bed.
The great drawback to Melons at this early

season is want of light, a difficulty which may be
met by keeping the young plants close to the
glass, which must be clean, and by covering with

bell-glasses in preference to mats on severe nights.

Immediately after the seeds are sown set about
the preparation of suitable materials for making
up the plunging bed in which the plants are to

grow and ripen their fruit. For this purpose well-

worked tan gives least trouble, but in wooded
districts sound Oak leaves produce better results,

as the moist heat from decaying vegetable matter
is more favourable to a clean healthy growth of

vine and foliage. Another important item in suc-

cessful Melon culture is a good supply of strong

loam from an old pasture, which should be cut

some months before it is wanted for use, and
tacked in an open, airy shed or in long narrow
ridges out-of-doors, with some kind of covering

for throwing off heavy rain and snow. If this is

not at hand lose no time in securing enough for

the season, and expose it to the atmosphere, as

wet crude soil is sure to lead to disappointment if

not to complete failure.

Pines.—With the exception of plants which
are swelling off fruit, and the early batch of

Queens recently plunged in strong bottom-heat,

the general stock of Pines may be kept very quiet

until the end of the month, when with increasing

length of days and brighter weather they will

soon start into vigorous growth, and make better

plants than if kept in a state of excitement
through the dead months of December and Janu-
ary. Queens, Rothschilds, and Cayennes rest and
winter well in a bottom-heat of 70° to 75°

; but
in the event of the old material in which the

Queens are plunged, sinking much below the

above figm'es, it will be advisable to open the

valves for a short time, and water the bed with
hot water at a temperature of 90°, care being
taken that it does not pass over the sides of the

pots to excite a portion of the roots before the

proper time arrives for starting them into fruit.

Keep a close watch upon plants now about start-

ing and increase the supply of stimulating liquid

to the roots as soon as the fruit can be seen, also

atmospheric moisture by damping all available

spaces between and around the plants, but avoid

wetting the fruit until well above the foliage and
the flowering period is over.

Successions.—Examine these once a week,
and see that the plants in small pots, placed in

near proximity to the bottom beat pipes, do not
want for water. Where this danger does not exist

but little water will be needed for the present.

Give a little air on fine days to prevent the plants

from becoming drawn, and cover up at night to

economise fire-heat. Prepare crocks, pots, and soil

for use next month. If the latter, good turfyloam is

not in suitable condition, break it up with the
hand, and expose it to the atmosphere, where it

will become dry and warm before the time arrives

for potting.

KITCHEN GAEDEN.
K. GILBEET, BTJRGHLET.

All Ashtops and early varieties of Potatoes

should now be exposed to the light. The main
object is to keep them back; long white growths
not only weaken the tubers themselves, but have
a tendency to invite disease. The more robust and
wood-like stems our Potatoes have, the less we
have to fear from disease. Later varieties will

also be greatly benefited by exposure and turning
over. I am, of course, speaking of the stock for

next season's planting ; those used for food shovdd
never be subjected to light. Look over quarters of

Snow's Broccoli, cutting close to the surface of

the ground all heads that are showing, and stack

them up close together in a shed. In this way
they last for a very long time in the best possible

condition at this season. It is a fact that cannot
be too widely known that i° of frost on Broccoli

or Cauliflowers not only spoils their colom', but
also their flavour, therefore be not caught nap-

ping. Digging and trenching all land as it becomes
vacant should be proceeded with, and at this

festive season, when families assemble, give the

garden an extra clean up. The weather being still

mild supplies in the forcing department are abun-

dant without much trouble. Our winter Tomatoes
are looking well, and we get from 10 lbs. to 12 lbs.

a week of nice light fruit—a valuable addition to

our esculents. Of French Beans, truth to tell, we
have a dearth, in consequence of substituting Sir

Joseph Paxton for Osborn's forcing Bean ; but no
doubt my friends will help me, and all will soon

be right again. Cucumbers are doing well. Keep
the shoots thin, the house shut and not too damp,
and success is sure to follow. The same range of

temperature as advised in my last will do well.

Of Asparagus, Seakale, and Rhubarb keep up
plentiful supplies, as formerly directed, and at

the same time use your own discretion in the

matter. Mustard and Cress, Tarragon and Chervil,

all now want attention. These things, though
small, are of great importance ; so keep up good
stocks of all by sowing and replanting.

NOTES OP THE WEEK.

A GIGANTIC PoiNSETTiA.—Lately we have
heard a good deal about big heads of Poinsettia,

but lately we saw in Sir Trevor Lawrence's gar-

den at Buiford Lodge, Dorking, a plant that

astonished us. It is, we should say, from 10 ft.

to 13 ft. high aud C ft. through, planted out in

free soil ia a spacious span-roofed stove. It is

the Gouble-bracted or plenissima variety, aud
each branch is terminated by one of its huge
clusters of bracts, the effect of which in contrast

with the deep green foliage which clothes the

plant to the groimi may be better imagined than

described. The colour of this double variety is

different from the ordinary kind—not so glaring,

and to us more pleasing. It is well worth grow-
ing notwithstanding the disparaging remarks

that have been made with respect to it. In large

stoves the Poinsettia should be planted out more
often than it is, as such specimens as this are

so different from the small plants grown in pots,

and they have an imposing and gorgeous appear-

ance.

Dendeobi™ kobile.—One word in praise of

this old and dear Dendrobe. It is simply just now
magnificent—fine strong growths, and still finer

flowers. One plant only put into a basket two
years ago has 100 flowers expanded. No doubt
many have plants with thousands ; still mine is

none the less charming.

—

H.Gii.BBS.T.Biirffhle!/.

Salvia leucantha.—This is such a distinct

looking plant that any shortcoming with regard

to its showiness is thereby amply compensated.

Its long slender spikes, clothed with a dense

white woolly down, and the deep yiolet-purple

flowers render it highly attractive in the green-

house at this season. We have never met with it

grown so finely as in Sir Trevor Lawrence's

garden at Burford Lodge, Dorking.

Gaillaedia picta Loeenziana.—From Mr.
Lorenz, of Erfurt, with whom this remarkable

plant originated, comes a coloiu'ed illustration

representing three or four varieties of it, includ-

ing a yellow one. It is quite unlike an ordinary

Gaillardia, aU the florets, according to the illus-

tration, being transformed into tubular ones,

and arrangedln a dense globular mass. If the

plant is as beautiful as it is represented to be, it

will indeed be an acquisition.

Cheistmas Eoses.—A row of these grand
flowers planted two years ago is just now
(January 3) in fuU flower ; they are the beau

ideal of our gardens. Some of the plants

sheltered under hand-lights almost rival the

lovely Eucharis amazonica in purity of colour.

—Pi. GiLBBBT, Burghley.

Chinese Peimulas out-op-dooes.—It may
perhaps interest some to learn that we have had
two white Chinese Primulas in bloom in the

open garden for the past month, and in spite of
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EDOw a little while back and two rather

severe frosts just before Christmas, they are

looking remarkably fresh and healthy. I may
add this is South Hants and about five miles

from the coast.—A.

Celsia ABCTTHrs.—This bright little green-

house plant has been in flower with me since

early summer without intermission, or nearly so.

In fact, the more it is cut back the more flori-

ferous it appears to be, and its bright yellow

spikes render it very attractive. It is an especial

favourite here partly on account of the beauty
of its quaint little flowers and partly from the

fact of its being always in bloom.

—

Thomas
Shaw, Sirersfon, Xenagh.

Bebbebis japostca.—This is at the present

time one of the most attractive of outdoor shrubs

:

owing to the mildness of the season it is in

many places in full flower or rapidly approach-
ing that stage, and if the weather be not too

severe its pale lemon-coloured flowers will be
succeeded by berries, which when ripe are very
ornamental, being densely covered with a
glaucous bloom.—H. P.

Xevitsia AiABAiEESsis.—Kept in a green-

house temperature this rare American shrub,

sometimes called the AlabamaSnow Wreath, has
been in flowerfor the last month. The youngleaves
remind one somewhat of those of Spiraea opuli-

folia, and the flowers, which are produced along
the whole length of the shoots, are, owing to their

prominent stamens, of a tufted, brush-like

character, and pure white in colour.—^H. P.

Tbiesia brachtstachts.—This, one of the
best of the Bromeliads, is now finely in bloom.
The flower scape rises to a height of about 1 ft.,

on the upper part of which the flowers are

arranged in two opposite rows. The bracts, which
form the principal attraction, are at the base, of

the brightest crimson shaded more or less with
purple, and gradually blended with the orange
colour of the upper part. The effect of such
showy colours is heightened by the leaves and
flower-stems being of a very bright green.

—

Fbom Glasnbvut.—^Although we had severe
frost (13^) just before Christmas it has become
again quite mild, so that forty-four plants were
in flower out-of-doors on January 1 to herald in

the new year. The following is a list of them :

—

AnemoDe fulsens Helleborti5 niger masimns
double and single orientalis Dr. Moore

Anbrietia deltoidea olympicus
Arabis albida paUidus

procmrens Hepatica angnlosa
AlyBsnm saxatile Iris cretica

Cyclamen ibericum stylosa

Atkinsi JasminTun nndiflomin
Clematis calycina Lithospermnm orientale

Cbimonanthus fragrans Othonna
Daphne Mezereon Phlox stolonifera

Erica camea alba Pyrus japonica
meditenanea Primroses, Tarious double

Enphorbia Heildrechi Polygala ChamsEbnius atro-

Helleborus atrombens purpurea
antiquonuB Fotentilla alba

f€etidns Veronica speciosa

graTeolens rupestris

hybridus F.Heinneman Andersoni
kamtschatkensis Tinea major
liius Viburnum Tinus
niger Wallflower

It will be seen that nearly aU of them are flower-
ing at a season when they ought to be reposing
quietly and recruiting themselves for the coming
season. They are, nevertheless, none the less
welcome, and appear far brighter now than they
will later on. There were no fewer than twelve
distinct Hellebores in flower, varying from the
pure white of H. niger through various shades
of colour to the bright and attractive hue of H.
kamtschatkensis. Next to these the best thing in

flower is undoubtedly Clematis calycina. This
pretty evergreen species, with its graceful Fern-
like foliage, is just now covered with numerous
pale yellow flowers about as large as those of

Clematis montana, but not nearly so fugacious

as those of that species. I send you blossoms of

some of them, and also of Dracaena recurva and
Bmnfelsia americana from the houses ; also of

Greigia sphacellata, another of those beautiful

Bromeliads of which I sent some account last

week.—F. W. Mooke.

Glapiolus IX wixTEB.—I have at present in

bloom in the conservatory here several potfuls
of Gladiolus Gloire de Versailles in lovely con-
dition, their spikes of delicate Orchid -like

flowers being shown to great advantage con-
trasted with the deeper tints of Salvias, Ciner-
arias, kc, by which they are surrounded. Added
to their utility, the ease with which they can
be grown should obtain for this class of flowers
universal favour.

—

Thomas Shaw, Siverstmi,
y^eiiagh.

DOUBLE-FLOWEBED RoSE-LEAVED BbAMBLE.
—This proves to be a most valuable shrub for
winter flowering, producing at mid-winter a pro-
fusion of large globular white rosettes that are
as useful for cutting purposes as they are orna-
mental on the plant. It is grown extremely well
in the Burford Lodge garden, Dorking, bv Mr.
Bain, and we saw the other day a plant of it

thickly furnished with bloom ; in fact, a speci-

men in itself. Those who have it not should be-
come possessed of it for pot culture. Its name is

Eubus rosaefolius fl.-pl.

ApHELAXDEAS.—Remarkably bright and ef-

fective at all times are these, but doubly so now
when flowering plants in our stoves are but
few. Apart from the beauty of their flowers
ranging through the various shades of scarlet

and orange, and in the case of A. ptinctata of a

yellow colour, the foliage of some of the species
is so beautifully marked that even when without
flowers they take high rank as ornamental
plants. The silvery-veined A. Leopoldi, and in a

less degree A. aurantiaca, the dark blackish
green foliage of A. nitens, and the peculiar

mottled lanceolate leaves of A. punctata belong
to the class of fine-leaved plants.—H. P.

Caxxa EHEMA^'^^.—This splendid plant has
attained its highest degree of beauty in Sir
Trevor Lawrence's garden at Burford Lodge,
Dorking, where we saw it a few days ago in
fine flowering condition in one of the stoves.

Mr. Bain grows it in a large pot in warm green-
house temperature, and it thrives almost as well
under these circumstances as planted out on the
edge of a tank, as it is, at Pendell Court. The
Burford Lodge plant is some 6 ft. or 8 ft. high,
clothed with ample healthy foliage, and bearing
several fine heads of long drooping flowers of a
rich crimson colour. It is a most distinct and
beautiful plant, and we predict for it a brilliant

future. We intend to give a coloured illustra-

tion of this plant shortly.

AxTHTBirxr obxattm. — This handsome
plant, we fear, is somewhat undeservedlv ne-
glected, probably because it is not so showy as

A. Andreanum or the Flamingo plant. When in
flower, however, it is quite distinct from most
others of the cultivated kinds. It has broad ample
foliage, produced in a tuft, from which rise the
tall flower-stems, terminated by a broad and
long snowy white spathe and a purplish spadix.

It is agreeably scented, and remains in perfec-

tion a long time. In Sir Trevor Lawrence's gar-

den at Burford Lodge, Dorking, in which such a

wealth of beautiful plant life is represented, it

is now finely in bloom, as is also A. Andreanum,
the two forming a wide contrast as regards the
colours of the inflorescence.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.
WEfTEE-FLOWERKG BEGONTAS.

Kow when the tuberous rooted or summer flower-
ing Begonias have, like the zonal Pelargoniums
and some other families of plants, been so greatly
improved as almost to preclude further advance,
attention might be turned to the various winter-
flowering species which would doubtless be im-
proved by being crossed with some of the richly
coloured stunmer-flowering varieties. Little diffi-

culty need be apprehended in effecting a blending
of the tuberous rooted section with such species
as B. manicata, B. insignis, B. Sanndersi, B. sem-
perflorens, B. Lucilise, B. DigsweUiana, B. Wel-
toniensis, kc, most of which have rather small
and pale pink flowers, all, however, being exceed-
ingly useful as winter-flowering plants, requiring
the temperature of a warm greenhouse, or that of
a structure intermediate between an ordinary
greenhouse and a plant stove. The first named
species, viz., B. manicata, is one of the most beau-
tiful of winter-flowering plants, producing in the
depth of winter quite a cloud of pretty delicate
pink flowers, borne on stout foot-stalks well above
the foliage, and which remain for a long time in
good condition, while the foliage is also " singu-
larly ornamental, and the habit of the plant com-
pact and good. B. insignis is also a useful winter-
flowering plant, although more straggling in its

habit of growth. But from all the species men-
tioned, as well as from others, it is possible that
varieties may be obtained richer in colour and
improved in habit, and that would at the same
time bloom in winter.

A difficulty, it is true, may be'experienced in in-

ducing winter and summer flowering kinds to

bloom simultaneously, but this difficulty can be
easily surmounted by preserring the pollen of
either section in rissue paper, or otherwise, so as
to exclude it from the action of the air ; so pre-

served it will be found to retain its vitality for

almost any length of time, and can be applied to

the stigmas of the intended seed-bearing plants
when they are in proper condition to receive it.

This should be done with a soft brush or camels-
hair pencil, and the blossoms so operated upon
should be carefully marked. The seed, which is ex-
ceedingly small, may be sown when ripe in a pot
of light soil, consisting, say, of equal parts of loam
and peat, or leaf-mould. The surface should be
made smooth and level, and then watered
with a fine rose. After the water has been absorbed
the seed should be sown upon the moist surface
gently pressed into the soil, and the surface of the
pot shouldbe covered with a pane of glass, which
should be allowed to remain on until the seeds have
fairly vegetated. When sufficiently large the plants
shoidd be pricked into seed-pans and afterwards
potted singly in small pots and kept in a growing
temperature, similar to that in which they have
been raised, which ought to have been some 65^

or not under 60^. As soon as the young plants have
flowered or given sufficient indications of their

habit of growth, kc, a selection of the best can be
made.

"
P. Gbieve.

Resting Eucharis amazonlca.—I have
read with considerable interest Mr. Miller's note
respecting this plant (p. 596), and while agreeing
with him on most points, I must take exception
to the " green and growing system " as stated by
him. I find from experience that the Eucharis,
in common with all other bulbs, requires and
takes, whether we will or not, a certain amount
of rest. I do not by this term mean to imply
that the bulb should at any time be dried off

to the injury of the existing foliage, but I do
mean to say that there is a time, after the foliage

has become fully developed, and before the bloom
appears, during which the process of resting or
ripening goes on. The same remark applies to

Pancrariums, Griffinias, and all bulbs which we
may call evergreen. I have several large pots of

Eucharis in and coming into flower, and I
certainly attribute the strength and number of

the spikes to the rest the bulbs received last
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summer, when gfrowth had ceased and the foliage

liad assnmed the dark green tint and tongh tex-

ture which denote maturity. My plants receive a

certain amount of atmospheric moisture at all

times. A considerable portion of my stove being
occupied by Ferns, I must of necessity maintain
a humid atmosphere, yet I have never noticed
any bad effect of it on the bulbs.

—

Thomas Shaw,
T?ie Gardens, Sirerston, Xenagh.

Poinsettias in a cut state.—One point

in reference to these seems to have been over-

looked, and that is their lasting properties in

water. Xo flower remains longer fresh and beau-
tiful when cut and put in water than Poinsettias.

All other kinds of flowers which we use in glasses
have to be renewed every week or oftener, but
the Poinsettias last for a fortnight or longer, an
advantage well worth bearing in mind.—J. ilCTB.

Cataellias shedding their buds.—Wlat
is the cause of this ? I have several plants planted
out in two beds in the centre of the conservatory.
They made good growth, set plenty of buds, but
just as they ought to flower many of them drop
off. The beds are well drained, and the soil loam,
peat, and some charcoal. 1 have growing on the
surface a thick mass of Selaginella denticulata.
Will that affect them ? They have been well
watered. The only cause I can think of is there is

some scale on the plants. Would that affect the
buds ?—Z.
Asparagus plumosus.—We have received

from a northern correspondent a rooted cutting of
this plant to show that what was stated in The
Garden lately in reference to striking this As-
paragus from cuttings was correct. The cut-

ting in question, the top of a shoot some
5 in. long, was put in sis weeks ago, and is

well rooted, the longest being nearly 3 in. in

length. It will therefore be seen that plants of this

handsome Asparagus can be readily obtained in

this way.

Camellia buds dropping.—Is it general
for small plants of the old double white and
fimbriata Camellias in 6-in. pots to drop their

buds when on the point of opening .' I have had
considerable experience with Camellixs, and never
found any difficulty with large specimens of either

sort named, but year after year they fail with me
in small pots. Plants the same size of ilathottiana
alba and other whites bloom well, as also do many
coloured varieties. To my thinking, nothing looks
prettier in a small vase in winter than a small
well-flowered healthy Camellia.—A JIaxchesteb
Gabdesee.

Oape Pelargoniums.— Eclipsed though
these are by the zonal varieties, some of them are
nevertheless remarkably pretty, and they produce
their flowers daring winter just as freely as the
zonals if in the same temperature. The secret, if

secret there be, in getting them to flower well at
this season is to grow them freely during sum-
mer, and in autumn rest them for a time, giving
them plenty of air and bat little water. So treated
when started in a gentle heat these Pelargoniums
will flower all throagh the winter. The best va-
rieties are Ariel, rosy crimson with dark blotch :

Beauty, a very bright flower, rather lighter in
colour than the foregoing : Compactum multi-
florum, bright pink ; and Echinatum, pure white
with crimson blotch.—H. P.

Large-crested Poinsettias.—I had some
heads of Poinsettia last year which measured
22 in. in diameter, and have some now not fully
developed which are 17^ in. across. I grow them
as foUows : In April the plants are cut down to
within 8 in. or 10 in. of the ground ; they are then
kept dry and stored away in a comer of a cool
house, where they remain until July ; then they
are started, and when the shoots have made 5 in.

or 6 in. of growth they are repotted in a mixture
of peat, leaf-mould, silver sand, and loam. Plentr
of crocks are put into the pots to ensure good
drainage. Then they are placed in the stove, and
liberally supplied with water. When the bracts
are commencing to change colour the plants are
top-dressed with any good, well-rotted manure,

and liquid manure is given them twice a week.

—

G. A. Passisgham, Milton.

Clerodendron Balfouri.—I see succes-
sioual batches recommended in order to have
flowers of this all the year round, no doubt the
best plan with plants in pots, but by planting out
or in a tub, and giving it room, one plant will

supply flowers for at least six months of the
year. A two or three-year-old plant here that the
knife has never, with one exception, touched,
except to cut the flowers, has about 700 ft. of
wood on it, and is trained like a horizontal Pear
tree. If the wall it is on had been high enough it

would have made a perfect fan 30 ft. wide at the
base and 30 ft. high from the pot. It flowers long
and profusely every year down to the pot. About
200 ft. of wood was removed lately that room
could not be found for, not in the way of pruning.
—J. S. W.
Two dark Chrysanthemums.-One of

the most striking Japanese Chrysanthemums I saw
last autumn was P&re Delaas, a kind that is not
to be confounded with Jlons. Delaux, although
the similarity might lead to such mistake. Pere
Delaux was exhibited by Jlr. Strong, of Ken-
wolde Court Gardens, Virginia Water, in splendid
form at Eichmond, and it was universally ad-
mired. It is one of the darkest Japanese we have.
I can only describe it as crimson-bronze in colour,

of good form, and a iirst-class flower. It will

probably be classed with the medium-petalled va-
rieries. Perhaps the best dark incurved flower we
have is Tuner Temple. This, too, was well shown
at Eichmond by Mr. ilolyneux, of Swaimaore
Park, whilst in colour it is almost as deep as Julia
Lagravere. It is a fine flower, quite of first-class

form and density, and makes a strong point
wherevershown. Thetwo flowers, being the darkest
of their kind, should be universally grown.

—

A. D.

"Winter - blooming Pelargoniums. —
Al'ow me to inform "A Manchester Gardener"
(p. 626) that with careful preparation through the
summer I have found the following named sorts,

with a number of others, to bloom well during the
winter, viz.

—

Scarlets : John Gibbons, Aphrodite,
Colonel Holden, H. E. Clifton, Masterpiece, Eev.
F. Atkins, Dell, Eigoletto, Eight-ahead. Salmon :

Madame Jean Sisley. PinTi : Lady Byron and Lady
Emily. The under-named doubles bloom fairly
well with me : Ernest Louth, Le Bronze, Dr.
Jacoby, and Amelia Baltet. Although I do not
grow so many of these as the singles, I have
had plants in 6-iQ. pots with nine trusses to a
plant, and not small trusses either, from which I
have been cutting freely since the end of Septem-
ber.—W. Slogbove, Gaffon.

The following do well with me, viz.

—

Single .-

Vesuvius, 'White Vesuvius, Master Christine,
Leviathan, King of the Bedders, Louis Venillott,
Drapeau Tricolor, Pioneer, Lady Emily, Mr. Parker,
Madame D. Bertrand, and Salathiel. BoxtbUi

:

Wonderful, Madame Thibaut, M. G. Lowagie.
Denfert Kochereau, Aglaia, and C. H. Wagner.—J.
KlXG, Wray Pari, Reigate.

I have a coUecnon consisting of thirty
sorts in our conservatory, with over 200 trusses
of bloom on them. Amongst these the following
are the best, all points considered

—

Pinh : Mrs.
Kent, Mrs. Leavers, Lucy Bosworth, and Lady
Sheffield. Purple : Dr. Tom Denny, Irene, and
Mary Pearson. Scarlet: Vesuvius, Harry King,
Laurence Haywand, Coleshill, Sir H. S. Stanhope,
Mr. Gladstone, Rev. J. Atkinson, and Xew Life.
As a white. White Vesuvius is perfection. Douilei

:

To those named by your correspondent I may add
Smith's Wonderful, Vesta, Madame Thibaut, and
Simon Deleaux. Candidissimum fl.-pl. is the purest
white I have grown as yet. All the above I have
selected for winter work from a collection of up-
wards of 100 sorts, new and old.—J. C, Farn-
boraugh.

From amongst 300 plants.comprisingabout
100 varieties, I have selected the following twelve
single and six doable varieties as being good win-
ter bloomers, viz.. Single—Lizzie Brooks, lago,
Henri Jacoby, Guinea, Edward Sutton, Mrs.

Fenn, Glow, CanneUs Xew Life, Louisa, Gloirede
Corbuny, White Vesuvius, Haidee. iJouble—M.
Plasan(;on, Brantes, Madame Thibaut, M. Pasteur,
Candidissimum plenum, and Madame Veuve Pom-
mery.

—

Ed. Baetos, Beech BUI, Cork.

FineAdiantumfarleyense.—I send you
a photograph of a plant grown in what may be
termed an intermediate house, thus showing that
this Fern can be grown well without a stove
which is so often used for it. The housein quesrion
is not syringed at all. We find this 3Iaiden-hair to
grow well in half loam and half rotten leaf-mould
with a little peat and sand. When well rooted we
water it well with guano water once a week at
the rate of half an ounce to the gallon. We have
also growing inthe same hotise a plant of Adiantum
tenerum which measures 15 ft. in circumference.
In the same house we also grow Gloxinias,
Achimenes, Tydaeas, Poinsettias, Cyclamens,
and Justicias: also Anthuriums, which yield
flowers nearly the whole year round, thus asso-
ciating Ferns and flowers intimately together.

—

JOHX Habdisg, The Plantation, 'Bedford. [A
graceful and remarkably fine specimen of Adi-
antum farleyense, measuring 31 in. in diameter
and 7 ft. 6 in. in circumference.]

Poinsettias.—The following is a good and
simple way to grow Poinsettias ; Start the old
plants in May, and from these you can take cut-
tings during June and July. Insert one cutting
in a 3-in. pot, and as soil use two-thirds loam,
and one of leaf-mould, with a good allowance of
sand. Then place them in a propagating pit as
near the glass as possible, and shade them care-
fully for a few days ; afterwards gradually ex-
pose them to the full rays of the sun and air ;

repot when needful in 5-in. pots and 6-in. pots,
using two-thirds loam, one of old Mushroom
manure, a good dressing of coarse road sand and
charcoal, with a little bone dust. Keep them
rather close for a few days till the plants have
become somewhat established, after which gra-
dually harden them off, and plunge them in a
cold frame not far from the glass. Give plenty of
air on all favourable occasions, a good syringing
after a fine day, and be careful not to let them
get dry at the roots. About the end of September
place them in a warm house, and in a few weeks
they will commence forming their beautiful bracts.
I have sometimes potted one-year-old plants in
7-in. pots after taking cuttings from them, and
from these I have cut two or three bracts mea-
suring from 18 in. to 22 in. in diameter. Store the
old plants anywhere in a temperature between 40^
and 50^, just giving them sufficient water to keep
them from shrivelling.

—

Tho3. Buckebpield,
Shirliurn, Oton.

SHOET NOTES-DTDOOE GAEDEN.

Anthuriuin AndreanuoL—Hm was blooming well
the other day in the stoves at The ItelL Also cue or two
other Anthoriimis, amongst which Veitchi had leaves over

3 ft. long, and A. crystaUinum was not less beaatimL Jas-

mintim graciUimum and many other plants were also

equally well grown. —J. CRCtOK, Farroboio.

Rhododendrozi Princess Aloxandra. — Tne
flowers of thji; pretty greenhoose Khododendron more
nearly approach jasminidomm th oi those of any <rf the

others, but they are larger and much stouter, and slightly

suffused with pink. In habit the plant is, however, al-

together different ; it is one of the strongest growers in the

section to which it belongs, and also one of the oldest.

H.P.

ChrysantheTnnm:?- — '* Anonyma " asks (p. 614)

where four varieties, viz., !Bosa Eonheur, ilambeau. Stria-

tum perfeetnm, and ilarie Crozat. mentioned by me, are to

be obtained. I reply, at the Amhuxst Xursery. Hackney,
and in some of the nurseries in the Xing^s Boad, Chelsea.

—EL P.

Tuberose culture.—I have received and potted a

batch of Tuberoses ? will someone fcLndly tell me how to

treat them ; when I may eipect them to flower ? and also

what I must do with them afterwards ? I hear Tuberoses
are difficult to manage. I am also going to plant Gardenias
in a warm pit ; would they do m good loom? or miist I get

some peat !—SrBSOBlB£B.
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NOTES AND READINGS.

A GOOD deal has been said for and ag-ainst

Pearsons' Golden Queen Grape. Those who say
it is equal to the Muscat of jVlexandria in any
respect except fertility must have compared it

with a very second-rate example of the latter or

vice versa. Golden Queen is without doubt one of

the most vigorous, and perhaps quite the most
extraordinary bearer of any Grape in existence

;

but it is second-rate both in appearance and
quality, and never acquires the transparent
amber hue of the Muscat, growing dingy and
dull as it gets ripe. It is in no sense " golden."

Correspondents have lately been asking in a
contemporary why the South Kensington Com-
mittee awards certificates to second-class Po-
tatoes as such, and I daresay a good many
people are wondering on what principle such
awards are bestowed. There is surely no such
scarcity of Potatoes that second-rate ones should
be certificated, but it must be admitted, never-
theless, that many Potatoes deserve culture that
are not of excellent eating quality, and may-
be the committee is sometimes influenced by
such considerations. Potatoes could be named
that are excellent for table use, only poor crop-
pers, and vice versa. No one will maintain, for

example, that either the Scotch Champion or

Suttons' Flourball are first-class Potatoes for

the table, but they are good to grow for food
supply. In judging the quality of any variety, an
all-round view of its merits should be taken. As
it is, a mere certificate of merit is never suificient

to do more than procure a trial for any new
variety, and ultimately its real merits will be
settled by the public, who are the best " com-
mittee " after all.

A controversy has been going on in one of

your contemporaries among several very good
gardeners on the subject of " theories in Vine
culture," which is exceedingly instructive, as

showing how intelligent practitioners are all at
,9ixes and sevens on the cause of the production
of roots. Vegetable physiology and the scientific

committee do not seem to have thrown the
least light on the subject, and practical men
have ascribed the production or, as some would
call it, the multiplication of roots to quite a
number of causes—to a poor soil, a rich soil, a
hard soil, a soft soil, an open soil, a close soil,

and a stony soil, and the particular actions of

each and all in the matter have been accurately
set forth and described. Coidd not " Chiswick "

settle a small matter like this in two or three
weeks. The question at issue is Vines. If Mr.
Barron would have the goodness to pot half-a-
dozen or a dozen Vines in two or three different
composts at this season, and treat all alike at
the top, he could settle the matter finally by
midsummer. No single gardener's experience
in a private place will be believed, and it is

pretty clear that those who write casually on
the subject are only speculaling. To encourage
root-action is a great point with all intelligent
fruit growers. How can they best accomplish
that end ?

If " impi'ovements " in boilers could accom-
plish all that is claimed for them, we should
have been heatuig our hothouses without fuel
by this time, but improvements have almost
reached their climax, and I think no system of
heating will be truly economical that does not
combine the flue witli the hot-water system. Out
of every pound of coal burned now, one-half of
the heat goes up the chimney without helping to
heat the structure. Of the heat distributed by
the pipes in the right place most of it is also lost

through careless ventilation and other causes.

One has only to note the quantity of heat, not to

speak of unconsumed fuel, that passes up a stoke-

hole chimney under active firing to gain an idea
of the enormous loss incurred. Hot-water pipes

afford the safest and best means of heating
doubtless, but who will venture to say they are
the cheapest ? It is time we were using our
chimneys as well as boilers and pipes for heating
instead of as a means only of carrying away the
unburnt smoke.

One way of doing this which we have seen
carried out successfully in some places consists

in carrying the fiue along the back wall of the
house, and it may easily be made to traverse the
wall two or three times if desired, and in num-
bers of cases, too, it is quite possible to make a

flue of the low front wall as well, thus taking
the flue quite round the house. In former times
the fault of flues lay in their- danger of bursting,

but any one can see how a furnace can now be
fired so as not to heat any part of the walls near
plants dangerously, and with sanitary or earthen-

ware pipes as now made there should be no
difficulty in forming a safe flue inside a brick

wall. Houses treated in tliis way would lessen

the need for the double boiler system, for the

stoker would then always have two strings to

his bow in an emergency, and at all times that

bane of early forcing—very hot pipes—would
be greatly modified. I am acquainted with plenty

of recently built houses where this combination
system could have been carried out perfectly

well, and without much, if any, additional cost.

In some houses which I have seen in which the
flue was taken backwards and forwards along
the back wall, with pigeon holes above each flue

to afford greater radiation, it is found that the
pipes have never to be made nearly so hot as

they have to be in similar houses solely depen-
dent on the pipes alone.

With the exception of a few days before
Christmas,we have had few autumns and winters
so mild or agreeable as the present. During the
whole of this Christmas the weather in many
places, north to south, has simply been delight-

ful, the sun shining every day, and the nights
mild and agreeable, the thermometer ranging from
40° to 45°. According to the Daily JVews, the
winter of 1868-69, preceded and followed by fine

summers, was the mildest for the past thirty

years, vegetation being in a very advanced stage

in January. Vegetables and herbaceous subjects

continue to grow and make unwonted progress
for the time of the year, but there appears to be
no decided move on the part of fruit trees, which
is satisfactory for an early spring, rarely presages

a fruitful summer. In winters like the present a

well-kept lawn affords great satisfaction. In order

to have a lawn green and fresh in winter, it must
be kept closely shaven, and the sod should lie

upon a good, deep, and rich soil—the two essen-

tials of a green sward in winter.

" A. D.," to whom readers are frequently in-

debted for sensible and practical suggestions, la-

ments the dearness of gardening books, and asks

if they cannot be cheapened, to bring them within
the reach of a greater multitude. Many a poor,

but aspiring gardener will have reason to thank
" A. D." if his suggestions should lead to the end
desired. Mrs. Brassey has set an example in this

direction by publishing her " Voyage of the ' Sun-
beam ' " at 6d., and Captain Buruaby is imitating
the example by issuing his "Rideto lihiva,"which
has already remunerated his publishers so well,

at the same price. Can horticultural books not
be published in the same manner ? Of all educa-
tional works, those on gardening are the dearest,

if we except Garden iny Itlustrafed, the first hor-

ticultural periodical that has ever appeared on

the newsvendors' tables in piles. If any paper is

likely to affect the weeklies of the horticultural

class it is this penny one ; as for the monthlies,

they are not a success, it is well known, and one

is lately dead. Pehe&rinb.

Retirement of Mr. Thomas Moore.—
The result of an invitation forwarded to certain

friends of Sir. Thomas Moore was a largely

attended meeting in the Council Room of the

Royal Horticultural Society on the l.Bth of Decem-
ber last. The proposal to offer to Mr. Moore on his

etirement " some definite tribute of personal and
public regard " met with a reception at once

unanimous and enthusiastic. After suitable de-

liberations, it was resolved that Mr. Moore]s

eminent and long continued services to horti-

cultm-e and botany, and his disinterested devotion

to social and philanthropic matters in connection

with them, might be most appropriately acknow-

ledged by an elegant presentation at a public

dinner. In respect to matters of detail it was
thought advisable to defer consideration of the

date and place of the presentation, but it was
unanimously agreed that a substantial service of

plate would be the most suitable for the occasion.

A committee has been formed, consisting of those

present at the meeting (with power to add to their

number), and a subscription list opened, the

amounts ranging from £5 5s. to £\ Is. It is the

jeneral wish of the promoters that the subscrip-

tion list should be as general as the occasion

demands, and should be completed as quickly and

as liberally as possible in order that the presenta-

tion may take place early this year. It is desired,

therefore, that intending subscribers communicate
at once either to the treasurer, Mr. William Paul,

Waltham Cross, N., or the secretary, Mr. Shirley

Hibberd, 1.5, Brownswood Park, Stoke Newington,

naming the amounts of their subscriptions.

Boiled bones.—Can anyone tell me what percentage

of uianurial phosphate is lost in the process of boiling

cruslietl bones ?

—

Reader.

Eremurus Himalaicus.—This is said (p. 637) to have

been eruwn in a glass house. It should have been a ghized

pit.—H. Hakpue Crewe.

Water-side planting.—I am connected with a firm

that owns a sheet of water of about 100 acres, situated at

Eccup, near Harewood, and we purpose plantuig with trees

and shrubs various parts ai'omid the water for protectioii

and ornament. Would some one, therefore, be kind enough

to fui'nish me with a list of such trees and slirubs as would

be most suitable for the purpose I have just named?—

W. S. H.

Naming plants and fruits.-Fmtf plants, fmits,

or flowers only can be najyied at one time, and this onli/

when good specimens are sent. Seaderswho desire ourhelp in

naming Apples or Pears will kindly bear in mind that

several specimens in different stages of colour and size of

the same kind greatly assist in its determiiiation. Local

varieties should be named by local growers, and are often

only knoian to them. We can only undertake to name four

varieties at a time, and these only when the above condition

is observed. Unpaid parcels not received.

Names of plants.—ff. T. W.—l,Hatycerium alcicorne

;

2, Pteris cretica albo-lineata ; 3, Adiantum tenerum ; 4, A.

concinniun. J. D.—Lycaste Skinneri. Hoscrea.—l,

Linum trigymmi ; 2, Sericograpliis Ghiesbreghtiana ; 3,

Browallia elata ; 4, Pteris scaberula. W. ITafson.-Ap-

parently .Sequoia serapervircns. Sfiss 3/"., Perth.—1, Lo-

maria gibba; 2, Asplenium bulbifermn; 3, Polypodium

viilgare cambricum (hardy). W.A. r.—The lai'ge plant

is a species of Eupatorium ; the other, Anemone sulphurea.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : bnt
The Aki itself is nature."—Sftaftespeore.

BERRY-BEARING TREES AND SHRUBS.
Cotoneaster Hookeri (buxifolia) is to my

mind the best of the Cotoneasters ; now after the

birds have taken every berry from the generally

popular C. Simonsi, C. Hookeri is radiantly

beautiful, the berries being borne in great pro-

fusion, of a good size, and of a deep glossy

crimson-scarlet. I looked over a large number of

C. Simonsi to-day, and could not find one perfect

berry ; in fact there has not been any for a

month or more. Another most telling and ex-

cellent small tree is 0. bacillaris; it grow s 20ft.

or so high, and the branches are borne down
with the profusion of its ebony-black berries,

which are of large size, and remain on long
after the leaves have fallen. Suitably placed,

this has quite a unique effect. Two other

good berry-bearing shrubs are Viburnum den-
tatum and davuricum, both being somewhat
similar in appearance ; their upper surfaces

bristle with a profusion of blue-black ber-

ries, which, like those of the Cotoneaster
just alluded to, remain on long after the leaves

have fallen. I have seen the Laurustinus quite

handsome with its purplish fruit, but of late years
its reputation for hardiness has suffered so much
that we cannot recommend it. The chief value
of an ornamental shrub or tree, whether berry-
bearing or otherwise, consists in its lasting pro-
perties. I have latterly lost much of my faith in

the Mountain Ash as a pictorial tree, its

season bemg so short in ordinary positions. The
birds commence to eat the berries the moment
they are ripe. I once thought I had discovered a
form of this tree with persistent berries, as when
I saw it in the end of December not a berry had
been removed, but I afterwards found out (it

grew close to a house) that a gun was kept there.

The short^season failing applies with equal force

to all forms of Berberis, though B. communis
lasts for several weeks, and is very charming
while it lasts. We cannot, however, claim much
decorative value for any member of the family
on the score of their fruit, which is generally
tasty ; this the birds know, and attack them one
after the other as they come in. The Mountain
Ash has a dangerous rival in Cotoneaster frigida.

This grows to a good-sized tree, is quite sub-

evergi'een,' and the berries—bright red—very
persistent ; in fact, they remain on all the winter.

If we could hit upon some plan to make berries

distasteful to the birds, it would, I expect, be
largely adopted ; berries play such an important
part in autumn and winter decoration that their

preservation by any method is a matter of much
moment. Pending this discovery, making a selec-

tion of berry-bearing trees having the longest
season is the next best thing to do, and Coto-
neaster Hookeri wUl be found to be one of the
brightest and most lasting of all.

Newry. T. Smith.

HINT TO MUSHROOM GROWERS.
MusHEOOM beds when not on the ground or
floor are usually, perhaps, almost invariably
made up on a close bottom formed of brick
arches or of stone, slate, or timber slabs. I have
long been of opinion that the produce of our
beds would often be considerably increased were
raised beds made on a bottom of open iron

gratings ; a part of our beds are so made, and
we gather a fair crop of Mushrooms from the
under side quite equal in quality, except that

some are a little malformed, to those produced on
the upper surface of the bed. We find the ordin-

ary or surface crop quite as good on beds made
on gratings as are those on a close bottom of

timber or slate. I have gathered good Mush-
rooms on the under side of 4^-in. thick brick

arches. Where gratings ai'e at hand and can be

conveniently used I would venture to recommend
their use. The spawn works through the whole

mass of the bed if the manure is in proper con-

dition, but, as a matter of course, where the

beds are on a close bottom no Mushrooms can

grow except on the surface. J. E.

ORCHIDS AT BURFORD LODGE,
DORKING.

In such a rich collection of Orchids as that pos-

sessed by Sir Trevor Lawrence there is at all

seasons a considerable display of bloom, but it

is now and for the next three or four months
that the collection is at its best. At the present

time there are scores of distinct species and
varieties in bloom of the commoner kinds, be-

sides choice things that one always expects to

find here. The cool-house Orchids are most
numerous, particularly the Odontoglossuma, of

which there are about a score of species in flower.

The lovely 0. crispum is, of course, represented

very numerously, and in a splendid manner too,

some of the varieties being unique in size, form,

and colouring, the long arching flower-spikes

of this Orchid giving it a fairy-like grace, dif-

ferent from that possessed by any other Orchid.

Of such kinds as 0. Rossi there is a rich variety

of forms ; and associated with these are Ander-
sonianum, triumphans, gloriosum, nebulosum,

maculatum, cordatum, and the pretty 0. crocidi-

dipterum, which reminds one of 0. gloriosum,

except that the flowers are smaller and more
copiously spotted. The choicest of all the Odon-
toglossums in flower was

O. hebraicum, a most handsome specieS;

very rare. This particular plant, too, represented

by far the finest form we have yet seen, the

flowers being 4 in. across, of a yellowish ground,

and conspicuously marked with copious hiero-

glyphic blotches of a reddish chestnut hue. This

reminds one somewhat of 0. Andersonianum,
but is a distinct and finer plant.

Dendrobes of various kinds were in bloom,

notably D. crassinode and an extremely fine

variety of it called Barberianum, which has the

tips of the petals and sepals of an intense violet-

purple much deeper than that of the ordinary

form. We also noticed some glorious plants of

D. Wardiauum with long wreaths of blooms
also of D. primulinum giganteum with stout

bulbs laden with flower, and hanging over the

rim of the suspended pots. The delicious perfume

of D. heterocarpum pervades the house, though

not so showy as many others. D. aureum is said

to be inferior to this, but there is not much
difference, at least so far as our observation

goes.

Lady's Slippers (Cypripediums) were
numerous, among the most noteworthy being

C. Haynaldianum, a rare species from the

Philippines, much in the way of C. Lowi ; in-

deed, it is often at first sight mistaken for that

plant, but the colours and markings are more
conspicuous, and it is, we consider, superior to

C. Lowi. A fine form of the old 0. viUosum

with unusually large flowers was noteworthy, as

were also the charming little C. concolor, C.

venustum, with eighteen bloom; 0. naevium,

Boxalli, Harrisianam, and the old C. insigne, of

which there is a wonderful example in a huge

pot bearing some scores or even himdreds of

flowers, forming a head 4 ft. or 5 ft. across. Of

C. insigne Maulei there is also a grand specimen,

representing this handsome variety in its true

character. Many inferior forms pass for Maule'a

variety that are not to be compared with the

true plant, which has the upper sepal nearly

half pure white. The variety 0. insigne albo-

marginatum, which we recently alluded to as in

bloom iu another collection, is also a very hand-

some and distinct variety, as good as the ordinary

form of C. Maulei. Its characteristic is the

white running down three parts of the length of

the dorsal sepal.

The Mexican house is very gay, there

being quite a thicket of flower-spikes on L.

anceps, L. autumnalis, and L. albida, with their

varieties, all intermixed in a charming man-
ner. The Barkerias, especially B. Lindleyana, are

extremely attractive, the brilliant violet-purple

of the latter being particularly so. Adjoining

the Mexican house is the Phalsenopsis house,

which is likewise gay with flowers, chiefly of

P. SchUleriana grandiflora and amabilis, though

of choice kinds P. intermedia Portei, with its

pure white sepals and petals and rosy-pink

labeUum, is a lovely plant. There will shortly be

a fine display in this house, judging by the num-
ber of spikes being developed, one of which on

P. Luddemanniana, is about 2 ft. or 3 ft. long.

Sophronitis purpurea is a remarkable

and very charming plant. It is in the way of S.

grandiflora, but the bulbs are shorter and the

flowers, though quite as large, of a decided pur-

ple hue. Of S. grandiflora there are some
brilliant masses in bloom which light up the

whole house. S. violacea, a pretty species with

small flowers, is likewise in flower.

Vanda tricolor Russelli is one of the

grandest plants in the collection. It is some 5 ft.

high, and from its stately growth bears several

spikes of bloom, which individually are finer

than any other form of the species, and the

colours much more attractive. Of the finest va-

riety of V. ccerulea, the one with the deepest

blue flowers, there is still a grand example in

flower. The rare V. Gowerie promises to flower

shortly ; also V. Cathcartl, the latter with some
nine or ten flower-spikes on one plant.

Among other Orchids may be mentioned as

particularly noteworthy Cymbidium Mastersi, a

huge specimen in a bushel pot. This has borne

a large number of spikes this year, and when in

perfection is in itself quite an exhibition. Zygo-
petalum rostratum is a remarkable species, dis-

tinct from all the rest on account of its un-

usually fine white labellum. It is finely in flower.

Liraatod'es rosea, one of the parents of Calanthe

Veitchi, is among the loveliest of Orchids. It

has erect fiower-spikes 1 ft. or more high,

and rosy pink blossoms like its progeny. With
the Calanthes it makes a beautiful display.

A list of all in flower would be a long one, but

we cannot refrain from mentioning the follow-

ing as being specially noteworthy, viz. : Cattleya

maxima, Nanodes Medusae, Masdevalliamacrura,

Maxillaria lepidota, Epidendrum Wallisi, On-
cidium cucuUatum giganteum (particularly fine),

0. cheirophorum, Pescatorea Roezli, Huntleya
Meleagris, BoUea ccelestis, and Neottia picta,

the latter a brilliant flesh-coloured Orchid with

handsome mottled foliage. It is terrestrial, and

deserves far more extended knowledge than it

now enjoys. W. G.

Varieties of Lady's Slippers.—Some
interesting forms of these come from- Mr.

Burbidge, more particularly to show that a
similar relation exists between C. Boxalli and
C. villosum as between the ordinary C. insigne

and Maulei. The superiority of the latter is now re-

cognised, and the difference is all the more apparent

if a poor variety of C. insigne be compared with

the finest form of Maule's variety, for it is impor-

tant to know that there are several forms. C.
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Boxalli is a handsome species, the flowers of

which have more numerous and more pronounced
marldngs than those of C. villosum, though like

them they appear as if varnished on tlie surface.

There is a strong similarity in other points, but
nevertheless botli are well worth growing.

Cypripedium insigne.—I have been told
that this Lady's Slipper should be potted when it

lias completed its growth. When is this ? after or

before flowering ? When is the resting time of

the plant ? It appears to me to be growing all the
year round. Is it desirable to divide large plants
of C. insigue ?—A. J.

Fine varieties of Odontoglossum.—
Some uncommonly fine forms of Odontoglossum
come to us from Mr. W. Bull, of the King's Koad,
Chelsea. They include three of 0. crispum (Alex-
andr.<e), one of which has unusually long tapering
sepals, particularly the upper one, which is flushed
with a tinge of rosy purple extending 1^ in. above
the column. The petals are broad, beautifully
crisped, as is also the lip, which is marked with a
conspicuous golden crest. Another is similar, but
more suffused with purple, while the third—the
most striking of all—is remarkable for its ex-
quisitely beautiful markings. The sepals are
white, heavily blotched with purple ; the broad
and crisp-margined petals are copiously freckled
and spotted with tiny dots of purplish rose. The
lip also is abundantly freckled, and the golden
crest veiy pronounced. Of 0. Rossi majus there is

a splendid form having a large broad lip and well-
defined chestnut-red markings on the sepals

;

likewise of 0. Andersonianum, which represents
the choicest form of that exceedingly handsome
Orchid.

EDITOR'S TABLE.

SciLLA PHiBCOX.—Like S. sibirica, but ear-
lier ; still only a form of that brave spring
flower. Either or both are admirable for those
who know how to use them. To what extent is

it possible to g-et a sprinkling of the Siberian
Scilla on a bank of short grass P I mean so that
it may be let alone and may multiply.

*

Hellebobus Abchasicus.—This, the finest

of the coloured Hellebores, comes fresh and bold
and large from Mr. Kingsmill. The flowers
measure a little over 3 in. across, and the dark
red buds are very pretty, A noble plant esta-

blished in strong tufts or as a small colony on
sheltered Grassy bank, or in the corners of a
fringe of choice shrubs.

*

The new Zealand clematis (0. indlvisa
lobata) is a precious plant at this season, as
when allowed it fills a greenhouse with its

pretty white flowers. Free as many climbers are,

this seems to surpass most in its dense and effec-

tive bloom, and it is a free grower too. From
Mr. Nield, of Wythamshawe, who praises it as
a winter-flowering plant, and says it has a
very graceful appearance hanging from the roof
of a conservatory.

*

Anemone pulgens (the scarlet Windflower),
wonderfully fine and numerous from Miss Owen—a surprising batch of this brilliant hardy
flower for the time of year (Jan. 10). The
flowers seem smaller than usual, owing, no
doubt, to so early a start when there is not sun
enough. But they are vivid in their scarlet, even
after the journey from Gorey. With such a
flower alone a pleasant country garden would be
gay in spring.

Greenhouse daisies.—One of the most ten-
der and pretty bunches of flowers one could see
composed of blossoms to which the above name
may well be given. They are the old single Cine-

raria, the small flowered Paris Daisy, and the
pretty blue Agathrea, all flowers easily grown
in a greenhouse. Together in a bunch they
remind one of the innocence of blossoming turf

in the early summer, where the Daisies have
many rivals. From Mr. Cannell.

Selaginblla bhowni.—A beautiful deep
green Club Moss which Mr. T. Smith says has
proved hardy at Newry. In that case it would
be admirable for the forming of a short turf on
the rock gardener the fernery. The stones of the
fernery are too often bare ! People will neverknow
the fuU charms of either rock garden or fernery
till the piles of nakedness are decently covered.
There are many things to do this even without
the aid of this bold-looking, though fairy deep

Anemone stellata.—Mr. Archer-Hind gives
deservedly great attention to Anemones, and the
Riviera Star Anemone repays him by flowering
in Devon at the same time it does in its native
country. In old gardens generally it never was
so much seen as the Poppy Anemone, nor is it

likely to be, wanting, as it does, a warmer soil.

All the more reason why, where the soil well
suits it, the Star Anemone in some of its more
distuict colours should be freely grown.

Cbocus impekati.—A lovely early Crocus,
showing well the exquisite contrast between
buff and mauve on the outer side of the flower,
which makes this Crocus so valuable among
flowers that are all beautiful. It is to be hoped
that the increase of the newer species of Crocus
in our gardens may keep pace with the know-
ledge of them now being so well gathered and
widely spread abroad by Mr. Maw. Nothing,
however, can compensate for the want of the
living beautiful things themselves.

EVERGBEEN AND DECIDUOUS HELLEBORES.

—

A very interesting series of Christmas Roses
comes from Mr. Archer-Hind, who enumerates
them in two groups, the evergreens being Helle-
borus orientalis, olympicus (true), olympicus
major, antiquorum, lividesoens, niger, atroru-
bens, abchasicus albus, colchicus, and hybrids
of tliese. Those having non-persistent foliage are
H. odoratus, sambucodorus, pedatus, purpu-
rascens, dumetorum, torquatus, intermedins,
cupreus, and angustifolius Bocconi—a less im-
portant group.

Crocuses from devon.—How lovely these

are from Devon, where the flowers of some rare
ones are larger than about London ! Perhaps the
most valuable of the early bloomers is C. Im-
perati, and so hardy and easily grown. It will

prove a gem for the wild garden, growing freely

in grassy places. C. alatavicus is a verv delicate-
looking Crocus. C. Sieberi reminds one of the
autumn-blooming C. nudiflorus, but is small. C

.

biflorus estrictus is a delicate purple, and these
are relieved by the splendid gold of C. aureus.
From Mr. Archer-Hind.

Christmas roses from Ayrshire.—Clear
and clean large blossoms reposing on fresh Ivy
from Auchendrane with the following sugges-
tive note :

" The blooms are taken from old
plants which are planted deep in very rich soil.

The leaves are too large to send. I know it is

the custom to set the crown of the plant well
up in the air, which leads to the production of
scrubby leaves and short-stalked flowers. The
climate is very damp here, but the more it rains
the finer are the blooms of this beautiful
flower. I always soak the flowers in a basin of
water, which makes them clean and fresh."

—M. E. C.

The clo^t! pink.—This fringy purple Pink is

as good it appears for its use as a forced plant

as for the open border. Mr. Giffnrd sends us

blooms from Tottenham. What is the record of

this Clove Pink, which, it is almost needless to

say, has nothing to do with the Carnations that

bear that name ? I have been very mucli in-

tarested in a communication from Messrs. Dick-

son stating that what has lately been talked of

as a novelty, the Painted Lady Carnation, repre-

sents an old and forgotten class which must
have been a beautiful one.

Roman hyacinths.—When cross breeding
has accomplished its present purpose and given
us flowers stiff as flowers may be, it is well we
have this fair bulbous flower, which is now much
admired as a market plant. It seems a white form
of the Oriental Hyacinth. Mr. Groom calls it

"A gardener's friend for supplying cut flowers at

a period when white is in great demand. If kept

in heat the plants throw up many spikes, and if

gathered in bunches like Lily of the Valley, with
their own foliage, and dropped into a glass or

vase, they are exquisite."

Purple sisyrinchium. — The rich satiny

puce bells of this come from the nurseries at

Newrj^ An airy, fragile flower to be exposed to

the chances of January ! Nothing more worthy
of a sheltered corner in a peat bed or any other
favoured nook where the unique beauty of this

fair early flower may be enjoyed. If it sprang
from a carpet of some green, but slight-rooting

dwarf plant or Moss (like Selaginella helvetica

or denticulata, which are hardy in some places,

at least) all the better. It is one of the fairest

gems in a land of lovely annuals, bulbs, and great

trees—Northern California.

A NOBLE LAPAGERIA.—Notwithstanding the
many fine Lapagerias which, through the Idnd-
ness of Mr. Salt and others, we have received,

we really did not know the consummate beauty
of form possessed by the plant till we saw a

shoot grown at GuntonPark with leaves having
such beauty of form and charm of light and
shade, as to make one think of the noblest

sculptured form or drapery ! Then there are

fifteen large flowers at the point of a shoot, but
the surprise of the superb foliage makes them
less thought of than usual. Mr. Allan writes:
" The shoot has fifteen flowers fully expanded
from three eyes or buds. With the flowers I have
sent a shoot with leaves, showing the vigour of

the plant. The leaves measure Tj in. by 4 in.

The number of flowers and size of the leaves I

have never seen equalled. I attribute my success

to having made the peat bed on a concreted bot-

tom, with drain pipes and plenty of drainage
;

the borders were also made piecemeal. Large
peat beds made when the plants are small and
first planted inevitably become decayed and
sour before the roots get full possession of

them."

Devon flowers.—1 send two boxes of

flowers, amongst which are Crocus Iraperati, C.

aureus, C. alatavicus, C. Sieberi, C. bifolius

estriatus, Trichonema Bulbocodium, Anemone
coronaria, A. polypetala, A. multitida. Cycla-
men Atkinsi, Scilla prtecox, Bronze Pansy,
Triteleia conspicua, T. lilacina, Coronilla glauca,

two kinds of Snowberry (Symphoricarpus) with
pink fiuit. Enclosed also are sprays of the dark-
tinted Rubia .peregrina and Ivy from the
hedgebanks, which are very pretty. I would
specially call your attention to an early bunch
of Anemone which I call multifida, and
another very handsome kind polypetala. The
Hellebores are not what I could have wished to
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send, but in this part of Devonshire (I do not

know how it may be elsewhere) we have had a

plague of mice and bank voles, which have de-

stroyed the Hellebores by hundreds. I never

knew them to do so until this season. They have
also attacked the Anemones and Crocus, but

that is not so unusual. The Crocus (species)

have been very beautiful this year, and Tricho-

nema Bulbocodium has been in flower for the

last fortnight; also Anemone blanda.—T. H.
Archer-Hind. [The Anemones first named are

fine semi-double forms of the Poppy Anemone
(A., coronaria). The interesting series of Helle-

bores sent with the above are alluded to sepa-

rately.]

THE ROSE GARDEN.
Toovigorous growing Marechal Niel.

—A Marechal Niel planted outside last March has

quite covered the roof of my greenhouse ; some of

the shoots [ have had to turn back, as they got to

the top a month or two ago, but still they keep
on growing. What am I to do under the circum-
stances 1 My fear is that if the shoots continue to

grow they will deprive the dormant buds lower
down the stem of the sap necessary to make
blooms ; then, again, this Kose does not seem to like

a free use of the kniife.

—

Alpha.

Moss as a protection for outdoor
Tea Roses.—Rose growers both in this and
other localities have been so frightened by the

havoc a zero temperature made in tlieir collections

last year that for a considerable time they have
half their favourites " swathed " around vrith hay
ropes, bracken fronds, or any other convenient
protection they could find. Fortunately so far

the mildness has been almost unprecedented, and
has induced some Eoses to prematurely show their

buds, which must certainly come to grief if not
well protected. I tried dry Moss for a few Koses
last year, as I found it more easily procured, and
under similar circumstances would ask any of

your readers to give it a trial. I believe it the

best of all frost resistants when tied on closely,

and though a minor consideration handsome to

look at when walking in the Rose garden.

—

W. J. M., Glonmel.

Something like a Rose.—On the front
of our lodge here, there is a plant of La Fi-ance
Rose covering about 25 square ft. of space, which
has had 885 blooms on it this summer. The first

opened on June 5, and now, December 18th,

there is a fully expended flower and several buds
in various stages of development. It has scarcely
ever been without a flower during the whole
period, and many of the blooms have been per-
fect show flowers, so grand, in fact, as to arrest

the attention and create the admiration of every
passer-by. The occupier of the lodge being very
fond of Roses, the plant no doubt has had many
a bit and drop of good stuff, and mucli careful
attention. The result is as above stated, and it is

well worth recording, to show what may be done
with a single plant, and also to suggest to those
who may want a Rose on their cottages that they
could not do belter than plant a La France.
There can be no sweeter, and few more beautiful
Roses, while its perpetual blooming is a valuable
fact, and not a fancy or a name merely, as is the
case with so many other so-called perpetuals.

—

D. T. Fish.

The pedigree Roses.—I am soiry to have
to give an unsatisfactory answer to Mr. S. F.
Terwilliger in regard to these out-of-doors ; they
never seem to open freely, and indoors the com-
plaint is generally that they lack that distinction
of colour that gives value to Eoses for cutting for
bouquets, &c. So far they seem to have dis-

appointed most people
;
probably, however, Mr.

Bennett may have something to say about them.
I have not yet seen any of them at flower shows
nor anywhere else equal to any of our better
classes of Teas, and yet I am one of those who
expected great things from the pedigree Roses,

and wish to give Mr. Bennett credit for pro-

ceeding on definite rather than hap-hazard prin-

ciples in the raising of Roses. Probably the lack of

constitution and the comparative indefiniteness of

colour that more or less characterise most of the
pedigree Roses may yet be remedied from the same
source. Many Roses aswe have, there is yet room for

thousands more sweeter, brighter, stronger, than
those we already have. Constitution and fragrance
should be the chief points desiderated in all new
Roses. Has Mr. Bennett or any one else tried a
cross between Boule de Neige and La France or

Niphetos and Duke of Edinburgh, and with what
results ?—D. T. Fish.

TREES & SHRUBS.

TREES FOR WATERSIDE PLANTING.
In answer to the question (p. 12) as to what
kind of trees should be planted near water, allow
me to say that I have found the following capa-
ble, when suitably grouped, of giving beautiful
efEects :

—

Deciduous trees. — Birch of any kind,
but the common is as effective as any other. It

tells well grouped by itself or backed up by
darker foliage. Its effect when drooping over a
quiet surface of water is unique. It is one of
those trees, thin in foliage, which may be planted
on the south side of water, as its shadow is not
so dense, as to cause the water to have an inky
look. Planes look well, either occidentalis or

orientalis ; they are excellent massive objects
suitable for a jutting promontory, effectually

blocking the view at such points. The many va-
rieties of Quercus americana are grand subjects,

on account of their noble growth and fine autumn
tints ; they are also quicker growers than Q. pe-
dunculata. Aoers do not dislike proximity to

water ; and as they are trees of moderate altitude,

and have pleasing shades of colour in autumn,
besides standing well against the wind, they ought
not to be omitted. The Balsam Poplar and the
Lombardy grow rapidly near water, and look well
either in groups or as single specimens. They af-

ford excellent shelter, and are good drying-up
plants in swampy land when thickly planted and
timely thinned out. Ash may be employed, but
sparingly. It should consist of the drooping and
the American kinds, which are weaker growers
than the commoner sorts. Gymnooladus cana-
densis, Juglans cinerea, J. nigra, and Ailantus
glandulosa, possessing similarity of foliage, are
good telling subjects as sohtary trees, and do not
suffer from a wet subsoil. Catalpa bignoniseflora

excels the common Elm in height and massive-
ness, with its roots partly in water. Celtis aus-

tralis is a fine distinct low tree for water margins.
Gleditschias are also pretty light foliaged trees of

moderate growth.

Coniferous shrubs.—From amongst these
I would select Juniperus virgiuiana, which makes
good groups alone or mixed with Thuja sibirica, T.

sibirica plicata, Cupressus Lawsoniana and Thu-
jopsis borealis ; in fact, most of the hardy Thujas
do well by water if planted somewhat above its

level. Juniperus sabina, J. squamata, and J.

prostrata are effective as creeping plants for mar-
gins. Pinus Strobus, P. escelsa, P. Pinaster, and P.

austriaca grow well and form imposing masses
when aged.

Shrubs.—These may consist of Sea Buck-
thorn, Elaeagnus sativa. Hibiscus syriacus, Eibes
of sorts. Lilacs, Viburnum macrocarpum, V. Len-
tago, V. Opulus, Pavia macrostachya. Privets of

sorts, Taxus baccata, T. hibernica, Pyrus japonica,

P. prunifolia. Yucca filamentosa, T. gloriosa.

Spiraeas of many kinds. Laurels, Euonymus eu-

ropsus and E. latifolius. Quinces, climbing Roses,
Box, Arundo Donax, Pampas Grass, Clematis Vi-
talba, C. patens, C. montana, and Virginian
Creeper.

If these varied subjects be employed in groups
quite near to or but little removed from the sur-

face, alternating with lines, single plants, and in

the various ways that will suggest themselves to
a man of taste, and with a good knowledge of
the habits and rate of growth of the various
plants, the effect would certainlj- give satisfac-

tion in a few years. SyIjVEsteis.

SHOET NOTES-TEEES & SHEUBS.

Shrubs for bog gardens.—Can anyone
give me the names of some evergreen and deciduous
shrubs or small trees suitable for a bog garden, in
addition to the following, viz. : Abies canadensis,
A. nigra, Taxodium glauca, T. pendulum, Chamffi-
cj'paris glauca, C. sph£eroides,^C. variegata, Mag-
nolia glauca,' Empetrum rubrum, Vaccinium Vitis-

idsa, Myrica Gale, Andromeda polifolia major,
Alder glutinosa. Poplars, and Willows?—Glen-
GALL.

Hardiness ofLaurels.—Allow me to state
that although common Laurels have stood well
with us here they were killed in this locality, and
I particularly noted in Messrs. Bunyard's nursery,
at AUington, near Maidstone, a very fine lot of
Laurels that after the frost were in the following
condition ; Caucasica, not in the least injured

;

colchica and rotundifolia, slightly injured ; com-
mon Laurel, very much hurt. They were large-sized

bushes, growing side by side, and in the case of

small ones the result was the same.—J . Groom,
Linton.

Single Kerria and Rhododendron
Russellianum.—Mr. Groom, on December 24,

speaks of the single Kerria, but apparently only as

possessing: the variegated form, while a little fur-

ther on " Alpha " proceeds to tell one that both of

the plants for which I enquired " are doubtless
obtainable from any of our leading tree and shrub
dealers." Had such been the case, my communica-
tion would not have appeared. It was the failure

of some of these to supply them from their own
stock, or in any way to procure them for me, which
made me seek the wider circulation of The Gae-
DEN.—E. H. E.

Pruning Limes.—As single specimens, few
deciduous trees are so universally planted, both in

parks and gardens, as the Lime, and as a tree for

avenues it is one of the best, whether in leaf, in

flower, or even when the wintry sky can be clearlj'

seen through its bare branches. But one thing I

have noticed sadly mars the beauty of many an
otherwise fine specimen, and that is the tendency
to produce a mass of shoots that choke the centre

of the tree, and that spring from the main branches
exactly as suckers do from the roots of fruit

trees. These, if left alone, become a tangled mass
that deprives the centre of the tree of light and
air, and monopolises the sap that ought to nourish
the more important branches. If cut out before
they get matted together the work is easily done,
but if left for many years, as one too frequently
finds them, unprunsd, they need cutting into quite

short lengths before they can be separated. As
this is the best season for gettingall pruning com-
pleted, I would urge those having Lime trees in

the condition just described to try the experiment
of clearing a few of them of their superfluous
growths, and if they do not feel so satisfied with
the improved appearance of their trees as to war-
rant their pruning the remainder, I shall be sur-

prised. The healthy growth which the trees

cleared will make will, I think, amply testify to

the benefit resulting from the operation.

—

James
Gboom.

Transmission of plants through
France.—" Glengall " (p. 578) inquires as to

restrictions in conveying plants through France.

Having just returned from that country, I can
give my experience so far as the internal trans-

mission is concerned. From Pan to Biarritz, and
from Biarritz to Paris (two separate journeys), my
box, not a large one, containing the plants I had
gathered in the Pyrenees, was registered and con-

veyed in the van without remark as ordinary
personal luggage. At Paris, however, coming
northwards, the booking-clerk and porters made
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a great fuss, and demanded 3^ francs for carriage

to Calais as merctiandise. This I refused to pay,

taking the box from them and depositing it under

the seat of the carriage in which I was to travel.

After this I had no more trouble. Apparently,

therefore, there is no restriction to the trans-

mission of plants through France, although it

may be a different matter bringing plants into

that country. There must be many of your
readers who can tell from experience.—P. Neill
FeasiJE.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

PiNGUicui-A CAtJDATA.—No praise can be too

great for this fine Butterwort, which equals in

colour even some of the Masdevallias. It is now
in bloom in the porch of the Orchid house at

Kew, where it has been constantly an object of

interest since last spring.

Pavonia Makoyana.—This is an erect grow-
ing stove shrub ; the flowers of which are borne in

terminal eorymbs, surrounded by bright rosy red

bracts, from which the purple corolla protrudes,

and from it in turn issue the stamens, terminated
with anthers of a bright blue colour. This plant

is a native of Brazil, and is now flowering in the

T range at Kew.

GoMPHiA Thbopheasta.-— This evergreen
stove shrub bears ovate lanceolate leaves of a

pale green colour, and about 1 ft. in length. The
flowers are about 1 in. in diameter, and of a

bright yellow colour, borne in upright terminal
branched panicles. It is a native of South
America, and is at present in flower in the Palm
house at Kew.

Acacia dbalbata.—Some large plants of

this in the temperate house at Kew are just now
profusely laden with bright yellow blossoms,

and the fact of its flowering before the bulk
of the species renders this kind doubly welcome.
A. platyptera, which has been so finely in

flower for a long time, is now past its best, but
among the kinds commencing to open are A.
obliqua, calamifolia, and longifolia.

Clomenocojia MONTANA.—This, also known
as Dysodia montana, is a noteworthy plant
among Composites, on account of the bright-

ness of its flowers, and also from the fact of its

flowering at this dull season of the year. The
flowers are borne on long stalks, and, are about
1 in. in diameter, bright orange-scarlet in

colour, and apparently well adapted for cutting.

It is a native of Mexico, and is at present in

flower in the Palm house at Kew.

Grevillea Thelemanniana.— Although
not showy, tbis is a graceful plant, which, when
out of flower, bears some resemblance to Sou-
thernwood. At this season its shoots are ter-

minated by clusters of pink blossoms, each of
which has a prominent red style and stigma of
an unusually bright green colour. It is in flower
in the temperate house at Kew, as well as
another species, G. ericifolia. The first men-
tioned kind is often found under the name of

G. Preissi.

Annuals fob winter flowbhing.—Many
annuals might profitably be oftener grown
for flowering during the winter than they are

;

they are easily cultivated, and showy at this

time of the year. Several kinds are employed
with good effect in No. 4 greenhouse at Kew,
where, besides the Scabious often mentioned by
ns, there are now in flower the blue Cornflower,
Phlox Drummondi, Tagetes, Linums, Schizan-
thus, and, of course. Mignonette. It is probable
tliat in time the list of winter-flowering annuals
will be largely extended.

EucHAEis amazonica.—In the gardens at
Penrhos, Holyhead, some plants of this are now

in great beauty ; they are in a large stove in

8-in. pots, and many of these are producing from
fifteen to eighteen spikes. When making their

growth they are treated liberally, and also when
throwing up their flower-spikes. The drying off

or resting system in regard to this Eucharis is

quite abandoned at Penrhos, its resting often

resulting in failure and the loss of healthy

foliage.—F. W. E.

Large Adiantuji faeleyense.—At Apley
Towers, Isle of Wight, I saw the other day a

noble plant of this Fern, which I was told when
in full growth and tied out measiu'ed 6 ft. in

diameter and a little over 18 ft. in circumference.

The pot in which it was growing measured 2 ft.

6 in. in diameter. It was in a stove, and was
syringed along with the other plants. The soil

in which it was growing consisted of a little

loam, leaf-mould, peat, and silver sand.

—

R. 0. C.

Chrysanthemums AT KJBW.—Thelong period

during which Chrysanthemums keep in flower

is well exemplified at Kew in No. 4 greenhouse,

in the embellishment of which they have for

months played a conspicuous part, and even now
several are still in bloom. The best late flower-

ing kinds there seem to be splendens and Har-
lequin, a yellow Japanese sort, and Lady
Margaret, a white Anemone-flowered kind.

Chrysanthemum frutescens is also maintaining
its reputation as a useful winter flowering

plant.

Eaely flowers in Cornwall.—On New
Year's morning I had a look round the grounds
to see what flowers we had out, and I found
Snowdrops, Primroses (double and single),

Schizostylis coccinea. Anemone apennina, Ber-
beris japonica and Darwini, crimson China and
pink monthly Roses, intermediate Stocks,

Violets, Pansies, a magenta-coloured Veronica,
Silene pendula, Pelargonium Vesuvius, Jas-

minum nudiflorum,Laurustinus, Pyrus japonica,

and Daisies and Buttercups in profusion. The
weather here (North Cornwall) is exceptionally

mUd, the thermometer seldom going below 4.5°

at night.—J. C. T.

Choeozemas.—These are just now the
brightest objects on the shelves of the temperate
house at Kew. They consist of 0. cordatum and
a number of others, all named C. Chandler!
elegans, but from the variability among them,
they appear to be seedlings, the flowers ranging
in colour from yellow to a bright orange-cin-

namon, with a purple keel fully as deep as that
of C. cordatum. There is yet another, a seedling

from cordatum, quite a miniature kiad, the
leaves of which are only about 1 in. in length,

and J in. in breadth, with very deep serratures.

The flowers are proportionately small, and
though not so showy as those of the others, it is

worth growing for its singularity alone.

Snowdrops, which generally bloom here
about the beginning of February, have already
(January 9) opened their blossoms. They are
growing on a bank having a south aspect, and
are sheltered by ordinary forest trees. When in

bloom this bank presents the appearance of

being here and there covered with large patches
of snow—a beautiful sight. Rhododendron
Nobleanum has also been blooming freely, but
has been much destroyed by the late gales.

Pansies and the wall-leaved Stocks have never
been without blossoms during the whole winter.
—W. Little, Ardyowan.

American Apples in England.—Messrs.
Materne & Mayer inform us that their latest

advices show a great decline in price. Boston
Baldwdns sold in Liverpool on the last days of

November at 9s. to 14s., the demand being light

and the fruit arriving in a poor condition. At

these prices there can be little profit to anyone.—American Agriculturist, [Our contemporary
has been misinformed. New^wns have lately

been bringing as much as 6.5s. a barrel, and
Baldwins have recently brought as much as 2.5s.

in Liverpool. False and rotten Newtowns have
fetched the price they deserved. The quality is

poor this year, though there must be a few fair

specimens to bring such prices, ^^^ly cannot our
cousins with their enormous range and great

variety of country get more of this admirable
Newtown for us ? There should not be room for

cheats to send bogus Newtowns. Some say the

true Newtown is not to be had, but we think

we have often eaten it.]

Galanthus Elwesi.—In the York Nurseries

Messrs. Backhouse have in flower this handsome
Snowdrop, which is the finest of all, the flowers

being so large and with such pure white sepals

that contrast so charmingly with the Pea-green
petals. Among other plants in flower in the open
air in this nursery are Botryanthus pallens, the

species with the pale porcelain -blue head of

flowers ; Anemone blanda, a lovely plant in the

way of A. apennina, but better ; Crocus Imperati,

the most beautiful of a very numerous genus,

and Ornithogalum sororum.

Flowers in Kent on New Y'ear's Day.
—Mrs. Luard Selby sends the following interest-

ing list of flowers in bloom at The Mote, Ton-
bridge, on New Y'^ear's Day in the open ground :

Snowdrops, Winter Aconite, Winter Heliotrope,

Christmas Rose (white), Christmas Rose (pur-

ple), Myosotis dissitiflora. Honesty, Stocks,

white Arabis, yellow Pansy, Mignonette, Poly-
anthus, double white Primrose, wild Prim-
roses, blue and pink Hepaticas, white Mule
Pinks, yellow Paris Daisy, China Roses, Perpe-
tual and Tea Roses, Violets, Buttercups, wild

Daisies. Plants still green and fresh on walls :

Maurandia Barclayana, Lithospermum scandens,

Ecoremocarpus scaber, Cobasa scandens (in

flower). Plumbago capensis, Habrothamnus co-

rymbosus,Jasminum officinale,Rhodochiton volu-

bUe,Tropfeolum Lobbi elegans, Abutilon Boule de
Neige (in flower), Abutilon, orange (in flower),

AbutUon tricolor (in flower). Chrysanthemums,
Laurustinus.

Flowers in the border counties.—As
an instance of the mildness of the weather
which we have lately experienced, I may men-
tion that when at Kerohesters, near Kelso, on
Sunday last, I observed in the borders tliere

several flowers out on the blue and pink Hepati-

cas, also some Nemophila still blooming, though
touched by the frost. There were likewise

Wallflowers, Christmas Roses, and a late Car-

nation or two out. Here the Snowdrops are be-

ginning to show little white buds at the points

of the shoots, which are about 2 in. in height

already, but I have no Hepaticas out as yet.

Kerchesters is an earlier place than this, the

soil here being heavy loam with a subsoil of

cold clay. I notice a great many Primroses of all

the usual single kinds coming out in my garden
—the pale yellow, white, and bright pink va-

rieties being very pretty at this season of the

year. I also observe that the white Arabis is

commencing to flower here.

—

Gboboe Muir-
head, Paxton, Benoick-on-Ttoeed,

Keeping Grapes.—We have received a very

good example of Lady Downes seedling Grape,

which has been kept since October by inserting

the top of the shoot instead of its base in the

bottle of water. The berries are large, firm, and
well flavoured, quite as good as those of another

specimen preserved by inserting the wood below

the bunch in the water. Mr. Nisbet, of Aswarby
Park gardens, who sends them, writes :

" In the

case of late Grapes (Lady Downes) it often hap-
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pens, no matter how closely the young- wood
may be cut in, that there is not sufficient wood
to insert into the neck of the bottle and allow of

the bunch hanging clear. This season I cut nearly

one-half of the crop of Lady Downes close below
the bunch (without eyes). In such cases the wood
above the bunches is inserted in the water, and
I have found the plan to answer equally well as

the usual way, as the bunch I send will show.
Though cut from the Vine last October, the

bunch looks as if it would keep for another six

months. 1 also enclose for your opinion one bunch
cut from the Vine at the same time, having the

wood below the bunch."

Lattice-leap plant.—Rarely have we seen
the curiously beautiful Ouvirandra fenestralis

in such a thriving condition as in Sir Trevor
Lawrence's garden at Burford Lodge, Dorking.
Here it is grown in one of the Orchid houses, a
rather warm one, but the tub in which it is

growing is placed away from the light, which
we imagine is one of the chief points to observe
in its successful culture, for'it is evident that the
plants in their native state cannot have access

to much light, growing as they do at the bottom
of a stream in Madagascar. Another important
detail carried out here is keeping the surface of

the water in a constant ripple, effected by means
of drip from a small syphon pipe, fed from an
adjoining tank. Hence the water is never stag-

nant ; therefore does not favour confervoid
growth, such an enemy to the Lattice-leaf
plant. Some of the leaf-blades are 1 ft. or more
in length, and proportionately broad, and perfect

in every respect. It is a beautiful and unusual
sight to see this wonderful plant in such
vigorous health.

NOTES FEOM DUBLIN.
OUE firstbloom of scarlet Pau Anemone (A. fulgens)
opened to-day (Jan. 4) in the sunshine—a bright
and glowing scarlet star. I was out at Mount
Jerome, near Harold's Cross, to-day, and in the
cemetery garden there saw a pollard Willow
with a crop of young wands nearly as brightly
blood-coloured as the Anemone is seen on a sunny
day. In another place the variety with golden
shoots is also now lovely along with sombre
Spruce and silvery-coated Birch stems. This is

by the Dodder as it meanders through the mea-
dows at the foot of the " Three Kock " Mountain
upon which the snow is glistening white. We are
enjoying quite a genial spring-like time below
here on the sunny fringe of the bay. The Winter
Heath (E. carnea) as a low-growing or carpet
shrub is one of the best of all winter blooming
plants, such a distinct contrast to all the -m-eath-
iike masses of Periwinkle (white, blue, grey, and
double-flowered varieties) which bear it company.
Lithospermum fruticosum is also spangled with
its deep blue stars, and Cyclamen Coum vernum
is pushing up its garnet-tinted buds through the
soil along with the old slate-blue Primrose and
some of those highly-coloured kinds known as the
Clapham, Bedfont, and Newry strains. I must
explain, however, that the Newry strain, of which
Mr. .Smith sent me a bountiful supply some time
ago, are properly Oxlips, flowers as large as Prim-
roses, some of a rich golden yellow or orange tint,
and many on a stalk.

Now is the early time of many fine Hellebores.
H. olympicus major hangs its great white bells
from stout scapes 1 ft. or more in height, and it

has foliage as fine as that of an Aralia or Fan
Palm

; H. atrorubens is now pretty with its ruby-
purple bells, and H. purpurascens is pushing its

mouse-coloured buds through the leaf-mould under
the shade of the old Hollies ; H. orientalis and the
varieties of H. niger are also in bloom.

I should recommend anyone in search of a good
window plant of elegant habit and cleanly ap-
pearance to try either Helleborus niger or H.
foetidus in preference to the scraggy old Fuchsias
and dusty Geraniums, which are perhaps just a

little too common in front windows during winter.
Aralia Sieboldi is another fine winter window-
garden plant ; so is Aspidistra, green and varie-
gated, and these, with a few pots or glasses of
Hyacinths, cannot be improved on as decorative
subjects, as they defy frost, and even to a certain
extent neglect, and dust may be fought by plac-
ing them out in a shower during mild weather, or
by dipping them overhead in a bath and then
sponging them afterwards, or they may be also
given an occasional shower with the syringe.
How lovely some of the Bamboos now are

planted iu sheltered spots here and there among
Brake Fern ! The Bralce itself, too, is a beautiful
object even in winter. I was surprised to see a
pheasant calmly promenading among our Bam-
boos and Brake Fern a day or two ago, and have
taken care that it shall not starve so long as it

cares to accept our hospitalityand shelter. All the
birds are having fine times this season. Holly
berries were never more abundant, and the genial
weather with occasional showers encourages the
worms out on the Grass, much to the delight of
the thrushes and other songsters. Some kinds of
Holly fruit seem specially attractive to the birds.

A bush of Hodgen's H0II3' was three weeks ago
laden with its large crimson-scarlet berries. Quite
suddenly nearly every blackbird and thrush in the
place made it alive with chatter and rustle of
wings, and iu three hours not a single berry re-

mained. Other kinds in fruit hard by and equally
attractive to all appearance are untouched.

F. W. B.

THE LATE MR. NIVEN.
11, Parliament Street, Hull,

December 20, 1881.
SiE,—At a meeting of gentlemen held at the

George Hotel, Hull, on the 14th instant, to con-
sider the raising of a fund as a testimonial to the
late Mr. J. C. Niven, the following resolution was
carried unanimously, viz. :

" That in recognition
of the long and valued services of the late Mr.
James Craig Niven as the curator of the Old Bo-
tanic Gardens, and the manager of the present
Botanic Garden Company, extending over a period
of twenty-eight years, and of his eminent contri-
butions to the cause of botanical science, and as a
remembrance of his public worth and many
gratuitous labours for the town of Hull, and of
the sincere respect in which he was held by all

who knew him, a fund be raised as a testimonial,
to be applied for the benefit of his widow and
children." At the same meeting a large and in-
fluential committee was formed for the purpose
of carrying out the resolution. In forwarding you
thisresolution, and desiring your liberal assistance,
the committee feel that few, if any, words are
needed to commend the object sought to be ob-
tained. Mr. Niven's abilities and high character
were well known to all whom this appeal will
reach. His public services in raising the Old Bo-
tanic Gardens to a high professional status, and
his energy and skill in the conception and carry-
ing out of the arrangements of the present gar-
dens are equallj' well known ; while as a public
lecturer on botanical subjects, many of them given
gratuitously, and his aid in connection with the
window garden movement, he did much to popu-
larise his favourite pursuit. The fund, as will be
seen by the resolution, is to be applied for the
benefit of those whom Mr. Niven has left behind,
viz., a widow and several young children, for
whom unfortunately he had been able to make
but little provision.

Joseph Walker, 1 Son. Sees.,

R. MiDDLEMiss,
\- 11, Parlimnent St.,

Joseph Dawbeb, J ITun.

[This movement, which has our hearty support,
will, we believe, appeal to the sympathies of

our readers, particularly to those who know Mr.
Niven's work among our garden favourities. He
was singularly afilicted in the loss by death of his
elder children one by one over a series of vears,
and Mrs. Niven's illness before his own long ill-

ness came on. Mr. Thomas L. Read, one of Mr.
Niven's oldest friends, informs us that the fund
will be invested and the interest expended on

bringing up the family and helping the widow.
In all there are five children. Subscriptions may
be paid to the bon. secretaries at 11, Parliament
Street, Hull.]

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
NEWLY PLANTED RASPBBEEIES.

During the last week in March, 1880, I planted
on about three roods of ground (of a light loamy
character and well prepared in the previous au-
tumn) 7500 small canes, from 3 ft. to 4 ft. long,
of Baumforth's Seedling ; they were planted iu
double rows 15 in. apart, with a 3-ft. 3-in. space
between them, the object being to lift for sale
every alternate row, thus leaving the permanent
plantation at distances of 4 ft. 6 in. between the
rows, and each plant in the row about 15 in.

asunder. Every four canes were then tied together
about 2 ft. from the ground, with a second tie

near the top, but without stakes or other support.
From these I gathered 525 quarts of very fine

fruit, fixlly developed both in size and colour.
Each plant threw up one or two canes averaging
from 5 ft. to 7 ft. in length of enormous strength,
and the wood was well ripened ; in fact, they grew
so vigorously by the end of July that they threw
up a succession consisting of about 10 per cent,
of young canes from the middle of the wide
spaces, which had then become a perfect network
of fibrous roots. These also grew about 8 ft. high,
and by the middle of September gave the planta-
tion the appearance of an impenetrable thicket.
In lifting each alternate row in the autumn the
amount of fibrous roots and soil adhering to them
was astonishing. AVhen lifted the ground was
simply levelled down, no manure of any sort

being used, and the same plantation this year has
yielded 3115 quarts of excellent fruit, each stool

consisting of about eight canes, but only about
half the size of last season, owing doubtless to
the excessive drought experienced during their

early stages of growth.

In the first week in April this year I planted
4500 more canes of the same sort and precisely

in the same way, which produced 380 quarts of a
more uniform size of fruit than even the older
plantation, and the young canes were also consi-

derably stronger. I planted also at the same time
5000 Northumberland Fillbasket, very indiffer-

ently rooted, which yielded 89 quarts, both fruit

and young canes being superior to those of a
three-year-old plantation I have, but which the
drought seemed to completely master, shrivelling

both fruit and leaves up at ripening time. The
advantage derived from this system is obvious.

Dming such cold, cutting, north-east winds as we
have had these last two springs the tops must na-
turally afford better protection and shelter to the
young root-growths than if cut down and left as

it were naked and exposed to all weathers. I need
not say that having to study the matter from a
commercial point of view the expediency of water-

ing or mulching such large quarters is entirely out
of the question. However, all being well, I pur-

pose again planting 20,000 canes at the usual
time in the spring, and shall have much pleasure

in showing them, I hope, in fruit to any one who
will favour me with a call. Thos. Lambert.

The Gardens, Burton Constable.

I have to thank several of your corre-

spondents for answering my question respecting

the cutting down of newly planted Raspberries.

It is my intention to out down a portion in spring

and leave the others uncut, in order to see if there

be any appreciable difference between them.
I would recommend Raspberries to be planted

early in autumn, before the young buds get too

far advanced. I have not unfrequently seen the

brittle buds broken off, although considerable care

was taken at the time of planting to preserve

them. Where, however, home-grown plants are

used it does not matter so much about planting so

early, but in the case of bought ones coming from
a distance, and probably several days in transit,

the latter half of October or early in November
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ought to be a suitable season. I always make it a

point to mulch newly-planted fruit trees—in short,

anything, let it be fruit tree or bush, flowering

shrub or tree. ' ^

BIEDS AND FRUIT BUDS.

Where sparrows and finches abound bush fruits

should have prompt attention given them, or the

buds, being plumper than usual, will certainly

suffer. Against sparrows white cotton or wool is

wholly useless. Last winter, not caring for the

sight or smell of soot in the fruit garden just at

that time, we spent much time and cotton in zig-

zaging it thickly from sprig to sprig over the tops

of the bushes, and even thicker round the sides,

but all inefEeotually. In a few hours the sparrows

were under the threads and methodically clearing

off the buds. They seem to prefer the large-

fruited, sparse-budded sorts of Gooseberries, as

with us they always attack these first. The only

effectual preventive short of netting is to fre-

quently dredge the bushes while they are wet

with soot and'air-slaked lime ; or perhaps better

still, make a mixtiu-e of these with water, run it

through a fine sieve into a bucket, and apply it

with a syringe on a drying day. If, however, the

birds are at work seize whichever condi tion presents

itself first—wet or dry. Sparrows, I believe, are

not generally accused of doing much mischief in

this way, but they are our worst depredators, and

when driven from bushes they very often attack

I'lums on walls. Of course the same means -n-ill

prevent them there also. A. Moore.
Craxmore Mall.

SHOET UOTES-IEUIT GAEDEN.

G-ood keeping Pears.—The most useful

lit all Pears which we have is Passe Colmar. It

is quite unlike all others for keeping after it gets

ripe. We have been using it for a long time ;
it

i i altogether an excellent variety. I find fruit of

it from standards to be richer in aroma and some-

what firmer m texture than that from walls.—E.

Gilbert, Burghle]/.

Orchards in Lancashire.—" A Grange

Gardener "
(p. 6), referring to some previous re-

marks of mine, misrepresents what I said. Dam-
sons, I may mention at once, are a wild crop here,

aid I may state that the land about Morecambe

Bay has a subsoil of rock and gravel. I regret

having to repeat that in many of the orchards one

finds little but dead branches, j\Ioss, and Lichen,

and trees in that condition only produce, especi-

ally in dry seasons, small worthless fruits that are

unsaleable. At my suggestion, three years ago, a

friend out some tons of branches out of his or-

chard. In the autumn I asked what sort of a crop

he had, and he told me it was double in quantity

and size that previously obtained. Eoot-pruning,

it may be added, is as necessary on limestone at

times as anywhere else.—J. E. Waiting.

Vines and bedding plants.—" B. S."

(p. 592) asserts that Vines can be rested as much
as they require with bedding plants housed under

them. I know that many are obliged to winter

their bedding plants in vineries, and grow fairly

good Grapes too, but, like myself, if they could

have their choice they would house the bedding

plants elsewhere. The heat needed for the latter

certainly does injure the Vines. For instance,

we may have 10° of frost in the evening when it

would not be safe to leave bedding plants without

a little heat, and perhaps next morning the ther-

meter may be up to 50°. Such sudden alterna-

tions of heat and cold affect Vines in a dormant

state. Therefore, vineries should be kept for

Vines only, and the temperature during their rest-

ing period should be as low as possible.—W. E-

Mulching fruit trees.—The advantages of

this both in summer and winter, anM indeed all

the year round, are now becoming well known.
In some cases mulchings are applied in early

summer, in others in early winter, and now is a
very good time to mulch fruit trees generally.

The ordinary way of mulching is to spread the

manure on the surface of the soil at various

depths, but it is very seldom that anything is put

over the manure, and drying winds, whether cold

in winter or hot in summer, soon sweep a great

quantity of the fertilising qualities out of it. This

loss may be avoided, and a great saving at the

same time effected. Let the soil be removed down
to the roots, mulch and then replace the soil so as

almost to hide the manure ; none of it will then

blow about, nor will it become so drj'as when fully

exposed, and after a time it will be generally

admitted that this is a much better way of treat-

ing the manure than allowing it to remain loose

on the surface. Lately we have been transplanting

many fruit trees. In each case the soil put over

theirrootswasleft2in. orso under the surface level

;

then a mulching of manure was put on, and over

this was spread the remainder of the soil ; in this

way we are sure of secirring the full benefit of

the" manure. About 2 in. deep of soil over the

manure is sufficient.—CAMBRIAN.
Select fruits.—The Pomological Congress

of France has caused to be inscribed in then-

select list the following hardy fruits : Cherry,

Bigarreau de Trie; Fig, La Dauphine; Currants,

Hative de Bertin and Victoria ; Peach, Amsden

;

Pears, Bergamotte Hertrick, Docteur Jules Guizot,

Marguerite Marillat ; Plum, I'Englebert ; Grapes,

three varieties obtained by M. Besson,'of Mar-

seilles, Clairette Mayel, Hardy and Muscat Tala-

bat.—J. C. B.

Grape Precoce de Marseilles (Early

Marseilles).—I have often thought that some of

the early ripening Continental Grapes might be

utilised for open air culture in this country. It is

only reasonable to suppose that such as ripen in

France and Germany in August would, under

careful culture and in average seasons, ripen here

by the middle of or even by the beginning of Sep-

tember, that is to say, in the southern and warmer
counties. If, as stated in the journal of the French

National Society, the above-named variety is the

earliest of all hitherto raised, coming to perfection

around Paris even in unfavourable years, it should

get a fair trial in this country. It was raised by

M. Besson, nurseryman, at Marseilles.—J. C. B.

The Clovenfords Vine borders.-1 ob-

serve that " A. H.'' doubts the statement made by

the Liverpool Horticultural Company that the

soil in the Vine borders at Clovenfords is poor. I

was at this time two years ago engaged with

others in taking some of the soil from off the

roots of the Vines in the large houses at Cloven-

fords, and in applying a mixture of manure, in-

cluding bones prepared in various ways with

other ingredients to the roots, and I must say

that I never saw Vines gi'owing in more miser-

ably poor soil, fit only to mix with lime to make
mortar. Mr. Thomson explained to us that it

was all got from the roadsides, and that while

there was some vegetable fibre in it the Vines

did well, but now all depended on careful feeding.

It was, in fact, just the debris of the whinstone

with which the roads were made. There was, how-
ever, a great abundance of fine fibrous roots in the

borders, no doubt the result of the poor, sharp

soil in which they were growing. What was done
to these Vines has, I believe, had an excellent

effect. I saw them myself last summer, and ob-

served a marked improvement in them.

—

Jas.

ElDDELL, Wifiitiroi-th, Yorltshirc.

Root formation greatest in poor soil.
—I quite agree with Mr. Spyers' theory in regard

to plants rooting more abundantly in poor soil

than in rich. I thought everybody knew that, but

it seems not, as " Peregrine " thinks that rich soil

is most favourable to the production of roots.

Eich soil does not encourage root-growth, nor will

roots form till it loses its richness. Let " Pere-

grine " take two Vines, pot one in rich the other

in poor soil, grow them side by side for six weeks,

and then turn both out of their pots. It will be
found that one has made a few fleshy roots, while

those of the other in poor soil have become a com-

plete network. The same thing happens in Vine
borders. No one will find a great quantity of roots

in a very rich border, nor has anyone ever top-

dressed a Vine border in order to induce the Vines
to make roots. If they have done so, they are in

error. I once lifted the roots in a Vine border, the
soil of which was very rich, and found very few
except thick fleshy ones like those of Bindweed.
I cut an opening down to the bottom of the bor-

der and filled it up with fine gravel and sand.

Twelve months afterwards a complete network of

roots began to take hold of the soil beyond. Such
roots would never have been made in rich soil.

—

Theumpton.
Storing Apples.—We all know what great

precautions are taken to get Apples or any other

stored fruit put awa}- as dry as possible, and it is

a question whether we do not carry this too far

in some cases. We thus prevent rotting, perhaps ;

but on the other hand the juices become dried up
and the fruit shrivelled long before it ought to

be. I believe that any lofts are about the worst

possible places in which to store fruit, and that if

we kept as much below the surface of the ground
as we usually get above it, we should have sounder

and juicier Apples in spring. I have arrived at this

conclusion from seeing dail}- beautiful sound
Apples in our orchards that were blown down by
the gale in October last, and that have lain partly

covered with Grass and leaves ever since ; even
when bruised they do not show so much decay as

those stored on dry shelves. Of course Apples
stored wet could not be expected to keep sound,

but I think that our fruit rooms of the future

might safely partake more of the character of a
cellar or ice house than that of a windmill.

American and Canadian success in keeping fruit

and vegetables during their severe winters is

doubtless owing to the fact that they store nearly

everj'thing below the ground line, thereby secur-

ing not only protection from frost, but just the

amount of moisture that fruits require to keep
them in good condition.— J. G. L.

New Pear.—The bulletin of the Pomological

Society of France thus speaks of Poire La France,

a new variety obtained by M. Blanchett.'of Vienna:
" The three fine specimens exhibiled Dec. 13, 1879,

were unanimously decidedjto be of the first quality.

The fruit in form, and even in flavour, reminds one

of Duchesse dAngouleme. It is, however, more
bronzy on the sunny side, the skin is also of finer

texture ; but what distinguishes it from the Du-
chesse is that well-defined markings run from the

base upwards. According to the raiser, the tree

should bevigorous andfertile, the mother tree being

some fifteen years old." The Lyon Hortlcole speaks

as follows of this new Pear :
" This year's Pear,

La France, eaten in February, has been found so

good that words fail to convey its juiciness, flavour,

and aroma. In brief, it is an exceptionally remark-

able fruit, which comes in quite a providential

manner to repl.ace the Doyenne d'Hiver, a variety

that shows in many places signs of general debi-

lity. The tree somewhat resembles in outline the

Beurre Blanc. Its season is from Dec. 15 until the

end of February." M. Eadigas, commenting on the

above in the Bulhiiii d'Arboricidtnn; observes

that if La France only half fulfils the description

it will find an important place in collections.

—

J. C.

To keep boots -watertight.-1 have little

faith in, and I never spend money in any of the

new or old tangled nostrums vended for this pur-

pose ; no dubbin, no gisliurstine, no patented or

unpatented, though much lauded grease. What I

use.andwhatlfindmostexcellentis thefatof fowls,

which is comeatable in most households. When
these are dressed any fat to spare is put into a jar

for the purpose and from time to time is melted

down. I think its waterproofing qualities are

superior in the natural or unmelted state, but so

used it does not sink into the leather as it does

after being melted, and so is not so cleanly, being

liable to rub off : anyhow those having a supply

of this article need not wish for anything better.

—

T. Smith, Xewi-y.

Exhibitions for the year.—We shall be greatly

obliged to secretaries of flower shows if they will kindly

forwa:d us the dates of their meetings for the present
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COUNTRY SEATS AND GARDENS. ' the glories of Cobham, and hardy Azaleas when
i
varied in surface and finely wooded. From its

in flower are scarcely less conspicuous

COBHAM HALL.
, Beyond the dressed grounds immediately sur-

C'oBHAM Hall, the Earl of Darnley 's residence rounding the house is a large extent of woodland
in Kent, is well known on account of its his-

torical associations. To those also who admire
the choicest examples of English park scenery,

heautif 111 landscape, and magnificent tree growth,
this place possesses more than ordinary interest.

The venerable old house is a huge pile of

Elizabethan date, the main portion of which
forms three sides of a quadrangle. Being of red
brick, it is not so imposing as othera of less size,

but time has done much to tone down the glaring

effect of the bricks, as in the case of Hampton
Court, St. James's Palace, and other old places.

Like the majority of old English houses, it is

situated in a hollow, though surrounded by hUl

highest point may be seen far-stretching views
of the beautiful county of Kent. The greater

portion of the tree growth is Oak, the majority of

which will compare as regards bulk and stature

with the famous Oaks of "SVarwick or Notts.

Thorns, both red and white, grouped about the

park in a highly picturesque manner, form quite

a feature. The Ash trees are particularly tine,

some having boles as much as o ft. through and

I

kept in a semi-wild state, the grass being mown
twice or thrice a year. Being well diversified in

surface, it contains many charming sites for

spring flowers, which grow here by the acre.

Ali'eady Primroses, Daffodils, and Snowdrops
are peeping above ground, and later on there

^

will be sheets of Anemones, Bluebells, and
|

lofty spreading heads. Chestnuts, too, are re-

others, altogether quite a floral paradise. Piarely i

markable for their huge dimensions, and some

have we met with a place better adapted for are very peculiar m theii- gi-owth, one in par-

natiu-alising the finer and more vigorous kinds ticular called the Four Sisters having a bole 3:? ft.

of hardy flowers than this woodland. There being . in circumference, from which spring four distinct

such a choice of position, there is scarcely a plant !
stems. This remarkable tree is some distance from

that could not find in it a home xinder natural ,
the parkin an open wood of Oaks and Ashes called

, , conditions. The work of naturalishig is indeed ' the Heronry, and still the resort of herons.

and dale, many parts of which, according to
j

already begun in this favoured spot, in which
\

Large numbers of the trees about the park, and

modern ideas, would have afforded a more^eli-
i

we came across several colonies of Pampas i particularly those surrounding the house, are

gible site. Being placed in nearly the centre of
\

Grass here and there, associated with Flame
I

over-run with Ivy from top to base—a welcome

the park, it is sm-rounded by some of the finest flowers (Tritoma), a happv idea, as the con-
,

sight in wmter. Whether Ivy be injurious to

tree growth to be found in the country. Originally
I

trast made by the two wlien in flower late in
I
trees ornot is still an open question, but, be that

this house stood bare in
o=: ,f .vo,- -n-nf ,n,i+ t-t-.

the midst of a vast ex-

tent of grazing ground,
and cattle browsed un-

der the very windows,
but all this was changed
about a centuiy ago.

Now the building is clad

with wall plants of all

kinds—Jessamines,
Ivies, Eoses, and some
remarkably fine Magno-
lias, and , as has justbeen
stated, it is enveloped
on all sides by pictu-

resque plantations and
shrubberies, a beautiful

setting in a noble park.

Eepton did much for

Cobham, and the nume-
rous allusions he makes
to the place show how
highly he thought of his

work. In such an old

place as Cobham one

would natui'ally expect

to find a preponderance
of the geometrical style

of design ,such as at Hat-
field or Hampton Court,

but, on the contrary,

there is very little of

that mode of embellish-

ment, and what there is

Coil am Hall K<. it

as it may, without Ivy-

cladtreesCobhamwould
lose one of its most
picturesque features.

Running in a direct line

from the house across

the park for about 1000
yards is a noble avenue
of Lime trees, consisting

of two rows on either

side of the roadway.
The limbs of these

Limes, towering aloft

and meeting like Gothic
arches, form a grand
feature, and in summer,
when the trees are laden
with bloom, their per-

fume is delightful. This
avenue appears to be
about the same age as

the one at Hatfield, but
this one contains fewer
breaks, and the trees

are uniformly built, the

masses oftwiggygrowth
at the bottom enhanc-
ing their appearance.

The kitchen gar-
den at Cobham, which
comprises some four or

five acres,iswellplanned,

and otherwise a rare
example of what a fruit

is quite admissible and conformable to the true i summer must be excellent. Here and there about ( and vegetable garden shordd be. It is surrounded

art of garden design. There are broad, straight

terrace walks in the immediate vicinity of the

house, which afford pleasant promenades in

summer, and even in winter, owing to their

being so well sheltered.

Pleasure grounds.—In these may be found
charming glimpses of the true English style of

landscape gaixiening—quiet, broad sweeps of

smooth lawn, only interrupted by the boles of

huge trees, among which are two of the finest

Cedars that exist in the country, both with im-
mense limbs springing from the iDase and spread-

ing into a magnificent head. Nowhere is any

the place are deep dells, apparently old gravel

pits, and these have been embellished with
hardy Ferns. In one part of this woodland is a

small lake surrounded and overhung with
foliage on all sides, and being considerably be-

low the eye it has a fine effect. This is the only

piece of artificial water we saw at Cobham, a

remarkable fact, as with nine-tenths of the old

places the broad naked lake in the park is con-

ventional. Crowning the highest ground is a

fine plantation of choice Conifers, amongst
which the finest were the "SVellingtoni a, Abies
nobilis, amabHis, Douglasi, cephalonica, and

attempt made to mar that sense of repose which
|

Morinda or Smithi, the last being extremely

confers dignity on a place, such as paltry flower

beds, statuary, and the like. The only parterre

to be found here is a simy le one on the lawn
beneath the windows of the south front—

a

bright little spot, which helps to enliven the

fine. These modern Conifers, though mere pig-

mies compared with the magTiificent Cedars in

the adjoining grounds, are highly picturesque

owing to their elevated situation, and being

artistically grouped according to their habits of

somewhat sombre aspect of the huge beds of
!

growth and tones of green, their effect is there-

Rhododendrons, disposed with other evergreen I by greatly enhanced.
shrubs and trees in a picturesque manner near I

The park is extensive, being some seven miles

the house. Rhododendrons are, in fact, one of in circumference, and, as has been said, extremely

by high walls well furnished with hardy fruits

of all kinds, especially Pears, which seem to do
particularly well in this locality. Of the long

lines of pyi'amid Apples and Pears Mr. Dews-
bury, the gardenei-, is justly proud, for they are

uniformly good in every respect, all having the

stamp of excellent croppers, a condition mainly

owing to the systematic plan of root pruning

practised here. This garden is supplemented by
another some distance away, for though it

may seem extensive and every yard cropped two
or three times a year, it is inadequate to meet

the demands of such a vast establishment as that

at Cobham.
The fruit and plant houses are numerous, most

of them formingacompact group. In a yard adjoin-

ing the kitchen garden Pines are gTown well, and,

judging by the quantity, it is evident that there

need be no recoiu'se to market for fruits at any

season. House after house of Vines and Peaches,

too, in such good order, indicate how thoroughly

such subjects are dealt with, and the same re-

mark applies to Strawbenies, Cucumbers, Sec. A
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noteworthy feature is an unheated orchard house

some 80 yds. in length and ahout 12 ft. wide, a

third of which is planted with permanent trees,

chiefly Apricots, which do not succeed well

there under pot culture, the remaining portion

being filled with aU kinds of hardy fruit trees

in pots, the hack wall being covered with large

trained trees. The value of such a house as this

is evident, for the greater part of the year the

pot trees may be placed outside and other sub-

jects substituted, for example. Chrysanthemums
in autumn, as the mere protection of glass greatly

aids their development. Just now a large batch

of well-grown plants of the Christmas Rose is

attractive in this house.

The plant houses are tilled with the ordinary

khids of decorative plants, the largest numbers
being of those that yield flowers suitable for

cutting purposes, for which there is a great

demand at all seasons. Fine foliaged plants, such

as Marantas, Crotons, Ferns, Palms, are largely

grown for room decoration, for which purpose a

large reserve stock is required to replace spoiled

plants. W. GoLDRiNG.

RAMBLES OF A PLANT COLLECTOR.
(Continued from p. 21fl, Vol. XX.)

The Yesso trip.—1 arrived at Hakodati
from Awomorl on June 20. Hakodati is situated

on a narrow neck of laud at the south of the

island of Yesso, North Japan, and is one of the

ports open to foreigners. 1 took up my quarters

at a Japanese hotel in company with a Welsh-
man, who was travelling for pleasure. We spent

several days looking round the hills near and in-

specting the beautiful gardens. On the side of

Hakodati Head one garden was particularly fine.

I found in one a splendid specimen of Pinus

koraiensis about 50 ft. high, and also pools of

water full of different varieties of IrisKcempferi,

groups of rocks thrown loosely together, and

Azalea RoUissoni growing closely between them.

I sent home some plants of it from this garden,

and I consider that when it gets generally known
it will become a favourite. The flower in the

bud is just like a Rose in that condition, and it

is a very profuse flowerer. The Japanese clip it

and keep it like Box edging for rockeries, and in

such places it will be an acquisition. Small
mounds were made in one garden, covered with
short Grass, with here and there stunted spe-

cimens of Pines and Azaleas, rustic bridges

spanning Iris-planted ponds, dead trees covered

with Wistaria, a very peculiar specimen of a

Larch 1 took to be L. Kfempferi, but having
no cones on it 1 could not decide ; it was grow-
ing in a temple yard. I left Hakodati on June 29
for Nanaye, the Japanese Government farm.

The soil was of a deep black peaty nature, and
the slope was gradual from the sea to about 7

miles to the hills, forming magnificent land for

farming. This government farm is managed
very badly, though they have all our latest

machinery for reaping, ploughing, &c. Sheep
Lave been brought and lost through bad treat-

ment. The horses 1 saw were covered with large

blue ticks, and some of them were nearly dead
from the effects. The oflicials ask every foreigner

who visits the place his opinion about things,

and they have a very strange assortment
of ideas and ways of working. They condense
milk, make butter, cheese, &c. They have all our
English varieties of fruit trees planted out here,

and 1 saw good crops of Potatoes, Peas, and
other vegetables. Everything was flourishing
splendidly, and with good management this dis-
trict might be made the supply ground for the
whole of China and Japan, as far as fruit and
vegetables,such as Potatoes, Onions, &c., are con-
cerned._ For these there is a ready market at high
prices in all the open ports and China.

Nanaye I left to pursue my route to Mori,

where 1 had made up my mind to sleep. About
2 miles from Nanaye 1 entered the hills ; we
had a good wide road with the telegraph wire

on one side. The vegetation was rapidly getting

thicker, and as we ascended the hiUs by the side

of a rushing mountain torrent we came to a

change of soil—from black peat to pure pumice.

In some of the cuttings through which the road

passed we could count the eruptions of the vol-

cano Kumangodaki— layers of pumice and
then black vegetable mould on the top of each

other like sandwiches. 1 noticed Horse Chest-

nut, Beech, Birch, Willow, Elder common here,

but the most beautiful tree was Styrax Obassia,

with its enormous light green leaves and long

hanging racemes of white flowers. It is a low

tree and very free flowering.' This 1 sent to

Messrs. Veitch, and it has proved quite hardy,

having stood out unprotected during the last

two winters. It likes an open, dry situation. As
we journeyed on we passed over the top of the

range of hills, and a splendid scene was before

us—mountains, lakes, and virgin forest. Kuman-
godaki volcano was smoking a little to the

right, with a grand lake several miles long at the

foot. The trees on the roadside were covered

with Schizophragma, Clematis, Euonymus ra-

dicans, and Aotinidia kolomikta with its white

silvery leaves looking like masses of flowers in

the distance. Ampelopsis Veitchi covered the

trunks and limbs of many of the giants

of the forest. We passed between two lakes

and entered a swamp forest with a bad pu-

mice road, and rode about 15 miles to Mori.

We had a pleasant ride ; all sorts of wild flowers

were growing in great luxuriance by the roadside;

Spirtea palmata (white) was particularly fine
;

enormous clumps of Polygonum cuspidatum
everywhere, sometimes 10 ft. high. In many of

the stagnant ponds was a small yellow
Nymphsea, the leaves of which are used as a

pickle by the Japanese, and I found them very
good. I slept at Mori, a good sized town on the

shores of Volcano Bay. Four volcanoes are seen

from the beach at Mori. The sand on the shore

is black and looks like iron. As I sat on the

small wooden pier in the evening I thought I

had never before seen such a peculiar view

;

smoke was curling out of three of the mountains

;

one called Usua was very active on the opposite

side of the bay, near Mororau, our next stopping
place. We had rather a miserable time in Mori,
the sand-flies were very troublesome by day, and
we had mosquitoes by the million at night. We
crossed in a small, cranky, Japanese steamer
the Volcano Bay to Mororau on the following
morning-, June 30, and I did not feel easy till I

had my foot on the Mororau shore. The engine
on the steamer was lashed and patched up in a
very dangerous manner. I expected to see the
top blow off every moment. Mororau is a ve ry
pretty town,situated on the mountain side over-

looking a splendid harbour almost land-locked,

with fine ranges of thickly wooded hills on the
opposite side. After we had taken our dinner
(fish and Rice only) we took horses and went on
our way to a place called Airo, an Aino village.

I saw some Aino women making starch from
the bulb of Lilium oordifolium, that was grow-
ing here in some of the shady valleys in great
abundance. I think it is a stronger-growing
variety than the ordinary cordifolium of
Central Japan, whence our "English supply of

bulbs comes. TheYesso variety grows from 2 ft. to

5 ft. high, and I remember seeing a patch in a
warm sheltered ravine, with from 20 to 40
flowers f/U a spike and almost pure white. 1 may
notice here that Lilium medeloides is very
abundant on some of the pumice banks amongst
scrub Bamboo, and on the low seacoast flats

Lilium Tbunbergianum is abundant ; one place

between Mororau and Airo the whole country
round was a mass of bloom, forming a magni-
ficent sight. We changed our horses at the go-

vernment quaisho or station at Ah'o, and pro-

ceeded on our journey towards Sapporo. Instead

of a Japanese for our guide, we had an Aino, a

splendid looking fellow, dark skinned, and perfect

in muscular development ; his only dress was a

deerskin stitched up, with holes cut in the sides

to let his arms through, and a thong ol deerskin

for a belt. He rode a fine half-bred horse, and
had a piece of skin tied with a string round the

animal for a saddle. I gave him some tobacco, and
in a short time we were great friends.

Ainos have a most peculiar voice, and speak

in a timid, soft tone, and I never yet saw the Aino
who could stand to look me straight in the eyes

;

the moment I caught their eyes they dropped
them. These Ainos are the nativesproper ofYesso,

and aboriginesof Nippon—short, thick,well-made
men, covered with black hair, long beards, and
small straight, hawk-like, piercing eyes, quite a

distinct race from their conquerors the Japanese.
They are a mild, inoffensive people, and very
lazy ; hunting is their principal occupation, and
they eat roots and fungi from the woods, fish,

seaweed, and Rice, when they can get it from the
Japanese. We continued for several days our
journey along the seacoast S.E. of Y'esso, till

we came to a place called Yubets, or rather Toma-
comai; here the road to Sapporo leaves the coast

and strikes west through the forest.We, however,
left the road and continued up the coast along a

splendidbeach (with masses of Platj-codon grandi-

florum and Lilium Tbunbergianum everywhere)
to Yubets, where we were told good accom-
modation and food was to be obtained ; and
being about 3 miles further, we pushed on. We
found a large fishing station here, and excellent

hotels. The one I stayed at had a beautiful gar-

den too. After resting here about a day, we took
horses to continue our way to Sapporo, the ca-

pital of Y'^esso, or as it is now called Hokkaido.
I think for about 4 hours I had the worst ride I

have ever had in my life. We had no regular

track, as I had asked the Aino guide to take me
across country to Chitose, a village on the Sap-
poro road, to see some lakes which I saw marked
on the map. The guide went as straight as pos-
sible up the Y'ubets valley, where, mile after

mile, we had swamps, rivers, and thick jungle to

get through, and I found very little to interest

me, except thousands of water-fowl. 1 should
think this enormous swamp is a great breeding
ground for all kinds of swamp birds. In some
places where the trees were very thick we had
the greatest difficulty in sitting on our horses on
account of the mosquitoes and, worse still, alarge
horse-fly ; wherever the latter took hold with
its proboscis a blister afterwards came with in-

tense pain. We bad to swim one river, as it was
very much swollen and I would not turn back.

As we neared Chitose, we came upon rising

ground, and I found a plant of Abies sachalien-

sis to my great delight, and I thought myself
quite repaid for the trouble and danger we had
had that day. In one place, after descending a

steep bank, we came suddenly on a large female
bear ; she had one good look at us and was soon
outofsight.I wished Ihadhadmy gun athand; I

had sent it round the road with my baggage to

Chitose. My guide and I had our luncii (balls of

cold boiled rice and smoked salmon with Japa-
nese saki) on the edge of a beautiful stream
running into Yubets lake. We passed through a
splendid forest of Oaks and undergrowth of

Bamboo scrub, and by 4 o'clock in the afternoon

I was welcomed at the quaisho at Chitose by my
boy, who bad gone round the road with the

baggage.
The following day we left Chitose and passed

over a river swarming with trout and eels near
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the hotel. There is also abundance of salmon frequently result in serious loss were be to eta-

later in the season "We soon cime on to higbei ,' ploy laboui in the same manner and to the same

land aftei leaving the villige, inJ the louinev |
extent as gaideners do. The one manures exces-

sively, and his labour is pro-

portionate, whereas in the

case of the other it is just

the reverse. With the gar-

dener, time gabled in the
production of a crop is

turned to proper and the

best account. But not so

with the farmer ; so long

as a good crop is produced
the matter of time occupied

in its production is, we
have reason to believe, a

secondary consideration.

The author, however, to

our thinking, has dealt with
this powerful factor to pro-

fitable market gardening

in the feeblest manner pos-

sible, and want of thorough
dealiug v.'ith the subject

is exemplified throughout.

The thought that market
gardening is being treated

on by one conversant with
its practical workings soon

leaves the mind after read-

ing a few pages, and we are

forced to the conclusion

that the farmer needs for

a mentor some one possess-

ing tried knowledge rather

than that acquired from
books. It is well known
that the market gardener

so times his productions

as to be marketable
when prices are highest,

; trees in Cobham Park (SfcetcJied in iitntci )

became very monotonous ; sometimes we passed i whUe those of the farmer-gardener, by "their
along a road cut through thick forest, perfectly

[

bulk and all coming together, simply glut the
straight, the telegraph posts ending- in a point

i

market and force prices down to a point render-
on the horizon. At night, however, we came

! iug profit out of the question. And in his desirt
suddenly upon clearings in the forest, and log

, to instruct the farmer in the new
huts were erected by the Japanese amongst the

i branch of market gardening, the author
stumps of the felled trees, the settlers being for I is strangely silent upon that which is

the most part Japanese political prisoners and
j
really of gTeatimportance,namely,situa-

convicts. In one place we passed a fine piece of I tion and aspect. But although field gar-
park-like land with plenty of horses and cows

|

deniug is attended with certain disad

phatio manures,. . . .at an estimated cost of £.36
per acre." We cannot reconcile with our expe-
rience excessive manimng any more than a spar-
sity of it. Both are grave faults, and we venture
to think that not a few farmers wUl take excep-
tion to the Scotch grower's method and cost of
manuring for Potatoes. Why, the cost of produc-
tion per acre is sufficient to discourage, if this

statement be credited, everybody from growino'
them. Many instances are known to us where the
entire crop rotted through the application of too
much faiTnyard manure. Moreover, we prefer
what is called artificial manure, which, when ap-
plied judiciously, gives in most cases a superior
quality of Potato. Farmyard manui'e, when used
liberally, produces frequently a poor, waxy tuber.

Many pages of the book are devoted to the Potato
disease, and, beyond inflicting us with some tire-

some reading, the author achieves nothing.
Cabbage is grown extensively in many parts

of the country for stock, and this field-garden

crop is well understood in its home use. But it

can hardly be said that any attempt has been
made by farmers to realise by sale, and ex-

plicit information how to effect such sale might
have been of value to the farmer. We notice

that September is the month recommended
for sowing seed for a spring crop. This does

not accord with our experience of growing the

crop successfully. The latter part of July and
first half of August is the true seed time. Sow in

September, and you will reap a failure. H.

A POCKET GUIDE TO BRITISH FERNS.*

This is a welcome little work on our native Ferns,

for, although there are now many books obtain-

able which have been written for the purpose
of enlightening those who are lovers of this inte-

resting class of plants, we do not know of any
work which, for its size, is so well calculated to

attain the object in view as this " Pocket Guide."

It is avowedly written for the benefit of " those

commencing the study of Ferns," and although

not very pretentious, the language used is so

simple, and the scientifio terms employed so

feeding, and fenced in ; this was one of the model
establishments belonging to the Government of

Tesso. We had not much further to go now, and
after a brisk trot along a fine pumice road we
arrived at the town of Sapporo.

C. Maeie.?.

BOOKS.

MARKET GARDEX HUSBANDRY FOR
FARMERS.*

By W. H. Ablett.
If we take the hints and ideas contained in

these pages as an endeavour on the part of the

author to make market gardening familiar and
profitable to the farmer, we fear he has not suc-

ceeded. To be of value to the farmer there must
be a considerable departure from the ordinary
I'outine of gardening. His operations are not con-

ducted with that precision and completeness
which we are accustomed to note in the garden,
and as it is field gardening to which his atten-

tion is herein directed we think there is ample
scope for a profitable blending of both systems.

We do not, however, lose sight of the enormous
amount of manual labour, the employment of

which is an absolute necessity to the professional

gardener. But to the average farmer it would

» Chapman it Hall, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden,

vantages, yet there are some conditions

eminently favoiu-able to it. Peas, Beans,
Cabbages, Carrots. Parsnips, Potatoes,

&c., are field crops everywhere, and we
think that in the case of these, with
the exception of Peas, perhaps, the gar-

den does not yield them of greater excel-

lence. This, however, the author does not
impress upon the minds of the farmers
in such a manner as to carry conviction

that his teachingispracticableor feasible.

In reading these pageswe are occasion-

ally wearied either by matter long since

familiar to us, or by some absurdity.

What woidd the farmer think of the

author's system of preparation for Peas
if he had " to rib the land across before

winter, harrow down in spring, and
plough in wide ' breaks,' with the furrow-

presser following the ploug-h," &c.? The
method given is, from our point of view,

ridiculous. Is it not simpler andmore like

profitable husbandry first of aU to plough
the land, then reduce it to proper tilth, and
finally to drill at the requii-edwidth ? Sim-
plicity and efficiency in all farm opera-

tions should be of primary importance. Then ag-ain I

(p. 68) mention is made of the application of "40
|

tons of horse and cow manure per acre, and about

10 cwt. of a mixture of nitrogenous and phos-

The "Four Siste

clearly explained, and indeed the various direc-

tions for distingnishing the different parts of

Ferns generally and the species in particular, so

* "A Pocket Guide to British Ferns," iy —Ridley.
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minute and concise, that the work cannot fail to

be of great service to those for whom it is spe-

cially intended. The i^leasures for the student of

botany are inexhaustible, and no section of the

vegetable kingdom affords a greater supply of

tliem than that of the Fern family ; the more we
know of it, the more we want to know, and we
doubt not this is the experience of thousands who,
not having the opportunity of studying the innu-

merable forms of beauty possessed by the tender
exotic kinds, are compelled to give their atten-

tion to those that are natives of this country.

In ordinarj' scientific works there are many por-

tions difficult for a beginner to understand

;

therefore any effort put forth for simplifying the
study of Ferns, and therefore bringing a know-
ledge of them within the reach of all, is wortliy of

success, and such is the "Pocket Guide" now
under consideration. B.

Californian Vine report.—We have re-

ceived the first annual report of the Board of
State Viticultural Commissioners, appointed by the
State of California, in which a good deal of in-

teresting information will be found. As we, in
this country, look at the question of the Vine from
a different point of view altogether—simply that
of growing good eating Grapes—nothing can be
gleaned from these publications. Our own culture
is far ahead of any other known as regards indoor
Grapes. There is an interesting plate published
with this book, showing the progress made by the
ordinary Asiatic Grape when grafted on the Cali-

fornian species—one having to open sheets as
large as maps to see what could have been
perfectly well done proportionately on an octavo
page in an ordinary book. The Californian wild
Vine is supposed to be one of those which will
enable the grower to fight the Phylloxera, which
is beginning to invade that fair garden-land, and
it will require all the knowledge and energy of
the cultivators to combat it. This ]-eport is

published at the State Office, Sacramento, and is

an instructive instance of the active State aid
given to investigations of this sort in America.
Information on a given subject is collected from
all parts of the world, and printed in a report
easily accessible to all.

" L'Orchidophile, " journal des amateurs
d'orchidees, public avec la collaboration de M. le

Comte du Buysson par la maison Lebeuf, d'Argen-
teuil. This is a periodical in which the interests of
Orchids are taken up. In France there seems no
periodical which is broad enough or big enough to
attend to all the different branches of gardening.
The number just to hand contains an attack on
the Orchid management at the Garden of Plants,
in which, as in many other botanic gardens,
things are apt to fall into a stereotyped and poor
state. M. Lebeuf attacks vigorously, and we trust
that what he says may do good, but we are with-
out much hope of such establisliments, which are
very apt to fall behind their time. The harm which
the Garden of Plants has done to gardening in
Prance it would be impossible to calculate. As
regards arrangement or culture, the place still

seems in the middle ages.

point out that the title has long been current for

S. mikanioides. This species much resembles an
Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, and was once mistaken
for such by one who knew plants well. S. macro-
glossus bears an extraordinary likeness to Ivy,

and might be called " false Ivy." It is very pro-
bable S. mikanioides wliich " B." heard of as cul-

tivated in rooms on the Continent.—K. I. L. [This
was inadvertently called (p. 629) German Ivy. It

should have been Cape Ivy.]

Ivy roots.—I enclose you a specimen of root-

growing under difficulties. It is a root of English
Ivy whiclr had found its way into an earthenware
pint measure, which had by some chance become
buried beneath the soil.

—

Eobt. Fenn, Cottage
Farm, Sulhampstead. [What you have sent is

not strictly a root, but an underground stem or

rhizome like that of Couch Grass. It measured
36^ in. when straightened from the coil sent, a
shape which the vessel in which it was impri-
soned forced it to take.]

German Ivy.—As there is a little misunder-
standing as to the application of the name of
German Ivy, allow me to ask. Is not the Senecio
macroglossus represented in The Garden (p. 629)
the Cape Ivy rather than the true German, though
the latter is the name under the drawing ? Is not
the true German Ivy so-called the Senecio mi-
kanioides ? If anyone among your correspondents
who^ knows my name, and who grows these plants,
or either of them, will kindly send me a specimen
of the flowers and foliage, I shall esteem it a
favour, and will refund the postage. I want them
not to propagate, but for purely scientific pur-
poses. I have never seen either the Sedecio macro-
glossus or mikanioides near Manchester.—Geo W
Gbindon, 71, Ilumford Street, Maiwhei,tfr.

T
~7~ )^i* reference to the use of German

ivy tor Senecio macroglossus, it may be well to

GARDEN EXPENDITUEE.
" An Occasional Valuer " deserves our thanks
for his remarks on this important subject (p.
621). Hardly is the pinch of the agricultural
depression felt in lowered rents than on many
estates the garden is the first to sufller. Too
often looked upon as a luxury, the expenses are
curtailed without reference to consequences
present or remote. Pennywise-and-pound-fool-
ish tactics are never more fully illustrated than
in regard to such matters. The most expensive
and least satisfactory luxury on any estate is

that of a starved, neglected garden. Balancing
expenses against returns, it costs double, treble
that of a well managed one, and then it daily
becomes worse and take years to recover. AVhere
reductions are inevitable, the only prudent
course is to reduce the area. Labour, however, is

mostly the first thing thought of, it being so easy
to strike ofE a man or two from the weekly pay
sheet. But gardeners starved of labour, stinted as
so many of them are of manure, have their re-

venge. The produce becomes more scant in
quantity and lower in quality, the trees and
plants run to ruin, and tho; soil becomes sterile

and filled witli weeds. All this is sowing a crop
of their master for the future as well as bitter
disappointment in the present. Among the in-

justices inflicted on gardens one of the most
common, though not noticed by your corre-
spondent, is that of giving no credit for the
pleasure they afford. While most gardens pay
better than any other sort of cultivated land,
yet a good garden should be looked upon
as a noble mansion, costly furniture, choice
pictures, or other work of art as promoting
culture, creating pleasure. It may seem a degra-
dation of art to compare the pleasures of garden-
ing and those of sport, and yet how many noble-
men spend thousands on hounds, hares, pheasants,
for a few weeks' hunting or days' shooting, the
keenness of the enjoyment in all such cases being
the only reward looked for. It would be thought
ridiculous to ask a sportsman if his furs or feather.^
paid, and it ought to be held equally preposterous
to expect a money profit from rich parterres, acres
of dressed lawns and miles of walks and roads

;

pleasure is the only revenue possible from such,
and surely it ought to be accepted as sufficient
And yet in pirivate places where a stricter debtor
and creditor account is required from the garden,
all the pleasure it affords goes for nothing. The
pleasure department thus so severely handicaps
the more productive or utilitarian as to rai^e the
cost of the produce to what seems fabulous prices.
Whereas were due allowance made for the artistic
enjoyments afforded by well ordered gardens, it

would be found in many cases that the table had
been well supplied virtually free of cost. Not
only is labour and material supplied and often
over-valued, as shown by " An Occasional Valuer,"
but garden produce is also very generally under-
valued. When these and other mistakes are rec-
tified it will, as a rnle, be found that no part of the

estate yields a richer or more satisfactory return
than the garden, while it also continues to be one
of the purest as well as the highest of all human
pleasures. D. T. Fish.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCCXIX.—.ANNUAL CHRYSAN-
THEMUMS.

To many it may appear strang-e that one should
think it worth while to direct particular atten-

tion to these old-fashioned plants, which one
might imagine would be found in every garden.

It is, however, a fact that not only these, but
some of our oldest border flowers are not half

enough known or appreciated. How very few
comparatively are aware of the wonderful
variety and beauty there is to be found amongst
these annual Chrysanthemums. There are few
flowers indeed either from tropical or temperate
climes that possess such a rich array of colours,

some examples of which are shown in our plate,

though only a few of the numerous varieties

that are now in cultivation. These annual Chry-
santhemums have all been derived from two
wild types, C. coronarium, of the Levant and
North Africa, and 0. carinatum (or tricolor,

as it is often called), a native of Barbary.
These species have become so intermixed now
through culture and hybridising that it would be
difficult to meet with the types pure, but it is an
easy matter to trace the descendants of each ; for

instance, all the sorts that have chiefly sprung
from the Crown Daisy (C. coronarium) have a

preponderance of white and yellow, like the
original, but some varieties occur wholly white
and wholly yellow. C. carinatum, on the other
hand, is of dwarfer growth, and invariably

possesses a shade of brown or crimson in the

flowers. The showy varieties known as Burridge-
anum, raised by Mr. Burridge, a seed grower
in Norfolk, have sprung from C. carinatum.
These constitute a beautiful class, characterised

by compact growth, and having crimson white
and yellow in the flowers in concentrate rings.

What is known as Dunnett's varieties are also

showy, the flowers being large and perfectly

double, and either pure white or golden yellow.

These are, no doubt, the progeny of C. coro-

narium. There are other varieties, but these are

the principal, an idea of the beauty of which may
be obtained from our plate, which represents

some of the more brilliant single kinds.

CuLTUHE AND POSITION.—These Chrysanthe-
mums may be used in a variety of ways, and
they look well in various positions, and never
assume the weedy appearance of some other
annuals. In large masses they look well, par-
ticularly if grouped in uniform colours, and
they also have a fine effect in groups in the
mixed border, but in .ill cases they should have
ample space to develop fully. Their culture is

simple ; they should all be treated as half-hardy
annuals, but C. coronarium is hardier than the

others, and sometimes during mild winters
autumn-sown seedlings will survive and make
an early display of bloom. The seeds of all the
varieties may be sown in April or early in May
in open beds or borders where the plants are to

flower, or they may be sown earlier in pans or

boxes of light, rich earth in a pit or frame, from
which they can be transplanted after all danger
from frost is over. Planted singly in rich soil

in an open and sunny position, they usually be-
gin to bloom in the early part of August, and
last in beauty until cut down by frost. They are

most valuable for cutting, and .are worth grow-
ing for that alone. We regret that, owing to a
clerical error, there is a mistake in the termina-
tion of the specific name on the annexed plate.

W G.
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GARDEN DESTROYERS.
OAK SPANGLES.

The leaves of the Oak trees have suffered very

much last yenr in more ways than one. Early

in the season the trees in many places were

almost stripped of their foliage by the cater-

pillars of a small green moth (Tortrix viridana),

Avhicli were unusually abundant, and later on

mDStof the leaves on many Oaks were covered on

their undersides with tlie common Oak spangles.

I found some leaves so thickly set with these

little galls, that many were overlapping one an-

other. I took the trouljle to count those on one

leaf, and found that there were ISJt spangles on

it. Oak trees are fortunately very hardy in this

country, but one wonders how they survive the

destruction of their leaves in this wholesale

manner. The author of these galls is a small

C'ynips, a little four-winged insect.which punc-

tures the leaves and deposits an egg in each

incision ; from these eggs grubs are hatched,

which gnaw the leaves, causing a rapid and un-

usual growth, which envelops the grubs, and are

the well-known spangles.

The history of these insects is very peculiar

and interesting. Those which may be bred from
the spangles are all females ; the males are not

known, and probably do not exist. Dr. Adler,

who has been recently making some interest-

1, Oak leaf covered toith spangles (natural size) ; 2, galls

(magnified) formed bg ^evroterus immi^iatis ; 3, 4, 5,

spangles (magnified) ; 6, grub talcenfronWak spangles.

ing investigations as to the habits of these

and other similar gall-making insects, found
that those females which emerge from the

spangles in the spring do not lay their eggs

in the leaves as their mothers did, but attack

the catkins or male flowers of the Oak and
•deposit their eggs in them, the grubs from which
form the ordinary Currant galls, so named from
their resemblance to launches of Currants. The
perfect insects from these galls are different in

appearance from those bred from the spangles,

and are of both sexes ; they have hitherto been
regarded as a perfectly distinct species, and
known as Spathegaster baccarum, but the fe-

males puncture the undersides of Oak leaves as

their grand-parents did, and the grubs from
theii' eggs form spangles similar to those of the
last generation but one, thus showing that the
spangle Cynips (Neuroterus lenticularis) and
the Currant gall Cynips (Spathegaster baccarum)
are the same insect, but that it appears in two
different forms, and with very diverse habits in

alternate generations. It has long been known
that certain other insects at times breed without
the intervention of males. Greenfly have been
known to do so for sixteen generations, and pro-
bably by far the greater number which we find

during the summer have been produced in this

.manner.

Other members of the family Cynipidfe have
been proved by Dr. Adler to have similar, or

eveu greater, differences in alternate generations;

among them the species which forms the common
Oak Apple also makes galls on the roots of Oak
trees. Pheasants are very fond of the spangles;

the crops of some which were recently opened
were found to be full of them. As fowls would
probably also eat them it might be worth while
at this time of year to turn fowls under Oaks
which have been much infested, as the}' would
doubtless in this way destroy large numbers of

these insects before they came to maturitv.

G. S. S.

WORMS IN GARDENS.
It is evident from " London Stone's " remarks
in The Gaedes of the 17th of December that

worms are not to remain on their " pinnacle of

gi'eatness," to which they have recently been
raised by Mr. Darwin, without some opposition,

but public benefactors often meet with similar

treatment. I cannot agree with "London
Stone " in this matter, for I think that Mr.
Darwin's views are quite correct. It may give
" London Stone " the information he requires if

I answer his objections to these very common
creatures seriatiin. Supposing they do, as he
alleges, consume " as much plant food as would
grow a very much greater weight of vegetables,

this plant food consists chiefly of fallen leaves

and twigs, a great portion of which they return

as foecal matter, and in this way much of the

valuable constituents of the leaves are rendered

useful to vegetation more rapidly, and probably
in greater proportion, than if the leaves had
been allowed to decay on the surface of the

ground, when most of the substances of which
they are composed would be dissipated in the

air, or the leaves swept away by the wind or

the gardener. The latter, of course, collects

them to form vegetable mould, and if he re-

stores it to the ground he took the leaves from, he

will have had the labour of collecting, storing,

and distributing it. All this the worms would
have done for him, charging only for their food;

with this exception, the worms' account should

be credited with the gardener's labour and the

wear and tear of his tools. If the vegetable

mould be not returned to the ground the

leaves were taken from, so much the worse for

the ground. Worms, by burrowing to the

depth of several feet, bring to the surface earth

which was useless as food for vegetation, but

having been passed through the worms' bodies,

and thereby sifted, and then exposed to the air,

a fine layer of fresh soil is added to the surface

of that which is already impoverished by
vegetation.

In his remarks about top dressing, " London
Stone " assumes that worm casts are composed
of soil entirely exhausted of its humus. I very

much doubt if this is correct. It is no proof

that this is the case, because plants have not

been found to grow in the casts alone. Many
substances require mixing with others before

plants are able to derive from them the nourish-

ment they contain, and one can easily imagine

that such a fine viscid earth would not be suit-

able to grow plants in. In regard to the level-

ling powers of worms, it is no proof that Xhej

do not exist, or are not worthy of considera-

tion, because they are not equal to those of a

thunderstorm, which, however, on tolerably

level land is as likely to cause inequalities in

the surface as not ; the action of the worm is

much slower, but also much more certain in its

operation. As to worms only being present in

rich soils, the case of Mr. Darwin's field, which

is chalky soil, and was some years ago covered

with stones, is evidence to the contrary, as the

stones are now buried, mainly, as he proves, by

the action of worms. I have read Mr. Darwin's
book with the greatest interest, and I cordially

recommend " London Stone " to procure it ; even
if he does not agree with the author in his

conclusions, he cannot fail to be interested in

his observations, which are recorded in the most
pleasant manner. Ci. S. S.

Gooseberry caterpillar.— Having last

year used white hellebore powder on ray Goose-
berry trees, I found it to be a cure for these pests.

I used it in the proportion of 2 oz. to a bucketful
of water, and applied it about once a month for

three months, beginning in March. Although the
trees in other gardens near mine were full of

caterpillars, I never saw one in mine. I syringed
my trees with it, but it might be applied with an
old hand brush. The berries should not be eaten
after using it till washed clean by the rain.

—

W. H. W.

Mangold fly (Chortophila Beta;).—This fly,

the pest of our Mangold fields in the grub state,

is not exclusively attached to the Beet and Man-
gold. I have bred it tliis year from the Goose-foot

(Chenopodium album), as also from the kitchen-

garden Spinach, and I doubt not that the fly

may affect other Cheuopods in obedience to the

season and its food supply. I hear, indeed, that it

has been bred from a sea-coast Chenopod, found
on the shore of Sussex. The family of the Cheno-

pods is not a very extensive one in Britain. It

may contain about two dozen distinct species at

most, and as these have the juices and mucilage

very much alike in character, the grub, as I re-

mark, may, under circumstances, feed on several

other representatives of the gxoup. The careful

diagnosis of my friend Dr. Meade, of Bradford, to

whom I sent the flies as I reared them, sets at

rest, at all events, the distinct identity of the fly.

Chortophila Beta; (Curtis) is identical with C.

atriplicis of Goureau, and C. chenopodi of Hon-
dani, and probably with others that have asserted

specific distinction. The ravages of the grub are

too sadly known to our agriculturists to need

much mention. I have seen whole fields in the

north of England looldng as if the leaves of the

crop were scorched and dried by fire. I have

hatched this fly abundantly this season, but in no
one instance, whatever may have been the food

plant of the larva, has there been any departure

from the normal type of the Chortopliila Beta; of

Curtis.— P. IXCHBALD.

The Celery fly.—Everyone who takes any
interest in a kitchen garden must have noticed

this year the extensive blotching of the leaves of

our Celery plants. In some districts scarcely a
plant was free. This is the work of the grub of

one of the bar-winged flies (Trypetidie). I have

had abundant opportunity of studying the life-

history of tlais plague of our gardens, and I gladly

record my observations for the benefit of your

readers. The fly, 1 may remark at the outset, is

double brooded. As soon as the Celery plants of

our trenches are sufiiciently advanced, the laying

of the eggs of the first brood is effected. The
young larva is very voracious, and the blotch in

tlie dark green leaves is soon visible. Each week
the blotch becomes larger and more unsightly.

When the larva is full-fed it creeps forth, and

changes to a yellowish pupa, either in the earth,

or among the dead and dying leaves that have

served it for food and shelter. Here it awaits its

final transformation. A month, at most, it is

quiet and inactive ; it then puts on its wings,

which are beautifully barred with black and white

bands. I bred many of them, the latest-fed pupae

not giving forth the'ir tenants till the middle of

August. I may say that I have reared many of this

beautiful tribe of flies—from the Groundsel, from

the Burdock, from the Thistle, and from the

Hardhead (Centaurea lugra) ; but for beauty of

barring the Celery fiy may compare with most of

them. This fly was first described by Linnajus,

in the last century, by the name of M. heraclei,

after our wild Hogweed. It was altered by Fab-

ricius to T. onopordinis, a composite nearly allied
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to the Cardoon of our gardens. Thus the fly may
be considered as feeding, in its larva state, on
umbelliferous as well as composite vegetation.

—

Peter Inchbald, in Field.

MAEKET G-AEDEN NOTES.

Messrs. Hawkins & Bennett's plant
nursery at Twickenham is devoted almost ex-

clusively to the growth of white, pink, and
scarlet Pelargoniums, JIaiden-hair Ferns in pots.

Lilies of the Valley in beds, and Koses iu beds
and on walls. Most certainly the great feature
just now is the myriads of Pelargoniums in 3-in.

and 5-in. pots, all producing bloom ; in fact, at
this place Pelargoniums are never out of bloom.
Of scarlet kinds, the old favourite Vesuvius is

chiefly grown, the great bulk of the cuttings
being got in early in the summer to ensm-e a big
lot of plants for winter blooming. No great quan-
tity of these go to market just now; it is rather
too early for them, but the trusses of bloom are
gathered and bunched and so largely utilised as
cut flowers. It was quite interesting to see several
men sitting round a table preparing these flowers
for market. The first hand nips out all decaying
blooms ; the second with a small tin can and a
long spout drops just one drop of gum into the
centre of each pip, so that when set the petals
are held firmly together for some time ; the next
hand ties into bunches of about a dozen trusses, and
thus they are ready for market. The price varies
considerably, ranging from .5s. to 10s. per dozen
bunches—no great price when the cost incidental
to house room, firing, and cultivation is taken into
account. A good number of scarlet double blooms,
also receiving attention, are gathered individually
and put into small paper bags much as sweets are,
and in this way go to market for sale. Of course
all these are wired before being used, their solid
character rendering them for bouquets more en-
during than single flowers. The chief, if not only,
single pink Pelargonium is Master Christine, and
the principal white kind is Madame Vaucher.
Some few of the white Vesuvius are also grown,
but though these flower freely their blooms lack
thatpurity which those of Madame Vaucher always
show.

The houses in which these plants are grown
differ very materially from the ordinary market
plant house. They are large broad lean-tos,
more like vineries than ordinary plant houses,
and very uncommon is the broad path which runs
through each range, wide enough to admit of a
truck on which to carry out plants or run them in.
What space may thus be lost to the plants is
compensated for by the convenience resulting
therefrom. The back stage throughout is a rising
one on which stand the larger pots. The front
stage is flat, and this is covered with thousands
of succession plants in 4i-in. pots. One very in-
teresting feature in these houses is the system of
watering. The waterpot is entirely disestablished,
and a constant supply, a flexible pipe and a long
copper tube, having a partially curved nozzle,
take its place. There are stand-pipes at certain
distances alongside the house walks, and to these
the hose is attached, so that the man who is
engaged in watering can get through a house,
watering each plant with the most perfect regu-
larity in about one-third the usual time required
with watering pots, and certainly with an expendi-
ture of labour quite trifling. Where the water
IS laid on from the mains there is danger of too
great a force and the washing of the soil out of
the pots. That difficulty can easily be remedied,
by causing the tube to contract to one-half its
diameter and then to expand again. That plan
would no doubt effectually check an undesirable
ru.sh. But at Twickenham Messrs. Hawkins and
Bennett get their supply from a wpll, and by
means of a hand-pump enclosed in a walled space
the water is lifted into a couple of huge tubs that
stand up over the pump, and from these the water
flows into the service pipes at a moderate pres.sure
During hard weather the water goes from the

pump into the pipes direct, but such hard weather
is never of long duration. It is not often that in
market establishments of this kind we see houses
built with stout rafters, upon which run sliding
sashes. Here all the houses are so constructed,
and as one result learned that at this time of
the year, when, for many reasons, other work runs
short, it was possible to keep men actively em-
ployed repairing and painting the lights, having
others in reserve to take the places of those
operated upon, or to cover up the vacancies with
tarpaulin. A shed, heated by an iron slow combus-
tion stove and well lit by gas, is available for
work of this kind all through the winter ; indeed,
I noticed a gas burner fitted to a specially de-
signed stand and supplied by a flexible pipe, that
enabled a workman to see all portions of his
work with ease. The firm are evidently no great
believers in the value of top putties, for they are
cutting these away from all lights now brought
under repair, fixing the panes of glass with copper
brads and giving a couple of coats of good paint.
The opinion is held that glass expands and con-
tracts so much vertically, that it in time lifts the
top putty, and once this is done the rain runs in to

the space thus made, decays the unprotected
putty, and causes drip. The chief danger with re-

gard to unputtied glass is found when fierce

wind-storms prevail. If brads will hold it secure
the top putties may well be dispensed with.

Adiantums and Lily of the Valley.—
Of Adiantums, the old cuneatum is yet the
most popular market Maiden-hair Fern, and is

at Twickenham grown in immense quantities.

A few giant specimens in 12-in. pots give
annually a very large number of good seasoned
fronds. Where the plants are kept iu good culti-

tivation, freely watered, and have ample pot room
some three or four crops of fronds may be taken
off in the year. The plants are hard cut. Only the
young immature fronds are left at the cuttings,
and then they stand till another good head of

robust leafage is produced. The famous Victoria
strain of Lily of the Valley, which is so greatly
liked here, is not grown in pots to any considerable
extent, but almost exclusively in long beds in the
open ground. These are now being covered with
frames and lights to promote a succession of

bloom. The crowns are still further covered to 1 'in.

in depth with a dressing of half-rotten short
manure, through which the sturdiest ones are
peeping. This kind is not so well adapted for pot
culture for early forcing as are the German im-
ported roots, as the spikes are long and the fine

bells somewhat wide apart. When grown without
heat or in the beds the spikes are splendid, and
cannot well be excelled. Looking at the grand
crowns in the beds, growing so very thickly, it is

difficult to believe that with proper culture as fine

crowns of the common kind might not be obtained
in this country as are now got from Germany
Surely there is plenty of land that could grow
them and that satisfactorily. A long wall, formerly
covered with fruit trees, is now covered with Tea
Pvoses, and nest spring a vast quantity of bloom
will be taken from them. In quarters Roses innu-
merable are growing, and of these the leading-

kind seems to be the old General Jacqueminot, as
it is such a robust grower, buds freely, and these
when half expanded are rich-coloured and beau-
tiful. A long narrow house is devoted exclusively
to the growth of Stephanotis trained to the roof.

This was undergoing a thorough cleansing with
cold water only and being done well. A. D.

Bracken and Virginian Creeper in
church decorations.—I was much pleased with
the use made of the common Bracken in the
harvest festive decorations at our village church.
The warm brown tint of the Fern seemed to be
just what was required to tone down the glaring
colours of such gaudy flowers as the Marigold,
Sunflower, Dahlia, &o., and its plentiful use pro-
duced perfect harmony of colour in connection
with sombre-hued evergreens and bright flowers
generally. Long shoots of the Virginian Creeper
in its autumnal garb of glowing crimson-scarlet
either mixed with evergreens or associated with

grasses and flowers, had a very bright and cheer-
ful ajjpearance, hanging down in festoons with
white stone for a background ; the rich hue of the
foliage, its elegant form, and the graceful growth
of the plant itself were thrown out into bold
relief.—J. Coenhill.

TREES AND SHRUBS-
TRANSPLANTING LARGE TREES.

Much difficulty is often experienced in trans-
planting trees of large size with success, yet the
operation is simple enough in itself if undertaken
with proper appliances and carried out with a
moderate amount of care. In laying out new
grounds the addition of large trees is a matter
to be desired compared with those usually
planted. Take, for instance, some of our finest

Conifers, as Cedars, Piceas, Abies, &c. ; ten, fifteen,

or even twenty years must elapse before we ob-
tain trees 20 ft., 30 ft., or 10 ft. in height, and
until they attain that stature many are mere
shrubs, by no means adapted for effective plant-
ing. Considered financially, such work may be
somewhat expensive, but the advantage gained
far outweighs all monetary considerations.

Root preparation.—There is no doubt that
trees properly prepared, as is usually done by nur-
serymen, are in a better and safer condition to
move than those not preriously so treated. The
preparation usually consists in cutting a trench
round the tree at a distance of from 2 ft.

to 4 ft. according to size, in order to cut off

all the roots at the distances mentioned. This
operation induces the growth of new fibrous roots,-

whioh are essential both as regards success and
for assisting to keejD the earth together. As a
rule an unbroken ball of earth attached to the
roots is indicative of good transplanting, and a
guarantee that there is no danger of losing the
tree. Where the soil is poor the trench may with
advantage be filled up with good material in order
to assist the new roots. This root preparation
should, if possible, precede the moving by two
years, especially in the case of slow growing
trees, or those which are found to have few
roots, as by that time the new rootlets will have
become hardened, and in a fit state to produce
fi'esh fibres when transplanted. The season I pre-
fer for carrying out the above work is from Oc-
tober to December, although it may be done at
other seasons. During the following autumn the
head of the tree may with advantage be lightened
by taking out some of the branches. When trees

are removed the first year after preparation, the
pruning may be carried out either at the time
when the roots are shortened or at the time of
removal. This treatment is especially beneficial

in the case of vigorous growing, deciduous trees.

Conifers do not so much require it. After root
pruning a good mulching of well rotted manure
should be applied, and copious waterings given
during dry weather. A tree thus p)repared and
properly mo^'ed is almost certain to succeed, as-

suming, of course, that the after management,
which will be explained, is strictly followed.

Preparing for moving. -It notunfrequent-
ly happens that trees liave to be moved short dis-

tances in order to place them in good positions

with regard to landscape effects. In such oases
they should be moved with balls of earth weigh-
ing from one to three tons, according to the size

of the tree. The mode of doing this is simple
and inexpensive. First dig a trench 2 ft. in width
at a distance of 8 ft. from the bole of the tree to

a depth of about 3 ft. If no roots of conse-

quence are found, take an ordinary four-tined fork

and dig another foot or more as may be necessary
from the ball, beginning at the top and pressing

the soil outwards into the trench, keeping the
trench well cleared out, nothing being more es-

sential than plenty of room. Continue reducing
the ball until it is within reasonable dimensions,

say 6 ft. in diameter, taking care that the roots

are not damaged. The latter may be tied in

bundles and laid over the top of the ball, making
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them fast to the tree. Before proceeding further

some sacking or other similar material should be
tied round the stem of the tree at about two-

thirds of its height, round which make fast three

strong ropes or wires as guys, making them fast

to as many stakes or other holdfasts. This done,

commence to excavate underneath the ball at the

same depth as the trench, leaving a block of

soil from 2 ft. to 3 ft. in width in a straight line

broken up, suitable soil to a depth of at least 1 ft.,

3 in. or 4 in, being allowed for sinking, lower the

ball and get out the i^lanks. This is done by placing

one or more strong planks as may be necessaiy
under the ends of the platform, packing up the
ends with short pieces of planks termed packings.

This done, take out the road rollers and other
materials which may have been used. Then by
striking out the packings at one side one at a time

Platformfor transplanting large trees. (Scale, ift. to \ in.)

A, platform ; B B, road ; C C, packings ; D B, rollers ; E E, planks to secure platform.

under the stem. This operation requires consider-

able judgment, much depending upon the charac-
ter of the soil. • In friable and sandy soils more
should be left, wliilst in clays and gravels very
little is required to support a very great weight.
Having done this, lay some strong planks upon
the bottom and somewhat under the ball, say two
on each side. These are to form what is termed
a road. Then two strong rollers in iron or

wood should be placed upon these planks at right

angles, and as close to the ball as possible. More
strong planks should then be placed upon the
rollers and parallel with the road, driving them
up close to the block of earth that supports the
tree. Nothing now remains but to get the block
of earth from under the tree, and drive as many
planks under it as may be required, so as to liave

the tree standing upon a platform on rollers. The
ends of the planks should have a strong plank
placed across them close to the ball and spiked or

bolted to them in order that they may be kept in
proper position. By lengthening the road with
more planks, the ends resting on packings to pre-

vent them from sinking into the ground, the tree
may be rolled any distance and turned in any
direction by dri\'ing the rollers backwards or for-

wards as may be desired. This is termed cutting
the rollers. A third roller will be necessary to
catch the ends of the planks when the tree has
been moved forward. The power employed for
moving the tree may be either horses, levers
applied at the ends of the planks, a crab, or any
other mechanical appliances which may be at
hand. Wlien by reason of the scarcity of roots or
the want of adhesion in the soil there is reason to
doubt its remaining compact, sacking, matting,

the tree is gradually lowered in a slanting direc-

tion until the edge of the ball rests on the bottom
of the hole. By putting two levers under the

raised side of the ball the whole of the timber

may be taken out and the tree let down into its

position. During this operation the guy in the

direction opposite to that towards which the

tree is leaning should be kept taut to pre-

vent the tree from falling over. Fill in the

soil, treading it ligiitly, mulch with well rotted

manure or leaf-soil, and give the whole a good
watering. The next thing is to make the tree per-

fectly fast with guys ; if in a very exposed situa-

tion four or five may be needed besides the assist-

ance of struts for a time. Upon this success very

much depends, and few things are more ne-

glected.

Transplanting machines.—Trees which
have to be transported from a distance must gene-

rally be carried on wheeled carriages, and the less

they are handled and moved about the better, as

this cannot be done even witli the greatest care

without causing damage to ,'roots, stem, foliage,

and branches. An excellent method of transport

which I have found to answer perfectly is to

place the ball upon a low truck, one on two wheels

being best ; the wheels should be about 18 in.

high, with a tire at least 6 in. broad. A strong

handle is attached and made fast to the axle or

other suitable part of a waggon, timber carriage,

or cart: the head of the tree is then tilted forward

upon a quantity of soft packing previously placed

there. This may consist of soft sprayey faggots,

sacks filled with hay or straw, or similar materials,

the whole being made secure with ropes to prevent

displacement. In this way a tree may be carried

Truck for mooing trees and large shrults. (Scale, 2 ft. to J in.)

or other suitable material should be placed round
the ball and tightly bound with ropes—an ex-

cellent precaution in all cases. The guy ropes

should be well attended to during transit, calm
weather being the most suitable for the work,

especially in the case of large and heavy-headed
trees.

The site having been previously prepared by
placing m the bottom, which should have been

safely for long distances, as, for instance, from
railway stations or other places. I prefer this
mode first, because there is no unloading of wag-
gons or other vehicles, which unvariably results in
damage being done ; secondly, the tree may easily
be reared upright upon the truck

; and thirdly, by
tilting the truck it may be slipped into its posi-
tion without trouble or injury. A third wheel will
be found useful to attach or detach as may be

required
; this should be made to fix through he

handle, near the body of the truck. The moving of
a tree on such a truck is simple. It should stand
perpendicularly, balanced by three or four guys.
Such a truck is also extremely useful for moving
large shrubs

; the body should be flat and without
sides, or if sides are used, as might sometimes
be the case to prevent the loose mould falling
upon carriage drives, walks, &c., they should be
movable. A very strong iron projection should be
bolted to the hind part, made somewhat in the
form of a scoop, and so fixed that when the truck
is tilted to its full height it lies flat upon the
ground. Two similar projections must be fixed one
over each wheel, to prevent the roots touching
them. They should be placed as flat as the height
of the wheels will allow. The Iiandle should be
very strong and about 6 ft. in length, furnished
with a strong X piece at the end 2 ft. 6 in. long.
The handle and all the angles of the truck should
be strongly iron bound, and ring bolts fixed at
each corner to which to attach ropes or chains
for the purpose of draught. A tree or shrub ha-idng
been prepared for moving, the ball is tilted on
one side, the truck is run back, and the projection
at the back is passed as far under the ball as pos-
sible. Then the tree is brouglit upright again,
resting on the projection

;
power is applied to the

handle, which is weighed down to the ground,
when tlie ball may easily be slipped forward so
as to be evenly balanced, when it may be drawn
to its new site and planted. The advantage of this
system is the large ball, which can be moved, and
the facility with which the whDle operation may
be carried out, success in nearly every case being
ensured. Small trees and shrubs may be trans-
planted by placing a piece of sacking round the
collar and making a rope fast, leaving an eye
to pass a pole through, which can be carried
on men's shoulders, or with a mat folded
and sewn with two pieces of rope at the
ends to serve as handles. In order to trans-
plant successfully, be sure the drainage is good,
that the right kind of soil is used in suflicient
quantity, that proper security from rough winds
is afforded, that the trees are in a fairly good con-
dition, that they are not planted too deeply, and
that intelligent and careful workmen are employed
in the moving.

After management.—This consists in at-
tending to the ties which may be used as security
against high winds. These should be frequently
examined to see that they do not cut into the
wood. Many trees are lost from carelessness in
this matter. When the growing season commences
be sure there is no lack of moisture. Mulch during
the first two or three years in autumn or spring,
or until the trees get well established. Be careful
the roots are not distm-bed, and that the foliage
is in no way damaged from preventable causes, as,
for instance, being eaten by cattle, or whipped by
the branches of other trees, and the roots must
not be robbed of their due nourishment by over-
crowding, c. D.

TREES NEAR DWELLING HOUSES.
Not only is it, as Mr. Grieve (p. 556) points out,
dangerous to encourage the growth of large tim-
ber trees in close proximity to dwelling houses,
but the practice of surrounding them with trees
of even such moderate dimensions that their fall
could not well cause loss of life or property, is

much to be condemned. It is by no means un-
common to see a small villa or country residence
so " planted in " that at a short distance but frag-
mentary glimpses can be obtained of the outside
walls and windows. From more than one point of
view this is wrong. In the first place, rooms are
darkened, those continually inhabiting them being
deprived of many hours of daylight in the course
of the year, sometimes not even getting a glimpse
of sun all through the spring and autumn months.
The free circulation of air is impeded to such an
extent that the purification of living rooms and
bedrooms becomes a matter of difliculty, and last,
not least, the plant lover is robbed of some of his
best situations for choice climbers, and many a
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cosy little nook and sunny border close to the house

is rendered dank, dark, and useless for all save a

few shade-loving things. How many fine widths

of wall—congenial homes for Tea Koses and many
other climbing plants of doubtful hardiness—are

rendered useless for such a purpose by a rank sur-

rounding growth of common Fii's, Limes, Beech,

Laurels, &c., it would be hard to say ; but I could

point out many instances in this locality of such

misplaced judgment in the matter of tree plant-

ing near dwelling houses.

Very often the resident or owner is not to blame

in the matter, for it frequently occurs that 'small

suburban, and even country, residences are run

up by some speculative landowner or builder, who,

when the mechanical portion is finished, calls in

the local nurserj'man, who engages for a certain

sum to lay out and plant the " grounds." All that

the speculator requires is that the garden should

look as green and furnished as possible for the

money, and the nurseryman forthwith carts in a

number of the commonest trees and shrubs he

has and stocks it. This is the histoiy of a great

proportion of the small gardens in the vicinity of

large towns, and is the origin of a great por-

tion of the " choke-muddle " shrubberies that

one sees in all parts of the country. For a time

all goes well, but little by little the available

space for plant culture diminishes until the gar-

den at length degenerates into a dark and dismal

enclosure, where only in very sunny years flower-

ing plants come to anything like perfection.

A certain amount of shade is of course grateful

and good to have, and the owner of a garden likes

to shelter himself from the fierce noonday sun

under a canopy of verdure, but allowing one or

more trees to extend at will is a difEerent matter

from hemming in perhaps three sides out of four

of the house with a living wall that the sun fails

to penetrate, and that even light and air with diffi-

culty force themselves through. Gardeners perhaps

more than others sufferfrom damp, darkened, cheer-

less dwellings caused through injudicious tree

planting. Often the gardener's house is so shut in

by treesand strong-gi'owing shrubs that the inmates

might, as far as light goes, be living in a wretched

Loudon court, and it is mostly in old-established

places that this state of affairs exists. This is no
fanciful description, and many will, I am sure,

recognise the truth of it. Not ten minutes' walk
from where I sit there stands a gardener's house

so shut in, so smothered with trees, that scarcely

any of it is \-isible from any side. Surely that can-

not be a healthy home where the influence of the

sun can never make itself directly felt.

John Corshill.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

PONTEDEEIA (EICHOENIA) AZUEEA.
Once upon a time dimorphism in plants was
looked upon even by botanists as something
strange, if not actually wonderful. Hence we find

many plants whose specific name points to this

peculiarity. Asplenium dimorphum may serve as

an example. At the present day, however, the

humblest cultivator recognises dimorphism as an
every-day occurrence in one phase or other among
the plants lie cultivates. The common Ivy, Ficus

stipulaia (F. repens of gardens), many kinds of

Ferns, Poinsettias, Euphorbias, Sagittaria sagitti-

folia, Eanunculus aquaticus, Nelumbiums, Hip-
puris vulgaris, and many other plants just occur

to one which are in oneway or another instances of

dimorphism. Dimorphism indeed is so common
among aquatic plants that one almost needs to

oifer an apology for figuring and describing that

instance of it which takes place in the case of the

newly introduced I'ontederia (Eichornia) azurea,

which was so beautifuly figured some time ago in

The Gabden. The ordinarj' flowering stems of

many merits
;
from a botanical point of view, its

dimorphic habit of growth deserves attention.

^ F. W. B.

PLANT CULTUEE IN FEANCE.
The establishment of M. Truffaut, at Versailles,,

has long been noted for the successful culture of
such fine-leaved and flowering plants as are I'e-

quired in a small state for decorative purposes.
M. Truffaut grows his plants to great perfection
in less time than is generally considered necessary
in this country ; in fact as a rule such things as
Dracfenas, Ferns, small Palms, &c., are brought to
marketable size much more rapidly in the trade
establishments and market gardens around Paris
than with us. Apart from the system of culture
pursued, the French market gardener owes much
of his success to the soil he employs. Quick-
growing plants require rich food, and the more
nutriment, provided it be given in a form to be
easily assimilated, the greater the progress in the
season of growth. Eecognising this fact, most
Parisian gardeners use well rotted manure as the
basis of their composts, and when this is some

Cupressus sempervirens.—This beauti-

ful upright Cypress is among evergreen shrubs

what the Lombardy Poplar is among timber trees,

a fine contrast to the more si^reading and round-

headed forms. It is a native of Greece and most
parts of the Levant, and was extensively employed
by the Eomans as an ornamental shrub in their

villa gardens. Its deep evergreen branches and
leaves render it a desirable tree for planting in

graveyards or cemeteries, and owing to its fasti-

giate habit it forms a suitable tree for planting

near buildings where the prevailing architectural

lines are horizontal. It succeeds best in a dry,

sheltered situation, but in this country, even under
the most favourable conditions, it rarely attains to

more than 40 ft. in height, although in its native

country it reaches SO ft. and sometimes 100 ft.,

the famous .specimen which Napoleon I. preserved

when constructing his road over the Alps being
iL'l ft. high and 23 ft. in girth of .stem. Its

timber is of great durability, instances being on
record of doors made of this wood lasting for

upwards of 1000 years. When judiciously placed
along the margins of plantations or among other
Conifers of a more spreading habit its effect is

strikingly beautiful. In the park here is a group,
containing some half-a-dozen, of thesg trees con-
siderably over 30 feet in height, and remarkable
for the profusion of small cones with which the
dai'k evergreen branches are almost incessantly
covered.

—

Angus D. Webster, Penrhyn,lf. Wales.

Fontedeiia azurex : sh abnormal (jroivth.

this beautiful plant float on the surface of the
|

tank or water in which thej' are grown and bear

very large obovate or obcordate leaves, and, indeed,

the floating stems remind one of the blooming
gi-owths of Calla palustris or some of the Jussiajas.

This is during the late spring and summer months.

In the autumn and winter, however, these flower-

ing stems die off in a more or less desultory way,
and from near the base of the plant, from the

collar, so to say, branches are given off, the leaves

of which are linear, indeed singularly like those

of Vallisneria spiralis. This seems to be the rest-

ing, or winter, or hybernating state of the plant,

and is so distinct in every way from its summer
aspect that it is worthy of being shown in the

accompanying illustration, which indeed shows

the hybernating and intermediate stages, for

while the under-water leaves are linear, so soon

as they peep out into the air above the water line

leaves of the broad obovate outline appear, as is

here shown. Our plant of this species was a cut-

ting from the Oxford Botanic Gardens, and being
estalilishcd rather late in a cool house (insummer)
tank it has been blooming up to Christmas, and
even yet we expect more of its spikes of delicate

lilac bee-blotched flowers. As an aquatic plant for

a warm house this Pontederia or Eichornia has

three or four years years old it is astonishing how
quickly the pots become filled with roots, leaf

development being proportionately rapid.

Ficus elastica is largely grown by M. Truf-

faut, some 5000 plants of it being propagated an-

nually. The cuttings are inserted in January and
February, just dibbled into a bed of suitable ma-
terial in a warm house, and as soon as they are

well rooted they are planted out in frames in a
gentle bottom-heat, the requisite temperature being

secured by hot water. The combination of manure-
heat and hot water gives just the warmth and at-

mospheric moisture in which this plant hrxuriates

;

therefore, with plenty of rich food for the roots

to work in, growth is made at such a rapid rate

that by July the plants have attained a height of

some 2 ft., with finely-developed foliage, in which
condition they find a ready sale.

Dracaenas, of which some 12,000 plants, con-
sisting of such kinds as terminalis, stricta, ama-
bilis, Baptisti, escelsa, Guilfoylei, rubra, congesta

intermedia, congesta discolor, and australis, are

treated somewhat difEerently. The details of pro-

pagation are the same, but instead of hot-water

pipes linings of manure are used to maintain the

required degree of heat. To grow Dracaenas to per-

fection a more or less saturated atmosphere is
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indispensable, and this cannot so well be secured

when hot-water pipes are employed as when fer-

menting materials are alone relied upon to main-
tain the desired amount of warmth. Thus managed,
the vigour of the plants, the amplitude and beauty
of the foliage, astonished the members of the

commission specially deputed to inspect M. Truf-

faufs system of culture, one and all declaring that

they had never before seen this class of plants

brought to such perfection in so short a time. The
atmosphere engendered by fermenting material is

more favourable to the growth of many plants

than the more or less dry heat given off by hot-

water pipes, and one can well believe that M.
Truffaut's method is that best calculated to pro-

duce fine specimens in a short time.

Azaleas.—The stock of these consists of some
50,000 plants of all sizes. M. Truffaut's method of

growing Azaleas appears to differ somewhat from
that generally pursued in this country. Thus the
stocks are propagated in spring, whereas with us
they are usually struck in August—at least they are

inserted about that time. At M. TrufEaut's they are
grafted the following spring, and next year grown
into saleable specimens. This allows but three
years in all to strike, grow, and work the stocks
and to bring the plants into marketable size.

About 18,00Q flowering plants are disposed of
annually, and, strange to say, this large number
chiefly consists of two varieties, rosea punctata
and Madame Van der Oroyssen. Of the latter I

know but little, but it would not be so largely
grown at the Versailles nurserywere it not of excep-
tional merit. Of the third year's culture I have no
account, but considerable heat and moisture must
be used to bring an Azalea, in two years from
grafting, into a well developed, well budded
specimen in a 4^-in. pot. I have had good flowering
plants in two 'years from the cutting state by
keeping them growing freely all the spring and
early summer in a moist, warm atmosphere, and
not allowing buds to form the first year. Good
specimens, bearing some twenty buds, may be
thus obtained by the second autumn ; but I am
inclined to believe that by planting out in the
summer, as the Belgians do, an even more satis-

factory result may be obtained at less expense.
Those who grow Indian Azaleas largely should
compare the two methods.

Bromeliads are likewise much grown at
M. Truffaut's, they being great favourites with
the French, and deservedly so, as many of them
last long in health in a warm, close room. The
day will probably come when this useful and in-

teresting family of plants will receive greater
attention than it now does at the hands of English
cultivators. J. Coenhill.

Byfleet.

IMPROVEMENTS IN HEATING.
If the improvements in boilers referred to by
" Peregrine "

(p. 12) were real, there would be
no necessity for the extra flue inside the bouses
to utilise the heat, because there would be very
little waste with a boiler and furnace properly
constructed. There must be some heat sent up
the chimney to create a draught and keep the
fire going. The worst of it is that with smaU
apparatuses there is the greatest waste of heat
in proportion to the fuel burnt, because it costs
more as a rule to use aU the heat than to have a
cheaper boiler and waste the fuel ; but where
there is over 600 ft. of pipe there is no excuse
for such waste when it is clearly understood
where the heat goes to. In the common saddle
boiler the greatest heat is imparted to the brick-
work at the end, and the greater part of what is

left must go into the surrounding brickwork of
the sides and top flues, and so ultimately up the
chimney. The same thing in a more marked
degree occurs with an ordinary upright tubular.
It is a fallacy to suppose that this heat is given
back again to the boiler, as any one may prove
by a simple experiment. Suspend a brick by
wires over a fire for an hour or two (letting it

get smoked a little), stand a piece of iron pipe
1 ft. long on it ; inside of this hang a bath
thermometer, and notice what heat is passing
through the brick ; take the brick away and
hold it 3 in. or 4 in. above another ther-
mometer, and note the difiference in the tem-
perature ; the former is the heat lost that
benefits nobody, the latter is the heat apparently
given to the boiler by its brick flues or casing.

Even this small degree of heat does not warm
the boiler, as it is drawn along by the draught
of the chimney. But there should be, and are,

boilers so made and set that this waste of heat
cannot occur, in which, so long as there is a
particle of heat left on the bars, that heat is

warming the boiler and its contents, and cannot
get to the brickwork or chimney. The " active
firing " spoken of would be unnecessary with a
really powerful boiler, and " that bane of early
forcing—very hot pipes, " avoided by more pipes
with a less extreme heat in them. This bane
would be increased by the dry, scorching heat of

a flue if coming direct from the boiler furnace.

B. W. W.

SHOET NOTES-nroOOE GAEDEF.

Cissus Racheana.—Although this comes
from the interior of Sierra Leone, it has endured
without injury 12° of frost in the open air. The
foliage much resembles that of Boussingaultia
baselloides ; the climbing shoots are furnished
with tendrils, and the plant bears small black
berries in clusters, from which in its native
country a kind of wine is manufactured.—J, C. B.

Oalanthes, Poinsettias, and Bouvar-
dias.—A fine display of these excellent winter-
flowering subjects was on view at Castle Wemyss
the other week. Mr. Henderson, the gardener
there, devotes one of his span-roofed Melon houses
to their culture during the autumn and winter
months, and the soundness of this plan is proved
by the grand show of them which I was fortunate
enough to see the other day. A line of Calanthe
Veitchi stood along the back on either side, their
flowering shoots being tied to the Melon trellis on
the roof ; the rest of the shelves were furnished
with superbly-grown plants of Calanthe vestita,

Bouvardias in variety, among which the new
double one was conspicuous, then a dozen or two
well-coloured Poinsettias irregularly placed among
them, the whole producing a sight seldom seen
in the dark months.—G. L. M.

Large-crested Poinsettias.— Seeing in

The Garden {p. 625, Vol. XX. •) that Mr. Godfray,
of Beau Sejour (Jersey), had measured two of
his finest Poinsettias, and that he had found one
to be a little more than 19 in. across the bracts in

the widest part, and the other 16 in., I measured a
dozen of mine. The single ones were each fully

2 ft. across the bracts, and some of the heads con-
sisted of from thirty-five to forty bracts. The
double ones measured 22 in. across the bracts, and
the bracts forming the outer circle measured on
the average 9i in. by 2f in., giving the head quite
a circular appearance, and the plants were well
furnished with foliage down to the pot. I had also

plants struck the last week in September in 2|-in.

pots, which produced heads from 9 in. to 1 ft.

across.

—

Jesse Dawe, Aliinffton, Torquay.

Marigolds in winter.—Hake a sowing of Meteor in

July or August, and it will bloom all winter in a cold

house.—W. B. H.

Gloxinia seed.-Would any one tell me wliether it

would be detrimental to tlie vitality of Gloxinia seed saved
1881 to keep it until 1883.? Also the best time lor sowing it ?

—A. F. S.

Japanese Chrysanthemums.—Are the seven kinds
of these originally tatroduced in 1852 by Fortune still in

cultivation ? If so, where can they be obtained 1 Even
theii" names will be welcome. Also the names and ad-

dresses of any hona-fide raiser of seedling Chrysanthemmns,
either on the Continent or in the Channel Islands. 'Where
may good seed of the Japanese varieties best be obtained ?

—Eboe.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

SOILS FOE ALPINE PLANTS.

The discussion on the subject of soils for alpine
and herbaceous plants is both interesting and
useful, because it helps on those, who, like my-
self, are interested in their culture, and who
are struggling with adverse soil. There can be no
doubt that all living things depend for their suc-
cess—indeed their very existence—more or less on
the quality of the food on which they live. 'Wheat,
Mangolds, and Oak trees all depend on the soil for
their success. Some Oaks are old and stag-headed
at 100 years, while others are vigorous at 300
years. I was once extremely anxious with re-
gard to the cultivation of a collection of alpines
on a dry hungry soil otherwise good mechanically,
but they did not get on to our satisfaction until
we hit on the plan of top-dressing the whole
surface and forcing in a good thickness of good
peat ; it seemed to have the effect of cooUng the
soil, retaining the moisture, and the plants rooted
into the top-dressing greedily. Tliis ought to have
suggested itself before, if we had only considered
that all alpines more or less supply themselves
with a substitute for peat soil in the shape of
the decay of their own foliage. Saxifrages do so
to an enormous extent ; so do Sedums and Semper-
vivums ; and even the common Arabis and Aubrie-
tias. Thymes and Veronicas grow over stones in
great flakes when let alone, and form for themselves
a soil in which to flourish and bloom much more
exquisitely than on the flat surface. I have there-
fore the conviction that the quality of the sub-
soil on the whole is a matter of indiiference
to such plants pro\ided it is not sour from bad
drainage. I have at present to deal with a heavy
tenacious soil of a claj'ey texture Ijing on a
black limestone, the whole impregnated with lime
to such an extent that Ehododendrons will not
live in it long. All strong-growing herbaceous plants
such as PiEOnies, Delphiniums, the RanunculaceiB,
&c., grow well in it, and even dwarf alpines do
well enough, but where there is no room on the
rockery for small subjects we find little peaks
raised on the flat border do admirably for them,
just a few stones enclosing a mixture of some
leafy peaty compost, also hollow blocks of wood

—

any hollow, rotten tree cut into lengths of 1 ft.

or so and just placed on the surface of the soil and
the cavity filled with the compost, the bark of
course retained. These make exce lent and appro-
priate sites for pot plants. Blocks of this kind last

for many years, eight to ten at least, according to
the timber. Oak lasting the longest. For most
things we do not fear the stifE quality of the soil

so much as the retention of damp ; the blocks and
little bits of rock are serviceable in elevating the
plants above the general surface. The same result
can, however, be secured by throwing the surface
of the soil into undulations. On the whole I would
be inclined to the opinion that any quality of soil

can be so modified as to suit any of the soft-

wooded alpines and herbaceous plants ; a dry,
hungry gravel in our experience is the very worst,
and a very tenacious yellow clay the next worst
as to requiring much management. Tolka.

GOLD-LACED POLYANTHUSES.
Most reluctantly I ask for a few last words on
this subject. Mr. Brockbank assumes that a private

letter which he sent to me showed me the iona
fides of the two florists with whom he cousulted,
and who justified him in what he had written.
The letter did no such thing ; in it he mentions
no names, nor is any further information given
in addition to what he has published as to these
two mysterious florists— except that they had
" frequent opportunities of seeing Sunrise in my
garden." Sunrise bloomed for the first time on the
seedling bed in 1880, and has only been grown
for exhibition the last season (1881) ; and I am in

a position to tell Mr. Brockbank with perfect
certainty that no florist who has judged at any
Polyanthus show within his knowledge has ever
seen it in my garden. Further, that no florist has
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ever seen it more than once in my garden. It is

thus clear that whoever his confreres may have

been, they could not possibly have the knowledge
requisite to form a judgment on Sunrise in its

" young state " or " when the flowers are old."

Even if anyone saw it when the flowers were old

and dead, he could not say truthfully that it was
coarse and rough, because it never was so in one

single pip. Mr. Brockbank chides me for defend-

ing my own flower ; this I did, because no other

florist had seen Sunrise in all its phases of bloom,

and therefore no one else could speak with authority

as to its character—not Mr. Horner even, who has

seen a great deal more of it than Mr. Brockbank
and his confreres. I was sorry that Mr. Brockbank
compelled me to saj' anything, but I could not

let his description of Sunrise-pass 'uncontradicted.

In may first letter (Nov. 5)1 say—"But for Mr.
Brockbank's remarks I sliould^never have^troubled

your readers with anything about my seedling

Polyanthuses, but have left them to success or

failure, according to their merits or demerits."

If Mr. Brockbank chooses to believe others in pre-

ference to me, I have no more to say.

Saml. Barlow.

SHOET NOTES-FLOWER GAKDEN.

Creepers.—On one side of my tennis ground
is a kitchen garden, which I intend fencing ofE

with galvanised wire netting 3 ft. high for a dis-

tance of 40 yards, and I wish to cover this with
creepers. Will some of your readers tell me the

best to use, giving the preference to those that

can be planted earliest and that will the soonest

cover the fencing and bloom freely during the
tennis season ? I shall also be glad of any hints

as to planting.

—

Amateur.

Collecting alpine plants.—I must thank
Mr. E. G. Loder for his correction (p, 5). He is

quite right ; the Domo d'Ossola plant is Opuntia
vulgaris, not 0. Rafinesquei. There were several

names mis-spelt in my note which I take this op-

portunity of correcting. Thus, " Albula " was
spelt " Alborla "

;
" Splugen " appeared as

" Sphyrn "
; and " Zermatt " was repeatedly printed

" Termatt." Of course in the latter case tlie place

meant was obvious ; the others were not so mani-
fest.

—

Greenwood Pim.

Iris Histrio.—In answer to Max Leichtlin's

enquiry I can say that Iris Histrio was in full

blossom in my garden on Sunday, Dec. IS. I do
not know how much sooner it blossomed, as I was
away from home. I. reticulata was very nearly
out. I have never known it to be so early before.

Galanthus Elwesi was not so far advanced.—H.
EwBANK, Ryde.

" Iris Histrio, leaf-growth only 3 in. ; I.

Kolpakowskiana, ditto, 9 in. (strong) ; no signs of
flowers." I made this note in my garden this
morning in answer to Max Leichtlin's query
(p. 624). It is strange that exactly the reverse
should be at Eastcott. Galanthus Elwesi and G.
Imperati are well in bloom close to Iris Histrio,
which is only 3 in. high. Crocus minimus, from
Corsica, is in bloom on the rockerj'.—A. K.

Cacti indoors and in the open air.—
Mr. Wood requests me (p. 626) to give a list of
the names of Cacti and other succulents which I

have tested for hardiness in cold frames and
otherwise. I shall be glad to give him all the in

formation I can, but being away from home 1

write only from memory. Opuntia Rafinesquei
(p. 601) I have grown since June, 1878, in an ordi
nary border at the foot of a south wall 15 ft. or
20 ft. high. The following have passed through
severe winters planted in an ordinary border at
the foot of a south wall which has a natural
coping of Ivy, viz. : Echinocaotus Simpsoni, Echi-
nocereus phocniceus, Echinooereus viridiflorus,
Mammillaria vivipara var. texensis, 'Opuntia ar-
borescens, 0. missouriensis, O. m. var. humilis,
O. m. var. trichophora, 0. erinacea, 0. vulgaris,
Agave utahensis, A. vir,ginioa. This last has
flowered after being out all one winter. Thinking

that it is important to clironicle failures, I will men-
tion that alongside of these Agave Deserti, A.

Shawi, A. maculata, Dasylirion Bigelowi, Mesem-
bryanthemum uncinatum, and Puya coarctata were
killed last winter when an exposed thermometer
recorded 41° of frost and 35° under shelter. In

addition to those already mentioned there are in

cold frames Echinooereus chloranthus, E. Fend-
leri, E. gonacanthus, B. paucispinus, E.phoeniceus
var. conoideus, Opuntia camanchica, 0. hystricina,

0. Whipplei. As has alreadybeenmentioned (p. 601 ),

I planted out last June 50 species of Cacti and
other succulents in my rook garden. When the

winter is fairly over I will not fail to report how
they have fared. I may say, however, that during
the last few days the exposed thermometer has
been down to 11° (showing 21° of frost), but only

one plant (Cacalia articulata) has as yet been in-

jured.—E. G. Loder.

Hardy Primroses.—I have just been won-
dering if "A. D.'s" coloured Primroses (p. 4) are in

the market. Good kinds are rare subjects for

planting on the grass with the wild Primrose, and
are] particularly effective and long-lasting iu our

cool soil and climate. From what " A. D." wrote
last year in The Garden, I ordered a packet of

seed from him (newly saved), sowed it at once,

and I believe every seed has grown. Many are

pricked off in boxes and are a good size now, some
of them having leaves 3 in. long, but they do not

feel firm enough in the crowns for flowering this

year—at least profusely. I purpose nursing them
and planting them on the grass towards autumn. I

bought another packet of seed, not described as

new seed, from'another shop, and said to be good

;

but out of it I have only about half a dozen
plants.—J. S. W.

Birds and Primroses.—The way in which
we prevent birds from eating off the tops of Peas
is perhaps as good and eifeotive a plan as your
correspondent can adopt (p. 5) to save her Prim-

roses.We are troubled Iiere with multitudes ofspar-

rows and chaflSnches, and when we sow a border of

Peas, as soon as we perceive them coming through
the groundtwo orthree lines of worsted are stretched
over each row about 4 in. from the ground. This

proves eifectual. The other day in passing along the

front of a border of Peas treated in this waj"" I ob-

served that for a few feet at the end of one of

the rows the worsted had been broken away by
some means, and the sparrows had taken ad-

vantage of it, for they were vigorously destroying

that part of the row ; we are obliged to protect

our seed beds when made on borders in front of

walls in the same way, or every seed would be
taken as soon as it pushed through the soil. I

find, too, that sparrows, where allowed to multi-

ply too much, are as destructive to the buds of

Currants and Gooseberries as bullfinches, and to

prevent our Cherries and Plums from being en-

tirely disbudded we are obliged to use a consider-

able amount of powder and shot every year. I

regret that I am obliged to resort to this mode of

destruction, but there is no help for it, for if

allowed to live and multiply and work their will,

we should neverhave a Plum, Cherry, Gooseberry,

or Currant in the garden.—KoBT. Lloyd, Brook-
ivoocl.

Single Pelargoniums. — " A Manchester
Gardener " will find the following the best as far as

my experience goes, viz., Lizzie Brooks, Col. Seely,

Mrs. Davidson, Guinea, Eureka, Lady Bailey,

Polyphemus, Commander-in-Chief, Henry Jacoby,
Mary Mabel, Lady Sheffield, and New Life.

—

Howard A. Watson.

Iris Bobinsonlana.—Can any one give me any hints

on tlie cultivation of this Iris, such as kind of soil, and if it

prefers sun or shade ? Being described as a " warm green-

house plant," I suppose a temperature of ahout 60° will

suit it.—Tempest.

Auriculas.—I should be glad if any of your corae-

spondents will advise me what to do mth about 200 Auri-

culas wliich I have raised from seed sown last spring, and
which are now in boxes in a cold frame. They are fine

plants, and are throwing up a few spikes of such fine

flowers that I do not want to throw any away. Will they

do well under any condition planted out 7—AN Enquirer,

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

G. J., SURREY.

In this Roseless season it is pleasant to be able to

pick bunches of white Roses, or what looks like

them ; but so anyone may do who has half-a-dozen
strong plants of the Rose-flowered Bramble in pots
in the greenhouse. The delicate pure white flowers,

2i in. across, are well set off by healthy and
abundant foliage, and it is well to cut every
flower for indoor decoration, for whereas they
naturally come singly at the points of the shoots,

if cut with foliage 6 in. or 8 in. long they break
again into several flowering shoots at the last

joint, and give more of the lovely white Eos es

later. Flowers may be cut from the same plants
from Christmas till March. A bunch of these alone
in flower and bud is a fine table bouquet. Some
large trusses of Culford Rose Geranium do well
with tips of Cineraria maritima—a pleasant mix-
ture of soft gray and rose colour. Sparmannia
afrioana and Cytisus cut long enough to stand up
well are arranged with twigs of Jajaan Privet, and
another table bouquet is of French Daisies, Eupa-
torium, and. spikes of scarlet Sahia, with foliage

of sweet Geranium. A bright one from out-of-

doors is of Golden Holly without berries (some
of the twigs nearly all gold) with long and
short pieces of yellow Jasmine. Blechnum
coroovadense is a handsome pot plant for

room decoration, but impatient of many days
in a dry atmospliere ; and plants of Goldfussia
anisophylla, crowded with pretty bright lilac

flowers, are very ornamental. Sprays of Ficus
repens make a charming ornament for a ball

gown ; an example just seen is worth mentioning..
The dress is of some soft material of a delicate

creamy white ; a small bouquet of yellow-white
Chrysanthemums, with leaves of sweet Geranium
and Fern, is worn in the front of the bodice, and
from it springs a spray of tire Ficus, winch is

lightly carried among folds of lace towards one
shoulder ; another spray is arranged very simply
in the hair of the young and very fair-haired

wearer. All the ornaments are of turquoise ; small
turquoise brooches of serpent shape fasten the

spray on the bodice. Another plant that admirably
answers the same purpose is the Creeping Myrtle
(Myrsiphyllum asparagoides).

ORNAMENTAL GRASSES IN FLORAL
DECORATIONS.

J. HUDSON, GUNNERSBURY HOUSE.

Ornamental Grasses impart to an arrangement
a lightness and distinctive character which Fern
fronds, handsome as they are, fail to give. More-
over, it is difficult to keep up the needful amount
of cut Ferns without disfiguring tire plants ; there-

fore, we should grow ornamental Grasses for the
purpose, thus sparing many Fern fronds. Most of

the useful sorts are easily grown from seeds. I sow
them in March in the open border on well prepared
soil—the earlier in the month the better if the
weather is favourable. I have found the following
six kinds to be amongst the most useful, viz.,

Agrostis nebulosa and pulchella. These come into

flower early, and are about tlie very lightest that

can be grown ; they are also often sown in pots,

and in this manner are useful for furnishing pur-

poses. Briza maxima and gracilis are two of the

best of the Quaking Grasses. I find the former to

be especially valuable, and to arrange well with
Water Lilies and similar subjects. This sort is also

one of the best for cutting and drying for later

use. If cut while the deep green tint is in it, it

retains its colour better than if left till it has
assumed a brownish tinge. Lagnrus ovatus (the

Turk's-head Grass) is one of the most distinct

kinds, as well as one of the best for keeping pur-

poses if treated as just advised in the case of

the Briza. For bold arrangements in association

with large flowers this is an excellent kind.

Another valuable Grass is Eragrostis elegans ; this

is a later kind than those previously named, and
comes in useful for cut purposes up to the time
when the early frosts spoil its colour. It is a some-
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what stronger sort than the others ; when well

grown it attains a height of from 2 ft. to 2^ ft.

high. It should therefore be allowed more room
than the others in which to develop itself. The
ioUowing sorts are all usefaLand distinct, viz.,

Authoxanthum gracile, Brizopyrum siculum,

Bromus briza^formis and giganteus, Hordeum
jubatum, and Paspalum elegans. Two new kinds

have recently been brought forward, viz., Briza

spicata and fSromus patulus nanus, both of which
will doubtless prove useful. These Grasses, taken
collectively, are about the best that can be annually
raised from seed. Stipa pennata and elegantissima

may be increased by division, perhaps with more
certain results than from seeds. These ornamen-
tal Grasses are all valuable in their seasons and
for preserring for use afterwards—not, however,

after they have been disfigured by drying. When
those raised from seed are well above the soil, it

will be well to thin out any kind that has come
up too thickly. This will throw more stamina
into those that are left, rendering them more dur-

able. The following annuals are all useful as-

sociated with Grasses, viz.. Campanula Loreyi and
its white varietj', Catananche coerulea. Sweet Sul-

tan (yellow), Ehodanthes, Linum grandifiorum
coccineum, the Corn Flowers in various colours,

dwarf Poppies, single Dahlias, which have a future
before them, and last, but not least, Gypsophila
elegans and its variety rosea, Many more annuals
might be named, but these are among the best for

decorative arrangements and for using in con-
junction with Grasses. One of the hardy peren-
nials that may be raised from seed is Chelone bar-

bata coccinea ; this when in flower yields good
spikes for trumpet vases.

FLOWER GAEDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKFIELD.

Acacia lophantha.—For the imparting of

a semi-tropical aspect to flower gardens, no plant
is better suited, more elegant, or of such easy cul-

ture as this. For flower garden purposes we treat

it as an annual. The seeds, which are very cheap,
are sown about the middle of February in light

sandy loam ; they germinate freely without bot-

tom heat in a temperature of 65°, and as soon as

large enough to handle, they are potted singly

into 3-in. pots and grown in an intermediate
house. By the middle of April thej' require to be
shifted into 5-in. pots, which shift serves them
till planting-out time, at the end of May. As to

how or with what other plants to arrange it, it is

very diSicult to say, simply because it will do with
almost anything. I think, however, that tlie most
telling use to which we ever put it is as a centre
to large vases, surrounded by Pelargoniums,
with the Ivy-leaved variety hanging down over
the vases. In this position the Acacia attains a
height of 3 ft. by the middle of July, and if not
required taller than this the leader should be
pinched out, and the plant be kept in good shape
by occasionally also pinching out the side shoots.

We have also used it with striking effect as a cen-
tral plant in large beds of dwarf growing plants,
and also in the same positions for toning down
the inevitable high colour of some of the kinds of
bedding plants that one is obliged to use. It is

also one of the very best sub-tropical plants al-

ternated with Abutilons.

Conifers and other trees.—The exceP-
tionably mild, open weather is proving a boon to

all who have much planting or top-dressing
labour on hand. Owing to thelast two winters being
BO severe, and the work consequently being de-
layed, we have long arrears of the latter kind of
work to make up, and others, no doubt, are in the
same position. As a matter of course, some must
stand over for another season ; it therefore follows
that the trees most requiring renovation should have
attention first. For all Conifers and American
plants-the top-dressing is vegetable soil, that is,

peat or well-rotted leaf-soil. If well decayed stable
manure can be afforded to be mixed with it, the
trees will better appreciate it. Before applying the
dressing, remove all the loose top soil, Moss,
Couch Grass, or other troublesome weeds, and

|

then give at least double the quantity of the new
dressing in lieu of the old soil cleared off, well

firming it over the roots, and if the trees are o n
turf the sods may be at once rolled back, but should
not be beaten down till a good soaking of rain has
taken place to wash the soil in about the roots.

Ornamental trees of every sort that seem waning
may often be resuscitated by treatment of this

kind. Thorns, Beeches, Limes, Oaks, and the like

are not particular as to character of soil, pro-

vided it is good. For these kinds of trees we usually

use the refuse from Vine and other fruit tree borders,

and apply the manure in the form of a mulching
over the entire space of the new dressing. When
the weather is such that top-dressing cannot be pro-
ceeded with, the trenching of ground, draining, &c.,

by way of preparation for new plantations, should
be done, it being desirable that all planting be com-
pletedand the roots establishedin theirnew quarters

ere there be danger of a check from drying March
winds or early summer drought.

Bedding plants.—It is now time that any
plants that are required in quantity and of which
the stock is limited by reason of restricted space
for wintering should be started into active growth
for the production of cuttings. Coleus, Iresines,

Alternantheras, and variegated Pelargoniums are

among those that we have now so to start, and of

thekindstoberaisedfromseedthefollowingarenow
being sown, viz., Cannas, Centaureas, Ferdinandas,
Grevilleas, Solanums, Ferulas, and Chamiepeuces

;

all are sown in pans and covered with glass till

germination has taken place ; bottom heat re-

quired 65°, top heat 70°. It is too early as yet to

sow such quick gromng kinds as Castor-oils,

Hemp, and Maize, because if sown now the pots
get so full of roots that the I'plants get stunted
before planting-out time. Cannas that were lifted

and wintered in sheds may now be divided into

single crowns, and be potted in small pots and
started into growth, but the slower the growth is

excited the more robustly will tlie crowns come
up. Dahlias, too, sorts that are required in quan-
tity, should be at once placed in heat ; they pro-

duce cuttings most freely when planted on a bed
of leaves in the propagating pit. Cocoa fibre

refuse or leaf soil is just as good to plant them
in as the best soil that can be got. The single

varieties are now so much to the front that every-

one "will be expected to have them, and now is

the time to set about their production. Violas,

Calceolarias, Gnaphaliums, Echeverias, and Sem-
pervivums in cold pits have suffered this season
from damp more than they usually do from frost,

and to prevent further mischief in this direction

they should be frequently picked over, and every
particle of decayed foliage removed, the surface-

soil stirred to hinder moss formation and prevent
a soured state, and air should be freely given
whenever the weather is fine and unaccompanied
by a frosty air.

THE EOCK GARDEN.
T. D. HATFIELD.

We are now carefully looking over our collection

of rock plants and closely observing their con-
dition. Supposed " lime haters " have been re-

moved to a soil as devoid of lime as we can get
it, blocks of granite being used for rocks, and the
riddlings of chips forjmixing purposes. Our work
consists simply in weeding, and afterwards giving
a general top-dressing, but where the plants look
unhealthy care is taken to completely remove
them, and to mix some of our compost—sand and
peat—with the old soil, an operation for which
we hope to be fully repaid in spring. Although
we do not recommend removal or division at this

season of the year, yet we take this opportunity
of dividing what we think will bear division,

such, for instance, as the Acfenas, some of which
have more than covered the space that can be
reasonably allotted to them. If we can find room
for these in any out-of-the-way place where
better plants are not easily seen, we plant them
there. It may be, too, that we have some acquisi-

tions which we think worth increasing, or seed-

lings which have good roots. Some, too, need to

be removed in a young state or never, as, for ex-
ample, the jEthionemas. For climbing up the
north side of large stones we find Arenaria bale-

arica very useful ; it bears removal now, and
establishes itself better than it will do
when dry March winds set in. In over-

hauling it does not do to be careless about
seedlings of such useful plants as Aubrietia
grffica ; when transplanted in a young state they
grow rapidly, and fom- or five of last year's seed-

lings will probably cover a square foot or more,
and flower well before the year is out. We thought
a very pretty yellow-flowered Draba (D. triden-

tata) was lost, but late last autumn we were glad
to find a few seedlings of it. These we carefully

transplanted, and now we find more. Another
point to be taken into consideration is the liability

of some plants to smother their neighbours, and
during the late mild winter many have grown
with extraordinary rapidity. A great plant of

the rapid-growing Iberis gibraltarica hybrida
would speedily hide that miniature Daisy (Bellium
minutum). As Mr. Ewbank has directed atten-

tion to the Edraianthi, notably E. dalmatious, as

plants not requiring lime, may I be allowed to

say that for them lime is an essential, not neces-

sarily for their existence, but for cultural success.

We know what a lingering life two or three species

led for two years in loam ; though they did not

die, they never looked as they do now—healthy.

E. dalmaticus is one of the hardier kinds, and
perhaps will put up with Mr. Ewbank's " hap-

hazard treatment " in the climate of the Isle of

Wight, but how would he get on with E. caudatus,

E. pumilis, or E. caricinus ? Some of tliese I know
he once possessed, and yet he says nothing about
them. Further, is not Mr. Ewbank's soil a sandy
calcareous loam ? My impression of his garden
is that it looked like a heap, or a series of

heaps, of flints from chalk. His soil is stony
through the abundance of small flints. This, to

me, distinctly proves the presence of a soil pro-

duced by the disintegration of chalk rocks or

cliffs, though I admit his garden is not situated

directly upon chalk. Among our own plants we
had on New Year's Day in flower Helleborusniger
altifolius, H. niger, H. dumetorium, H. guttatirs,

H. chinensis, and H. caucasicus. Crocus impera-

torius, Botryanthus pallens, and peeping flowers

of Galanthus Elwesi and G. imperatorius. Other
flowers, though rather early, are Draba cuspidata,

Alyssum podolicum, and Potentilla speciosa.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINES, SOUTHGATB.

Conser'vatory.—After the clearing out of

Chrysanthemumsfrom conservatories there is often

some falling off in the display. This should be
remedied by having ready to take their places

such plants as come into bloom, either naturally

at that time, or with a little forcing. For this pur-

pose there are few things better than the different

varieties of winter-flowering Salvias, such as those

named a few weeks back. These, combined with

Camellias, forced Lilacs, Hyacinths, Tulips, Nar-

cissi, Cyclamens, Primulas, double and single,

early sown Cinerarias, pot Mignonette, Epacrises,

Correas, Genistas, and Azaleas, will, if grown in

sufficient quantities, keep up a display little in-

ferior to that which may be looked for later on.

It is well, in particular, to m-ge the claims of Aza-

leas for conservatory decoration in the two dull

months, December and January, during which
time there is no more difliculty in having them in

good blooming condition than there is later on,

pro%'ided the plants have been properly prepared

by having their growth made early and their buds

set, but this cannot be done by tunring the plants

out-of-doors to set their buds when the growth
was partially made the summer previous. To have

them in good blooming order in vsinter they must
be kept tolerably warm under glass through the

summer, so that their buds are plump and big,

looking as if they were ready to burst by the

middle of September. Managed thus there will be
no difficulty experienced in getting the flowers to

open freely in a moderate heat in November. In
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this way there is no forcing in reality required,

such as would cause the blooms to come soft in

texture, making them of little use for cutting.

Medium-sized plants are best for the purpose, and
they should never be stopped, but allowed to grow,

as they will do if kept clear from insects and
vigorous, a little loose, which admits of half

the flowers they produce being cut with a
fair length of wood attached to them, a way
in which they are of much more use than when
the growth is stumpy and short. It often happens
that the climbing subjects employed to cover an
end wall of a conservatory, or to furnish the roof,

are the least satisfactory of its occupants. This is

especially the case when the plants chosen are
naturally of too strong and vigorous a habit. In
this case they either smother everything else in

the house or have to be so severely cut in as to

interfere with their flowering, and, what is even
more detrimental to their well-being, they gene-
rally exhaust the limited quantity of soil that can
be afforded them to grow in to an extent that does
not admit of its fertility being kept up by addi-
tions or manuring. Where such a state of matters
exists it is much the best to remove the old plants
and replace them with others of a less rampant
habit ; this will give an opportunity for completely
removing the soil. This is essential, as with per-
manent plants of this kind comparatively little

can be done in the way of removal without
destroying the roots to an extent that would
be injurious. With the same object in view
those plants that will thrive in loam should have
soil of that description given them in preference
to peat. Whatever is to be done in the way of
cleaning conservatory climbers from the worst
kinds of insects that affect them, such as mealy
bug and scale, should now be carried out whilst
the plants are comparatively at rest, as during
this time the work can be done much more eflEec-

tually as well as with less injury. As I have often
urged, a sustained effort should be made to com-
pletely eradicate these pests, for where nothing is

done beyond periodically freeing the plants from
a portion of them, the work has to be repeated
indefinitely, the result being a continuous expendi-
ture of labour, with more or less injury to the
plants.

Bro'wallia elata.—This free flowering little

plant is verj' useful for decorative purposes, com-
ing into bloom in a comparatively short time from
seed. If some are raised in this way two or three
times in the course of the year, a continuous suc-
cession will be kept up ; if a little seed is now
put in and stood in moderate warmth, it will at
once vegetate. As soon as the seedlings are up
they should be placed on a shelf near the glass
and allowed to remain until large enough to
handle, when they must be pricked off into small
pots.

G-loxinias.—Of late years there has been
such improvement in these plants that they may
now be had from seed little inferior to the named
varieties, and if sown at once in stove heat and
well attended to, they will make nice flowering
stock during the summer. The seed should be
sown in a pan filled with fine sifted soil, covering
it thinly with a little of the finest. Directly the
young plants are up they must be set close to
the glass, to keep them stout and compact in
growth

; if at all drawn up the usefulness of
Gloxinias is much reduced.

Camellias.—Where these have not yet had
their annual cleaning by sponging the leaves and
removing any scale insects that may exist on the
shoots, it should at once be attended to. In the
neighbourhood of towns, where the atmosphere is

charged with soot, they are greatly benefited by
having their leaves sponged two or three times a
year. If tlie plants are turned out in beds—and still

more so when grown in pots or tubs in conserva-
tories, where some warmth is kept up during the
winter—especial care must be taken that the
atmosphere, as well as the soil, is not allowed to
get dry, or the buds are sure to drop ; this is par-
ticularly the case with the white varieties, which
are more easily affected in this way than the

others. Where any large plants of inferior kinds
exist that it is intended to graft with better sorts,

they may now be headed down and grafted. Many
of the numerous ways in which grafting is per-

formed will answer, but if the plants are large

and the stems a considerable length before branch-
ing out, they may be out down 8 in. or 10 in.

above the collar and cleft-grafted, putting in four
or six, binding the stock round so as to keep the
scions in their places, surrounding the whole with
ordinarj' grafting clay, after which they may be
placed in a house or pit where a little extra warmth
is kept up. I have found Camellias to succeed best
when grafted thus early, before the sap is about
to rise, as if the work is deferred too long the
flow of sap is such as to often prevent the grafts
taking.

Fuchsias.—Young plants struck from cut-
tings at the latter end of summer, and that have
been kept on growing slowly in an intermediate
temperature, will now require larger pots, for if

ever they are allowed to become at all cramped for

want of pot room, they will not move freely after-

wards ; such as have occupied 5-in. or 6-in. pots
may be moved into others 2 in. or 3 in. larger,

using good turfy loam with a little leaf-mould,
some thoroughly rotten manure, and sand in pro-
portion to the greater or less quantity which the
loam naturally contains ; but Fuchsias do not re-

quire the soil to be quite so open as some other
quick-growing plants do. Pot moderately firm, but
not so much so as in the case of some things of a
more permanent character

;
pinch out the points

of the shoots to induce a close, well-furnished
condition. Some varieties require less attention
in this respect than others, being naturally dis-

posed to branch out without stopping. A well-
grown Fuchsia should, when in bloom, present a
dense mass of pendent shoots drooping from a
single stem, each clothed with healthy foliage
and flowers. This state can be secured in these
autumn-struck plants in a way that it is

difficult to accomplish with old specimens, or
with later spring-struck stock, although the latter

make nice small examples, but for large conserva-
tories where size is an object with a considerable
portion of the occupants, autumn-struck plants
are the best.

FRUIT.
W. COLEMAN, BASTNOK CASTLE.

Vines.—So far a mild winter has favoured
early forcing, and now days are increasing in

length, time apparently lost through the dark
month of December may be redeemed by taking
advantage of bright days for running up the tem-
perature of the house after it is closed, and by
making frequent additions of warm leaves to the
internal ridges and linings which have been at

work ever since the house was closed. A con-
tinuance of mild weather will lend an induce-
ment to the maintenance of a high night tempera-
ture, but a period of rest being absolutely neces-
sary to successful culture a mean of 60° must not
be exceeded during the hours of darkness. Run up
to 70° on bright mornings with a chink of air at
the apex, and close early to insiu'e a rise to 7.5°

for a short time with plenty of atmospheric
moisture. Continue direct syringing until the
bunches are well formed and increase the fire

heat if they show signs of running to tendril and
drawing up towards the glass. Many growers
leave off syringing as soon as the Vines break, but
whenever early forcing is carried on against
Nature, a good syringe [in skilful hands plays a
very important part in keeping the Vines clean,

healthy, and vigorous through the early stages of

growth. If pruning and cleansing in late houses be
still in arrear, lose no time in bringing this work
to a close. Avoid the barbarous practice of de-
priving the rods of their natural protection by
scraping off the bark, but wash them well with
strong soap water, and keep the ventilators open
until the time arrives for starting the Vines. Pre-

pare Muscat houses for shutting up at the end of

the month by giving repeated waterings to inside

borders, and have a good body of well-worked fer-

menting material ready for use as an economiser
of fire heat as well as to produce a mild soft

atmosphere, so essential to the proper filling

and bursting of the buds. By taking time by
the forelock, and bringing Muscats on steadily,

they will break evenly, and set their fruit better
than if placed under high pressure before they
come into flower ; moreover, having the whole of
the summer before them, the fruit will become
thoroughly ripe by the end of August, the Vines
will have a long season of rest, and the Grapes,
being finished under bright sun-heat, will be in
the best possible condition for keeping after re-

moval to the Grape room. A mid-season house con-
taining mixed kinds may now be started in the
usual way, and pot Vines which have been rested
and cut down for growing into fruiting canes may
be brought forward by being placed on the fer-

menting material. Give water sparingly, shake out,

and pot when they have made growths 2 in. in
length, and plunge in a bottom-heat of 70°. Put
in the remainder of the " eyes," using small pots
firmly filled with sandy loam, and have a good
bottom-heat in a close pit ready for their recep-

tion by the first week in February. If grafting is

contemplated, perhaps the best time is the rising

of the sap in the Vines selected for working.

Pot Vines.—Fruiting Vines may be kept at a
temperature of 60° to 65° by night, and 10° higher
through the day

;
give air at 70°, and run up a few

degrees after closing. Having selected the bunches
for the crop, stop the shoots at the third joint, and
allow the first set of laterals to extend until every
part of the trellis is covered, but not crowded with
foliage. Feed well with tepid liquid, and keep the
roots well covered with fresh surface-dressing as
often as the soil is washed away from them. Guard
against sudden checks by the admission of cold
draughts of air, or by allowing the bottom-heat to

fall below 70° before it is renovated with fresh
leaves in a fermenting state. If the pots are stand-

ing on pedestals, the whole mass maj' be turned
to the bottom of the pit without disturbing the
roots, which must be kept progressing, otherwise
the Grapes will not set well.

Peaches. — Where numbers of houses are

forced a busy time is close upon us, and in order
to keep pace with daily details in this and other
departments no time must be lost in getting late

trees tied in and ready for starting or retarding
as the case may be. In the management of late

Peaches, which it is usual to retard in the spring,

all pruning should be performed as soon as the
fruit is gathered, when the application of fire-

heat for a few weeks will bring up the blossom
buds and ripen the wood to the tips. This im-
portant point having been secured, vigorous young
trees may be tied in full length ; but should there

exist a doubt as to their ripeness the strongest

shoots may be cut back to a triple bud which
always contains a shoot-producing bud in the cen-

tre. If the trees have not been attacked by insects

dispense with paints and strong dressings, which
frequently do more harm than good, and wash
well with warm soapy water, or a weak solution of

Gishurst Compound, i oz. to the gallon of water.

Large trees which produce an abundanceof blossom
may be top-dressed with good rotten manure as

soon as they are tied in. Young ones will set their

fruit best|]withoat the manure ; but in each case the

roots must be well supplied with water from the
tanks, as the buds are now swelling and a short

supply of water will prove fatal to the crop. Give
an abundance of air by night and day, and to

counteract the influence of this mild weather, run
ofE all portable lights when the external air stands
above 40°. In cold gardens where the open air

Peach crop is uncertain, large span-roofed houses

of the most simple and inexpensive character, if

judiciously planted with the best late kinds, will

soon clear their cost, as the demand for late

house fruitis considerably on the increase, and ,like

late Grapes, pays better than early forcing. For this

house such varieties as Barrington, Walburton Late
Admirable, Gregory's Late, Prince of Wales, Sea
Eagle, a fine free bearing kind which keeps a long
time after it is gathered, the Nectarine Peach and
a few of the high-coloured mid-season sorts, includ
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ing Bellegarde, Royal George, and Dymond. Necta-

rines, being less valuable, a good yellow, like

I'itmaston or Pine-apple, Stanwick Elruge and
Albert Victor, might suffice. If the houses are

built lofty and planted with trained standards.

Bays, Aloes, and a host of half-hardy subjects

may be kept in them through the winter months.

Early houses.—By this time many early

houses will be in flower, and former directions

having been followed the blossoms will be strong,

free from aphis, and capable of bearing a free

circulation of air—a very important item in the

fertilisation of all kinds of stone fruit. On fine

days the temperature may rise to 70° with free

ventilation, and it may descend to 50° on mild
nights, or 10° lower when very severe. Fertilise the
blossoms with a oamel's-hair pencil ; when the pol-

len becomes buoyant, discontinue direct syringing,

but keep the atmosphere soft by damping all

available spaces as usual on fine days.

Cucumbers.—A few seeds of Telegraph may
now be sown in small pots filled with light, rich

soil, and placed near the glass' in a light, well-
heated pit. Cuttings of a good strain may also be
struck in a sharp bottom-heat, provided they can
be taken from healthy plants which are free from
insects. To ensure success, select iirm, short-
jointed shoots, insert them singly in small pots
filled with fibry turf, previously warmed to a tem-
perature of 80°, plunge under bell-glasses, and
treat as seedlings after they are well rooted.

Where Cucumber houses are divided into sections,

now is a good time to take one in hand and divest
the plants of all the fruit and a portion of the old
foliage which may have become infested with
spider or mildew—two of the worst enemies we
have to contend with in winter culture. Cleanse
the house and glass, syringe with a mild insecti
side and top-dress the beds or pots vrith fresh
virgin loam and horse manure. If worms have
found their way into the beds or pots, warm clari-

fied lime water will soon dislodge them. See that
houses in full bearing are not over-cropped, feed
well with warm liquid manure and guano water
alternately, fill the evaporating pans with the
same, and top-dress the roots with fresh maiden
loam little and often. With increasing length of
days syringing may be more frequent, provided it

can be done without raising a scalding steam
from the pipes when they are hot. Many houses
of winter Cucumbers are ruined by scalding
steam from highly heated pipes, and it generally
happens that the mischief is not discovered until
it is too late to seek a remedy. Amateurs and
others who grow their Cucumbers upon the old-
fashioned principle and depend upon their own
seed beds for plants, should now set about getting
the materials ready for making up a bed sufii-

ciently large to receive a one-light frame. Good
stable manure, well worked and fermented, and
sound Oak leaves, in equal proportions, will work
up well together.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
R. GILBERT, BUEGHLET.

Wb have been busily employed planting Major
Hallet's Pedigree Potatoes, two varieties desig-
nated round and kidney Potatoes. I like the
latter best, being clear, sound, and free from dis-
ease

; the round variety is too deep in the eyes to
quite come up to my standard. While speaking
of Potatoes I may add that a friend stored his Po-
tatoes when they were dug up in August, and
opening them lately found all one mass of young
shoots and the tubers soft. The variety was Myatt's.
This, of all systems, is the worst if good 'crops
of healthy tubers are wished for. Early Potatoes
should now be on the move, and the sprouts strong
and vigorous. Early Peas on south borders should
be earthed up and sticked. Nothing hurts young
Peas so much as dry, harsh winds. A Pea farmer
in Kent runs the plough up the middle of each
row and leaves the Peas in a valley ; thus ma-
naged, the winds blow over their heads—a capital
plan, and one which I have for some years known
the benefit of. A sowing of second earlies may

be made at once. If I were obliged to grow only
one variety of Pea I should not hesitate a moment
in fixing on Laxton's Standard. Old green Wind-
sor Beans are still the best. They have the colour,

the flavour, and the requisite hardiness. Another
sowing of them should be made at once. Young
delicate Broad Beans, the size of large Peas, are

what is wanted . Now is a good time to form and
plant new Horseradish beds. The land should be
thoroughly trenched ; after this operation wait
until the surface gets dry and workable. Plant
1 ft. apart in the row, 3 ft. row from row, with a
crowbar, selecting young growing pieces with a
top. Globe Artichokes may also be planted on
rich land, bearing in mind the larger the top or

crown the better it is liked. Rhubarb (Hawk's
Champagne) is now grand in quality grown and
forced in clean leaves, which are much better

than manure. By putting a forkful of long ma-
nure on the corners just now on outside beds.

Rhubarb will soon push, and the same may be
said of Seakale ; but even in this case there should
be ashes first, and then add a little long manure
over all. Sweet delicious Rhubarb, much supe-

rior to long lean stalks, will thus be ready in

March. We get our earliest spring Potatoes out
of boxes 2 ft. square. We fill them with leaf-

soil and loam, and plant nine good sets in each.
When 9 in. high we give each a good watering and
earth up, making each box, or rather the soil in

the box, into a sharp ridge ; they are most impa-
tient of too much water ; seldom any more is re-

quired after this earthing up. They are grown
in Peach houses under the trees and prove most
serviceable. Early Peas in boxes we grow in vi-

neries for the present. We have now ready for

use Rhubarb, Seakale, Asparagus, French Beans,
Tomatoes, Snow's White Broccoli, and Brussels
Sprouts.

SOCIETIES.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Januaey 10.

On this occasion the exhibits were fewer than
they have been for several meetings past, new
and rare plants forming the principal attraction.

FiKST-CLASs Certicatbs Were awarded to

LYGODirM FuLCHEKl, a most elegant climbing
Fern, recently introduced from Australia by the
person whose name it bears. It is the handsomest
of all the cultivated Lygodiums. The stems are
very slender, furnished thickly with shining bright
green fronds, which are pinnate and from 6 in. to
12 in. in length, the pinnse being IJ in. to 2 in.

long, and in a fruiting state, fringed at the
margins. The plant shown was some 5 ft. high,
and formed a handsome pyramidal specimen. It is

said to succeed well in a greenhouse temperature,
hence its greater value. From Mr. Kettle, Kings-
ford, Stanway, Colchester.

TBCOPHYLiBA CTANOCEOCUS. — A charming
little Chilian bulbous plant, growing only a few
inches in height, having narrow leaves and erect
bell-shaped flowers of an intensely deep blue with
a light centre. It is a most desirable spring flower,

and being nearly or quite hardy renders it all

the more valuable. This is, we believe, the first

time it has been exhibited, though plants of it

flowered some years ago at Kew. From Mr. G. P.
Wilson, Heatherbank, Weybridge.

LjELIA anceps Veitchi, another example of
the beautiful manner in which this lovely L. anceps
sports into varieties. The present one has large
flowers with pure white sepals and petals some-
what narrower than those of a good form of the
type ; the lip is very distinct in its colouring, the
lower half being pencilled and lined with golden
yellow at its extreme end, the upper part being
white, washed and grained with a rich bluish purple,
colours that charmingly contrast with the chaste
purity of the sepals and petals. The plant shown
bore two spikes with three flowers on each. Prom
Messrs. Veitch, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.

Amaeyllis Autumn Beauty, a hybrid variety

between A. reticulata and one of the large flowered

varieties of the Hippeastrum section. The flowers
are large, well formed, of a pale rosy pink, beau-
tifully chequered with a pink of a deeper shade.
The foliage has the characteristic white midribs
of A. reticulata, but less pronounced. It is a lovely
addition to winter-flowering bulbous plants, and
one of a new race that ought to be encouraged.
From Messrs. Veitch.

Primula sinensis Peincess op Walks, one
of the most beautiful of the light coloured forms
yet exhibited. The flowers are large, fringed, and
of a most delicate pink, produced in huge clusters

well above the luxuriant green foliage. A group
of about a dozen plants was shown, all being fine

examples of skilful culture. Prom Messrs. Cannell
& Sons, Swanley,

Peimula sinensis Holboen Gem, a very dis-

tinct variety, and the nearest approach to a blue
that has yet been obtained. The flowers are large,

of fine form, borne in fine clusters, and of a beau-
tiful purple-blue—a colour which cannot fail to

attract the attention of everyone. It is a decided
break from the ordinary run of Chinese Primulas,
and others of a similar character would be wel-
come. From Messrs. Carter k Co., High Holborn.

Erica hybmalis alba, a new variety, difier-

ing in no way from the original, except in the
colour, which is a pure white. The plant shown
was well furnished with bloom, and showed well
what a beautiful variety it is. From Mr. King-
horn, Richmond.

Pelaegonium Surprise, a second-class certi-

ficate was awarded to this variety. It is said to be
a sport from the changeable Vesuvius. The flowers

are flesh coloured similar to that of the single zonal
variety Lizard. From Messrs. Aldred, Bexley Heath.

Besides the above the most noteworthy exhibits

were Bignonia venusta, some beautiful flowering
sprays of which were exhibited by Mr. Green,
from Sir George Macleay's garden, Pendell Court,
Bletchingley. The flowers are trumpet-shaped,
smaller than most other species, and of a bright
orange-yellow colour, and being borne in dense
clusters thickly on the branch, have an extremely
showy efEect. It is one of the old plants that
ought to be more generally grown. A letter of

thanks was accorded to the exhibitor. An ex-

tremely fine flowering branch of Lapageria rosea
was sent by Mr. Allan from Lord Sutfield's garden
at Gunton Park, Norwich. It bore fifteen flowers

in a crowded cluster, occupying about ^ ft. length
of the branch. It represented the finest deep-
coloured variety, and the foliage, which was un -

commonly luxuriant, plainly indicated how well
the Lapageria is grown at Gunton. A cultural
commendation was deservedly accorded.

Mr. G. P. Wilson showed some remarkable ex-

amples of Odontoglossums all growing in 3-in.

pots, andjthe plump bulbs, fine spikes,and excellent
flowers admirably illustrated that the treatment
pursued suited well the requirements of the plants.

The kinds were a fine form of 0. triumphans,
and two or three excellent varieties of 0. crispuvi

The same exhibitor also showed a flowering
bulb of the new Xiphion (Iris) Kolpakowskyanum.
It is in the way of X. reticulatum, but has more
white about the flowers, but none the less attrac-

tive. It is not much known at present in gardens.
A new Orchid—Trichooentrum Pfaui—was shown
by Mr. F. Sander, St. Albans. It is a small
growing epiphyte with short thick leaves, and
flowers about 1 in. across, having sepals and
petals half white and half chocolate-brown ; the
lip is white, crisped at the margin, and with a
conspicuous carmine blotch at the base.
- Messrs. Veitch showed a small group which in-

cluded Columnea Kalbreyeri, a very distinct

looking plant from New Granada. It has long
leaves of a metallic green above, and reddish-

purple on the under surface, and large pale yel-

low flowers produced direct from the naked
stems ; Rhododendron Queen Victoria, a handsome
hybrid variety raised between R. Javanicum,
Princess Royal, and Princess Alexandra. The
flowers are orange-red, in large clusters ; Davallia
Mariesi, a dwarf Fern with most elegantly cut
fronds ; the beautiful and almost perpetual flower-
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ing Jasminumgracillimumand Begonia socotrana,

shown on previous occasions ; also the graceful

flowering Garrja elliptica, a desirable hardy
shrub.

A bright display as usual came from Messrs.

Cannell & Sons, Swanley, this time consisting

chiefly of cut Pelargoniums and Chinese Primu-
las. Among the latter, that called Dr. Denny
was the finest. The flowers are uncommonly large,

finely fringed, and of an intense carmine-crimson.

They are, moreover, freely produced well above the
foliage. The Pelargoniums consisted ofthe best win-
ter flowering kinds, some of the names of which
might be useful. Of the singles were Eureka, Lizzie

Brooks, Fanny Catlin, Commander-in-Chief, Ma-
donna, Hettie, Mrs. Strutt, W. B.Miller (very fine).

Metis, Mrs. Moore, La France, Miss Hamilton,
Constance, Dr. Orton, New Guinea, H. M. Pollet,

Eva, Lizard, Kose, and Eurydice, all of which re-

present the chief colours to be found among the
zonal Pelargoniums, and otherwise the finest sorts

grown. The most noteworthy of the double-
flowered sorts were Paul Bert, Circe, Jules Simon,
Henri Cannell, F. V. Easpail, J. P. Stahl, Sergt.

HofE, Heroine, Darwin, Aglaia, Naomie, Ludwig
Kester, Leon Simon, M. Cannell, and Album perfec-

tum, the latter the finest of the double whites. The
same exhibitors likewise showed a beautiful bou-
quet of Daisy-like flowers, consisting of the car-

mine-tinted Cineraria cruenta, one of the parents
of the fine hybrid sorts ; the sky-blue Agath^a
ccelestis.and the white Chrysanthemum frutescens,

which together made a novel and attractive nose-
gay.

New Azaleaswere shown by Mr. Todman, Bushey
Down, Tooting Common. They consisted chiefly

off hybrids of A. amffina, the white A. ramentaoea,
and the beautiful Indian-red A. obtusa. The
varieties were Miss Annie, rosy-purple ; Princess
Beatrice, white; Miss Todman, rosy-pink, with
dark centre; Miss Lizzie, rosy-pink; Prince Leo-
pold and Prince George, Indian red, all of which
are more or less distinct, forming a race of green-
house Azaleas that are specially well adapted for

forcing.

Mr. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, sent
another new Tree Carnation, named Worthington
Smith. It is a very fine sort with large, very double
flowers of a brilliant vermilion. The General Horti-
cultural Company showed a plant of Dracsena
Goldieana, the first instance in flower of the kind
in this country, we believe. The flowers are of no
great beauty, being a dense cluster terminating
the stem, but probably they will afford the means
of hybridising with other kinds, and no doubt Mr,
Bausfi will take advantage of it. Messrs. Carter,

High Holborn, sent besides the blue Primula
some well-grown plants of another beautiful
sort named Rosy Morn, with large rose-purple
flowers, also a basket of small, but well-
flowered plants of Bouvardia Alfred Neuner.
From Chiswick came a fine display of Chinese

Primulas, including the Chiswick raised varieties,

the red, white, and purple ; also some excellent
examples of Gilbert's double kinds, notably Mrs.
A. F. Barron, Princess, Marchioness of Exeter, all

beautiful whites, and a plant of Earl of Beacons-
field, which is normally pink, but with a flowering
shoot wholly white, thus furnishing an illustration

of the sportive tendency of these varieties.

Feuits.—The exhibits of these were neither
large, or very important. Mr. Burnett, of the Deep-
dene, Dorking, sent a couple of baskets of fine

examples of Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat Grapes
from Vines grafted on the Royal Muscadine. The
flavour of these was excellent, quite as flne as that
of the Alexandrian Muscat. The same exhibitor
also showed examples of Beurr^ Sterokman's Pear
and Essex Spice Apple.
Apples were pretty numerously shown. Mr.

Dean, Ealing, had fine fruits of Winter Pearmain,
which the committee considered thg true variety
and of excellent quality. It is a large and hand-
some sort. Messrs. Cranston, Hereford, sent Here-
fordshire Beaufin, a medium-sized red sort. Messrs.
Rivers showed Lord Burghley and Nancy Jackson.
Mr. Robbins, Rydd Court, Upton-on-Severn, con-
tributed a seedling named Kydd Court Seedling,

which was considered fairly good, and six va-
rieties were exhibited by the Rev. G. M. Straffan,

Tillington, Petworth, which were Cat's-eye, Queen's
Own, New Golden Pippin (a very small round sort),

Cornish Gilliflower, Scarlet Pearmain, and Gre-
cian, all good samples and in excellent condition,
and for which the exhibitor received a letter of
thanks. Mr. Barter again exhibited some excellent
produce from his Mushroom beds under open-air
culture

; as we remarked, they were perfect exam-
ples of what Mushrooms should be for table use.
Half-a-dozen dishes were shown of various sized
Mushrooms. Mr. Eckford showed a new Potato,
the Nugget, a rather handsome round variety, for
which he received a vote of thanks.
A good collection of home-grown Oranges came

from Messrs. Rivers and Sons, Sawbridgeworth,
the most noteworthy of which were St. Michael's
(very fine), Tangerine, Egg, Gustain, Bittercourt,
Bijou, Achilles, Maltese Blood, and the small Lime,
all of which seem excellently well suited for hot-
house culture.

Scientific cominittee — Hylecatiis dcr-
mestoides.—Mr. Pascoe showed a male and female
specimen of the British beetle, and alluded to
the report that it feeds on the wood - boring
species, but does not itself bore the wood. Mr.
Maclachlan remarked that it was an open question
whether this idea was true.

Coltsfoot in hloisom.—Mr. Maclachlan observed
as a proof of the mildness of the season that he
had noticed this plant flowering between Lewisham
and London.

Sobralia macrantha, leaves of.—Dr. M. T. Mas-
ters exhibited leaves of this plant in a blackened
state. They were received from Mr. Douglas, of
Ilford, Essex. It was thought to be due to an over-
dose of tobacco-water. Further information was re-

quested to be asked for.

OlastonMiry Thorn.—Dr. Masters exhibited a
specimen of this plant received from Mr. Bos-
cawen with buds and in fruit. It was flowering
later than usual. He also showed avariegated sport
of the common Laurel from the same gentleman,

WiUo9v sjjecies.—Some specimens of new species
of Willow, e.g., Salix holosericea, &c,, were received
from Dr. Eraser, of Wolverhampton. It was sug-
gested that they were accidental importations.
They were forwarded to the Kew herbarium.

Papaya cundina ma/rcemis.— A. fi-uit of this
plant was received from Mr. I. A, Henry, of Edin-
burgh. It was raised fi'om seed sent by the late
Prof, Jameson, of Quito, and had been fertilised
by the late Prof. Dickson. It is described as " very
fragrant, and makes when boiled or in clarified

syrup an excellent sweetmeat."

Nitrogen in worm cast!.—Dr. Gilbert described
some experiments he had made in order to ascer-
tain the proportion of nitrogen in worm casts,
which latter, according to Mr. Darwin, amounts
to between 17 and 18 tons per annum per acre of
2 in. in depth. He collected the nests of two or
three weeks' formation, and found by analysis of
the dried mould that it contained 35 per cent, of
nitrogen, which is higher than that of mould of
pasture land, viz,, 2.5-3 per cent, in the first 9 in.,

or two or three times as high as that of arable
land, but not so rich as highly manured kitchen
garden mould. Ten tons per acre would there-
fore yield 80 lb. of nitrogen per annum, or more
than double that of ordinary meadows without
manure. The conclusion was that no gain ac-
crued to the soil, except from what the worms
brought up from below, as by trenching.
Plants exhibited.—Columnea Kalbreyeri, with

.^atin-like, pendulous, secund leaves and yellow
flowers, from New Grenada, was exhibited by
Messrs. Veitch. It received a botanical certificate.

Tecophyla^a cyanocrocus, from Chili.—This had
flowered previously at Kew. It was brought by
Mr. G. F. Wilson. A small bulbous plant, with a
slender tube and globular perianth of lilac colour,
brought by Mr. Maw from Mount Ida, was exhi-
bited by Rev. H. H. Crewe. It was referred to
Kew for identification and name. Lygodium
Posteri, a fine specimen of a climbing Fern, from
Mr. Green, near Colchester. Dracsena Goldieana,

flo%vering for the first time in this country, with
variegated foliage, received a botanical certificate.

Lecture.—A finely grown specimen of Lapa-
geria, another of Bignonia, and a Fern (Lygodic-
tyon Forsteri), furnished material for remarks on
climbing plants. Now the method of climbing by
twiners was a modification of the property of
" circumnutation " or "bowing around" a property
of growth, and which occurs in all parts of plants,
but is variously utilised according to the nature of
the organ, whether the radicles of seedlings
to enable them to find lines of least resistance for
penetrating the soil or runners to aid them" in
surmounting obstacles, or a stem-twiner, as in the
above plants, for climbing. The lecturer called
attention to other methods of climbing, as \y
tendrils in Bignonia, Vine, Pea, &c,, pointing out
that here, as is unusually the case. Nature can
utilise various organs for one and the same purpose
whenever requisite. Bud variation furnished mat-
ter for remarks in reference to a specimen of
Primula sinensis, a double pink form, called Lord
Beaconsfield, one which afforded a truss of double
white flowers, which had been called White Lady.
The lecturer alluded to the Chrysanthemum as a
plant particularly liable to sport many new
varieties, having been thus raised before seed was
procured (about the year 1835) from the plant.
He alluded to the fact that Peaches may bear Nec-
tarines, and vice versa, and that even a single fruit

may be half Peach and half Nectarine. Variegated
foliage, as in a Laurel exhibited, may occur on an
otherwise green plant. And it was the business of
the horticulturist to fix these sports and establish
them. The lectm-er then alluded to sporting from
seed as another method of raising new forms,
illustrated by examples of Azaleas shown. It of-

ten happened that seedling sports were not con-
stant when again sown, but a variety of Chinese
Primrose of crimson colour, called Dr. Denny,
had proved to come true by seed with Mr. Can-
nell, who exhibited a specimen. A new variety,

"Holborn Gem," with an approximation to
blue tint, had received a first-class certificate on
the present occasion. It was sent by Messrs. Carter.

As a remarkable illustration of a plant known to
resist what might be deemed injurious conditions,

the lecturer remarked that Lapageria rosea grows
near arsenic and copper mines in Chili where
other plants cannot thrive. He alluded to the
fact that several plants imbibe salts of zinc

(Viola calaminaria), copper, &c,, but whether
these meats were of any physiological value or

merely accidental had never been determined.

OuE readers have already been informed that

the well-known establishment of Mr. L. Linden,
of Ghent, has been formed into the Compagnie
Continentale d'Horticulture. At Ghent they are

now building a large range of houses on a new
principle, and in Paris also building extensive

houses and winter gardens. In the south of France
they have bought the He du Levant, one of the

principal of the lies d'Hyferes, and are planting
thirty hectares of Palms, Dracsenas, Araucarias,

Olivias, Bamboos, &c., and Roses, Tuberoses,Violets,

&c., are also to be grown there. They have large

nurseries in the neighbourhood of Hyferes.

Garden Index.—X K. 2).—The index is being pre-

pared, and will be published, we hope, within the next three

months.

Names of plants.—JIf. jF.—Appai'ently Hedera con-

glomerata (clustered Ivy). C. M. 0.—\, V. hirtum, a

pilose form o£ the common Laurustinus (V. Tinus); 2,

v. lucidum, the Algerian variety of V. Tinus. W. Neild

{Zygopetahim),—The flower had gone " too far " for us to

jndge of it.

COMMUNICATIONS EECEIVED.

C. C. D'H.—W, T.—A. J.—A. H. E.—F. C. B.—J. C—
W. P. E.-J. S. W.-E. H,—G. J.—W."SV.-C.-C. & C—
E. H. G.—Tempest.—J. C—G. H.-T. L.—.T. D.—E. L.—
W. T.—A. D.—W. B, H.—J. S, W.—K.—W. O.—F. W. E.

—W. A.^r. G. -W. F.-P.—W. T.—G. J.—W. H. 0. S.—
C.-Mac—J. C. T.—p. N. F.-S. B.-W. L.—G. P.—R. G.
-.1. W.—H. A. W.—W. C—P. M.—E. O. C.-J. C. C—
E. P.—E. G.-G.—J. M. C—G. L. M.—J. H.-C. B.—
J.S. W.—C. M. 0.—G. C.
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"This is an Art
Wliioh does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The art itself is Iiaicke."—Shakespeare.

CONSTRUCTION OF CONSERVATORIES.
This is a subject of importance to the employer,
the architect, the gardener, and the horticultural

builder. Each has his own peculiar interest at

stake, and it is only by a proper combination of

all these- interests, together with a correct ap-
preciation of the uses of a conservatory, that we
can hope to satisfy to a moderate degree all the
classes just named. Fh-st we will glance at the
object and \ises of a conservatory, then we wiU
apply our remarks to the exterior and interior

of that building.

The main object of a conservatory is to afford

pleasure and interest to human beings, not to

grow plants and flowers. The main object of a

growing house is to grow plants and flowers
only. This may seem a rather curious statement,
but it is perfectly true, and upon giving it a
moment's consideration it will be perfectly
clear. Thus we have forced upon us at^the out-
set that a hous9 in which plants are grown is

perfectly separate and distinct from a show
house. A misapprehension of this may often
lead us into a scrape. For instance, a gardener
may conscientiously, but unjustly condemn a

conservatory simply because it does not fulfil

all the conditions of a growing house ; whilst
an architect may as conscientiously, but as un-
justly condemn another conservatory simply
because it does not fulfil all required archi-

tectural conditions. Still, there exist many cases

in which it is necessary that growing and show-
ing be accomplished in the same house (as men-
tioned by " Peregrine " in your issue of Dec. 10,

1881). In such cases a compromise must be
effected, for assuredly if all the conditions
of growing be complied with, the conditions
of showing must suffer, and vice versa.

As a conservatory is usually connected with
the dwelling house, and its main object is

to afford pleasure and interest to the in-

mates of that dwelling house, it should cer-

tainly form one of the reception rooms—a floral

apartment—covered garden lounge : any name
you like which embrac?s the two ideas of an
apartment and a garden. So much for abstract
ideas. Now let us endeavour to crystallise these
into concrete details. In a house in which plants
are grown it is generally essential that they be
not at a great distance from the glass, therefore
low eaves (say 5 ft. high) and interior high
skeleton-tiered stages may be not only desirable,

but necessary. In a conservatorv the eaves have
frequently to be from 9 ft. to "12 ft. high, and
interior staging entirely dispensed with. Under
such circumstances it makes but little difference
whether the roof be a ridge and furrow, a span
with lantern, or a dome In a house in which the
plants are grown the construction may be of an
absolute cobweb character if desired.' In many
conservatories architectural effect demands that
the scantling be heavier, and that ornamenta-
tion in spandril traceried work, ribs, &c., causing
a certain amount of obstruction to light, exist.

In a house in which plants are gi'OWTi the path
area is cut down to tlie smallest possible con-
venient space. In a conservatory it is often ad-
vantageous to have ample lounging, group-sit-
ting, and talking space. In the house in which
the plants are grown it may be necessary to
have an atmosphere so humid and hot that it

would be considered, by ladies at any rate, pa-n-
ful to be endured in a conservatory.

Looking at this important subject from every

possible point of view, it appears that a conser-

vatory, whether it be small or large, whether it

be constructed in connection with a suburban

villa, a country house, a nobleman's mansion, or

a royal castle, should embody as many of the

following points as possible : It should be con-

structed in harmony with the adjoining or sur-

rounding architecture. A visitor thould not be

allowed for a moment to imagine that
^
the

mansion had been the work of a great architect

and that the design for the adjoining conser-

vatory had emanated from a local nursery. The

vertical parts should have as large panes as possi-

ble, and the roof should not afford any more

obstruction than is necessary. Give plenty of

light. Small panes, traceried panels, or even

lead glazing, may often be judiciously employed

above the transom without arresting too many
solar rays. Ornament, where used, should not be

strained. Interest and pleasure should be excited

by the proportion and the broad lines of a con-

servatory rather than by meretricious ornament

and fussy detail. When will the world recognise

that art and simplicity do not form an irre-

concilable combination ?
_

'

Leaving the exterior and coming to the in-

terior, I would make the latter as natui'alas

possible. Throw away the hideous stages, hide

the pots, and let us see natural beds and banks

of foliage and flowers massed with artistic ir-

regularity ; in fact, displayed much as if they

were gi-owingin a natural fashion. If you object

to see bare soil, cover it with some living green

carpet. Have creepers by all means, but do not

make the mistake of letting them shut out too

much light from either roof or vertical parts.

Hide brickwork, wherever you can, by something

green. Do not have formal paths, but just a con-

venient space for a small table and a chair or

two, so that a walk in the conservatory does not

necessitate a procession in single file. The lounging,

sitting, talking space may be paved with tiles,

or, better still, marble mosaic, or perhaps better

still, especially if the space be large, a well-made

hard path of ordinary gravel over which is

sprinkled, fairly profusely, small crushed shells.

Do not have an unbearably moist, high tempera-

ture. Remove to another structure plants which

may require such a temperature rather than sacri-

fice the comfort of those who may desire to enjoy

continuously the conservatory. Let the normal

doors of communication between conservatory

and dwelling-house be so fitted that when they

are shut, the necessarily moist plant atmosphere

does not enter the dwelling apartments and ruin

the furniture. F. A. Fawkes.

mer, or growth will be the result of such -a

high temperature instead of bloom. In the single

varieties the plants should be struck early in the

previous spring, at the end of May removed to a

cold pit, the pots plunged in coal-ashes ;
the-

situation must be exposed to the full sun, and

after midsummer the lights of the pit should be

entii-ely removed. The soU should be light loam,

with a very large admixture of sand. Teed

liberally with manure water during the summer,

and the most regular attention must be given, to,

watering. Pinch off every flower bud as soon as.

it appears during the summer season, anilet

the plants remain in pots small in proportion to

those which would be used for summer bloom-

ing. Do not go beyond 5-m. or 6-in. pots ;
the

latler size only for the strong growing sorts.

For the double sorts two-year-old plants will be

found more satisfactory, but in other respects

treat them the same as the single kinds. If your

correspondent will treat his plants in this way

I do not thmlv he "will find that many of them

will fail to bloom. The constitution of the

plants must be made during the sun of

summer and stored up for winter use; that

is the secret of success. The sorts to which

I myself would give preference are as fol-

lows : Singles.^Col Holden, Lady Bailey,

Commander-in-Chief, Charles Schwind, Lizzie

Brooks, Sophie Birkin, Mrs. Strutt, Aida, Lord

Gifford, Ladv Emily, Madonna, and Vesuvius.

Doubles.^^iaiilj Laxton, Louis Boutard, Guil-

laume Mangilli," Candidissimum plenum, F. V.

Raspail, and Sergt. Hoff . Andnow a word to those

who have only one greenhouse,which ought not

to be kept at a temperature of 50° in the winter

months. The first four named smgle varieties

and the first double may be bloomed very fairly

all through the winter in ordinary greenhouse

temperature : if prepared in the way I have indi-

cated they seem par e.rcellence winter bloomers.

I have a plant of Emily Laxton trained on a

wall at the back of my gi-eenhouse (only heated

to keep out frost and damp) : this is m bloom

ten months out of the year, and is the only

double variety I know that will bloom well

with such a small amount of artificial heat.

Amwell, Herts. C.

WINTER BLOOMING PELARGONIUMS.
" A Manciibsteii Gaedener " has been fuUy
replied to as to the varieties of Pelargonium

for winter blooming, but I think a few words

more might be an advantage not only to him,

but perhaps also to many others. From the fact

of his getting so few out of half-a-hundred

varieties tobloom well, I cannot butthink that he

has not attended to the proper preparation during

summer of the plants for winter blooming, and

this is of far more importance for success than

the selection of varieties. My own experience of

them as winter bloomers is that nearly all are

good, if suitably prepared. There are some few
which indeed are exceptionably good, and of

which I will speak presently, varieties which will

do well under far less favourable conditions than

your correspondent speaks of. With his light

house kept at a temperatm-e of -50° be should

be able to grow and bloom well almost

any variety in existence, but to bloom
them well in winter they must have had
suitable preparation during the previous sum-

SEEBLIKG AURICULAS.

In reply to " An Enquirer " about the planting

out of seedling Auriculas—now large plants m
boxes under glass—I should think they would do

well if planted out, and the better the more com-

mon the strain may be. It is not the mere trans-

planting, done with ordinary care, that is likely

to hurt them at a time like this when they are

iu«t springing again into active growth; it is

mainly a question whether they are of the varie-

ties able to face, without ruin and defacement,

the wet and windy weather of our spring months.

In the rare case of their being seedlings from

the standard florist kinds, some of them will have

white mealy leaves, and all of their flowers wDl be

more or less mealed on the surface, so that the

first shower of rain would play havoc with that

beauty, and besmirch the velvet of their petals

with a raw and watery paste.

It would, therefore, be apleasure, very ill secured,

to bloom such as these in the open ground with-

out means overhead for keeping the flowers dry.

If however, they are thorough-bred "alpines, .-

which are large, handsome, shaded, velvety flowers,

quite free of meal, they will be very pretty in an

open bed; but I would ad^^se something like

oreen moss being placed on any bare ground be-

tween the plants, or the rain will again rum their

velvet -nuth splashings of sand, grit, or mud, a

defilement which is scarcely preferable to paste.

But living Moss, newly gathered, is apt to contain

snails of divers sorts and sizes ;
and if more

Moss be required than can be conveniently

picked over by hand, it may be dipped in some
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large vessel of warm water, not hot enough to

scald the Moss, but sufficiently so to dislodge the
slag tenantry. Cold water with a little lime or
salt in it would do this, but then it would kill too

much.
In a batch of Auricula seed only sown last

spring, I should say a number of the plants are
not large enough to flower yet, though it is won-
derful how small a seedling will bloom. These I

think it would be greater gain to put back into
the empty boxes than to plant out while so small.

A snail of medium size and large appetite would
eat such a plant over in a night ; or a large earth
worm, feeling around for a stray leaf, or some
small piece of vegetable refuse wherewith to cork
up the orifice of his hole by day, would draw in a
young plant as an " operculum " thereto, and
consider it a very effective front door. The aspect
and soil, more particularly the former, are matters
for consideration in planting out these seedling
Auriculas. They will do best, where manj' flowers
will not, in a clear north aspect, and this virtue
should be turned to full account if possible. The
plants will enjo}' the shade and coolness in sum-
mer, be there more tlian anywhere else out of the
beat of red spider, and continue brighter and
longer in bloom in the spring.

For soil they will best enjoy a strong, cool
loam, to which I would not add any manure.
If clayey, I might dig in a little well-rotted
leaf-mould. If very light and sandy, I should
try to stiffen it, but I have seen such Auri-
culas, as I fancy your correspondent has, do
well in what is known as " any good garden soil."

I would recommend him to sow Auricula seed as
soon as ever it is ripe^sa_y the end of July. There
will be many young plants up in a week or ten
days, while another crop will follow in spring, and
all the earlier ones he will find make blooming
plants mucli sooner than those that come up or
are sown in spring. F. D. Hobner.

Kirliby Maheard, Rijion.

The best thing " Enquirer " can do is to

plant his Auriculas out on rockwork, constructed
according to the priuciples enunciated by various
writers in The Garden, for which I will refer
him to the very able articles of Mr. Harvey (p. 664),
and of Mr. Hatfield (p. 596) in Vol. XIX. I a.s-

sume that the Auriculas to which he refers are
alpines. The name indicates the most appropriate
and natural way of growing them. I have an im-
mense number on rockwork, many of them now
old plants, and the amount of flowers whicli they
produce is astonishing. About this time of the
year they lose their lower leaves and look rather
woe-begone, revealing considerable length of
limb, and my practice is to mix up some good
compost, and cover every one of them up to the
lower leaves. Nature does this with Auricula alpina
on the slopes of the Alps, carrying dov7n every
season with the melting snow, soil, grit, and peat,
and so covering up their long-leggedness. I have
used Auriculas as edgings, but in no case have
they pleased my eye so much as when surrounded
by rocks. They may be planted in any position,
high or low, in fissures, or on slopes, and in every
case they will do well. As Auriculas are spring
flowerers, he could obtain another display by mak-
ing his rockwork so large that he could plant any
of the following fashionable bedding plants
between, and perhaps it will be a new sensation
to him and to others to grow bedders on rock-
work. I have tried it, and with good results. Any
varieties of dwarf Lobelias answer admirabl}',
and planted one season will seed themselves and
come up every summer. Pelai'goniums would also
be very suitable if dwarf or of the Ivy-leaved sec-
tion. Calceolarias will make a fine show. Verbenas
are the best plants in existence for rockwork.
Even the ubiquitous, but invaluable Golden
Feather is wonderfully efliective in the shape of
single plants or small patches. Any dwarf grow-
ing annuals would also answer ,for a second
flowering, A very quiet, but beautiful, effect
might be produced by planting any of the mossy
Saxifrages between. An accidental combination
of this kind has been formed here of groenlandica
and Auriculas. The Saxifrage must be kept within

reasonable bounds, or it will smother the Auri-

culas, though it might be allowed to trespass so

far as to cover their long naked stems.

Llamlfgai, Bangor. Edwin Jackson.

EDITOK'S TABLE.

Geranium aneiion-5:folium.—Misa Owen
sends the large foliage of this large half-hardy

Geranium, " which for its foliage alone is well

worth growing. 1 have not yet seen its flower.

So far this winter it seems to be quite hardy.
The leaves are beautiful in vases."

The CORNISH moneywort (Sibthorpia euro-

pfea).—Miss Owen also sends us this graceful

native plant, and praises it for its pretty way of

carpeting the ground and creeping over rocky
places and in moist corners. 1 have stuck it in

against a moist bank in a deep Surrey lane, where
some botanist will, no doubt, be one day happy
in finding it in a new locality.

Erica codonodes.—A broom-like bunch of

this pretty Heath from Mr. Geo. Paul's nursery
at Loughton, gathered in the open quarters. We
hear it said that Mr. Paul has lately devoted a

good many acres to a collection of hardy flowers,

and we are glad to hear it. Some of the big
houses are asleep about the question, and do not
see its importance, nor consider the enormous
variety and extent of the things that come into

it.

Ehododendron nobleanum.—Mr. Geo. Paul
sendsthisfromhispleasant nursery at High Beech,
and it reminds one that all tlie happy localities

are not so very far from this sooty city, where
the leaves of Rhododendrons curl up in winter
as if burnt. Shall we live to see evergreens fresh

in London through the ending of the smoke
waste ? Alas ! for the massacre of the innocent
evergreens planted every year by intelligent gar-

deners for confiding Londoners ; they die the year
aftei', or remain in seedy mourning for a few
years.

#

Double purple primrose.s.—These pretty
little plants come to us from Messrs. Kcdger,
McClelland's nurseries at Newry. Are they more
plentiful in certain parts of Ireland than else-

where.^ One would like to see the fine old high-
coloured " doubles " really well grown, say as

well grown as we sometimes see the double
white in England—that is, a broad mass of

flowers.

JusTiciA CALYTBiCHA.—A pretty winter
flower is this Brazilian plant sent by Mr. Hans
Niemands, of Edgbaston. It has loase heads of

canary-yellow blossoms, enriched by hair-like

calyxes, which give it a peculiar aspect. It is a

shrub, and the foliage, whicli is very deep green,

forms a strildng contrast with the flowers. A
stove plant whose merits deserve to be better

appreciated than they are.

A .TANUARY CHRY'SANTHEM UM.—ISIeSSrS. Wat-
son &: Sons, Marlborough Nursery, Islington, send
flowers of a lovely white Chrysanthemum that
they have named Christmas Number. It is like

the beautiful Elaine that opens in the early days
of November, and appears to be equally tine in

every way. To have fresh blooms of such a
charming white Chrysanthemum on January 18
is a real gain,'and the sooner it becomes common
the better. No other sort that we know of is so

fine as thi.s, and we only regret that its raiser

did not christen it with a shorter and prettier

name. Our language is rich in simple and pretty
names, and if ours is exhausted, we can call on

others. Such names as " Glare of the Gai-den "

applied to an innocent plant make one shudder.

Mr. ROBERT GREENFIELD, of the Priory Gar-

dens, Warwick, sends us a beautiful crop of

large single Cinerarias. They are varied and

brilliant in colour, and of the usual mi.xed

varieties. Many of the blossoms are quite 2 in.

or more across. "We admire these, but, as we
have often said, we should like to see instead of

the eternal variegation some definite strains,

distinct in their separate colours—fixed races, so

to say.

Algerian iris.—From Mr. Moore, of Glas-

nevin, come some good blooms of the handsome

I. stylosa or unguicularis, as it is sometimes

called. We have before alluded to this Iris as

being one of the loveliest open-air winter flowers',

and these blooms are even finer than those we
had from a Surrey garden. With it comes the

pretty I. cretica, a near neighbour of stylosa,

but which occurs farther east, it, too, is a stem-

less kind, with narrow leaves and moderate-

sized flowers of a deep mauve, three of the

petals being beautifully pencilled with purple on

a white ground.
*

Selaginella kraussiana. — Miss Given

writes to say that she grows thisplant as a green

turfy cai'pet in the rockery, and that last winter

very little of it was killed. This year it is quite

fi-esh. The plant we call by this name is the

one that used to be generally grown under the

name of Selaginella denliculata. We have

noticed it ourselves naturalised in a lawn near

the sea in Wales. Miss Owen's specimens are

luxuriant—too large for the neatest kind of turf

carpet. She writes: "The two plants (Sela-

ginella and Sibthorpia) grow too luxuriantly to

be a good carpet for very small Ferns. Cam-
panula hederacea could not hurt the smallest

Fei'U, nor could theevergreen Arenaria balearlca,

nor A. multicaulis. I have not yet tried these

Sandworts in shade. Is A. multicaulis a synonym

for A. balearica ? It was given to us bythe late

Mr. Niven under the former name, but it_ seems

very like a still smaller form of Pi., balearica.''

*

A BEAUTIFUL LEAF.—In September Mrs.

Davidson sent me some foliage of Ileuchera

Richardsoni—a plant with various flowers.

Then the leaf was fresh and beautiful with its

curious velvety olive green and good form. Mr.

Goldring took some of these leaves, placed them

in his room, and was interested to find they did

not seem to decay quickly. Then he placed them

by themselves, and brought me a perfectly fresh

leaf three days ago, with all its original beauty

of colour. This is a most interesting fact, and

not without its value to those interested in room

decoration. There are no more beautiful leaves

than those of these fine liardy plants. Since the

leaf, now in its fourth month since taken from

tlie plant, has come info our office again it has

begun to get a little yellow on the edge. If more

instances of 'his sort should be found, what is

to become of artificial leaf makers ? Well, the

sooner they are gone the better. Whether the

leaves gathered at other seasons would be equally

enduring it would be interesting to know. Pro-

bably the firm autumn leaves would be best to

keep", and they come in at a season when leaves

are the most valuable.

Vegetation not too forward.—Notwith-
standing the mildness of the season, I do not

think that our Snowdrops will be in full flower

before they have usually been, although they

looked in the autumn as if they would be fully

expanded by Christmas. They are at present (Jan.
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16) only showing the white tips, and the month
of February will be well in before they are fully
in bloom. Fruit buds, too, show but little signs of
moving ; what has given the winter such a vernal
aspect is due to there not having been frost suffi-

cient to arrest growth in plants usually cut down
long before this time, such as Marigold and other
annuals, and many of the summer bedding plants;
while the usual winter flowers, such as Garryas,
Chimonanthus, ic, have flowered beautifully. A
little cold weather now will keep fruit buds right,

and the season will show but little advance on
ordinary ones.— J. G., Linton.

ORCHIDS.
WINTEE-FLOWEEING OECHIDS.

At Messrs. Veitch's, Lielias, including L. albida,

L. autumnalis, and the different forms of

L. anceps, one specimen of which bears five

spikes, are just now unusuallj- fine. A very strong
plant of L. autumnalis has eight flowers on a
spike. Oncidium tigrinum bears twenty - four
flowers on a long arching raceme ; 0. Forbesi, with
its rich brown ground-coloured flowers, is also in

bloom. This is another good winter flower. Mas-
devallia tovarensis, which produces its pure white
blossom; freely in the dull days, is grown here in

quantity ; as are also the ever-flowering Odonto-
glossums, 0. crispum, O. Halli, 0. Pescatorei, 0.

crocidipterum, 0. gloriosum (the best coloured
variety I have seen, a distinct bright j'ellow), and
O. prienitens, the last named in the way of 0.

bystrix. Amongst numerous Cypripediums are
many forms of C. insigne, C. Maulei, C. Schlimi
album, C. selligerum, and C. euryandrum,
both seedlings raised by Mr. Seden. The
old, but now very scarce, Epidendrum ma-
crochilum album is producing a couple of strong
spikes. This is a distinct and handsome Orchid,
the flowers of which last in fresh condition for a
very long time. Trichosma suavis, in appearance
not unlike a small Coelogyne, has ivory-white
sepals and petals, and a yellow lip edged with
reddish crimson. It is very sweet, and succeeds
with cool treatment. A grand variety of Lycaste
Skinneri is in bloom ; its flowers are verj' highly
coloured, the lip being an intense rubj' crimson,
and the whole inner surface of the flower suf-

fused with the same colour. Of the pretty Angrae-
cum citratum, quantities are pushing up their

spikes, which will shortly look like strings of
white flowers. Fog does not agree with Pbahenop-
sids, and this disagreeable condition of the weather,
although less prevalent than usual this winter, has
yet been suSicient to destroy all their flowers that
had arrived at a certain stage of growth, but
hundreds of othersare again coming on. Calanthes
are more affected by fog than most Orchids. The
beautiful C. bella, a hybrid between C. Turneri and
C. Veitchi is just now bearing some very large
sprkes.

Frequent mention is made of the interesting
work that has been long carried out here in Orchid
hybridising, but few are aware of the extent to

which it is being pushed. Two houses are almost
filled with plants resulting from cross fertilisation.

Here ai-e over 2000 seedlings raised by Mr. Seden,
many of them not yet flowered, and to these, it is

needless to say, an unusual amount of interest is

attached. Seedling raising in the case of Orchids
is a slow operation, or, more correctl3- speaking,
the seedlings under the best treatment are much
longer in coming to a flowering state than other
plants. From six to ten years is no unusual time
to elapse between the seed vegetating and the
plant an'iving at a blooming condition. T. B.

Dendrobium aureum.—If "^\. G." will
look up the history of this plant he will find that
the name D. heterocarpum was given to Dr. Lind-
ley's D. aureum by Wallich, and therefore, although
the name generally accepted in gardens is tlie

former, the proper name according to botanical
rule is D. aureum. This Dendrobe is one of the
oldest of onr Orchid pets, having been introduced

by Loddiges nearly 50 years ago. There are several

acknowledged varieties of it founded mostly on
the differences in the colour of the flowers—charac-

ters which in this species at all events, are

not very reliable, as temperature and age
have considerable influence on the colours.

We have now several plants in flower, and it is

very interesting to note the change from almost
white to quite an orange tint, which takes place

after the flowers have been open about a month.
The same thing may be observed in tlie flowers of

D. Tattonianum and several other Dendrobs ; also

in Ansellia africana the deepening of the colours

is very observable.—B.

OECHIDS IN AMEEICA.

Vanda ccerulea G-reyi.—I herewith send
you a dried flower of a variety of the blue Vanda,
which is now flowering in Mr. Coming's collec-

tion. It is, as you will see, of good round form,

and measures nearly i^ in. across, and what
greatly enhances its value is its being of a bright

blue colour, the deepest we have yet seen. The lip

is of a darker shade, and has three longitudinal

veins of white, very prominent. Its varietal name
is Greyi, in compliment to Mr. Coming's gar-

dener.

Oncidium varicosum Rogersi.—I also

send you a flower of the true variety of this Oncid,

the lip of which, as you will see, measures fully

'2h in. across. This variety, I believe, is very scarce,

though there are numbers of plants under this

name in different collections, as also there are

others here from different nurseries, but they sel-

dom exceed li in. This variety came from Messrs.

Veitch & Sons', of Chelsea. F. Golduing.
Albany, X. T.

Orchids at Blackburn.—We learn that

the fine collection of Orchids formed at Fennis-

cowles by Mr. Yates will shortly be dispersed at

Stevens'. The collection contains among others

fine examples of Cj'mbidium eburneum, 3 ft.

through ; Cattleya Dodgsoni, with seven breaks

;

also of C. Warner!, C. dolosa ; Odontoglossum
coronarium, with seven breaks and about to flower.

There are, moreover, 0. Andersonianum, 0. cirrho-

sum, &c., Masdevallia tovarensis, with 37 flower-

spikes ; Sophronitis purpurea, and S. grandiflora,

and Vanda Cathcarti, all of which, with the rest

of the collection, are in the best of health, and
on the whole well grown.

BOOKS.

THE ROSARIAX'S YEAR-BOOK.*

This useful annual contams this year a photo-

graphic likeness of the Hon. and Rev. J. T.

Boscawen, Vice-President of the Xational Rose
Society, and a short account of his gardening

career in Cornwall ; also papers on the enemies

of the Rose, Roses in the Perthshire Highlands,

Roses and Rose shows, our flower show. Rose
grubs, Marecbal Xiel as a greenhouse Rose, the

weather of the past Rose year, the Rose election

of 1881, the Rose in that year, and general re-

marks as follows on

—

DECOEATiNG GAEDENS WITH EOSES.
BY J. E. EWING.

How to have Koses blooming for as- long a
portion of the year as possible, and in all sorts of

positions, is a matter wortli the serious considera-

tion of almost every owner or occupier of a flower

garden throughout the country. There are two
classes of Eose growers, besides those who grow
for sale ; the one have for their principal object

the production of blooms for exhibition, while the

other grow them for the purpose of decorating

their gardens and the production of flowers for

cutting. Now there are so many families of the

Rose, and so many varieties belonging to each

family, that suitable Roses may be found for

Bemroae ,( Sons, Lond- n ar.d Derhii.

almost all kinds of uses and positions in a garden
where flowers of any kind can be used. The fol-

lowing are some of the uses to and positions in
which Eose plants may be put in a garden, viz.,

beds, borders, shrubberies, poles and pillars,

arches, arbours ; walls, north, south, east, or
west

; hedges, screens, &c. Before entering into
any particulars, however, as to the different kinds
of Eoses adapted to the various purposes Just
mentioned, I should like to make a few remarks
on the more or less important subject of soil. 1

say " more or less
''

here, because if only the
commoner kinds of Roses be grown, the kind of
soil is a matter of small importance. The old sum-
mer blooming climbing Eoses belonging to the
Boursault, Ayrshire, and sempervirens classes, as
well as most of the varieties belonging to the Gal

-

lica, H}'brid China, Hybrid Bourbon, Austrian
Brier, and many other summer blooming families
are not at all particular in the matter of soil,

being able to thrive and grow in that of almost
any description, although, of course, they thrive

best where the soil is good. Where the best kinds
of continuous blooming Eoses are required to

thrive and repay the cultivator, there the soil must
either be naturally good, or adapted to the pur-

pose by artificial means.

The kind of soil in which the Eose most de-

lights is what is called a deep, rich loam : that is,

one which is in its composition about midway
between a stiff clay soil and a blowing sand, and
contains a considerable percentage of animal and
vegetable debris : it should be from 2 ft. to o ft.

deep, and rest on a moderately porous subsoil, one
such as will allow surplus wet to sink awaj-, for

though Roses like plenty of moisture, they cease

to grow altogether if their root-run remain satu-

rated, or super-saturated for any length of time.

In such a soil as this, well cultivated, little or no
difliculty is experienced in getting all kinds of

Roses to succeed well ; artificial waterings will

seldom be necessary, because such a soil

is suificiently sponge-like, or retentive of

moisture, to hold sufficient water for the
wants of the plants for a long period. As
above suggested, there are very few gardens
in which the soil is so unsuitable that no Roses
will do well ; but, on the other hand, there are

very few gardens in which the soil is so naturally

suited to the wants of the Rose that some prepara-

tion or other is not advisable, or even necessary,

to ensure the successful cultivation of the better

kinds of Eoses. To begin with, stiff clay soil, will

in most instances require something in the way
of drainage, as well as to be made pervious to

water, and be brought to a condition in which the

oots and rootlets of the plants can freely per-

meate it. It should be broken up by trenching, or

double digging, 2 ft. deep, if possible, and during

this operation have thoroughly mixed with it such

light materials as may be available ; any or all of

the following are very useful in adding to the fer-

tility of heavy clay soils : road-silt, such as the

rain washes down by the sides of roads ;
sand

from pits, from the sea-beach, or from river beds

;

river or pond mud, especially if this have been

previously thrown in a heap with lime partially

slaked ; sifted cinder ashes, wood ashes, charred

garden refuse, brick and mortar rubbish, rotten

rubbish-heap, leaf-mould, old potting soil, and in

some cases chalk broken fine, besides, of course,

some rotten stable or farm-yard manure and

nightsoil. Exposure as much as possible to wea-

ther, especially altern.ite frosts and thaws, also

greatly assists in the amelioration of naturally

unworkable clay soil. Autumn is the best time to

transplant Eoses, commencing about the time that

deciduous trees are shedding their leaves, but it is

far better to defer planting till the spring than to

plant in unsuitable soil. No soil requires more

laborious work to make it suitable than stiff clay;

but. on the other hand, few soils will so well repay

the labour. The opposite kind of soil to stiff clay

is that of a sandy or gi-avelly nature, with little

or no adhesiveness in it, and which lets the water

pass through too quickly, so that moisture is only

retained for a very short time after rain has fallen.

Such soils as tliis naturally feel the effect of
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drought very quickly, and are also much more

quickly affected by variations of temperature than

soils which have clay in their composition. To

efiEect their improvement, applications of clay are

most permanent, and in addition to ordinary

manures, bog peat, leaf-mould, sods of turf, decayed

gafden rubbish, chalk, nightsoil, and soot are use-

ful, soap-suds and slop water being especially

valuable as a liquid fertiliser. If a good dressing

of these materials be applied a year before plant-

ing the Roses, it will be all the better, as the cul-

tivating the soil for a vegetable crop will help all

the more thoroughly to incorporate them with it.

Having, or having made, the soil suitable, the

next thing is

Planting the Roses.—One of the most ef-

fective methods of obtaining decorative effect

from Roses is to plant them in beds, and the kinds

needed are those which are both free and conti-

nuous bloomers, quantity of bloom and a con-

tinuance of it being of more importance for this

purpose than mere size, or even form, of individual

flowers. The Common and Crimson Chinas, La
France, and Mrs. Bosanquet are types of almost

perfect bedding Roses. The old Gloire de Dijon

again is a Rose unsurpassed by any other of its

colour as a bedder ; indeed, this variety cannot be

put out of its place, for wherever and for what-

ever purpose Roses are grown, there "The Gloire
"

will be found holding a leading position.

Bedding Roses should throw their blooms well up
above the foliage. Alfred Colomb and John Hop-
per are admirable examples of fine, free-blooming

Roses, which produce flowers boldly thrown up to

view. To obtain the greatest quantity of bloom
as little pruning as possible should be resorted to,

but some pruning is absolutely necessary ; weak
or unhealthy wood should be removed, and wood
which shows any sign of exhaustion from age

should also be cut out, while the vigorous young
shoots which healthy Rose bushes are constantly

pushing up from the base should be encouraged

to the uttermost. The time to prune is in spring,

before the young leaves have pushed sufBoiently to

hide in any way the work to be done. With most
kinds used for bedding the " pegging down " sys-

tem must be more or less adoped. Very dwarf
growers will require but little pegging down, but
rampant, vigorous kinds, like Gloire de Dijon, may
have their strongest shoots brought right down to

the surface of the bed at pruning time ; the weak
wood being all out away, flowering shoots will

emerge from every eye on the shoots left, and the

whole surface of the bed may by these means be
well covered with flowers. By this pegging down
system the height of the plants all over the bed is

under control, and can be regulated ; another ad-

vantage is that, where a plant may happen to

have died out, a branch fi-om its neighbour may
be made to cover the space and supply the defi-

ciency. Many of the shoots pegged down, too,

will probably send out roots, and give in the
autumn, if detached from the parent plant, a
supply of useful young plants on their own roots.

Standards. — Although, as a rule, dwarf
Roses only are used for bedding, standards may
be occasionally introduced for the purpose with
advantage, their height, compared with the size

of the bed, being of course taken into considera-

tion. Tall standards in a small bed do not give a
pleasing appearance. Standards may be used for

the centres of large beds, half-standards being
placed next them, with dwarf standards next, and
surrounding them dwarfs, so that when the plants
are in leaf no bare stems will be visible. Stan-
dards of dark coloured sorts also give a good effect

when planted in a bed of dwarfs of a light-

coloured variety, and vice rersa, and in this case
should be of suflicient length of stem to carry
their heads well clear of the foliage of the dwarfs.
Standard Roses .-should never be planted in posi-
tions where they are exposed to high winds, as
under such circumstances they are liable to be-
come ragged and unsightly. The same remarks
which apply to beds of Roses apply also to bor-
ders, which are simply beds of long continuance.

Roses for shrubberies.—In planting Roses
in shrubberies it is obvious that their roots will

have, to a certain extent, to struggle with the

roots of the shrubs for the sustenance and mois-

ture contained in the ground ; this being the case,

no kinds are suitable for this purpose but sucli as

have a strong constitution and a vigorous habit of

growth. Some Roses adapt themselves with great

facility to positions of this kind, and when once

established, require no better treatment, in the

way of enrichment of the soil, than the shrubs re-

ceive. The hardy old summer-blooming Roses hold
their own in shrubberies well, and though their

blooming season is short, while it lasts it is gor-

geous. The most rampant growers will require some
support for their shoots, such as can be afforded by
strong stakes, poles, or branches of trees fixed

firm'y into the ground; no pruning, but what is

needed to cut out weak or exhausted wood, or to

keep the plant in bounds, should be accorded to

them. Amongst the lower growing shrubs tire

most vigorous of the continuous bloomers may be
introduced. Kinds such as the Common and Blush
China, Gloire de Dijon, and Chesliunt Hybrid,
Boule de Neige, and John Hopper are very suit-

able. For these kinds, except where the ground is

very rich, some artificial fertilising will be neces-

sary, and in soils liable to suffer much fi'om

drought, keeping the surface well mulched will

be a great help.

Climbing Roses.—For poles, pillars, arches,

arbours, walls, sides of houses, and high buildings,

&c., only those Roses are suitable whichhavemore or

less of what is called a climbing habit of growth.

I say what is called a climbing habit of growth,
because, strictly speaking, there is no such thing

as a climbing Rose. Roses do not climb or cling-

to anything in the way that such strictly climbing
plants as the Vine, the Honeysuckle, and the Ivy

do. Roses which make long rambling growths,
whose shoots are unable to stand up without sup-

port of some kind, these are the kinds wliich do
duty as climbers ; before determining on the kind
of climber to plant, however, the height the plants
are required to attain to must be considered.

Most of the vigorous Hybrid Perpetuals and Teas
may be relied on from 8 ft. to 15 ft. if the soil be
good, and on warm sheltered walls i ft. or 5 ft.

higher. The extra strong growers of the same
classes, with the Noisettes and Hybrid Noisettes,

will cover well up to 15 ft. or 20 ft. or more feet.

The Banksian Roses are excellent as climbers, but
should only be planted against walls in rather
sheltered positions ; they are only summer
bloomers. The white and yellow may be both re-

Ued on up to 30 ft. in good soil, but the large
white or Fortuniana will run much higher.

This kind is evergreen, except in very sharp win-
ters, which is a great recommendation, but it is

not so prolific in its blooming qualities as the two
first-named varieties. The old Blush and Crimson
China Roses will also run up the face of a wall
freely to a height of 30 ft., and, as before stated,

for continuous blooming qualities they are unsur-
passed by the varieties of any other family of

Roses ; indeed, they are frequently out at their
best when inexorable frost sternly interposes and
checks them ; in spite of this, however, it is not
unusual to find a few buds still unfolding at
Christmas time. Tlie old-fashioned summer-bloom-
ing Roses before alluded to are capable of almost
anything in the way of height

;
probably in good

and deep soils they would climb in a very few
seasons, if well tended, any ordinary church
steeple. They completely cover themselves with
blooms during the blooming period if rightly
treated, and all the treatment they require, if in
good soil, consists in tying them to their supports,
pruning out weak and exhausted wood, and en-
couraging to the utmost such vigorous young
shoots as may be required. No growths need be
shortened except to keep them within the
bounds allotted to the plant, and to take off uu-
ripened ends. Climbing Roses away from walls
should not be planted in very exposed positions,

or, as a rule, they will f ail to gratify the culti-

vator.

Roses for hedges.—All free and conti-

nuous blooming Roses, provided they are neither
of a very rampant habit of growth, nor, on the

other hand, too weak or puny, make very pretty

ornamental hedges. They may be planted in mixed
or separate colours, according to the taste of the

cultivator, and 1 ft. to \\ ft. apart in the row. It

is a good plan to run a stout galvanised wire at

18 in. to 21 in. from the ground, supported on
wooden or iron uprights over the centre of the

row, and to this, heavy shoots whicli would other-

wise be liable to receive damage from high winds
may be made fast, thereby greatly adding to the

neatness and stability of the hedge. More pruning
should be accorded to hedge Roses than to Roses
for climbing and bedding purposes. I recommend
that all weak and exhausted wood be cut right

away, and liealthy vigorous shoots to witliin 6 in.

or 9 in. of where they started the previous spring,

exercising some judgment in keeping the hedge
all through, as far as possible, even, both in height

and width.

Rose screens.—Climbing Roses may be used
to screen unsightly buildings and other objects,

by training them to galvanised wire or other fences

or supports, and, except when the leaves are off,

answer this purpose most admirably,.by the in-

terposition of their loveliness.

Moss Roses. — All the above methods of

growing Roses not only yield good decorative

effects, but give supplies of flowers for cutting.

Heretofore, however, I have not mentioned Moss
Roses, because, from a decorative point of view,

in the out-door garden, as grovi-ing plants, their

value is comparatively small. As cut flowers, how-
ever, they are among the most exquisite of Flora's

productions. A small proportion of them only
should be introduced in mixed beds or borders,

and as low climbers. But the kitchen garden is the

place where Moss Roses should, as a rule, be
placed—the plants of these being grown for the

purpose of producing blooms, which are not re-

quired for ornament till after having been sepa-

rated from the plant.

Pillar Roses.—The nurserymen's catalogues

of Roses describe several varieties of some classes

as most suitable for cultivation as pillar Roses. I

planted some in October, with a view to trying

whether this mode of cultivation would give bet-

ter results than standards and dwarfs, but I sup-

pose one cannot grow pillar Roses without pillars.

Will some of your correspondents who contribute

such interesting articles on the culture of Roses
favour us with instruction as to the best kind of

structure for this purpose, and in what way the

plants should be disposed about their supports ?

—

Cheshire.

GARDEN I N TH E HOUSE.
GREEN WITH CUT FLOWERS.

Most kinds of flowers when out and put in

glasses are beautiful, but few are seen to the

greatest advantage unless well garnished with

green leaves of their own or of some other

plant. Camellias, Roses, and a few others have
foliage of their own more appropriate than any
that can be added, but the leaves of many
plants are not effective, and some flowers have
to be cut without any foliage attached to them,

a circumstance which makes it necessary to in-

troduce greenery of some description. Choice

flowers are generally associated with green of

a delicate tint ; wild flowers or common produc-

tions may be mixed up with coarser material,

but in the majority of cases the main object is

to use a green whicli will remain long in a fresh

state. Maiden-hair and exotic Ferns generally

so much thought of in connection with cut

flower arrangements have not lasting properties

to recommend them. Few of them last half so

long as the flowers, and many of them become
useless a few hours after they have been cut.

This gives the whole arrangement a tarnished

appearance, and creates much work without any
corresponding amount of satisfaction. True, some
Ferns may be grown more hardy than others

;
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but however grown they are at least flimsy, and

a hot room or a draughty position has a rapidly

injurious influence on all of them. The result

is far more satisfactory when things more sub-

stantial than Ferns can be used, and there are

many beautiful hardy green-leaved plants well

worthy of attention in this respect. Foremost

amongst these may be named the Myrtles, which

are evergreen and in every way pleasing. They
bear cutting well, and two or three ordinary

sized bushes will produce a constant supply of

valuable green. Grevillea robusta is another

quick-growing plant possessing a graceful

leafage. Many of the greenhouse Acacias have

pretty green points which may often be cut

from large plants in quantity. The leaves of

Spirfea japonica are most useful, and we con-

tinue to cut them long after the flowers are over.

The leaves of many of the hardy Aoers are

wonderfully beautiful, and many varieties of the

Euonymus are finely variegated and good in a

cut state, especially the points, which are gene-

rally highest coloured. Some of the Cupressus,

Retinosporas, Thujas, and Thujopsis are also ad-

missible, as the points of the shoots are so very

graceful in form and pleasing in colour. Scented

Geraniums, too, might be much more used than

they are, most of them being very hardy, easily

grown, and very lasting. Many more lasting-

leaved plants might be named, but a selection

from those just given will be found of the utmost
service all the year round. J. MuiR.

ilargain, Taibach.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

IIardeiVBEhgia ovata.—Among- g-reenhouse

climbers of medium growth this is useful on ac-

count of its flowering at this season. Its blossoms

which are Pea shaped, are deep violet-mauve,

and borne in short dense racemes. It is now in

flower in the temperate house at Kew. There

is also a white flowered variety of the Harden-
hergia.—H, P.

Eably wall plants.—On the front of the

museum at Kew is a fine example of Lonicera

Standishi, profusely studded with its highly

fragrant blossoms ; near it is also a plant of

Chimonanthus fragrans in full flower, while

Cydonia japoniea, at the same place, is just com-
mencing to open its blossoms. It is seldom one

meets with Lonicera Standishi in such fine con-

dition as it is just now at Kew.—H. P.

Rhododendhon album elegans is here

quite gay, considering the season. On Satur-

day last I cut six beautifully clean and
fully expanded trusses of flower from it,

and I have them in vases in the drawing-

room. There are about a dozen more trusses on
the plant fully expanded, and many more in a

partially developed state. — R. IBnTLER, St.

Dimstan's, Regent's Park.

Stbikins spring flowers.—I may be told
" there is little to be seen in January,'' but this

is not so. When there is a dearth around of

floral beauty then spring flowers are most tell-

ing. Take a few illustrations that caught my
eye to-day in passing through Marlfield. Quite
striking- was a bed of Ghent dwarf Azaleas with

the pure white of the Snowdrop, reflected from
the dark peat, in circles. The coloured Primroses,

which are unusually forward owing to the mild
winter, contrasted well with the Hellebores and
Arabis. In the sunken flower garden, where
there are more than fifty beds all occupied, and
all showy even now, very conspicuous were
such combinations as blue Anemone coronaria,

edged with Snowdrops, or the brilliant crimson

star-like A. fulgens, either in combination or, as

in several instances, in whole beds, with whole
masses of some one distinct colour adjoining, for

contrast or effect. Here, for instance, to-day

may be seen large beds, 20 ft. in diameter, of

white or red Daisies and their varieties, whole
beds of Aconite, Narcissi, distinct colours in

Wallflowers, Myosotis dissitiflora, Aubrietia,

Pansies, Violas, Arabis, Alyssum, Gentianella,

and other equally well-known flowers that,

oW'ing to contrast, massing, and tasteful ar-

rangement, have an eiiect never experienced

where those old favourites, and hundreds I

might mention, are only seen in single speci-

mens or in detached pieces. There is no greater

mistake than to suppose that gardens cannot be

made interesting, as well as bright and gay,

even in January.—W. J. M., Clonmel.

P.SYCHOTHiA (Glonebia) jasminifloea is a

beautiful plant with an ugly name. It is in flower

in the X range at Kew, and is deserving of notice

from its free-flowering and sweet-scented cha-

racter, as well as its value as a winter-flowering

plant. Everyone does not seem to succeed with

this recent acquisition, but if the plants are

started early in a moist stove and grown on

rapidly until summer, and then hardened off and
placed out of doors for about a month, they will

be likely to bloom abundantly in the stove during

the winter.—B.

Flowers in Kirkcudbrightshire. — The
following flowers were in bloom on New Year's

Day in my garden, situated near the Nith in

Kirkcudbrightshire, viz.. Snowdrops, Winter
Aconite, Christmas Rose, white ; white Arabis,

purple Pansy, Polyanthus, various ; double

Lilac and double white Primroses, coloured and
yellow Primroses, blue Plepatica, Wallflowers,

light and dark ; blue Periwinkle, Pyrus
japonica. Anemone, white; yellow Jasmine,

Berberis, wild and double Daisies, and Butter-

cups.—D. M. W.
Plants in bloom at Drayton-Beauohamp Rec-

tory, January 11, 1882 :

—

Crocus alatavicus Vinca acutiloba

atlanticus (nevadensis) minor
biflorus

.

Merendera caucasica

Iraperati Cyclamen ibericum

suaveolens Coum
versicolor Muscari lingulatum

vitellinus Prhnula acaulls hi var.

var. syriacus veris ,,

chrysanthus Anemone coronaria

luteus (maesiacus) blanda

Sieberi (nivalis) Hepatlca triloba in var.

Cambessedesl Oniithogahim Aucheri

Fleischeri Colehicum montanum
Galanthus Imperati I'icaria gi-anaiflora

Elwesi Aubrietia pui-purea

latifolius Helleborus purpurascens

nivalis var. corcyrensis Crocus biflorus Weldeni

Eranthis hyemalis Veronica salicifolia

Helleborus altifolius Jasminum tudiflorum

niger Calendula arvensis

atrorubens Omithogalum glaucophyllum
antiquorum Clieiranthus Cheiri

abchasicus albus longifolius

olympicus Arabis procumbens

intermedius Iberis hybrida

fcetidus Crocus Danfordiir ('?)

—H. Haepur Cbb-wb.

GoLDFUSSiA isoPHYLLA.—I saw quantities of

this useful, but somewhat neglected, plant at

Ghanley, near Ipswich. Each had about eight

shoots and was about 1 ft. high, the whole
being smothered with pretty lilac-coloured

flowers. As grown here this plant proves useful

for both dinner tables and general decorative

nurposes. Its cultivation is extremely simple ; the

cuttings are put in in spring, stopped once, potted

oflt in a mixture of sand and loam, and grown on in

cold frames during the summer. In autumn they

are brought into an intermediate or warm
greenhouse where they soon come into flower.

—

A. I.

Bableeia abgbntea.—This is a stove plant

much resembling some of the Eranthemums,

and, like them, flowering during winter. It is

erect in habit, the stem being terminated by a
head of bracts from which the flowers protrude.

These flowers are very chaste and pretty, being

of a delicate shade of mauve, and the plant alto-

gether forms a good companion to the blue

Eranthemum pulchellum. Like most of the class

to which it belongs, its cultural requirements are

simple, good liberal treatment being all that is

needed.—H. P.

Pelargoniums in winter.—Weundeis'and
that the Pelargonium houses in Mr. Uannell's

nursery at Swanley are now a brilliant sight.

Many of the finest varieties are beautifully in

bloom.

MARKET GAKDEN NOTES.

Although work in the maiket gardens has been
at no time at a standstill during the winter yet it

may be fairly said to have begun in earnest now
for the coming season. The first work invari-

ably is preparing ground for early Peas, and this has

not only been done largelj', but seed has been
sown, and in warm, dry soils—such as those found
on the Surrey side of the Thames—plants are fairly

well through the ground. The influence of deep,

dry, rich soils upon earliness is always seen in the

advanced character of the early Pea crop as com-
pared with the same on the Middlesex side ;

from seven to ten days' earliness is not an un-

common result. How great a gain this is to the

grower is evident when the difference between
lOs. and 6s. per bushel is returned. Although this

part of West Middlesex is just becoming largely

utilised for market garden crops, it is not by
any means such fertile soil as is desirable for

such an important purpose. One great defect in

the soil is its tendency to get saturated -n'ith

water during a wet season. An old farmer said

the other day, " There is a breadth of land run-

ning from Harmondsworth to Hampton near
which you may see the water lying in patches

during a rainj' time ; that always means a cold

saturated soil in the winter, and a scorched one
in the summer." Well, it cannot be admitted
that such is at all a pleasant aspect of market
gardeniiig in this district ; and it is one that is

due not to a lack of artificial drainage, but to

the peculiar conformation of the tract lying as

it does on the north side of the valley of the

Thames. For some time before the end of the

year the waters were out largelj' and work was
much hindered, but since then there has been a

subsidence, and, as far as labour is concerned,

the fields and gardens have assumed an almost

spring-like aspect, which will be continued or

checked just as fair or bad weather predominates.

Peas.—Round Peas will be largely sown this

year because the softer ^vTinkled Peas are dear,

having ripened badly last autumn. Some people

entertain the belief that if a grower saves no seed

Peas he loses nothing in that way in a bad season,

but that is a great mistake. The loss which falls

upon the seed grower falls upon him also in the

spring, when he has to buy, and having bought
also has to put up with a sample the growtli of

which is indifferent. Fortunately all early Peas

seeded fairly well, and were got in in fairly good

condition, so that the price of these is moderate

and the seed growth good. Sangster's and
Kentish Invicta are the most favoured, and
though the first is white and the latter blue, yet

there is no great difference in their table quality.

Where a better price can be afforded, some have

gone in for a few sacks of William the First, as

the deep colour of the pods and their larger size

cause it to sell well in the market. Still the

favourite Pea is Harrison's Glory, a kind that

gardeners would not grow, but one to which
market gardeners steadily adhere. It is not a Pea

of quality ; indeed it is not superior to William

the First, but it is a blue kind ; it is dwarf, pro-

ducing a good crop of pods, with little haulm, and
it is very hardy. This latter point is one of the

first importance, because much as we may con-
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rlemn market gardeners for adhering- to such an
indifferent sort, yet there is so much risk about
the growth and cropping of some 10 or 12 acres of

Peas, that a wise man will look before he leaps

with some uncertain and tender kind. Supreme
is often got in about the same time, and gives large

successional pickings, but as the later sowings of

Marrows have the advantage of warmer weather, of

course the risk is less and the growth better. I think
such new Peas as Stratagem, Pride of the Market,
Standard, and John Bull, when abundant and
better known, will make first-class market kinds,

but it will not be till we have had a succession of

good Pea seasons. Abundant seed crops are indis-

pensable to the popularisation of any new Peas.

Green crops.—Earely have all kinds of
green crops presented such a fine, fresh, healthy
appearance as now ; all over the fields the breadths
of Kales, Savoys, sprouting Broccoli, Cabbages,
&c., look as green and vigorous as can be desired,
and not only so, but continue growing. There is,

however, no great sale for green material, whicli is,

as may be expected, very abundant. So far thers
has not been a week in which sucli things as
Spinach and Parsley could not be gathered and
Turnips pulled. These latter are very abundant
also ; indeed, the old adage, that it never rains hut
it pours, is very appropriate as regards market
crops this winter. Coleworts for bunching have
been the favourite greens ; so far they are tender
and pleasant eating. Savoys become more favoured
when well frosted, but that improvement seems so
far to be denied them. A most remarkable winter
sight has been that of many women hoeing the
beds of winter Onions, for the weeds have grown
apace and the frost that usually serves to kill

them has been wanting. With such an open time
there is always a few bunches of Wallflowers to be
gathered, or of Violets ; and on dry days Lettuces
may be tied. Presently, too. Broad Bean sowing
will commence, and already ground is being got
ready for the early Potatoes. On the whole the
market gardener's outlook at present is not a bad
one, and may largely improve. A. D.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

CASSIA CORYMBOSA.
This Cassia far surpasses in usefulne.ss many
plants oftener met with, and more difBoult to

grow. As a pillar or wall plant planted out in a
conservatory I know of nothing more valuable.
If strong and healthy, it soon covers a large
space, and when covered the shoots may be al-

lowed to push out from the trellis during the
summer months, which gives it a more showy
look ; in autumn, when it ceases blooming, it

may he pruned in as close as may be desired, and
it will break strongly in the spring. Treated in

this way, it will continue in bloom for upwards
of six months. For planting out in summer in the
open border this ('assia is also useful and very
accommodating. It may bo placed in the centres
of large beds, or mixed with other large growinjj
plants, or it may be planted at the foot of a wall,
and trained to it, or grown as a standard, and
kept in that shape according to the taste of the
cultivator.

For standards the plants should be grown on
one season from the cutting state in pots. In
autumn let them go to rest, keeping them in a
cold house till March 1, when they should be
put into gentle warmth, in which they will soon
make strong growth. As the days get long and
-warm gradually harden them oil until about tlie

end of May, when they may he planted out in

some good open soil. If planted in borders, a
good plan is to dig out a good sized hole, and fill

it up with good soil before planting ; when dry
they should be well watered, and under this
treatment they will soon attain a large size.

When the tips get injured by frost in autumn,
they should be taken up and potted, pruned in a
little, and placed anywhere just out of the reach

of frost. At the beginning of the year finally

prune them in and let them be treated as in the

previous spring. As a pot plant for indoors it

should be pruned as just directed, and when it

begins to push it should be potted, or if the pot
it is in is large enough, it should be shaken out,

and returned to the same sized pot. When es-

tablisbed, either keep it in heat, or when
hardened off let it be placed in the open air ac-

cordiiig to the time at which it is wanted to

bloom. It is most useful in the autumn for con-
servatory embellishment along with Liliums,
Zonal Pelargoniums, &c., being so distinct in

colour and continuing in bloom for so long a

time. It succeeds well in a compost consisting of

good loam, rotten manure, and sufficient sand to

keep it open, using plenty of manure water
when the pot is full of roots, which like rich

food. If planting out in conservatory borders it

would be well to add a little leaf-mould, or some-
thing- of that sort, to prevent the soil becoming
too compact.

In propagating it, take the young shoots off

with a heel when about 2 in. long, and put them
in pots in a sandy soil, placing them on bottom
heat in a pit or house, where they will strike in

a sl^ort time. In a cut state this plant is very
useful, as the long foot-stalks make it accom-
modating, and the flower-spikes may be removed
-n'ithout injuring- the shoots. Even the leaves are

useful forthe same purpose, being long and shin-
ing. A large bed filled with this and such plantsas
Hydrangea Otaksa, some of the Abutilons, such
as Boule de Neige and Thomsoni, Arundo Donax
variegata, the ever beautiful Salvia patens, and
Lobelia fulgens (or some of the Cannas), is very
showy and interesting and lasts long in beauty.
It may be edged with such plants as Sedumspecta-
bile, or something possessing the same kind of

habit. J. C.
Farnhorouyh.

WASTE OF FUEL.
" Pekegkine ' in The Garden recently alluded
to the very great waste that occurs in heating
plant houses. During the coming summer I pur-
pose putting up a series of houses in which to
grow market material. At first I intend putting
up. sis long, low, span-roofed houses, each 100 ft,

long by 10 ft. wide, with a path down the centre
only. The ridge will be about 7 ft. high. The
houses will be ranged in two blocks, three on
each side, end to end, with a glass oovered-in space
about 12 ft. wide between, thus connecting the
two blocks. A gutter 18 in. wide will run between
each house as they stand side by side to save the
rain-water, which will be conveyed into tanks in
the houses. The reason for making the gutters so
wide as 18 in. is the more easily to walk up them
for the purpose of painting and repairs. On the
north side of, and adjoining the houses, it is pro-
posed to put up a higher span house, say 12 ft.

high and 20 ft. wide, and up the centre of this to
build a wall up to the ridge, thus dividing the
span and making two lean-to's, a north and a
south one, and to heat one or both of these lean-
to houses with the flue from the boiler fire. Q'he
hot-water pipes will be carried straight up the
covered-in division, the flow up one side and the
return down the other, and into and out of eacli

liouse direct by f pieces from what I may call the
main. It will be easily seen that each block of
houses can be added to a pair at a time as needed.
What I wish to know is what size and quantity of
pipes, and how best placed to effectually heat the
houses with the greatest economy. How best to
make and carry the flue to extract the greatest
benefit from it. Would it be wisest and cheapest
to have two boilers in case of accident 1 and how
best to shut off either so as to have one only going
as wanted. Would it be best to have a continuous
water tank or only connected, rurming from house
to house at the further ends ? and of what material
would this tank best be made ? I shall be very
glad of any practical answers to the above

queries. Efficiency and economy are, of course, the
greatest considerations.

—

Fenman.
It was stated a few weeks since that much *

fuel is wasted through the dampers being kept
drawn out after the fires have burned up ; this is

true, and one important point often neglected is

keeping the flues round the boiler clean ; another
is keeping the fire clear. It is surprising what
heat may be got up with a small and clear fire,

which can be kept low when the sun is shining
and quickly started again when required. I have
seen what appeared to be a furnace full of bright
fire, which, when drawn out, proved to be bright
only in front, the back being choked with rub-
bish. Often too much fuel is put on at once ; a
great mistake. In the morning all fires should be
cleared as much as possible, the dampers left out,
and the ashpit doors open ; little or no fuel should
be put on until the fires have burned up and been
thoroughly cleared ; then the stoker must be
guided by the weather, the temperature required,
and the probability of sun shining. If a brisk heat
is to be got up a thin layer of fuel should be put
on and allowed to become red, then another, re-

ducing the draught as the fire burns through.
Before putting on the last fuel at night some
bright fire should be pushed to the back of the
furnace, and not covered with fresh fuel. By this
means a great deal of smoke is consumed. One
point more, every furnace should be provided
with a close fitting ashpit door. It is as important
as a damper, bvit is often -n-anting. Great waste
of fuel is thus occasioned, as too much cold air is

admitted ; if the damper be out ever such a small
distance, the draught is very sharp through the
small opening, and a fire will last little more than
half as long as with an ashpit door.—W. Ceane.

Resting Eucharis amazonica.—I have
no hesitation in stating in reply to "F. W. E." that
the resting system in regard to this plant is that
which when properly carried out will undoubtedly
prove the most satisfactory. We have a houseful of
Eucharis which we pot in a compost consisting of
loam, leaf-mould, spent Mushroom-bed material,
and silver sand, covering the bulbs about 2 in.

and plunging them in a strong bottom-heat. We
apply the syringe freely and give liquid manure
when they have filled their pots with roots. We
rest them in a cool house for a month and with-*
hold water except what is sufficient to keep
the foliage from flagging. We then replunge them
in their warm quarters, and in six weeks we have
abundance of bloom and foliage of excellent
quality. We use 5-in., 6-in., and 10-in. pots, the
latter supplying from eighteen to twenty spikes
each, eacli spike carrying from five to seven blooms,
and each bloom measuring from 4 in. to 5 in. in

diameter. To show how often plants of this
Eucharis can be bloomed, I may mention that we
the 6th of last November, and they are nowinbloom
had a 6-in. pot containing five bulbs in bloom on
again (January 16), each bulb producing a spike
on both occasions. Our plants of Eucharis have
improved considerably since the resting system
has been adopted.—J. Riddell, Weiitieorth,

Itoilwrliam.

Violets not flo-wering-.—What can be the
cause of my Neapolitan Violets not flowering this

year ? I have twenty frames filled with them, and
the plants were put in tliem in September, and for
the first few weeks they did very well, but since
then they have quite ceased flowering, notwith-
standing we have had unusually bright weather
for the time of year.—J. S.

Phyllanthus nivosus,—Where fully ex-
posed to the light, this plant assumes a beautiful
colour, the leaves being- more or less marked with
pink, white, and green in varying proportions,
some being almost white and others white with
a pink tinge ; some, again, have the three colours
all blended together, while others are green. For
use in a cut state, when flowers are scarce, it is

well adapted, as it is of free growth, and its pin-
nate leaves give it a light and graceful appear-
ance. To ensure well coloured plants it is neces-
sary to choose only such as cuttings.—H. P.
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MONSTERA DELICIOSA IN A COOL
HOUSE.

The popular types of graceful vegetable life we
usually select to illustrate our notions of plant

beauty are seldom in these regions the great

Arums, of which one is depicted in the accom-
panying engraving. Such plants, represented in

our regions in tlie open air by our little Cuckoo-
pints and a few other plants of a similar habit,

do not strike one at first sig'ht as allied to

what, from the point of view of fine foliage and
habit, are among the noblest of plants. Yet
nothing we know of is more striking than the

habit of these tropical plants with their noble

formed leaves, quauit bold habit, and brown
earth-seeking aerial roots hanging like slender

cords. From what we hear and see depicted we
may, without having tra-

velled in the regions
where such plants pre-

dominate and fill the
woods, get some idea of
their strange power to

impress one ; even stunted
in pots and without a
particle of their bold
natural habit being seen,

one can enjoy the won-
derful beauty of the
foliage. At Schonbrunn,
near Vienna, is the finest

collection ofjhese plants

we have seen, we think,

and they are effectively

arranged, growing up
stems of Tree Ferns and
against back walls. At
Kew, too, in the Aroid
house one gets a fair idea

of their dignity and
variety, but the point we
want to illustrate by
this graceful sketch is

the fact that some of

the species do very well
in the cool house, that is

to say, in a conservatory

only heated sufficiently

well to keep the frost

quite out. Generally, as

everybody knows, they
are treated as stove

plants. So it was in the
Botanic Gardens ui the

Regent's Park, where
this engraving was
sketched last summer;
but some years ago, in the

course of alterations in

the large house there,

the portion that had been
in the stove was thro'svn

into the cool part, and a

bank of rockwork covered this, and an allied

Aroid was allowed to take its chance. The re-

sult was that the plant grew perfectly well and
made a vigorous growth every summer under
the new conditions, proving it to be admirably
adapted for the embellishment of such surfaces

in the conservatory or winter garden. Unhappily,
though we build many large houses, we seldom
have any notion of making them green and
graceful by the use of such objects as is here
depicted. We still stick to the red pot and the

stage—necessary things, perhaps, for the growth
of certain classes of plants in houses devoted to

culture, but wholly needless and inartistic in

what is called the " show house." The whole of

the arrangement of that is much in want of

change. Speaking generally, the variegated bench
with the usual Chinese Primroses, Cineraria, and
other ordmary flowers mixed everywhere in the

same proportions, is the equal in its way of the
common monotonous shrubbery. To conceal all

the hard angles and shabby artificiality of
everything called a show-house should be our
pride. There are a thousand things wherewith
to do it and many- ways, even in places for
which this bold Monstera with its curiously
perforated leaves would be too large.

THE WINE PALM.
(CAKTOTA tTRENS.)

The noble specimen of this Palm, so long one of
the chief attractions of the Palm house at Kew.
has recently been cut down and replaced by a fine

specimen of Phcenix reclinata. Caryotas have the
singular character of commencing to flower from
the top of the stem downwards, death following

Monstera deliciosa planted out in cool house in Botanic Garden, Regent's Park,

(Sketched from Nature, Autumn, 1S81.)

close in the wake of the spadices as they are de-
veloped singly. The Kew specimen has produced
nine spadices, the last one developing this year.
Of these, two fine specimens are to be seen in
Museum No. 2. These gigantic inflorescences hang
gracefully from the stem Uke immense horse-
tails, being about 6 ft. in length and 4 ft. through,
and bearing thousands of brown, leathery flowers.

The trunk of the Kew specimen was about 50 ft.

high, and before the flowers appeared must have
borne a magnificent head of foliage. In the
Palm house at Kew there is a splendid spe-
cimen of perhaps the noblest of the genus,
C. Rumphiana, whose leaves are about 25 ft.

long, with a spread of at least 20 ft., looking
like immense Angiopteris leaves. This tree can
best be viewed from the gallery above. Another
species well represented at Kew is C. Cummingi,
which is now bearing several of its graceful flower-
spikes. Others are 0. sobolifera, G. maxima, C.

obtusa, C. furfuracea, and C. Blancoi. G.

EOEONIAS IN SMALL POTS.
An opinion exists that these, and a good many
other hard-wooded plants are only useful in the
form of large specimens, which many people have
not an inclination to cultivate. This is incorrect,
as they will flower just as freely in a small state
as they do when larger, every bit of growth made
which has been properly matured during the pre-
ceding autumn rarely failing to bloom. In fact,
several of the different species of Boronia are such
free flowerers in a small state that it seems strange
they are not grown in quantity for flowering
through the winter and spring in the way that
winter blooming Heaths are. If their treatment
has been such as to secure early growth and alike
early ripening of the shoots, they will begin flower-
ing from October to February, and keep on
through the early spring. Amongst the whole

range of hard-wooded
plants there are few if
any that will continue
blooming for so long a
time. B. pinnata, B.
Drummondi, B. elatior,
and B. megastigma will
go on flowering for
from three to six months
without intermission. I
have had plants of B.
pinnata in 6-in. or 8-in.
pots that have given a
succession of bloom from
September to April, their
beautiful soft pale pur-
ple flowers being equally
attractive in the bud
state as they are when
fully open. In a conserva-
tory or greenhouse where
the night temperature is

kept at from 40° to 46°
the flowers will open
freely, and attain their
full size

; B. Drummondi
has red flowers, and is

equally free in producing
them; the blooms of B.
megastigma and B. elatior
are of different shades
of red, and are borne in
profusion, the long slen-
der shoots being so liter-

ally clothed with them
that the small leaves are
all but hid. For elegance
of habit all the species
named are not excelled
by anything in cultiva-

tion, added to which they
are by no means diffi-

cult to grow, not being
subject to die off sud-
denly in the way in
which Heaths and some
other plants do. For any
purpose the Boronias
require little support

in the shape of sticks or ties, and when to

be used in a small state such as here suggested,

all they want is a single stick to the main
stem, the principal side shoots being looped

up to it.

Good fibrous peat with a moderate addition of

sand is what they require to grow in ; they are

not delicate-rooted plants liable to suffer through

the least excess of moisture, although, as a matter

of course, in common with most other hard-wooded
species, they need a reasonable amount of atten-

tion. Winter and early spring is the time they

want to flower, but by retarding they can be kept

later. Still, as I have already intimated, to have
them in the best condition through the winter

they should be encouraged to make their growth
early by keeping them in a light, moderately

warm greenhouse in April, May, and June, turn-

ing them out-of-doors in the full sun about the

middle of July, by which means further growth
will be checked ; the wood thus early ripened at
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once sets flowers in abundance the whole length

of the current season's shoots.

T. Baines.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS OUT-OF-DOORS.

The Chrysanthemum belongs to an extensive

family scattered over the four quarters of the

globe. Arcticum and absinthifolium are from
Kamtschatia and Siberia ; carinatum and
paludosum from Barbary, while in the more
temperate regions and in our own country many
interesting species are found, but none to com-
pare with the beautiful C. indicum. In China this

has been cultivated for centuries, as the old

ceramic art of that country testifies ; upon this

we find it portrayed as a large single yellow
flower with long loose petals of no great beauty.

How and when the first double variety was
obtained by the Chinese remains a mystery.
Upon its introduction into Europe in 1789 it

was treated as a greenhouse plant, and attracted

but little attention. The iiowers were semi-

double and dull purple in colour. Subsequently
others of various shades found their way to this

country, and were extensively grown.
About the year 1820 the first seedlings were

raised in Europe, and the results exceeded our
most sanguine expectations; perseverance and
skill have since worked such changes in this

beautiful autumnal flower, that even the Chinese
themselves have some difiiculty in recognising it.

Culture. —• The Chrysanthemum is quite

hardy and will grow in almost any soil or situa-

tion, and therefore it is impossible to lay down
any general rule for its cultivation. The varieties,

however, vary a good deal, and the treatment
necessary for one is often unsuitable for an
other ; for instance, the summer - flowering
varieties are spoiled by being exposed to hot
sunshine ; they succeed best in the north of

England and Scotland, while the large flowering

kinds and Pompones require all the warmth that
the south can furnish. As the climate of some parts

of China ismuch warmer than that of this country,
particularly the autumn months, the thermo-
meter often standing at 100° Fahr. in the shade,

a south or south - westerly aspect should be
selected for the site of a Chrysanthemum planta-
tion, and the shade of trees or buildings should
be avoided. In town gardens this is not always
possible, but the nearer we can approach the
conditions just alluded to, thegreater will be our
success. None need, however, despair, for in spite

of such obstacles as smoke and fog, some of the
finest flowers exhibited at the autumn shows are
grown in the small gardens and yards of densely
populated cities. Much, however, depends upon
soil ; the Chrysanthemum is such a voracious
feeder that where vigorous foliage and fine

flowers are desired the soil cannot well be made
too good. If practicable, it should consist of equal
parts of fresh loam, rotten manure, leaf-mould,
and sand. These, well mixed in autumn, and
allowed to remain in ridges during the winter,
will be in good condition to receive the plants
in March or April. Many prefer autumn-made
cuttings, and if intended for pot culture they
are best, but for open-air culture strong suckers,
if they can be procured, should be selected.

They receive no check when planted, and in

order to allow a free circulation of air the plants
should stand at least 3 ft. apart. The same roots
left undisturbed for two seasons in succession
never produce fine flowers. They should, there-
fore, be replanted every year towards the end
of May. Strong stakes should be placed to each
plant, and the main stem should be firmly
secured thereto during the growing season, the
laterals being neatly tied into their proper
places—but not too'stiflly, and all unsightly

branches should be removed. The beauty of the
foliage and size of the flowers may be increased

by applications of liquid manure during the

summer months. Early in October disbudding
should be commenced. The centre or crown bud,
if perfect, should be left, and all the others care-

fully removed. One fine flower on each branch
is preferable to several small ones.

Varieties.—The following varieties are
good in habit, free flowering, and well adapted
for open-air culture:

—

White. Guernsey Nugget
Vesta Abb^ Passaglia

Ill's. Eumlle John Salter

Virgin Queen
Eve BluHh and Hose.

White Venus Belladonna
ill's. Hallburton Ariadne
Beverley Hermine

Christine

Jied. Princess of Teuk
Cardinal Wiseman "Venus

Julia Lagravere Lady Talfourd

Prince Albert Lady Harding
Ti'iomphe du Xord Lady Slade

Pio Nono
Jewess Cfiinson-pwpU:
Due de CoiTegliano Alma

5Ir. Murray
Yelloio and Oranyc. Pi-ince of Wales

Aureum multiflonun Progne

Chevalier Doniage Prince Alfred

Golden Beverley Dr. Uoz.as

Jardin des Plantes Lord Derby
Sulphureum superbuni ilulberj'y

"Wall Chrysanthemums.—In many well-

kept town gai'dens the eye is offended by un-
sightly brick walls, and the question is often

asked. What can be done to hide them ? The
answer is, train Chrysanthemums upon them ; if

well nailed in they take up but little room and
afford a pleasing background to the other occu-

pants of the borders. Strong cuttings or suckers

planted at the base of the wall 1 ft. apart early

in March, in soil similar to that just recom-
mended, will make rapid growth, and if kept
neatly nailed in and all the side shoots removed
as they appear, will soon cover a wall of ordinary

height. Liquid manure from time to time will

strengthen the plants and improve the foliage,

and if carefully disbudded in September, a grand
show of large flowers will be the result. Should
it be desired to protect the blossoms from wind
and weather it can be effectually done by nail-

ing a 12-in. board on the top of the wall so as

to form a coping. This supported by a few poles

in front is all that is required, and if practicable

a canvas covering fastened in front when the

nights are cold will generally prove sufficient

protection; with these simple precautions the

duration of the flowers will be greatly prolonged.

The varieties named below are best for wall cul-

ture :

—

Whifc. Venus
Beverley Pink Perfection

White Globe Duchess of Manchester

Wliite Queen of England Lady Harding
Vesta Lady Slade

Mrs. Ruudle
Virgin Queen Crimson.

Princess of Wales Prince of Wales

Wliite Venus Prince Alfred

Lord Derby

Yellow and Oraivjr. Lady Talfourd

Mr. G. Glenny Alma
Guernsey Nugget Progne

Jardin des Plantes Aregena
Golden Beverley

John Salter Red and Brown.

General Slade Triomphe du Nord
Nil Desperiinduin Prince Albert

Dr. Brock Bernard Paliasy

Mr. Brunlees .

Blush and Rose. Julia Lagravire

Aini^ Feriere Herculas

Belladonna Sanguineum

Princess of Teck Pio Nono

Pompones.—These requira the same treat-

ment as the large flowering varieties. They may
be advantageously planted, either in front of

tall growing kinds or in beds by themselves.

If for the latter purpose, they should be planted
in April. Each root should be set about 12 in.

apart, and tlie head or leader should be taken

off when about 8 in. high, and all lateral branches

encouraged to grow. These; when sufficiently

developed should be pegged down in the same
way as ordinary bedding plants, and this must
be continued during the summer, all strong-

shoots being shortened or regulated in order to

ensure an equal sui-face of bloom. Liquid manure
may be given them occasionally ; as to effect

that greatly depends upon a judicious arrange-

ment of the colours. The following are all good
free flowering kinds :

—

White. 3Iiss Julia

Mdlle. Marthe Mustapha
Miss Talfourd Aureole

Argentine Firefly

White Trevenna
Cede NuUi Yellow and Orange.

ilme. Domage Aigle dOr
Modele D:in Drin

Mr. Astie

Blush and Rose. General Canrobert

Adonis Golden Cedo Nulli

Andromeda Aurore Boreale

Mme. Roiissilon La Vogue
Mrs. Dix

H^lfene Cri^nson.

Rose Trevenna Salomon

TropMe Duruflet

President Decasne

Red and Brown. Miranda

Bob Crimson Perfection

Brilliant James Forsyth

The early or summer-flowering Pom-
pones do not appear to advantage in open bor-

ders unless shaded from hot sunshine in August
and September. They are very dwarf and of

various shades, but for out-door decoration in

the south of England they are of but little

value. The climate of the north and Scotland

suits them admirably, and there they are in-

valuable mixed with herbaceous plants or in

ribbon borders. Their free habit and profusion

of brightly-coloured flowers render them very
attractive. The following are worth a place in

every garden :

—

Earhj Pompones.

Naiiuni, white Le Luxembourg, yellow

Mme. Dufoy, white Mdme. Pecoul, rose

Souvenii' d'un Ami, white Adrastus, rose

St. Mary, white Delphine Cabonch*, ros5

Chromatella, yellow Frederick Pele, red

Hendersoni, yellow Scarlet Gem, red

A.S.

Lychnis alpina. — Referring to " Brock-

hurst's " notes on this interesting plant in The
Garden (pp. 585 and 615, Vol. XX.), Iam of opinion

that there is a marked difference between the

Scotch plant and the ordinary form, of which the

figure in Wooster's book is a good representation,

and which I assume to be identical with the

English plant. I have several times visited

the Scotch locality (Little Culrannoch in Clova,

Forfarshire) when the plant was in flower, the

last occasion being in the end of June, 1880,

when the plants could be counted by the score or

hundred (they are more or less abunrlant according

to the character of the season), and in no case did

they exceed 3 in. or i in. high. On each occasion

I brought home a few, and they never increased

in size in cultivation ; they generally died out in

a year or two, so that they require to be renewed
from seed, in fact treated as a biennial. I have

long observed a difference, but as the plants went
under the same name, it was not so decidedly

forced on my attention till last summer, when I

had the Scotch plant (both original 'and seedling)

in flower side by side with the ordinary form.

The difference was very marked, the former not
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being half the height of the latter, and the whole

plant being smaller in every way ;
in fact the one

was almost a miniature of the other, although the

flowers were quite as fine. I find this other

difference, that while the ordinary form is very

willing to grow with me, seedlings sown in the

open ground in spring coming up quite readily

and forming strong t\ifts flowering next year,

the English and Scotch stations, then the plants

are different, the one being so much larger than
the other.

—

Edw. Moir, iVen<2)ort, Fife.

ASTER ELEGANS.
This is the engraving of a delicately coloured

and pretty Starwort which Mr. Moore sent us

the Scotch plant is shy to grow even from seed,

and more difiicult to manage. I have grown
L. lapponioa from seed, obtained from Mr.

Thompson, of Ipswich. This grows readily like

the ordinary form, and is perhaps a little dwarfer

than it, but not so dwarf as the Scotch form. I

allowed it to drop out of cultivation some years

ago, as it was not sufficiently distinct. If the

lithological character of the soil is alike in both

from Glasnevin in the autumn under the above

name. It differed from many of its race in the

oneness of its colour—a delicate French grey.We
hope it may prove a free grower. The names of

the Asters are hopelessly "mixed." The great

point is to secure kinds good in flower and

habit, and no doubt such names as they are

truly entitled to will be settled some day.

RENOVATING LAWNS.
Amateurs generally have a wholesome dread
of what is called ground work. To them it is

messy as well as costly, and consequently dis-

agreeable ; and no wonder, for there are few
garden operations in which money may be sooner

lost or saved. Some years since I had a striking-

illustration of the loss of money as well as tince

in a lady who undertook to be her own clerk of

the works as well as landscape gardener. On a
foggy and sloppy November day I was sent to

advise her, and found her with a swarm of

labourers around her literally and metaphorically

stuck fast in the mud. She had been at work
lawn making for over three weeks. Capital turf

had been carted from a common about three

miles off, and the plan of proceeding was as fol-

lows : The ground was part of an old wood, and
as soon as a part was cleared it was forthwith

smoothed down, and the turf unrolled, rammed,
and rolled down, the lady all the while standing

on and rejoicing in the green oasis that her

genius and her enterprise had created. The pro-

cess was repeated the following days, generally,

however, starting from a fresh centre. The nett

result was that when the two days' work met
there was generally found to be some inequality

of surface which made it needful to lift the turf

again. This goose-step process had proceeded so

far at the time of my visit that most of

the turf had been nearly worn through, and
had acquired the colour of the surrounding mud.
This is merely cited as an example of expensive

turf laying to be avoided, and with the view of en-

forcing the importance of the fundamental maxim
to be observed in all such work, viz., that of having

the ground properly formed and shaped before a

single turf is laid. In all ground work a clear idea

of future form and appearance should precede the

laying of turf. The simplest way is to place the

ground on paper first, and then work to the plan.

This was the plan that was adopted to lift the

lady referred to out of the mud—a muddle in

which she had got bemired, and it will keep all

the readers of The Gaeden out of similar diffi-

culties if they will adopt it. As well try to build

a house as to lay out a garden or form pleasure

grounds without a plan. But not a few are so im-

patient for results that they cannot wait while

the foundations of good lawns are being laid.

Among these thorough drainage and an equal

depth of soil over the entire area are often the

most essential. In the case referred to part of the

ground was a swamp, through the filling in of an

old ditch. A drain had to be laid through this, to

the horror of the lady, who had formed one of her

richest green oases right along its crown. Then

clay from the foundation formed the surface on one

place, road sand in another, rich soil from an old

kitchen garden in a third, and it needed a lot of ar-

gument to convince those concerned that these

could never produce grass of uniform verdure or

quality.

Uniform solidity is a work of great difficulty, as

in filling up inequalities of surface it is well-nigh

impossible to ram soil down so firmly as is done

by time. It must, I should think, be obvious

to everyone that unless the base of Grass lawns

be of uniform solidity, they will quickly subside

in the most erratic fashion, leaving labyrinths of

inequality, instead of that greatest charm of a per-

fect lawn—a smooth or even surface. Having thus

ensured a base free from stagnant water, ground

of fair and uniform quality, equally solid through-

out, any one of the following three methods may
be adopted for the obtaining of a good turf.

Turflng.-The first is that of covering the

entire surface with turves or sods ;
those cut from a

common, the roadside, or a closely fed meadow,

are the best ; in fact, they are already a good

lawn, short, close, fibrous, even, uniform almost

as velvet pile, all that is needful being, in fact,

to transfer the lawn in detail from the distant

common or mead and lay it down in a mass for

use. Such turves carefully lifted and relaid form a

ready-made lawn fit for almost immediate use.

There is no better or easier method of trans-

ferring such lawns ready made or grown than
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that of lifting the turves in sizes 1 yd. long,

1 ft. wida and 1 in. thick ; these should be rolled

up tightly and in such a state are easily

conveyei and unrolled on to their final growing
quarters. Tliere is only the objection of expense
to this method of what may be termed spon-
taneous lawn making, but where the turf is near,

labour plentiful, and skill available, the expense is

less than might be assumed, while tlie results are
as sure as they are swift.

Grass seeds.—A second method consists
in sowing tlie prepared ground with lawn mix-
tures of Grass seeds, which are now carefully
selected by all our leading seedsmen. This almost
equals whole turves in the rapid production of
mere verdure ; but seedling Grass is long in pro-
ducing a good bottom, and on many soils it is

several years before lawns formed by sowing seeds

with whole turves according to the first method
described. Some prefer sowing seeds thinly on

lawns formed by inoculation, either at the time
of laying the turf or early in the spring. It is a
very good plan, but really not necessary. The
seeds may hasten the verdure, but hardly improve
the qualitj' of the lawn, and I have formed many
acres of lawn by inoculation both with and witli-

out seeds, and could scarcely tell the difference

at the end of six months. Of course lawns thus
formed look unsightly for a time, but to all who
can afford to wait for a few months, the saving of

labour and material is so great as to strongly re-

commend inoculation as the clieapest as well as

the simplest method of renewing or extending
Grass lawns. The turf from one acre may thus
be made to cover ten, while tire work may be
done in one-fourth of the time. D. T. Fish.

Canna Ehemanni showing hahit of giowtk, height b feet

(Sketchedfrom Nature at Pendell Court, Aug., 1881.)

reach the high state of perfection attained at once
by those formed through the laying of good turves.

Inoculating.—A third plan, and it is that
which I would recommend as the cheapest and
best to all who have to form lawns of any
extent, is that termed inoculation. The ground
is prepared exactly as if for whole turves or
seeds. Turves are also brought on to it, but
instead of being laid down whole they are torn
to_ pieces into irregular and ragged fragments from
1 in. to 2 in. in area ; the more ragged the edges
the better. On no account should the turves be
cut by spade or edging knife, These pieces of tuif
should then be laid on the ground with the Grass
upwards, leaving interstices of 2 in. or so between
each. Beat them into the soil with rammers and
roll heavily. Should the weather or soil be wet the
lawnwill look anything but green after inoculation
is finished. But presently the Grass will spring
up, the raw edges extend to one another, meet,
overlap, and a perfect verdant mat be formed,
which will equal and sometimes excel within the
fhort period of six months lawns formed at once

Ohrysanthemum seed.—A question has
been mooted in The Garden by " Anonyma

"

with respect to raising new varieties of Chrysan-
themums by seed. It is, I believe, pretty certain
that most of the additions to the varieties in cul-
tivation have been from sports, and everyone
knows that there is a greater fixity of character
and quality in kinds raised from seed than in
mere sports. I have been a seedling grower now
for upwards of thirty years, and I never saw a
seed of our florist Chrysanthemum. I visited the
Versailles Nursery at Hammersmith many times
when Mr. Salter conducted it, and saw many
seedlings. He told me he got some friends of his in

the southof France togrow his plants and saveseed
from them. I have tried in manyshops in thesouthof
France, but could never meet with the right sort of
Chrysanthemum. I have tried at Mentone, Nice,
Cannes, and Hyiires. They have various kinds of
Chrysanthemum seed, but none from the garden
or florist flower. So if " Anonyma " has been more
successful, perhaps she will say where she got the
seed from.—W. H. 0.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE COCXX.—CANNA IRIDIFLORA
EHEMANNI.*

One of the noblest and most beautiful amongst
recent additions to stove plants is the Canna, of

which we herewith give an illustration. Cannas
are, as a rule, stately plants, but this one excels

them all in that respect, for not only is its foliage

bold and ornamental, but its blossoms are very
lovely. It would be difficult to imagine a more
charming object than a well-grown specimen of
this plant, such as we have seen in Sir George
Macleay's garden at Pendell Court, Blefch-
ingley, under the care of Mr. Green. Here
it occupies the margin of a large tank,
planted on a raised mound of good soil, so

that its roots have free access to the
water, and, being associated with other large

aquatic and sub-aquatic plants, and itself rising

from a carpet of the feathery foliage of Herpes-
tis reflexa (Myriophyllum proserpinacoldes), it

produces a striking effect. It is remarkable for

its protracted flowering season ; from early

spring till within a few weeks ago it has been
continuously in flower ; it is, however, best in
early summer.

Of its origin we cannot speak with certainty,

but it appears to have emanated from Continen-
tal gardens. Its nearest neighbour is C. iridi-

flora, of which, indeed, it may be a variety, but
it is far finer than we have ever oeen that species,

the flowers being larger, the colour brighter,

and the plant altogether of a more ornamental
character. Its easy culture is a great recommen-
dation to it, and the ready way in which it may
be propagated will soon render it plentiful, for

it is not much known in this country as yet.

The finest plants we have seen of it were at

Kew, in the tropical and Water Lily house ; at

Sir Trevor Lawrence's, grown in a large pot
in a stove ; and at the late Mr. Joad's, planted
out in a warm greenhouse in a moist border.

These plants have, we believe, all been taken
from the Pendell Court plant,which is by far the
finest example we have seen. It is also grown
well by Messrs. Hooper & Co. in their nursery
at Twickenham, whence a plant was exhibited

last year at South Kensington, where, without
dissent, it was awarded a first-class certificate.

CcLTURB AND POSITION.—As to Culture, we
cannot do better than quote Mr. Green's remarks
with regard to this plant. He says :

" Cannas
generally are most useful, both on account of

their fine foliage and flowers. Most kinds grow^

well in a rich soil in the open garden during the

summer months liberally supplied with water.

Some few seem to delight in being submerged,
so that their roots have free access to mud or
water. Amongst these may be named C. flaccida,

C. glauoa, C. limbata, and others, more espe-

cially C. iridiflora var. Ehemanni, the grandest

of all. This is planted here with the crowns
about 1 ft. above the water in a mound of good
strong loam and river mud, such as Nymphasas,
Papyrus, and other warm-house aquatics are

planted in. I do not say that it will not be satis-

factory in the open garden in summer, but the

above is what may be termed its warm treat-

ment. I have grown it out-of-doors, but it was
not put out early enough to make really good
plants." W. G.

French cloches,—These useful protectors

have been so often noticed in The Garden that

many will doubtless wish to adopt them. In many
places, however, they cannot be easily obtained.

Will any of your readers kindly inform us what
they are, and how they should be made ? Would
oiled calico do instead of glass?— C. F., ParhsUmc.

< Drawn from a plant at Pendell Court in the sacoud
week ill Augunt.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

PEKPETUAL SPINACH.
This is a good Spinach, wliich can be had both
iu summer and winter by malting two sow-
ings at difierent times, and when well grown it

is equal to either the early round-leaved or the
late prickly seeded or winter Spinach. For early
spring crops nothing equals the round-leaved

;

and for autumn and winter crops the prickly
seeded is the best where it does well, but upon
heavy clay and very wet soils the crops are
often nearly failures. The perpetual Spinach
seems to grow luxuriantly on any soil and at all

seasons of the year, and being a gross feeder one
can give the plants a good quantity of liquid
or other manure. From one sowing made in the
first or second week in April I get a good sup-
ply of fine large leaves during the summer. In
hot dry weather the roimd-leaved Spinach is

liable to run early to seed ; therefore it pro-
duces but few leaves, and those of only second
quality. The perpetual sort grows well in hot
weather, and by feeding the plants freely with
artificial manure one is able to get from the
spring sowing a good supply during the summer
and autumn. The second sowing must be made
early in July in order to give the plants time to

get well established before winter, and from
these one is able to have a good supply in pro-
portion to the piece of ground devoted to the
crop.

The last two winters nearly killed the whole
of our prickly Spinach, while our crop of the
perpetual withstood the severe frost ; therefore

we had plenty to pick from until the round-
leaved was fit for use, and also the spring sown
crop of the perpetual. The latter withstood the
liot dry weather we had this summer, and pro-

duced a plentiful supply of good Spinach, and
even now we are picking daily from the same
bed. Ground for this Spinach is either dug
deeply, or, better still, trenched, working into it

deeply at the same time plenty of rotten manure
for the roots to feed upon.

The seed may either be sown broadcast upon
the beds, or in rows 12 in. apart, thinning the
plants in the rows to from 6 in. to 9 in. asunder.
I prefer rows, as they afford a better opportu-
nity for keeping the ground free from weeds,
and if need be artificial manure can be sown
between the rows, hoeing it in deeply with a

draw hoe. I find superphospate or bone meal
one of the best manures for Spinach ; it seems
to invigorate the plants in a very short time
after being used. Liquid manure from the farm-
yard is, however, quite as good, only it requires

to be oftener used during the season. I find two
good dressings of bone meal to carry a crop on
for six months. Wm. Oheistison.

The Itoohe)-y, Bromley Common.

Veitch'8 Protecting "Winter Broccoli. --

This is doubtless one of the very best for a supply
at this date ; it is so thoroughly protected with
large thick leaves, curling down closely over the
heart, that it takes a severe frost to injure it in

open quarters. The best plan, however, is to take
the plants up and lay them in closely together,

either in frames well ventilated on all favourable
occasions, or even in the open ground to be covered
when necessary, for if shut up close the flavour is

soon afEected.—J. G. Linton.

Asparagus seed. — Messrs. Hooper, of
Covent Garden, inform us that they have bought
the seed of the Asparagus grown by Mr. Harwood,
which our readers will remember was successful

in gaining important prizes during the past year.

Some people may desire to have seed from such a
strain, but it would be unfair to lead the reader
to expect that this would give him a distinct

variety. The excellence of Mr. Harwood's Aspara-
a:us dependson culture ; however, it is to be called
" The Giant."

Sowing Lettuces and Cauliflowers.—
A small sowing of Veitch's Forcing Cauliflowers

and Bath Cos Lettuces should now be made in

boxes to succeed those wintering in cold frames.

I find Veitch's Forcing Cauliflower excellent for

very early work, coming into use in a minimum
of time. The produce of seeds sown in boxes and
placed iu an early vinery or Peach house, and
gradually hardened ofE in cold frames and pricked
out in February under some span-lights, will make
an excellent succession to the autumn - sown
plants. Amongst Lettuces I have not yet found
anything to beat the Black-seeded Bath Cos.

—

J. G.L.

Autumn planted Potatoes.—A neigh-

bour informs me that by planting in November,
with whole sets, 8 in. deep, he obtains double the
crop he can grow by the ordinary method of

spring planting. Will some of your correspondents
who have tried this plan kindly give us their

opinion of its value ? For my own part I fail to see

the advantage autumn planted sets can have over

those kept in earth through the winter, and
planted in say February or March, when the soil

can generally be so much better wrought, and
likely to remain in a more friable condition

;

therefore more suitable for the progress of root

and top growth, than can be the case with soil

thaT; has been saturated and battered by the
winter rains. —G. L. M.

Protecting early Peas from birds.—
There are some localities I know where early

Peas are very liable to be destroyed wholesale by
rooks, jackdaws, &c. Peas planted on a sunny
border now when throwing up their white buds
attract crows owing to the general absence of

other feeding material, and immense destruction

often takes place in [a single morning. Bather
curious, I found last year when the Peas were
allowed to start in frames or boxes until the tops

became green, and then transferred to open lines,

they were not molested. Furze tops are a protection

against mice or rats, but not wholly against birds.

I understand there is a light, cheap, convenient
galvanised wire netting recently made for laying

down on the drills, easily removed, and intended

to meet such cases. Illustrations of this are often

given in advertisements.— W. J. M., Clonmel.

Mushroom growing.—Mr. Muir is not only

a good gardener, but he has a most fertile pen.

Few men of his age can boast of being a gold
medalist. Still, he is not infallible, and, as regards

Mushrooms, I venture to assert that he is quite on
the wrong side of the hedge. Mr. Barter has so

well explained the fact that Mushrooms are at all

times and seasons to be had in Covent Garden
from outside beds, that further testimony would
be superfluous ; otherwise I might assure Mr.

Muir that I have practised the same plan for many
years, and only yesterday I got 19 lbs. off one of

my beds.—E. Gilbert, Burghletj.

Mushrooms in winter.—No doubt need

be entertained as to the possibility of growing
Mushrooms out-of-doors in winter. 1 have many
times seen beds made up in the open air in the

neighbourhood of Fulham and other suburban
market gardens in autumn. And it is no novelty

in that locality to find beds at this time of year

bearing very fine crops. It is indeed easier to grow
Mushrooms wholly out-of-doors, depending solely

on external coverings, than to grow them in some
of the structures that are called Mushroom houses,

and if we all had cellars such as those alluded to

as existing at Gunnersbury House, and the Lon-

don market gardeners supply of manure from
stable-fed horses, there would be no fear as re-

gards a crop of Mushrooms. But many gardeners

are expected to supply them from cold, draughty

sheds, and from manure very difEerent from that

just mentioned that fills the atmosphere with

ammonia. Given a close, moist atmosphere at about

60°, and little difliculty will be experienced in

getting Mushrooms plentifully on beds made of

manure from Corn-fed horses, and out-of-doors,
too.

—

James Ghoom.
I have this day (Jan. .5) paid a visit to

Mr. Barter's place, and can verify all that he
states (p. 521:) respecting Mushrooms out-of-doors
In fact, I was quite surprised tc see 500 yards of
ridges in all stages, some just spawned, others in
full bearing, and some that had been gathered
from every week since last October, and still in
good bearing order. He informed me that he had
gathered 84 lb. ofE two ridges this week, and from
what I saw he might, I should say, gather the
same quantity again the next day. The practical
part I leave to liim, but it seemed to me the pre-
paration of the material is of the greatest import-
ance. There is neither greenhouse nor frame on
the premises, only a long shed filled with spawn
in cakes of fine quality.—R. H. Baed, Sydenham.

It is undeniable that paying crops of
Mushrooms are sometimes raised in favourable
seasons by market growers having practically un-
limited horse manure and straw for making up
the beds and covering them. But the whole pro-
cess is troublesome, litterj', requires much space,
and is, to some extent, uncertain in its results.

What a master in the art like Mr. Barter has at-
tained would not under ordinary management be
realised, I fear, in private gardens. In most places
the gardener cannot afEord to run risks, or even
to make experiments in matters of supply, and
therefore he must know something more definite

about the matter than is as yet given by any one
of your correspondents. Mr. Barter writes of

gathering over 66 lbs. per week. It would be grati-

fying to would-be growers if he would kindly
state the superficial area from which that quantity
was gathered. It would be possible then to make
comparisons between the results indoors and in

the open air. Giving merely the quantity picked
is not sufBcient data upon which to act, and
it is not to be thought of that any pru-
dent man would forsake his safe and sure
practices solely on the strength of that. The
open-air cultivation of Mushrooms will hardly
recommend itself for the northern parts of the
country on account of their lower average winter
temperature, and in others owing to the excessive
rainfall. In the eastern, south, and south-western
districts onlj' do the conditions required for en-

tire success seem to exist, and even iu these the
variations of temperature which no amount of or-

dinary protecting material would hinder from
affecting the warmth of the ridges, snowstorms,
and much rain would appear to make a constant
supply rather problematical. Where the indoor
culture is rational and the spawn of the best

quality, from four to five pounds of produce in

buttons and useable full-grown Mushrooms can be
gathered from 1 square yard per week when a bed
is in its best condition. "Will a bed in the open air

do as much ? I am very partial to all cheapening
processes in our business, and advocate them
whenever I can well do so, being ready to adopt
them if of approved worth, and I shall therefore be
much obliged by further particulars from your
correspondent in reference to his outdoor beds.

—

Sylvesteis.

SHOET NOTES- KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Transplanting Mushrooms.—.Some ol the Jlush-

room beds here are very crowded, and the young man in

charge has, I ses transplanted patches about the size o( a

penny piece of small Jlushrooms just coming through to

vacant spaces, and they seem to be growing away nicely.

Has any of youi" correspondents tried this plan ?—J. S. W^.

Carter's Pink Dwarf Celery.— I have tliis under

trial tliis season, and I find that while Major Clarke and

Manchester Ked are (no doubt on account of the mildness

of the season) both bolting, Carter's Pink, which I have

this day (Jan. 10) tried, is not yet started. I therefore think

it will p'ove a first-class keeper, and a good variety.—

R. GILBERT, Burghley.

Worms In manure.—I have a large he.-vp of manure

which I want to use in spring for Koses and flower border's,

but it is so full of small woi-ms that I am afraid of doing

so. Can anyone tell me what can be done to get rid of them 9

—C.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.
THE APPLE.

( Continuedfrom 2?. 632, Vol. XX.)

Culinary Apples.—On the proper selec-

tion of varieties suited for culinary purposes,

whether for market or private use, depends

one of the most important points relating to

Apple culture ; no matter how favourable other

conditions may be, success may be completely

frustrated by planting in open orchards sorts

only suited for sheltered gardens. Of the many
sorts in cultivation but few are fit for all sorts

of positions and modes of culture. For market
purposes it is more profitable to grow large

quantities of well-known kinds than to en-

courage collections. In the market the demand
early in the season is for Codlins, Stone's Apple,
Lord Sufiield, or some equally well-known sort

;

now the demand is for Wellingtons, Eussets,

Queenings, Blenheims, or some equally distinct

kinds. Old sorts, i.e., those that have stood the

test of time, are the greatest favourites ; but
now, when a lively interest is being taken in

hardy fruits, we may look for a more decided
advance in the raising of new sorts. The follow-

ing list contains kinds of well-tried excellence,

both as regards quantity and quality of produce,

and as a good dessert Apple is generally a good
culinary Apple, if of large size, preference

should be given to such sorts as are available

for either purpose.

Admirable (Small's), 1 size, 1 quality. A very
fine kitchen Apple, in use in November and
December. Skin, lemon yellow, free bearer, and
especially adapted for dwarfs.

Alfriston, 1 size, 1 quality, irregularly ribbed.

Skin, greenish yellow, an excellent keeper, and
a kind that should be in the most limited collec-

tion. January to April.

Alexander, or Emperor Ale.vander, 1 size, 1

quality, a showy Apple, very large, and bril-

liantly coloured, making a beautiful dish for

dessert. Very juicy, good as a standard, dwarf,
or cordon. On young trees the fruit attains a

great size. September to December.
Atkins' Prize, or Atliins' Seedlimj, a medium-

sized Apple. Great bearer, tree hardy. November
and December.

Allan Bank Seedling, 1 size, 1 quality. An ex-
cellent variety for northern counties. Very hardy
and free.

Annie Elizabeth, 1 size, 1 quality. Very firm
fruit ; will keep well until Apples come again.

Baldwin, 1 size, 1 quality. A very showy
Apple, in use from November to March.
Largely imported from America. Available for

Beauty of Kent, 1 size, 1 quality. Vigorous
grower and very prolific ; one of the very best
for making fine orchard trees. October to Feb-
ruary.

Beauty of Hants, 1 size, 1 quality. A mag-
nificent Apple for any purpose, second, indeed,
to none, either for kitchen, dessert, or exhibition.

November to February.
Bedfordshire Foundliny, 1 size, 1 quality. A

very vigorous grower and prolific ; one of the
best. November to March.
Baron Ward, 2 size, 1 quality. A very fine

culinary Apple, prolific, good keeper. January
to May.

Belle Dubois, 1 size, 2 quality. One of the
largest Apples grown, prolific, and very useful,

either for culinary purposes or for exhibition.
November to March.

Besspool, 2 size, 1 quality. A prolific sort,

good market fruit, or for kitchen use ; keeps
well. January to March.
Burr Knott, 1 size, 1 quality. A very prolific

hardy Apple. November and December.
Beepig (Norfolk), 1 size, 2 qualitv. A very

good cropper and keeper ; one of the best for

travelling, not being easily bruised. January to

March.
Beefing, Striped, 1 size, 1 quality. A Norfolk

Apple like the preceding, but of better quality
;

an excellent keeper, and a desirable variety.

October to May.
Belle Joseph, 1 size, 1 quality. A large, hand-

some, vsry prolific kitchen Apple. October to

December.
Brabant Bellefieur, 1 size, 1 quality. A very

handsome Apple, hardy and prolific. October to

March.
Blenheim Orange, 1 size, 1 quality. One of

the finest Apples in cultivation, being well

adapted either for kitchen, dessert, or exhibition ;

first-rate for baking—an Apple, in short, which
ought to be in every collection. November to

February.
Betty Geeson, 1 size, 1 quality. A very desir-

able Apple, well suited for dwarf bush trees.

December to March.
Bough Apple, or Large Yellow Bough, 1 size,

1 quality. A valuable, hardy, and prolific Apple.

August.
Cafshead, 1 size, 1 quality. Very large irregu-

lar-shaped fruit; an old, but useful Apple.

November to February.
Cellini, 1 size, 1 quality. A very prolific

Apple; a good grower, and useful either for

kitchen or dessert, but too soft and light for

market. For small private gardens it is one of

the very best. October to December.
Cc.v's Pomona, 1 size, 1 quality. A very hand-

some Apple, of great excellence, and one which
makes a good orchard tree. October.

Cobbett's Fall Pippin, 1 size, 1 quality. An
excellent large Apple, with white and tender

flesh. November to February.
Codlin (Keswick), 2 size, 1 quality. Colour,

pale lemon yellow; very juicy, excellent for

jelly. Tree hardy, good grower, and extra-

ordinarily prolific ; in fact, in all sorts of posi-

tions it is one of the few Apples that carry a

crop every year. If I had only room for one

Apple tree it should be a Keswick Codlin. Au-
gust to October.

Codlin (Manks) or Irish Pitcher, 1 size, 1

quality. Very prolific, and one of the very best

for dwarfs ; a favoiu-ite market Apple. August
to October.

Codlin (English), 2 size, 1 quality. A very
prolific variety, and one which succeeds in soils

where many fail. August.
Codlin (Kentish), 1 size, 1 quality. Very pro-

lific, vigorous grown, and useful kitchen sort.

August to September.

Codlin (Eutch or London), 1 size, 1 quality.

Very useful kitchen or market sort. August to

September.
Codlin (Carlisle), 2 size, 1 quality. Very pro-

lific, healthy, well adapted for dwarfs. August
to December.

Codlin ( Winter), 1 size, 1 quality, and an ex-

cellent keeper. Tree very prolific and healthy.

October to February.
Cogsioell, I size, 1 quality. A very useful sort,

either for kitchen, dessert, or market. December
to March.

Costard, 1 size, 1 quality. A good sort. Tree
hardy and prolific, even in the north. October to

March.
Crab (French), 1 size, 1 quality. One of the

best and latest keeping Apples grown. Skin
very dark green, turning yellow when ripe.

January to June.
Crab (Minchal), 2 size, 2 quality. Very pro-

lific, hardy Apple; suitable for ungenial situa-

tions.

Deu.v Ans (Ilambledon), 1 size, I quality, A
very valuable late keeping Apple, forming very
fine trees as standards. Skin, greenish yellow.

streaked with red and russet on the sunny side.

Very much grown in Kent ; known as Graham's
Russet. December to May.

Devonshire Queen, 1 size, 1 quality. A fine,

large, and very beautiful Apple
;

good for

culinary purposes. October.

Domine, 2 size, 1 quality. Flesh, white and
tender. A very prolific, useful variety. December
to March.

Duchess of Oldenburgh, 2 size, 1 quality. A
Russian Apple ; very popular for market, and a

prolific, useful sort, bearing freely in quite a

small state ; well adapted for orchards or for

private gardens ; known also as Borovitsky. Sep-

tember.
Duke of Wellington, or Dumelow's Seedling,

usually called Wellington, 1 size, I quality. One
of the very best late market Apples ; very full

of juice, and keeps well without shrivelling.

November to March.
Dutch Mignonne, 2 size, 1 quality. An excel-

lent variety for private gardens or market, and
equally useful for culinary or dessert purposes.

December to April.

D. T. Fish, 1 size, 1 quality. A very large,

handsome kitchen Apple, worthy of extensive

cultivation. November to January.

Early Julien, 2 size, 1 quality. An extra-

ordinarily prolific sort in quite a young state.

Very popular in market gardens, both as a stan-

dard and a dwarf. August.
Echlinville Seedling, 1 size, 1 quality. A very

prolific sort, and very popular. October to

January.
Fall Pippin, 1 size, 1 quality. An excellent

American sort, fit either for dessert or kitchen.

October to November.
Flander's Pi2)pin, I size, 1 quality. A large,

excellent sauce Apple ; one of the oldest sorts.

October to December.
Flotver of Kent, 1 size, 1 quality. A very fine

sort for orchards, making large trees ; has been
cultivated in Kent for hundreds of years. Octo-

ber to December.
Fillhasket (Kentish), 1 size, 1 quality. A

splendid Apple, yellow streaked with rod ; of

pendulous habit, making a graceful tree ; one of

the very best sorts in cultivation. November to

January.
Forge, 2 size, 1 quality. A very free and con-

stant bearer ; extra good as dwarf tree. October

to January.
Farleigh Pip2nn, 2 size, 1 quality. An excellent

prolific sort; useful for dessert or kitchen.

January to April.

Farmer's Seedling, 1 size, 1 quality. A very

fine prolific sort, suitable for market. December
to April.

Frogmore Prolific, 1 size, 1 quality. A very

free bearing useful sort, raised by the late Mr.
Ingram, at the royal gardens, Frogmore.
September to December.

Formosa, 2 size, 1 quality. Useful either for

kitchen or dessert ; very prolific. November to

January.
Golden Noble, 1 size, 1 quality. A very large

and truly excellent Apple, a spreading grower
and free cropper ; one of the very best of old

sorts. October to March.
Golden Sjn're, 1 size, 1 quality. A prolific and

constant cropper ; now very popular as a market
sort, and equally useful in gardens. September
and November.

Gooseberry Pippin, 1 size, 1 quality. An ex-

cellent late-keeping Apple; one of the best.

November to July.

Grand Duke Constantine, 1 size, 1 quality. A
Russian Apple, beautiful and good. September.

Grenadier, I size, I quality. A handsome yel-

low fruit, very prolific and hardy. October to

November.
Gravenstein, 2 size, 1 quality. A first-rate kind
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for jelly making or otherculinary purposes; also

useful for dessert ; a good orchard variety. Octo-

ber to November.
Greeni/iff, Noi-fheni,2 size, 1 quality; free, very

hardy and prohfic, a certain cropper ;
favourite

market kind for outside rovrs in orchards. Novem-
ber to April.

Goff (Orange), 2 size, 2 quality. An extraor-

dinarily prolific kind, very hardy, making a first-

rate stock on which to graft tender sorts ; very

largely grown for the jam makers. December to

March.
Greeninij (Rhode Island), 1 size 1 quality.

Free growing hardy American sort. November to

February.
Greeninr/ (Yorlshire),! size, 1 quality. An

excellent hardy late-keeping variety. October to

January.
Sanirell Souring, 2 size, 1 quality. A first-rate

kitchen or market variety. December to March.
Harvey, or Doctor Harvey, 1 size, 1 quality.

An excellent and certain cropper, largely grown
in the eastern counties. October to January.

Harvey's Wiltshire Defiance, 1 size, 1 quality.

.\ very fine culinary Apple. November to

January.
Hauihornden (Old), 2 size, 1 quality. One of

the oldest aud most trustworthy Apples in culti-

vation ; excellent for dwarfs in small gardens
;

very prolific. September.
Haicthornden (JS'ew), 1 size, 1 quality. Much

larger than older variety, longer keeper, and an
excellent market sort. December to January.
Hoary Morning, 1 size, 1 quality. A large,

handsome Apple ; tree spreading ; very prolific.

October to December.
Hollandbury , 1 size, 1 quality. A large and

excellent Apple. A great favourite in market
gardens. November to January.
Hollow Core, 2 size, 1 quality. A useful market

sort. September.
Incomparable (Lewis's), 1 size, 1 quality. A

handsome market Apple; makes fine trees. Oc-
tober to January.

Jolly Beggar, 2 size, 1 quality. A prolific early
Apple ; excellent for dwarfs. August to October.
King ( Warner's), 1 size, 1 quality. One of the

very largest Apples, and a good keeper ; excellent

either for market or private gardens. November
to March.
Lady Derhy, 1 size, 1 quality. A prolific

Apple
; tree hardy and a great cropper. August

and September.
Lady Henniker, 1 size, 1 quality. A large,

handsome culinary Apple of extra good quality

;

raised at Lord Henniker's, in Sufiolk. October
to February.
Lord Suffield, 1 size, 1 quality. One of the

most popular market Apples in cultivation
;

very handsome and prolific. August and Septem-
ber.

Lord Grosvenor (Neio), 1 size, 1 quality. A
large, showy Apple ; skin transparent and hand-
some. September to January.
Lord Derhy, 1 size, 1 quality. A large, hand-

some, and good Apple. October to January.
Lord Raglan, 2 size, 1 quality. An excellent

keeping Apple, first-rate for culinary purposes.
January to June.

Leadington (Grey), 2 size, 1 quality. A very
hardy prolific sort for northern counties. Sep-
tember to December.

_
Melrose, 1 size, 1 quality. An old Scotch va-

riety of great excellence. October to January.
Mere de Menage, 1 size, 1 quality. A very fine

culinary Apple. October to March.
Mifchelson's Seedling, 1 size, 1 quality. A

desirable sort, suitable either for dessert or cook-
ing. December to February.

Norfollc Bearer, 1 size,! quality ; hardy, and
an excellent Apple in all ways. November to
January.

Xelsoji's Glory, 1 size, 1 quality. A large,

heavy Apple, excellent for sauce. October to
.January.

Prince Albert, 1 size, 1 quality. A very prolific

Apple, resembling CeUini, but later. September
to December.

Pech's Pleasant, 1 size, 1 quality. A first-rate

American sort, useful for dessert or culinary
use; largely grown for market. November to
March.

^
Pijjinn (Bridgewater), 1 size, 1 quality. A pro-

lific sort, useful for dwarfs. October to April.
Pipjnn (Broad-eyed), 1 size, 1 quality. An old

and very excellent kitchen Apple. January to
March.

Pippin (Colonel Harbard's), 1 size, 1 quality.
An excellent culinary Apple, of Norfolk origin.
November to March.

Pip2>in (Galloway), 1 size, 1 quality. A hardy
and prolific sort for culinary purposes. October
to January.

Pippin (Kentish), 2 size, 1 quality. A very old
and useful orchard variety. October to Decem-
ber.

Pippin (Lemon), 2 size, 1 quality. An excel-
lent old variety, fit for dessert. October to
March

.

Pippin (London), or Five-crowned Pipjnn, 2
size, 1 quality. An excellent sound-keeping
Apple

; useful for dessert. November to May.
Pippin (Wadhurst), 2 size, 1 quality. A fine

Apple either for culinary or market purposes.
October to February.

Pippin (Sturmer), 2 size, 1 quality. One of the
best of keeping Apples, useful either for kitchen
or dessert. February to June.

Professor, 1 size, 1 quality. A very fine Apple,
of excellent quality, hardy and prolific. Septem-
ber to January.

Queen Caroline, 1 size, 1 quality. Compact
grower, and very beautiful Apple ; much grown
in Kent, valuable for small gardens. October to
December.
Rambour Franc, 1 size, 1 quality. A vigorous

grower and prolific, of French origin. Septem-
ber to October.

Rambour d'Hiver, 1 size, 1 quality. Tree
vigorous, prolific, a useful kind. November to
December.

Reinette dii Canada, 1 size, 1 quality. One of
the finest Apples in cultivation, good either for
culinary, dessert, exhibition, or market. No-
vember to April.
Russet (Royal) or Keepi?ig Russet, 1 size, 1

quality. One of the best Russets ; a good grower
and cropper, and verv desirable sort. Novemberand cropper, and very desirable sort. November
to May.

Russet (Pile's), 2 size, 1 quality. An excellent
grower and cropper. October to March.
Rymer, 1 size, 1 quality. One of the very best

of late sorts ; a beautiful Apple. December to
April.

Sto7ie's Apple, or Loddington Seedling, 1 size,

1 quality. A grand market Apple, first brought
into notice in the parish of Loddington, in Kent

;

does best grafted on strong som- kinds, never
known to fail ; extra good either for cooking or
exhibition. August to December.

Stirling Castle, 1 size, 1 quality. An ex-
traordinarily prolific sort, in great favour in cold
localities, good as a dwarf. October to Novem-
ber.

ToiL-er of Glamis, 1 size, 1 quality. Tree
healthy, very free gi'ower, and prolific ; one of
the very best of Apples for orchards

; of Scotch
origin. November to March

.

The Queen (Saltmarsh), 1 size, 1 quality. A
large handsome Apple, either for kitchen or
exhibition. November.

Waltham Abbey Seedling, 1 size, 1 quality. An
Essex Apple of great excellence. September to
December.

Tippet's Incomparable, 1 size, 1 quality. A
remarkably handsome and good Apple. Novem-
ber to January.

Washington, 1 size, 1 quality. A very hand-
some Apple covered with a Peach-like bloom.
September.

Winter Queening or Sussex Duel; s-bill, 1

size, 1 quality. A very excellent keeping Apple,
fit either for culinary purposes or for dessert

;

largely grown in Kent for market. December to
February.

Selections from the above for small
orchards.—Alfriston, Annie Elizabeth, Beauty
of Kent, Beauty of Hants, Blenheim Orange,
Besspool, Bedfordshire Foundling, Beefing
(Norfolk), Beefing (Striped), Bough (large yel-
low). Cox's Pomona, Cobhett's Fall Pippin,
Codlin(Keswick),Codlin (winter), Crab (French),
Deux Ans (Hambledon), Damelow's Seedling
or Wellington's, Dutch Mignoune, Echlinville
Seedling, Flower of Kent, Fillhasket (Kentish),
Golden Noble, Gooseberry Pippin, Gravenstein^
Greening (Northern), Goff (Orange), Harvey,
or Dr. Harvey, Harvey's Wiltshire Defiance
Hoary Morning, Hollandbury, Incomparable
(I^ewis's), King(Warner's), Reinette du Canada,
Royal Russet, Stone's or Loddington Seedling,
Tower of Glamis, Waltham Abbey Seedling,
Winter Queening. The following make good
standards, and they are also very prolific as
dwarfs

: Admirable (Small's), Alexander (Em-
peror), Atkins' Seedling, Codlin (Manks), Burr
Knott, Betty Geeson, Codlin (Carlisle), Duchess
of Oldenburgh, Forge Apple, Frogmore Prolific,
Golden Spire, Hawthornden (Old and New),'
Jolly Beggar, Lord Suffield, Queen Caroline,
Early Julien, Hanwell Souring, Sturmer Pippin,
Rymer, Ciellini, Stirling Castle, Belle Dubois,
Codlin (Dutch or London).

Selection for dwarfs, cordons, or pot
trees.—In addition to sorts previously described
there are several possessing great excellence if
grown in the form of cordons or on walls in
sheltered gardens

;
and wherever'collections of

Apples are grown they are well worth a place.
Many of the very best culinary sorts are also
very beautiful for dessert, being clear and almost
transparent in the skin, and some such beautiful
kinds as Emperor Alexander, Belle Dubois, and
Reinette du Canada are amongst the most
effective for exhibition purposes.
American Beauty, 1 size, 1 quality, yellow

and red, tender and juicy. A very desirable
Apple, and very prolific. December to April.

Banks' Exhibition, 1 size, 1 quality, pale yel-
low, mottled crimson. A very beautiful Apple
for culinary use or for exhibition. September to
December.
Beauty of the West, 1 size, 1 quality, greenish-

yellow and red. A tender, juicy American Apple
of great excellence. October to February.
Beauty of Hants, Beauty of Kent, Belle Du-

bois, Bedfordshire Seedling. All previously de-
scribed.

Belle et Bonne, 1 size, 1 quality, pale yellow
faintly streaked with red. A highly flavoured
excellent old Apple. October to December.

Bellefeu) (Brabant), 1 size, 1 quality, beautiful
lemon coloured, useful for kitchen or dessert
and very effective for exhibition. October to'

March.
Bellflower (Yellow), 1 size, 1 quality. A

beautiful French Apple on warm soils, excellent
in quality. November to February.

Calville (Arojnafic), 1 size, 1 quality, reddish
yellow. A handsome early Apple, very juicy and
'•ichly perfumed. September to October.

Calville Blanche d'Fte (White Calville) 2
size, 1 quality. Skin, pale yellow, very ha'nd-
some when full grown. Flesh, white, tender, and
delicate

; the earliest of the Calvilles. Auo-ust
I
and September.

"
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Calville Blanche d'Ifiver, 1 size, 1 quality.

Skin, greenish yellow, golden when ripe ;
excel-

lent for kitchen or for dessert. January to April.

Duchesse de Brabant, 1 size, 1 quality. Golden

yellow and red. A handsome, valuable Apple.

October to March.
Early Harvest, 1 size, 1 quality. A very fine

early American Apple; good for table or kitchen.

July and September.
jEchlinville Seedling, Umperor Alexander,

Flower of Kent, and Golden Noble. Described

already.

Hawfhornden (Seacliffe), 1 size, 1 quality. A
very large handsome Apple, suited for dwarfs or

cordons.
Incomparable {Moss's), 1 size, 1 quality. Skin,

yellow, streaked with red. A handsome and excel-

lent Apple for culinary purposes. January to May.
Incomparable {Tolcer's), 1 size, 1 quality.

Greenish j'ellow tinged'with red, firm, crisp, and

juicy. A very desirable sort, excellent for

kitchen. October to January.
Jacques Lebel, 1 size, 1 quality. Beautiful

pale yellow and red ; a very handsome Apple of

French origin, excellent for any purpose. Oc-

tober to January.

Nonsuch (Hubbardston's), 1 size, 1 quality.

American Apple, useful for culinary or dessert

purposes. October to January.

Nonsuch {Peasgood's), 1 size, 1 quality. A
new variety, of great merit for table or kitchen.

September to November.
Northern Spy, 1 size, 1 quality. Pale yellow,

streaked with red ; one of the finest Apples in

cultivation ; repays attention for kitchen or

table. October to June.

Pearmain (Adams'), 1 size, 1 quality, pale

yellow, tinged with red
;
good for any purpose.

December to February.
Pearmain (Balchin's), 1 size, 1 quality. A very

beautiful Apple raised at Dorking
;
good for any

purpose.
Pearmain (Baxtei^s), 1 size, 1 quality. A cer-

tain cropper, excellent for kitchen or dessert.

November to March.
Pearmain (Royal), 1 size, 1 quality. A fine

old variety for culinary or dessert use. October

to March.
Pomona (Co.v's). Ought to be in every col-

lection.

Reinette du Canada. One of the very best.

Reinette du Cau.v, 1 size, 1 quality. Flesh,

greenish yellow, excellent for cooking. October

to December.
Reinette Grise, 2 size, 1 quality. Good culi-

nary sort in warm soils and situations. Novem-
ber to May.

Stone's, or Loddington Seedling. Extra fine,

ought to be in every garden, large or small.

Warner's King and Toiver of Glamis. To these

-the same remark applies.

Most of the above kinds are brought to great

excellence in the neighbourhood of JNIaidstone

as cordons, but in colder counties it would be

best to rely on the varieties enumerated as being

suited for orchard trees, or such as the three

last named in this list. James Geoom

and Cucumbers so much rooted out into the

surrounding plunging material as to necessitate

the use of a spade to clear them when their re-

moval was desired ? These all seem particularly

partial to the rich fresh phmging material. To
plant in a loose border composed of fibreless loam
and much decayed manure is decidedly a mistake,

as in that case fleshy roots like those of Bindweed
would predominate. What is required is some-
thing to arrest the rambling tendency of such

roots, and I should prefer a wall of fresh turves

to a body of " fine gravel and sand." Even a well

trodden trench of fresh plunging material I should

prefer to fine gravel and sand, as this would botn
arrest the growth of rambling roots and ofEer a
good feeding ground for the many rootlets formed
in consequence. At what part of the border did
" Thrumpton " cut his opening 1 and supposing
this to be through the centre. What effect did the

gravel and sand have upon the other part of the

the warming influence of the sun. Not top-dress
a Vine border " to induce the formation of roots I

"

Whj', it is the first thing I should do to a border
where tlie roots were gone down to the subsoil or

drainage, owing to the lack of top-dressings and
rich surface food. At tlie present time I could
point to the top-dressing of a border full of fibres

where none could be found last year. Nothing
but semi-rotten stable manure was employed, and
even the old stems could not resist its root-form-
ing influence. F.

DOUBLE CHINESE CRAB TREE.
(PYRUS SPBCTABILIS FL.-PL.)

Among deciduous trees that flower about the

end of April or beginning of May, ons of the
most beautiful is the Chinese Crab, which,
though in cultivation with us for upwards of a

cen':ury, is still not so often met with as one

EOOT FORMATION GREATEST IN POOR
SOIL.

" Thrumpton " states that rich soil does not en-

•courage root growth, nor will roots form till it

loses its richness ; further on he says no one will

find a great quantity of roots in a very rich border,

nor has anyone ever top-dressed a Vine border

in order to induce the Vines to make roots. If they
have done so, they are in error. If he had stated

that a highlv manured border encourao;es a gross

root growth, which is very liable to perish when
it loses its richness, that is to say, when it is

little better than a mass of humus, I could agree
with him. Has " Thrumpton " never found pot

plants of either Figs, Peaches, Grapes, Melons,

Flowering Bmneh nf Double Chinese Crali.

" very rich border ?
" If the roots refused to grow

in this, how did his Vines manage to exist 1 or

rather what sort of a crop of Grapes resulted i

The bar of gravel and sand did not much alter

the character of the border. Tlie remedy, there-

fore, was of a negative description.

With regard to top-dressing Vine borders, I should
like to know what this is done for, if not to in-

duce the Vines to make roots. Is it in order that

the juices contained in the manure may be washed
down to tlie roots to prevent undue evaporation
of moisture, or what ? My motives for top-dressing

a border are, first, to retain as many roots as pos-

sible near the surface, these becoming well estab-

lished in the manure during the season, and
thereby deriving much benefit from it ; and,

secondly, to prevent binding and cracking. If for

the latter purpose onlj' it would not be put on
till hot dry weather was anticipated, simply be-

cause I should like the border to be exposed to

would expect, for though its blossoms somewhat
resemble those of the common Apple tree, its

earlier date of flowering renders it distinct and
all the more valuable. It is perfectly hardy, and
when full grown forms a handsome tree about

20 ft. or 30 ft. high. The flowers, which are

large, are pale rosy red, but the buds are deep
red, and whether open or closed very showy. The
blossoms are normally semi-double, but there

are now varieties quite double, and of these that

repi'esented by the annexed woodcut is one of

the best. It is called fl.-pl. rosea, the colour

being, like that of the type, a rosy red. There is

also a double white variety, the blossoms of

which, like those of the preceding, are fragrant.

Both are highly ornamental trees, and desirable

on account of the flowers being less fugacious

than if thev were single. W, G.
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SEASONABLE WORK.

FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.
G. J., SURREY.

Camellias are best arranged in a china dish or

wide dish-shaped glass ; for table bouquets in a
sitting room the single kinds are to be preferred

;

they are easiest to group, and their large yellow
centres make them more ornamental. Next to the

single in decorati\e value are the coarser ball,

shaped double ones with thick smooth-edged
petals. Some old conservatories and orangeries
liave large trees with a wealth of glossy foliage

to spare for cutting, which may be made to last

through manj' weeks' changes of flowers. One
leaf beyond the flower generally turns the wrong
waj', and had better be cut oft. A well-grown
double red Camellia, bushy, well set with flowers
and not too large, in a silver vase, is very good on
the dinner table, single blooms of the same in
small silver cups being the only other flowers.

Those who have stove Orchids to spare for cutting
will do well to try a spray or two of the beautiful
rose-coloured Calanthe Veitchi in a rather tall

shaped glass with three or four leaves of green
Aspidistra, choosing the leaves rather small, nar-
row, and pale green. A wide and rather shallow
glass howl holds a quantity of Laurustinus flower,

cut rather short, with sprays of its dark foliage
standing well above it, and a few rosy scarlet
Pyrus japonioa nesthng low in the mass of white,
red-stemmed flowers. Small boughs of variegated
Aucuba, the leaves large and well marked, are
handsome alone in large jars of blue china. In
pots we have berried Aucuhas, Aralias, and Libonia
floribunda.

FLORAL DECORATIONS.
J. HUDSON, GUNSEKSBURY HOUSE.

The pendulous blossoms of Thrysacanthus ruti-
lans look bright and attractive just now suspended
around the edges of trumpet vases. They could be
advantageously used in conjunction with Calanthe
vestita around the edges of any tall vase or
epergne as a central arrangement to a dinner
table, flUing up the centre of the same with spikes
of Calanthe Veitchi, a few blooms of Lfelia an-
ceps, and the same of Eucharis amazonica around
the last named Calanthe. This would give an effec-
tive centre-piece that no lover of ch'oice exotics
would despise. Another change as a centre-piece
for a moderate sized table or forthe drawing-room
may be made by choosing a well variegated ex-
ample of Pandanus Veitchi as good as it can be
had in a i-in. pot ; from this it may be removed
and placed in the centre of a soup plate for want
of a better receptacle. Fill with a little sand to
keep the plant steady, and finish off either with
good Moss or some fresh Selaginella into which
may be inserted a few bulbs of Tulips in flower,
say, for instance, Due Van Thol, scarlet and white,
allowing the former colour to slightlj' pre-
dominate. With these the Pandanus will show
itself to good advantage. As a finish a few
plants of a durable kind of Fern (Davallia, for
instance) would greatly improve it. This would
prove a lasting arrangement and be well adapted
for a room kept at a maximum tempera,ture. Of
hardy subjects the pendulous blossoms of Gari-ya
elliptica are now most attractive. A few sprays of
these would associate well with the bronzy-
coloured points of Berberis Aquifolium and Jas-
minum nudiflorum. Rhododendron Nobleanum in
the open air has developed several trusses of
flowers

; these look well arranged by themselves
with theirown foliage. The smaller flowered kinds
of Azaleas, as amama, obtusa, and the \arious
hybrids raised therefrom, are useful in a cut state,
lasting longer than many of the large flowered
varieties. They all answer well for specimen
glasses, and can oftentimes be better arranged
therein than in larger receptacles, owing to the
necessity of allowing only a short stem, especially
in the case of small plants. For button-holes the
various kinds of Epacris are very useful. Erica
melauthera also looks well used with the former,

and both possess greater durability than many
forced plants.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKFIELD.

Acanthuses.—These are hardy herbaceous
perennials, but so distinct in habit of growth,
noble foliage, and uncommon form of flower-
spikes, that for ornamental gardening they are
well qualified to rank along with the finest sub-
tropical plants ; indeed, with us they have to do
duty in such positions, and generally come
in for at least as lai'ge a share of admira-
tion as the tender sub-tropical plants them-
selves that can onl}' be raised at a large ex-

penditure of time and money. Taking this

fact into aoeount, it will be seen how desirable it

is that as much use as possible should be made
of such plants, in order to obviate to a propor-
tionate extent the use of tender and short-lived

ones. We gi'ow two kinds of Acanthus only, viz.,

A. latifolius and A. mollis. They are easily pro-
pagated by seed or division. Seeds sown in light

loam quicklj' germinate in a warm house, and if

sown now will make large plants for putting out
early in May. If propagated bj' division the old
plants had better be lifted, cut into medium-sized
pieces with an edging iron, and at once planted
in their permanent positions. Either variety
makes a noble plant for lawn planting, and when
thoroughly established in such spots, there are no
plants that require so little attention or produce
better effects. They make good marginal plants
in beds round tall-growing sub-tropicals, but
from such spots they generally have to be moved
annually—treatment which they dislike. They
are essentially permanent plants, and should
therefore be given positions accordingl}', con-
sisting of thoroughly prepared soil, which should
be stifiish loam enriched with plenty of good
manure.

Spring flowers.—The weather being so
unusually mild, these are springing up in every
direction,and being so forward, asevere frost would
be likely to do much injury. It would be imprac-
ticable to protect all, but the most valued should
have that attention. Hyacinths and Tulips are
most liable to iujurj', and the neatest of all

protections for them is Cocoa-nut fibre refuse.

Where, however, the bulbs are planted in a ground
work of Sedum or Saxifrage, this protection can
not be employed; therefore, under such circum
stances, a covering of Yew or Laurel boughs must
be used. The ground being so wet, the slightest

frost will be sufficient to raise or rather to loosen
autumnal planted spring flowers ; therefore their
well-doing will be best assured by well firming
the soil about them after each recurrence of frost.

Over our reserve stock of such plants and dwarf
hardy summer bedders planted on warm borders
in the kitchen garden we run a light roller as
soon as the state of the ground after the frost

will permit, an operation that seems to be doubly
beneficial, as it firms the plants and apparently
conduces to their more rapid lateral extension.
Certainly this is the case with such plants as

Herniaria glabra, Mentha Pulegium, Cerastium
arvense, Sedum lydium, Thyme, dwarf Veronicas,
and various Stonecrops.

Herbaceous plants.—Many kinds of these
are also too far advanced in growth for the time
of year, but that should serve as an incentive to
get all removals and rearrangements completed as
soon as possible, for, though they maj' with safety
be transplanted at almost any season, it is but
reasonable to suppose that they will do better if

moved before growth has become too active, not
to mention the importance of their roots getting
well established in the fresh soil before dry
weather checks root action. The reaction in favour
of this class of plants still continues, and being
combined with the present prevalence of aesthetic

ideas with which many of these plants are asso-
ciated, there is some danger that the cultivation
of many kinds little better than weeds may be
resuscitated. Intending planters should therefore

only select kinds of real merit. As to the best mode
of arrangement, tastes vary, some preferring to
plant single plants in straight lines, the tallest at
the back of the bed or border, and the dwarfer in
front, and for a formal border this plan has some
merit ; we, however, prefer planting them in groups
or clumps of moderate size, sa}' three plants in a
group of Pyrethrum uliginosum, double Sun-
flower, and similar growers, five or seven plants o£
Spiraea Aruncus and Anemone japonica, and in
still larger numbers of the dwarfer growing kinds.
I would then advise the filling in of every vacant
space possible with surface-rooting plants, and
particularly round those varieties that are least
furnished with foliage. The carpet thus formed
adds greatly to the general effect of the arrange-
ment. I may add that the theory just now being
advanced as to the " poorest soil producing the
largest quantity of roots " should not be put into
practice in the case of these plants, deep tilth
and the richest soil being the two most essential
matters after the selection of varieties to ensure
satisfactory results.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAIXES, SOUTHGATE.

Perns.—These are best potted a short time
before they commence growing, for if their roots
are subjected to the disturbance unavoidable in
repotting after growth has commenced, the first

fronds produced afterwards are sure to be de-
formed. In the case of Ferns, the habit of the spe-
cies has much to do with the pot room required.
Tree kinds of a strong vigorous character have
often much more root room given them than they
need or should have, the result being that the
fronds grow to such a size as to become too large
for the houses in which they are located, and when
over-grown they never look well, and often injure
smaller sorts that usually have to be accommodated
under them. There are no plants that can be kept so
long in a healthy state with limited root space as
Tree Ferns. They will continue to thrive and look
well, even w-hen their roots have so filled the pots
or tubs that there literally seems scarcely any soil

remaining. Under such conditions they should,
however, be regularly supplied with manure water
during their season of growth. Those that are of
a spreading habit, like the Gleichenias and Daval-
lias, must have sufficient space for their creeping
rhizomes to extend, or they are sure to get injured,
their surface stems being forced to break back,
which they usually do weakly. Ferns possessing
this habit of growth should not be divided into too
small pieces, or thej' suffer considerably. This is

especially the case mth Gleichenias, the creeping
stems of which appear to be incapable of forming
fresh roots when they have assumed a hard woody
state. Species of a close tufted habit, such as the
Adiantums, will bear dividing into much smaller
pieces if required. Where Ferns are planted out
in beds and on imitation rockwork it is equally
important that they should not have more root

room than is sufficient to support them in a healthy
state. If care is taken in preparing the places
where each is to be planted it is an eas}' matter to

confine the root space for them proportionate to

the requirements of the individual plants. Ferns
are not so particular as to soil as many plants

;

most of them succeed in either peat or loam. As a
rule, however, they make the best growth in peat,

but those intended to be grown for cutting, such
as Adiantums of the cuneatum section, and the
different kinds of Pteris that are adapted for this

work, are best in loam, as in that the fronds
usually stand better in a cut state. Whichever is

used the soil must be kept open by a sufficient ad-

dition of broken crocks or coal cinders, the latter

being quite as good as the former. In all cases

Ferns ought to have a thorough cleaning from in-

sects, such as scale or mealy bug, before being
potted, as the mature growth will bear a stronger

dressing with insecticide than could be used later

on when the young fronds have made their ap-

pearance. Where thrips have been numerous it is

a good plan to dip the fronds in strong tobacco
water or to syringe them with it, as even if none
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of the living insects are present, there are almost

sure to be eggs that will oome to life when there

is an increase of heat.

Palms.— Such of these as require a warm
house to grow in are rarely quite at rest even in

the winter season, unless the temperature is kept

so low as to check all growth, and the most dor-

mant time should be chosen to pot those that

want it ; but Palms, like Ferns, do not need so

much root room as is often given them. When too

much root space is allowed the strongest growers
in particular over-shade everything near them,
and unless the house in which they are grown is of

unusual height, when the roots are not kept within
limits the leaves grow to such a size that they seem
to be alway.s struggling to get through the glass.

Palms will succeed in almost any kind of soil, but
heavy loam, almost approaching the consistency
of clay, is the material which they like best. For
all purposes where plants with green foliage are

required there are none superior to Palms, inasmuch
as, with the elegance of Ferns, their leaves possess
a stout texture which enables thera to bear without
injury the wear and tear of frequent removal
when used for grouping with flowering and other
plants in halls, corridors, or rooms. A still further
recommendation which Palms possess is that a
good many species which come from warm coun-
tries may be kept for a considerable time in a much
lower temperature than that in which they are indi-

genous. Even such elegant kinds as Leopoldina pul-

ter (Cocos Weddelliana) will bear keeping through
e winter in a temperature from 48° to 50° without

showing any ill effects therefrom, the only difference
being that so treated their growth is comparatively
slow, but that will generally be looked upon more
as an advantage than otherwise. Chamfedorea gra-

cilis, C. graminifolia, G. glaucophylla, and Areoa
kitescens are beautiful habited species that will

bear a lower temperature than the countries from
which they come would lead one to suppose. If at
all affected with insects an effort should be made
to get them clean whilst in a small state, as the
work involved is much lighter than when the plants
get large.

Lycopodiums.—Where these are cultivated in
pots they require to be annually potted, or, if they
do not need more room, they should have the
drainage seen to, as, in common with all plants
that want much water, there must be free egress
for it, or they cannot be kept in health.

Cycads.—For conservatories where a little

higher temperature is kept up in winter than that
of an ordinary greenhouse, there are few plants
that can be used with better effect than Cycads.
Amongst them there are now numbers of kinds
that differ so much in size as to make tliera suit-

able for houses of different sizes. The old Cycas
circinalis is well known, and when with a full
head it has a sufficient length of stem, a condition
in which it is now imported, it is one of the best
subjects for the centre of a large house. The many
varieties of Encephalartos are alike adapted for
use in the same way. Amongst other Cycads the
most suitable for this purpose, in addition to C.
circinalis, may be named C. media, Encephalartos
villosus, E. caffer, E. Vroomi, Macrozamia jjlu-

mosa, and M. spiralis. There are a good many
varieties of the above section of the Cycad family
alike adapted for use in warm greenhouses and
conservatories, but those named will in most
oases be found sufficient, and may be relied on
as distinct and handsome kinds that will add
much to the appearance of any assemblage of
plants with which they may be associated.

ORCHIDS.
J. DOUGLAS, LOXl'OED HALL.

EaBt India house.—Whatever may be said
against tlie unseasonable state of the weather as
regards outdoor vegetation, it is fiertainlv very
suitable for Orchids under glass. We have had
more sunlight than usual, and the temperature
has been kept up with the least passible amoujit
of artificial heat. I ventured a short time ago to
urge the importance of getting the potting of all

the occupants of this house done that required it.

At that time we were busy with our own, and
have now finished them. The largest proportion of

Orchids require as potting material eitlrer Spliag-
num alone or mixed with turfy peat. In either case
a liberal proportion of broken bits of charcoal and
clean potsherds should be added. Many, too, do
not pot firm enough—especially if Sphagnum only
is used. The best grown Vandas and Aerides I

ever saw were in pots quite three parts filled

with drainage, with the Sphagnum pressed very
firmly on the top. The Moss should be well washed
before it is used, and all extraneous matter should
be picked out of it. After washing we lay it out to
dry for a few days ; but it must not be dried so

much as to kill it. In potting with peat added
to the Sphagnum, this is also pressed together
rather firmly. It ought also to be noticed that
some plants have the roots clinging so firmly
to the pots, that they cannot be turned out
without either causing great injury to the plants,

by breaking or lacerating them, or breaking the
pot. The latter course we take rather than injure
the roots. iSTow that repotting and surfacing are
finished, and most of the plants are pushing fresh
roots, a rather moist atmosphere and also a higher
temperature are desirable. With the fresh Jiloss,

small snails may have been introduced, and it will

be necessary to watch for them every night, with
a good lamp, as thougli small, they soon eat the
ends off the young rootlets, and they also get at

those immediately under the surface where they
are not readily observed. This is a good time to
repot Cypripediums requiring a warm house. C.

Dominianum seems to require a good shift every
year ; considering what the parentage of this is,

one would not expect that it would succeed best
in tlie warmest house, but that is the case. We
have also repotted C. niveum, using a liberal propor-
tion of turfy loam in the compost. C. Lowi, C. Ijevi-

gatum, and C. Stonei we also grow in the warmest
house, and as a rule it is best to turn them out of
their pots and repot them annually.

Oattleya house.—Cattleyas that require
repotting should now receive attention ; where
plants of these are doing well, a large proportion
of the roots will be growing over the sides of the
pots, the insides of which will also be well fur-

nished with roots. In a case of that kind it is quite
necessary to break the pots in order to preserve
the roots. In potting such plants as may have
made a quantity of roots outside I would not
cover them with compost ; on the contrary, I

would have at least the greater portion of them
outside the compost. I have noticed sometimes
that when such plants have had all their roots
potted in peat and Sphagnum they have not done
so well as previously. Miltonias in some cases are
now started into growth, and they are also mak-
ing young roots ; therefore, such as require repot-
ting should be seen to at once. M. Candida requires
much the same treatment as Cattleyas. It should
be repotted in peat and Sphagnum, removing the
old rotten compost ; we keep the roots moist all

the year round. The section of which M. More-
liana and M. spectabilis is the type does not require

so much depth of compost, and should be potted
in pans, or if pots are used, they ought to be filled

to within 3 in. of the surface with drainage, and
it may be necessary to secure them to the
compost with pegs. The peculiar yellow tint of the
foliage of these Miltonias lead many to believe
that they are not in good health, but this sickly

hue is common to most of the species, and is most
apparent when the plants are in a light position
near the glass. Newly imported Cattleyas should
be potted in clean crocks, without any Sphagnum
or peat. The crocks should just be kept moist witli

tepid water, taking care not to wet any part of

the plant above the drainage. When fresh roots

issue from the base of the last formed pseudo-bulbs
a portion of the crooks should be removed, and
some of the usual jDotting material substituted. If

Cattleyas arrive in pretty good condition, and have
not been caught by the frost, they soon become
established. Lajlia jiurpurata and Cattleyas of tlie

elegans and guttata type are included amongst
those requiring the treatment just recorded. There

ought now to be a good many Dendrobiums in
flower, and a succession of them should be kept up
from now until midsummer. Those still'out in cool
houses must be kept dry at the roots, and it is best
to gradually inure them to a higher temperature,
as if transferred from a low to a high temperature
suddenly some of the species will lose their flowers
prematui-ely.

Oool houses.—Repotting ought also to be
proceeded with in this department while the
weather continues favourable. We have potted
all our Masdevallias that were not potted last
summer. These very speedily make large speci-
mens, but when grown on for seven or eight
years without being divided the amount of floweis
produced is not in proportion to the foliage. We
have plants of that age that have now been
divided into eight or ten parts, and each of them
has been potted in l-in. or 5-in. pots. M. Harryana
is the most vigorous grower, and, taking it alto-

gether, certainly the best of them. They also vary
very much in colour and form of flowers. M.
Veitchiana when well grown is also a very fine

species. It does best divided and potted like the
other. The leaves ought to be carefully sponged
over with soapy water to clear them from dust
and to prevent the attacks of tbrips. I find in
repotting the Odontoglossums that nearly all of
them are just starting to make fresh roots, there-

fore all requiring repotting have received atten-

tion in that way. I would rather repot when the
young growths have started a little, but where
there is a large collection it is not possible
always to repot or to in any way attend to

plants on the very day when they require

it. In instances in which any of the plants had
flower-spikes in course of development, it was
thought best not to repot them until they had
passed the flowering period. 0. cirrhosum is either

in the state in which tlie growths are completed,
or nearly so ; the flower-spikes are in course of

development, and therefore only a few could be
repotted. The flower-spikes of Oncidium macrau-
thum, whicli luxuriates in the coolest house, are

also in course of development : a few of this

species were potted, but the others will not be
done until the flowering period is over, probably
in August. Slugs are very fond both of the flower-

stems and the succulent roots of this Oncidium,
and therefore must be carefully watched, and when
found destroyed This species succeeds well in pots

with rather more drainage than is required for

Odontoglossums. It will also thrive on a block of

wood, but in that case more care is necessary as

regards watering.

PROPAGATING.
This is a good time to make the principal

sowing of Fern spores ; when sown now they
have the whole of the growing season before them,
whereas if sown in summer they frequently fall

a prey to damp during the ensuing winter. The
most critical time with seedling Ferns is when
they requu'e pricking off for the first time, which
will be as a rule in about a couple of months
from the time of sowing. A full account of the

mode of sowing Fern spores and their after treat-

ment is given in The Gaeden of October 15

(p. 404:). Old plants of Chrysanthemums intended

for spring propagation must be protected from
frost, but should have all the air possible, or a

weak growth and consequently puny cuttings

will be the result. Chrysanthemum cuttings put
in a month ago will need attention in the way of

removing decaying leaves ; if the foliage is much
inclined to damp, give air for a little time each
day till the damping is arrested. Where it is

desired to increase the stock of Bamboos, such as

Fortunei, Metake, Simoni, and Maximowiczi, the

Eulalias, and similar plants, thej' may now be
divided and placed in a frame, where out of the

way of frost and heavy rains they will start into

growth in spring without a check. If not already

done no time must be lost in securing pieces of

the roots of any plants that are propagated in

that way, such as nearly the whole of the hardy
Primulas, especially the varieties of Sieboldi.
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Senecio pulcher increases readily in this way, all

that is necessary being to cut the roots up into

pieces about 1 inch in length and dibble them in

well drained pots in a perpendicular position

with the upper part just below the surface of the

soil. Placed in a gentle heat, they will break

freely and grow satisfactorily. Stock plants of

any subjects that it is desired to propagate

largely in view of the coming summer should be

introduced into beat to push them into growth,

and thus get an early supply of cuttings.

Cuttings of most things required for summer
decoration strike without much difficulty, and
where there is not a propagating house for the

purpose a close case can easily be fixed in any
house which is kept at a sufficient temperature in

which such as Fuchsias, Bouvardias, Heliotropes,

Lobelias, Alternantheras, Verbenas, Coleus, and
the like root readily. For such bottom heat is not

necessary, provided the temperature of the house
is kept up to a sufficient height. For spring pro-

pagation I employ the following method with
great success ; In a stove there is a stage about
4 feet wide in a good light piosition near the

glass : on it is placed a good layer of ashes or

Cocoa-nut fibre, over which the propagating oases

are set. They are made the width of the stage,

and resemble miniature three-light pits, so

common everj'where ; the sloping lights obviate

drip, and a width of 4 feet is very convenient for

closely examining the cuttings. The cases may be
made verv light for the convenience of shifting

them about when required. Pelargonium cuttings

are much better on a shelf than where moisture
condenses on them. T.

FEUIT.
W. COLEMAN, EASTXOE CASTLE.

Cherries.—When the trees in the early house
show signs of opening their flowers fumigate with

Tobacco paper on a calm day ; repeat the follow-

ing morning if necessary, and syringe well to free

the buds from insects. Examine the borders, and
give sufficient tepid water to keep them in a

satisfactory condition until the fruit is set. Dis-

continue syringing during the time the trees are

in flower, and let external conditions regulate the

damping of walls and other surfaces, as Cherries,

like Peaches, set best in a well ventilated house
free from stagnant moisture, but at the same time
not so dry as to shorten the flowering period by
causing the petals to drop prematurely. With the

thermometer now standing at 50° in the open
garden the most gentle circulation through the

pipes with liberal ventilation will suffice, but in

the event of a change to colder weather 40° at

night to 50° by day will be quite high enough.
The succession house started early in this month
may be brought on bj' warming the pipes for an
hour or two every morning, by syringing with
tepid water when the temperature begins to rise,

and by closing from three to five o'clock every
afternoon. If late kinds in pots and tubs are still

out-of-doors get them housed, and place nets over
the open ventilators. Young trees may still be
taken up and potted in strong virgin loam. Let the
pots be clean and well drained; ram the soil

firmlj^ and plunge in a warm airy situation out-
of-doors for the season, unless house room is

plentiful and not better occupied.

Plums.—In many places these are grown with
the Cherries, and they do very well through the
earl}' stages, but the time comes when the latter

require more air and less moisture than would be
good for the Plums, and on this accomit it is best
to keep them separated bj' means of a glass
division placed across the house, and to have the
ventilating gear made to work separately in

each compartment. If kept clean and brought
forward in a low temperature with plenty of air,

the Plum is one of the most prolific and interest-

ing fruit trees that can be selected for growing
under glass, but anything like hard forcing at any
time will prove fatal to the crop. When grown in
pots the trees soon become very fruitful, and unless
timely thinning of the flowers is attended to the

uninitiated may find the favourite at the outset

the least profitable at the end of the race. Where
glass is plentiful, the cost of fuel being trifling, a

whole section should be devoted to that king of

dessert Plums—the old Golden Drop. In cold
districts or bad seasons it does not always lay on
its fine amber colour, without which it never
attains its proper flavour, but with a glass roof

over it every fruit becomes a sweetmeat, and may
be kept hanging for weeks and months after it is

ripe.

Figs.—With the weather all in favour of rapid

progress, the fruit on early pot Figs is now swell-

ing fast, and the young tender leaves are begin-

ning to expand under the genial warmth which
mild sunny days enable us to secure without hav-

ing recourse to sharp firing. Old trees which have
filled the space allotted to them will soon require

stopping and thinning in order to insure an even
spread of foliage without crowding, as it is more
than useless having more leaves than can be ex-

posed to the action of sun-heat and light. Younger
trees having space to fill may be allowed to extend
in every direction, when the firm, short-jointed

gTOwths so made will produce a succession of fine

fruit after the earliest crop is gathered. The tem-
perature of this house may now range from 58°

on mild nights to 70° by day, when air must be
admitted and taken off in time to run up a few
degrees higher on fine afternoons. Pay particular

attention to watering, and while guarding against

clogging the fresh compost before it gets filled

with new roots, see that the trees do not receive a
check through becoming too dry. Syringe back-
wards and forwards twice a day when fine, and
damp the fioors only on dark, dull afternoons when
there is danger of the foliage remaining wet after

nightfall.

Succession houses started at the com-
mencement of this month may be kept at a tem-
perature of 50° to 55° at night, with a correspond-
ing rise by day. Sj'ringe well and see that the

inside borders are brought into proper growing
condition before the terminal buds burst into

growth. Economise fire-lieat by the use of fer-

menting material placed on the borders, and set

ammonia at liberty by tm-ning it at short inter-

vals. Give an abundance of air to the latest

houses and wall cases. Prune, or rather thin out,

the shoots and wash well with soapy water, but
defer tying and nailing in for the present. Putin
eyes or cuttings and treat as Tine eyes. If cut-

tings are preferred, the buds should be removed
from the base, otherwise they will give much
trouble by throwing up suckers after the trees get

established. Also pot on young stock, using rich

calcareous turf with a liberal admixture of old

lime rubble and bone dust, and place the plants

in an intermediate house for fruiting through the
late summer months.

Strawberries.—The early forcing of Straw-
berries, like Cherries and Plums, requires great

patience and unremitting attention to details.

^Vhere forcing is commenced in November, many
good plants are sacrificed for the sake of a few
Strawberries, which neither give credit to the

grower nor pleasure to the consumer ; while by
deferring this work until the end of the year, a

better supply of finer fruit would be secured until

Strawberries are ripe in the open air. For the use

of town-going families, April and May are the

months in wliich a good supply of the finest kinds,

including the old British Queen, should be in force,

and in order to secure this supply, plants of two or

three sorts should be selected from the cold plung-
ing pits, every ten days properly prepared bywash-
ing the pots and top-dressing with rich loam and
manure preparatory to placing them in the pits or

houses in which they are to be brought forward.

In this dark, variable climate it is difficult to

give the exact temperature at which the forcing

pit should be kept. At the present moment plants

in the open air are in a state of excitement ; last

year at this time wc had 30° of frost ; two
facts which show that the successful forcing of

all kinds of fruit must be conducted upon the
give-and-take principle, by running up to 55° or

60° on mild afternoons, and allowing the tempera-
ture to descend to 40° on cold nights. When the
first batch of Herioart de Thury begin to throw
up their flower-stems, a little extra warmth may
be given to them through the day by shutting
up early with solar heat and moisture from the
syringe, but air must be again admitted at night,
otherwise the foliage will become drawn and in-

capable of performing its proper functions when
the fruit begins to swell. When in flower, remove
the plants to the lightest and most airy part of

the structure, and discontinue syringing, but
keep them regularly supplied with tepid water,
choosing the early part of the day for the opera-
tion. Remove weak side blossoms and fertilise

with a small brush when the day temperature
has reached the maximum.

Hardy fruit.—A continuance of uunsually
mild weather is beginning to tell unfavourably
upon all kinds of fruit trees, partioularlj' the easily
excited Peach and Cherry against walls. Currants
and Gooseberries upon open quarters, and although
the latter are regarded as of less value than the
former, it is questionable if the loss of the crop of
bush fruit would not be quite as severely felt as

that of the Peach and Cherry. Under these circum-
stances steps should be taken to keep every-
thing as backward as possible, as well as to have
protecting material of various kinds ready for use
when the proper time arrives. Peaches and Nec-
tarines are, of course, unnailed, pruned, and se-

curely supported by means of stakes and ties some
distance away from the walls, and in this position

they must remain until we have a change in the
weather, or the rapid swelling of the buds press

on the annual tying or nailing in. In the absence
of frost a little extra care in washing the walls

and trees of all kinds to free them from the larvaj

of insects will be well repaid, the more so as birds

of many kinds, friends as well as foes, have not
recovered from the decimation of the past winter.
For stone fruit trees after they are nailed in, a
barrel of soap-suds from the laundry, with two or

three pounds of sulphur and a like quantity of

soft soap added, will make an inexpensive wa;h,
which may be appUed freely without fear of injury

to the most tender bude.

If GrOOSeberries have not been pruned, the
sooner they are done the better,as thecrowded state

of the trees induces early growth,aud pruningchecks
it. An idea prevails that birds are not so likely to

spoil an unpruned tree, but it matters little whe-
ther the tree is pruned or unpruned if a pair of

bullfinches find their way into it. The safest and
best way is to prune and dress with a mixture of

soot and lime reduced to the consistency of cream,
and passed through a fine sieve to admit of its

being taken up and discharged by an old syringe.

If time admits, trees in orchards should be thinned
out and divested of JIoss which may have gathered
on the stems and branches bj- scraping with a

piece of hoop iron. When this has been done, wash
with the composition recommended for Goose-
berries, and top-dress the roots with fresh soil,

road scrapings, or rotten manure. Select clean ripe

shoots from healthy trees for grafts, and lay them
in under a north wall to be ready for use in March
or April. For large standards which have been
headed back, two-j'ear-old shoots are generally

used by experts in this count}', and it rarely hap-

pens that a graft fails.

PRUNING AND MANURING ORCHARDS.
J. GEOOM, LIXTON PAKK.

This is a busy time in orchards, or rather I should

say in orchards that are treated so as to be enabled

to bear good crops. The pruning of all fruit trees

should be completed before the sap is in motion
if we except Nuts, which are usually left until

the tiny little female blossoms can be discerned
;

then all useless spray is cut, and a Kentish Fil-

bert or Cob Nut bush looks almost as bare as a

Vine when pruned, yet the crops gathered testifj-

to the soundness of the practice. In counties in which
Filberts are allowed to grow on the extension

system the fruit is neither so numerous nor so

fhie. All young Apple, Pear, Plum, or Damson
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trees are now having their strong leaders cut

back ; although we hear of cases where shoots left

at full length have set fruit like ropes of Onions,

extension is not found to answer in practice ; the

trees require strength of branch to carry a crop as

well as willingness to do so, and the only way
this can be secured in the case of young trees is to

stop the erect shoots at least one-third of their

length. We have ample proof of what the result is

when this is neglected. The trees rush upwards
instead of filling out laterally ; the first crop bears

them down so much that the limbs have to be sup-

ported, or they inevitably get broken off, and
nothing is gained as regards quantity or quality of

fruit. If the rampant erect slioots are checked
in their upward career the weakly under-
growth comes into bearing far more quickly,

and the fruits are finer. Market growers
look to quality as much as quantitj', and
if pruning did not pay they would not do it.

One sieve of good high-priced fruit is worth two
or three of seconds, and the expenses of transit

and commission are the same in each case. Ma-
nuring is also on a liberal scale ; where are the
orchards attached to private gardens that are

supplied with manure at the rate at which they
are by market growers ? We have, liowever, lately

had some sensible remarks on the folly of keep-
ing a garden half starved. That is bad enough,
but a starved orchard is worse ; it can yield no-

thing. There are more reasons than ungenial
seasons for barren fruit trees ; and if we would
but take that old advice, viz., " I will dig about
it and manure it, and look for fruit another year,"

we might yet find that the seasons were improv-
ing, at least as regards fruitfulness. Some growers
have had plenty of fruit, even in bad seasons,

some none ; moderate pruning and more than
moderate manuring is the secret in the case of

those who are successful.

(ISGiJ), in the Kew lists of recent years, and in

various London and other nursery catalogues. It

may be, however, that certificates are granted for

plants old as well as new, but sucli, I tliink, is not
the general understanding. I observe that Mr.
Moore put the committee right as to the correct

name of the Fern.—P. Neill Fbasbr, Murray-
field, Hdinbttrgh.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
E. GILBERT, BURGHLET.

It is neither desirable nor practicable forgardeners
to save their own seeds, as they can buy them both
cheaper and better than they can grow them, tak-
ing all kinds of seeds into the question. Never-
theless, a few special things I always grow for seed.

Among them, and what is here most useful, is

White or Seakale Beet, which I can never get true
from the nursery. I therefore select a couple of
the best and pot them, placing them in a cold
house where they ripen their seed properly between
October and Christmas. AVe use this Beet as
Seakale, grown in rich land. The midrib is as
white as snow, and makes a beautiful looking
vegetable. Of Onions, I always seed a small
quantity merely to have a few specially large
bulbs. I do not know a more beautiful sight in
the kitchen garden than a border of Onions when
kept trim and fr«e from weeds. Celery, again, par-
ticularly the white variety, I can always get true
from home-grown seeds. In the forcing depart-
ment keep up good sucoessional crops of French
Beans, bearing in mind that good French Beans
at this season cannot be too plentiful. Cucum-
bers are already feeling the good effects of
the warm, genial weather. Sliut up early and
give air early if at the expense of a little fire heat.
It keeps the house sweet and the atmosphere
moving and liealthy ;

65° is quite enough for the
evening temperature. Plant I'otatoes in frames
if not already done, and keep up good supplies
of Tarragon and small salads.

NOTES AND READINGS.

Certificating' plants.— I am often puzzled
to know on what principle certificates are granted
for plants at our leading flower shows. I have
always been under the impression that these cer-
tificates were for new plants only, but such seems
not to be the case. An example occurs at the
recent meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society,
where a first-class certificate is awarded to Lygo-
dictyon Forsteri, a Fern that has long been grown
in this country. It appears in "Fern Manual"
(186.S> Smith's "Ferns, British and Foreign"

It is fast becoming the wish of the gardener
that the " pleasure grounds " so-called were
outside the railings of the garden. In recent

years the garden has taken a wider scope
—been extended to the woods and drives—as at

Longleat, for example, and the time is maybe
not far distant when tlie name of gardener and
woodman will be synonymous. The extension
of flowers, shrubs, and ornamental trees to our
parks and woods does certainly lessen the need for

those extensive enclosures which have hitherto

been denominated " pleasure grounds "— in tlie

majoritj' of cases so indifferently managed and
kept as not to present much difference from the
park outside. Thenow recognised wild garden and
shrubbery might take the place, to some extent,
of the presumably dressed grounds, and the
garden be devoted more exclusivelyto its purpose,
and where we want to do many things better
than they are done at present. Our ideal garden
corresponds to that of the ''small farm well
tilled " of the old song, and what one would
like to see. is better collections better grown,
and greater variety more tastefully and natm--
ally disposed, and receiving as much attention as

they may need.

If someone would only start a model garden
of this kind, to show how much might be
accomplished by sufficient efforts well directed

in some average county of England, it would
do more than thousands of read lessons to

turn gardening into the right path. New and
better paths might yet suggest themselves, and
perhaps the time will come when fruit trees in

flower and in fruit will take a prominent place in

our shrubberies where they should rank equal at

least to many of the best things there now. We
should like, for example, to know where a more
beautiful flowering tree than the Morello
Cherry can be found in spring, or a more mag-
nificently berried one than it in autumn ? and
the same might be said of other subjects. We
are mending, but the scope of garden reform
is not yet fully realised.

#

In connection with this subject the woodman
must be more of a gardener than heretofore, and
he must read gardening papers, which he seldom
does. Proprietors should see to this and place the
horticultural papers iu the hands of their wood-
men who have hitherto beenleft far behind in the
race with their brethren of the garden, and in a
profession, too, which should almost be common
to botli. The Garpen appeals to the woodman
as well as to the gardener, but it does not reach
the former to the same extent ; is a sealed book,
in fact, to many. In the majority of cases the
young woodman receives no preparatory educa-
tion more than he may acquire in the place in

which he is brought up, for he does not travel
like the gardener, and much of the ornamental
and landscape gardening work of this depart-
ment is done by outsiders or suggested by his

more enlightened employers and carried out un-
der their superintendence.

A grand example in its way is the Chiswick
vinery lately noticed in a conte.mporary ; the
turning of the house which was formerly a conser-

vatory into a vinery wa5 a good idea. It should
serve as a model for Vine growers, but the house
should run north to south. All vineries should
be lofty if they have to be curtailed in length.
Structures like that at Chiswick are more eco-

nomically heated and more easily kept at an uni-
form temperature than small houses. Such sti-uc-

tures present good opportunities for experiments
in culture and training. It is stated that theVines
in the north border thrive worst and give the least

returnsjbut that can easily be remedied bymaking
the south side border the only one, and training
the Vines up one side and down the other, or by
bringing the roots of the north 3 ide inside. It is

in all probability the shaded and colder border
that is the cause of the difference.

The discovery of Mr. Barron that the berries

of the Vines with their roots outside were ham-
mered, while those on the inside ones were not,

goes far to prove the correctness of the views of

those who have maintained that the hammering
was due to culture more than anything else, and
a sign of excellence. It affords singular testimony
to the superiority of outside over inside borderi
too. A suspicion is beginning to dawn on many
cultivators' minds that the Vine does not take
kindly to inside borders, or to heated ones either,

and many growers have paid for their whistle in

relying too much on the one or the other.

*

The account of our fruit and vegetable imports
is not satisfactory. They go on increasing at an
enormous rate. Not many years ago Oranges and
Lemons were imported at the rate of two to one
of all other I'aw fruits, but now the latter take

the lead. Twenty years ago miscellaneous fruits,

exclusive of Oranges, were valued at £'3.5,000 ; in

1880 they reached £;j70,000. Among vegetables

Potatoes alone are now imported to the value of

nearly £3,000,000. Factsthese for market garden-
ers and farmers. The Dutch and German Potato
trade has now reached enormous dimensions, the

Hull and Grimsby trade corresponding to the
American Apple trade at Liverpool and else-

where. These foreign Potatoes are cheap and
good, too, and, as a rule, wonderfully free from
disease and good keepers—packed in bags in

small quantities, portable, and easily stored. In

small shops in rural districts it is no uncommon
thing to see large quantities of these stored after

this season of the year. The foreign grower
wisely sticks to a few sorts, and, as Mr. Bunyard
puts it, the sorts that pay. Home cultivators

want more of the thrift and common sense of

their neighbours, less " science," and fewer sorts

of Potatoes.

A friend asks us how the Mushrooms in our

markets so often cook like a piece of corduroy.

All that can be said in reply is that well grown
and timely gathered Mushrooms should not be

either tough or ill flavoured, but shop Mush-
rooms are often both. Mushrooms do not im-

prove by keeping, and they are not improved by
being allowed to grow till they turn up at the

edges. The piles of Mushrooms like heaps of

Potatoes at the Ilalles Centrales, Paris, struck

us as having been grown quickly and gathered

young ; they are large " button " Mushrooms, in

fact gathered daily before they show much of

their gills. Such Mushrooms are always tender

and good, but after all, a good deal depends on

the cooking. Large and good Mushrooms of

course mean high culture and good spawn to

begin with.

In a paper just to hand I see " F. W. B."

states that some time ago well directed attempts

were being made to exterminate the Odontoglos-

sum Alexandrfe in South America by certain
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nurserymen in order to creale a monopoly. It is

not creditable to the trade if this be true, but

the extent of the purchases and importations

lately by some firms countenances this idea.

" F. W. B." thinks there is no danger whatever
of this species being extirpated, as thousands of

seedlings spring up where the older plants are col-

lected ; therefore we have only to wait for the new
crop growing. "We hope this is true, but are those

bent on extermination likely to spare the seedlings.'

and what is likely to happen while we are waiting P

The mention of the seedlings in such abundance,
however, prompts the enquiry, ^^'hy not collect

the seed and raise stock in that way here ? The
thing has never been suggested, so far as I am
aware, before, but it ought to be practicable.

The same writer extols the merits of such
varieties of the Chrysanthemum as Elaine over
the more formal varieties, and he is quite right.

It is the ladies' Chrysanthemum par excellence,

a pure simple flower of striking character and
beauty that strikes even the most bigoted florist.

We know of gardens where it is cultivated

more extensively than any other for decorative

purposes of various kinds. Peee&hixe.

TREES & SHRUBS.

THE MAMMOTH TREE IN ENGLAND.
The evergreens of our Pacific coast are quite at home in

Euglaud, and are a wonder to any tree-lover who \'isits

that country. The " Big Tree " of California, Sequoia

gi^antea, barely exists in the Atlantic States, while in

£jgland it is one of their most rapid growers.

So writes our contemporary the American
Aijriculturist, but not quite correctly in its esti-

mate of the big trees with us. They please

people who do not look beyond the aspects of

pretty young trees in nurseries. There is no
greater mistake than supposing the Mammoth
tree to be hardy in England in any useful sense.

Thousands of pounds have been spent in these

and similar trees—we might say hundreds of

thousands—without the slightest chance of a
good result, except in two or three spots in the

length and breadth of the land. There are, of

course, favourable places in the south, and in

mild hilly districts, where the tree goes on longer
than usual ; but even in such any one who has
ever seen it in its native country, even in a young
state, must see a wide difference, and signs that
the tree is not really at home in England. It

wants a warmer and more genial climate; other-

wise it will die. There are hundreds of dead and
half-dead specimens in our gardens and parks
now to prove it, and where they are not dead,
who cares for the aspect of a poor, thin, half-

leafless evergreen ? The attention these trees get
is beyond anything the people need give to trees

that are really hardy in our country. Every care
as to drainage, as to mixed and select compost,
often brought at great expense to the spot, is

given ; a sheltered happy situation, in addi-
tion to these advantages, helps to keep the plant
ii condition for a few years. Then it gets outside
the little bit of fancy-prepared compost, and
perhaps its head gets above the wall or surround-
ing shelter ; then the first very cold easterly

breeze will probably settle it for years. It is only
when a tree fares on the common soil of the
country and meets the inevitable conditions of

the climate that it may be said to be fairly tried.

Certain people, accustomed to look at nicely
furnished nursery specimens, have no idea at all

of what a really fine tree is. From an artistic

point of view the effect of the young pyramidal
specimens, so far as they remain healthy, is as

poor as it can be. The lamentable fact is, as has
just been stated, that very considerable means
have been wasted on these conifers, which,

devoted to really hardy subjects, would have
given us lasting and satisfactory results.

Osmanthus ilicifolius.—This handsome
shrub does not appear to be planted so generally

as it deserves to be. The green-leaved is more
rigorous and spreading in its habit of growth
than the variegated kind, and is, I think, some-
what hardier, as it passed through the late severe

winter quite uninjured, wliereas the variegated
sort lost a good deal of foliage after the frost,

though even then it did not svifEer so much as

Portugal Laurels, Aucubas, and other shrubs
usually considered to be hardy. The Osmanthus
does not seem to be at all fastidious in the
matter of soil. At this place it grows freely in a
retentive loam, and is equally vigorous in a pre-

pared peat}' soil. Our largest plant is 14 ft. in

diameter and 10 ft. high, and forms a rather

dense bush, but with a free branching habit of

growth. The flowers, which are white, very small,

and sweetly scented, are produced freely in Oc-
tober and November, but its value as an ornamen-
tal shrub consists in its handsome bright foliage

and habit as just described. It is well worth a

place in the most choice collection of slirubs.

—

T. 'E.,Sodorffan,

Digging shrubberies.—The mild weather
which we have experienced during the portion of

the winter that is gone has enabled cultivators

generally to have work in most departments well

advanced, and those who annually dig their shrub-

beries will be taking advantage of the time on
hand to give them extra attentioI^ A "point over"
gives them a clean and tidy appearance, but as

regards the shrubs themselves, most of which are

surface rooters, to dig among them means the
destruction of many of their most important
feeders. There are, however, circumstances in

which it is necessary to keep grow'th in check, in

order to keep the plants at the desired size : dig-

ging in such a case will be no disadvantage, but if

growth and the best of health is the consideration
there is no doubt that the less they are interfered

with the better. Ehododendrons especially, and
similar rooting plants, as wellasConifers generally,

the value of which depends on their size, should
never have their roots dug amongst, but a top-dress-

ing of good soil would benefit them and freshen up
the surface. We have a considerable area of shrub-

beries, and we dig among them as little as possible,

but keep them clean and tidy by means of the hoe
and rake. If weeds are not allowed to seed I find

that the ground soon becomes easier kept than
when annually dug, an operation which turns up
fresh seeds ever}' time it is performed.—A. Mackie,
T/ie M'oodlandis, Darlington.

Bitton catalogue of trees.— Jlr. Droop
(p. 3) cannot have been aware or has forgotten
tliat the garden at Bitton did not measure an
acre of ground, and was the private garden of a
vicarage ; whereas Messrs. Loddiges' was a nur-
sery ground of large extent, as was that of

Messrs. Lee and Kennedy at Hammersmith, and
Osborn at Fulham. Many of the trees and Roses
at Bitton were supplied by Loddiges, and every
tree and shrub there, excepting two ancient Yews,
was planted by myself.—H. T. E.

SHOKT NOTES-TEEES & SHEUBS.

Willows for river banks.—Will someone be good
enough to say wliich is the best sort of "Willow to plant

by the edge of a river to prevent the floods tearing away
the banks ? and which is the proper time to plant them ?

—

5lAC.

Single Kerrla..—It " E. H. E." writes to Messrs. Eod-
ger, McClelland & Co., of Newry, he may hear of the single

Kerria japonica . They have also (in reply to another enquirer)

a fair stock of Saxifraga umbrosa var.—T. S.

Waterside trees.—" Sylvestris " (p. 15) has omitted
from his list of Conifers two of the best for water side plant-

ing, viz., Cryptomeria elegans and Ketinospora pisifera.

These will grow almost in water ; a thoroughly wet place is

the only one in which the ftrst-named is quite at home.

—

T S,

POINSETTIAS AND ORCHIDS AT BIRDHILL.
Poinsettias. — Seeing reference frequently

made of late to this brilliant winter bloomer, and
the apparent ditiiculty some seem to experience in

satisfactorily flowering it, I resolved to see Mr.
Gough's collection here, which for many years
past has lit up with intense colour his stove and
conservatory about Christmas. They were, as

usual, very fine, though their floral bracts, which
averaged from 14 in. to 18 in. in diameter, cannot
be said to be as large as the specimens sent from
Lord Macclesfield's (p. 582), yet remembering that
most people have to be pleased with less satisfac-

tory results these were good. The double variety
was not fully expanded, and here it is not so
much appreciated as the single kind, nor is it so

decorative. Some of the specimens were 10 ft.

high, while others were grown coolly, especially

P. Veitchi, which seems to be dwarfer and useful
for special purposes. The following briefly is the
system of culture adopted : When done flowering
and matured they are cut down and removed to a
cool vinery. The old stools are shaken out and
carefully repotted if wanted. Ko bottom heat,
except what the vinery affords during the summer,
is used until they are removed to the stove for

flowering purposes on the 1st of October. Progress

from that time forward is immediate and effec-

tive, and the summer stored up strength is then
fully exerted in making a grand display. This is

the great point of difference between success and
the failure that results from a constant unneces-
sary stove temperature and the general consequent
absence of light and exposure caused by shading,
which gives plenty of foliage and half-ripened
gro-srth, with unsatisfactory blooms. If there are

yellow leaves, or any similar unhealthy symptoms,
as pointed out by Mr. Henderson (p. 587), the
drainage is possibly defective ; but every grower
can discern this at a glance.

Orchids.—I had intended a more extended
reference to the very healthy collection of Orchids
here, including the following, either blooming or

preparing to do so : Oncidium flexuosum majus,
Lajlia anceps Barkeri, the lip very brilliantly

coloured ; the Dendrobiums were very promising,
especially large specimens of D. crassinode, D.
nobile, and D. Wardianum : Masdevallia Veitchi

was particularly good. Cattleyas, of which Tri-

anae seemed here the best, were also excellent. It

would be hard to imagine anything more pro-

mising than the Ccelogj'iies, and the same seems
true of Vanda tricolor and V. teres. Agreater treat

remained in the cooler house devoted to cool-house

Orchids, especially Odontoglossums, in what seems
a distinct type of 0. Alexandrje; the flowers

though pure white are not so large as the type,

nor have they the special characteristics, while
the margin of the lip is peculiarly crimped and
frizzed. It was an imnorted kind, flowering now
for the first time.

'

AV. J. M.
Clonmel.

Rhododendron Nobleanum. — Among
early flowering hardy Ehododendrons none are
more useful for early forcing than this. It needs
indeed but little forcing to have it in flower after

Christmas. But it does require some amount of

artificial heat to induce it to open its flowers at

that season. When grown constantly in pots the
flower buds appear to get more forward than
those on plants in the open. This will account
for our plants readily responding to fire heat. So
far as this season has gone, I find that all plants

require less artificial heat than usual ; but, taking
an average of seasons, we have this Rhode iendron
in flower, if not at Christmas, very soon after-

wards, and it furnishes a bright colour at a dull

time of year. Our plants are in large pots, and
make their growth in an unheated house in the
spring before they are placed out of doors. Al-

though thus favoured, they only flower well every

other year. Like most other varieties of Rhodo-
dendron, after producing a heavy crop of flowers

it requires a season's rest to recruit its strength
;

but by growing two sets of plants, some may be
had witlr a full complement of flowers every year.

—POMPADOUK.
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SAWDUST FOR RAISING SEEDS.
Although we have heard much in praise of fresh

sawdust for propagating purposes, I never could

persuade myself to give it a trial, as it seemed
to be just the sort of material that would breed
fungi by handfuls when it got heated. I was there-

fore surprised the other day on looking through
the propagating liouses of a well-I^nown cultivator

to find dozens of pans filled with ordinary sawdust
just as it had come from the saw-pits, and on
many of them seedlings in various stages of deve-
lopment. On enquiring wliat advantage sawdust
possessed over soil and sand, the exclamation
was, " Why, bless you, we could not raise half the
number of plants on any other material than saw-
dust ; in fact, before we found this out we could
not raise some of these things at all." The seeds
were those of Bromeliads, Begonias, Gloxinias,
&c., and many Orchids and Nepenthes. I was
astonished when I saw how freely such things
grew on wliat I had so strongly objected to, and
which now I am, on the contrary, inclined to
strongly recommend for raising all seeds that are
small and diflicult to manage. At all events, I am
quite certain that Orchid-seeds, the raising of
which is of growing importance, will germinate
and grow freely in sawdust. The seeds were sown
on the top of the sawdust, and over the pan about
1 in. from the top a square of glass was placed,
the pans being filled quite full. The sawdust ought
to be quite fresh, and if from green timber so
much the better. B.

Fungus on Ivy leaves.—The beautifully
kept Ivy on the castle here is becoming infested
with both scale and fungus, large patches appear-
ing quite black as if exposed to smoke. The fun-
gus is in greatest quantity on the upper, and the
scale on the under sides of the leaves. As the
question is disputed whether or not the scale
directly causes the fungus, I would feel grateful
for reliable information as to that matter.

—

A. D. Webster, Penrhjin, North Wales. [The name
of the fungus so badly blackening and destroy-
ing the Ivy is Capnodium Footi, so called from the
appearance of the fungus to smoke or soot {kajj-
nos, smoke, and nodus, a knot). Under a strong
lens the fungus appears like a vast agglomeration
of little sooty nodules. It chiefly grows upon and
spreads

_
amongst evergreens, as Laurels, &c.,

though it at times attacks deciduous trees and
herbaceous plants. How can scale, an insect,
directly cause the fungus?—F.]
Mealy bug on Vines.—Sir John Lubbock's

observations on ants in the Journal ofthe Linncan
Society for September, 1880, are very interesting,
particularly to those who have the charge of vine-
ries infested with mealy bug. The care the ants
take of the eggs of aphides strengthens my opinion
of the way in which they distribute the eggs of the
bug. I have noticed when vineries are started, and
the Vines have attained a few inches of growth,
that the ants begin to be very busy with such bugs
as have escaped the winter dressing of the Vines

;they do not destroy them, but carry off the eggs—
for what purpose I cannot say. My observations
differ from those of Sir John Lubbock, who says
they are taken late in the year, while I have
noticed that they choose the early part. The easiest
way to put an end to their work is to place a dead
bird cut down the breast in their run, and occa-
sionally drop it into hot water.—R. Feisbt, Forest.
Heath, Zyndhurst.

Will any kind reader of The Gar-
den tell " St. Bridgid " if the following mixture
would be effectual and safe to paint Vines with
infected with mealy bug ? viz,, one pint paraffin
to one gallon of water, adding a quarter-pound of
soft soap, and half-a-pound of washing soda. She
has an iron conservatory .SO ft. long and 20 ft.
high, up the pillars and over the arches of which
ramble old Vines that are healthy anS bear abun-
dantly. Every winter she has applied various
Vine dressings, which banish the bug for a
time, but when the full summer heat hpntu nn ^.x j, ,

' °

the house, then the pest k~1, in thousands ^ '°°'n
°^ ^PP^^'^f^^^' ^ut this is beside theF x«<ippears in tnousands,

|

question.—Chas. G. Pearson, oldlwell, Notts.

and at a time when nothing can be done to check
it without injury to the fruit. The mealy bug also
descends on the Pelargoniums and other plants
which climb the wall. "St. Bridgid "hopes someone
will rescue her from her troublesome visitant.

—

Hill of Howth.

Soil for alpine plants.— Mr. Ewbauk says
that he finds Saxifraga Burseriana, and probably
many others set down as needing lime, doing well
in his garden without it. Let me ask, do none of
his rocks contain lime ? Few stones are free from
lime, and if any are charged with it in Mr.
Ewbank's case the evidence he adduces fails.

Many rocks, too, even of a calcareous character
are free from lime, the latter having been washed
out of them by rain or running water. Such rocks
would not be unsuitable for lime haters. I never
ascertained the percentage of lime needed for
limestone plants, but if not mixed with the soil
they would die of hunger. The roots of plants
suck up whatever is presented to them suitable or
riot, but they will always do best on what they
like

; of that I am quite assured, thougli there may
be exceptions to the rule.—H. GusMUS, Tillach
Botanic Garden..

Waterproof paper for packing.—A
strong useful waterproof paper for this purpose
may be made by giving a coat of a mixture of
good copal varnish, boiled linseed oil, and tur-
pentine in equal parts, to a strong white paper
or old copies of any weekly journal that is printed
on a good paper. I can recommend the Sjiectator
or the Satwrday ReHew. They are in convenient
sizes just as they are, and a leaf or half-leaf is

easily torn out for use. The mixture is painted on
with a flat varnish brush 1| in. wide, and the
sheets laid out to dry, or if the paper is stitched,
it may be varnished leaf by ]eaf as it is, but then
it must be laid open, one leaf after another, for a
few minutes till the mixture has sunk and no lon-
ger shines on the surface. One copy of the Spec-
tator, including advertisements, "will absorb a
srnall teacupful of the varnish, and will give
thirty-two pieces of waterproof paper, counting
half a leaf as the size used. Last autumn I sent
home many parcels of plants by post from the
Alps, and all arrived in good condition. A little
damp Moss was tied round the roots, the water-
proof paper round that, dry Moss round the upper
part of the plants, and a wrapping of strong brown
paper over all, a string across both ways, and a
linen label tied on, with the notice EchantiUons
sans valew above the address. A label to tie on
should always be used for plants by post, unless
they are enclosed in a box, that they may not be
crushed by stamping. I enclose two samples of the
paper

;
one has not been used, the other has just

come from the island of Capri, near Naples, bring-
ing in perfect order a dozen young plants of
Lithospermum rosmarinifolium and other roots,
packed as above described, at a cost of 35 cen-
times.—G. J. [The paper sent seems excellent
for the purpose indicated.]

Waste in manuring.—"Cambrian" states
(p. 14) that manure spread on the surface of the
soil and exposed to drying winds, whether hot in
summer or cold in winter, soon loses a quantity
of its fertilising qualities. That this is an error
has been proved before, but as the idea seems to
linger in many quarters it is worth while to call
attention to it again, as much mischief is done by
it. For instance, one of the best employments for
a frosty day is wheeling manure on to the land
and spreading it in readiness to be dug in on the
first favourable opportunity. Those who consider
the manure spoilt by exposm-e must either waste
time and trouble covering it, or do the work when
the ground is soft and the paths cut up by wheel-
ing upon them. This subject was thoroughly argued
thirteen years ago, when the controversy was re-
ferred to Dr. Voelker, who gave his opinion, based
not on speculation, but actual experiment, " that
farmyard manure spread on the land loses nothing
by exposure to sun and wind." Of course, some-
thing ruay be said in favour of covering manure

A study of Chrysanthemums.- Mr.
Burbidge is making a serious study of the Chi-y-

santhemum. He would be greatly obliged to any
one who will send him lists, catalogues, schedules,
or other documents throwing any light on the
history, culture, and exhibition of this flower. We
are glad he is doing this, because the power of the
plant to help us in winter and autumn decoration
is great. Popular as it is, people do not know
sufficiently the value of the late blooming Japan-
ese and the other late kinds. Hitherto such plants
as these " popular flowers," as they are called,

have not been considered wortliy of so much
attention in our botanic gardens as flowers of less

interest to the public ; but there is no reason why
it should be so ; indeed, there lis good reason why
a man having exceptional opportunities should
give full attention to make a flower already fairly

well known better known still, points of culture
and grouping of varieties having special value.

Special prizes.—Messrs. Hooper & Co., Co-
vent Garden, offer special prizes to be competed
for at South Kensington, as follows : On June 27,
Laxton's Earliest of All Pea, the best dish of
twenty-five pods, first prize, 31s. 6d. ; second prize,

21s. On July 25, Hooper's Abundance Tomato,
the heaviest fruits, first prize, 21s. ; second prize,

10s. 6d. ; the handsomest dish of nine fruits, first

prize, 21s. ; second prize, 10s. 6d. On October 10,

Queen of the Valley Potato, the heaviest tuber,
first prize, 21s. ; second prize, 10s. 6d. ; the best
nine tubers, first prize, 15s. ; second prize, 7s. 6d.
Adirondack Potato, the best nine tubers, first

prize, 15s. ; second prize, 7s. 6d.

OBITUARY.
James Markey, the celebrated potter.

—On the '.evening of November 15, James Mar-
key, who has gained a national reputation as an
expert greenhouse workman, dropped dead of
heart disease near his residence on Jersey City
Heights. Though only thirty-four years of age, he
had been employed in the greenhouses of Peter
Henderson for nearly twenty-three years—having
begun at the early age of eleven years. In all

operations in the greenhouse Mr. Henderson has
always claimed he had no peer for rapidity and
neatness. In the operation of potting he daily
did the work of two average men, and was paid
accordingly. It will be remembered that some
years ago when Mr. Henderson asserted that
James Markey potted 7500 plants in ten hours,
several of our readers questioned the fact. Long
since tlien Mr. Markey had far surpassed even
that extraordinary record, and had repeatedly
potted 10,000 in one day of ten hours ; and on
one special occasion, in April of this year, potted
11,500 rooted cuttings of Verbenas lin 2^in. pots,

a feat probably never equalled or even approached.
Besides being an extraordinarj' workman, few
men of his years were possessed of such varied
and comprehensive knowledge of greenhouse work.
Mr. Markej' was a native of County Mcath, Ireland,
but went to America at an early age, and, except
two years which he served in the war of the Re-
bellion, had been from first to last in the employ-
ment of Mr. Henderson. He was modest and
unassuming to a fault ; a generous-hearted, open-
handed fellow, and enjoyed thej respect of his

employer and fellow-workmen to "an extent that
few men ever attain.— Gardeiwr^s Monthly.

Names of plants,—J'. E. tP.—The seeds are those of

the Quince (Pyrus Cydonia), used in India as a demulcent
tonic, and common in the Indian bazaars. A. B.—Cym-
bidium sinense. Mrs. R. (Eyde ParirJ.—Begonia tuch-

sioides.

'BooTss.—M. £.—"Ferns of the British Isles" (J. Van
Voorst) will probably suit you.

R. C—Try Messrs. E. G. Henderson, Pine-apple Place,

Maida Vale, Edgware Road.

"Give a man the secure possession of a bleak rock and
he will turn it into a garden

;
give him a nine years' lease of

a garden and he ivill turn it into a desert. The magic of

property turns sand into gold."—Arthur Younq.
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"Thisisan Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather : but

The Abi itself is NAinns."—Shakespeare.

CARPETS FOR FERNS.

The beauty of every fernery is mucli en-

hanced by haTiug the larger kinds of Ferns

growing out of some plant of dwarfer habit,

and at the same time the Ferns themselves

are much benefited thereby, because there

is not the excessive evaporation constantly

going on during dry and hot weather. The small

Ferns are best without any carpet. They are the

choicest, rarest and most difficult to grow, and
as they require a little extra attention, it would
be better not to run the risk of their being

smothered. The following grow best on the per-

pendicular, and will scarcely admit of any
carpet, unless it be the Mosses, which will soon

establish themselves naturally : The Maiden-hair,

all the Aspleniums, the hard Fern (Blechnum
spicant), the Parsley Fern (Allosorus crispus),

the Woodsias, and Hymenophyllums. As the

most appropriate carpet for a fernery is a Fern,

I place first on the list the

Oak Fern (Polypodium dryopteris). It suits

the tall Lastreas, Polystichums, Athyriums,

Osmundas, Onoclea sensibilis, and Struthiop-

teris germanica, &c. Now is a good time to

plant it, as it is at rest. Remove 1 in. of soU,

spread the branching underground stems on the

surface, peg them down a little, or, better still,

fix them with a few pieces of gritty sandstone

or broken brick, and then cover with leaf-mould

and peat. It will spread rapidly, and cannot fail

to please during spring, summer, and autumn.

Selagint.lla dbnticulata.—If I were com-
pelled to adhere to one carpet only this would be
my choice, being well adapted to a moist fernery,

and rooting asitrunsoverthe surface. There is an
element of tenderness in its constitution, and a

severe winter wiU clear off great patches of it,

but some is sure to remain to replace quickly

that which was lost. It is a very shallow rooting

plant, and looks especially fresh and green
during the moist atmosphere of autumn and
winter. It loves shade ; sunshine soon shrivels it

up. I once tried it as a carpet to the blue African
Lily (Agapanthus umbellatus) in a warm border
wi^ll exposed to the sun. Result, complete
failure. I am sure it would be worth the trouble

of keeping a stock of it in cold frames during
winter, and planting it out among the Ferns in

spring. It will suit Ferns of large or medium
size. Scolopendriums look very well in it.

The Wood Anemone (Anemone nemorosa).
—A glorious carpet in spring when the deci-

duous Ferns are at rest. This is one of the most
beautiful of our native wild flowers, and those

who have seen acres and acres of it in full

bloom, as we have it about here, will never
forget the charm it adds to woodland scenery.

Leaf and flower are alike ornamental. It is easUy
propagated, for the least scrap of the thick
fleshy stems, popularly called roots, will grow.
It planted itself here by being carried in among
leaf-mould from a neighbouring wood. It loves

shady places.

Saxifhagasaeiientosa.—Thecreeping Saxi-
frage, or our old friend the " Wandering Jew."
Well adapted for shady places, where the leaves
assume a dark green colour, and the markings
become more strongly defined than in full ex-
posure to light. It answers well in rough fer-

neries where there is plenty of the perpendicular
over which it can droop, and in the crevices of

which it can root itself. Perfectly hardy. Habit,

that of the Strawberry. I planted it out many
years ago, and it has taken care of itself ever

since.

The foregoing have been my groundwork for

Ferns for many years past. There are many
other plants which would answer equally well.

I am sure Campanula hederaoea would do (p. .34).

I have no experience of the Arenarias as shade-

loving plants. Have any readers of The Garden
tried Campanula csespitosa or any of the mossy
Saxifrages ? Edwin Jackson.

Llandegai, Bayigor.

LIFE HISTORY OF A CROCUS.

At the Linnean Society the other evening Mr.
George Maw read a communication on this sub-

ject and the geographical distribiition of the

genus. Mr. Maw states that every living part of

a Crocus is annually reproduced, and that in one

sense there is no continuity of life within each

organ. The corm-tunic is the only permanent
record of perennial existence, and even this in

the living state lasts but a year. Scattered indis-

criminately over the corm surface are minute
papillai (incipient bulbs), on whose ultimate

growth the future cycle of life depends. The
abundance of roots is directly related to the

floriferous character of each species. The new
corm is, as it were, planted into the substance of

its parent, which it absorbs. The tunics are

homologous with the leaves, and their fibrous

reticulations resemble the latter, only, as it

were, expanded laterally or with wider meshes.

Moreover, their ornaniental patterns are so

varied, yet withal so well marked, that a frag-

ment is often sufficient to determine a species.

The leaves of the majority appear with the

flower, but in a few autumnal species they re-

main dormant till the ensuing spring. There
appears to be two distinct sets of colour cells in

the segments of the perianth, the inner never

exactly corresponding with the outer. A few
species are essentially various in their colouring

;

others are perfectly constant ; and stUl others

—

for example, Crocus cancellatus—change gradu-

ally in tint from east to west—namely, purple

in Asia Minor, lilac in Greece, and white in the

Ionian Islands. There are also cases of mimetic va-

riation. The pollen grains, though chiefly spheri-

cal, possess special specific characters, colour,

size, and ornamentation distinguishing them. The
stigmata are so wonderfully diverse that Mr.
Maw cannot adopt Mr. Baker's threefold classi-

fication based thereon, though he admits their

characters are invaluable in the determination

of species. The seed of the vernal species is

matured about midsummer, and that of the

autumnal species in November, the vegetation

of the former being delayed till the spring.

Contemporaneously with the maturity of the

seed, the foliage and the roots attaclied to the

last year's old corm die away, and the life cycle

is completed with the new corm in the condition

of rest.

Crocuses, geographically speaking, are con-

fined to the Old World and the Northern Hemi-
sphere, their chief area of distribution being

around the Mediterranean and Black Seas,

where they form comparatively an important

feature in the flora. Mr. Maw divides theii-

region of occupation into nine somewhat arbi-

trary sub-districts, viz., 1, West Europe; 2,

N. Africa ; 3, Swiss and French Alps ; 4, Italy

;

5, East Europe ; 6, Asia Minor ; 7, Caspian
;

8, Syria and Palestine ; 9, Central Asia. C. bi-

florus has the widest range, extending for -38^

—

from Italy into Georgia. C.sativus in its various

forms follows, ranging through uO^ of longi-

tude, i.e., from Italy to Kurdistan. The islands

of the Mediterranean offer curious examples of

,
limited distribution. C. Cambessedesi is found

but in the Balearic Isles, and C. cyprius and
veneris in Cyprus and Crete. Mr. Maw's obser-

vations go to show there are no wild hybrid
Crocuses, and he points out that there is a great

tendency to morphosis of nearly every part of

the plant. The Crocuses are of exceptional inte-

rest both to botanists and horticulturists. Mr.
Maw's article on the genus, kindly written

for us, appears elsewhere this week.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

OLD STAGE POLYANTHUSES.
It is quite refreshing to old florists to see these

grand old flowers coming slowly to the front again.

I say slowly, for few not in the secret have any
idea of the trouble and patience required to get
the few remnants of the past gathered together.

The greatest difliculty now experienced is to find

old growers capable of giving an opinion of these.

I fear I can count all on the tips of my fingers and
have a few to spare. Growers of the present day
under tlie age of three-score I look upon as

apprentices, and should hesitate to take their word
as regards the correctness of names. It is only by
getting the opinion of cultivators at some of the

few meetings at which these flowers are exhibited

that correctness can be attained. I think the fol-

lowing list contains nearl}^ all the old kinds ; some
are lost, and I am doubtful as to some being true.

Should any I have omitted be yet in cultivation,

I shall be glad to hear of them if authentic, the

names of the raisers being given with them :

Alexander (Pearson), a grand old variety; Bang
Europe (Nicholson), an old variety, doubtful if

existing; Beauty of England (Maud), lost—the

variety sold for this is not it ; Cheshire Favourite

(Saunders), fine dark variety ; Black Prince

(Faulkner), a comparatively modern flower, with
very dark ground and dark gold lacing ; Bonny
Bess, a modern dark flower, of no value ; Con-
gleton Queen ; Defiance (Flstcher), a good old

variety ; Eclipse (Crownshaw), a good variety
;

Exile (Crownshaw), deep black ground, richly

laced, perhaps the most exquisitely chased flower

grown ; Formosa ( Barnard), an old variety of

extra fine form, richly laced ; George the Fourth
(Bucks), fine red ground, extra qualitj', scarce

;

George the Fourth (Waterhouse), a good oldflower,

if in cultivation ; George the Fourth (Benson), a
modern flower, of little account ; Imdncible
(Crownshaw), a grand variety, now lost ; Jolly

Dragoon (Eckersley) ; King (Nicholson) ; King-
fisher (Addis), red ground, elaborately laced, the

finest flower ever raised, now lost ; Lancer (Bul-

lock), the finest red ground existing ; Lancashire

Hero (Whitaker), a modern variety and a good
flower ; Lord John Russell, lost ; Lord Crew
(Clegg), good old sort, if existing ; Lord Nelson

(Park), a good old sort, if existing; Lord Lincoln

(Cox), a fine, delicate variety ; Napoleon the Third,

a modern flower, onlj' second-rate ; Prince Kegent
(Cox), a good old variety ; Pittshead (Collins), a

fine \ariety, it existing ; President (Helton), red

ground, good lacing and truss ;
Rilstead, an old

variety; ^Villiam the Fourth, a recent, inferior

flower ; Duke of Wellington (Smith), a modern
flower of strong growth, much lauded by southern

growers, not equal to some of the old flowers, and
not up to the northern standard. Among the lost

varieties I may name Kingfisher, the grandest

varietj' ever raised ; the last I saw of it was shown
by Harris, of Shefiield, nearly fifty years back, and
I once heard of its being at Bradford, Yorkshire,

some years later. Beauty of England is gone ; in the

variety now sold for itihave no faith. Invincibleand

Lord John Russell are gone, never, I fear, to be

seen again. Perhaps among modem ormore recent

flowers Lancashire Hero is one of the best ; Duke
of Wellington (Smith) does not come \ip to the old

standard, at least with me it is rather coarse ; and
William the Fourth, from near the Tyne, is of no
use. I am happj' to say there are several steady

hands now at work raising seedlings, and it is to

be hoped their labours will be crowned with
success. Exile.
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Lychnis alpina.—I think Mr. Moir's note

(p. 40) may be taken as settling one point I raised,

viz., that we have in Britain two varieties of

Lychnis alpina. and further than this I think we
may now take it as provisionally settled that the

Scotch variety is similar to the Lapland one (L.

lapponica. Observers during the coming summer
will probably decide the point finally. Mr. David

Dow states in the " Transactions of the Werne-

rian Society " (Edinburgh, 1820) that the plant

had been found in the locality given by Mr. Moir

by his father (Mr. G. Dow, of Forfar), and he gave

as syns. " Silene lapponica alpina, facite viscaria,

fl. lapponica. No. 185." Mr. Wilson Robinson also

writes me that he has in his note-book a memo-
randum of a conversation he had with Mr.

James Backhouse in 1867, when he said that

" there were on the Continent two forms of the

Lychnis alpina, and that the Clova (Scotch) plant

is one and the Cumberland plant the other,

but that he had raised one of them from seed,

so I suppose he could not be quite certain if the

specimen he was then referring to represented the

wild sort. I am not prepared to say that there

is any real difierence between these two varieties,

but it is a curious little point worthy of the care-

ful attention of our alpine botanists, and I hope

it will be cleared up accordingly.—Beockhuest,
JDidshury.

Soil for alpinea.—It may seem presump-

tuous to differ from Herr H. Gusmus, but I can

only record facts as I find them here. I said in my
note to The Garden that Edraianthus dalmaticus

does not grow upon a rookery at all, and the same

thing applies to Sa,^ifraga Burseriana and Gien-

tiana pumila. There are no rocks near them of any
kind. I planted them in a comparatively hap-

hazard way in a bed that was made for the

reception of Cape bulbs and Lsias. Babianas,

Sparaxis, Tritomas, &c., flourish there abundantly.

The soil was brought into my garden, and is

entirely composed of the top spit of a neighbour-

ing meadow, with sand in it to keep it open. In

the winter I give it a dressing of 2 in. of manure
to protect the Cape bulbs from frost. It is in this

bed that several alpine plants have done remark-

ably well for a long time. Saxifraga Burseriana is

at this present moment covered with buds, and
will be a slieet of bloom in a day or two. If this

were a matter of any great importance I would
gladly send a blossom to Herr H, Gusmus to

inspect, and some of the soil to analyse.

—

Henet
EWBANK, St. John's, Eijcle.

EDITOR'S TABLE,

NOTES-rLOWER.

Marguerites.

—

H. H.—Your Marguerites have been

attacked by the grub of a small fly nearly allied to that which

often attacks the leaves of Celery. They have now turned

into chrysalides within the leaves, and may easily be seen

by holding the latter up to the light. Burn the affected

leaves, and next season at once pinch the leaves where they

show any signs of being attacked, and crush the maggots.

—

G. S. S.

Seedling Auriculas.—I am much obliged to Messrs.

Horner & Jackson for their kindness in advising me what
to do with my Auriculas, and shall follow their advice

forthwith. Jly plants are so line that I think I can safely

plant out even the smallest of them without any fe.ar of

its being carried olf by a worm, unless it is a Chang amongst
its kind.—En'QUIREK.

Canna iridiflora Eliemanni.—Mr. Green informs

Bs that this plant, marked under oiu' woodcut (p. 42) as
growing 5 ft. high, i-eally grows 10 ft. high. We know
from our own experience that it does, because a singli

shoot sent here from Pendell Court was 10 ft. high ; but it

flowers at various heights, and the one from which our
woodcut was sketched was described by the artist as of

the height we mentioned.

Campanula persicifolia alba fl.-pl.-Last April I
planted out on an east border a few dozens of very small
plants of the Harebell. In October they were showing strong
llower-stems. I had a few of them taken up and potted in
0-in. pots, and each plant has at this time from three to
nine strong flower-stoms, 2 ft. high, with plenty of bloom
just opening. Though quite hardy, it will make a grand
plant for greenhouse decoration.—Richard Nisbkt.

Double primeosbs feom wales.—The fogs

in London this week have been about at their

dismallest. Above them the sun is shining clearly,

but that does not help us much. Our table, there-

fore, is at its worst, so far as we remember, for

the last nine months ; but some double yellow

and lilac Primroses from Llandegai are so fresh

and so good that they mitigate the horrors of

the smoke for several seconds. By the way, Wales
seems a charming country for all such plants,

and'we hope that the natives will take seriously

to them.
*

Gbevillba eosmaeinifolia.—Mr. Stan-

bury sends us from the gardens at Appley
Towers, in the Isle of Wight, fresh and many-
flowered specimens of this curious evergreen

Australian shrub,which thrives perfectly in that

island. It would be interesting to find out how
many Australian bushes and trees would thrive

and flower in that favoured spot where the

Camellia is full of blossoms in the open shrub-

bery.
^

Desfontainea spinosa. — This beautiful

shrub also comes from Appley Towers. Although
it survives in many mild parts of our country, it

has seldom seemed to us to be really in good
health. We should like to see so noble a bush in

its best state, as it is so wholly distinct from any-
thing we have—a Holly bush, as it were, with
the flowers of a handsome Gesnera.

Fuchsia miceophylla.—It is surprising how
well this delicate and graceful little Fuchsia
goes on in the winter. Mr. Jackson sends us

from his garden near Bangor a spray that is

full of flower and very fresh in leaf. It seems a

plant of singular value for seashore districts,

and not only for these, because Mr. Groom has

lately sent it to us in good condition from
Kent.

Eeica CAENBA.—This constantly good and
hardy plant comes full of fresh blossoms from
Mr. Edwin Jackson, from Wales, where, as in

many other places, even towards the fringes of

our great " Smokeopolis," this little mountain
Heath thrives and cheers the spring. With it he
sends the scarcely less desirable dwarf Mediter-
ranean Heath, both being plants of the greatest

value in spring and rock gardens, and to gar
dens generally.

Daphne Fioniana. — Mr. Edwin Jackson
sends this, with its glossy dark leaves and pale

rose flowers, praising it very highly for its sturdy
dwarf habit and constant verdure. He says it is

excellent for its effect near light or golden-leaved
plants. Groups of the various dwarf Daphnes are

admirable for the rock garden or beds of little

shrubs.

Aubeibtias.—One is glad to see specimens of

these again ; they are so hardy, so early, and
so easily grown that no one can make
mistake in selecting them as among the best of

all rook and alpine plants. They grow just as

well on an old wall or dry bank as on tile level

ground, and on the level ground as well as, or

better, than on the most carefully made rock
garden. And yet they are true mountain plants,

and, with many others, throw some light on
the care that is now being taken by various per-
sons to make the cultivation of alpine flowers a
little more difficult than it need be. We remem-
ber some places in the Wye valley where they
hung down the walls of the cottage gardens,
and wo wish that more pains were taken gene-
rally to put in positions where they could take

care of themselves, and be no trouble to the gar-

dener such faithful blossoming little hardy
mountaineers.

A beautiful white cineeaeia.—Mr. Brad-
brook, of Ketteringham Park Gardens, in Nor-
folk, sends us some beautiful trusses of a large

creamy-white Cineraria, which goes some way
to realise our wish as to having distinct races of

these beautiful plants. With such gardeners
could produce distinct and better effects than
they now do with the usual variegated mixed
collections. MM. Vilmorin, of Paris, have gone
some way to eit'ect improvement in this direc-

tion, and have so well fixed some colours that

they come true from seed. We hope that further

experiments in the same direction are being
made.

LiNUM aebohbum.—This little plant comes
in flower from Llandegai, and though its blos-

soms are not large and it is not naturally a

winter bloomer, they remind us of its value.

Raised on any kind of border, on the top of a

sunk fence, or on the rock garden, it forms a

neat evergreen bush, and is not troublesome to

grow or keep, getting literally covered with
flowers in the early summer. Sometimes a very
severe winter may cut it down, but not in all

districts, and it is worth having in all—not,

however, as a starved, ill-grown specimen in a

pot or anywhere else. This is sometimes mis-

called Linum flavum.

ORCHIDS.
" PEREGRINE'S '' CRITICISM.

The remarks and criticisms of " Peregrine" are

generally to the point. Now and then, however,
he gets off the rails. The very essence of all that

is respectable in criticism is absolute truth in

quotation ; bvrt faith in " Peregrine " becomes
shaken when he twists a plain statement of facts,

and reverses the direct meaning of it so as to suit

his own views. As an illustration of this I subjoin

what " F. W. r..' really wrote in the Gardener
and also append " Peregrine's" version of it in

The Gabden of last Saturday.
" Peregrine " in Garden,

" F. W. B." in Gardener, 1SS2, p. 61.

1882, p. 8. " In a paper just to hand
"Anent Odontoglossum J see ^^ P. W. B." states th^t

Alexandra), / was told some some time ago well-directed
time ago that well-directed efforts were being made to
efforts were being made by exterminate the Odontoglos-
certainnurserymen to import sum Alexandra in South
and otherwise extermiuate America by certain nursery-
this species in SouthAmerica, men, in order to create a
in order to create a mono- monopoly. It is not credit-

poly, and so raise the prices able to the trade, if this be
at home. Of course the idea true, but the extent of the
is too ridiculous iobe thought purchases and importations
offor a moment." lately by some firms counte-

nance this idea."

" Peregrine's " suggestion that the seeds of

Odontoglossum Alexandras should be collected

abroad and a stock of plants raised from them here
is startling. " The thing lias never been suggested,

so far as I am aware, before : but it ought to be
practicable," says " Peregrine.'' To be sure, it

" ought to be practicable,'' my dear " Peregrine
;''

but what is likely to happen while we are wait-

ing i All " art is long, and life far too fleeting
;''

but the idea of raising any one species of Orchid
from seed while thousands of full-grown flowering

plants of it can be bought at Stevens' rooms for

a tithe of what such stock (as raised from im-
ported seed) would cost the raiser is a notion one
would not expect to hear, even from " Peregrine."

Apart from the cost and labour involved, Orchid
growers would need nine lives instead of the two
which Mr. Jolm Dominy modestly suggested all

gardeners should have. P. T, 0.

Cypripedium Maulei or Chantini.—
In answer to " F. 'W. B.'s" enquiry regarding this

Cypripedium and its companion C. Chantini, allow
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me to say that the plants we grow here under

these names are quite distinct. The one we call

C. Chantini wc got from a friend who had it sent

him from France some years ago. The one we
grow as C. Maulei has by far the most white on

its dorsal sepal ; next come the one we call C'.

Chantini, and then the old form of C. insigne,

which is only slightly tipped with white. I notice C.

Chantini in several foreign catalogues under the

head of C. insigne Chantini. Mr. Williams has it

in his Orchid list, and possibly some of those

growers who offer it for sale may give their opinion

regarding it. The foliage of the so-called C. Chan-

tini with us is of a paler green than that of either

C. llaulei or C. insigne, and, let it be what it may,

we at least have here three distinct forms of C.

insigne.—W. Thomson, Jun., CInrenfortU.

Dividing Cypripedium insigne.—The
best time to divide and repot Cypripediuin insigne

is immediately after flowering, as then the plants

may be shaken out without sustaining much check

;

whereas if left later they will have commenced
their young growth, and the roots will also be on

the move, and it is almost impossible to distiu-b

them after that vsithout injury to the one or the

other, as both are then in a tender condition. In

making the division the proper way is to pull

them apart after unravelling the roots, all of

which should be handled with care and preserved.

When repotting it is necessary to have plenty of

drainage, and to use the peat in a rough state with

plenty of fibre in it, and if a little chopped Sphag-

num and small lumps of charcoal be mixed with

it all the better, as this helps to keep it more open

and porous. Some like to have loam with the peat,

and if tough and fibry the plants do well with it,

as then it does not become close arid inert. The
resting season for Cypripedium insigne is Julj'

and August, after which they begin to send up
their flowers then formed in the heart of all

the young growths. Cypripedium insigne does not

require anything like the heat requisite for most

of the others, and often does well in a frame or

warm greenhouse or vinery if not kept too hot at

the roots.—S. D.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

NOTES-OEOHIDS.

Odontoglossumclrrhosum.—Theiiuestion is .iskeiJ

in The Garden (p. 640) as to whether O. cirrliosum or 0.

crispum is the best. I prefer 0. cirrhosum, which with us

blooms much freer than O. crispum.—J. TAPIIN, Maijioood,

2^ew Jerseii.

Maxillaria Lehmanni.—I have a variety of Maxil-

laria under tliis name, which I consider a fii'st-class winter

bloomer, the flowers being superior to those of many of the

sorts of Lycaste Skinneri, and the plant in this country is

much freer in growth. The flowers are very handsome,

last several weeks in perfection. Its growtli resembles tliat

of a strong Trichopilia.— J. TAPLTN, Maywood, New Jerseij.

Odontogloasum Alexandras from Imported
seed. — Is not "Peregrine" a little beside the mark in

recommending this idea in The Garden (p. 51), seeing that

Xature can do tlie thing for us so much better, quicker, and
cheaper than we could hope to do it under artificial hoiue

conditions for ourselves ? One might almost as well try to

make our own coal, or to attempt the artificial breeding and
reai'ing of sea fishes, as to practise his idea, much as he
prides himself on its originality.—PEREGRINE.E.

STRIKING CAi\IELLIAS AND AZALEAS.

These may both be struck from cuttings,

although it is a mode of propagation seldom
employed, as their rate of progress is at first slow

compared with that of grafted specimens. In the

case of Azaleas, cuttings taken from plants that

have been forced strike with the greatest readi-

ness, and for this purpose should be selected when
the young growth is about half ripened. They may
either be put in a close case or under bellg-lasses

;

if the former, 4 ^ inch pots are a useful si7;e ; if

the latter, take of course pots to suit the glasses.

The pots must be clean and filled to mthin
2 inches of the top with broken crocks, rough at

the bottom and fine towards the top ; then fill up
nearlj' to the level of the rim with sandy peat,

sifted fine and pressed down firmly ; finally put

a layer of silver sand on the top, bringing it

up to the level. The best time to tal^e the

cuttings is just as the young growth commences
to get woody ; if taken too succulent they damp
off, and if delayed too long the emission of roots

is a slow process. From 3 in. to i in. is a very

suitable length for the cutting, and of this 1

inch at the base must have the leaves removed for

the purposes of insertion. Put them in firmly and
not too thickly ; this done, place them in a tem-

perature of from 60° to 70°, in which they will

soon root. When first watered, and indeed when-
ever that operation is performed leave oi? the

glasses for a little time to allow the foliage to

dry, but not long enough to cause the cuttings

to flag. If the cuttings are taken from plants that

have not been forced, the same process must be
followed, but of course it will be later in the

season before they are ready. If placed in a dry

heat they become infested with thrips, which will

greatly retard the rooting. For Camellias prepare

the pots as for Azaleas, but let the soil consist of

equal parts of peat, loam, and sand, and make
the cuttings also of the half ripened wood, with,

if possible, a slight heel of harder growth. When
put in, which will be towards the end of the sum-
mer, they may|be placed in a close frame, in which
they will callus, and when removed into a little

heat will soon root. I liave often struck them by
putting them at once in the temperature of an
intermediate house, but so treated careful atten-

tion is necessary. H. P.

Rose fences.

—

I wish to conceal a manure
heap and woodstack which is near the approach
to my house. Fruit tree espaliers would be hardly
high or thick enough, and Arbor-vitaj or other
evergreens too formal. I see Rose growers ad-

vertising the old Monthly Rose and other sorts for

Rose hedges. I should like to know how these are

best supported ; or how a hedge of Sweet Brier
and Honeysuckle, or some mi.^ture of them, with
Roses or some kind of evergreen could be best
arranged. Will some one who has experience in

such things let us know how they have succeeded ?

—W. S. T.

We regret that, owing to pressure on our space,

many interesting communications are omitted
this week.

Poinsettias.—When I resided in England I

had P. pulcherrima with crests 22 in. across, a
size which I ha^e never been able to exceed. I

have had the double variety 19 in. across, and
quite full in the centre this season ; therefore,

there is no doubt that it will maintain its charac-

ter, though, as one of your correspondents notes,

it flowers later than the single one. I may add
that the so-called major variety llowers earlier

than the other, and is of a difEerent colour. I had
this variety in flower early in November, but for

what reason it is called major I cannot under-

stand, as it is considerably smaller than the com-
mon kind, although I have had from twelve to

fifteen heads of bloom on one stem. As regards the

so-called white variety, it is not worth growing,

as it is not white, and the bracts are always small.

We grow all of our Poinsettias in the open air

during summer, and only bring them in when
frost is expected in autumn. For cutting purposes

the easiest plan is to grow them planted out in a

house, the temperature of which ranges from 50°

to 60°. Our plants this season were brought in on
October 3, later than usual, and only one day
before a sharp frost. Now (January 1 1) after all

the flowers are cut they are furnished with green

leaves right to the ground.—J. Taplin, Mai/ifooJ,

Knr Jerufi/.

Economy in heating.—This is a subject

which crops up annually, and we usually find that

some manufacturer has a boiler that consumes less

coal than any of its predecessors. This may or may
not be the case—usually the latter. But when it

comes to a discussion concerning the heating of a

series of houses, some hot and some cold, with a

large and a small boiler, it is a different question.

I hold it poor economy to use small boilers at any
time, or to use a large and a small boiler to heat
some hot and some cold houses, for the simple
reason that there is more coal muddled away in

starting a separate small boiler for cool houses
than in having one large one. I consider when
it is possible to heat cool hoases from the same
boiler that heats warm ones it is the best economy,
a fact which English gardeners would appreciate

if they lived in a climate where the temperature
falls 30° in twelve hours, and in some cases 20° in

half an hour. If your correspondent -n-ill give it

a trial he will find that one large boiler will con-

sume less than two smaller ones for the same
length of pipe. The main thing is to see in fixing

the boiler- that the heat does not escape into the

chimney. I use lar-ge boilers, but they are so ar-

ranged that the iron smoke-pipe on the top of the

boiler is cooler than the water pipes 200 feet away.
—J. Taplin, Maywood, New Jersey.

Violets not flowering.—It is impossible

to say what is the cause of " J. S.'s
'' Violets (p. 38)

refusing to flower without seeing the position they
occupj' and having some idea of the way in which
they were grown last season. I never remember
a more favourable season than this for Violets

flowering indoors. From two large pits we
liave gathered bunches every week during the

past -ninter, and single blooms from the open air.

They are now quite covered with buds and flowers.

We plant strong side shoots in April 1 ft. apart

on rich, partially shaded soil. Keep all runners

cut close off, the soil moist, and the tops clean by
copious washings. We lift them with good balls

of earth, and plant them in frames well elevated

at the back to catch all sunshine. We ventilate

freely on all favourable occasions and cover se-

cirrely from frost, keeping the surface soil clean

by stirring. The flowers take longer to open in

the dark days than when there is more light, but

I have never known Violets fail to bloom if treated

as just described.—J. Geoom.

"L. S." is not alone in having Violets that

refuse to flower, as ours and others which I have
seen are in the same condition. This I am not sur-

prised at as regards our own, as last summer
(although those we have were planted on a north-

west border and kept well watered, and damped
overhead frequently, which is our usual practice

during the summer) they became so infested with

red spider as to cause the leaves to receive serious

injury. This natvrrally had a weakening effect on

the plants, and prsvented them from forming

plump crowns, and as they have not these they

are quite unable to bloom. Not only were the

frame kinds affected in the way described, but the

Czar and others growing in different parts of the

garden suffered to a greater extent, and many of

them are now without foliage. It will be remem-
bered that we had a fortnight or so of excessive

heat in June, and the atmosphere being very arid

at the time, the plants became infested with

spider, and' the pest, as is usual under such cir-

cumstances, spread at a rapid rate, and the great

heat seemed to dry the damaged leaves up. We
dressed them with soot and sulphur, but it seemed

to aggravate the evil, and yet we washed it off

before the sun got round on the plants. I hope to

start afresh with clean young runners, and shall

plant in another part altogether, in case any of

the insects may be lurking in the soil of the border

where the Violets last stood. It is to be feared

that these favourite, sweet-scented flowers will be

scarce in the markets this year, and those who
have clean healthy stock will have reason to con-

gratulate themselves, as plantations in that con-

dition are not very common.— S. D. '

:

Cacti in and out of doors.--Personally, I

am much obliged to .Mr. Loder for the goodly list

of Cacti, &c. (p. 28), with which he has experimented.

I was not aware tiiat so many species would endure

such low' ternperatures as those gi'i'en, and it is to

be hoped that some may be induced to plant them,

or, at any rate, a few of them. Clearly, excessi-ve

moisture is their greatest enemy, and it must prove
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a difficult one to combat in this climate ;
still, it

is not hard to see how a small piece of rockwork

could be so constructed as to afford the necessary

shelter for a good number. As Mr. Loder has kindly

promised to give us the results of his batch of fifty

species planted last June, I, for one, hope to be

benefited by them ; though we have not had much
frost yet, there may be more to come, and cer-

tainly there have been fogs and rain enough to form

a sufficient test as respects moisture.—J. Wood,
Kirlistall.

NOTES-iroOOE.

Lily of the Valley.—I saw Lily of the Valley a3 fine

as that pictured in The Garden, December 10, the tirst

week in November in the stove of a wholesale dealer in

New York, and it has been fully as fine all through the

season.—J. TAPLIN, Maywood, New Jersey.

Pteris scaberula.—I do not consider this a small

Fern ; I grew it 5 ft. in diameter in one year. The only trouble

is keeping it cool enough, as it is subject to thrips. I do'not

consider it good for cutting, as it wilts too fast—at least

that is our experience in this country. I should consider it

one of the best Ferns for a cold fernery—one in which no

lieat is required. The foliage dries off, and is replaced by a

fresh crop the next season.—J. TAPLIN, Maywood, New
Jersey.

Ouvirandra fenestralia.—In the account of this

aquatic in Sir T. LawTence's collection the leaves are, I think,

said to be 1 ft. in length and 5 in. wide in the broadest part.

Does the length include petiole ? or is the blade of the leaf

only measiu'ed ? I ask this question because the mode of

measurement has been disputed. Our largest leaf-blade is

11 in. by 5 in., and the leaf-stalk 5 in. Our plant is merely

a small one in a 5-in. pot, and is grown in a milk-bowl or

pan, witlioixt any special arrangement for keeping the water

in motion, and the temperature is very erratic ; dense shade

I think all essential.—AnonymA.

NOTES or THE WEEK.

Violet disease in Fbance.—The French
papers state that in the valley of the Rhone
Violets are suffering from a new disease. A very

slight spot is at first noticed on the blue of the

petals as soon as they open, and increases

rapidly. The flower fades and dies. It is believed

that the disease is due to a very minute insect

which attacks all varieties alike.

MoNOCH.'ETirM Lemoinianum.—Although not

so showy as some Melastomads, in free flower-

ing properties this is equal to any of them. Its

habit is dense and compact. It succeeds well

under ordinary greenhouse treatment, and bears
at the ends of the branches flowers about i in. in

diameter, of a deep violet-rose colour. It is now
in blossom in a cool compartment of theT range
at Kew.

Spbing Bitter Vetch (Orobus vernus).

—

Some clumps of this forced into flower are now
pretty objects in No. 4 greenhouse at Kew, the
fresh green spring-like foliage serving as an ap-
propriate setting to its variously coloured blos-

soms—notable from the way in which the dif-

ferent shades of blue and purple are therein
blended. These flowers supply a colour of which
the great mass of forced plants are deficient.

(^'hevalliera Veitchi.—This Bromeliad

—

pretty from a foliage point of vlsw alone—has
graeefully recurved leaves, from the centre of
which the flower-spike is produced; this reaches
a height of about IS in., and is crowned by a
cone-shaped head of bright crimson bracts, from
which the flowei-s slightly protrude, but being of
a w^hitish hue they are in no way conspicuous.
This plant, which is also known under the name
of /Echmea Veitchi, is now in flower at Kew.
The CuT-I,EA^^5D Bkamblb.—The beautiful

Blackberry depicted on the opposite page was
sent us by Mr. Carter, of Keighley,last Septem-
ber. He wrote at the time :

" Two years ago I
had an old wall planted with these Blackberries,

and they are now loaded with fruit. Mixed with

Apples, they make good tarts or jam. They are

pretty objects either trained against a wall,

round three or four tall stakes, a dead stump, or

a trellis. I coidd pick scores of bunches similar

to those sent."

Chinese Primulas at Ardgowan.—These

are very good this year, and at present make a

fine display. Noticeable amongst them is the

Marchioness of Exeter, a double white variety

with large handsome flowers. Some of the single

ones, too, are remarkable for the size and rich-

ness of their bloom. Chiswick Red is the most
attractive amongst the coloured varieties. It is

bright red, and contrasts well with tlie white

sorts.—W. L.

Hellebores.—These are at present almost

the only occupants in flower in our outdoor

garden, and certainly during the long winter

months they may be said to therein hold undis-

puted sway. At Kew there are in flower, among
others, Ilelleborus orientalis, olympicus, pur-

purascens, colchicus, and abchasicus, but many
of them are not yet fully expanded, while that

ever popular favourite, the Christmas Rose
(H. niger) and its variety major, are now past

their best.

Arum proboscideum.—A large mass of this

singular little Aroid is now in flower in the T
range at Kew. The foliage reaches a height of

about (3 in., while the flower-stems are very

short, being only just sufficieut to raise the

blooms above the surface of the soil. The prin-

cipal feature of this plant is the peculiar elon-

gation of the spathe, which terminates in a thin

curved filament of a greater length than the

rest of the flower. The inflorescence of this is

in no ways showy, the base being greenish

white and the upper part greyish brown
; but

the curious shaped spathe is interesting.

Shrubs in flower at Ryde.—We have a

plant of Qrevillea rosmarinifolia here about
ih ft. high and 5 ft. across, in an open border,

covered with flowers and buds ; it has been
planted out about eight years, and has withstood
the severe weather of the three previous winters
without protection, and we have also in flower

that beautiful shrub Desfontainea spinosa—in-

deed it has been in bloom for these last two
months, its red and yellow tubular flowers being
very beautiful. It was planted out about seven
or eight years ago, and has had no protection.

It is now about 4 ft. through.

—

Wm. StAnbury,
Appley Towers, Hyde, Isle of Wight.

Hardy flowers at Bristol.—We have
here (Ilenbury Ilill) the following hardy flowers

in bloom, viz., Pansies, Aubrietia purpurea,
Lithospermum frutiscosum, Alyssum saxatile

Violets (the Czar and Marie Louise), Snowdrops,
Ilepaticas, Gentiana acaulis, Monthly Roses,
Wallflowers, EastLothian Stocks, Polyanthuses'
Primroses (common and coloured), Arabis al-

bida, Hellehorus niger and foetidus, Mignonette-
Schizostylis, Myosotis dissiflora, and Iberis gib,

raltarica hybrida ; also the following shrubs :

Chimonanthus fragrans, Kalmia latifolia, .Jas-

minum nudiflorum, and, lastly, the Laurustinus,

the latter a perfect cloud of flower, and it has
been in that condition for quite a month.

—

A. W. Haxcock.

Ohithyia dasystemon.—This exceedingly
pretty little spring-flowering bulb (received from
the New Plant and Bulb Company, at Colches-
ter) is now nicely in bloom in a pot on the front
shelf of my conservatory. Each bulb only pro-
duces a single flower, which closely resembles
tli.at of a .small, bright golden Tulip. The flower
bud just rises above the barely half-developed
foliage, and requires a sunny day to expand it,

but once open it does not close when the sun

goes in, but remains open till the petals fall. The
back of the petals is veined with a greenish,

bronzy-streaking, something resembling that on
the Cloth of Gold Crocus. 1 should be glad if any
of your readers could put me in the way of ac-

quiring a bulb of the larger-flowered form of

this plant, figured in second volume of Sweet's
" Flower Garden " under the name of Orithyia

uniflora, a name, however, that would be
equally applicable to my little plant.—W. E. G.

Flowers from Wales.—I send some flowers

that you may see what we have done here. The
whole season is awry. The Snowflake enclosed

is L. festivum. Linum arboreum is in full

bloom, but owing to want of sun, has not ex-

panded its flowers. Fuchsia microphylla looks

better now than previously, its foliage being so

finely dark green. The Thrifts have never been
out of flower. Andromeda floribunda aptly

illustrates its name at present. The large white
Christmas Roses are over, but the purple forms
are still blooming. Daphne neapolitana (Fio-

niana) is a fine dwarf, dark-leaved shrub, and
affords a good contrast in foliage to any of alight

green or golden hue. Among many good things

on rockwork I place among the foremost the two
Ericas, carnea and mediterranea nana, the two
first to flower of the many varieties I have. Can
any information be obtained as to the origin of

the Galigaskins Primrose? For many years I

have had a red one, which was supposed to be
old when given to me. Last season tw-o other

varieties, primrose and white, made their appear-

ance, self-sown. I enclose two coloured specimens

of the primrose one. Double Primroses are fairly

in bloom, but nothing to what I hope they will

show in due time. Carter's Cloth of Gold is a

great improvement on the old double yellow.

—

Edwin Jackson, Llandegai, Bangor.

Grafting Olematises.—If it be desirable

to increase one's stock of these plants, the most
favourable season for doing so is fast approaching.
Some five years ago I was in a nurserj' in which
we had to work up about 1000 Clematises yearly,

and we never experienced any difficulty in obtain-

ing that number. About the middle of February a
few plants of each kind were placed in a slightly

heated greenhouse, and syringed once or twice a
day. This treatment soon caused them to start,

and as soon as the shoots were firm they were
taken off and cut up into lengths for grafts, the

two leaves and the piece of stem forming the in-

ternode being quite sufficient for each graft. The
stocks were the string-like fleshy roots of Clematis
Vitalba or C. Flammula, every root thick enough
to take the graft being used. Either wedge or side

grafting will answer, and the tying should be done
with grafting cotton. Each grafted root was then
potted into small 2i-in. pots, the ro®t being twisted
round in the pot so that the point of union was
just bm-ied. They were then plunged in a propa-
gating frame, and very soon were ready to be
hardened off. Clematis indivisa may be freely pro-

pagated in tlie way just described. 1 have not yet

had an opportunity of trying the new C. coccinea

(C. Pitcheri), but it would appear there is not
much hope^of increasing this plant in this way, as

the stems are apparent!}' annual—at least so they
have proved with me. Has anyone ripened seeds
of this plant 1 It is a beautiful flowering climber;

in fact, one of the finest introductions of the past

year.—B.

The Bitton catalogue of trees.—I only drew atten-

to Loddiges' catalogue of 1823 of hardy trees and shrubs in

case it should interest others to see a more extensive list

than that given by Mr. Ellacombe, especially of Koses, of

nbnut the same date. I am equally ignorant of the size of

the Bitton as of the Hackney grounds, and can only regret

tliat JIi'. Ellacombe thinks I wished to institute a compa-

rison, of which I had not the smallest intention.—.1

Droop, Stam/ord Hill.
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THE CUT-LEAVED BRAMBLE. culture, i.e., taking out useless and old canes, and
This variety of the common Bramble well de- preserving only the best. The fruit ripens in Sep-
serves more general culture than it has hitherto tember, and continues till destroyed by frost.

received, and perhaps the prominence afforded Some very ornamental plants belong to the
by the accompanying illustration will tend to genus Rubus. One of the linest is R. odoratus,
further that object. There are many handsome

I
which is of erect growth, and bears immense

wall plant, and flowers most profusely ; its blos-
soms are of snowy whiteness and of great size.

For shrubberies there are few plants more striking
than R. biflorus, commonly called leucodermis

;

its stems are covered with a white bloom, and are
con.spicuous at a considerable distance. R. rosfe-

forms of Bramble to be found in our woods, and
where they luxuriate in moist hilly districts we
often find charming bits of wild scenery, of which
they form the chief part. In spring we frequently

discover the finest Snowdrops and Primroses
growing beneath their friendly shelter; this

form is, however, not a wild one,though probably
found in some English or Continental woods. It

has long been known, and was figured as a garden
plant by Plukenett in 1691. In order to produce
the finest effect it is necessary to plant it in good
rich soil where there is moisture and gentle shade.

Under such circumstances the gracefully arching
shoots will produce well-developed fohage, and,

along with the fruit, form a handsome picture.

For its fruit alone this kind is sometimes recom-
mended, and justly, for it is supM?ior to that of

the common Bramble of our woods. In the wild
garden it woiild be quite at home ; its vigorous
growth, too, might often help to beautify un-
sightly corners elsewhere. It may be trained, but
it is better allowed to grow as it likes. In the
kitchen garden it would be worth growing, per-

haps, with the American kinds, which are now
almost entirely neglected, though admittedly
valuable for'their fruit. Referring to this Bramble,
a writer in the Field says,'" If the plants are put
out in good, deep, and tolerably rich soil, and
allowed to range naturally over hoops stuck in

the ground or supports of any kind till they make
a kind of framework for themselves, justjlike the
wild Bramble, they will grow and bear freely

and abundantly." This expresses nearly all that
need be here said with regard to its culture for

fruit. It may be added that a certain amount of

thinning is desirable, if not necessary, and it

should be done on the principle of Raspberry

folius coronarius has pure white and
double flowers, and is quite a gem ; it

makes an elegant greenhouse plant, and
blossoms during winter and early spring.

R. spectabilis should not be passed over

;

it has pretty pink flowers, and is per-

fectly hardy, but seems to floui-ish best

against a wall. Many of the genus bear

edible fruits. Of the British species not
hitherto mentioned R. CcBsius is the Dew-
berry, R. Idseus the Raspberry, and R.

Chamaemorus the Cloudberry, and the Roebuck-
berry is R. sasatilis. R. I. L.

almost Vine-like leaves, and large showy flowers
of a reddish colour. Another, somewhat similar,
is R. nutkanus, with white flowers. Of the same
colour is R. deliciosus, which makes a very fine

Hart's-tongues.—Are Scolopendrimn Bas-
teri, Coolingi, and Kelwayl three distinct varie-

ties of Hart's-tongue ? or one and the same ? In
some catalogues, as, for instance, Messrs. Dick-
son's, of Edinburgh, S. Baxteri and S. Eelwayi
are synonyms, 33 are also S. Coolingi and S. 5Jor-
gani. In Messrs. Stanstield's, S. Coolingi, S. Mor-
gan!, and S. Kelwayi are given as the same ;
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whereas, in Messrs. Birkenhead's, of Sale, the

same three are recorded as different varieties. In

other catalogues S. Baxter!, S. Coolingi, and S.

Morgani are said to be distinct. Having well-

grown specimens of the three, obtained from dif-

ferent sources and as different varieties, I must
admit that S. Baxteri and S. Coolingi appear to

be quite distinct in both form and foliage, the

former being dwarfer in habit and of a lighter

green than the latter. S. Basteri and S. Kelwayi
are more alike. Any information likely to throw
light on these diverse opinions will be gladly re-

ceived.

—

Angus D. Webster, Penrhyn, North
WaUs.

GARDEN DESIGN.

FORMING LAKES.
The formation of lakes requires greater judg-

ment, care, and good workmanship than any
other groundwork with which I am acquainted,

and no work adds so great a charm to a land

scape. The position of a lake will be determined
principally by the natural lie of the ground,

and also by the points from which it is most de
sirable it should be seen. These having been de
cided, levels must he carefully taken, a number
of stout stakes being driven into the ground to

a given level over the area in order to enable

the work to be properly carried out. The outline

should then be staked out. This is the most im-

portant part of the work, and requires consider-

able skill in order to secure the best effects.

The site should be viewed from every possible

point, making notes of surrounding objects and
distant views ; indeed, in many cases the out-

line of a lake, and, in" fact, all similar work, can
be best done from a distance, taking one's stand

at points from which the principal views are

desired. By waving the hand right or left,

backwards or forwards, a man carrying a num-
ber of stakes on the site of the lake can easily

place them in any position which may be indi-

cated. Mr. Marnock often adopted this method
in laying down the margins of plantations, &c.

The principal points having been determined, the

body of the lake may be excavated to the de-

sired depth, filling up any portions which may
require raising. All surplus may be used in form-
ing mounds for plantations. The soil, too, for

forming the bank-head will naturally come from
the bottom of the lake should there be sufficient,

also that for raising islands. Not one inch more
of the bottom than is absolutely necessary

should be disturbed, as it is most desirable that

it should be even and sound. The curves of the

outline should be perfectly natural, straight

lines and long curves being most objectionable.

No better examples as regards this matter can
be studied than the banks of natural lakes and
rivers, embodying as they do every possible form
of natural beauty.

Islands."— In forming these solid ground
should be made available. Their design should

be free ; in no case should they be circular, or in

any way approaching that form. Care must be
taken to prevent prominent points of the bank in

contact with the water from being washed away.
This is best done by means of rough stones

forming natural rookwork, or roots of trees, tim-

ber, concrete, brickwork, &c. ; all works of a

structural or formal character should be stre-

nuously avoided. Rockwork or rootwork would
afford excellent opportunities for planting Ferns
and many kinds of water-side plants. The real

object of islands is to break up the monotonous
appearance of large sheets of water, to shut out
objectionable objects, and to throw pleasing
reflections on the water.
Bank heads.—the construction of bank heads

for_ lakes is a most important work, and one
which requires considerable tact, admitting of no

error in plan and detail, or carelessness in carry-

ing out the work; indeed, the whole sticcess ia

forming lakes depends upon their capability to

retain water. It is absolutely necessary that such

work should be substantial in every sense of the

word. The first matter which will require consi-

deration is the position of the retaining bank,

and as this very much depends upon the cha-

racter of the site, no definite instructions can be

given. Very often lakes are formed in valleys

through which watercourses pass, and the

position of the bank should be such as to

necessitate the least amount possible of new
material being used ; i.e., the solid foundation

should be made available where possible. It not

unfrequently happens that the sides of valleys

are in certain parts higher and the channel nar-

rower than in others, thus affording great faci-

lities for bank formation. Again, another impor-

tant consideration is the character of the subsoil

;

gravel, gravelly clays, peat sand, and, in fact, all

kinds of porous soils should be avoided, especially

sand. The best kinds of soil for the purpose are

the different varieties of clays, excepting that

just mentioned ; other soils, however, are often

very retentive, such as rich alluvial material and

those which partake of the nature of heavy loams

and retentive bog of a very solid character ; these

are the soils which I should prefer for founda-

tions. Another matter of importance is the shape

of the bank ; usually banks are made in one curve

and concave in form. I do not consider this at

all necessary ; they may take any desired shape

in order to render them the more ornamental. I

am of opinion that at the deepest parts of the

lake, where a great head of water has to be sup-

ported, the right form would be one convex on

the water side. The line of bank having been

finally decided upon, the next thing to do is to

select clay of suitable quality for puddling. Such
clay should be free from stones and sand, the

latter especially, and it should contain no veins

of vegetable or dark-looking earthy deposit,

which have a tendency to split up the clay and

cause' it to crumble. It should be homogeneous,

uniform in colour, soft and buttery to the touch,

cutting out in solid spits, tough, and showing no
disposition whatever to break up into angular

pieces, which often indicate the infiltration of

sand. The best clays for the purpose are blues,

popularly known as blue Dick, and yellows, also

known as bung, or pug ; the shade of colour I

prefer is for blues a moderately light slate, and

for yellows a light buff. The clay having been

chosen, the next part of the work to prepare is

the puddle dyke along the line already decided

upon, the width and depth of which will very

much depend upon the weight or, what is the

same thing, the depth of the water to be held

back. From experience I have come to the con-

clusion that the following calculations may be

relied on in this matter, and on the whole the

best to adopt. These calculations assume that the

conditions are to be considered fairly good where
any doubt exists as to the solidity of the founda-

tions, a greater depth should be excavated ; the

width may, however, remain the same.

Depth of water.
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design which may be desired provided the slope

be not less than from, say, 3 ft. to 1 ft., unless

protected by a strong structure as a concrete wall

or any work of a similar character. If the bank
has been made in accordance with the foregoing

principles there will be no danger of leakage.

The puddle must be carried up to at least 6 in.

above the water level for very small lakes, and
more in proportion in the case of larger lakes,

especially those much exposed. The whole sur-

face of the bank, with the exception of that

below the water, should have a coating of soil

at least 1 ft. thick on the sides and 6 in. on the

top (which may be from 5 ft. to 20 ft. in width),

in order that Grass may grow freely upon it. This
will materially assist in keeping the surface intact.

I may add that the puddle dyke should be well
carried out at the ends, forming arms, as it were,
to embrace the water. This is a necessary pre-

This should be done when the dyke is being pud-
dled. Then 2 ft. of well-made concrete should

be put on the top of the puddle ; this should

consist of clean gravel of good quality, angular

—not round—stones, sharp sand, and good hy-

draulic cement in the following proportions

:

stone, four ; sand, two ; cement, one. These ingre-

dients must be thoroughly mixed upon a platform

of planks before water is used ; they must then

be made suiEciently wet that the whole is in a

state of mud, but not so wet that the water

carries away any portion of the cement during

the operation of soaking. As the materials should

be well mixed,- small quantities only should be

made at a time. When made, thisconcrete should

be thrown on to the puddle from a height of

10 ft. or more where practical. It must not be

touched when once in its place except to smooth

over the surface when the whole quantity has

Section through Bank Head.

Ground-plan of overfiow, showiTig
concrete laalls avM footings.

Cross Section A B, showing puddle^
concrete, and floor.

>lnj side wxlL Section C D, showinj front wall and floor.

caution to prevent the escape of water at the ends
of the puddle dyke.

OvEitFLOWS AND OUTLBTS.—These must of

necessity be constructed in all lakes which are

plentifully supplied with water—-the first to

carry away surplus water ; the second to empty
the lake when necessary, in order to remove the

mud, or for other purposes. The form of over-

flows may be very varied ; it may perhaps be
sufficient, however, to say that they may be made
of stone, brick, wood, or other durable materials.

They may be ornamental, as, for instance,

in the shape of waterfalls, rockeries, &c., or

simply plain, serving only the purpose of carry-

ing o3 the effluent water. I will describe the
latter only, as any kind of ornamentation may be
added when once a permanent overflow has been
constructed. The excavation for the overflow and
outlet should be carried down to the same depth
as the puddle dyke, and should be filled in with
puddle to within 4 ft. of the bottom of the lake.

been thrown in. The practice of ramming con-

crete is in my opinion a bad one, especially

when it sets quickly, as cement-concrete should

do. As soon as the first 2 ft. of concrete has been
put in its place the outlet should be fixed. This

must consist of iron-socketed pipes of sufficient

dimensions that the water may be run off the

lake within a reasonable time when necessary.

One end should be carried well out into the lake

at the deepest part and fitted with a suitable

iron grating. All the joints should be made per-

fectly tight with yarn and metallic lead. The valve

should be placed in a convenient and accessible

position, and the lower end of the pipe must be

carried well away from the base of the bank and
fixed in a brick heading. The pipe on the site of

the overflow may then be covered in concrete

formed as before, upon which the brick or stone

work should commence. The quality of the

materials used must be of the best description.

The size of the overflow will depend upon the

amount of water to be carried away, and this

should be correctly calculated. The front and
wing walls should be two-and-a-half bricks in

thickness ; this I believe to be sufficient in all

ordinary cases. They should have footings at

least 4^ in. beyond the perpendicular of the
walls on each side, with three steps setting off

li in. each time. The whole work must be car-

ried up in cement, and every course thoroughly
grouted in. The front wall should have a pro-
jection built out at each end of at least 3 ft.,

which may consist of one-and-a-half bricks thick.

This is in order to break the plain surface and
form angles to retain the puddle ; all angles

must be tied with coping irons. The wing walla
to be coped with bricks on edge, and ultimately

covered with soil and turf. The front wall may-
be coped with stone, bricks, iron, or wood. If

with the two latter, they should be tongued and
floated in with good cement ; the shape of the
coping should be semi-circular, or what is termed
bull-nosed. The backing-up of the walls must be
puddle, rammed in exactly the same as the

puddle dyke, taking care that the angles are well

fiUed up and that the brickwork is not disturbed.

The floor of the overflow may be raised to any
desired height by adding as much concrete aa

may be necessary ; then paved with hard paving
bricks on edge, placing a siU of wood or iron at

the edge of the floor to retain the bricks. An
apron of wood or other substantial material

should also be carried out in front of the floor,

in order to prevent the washing away of the

soil and thus endangering the safety of the

foundations. For additional strength two piers

may be built up against the front wall on the

water side, tying them in strongly. They should

be brought up about two-thiids of its height.

The bank should be made up to about 4 ft.

below the overflow, the base being carried out

in the same manner as the main portion of the

bank. An overflow constructed in this manner
will be thoroughly strong and substantial, and
susceptible of any ornamentation which maybe
desired. Overflows should always be constructed

in a corner—never in the centre—of the bank-

head, unless structural difficulties of a formidable

character present themselves.

Planting.—Planting is a most important

branch of the subject, and one which requires

care and judgment. It is, so to speak, putting the

finishing touch to the picture. Every line of sight

should be well considered, especially with the

view of giving light, shade, reflections, and ex-

tent. Massing is the most suitable kind of plant-

ing in the vicinity of water, rigid, weeping, and
feathery trees and shrubs being especially desir-

able. The planting must be so disposed that a too

large expanse of water is nowhere seen, which

gives a too glassy appearance. Islands should

be sufficiently near the margin to join their

shadows with those of the planting on the

banlis. Many very beautiful pictures may thus

be formed, giving depth, mystery, and river-

like effects. Another advantage of proper plant-

ing is, as before mentioned, to give unlimited

extent, the water losing itself, as it were, in the

distance. In the more secluded portions of the

lake shrubs may be densely planted in the fore-

ground, dipping their foliage into the water, and

backed up by massive deciduous trees. Here and

there noble trees should be planted singly some-

what away from the margin, with broad sweeps

of Grass sloping gently towards the edge of the

lake. Aquatic plants also will add beauty to the

scene if planted in the right positions, that is,

in the shallow waters at the margins of inlets.

Ferns and alpines may be planted on rockwork

or rootwork formed on islands, or the projecting

portions of the margin ; clumps of Yuccas, Pam-
pas Grass, and similar subjects may occupy

sheltered positions formed by the hollowing out
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of plantations. No large growing trees should be

planted on or near the bank head, as in all pro-

bability during boisterous weather they would
distm-b the foundations and cause leakage. All

planting at the back of the bank should be at a

safe distance from its base. The reflections of

the sky on the water being of great importance,

care should be taken that the sky line may in

some parts be perfectly frefe. This should es-

pecially be the case where the line of sight is not

obstructed by distinct objects ; overflows, formal

structures, and all objectionable features should

be carefully hidden in the coui'se of arranging the

planting. Deciduous trees have a pleasing effect

near water, owing to the well defined shadows,

which they produce. In many cases where it may
be desirable to construct rustic bridges, summer-
houses, &c., they should he freely draped with
Clematises, Virginian Creepers, Ivy, and plants

of similar character. A wild garden or wilder-

ness is a most desirable adjunct to lakes where
the space is unlimited, and here may be planted

all the taller varieties of herbaceous plants,

Lilies being especially effective in such posi-

tions.

General hbmabks.—The ground in the

vicinity of lakes should be comparatively dry and
accessible in all weathers. Paths should be formed
round the margin of a circuitious character,

losing themselves behind plantations, and again

appearing in full view of broad expanses of water,

ornamental nooks, &c., sometimes passing below
the level of the water, at others rising over pro-

minences considerably above it. If this is judi-

ciously carried out, extremely effective views
will be the result. These elevations and hollows
will afford positions for seats, rests, or temples

;

no trees or shrubs should intervene between the

mansion and the lake, except such as can be
effectively combined with the planting. The
water supply may be made ornamental by a

series of falls over rockwork, and if skilfully

constructed and planted are a feature in them-
selves, especially when seen from elevated posi-

tions, or through glades. Different sites will un-
doubtedly require dissimilar treatment, but many
of the above suggestions may be made available

in the majority of cases. Be sure above all

things that the outline and planting are well
considered, that the structural portions exposed
to the action of the water are perfectly sub-
stantial, that the clay and all other materials
used are of the best description, and that the
whole work is carried out in a proper manner.

C. D.

WORMS IN GARDENS.
In spite of the courteous invitation of " G. S. S."

(p. 23) to obtain and read Darwin's book on
worms, I feel not the slightest inclination in
that direction, in consequence, I suppose, of hav-
ing thoroughly read some of the earlier works
of that eminent author. But I trust to be allowed
space for an endeavour to account, on other
grounds than the worm theory, for one or two
of the facts mentioned by " G. S. S," the chief
one being tlie burial of the stones in the famous
field of chalk. I consider myself justified in
asserting that, if the ground could have been
kept free from worms, the vegetable growth, ic,
of thirty years would have buried the stones as
eEEectually as they are at present. As the field
is on a slope, it is fair to assume that the wash-
ings of heavy rains, drifting of dust, &c , from
higher land, have had something to do with it

;

and sudden thaws in winter by loosening and
soddening the soil would allow the superior
weight of the stones to assist in their burial.
The actual increase of organic matter must,
however, be the most important faotpr in this
case. If, in dry weather, a portion of the ground
were saturated with nitrate of potash, and then
fired by means of kerosene, so as to thoroughly
burn out the organic matter, leaving the stones

ill situ, I think that some of them might possibly
reappear. I by no means deny that worm-casts
have some influence in this matter, but I can-
not possibly regard their action as more than
one of many causes, and not the most important.
If the worm-casts were^not washed back into the
ground by lieavy rains, how is it that the soil is

not honeycombed by the removal of the enormous
quantities of mould with which they are credited ?

Dust must naturally form drifts when there are
obstructions in its road, and I think antiquities

are oftener buried by its accumulation than by the
efforts of worms. On all old buildings the constant
decay and erosion of the material of which tliey

are constructed, assisted by the growth of Lichens,
Mosses, &c., which scale off in hot weather, must
naturally assist in their burial. I leave out of con-
sideration the constant, if slight, showers of me-
teroic dust to which our earth is subject, if astro-

nomers are right. By the percolation of rain water
through the soil there must also be a slight, but
continuous subsidence of it, as we know that while
rain is practically free from organic matter, when
it reappears in springs, &c.,it is more or less heavily
charged with organic salts, and the air it carries

down with it is also performing its part in oxidising
the organic matter and rendering it gaseou s; so that

a continuous wasting is going on in all porous soils,

or how can you account for antiquities being dis-

covered very much below low worm mark, as they
often are ? Active vegetation also is continually
tranferring the lower portions of the soil to the
surface, and its influence must by no means be
overlooked. For the last two years I have been in

New Zealand in a district notorious for its sterility,

where, if anywhere, worms could find ample scope
for their creative powers (and the worms there are
tlirice as large as at home), but I could only find
them, when 1 wanted them for bait, by digging on
slightly conclave flats, where the natural growth
of vegetable matter was added to by that carried
there in rainy weather.
As to comparing the levelling powers of worms

with those mighty agents of Nature—water, frost,

and wind, why I cannot think anyone could
seriously entertain such an idea. From my window
I look npon a field ploughed last November ; the
nearly levelled surface it now has is owing en-
tirely to the rain that has fallen since then ; had
frosts and thaws assisted but slight traces of the
ploughing would now remain. I think it is not
worth while to enlarge upon this matter, or I

would instance bogs, ponds, &c., as proving the
power of vegetation and drift to form soil, but as

for worms burrowing into poor soil and bringing
it to the top, why my experience tendeth quite the
other way, and I can only obtain that reprehen-
sible breed which burrows into good fat soil and
turneth it out poor, yea, very poor. Lastly, I am
of opinion that I confined myself to objecting to
worms in cultivated ground ; I do so still, yet
fully convinced that they perform an allotted, and,
therefore, necessary, task in the economy of Nature.

London Stone.

Mr. T. Moore.—The retirement of Mr. T.
Moore from his editorial duties has recently taken
place. A movement has been made towards a
public recognition of Mr. Moore's labours in hor-
ticultural literature as well as of his constant and
disinterested devotion to social matters connected
with horticulture. The result of the first step in
this matter was the formation of a committee
charged with instructions to provide—for a time
and place hereafter to be determined—a substan-
tial presentation, and with it some suitable ex-
pressions of appreciation and good wishes. We
are informed that it is the wish of the committee
that the subscription should be as general as pos-
sible. The honorary treasurer is Mr. Wm. Paul,
of Waltham Cross, and the honorary secretary is

Mr. Shirley Hibberd, 15, Brownswood Park. Mr.
Moore has deserved well of the horticultural
world. His work has been for many years of the
highest value to horticultnrists. No man perhaps
knows garden plants so well as he does, and has
made such good public use of the knowledge. We
have great ['pleasure in joining the movement,

and feel sure many of our readers who know Mr.
Moore will have a like feeling.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCCXXL—MODIOLA
GERANIOIDES.

This charming little plant seems to be the only
representative, at present, in gardens of a small
genus of North American plants belonging to

Maivads. It is a much-neglected plant, for though
it has long been in cultivation it is seldom met
with, and it is with the view of making it more
generally known that we now give an illustration

of it, prepared last summer from a plant in the
late Mr. Joad's garden, Oakfield, Wimbledon. It

is essentially a rock garden plant, delighting in

warm, dry places open to the sun, and well
drained. It looks best planted so that its spread-

ing tufts fall over the-ledge of some rock. Unlike
its congeners, it is a true perennial, and when
well established requires no further attention. It

may now be seen in a few of the large hardy
plant nurseries about London, and particularly

at Messrs. Barr & Sugden's, Tooting, where the
plant seems to have secured a foothold ; we have
for years past seen it better there than elsewhere.

The name does not occm- in botanical works, but
it is that by which the plant is generally known.

W. G.

Winter flowering Pelargoniums.— I

grow several of the varieties mentioned in last

week's Gaeden, and can endorse all that is

said in their favour, t ut there are two not men-
tioned which, I think, surpass all the others; these

are Tarquin (scarlet) and Dreadnought (pink). Of
the former of these I have a two-year-old plant

which has been in the conservatory from the
middle of July, and which has been constantly in

bloom from that time till the present, when it has
about a dozen good trusses on it, and several more
showing. There is no doubt that the conservatory

is the place for these plants rather than the
flower garden, especially in Cornwall, where we
have so much rain.

—

John C. Tallack, Prideanx
Place.

Lilium candidum as a pot plant.—

I

always require some stately flowers for church
and other decorative purposes, and give a
preference to those that come out well from a
darker background. From this point of view there

are few things to compare with this noble, easily-

managed Lily that would be much more admired
if it came from California or Japan instead of

from where I take it (any time after growth is com-
pleted)—the flower borders. I lift the bulbs with
little soil, but with every rootlet possible complete,

and pot into not larger than 8-in. pots. 1 do not
want tall stems, and can feed with liquid manure
if I so desire. I transfer them again to the border
for ripening purposes. Need I refer to its gorgeous
beauty and fragrance. This is the Madonna Lily

of the Italians. I understood there are varieties

with golden and silver-striped foliage, and others

double, all of which must be very desirable.

—

W. J. M., Cliinmel.

G-ladiolus 'Ville de Versailles.—I am
pleased to find such success attending the winter-

blooming of this variety. My fii-st observations as

regards its culture were made in the winter of

1879 on a very late planting (May) in the open
air, when I had the sad experience of having all

the blooms destroyed by frost in November or

December, I forget which. The bulbs were shortly

afterwards lifted and left to dry in a loft, stalks

and all. I then suggested the idea of a late plant-

ing in pots to that enthusiastic lover of flowers,

Mr. W. E. Gumbleton, and with what success

see his note in The Garden, of December, 1880.

This past week you have two more correspondents

writing in its favour (Mr. Crane and Mr. Shaw).

I have not the least doubt that the same good re-

sults would attend late plantings of all the ra-
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mosus section of early flowering Gladioli. Simply

pot in May, and plunge under a north wall in coal

ashes, followin? to the letter Mr. Crane's instruc-

tions (p. 529, Jan. 1881). It is hoped after this

hint that what we hare accomplished with Zonal

Pelargoniums with heat under glass can be effected

with Gladioli in a cold house with very little

trouble or expense and no heat.—W. B. Haet-
LAXD, Temple Hill, Cork.

GARDEN DESTROYERS.

THE PEAE SUCKER, OR JUJIPES'G
PLANT LOUSE.

(PSYXLA PTEI.)

Peah trees are Terr liable to the attacks of

tliese little insects, which are nearly allied to

the aphides, and they, like them, often seriously

injure the trees, &c., which they infest, by suck-

ing the juices from the young shoots and leaves.

They, however, belong to a different family, and

possess the power of jumping, which the aphides

have not, and, unlike the latter, the perfect in-

sects are not injurious to vegetation. This

insect attacks the young shoots and the leaves

1, Fear bucker (slightly enlarged).

2 and 3, Pear Sucker (magnified cansideraily).

when in the larva state, and if present in large

numbers, much of the sap is withdrawn by
them, and the pores of the leaves are so clogged

up by their sticky secretions, that the leaves

wither and curl up, and the fruit does not come

to perfection. It is very difficult to destroy the

perfect insect in any way, as they are very

active, and fly and jump very readily and are

easily alarmed; syringing the trees would
have the temporary effect of driving them
off, and if an insecticide was used, such as

1 lb. soft soap, 1 lb. flowers of sulphur to eight

gallons of water, or soft soap and tobacco

water, which would adhere to the leaves, the

trees would probably be rendered distasteful to

them, and they would not return. The larvse

have no wings, and may be destroyed by the

means just recommended for driving away the

perfect insects, or with Gishurst compound and

tobacco water, which is, perhaps, more effica-

cious. Syringing the trees with soft soap and

water in the winter when there are not less

than 6° of frost, so that the trees become covered

with ice, is said to be a very useful plan, as when
the ice thaws it brings away all insects' eggs,

&c., which may be attached to the bark or hid-

den in cracks, &c. Miss Ormerod bears testi-

mony that Pear trees are not injured by this

process at a lower temperature than that just

mentioned.
Some of the perfect insects survive the winter,

shelteringin crevices in thebark and in othercon-

venient localities. As soon as the buds begin to

burst in the spring, the Pear suckers leave their

winter quarters, and, after pairing, the females

lay their eggs on the undersides of the leaves on

the young shoots, or the more persistent parts of

the flower. The eggs are oval, yellowish, and are

laid in large numbers near one another. The
larvae are hatched in the course of ten days or

a fortnight, and begin feeding by thrusting their

prohosces into the leaves or shoots : tliey soon

as-sume the pupa state, when they much re-

semble the larvEe, but they are darker and have

the rudiments of wings. They then migrate from

the leaves and congregate in large numbers on

the shoots, from which they draw off the sap in

great quantities, and void a sweet secretion

in such abundance, that tbe pores of the bark

are quite choked by it. Ants are remarkably

fond of this fluid, and may generally be found

on trees infested by these insects. As I mentioned.

in a previous article, if several ants are found

on a plant or tree, it is a sure sign that the plant

is attacked by insects belonging to the Natural

Order to which aphides, scale insects, and the

subject of the present article belong. When the

pupa is fully matured it again visits the leaves,

and, fixing itself firmly on one, it^ skin cracks

and the perfect insect crawls out.

The PsyllidK (so named from their saltatorlal

powers), when fuUy developed, are very much
like their near allies the froghoppers, and they

also resemble them in their powers of jumping

;

they are classed by entomologists between them

and the aphides. The genus Psylla contains nearly

thirty species, one of which, P. mali, is very

similar in general appearance and habits to P.

pyri, and attacks Apple trees. The Pear-sucker

measures about j in. in length, and about f in.

across^th e wingswhen fuUy expanded.When they

first emerge from the pupa skins they are of a

greenish colour with red eyes, but they sub-

sequently become of a reddish, or crimson colour,

shaded with black, which latter tint sometimes

predominates. The wings with which both males

and females are provided are quite white. The
head is wide, furnished with a pair of longish

antennae, each consisting of ten joints, the first

or basal one being short and stout ; the terminal

one is provided with two stout hairs, a peculi-

arity by which members of this family may be

recognised. The mouth is formed into a rostrum

or beak, from the point of which the insect can

thrust out several long hair-like filaments, with

which it pierces the leaves and bark ; this beak

appears to proceed from the breast of the

insect, indeed almost from between its front

legs. The body of the female terminates in a

longish ovipositor. The larvae when fuU grown
are about 1-lOth in. long, or somewhat longer, are

of a yellowish colour and wingless. The pupK are

slightly larger than the full-grown larva, are

wider and flatter, and of a darker colour, and the

immature wings of the perfect insect are con-

spicuous beneath the skin of the pupa.
G. S. S.

Leaf-shaped labels.—If the object is to

produce such a label as would not be unsightly,

but yet durable and legible, why not adopt a na-

tural form ? For instance, in labelling Acers, what

objection could there be to appending a label in

form and colour like a leaf of the tree itself 1 Of

course, very many plants, as alpines and others of

a herbaceous character, hare foliage too small for

the purpose ; but do not the leaves of trees some-

times fall upon them ? If so, why not adopt some

form of a leaf for a lable, even for them ? Zinc,

bronze, iron, &c., are susceptible of taking any

form ; the name could be cast with the label or

written as might be desired. I think such would

be at once artistic and in no way objectionable. I

have always been of opinion that in too many
matters we neglect to follow the lessons so abun-

dantlv set before us bv that master of composition

—Nature.—C. D.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS WITHOUT TRASS-
PLAS^TING.

The plan of sowing the seeds of these in the or-

dinary way and at the same time at which early

Broccoli and winter greens are sown may in some
places prove satisfactory, but in some localities a

different system has to be adopted in order to

secure them in good condition. The garden of

which I have the care Ues high, and the soil is

cold and nngenial, circumstances which necessi-

tate my devoting more than ordinary care to the

production of this crop. The selection of a good
strain is of great importance. There are several

with high-sounding names, but as they are

merely selections it is only necessary to choose

from a good type to secure all that is desired.

.

So"wing the seed.—Early in March I select

a piece of ground that has previously been deeply

dug and manured, and which has not lately been
occupied by any member of the Brassica family,

for it is important that a thorough rotation of

crops be studied in order to secure the best re-

sults. I then draw drills i in. deep and 2 ft.

apart, and suiEcient in number to meet my re-

quirements. The seed is then sown very thinly in

the drills and lightly covered over, and as soon as

the plants are large enough to handle, we thin

them out to a distance of 2 ft. from each other.

By adopting this plan it will be seen that trans-

planting is done away with ; consequently the

plants receive no check. The tap root is not severed,

consequently it penetrates deep down into the

sou, and the result is that if a dry summer occurs

the plants are in a much better condition to take

care of themselves than those transplanted from
a seed-bed. At the end of the season, too, it will be
found that there is a clear gain of a fortnight or

three weeks in the state of the plants (even if

sown at the same time) compared with those

transplanted. This plan is specially to be recom-

mended for those who have not the convenience of

Raising the plants under glass.—There

are two ways of doing this ; a slight hot-bed may
be put up about the middle of February, and a

frame put on it. About 6 in. of soil should be

placed in the frame, and in this the seed should

be sown. In the same frame early Cauliflowers and
Lettuces may be raised, and they will all succeed

under the same treatment, but there must be no
coddling. They require plenty of air in order to

get them hardy. About the middle of April, they

should be large enough to be pricked out into

another frame, or placed on a south border where

they can have the shelter of a spare light or two

for about a fortnight, after which if gradually

inured to the air they will take care of themselves.

Another plan is to sow the seed about the end
of February in a cold Peach house. This is what
I have done during the last five years, and I find

it to answer admirably. Between the trees on

one of the borders of an unheated Peach house,

where the position is light and plenty of air ad-

mitted, the seed is sown. From this seedbed the

plants are taken as soon as they are large enough

and pricked out 6 in. apart each way in some tem-

porary frames where they have the shelter of

glass lights night and day for eight or ten days.

The lights are taken off in fine weather during

the daytime and replaced at night for a week
longer, when they are fully exposed.

Planting out.—If aU has gone weU with

the plants raised in either of the ways just in-

dicated, they win be ready for planting out per-

manently by the middle of May, and this is not

a day too early to obtain stems 2 ft. to 3 ft. high

well furnished with sprouts from top to bottom.

The distance at which the plants should stand

from each other should depend on the quality of

the soU. In light, poor soils, whether the seed is
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sown where the plants are to stand to make their

growth, or the plants are raised in any other way
2 ft. apart each way, I consider is the least distance

apart at which thej- should be planted. In strong,

rich soils 30 in. each way is none too much in order

to secure a vigorous growth in all the crops.

Successlonal crops.—I find that plants

from early-sown seeds get exhausted early in the

winter if a mild autumn occurs, and in order to

prevent any scarcity of sprouts it is necessary to

have a successional crop in case the earliest should
run out before the season is over. For this crop
the seed may be sown on a warm border about
the middle of March, and if sown thinly broad-

cast the plants acquire sufficient strength in the
seed bed without being pricked out. As soon as

they get large enough they should be planted out.

The soil for these should be rich and deep, and if

dry weather occurs at the time at which they are
planted they should have two or three soakings
of water in order to assist them to take hold of

the soil. If put out 2 ft. apart that will be sufficient

room, as they will not get so large as the produce
of the earliest-sown seed. It may not be amiss to

say that through the summer months it is very
beneficial to the crop to have the Dutch hoe
applied vigorously between the plants every two
or three weeks ; it will keep the surface open
and destroy weeds. J. C. Claeke.

COLEWOETS.
These, though one of our most useful winter
vegetables, are not, as a rule, grown so much in
private gardens as one would expect them to be,

and they are seldom seen in cottagers' gardens,
but our principal market men grow them upon a
large scale. They are generally sold as bunched
greens, and very profitable they are. Being very
hardy, they will withstand the severest winters,
even when other crops are destroyed. The Eosette
is the most useful for early crops, as it forms nice
compact heads during the autumn, and keeps good
for a long time after it becomes closely hearted.
The hardy green Colewort seldom hearts like the
Rosette, its leaves being loose and more spreading,
and somewhat less tender when cooked. Colewort
seeds are often sown too early in spring, and in
that case the crop comes into use in autumn, when
there is plenty of late Cabbages to cut from.
Cabbages for early'autumn are more profitable, and
by growing some hardy sort, such as Early Heart-
well, one is able to have a good supply until late in
autumn, when the Coleworts should be ready to
take their place. I made my first sowing in the
second week in May, and my sowing for the main
crop the second or third week in June, the pro-
duce of which I find comes in in good time
for my winter crops of both sorts. The ground
must be well prepared before the seeds are
sown, for the result depends upon gettmg
strong, healthy plants with which to make
the plantations. The seeds may be sown on beds
4 ft. wide with 12-in. alleys between them, or
drills may be drawn .3 in. apart upon a piece of
ground firmly raked. After sowing some fine soil
mixed with a portion of lime and burnt wood
ashes may be strewn over the seeds. These in-
vigorate the young seedlings, which when drawn
from the beds are furnished with a mass of clean
healthy roots. If the ground is dry give it a good
soaking of water with a coarse-rosed watering-
pot the day previous to sowing, for if dry the
seeds will not germinate freely, and if watered
after the seed is sown a hard crust is formed,
and the seedlings seldom do so well as when the
beds are thoroughly moistened before sowing.
As soon as the seedlings have got into the third
or four leaf prepare a piece of ground well en-
riched with rotten manure, and upon this prick
the young plants out from 3 in. to i in. apart.
In this way stronger plants are produced than if
they are drawn from the seed beds. When large
enough to plant out and the ground ready, plant
in rows 12 in. apart and 9 in. asunder in the
row. Old Strawberry beds make good ground for
Coleworts when picking is finished. Trench them

deeply and manure them well before planting.

From such ground a fine crop of useful Coleworts
may be expected. Wsi. Cheistison.

Tlie Itoolienj, Brovileij Common.

Mushroom gro'wing.—From the first week
in February to the middle of March is the best

time in the year for making up Mushroom beds,

either in or out-of-doors. Many have failed through
making up their beds at wrong seasons, but if

tried at the above time with ordinary care a crop
is certain ; and with success, confidence and expe-
rience are both gained, and Mushroom culture is

thus made easy.

—

John F. Baetek, Portland
House, LaJicefield Street.

Vick's Criterion Tomato.—This is one
of the best Tomatoes for winter work, as it sets

its fruit more freely in the short dark days than
some of the other sorts. It is very distinct from
the large flat Tomatoes so popular in summer,
being pale red, nearly oval, and beautiful even in

outline. It bears its fruit in clusters, consisting
of from three to six in each cluster. At this time
of year the blossoms should be fertilised with a
small camel's-hair brush, and if kept in medium-
sized pots it will be more prolific than if pushed
into over-vigorous growth, as when a good crop
of fruit is swelling they can be assisted with co-

pious supplies of liquid manure, and slight top-

dressings of rich manure will keep the plants vi-

gorous for a long time. Tomatoes are in request
all the year round, but especially in winter and
the early spring months, and for keeping up a
supply of them I find nothing to beat Tick's Cri-

terion, and for the more favourable time ol year
Hathaway's Excelsior and the Trophy.—J. Geoom,
Linton.

Bottoms of Mushroom beds.—" J. E."

(p. 13) recommends iron gratings for bottoming
shelves in Mushroom houses. I have seen them
in use quite twenty years ago, and they answer
the purpose very well. A gentleman in the iron

trade in one of the midland counties erected a
Mushroom house and bottomed the beds with
open gratings instead of having them closely

boarded. When making up the beds a thin layer

of turf, with the Grass side downwards, was
placed on the gratings ; the beds were then made
up of horse-droppings, spawned and soiled over
in the ordinary way. The result exceeded all ex-

pectation. The beds were literally covered with
Mushrooms, as many seeming to come through
the gratings at the bottom as on the top. I made
up my mind at once that if I ever had to erect

Mushroom houses I would adopt the system in

question, but never yet have I had an opportunity
to do so. I, however, invariably obtain good re-

sults from beds on the floor. In December, 1870,
I called attention to making up beds in the way
described, so probably someone may have given
the plan a trial, and if so, I should be pleased to

hear with what result.—H. Haeeis, Denne Park,
Horsham.

Diseased Cucumbers.—I should be much
obliged for the opinion of your readers in the fol-

lowing case : Last year I grew part of my Cucum-
bers in frames with bottom-heat derived from
beds made up in the usual way, consisting of
leaves and manure, and part in pots. The soil used
for those in frames was leaf-mould, the remains
of a spent hotbed, and a little loam. To the pot
plants I added well-rotted cow manure and gave
them occasionally manure waterings. The pot
plants I grow in large pots on shelves in a forcing
house in order to have fruits in May or June. My
plants went on well as regards growth, and fruits

setwell,butwhenthelatterwere about one-si.xthof
their size they suddenly stopped ; instead of being
straight they turned round-shaped, and a green-
like substance exuded from them. At the same
time the fruits were attacked, the disease appeared
on the stems and leaves, which became brown-
spotted. Of the plants in the frames not one
fruit could be used. The plants in the house were
a little better. Before this occurred I never expe-

I

rienced any difficulty, the crop being always satis-

factory. The seeds used last year and before
were imported from England. The sorts grown
were Improved Telegraph, Tender and . True,

JIasters' Prolific, Sion House Improved, Pearson's

Long Gun, and Market Favourite.—LOUIS Keo-
PATSCH, Laxenhxirg , Vienna,

Winter and spring salads.—The winter
has thus far been favourable for a good supply of

salading. Celery has been a first-rate crop, no
trace of the dreaded fly having presented itself to

retard its growth. The latest crops must now be
earthed up, and protection should be in readiness
and fit for use. I find nothing in the way of

Celery equal to the Dwarf Incomparable 'Wliite,

being short and sturdy and nearly all heart.

Endive, both curled and Batavian, must be got
into cold frames and blanched as required for

use ; with us it has kept best on ridges between
late Celery. It will now be removed with good
balls of earth and set thickly in frames, or in

cold houses, moving it into a dark house to blanch
as wanted. Lettuces may be packed moderately
close in cold frames, but the best of all for winter,

the old Brown Cos, will keep well out of doors
under a slight covering of Bracken or old Aspara-
gus tops. Chicory must be potted and placed in a

dark, warm house, such as a Mushroom house, or

in forcing houses, with an inverted pot over it to

blanch the tops. Tarragon roots must be potted
and placed in a temperate house ; it is indispens-
able in salads. Mustard and Cress should be
sown in boxes about every third day, a brisk heat
being necessary to get them mild in flavour ; they
may, when fit, be removed to a cooler house until

required. Chervil is best grown against the foot
of a wall, where it can be readily protected with
thatched hurdles. Eadishes should be sown on
slight hotbeds, either by themselves or in rows
between early Potatoes.—J. Geoom, Linton.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

PEOTECTING FEUIT TKEE BLOSSOMS.

The time will soon be here when it will be neces-
sary to protect the blossoms of our fruit trees. The
question I should like definitely settled is. Is the
makeshift system that we sometimes see advocated
and resorted to of any value ? In my own opinion
it is not. What I mean by the makeshift system is

the placing of Fir branches on the trees when they
are in flower, with the view of shielding the ten-

der parts of the flowers from harm. Like a good
many others, I have practised this plan, and have
sent men a long distance to get Yew and other
branches, and have carefully fixed them on the
wall to afiord shelter, but I must confess that I

have never reaped an adequate return in fruit for

the time and labour bestowed upon such work. I

therefore look upon these makeshift methods of
protection as useless. We must not expect any
benefit from any sort of material that will exclude
light unless it admits of being put over the trees

at night, and taken down again in the morning.
Light, 1 find, is a great factor in bringing to matu-
rity the organs of fructification, and when excluded
the crop suffers as much from that as from cold. It

may be said that there is no necessity to exclude
light even when green branches are used for

protection, but I fail to see the force of such
reasoning when not only is the light in some
measure obstructed, but the air and sunshine
also prevented from reaching many of the blooms
when the trees are so protected. As a makeshift
nothing is better than netting, put over the trees

two or three folds in thickness, as it admits a fair

proportion of light, and permits the air to play
about the flowers. Its frost resisting powers are not,

perhaps, very great, but still it does afford some
protection even against frost. Tiffany and the
various descriptions of netting recommended to

be put over the trees as soon as they come into

flower and not to be taken off again until

the fruit is set, are, I believe, of no value, and, if I

am not much mistaken, the trees suffer more
through being covered up after the material is
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removed tlian they do when left wholly unpro^

tected.

From what I have already written it will be

gathered that I am an advocate for giving onr

fruit tres an efficient protection or none at all, and

I may'say that I have not arrived at this conclusion

without giving the subject full consideration,

aided by not a few years' experience. What I con

sider an efficient protection is, in the first place, a

Glass coping, proportionately wide accord-

ing to the height of the wall. My experience of

glass copings leads me to believe that for a wall

U ft. high they should not exceed 2 J ft. in width
;

wider copings are, no doubt, all very well, and the

wider they are the better protection they afford

the trees, but there are other considerations that

should influence the decision in this matter. The
wider the coping the less rain reaches the roots,

and in gardens where labour is short and the

supply of water also, the question of keeping the

roots supplied with water is one of considerable

importance. Moreover, Peach and Nectarine trees

grown under wide copings of glass require more
syringing to keep them free from insect than those

not so grown, or those under a covering of less

width. For walls 10 ft. high a coping 2 ft. wide is

ample. Besides the copings there should be

Curtains hung before the trees. Taste and
circumstances may have something to do in decid-

ing on what sort of material such curtains should

be made ; but if there is any choice I give a

decided preference to Frigi domo. AVe have had
this material in use for this purpose for these last

five years, and I see no reason why it should not

last for five years longer. Our curtains are made
10 ft. wide; they have brass rings at top and
bottom. At every 10 ft. apart we have upright

pieces of wood which are kept in their places by
being let into the ground, and a piece of iron

driven into the wall holds the top upright. An iron

rod, the same width as the curtain, is fixed on the

coping, and another rod to the uprights at the

bottom. On these rods the rings work, and the cur-

tains when open are made secure to the uprights

by a strong tie. At night they are drawn over

the trees whenever there is any danger of frost,

and withdrawn in the morning. As has just been
stated, our trees have been treated in this way for

the last five years, and the result is we have not
had a failure since we used them. Two years we
had fair crops, and the other three full crops;

therefore they have more than paid for the outlay.

The labour of attending to the curtains is but
little compared with the difference as regards re-

sults ; before we had the curtains we did not on
an average obtain a full crop of Apricots once in

four years.

For low walls, that is, walls 8 ft. high, a
glass coping 2 ft. wide and curtains would not
mean much expense ; for walls 6 ft. or so high,

fixed curtains might be dispensed with, and, if

desired, a piece of Frigi domo or strong canvas
might be tacked to two stout poles placed against
the wall. For pieces of canvas 8 ft. or 10 ft. wide
the poles should be closer to prevent the wind
from beating the curtains against the trees. When
curtains are worked on rings a stout piece of

tar cord run from one upright to the other about
half way from the top answers the same purpose

J. G. Claeke.

INSIDE r. OUTSIDE VINE BORDERS.

The opinion is evidently gaining ground amongst
Grape growers that inside borders for the roots of

Vines are best. Taking the condition of the Grape
crop over a wide range of observation, I think it

will be found that the best crops are upon Vines
the roots of which are inside the house. I do not
mean to say that good crops are not to be met
with where the roots are in outside borders, but
the best crops I have seen have been on Vines
whose roots are all inside, especially Muscats. The
fine examples of these annually produced at Ash-
ton Court may be cited as a proof, but as a single

instance of success carries but little weight,

I may remark that 1 could name half-a-dozen

other places in which Muscats are grown under
similar conditions and with equally great success.

That the inside border is 5° or 6° warmer in the

months of August and September than that

outside is, to my mind, conclusively proved, but
yet tills does not sufficiently account for the vi-

gorous condition and excellent crops that exist

where the Vines receive this advantage. Had
there been a difference of 10° or 12° I could
better have understood such a result. However,
receiving this slight advantage at a time when all

the energies of the plants are heavily taxed to

mature the crop may be sufficient to account for

the extra vigour and fine crops. It is pretty clear,

however, that another advantage which Vines in

inside borders have is that their roots are kept
generally in a more unifonn condition as to mois-
ture. In this country Vines that have their roots

in outside borders receive the most water when
they are at rest, and when they least need it

;

whereas, in inside borders the reverse is the case,

for the cultivator naturally gives his Vines most
water whilst they are in active gi-owth.

If, however, inside borders are left to the care

of those who have not a good knowledge of Grape
culture, the chances are that failure would result

from an insufficiency of water, I say this advisedly,

because I know something of the requirements of

an inside Vine border, and I am quite sure that

there are many who would think they were doing
positive harm if they saw for the first time the
quantity of water which established Vines are

capable of making use of during the four months
in which they are in active growth, and unless

suitable provision is made for an abundant supply
no Vines should be planted inside the house. "When
I first dealt with an inside border I was much too
niggardly in supplying water ; now I lay it on
from a tube attached to a supply pipe in the house,
and I let it run for eighteen or twenty hours con-

secutively five or six times between April and
July upon a border only 30 ft. long and 1 ft, wide,

and the result is all that can be desired. To give

a correct idea how muchVater this border receives

in a given time, I may say the pipe discharges
about sevenfy gallons an hour. In the autumn and
winter the border receives about nine hours' run
of water from the tubing about once in sis weeks.
These remarks will give the inexperienced some
idea of the quantity of water required, I may ob-
serve that the Vine border to which I allude is

thoroughly well drained, as all Vine borders should
be.

I am of opinion that where the roots are all inside

the border should be rather deeper than when out-

side, because the root space is restricted, and,
further, the depth of the border should be in pro-

portion to the length of the rafter ; for a rafter

16_ft. long the depth of soil should be 2 ft., and
where the rafter is 18 ft. to 22 ft. long there

should be 3 ft. depth of good soil.

J. C. C.

Birds and buds.—Owing to the mild weather
the buds of fi'uit trees and bushes are unusually
large, in fact nearly bursting into bloom, and
consequently just in a condition to invite the at-

tacks of birds. A sharp look-out must therefore he
kept for bullfinches, tomtits, and sparrows, for if

they once get a footing in an orchard of Cherries

or Plums, or a quarter of Gooseberries, it is sur-

prising how quickly even a few will destro}- all

chance of a crop. Bullfinches may generally be
detected at this time of year busy at work on
Hawthorn bushes or hedges, and that is the best
time to reduce their numbers by means of powder
and shot, the only effectual remedy. Dusting with
fresh lime is to some extent a safeguard, and
string or worsted worked among the branches will

keep them at bay, but in a general way shooting,

as I have said, is the only sure remedy. Various
opinions are held with regard to birds in gardens,
i.e., as to whether the good they do overbalances
the harm, or rice I'ersa, but I think there can be
little difference of opinion with regard to the ad-
visability of keeping down the stock of bullfinches,

sparrows, and tits of various kinds. The latter are
sometimes very destructive to buds, and, worse
still, to the fruit of Apples and Pears, picking
near the stalk little holes that induce decay.

—

J. G., Lintoti.

Formation of 'Vine roots.—"Thrump-
ton '' recommends potting two Vines, one in poor
soil and the other in rich. He says the result will
be that the one in the rich soil will make a few
fleshy roots, while the one in the poor soil will
make a complete network. 'Well, I have seen the
experiment tried, and the result was exactly the
opposite of what he states. The one in the rich
soil made a complete mass of nice fibry roots,
while the other made but a few fleshy ones. It
must surely be a mistake to think that Vine roots
will thrive better in poor soil than in rich. There
is more food in rich soil than in poor, and Vine
roots make vigorous growth when planted in good
soil and well treated. The same thing he says
happens in Vine borders, but I can offer no opinion
upon that point, for I never have seen Vines
planted in poor soil. I have seen one-year-old
canes planted in a border of good fibry loam mixed
with a good quantity of old Ume rubbish, broken
bones, and charcoal, a compost which gave entire
satisfaction, Fibry roots spread over the whole
'oorder nearly in masses, and the canes grew 27 ft.

or 28 ft. long and 2i in. in circumference 6 ft.

from the ground the first year.—G. Robb.

Orchards in North Lancashire.—Mr.
Waiting states (p. 18),thatthe Damson grows wild
in the vicinity of Grange-over-Sands, but he is

mistaken ; it is only to be found in cultivat ed
grounds. The Sloe is, however, very plentiful on
the surrounding hills and fells. As to old orchard
trees, my advice is let them alone, with the excep-
tion of removing any dead branches and destroy-
ing any Moss or Lichen that may be on them

;

otherwise destroy the trees altogether. My ex-
perience has taught me that old trees cannot en-
dure severe amputation. Pruning, if severe, may
produce a larger amount of foliage the year in
which it is done, and the operator may fancy he
has improved his trees ; but wait thi ee or four
years, and mark the result. Younger trees, on the
contrary, may be operated on with advantage,
either in the way of pruning or cutting back and
regrafting. In the above remarks on the impro-
priety of severely pruning old fruit trees I am not
putting forth any peculiar notion of my own

;

on the contrary, to a certain degree, I have been
an unwilling convert to the practice. First impres-
sions are not always correct, and Mr. Waiting may
yet see reasons for changing his views regarding
this matter,—A GRANGE Gaedexeb.

Anemone fulgens.—Fancy having this out-
doors in flower in the middle of January, and the
plants not bearing a stray blossom or two, but a
profusion, as from one plant I could this day cut
ten blooms, but they are too precious wherethey
are ; for, standing in front of a row of Christmas
Roses in full blossom, too, they have a striking
effect. The two are well worth growing together,
and for cutting to associate in the same way, no-
thing can be finer or more telling, as they afford
such a contrast in colour, the one being pure
white and the other deep scarlet, and both of
much the same form and character. I mean to
plant the two, the Christmas Rose and the Ane-
mone, on a border where they can be protected
by the use of some old lights, in which way I hope
to preserve them from frost and get them in as
they now are again. Has anyone had Anemone
fulgens in pots, or had it planted out in frames
or gentle heat ? and if so, with what results '? It
strikes me it would be valuable grown in either
way, but I am doubtful if it will bear forcing. I

have had the common kinds sown and the beds
covered with frames, and found them to answer
remarkably well, and yield a large quantity of
flowers for cutting, a purpose for which Anemone."
are well adapted, as they are not only very dressy,

but last a long time in water.—S. D.
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JAMES VICK.

The foUo-n-ing sketch concerns the career of one

of the most remarkable and well-known horti-

culturists in the United States, Mr. James Vick,

of the city of Kochester, New York State ;—

James Tick was horn Nov. 2-3, 1818, within

a stone's throw of the house in which Charles

Dickens first opened his eyes, and they were

both baptised m the same old parish church

of Kingston, a suburb of Portsmouth. His father,

a mechanic, was a skilful amateur gardener, and

the son conceived a great liking for flowers almost

from infancy, and attended the Pansy and Car-

nation and other floral exhibitions at every con-

venient opportunity, occupying much of his boy-

hood-time in efforts at flower culture. In 1833,

when fifteen years of age, he went to America

with his parents. Like many other boys with

ambition, and some literary tastes and aspira-

tions, he had an earnest desire to learn printing.

An opportunity offered in the latter part of the

year, and he commenced setting type by the

side of Horace Greeley, who was then a jour-

neyman printer. After working a year or two at

the trade in New York, he removed to Kochester

and commenced work at printing, cultivating

flowers, and writing for the agricultural papers.

This brought him into acquaintance with Luther

Tucker, who then published the Genesee Farmer,

and who was glad to give him employment on

his paper. Mr. Tucker purchased the Albany

Cultivator, and united the Oenesee Farmer with

it. But a paper called the New Genesee Farmer

soon started in the field thus opened. The
" New," as we remember, was soon dropped and

the paper was published with varied fortunes

until 1850, when Mr. Vick was solicited to un-

dertake its publication, which he did, running

its circulation to the then unparalleled number
of 50,000. Some three years after this Mr. A. J.

Downing, who edited the Horticulturist pub-

lishedby Luther Tucker, at Albany, was drowned

in attempting to save the passengers of the ill-

fated steamer " Swallow" which was burnt on

the Hudson. Mr. Vick t&en bought this journal,

and published it in Rochester for a number of

years, being ably assisted in its editorial manage-

ment by Mr. P. Barry.

The seed business.—During the years that

he published these journals it had been his cus-

tom to import new and choice flower seeds from

all parts of the world and give them as presents

to his agents and correspondents, and to all who
exhibited any interest in his journals ; in fact, in

all places and ways where he thought he could

increase the love of flowers. This seemed to be
" his mission." The neighbours of these favoured

ones seeing such choice flowers in their gardens,

naturally inquired where the seeds came from,

and, being informed, would write him to forward

just such seeds as " his neighbour received last

season." and " send on the bill." Not being in the

business, Mr. Vick declined receiving any com-
pensation, but invariably made a graceful present

of the seeds desired. Of course, this kind of busi-

ness grew rapidly on his hands, he giving away
annually some $200 worth of imported seeds, be-

sides large quantities grown by himself. About
this time he disposed of the Horticulturist. He
had made that journal far too good for tlie times,

and could not make it profitable, and publish it

as he desired. He them commenced editing the

Rural New Yorher, just established by Mr.
D. D. T. Moore. He then abandoned his Free

Seed Business, which had become too large and
costly for him to carry it on.

About 18.57 Mr. Vick recommenced the seed

business in earnest ; all that had been Jone before

was merely preluninary advertising—though not
intended as such. lie was literally driven into it,

and from that time to this he has driven it with

an energy, zeal, and judgment which has pro-

duced results simply marvellous. Most of the

business is done by mail, and with a system and

promptness which is almost a perfect surety

against mistakes, loss, or delay. From one to

three thousand letters a day during the busy

season are received and answered, the postage

alone amounting to over $30,000 annually. Two
and a half tons of mail matter have been for-

warded in a single day. Last year he sent out

a quarter of a million copies of his Floral Guide.

These are sent only to customers, when ordered.

Until the present year all this business has been

conducted in a rented building in State Street,

but he has now completed and moved into an

elegant and substantial building in East Avenue.

SEASONABLE WORK.

FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.
G. J., SDERET.

The scarlet Passion Flower (Passiflora raoemosa)
makes one of the best decorations for the dinner

table used alone with its own leaves. In the

centre of the table is a large silver bowl bounti-

fully heaped with the brilliant flowers ; some of

the long flowering growths, cut 2 ft. in length,

fall overand trail on the cloth towards the angles

of the table. Four other silver bowls, small and
low, each hold about five flowers with leaves. The
same arrangement may be varied, though it can

hardly be improved, by some fronds of Adiantum
farleyense. This Passion Flower is also very beau-

It is built of brick, 54 ft. wide, 160 ft. long, and
four stories high. He has employed in this build-

ing over one hundred experienced and trusty

persons, a large proportion of them women. In

the building is a printing oflice, book-bindery,

post-office,'mailing and packing rooms, and every

convenience which his long experience has taught

him is necessary to the successful prosecution of

his business. Mr. Vick oversees everything him-

self, yet he is never so much hurried as not to be

ready to receive visitors with the most cordial

affability, and give much of his valuable time to

works of benevolence and public good. He is

always genial, just, and honourable. His success

has been well deserved. He is an honour to the

goodly city for which he has done so much to

make famous the world over as the " Flower
City."

—

State Agriculturist.

tiful in baskets of the cream-coloured Wedgwood
known as Leeds ware. A large glass bowl on a

dr.awing-room table holds Christmas Hoses, large

and long stalked, that have a fine effect with the

important looking, red -tinted leaves of the two
broad-leaved Saxifrages. The leaves of S. oordi-

folia are the handsomer, stiS in texture, with

their borders in bold sculpture-like waves ; they

take the red colour in pools and blotches and in

delicate staining of the waved margin ; the whole

leaf has a movement of surface that makes fine

light and shadow. The leaves of crassifolia take

the red colour more evenly and strongly, but are

flatter and less beautiful in form. In cold winter

weather they look limp and lifeless and hardly

worth cutting, but a night's immersion in cold

water will stiffen and revive them. Very pretty as

room plants are well grown, bushy little stan-

dards of black Laurustinus (Viburnum hirtum).
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with compact heads about 1 ft. through, flowered

in the greenhouse. The flowers are smaller than

those of the corumon form, but pure white, and
the leaves dark and of good substance.

FLOWEK GARDEN.''
^y. WILDSIIITH, HECKFIELD.

Pruning shrubs.—So far as this part of the

country is concerned, better weather for the prose-

cution of all outdoor work could not be than that

which we have bad for weeks past, and if the same
favourable conditions have been general, much of

the rough work connected with alterations and
all planting of trees and shrubs will now be
finished, or if not, should be so as early as

practicable, after which the next most pressing

work will be hedge clipping and shrub pruning.

All hedges, lines, belts, and screens of Privet,

13eech, Holly, Yew, &c., to be kept thick must be
cut annually ; such work we usuallj' reserve for

frosty weather, which may perhaps not be the
best for shearing them, but having from necessity

done it in such weather for many years without
perceiving any ill effects, I can safely recommend
it to be done now no matter what the weather is.

In the majority of gardens shrub pruning is but a
secondary consideration, and in some never at-

tempted at all ; consequently Hollies, Laurels,

Bays, and all similar habited shrubs soon get
naked stemmed, a condition that can only be
effectually prevented by timely cutting back the
leading shoots, an operation which conduces to

lateral extension of growth, and keeps the plants

equably furnished with shoots. Moreover, I have
an impression that such timely curtailment con-

tributes to longevity, for all surely must have
noted the wholesale destruction of unpruned
Hollies and Laurels during the past two winters,

whilst those that have been kept trimmed are as

healthy as ever ; hereabouts, at all events, the
difference in the two is most marked. That it may
not be inferred from the importance here attached
to shrub pruning that formal trimming is advo-
cated, I would add that, from my point
of view, trees never look handsomer than
in their natural forms, the only aid here ad-
vocated being simply the restriction of the
stronger branchlets to, as it were, aid the weaker
to keep pace with them. Many kinds of trees,

Conifers in particular, by the pinching out of the
point of a strong shoot or shoots, as the case may
be, can be made to grow of even proportions
throughout. Of course these remarks refer more
particularly to young trees ; to influence or direct

the growth of old-established Conifers is obviously
out of the question.

G-eneral work.—This now consists in the
completion of the turning or re-gravelling of walks
to get them well consolidated by frequent rolling
whilst the ground is still wet. Verge cutting and
levelling of turf are also important works that
should be completed as early as possible; as
should also new edgings of Box or repairs to the
same. Where turf would be in bad taste, not to
mention the bother of momng or clipping, Sedum
glaucum makes an excellent boundary line for
walks in rockeries and ferneries, and when planted
virtually requires no attention, except to be kept
free from weeds. Sweeping and rolling are still a
necessity as regards the preservation of neatness,
worm casts, owing to the mildness of the weather,
being still thrown up in abundance.

INfDOOR PLANTS,
T, BAINES, SOUTHGATE,

-ffischynanthus and Torenias,— Such
plants as possess a drooping habit of growth are
much more suitable for hanging basketsthan erect
growers. Most of the kinds of ^"Eschynantlius are
paiticularly adapted for the purpose as well as
Torenia asiaticA and T. pulcherrima. If cuttings of
either are at once put in they will, as a rule, root
quickly, and should then be transferred to the
baskets, using a sufficient number of the ^Eschy-
nanthus to make them effective with a single
season's growth.

Tuberous-rooted Begonias,—A portion
of the stock of these may now be started by plac-

ing them in a house where they can have an in-

termediate temperature. These plants are so ac-

commodating that they will succeed in either a
hot or greenhouse ; still, if grown too warm they
make weak growth that produces comparatively
few flowers, the plants in addition having an in-

difllerent appearance. They may be shook out of

the old soil and at once potted in new. Such of

these Begonias as are now started in heat will be
found very useful to precede the latter portion
that will come on with greenhouse treatment.
They do best with moderately light soil, fairly

enriched with manure and a little leaf-mould.

Caladiums.—Although a few large speci-

mens of these are suitable for use in large houses,

still small examples, consisting of a single crown
each, are generally preferable. Where large old
plants are available they may be divided, retain-

ing a portion of root to each piece. When so treated
they must immediately be started in a brisk heat,

and should not be placed in soil that is over moist,

or they will be liable to decay. The small growing
C, argyrites, if well managed by keeping it close

to the glass, where it will get plenty of light with
a moderate amount of air so as to secure stout
growth, is one of the most useful stove plants in

cultivation, for in such condition it will bear using
in a lower temperature along witli flowering sub-
jects for some weeks when the weather gets
warmer, and the leaves are alike available for

cutting to use in bouquets and other combinations
of flowers.

Peperomias, Fittonias, and Panicum
variegatum.— These small growing handsome-
leaved plants are alike suitable for cultivation in

either large or small houses, adding much to the
appearance of the stages when used in quantity
so as to act as a setting for larger growers, and
where the side stages are composed of slate,

stone, or other imperishable material, a car-

pet of such plants, with a moderate num-
ber of other things possessing larger growth
stood about on them, produces a much
better effect than is attainable by the (n'dinary

arrangement of crowding all sorts of plants in-

discriminately together. Where a considerable
stock of the above plants are to be used, a
sufficient number of cuttings should at once be
put i?., as by having them rooted thus early the
plants will be in a condition to get established
early in the season.

SonerilasandBertolonias.—These pretty
handsome-leaved subjects, although not able to
bear the rough usage and shade inseparable from
use in the way advised for the Fittonias, &c.,

ought to have a place in all collections of stove
plants where a good amount of heat is avail-

able, without which it is useless attempting
their cultivation. They root freely from cuttings
which may be put in now, giving them a brisk
heat, and keeping them moist and close under pro-

pagating glasses.

FRUIT,
\V. COLEMAN, EASTNOE CASTLE.

Pines.—To meet the demand for early fruit,

see that the bottom-heat in which the first batch
of Queens are plunged does not fall below 80°, and
let the top-heat range from 70° at night to 80°
through the early part of the day, and 85° to 90°
after, closing with sun-heat. Keep the evaporat-
ing pans filled with stimulating liquid, pay parti-
cular attention to root watering with the same in
a diluted form, and reduce the necessity of over-
head syringing by damping all available spaces,
including the surface of the bed, when the house
is closed for the day. If the bed in wliich winter
fruit is swelling shows signs of declining, take
advantage of a mild day for renovating it with
fresh fermenting leaves or tan, and reijlunge the
plants, keeping the Cayennes and Rothschilds which
started late in October and November together
in the liglitest and best part of the house, where
they can receive heat and moisture with stimu-

lating food, as recommended for the early Queens.
If well rooted and not overpotted, these plants
will give excellent Pines at a time when good
English fruit is in great demand and not too
plentiful.

Successions.— Strong plants intended to
make a growth before they fruit should be exa-
mined, and if found very dry at the root a little

tepid water may be given to prevent them from
receiving too decided a check, which might cause
them to throw up prematurely. In light, airy
houses an occasional dewing over with the syringe
may also be indulged in, but in close pits atmo-
spheric moisture will be quite sufficient for the
present. If the bottom-heat valves have been kept
shut through the dead months of November and
December, and the heat has declined below 70°,

it will be necessary to admit a gentle circulation
until the thermometer indicates a move upwards,
but great caution must be observed, as the appli-
cation of water to the fermenting material com-
bined with increasing solar heat often produces
the desired effect without having recourse to the
hot-water pipes. Gradually increase the top and
bottom-heat in pits containing suckers, which re-

quire shitting into fruiting pots. Give a little

water from time to time to bring the soil into a
growing state, and shift as soon as the roots show
signs of moving. Meantime push on the usual pre-
liminaries as opportunity offers by getting crocks,

pots, and soil ready for use before a single plant
is disturbed.

Orchard house,—Owing to the mildness of
the season, the buds on Peach and Nectarine trees

stillstandingout-doors have got very forward, and
altogether unfit to be exposed to moderate severitj'

should this extraordinary weather be succeeded
by frost. In many places the orchard house is

used for other purposes in winter, and early hous-
ing of the trees is often attended with incon-
venience

; but steps of some kind should be taken
for getting them under glass, as they may be
placed closely together for a time, provided the
house is fully ventilated at all times, unless frost

is very severe. In years gone bj' it was the prac-
tice to pot and top-dress trees quite up to the
time of housing, but this remarkable season fully
confu-ms the soimd advice to get all work of this

kind performed before if possible, or immediately
after the fall of the leaf. When all the trees are
under glass keep them well supplied with water,
as drj-ness at the root after this date is sure to
settle the crop for this season. Also look to trees
established in inside borders, mulch well, and
give them repeated waterings until the soil is as
moist as it will be found in a well-drained Peach
border out-of-doors.

Early houses,—After the fruit is all set on
the early forced pot trees, syringing must not be
neglected to keep insects down and to wash off

the remains of the flowers. If fly has gained a
footing, fumigate when the trees are diy, and
repeat if necessary. Allow a night temperature of
50° to 55°, and 60° to 65° in the daytime, witli a
slight increase after closing on sunny afternoons
\\'here the young fruit is too thickly set relieve

the trees by removing a few of the small and
badly placed ones, and at the same time gradually
carry on disbudding and shortening back, when
the shape of the trees can be improved without
detriment to the crop of fruit. Water well with
tepid liquid and give the roots a little more fresh
top-dressing when they show upon the surface.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
E. GILBEET, BUHGHLBT.

We have been employed during the week digging
and manuring quarters left vacant by Brussels
Sprouts, Savoys, and early Broccoli, also in salt-

ing and lining vacant Celery quarters, in order to

get rid of slugs ; this land we intend for Spring
Onions. We are planting Tripoli Onions from seed
beds into rich laud, and at this season we plant a
large breadth of small Onions for very early use.

We are likewise planting early Cauliflowers out of
seed beds in cold pits into three-light boxes, in
order to make them stocky and strong forplanting
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out in April and May. Small sowings of Lettuce

and Cauliflower may be made at once. Eadishes

now up should be aired regularly and thinned

(imely, so that they may grow with little top and
good bulbs. Wood's Frame ranks among the best.

As the days lengthen all things indoors strengthen.

Kidney Beans are looking and bearing like May
Beans, and once again I say to all, use Osborn's ; it

is the king of Beans for forcing. Asparagus we
force in old Pine stoves, and with very little

trouble. See that old stools are taken out and re-

placed at once, a remark which also applies to

Keakale and Rhubarb. Outside Mushrooms are now
bearing well, and the quality far in advance of

those indoors. We have finished making beds for

this season, and doubtless shall have a full supply

until next June.

DUTCH CUT FLOWER TRADE.
Messes. Krelage & Sox, Haarlem, have sent us

the following in reference to this matter : There
have been serious complaints from the English
horticultural trade that last year during the flower-

ing period of Hyacinths, Tulips, and other Dutch
bulbous and tuberous-rooted plants, the English
markets have been overstocked by immense
masses of cut flowers of these plants sent from
Holland. Thereby the price of English-grown
flowers was in many cases so much depreciated,

that instead of giving any profit, there was a great

loss in this branch of cultivation.

The majority of Dutch bulb growers and ex-

porters have thought it necessary to interfere

herewith, and in consequence of this general

feeling, on a general meeting of the General
Association for the Promotion of Bulb Cultivation

at Haarlem (a society which has nearly 500 mem-
bers in 12 different sections) resolutions have
been taken against this branch of trade in cut

flowers, because it- is considered to damage
largely the trade in bulbs. The society wishes to

engage every bulb grower or exporter, member
or not member of the society, to give a declaration

in which is promised, 1st, to send out neither in

the interior nor abroad any cut flowers of Hya-
cinths, Tulips, Narcissi, Anemones, Ranuncu-
luses, or Gladioli, except (o) as samples in cases

under five kilogrammes, (J) without charge for ex-

hibition purpose ; 2nd, neither to sell nor to give to

others, nor to abandon to their disposition any such
cut flowers as an aiticle of trade. The signatures

to these declarations will be collected through
the oflioers of the sections of the society. It may
be expected that this measure will have the

desired sfEect.

THE CROCUSES.
By G. maw.

Water-tight boots are of great importance to gar-

deners, and Sir. .Smith does good service in calling atten-

tion to the matter (p. 18). Ido not, however, quiteagreewith

him that no dubbin is good for the purpose, as he seems
to imply. However, having had occasion to use many
compounds, 1 give the place to niutton fat and beeswax,

in the proportion of six to one. A similar composition

formed of Russian tallow instead of beeswax is also excel-

lent.— C. D.

Worms in manure.—Allow me to inform " C." (p. 48)

that manure always more or lessharbours worms. Mix quick-

lime and soot with it, and turn it over two or three times.

—E. H.

Naming plants and fruits.—Four plants, fruits,

or flowers only can he named at aie time, and this only

when good specimens are sent. Readerswho desire our help in

naining Apples or Pears will kindly hear in mind that

several specimens in different stages of colour and size of

the same kind greatly assist in its determination. Local

varieties should be named by local growers, and are often

only known to them. We can only undertake to name four
varieties at a time, and these only when the above condition

observed. Unpaid parcels not received.

Namesof plants.—S. Nisbet.—Zygopetalum Mackayi.
TF.Jif.S^. —Apparently Catasetnm callosum. E. K—

1 , Cypripediiun insigue ; 2, Davallia canariensis ; 3, Onychium
japonicum : 4, Adiantum tenerum.

—

-Miss P. (Perth).—

1, Polyslichum angulare var. ; 2, Asplenium Trichomanes.
Uriii—1, Asplenium bulbiferum ; 2 and 3, species of

Mesembryantliemum
; 4, Tradescantia repens.

ooks.—7. N. ii;.—"Notes ou Lilies," by Dr. Wallace,
Walk, Colchester.

As the genus Crocus consists of nearly
seventy species, it is a matter of surprise that
but three or four onlj' are generally used for

horticultural decoration ; and these—Crocus
aureus and Crocus vernus and their varieties,

and perhaps one or two other species—appear
to have been in cultivation at least two or

three hundred years. Crocus aureus, from
Bithynia, Greece, and the south-east of

Europe, appears to have been the parent of

the well known Dutch yellow, also of sul-

phureus, lacteus, and several other similar

varieties, the origin of which is lost in ob-

scurity. Crocus vernus. from the Alps and
Italy, was the origin of all the blue, white,

and variously striped and sliaded A'arieties

which are cultivated so extensi^ely in Holland
and Lincolnshire, and varies in its native

habitats with the markings and combinations
of colour found in the horticultural varieties.

C. versicolor, from the Maritime Alps and
the Riviera, has also been long in cultivation.

The Cloth of Silver or Scotch Crocus is a
large variety of the Italian C. biflorus, pro-

bably obtained from the south of Italy ; the
Cloth of Gold, C. susianixs, was an old impor-
tation from the Crimea. Crocus Imperati,

from South Italy, has been more recentlyin-

troduced. Of the autumn flowering species,

C. nudiflorus, fi'om the north of Spain and the

Pyrenees, is an old garden plant, and has
become naturalised in many parts of the
midland counties. C. speciosus, from the
Caucasus, has also been sparingly grown in

English gardens for many years ; this com-
pletes the list of the generally cultivated

species of the genus.
The genus is confined to the Old World in

tlie northern hemisphere, and roughly centres

round the Mediterranean and Black Seas. It

occurs from '.1° west to 50' east longitude.

Two species, C. alatavicus and C. ICorolkowi,

occur in Central Asia, far to the east of the

general area of occurrence ; and north and
south the genus extends from 31° to 48°

north latitude. Two species only, C. neva-
densis and C. tingitanus, occur in North
Africa, and are common also to Spain

;

the remainder are all European or Asiatic.

Four or five species have become natu-

ralised in Britain, but none appear to be
truly indigenous. All the species are perfectly

hardy in our climate, and the majority ex-

tend to high ranges of altitude in their native
habitats, several being limited to alpine
elevations.

As during the past few years nearly the

whole of the species of the genus have been
introduced and are in cultivation in private

collections, we give a complete list of those

at present known, based on the plan of

Dean Herbert's classification, as adopted and
modified by Mr. G. Maw for his forthcoming
work on the genus Crocus. Herbert sepa-
rated the genus into two main divisions,

termed Involuorati, or those with a basal
spathe, containing the scape, springing from
the summit of the corm, and Nudiflori, in-

cluding the species having no bas.al spathe.

These two main divisions he further sub-

divided by the character and structure of

the corm tunic.

Division I.—Involucbati.
Species with a basal spathe springing at

the base of the scape from the summit of the
coi'm.

Seotii>nl.—Fihro-memhranacri , with acorm
tunic of membranous tissue intorspors.'il with
nearly parallel fibres.

—

Antiimn floirerhiy.

1. O. iridiflorus (HoufEel), C. byzan-
tinus (Parkinson).—A highly ornamental
species from the Banat and Transylvania,
producing its bright purple flowers before

the leaves in September and October; re-

markable for its purple stigma and the
marked difference in size of the inner and
outer segments of the perianth.

2. O. vallicola (Herbert).—A pale straw
coloured species from the higher mountains
of Asia Minor and the Caucasus, flowering in

August and September without the leaves,

which are produced in the spring. It has
only recently been introduced to cultivation,

but promises to be a robust and highly deco-

rative species.

3. C. Scharojani (Ruprecht).—A bright

orange species from tlie Caucasus and moun-
tains of Trebizond, producing its flowers

from the end of July to the middle of August.
It is the earliest autumnal species, and is

remarkable for the previous year's leaves

being occasionallj' persistent to the autumnal
flowering time. It has only recently been
introduced to cultivation. Its bright golden
flowers form a striking feature in the early

autumn. As it readily produces seed, its

multiplication for general decorative purposes

may be looked forward to.

4. C. zonatus (Gay).—From the moun-
tains of Cilicia, with bright vinous lilac

flowers, golden at the base, abundantly pro-

duced about the middle of Sepember. It is

ahighly ornamental and free flowering species

easy of culture. The corm is discoid in form,

its width being more than double its height.

Like the foregoing species, the flowers are

produced before the leaves, which do not

appear till the spring. It has been in cultiva-

tion in private collections about seven or

eight years.

5. O. karduchorum (Kotschy). —

A

small lilacspecies,onlyknown from herbarium
specimens collected by Theodore Kotschy in

September, 1859, in the mountains between
Mukiis and Schirwan, in Kurdistan, at an
altitude of 6000 ft. The stigmata of this

species are pale cream coloured, much divided

and spreading into a fan-like mass of capil-

lary divisions. As in tlie case of C. Scharojani,

the last year's leaves are persistent till the

autumnal flowering time. It has never been
introduced to cultivation.

6. C. nudiflorus (Smith).—A well known
species, a native of the Pyrenees and north
of Spain, which has become naturalised at

Nottingham and in other localities in the

midland counties. Its large bluish purple

flowers are produced in September and Oc-
tober before the leaves. Where once estab-

lished it is difficult to eradicate ; the corms
produce long stolon-like shoots, which form
independent corms on the death of the

parent, and by this means the plant soon
spreads to considerable distances from where
originally planted. The throat of the flower

is unbearded.

7. C. asturicus (Herbert).—Abounds in

the meadows of the Asturias and the moun-
tains of Central Spain ; it somewhat re-

sembles C. nudiflorus, from which it is readily

distinguished by its bearded throat, the ap-

pearance of the leaves at the flowering time,

and the absence of stolon growths from the
corm. It is, like C. vernus, extremely variable

in colour, from dark purple to piu'c white, the

base of the segments being more distinctly

darker than the margins than is the case in

C. nudiflorus. It flowers from the end of

September through October into November,
and forms a strikingly beautiful feature in

the meadows surrounding Gijon, in the north

of Spain.

8. C. serotinus (Salisbury).—Closely

allied to C. asturicus, and a native of the

south of Spain, flowering in November, but

the leaves are more fully developed at the

flowering time than the leaves of C. asturicus

;

its throat is bearded. The outer surface of

the perianth segments is also more or less

(.Ustinctly feathered with darker purple.
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9. C. Salzmanni (Gay).—A native of

the neighbourhood of Tangier and the lesser

Atlas Mountains south of Tetuan, occur-

ring also in the south of Spain, closely allied

to C. serotinus, but it is a species of larger

stature, flowering with the leaves in October

and November. It is a plant of robust habit

and ready of multiplication. As the flowers

are liable to injury by frost and snow in our

climate, it is best seen to advantage under

the protection of a cold frame.

10. C. Clusi (Gay).—A native of Portu-

gal, and abundant about Lisbon, Cintra, and
Oporto, flowering with the leaves in October.

It closely resembles in aspect C. serotinus,

with which it has often been confounded ;

but is distinguished from the three fore-

going species by its reticulated corm tunic

and by having an orange-scarlet instead of

a buff seed.

H. O. ochroleucus (Boiss. & Blanche).

—An abundant species on the flanks of the

Lebanon, in Northern Palestine, and the

borders of Syria. Its creamy white flowers

with orange throat are abundantly produced
from the end of October to the end of De-
cember. It well repays the protection of a
cold frame, which preserves its showy flowers

from injury by frost and rain.

12. C. lazicus (Boiss.).—An orange species

discovered by Balansa in the high moimtains
of Lazistan. Said to flower in August, con-

temporaneously with the development of its

leaves, but some doubt exists as to whether
the discoverer found it in June or in August,

and it is questionable whether it should be
viewed as a late vernal or an early autumnal
species. As in the case of C. nudiflorus, it

multiplies by stolon growths from the corm.

It has not yet been introduced to cultivation.

13. 0. Cambessedesii (Gay).—A na-

tive of the I'.alcaric Islands, flowering in

October and November. In cultivation the

flowering time is very variable, fi-om Septem-
ber to April. The flowers of this species,

appearing with the leaves, are exceptionally

short, barelj' three-quarters of an inch high,

pale lilac, the outer surface of the outer seg-

ments feathered with purple.

iNVomcEATi.

—

Fihro-memiranacei.— Vernal.

14. C Imperati (Tenore).—One of the

earliest vernal species, abundant in the dis-

trict south of Naples, and said to extend into

Calabria. A figure of this species was given
at p. 2i2 of Vol. VII. of The Garden, which
represents the more common variety. It is,

however, very variable in its colour and
markings. A self-coloured white variety

occurs near Ravello, South Italy, and a single

specimen was met with by Mr. F. N. Reid,

in the same neighbourhood, in which the
normal lilac tint of the flower is exchanged
for a clear rose colour. The outer surface of

the outer segments is coated with rich buff,

suffused with purple featherings. C. Imperati,
from its robust habit and early flowering-

time, is one of the most valuable species for

epring decoration. It flowers from a fortnight

to three weeks before C. vernus.

15. O. suaveolens (Bertoloni) is closely

allied to C. Imperati, and a native of the en-
virons of Rome, Terracina, Fundi, and Itri,

flowering in February. The flowers are some-
what smaller and the segments more acute
than in C. Imperati. It is a species of liardy

and free flowering habit, and under bright
sunshine forms a highly ornamental object
in the early spring garden.

16. O. versicolor (Gawl).—A native of
the Maritime Alps and the Riviera. It is a
well-known species, and has been for many
years in cultivation. The flowers present a
great variety of colouring, from purple to

white, and various kinds of striping and
feathering. It differs from the two preceding
species in having the whole of the perianth

segments similarly coloured, in which the

external buff coating found in C. Imperati
and C. suaveolens is absent. Its flowering

time is March.
17. C. Biliottii (new species, Maw) is

a pretty bright purple vernal species from
the mountains south of Trebizond, where it

was last year discovered by a native of

Kroom, near Stauros, who had been sent

by M. Biliotti, H.M. consul at Trebizond,

to collect for Mr. G. Maw. It has not yet

flowered in cultivation. In habit and colour-

ing it closely resembles C. aerius, also found
in that district, but differs from it in having
a basal spathe and fibro-membranous corm
tunic without annular.

18. C. Malyi (ViSiani) was discovered

by Herr Maly, of Vienna, in the high moun-
tains above Cattaro, in Dalmatia. The flowers

are wlyte, -ndth a bright orange throat. It

promises to be a robust and highly ornamen-
tal species ; the flowers are freely produced
in March. It was first cultivated in the Padua
Botanical Garden, whence a few corms were
obtained by Mr. G. Maw.

19. C minimus (D. C.)—An abundant
species on the sea-board of the western

coast of Corsica, the neighbouring islets, and
in parts of Sardinia ; flowering from the end
of January to March. The flowers resemble

those of C. Imperati in miniature, but are

smaller and of a darker purple colour, and
more heavily suffused with external brown
featherings. Its parallel fibred corm coat

readily distinguishes it from C. corsicus, of

the Corsican Mormtains, witli which it has

been imtil lately confounded, and which has

a finely reticulated tunic. Altliough per-

fectly hardy, it is not a robust plant capable

of use for garden decoration.

20. C. Boissieri (new species. Maw)
is only known from a single imperfect speci-

men in the lierbarium of Mons. Boissier,

cuUected by Tchihatchef in June, 1853, near

the Cave of Corycus (modern Korghoz), in

Cilicia. The corm is unknown ; the flowers

are pure white ; the perianth segments ex-

ceptionally narrow ; and the filament longer

in proportion to the length of the anther

than in any other species.

INVOLUCEATI, reticulati— Vernal.

21. C. corsicus (Maw, new species).

—

A pretty vernal species from the mountains

of Corsica, ranging from an altitude of

2000 ft. to 6000 ft., and having the general

aspect of C. Imperati. It has therefore been

confounded with C. minimus, from which,

however, it is readily distinguished by its

finely reticulated corm tunic, its paler and

larger flowers, its bright scarlet stigmata,

which never exceed the anthers, and its pale

buff seed. It is a plant of larger stature and
more robust habit than C. minimus, and
well suited for horticultural purposes.

22. C. etruscus (Parlatore).—An orna-

mental spring-floAvering species from the

Tuscan Maremma belonging to the group

including C. Imperati and C. suaveolens,

which it resembles, but is readily distinguish-

able from those species by its strongly reticu-

lated corm tunic. It was discovered by the

late Professor Parlatore, and for many years

was only known by two or three specimens

in the Florence Herbarium. It was refound

in the year 1876 by Mr. G. Maw and Mr. S.

Sommier in several localities in the Tuscan
Maremma, where the country people stated it

was not unfrequent.

L'o. C. montenegrinus (Kerner).—

A

small vernal species from Montenegro, with

white segments and orange throat. The
anthers bear a curious stigmatic appendage.

24. C. banaticua (Heuffel) is a common
species in the Banat, Hungary, and Tran-

sylvania, where it takes the place of C.

vernus, to which it is allied. It is a highly

ornamental plant ; the flowers are of a deep

rich purple, occasionally varying with white,

with a darker purple blotch near the end of

the segments. The throat is glabrous, by
which it is easily distinguished from C.

vernus. It is cultivated in several Con-
tinental and English gardens under the name
of C. veluchensis, which is, however, another
species with a basal spathe and a double
proper spathe ; the proper spathe of C.

banaticus is monophyllous. The flowers are

produced in February and March.
25. C. TommaBinianus (Herbert).—

A

native of Dalmatia and Servia, flowering in

March. It is nearly allied to C. vernus, but
the throat is glabrous, and the flowers are of

a uniform pale sapphire-lavender colour. It

is an ornamental and free flowering species,

and as it seeds freely in cultivation, it may
be expected soon to become a popular garden
plant.

26. C. vernus (AUioni) was one of the
earliest species introduced to cultivation. It

is a native of the Alps, Pyrenees, Tyrol,

Carpathians, Italy, and Dalmatia, and has
been natm-alised in several English locali-

ties, but is not truly indigenous. It is remark-
able for the great range of the colouring of

its flowers, the endless varieties from pure
white to deep purple being generally inter-

mixed in its native habitats, and correspond
with the horticultural varieties which deco-

rate our gardens. The flowers are produced
from early in March at low elevations to as

late as June and July in the higher Alps.

C. vernus is the pareiit of nearly all the

purple, white, and striped Crocuses grown in

Holland.

iNVOLtJCEATi, reticiilati—Avtutniial.

27. O. medius (Balbis). — A purple
autumn flowering species, limited to the

Riviera and the adjacent spurs of the Mari-
time Alps. The flowers are produced in Oc-
tober before the leaves, which appear in the
following spring, rarely more than two to

three to a corm. C. medius is a remarkably
handsome species ; the perianth segments
are bright pm'ple, veined at the base ; the

stigmata bright scarlet and much branched
;

the corm tunioconsists of strongly reticulated

fibre.

28. C. longiflorus (Rafinesque) is an
abundant species in tlie south of Italy, Sicily,

Malta, and neighbouring islands, flowering

in October. The flowers are light purple,

yellow at the throat, which is unbearded. In
general aspect this species somewhat ap-
proaches the character of C. sativus, especi-

ally in the stigmata, which are usually

bright scarlet and entire, but occasionally

broken up into flne capillary divisions. The
stigmata are collected in Sicily from the

wild plant for saffron. C. longiflorus is

readily distinguished from C. sativus by its

bright yellow bearded throat, its monophyl-
lous proper spathe, its glabrous lea,ves, which
are much shorter at the flowering time than
those of C. sativus, its more strongly reticu-

lated corm tunic, and its scarlet seed. It is

a free flowering and very ornamental species.

The following forms are grouped as varie-

ties of C. sativus (29) and of C. hadriaticus

(30), and compose a well marked section, of

which the Saffron, C. sativus, may be taken
as the type. In the whole of these the leaves

are ciliated, appearing with the autumnal
flowers ; the stigmata are scarlet and entire

the pollen gi-ains are of irregular outline,

and variable in size ; the throat is bearded,

and rarely yellow ; the corm tunic consists of

fine, silky, reticulated fibre, and the seeds are

madder brown in colour.

29. C. sativus (Linn.).

Var. 1. Orsinii (Parlatore) ; Italy.

,, 2. Sativus gra2cus, or Cartwrighteanus;

Greece.

„ 3. Cashmerianus ; Cashmere.

,, i. Haussknechti ; Kurdistan.

,, 5. Elwesii; Asia Minor.

„ 6 Pallasii ; Dalmatia and Italy.
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The cultivated Saffron, C. sativus, is the

largest and most ornamental of the group
;

but none of the forms can be recommended
{or horticultural decoration in this country

on account of tlieir shyness in flowering. The
normal colour is bright purple, suffused with

darker veins, and nearly all the forms have
white varieties. No wild form is precisely

identical with the cultivated Saffron, but the

common Greek variety resembles it in minia-

ture.

30. C. hadriaticus (Herbert).—A na-

tive of the Ionian Islands and Albania

;

flowering from the end of September through
October. The flowers are white, varying oc-

casionallj' with a yellow or a purple throat.

The leaves appear with and reach to the level

of the flowers at the flowery time. The flowers

of C. hadriaticus are highly ornamental, and
are more freely produced than those of any
of the varieties of C. sativus, but they are

best seen to advantage under the protection
of a cold frame, and the species is scarcely

to be recommended for open air culture in

this country.

Division II. Ntjdiploei.

Species without a basal spathe.

Reticulati—Autumnal.

31. C cancellatus (Herbert).—A widely
distributed eastern autumnal species, ex-

tending from the Ionian Isles to Syria

;

varying much in the colouring of the flowers,

from white to pale bluish purple, which are

generally veined or feathered towards the
base of the segments. The flowers appear
without the leaves, which succeed in the
spring. The corm tunic consists of strong
fibre, arranged in oblong reticulations. The
flowering time of C. cancellatus is from the
end of October to December. It is a robust
species, easy of culture, but like many other
late autumnal species it is best seen to ad-
vantage under the protection of a cold frame.
C. cancellatus is known under a variety of

names, viz., C. Schimperi, C. Spruneri, C. ci-

licicus, and C. damascenus. The western
forms are nearly white, and those occurring
in the east of the area of distribution either

blue or purple ; but the differences of colour
are not sufficient to distinguish them as
species.

Retieulati— Vernal.

33, C. veluchensiB (Herbert), C. bal-

kanensis (Janka), (not Crocus thessalus of
Boiss. and Spruner, which is C. Sieberi), a
vernal lilac species, from the Balkans and
higher mountains of Greece, which has not
yet been introduced to cultivation, though
another species, C. banaticus, is grown in
several English and Continental gardens
under the name of veluchensis. C. veluchesis
is distinguished from C, banaticus and C.
vernus by having a diphyllous proper spathe,
and from C. Sieberi by the absence of orange
in the throat. There is no other species with
which it is likely to he confounded. In its

native habitats tlie flowers appear in May.

33. C. Sieberi (Gay) ; C. nivalis (Bory
and Chaub),—A common vernal species in
the mountains of Greece and the Greek
Archipelago. The flower is usually bright
lilac, orange at the base, but the form found
in Crete and the Cyclades presents a great
variety of colouring, from white to purple,
and these colours are mottled, intermixed, and
striped in endless variety, contrasting with
the bright orange throat. The Cretan variety,
first introduced to English gardens by IVIr.

Elwes, is a plant of exceptional beauty. It
flowers in cultivation from the end of Febru-
ary to the middle of IMnreh.

31. C. dalmaticus (Vi.sinni), —An a-
bundant species in the mountains of Dal-
matia, allied to C, reticulatus, but a plant
of much more robust habit. The flowers are
generally self-coloured lilac, and are freely
produced in the open border early in ]\Iarch.
It must not be confounded with Herbert's C.

dalmaticus, which is an autumnal species,

or with the Dalmatian forms of C. vernus

and C. biflorus, which have had this name
applied to them.

35. C. reticulatus (M. Bieb.) ; C. varie-

gatus (Hoppe and Hornsch).—An elegant

vernal species, varying from white to lilac,

the external surface of the outer segments
distinctly feathered with ricli purple mark-
ings. The corm tunic is composed of strong,

why, ret.culated fibre. The flowers are pro-

duced early in March in its [native habitats.

It is an abundant plant on the limestone

plateaux above Trieste, which is its most
western habitat. It is also found in Ucrania,

Podolia, Servia, Hungary, Macedonia, Bul-

garia, and the Crimea, and extends as far

east as the Caucasus. It is a species of deli-

cate constitution, for which reason it is

scarcely to be recommended as a decorative

plant.

Floirers orange.

36. C. susianus (Ker).—The well-known
Cloth of Gold Crocus was an early importa-

tion from the Crimea. It is allied to C. reti-

culatus, and was associated by Herbert as a

variety of that species ; few botanists would,

however, now acknowledge their specific

identity. Beyond the differences of colour,

the orange and bronzed susianns is readily

distinguished from the lilac C. reticulatus by
its much longer stigmata, the style dividing

near the throat, by its red seed, and ciliated

leaves. The perianth segments are also re-

flexed, which does not occur in any other

wild species. It is one of the earliest vernal

Crocuses, flowering in the open border in

February.

37. C. stellaris (Sabine).—An old gar-

den plant, somewhat resembling C. susianus.

The flower is orange, distinctly feathered
with bronze on the outer coat of the

outer segments. It is sterile, never pro-

ducing seed. The corm tunic is some-
what reticulated, and is intermediate in

character between the tunics of C. aureus
and C. susianus. This has suggested to Baker
and other writers that it may be a hybrid
between these species ; but as no authenti-

cated Crocus hybrid is known, the origin of

C. stellaris, of which no record exists, must
remain uncertain, especially as it is not known
to have been found in any wild habitat. It

flowers early in Marcli.

38. C. ancyrensis (Herbert, as a var.

of C. reticulatus) is a species allied to C.

susianus, but has smaller self-coloured orange
flowers without the bronzed markings of C.

susianus. It occupies a different geographical
district, and occurs abundantly in the neigh-
bourhood of Angora and other parts of Cen-
tral Asia Minor. It flowers under cultivation

in February. As it has been only recently
introduced, 'its qualities as a garden plant
have not yet been ascertained.

39. C. gargaricus (Herbert) ; C. Thir-
keanus (K. Koch),—An early vernal orange
species from the Bithynian Olympus and the
Troad, occurring at elevations of from 3000 ft.

to 4000 ft,, where it flowers in April and early

in May. The corm is exceptionally small, not
much larger than a pea, and it is doubtful
whether the species is sufficiently robust in

constitution to be useful for decorative pur-

poses. Under the protection of a cold frame
it flowers freely in March.

Flfiwrrs w7iife or lilac.

40. O. Gaillardotii (Boiss. and Blanche);
C, aleppicus (Baker).—A very small lilac

Crocus, flowering in midwinter and the early
spring on the limestone plateaux of Syria and
Northern Palestine, It has been lately intro-

duced, but has not yet flowered in this

country ; the flower is scarcely more than
half-an-inch in height. It does not promise
to be of any horticultural value, and will

probably require the protection of glass to

enable the flowers to be properly developed
at its early flowering time. It is allied to C.

hyemalis, of Southern Palestine, but the
flowers are smaller, and the corm tunic con-

sists of reticulated fibre instead of membian-
ous tissue.

41. C. carpetanus (Boiss. & Eeuter).

—

A native of the mountains of Central Spain
and Portugal, with pale lavender coloured
flowers, produced from the end of March to

May. The leaf structure is different to that

of any other species, inasmuch as tlie keel

found in all other Crocuses is absent, and the

semi-cylindrical back of the leaf is uniformly
ribbed and furrowed with about sixteen nar-

row channels. The corm tunic consists of fine

reticulated fibre, resembling tow in appear-
ance. It flowers freely in cultivation, but it

is not so ornamental as many other vernal

species.

Fihro-menibranacei— Vernal.

Flowers lilac or wliite.

42. C nevadensis (Amo and Campo)

;

C. atlanticus ( Pomel)—is remarkable as being
one of the only two species common to E aropc
and Africa. It occurs at elevations of from 5000
ft. to 6000 ft. in the Sierra Nevada and other

South Spanish mountains, and also in many
localities in Western Algeria. The leaves

somewliat resemble those of C. carpetanus,
but have a distinct keel, which is, however,
ribbed and furrowed like that of C. carpeta-

nus. It is an earlj' species, flowering from the
middle of January to tlie middle of February:
the flowers are pale lilac, externally marked
with a few purple lines. It has been flowered

in the open border in this country, but is not
a free bloomer or a species likely to be at-

tractive for horticultural purposes.

43. O. hyemalis (Boiss, and Blanche).

—

An abundant species in Southern Palestine,

and reaches further south than any other

known species of Crocus. Tlie flowers pro-

duced in mid-winter are white, with a few
external purple lines towards the base. It

has recently been introduced to cultivation,

and is an attractive and ornamental species,

but it will probably require the protection of

glass to enable its flowers to be proper]}' de-

veloped in our climate in mid-winter. The
corm tunic consists of ^thin glossy brown
membrane.

44. O. hermoneus (Kotschy),—A spe-

cies from the summit of Mount Hermon,
only known from herbarium specimens
gathered by Kotschj' at an altitude of 9000
ft. The flower is unknown ; the corm is ex-

ceptionally long for its width and pyriform
;

the tunic consists of brown membrane, and
somewhat resembles that of C. hyemalis. It

is probably a vernal species.

45. O alatavicus (Kegel and Semenow).
—The discovery of this species in the Ala
Tau Mountains in Central Asia, in longitude
80° east, and latitude 54° north, extended
the range of the genus 30° to the east, and
5° to the north of any species previously

known. Through the liberality of Dr. Regel,

it has been introduced to many collections

in this country and the Continent. The peri-

anth segments are white, yellow towards the

throat, the outer surface of the outer segments
being freckled with rich purple. It is a free

flowering species, but from its early flower-

ing time, January and Febi'uary, it can only

be grown to advantage under the protection

of a cold frame. A white variety without the

external purple freckling is not uncommon.
The leaves are narrow, and produced, eight

or ten to a corm, at the flowering time in the

early spring. Figures of two varieties of this

species will be found on the plate published

with No. 364 of Vol. XIV. of The Garden,
November 9, 1878.

Filro-memlranacei—Autumnal.
Flowers lilac or white. The five following-

species have pale anthers and capillary

stigmata, and form a natural group to wliich

there are no other .species nearly allied.

46. C. caBpius (Fischer and Meyer).

—

A white autumnal species, from the southern
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and western shores of the Caspian, flowering

in October, the leaves appearing with the

flowers. It occurs more to the east than any
other Crocus, excepting the two central

Asiatic species. It is closely allied to C. Boryi

of the Ionian Islands, but its entire spread-

ing yellow stigmata readily distinguish it

;

the corm tunic consists of soft membrane
interspersed with fine fibre. It has never been
introduced to cultivation.

47. O. Tournefortii (Gay) ; C. Orpha-
nidis (Hooker); C. pholegandrus (Orphanides).

—A lilac autumnal species from the Cyclades

and ilorea ; flowering in November with the

leaves developed. The anthers are white and
stigmata orange, produced into a spreading

mass of capillary dix^sions ; the corm tunic

consists of softfibro-membrane. Its late flower-

ing time is against its open air culture in

this country, but under the protection of a

cold frame it flowers freely in the late

autumn.

47J. O. Boryi (Gay).—A species closely

related to C. Tournefortii, a native of the

Ionian Islands and the Morea. The flowers

are white, bright orange at the throat

;

anthers white, stigmata orange, spreading
into a bunch of capillary divisions ; the tunic

consists of soft fibro-membranous tissue. It

is an abundant species at Corfu and in the

neighbourhood of Patras, flowering in Oc-
tober, but it does not flower freely in culti-

vation, requiring the protection of glass for

the proper development of its flowers. Crocus
marathoniseus of Heldreich appears to be a
variety of this species, with short stigmata
which scarcely exceed the anthers.

48. C veneris (Tappeiner) ; C. creten-

sis (Korraicke).—A species from Cyprus and
Crete, closely allied to C. Boryi, but of much
smaller stature. It flowers in November in

the neighbourhood of Paphos, on the south-

west coast of Cj-prus. It has not yet been
introduced to cultivation.

49. C. Isevigatus (Bory and Chaub).—

A

species from the mountains of Greece and
the Cyclades, which has been confounded by
many authors and collectors with C. Boryi
and G. Tourneforti, but is readily distin-

guished from them by its hard coriaceous
corm tunic, its erect stigmata, and the seg-

ments of the perianth, which vary from white
to lilac, being distinctly feathered with
purple markings. Its usual flowering time is

from the end of October to Christmas, and
in cultivation through the winter up to

March. It does not freely flower in cultiva-

tion, and, like the other allied species, it is

best seen to advantage under the protection
of a cold frame.

Parallelo-fbrosi— Vernal. With yellow
or white flowers.

The four following species are closely
allied and form a natural group. They
have all finely di-sdded capillary stigmata,
oblong bright crimson seeds, with a glabrous
shining surface, and yellow flowers produced
in the winter and early spring.

.")0. O. Vitellinus (Wahl) ; C. syriaous.
(Boiss. and Blanche).—A native of Palestine
and Syria, flowering with the leaves, from
the end of November to the end of January

;

the flowers are either self-coloured orange,
or externally feathered with bronze mark-
ings. It is a hardy, free flowering species, but
the flowers are liable to injury by fi'ost and
rain in the open border, and, as in the case
of many other winter flowering species, the
protection of a cold frame is desirable.

51. C. Balansse (Gay),—A species allied
to C. vitellinus, from the neighbourhood of
Smyrna ; flowering in March—at least two
months later thon the Syrian plant. The
leaves are much broader, and the outer sur-
face of the outer segments are either evenly
suffused with rich bronze, or distinctly fea-

thered with bronze markings. It is a hardy,
robust species, and, from its later flowering

time, is better suited for open air cultivation

than the allied species fi-om Syria.

.52. C. Suterianus (Herbert). —An
orange early vernal species, from the neigh-
bourhood of Angora, Nic;"ea, and other parts
of Asia Minor, which has only been recently
introduced to cultivation. It is allied to the
Greek C. Olivieri, but the leaves are much
narrower. The stigmata of this and the fol-

lowing species are less divided than those of

C. vitellinus and C. Balans*. It appears to

be a plant of robust habit, and will probably
be suitable for open air cultivation. It flowers

in March and April.

5.S. O. Olivieri (Gay).—An orange vernal

species from the mountains of Greece and
some of the islands of the Archipelago. It

has been many years in cultivation and
thrives in the open border. Its exceptionally
broad leaves distinguish it from any other
orange species, and its divided capillary

stigmata distinguish it from C. aureus, which
it resembles in aspect, though smaller.

54. C. candidus (Clarke).—A native of

the Troad, discovered by Dr. Clarke in 1806,
and subsequently found by Dr. Kirk in the
same district. It has been erroneously iden-
tified by Mons. Boissier with C. Fleischeri.

C. candidus is closely alhed to C. aureus, but
the flower is white, or externally feathered
with purple, and the stigmata, instead of

being entire, are divided into capillar}' seg-
ments, similarly to the stigmata of C.

Olivieri. It has not yet been introduced to
cultivation. The corm tunic is scarcely dis-

tinguishable from that of C. aureus, and in

other points the aspect of thetwospecies is

very similar.

55. C. aureus (Sibthorpe and Smith)
;

C. miesiacus (Ker) ; C. lagenajflorus (Ho-
warth, Herbert, and Sabine).—Is a native of
the Banat, Transylvania, European Turkey,
Greece, and Western Bithynia, generally oc-

curring at low elevations, flowering in

February. It was one of the fii-st species
introduced to cultivation, and the parent of

our yellow garden or Dutch yellow Crocus,
and of a number of old horticultiural varie-

ties ; lacteus, sulphureous, sulphureous pal-

lidus, sulphureous striatus, Ltc, the history
of which is unknown ; they are not known
in a \d\d. state, and are all sterile. The wild
plant varies considerably, from unstriped
orange to varieties striped with grey Unes,
like those occurring in the Dutch yellow
Crocus. The stigmata are short, unbranched,
pale yellow, much shorter than the anthers

;

in the Transylvanian plant the stigmata are
occasionally orange. The anthers are wedge
shaped, tapering towards the point, and
notably divergent. C. aureus, the unstriped
form, produces seed readily in cultivation,

but the striped Dutch yellow is always
sterile, though effete capsules are occasion-

ally formed. The corm tunic is strongly

membranous, splitting up into flat fibroid

divisions.

56. C. Korolko'Wi, new species (Regel
and Maw), is generally distributed between
40° and 45° north lat. and 67° and 71° east

long., around Samarcand and in Western
Turkestan. Its occurrence so far east is of

great interest, as no orange Crocus has before

been found east of the borders of the Black
Sea, distant 1300 miles west of Samarcand

;

and its habitat is intermediate between the

West Caspian district and the Ala Tau Moun-
tains, in Central Asia, the home of C. alatavi-

cus. C. Korolkowi somewhat resembles C.

aureus, but is altogether a smaller species,

the segments of the perianth being scarcely'

an inch long. The outer surface of the outer
segments are suffused with brown, the leaves,

of which fi'om eight to twelve are produced
to a corm, are also much narrower than the

leaves of C. aureus. The corm tunic consists

of membranous tissue interspersed with true

fibres. C. Korolkowi is not j-et in cultivation,

but doubtless the untiring energy of Dr. de
Eegel, who has introduced so many bulbous
plants from Central Asia, will ere long add
this interesting species to the almost com-
plete series of Croci now in cultivation.

Annulati.

Basal tunic of corm separating into annul*

Vernal species ; the leaves appearing with
the flowers.

57. O. cyprius (Boiss. and Kotschy).

—

A small vernal lilac species, -nith flowers
barely an inch high, peculiar to the island of
Cyprus, occurring near the village of Pro-
dromes, above the ^wooded region of the
Cyprian Olympus at an altitud'e of 5000 ft.

C. cyprius, with its soft membranous corm
tunic, forms a connecting link between the
fibro-membranous and annulate series. The
bright scarlet fllament is peculiar to the
species. It has not yet been introduced to
cultivation.

58. O. aerius (Herbert).—A lilac vernal
species from the mountains of Bithynia,
Lazistan, and Armenia, found at altitudes of

from 4000 ft. to 7000 ft., flowering in May.
The perianth segments are barely an inch in

length, bright bluish lilac, variously marked
with purple featherings, or blotched with
purple towards the base. It is more nearly
allied to C. biflorus than to any other species,

but the rich pui"ple flower and red seed of C.

aerius readily distinguish it. It flowers in

March and April in cultivation, and a month
later at high elevations in its native habitats.

59. C. biflorus (Miller), C. pusillus

(Tenore).

Var. 1 , estriatus (Herbert) : Florence.

„ 2, Weldeni (Gay) ; Trieste and Dal-
matia.

„ ,S, nubigenus (Herbert) ; Asia Mi-
nor. Sub-variety, PestalozzEe (Boiss.)

;

Constantinople.

„ 4, Adami (Gay) ; Caucasus, Crimea
and Georgia.

C. biflorus has a greater range than any other

species, extending through 38° of longitude
from Tuscany into Georgia. It is the only
annulate species that occurs west of the

Adriatic. The Scotch, or Cloth of Silver Cro-

cus, is a large variety of the tj'pical form of

the species, which is abundant throughout a

large portion of Italy. The segments vary
from white to a pale lavender, the outer sur-

face of the outer segments being distinctly

feathered with purple markings. In the var.

estriatus, from Florence, the segments are of

a imiform pale lavender tint, orange towards
the base. In var. Weldeni, from Trieste and
Dalmatia, the outer segments are externally

fi-eckled with bright purple. C. nubigenus is

a very small varietj' from Asia Minor, in

which the outer segments are sufEused and
freckled with brown; C. Pestalozzse is an
albino of this variety. In C. Adami, from the

Caucasus, the segments arepale purple, either

self-coloured or externally feathered with

dark purple. A species with so wide a geo-

graphical range includes a great variety of

flower-colouring, but the specific characters

do not otherwise vary, though the albinos of

C. biflorus are not easily distinguishable from

those of C. chrysanthus.
C. biflorus is an early flowering spring

species, and a highly ornamental plant for

border decoration. The seed is buffi in colour.

60. C. Crewei (Hooker), C. melantherus

(Boiss. 1 ).—A small vernal species, closely

allied to C. biflorus, discovered by Mr. Elwes
in the island of Syra, and first flowered in

cultivation by the Eev. H. H. Crewe. The
perianth segments are white, the outer sur-

face of the outer segments densely feathered

with purple ; the throat is bright orange.

The anthers are dark chocolate in colour,

wliich readily distinguishes the species from
C, biflorus. It flowers in cultivation about the

first week in February.
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61. C. tauri, new species (Maw).— Col-

lected by Aucher-Eloy (exsio No. 2654) in

Cilicia, an'l by Mr. Elwcs in Lycia, but only

known from herbarium specimens. It is a

species of much larger stature than C. bi-

florus. The flowers are of a uniform bright

purple, the stigmata are yellow and entire,

and are much shorter than in C. biflorus,

scarcely reaching to the level of the middle
of the anthers. The corm tunic consists of

coriaceous membrane, which is, however,
softer in texture than the tunic of C. biflorus,

and somewhat resembling the tunic of C.

speoiosus. The basal tunic consists of thick

membranous annulaj, the outer circumfer-

ence of which is surrounded bj' aboiit a dozen
projecting points. It is a plant which, from
its robust habit and showy flowers, would be
desirable to introduce to cultivation.

62. C. chrysanthus (Herbert).
Var. 1, fusco-tinctus (Baker) ; mountains

of Smyrna.
„ 2, fusco-lineatus (Baker), do.

„ 3, albidus (Maw) ; Bithynian Olym-
pus and Yamanlah Dagh.

„ 4, coerulescens (Maw) ; Bithynian
Olympus.

An annulate vernal Crocus, abundant in

Western Bithynia, Greece, Macedonia,
Thrace, and Eoumelia, flowering from Jan-
nary to March, according to its range of

elevation, wliicli is considerable, occurring
from a little above the sea-level to an alti-

tude of .SOOO ft. or 4000 ft. The flowers are

smaller than those of C. aureus, usually
bright orange, but occasionally bronzed and
feathered externally. A white variecy is also

found in Bithynia and on Mount Olympus
above Broussa, where it also varies with pale

sulphur coloured flowers, occasionally suf-

fused with blue towards the ends of the seg-

ments, dying out towards the orange throat.

Mr. Elwes was the fii'st since the time of Dean
Herbert to introduce this handsome species

to English gardens. It flowers freely in March
in the open border. The stigmata, which are

entire and orange-scarlet in colour, are very
variable in length, sometimes much exceeding
or falling short of the anthers. The corm
tunic is annulate, and resembles that of 0.

biflorus.

63. C Danfordise, new species (Maw).
—Avery small lemon-coloured species, allied

to C. chrysanthus, discovered by Mrs. Dan-
ford in the Taurus, and also occurring at

Sivas and other places in Eastern Asia Minor.
The stigmata are much shorter than those of

C. chrysanthus. It has been flowered by Mr.
G. Maw at Benthall.

Annulati (continued)

—

Autumnal ; the
flowers appearing without leaves, the
stigmata multifid, and the sheathing
leaves exceeding and hiding tire proper
spathes.

64. C. speciosus (M. Bieb.).—One of
the handsomest of the autumn Crocuses,
flowering at the end of September and early
in October. It has a wide geographical
range, extending from Nortli Persia, through
Georgia, the Caucasus, and the Crimea into
Hungary. The perianth segments, 2 in. high,
are of a rich bluish purple, suffused with
darker purple veins, with which the bright
orange, much divided stigmata form a beau-
tiful contrast. The throat is unbearded ; the
corm tunic consists of brown membrane

;

the basal tunic is a membranous disc, suc-
ceeded upwards by one or two broad mem-
branous annulaa. C. speciosus has been long
in cultivation, and readily multiplies by the
means of small bulbels produced at the base
of the corm.

65. O. pulchelluB (Herbert).—Another
autumnal species, common on the shores of
the Bosphorus, and the neighbouring moun-
tains of Bithynia, invaluable for decorative
p\trposes. The flowers are of a pale lavender
colour, with a bright yellow throat, freely
produced from the middle of September to

early in December. It is a species readily

multiplied from seed. The corm tunic is

strongly coriaceous, mtli two or three aunulaa

at its base, and resembles that of G. biflorus.

Tntertexti.

Corm tunic of platted or stranded fibres
;

vernal, the leaves appearing with the flowers.

66. C. Fleischeri (Gay).—A vernal spe-

cies common on the Hippurite limestone
near Smyrna, and also a native of Cilicia.

The perianth segments are extremely narrow
and acute, pure white, bearing a few purple

lines externally ; the corm is of a golden
j'ellow, multiplying by bulbels at its base

;

the tunic consists of fine yellowisli brown
fibres, arranged in vertical strands asthough
platted ; the stigmata much exceed the
anthers, and are finely divided into brick-red

capillary divisions; the leavesare verynarrow.
C. Fleisoheri succeeds well under the protec-

tion of a cold frame, but is a plant of fragile

habit, scarcely suitable for open-air cultiva-

tion in this country.

67. O.parviflorus (Baker).—The small-

est known species of the genus was discovered

by Mrs. Danford in the spring of 1877, in

Fir woods, at 'an altitude of about 4000 ft.,

near the village of Anascha, in the Taurus.

The periantli segments are of a uniform lilac

colour, ovato-lanceolate in form, and barely

f inch long. The style, dividing at the
base of the anthers, is shortly produced into

entire, subulate, spreading stigmata, reaching
to the level of the middle of the antliers.

Tlie corm tunic consists of stranded fibres,

resembling that of C. Fleischeri. G. parvi-

florus has not been introduced to cultivation,

and is only known from two dried specimens
preserved in tire Kew Herbarium.
The above enumeration includes the whole

of the species of Croci at present known,
with the exception of two or three collected

by Mrs. Danford in the Taurus, the bulbs of

which have not yet flowered in this country.

As every expedition to Eastern Asia Minor
brings some new species to light, many
more may be looked for from a district

but little explored. We may also hope for

new discoveries in Central Asia, as it is im-
probable that the two species, C. alatavicus

and C. Korolkowi, from that remote region

stand alone ; and we may reasonably expect
that other species will be discovered in that
vast intervening area between Samarcand
and the Caspian, which is at present botanic-
ally unexplored.
We give a full enumeration of the present

known species of Crocus, of which so few
have been heretofore cultivated, because a
large proportion seem to be available for

horticultural purposes. Crocuses, both vernal
and autumnal, flower at a time when every
flower is of value ; and we do not doubt that

ere long the little known species of the genus
which have been recently introduced will

add largely to our means of garden decora-

tion during the dull months from late au-
tumn to early spring.

Cultural directions for a genus so

well knowm and so easily grown seem almost
superfluous ; but there are a few points to

whicli it may be convenient to refer in deal-

ing with the Croci as decorative plants. Taking
the whole genus of about seventy species,

they must be viewed as in continuous suc-

cession, from the beginning of August till

April ; and of these it is only the earlier

autumnal, or the distinctly vernal species

that can be relied upon in our climate for

open air garden decoration. Although all are
liardy, and most of the winter flowering-

species vnW flower in the open ground, those
that flower in November, December, and
January are so liable to injury by frost and
rain, that they are practically worthless as

decorative plants for the open garden.
For such, as well as for the less robust and

less floriferous species, tlie protection of a
brick pit is necessary. The bottom of this

should be well below the level of the ground.

and it should be filled up with about 1 ft.

in depth of fine river silt or sandy loam, the
surface of which sliould be a little below the
level of the sm-face of the ground adjacent to

the jMt. Proper drainage is essential, but
this being attained. Crocuses during their

period of growth delight in a uniformly moist
subsoil. It is convenient to separate each
species by strips of slate or tiles, which may
be buried below the surface, and the corms
planted about 3 in. deep. A mulching of

rotted Cocoa-nut fibre or finely sifted peat

keeps the surface uniformly moist, and pre-

vents the substratum of loam from clogging

or caking on the surface. At the time of the

maturity of the foliage, which generalh'

takes place about the end of May, water
should be withheld, and the Crocus bed
covered rrp and allowed to get quite dry, till

the end of July, when a copious watering
may be given, or the pit exposed to natural

rainfall. Crocuses are easily multiplied by
seed, which should be sown as soon as ripe

in July, though germination mil not take

IDlace till the natural growing period of the

species. Seedlings take from two to three

years to arrive at maturity, and should be left

for the first two years undisturbed in the

seed bed, and then taken up and replanted.

Of the earlier autumnal species suitable

for the open border the following may be
enumerated for successional flowering :

—

0. Scharojani, orange ; early in August.

„ vallicola, straw coloiired ; late in August
and early in September.

„ nudiflorus, blue ; September.

,, j)ulchellus, lilac ; Sept. and Oct.

„ speciosus, blue ; Sept. and Oct.

„ iridiflorus, blue ; Sept. and Oct.

„ Salzmanni
| ^.^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ . ^^^^-^^^

and November.,, asturicus

„ Clusi

,, cancellatus ]

„ Cambessidesii I in the early autumn.
,, hadriaticus

J

These are succeeded by a long series of late

autumnal, winter, and early vernal species,

which are best grown to advantage under the

protection of a brick pit.

Of the vernal species suitable for the bor-

der, the earliest is C. Imperati, flowering in

February, followed by
C. susianus, or Cloth of Gold, in February.

„ biflorus

„ corsicus

,, etruscus

„ suaveolens

,, versicolor

,, vernus

,, Tommasinianus
„ dalmaticus

,, banaticus

„ Sieberi and var. versicolor
)-;"^,ytothe

first week

Flowering
from the
endof Feb-

chrysanthus
aureus
sulphureus
sulphureus pallidus and
striatus

stellaris

Olivieri

minimus
BalansiE

in April.

Of the Croci but recently introduced, many
more of the vernal species will probably be

found suitable for spring garden decoration,

but in tlie above lists we give those only

which are more generally known and easily'

obtainable.

Holland, witli its rich, light, alluvial soil,

and Lincolnshire, with its " Trent warp," have

been for many generations tlie sources from
which the Englisli market has been supplied

with the varieties of the three or four sp.:-

cies grown in English gardens. The last i\ve

or six years have put us in possession of

nearly the whole of the known species of

the genus, and we must commend them to

the care of the Dutch and Lincolnshire bulb

growers wherewith to further enrich our

collections.
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" This is an Art
Wliich does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The akt itself is Natdse."—

S"

WINTER-SCENTED PLANTS.
Is it generally known how oweet tlie common
WoodrufE is in winter P Last year's growth is

now a discoloured tangle, but every time I pass

a bank of it I am surprised by the powerful fra-

grance emitted by it ; and even a few bits planted
last year at the back of some rookwork give

pleasant notice of their presence. The smell is

exactly that of a freshly-picked handful in early

summer. Beds of Violets in mild winter weather
give ofE a strong scent ; it seems to be from the

leaves and whole plant, as it is a little different

from, though nearly related to, the smell of the

flowers ; it has about the same degree of relation

that the sweetness of bruised Primrose plants

and roots has to that of their flowers. But the

most powerful and delightful of all the sponta-

neously-given winter scents is that of the dying
Strawberry leaves. Is it a fact or only popular
fallacy that some people cannot smell it ? It is

so strong—almost pungent—that it seems incre-

dible that it should escape any person whose
sense of smell is normally developed. From the

middle of September, when the leaves turn red,

to the end of Novemberitis strongest—a strangely

delightful sweetness. It is more given off by the

alpine and wild kinds than the garden varieties,

or it may be that the latter, having their large

outer leaves trimmed away early in the autumn,
do not have a chance of showing what they might
do. A sweet smell, very much like it, may some-
times, but more rarely, be perceived in passing

any place where grow widespread masses of the

Great St. John's Wort ; it is more faint and
delicate, but so nearly like, that it might well be
taken for the " excellent cordial smell," as Bacon
calls it, of the dying Strawberry leaves. The
strange thing about these winter perfumes is that

one cannot have them at will ; no result can be
got by any amount of sniffing at the plants,

except in the case of Violets. In Strawberry leaves

it is strangely capricious ; one may smell it once,

and then pass directly by the same place a dozen
times and perceive nothing ; then come back in

an hour and smell it again. The St. John's Wort
is still more niggardly ; whereas the winter sweet-
ness of WoodrufE may nearly always be per-
ceived in passing near, though not by smelling at

the plant, unless it be bruised or handled. Surely
this good quality makes it worth planting largely

by the sides of wood and shrubbery walks, while
its early summer beauty needs no recommenda-
tion. G. J.

ROSE FENCES AS BLINDS.
" W. S. T." (p. 55) cannot do better than shut out
his woodstack and other unsightly objects with a
screen of Eoses. I fear, however, that China
Koses, even though crowned and sweetened with
festoons of Honeysuckle, would not prove tall or
strong enough for blinds

; a similar objection ap-
plies to Sweet Brier. Such Eoses as the stronger
growing Noisettes and Ayrshires, Gloire de Dijon,
Gloire des Eosomanes, Blairi No. 2, Coupe de
Hebe, Charles Lawson, and if the situation prove
favourable, Mareohal Niel, Lamarque, and Tri-

omphe de Eennes may be used. The crimson
Boursault, Dundee Eambler, Queen of the Bel-
gians, Euga, The Garland, and Splendens are
among the best of the real climbing Roses.
F61icit6 Perpetuelle, Eeine de Francaise, and
Williams' Evergreen are among the best of those
that keep their leaves in winter. These, with a
mixture of the best Clematis, especially a liberal

addition of that most useful of them all for this

purpose, C. Flammula, and plenty of Honey-
suckles, will speedily form a hedge of sufficient

height and sufficiently dense for your correspon-

dent's purpose.

The best way of proceeding is to trencli the

ground up to a depth of 3 ft. and a width of 6 ft.

or 9 ft., if practicable. Should the soil be pretty

good, add about a fourth part of manure to it

;

should it prove poor, add one half of clay or sand,

remove at least one-half of it bodily, and replace it

with good turfy loam, mixing the old and the new
thoroughly, and both with the manure. Should the

ground be wet, run a drain along the base of the

hedge, about 1 ft. or more deeper than the trench,

for the hedge will either not grow on a wet bottom,

or if it should it would speedily assume a yellow

or jaundiced appearance, and would prove almost
worse than no screen at all. Having thus provided

some good food for the Roses to grow in, the next

step is to give them something to run up or keep
them in position. The hedge is meant to be rough,

uneven, not formal ; thus it will be needful to keep
it at something like a uniform height, and of suf-

ficent tliickness to act as a blind. For this purpose

there is nothing better than a row of young Larch
trees, peeled or unpeeled, ranging from 10 ft. to

15 ft. liigh, and with part of their branches, rang-

ing from 6 in. to 3 ft., left on in the form of snags.

Place a row of these firmly along the centre of the

hedge, and plantthe tallest growing Eosesand other

plants in the centre, and the more dwarf and
dense ones towards the sides. The hedge may be
planted in three rows or one— three would be pre-

ferable, and the blind would be the sooner formed.
Beyond tying the plants to this row<of tree stakes,

and inclining the Clematis, Honeysuckle, and
more slender Roses in the same direction, no
further tying or training would be needful. The
plants would speedily run into each other and
form a dense tangled maze of beauty—a screen

impenetrable to sight and smell, and a thing of

unique grace andloveliness in itself.as far removed
as possible from the all too common screen or

hedge, models of stiffness and formality so often

met with. D. T. F.

EARLY ROSE HARVESTS.
Roses are still in bloom in the open air. I

gathered the other day a good bud of La France
three quarters open from a standard, and several

more of this and other Roses are hastening to

open in response to the weather that compels the

birds to sing and build their nests in January.
Should this summer-like weather last much longer,

it will be impossible to prophesywhat will become
of the Roses and Rose societies. What a slaughter

of the innocents and rearrangement of dates there

is likely to be I And who shall tell us when to

prune when the young Rose shoots are 3 in,, 4 in.,

or 6 in. long in January, and the heads of all our

Roses are crowned with bursting buds ? It seems
almost as if our glorious fine Roses were to be
sacrificed to a crop of green buds and tender
growing shoots in the first month of the year.

The loss of future force bj' this previous growth
must be tremendous, and it almost seems that,

having lost thousands of Roses during the past
few years through the arctic-like severity of our

past winters, we are now in danger of losing tens

of thousands through the summer-like mildness
of the winter. Or can it be possible that the time
of Roses is about to be accelerated by a couple

of months or so 1 Rose shows in April may prove
one of the new sensations of the year 1882.

Having long been an advocate for Rose shows
out of season to catch the earliest blooms in good
form from under glass as well as the latest ones
from the open air. Rose shows in April and May
would be quite to my taste, and their very novelty
would command uEprecedented success. There
would be other advantages in accelerating the
general flowering by a month or two. It would
afford time for the majority of Eoses to become
perpetual bloomers. With the recent late seasons
it has been as much as most kinds of Roses could
do to bloom fairly well once ; and a good many
with superlatively excellent characters have not

succeeded in doing that. But with the first har-

vest of beauty over very early there might be
time for a second or even a third before the end
of the year. But, oh I these " buts." The present
unprecedented advanced state of our Roses is more
likely to end in the sacrifice of the only one good
Rose harvest we have than in the gift of two or
three. Almost the only hopeful sign of dwarf
Roses is the backwardness of the base buds. The
excessive rainfall and consequent energetic eva-
poration have produced such a low tempera-
ture at the surface of the ground as to be
equivalent in retarding power at that parti-

cular spot to a moderate frost. Even the
gi'owth of the upper buds tends to retard the lower
ones, as the upper rob and thus relieve the lower
of their growing force. The wide difference

between the time and state of growth in the upper
and lower buds is less apparent in standards, as

in these the whole bush is in a more uniform tem-
perature. Probably this greater dormancy of base
buds in dwarfs may prove a new recommendation
to them, inasmuch as it endows them with a
reserve of force that may produce a crop of

flowers whatever wreck and ruin may overtake
the upper buds and shoots now in full growth. As
to the time to prune, it can hardly be just yet.

Better wait and see what pruning the coming
frosts and harsh winds will do for us. Possibly all

that may be left for us to do will be to finish up
their rough work. Certain it is the Roses will bear
weather severities better unpruned. The shoots

themselves afford considerable protection to their

own base buds and those of others contiguous to

them ; and if in this, as in many other oases, the un-

expected should come to pass and no more winter
be experienced, it will yet be time enough to prune
Eoses a month or six weeks hence.

D. T. Fish.

Outdoor Tea Roses.—A plant of Homer
perfectly in tlie open, and dormant two months
ago, is now furnished with young shoots some
6 in. in length. I have been a florist from boyhood,
now nearly thirty 3'ears ago, and a Rose grower
from a period dating nearly as far back, and my
experience furnishes no parallel . I fear very much
that the bloom of the coming season will not be a

very satisfactory one, from the fact of the plants

having had practically no season of rest. A very

severe check now witli such active sap would
mean destruction. But then as to pruning ; there

lies the difficulty. To prune early may entail the

loss of the buds, on which one relies, by the cut-

ting winds of March and April, and to prune late

will certainly, should this abnormal state of growth
continue unchecked, lead to much exhaustion of

the plants by loss of sap.—C, Amwell, Herts.

Vigorous gro'wing Marechal Neil,—
"Alpha "need, I think, have no fear of his Mare-

chal Niel not flowering, for, as a rule, the more
growth this Rose makes, the more floriferous it

is and the finer are the flowers. It is only the

strong shoots that can yield blooms of any size,

the buds on them being much larger than on
weaker shoots. The late growth only shows the

vigorous state the plant is in, and the weather

being warm, there has been nothing to check it.

Not only are Eoses growing indoors, but they

are fast on the move outside, and many will

soon be in full leaf. As to the shoots referred to

by " Alpha," I should simply stop them by nipping

out the points, when they will be sure to breafc

back, and, if tolerably well ripened, bloom from
every bud. What thinning out is necessary should

be done immediately after the plant has flowered,

the point being to encourage the formation of fresh

young shoots, which should be kept free from
aphis and laid in full length.—S. D.

Saxifraga Burseriana.—I have had from
time to time a good deal to do with great quan-

tities of this plant, and my experience is that Ume
is by no means essential to its successful culture.

I'he soil I invariably used, whether for pot culture

or planting on rockworlr, was ordinary yellow

loam, peat, and coarse silver sand, to which was
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added a liberal qnantitj of crocks pounded small.

I have generally found the plants take readily to

this compost, whether home grown or newly im-

ported. I have also been most successful in strib-

ing cuttings of it in quantity. To take cuttings

from it may seem singular, but nevertheless they

root readily under a small handlight, and I pre-

fer this mode of increasing it to dividing the

plants.—E. jEXKiys.

FRUIT GAR DEN.
THE APPLE.

f^ Continuedfrom p. i&.)

Dessert varieties.—Ingiving a list of varie-

ties suitable for dessert and orchard culture,

one has to deal with a numerous class of Apples
of nearly equal merit, for although in kitchen

varieties size is a great consideration, it is rather

a drawback than otherwise in dessert Apples. A
good, even sample of what is generally classed

as second sizeisthe most desirable for dessert pur-
poses, and in this class quality is the great desi-

deratum. Appearance, too, goes a long way on
the dessert table, and of late years some hand-
same varieties, such as "Worcester Pearmain,
have become popular as market fruits, in which
high colour is oneofthe first considerations. Even
this, however, cannot be placed before quality. It

is to their excellence in this respect alone that
Kibston Pippin, Margil, and many of the oldest

favourites stiU retain their hold on fruit growers,
for they are eclipsed as regards appearance
by many later introductions. Amongst kinds
specially suited for dwarf-trained trees there are

several varieties of eiceptional merit that can
only be brought to perfection in Kent as cor-

dons in sheltered positions, or as pot trees in

orchard houses. They are, however, extremely
handsome when well grown, and make beautiful

dessert fruit for winter use.

select deis^rt ApjAe? for Standards.
Ashmead's Kernel Nonpareil (scarlet)
Astracban (red) Oslin
Beachamwell Pearmain (Barcelona)
Benoni (Claygate)
Coott Penda Plat (Worcester)
Coart of Wick Pippin (Baddow)
Crofton (Scarlet) (C^ickle)
Coole's Seedling (Farieigh)
Colonel Taoghan (Golden)
Devonshire Qnarrenden (Tranklin's)
Golden Harrej- (Guernsey)
Gascoyne Scarlet (Kerry)
Golden Knob (marbled)
Hall Door (Sibston)
Incomparable (Barton's) (Stnrmer)
Janeating(red) Eusset (Aromatic)

(white) (Rosemary)
Mr. Gladsto- e (Syke House)
Nanny (Wheeler's)
Xonpareil (old) Sam Tonng

Deiifrt AppU^ smtable for D^arfg.
Astrachan (white) Pearmain (Vfannlngton)
Coe's Golden Drop (winter)
Ingestrie (red) Pippin (Team's)

(yellow) (golden sommer)
Irish Peach (Keddlratone)
ilaigil (King of the)
Maclean's Favoarite (Orange, Coi's)
Nonparea (Braddick) Eeinette (Baumann's)

(Pitmastoa) de Bordeaox
Xonsuch (Peasgood'a) de Champagne

(Wellord Park) Eusset (Boston)
Northern Spy (golden)
Ord'a Apple (Powell's)
Pearmain (Hnbbard's)

Dessert App'es for cordons, bushes, or
orchard house trees.—In the following list -will be
found many kinds already enumerated, but
though they succeed as orchard trees about
Maidstone, they become greatly improved when
afforded the shelter of a 'walled-in garden.
Sorts marked * require even about Maidstone
the shelter of a wall or orchard house in order
to have them of the best qualitv. Manv sorts,
too, that succeed in Kent as cordons or 'bushes
on the Paradise stock require in northern
counties a wall or glass roof to do them full
justice. An idea prevails that the Apple, being

closely related to our hardy Crab, needs no pro-

tection, and in many gardens all the best

positions are assigned to Peaches, Apricots, or
Plums; but if any one wants evidence that the
Apple is capable of repaying extra attention let

them visit Barham Court or some garden in

which it is made a speciality and see for them-
selves. At Barham Court Apples occupy the

most sheltered borders with a south aspect, or

are when in pots furnished -with a glass roof. In
fact some few varieties of very great merit, such
as Cornish Gilliflower, wiU only develop their

exquisite flavour under such modes of culture,

and where s-ach cannot be accorded them it

is better to trust to hardier sorts. Some fruit

cultivators, however, in this district make a good
profit by growing sorts like the Kibston, Margil,

and Cox's Orange Pippin for market as dwarf
bushes, the fruit on which is thinned out and
grown as if for exhibition. Thus treated, they
realise high prices even in years when Apples
are abundant.

Bwshegj or Orchard Bouses.

Ord Apple

Eindi for Cord

Ashmead's Kernel
Aromatic (Cornish)

* American Mother
Astrachan (white)

(red)
* B-jrsdorffer
* Cornish Gilliflower
* Calville Blanc
Coart Pendu Plat
Court of Wick
Coe's (Jolden Drop
Devonshire Quarrenden
Early Strawberry

^ Esopus Spitzenl«ig
" Fenouillet Gris

* Jaune
* Eonge

(jolden Harvey
Incomi^j^ble (Barton's)
Ingestrie (red)

(yellow)
Jnneating (red)

Lord Bui^hley
Margil
Mr. Gladstone

* MelaCarla
"^ Melon
Nonpareil (early)

(Pitmaston)
(scarlet)

(Ledgmore)
Nonsuch (Peasgood'a)
Northern Spy

Diseases.— Good

Peach (Irish)

Pearmaio (winte )

(Balchin's)
(scarlet)

(golden)
(Worcester)
(Baomann's red)

Pippin (Cos's Orange)
(Cockle)
(Team's)
(golden, Franklin's)
(Isle of Wight)
(Keddlestone)
(King of the)

* (Newiown)
(Eibston)
(Stnrmer)

Pomme d'Aun^e
* de Neige

Eeinette Bamnann
de Bordeaui

* Tranche
* Grise

^ d'Antomne
(golden)

Eusset (Cox's Eedleaf)
(golden)
(Eosemary)
(Syke House)
(Wheeler's)

" Spitzenberg (Newtown)

cvdtivation, such as a
thorough preparation of the soil before plant
ing, careful priming, guarding the stems from
injury, and rich top-dressings to keep the roots
near the surface, are the surest ways of keeping
trees healthy. On the elevated portions of the
hUls about Maidstone, where the soil is light and
dry, only a limited number of sorts keep long
healthy in the natural soU, many of the tender
kinds that do well on the lower parts of the
slopes failing through canker or mildew in a few
years. Drought during the growing season has
probably much to do in inducing mildew, and
unskilful pruning canker. Only sorts that keep
healthy under such conditions should therefore
be planted, and, singular as it may appear,
some of our choicest varieties do adapt them-
selves to these unfavourable positions, and
keep as healthy as a Crab or an ungrafted
seedling. Stone's Apple or Loddington Seedling,
one of the best of market kitchen Apples, keeps
healthy on soils where many others fail, and that
most beautiful of early dessert Apples, the
Summer Golden Pippin, not only keeps healthy,
but bears annually good crops. Most of the
Codlin tribe, too, keep equally free from canker
or mildew even where it is diiEcult to keep
Eibstons, Cox's Orange, or King of the Pippins
alive. It does not pay market growers to try
remedial measures, for even when the trees are
but slightly affected by either canker or mil-
dew the fruit is sure to be specked and com-
paratively valueless for market. If the main
branches are healthy, they are headed down and
grafted with sorts proved to succeed in the par-

ticular locality, and the most efficient remedy
for keeping the trees in health is a top-dressing

of partially rotten manure, spread over the

surface after the winter pruning has been done
to keep the roots cool and moist and near the

surface. It is when the roots get down into bad
subsoils that the trees rapidly canker. Pruning
off the unripened ends of the wood so that the
main shoots or leaders start from thoroughly
ripened wood is also of great benefit, for unripe
wood is liable to get injured by frosts, which
rupture the sap vessels, and if left on the tree

cause wounds similar to those produced by
canker.

Milde'W when it makes its appearance on
the leaves must be treated superficially with
sulphur, the best means of applying it being by
one of the sulphurators used for Hops. They do
the work well, distributing it evenly over the

surface, but to be effectual it must be renewed
at inte'i-vals. If put on while the leaves are damp
with dew it sticks to them, and has the effect of

killing the fungus. It is best applied when the

weather is clear and bright, or when hot days
and cool, dewy nights prevail. Prevention is,

however, better than cure, and the means em-
ployed to ward off canker will generally keep

off mildew.

Moss and Lichen.—These tisually occur

on trees that grow on wet, undrained ground.

Thev are seldom troublesome where the land is

well prepared or naturally well drained, for

although the Apple oftener suffers from lack of,

rather than from excess of, moisture, anything

in the way of stagnant water in the soil soon

shows itself in the shape ofMoss-grown branches.

Efficient drainage is the only permanent remedy,

but as a superficial measure the stems and main
branches should be scraped in winter and coated

with lime-wash. The branches must also be
dusted -with freshly slaked lime ; and as Moss
alwavs spreads most rapidly on trees in a

stunted condition, they should get a good dress-

ing of rich manure, either solid or liquid, to

start them into vigorous growth.
James Ghoom.

Fruit prospects.—"J. G." (p. 31) appears to

be more fortunate ai= regards the probability ofget-

ting a crop of fruit than we are here on top of one
of the Stirrey hills. Sloping to the north in an
exposed position, we have a fine lot of young Pear

trees, two yeare planted, which made plenty of

fruit spurs, and I was looking forward to getting

a fair crop from them, but I fear my hopes are

blighted, as most of them are in a very forward
state, quite as forward as it would be safe to have
them at the beginning of March in such an exposed
position. Some of the buds are indeed already

expanded.—W. Jl., Kingsrrootl, Eptom.

Damsons, or AVitherslack Plums as they are

called here, are a very valuable crop, peculiar to

the district and border of Westmoreland. The
trees are along the roadsides, in the woods, hedge-

rows, fields, and gardens like wild Cherries or

Hazel Xuts. To root prune such trees, as has been
suggested, would be out of the question, and to

cut out the twigs or branches would destroy the

fruit for years. Damsons do not transplant well

:

they are chiefly propagated hereabouts by the

birds, and are allowed to grow where they like.

The fruit differs in size and flavour according to

the locality in which it is grown. I have been
twelve years in this district and Iiave not seen
two quarts of Sloes during the whole period.

—

J. E. Waiting, Grange.

Llglit an aid to successful forcing.

—

I prefer bright frosty weather for the setting of

Grapes and Strawberries to the mild, still, cloudy

atmosphere which has lately prevailed. 1 can
look back upon seasons in which our houses were
furnished with good crops of both these fruits

when from VP to 22° of frost have been registered
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for several nights continuously while they were in

bloom. Weirdo I remember the exceptionally

severe winter of 1860, which occurred just at the

time I had a small house of pot Vines in fnllbloom

:

nevertheless, I never before nor since had early

Grapes set better. Last season, when our early

^'ine^y was in bloom, we reg^istered 26*^ of frost,

and the Grapes never set better. In frosty weather

wB get a much stronger light than when the

weather is mild, and as a rule more sun. I have

noticed, too, that when the outside air is in motion

we get a stronger light in our houses. In a word,

I prefer either windy or frosty weather for early

forcing to the dull, "dark days, for which the pre-

sent winter has been remarkable.—J. C. C.

Peach trees shedding their buds.—Will
some one kindly inform me the cause of my
Peaches and Nectarines dropping their buds ? The
house is a lean-to in which there are sis trees

—

three on the front and three on the back wall.

They have been in fair condition as to moisture at

the roots except one tree, which, where the heat

comes in, has been a little dry. The house is used

for keeping bedding and other plants from frost.

The wood is very green on most parts of the trees,

but last year it was quite as green and we had a
very fine crop. From one tree we gathered fourteen
dozen. I have kept the house open when con-

venient. There is a wooden ventilator in front

8 in. wide, and one at the back 12 in. wide. There
is no other way of giving air except by opening
the door. The thermometer rose np to 80° or 90°

with sun-heat. I used a little fire-heat for a few
weeks to ripen the wood, but never without air.

I have painted the trees with clay, sulphur, soot,

and Gishurst Compound. I top-dressed the border

and gave it a good soaking of water in the latter

end of December. I perceive the buds are also

dropping from the trees outside on the same wall

—

a south aspect one. Any information on the sub.

ject will be much appreciated.—C. W.

Diseased Vine roots.—I have two houses
devoted almost entirely to Vines ; each is 33 ft.

long with 20 ft. length of rafter. The Vines are

planted in abedinsidethehouses,andthe roots are

allowed to pass through openings into an outside

bed. They appear fairly healthy in foliage, but the

crop colours badly, and shanking and roildew are

troublesome. In both houses I find some of the
roots diseased, and the inside borders appear to

contain a small, white, offensive fungus. The houses
are heated by hot water. I should be much obliged
if you could inform me what is the matter with
the roots (of which I enclose specimens) and
suggest a remedy. Would it injure the Vines to

cut away the inside roots and leave those on the
est«rior ? Both houses contain eight or nine year-
old Vines.—H. D. E. [The roots sent are in a very
bad condition—cracked, corroded, and in some
places dead. What has brought this state of things
about we cannot say, not being on the spot. The
"small, white, offensive fungus" is of no account

:

it is one of the innumerable species which hasten
the decay of already injured vegetable material.

As for cutting away the inside roots and leaving

the outside ones to support the Vines, that is a
question which perhaps some of our Grape growers
will answer.]

Mealy bug on Vines.—If " St. Bridgid
"

sets any value upon her Vines, let her reject the
mixture, viz., one pint of paraffin to one gallon of
water, adding a quarter-o£-a-pound of soft soap
and half-a-ix)und of washing soda, as, owing to

the oUy character of the paraffin, it is only by
constant agitation that it can be kept properly
mixed with the water, and then the quantity, one
pint to a gallon, applied to every part of a porous
stem of a Vine would prove fatal. The safest and
best plan would be to remove all plants, and
thoroughly cleanse them before they are taken in

again ; then untie the Vines, remove every particle

of loose bark, and well scrub the rods and spurs,

also every part of the structure, with strong soapy
water. Scald the floors and walls, stop all holes in

the latter, and give the house two coats of paint.

This done, stop all holes and cracks in the stems
andspurs of the vines withpure Gishurst Compound,

and paint with the following mixture : To three

quarts of finely sifted loam of a hea^y character

add half-a-pint of gas tar, work into a paste,

then reduce with boiling water to the consistency

of thinpaint, and apply it when cold. Examine the

Vines once a week when they break, and apply

methylated spirits to any bugs which have been

missed before they have time to breed.—W.
Coleman.

Liming Gooseberrytrees—Should lime to be forked

in under Goosel»erry trees be slaked or not ?—J. H.

EDITOR'S TABLE.

Cattleya leopoldi.— A bold and pretty

Orchid, with curious Sage-green flowers stained

with claret blotches, and deep rose colour in the

lip. Within and without the flower, what a con-

summate charm of colour it aSords to the eye

that loves quiet I It also gives off a very plea-

sant, though a not too strongly-perceptible odour.

It is sent to us by ^Ir. Douglas, Losford.

A TWO-coLorEED HYACINTH.—A verv beau-

tiful two-coloured Hyacinth comes to us from
Mr. Dickson, the well-knowTi florist in the Cen-

tral Avenue, Covent Garden. Half the spike is

white, with a delicate margin of azure, the

other side being a most delicate bluish-lUac.

Odoxtoglossusi cbispum.—The white form
of this comes to us from Mr. Douglas, Lox-
ford. He says that in the warm house it is quite

a good pure white. An Orchid so lovely in form
and habit we cannot have in too great a variety

of hue ; and good whites, well grown, wiU. form

lovely plants.

Odoxtoglossitsi pcxcTTRT.T.rM.—The prettiest

flower of the week is this gracefully-formed

Orchid with a LUj-of-the-Valley-like stem. We
may expect a great future for the Orchid race

when the kinds remarkable for great beauty of

form like this are easily obtained and well

oTOwn. Then we may look forward also to the

usual sticky, leathery, red-potty look of the

Orchid house generally being done away with

by softening combinations of Ferns, Mosses, and

other graceful plants. It were much better that

Orchids should take their true place as soci-

able members of the vegetable kingdom instead

of looking " things apart.''

A siXGLE ROSE.—Mr. George Paul sends us

a beautiful Kose under the name of Rosa Camel-

lia japonica, which we cannot at present trace to

any species, but hope soon to illustrate. He
says :

" I enclose you a flower and leaves of this

Eose, of which I sent you a bloom from Xice

last year. It is beautifully in flower now in our

forcing bouses.'

Plumbago eosea coccinxa.—This flower is

of a most cheery carmine colour, and, being very
easily grown, it is a charming plant for the win-
ter and spring months. It comes from Farnboro'
Grange. It appears to be a variety of the less

valuable P. rosea. "Well grown in a country-

garden, the flowers are more vivid than we see

them about London.

An intanx niKESiA.—Among the plants

that do not yet, and may not ever, appeal to the

crowd, but which have a charm for those in

quest of quiet beauty and grace, Freesias are

likely to hold a place. Dr. Michael Foster sends

from Shelfoi'd, Cambridge, a creamy white and
orange-stained seedling. "It is not," he writes,
" much to boast of—the spike scanty, the flower

small and pale—but then, poor thing, the seed

from which it sprang was a hardly-formed

ovule this time last year. Though small and
pale, in all essential features it resembles its

parent—the form called pallida." That these

plants should be so promptly raised from seed

makes the raising of a stock easier. The species,

varieties, or forms are much in want of being

cleared up, and we hope Dr. Foster will not

desert them till we know all about a little family

that promises so well.

Clehodexdeon THOMSONS.—In January the

creamy white wreaths of this are very welcome
with their deep crimson little button-buds and
flowers. Well grown and trained with some
freedom, such a plant is indeed a treasure in

winter and early spring. It is good even stiffly

trained on the barrel trellises ; much more so if

trained in a free and tasteful manner over light

arches or slender pUlars. From Mr. Crook.

A TEEE p.5:oxT BLOSSOM.—It is pleasant to

see in the midst cf one of our smoky horrors a

beautiful bloom of the Tree Paeony—a double

and yet a " broken " flower, nearly 6 in. in dia-

meter, of a most refined and delicate colour,

with the centre open and full of yellow stamens.

It comes from ^li. J. C. Clarke, 'of Cothelstone,

who forces it very well.

Primroses from cobnwaix.— A
surprise from the Hon. and Eev. J. T. Bos-

cawen in the shape of a nosegay of fully-

developed Primroses gathered in his garden at

Lamorran, where they were sown in the Grass,

and where they are now in flower. There are

wide differences in the climate of our little

island to permit of so much variety in the bloom-

ing of native plants. These are not sickly,

po^r little Primroses, but large and bold ones.

Cornwall, however, w^ll no doubt pay a

penaltv bv losing its Primrose bloom at an

earlier date than we do about London. The
colours of these Grass-cushioned Primroses, all

sown where they blow, fall into six groups.

One is a delicate salmon, with a slight tint of

pink ; the Others are lemon, creamy white,

delicate mauve, dull crimson, and deep lilac.

PROPAGATING.
BOOT AS"D LEAF PEOPAGATION.

Root cuttings.—It has been proved long

ago that a great number of plants may be repro-

duced by means of leaf cuttings, but this mode
of propagation, with one or two exceptions, is

seldom resorted to, and in the greater number of

cases it is not required. Still, the refusal of some
plants to be increased by ordinary means neces-

sitates a trial of less frequently practised methods.

The attention that is now being paid to the pro-

pagation of Orchids by means of seed is likely to

lead to very important results, and the ease with

which plants, not readily increased by cuttings,

mav be made to succeed when grafted or budded

on "others are only a few of the evidences of the

value of such experiments. It is well known that

Anemones, Cydonia japonica, and Paulownia im-

perialis may be increased by root cuttings, and

the great commercial value of the discovery that

the Ipecacuanha plant can be propagated freely

by snch means is now a matter of history. Many
other instances may be noticed, such as Pelargo-

niums, Bouvardias, Draoenas, kc, but perhaps it

is hardly necessary to recount them here. The
plants root cuttings of which I have tried and

succeeded with are Stangerias, which grow

freelv from short pieces of the thick roots, Clero-

dendron faUax, C. fragrans, and the hardy C. tri-

chotomum, Panax plnmatnm, AraUa cordata,

Petrcea volubUis, Aristolochia Goldieana, Acaly-

pha, Acacia pubescens, A. grandis, and A. pul-

chella, Drosera binata, D. capensis, and D. spathu.

lata. The whole of these were placed in sandy
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soil in a propagating frame, and were a decided

success. Others, whiicli were tried, but failed to

grow, were Asparagus plumosus, A. procumbens,
Bomareas, Casimiroa edulis, and several other

plants, amongst which was Dracsena gracilis. This

plant is singular, inasmuch as it seems to be the

only Dracn3na which refuses to grow either from
pieces of the stem or of the roots. One of your
correspondents has succeeded in raising the hand-
some Amebia echioides from root cuttings, and it

is now well known that Trichinlum Mangiest may
be propagated in that way.

Leaf cuttings.—These require great care,

failure arising oftener from inattention or wrong
treatment than from any fault as regards the
method. I have been successful with leaf cut-

tings of Drimiopsis Kirki, D. perfoliata, Phyllaga-
this rotundifolia, Bertolonias, Sonerilas, Pepero-
mias, and the new and beautiful Pinguicula cau-
data. This last is a decided success, and we may
now look for this plant becoming as popular as it

undoubtedly deserves to be. I tried the scales of

Marattias and some Cycads, all of which, how-
ever, failed, though it is stated on unquestionable
authority that these plants have been propagated
by this means. Leaves of the two species of
Zamioculcas rooted freely in Cocoa-nut fibre, and
I intend to try others of the Aroid family this
year. It is well known that most of the Gesnerads
are easily increased by means of leaf cuttings, as
well as the Bryophyllum, Eoheverias, Sempervi-
vums, &c. I have never succeeded with the leaves
of Agaves or Aloes, though I have heard that they
can be thus propagated. I trust that any who
have made observations on this subject will com-
municate them for the guidance of others who
are making experiments in the same way. B.

NOTES AND EEADINGS.
CoLODEED Pkimroses.—There is evidently a

future in store for these pretty early summer
flowers, the single forms of the common P.
vulgaris especially ; the double kinds are pretty,
but they cannot compete with the broad open-
eyed single varieties for vigour or free flower-
ing habit and effect. The majority of varieties
are of rather indeterminate colour, but several
of the finest and best growers are exceedingly dis-
tinct and promising. On a broad plateau of Grass
bordered with Cedars and other trees, which I

saw last year in one garden, a number of these
were planted along the margin in an informal
manner ; the effect was equal to anything I have
seen in the way of colour and brightness, 'fhere
were only too few of them, and, as was re-
marked at the time, it is sm-prising how dif-
ficult it is to procure such simple flowers, when
one wants them in quantity. All the varieties
contin ue to bloom for weeks, and look anddo best
on the Grass, where they should always be
planted profusely, and the common wild form
may always be planted freely as well.

AnT IN THE FLOWER GARDEN.—A critic lately
observed that the danger of the future threatened
to be such a " surfeiture of art " as to interfere
with the utility of things. Let us hope the line
will be drawn in time in the matter of flower
gardening. There has already been plenty of
straining after effect. What seems to be needed
most now is greater variety, a better appreciation
of common things, and industrious planting and
culture. Hardly any one can go far wrong in
planting flowers anywhere where they will grow
and not be in the way. The thing wliich strikes a
visitor the most in large gardens is the scarcity
of flowers, except, perhaps, in the few beds that
constitute the (lower garden. Gardeners have
p enty of work to do for years to come in simply
planting up their odd no'olcs and co^'ners with
spring and summer flower-roots, and especially
bulbs, of all the hardy kinds that will grow. lii

the artistic arrangements and embellishments of
many gardens the faults are many and visible,

but they are of such a character often as not to
be readily altered, and the only thing that can
be done is to modify them by planting and fur-
nishing the ground as if they were not there. It

is beginning to be seen that after all greater
liberties can be taken with " the style of the
mansion" and its surroundings than is ima-
gined, and formality is fast losing its hold as a
recognised necessity in such cases. At all

events let us plant

!

Farmers' gardens.—I see it stated in another
paper that there has hardly ever been such a
demand for fruit trees as there is at the present
time, and it would appear from the adver-
tisements that one reads that there is a pro-
portionate demand for stocks—standards, too,
for natural trees. The cause of this is said to be
the farmers, who are turning their attention to
fruit culture. A good orchard round any farm
steading would go far towards solving the
problem of bringing the fruit supply within the
reach of the general public, and one can only
wish success to such enterprise, but it is not
only the farmer's orchard, but his garden that
needs remodelling as well. The farmer is not a
gardener ; if he was, it would be better for him,
and it is a fact that among the most extensive
and most scientifically managed farms of the
north it is rare to find a well tilled garden or a
garden of flowers. The English farmer beats his
neighbour across the border quite, but neither
comes up to the artisan, or even the navvy, where
either of these congregate in or near towns or
villages. The farmer never puts in an appearance
at the local horticultural show

;
he is, in short,

not " garden-proud." When his wife happens to
be fond of flowers she sometimes can do much.
One of the really most attractive cottage fronts
we ever saw was in a garden exclusively
managed by a farmer's wife and daughter. There
one used to see a grand clump of Lilium can-
didum ever so long in the ground, grand masses
of the Christmas Eoses, Wallflowers, Tulips,
Perennial Candytufts, and other old-fashioned
plants that stood all through the bedding mania
unaltered in their simplicity, and which are
probably still extant, but under changed hands.

_
The original Gothic arch.—That leafy

aisle of Limes in a late number of The Garden
suggests one of those aspects of formal tree
planting that the landscape gardener may oc-
casionally indulge in to some purpose and with
good effect. It has been said that avenues of
trees should either be planted wide enough apart
to give breadth and nobility to the prospect, or
close enough to form a lofty arch. The Lime is

admirably adapted for the latter ] urpose, and it

grows fast. Not far from the ornate cathedral of
Lichfield an avenue of Lime trees like that in
The Garden leads up to the main entrance of an
Ivy-clad church, andthebranchesof thetrees have
been so judiciously pruned that they form
nearly as perfect a Cxothic arch as possible. A
friend drove us miles to see it once, and it oc-
curred to me that it must have been an avenue
of Limes that first suggested the Gothic aisle
with its pillars, arches, and groins. Tlie trees had
straight, clean stems for some feet from the
ground, and above that the branches extended
naturally, only such limbs having being lopped
off as interfered with the contour of the arch,
which was perfect.

Conservatories.—Mr. Fawkea' remarks on
this subject are suggestive and practical, but his
proposition, that the main object of a conserva-
tory is to afford pleasure and interest to human
beings and not to grow plants and flowers, will

be regarded as expressing something differ-

ent from what is ordinarily the case. No doubt
the "pleasure and interest" are essential con-
siderations, but it is the growing and the flower-

ing of the plants that contribute most to that
end. Moreover, we do not remember ever to have
seen a conservatory in which a large proportion
of the plants were not grown in it, and furnish-

ing lofty structures with suitable subjects cau
scarcely be accomplished in any other way than
by planting out a portion of the plants at least.

The " compromise " system is the rule. How can
the architect best meet the wants of the culti-

vator in that respect ? Large plants may be
and are probably better in large tubs or pots,

plunged out of sight if necessary, but such speci-

mens are virtually fixtures, and, as a rule, they oc-

cupy too much of the central portionof the conser-
vatory, renderingalldark and dripping near them,
and leaving only the outside margin for portable

plants in flower. What the conservatory designer
has to attend to most is to contrive that the
structure will admit the greatest amount of

light all over the floor of the house and provide
ventilation ; and it has yet to be proved that
any style of mansion architecture existing ne-

cessitates a conservatory style in which every
stick and pane may not be made subservient to

these ends. Mr. Fawkes does not, it is to be
feared, fully understand all the circumstances of

conservatory furnishing and culture. His conser-

vatory illustrations in his book are nice enough,
but they look more like drawing-rooms than
conservatories, and do not appear to contain a
hand-barrowful of plants altogether—virtually

empty in fact, and are not the kind of thing at

all which gardeners have to deal with at country
mansions. I do not agree with Mr. Fawkeswhen
he says in his work that the " keynote to the
effective treatment of the conservatory" is to re-

gard it as a floral apartment, and that its " uses
and functions " will not be properly developed
nor adequately acknowledged till it is so re-

garded. In thesedaysof plant decorated drawing-
rooms and halls, the conservatory must be some-
thing more than this. Peregrine.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

These are unquestionably the best and also the
hardiest variety of the Cabbage tribe which we
possess ; in fact, had it not been for them we
should not have had a dish of green vegetables
during the last three severe winters. I do not
think that Mr. Clarke's method of raising them
is the best. He says they are not to be coddled,

yet he recommends sowing them in an unheated
house, a mode of treatment which is unnecessary,
at any rate in North Cheshire, where consider-

able quantities are grown for the Manchester
markets. The plan which I have frequently

adopted, and with great success, is as follows :

In autumn or early in winter select a clean

piece of ground on which Potatoes have been
grown. If the soil is too light give it a dressing

of marl, which by exposure to the atmosphere
will become friable, and may then be forked in

with as much rotten manure as may be requisite.

The land .should then be marked into 4-ft. beds,

and the seed sown as soon after the middle of

February, as the soil is in proper condition to

receive it; sow thinly so as to avoid the trouble

of thinning or transplanting into nursery beds.

In arranging the rotation of crops. Potatoes,

next to Celery, are the best preparatory crop for

any of the Brassica tribe. In autumn or early in

winter trench or plough in deeply as much
manure as may be required. In the latter

part of May, when the laud is in good condition.
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make drills li in. deep and 3 ft. apart. On the

first favoui'able occasion carefully lift the plants

singly with a trowel. The advantage of having

applied a little marl in forming the seed beds

will now be apparent, as if lifted carefully

every plant will have a good ball of eaith at-

tached to it. If this is done in showery weather

the plants will not show any symptoms of flag-

ging, and instead of receiving a check their

growth will in reality be accelerated. The plants

should be put in along the bottom of the drills,

3 ft. apart. As the season advances they should

be earthed up by levelling down the ridges. This

will check the growth of weeds, stimulate that

of the plants, and prevent them from being

blown about by the wind—an important point

in the case of a' plant which bears a heavy crop

at such a height above the ground.

1 have tried many varieties, but in my opinion

the Rosebery is the best. Under ordinary cir-

cumstances it will grow 4 ft. high. We usually

commence gathering the produce in August,

which is as early as we require it. The only ob-

jection I have to Mr. Clarke's method of sowing

Brussels Sprouts where they are to grow is that

in the early stages of their growth, when their

progress is very slow, they would be eaten off

by slugs and snails. Of course they are liable to

be destroyed by the same means in the seed bed,

but it is much easier to protect them therein.

Wythenshawe, Northendm. W. Neild.

MUSHKOOMS EST THE OPEN AIK.

Foe many years thousands of pounds of good
Mushrooms have been sent annually to Covent

Garden, the produce of outdoor beds. Something
over twenty years ago there lived in the neigh-

bourhood of London a Mushroom grower, whose
grounds being invaded by a railway or some pub-

lic works, demanded J700 compensation, or rather

estimated the value of his crop at that amount of

money, a fact which will give an adequate idea of

the extent to which this esculent was grown in

the open at that time, and we know that the sup-

ply has much increased since then. It is not a

question of whether Mushrooms can be obtained

by open air culture, but whether that is the best

method of growing them in a general way. Given

well heated sheds and the necessary skill, the pro-

duction of Mushrooms in winter is a matter of

ease and certainty. In private gardens these

conditions can be commanded, but the market
gardener cannot afEord such expensive fittings,

and so perforce has recourse to the beds in the

open air, where, if the chances of success are less,

the outlay is not so great ; and although large

quantities of manure are required it becomes use-

ful for other crops, and the beds themseh'es later

on are used for Tomato cultm'e, the plants being

pegged down on them.
I see Mr. Barter states that failm-es occur

through the beds being made up at the wrong
time, and that if made from February to the

middle of March success is certain. Of course the

chances of failure are diminished if the worst

months of the year are allowed to pass before

undertaking the work, but I would remind your
correspondent that the question under discussion

is the production of Mushrooms all through the

winter, not at the end of it and in early spring.

It is from November onwards that a supply is re-

quired, both by private growers and market gar-

deners, and the maintaining of the same in spite

of wind and weather is no easy matter by means
of open-air culture alone. This winter has hither-

to been remarkably favourable for the growth of

Mushrooms on open-air beds, at any rate in the

neighbourhood of London, and there has not be-sn

that demand upon the resources of the grower
which adverse climatal conditions entail, and
which only much labour and unremitting care

will combat successfully. With a well-heated,

watertight shed. Mushroom growing is almost a
pastime, but in the open air it is almost a con
tinual warfare with the elements. J. C. B.

Autumn-planted Potatoes.—In answer

to your correspondent (p. 43), I would say let

autumn planting alone. I have tried it, and failed.

In the autumn of 1879 my employer wished me
to plant about half a rood of ground with Magnum
Bonums, which I did about 6 in. deep. But when
the time arrived for their appearance above ground
only about half of the sets came up. I may also

state that the ground was mulched with stable

litter to keep off the frost. Last spring the same
plot of ground was planted with the same variety

of Potato, and a crop equal to about 10 tons per

acre was the result. I therefore consider that

autumn planting of Potatoes will not succeed

north of the Hiimber, whatever it may do in the

south.—AV. AV. Malton.

SPINACH AND ITS SUBSTITUTES.

I HAVE read Mr. Christison's remark.s (p. 43^

respecting Perpetual Spinach, which in most

garden establishments is in use throughout the

entire year. There are, however, no fewer than

four or five distinct plants, the leaves of which are

occasionally used as Spinach, all being nearly

equally delicious when properly cooked, viz., the

three varieties of common Spinach (Round-leaved,

Prickly, and Flanders), the New Zealand Spinach

(Tetragonia expansa), the Mesembryanthemum
edule, or Hottentot Fig, the Atriplex hortensis, or

Giant Orache, and the Beta maritima, or Perpetual

Spinach.

Common Spinach. — The Round-leaved
variety of this is less hardy than the Prickly and
also more succulent, and consequently preferred

for summer use. It is mostly sown in lines between
other summer crops, such as Peas and Beans. It

requires a rich, well-manured soil in order to in-

duce it to develop its large and succulent leaves

—

the only part of the plant used. The seeds gene-

rally vegetate quickly, and as soon as the young
plants are large enough to be handled they should

be thinned out to a distance of 9 in. or 12 in.

apart. During dry, warm weather and on light

laud, however, it is impossible to prevent the

plants running prematurely to seed ; therefore it

is necessary to make repeated successional sow-

ings or have recourse to some of the other varie-

ties named, such as the New Zealand sort. As
soon as the Round-leaved sort has become seedy

and unfit for use, it should at once, unless seed is

desired, be cleared off to prevent the exhaustion

of the soil. The Prickly variety, being very hardy,

should be sown for vrinter use towards the end of

August on deeply-dug, well-manured land. The
seed should be sown in lines 18 in. apart and the

plants thinned out to the same distance apart, as

has already been recommended in the case of the

Round-leaved or summer variety. It will then only

require to be kept free from weeds, No amount of

cold or frost will greatly affect this plant, but it is

sometimes attacked at the root by a maggot, which

soon produces unseemly bare patches. In order to

as far as possible obviate this, a good portion of

soot should be dug in along with the ottser manure,

and repeated slight surface-dressings of soot may
be occasionally given while the plants are young,

which will also free them from slugs and other

garden pests.

The New Zealand Spinach is altogether

a different plant from the above, and forms an

exceedingly useful culinary vegetable, indispens-

able, in fact, in dry summers in light land gardens.

It furnishes a constant supply of Spinach through-

out the summer months, and as regards quality it

is considered by some to be even superior to any
of the other varieties. It is, however, a tender

plant, and succumbs to a very few degrees

of frost. It should consequently be sown in heat

about the beginning of April, potted singly in

5-in. pots, and planted out in the open air

soon after the middle of May. In order to give

every encouragement to so useful a plant a piece

of ground should be selected for it well exposed

to the sun. The soil should be thrown out on each

I

side of the bed (which should be about 5 ft. wide,
1 and any convenient or desired length) to a depth

of 2 ft. or 2| ft., and in the bottom of this trench

some 18 in. or 2 ft. of rich pig or stable-yard

manure should be placed ; if not too much rotted,

so much the better, as it will then be likely to

give out a little warmth. When the excavated soil

has been placed upon it, and when this has fairly

settled down, the plants should be turned out

upon it, placing them in the centre of the bed and
4 ft. or 5 ft. asunder. A bed, say 15 yards or 20
yards long, by 5 ft. or 6 ft. wide, will furnish an
ample supply for almost any establishment ; there-

fore, only a few plants will be likely to be required

for even a large bed ;"and placing a hand-glass over

each plant for a week or ten days after beirg
planted will materially assist them in establishing

themselves, and in producing abundance of their

succulent leaves from the middle of -lune until

the end of October, or until frost destroys them.
It produces seeds freely, and if the bed or portion

of ground occupied by it during one season is left

undisturbed until the following month of May
abundance of self-sown plants will be found upon
it, and the required number of these can be very

readily transplanted to the _ newly-formed beds
therefore, sowing the seeds annually in heat is not

absolutely necessary.

Tha Hottentot Fig (Mesembryanthemum
edule), sometimes used as a substitute for Spinach,

is in many respects similar to the New Zealand, and
it is quite likely that similar treatment will suit it

.

The Giant Orache (Atriplex hortensis) attains a

height of 6 ft. or upwards ; it belongs to the same
Order as the Spinach, and produces large leaves,

which form a good substitute for it, as do alfo

several species of the genus Chenopodium, which,

being annuals, may be sown in March or early in

April, and the plants thinned out to the necessary

distance apart.

The Beta maritima, known as the Per-

petual or Beet Spinach, so well described by Mr.

Christison,belongs also to the same family or Order.

It is possibly a better substitute for Spinach than

the Orache or any of the Chenopodiums. It is

a biennial, and if sown in April in lines,

and properly thinned out and kept clean, it

will produce abundance of fine large leaves during

the ensuing summer and winter months, as well

as during the early months of the second summer,

when it will probably begin to show symptoms of

running to seed. I may, however, add that although

the two last named plants form fairly good sub-

stitutes for true Spinach, still the latter, in its

several varieties, together with the New Zealand

Spinach, are always, when they can be had, pre-

ferred to them. P. Gkieve.

SHOKT NOTES- KITOHEN.

Forcing Rhubarb.—How many yeai-s can T force the

same roots ot Ehubarb irith hot manure in the open ground

under pots? Will some of yoiu- correspondents kindly

answer this question ?— G. F.

PoUey's Nonsuch Turnip. —I flad this to be an

exceUent variety for late sowings. We have a flne'crop of it,

sown the second week in August ; the young plants made

rapid growth, and fonned well-shaped bulbs in a very short

time. This Tiunip has long tapering foliage, quite distinct

from that of any other kind I have grown. In this locality

it is a great favourite for garden use, either early or late.—

James Groom, Linton.

Cabbage Broccoli —Through Jlr. Gilbert's kindness

in sending me seed of this valuable new vegetable, I can

bear testimony to its good qualities. Having grown it for

two seasons, I find it everything I can wish in the shape ot

a good, hardy, delicious vegetable. It withstood the frost of

1880, when many other kinds were cut up. It came in then

tn flil ablank very acceptably.—W. Dn'ERS, Wierton House,

near Mmdstone.

Transplanting Mushrooms.— When Mushrooms

are growing bo well as represented by " J. .S. W." (p. 43) it

seems a pity to disturb them before some are large enough

for use, as they \vi\\ always find room enough for them-

selvts ;
therefore, little is gained by transp anting them—

at least on the same bed, which must in some degiee disturb

the mould or casing, and thereby harm that part of the crop

that would doubtless soon make its appearance there. Trans-

planted llushrooms scarcely ever do any good ; they exist

for a time and then die.-.T. T. E.
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NOTES or THE WEEK.

EucHARis AT Mount Anvillb.—I was at

Mount Auville the other day, where about 1080

Eucharia flowers and buds have and are now
being borne on 18 plants, which average 15

spikes, each tpike averaging four flowers. One
plant in a 12-in. pot has 2S spikes, bearing 120

flowers.—F. W. B.

Eight shades of colour in Chinese Prim-
roses, from Mr. Crook, of Farnborough Grange,

compare in variety with our native Primroses,

but, having the advantage of warmth and glass,

are larger and finer. They are described as

very robust in habit, and they are very large

in size and rich in colour, with the blooms stand-

ing in. above the foliage.

Cattlf.ya Teian.i; Backhousiana.—^This

glorious variety has just expanded its blooms

for the first time in the York Nurseries. It is a

novelty in a two-fold sense, having not only a

splendid deep crimson labellum, but a dash of

purple in the middle of eaoli petal. Such a variety

as this is a real acquisition, and well does it

deserve the name that has been given it.

Chkysanthemum coeonarium.—On June 4,

1881, you wrote, " Chrysanthemum coronarium.

This ordinary single form is well worth keeping

pure." To this I quite agree, and I shall be glad

to send a pinch of seed from my original Alge-

rian plant to anyone who may care to try it,

and who sends a stamped envelope.—A. Kings-
mill, Eastcote, Pinner.

A HUGE CCELOGYNE CRISTATA.—At StSVeUs's

rooms during the past week a gigantic specimen

of this lovely Orchid was sold from, we believe.

Sir Trevor Lawrence's collection. It measured

fully 5 ft. across, and the globular mass was
quite a yard in depth—the whole a mass of

plump bulbs, bearing quite a thicket of long

pendulous spikes, some bearing from six to nine

flowers each. The bulk of the plant was of the

old variety, but there was an intermixture of

the pale yellow lipped form Lemoniana. This

glorious plant was sold to Mr. F. Sander, of St.

Albans, for eleven guineas.

Seedling Abutilon, Carnation, and
Primula.—From Mr. H. Parr, Givon's Grove,
Leatherhead, come flowers of a very beautiful

seedling Abutilon, the most distinct in colour

that we have seen, being a deep rich'crimson-

purple. The flowers are large, and of a fine bell-

like form ; also a seedling Chinese Primrose and
a Carnation. The Primrose is an intensely deep

velvety crimson, as deep as any we know, and
the flowers large, oircular,and beautifully fringed.

The Carnation one can only speak of as to colour,

as it ari-ived in a damaged state. The colour is a

briglit rich rose, flaked with a lighter hue. Mr.
Parr lias certainly got into the right track as

regards raising new and distinct varieties.

Coloured v. Common Primroses. — A
feast of these beautiful flowers is now approach-
ing ; in fact, they have been more or less in

bloom all winter, but the ordinary yellow
variety keeps its season of flowering better than
its coloured allies in the garden. I find that the

woodland Primroses are only just sending up
their main crop of flowers, while the coloured
ones either in bods or planted on mossy banks
and in sheltered nooks are fully in bloom. Beds
of the dwarf white single variety are indeed
quite sheets of bloom. This variety is the most
floriferous of any sort which we grow. Beds of

transplanted roots last spring, shaded by means
of planting Stocks for cutting between the rows,
are now the most effective outdoor flowers we
have, preceding, as regards floral display, even
the Snowdrop itself.— .T. G., Linton.

A YELLOW Odontoglossum crispum.—The
only true yellow variety of this Orchid that we
have yet seen was shown to us the other day by
Mr. Bull, who received it from Mr. Hardy,
Pickering Lodge, Timperley, Altrincham, the

owner of a rich collection of Orchids. The
flowers were of moderate size, with broad undu-

lated sepals and petals, and a flnely crisped

labellum, and the whole flower of a beau-

tiful canary-ysllow, the only markings being

just one spot of reddish brown on the lip. We
have often seen plants of this Orchid with a

yellowish tinge to the flowers when first ex-

panded, which, however, passed away as the

blossom aged, but never have we seen such a

delicate pure yellow as the variety in question

possesses. It is a valuable acquisition.

Sale of Orchids.—The first portion of the

choice collection of Orchids formed by Mr. F.

Yates, Fenniscowles, Blackbuni, was disposed of

the other day at Stevens's rooms. There were
over a hundred lots, and some of the rarer kinds

and finer specimens realised high prices. Among
these were the new and rare Cypripedium Spi-

cerianum, a strong healthy plant of which with

a dozen growths fetched 100 guineas ; Dendro-
biura Ainaworthi realised £21 ; D. Falconeri

giganteum, £'2o ; D. Wardianum, a fine plant

with twenty-one bulbs, which bore over 300
flowers last season, £19, and lesser plants of the

same species, £13 and £11 ; indeed, all the plants

of D. Wardianum fetched high prices. A grand
plant of Cypripedium Harrisianum realised

8 guineas; C. Stonei, 10 guineas; C. Dominianum,
7 guineas ; C. Veitchianum, 10 guineas ; C. Se-

deni, 4 ft. through, 9 guineas ; Cyrabidium ebur-

neum, 11 guineas; the rare C. Parishi, 25 guineas;

Dendrochilum filiforme, a fine plant, 15 guineas

;

Lsella purpurata Nellisi, £7 ; Angrajcum sesqui-

pedale, 6 guineas. All the other lots also realised

fairly high prices, all the plants being in excel-

lent health.

NURSERYMEN'S HOUSES.
" Fenman "

(p. 38) desires information regarding
heating, &c. , houses in which to grow market ma-
terial. As I have frequently been consulted on
the same points, the following suggestions may
be useful to " Fenman " and others similarly

situated. I understand that he wants maximum
efficiency at a minimum cost, with substantia-

bility and durability. For ease in working he
aims at simplicity and the elimination of all com-
plication. But he proposes to have six span
houses each 100 ft. by 10 ft. in two blocks, in

each of wliich blocks the houses are practically

united side by side with an 18-in. gutter between
each of the adjoining houses, something like this :

He can certainly save two walls by doing so

and economise a little heat, but he mast remem-
ber that in this case the inner house can have no
bottom ventilation, and the two outer houses can
each have bottom ventilation only on one side.

The valley gutters, however wide, will be a never-

ending source of annoyance, and the obstruction

to the solar rays will be considerable. I would
decidedl)' recommend him to have the houses in

each block separate. Let eacli house be .") ft. high to

the eaves (2-ft. G-in. wall and 2-ft. 6-in. opening
light), and 11 ft. wide (all outside measure). This
width, allowing for a 2-ft. 9-in. path, and say

4i-ia. wood and glass work on each side wall,

gives tlie greatest width of flat stage which can
be handled with ease. In fact, a house H ft.

wide, with a path up the centre, gives the greatest

proportionate efficiency and economy of stage

area. The height to the ridge should be 7 ft. 9 in.
;

with a flattei pitch than this rain will drift in

under the laps. He does not say what is the as-

pect of the two blocks of houses, but of course he
intends the ridges to run north and south. As to

the span cut into a north and south lean-to by a

partition wall, of course he knows much better

than I do what he intends to grow and how he
intends to deal with these two houses. I should
have thought he would have had plenty of cool

space in the long spans without taking the trouble

to cut off the south sun from another span. Why
not retain the south lean-to and utilise the north

side of its wall by having the stoke-hole, fuel

shed, &c, , there ?

As to heating, let me urge " Fenman" to heat
all his houses with hot-water pipes, and not to

trust to subsidiary flues. It he has the proper

amount of pipe properly planned and fixed, with

a suitable boiler well set and stoked, he need
never trouble himself about utilising the boiler

chimnej' flue for heating purposes. Each house
100 ft. long, U ft. wide, 5 ft. high at the sides,

and 7 ft. high to ridge, will require to maintain

a suitable ^temperature for ordinary greenhouse
plants, presuming the boiler is worked economic-
ally and the pipes not forced, but allowed to at-

tain a moderate temperature only, a total of not

less than 286 ft. of 4-in. pipe, or its equivalent

of 3-in. pipe, 380 ft., say roughly, two rows of

.S-in. pipe up each side near the outer wall. I

should, however, suggest to him that one of the

spans be arranged as a plant stove. To do this

he will require, instead of 286 ft., 430 ft. of 4-in.

pipe, with vapourising troughs to suit his conve-

nience ; these may be either cast with the pipes,

or shallow loose boxes of zinc or other suitable

material having a concave bottom to fit the pipes.

For vapourising purposes bj' no means should he
allow hot-water pipes to run through tanks con-

taining a large quantity of water. As a rule, the

only business of a concrete cement or galvanised

iron tank in a house is, firstly, to enable the rain

water from the roof to be discharged into it; and,

secondly, that the water contained in it may
approximate to the temperature of the atmosphere
in the house. In this plant stove he may, for pro-

pagating purposes, find it advantageous to have
a hotbed— namely, a portion otherwise occupied

by the stage being composed of a bed through
which the hot pipes run, the whole held by a re-

taining wall. Other details, also the calculations

upon which the foregoing data are based, he will

find in my work on " Horticultural Buildings."

F, A. Fawkes.

In " Fenman's '' case the main pipes from
the boiler should be carri ed up the centre of the

covered passage about 18 in. under the ground,

and the branches from them should be raised up
above ground in each house. The number of pipes

needed in each house will depend on the tempera-

ture required, but for thg i^urpose mentioned,
probably a flow and return 4-in. pipe would be
sufficient for such small buildings. Two boilers

would be better than one, but they should have
steam-tight valves between, so that either could

be cut oil or removed entirely in case of necessity

without interfering with the other. The boiler

flue should be constructed of bricks for 2 yds. in

length, and may then be made of say 12-in. drain
pipes, jointed with cement, as thej' will give out

more heat than a brick flue, and are not so liable to

leakage of sulphur, &o.— R. Halliday & Co.,

Manclicxter.

Cliristmas Roses Indoors.—Not until I was en-

lightened by the instructive pages of THE Gakden did I

think of having Christmas Roses in pots. Now I have a

ilisplny of them in a^basket in the entrance hall—pure, lovely,

and abundant, the admiration of visitors. When circum-

stances permit, I offer them a half-blown Rose as they

depart, which is always received with lively pleasure. Hail

!

yon small, sweet courtesies of life, for smooth do you make
the way of it.—A. G., Mid-Scotland.

Wood varnish.—Is there any vai-nish for wood which

will stand in the open air ? Can anyone suggest a preparation

tor writing on Boxwood labels unpainted 7—E. W.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.
CATKINS AND PUSSIES.

It is very much to be desired that people should
encoiirage in their g-ardens and about their shrub-

copse vegetation of all northern countries is

made up of tress that bear these catkins in

spring; but in consequence of their making
their appearance at inclement seasons or of their

colours being inconspicuous, they are apt to be

beries that modest kind of beauty which these
catkins, " pussies," and " lambs'-tails," as the
country people call them, suggest. In early spring
the profusion of these catkins, often laden with
golden pollen, forms one of the most beautiftd
aspects of vegetation. Much of the riverside or

somewhat neglected in gardens—at least, as far

as plantations and shrubberies are concerned

—

compared with things of a more showy charac-

ter. Some of them, in addition to the charm of

colour and graceful form, are delightfully fra-

grant. One of the most striking objects which

we have seen of recent years was the catkins

covering the great trees of the Constantinople
Nut in the gardens at Syon House last spring.

TREES NEAR DWELLINGS.
I AM glad to see that my remarks on this subject

(p. 556, Vol. XX.) are approved of by one so

capable of forming a correct opinion as Mr.
Cornhill (p. 25). Attention should certainly be
called to the manner in which trees are planted
in the vicinity of dwellings, more particularly

suburban residences. The portion of ground
which surrounds these, either in or near towns, is

generally somewhat restricted, and the way in

which it is planted is often most unsatisfactory
as regards the selection of plants. I have more
than once observed in small front gardens, not
more than a few yards square, several plants of
the Spruce and Scotch Fir, the Oak, Ash, and
other forest trees, some of them actually planted
within a few feet of the principal windows. It can
hardly be said that a knowledge of trees and
shrubs is necessary in order to avoid the commis-
sion of such blunders as this. But in many in-

stances it may be, as Mr. Cornhill says, done by
some local dealer in trees and shrubs who is in-

structed to make the place look green ; while by the
exercise of alittle forethought, andpossiblytheout-
lay of a trifling additional expense, suitable plants
in the first instance might have been employed
and set at proper distances apart. Trees and large
growing shrubs should never, as a rule, be planted
in situations in which they cannot attain to some-
thing like their natural development. If this

maxim be kept in view it will necessarily exclude
from town gardens, and from the grounds of many
small suburban residences, such species as the
common Spruce and park trees of large growth.
There is an abundance of hardy trees and shrubs
eminently adapted for the planting of gardens and
grounds of all dimensions, small as well as large.

In forming plantations, trees intended to ulti-

mately stand must be placed at distances which
will admit of their due development ; afterwards,
if considered desirable to fill up the spaces left, in

order to produce an immediate efiEect, it can be
done with more common material, taking care to

cut back or to altogether remove the latter, as

the more valuable plants require the increased
space. Deciduous trees and shrubs are generally
found to succeed better near towns than ever-
gi'sens, but still, many of the latter are found, with
proper attention, to succeed tolerably well.
All that is necessary is to make in the first

instance a judicious selection of suitable kinds,
and to avoid the planting of trees which natu-
rally grow to a large size in confined or re-

stricted situations, especially near dwellings. In -

the grounds of suburban residences of considerable
extent even Conifers may, with every confidence
as to their future success, be freely planted, but
never without due consideration as to the dimen-
sions to which they will be likely to attain in the
course of some twenty or thirty 3'ears. A tolerably

correct idea as regards this matter maybe formed
by an inspection of some of the many trees in this

country which may have been planted about the
time named, or even for a longer period, such as
some of the many fine specimens which are to be
seen of the Douglas Fir, Picea Nordmanniana,
P. Pinsapo, &o., as well as the most ornamental of
deciduous or park trees. For the planting of
grounds of more limited extent in towns and
elsewhere there are abundance of suitable species

of medium growth to select from, evergreen as
well as deciduous, such as the beautiful Lawson
Cypress and its numerous varieties, together with

.

such genera as the Libocedrus, Thujopsis, and
Retiuospora, all very ornamental ; also various
varieties of Yews, variegated Hollies, all of
which succeed well in towns, and likewise

some pretty varieties of Tree Box, Berberis,
Daphnes, Euonymuses, and the pretty flowering
Ribes, Spirseas, and Deutzias. In forming shrub-
beries, whether large or small, no kind of plant
was at one time more extensively used than the
common Laurel. But doubts may now be enter-
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tained as to its being advisable to continue to

pursue this practice. Our winters have of late

abundantly proved that this plant is far from

being hardy ; it is certainly much less so than the

Portugal Laurel, and it has in many situations

suffered even more than the Laurustinus. The

Aucuba is eminently a town plant, and has of

late years proved itself to be quite hardy, at least

in towns. But it must at the same time be remem-
bered that the depression of temperature in towns

is seldom so great as it is in the more exposed

parts of the open country. It may, however, be

worthy of consideration when shrubberies are

about to be planted, whether such species as the

common green-leaved Holly, the Tree Box, the

Berberis Aquifolium, &o., might not with advan-

tage be substituted in some measure at least for

the common Laurel. P. Grieve.

ORNAMENTAL KINDS OF ASH.

Amongst our forest trees none are more variable

than the Ash, the different varieties of which are

almost endless, and the same may be said of the

American kinds. The American Ash is, as a rule,

lighter coloured both in foliage and bark than

ours, but the colour varies a good deal in indi-

vidual specimens. There being so many varieties

of the common Ash, I will divide them into groups

according to their peculiarities, and take those

first distinguished by

Remarkable habit.—The Weeping Ash,

from its peculiar manner of growth, is often used

for covering, or rather forming, arbours, as, if sup-

ported, the branches may be made to extend hori-

zontally to a great distance. Of this there is a

form having bark of a bright golden colour, which
is very showy, especially in winter. The Crested

Ash (Frasinus excelsior cristata) is a dwarf
variety, often with fasciated Cockscomb-like stems,

more curious than ornamental. Spectabilis, a fine

form of the common Ash, is stouter and more up-

right growing than the type. Crispa or nana is a

small-growing kind, in which the leaves are very

dark green and much curled, in many cases sur-

rounding the stems, as in Salix annularis. Globosa

is dwarf and globular in growth, forming a minia-

ture tree. Dimorpha is so small in all its parts as

to form a twiggy shrub, but one in no way stunted

in appearance.

Foliage distinctions next come under
notice. Amongst these the variegated forms of

Ash, as a rule, withstand the sun with impunity,

being rarely scorched, however exposed. In alba

variegata and aurea variegata the leaves are

marked with white and yellow respectively. In
lutea the foliage is wholly of a golden colour.

Heterophylla variegata is a variegated form of a

very distinct variety, in which the leaflets are gene-

rally united so as to form one large leaf. Con-
oavifolia variegata has peculiarly concave leaflets.

Other well marked varieties are—angustifolia, the

leaflets of which are very narrow ; and heterophylla

laciniata, veiy much cut in the foliage. In scolopen-

drifolia the leaflets are blended into one, and cut

into long, strap-like filaments. Aurea has golden,

and jaspidea striped wood. In verrucosa the bark is

as rough and rugged as that of the cork bark Elm,
and in this respect very distinct ; the foliage is

like that of the common Ash. Of the American Ash
(Fraxinus americana) we have a fine variegated

form—aucubfefolia, the subject of the annexed
illustration. Juglandifolia, salicifolia, sambuci-
folia are the names which explain the peculiarities

of the species represented by them. Cucullata has
peculiar hood-shaped leaflets. Quadrangulata,
sometimes known as tetragona, is a fine, regular
growing tree, the branches of which are con-
spicuously quadrangular, a circumstance which
gives it a very distinct appearance. Fraxinus
lentiscifolia, a native of Asia Minor, is a pretty
species, with narrow, sharp-pointed and much
serrated leaflets, and one that cannot be con-
founded with any of the foregoing. Of this there is

a variety as pendulous as the common Weeping Ash,
and one that forms a compact shrub not more than
a few feet in height.

The above are but a few of the species or varie-

ties of Ash that are to be met with—only a selec-

tion of distinct and well-marked forms. A full

enumeration of them would occupy too much
space and serve no useful purpose. The flowering

Ash (Fraxinus Omus, or Ornus europfeus) is so

well known as to need no description
;
yet, com-

mon though it be, it is a subject to which planters

might well give more attention than they do,

for about the month of iUay, when laden with

floral plumes, it is really a conspicuous object.

Alpha.

Chimonanthus fragrans.—A fine plant

of this most deliciously scented shrub is growing
here against an east wall, and has been in full

flower since the second week in December. We
out the sprays of bloom to fill small vases for

the drawing-room, in which they emit a delicious

perfume and last a long time after being cut,

provided the water is changed often and a small

piece of charcoal is placed in the bottom of

the vase. In summer the Chimonanthus is very

effective as an ornamental wall plant, its pear-

shaped leaves being of a delicate tint of green,

and assuming a beaxwiful brown colour in autumn.

I have grown this shrub upon several aspects,

but I find that it does best upon an east or

north-west wall. It flowers when young, but

not so freely as when older. The plant here is

very old, and has been cut down several times.

Our present bush consists of young branches

that have pushed from the old stem, and suckers

which have sprung up from the roots. Suckers

are produced freely when the plants get to a
good age, or it may be increased by layering

some of the ripe wood in early spring. It ripens

seed occasionally, which is ready to gather some
time in October, and may be sown in November
in a mixture of loam, peat, and leaf-mould, with
a sprinkling of silver sand to keep the whole open.

When sown they may be placed in a cool pit or

greenhouse until the young plants are ready to be
potted off singly. Thus treated, they will grow
away freely and soon be ready to plant out in a
sheltered corner of the garden in nursery rows.

—

Wm. Chkistison, The Booltery, Bromlcij Common.

MARKET GARDENS.
There can be no doubt that the Kentish market
growers are as a class very enterprising ; they have
a fine soil, great climatic advantages, and ample
capital, and without that market gardening is

uphill work ; but they have something else, and
that is first-class practical experience. Literally,

most of these men are market farmers, and as

such seem to show that farmers may become
gardeners with better success than they now obtain

as mere agriculturists, but it would be wrong to

come to any such conclusion. The practical know-
ledge possessed by the market grower is the pro-

duct of many years' hard work ; so is that possessed

by the farmer, but both work on diverse lines, and
whilst the market gTowermay become a successful

farmer, the farmer will find that the conversion to

a successful market grower is anything but an
easy matter, and, indeed, he must show consider-

ably more energy than farmers as a rule display

;

but these big market fruit and vegetable crops
about Swanley are not the production of a year or

two's conversion from Wheat and Mangold Wurtzel.
They have been growing out of small proportions

for many years, and as the demand for vast

quantities of produce has grown so have these
crops grown with it, and so will they continue to

increase until that which now seems to us some-
thing enormous shall have developed into that
which we should now regard as fabulous. Indeed
our guide in a long tramp over these fruit grow-
ing regions, Mr. Cannell, who already seems to

have largely imparted his own indomitable energy
and perseverance into some of his neighbours,
tells us that every year large breadths of copse are

cleared off, and that those who do this work have
the cleared ground for three years free of rental.

How significant all this is compared with the
statement oommonlj' put forth that farms in all

directions that have been well cultivated for

years are now tenantless. Perhaps it may be
thought that it is an argument in favour of the

extension of fruit and vegetable culture, but all

counties are not Kent; all parts are not so near to

the metropolis ; and, not least, all farmers have not
that practical skill, energy, and experience which
the Kentish fruit growers have.

Soils and sites.—Of course, all through this

district there is a large substratum of chalk, but

then it has a deep upper surface of sand and clay,

the latter becoming gradually mixed with the sand,

and fertilised by cultivation and manming, soon

making a fine, productive, and holding soil. Even
where the chalk comes nearer to the surface the

result is far different from that seen on gravelly

soils, which, however sweet and healthy, bum up
frightfully during hot seasons. Chalk is always
cool, and whilst its gradual incorporation with the

soil is productive of good, the less gravel becomes
infused into good soil the better. But a marked
feature of the Kentish district is the exceeding
variety of its slopes and aspects. Hillsides, indeed,

are the most favoured positions for the cultivation

of fruit, especially of Raspberries and Strawberries,

and Mr. Cannell told us that the east is a particu-

larly favourite aspect. Kent is so uneven that ithas
no plains, but one irregular series of hills and val-

leys, so that flats are nowhere, and that this un-

evenness of surface has much to do with the pro-

duction of the wonderful fruit and vegetable crops

grown there can be little doubt.

Fruit crops.—In the course of a long tramp
over hill and dale we found that the chief fruits

were Raspberries and Strawberries, the most
favoured kinds of the former being Carter's Pro-

lific (a first-rate sort) and Fastolf. Of these wo
often came across patches of from ten to twenty
acres in extent, the rows about 4 ft. apart, and
ju.st now all pruned and cleaned ready for dressing;

in some instances this was being done, and this

was the routine of culture ; In the first place,

when all needless suckers had been taken out,

the top soil, weeds inclusive, was drawn thinl.v

away from the stools with hoes. This done, well

decayed manure carted on to the ground was car-

ried along the rows, and a fair dressing spread
about the stools ; then the plough was turned into the

spaces, and three small shallow furrows turned over
on to each side, quite burying the manure and
weeds. In the spring ahorse cultivator \n\\ be sent

along the rows, pulverising, cleaning, and levelling

the soil, and leaving it in excellent condition. One
good result is the prevention of sucker growths
out in the spaces ; these are wanted in the rows,

but not out of them. The Strawberry is largely

represented by such kinds as Eleanor, Sir Charles

Napier, and even the ancient Elton Pine. Some
readers may, perhaps, think that these are not the

best kinds in cultivation, but if they were growers
of many acres of this fruit, and at a distance of

twenty miles from market, they would soon learn

that it is of the first importance to grow kinds that

will travel well. Many tons of the fruit go into the

preserving vat, and these are good jam-making
kinds. Still farther, we may take it for granted
that the men who grow so well also know which,
for them at least, are the best paying kinds. Walk-
ing across one huge breadth of Sir Charles Napier,

wenoticed that here, as in all other fields, the space
between the rows has been split by the plough,
and the shallow furrows on each side turned over

towards the plants. This was done in the autumn
to kill weeds and runners. Now in one part men
arc hard at work cliopping the soil away from the

plants with hoes, and they will follow by turning
the spaces between the rows over with forks some-
what roughly, for all work here is piece-work, and
no great pains are taken to leave it neat ; but pre-

sently the horse cultivator will be sent along,

levelling and leaving the surface loose and in

clean condition. Then, when the bloom appears

will come huge loads of long manure, that will be
spread amongst the plants, to be washed by the

spring rains, and this will keep the fruit clean,

and act as a top dressing.
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Potatoes.—Mr. Cannell directed attention to

a hill some mile or so distant, and asked if we
could make out the long ridge which ran along the

sky line. That, he said, was a vast store of Potatoes—"Champions, sir; Champions ! That is the sort

for this district, and a splendid crop they yield.

Now that big pit belongs to Mr. John May, a

famous grower, and the first to introduce the

Champion into this district. He has made a lot of

money out of it, and so have many other farmers

;

but we will go up and see this pit and the ground
on which the Potatoes were grown ;

" and thus

begins our perambulation. We found this pit to be

of about the third of a mile in length, and to

containmany hundreds of tons weight. The field on
which they were grown, and on a portion of which
Potatoes are grown every year in rotation to Corn
crops, is a huge upland, and not many years since

was a copsewood. Indeed, as we tramp across the

now broad fallow track there is here and there

presented black spots in the soil that look like

little oases of peat or bog, but really are the sites

of the charcoal fires of days gone bj-. This one field,

perhaps one of the largest in the kingdom, has an
area of about 550 acres, and to the eye in one
direction it seems boundless. That it is superb
Potato soil there can be no doubt, as the samples

prohibited absolutely its use in all the Govern-
ment schools. It is also said. that no regular

smoker ever took the highest degree in Harvard,
and the authorities there are inclined to look into

it.

Keeping properties of flo'wera.—Mr.
Muir does good service by telling us of the

lasting properties of Poinsettias. Allow me to

supplement his statement by saying that that

queen of Cliristmas flowers—Eucharis amazonica
—lasts well ten days in water in a cool place and
dark. I have just now nearly 100 blooms of it in

water waiting their turn for bouquet making. I

may add that double Primroses keep equally well

under similar circumstances.— Pi. Gilbert,
Burghley.

LOW NIGHT TEJIPERATUEE.
Will you do me the favour to publish this

communication in The Garden ? It refers to a

discussion that has taken place between Mr.
David Thomson, editor of the Gardener, and
myself.

I uphold low night temperatures for Vines,

and Mr. Thomson upholds high ones, or has at

/JK

A ueuba-leaved Ash (Fraxinua america ice/olia). (P. 'S.)

seen on the pits being opened for market demon-
strate. Having plenty of means, growers like

Mr. May can hold over till the smaller men have
got rid of their small stocks, and then his go into

the Boro' Market in big lots of several tons at a

time. Artificial manures are largely used, as indeed
in such vast breadths they must be. After the

plants are well up the horse cultivator with the

cutters set wide is sent up between the rows, and
these cutters, going deep, loosen the soil right

under the plants, so that the tubers when they
expand find beneath them a loose dry bottom.
This deep hoeing is held to be one of the secrets of

successful cultivation, and of the production of

clean healthy crops. Brussels Sprouts were the

largest grown green crops, and the stocks wonder-
fully fine and even. Generally, however, there was
by no means that abundance of this class of vege-

tables that is found in Middlesex, where the

gardens look singularly green. Probably the Cab-
bage tribe is not a profitable market commodity
if grown too far from the place of consumption.

A. D.

Bad news for Tobacco raisers.-After
a careful investigation by disinterested scientific

men, the French Government has concluded that

the use of Tobacco interferes with the mental
faculties and general ability to study, and has

least done so lately in his own monthly, and been

anything but complimentary to the advocates of

low temperatures. In replying' to Mr. Thomson,
I, following- his example of referring to the

practice of others, turned his own Gardener

calendars, written bj' himself, upon him to prove,

notwithstanding his present advocacy of hiyh

temperatures, that be is a low temperature man
himself—\h.a.t, in short, he is in the "same boat"

with me exactly, and has embarked voluntarily

with me in it. This, of course, Mr. Thomson
tries to repudiate now, and says that he wants
" none of the praise that may ever be accorded to

"

the low temperature system of Grape growing,

which, by the way, he has not earned, and I

now purpose showing not only that all I have
said about Mr. Thomson is true, but also that

he is a decided convert to the cool system,

and that his conversion has taken place

within the last few years^ since I and others

pointed out the evils of high temperatures, and
this I shall show by the Gardener fruit calen-

dars, leaving your readers to judge of the

consistency of Mr. Thomson's attitude in the

present discussion. But first of all let me
correct some of Mr. Thomson's misrepresen-

tations regarding myself and my practice. In

a late number of the Gardener Mr. Thomson
says :

—

Was not Mr. S. sometimes a successful competitor
when he practised warmer treatment for Muscats ? It occurs

to us tliat he was ; at all events, we remember seeing his

Muscats at tlie Manchester September Show in 1873 lying

not very far from the winning examples, sucli as those

magnificent bunches from, &c., &c. Tliis was tlie year after

Mr S. liad taken to low temperatures.

I can only surmise from this extremely vague
anddoubtiul statement that Mr. Thomson wishes
to convey that my exhibit at Manchester in 187.3

was a failure because we began that year to

practise low temperatures more systematically,

but his recollection fails him. 1 did exhibit

on the occasion he mentions a collection of fif-

teen sorts of fruit, and won the first prize of
£20, the only exhibit entered then by me, and
here is the report of the Gardeners' Chronicle

of it, Sept. 6, 1873: Mr. Simpson, Wortley
Hall, contested this prize, eventually winning. In
this collection tlie quality of the Black Hamburgh
and Muscat of Alexandria stands out well, these

being backed up with good Smooth Cayenne and
Enville Pines, Noblesse Peaches, Elruge Necta-
rines, Figs, and Melons." Both these Muscats and
Hamburghs were cool grown, the Muscats being

from the same house from which I furnished an
account of the low temperatures to the Gardener

in June the same year, accompanied by a bunch
which the editor of that journal said, in a note

appended, was " as perfect a sample of thorough
'setting' as could be imagined." I have also

taken prizes for Grapes since. Mr. Thomson
has gone extremely far out of his way to find

testimony of this kind, and the above will

show he has misrepresented it as well. He
has no more reason for supposing that my ex-

hibiting has anything to do witli my tempera-
tures than I have to suppose or insinuate that

he has retreated from the field of Pine-apple

culture because more successful men have
taken his place who adopt an entirely different

practice from that Avhich he recommends. "It

occurs " to one to ask where Mr. Thomson was
himselfon all the notableoccasions he speaks of

—

at the last Manchester show, for example, where
certain Grapes and Pines did good service in a

miscellaneous fruiterer's collection, but did not

venture on to the boards alongside the " win-
ning examples." Now for his temperatures.

.Abridged Extracts from
THE Gardener CALENDlR
AND Fndt Culture under
Glax.
FORMER higll TEMPERA-

TURES.
As soon aa the buds have

fairly started give 5° more,
malcing a point of rising to
GO" when the young shoots are
showing their bunches. By
tlie time they are in bloom
it sliould range from 65" to
70°, whicli is sufficiently high
as a night temperature in
tlie easier m nths of the
year. "Fruit Hook. The Grape
Vine~Te}nperature, 1373.

Permanent Vines now in
bloom. . . All superfluous
bundles should be removed
before the blooming period

,

and the berries tliiuned, ex-

cept in the case of shy setters.

. . The night temperature for
these (shy setters) should be
65'' in mild, and 60° in cold
weather ! (The Muscat is in-

cluded by the calendar writer
among shy setters, and spe-

cially mentioned at times.—

'

J. S.)—March, 1879.

Muscats should he kept at
70° during the blooming
period ; Hambui'ghs at 65°.

—April, 1830.

^Muscats coming into bloom
may have the heat raised to
75° at night during mild
weather. . . A rather hiqh
iempfra/iire is mostgeneraily
practised with success, and
under such treatment I have
never seen a failure.—April,

1871.

The night temperature in

succession houses that have
been thinned, Ac, may be
kept at 70° at night, unless
in exeeptionally cold aud
windy nights. . . Starting

the fires to prevent the heat
from falling below the night
temperature named.—April,

1872.

Ditto, 1373.

Succession houses in various ,

stages. . . 70° at night is yet I stage of progress, should

Succession Vines, the
bunches of wliich have been
thinned . . .let the heat
drop to 60° or 65° by daylight,

according to the weather.

—

April, 1878.

Ditto, 1879.

tater Vines, in whatever
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sufficient /or all Grapes be-

tween the blooming and
colouring process. Range the
temperature for these (Mus-
cats in bloom) at 75"; when
the weather is mild.—April,
1878.

The glass may range ahou^.

70* when sun-heat can be
shut in early in the after-

noon.—April, 1877 (transi-

tion year.—J. S.).

not be subjected to high
night temperatures ; it is the

(freatest evil (quite true.

—

J. S.) that can be perpetra-

ed on Vines otherwise in

jood condition. Fine leathery

dark green foliage, free from
the attacks of insects, can
never be produced by a high
jht temperature, &c. We

would inuch rather have
Blacik Hamburghs at 55°

than G5° all thrmigh this

month.—April, 1881.

Where the Grapes are
swelling rapidly. . . . If
the thermometer is at 60'^

at 6 a.m. it is high enough
except for Muscats, which
we do not like to see in a
cooler temperature than 65"

after the 1st of this month.
—May, 1881.

Keep up the temperature
in succession houses where
Grapes are swelling off. . . .

The night temperature .

. . . mai/ be kept at 70^^ at
10 p.m. UTid 6 a.m. . . .

Muscats may be kept a few
degrees warmer. Drop a few
degrees if the weather be cold
and sunless.—May, 1875.

Note.—It need hardly be stated that a'l gardeners regu-
ate their temperatm-es by the weather.

The above extracts show the gradual decline
of temperature that has been going on in the
Gardener calendar since the low night tempera-
ture system began to find adherents, and it is

interesting to compare the temperatures of

April, 1871 and 1872, with 1881. The difference

for Vines at " whatever stages of progress " is

10° and 15° at least, and low temperatures are
extolled even higher in 1881 than high ones
ever were in 1871. Comment is unnecessary. True,
Mr. Tliomson states that his instructions of last

April were an " indefinite slip " of the pen,
and thinks every one will see it so. It so hap-
pens, however, that the figures of that particular
April calendar, and about half a column of
matter written to explain the great advantages of
the low temperaturesgiven (passed in the manu-
scriptandintheproofs,andonly"cancelled"under
pressure nine months after they were printed)
are the only things alteredfrom former years, and
we should like to discover any intelligent reader
who accepts the " indefinite slip " explanation.
Does anyone, asksMr. Thomson, th ink he wasgoing
to recommend a drop to 5-5° in April when he re-

commended 70° the month before March ? The
reply is.No ; nor does he do that. His March tem-
peratures, as he well knew and states, refer to ;»i
Vines " required to ripen early " and finishing
their crop, while his April temperatures refer to
other permanent and later Vines " at all stages of
progress,"' and the April figures "fit in "°to a
nicety with the month following (May), where
a rise of exactly 5° is recommended on the 55*^

of April for the same Vines. " If the thermo-
meter is at 60° at C a.m. it is high enough,
except for Muscats, which we do not like to
see in a cooler temperature than 6.5° after the
1st of May" If the April temperatures were a
slip, what is the purport of this passage, may I
ask? The truth is the temperatures of the Gar-
dener calendar have dropped so fast and so
steadily lately, that readers began to fear where
they would stop before the figures fell to a
point as much below that of low temperature
advocates as they had once been above them.
The temperatures given in April, 1881, mean,

according to Mr. Thomson's regular instructions
and rules for regulating the temperature, that 55°
is enough for Hamburghs in flower or any other
stage, and 60°, or less, enough for Mu.icats to
be kept *' a few degrees " warmer. This repre-
sents the drop for 1881. As like as not there
might have been quite as heavy a drop in 1882 !

In his present strait Mr. Thomson is not
above invoking the aid of a number of
other gardeners—the Johnstones, McKelvies,
Hammonds, &c., whom, to read certain books
on fruit culture, one would never 'have sus-
pected to have existed, hitherto the character-
istic features of some authors being that their
opinions are sufficient for everybody, nobody
else being worth mentioning,but the Johnstones,

&c., are now not only not ignored, but their help

is even sought in the first difficulty. It is a sign

of the times that other people's opinions are be-

ginning to be acknowledged. It is a pity anyone
should profit by the teachings of others and
seek to deny it or to accord that toothers which
has been so frankly extended to themselves at

all times.

I may add in conclusion that I am in no way
anxious to prove that other people have adopted

as low temperatures as I have done. I have gone
low as I dared chiefly to prove what a wide

margin of safety there is under the hard and
fast lines laid down by the high temperature

advocates, like Mr. Thomson formerly, and it is

only high fire-heat temperatures I object to. If as

great a change has occurred in the direction

of low temperatures generally as appears in

Mr. Thomson's calendars, a great and general

conversion has been effected and much waste
prevented. 5° is a great average drop in a
mean temperature, and 10° and 15° is enor-

mous. Yet this is the drop in Mr. Thomson's
calendar, and he does not recommend either

an increase by day or a longer season of

growth to make up for it, evidently thinking, as

I do, that low night temperatures do not retard

much, although one of the arguments he uses in

his present strait is that they do. Most people
will, however, prefer the deliberate, and no
doubt the conscientious, instructions of the
calendar until at least the past four or five years
are also " cancelled." Correspondents have
been enquiring of late about growers in the
north who have been practising low tempera-
tures successfully on the quiet ; they may read
with enlightenment the above parallel columns.

Wortley. J. SiMPSON.
P.S.—My temperatures, like Mr. ThomsDn's,

are minimum or morning temperatures, and have
always been given as such. At the origin of

this discussion I confined myself to the setting

period of Grapes, but Mr. Thomson, in the
November number of the Gardener, extended
the question to the period of growing and ripen-

ing also, which necessitates my giving his cal-

endar for various stages. I am asked, also, how
I get my temperatures down to 50° in the
morning in May. A reference to my tables in

the Gardener of June, 1873, will show that
down to the 10th of May the thermometer was
only once above 55°, and once as low as 52°,

with a deep heap of fermenting materials inside

the house ; without these the temperature will
often fall below 50°.

GARDEN FLORA.

A NEW CATALOGUE OF HAEDY PLANTS.
Some of our correspondents are interested in a
new catalogue of hardy flowers. In all these
things a large number of the public think the
printing is a simple business, that can generally
be done by " next Saturday," and mainly by wish-
ing for it ! The truth is, the printing and com-
pilation of a catalogue of this sort is an expensive
and tedious affair. What we -ivant to ask is, " Will
our readers help the work in two ways ?" by lend-
ing us their note-books and c-atalogues to aid us
in the compilation of a new list, and are they will-

ing to subscribe for its printing ? The old eata-
logue took, as near as we can remember, about
four times the amount of time and expense that it

has returned. A catalogue made by a tradesman
pays him by the sale of his stock, whereas it need
not be said that this does not. Also, will any of
our correspondents say how the catalogue should
be changed ? Would it be useful to give the
botanical authorities 1 Our own opinion is that it

should be much fuller, and embrace trees; but then
it would probably become a book. We shall wel-
come any ideas on the subject.

Wk regret that, owing to pressure on our space,
many interesting communications are again
omitted this week.

PLATE CCCXXII.—CATTLEYA AUREA.*
SxitONG as the resemblance is between this spe-

cies and C. Dowiana, their native habitats are
far apart, C. Dowiana coming from the neigh-

bourhood of Costa Rica, while C. aurea was
found several years ago by Mr. Butler associated

with C. gigas on the Cordillera, to the west of

the Upper Magdalena, in New Granada. The
Messrs. Backhouse, of York, for whom Mr. Butler
collected, always treat with the greatest respect

any Orchids collected by him. Having, compa-
ratively speaking, but little knowledge of Orchids,

he collects, when in flower, what to him look

like good " things," and invariably his " good
things " when sent home pay their way. An im-
portation of Cattleyas collected by Mr. Butler

was sold in Stevens's rooms in 1876. There were
two species, one being described as "yellow,"
the other " fiery-looking "—two very Butlerian
descriptions. I have no doubt that those who
purchased at that sale will find the " yellow " to
be C. aurea, and the " fiery-looking " C. gigas.

The plants of C. aurea were small and not in

good condition, and this may somewhat account
for the long time it has taken to flower it. Messrs.

Backhouse believe that C. aurea will flower freely

as it gathers size and strength.

CuLTURB AND POSITION.—The Cultivation of
C. aurea should, like its native habitat, be iden-

tical with that of C. gigas. It may be grown in

either basket or pot. If the pot system is adop-
ted, the pots must be at least two-thirds full of

drainage ; the compost should consist of fibry

peat mainly, to which may be added small
broken potsherds and charcoal and Sphagnum.
Water at all times must be given at rather long
intervals, but especially from November to

February when only enough is needed to keep
the roots from perishing. I have seen plants

made to flower by the withholding of water
at their roots for several weeks together, but
the after behaviour of such plants has not been
of a very satisfactory description. Rather than
follow such a system it is far better to keep
the plants in a position where they will at

all times get a maximum of light, sunheat,

and air ; such a position may be found in

the Mexican house, or at the lightest end
Df the Cattleya house. Through the winter

air should be given whenever the external air

is above the freezing point. The night tempera-
ture should range fi-om 60° to 55°, unless the

weather is very severe, when an occasional fall

of 5° will do no harm, provided the house is on
the dry side. The plants will commence to break
in February, when a few degress more of heat

may be given and the atmosphere kept more
moist. Ttirough March and April the sun will

carry the temperature to a great height, but no
harm will happen if the floors are well sprinlded

and a good circulation of air kept up. Through
May and June thin shading on bright days will

be required. In July, if strong enough, the plant
will push up flowers from the increasing growth,
and when expanded a more shady position must
be afforded. A fortnight after tlie flowering

season is over is the best time to repot, as soon
after the current year's growths will send out

from their bases a large number of roots, which
will continue to grow and throw out lateral

roots for eight or ten weeks, by which time the
resting season will have arrived.

J. C. Spyers.
[This beautiful Orchid has recently flowered

finely in Mr. Potts' collection at Hoole Hall,

Chester, where it is successfully cultivated. A
flower which was sent from this collection to Mr.

* Drawn frorA a plant which Jfowered in Messrs. Back-
hmcte's nursery, at York.
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J. C. Stevens' auction rooms in Covent Garden,

last November, represented a different form

from that represented on the plate, but equally

beautiful.]

CATTLEYA DO^VIANA.

This very beautiful Cattleya is, and always has

been, very rare. In its wild state it is restricted to

a very small area ; so small indeed that Mr. Low's

collector,who had the first haul, managed to secure

almost every plant that had attained to the flower-

ing state. The whole of the later importations arc

undoubtedly seedlings that have sprung up and

grown since the fu-st" large importation. Some of

the plants that come over are, indeed, so young

that a few years even under the best system of

cultivation must pass before flowers can natra-ally

be expected. This fact has been quite overlooked

by some growers, who, finding their plants do not

flower, have hastily condemned C. Dowiaua as a

shy bloomer. Youth is a most excellent thing in

imported Cattleyas, and those who have these

small plants of C. Dowiana to grow on may con-

sole themselves that it is much easier to do so

than to establish and keep in good health large

plants which may have long since passed the

meridian of their existence.

C. Dowiana is best grown in teak baskets.

A layer of crocks and charcoal should cover the

bottom, over which should follow a compost of

fibry peat, small bits of potsherds and charcoal,

and a little Sphagnum. Suspend the basket from

the very first in a light airy position in the Den-

drobium house, keeping the tips of the foliage

about 1 ft. from the roof glass. Like many of the

Dendrobiums, C. Dowiana revels both in the

early mornings and late afternoon's sun. Water
will be required about once a week through

February, March, and April, but often during the

next three months. In August, when the plant will

be both making up its growth and flowering from

the same, the roots must be kept continually

moist. When the flowering is over less water will

suffice, and if the plant requires more root room
that is the time to give it. Do not tear the roots

from the old basket, but after syringing out all

worn-out compost, drop basket and all into one

two sizes larger, and fill up the spaces with the

aforesaid mentioned compost. Many new roots

will be sent out after this, and the drier the com-

post is kept so long as the bulbs do not shrivel,

the better will these roots like it. It is at this

stage that amateurs who go entirely by the look

of the compost make a mistake that has injured

many a C. Dowiana. They cannot believe that the

roots will progress in such dry material, so they

water away till the plant finds itself obliged to

start growing. The winter treatment of such a

plant so as to induce the young growths to make
up properly has yet to be discovered. C. Dowiana
will rarely start growing prematurely if it is

always grown in a light, airy position, and if after

it has flowered water is given only often enough
to prevent the bulbs from being much shrivelled.

J. C. Spters.

HAEDY ORCHIDS.

A QUESTION was recently asked in The Garden
as to whether any book on the culture of these

interesting plants could be obtained. That no
book on the subject exists is a misfortune ; but
however desirable it may be that such a book
should be at the service of those who need it, I

question much whether we are ever likely to ob-

tain one containing the result of the author's

experience. What we want, and what there ought
to be no diflaculty in getting, is that those who
have been cultivating hardy Orchids should record

their experience in the pages of The Gabdbn.
The simplest method, and one that would com-
mend itself to most cultivators, is to plant them
out-of-doors, but here the inexperienced are

stopped at the threshold owing to their want of

Isnowledge as to the best soil and position in

which they ought to be planted. The common
Meadow Orchis, forinstance, is not to be found wild

everywhere, and many would like to grow it in

their gardens. This and many other kindred

species succeed well in almost any garden soil if

planted amongst Grass, and thej' seldom require

any attention except to keep the Grass from
smothering tliem. We grew it nicely in a wild

corner of the garden amongst fine Grass, and it

was interesting to watch the plants flower and in-

crease in strength year after year until the soil

where they grew had to be removed, and the

plants were overlooked and unfortunately de-

stroyed.

I find in the first volume of the " Horticultural

Register,'' published in 1831, that a Mr. Thomas
Appleby, of Horsforth Hall, grew certain species

very successfully in a newly formed Rhododen-
dron bed. The species are not mentioned, but the

compost was peat of a very sandy character, and
the surface was covered to tlie depth of 2 in. with

Moss. Thus situated they are said to have thrown
up stems from 1.5 in. to 18 in. high. Mr. Appleby
states that when Moss is laid on the surface to

this depth, " frost scarcely ever penetrates through
it in winter, and in this manner Fuchsias, Lo-
belias, Salvia indica, the more tender alpine

plants, Cape bulbs, such as Ixias, Gladioli, &c.,

and similar plants, as are usually classed as cold

frame plants, stand the winter and flourish,'

The section of hardy Orchids that I have studied

most are the Cypripediuras. We have grown for

many years all the different species obtainable,

and have been very successful witii the following

in pots : The best of all is the well-known C. spec-

tabile. Plants of this increase in strength year after

year, grown in good peat with a little leaf-mould
added. Theymay be potted any time after the leaves

and stems die off. Next to it C. pubescens is most
desirable. It requu-es tobe wintered ina cold frame,

and placed in the greenhouse to flower, although it

would flower equally well in the cold frame. We
use loam with the peat. C. Calceolus also grows
and increases freely, and is interesting as being
the only Lady's-slipper indigenous to our own
country. C. acaule is easy enough to grow and
flower, but it does not increase with us, and dies

or degenerates after the third year. I fancy this

would succeed well planted out in moist peaty soil.

C. macranthum increases in size potted in a com-
post of equal parts turfy loam and turfy peat,

with a little leaf-mould added, but it does not
flower well. C. candidum may also be added to the

list of those that are easily grown in pots. It is

very prettjf, and takes its name from the

white lip, the sepals and petals being pur-

plish brown. C. guttatum is also a pretty spe-

cies, but however good the crowns may be
when imported it is very difficult to get them to

start into growth in the spring. C. arietinum (the

Ram's-head Lady's-slipper) is a distinct and rare

species, but I have not been able either to grow it

well nor flower it—probably because the plants

have not been good to start with. I have now, how-
ever, some exceedingly good tufts of it, and hope
yet to be successful with it.

Orchis foliosa ranks amongst the finest of all

hardy Orchids, and it is very easily grown in pots.

As a rule each crown doubles itself annually, so

that it may be speedily increased. We pot it in

peat and loam and treat it the same as tlie Cypri-

pediums. Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, grows and
flowers a very pretty species of hardy Orchid,

witb which we have not been successful, viz.,

Habenaria flmbriata. It flowered once with us. It

is dwarf in habit ; the flowers are paler in colour

than those of Orchis foliosa, and they have a prettily

fringed lip.

My own experience vvith the whole of these

hardy Orchids is this : that they succeed better (if

pot culture is determined upon) in a cold frame

than in a greenhouse, and that if suitable positions

could be found for them out-of-doors they would
do better there than anywhere else. I believe that

if the surface of the ground where they are planted

could be covered with Moss or some similar

material, they wsuld succeed well. If this could

not be done, then some of the finer Grasses might

be established over their crowns,
J. Douglas.

FLOWER GARDEN.
GOLD-LAOED POLYANTHUSES.

I HAVE carefully read the articles that have
appeared from time to time in The Garden re-

specting these flowers, and am rather surprised at

the way in which Mr. Barlow has taken up Mr.
Brockbank's well-meant remarks. I think the

latter's criticism of Sunrise a very fair one

:

and I do not think it will do it any harm, and
certainly did not merit the reply which Mr. Bar-

low gave. I, for one, say let Sunrise be distributed

among the growers, and let us see what it can do
when grown side by side with the old ones. My
opinion of Sunrise is tliat if George IV. is shown
as Mr. Beswick, of Middleton, showed it in 1880,

Sunrise will have to give way ; and if we could

only get the grand old Kingfisher to show his

plumage once more on the show table, they would
all have to give way. Mr. Horner said in a recent

number of The Garden that he thought King-
fisher was lost to cultivation. I do not think so ;

I believe it to be in existence in a quiet spot, from
where it will emerge to delight us all some day
not far distant. In your issue of January 14 (p. 27)

Mr. Barlow states that he had received a private

letter from Mr. Brockbank, but which had failed

to give him any information respecting the

two mysterious florists (perhaps Mr. Brockbank
does not wish to create any ill-will), except

that they had frequent opportunities of seeing

Sunrise in his garden ; and further he states thathe

is in a position to tell Mr. Brockbank that no florist

who had judged at any Polyanthus show had ever

seen it in his garden. At the Auricula show, held

at Manchester in 1880, 1 and others of my pro-

fession were discussing the merits of the different

Polyanthuses, and one assured me that he had
seen Sunrise in Mr. Barlow's garden, and, while

sticking up for the seedling, he at the same time

admitted that George TV, could beat it. Mr. Bar-

low says that Sunrise bloomed for the first time
on the seedling bed in 1880. That is calculated to

mislead your readers by making them think that

it was only exhibited last season, when it carried

all before it. It was staged in 1880, as I have said,

when it had to give way. If, however, it came
from the bed of seedlings to the show, that was
against it ; but my opinion is that it had been

grown along with his other sorts, for they did not

look to have had any better treatment than the

seedling. There was another seedling shown at

the same show by Mr. T. Mellor, of Ashton-under-

Lyne, which won the first prize for the best red

seedling, and I believe it was bought by Mr.

Brockbank. The raiser told me that he had great

hopes of it. I have not heard of it since. What has

become of it ? I hope that the hard words that

have passed respecting this seedling, doubtless on

the whole an excellent one, are ended, and that

they will not deter either of your correspondents

from sending papers to The Garden on both

Polyanthuses and Auriculas for the benefit of

many, A Polyanthus Geoweb.

BULBS AFTER FLOWERING.
At this time of year, when bulbs are being forced

into flower for decorative purposes in almost every

garden, it may not be inopportune to ask what

becomes of all the bulbs that are imported, for if

only a tithe of them were kept alive we should

have more than sufficient for every purpose, yet

except in gardens where the expenditure allows of

imported bulbs being bought yearly, it cannot be

said that we are surfeited with either Hyacinths,

Tulips, Narcissi, Jonquils, Crocuses, or Scillas.

The conviction is, therefore, forced upon us that

in too many oases as soon as the flowering season

is over the roots are thrown aside as worthless, yet

it has been proved over and over again that if the

foliage is carefully preserved the majority of

bulbs will flower annually for years, while in the

case of others they only require a season of rest to

recruit their strength, and, with the exception of

those forced rapidly, or very far in advance of

their natural season, there is no reason why
they should not flower for many years in sue-
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ceasion, for, unlike tropical plants, that require

certain atmospheric conditions which it is im-

possible for us to give in our temperate climes,

nearly all of these lovely plant? come to the

greatest perfection under a climate similar to our

own. True, our bulbs of home growth might make
but a soiTy display in competition with bulbs from

Haarlem and other places famed for their growth,

but have we given anything like the attention to

bulbs which the Dutch growers do ? Ko ; in fact,

it is only in the case of those who make certain

classes of plants either a hobby or a study that

the required attention is given. I need only refer

to the Lily of the Valley as an example. Home-
grown roots of this are now flowered in quantities,

and of a size both as regards leaf and flower that

has never been excelled by plants from imported

bulbs. But even if we fail to grow bulbs for

exhibition, that is no reason why we should not

enjoy their lovely blossoms in our ordinary garden
soil, and under the same conditions of culture as

are common in the case of ordinary garden plants.

Where oneperson makes exhibitinghisaim hundreds

grow plants simply for the enjoyment which they

afford, either in the form of early cut flowers, or

as decorative plants for the conservatory and
dwelling rooms. To these I would commend the

following plan : As the bulbs cease flowering,

harden them off, keeping them watered and tended
as carefully as they were before they flowered.

In April and May take them out to the mossy
banks and sheltered corners of the semi-wild

garden ; or where choice shrubs are planted

thinly, there dig large holes, fill them with rich

soil, and plant the bulbs moderately deep
;
give a

good watering and leave them to perfect their

foliage. A little top-dressing in autumn is all

they will afterwards require, and they will send
up yearly spikes of bloom, which, if not so large

as the first produced under glass from imported
bulbs, will nevertheless make a welcome addition

to our list of hardy flowers. J. G.

Tjinton.

pots, or planted in boxes ." in. apart each way. A
temperature of about 5b° suits them well until

rooted, when they may be transferred to cold

frames and kept quite open as the days get
warmer in spring, protecting them securely £.gainst

frost at night. As they push up flower shoots every
one must be cut off, for, like other bedding plan tSj

every bloom made before planting is at the

expense of the summer display, and with Lobelias
the object should be to get dense little tufts of

healthy growing shoots by frequent stopping.

Little fear of a good display need then be appre-

hended ; and as plants from cuttings do not make
long straggling shoots like seedlings, they should
be planted proportionally thick. There are many
varieties of the blue bedding Lobelia, and nearly
every grower has his favourite sort, but I believe

a good strain of speciosa, selected and kept true

by cuttings, is as good as anj'. The difference in

result is more attributable to treatment than to

the variety. Speciosa is probably the parent of

selected stocks that pass under various names. L.

pumila, so useful in carpet bed arrangements, is

naturally of a dense tufty habit of growth, but I

prefer cuttings to seedlings of all the varieties I

have ever grown. J. G.

CREEPERS.

LOBELIA CUTTINGS V. SEEDLINGS.

Whebe flower gardening with what are termed
summer bedding plants is still followed the blue
Lobelia is indispensable from the fact that it is

nearly the only plant with reallj' blue flowers

that conforms to the requirements of a bedding
plant. My experience is decidedly in favour of

raising Lobelias from cuttings, for although seed-

lings give less trouble and make a good display,

they are as a rule but transient, and the plants

are always more straggling than those raised from
cuttings. In fact, seedlings are frequently quite

done by September—just the pleasantest time of

the year in which to enjoy a flower garden. In
order to make their display as lasting as possible,

cuttings should be carefully prepared and planted
in deeply cultivated soil, and not allowed to

suffer from drought ; there need then be no feai of

their failing before the frosts of autumn out off

the tenderer subjects, and so bring the display to

an end. The mode we adopt is to keep a few
dozens of small late-struck cuttings in pots during
the summer in a partially shaded position, and to

cut the heads of bloom entirelj' off as fast as they
are formed. In autumn they will be dense little

tufts of healthy shoots. They may then be shifted

into 5-in. pots, and wintered on a shelf near the
glass in a cold house. In February each plant will

yield a hundred or more cuttings, or cuttings may
be struck from the outdoor plants and wintered in
the same way; some shallow pans answer well for
this purpose, and sometimes we have cut the bloom
off a few dozens of plants in the flower beds in
September, and potted them up in October
covered with healthy shoots, and they have
done well. In taking cuttings we like to
have supply enough to afford about two good
batches in February. They are dibbled thickly
into shallow pans filled with light s^ndy soil,

and placed in a brisk moist heat where they will
be found to be rooted in about ten days and fit for
transferring to a cooler pit, until thoroughly
rooted, when they may be potted off singly into3-in.

should not be confined to a single stem, but al-

lowed to send up several. I have omitted all

mention of Tropseolum speciosum in the above
lists, because it is so Bohemian in its habits, that
it could not be confined to the narrow base of
wire netting, and also because its requii'ements
seem so peculiar, and as yet only partially
understood, that success in growing is very
doubtful. Edwin Jackson.

Llandegai, Banner.

THE ROCK GARDEN.

" An Amateur " (p. 28) may have a choice of

three waj'S of covering his divisional line of wire
netting. First, use the following climbing annuals :

Canary Creeper, Nasturtium majus. Convolvulus
major.andSweetPeas; mixtheseedswell, and sow
the mixture in April or May along the base. The
plants will rapidly cover it, and will require some
little trimming to keep them within bounds, as

well as some training right and left. A second
width of netting above the first to increase the

height to 6 ft. would produce a much finer effect

and do more justice to the plants. Second, make
a selection from the following herbaceous plants

Monkshood, white Japanese Anemone, Larkspurs,
Lobelia cardinalis, tall Phloxes, Spirtea palmata,
Aruncus, and venusta. Dahlias, Hollyhocks,
Eryngium amethystinum, Bocconia japonica, and
Verbascums

;
plant them close to the netting.

They all bloom during summer and autumn, and
such as require it may be readily tied to the

wires, a convenience all will appreciate who have
had much experience in sticks as supports. They
all grow 3 ft. high and upwards, and should have
a small border in front well dug and manured,
as all of them are gross feeders. This planting
will be effective during the season, and should
be planted rather closely, and interspersed with
groups at irregular intervals of Gladioli and such
Lilies as tigrinum, chalcedonicum, speciosum,
auratum, croceum, pardalinum, testaceum, cro-

ceum, Martagon and Martagon album, and can-
didum. Third, trench and heavily manure a width
of 3 ft. in front. The turf may be replaced so as

to leave about 1 ft. from the netting ungrassed.
Fix permanently and strongly a double row of

netting, one above the other, then plant Clematis
six hybrid varieties, climbing Roses nine varieties,

Passion flower (P. ccerulea) two plants. Honey-
suckle three varieties, Virginian Creeper two varie-

ties, Ceanothus. two varieties ; in all, twenty-four
plants, which will allow 5 ft. to each.

As to the arrangement, it should be natural and
without formality. A few Moss Roses might now
be added. They have such straggling branches,

that they are best among something else, which
will hide their nakedness. All should he trained
into each other, interlacing as much as possible.

The knife may be used when required, but only
for thinning and reducing to reasonable dimen-
sions. All shearing formality should be avoided,
so as not to give the appearance of a well-clipped
hedge. Cover the trellis as quickly as possible, and
then allow the creepers to throw out their spray-
like branches to wave in the wind, and thereby
delight the artistic ej'e with the natural grace of

things naturally grown. Whichever of these three
plans "Amateur" adopts, he should place at one end
a good clump of Pampas Grass, and at the other
one of the Flame flower, or Hollyhocks. The last

Htpeeicum Coeis is a compact, erect-growing
semi-shrubby species, with clear yellow flowers

terminating the stems in umbellate cymes. It

grows about 9 in. in height, and is a very free

bloomer. The leaves are bluntly lanceolate, about

I in. long. This species must not be confounded
with an inferior kind often sold for it, viz., H.
empetrifolium. It is one of the best for the rock
garden, sowing itself freely in sandy soil in a
sunny position, H. cuneatum, a newer kind, is as

small in habit as our British H. humifusum, but
quite distinct. Rather than keep close to the
ground it has a tendency on account of its semi-
shrubby character to form a cushion. The stems
first take an upward direction, and then arch to the
ground. The leaves are obovate, about one-third

of an inch long. The flowers, which are borne at

or near the extremity of the stems, are pale yel-

low and of good size ; the colour of the open
flowers contrasts beautifully with the dull red
outer surface of the petals of those yet in bud, a
colour which is also well shown along the margins
of the expanded blooms. It enjoys similar treat-

ment to H. Coris, and should be raised from cut-

tings. H. reptans, an even more prostrate kind
than the preceding, is very suitable for over-

hanging a ledge in a sunny position. It is best
seen from below,for the large bowl-shaped flowers

have rather a tendency to turn groundwards than
to the sun, and one seldom sees an erect expanding
flower. The blossoms occur singly near the

apex of the stems, seeming to nestle amongst
well furnished stems of pale green egg-shaped
leaves about ^ in. long. It is increased by division.

Lepigonum rubrum should, I think, be more com-
monly grown as a rock plant than it is. Annual or

biennial, it grows freelj' enough in a moist sunny
position in sandy soil, sowing itself and giving
no trouble. When the sun shines it opens its

hundreds of pretty star-shaped flowers. Linaria
origanifolia (the Marjoram-leaved Toadflax) is a
plant not so common as it ought to be. Its relative,

L. alpina, is such a rambler that our admiration of

it is liable to be marred if too much of it is

allowed to grow. Any soil or position suits it, and
it sows itself. L. pilosa forms a close covering of

reniform leaves, as would a Liverwort, from which
peep a few pale rose flowers almost inconspicuous.

L. pallida seems to be a stronger growing, larger

flowered sort; both enjoy a moist soil in any
position. L. hepaticajfolia, a free-flowered kind, is

a capital plant for rambling amongst stones. It

grows rapidly, flowers abundantlj', and I think

it would look well in a cottager's window hanging
down the sides of a pot. T. D. Hatpied.

THE WOOD SORRELS.

Tub genus Oxalis, once a favourite with amateur
horticulturists, has of late years been somewhat
neglected. Upwards of 130 species, chiefly natives

of South Africa, have been figured and reported to

have been under cultivation in Europe. By far the

larger number of these are contained in the beau-

tiful monograph of the genus, published by the

elder Jacquin in 1794, fi'om specimens cultivated

in the Imperial Gardens at Vienna. At Kew there

are about 50 species. They are grown in pots and
pans, though a set is placed in the herbaceous col-

lection during the summer. Those who visited the

gardens in February or March last will doubtless

remember the display which these plants made in

one of the greenhouses, and if, instead of being

grown in small pots crowded together, they had
been treated more liberally, the show of flower
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would have been finer. I remember seeing a few
pans of a yellow Os.ilis (0. flava) in, I think, the

greenhonse at Burford Lodge ; they were sus-

pended from the roof just above the plants on the

stage—quite balls of sulphur-yellow flowers ami

very lovely. I have seen the pick and the white

varieties of 0. floribunda treated in the same way,

and with the most satisfactory results ;
indeed,

many of the species of Oxalis might be used as

basket plants for the conservatory and greenhouse

in early spring. The large and beautiful flowers of

0. speciosa, 0. grandiflora, 0. tricolor, 0. varia-

bilis, &c., are, in my opinion, unsurpassed as dwarf

spring-flowering plants, whilst the singular and

often strikingly beautiful forms of the foliage of

many of them are in themselves very ornamental.

Besides the value of these plants for the decora-

tion of the greenhouse in spring, they are equally

efEective if planted in exposed positions on the

rockery during summer, flowering as they do at

various times through the year, and always form-

ing dense little tufts of green, bronzy, or silvery

leaves. Of course many of the species are too

tender to live out-of-doors through our winters,

and these it is necessary to protect during the

cold season. The bulbs or tubers foi-med by most

ticosa (type of the shrubby species).

of them render this an easy task, as they may be
taken up and kept in sand, or even paper bags,
until the return of warmer weather, when they
may be replanted in a rich, loamy soil in their
former quarters.

Under pot culture any rich soil will suit them,
but they must have plenty of drainage and
moderate pot room. During summer they should
be placed out-of-doors, and if possible plunged in
ashes. Here they may be left to take care of them-
selves, though it is never adrisable to allow them
to have too much rain. Some have recommended
placing them in a dry situation in summer, but
such treatment for a moisture-loving plant I con-
sider to be a mistake. In the autumn the pots
should be transferred to a cold pit or frame, and
plunged in ashes as before. Here they soon com-
mence to grow, and by the beginning of February
many of them will be in flower. During their
growing season a free allowance of liquid manure
should be given them. They should be repotted as

soon as they have lost most of their leaves. Some
of the most beautiful of the species in addition to

those already mentioned are : 0. crenata, 0.

cemua, 0. asinina, 0. lutea, 0. enneaphylla, 0.
lanata, 0. pectinata, 0. sanguiuea, 0. versicolor,

and 0. Bowei. Besides the greenhouse kinds there
are several shrubby species cultivated in stoves,

one of which (0. sensitiva) is a pretty and interest-

ing plant ; it has leaves not unlike those of the
sensitive Mimosa, and, like them too, are sensitive

tn the touch. 0. fruticosa and 0. Plumieri are

pretty j'ellow flowered kinds. 0. scandens is a
remarkable Oxalis from its habit, implied by the
name, of climbing, otherwise it is of little horti-

cultural interest. Some of the species produce
very large and succulent tubers, and one of them,
O. Deppei, was brought forward as a substitute for

the Potato, but although its cultivation was
carried on to a considerable extent in France, it

proved a failure. B,

Carpeting plants.— What C particularly
want to master is the cultivation of plants which
spread and carpet the soil without taking so much
nourishment out of it as to prevent Lilies, Irises,

Daffodils, and plants of similar habit from grow-
ing underneath, and pushing through the carpet
in their flowering season. I think the introduction
of beds of evergreen, creeping, and cushion-form-
ing plants, intermixed with plants like Sweet
Williams, biennial Stocks, Campanulas, Antirr-

hinums, &c., which retain their foliage through
ordinary winters, will do more to popularise hardy
plant gardening than almost anything.—J. D.

Chrysanthemums from seed.—The
facts stated by " W. H. 0." (p. 42) prove nothing.
Mr. W. Thompson, of Ipswich, and several Con-
tinental seedsmen, indeed, do offer seeds of Chi-

nese, Japanese, and Pcmpone Chrysanthemums
for sale, and I fancy seeds have been ripened
much nearer home than the south of Europe or

Algiers, or even nearer than the Channel Islands.

Chrysanthemum plants intended to produce seeds
require special culture, and should be in bloom
not earlier than the end of February or beginning
of March. Very little real improvement can be
made by growers of any flower until they can
themselves ripen seeds of it in their own gardens,
and this is what I wish to do, and hope to do this

next summer. In buying seeds you merely purchase
other people's ideas. What I want to do is to give
practical expression to ideas of my own. Can
"W. H. 0.'' help me ?

—

Asonyma.

Canarina Campanula.—Can any of your
readers who are well acquainted with this curious
and interesting old half-hardy herbaceous plant
(which was figured in " Botanical Magazine," vol.

siii., t. 441, so far back as the last century) in-

form me whether there is more than one variety

of it, or not ? The habit of my plant materially
differs from that of those I saw at Kew when
there recently, my plant being of extremely, in-

deed almost inconveniently, long and straggling
habit of growth, requiring to be tied down or

twisted back to keep it within any bounds
;

whereas the Kew plants seemed of compact and
bushy habit of growth. They also seemed con-
siderably more free blooming than mine. The
flowers, however, seemed decidedly smaller in bell

and paler in colour than those on my plant, which,
though few in number (only three or four each
year), are of a considerable size, and of a rich,

deep brown colour.—W. E. G.

Raising Clematis coccinea from seed.
— Two years ago I procured from Mr. W.
Thompson, of Ipswich, some seeds of Clematis
coccinea, and placed them on the surface of the
mouldin a pot about three parts filled ; above them
there was a thin laj-er of the same mould, and
the pot was then filled up with silver sand. In this

state it remained for about twelve months, during
which the whole was kept damp by occasional

watering. At the end of that period one only of

the seeds had germinated. This one plant grew
about 1 ft. high and then was put into a larger

pot. The mould in which it had grown was then
sifted, and most of the remaining seeds were dis-

covered and made to undergo the same treatment
that they had previously received. This was done
about four months ago, and now (January 11)
the plants are showing their heads just above the
surface, and probably nearly all of them will

grow. I much doubt if any advantage is to be
gained by stimulating them with heat. My seeds

have been kept cool, but under glass ; had the pot
been sunkin the exposed ground the seedswould pro-

bably have remained dormant till they werewarmed

into life by the suns rays in spring, as happened to
some seeds of the Kubus deliciosus that I had
wintered in that way.—S. B.

Slsyrinchium grandlflorum may do well in a peat
bed ;uid in sheltered nooks for aught I know, but here it

does best in the stiffest soil in full exposure, and now, in
quantity on a carpet of variegated Myosotis, it is lovely, the
latter being effective by-and-by.—T. S.

INDOOR GARDEN.
RESTING EUCHAEIS AMAZONICA.

There can be no question that moderate rest is
good for most plants, but where many err is in the
way in which they bring it about. To dry off'
Eucharis so much as to distress and injure the
leaves is a great mistake, as not only do they suffer,
but the roots feel it likewise ; the bulbs are con-
siderably weakened, and their ability for bloomino-
is thereby very much lessened. To rest them
properly they should be moved to a cooler house
than that necessary to grow and flower them in,
and there they should be kept drier at the roots
for a time, but never to such an extent as to cause
the foliage to flag. Managed in this way, they go
to work with a will when placed again in heat

;

but resting, however good and necessary, is of no
avail unless the plants are previously well grown,
as flowers cannot come unless they are put there
first by skilful culture and good treatment, which
the Eucharis appreciates and pays for better than
most stove subjects. Being a native of the banks
of the Amazon, and therefore half aquatic in
character, it must have plenty of water, but what
it dislikes is a stagnant condition of the soil. This
may be avoided by free drainage and the use of an
open, porous mixture for potting

; the best perhaps
for this purpose is peat and loam, or the latter
and leaf-mould, with a good sprinkling of pulver-
ised horse droppings or old cow manure, and plenty
of sharp sand to prevent any binding together. In
a medium of this kind the roots, which are laro-e,
can ramify freely, and there is never any fear^of
its becoming waterlogged. What assists the
Eucharis very much is weak liquid manure, such
as may be made from sheep or cow manure, and a
little soot ; this when the plants are in active
growth stimulates them, and causes the foliage
to become very large and good in colour. Some of
the finest I ever saw in these respects were at
Gunnersbury Park. There they are or were plunged
or stood along the back of one of the Orchid
houses, where they get shade, plenty of which
seems requisite during the summer for this queen
of stove plants. j. Sheppaed.

Monstera deliciosa.—The fact of this
growing in a cool house will doubtless surprise
many. I gave a description of one planted on the
back wall of a vinery here. During the coldest
months of the year this is kept with only just
fire-heat enough to keep the frost from the other
occupants, and yet the Monstera is in luxuriant
health. My statement as tothepossibility of keep-
ing a native of Mexico under such cool treatment
was questioned. I need therefore only refer to your
illustration, which exactly represents our plant,
only ours is obliged to be tied back to the wall,
and has not the advantage of a pool of water for
its large fleshy roots to luxuriate in ; nevertheless
it produces foliage in abundance, large spathes
and singular looking fruits, which, when ripe, are
delicious. It is unquestionably one of the noblest
of fine foliaged plants, and requires just such a
position as that indicated in the engraving. I
would be quite at home in an intermediate house,
or with the majority of Palms that add so greatly
to the appearance of conservatories, or with Tree
Ferns and other noble forms of plant life. J.
Groom, Lintoi}.

"Waste of fuel.—The remarks made by Mr.
Crane (p. 38) in regard to stoking and the manage-
ment of fires are much to the point. If his instruc-
tions were followed out, much less fuel would be
wasted Heat is allowed to escape up the chimney
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by leaving the dampers out ; wbereas, were tliey

kept nearly in so as to regulate the draught, the

heat would be kept about the boiler, and the com-

bustion would be much slower and more regular,

with the result that less fuel would be required to

do the work. Much may also be done to econo-

mise coal by having tight-fitting furnace and ash-

pit doors, which, by shutting out the air below

when necessary, steady the burning and 'stops

the waste of heat. With good doors dampers are

not so much required, as they answer almost the

same purpose. It was stated some time back that

a foul or sooty kettle would boil quicker than a

clean one. I know from experience, however,

that such is not the case ; and anyone who has had

anything to do with boilers and the heating of

boilers mu^t have observed how much more rapidly

two is a great investment, at which no one should

flinch, as the extra outlay soon comes back through

the saving it effects in the coal bill.—J. Shef-

PARD.

DIEFFENBACHIA IMPERATOR.
The Dieffenbachias, like Crotons, Dracaenas, and

Coleuses, are becoming; so numerous that it is a

somewhat difficult matter to make a selection of

the best ; but we should in all cases include the

handsome kind represented herewith—one that

has recently been introduced from Columbia by
Mr. B. S . Williams, of the Victoria Nursery, Upper
Holloway. It is a bold and stately plant, with

broad leaves from 1 ft. to lA ft. in length, with

a delicate pea green ground colour, exquisitely

Messrs. Sutton are really doing wonders with the

following flowering plants. Let us first take

Primulas, which in such numbers as may be

found here are not readily forgotten. Ruby King,

deep blood red, is quite,a distinct kind and very

attractive ; its flowers in the early stages of de-

velopment are generally somewhat pale, but as

they mature the ruby colour displays itself ; it is

a perfect gem in its particular shade of colour.

Beading Pink is also a charming novelty, and will

doubtless become a favourite on account of its

exquisite colour, compact and free-flowering

habit ; the flowers are rich salmon in colour.

I'earl is a beautiful white Primula, a selection

from a number of seedlings raised at Reading. It

differs from White Superb in being much larger

and more beautifully fringed. The habit of the
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Dieffenbachia imperator.

the water gets hot when the apparatus is new or

the flues are fresh cleaned. Soot is a powerful

non-conductor, and the less there is of it on a

boiler the better. Flues should, therefore, be

swept frequently and kept free from it ; and to pre-

vent its rapid accumulation it is a good plan,

where it can be had cheap, to use a large portion

of hard locomotive coke with the coal, as that kind

of coke givesouthttleornosmoke,but avery strong

heat. A greater loss perhaps than all is that which

often occurs through an insufliciency of piping, as

then to keep up the requisite temperatures fires

have to be driven, and that is what occasions tlie

waste ;
besides which, plants suffer, as the water

having to be made so much hotter in the few

pipes, the air in the house warmed by them is

never so sweet, moist, and wholesome. Pipes cost

but little in the first place, and an extra row or

blotched and marbled with several shades of

greenish yellow, as well as pure white, the whole

forming a beautiful combination of colour—soft

and pleasing, and rarely met with in cultivated

plants. This Dieffenbachia has now had a fair

trial in gardens, and is found to be a plant of

easy culture, and one which shows its true cha-

racter in a young state, as well as when in a

mature condition. W. O.

PLANTS IN FLOWER AT READING.

A VISIT to Messrs. Sutton & Son's nursery at

Reading is highly interesting even at this season.

It is really surprising to find there such vast

quantities of delicate flowers in full bloom in mid-

winter, and one and all in the best of health.

plant, too, is all that could be desired. It is very

floriferous, the flowers being arranged in a pyramid
well up above the leaves. Rosy Queen, both single

and double, is an interesting variety, and amongst
semi-doubles Prince Arthur is a very fine salmon
kind, large both in flower and trusses. Crimson
Hybrid, white and pink, has a sturdy habit and
good constitution, and there are many others

equally good, including some belonging to the

Fern-leaved class. One house, a span-roofed o ne,

is devoted to novelties, which are growing and
flowering superbly, but as they are unnamed, no
useful purpose would be served by alluding to

them further than to say that amongst them are

some excellent kinds both as regards colour and
form.

Cyclamens are well grown in this nursery,

dozens of plants, each carrying when I saw
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them, nearly a biindred blooms, being in pots of

comparatively siinll size. Cyclamens require gene-

rous treatment. The majority of the bulbs which I

saw were of last year's sowing, and pictures of

good health. On shelves were hundreds of young

plants for nest season's flowering, all in seed pans.

Reading Gem is a grand acquisition, and one

which ought to be in'all collections ; its flowers

are large, the petals very broad and pure white,

tipped with rosy purple ; habit very dwarf .
Amongst

special hybrid Cyclamens are many striking kinds

well diversified in colour. The strain of plant

Cyclamens is very showA-, the flowers being unusu-

ally large and bright, and the leaves beautifully

silvered. Amongst these the following were con-

spicuous, -viz., giganteum roseum, flowers large,

purplish rose, leaves beautifully marked
;
gigan-

teum roseum superbum, a charming variety, and
quite unique in colour

;
giganteum roseum album,

not so large as those just named, but distinct and
pretty : I'hoenix, intense fiery crimson ; and stria-

tum, the last very handsome. There were also many
other choice kinds— some pure white, others deep
crimson, all beautifully in flower. In short, this

establishment has long been celebrated for its fine

strains of these and similar flowers.

Cinerarias and Calceolarias.—Cinerarias

when fully in flower form an imposing feature.

They are sown and grown on in the usual way
until the end of September, when they are shifted

into their flowering pots. Great care is taken of

the foliage, which must not be tampered with ; on
the contrary, it must be kept healthy, from first to

last watering overhead being avoided. One house
is entirely devoted to plants in 6-in. pots, and
another to plants in 3-iu. pots. Of Calceolarias

there is also a fine collection of healthy plants,

which were shifted into their flowering pots in

December; a long range of pits is likewise entirely

devoted to them.

Picotees, Carnations, Polyanthuses,
and Auriculas are also grown in great numbers
in this nursery—indeed, all kinds of florists' flowers,

as well as Lilies and other bulbous plants, to all of

which much attention is paid.

J. Clabke.

SHOET NOTES-INDOOE.

Lily of the Valley.—Would this do to force a second

year? I see in The Garden of Januarj' 13, 1872, that some
have forced it for several years in succession . I should,

therefore, feel obliged if £ome one who has tried the plan

would inform me how it answers.—A. D.

Imantophyllumminiatuin.—I should be extremely

obliged if anyone could tellme how to cultivate this. Though
mine bears many flowers and grows vigorously, the flowers

are small and particularly poor in colour, and the petals too

open. All this I should like to improve.—S. C.

Pergiilaria odoratiesima —Will some of your cor-

respondents kindly give me a hint as to how this should be

rown ? I have recently potted mine (having bought it about

six months ago), and have it in my stove, but it does not

seem to grow very well or look veiy happy.—F.
Violets not flowering.—Our Violets, though quite

healthy, have flowered very sparingly this winter compared
with last, although.the treatment has been in everj' respect

the same. I think the wct weather of July and August
prevented the maturation of the crowns. Hence they grow
well, but do not flower.—J. C. C.

Salvia patens in pots. —When at Bryn Glas, in

Monmouthshire, last autumn I was much pleased with

some fine potfuls of this Sahua which I saw in bloom in

the coDservatoiy. They were large bushy plants, with stems

covered with flowers for 3 ft. or more in length, and so

handsome that I intend to try a few in this way during the

coming season.—J. MriR.
Amaryllids at Chelsea.—Messrs. Veitch have fitted

up a new span-roofed house wholly for the accommodation
of Amarj'llids. The central bed, which is well raised up to

the light, is heated by means of hot-water pipes, and filled

with some hundieds of bulbs, each of which is throwing up
two or three massive spikes, which, when in flower, will

make a fine display. On the side stages are batches of hy-

bridSj crosses from the finest kinds, both Enghsh and Con-

tinentaL Raising seedlings is a tedious operation, but the

tuccesB already achieved in the case of Amaryllids induces

one to expect something very good from these later attempts

to improve these gorgeous flowers.— .T. G. L.

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

G. J., SUEEEY.

Veet good arrangements of foliage alone may be
made now when flowers are scarce. A tall vase is

handsomely dressed with a few leaves of Acan-
thus, Aspidistra, and Alexandrian Laurel, with a
frond or two of some rather large Fern, such as

Pteris tremula. Such an arrangement, which has

the advantage of being verj' durable, except, per-

haps, as regards the form, may be varied by the

addition of some one important flower, such as an
Imantophyllum or Amazon Lily, or an Orchid of

graceful habit. The Alexandrian Laurel (Ruscus

racemosus) is one of our most precious plants for

foliage with cut flowers in winter. In large vases

we use its graceful arching growths their full

length ; smaller sprays are convenient for table

bouquets, and the little lateral twigs all that can

be desired as foliage for button-hole flowers. It is

a true winter plant, at its best from October to

March ; cut branches will last for six weeks in

winter. One of the most durable of flowers in

water is Lapageria ; it may be prettily arranged in

white china with a tangle of Smilas sarsaparilla,

another long enduring subject. Buyers of flowers

in London would do well to remember this lasting

quality of Lapageria ; it is dear to buy, but will

live ten times as long as most flowers. Such a

bouquet will last from a month to six weeks, only

wanting an occasional change of water and care-

ful dusting. A good effect has happened by the

almost accidental placing of two flower decora-

tions on a drawing-room table. Towards the back
of the table is a large potful of Hyacinth Grand
Lilas (one of the best decorative kinds), a pale

grey-blue mass of flower about 1 ft. through. Near
it and seen partly against it is a glass holdin

branchlets of the variegated broad-leaved Japan
Euonj'mus, with leaves broadly banded with warm
white, leaves of a large-leaved and largely marked
variegated Ivy, some all yellow-white, and some
shoots of yellow Jasmine ; a mass of pale warm
colour, with points of direct pale j'ellow—a deli-

cate and happy contrast to the grey-blue mass
beyond.

FLORAL DECORATIONS.
J. HUDSOX, GUNNEESBUET HOUSE.

Camellias in varied colours will now give an
abundant supply of bloom, by means of which
many distinct arrangements may be made. Unless

the plants are very large, a great length of stem
cannot consistently be cut with these showy and
beautiful flowers, or the plants will be deprived

of valuable growth. Stems a few inches in length

may, in many cases, be secured without doing

much injury to the plants if due regard is paid

to cut only those growths that can be spared, se-

lecting such as may be straggling or any that are

taking the lead in strength of wood to the detri-

ment of weaker shoots. Camellia flowers always

look best when at least two or three leaves are

retained. Wiring should only be resorted to in

cases of necessity—not adopted as a general rule.

Florist's gum (liquid gum arable) is always use-

ful in the case of these flowers ; a little of this

placed around the base of the blooms will often-

times hold them together longer than they other-

wise would be. A somewhat flat receptacle is the

best in which to arrange them, or one with a

trumpet arising from its centre. Sand well mois-

tened and covered over with either good green

common Moss or some tufts of Lycopodium would
give a very good base on which to arrange the

blooms. Tins keeps them better in position than
water. A few small seedUug Ferns might be
dotted here and there to relieve the othermse
somewhat formal look of the Camellias. Where a
trumpet-shaped glass rises from the centre apiece

or two of Myrsiphyllum twined around the stem
look well. A spray or two of Cborozema Chand-
leri, in blossom now, might also be used in con-

junction with or independently of the MjTsiphyl-

lum. This is a good lasting flower in a cut state.

As a finish to the top, white Roman Hyacinths or

Spir:oa japonica would be useful with a few pieces

of Epacris, or even the latter by themselves would
be sufiicient, using two or three distinct colours.

The sweet-scented Carnation Miss Jolifle is one of

the best of its class at this season as a cut flower.

Small spikes of Paper-white Narcissus are also

extremely useful for the same purpose. Lily of

the Valley will also be \aluable in this direction,

and can now be better depended on than earlier

in the year, the spikes being altogether stouter

and more lasting.

FLOAVER GARDEN.
W. WILDSIIITH, HECKFIELD.

Aralias.—Though the \'arieties of Aralia fitted

for the flower garden are not numerous, there are

amongst them some half dozen that are in every
way well suited for summer decoration out-of-doors,

and two that have proved to be perfectly hardy,

having stood unprotected in the grounds here dur-

ing the two last severe winters ; these are A. Sie-

boldi and A. Sieboldi variegata, both of them
introductions from Japan, and presumably there-

fore natives of that country. The large bright

glossy-green and finely cut foliage of Sieboldi

stands out conspicuousl}' at any season of the

year, but particularly so in winter when deciduous

trees are leafless, and if this were its only merit it

would be ample to justify the recommendation of

it to extended culture, but it is also one of our

most effective summer flowering plants, being

especially well suited for lawns, either as a centre

or terminal plant, or to break up the formality of

stiff geometrical arrangements of bedding plants.

The variegated kind, alternated with the green,

makes a fine bed, but they should not be planted

closer together than i ft.; therefore the bed should

be large and preferably round in shape, and an
appropriate undergrowth for the same is Salvia

argentea or Gnaphalium lanatum, and for winter

Sedum glaucum. The other varieties that do well

for summer planting only are A. papyrifera, A.

heterophylla, A. macrophylla, and A. sambuci-

folia, all of which are well adapted for use as

single specimens, the foliage being displayed to

best advantage when so used. If whole beds of

these are planted they should be at such a distance

apart that the foliage of each plant stands clear of

that of its neighbour ; of course this long distance

planting necessitates the ground being furnished

with low growing plants of suitable kinds, of

which there is no lack. The varieties here named
propagate readily from cuttings made of ripened

wood, taken off with a " heel," inserted in sandy
loam and placed in heat. A. Sieboldi we have
propagated by cutting up the stems as Vines are

propagated. Plunged in a bottom heat of 70° and
covered with a bell-glass, they strike root as

quickly and successfully as Vines.

Bedding succulents.—The uses to which
these have been lately put in our flower gardens
have undoubtedly contributed to the refinement of

taste that has taken place in that department, and
by a judicious selection of varieties, and using them
in reasonable proportion to other kinds of bedding
plants there can be no doubt that they will long

continue to exercise the same favourable in-

fluence. The kinds that are most valued here are

those that produce the best effects and are the

easiest wintered and propagated, as, for instance.

Agave americana variegata, propagated by root

suckers which are thrown up freely when planted

out ; Echeverias, many varieties, the best being

secunda glauca, glauca metallica, pumila, and
sanguinea, all of which produce offsets freely,

which quickly root in any dry atmosphere and in

any temperature short of actual frost. Echeveria

metallica, E. farinosa, and E. Peacocki are extra

choice kinds, which though somewhat tender can-

not be dispensed with ; these varieties are most
readily increased by seeds. Kleinia repens and K.

tomentosa are invaluable for marginal lines in

succulent arrangements ; they are propagated by
division of the roots in spring, and may be
wintered safely in a cold pit. Several kinds of

Mesembryanthemum are indispensable for cloth-

ing the ground beneath the taller succulents, by
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far the best being JI. cordifolium variegatum
;

other good kinds are cordifolium, caulescens, and

incladens, all easily propagated by cuttings in

warmth. Pachyphyton bracteosum and P. pul-

veruleutum are amongst the most curious of

succulents, and being of small growth are well suited

for dotting over the outer lines of beds ; they are

propagated by offsets and cuttings. Of Sempervi-

vums the best for edgings and groundwork are

calcareum, montanum, and araohnoideum, all

hardy, producing offsets freely. S. canariense, Don-
kelaari, phialloides, and cuneatum are low dense

growing kinds, propagated by offsets and seeds,

S. arboreum, arboreum variegatum, and arboreum
atropurpureum are generally termed Tree Sem-
pervivums ; they are of a branching habit of

growth and attain a height of from 18 in. to 2 ft.

They are propagated by cuttings. Perhaps Sedums
and Saxifrages should not be classed as succu-

lents ; but as many of the low growing varieties of

these are seen to best advantage when serving as

a cushion or setting for many of the succulents

just mentioned, I name them, not their least re-

commendation being that they are quite hardy, and
that they continue effective the year round. This

latter advantage has tended to strengthen our

partiality for succulent bedding, seeing that the

only thing to be done when winter approaches is

simply to remove the tender and half hardy suc-

culents and substitute small shrubs, and the beds
are at once furnished for the winter. Those who
wish to adopt this kind of bedding in the coming
summer should now set about the preparation of

the plants by one or other of the ways indicated.

On how to arrange them to the bert adv.antage

suggestions will be offered as the planting out
season approaches.

So'wing.—A first sowing of Sweet Peas should
now be made, and to ensure continuous flowering
a rich, deep soil is essential. Some make the

earliest sowings in pots, and place them in

warmth to germinate, transplanting to the open
ground when the young plants are 2 in. high, but
our experience is that the check caused bj' such
transplantation is greater than any advantages
gained by thus sowing them ; we therefore prefer
to sow them at once in their permanent positions.

The following may also now be sown for cutting
purposes in any warmuook in tlie open ground, viz..

Mignonette, Clarkias, Collinsias, and Larkspurs.
As soon as they are well through the ground they
will need guarding against the attacks of slugs,

but besides thinning out this is about all the at-

tention which they will require. Every kind of
sub-tropical annual that it is intended to vise this

season should now be sown in warmth. Castor-oil
plants suffer so much through transplantation
from seed pans, that it is best to sow the seeds
singly in small pots. The same remark applies to
Maize. Of Cannas, put two seeds in a pot. Sola-
nums, Wigandias, Ferulas, and all other kinds do
quite well when sown under ordinary conditions,
i.e., in pans placed on a gentle bottom-heat, and
covered with glass till germination takes place.
After that and till the seedlings have got a firm
hold of the soil water must be sparingly applied,
or damping off will be the result. All stock
plants of whatever kind kept over from last year
ought now to be potted. Dahlias, Salvias, Cannas,
and Marvel of Peru are among the more important
of the kinds alluded to.

General work.—Prune Boses, shrubs, and
trees, and complete any planting of these that has
yet to be done, tying up or placing supports to
the same. Dig and manure all vacant beds and
borders. Cut back and nail in climbers. Keep
spring flowers well firmed in the ground, protect
them from vermin, and the tender and more highly
prized kinds when necessary from injury by frost
by covering the beds with tiffany or mats resting
on hooped sticks. Turn gravel walks, mend Box
edgings, roll lawns, and prepare any new addi-
tions to the same for sowing with Gras? seeds by
working the soil fine and level. A rich soil is not
desirable, but if very poor a dressing of soot, or
wood ashes, or both mixed, will be found to be an
excellent manure.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINBS, SOUTHGATB.

Potting.—Preparations should now be made
for potting stove plants. Plants grown in heat
need warm soil, and on no account should
potting be carried out with soil that is in an
over-moist condition. When so used it becomes
a close, compact mass wholly unsuited to the
healthy formation of roots. It is, however,
possible to err in the opposite directiorr, the re-

sult of whicli is that in watering afterwards the
whole does not get equally moistened. The best
way is to keep all potting soils in the open air,

getting as much as is likely to be required under
cover a sufficient time before it is used to admit
of its getting in proper condition. Therefore,

enough loam, peat, leaf-mould, and rotten manure
to meet the demandfor the general potting ofstove
plants should now be placed where it will be secure
from wet, yet exposed to the air. Jn order to warm
it sufficiently for use it may be spread out ou the
brickwork over a boiler or on a flue ; where it is

inconvenient to do that, it may be warmed in the
baskets set on the pipes in the house wherein are

grown the plants to be potted. The time for the

general spring potting will to .some extent be ruled

in the case of stove plants by the amount of heat
kept up. The advantage of being able to use a
brisk heat early in the season is that many plants

of an almost continuous blooming habit, such as

Gardenias, Allamandas, Ixoras, Dipladenias, An-
thuriums, Scutellaria mocciniana, and others can
be regularly brought on to give a lengthened suc-

cession. In this way Clerodeudrons, Stephanotis,
Bougainvilleas, and Eucharis can be had quite
double the length of time in bloom that is possible

where only a low temperature is maintained, the
season being far advanced before such plants can
come into flower.

Pitcher Plants.—Unless there is a brisk

heat at command it is useless to attempt the cul-

tivation of Nepenthes ; but where they are grown
whatever they require in the way of additional
pot room should be given at once before active

growth commences. Nepenthes are spare rooters,

and the roots, being brittle and black in colour,

are easily hurt unseen. In potting, even so much
as removing the drainage material is as well
avoided, but if the soil has got into a decomposed,
pasty condition it should be washed from the roots

by syringing it with warm water. If this is done
carefully, the old material can be got rid of

without so much as a root being broken ; a 2-in.

shift is usually enough for plants that are in

vigorous health. Fill the pots half full of drainage,
using nothing but the fibrous matter from good
Orchid peat with all the earth removed, and an
equal portion of chopped Sphagnum, with a few
crocks intermixed

;
pot lightly and soak with

tepid water immediately. In the case of Sar-

racenias, it is important that they should have the
whole of the soil removed every year, as from the
quantity of water which they require, it is certain to

get unfit for the roots, which are not so brittle as
those of the Nepenthes. They should be potted
witliout delay, as if not done before growth com-
mences tlie destruction of the roots is certain to

cause the young pitchers that are coming on to be
deformed. I have found this time of the year to be
the best for potting all Sarracenias, except S.

Drummondi and its varieties, which should be
done about July or August. One-half good fibrous

Orchid peat to an equal part of chopped living

Sphagnum, with a liberal addition of sand and
some crocks, is the material these plants require,

and plenty of water to saturate the soil at once.

This condition must also be regularly maintained
afterwards, as they are true swamp plants, and
dislike their roots being dry. Sarracenias increase
readily by division of the crowns, and in the case
of the taller growers that form rhizome-like stems,

the latter may be cut into pieces 1 in, or 2 in.

long. These will form crowns and in time make
good plants, but it is not well to make these stem
cuttings too small, or they will take several years
afterwards to acquire their full strength. See
that the plants are free from brown scale before
potting ; sponging . with clean water is the

best plan I have met with for removing the
scale. Cephalotus follicularis succeeds best in a
warm greenhouse temperature. Like most other
plants that grow in continuously moist places, it

cannot bear tobedry at the roots. It thrives in equal
parts of fibrous peat and Sphagnum, with the
addition of sand and crocks broken fine, filling the

pots half full of drainage. It requires a bell-glass

over it in order to grow it well.

Alocasias.—These should be potted before

growth begins, especially if any division of the

crowns is to be rdade. They bear dividing freely,

the extent to which this is to be carried depending
on the size of the plants required. Single crowns
are very useful ; the distinct form and colour of

such kinds as A. metallica, A. Veitchi, A. Lowi, A.

intermedia, and others of like character having a
good effect when dispersed amongst the other

occupants of the stove. Most of the species when
strong produce young bulb-like offsets that should
at the time of potting be taken off and placed
singly in small pots. They mostly require soil

similar to that which is used for Orchids, viz.,

fibrous peat. Sphagnum, crocks, and in addition
some sand. They are surface rooters; consequently
the pots may be filled from one-tliird to one-half

with crocks, according to the size of pots used.

MyosotiS dissitiflora. — This Forget-me-
not makes a pretty pot plant, and will bear a
little warmth without becoming drawn. Even if

the plants were not potted in autumn they may be
taken up now. Seedlings that have had plenty of

room to enable their getting strong may be put
singly in 1-in. or 5-in. pots, securing good balls of

earth so that their roots are not much broken in re-

moval. Give them plenty of water and a light posi-

tion.

Ferns.—The more compact growing species of

Adiantum, including A. cuneatum, A. assimile, A.
gracillimum, and for large baskets A. farleyense

along with some of the Davallias, such as D.
buUata, D. elegaus, and most of the tasselled

varieties of Pteris serrulata, all make excellent

basket plants, and where employed alternately

with flowering subjects have a much better effect

than is obtainable by the use of blooming plants

alone.

Poinsettias.—Plants of these that have done
flowering should be dried off in a moderately
warm house, and then be stowed away where they
can be kept dry and not too cold, for though the

roots when dormant and in a dry state will bear

a much lower temperature than requisite when
gromng, j'et if too cold they will suffer.

Hyacinths, Narcissi, and Tulips.—More
of these should be placed in heat to come in late

;

they will now require little forcing, and usually

flower the best through coming in nearer their

natural time. Still keep such plants near the glass,

as by this means only can the leaves be prevented
from attaining an undue length, in which state

they never look well.

Zonal Pelargoniums,—Easily managed as

these are, they are often seen in indifferent con-

dition in winter, producing much more leaf than
flower. If the plants have been well prepared, they
will bear a temperature of 58° or 60" in the

night if located in a light house and kept close to

the glass. Some of the double varieties, such as

Wonderful, scarlet, and Madame Thibaut, pink,

are the most durable, but they do not open freely

with less heat than that just named.

Achimenes.-AVhen well grown Achimenes are

second to none for the dense masses of colour

which they present. In hanging baskets sus-

pended over the paths in a cool stove, or inter-

mediate house there are no flowering subjects

equal to them, and in no way can the often bare,

unfurnished appearance of the roof of a plant

house be so well altered for the better and with a
minimum of interference with the growth of the

plants underneath as by the use of such baskets.

But when employed a little forethought should be
exercised so as to see that the size of the baskets

bears some proportion to the dimensions of the

house in which they are to be used. Large baskets
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are very efiectire when well filled, but they look

out of character in a small structure. Baskets to

be so used should be made of either copper or gal-

vanised wire ; if the latter be painted it im-
proves their appearance, and the wires should not
be too far apart, or the Moss with which they need
to be lined protrudes in a way that looks untidy.

Green Moss, such as is to be met with on the
ground in woods, I have found to be the best. A
couple of inches of this should be used, as less will

not keep the soil within from washing through
when water is given. After the baskets are thus
well lined, they want filling with ordinary potting
soil, moderately light, and the plants should be dib-

bled in about '1 in. or 3 in. apart over the whole sur-

face bottom as well as top. Previous to this the

roots ought to be started by putting them closely in

shallow pans in a mixture of sandy loam and leaf-

mould, giring them ordinary stove treatment ; after

the shoots are about 2 in. high they should be
placed in the baskets as above, keeping them well

up to the glass and in not too moist an atmo-
sphere, for upon their making close, compact
growth will depend their after appearance. A por-

tion of the roots for pot culture should now be
similarly started, with others kept dormant for a
time yet, so as to give a succession of bloom.

PROPAGATING.
This is a good time for propagating Dracsnai
both by means of roots and stems, where required
in quantity ; if struck now they will be sufficiently

advanced for the bright sunny weather of the
summer months to assist in colouring the foliage,

which will not be the case if struck late, as then
it will be necessary to push growth on as rapidly

as possible to get fair sized plants before winter.

For propagating purposes choose plants that have
grown tall and leggy—the taller, indeed, the
better, as the stem will then cut up into a greater

number of pieces. In the first place cut off the top
of the plant, and put it in as an ordinary cutting,

leaving sufficient stem attached to it to form a

base, and do not remove too many leaves, or when
rooted it will have to be grown on for some time
before it becomes effective ; whereas if struck with
as many leaves as possible as soon as it is potted
it becomes a good dwarf plant. The tops should
be put in small, well drained pots in a soil com-
posed of sandy peat, with just a slight amount of

loam well mixed up together. It will be necessarj'

to stake any of them that may be top-heavy. After
potting they should be kept in a close case in the

stove and plunged in a bottom heat of from 80° to

85°, in which they will soon root. After that they
should be hardened oil without delay and shifted

into larger pots.

Another way, and one often followed, is to put
new Cocoa-nut fibre in the case, and in it insert

the cuttings instead of putting them in pots, but
where this is done they should be kept close for a

few days after being rooted and potted, just to give

the roots a start in the new compost. When the topi

are taken off they should be thoroughly cleaned
before putting them in the case, as if there be but
a few insects on them in the confined atmosphere
in the case, they will increase rapidly. Cuttings of

the stem may be put either in a close case or in a

house without any extra covering, provided a good
growing atmosphere and a bottom-heat of about
85° are maintained. In either case the same prin

ciple is carried out, viz., to cut the stems up into

lengths of about 3 in. or 4 in., and the thick fleshy

roots into pieces about half that length ; this done,

lay them in rows in Cocoa-nut fibre, leaving about
half an inch between each row of stems, and when
so placed cover them to the deptlr of 1 in. witli

fibre, levelling it down, Avhen all will be finished

Except in a very diy place, no water need be given,

as excess of moisture causes many of the pieces to

rot. The young plants wiU soon push up freely

from every joint, and when they have made four

or five leaves they should be removed from the

parent stems. Most of them root quite indepen-

dently of the old stem, and if cut off carefully can
be at once potted, when if kept close for a few
days they soon become established. The old stems

can be laid in again as before, when they will push

into growth, but only weakly and irregularly com-
pared with the first effort.

Stem cuttings of Dracaena Goldieana will not

grow, but it may be propagated in this way : When
the plant has attained a sufficient height, take off

the top and put it in as a cutting ; after a time the

old plant will push out another shoot fi-om the

bud immediately below the cut part, which when
strong enough may be taken off and treated as the

top. The rate of increase by this method is slow

compared with stem propagation, but is useful in

the case of kinds that grow, but with difficulty,

from eyes, such as D. congesta, gracilis, excelsa,

&c. Where a plant has a fine crown of leaves, and
it is desired to strike the top with as little risk as

possible of losing them, two or three incisions

should be made in the stem at the height required,

and some Moss should be bound around, which

must always be kept moist. If done in this way,

the top need not be separated from the parent

plant till it pushes roots into the JIoss, when it

should be taken off and potted. T.

FRUIT.
W. COLEMAN, EASTNOR CASTLE.

Peaches.—After rhe fruit is all set in the

early house, the daily syringing of the trees may
be resumed on fine mornings when the tempera-

ture begins to rise, and again after the house is

closed for the day. If the inside borders have not

been watered since the trees were started a good
supply of diluted liquid a few degrees warmer
than the mean temperature of the house will be
beneficial, and old trees which invariably set more
fruit than they can carry may have a light mulch-

ing of good rotten manure placed over the roots

at the earliest convenience. When the young fruit

has been relieved of the remains of the decaying

flowers, all the small and least promising may be

removed as disbudding is proceeded with, but

these operations will require great care and judg-

ment, as anything approaching severity, particu-

larly where the trees are weak, may produce a

check which will affect the size if it does not

cause the fruit to drop. The best and safest plan

is to commence with the upper parts of the most
vigorous trees, by taking off the foreright shoots

first, and pinching others for spurs or ultimate

removal, as space is wanted, and to work gra-

dually down to the horizontal branches through

which the sap flows less freely. Airiug will now
require constant attention, as sudden changes
from a high temperature to cutting draughts often

do much injury. In bright sunny weather it will

be well to shut off fire heat early in the day and
to close a little earlier in the afternoon when 70°

to 75° from solar heat alone will be quite safe, and
the pipes being cold, a night temperatirre of 50° to

55° will be secured with gentle firing, and a chink

of air on the front ventilators.

Succession houses.—Keep these well

syringed and give just enough fire heat to admit
of forcing with a circulation of air by night and
day. Aim at a minimum temperatm'e of 45° to 50°

and a day temperature of 55° to 60° when artifi-

cial heat is required, and 5° more when the wea-

ther is bright or very mild. Fumigate with tobacco

paper before the first blossoms open. Thin the

latter where thickly placed by drawing the finger

down the undersides of the shoots, and impregnate
with a brush when in flower. By this time all late

houses should be cleansed, tied in, and ready for

syringing when the blossoms can be no longer

kept back. Owing to the mildness of the season

the buds are getting very forward, and unless we
have a change the trees will be much earlier than

they were last 3'ear, but much may be done by
judicious retarding up to a certain stage, when a
different course must be followed.

Figs.—Since I wrote the other day the early

trees have made considerable progress, and many
of the most forward Figs have reached a size

which will not increase until the flowering pro-

cess is complete, but this apparent stand need not

cause alarm, as very important work is going on

inwardly, and hard forcing will not help them. If

the weather continues favourable a steady night

temperature of 60°, with a rise of 10° by day and
5° more after shutting up, will be quite high

enough for a considerable time, but in the event

of a change to wintry weather, 5° lower will form

a safe working standard. Pay particular attention

to the maintenance of a steady bottom-heat of 70°

to 75°, and keep the roots well supplied with

tepid liquid and guano water alternately, as the

Fig when in growth is a gross feeder, and soon

resents a falling off in quantity or quality. Be
careful to keep the young growths and foliage

firm and stout by means of liberal ventilation

and clean by a vigorous use of the syringe, par-

ticularlyiWhen the house is closed for the day,

with plenty of solar heat. Guard against over-

crowding by pinching side shoots to form spurs,

and remove weak growths entirely where there is

not room for full development of the foliage and
exposure of the fruit when it begins to ripen.

Repeat former directions in the management of

the succession house, always bearing in mind that

a steady supply of heat, air, and moisture, com-
bined with liberal feeding to well ripened trees

which are not over-cropped, are cardinal points

in the production of high-class fruit worth eating.

Get trees in late houses pruned or thinned, washed
and tied in as opportunity offers, as the time is

near at hand when a multitude of pressing matters

will require prompt attention.

Grape room.—Now all the late keeping

Grapes are in their places, and doubtful berries

have been removed, it will be necessary to keep

the room dark, dry, and well ventilated. A tem-

perature of i0° to 45° is quite high enough for

Lady Downes, still the best and most profitable

kind for keeping until new Hamburghs are ripe
;

and as the above figures can be maintained with-

out the aid of fire-heat, all that is needed is just

suflicient warmth on fine mornings to expel mois-

ture. If Lady Downes are started early, per-

fectly fertilised, and well ripened early in the

autumn, they will keep fresh and plump until

May, but all stoneless berries which show signs of

shrivelling after the leaves fall invariably shrink

and perish first ; hence the importance of taking

time by the forelock in the spring, and the removal

of all doubtfal berries in the autumn before the

bunches are removed from the Vines. To insure

the perfect keeping of Muscats for any length of

time after Christmas they should be quite ripe by
the end of August, and slightly shaded from the

autumn sun until the time arrives for cutting. To
preserve their rich colour the Grape room should

be kept at a temperature of 50° to 55°.

Melons.—To maintain a steady supply of

Melons throughout the season another sowing
should at once be made to succeed the first batch

now coming into rough leaf. If the bed intended

for these is not ready, give them a small shift and
replunge in bottom heat near the glass. Jleantime

prepare the fruiting pots, and plunge them where

they are to remain until the fruit is ripe. Prepare

the soil (stiff calcareous loam, which has been
stacked tor some months in an open shed) by
breaking it up with the hand. Place it loosely in

the pots, to admit of the heat passing freely

through it, then ram firmly and turn out the

young plants before they become pot-bound. If the

soil is poor add a G-in. potful of bone dust, or

twice that quantity of dry rotten cow manure to a

bushel of loam. 'Mix thoroughly some time before

it is wanted, and see that a few of the roughest

lumps are placed over the drainage. Give water

sparingly until the roots reach the sides of the

pots, and defer feeding until the fruit begins to

swell, when the highest culture that can be given

will be needful. If planting out on hills or ridges

is preferred, make them small at first, using thin

sods of turf, Grass side downwards, for a foun-

dation. Turn out the plants, a pair on each

hill, and 2 feet apart on continuous ridges,

water sparingly, and train to sticks when
they begin to grow. Prolific kinds, now too

numerous to mention, from which the earliest

fruit is to be out, may run over two-thirds of the

trellis before the points are pinched out. The first
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set of side shoots will then show and set freely,

and the plants being clean and vigorous they will

finish Melons of the finest size and quality. For
growing over paths in Pine stoves and other places

where the pots cannot be plunged, free-bearing

scarlet-fleshed kinds like Turner's Gem, Read's

and Blenheim Orange are well adapted, and often

succeed over dry hot-water pipes where the green-

fleshed varieties fail, or become badly infested

with red spider. 'We generally get plants of the

above kinds established in the fruiting pots ready
to succeed winter Cucumbers. They take up but
little room, and the rapidity with which the
superfluous moisture can be forced out of the soil

without lowering the temperature when the
Melons begin to ripen prevents cracking, and
gives them a flavour they do not often attain when
planted out on hills, where the roots are not so

completely under control. Where pit or frame cul-

ture is contemplated and fermenting material is

plentiful, the latter must be well worked and fer-

mented to be ready for making up a bed early in

February. Plants for this kind of culture are

usually pinched at the third or fourth leaf.

Vines.—Follow up disbudding and tying down
in the early house. Stop the shoots at the second
or tliird joint beyond the bunches, and lay in the
first set of laterals wliere there is trellis room for

extension. Direct syringing may be considerably
lightened in dark, dull weather, but the daily
application of tepid water to strong stems, walls,

and floors must be followed up until the bunches
come into flower, and even then a soft atmosphere
with a free circulation of air will be preferable to

extreme aridity. From this time forward airing
will require careful attention, particularly in cold,

windy weather ; but so important is a constant
change, that steady firing must be pursued every
morning until a little air can be admitted at the
apex of the house. Close early at 75°, and run up
to 80° for a short time on bright afternoons. 'When
the bunches come into flower maintain a steady
night heat of 60° to 6.5° for Hamburghs and 70° for
Muscats and shy-setting kinds. Run up 10° after
elosing, and re-open the ventilators, if only ^ in.,

from the close of day until the following morning.
Fertilisation is of course an important matter,
and almost every grower has a method of his own,
from a dash with the syringe to a draw over
witli the hand ; but this rough usage being often
injurious to the delicate organs, a camers-hair
brush well charged with Hamburgh pollen will
best perform this operation.

Late houses now ready for starting may b(
well watered with cold water from the tanks tc

bring the inside borders into a growing state, and
to fill up the buds before forcing is commenced.
If the '\''ines carry heavy crops annually, and the
Grapes are kept hanging until Christmas, a good
surfacing of rotten manure may be laid on forth-
with and well washed in with tepid liquid, as late
hanging is quite as severe a tax as early forcing.
Get all pruning and cutting down finished for the
season, and dress the woundswithstyptic, as there
is now danger of bleeding ; also put on grafts
when the sap in the stocks begins to swell up the
buds. An excellent kind for the late house will be
found in Mrs. Pearson, as it is a good grower, and
is greatly improved by being allowed to hang after
the leaves fall ; moreover, it can be grown and
finished in a much shorter time than its fickle
sister, the second-rate Golden Queen.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
R. GILBERT, BTJEGHLEY.

'We commenced on Monday last to stick our early
border of Peas, and I may here remark that we
like new stakes in preference to old ones, always
thinking the Peas take to them more kindly ; we
shall not at present use any Fir tops to protect
them, the weather being so mild. But all will be
in readiness for the cutting March winds, which
do them far more harm than frost. Take advan-
tage of this fine dry, open weather to run the hoe
through all growing crops, Lettuces, Cabbages,
&c. Although I am no advocate for earthing up
the latter, still the firmer the soil is round the

neck the better. In windy weather Cabbages often

blow about and get loose at the neck, which is

anything but a good condition. Planting out

Tripoli Onions bet ween rows of young Strawberries

is a system which I always adopt, and generally

they turn out fine bulbs, doing the young Straw-
berries no harm whatever ; also planting a quarter

of Hawke's Champion Rhubarb. We use Rhubarb
in quantity for forcing purposes, and also for pre-

serving. Turning over our store of Potatoes has
occupied a long time, but is now drawing to a

close. They are in capital condition, the eyes in

most of them being now visible ; the greater part

are stored in a good dry room on shelves. Gar-
deners will now begin to order their seeds—no-

thing like being in time in this matter. Young
Tomato plants should now be in 3-in. pots, singly.

Keep them close to the glass in order to get them
stubby and robust. In February we plant ours

out in not too rich soil. Winter Tomatoes have
done well with us, having had a full supply all

through the autumn and winter. The best forcing

varieties are Criterion and a selection of Hatha-
way's of our own. None of these are giants in size,

but queens in flavour.

SOCIETIES.
MANCHESTER ROYAL BOTANICAL AND

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The flfty-fourth annual meeting of this Society

was held on Monday last, in the mayor's parlour

of the Town Hall. The Earl of Derby (president")

occupied the chair. The report and financial state-

ment were taken as read. The chairman, in

moving the adoption of the report and statement
of accounts, said that though the report had not
been read, most of those present were no doubt
familiar with its contents, because it had been
printed and circulated among the members. It

stated that the annual exhibition held at Whit-
suntide was attended by nearly 50,000 persons,

and that what was very rightly called the great

event of the year—the International Exhibition,

which was held in the month of August—had been
from every point of view except one an entire

success. The one thing that failed them was the

weather. That was very unfavourable, and as a
necessary consequence the financial results were
not altogether what they had hoped and expected.

It was intended that the funds resulting from that

exhibition should have been applied to the replacing

of various arrangements, glass houses, and other

necessary improvements in the gardens. It had
not been possible to do that to the extent which
was desired, but to a certain extent it was being
do'ne. There was a surplus of .£890, and that would
be applied to the purposes named. The number of

visitors who had attended the exhibitions in the

course of the year was put down at nearly

100,000, and the sum given away in prizes was
£2600. That was, he thought, rather in excess of

former years, but large sums had been for

many years past given away in that manner,
and it could not be doubted that they
had produced a very considerable effect in the
local improvement of horticulture. He was
asked to mention the fact that assistance

had been frequently given—in fact was habitually
given to the small floral societies which weie
established in various parts of Lancashire. The
members of those small floral societies were
generally working men, and it had been found
a convenience to them, and an advantage in many
ways, to be invited to hold their shows in con-
nection with the exhibitions of the Manchester
Botanical Society. He did not know that there
was anything else he had to mention, except to

say that it was always an important matter, in

regard to any association like theirs, that their

financial position was in the main sound and
satisfactory. He had told them that the surplus
last year was £890, and he would add, looking at

the liabilities of the Society, that he observed
they were at a lower figure this year than
they had generally stood during the last ten years.

In 1872, 1873, 1874, and 1875 they were upwards

of £6000. Then they fell to £3000, in consequence
of an effort made to pay off the debts. In 1877
they were £2700, and they rose again to £3900,
£4300, and £4400, and last year they had fallen

again to £3500. He did not call that entirely

satisfactory, because he should be glad to

see that they had no liabilities at all ; but
it was something that thej' were lighter than they
had been at any period of the last ten years, with
a single exception of one year. He considered that
in a material respect the Society was prospering,
and it undoubtedly had never attracted a larger

share of public attention or received more general
support from all parts of the country and the
surrounding districts than in the course of the
last twelve months. The mayor said there was a
time—and that period was pointed out by Lord
Derby himself—when the Society approached
very nearly to a state of insolvency. But, as in

the affairs of men, there was also a turn in the
affairs of the Manchester Botanical Society, and
that turn for the better came when their present
curator, Mr. Bruce Pindlay, was appointed to the

oflice he now held. Reference had been made to

the financial position of the Society, which was a
most important question. He did not hesitate to

say that, if the weather had only been of a genial

character, the pecuniary position of the Society

would at present have been a very satisfactory

one.

Botanic Garden, Qlasnevin.— There
was, according to the report for the year 1881, an
exceptionally large number of visitors to this

garden during the past twelve months as com-
pared with previous years. There was an increase

of 19,029 on 1879, and 47,157 on 1880. 1878,

214,086; 1879, 223,725; 1880, 201,824; 1881,

249,911. These numbers were made up as follows :

Sunday visitors, 187,114; week-day visitors,

62,797. The highest monthly attendance was in

July, when the gardens were visited by 35,435

persons ; September comes next with a total of

33,080. The highest weekly attendance was
during the seven days ending April 23 (Easter

week), the number of visitors being 13,627 ; the

week ending September 3 comes next ; number of

visitors, 10,101. The highest week-day attendance
was on April 8 (Easter Monday) ; number of visi-

tors, 6980. The highest Sunday attendance was
on September 4 ; number of visitors, 7740. This
gratifying increase in the number is chiefly due
to the fine dry season, and also to the fact that

the principal holidays happened on fine days.

Fungus on l''ry leaves.—There is certainly

a close connection between the fungus of which
Mr. Webster complains (p. 52) and scale. I have
seen the same thing repeatedly, and it always oc-

curs on Camellias that are infested by scale ; also

on Orange trees and other plants having the

same glossy foliage. The readiest way to see

matters right is to destroy the scale, which may
be done by means of the garden engine and the

use of parafiin and water in the proportion of a

pint or so of the former to nine gallons or so of the

latter, but the two must be kept well stirred or

agitated by driving the paraffin down by a con-

stant drawing up and syringing the same back
again, or the two will not mix. Not only will the

paraffin kill the scale, but it destroys red spider

and most other pests of that nature as well. The
Ivy on our church was nearly eaten up with spiders,

which were in such numbers as to quite brown
and disflgure the leaves, but after using paraffin

in the way above described, they were cleared off,

and the foliage is now as bright and glossy as

ever.—J. S.

Names of plants.—£. H., Ramsgate.—l, Pteris ser-

nilftta cristata ; 2, Nephrodium moUe corymbiferum ; 3,

Asplenium bulbiferum ; 4, Pteris serrulata.

COilMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.
J. C. M.—E. J.—J. D.—R. W.—J. C. C—E. 'W.—'W. B.—

G. J.-R. O.-G. F.—W. M. P.—W. W—J. S.—F. C. B.—
A. D—A. K.—J. D.—J. G.—K & Co.-W. N.—S C- J. C. B.

—W. F. M.—Mac—J. B.—O. H. C. - C. W.-A. P.-G. L —
F.—W. J. M.—G. L.—W. W.—Jl. T. T. P.-R. D.—W. C. -
B. G.—A. B.—P. G.- F. W. B.—J. F. B. -D. T. F.—W. J. M.
—J. C. C.
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" This is (in Art
Which does mend Natui-e : change it rather : but
The Art itself is Hxx^srs."—Shakespeare.

SPOTTED PALMATE ORCHIS AND ITS
VARIETIES.

Mr. Dou&las' interesting notes which lately

appeared in The Garden, headed hardy Or-
chids, suggest that those who have tried these

in cultivation should record their experience. I

have tried nearly all the British species and
some foreign ones, but have not been very suc-

cessful, except with the kind mentioned at the
head of these notes, known to botanists as Orchis
maculata, including, however, two or three closely

allied species or varieties—the Marsh Orchis (0.
latifolia), the Kilmarnock Orchis (0. maculata
superba), and the Madeira Orchis (0. foliosa), of

each of which I will say something when its

turn comes. The requirements of such fastidious

plants as most of the genus Ophrys, the Bee,
the Fly, the Spider Orchis, also of that curious
and nearly extinct native, the Lizard Orchis, are
seldom found in gardens. You may try to copy
Nature and imitate the soil and surface and
aspect, yet there seems to he certain atmospheric
conditions which must be satisfied, and yet can-
not be artificially produced. Other native Or-
chises, such as the common Meadow Orchis (O.
moris), the earlypurple Orchis (O. maicula), the
Pyramidal Orchis (O. pyramidalis), the Butter-
fly Orchis (^Habenaria bifolia), and the fragrant
Gnat Orchis (0. conopsea) live and flower in a
garden, but do not increase or improve. I have
done all I can to establish the sweet scented
little Lady's Tresses (Spiranthes autumnalis),
but in vain, for it imperatively demands a sur-

rounding of the short green Grass of its native
downs, and if a sod of this is transferred to a
garden, it soon becomes a tuft of coarse hay, in

which the dwarf Orchis is lost. I have also tried

many of the North American hardy terrestrial

Orchises, large numbers of which are annually
imported, amongst the finest being Habenaria
fimbriata and H. psychodes. These flower the
first year, but rapidly degenerate, offended no
doubt with the cold, wet summer of Cheshire,
contrasted with the blazing hot suns of their
native country.

The Spotted Palmate Orchis is found, I be-
lieve, in every part of the kingdom. In the south
of England it comes into flower about the end
of May, but on the highland mountains I have
found it just opening at the end of August. It

avoids, as all Orchises seem to do, dry sandy
soils, and grows best in loam, but it grows well
in wet, boggy spots in company with the Marsh
Orchis. It is abundant on the clay soils of

Cheshire and in all parts of North Wales. It

varies in colour from pink to nearly white, but
the spots on the flower are too many for it ever
to appear very pure white. These Orchises are
easy to find through the autumn and winter, as
they generally grow in sheltered spots where
they retain their flower-stalks until spring, but
1 find that if properly dug up they move just as
well when in flower as at any other time. The
tuber is seldom deep, not more than 3 in. or 4 in.,

and the thick fleshy roots which it is important
not to disturb are sent out horizontally from the
crown of the tuber to a distance of from 1 in. to
2 in. As I before said, they always grow in soil

which adheres readily, so that by digging up a
ring of 4 in. in diameter round the stalk the
whole plant is secured.A cool, ratherretentive sub-
soil of spongy peat and loam is what they seem to

like best in cultivation, and shelter, but not shade.
The Sedge and weeds from the surface of the

ball should he carefully cleared away in plant-
ing, and the tuber should not be buried more
than 4 in. Being surface feeders—that is, send-
ing out their feeding roots horizontally near the
surface—it is very important to give them every
winter a light, but rich dressing of leaf-mould
and well rotted manure. They take about two
years to become well established in their new
home, but after this they not only multiply, but
improve greatly if treated well. They make a
compact flower-spike of fully 1 ft. in length,
which lasts all June, and the whole height of
the plant is often 3 ft. After collecting varieties
in colour and form from different parts of the
kingdom I am puzzled where to draw the line

between 0. maculata and the Marsh Orchis
(0. latifolia). Botanists give characteristics
which in typical specimens are obvious enough,
but intermediate forms occur, especially where
the two kinds grow together, which are not easy
to distinguish. Anyhow, the same treatment
suits both in cultivation, but the Marsh Orchis
is by nature a larger and more robust form. In
colour it varies from dull pink, its ordinary
colour in the south of England, to rich claret

colour, which is the common form in North
Wales where the plant is usually of smaller size,

and the flowers on the spikes fewer, and I am
afraid that when these become developed by cul-

tivation into larger plants they may lose their

richness of colour. In selecting specimens for the
garden I generally ch oose those of the strongest
growth, and having compact round-topped flower-
heads like rockets, as I find they retain these
characters, but I think I have specimens of O.
maculata as large as any of 0. latifolia. The
Kilmarnock Orchis, sold by nurserymen by the
name of 0. maculata superba, was given to me
by the late Miss Hope, of Wardie Lodge. I do
not know its history, but it is a very vigorous
and handsome form of the spotted Palmate
Orchis, with a very full close-flowering, round-
headed spike of flowers.

The Madeira Orchis (0. foliosa) is remarkable,
as Mr. Douglas observes, for the readiness with
which it doubles its bulb. I give it exactly the
same treatment as the others, and though its

native place might lead us to suspect its hardi-
ness, I have no reason to do so, having had
several in the open air border for three winters
without ever missing one. The flowers and
leaves are rather larger than those of 0. latifolia,

which in other respects it closely resembles, and
it does not with me make a longer spike. It has
been said of these Orchises, and I have reason to

believe that it is true, that if prevented for a
year or two from perfecting their flowers, or
even from making any growth at all above
ground, the tuber will increase, and the flower-
ing become as it were cumulative, the spike
being of extra size. It is the habit of terrestrial

Orchises to form an entirely new tuber every
year, the old one remaining, but dying ; it must,
however, be presumed that in the contingency
mentioned above the tuber is not renewed. A
similar habit of remaining dormant and yet in-

creasing in size certainly exists in the case of
some Lilies. In a year or two I hope to be able
to speak with more certainty of this peculiarity
in the Orchis. C. Wollet Dod.
Edge Hall, Malpas.
P.S.—In Hooker's "British Flora" a white

Marsh Orchis is mentioned, which I have never
been able to see. I have found pure white varie-
ties of the Early Purple, the Gnat, the Pyrami-
dal, and the common Meadow Orchises, but of
no others.

THE RIDE ON HAMPSTEAD HEATH.
Public work should not be less carefully
done than private work ; in fact, there are
good reasons why it should be done as well as

possible ; but Hampstead Heath now shows a
specimen of public work in road making which
certainly is no credit to our administration of
parks and open places. On the north side of that
Heath it was thought well some years ago io
make a new ride, an old road having occupied
the same place before. This was all very well
if the road had not been closed and if the ride
were made properly ; but it was made very badly.
A large, wide, and apparently handsome road
was made in a good position, and the unhappy
rider who comes upon this does not suppose that
anybody would make a pit for him in such a
position in a public park ; but this avenue is truly
described in the JIampstead Express of last
week as " a bog in winter and a dust^pit in
summer." Natural bogs one 'can avoid, but a
bog made by a public authority in the shape of
a ride in a public park is really too bad. Many
an accident has occurred, and action has been
taken against the Board in consequence. The
right way for the Board, if they could not afford
to make a good road, was to leave the old road as
it was, so that the walker or rider could see its

state at a glance. If the small sum they devoted
to the making of the road was all they could
afford at the time, the next best plan was to have
made a portion of the ride crisp and hard as a
public road should be, and made the rest whenthey
could afford it. A good road well lighted is

really wanted. No doubt the very best and
quietest part of the Heath is well suited to the
enjoyment of equestrians, but it shoidd be such
a road as they can use at all seasons without
greater danger than a ride in Hyde Park," and
without excluding the general public who wish
to drive by the nearest and least hilly route
from Kilburn and Paddington to Highgate and
the northern districts. Let us keep a ride by all

means, provided it be a safe and good one, but
let us also have a good road, well kept and suf-

ficiently lighted. Ratepayers will not grumble
if they get what they want ; but if they pay
rates and break their necks or lame their horses
because the Board of Works have a stupid sur-
veyor, the Hampstead peopls will begin to in-

quire if they are properly represented on the
Board of Works, and the public generally will
ask whether the Board itself does not require re-

form or reconstruction.

KEW AND HARDY FLOWERS.
We have lately signed with pleasure a requisi-

tion asking that funds might be provided for
the erection of a rock garden in the Royal Gar-
dens at Kew. Since then we have been thinking
that a great deal might be done at Kew, apart
from this rock garden, to encourage the culture
of hardy flowers, and to illustrate the beauty of

northern herbaceous and alpine vegetation.

Why should not the more beautiful of the
hardy flowers be brought out of the stiff botani-

cal arrangement, increased, and put in groups
and colonies about the grounds ? Why should
not we see at Kew numbers of spring flowers in

the early year ? whereas one really sees very
few except small, sometimes worn-out patches

in the botanical arrangement. The advantages
of the place for spring flowers are great—the

soil is dry and light, and the air is pure and
warm for our country. At Kew, as in all other

gardens, the plan of the shrubbery and all its

nakedness must be altered. The most delightful

way to arrange hardy flowers is to group them
with hardy shrubs and low trees—to let the
herbaceous vegetation take its natural place

in association with such vegetation. The old
mixed border, with its dottiugsof poor specimens
everywhere, and its repetition of the same popu-
lar kind along the line of the border adnauseam
is inartistic and wrong. The true way in such a
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noble garden is to vary every clump and every
border ; not to have any one fixed way of

arranging the flowers, but in such a large place
to have many ways. We do not mean that Kew
should not have, say, an extensive and beautifully

made mixed border. Indeed, it were better it

should have that, but it should be a true mixed
border, vai'ied as to height and varied as to

vegetation as one walked along it ; but the bet-

ter way is to take every part of the ground and
see what kind of vegetation it is adapted for.

Even if we find no great difference in the situa-

tion or soil, it is easy to make it so in the plants.

For example, one clump of shrubs might have a
groundwork of one Natural Order, or a beauti-
ful genus in the Natural Order, say the Globe
flowers, which look well in a moist soil

between sparsely-placed shrubs, or near the
margin of the lake. Committing ourselves to an
herbaceous department in one spot only is the
rum of the whole thing. After all, the so-called
botanical department only does imperfectly what
is infinitely much better done in the herbarium
or book. So, too, in a big clump of tallish trees
how much better would the American Starworts
come in, not as dots, but as groups or colonies.

Why not take such a lovely family as the wild
single Clematis, and train them over a group of

low trees which they would not hurt? In this

way we should see their beauty and grace as we
never shall in beds or on poles.

Then there are the finer plants which group
well together, such as the Tritomas, the free-

flowering Yuccas, the larger Ferulas, and other
of the finer types, of which isolated beds might
be made for their own sakes. Far greater in

number, indeed almost without end, are the
species which might be used as broad edgings,
CDlonies, and groups in all the beds of shrubs and
shrubberies where bare surfaces are now visible.

Where Grass is wanted and is pleasant we have
no desire to interfere with it, except that in the
rougher part of the garden where the Grass is

not mown too early, the spare bulbs of Grape
Hyacinths, Scillas, and other things might be
naturalised in the Grass as they are now being
naturalised in many country seats ; in fact, there
is no reason whatever why the garden should
not smile with the flower beauty of our northern
world in spring and early summer. The rock
garden is always a costly and troublesome affair

;

whereas the larger plan of embellishing the
whole garden need not be so. It would no doubt
lead to a modification of what is called the
flower garden. The flower gardener should be an
artist, and should know all the materials—and
they are very many—with which he may have to
deal. That he should be a mere painter of a floral

rug is an idea that we hope nobody will much
longer entertain. R,

out of the old wood once a year, I would leave
them alone, and would have no fear but that I

should have a good screen and a glorious show of
Eoses at the same time.—J. C. C.

FLOWER GARDEN.

Rose screens.—I would not advise "W. S.

T." (p. 55) to mix Roses with any other plant, as
in all probability they would not in a mixed state
answer his expectations. It is qui'e possible to
make Rose screens with the Hybrid Perpetual
kiuds 6 ft. or 8 ft. high, but in winter they would
be for the most part leafless, whilst the screen
would be required throughout the year. The only
Roses I should think of planting for such a pur-
pose would be the hardy Ayrshire kinds, which
are well known for their hardiness and luxuriant
growth, and which retain many of their leaves all
through the year. If I intended to make such a
screen of Roses alone, I would first thoroughly
prepare the ground by forming a space 2 ft. wide
with good loam and rotten manure to the depth
of 2 ft. To support the Roses, I would construct a
wire fence 7 ft. high with five wires attached to
either iron uprights or small Fir poles. To the
wires I would train the growth for the first two
years so as to hide the object it is desired to shut
out, and after that, with but a very little thinning

GOLD-LAOED POLYANTHUSES.
"Exile's" note in The Garden (p. .53) brings to

my mind many curious stories I have heard old

florists tell about the vicissitudes which have
happened in the histories of famous old Poly-
anthuses, many of which have been lost and
again found. I hope some of these may find their

way into your pages. One of the very finest dark
Polyanthuses was Hufton's Lord Lincoln, which
became famous in 1840. An old florist told me
that he recollected once seeing quite a large bed
of this Polyanthus in a working man's garden
near Rochdale, and that nothing would induce
him to part with a plant of it. A few years
later Polyanthus growing went out of fashion
and the stock became neglected, so that'

almost the whole of it became lost. The fashion

for showing and growing again came round, and
my friend sought out this garden, and there he
found an odd plant which had survived, and
which has formed the nucleus from which our
present stock hag been raised. It is still, however,
very rare and very difiicult to grow, so that for

a good plant you must pay half-.i-guinea and
consider yourself favoured into the bargain.

Lancer also became very nearly extinct a few
years ago, and is still in a very few collections,

although you frequently see the name in cata-

logues. Maud's Beauty of England is another
instance. It dates back as far as 1833, when it

was first shown. " Exile " says it is gone now,
but in this he is mistaken, as I could show him.
There were within the last five years two strains

of this Polyanthus, both of which were con-

sidered true. The Yorkshire Beauty of England
I last heard of at Pohlmann's, of Halifax, from
whom I bought a plant, and two other Lanca-
shire florists had plants at the same time. The
severe winters which have since visited us killed

all Mr. Pohlmann's stock, as well as ours, and
so the plant became lost to Y'orkshire. I never
saw this strain in bloom. The Lancashire Beauty
of England, however, still survived in the hands
of two of our oldest florists, as well as with one
or two amateurs. There can be no doubt, I

think, of the genuineness of this strain, as it is

vouched for by old David Jackson and T. Mel-
lor, two of our oldest and highest authorities,

upon whose judgment any Polyanthus grower
will rely. When I showed this Polyanthus suc-

cessfully a few years ago, after a long absence
from the stage, the late Mr. Read, of Mai-ket
Rasen (the raiser of Acme and other first-rate

Auriculas), wrote to me about it, as he had
known the Beauty since its origin, and had
grown it for many years. I, therefore, sent him a

fine truss of bloom, and received his letter in

reply, stating that there could be no doubt that

it was the true old Beauty of England. These
three witnesses should suffice to satisfy " Exile "

that the plant survives. Cox's Prince Regent
was also missing for years, and has only recently

reappeared upon the stage. I believe I was the
first to recover and show it successfully, and
well do I recollect the interest it excited in

some of our old florists when it was shown at

Manchester in my second prize lot. They exa-
mined it carefully with a magnifying glass as I

stood by unknown to the group, and I was de-
lighted to hear the verdict that it was " th' owd
Regent, sure enough." Pearson'sAlexander is men-
tioned by "Exile" as a grand old variety,agif he
had seen it lately, but I am pretty certain that
he does not know where it exists. It is a

long time since it was seen by the public.

I stated in a recent note in your journal that

this grand old Polyanthus might be looked for on
the stage this season, but its whereabouts is still

a secret. It has certainly been found again and
its authenticity established before very com-
petent judges, and it will be another pleasant

surprise if it can be shown in its true form. This
is one of the oldest show Polyanthuses of which
we have any record, dating as far back as 1822,

the same year, however, as that for Cox's Prince

Regent, so that these two remarkable flowers

have now completed their sixtieth season as

show flowers, and are still almost unsurpassed.

Kingfisher is also noted by " Exile " as the

grandest variety ever raised in England, but now
lost. I think this has also been found, and will

probably appear next year.

Could " Exile " tell us how it happens that

there are three varieties of George IV. p That
there are two I am well aware, and that one is

just as good as the other is inferior. This is well

known to florists. Buck's is, I believe, the true

show sort, and it was brought out in 1833. Now,
King George IV. died in 1830, and this may
have been a seedling of that year, named to his

memory. But what are Waterhouse's and
Benson's varieties of the same name given by
" Exile " ? The second variety, of which I am
aware so nearly resembles the best one as to

pass for it with the uninitiated, though it cannot

stand the tests of a good judge upon the show
table, as many exhibitors have found to their

loss. " Exile " also recollects having seen King-
fisher fifty years ago. I cannot find it in our

show lists of 1822, and am curious to know its

history and origin. If shown at Sheffield and
Bradford it was probably a Yorkshire flower,

and did not find its way into Lancashire. The
record could probably be found in the Yorkshire
show lists. W. Brockbank.

Brockhurst, Didsbury.

HARDY ANNUALS.
These unquestionably rank amongst the most
shovvy and useful plants which we possess, and
not only that, but they may be raised and got up
at a minimum of cost ; whereas those of a more
tender character require the assistance of glass,

and heat to raise them and get them ready for

planting out. Instead of such attention as this,

all that is necessary in the case of hardy annuals
is to sow them in the beds or borders, which may
be done either in the autumn or any time during
February, March, or April, or even later, accord-

ing to the varieties to be grown and the season at

which it is desired to have them come into bloom.

The great advantage in sowing in autumn is that

they not only flower much sooner, but they are,

where the soil 'and climate suit them, always
stronger and finer. In the management and treat-

ment of autumn-sown annuals the best way is to

have them in patches in a sheltered situt-tion dur-

ing winter, and then plant out the finest and
strongest plants thinlj' very early in spring. In
doing this warm, showery weather should be cho-

sen, as then they receive less check and become
re-established at once. To grow and bloom annuals

well they must have rich ground, and therefore

before planting it is always advisable to work into

it plenty of manure, which should be well decom-
posed and dug in at a good depth, that the roots

may be enticed down and find plenty on which to

feed. These remarks also apply to those sown from
this time onwards, and indeed to most annuals,

the whole of which pay well for good cultivation.

Why they are so often seen in poor condition is

owing to their being sown on thin, hungry soil,

and leaving them thick and crowded. Grown in

deep rich ground and well thinned, they branch

out and flower abundantly. The proper time to

sow hardy annuals is when the earth is moderately

dry, as then they are not apt to rot ; and to insure

getting the seed to germinate, it is a good plan to
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sow on a sprinkling of prepared sandy soil and
then cover thinly with the same. This may easily

be done by running a little through a fine sieve

before and after the seeds are sown ; the only

care then required will be to keep off slugs when
the seeds germinate, which may be managed by
surrounding them with a ring of fresh-slaked lime

and soot, which will not only ward off these

pests, but be of material help in stimulating
the plants. The latter should be thinned out

gradually by the removal of the weakest from
time to time tiU it can be seen that the others are

safe and require the room, when they may be
left to themselves.

Varieties.—One of the first that will com-
mend itself is the Candytuft, of which there are
now several shades of colour ranging from pure
white up to deep crimson. Most of the Candy-
tufts are garden varieties, but all are so good and
distinct, as to be well worth growing, and besides
being useful in beds and borders, they are also

well adapted for rockwork or banks, in either of

which positions they spread rapidly, and flower

with great freedom. Calliopsis, too, are very showy
annuals, having brilliantly coloured flowers.

Perhaps the most noteworthy amongst them is C.

Burridgei, an exceedingly bright and efEective kind.

Calliopsis should not be sown till April, and the
easiest way to get them up is to place a pot over
them for a few daj's after sowing, as then the sun
heat which the pot absorbs and holds within it

warms the ground, and thus helps the seed to

germinate. The annual varieties of Chrysanthe-
mum are also very fine, and when better known,
are sure to be largely grown, as the flowers, besides
being of large size and fine form, are beautifully

marked and of great value in a cut state. Besides
the single varieties, there are several double ones,

the flowers of which are as large as Marigolds, to

which in form and appearance they bear a close

resemblance. If sown or planted early, these Chry-
santhemums will bloom the whole summer, and
continue on till quite late in the autumn. Being
strong growers, from one to three in a patch are
quite suflttcient, as they require much space. All
the Clarkias, of which there are many, are quite
worth having, and they do well in moderately
good soil. ConvohTilus minor should be largely
grown for bedding, a purpose for which its habit
and continuous blooming qualities render it

specially suited, and where their rich blue and
violet colours make them particularly telling,

either alone or in combination with silver or other
variegated Pelargoniums, with which they form
a fine contrast. Eschscholtzias, too, such as E.
aurantiaoa and E. Mandarin, are wonderfully
showy, and will grow almost anywhere as regards
soil, but thej' like sun, and when exposed to its

influence send up their large, gorgeous, Tulip-like
flowers in the greatest profusion.

Q-odetlas and Everlastings.—Godetias
are all so strikingly beautiful that no garden
should be without them, and they are among the
easiest]annuals to grow, G. 'Whitneyi is the largest
and finest, as this variety bears flowers of a satiny
crimson-blush colour, and in good soils they mea-
sure quite i in. across. In shape and appearance
they are Mallow-like, but the plant has thick,
lance-shaped leaves, and is very compact in habit,
and blooms with remarkable freedom. The next
in point of merit are Lady Albemarle, The Bride,
and Princess of Wales, all of which and several
others are garden varieties that have originated
from the fijst-named, but are diSierent in shade
and in the rich markings of their blossoms. Heli-
chrv'sums, better known as Everlastings, are in-

valuable both for decorative purposes in borders
and for the embellishment of vases in rooms,
where, if gathered before they become too fully
expanded and dried in the shade, they last fresh
and preserve their colour the whole of the winter,
or even for years. The larger kind, H. monstrosum,
is the most showy of the whole, but H. bractea-
tum and compositum are the best for the orna-
mentation of glasses, as though smaller in size,

they are very compact and brilliant, and dress
well with Grasses, a combination that has a very
pleasing and telling effect. Helichrysums are not

very particular as to soil, and will flourish almost
anywhere, but like sun and a warm, dry situation,
where they come to perfection.

Larkspurs and Lupines.—Larkspurs are
exceedingly showy annuals, good alike for beds
and borders, as they may be had both tall and
dwarf, and for flowering habit are quite unsur-
passed. If beds are made, the best way is to have
a mixed packet of seed, as then there is plenty of
variety ; but for borders, patches of three or so of
a sort are preferable, so as to have all of one
colour together. Lupines, with their large long
spikes of Pea-shaped flowers, are also very showy
border plants, where the large kinds should be
sown and grown singly, and the smaller ones
three in a clump. Poor sandy soil suits Lupines
well, and they bloom better in it than in that
which is rich.

Mignonette and Nasturtiums.—Mig-
nonette is too well known and appreciated to re-

quire more than a passing notice, but common
Mignonette is now so far eclipsed by the newer
varieties, such as Miles ' Hybrid Spiral, as to look,

comparatively speaking, lilce a mere weed. Nas-
turtiums have also long been favourites, and they,
too, have been improved to that degree as to render
them among the most desirable of plants to have
in a garden, for if there is an unsightly object to
cover, one has only to put in a few seeds of some
of the cUmbing kinds, and they will soon be up
and adorn it mth beauty ; or if there are beds
to fill where a display of vivid colours is required,
we have only to turn to the Tom Thumb section
to get all that is needed. These kinds are dwarf
and compact, and send up a profusion of large
brilliant blossoms. Unlike most annuals, they
flower best in poor soil ; when grown in that of a
deep rich character, they run too much to leaf and
are not so short jointed and close in their habit.

Stocks of the German kind make magnificent
beds ablaze with colour ; they need only to be
sown about the end of April very thinly in rows
where they are to stand. This is much better than
transplanting, as by doing that they lose their tap
root, and receive such a check, as to throw them
prematurely into flower. To grow Stocks well, the
soil cannot be too rich or deep, and therefore
before so-ning it should be thoroughly broken up
and heavily manured, and then raked down fine to

get the seed in.

Butterfly plants (Schizanthus) are a charm-
ing class of annuals, the flowers of which re-

emble a butterfly with wings outspread, and the
petals are beautifullj- marked and spotted, The
most showy amongst the Schizanthuses is S. pa-
pilionaceus, and S. retusus Grahami is also good
and of great value for cutting.

Sweet Peas must not be forgotten, as with
a few patches of them in the borders running up
twiggy sticks or a row in the garden, there is al-

ways something to help to fill the flower basket
and dress up epergnes. As there are so many sorts,

the best way is to get a large packet of mixed seeds
and grow them together, in which manner the
blending of the diiferent colours, produces a
pleasing effect. To have Sweet Peas strong, thej'

should be sown early, and to keep up a supply, it

is well to make another sowing later. S. D.

SOILS FOR ALPINE PLANTS.

I HAVE been very much interested in the remarks
on this subject made by Messrs. Whitehead
(p. oiO), Hatfield (p. 55.5), and Harvey (p. 571).

A few years ago, when I was trying to grow alpine

plants in a covered structure, and when my col-

lection was so small that I could give to each
specimen the very soil it needed, I became
convinced that the secret of growing alpines
well consisted in planting them in proper
soil, together with good drainage and a careful

mode of watering, because many things that
would not grow in some kinds of soil did remark-
ably well in others. I am, however, well aware
that experience of that sort cannot be of much use
in the case of large collections in the open air.

Thereisalso much in other conditions besides soils.

Since that time I have grown the same species
with success in other soils, and lost many by try-
ing to grow them in the same soil as that which
previously answered well. In my then limited
experience I thought that soil was the all impor-
tant point in alpine plant culture, and with
that conviction I began in the open air by
giving, or trying to give, to each its proper
soil and quarters, and to such an extent have I
carried out the soil principle that my little garden
is a series of beds or pockets of various mixtures
and non-mixtures. I still believe there is very much
to be said in favour of emploj'ing certain soils for
most plants under cultivation, but I do not now
consider as I used to do that soils are all im-
portant, nor can I conceive it possible for anyone
to lay down hard and fast rules for the culture of
alpines in our variable soils and subsoils, even
though we may try to entirely adapt them, for
there is peat and peat, loam and loam, and clay
and clay. I do not dispute the very interesting
statement made by Mr. Harvey as gathered from
German authors respecting the detritus and
humus, &c., of alpine regions, and for which it is

next to impossible to find a substitute here any
more than for alpine snows. Nor do I disparage
the instructive facts of Herr Gusmus, kindly
given by Mr. Whitehead, but we must not forget
that such observations concerning plants in a wild
state do not always apply to those under cultiva-

tion. Doubtless Nature is our surest guide ; and if

we cannot follow her, what are we to follow ? But
can we copy Nature (as seen in the native homes
of alpine plants) in this country, and with
such mixtures of grits and soils as must necessa-
rily vary very much in degree, both chemically
and mechanically, from the alpine soils, &c., for

doubtless that is so, and probably more or less

such differences exist in the various alpine
districts themselves. Nature's lessons are not
always learnt by reading one page of her book,
and from what has already been stated in the lists

suppUed by Messrs. Whitehead, Harvey, and Hat-
field, the rules for culture, or the so-called proper
soils, are seen in reference to some plants to be
diametrically opposite, and as regards many others
there is not that uniformity which might seem
desirable to those of us who thought we had imi-

tated Nature. We need not, however, be surprised

at such apparent contradictions, which, viewed in

relation to the culture of alpine plants under
artificial conditions, may show that sometimes a
" lime hater " may be grown on lime, when pro-

bably in such a case some other conditions are

varied. This I assume to be the most important
consideration in connection with our combined
readings and copyings of Nature, viz., to try, by
cultural -experiments and observations, to learn

the most simple way of growing alpine plants in

their finest forms in our gardens ; were it not so,

surely our time might be better occupied.

I may here say that I have proved many plants

to be lovers of certain soils as shown by the lists

referred to, but I have also proved others to be
quite the reverse. Lime has been used in various

forms here, viz., in the shape of big stones, lime
chippings, mortar rubbish, lime water, and like-

wise in otherforms, audit need scarcely be said that

these have operated unequally. There is one form
which I have used for many plants with remark-
able results, viz., lime " boiled " and richly charged

with animal hair and other animal matter. I have
found many kinds of Iris, Saxifrage, dwarf
Phlox, Primulas, Geums, Myosotis, Senecio pul-

cher, Helleborus niger, Artemisias, Antennaria,

Violets, Alyssum, Sedums, Menziesia empetri-

formis, and many other common things. Pyre-

thrums, Gentiana acaulis, Daisies, Polyanthuses,

and Pansies to be very fond of it, as also are Trol-

lius and Cypripedium Calceolus which have been
tried in it for a longer period. Some of these will

not live in other forms of lime. I may also name
incidentally that a Coffee plant was planted in it

a month or two ago, and it is now a good healthy

specimen. A Cucumber plant was tried in it with

excellent results. An unhealthy Gardenia had
some mixed with fresh loam in which it was re-
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potted, and since then (last spring) it iias made
a fine healthy growth. These facts are mentioned
to show that lime in certain forms, and used
under certain conditions, may produce other re-

sults than the orthodox. I believe that when we
seek to grow alpines, we must, consider other con-

ditions in connection with soils, climate, altitude,

aspect, rainfall, drainage, and surrounding shelter

as tending to maintain the necessary amount
of humidity, which otherwise should be pro-

vided by artificial means, and to go further
into detail, I have found it very important on my
small bits of rockwork to form depressed sur-

faces, not only about the bases, but on the ridges
;

these are not only very useful but important, and
act very differently. The ridge depressions will

not grow the dwarf Gentians, though there seems
to be no lack of moisture, because (as I have sup-
posed) the drainage was too rapid, but in such a
position with its roots under a big piece of lime-
stone. Arnica montana does well, the soil being
leaf-mould, loam, and charcoal. This species is

shown by both Mr. Hatfield and Mr. Harvey as
not liking lime. The Gentians referred to just now
have done fairly well since they were planted in

similar soil in a depression below the garden level,

and where they are constantly in a very moist
state.

Probably some, or all, of the above conditions will
vary in ninety-nine gardens out of a hundred, and
to alter one of such conditions, as, say, the de
tritus from granite to lime, might not move the
balance much either one way or the other ; but
in other cases the same alteration might act
like granules of acid dropped into an alkaline
liquid.How often too has it been proved that to trans-

plant a subject from one side of a small depression
to the other—not more than 3 ft.—has had a
magical effect on the plant. No doubt the method
of making rockwork in sections of various kinds of
soil is good, but unless such sections are some-
what extended inter-saturation may do harm.
Again, the staple soil of the garden may be cal-

careous loam ; therefore the chemical qualities of
the soil should be ascertained, but even under
skilful management sectional rookeries are, from
their sponge-like porousness and uneven forms,
liable to become mixed chemically, especially
when much organic matter is used. This may
appear far-fetched, but it has at least a direct
bearing technically on the subject of soils, as has
also bad drainage, for though many plants are
known to like stagnant moisture at their roots, if

these should be near any of the various forms of
lime it is not hard to see that such lime-charged
moisture would be, as a rule, against the health of
plant life.

On the whole, I consider it very difficult indeed
for anyone to lay down rules in regard to soils

without going very elaborately into all other con-
ditions relative thereto. Let me instance the ligts

of plants already so kindly given us. They are
said to be the readings from Nature and observa-
tion. Still they clash as it would appear, though
I hold the differences have natural causes, and
until such causes can be clearly explained we
may wisely go on comparing notes, but avoid
laying down cultural rules. The question is,

in what materials may we grow such plants at
home, where both climate and soil are different
from those of alpine regions ? Such materials are
silky loam, peat, leaf-mould, well decayed stable
manure, sandstone grit, red brick grit, charcoal,
road sweepings during the fall of the leaves,
shingle, and chips of limestone and granite. I

venture to say that an intelligent use of these in
any situation where perennial border plants thrive
will yield good results, whether the alpines are
grown in pots or on rockwork. Some of my finest
specimens have been reared on beds of finely
sifted ashes, topped with 6 in. of rotten manure and
sandy loam. Such specimens are easily lifted with
balls for any purpose. J. Wood

Kirlutall.

Four years ago I had the good fortune to
fall

_
in with Mr. Froebel, of Zurich, at Piora

(Ticino). He was collecting plants and I was as
usual, collecting seeds. We fell in with Globularia

vulgaris, or rather I think I brought in a specimen
of it, and he pointed out to me that it was not to

be found at Piora itself, but only on the calcareous

rocks at a short distance from it. Mr. Froebel I am
sure could tell us a good deal on the matter of soils.

Will he not enlighten us ? He must recollect that

soaking day at Piora and our visit to the beehives.

G. H. W., Clifton, Bristol.

Scolopendriuna Kelwayi.—Referring to

Mr. Webster's inquiry (p. 59) respecting this

Fern, I may remark that I saw the original

plant before it was named. I have many times

seen it since in diflferent parts of the country,

and have never had any difficulty in recognising

it ; but more than once I have noticed that

Morgani has been substituted for it. Quite

recently I saw a fine batch of Kelwayi and
Morgani in the nursery of Mr. R. T. Veitch, at

Exeter, growing side by side, and both varieties

were certainly distinct.—J. C. Clarke, GoiAe&ione,

Taunton.

Saxifraga Andrewsi.—I do not think that
this Saxifrage is very generally grown, but it cer-

tainly has qualities that strongly recommend it.

It is, I believe, a hybrid between the Encrusted
and London Pride sections, and looks exactly in-

termediate between the two. It forms dense tufts

of deep green foliage, which, like that of the
London Pride, remains fresh and bright all

through the winter, no matter how inclement the
weather may be. It thrives almost anywhere,
but its true place is in the shade, as it grows
with greatest vigour in a cool, moist situation.

For dark, damp, unsecluded positions this is an
invaluable plant.—J. C. B.

SelaginellaKraussiana.—ThisMossforms
such a charming green carpet amongst moderate
and tall growing Ferns that one regrets that it

should not be in the tnie sense of tlie word hardy.
The winter before last some healthy tufts of it on
a rockery were killed oif, but the following sum-
mer a crop of young plants sprang up, the result,

no doubt, of self-sown spores. It would therefore

appear that it might be, so to speak, naturalised
in dry, cool, moist spots, provided the surface soil

is in no way disturbed. Planting out early enough
to ensure a vigorous development, spores would
form and thus ensure the perpetuation of the plant.

I should add that last winter it in no way suiiered,

owing its safety, I think, to a friendly covering of
snow at a critical moment.

—

John Coenhill,
Surrey.

Anemone fulgens —I have tried to grow
this plant in pots, but with very poor success. It

is evidently a plant for the open ground. If your
correspondent (p. 63) who has made inquiries

about it were to plant some good sized clumps in

a warm border, and when they are coming into

flower shelter them in very bad weather with
hand-lights, he will do better with them than
growing them in a frame. When I want to
protect them, I put a common hand-light with a
movable top over them. The top is only put on
to protect them from frost, as if they do not get
plenty of exposure to light and air, the flower
stems become so drawn as to be comparatively
worthless. They dislike, too, being disturbed at
the root. If taken up and replanted once in six

or seven years, that will be as often as they
require. August is a good month in which to
transplant them. They are not very particular as
to soil, but probably they do better in a light,

sandy loam than in any other. To be efl^ective, two
dozen bulbs are not too many to form a good
sized clump.—J. C. G.

Ranunculus culture.—I cannot remember
when I have seen a line written in commendation
of this fine old florist flower, and I am a pretty
assiduous reader during the intervals of business
of gardening literature. I have asked myself, as I
now do your readers. Why is this so ? Has the rage
for " something new " pushed it aside 1 Or is it

difficulties of soil, situation, or general culture
that have done this ? In catalogues it is studiously

over as a rule, "Carter's Practical Gar-

dener ' being no exception in this respect. As the
time for planting is coming round, and as there
are few outdoor bedders to compare with the
Ranunculus in beauty or brilliancy, I may appro-
priately direct attention to its culture, with the
view of inducing others to do the same. If a few
effective beds are wanted the present year's tubers
must at once be procured ; the variety of colours
include crimson, white, yellow, and even black. In
any case, a box for seedlings might be prepared any
time from this forward ; the seedshouldbescattered
thinly, covered lightly, and put in a cold frame,
or even covered, and placed in front of a south
wall. It is, in my experience, a mistake to consider

the Ranunculus fastidious as to soil and manure.
Successful culture is within the reach of any-
one with a fairly good loam, moderately retentive

of moisture, and with which can be incorporated
a part of rotten leaf-mould, or, better, broken and
comminuted old cow manure ; while if a frac-

tional part cf peat-mould be added it will be all

the better. The single French, sometimes called
" Meladores," produce seed freely, and seed from
the semi-doubles is most desirable. I like the fine

dwarf Dahlia-like crimson heads of the Turban,
and few things grown will prove so showy. If the

soil is friable plant say 2 in. deep and 3 in. or

4 in. apart with the claws downwards. Protect the

rising foliage from late frosts and never allow the

beds to be dry.—W. J. M.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Camellias in the open aik.—A good Camel-
lia, medium sized, with glossy leaves and many
buds, comes to usfrom the garden at The Rookery,
Bromley Common, sent by Mr. W. Christison,

who says :
" The bush which produced it has been

growing here against a south wall out-cf-doors,

and has had no protection of any kind since the

buds were formed. Last winter it had the pro-

tection of mats nailed to the wall, when it

flowered freely late in the spring. We have
several more trees full of buds which will not,

however, be in flower for some time yet. This
tree is over fifty years old, and one of my men says

this is the earliest time in the year at which
it has flowered, and he has been a garden
labourer here for forty-two years. 1 have not

seen any so forward this season elsewhere out-of-

doors. This tree about twenty years ago covered

a large space of wall ; a large portion of it is dead,

lut it is recovering."

Rhododendron abgenteum.—The leaves of

this species are more than 1 ft. in length, pro-

portionately broad, and beautifully silvery on
the undersides. It is conspicuous among the

Himalayan Rhododendrons in the temperate

house at Kew for two reasons—its silvery aspect

and the fact of its being the first to flower of

all the Rhododendrons contained therein, many
of the blossoms on it being fully expanded,
while those of the others are all in a backward
state. The flowers are borne in large dense

trusses, and when in bud are deep pink, but

when expanded they become somewhat paler.

Senecio Petasites.-— This is a valuable

shrub for conservatory decoration at this season

of the year. Cuttings of it struck about this time

make very ornamental plants for summer sub-

tropical gardening, and if taken up in autumn
their fine foliage remains effective throughout

the winter. Now we have trusses of bloom, in

one instance measuring 1 ft. each way. The
leaves, which are nearly round with shallow

triangular lobes, ha\'e a velvety surface. The
flowers are deep orange.—L.

BoMARBA oligantha IN FRDiT.^This green-

house climber, mention of which was made in

The Garden at the time of its flowering in

the succulent bouse at Kew, is now when in

fruit very interesting. Nearly the whole of the
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flowers composing the umbel were succeeded by
capsules, which have now burst, disclosing the
seeds to view ; the latter are about the size of a
Sweet Pea, and in colour bright crimson-scarlet.

Each capsule contains six or seven seeds, all

suspended therefrom by short filaments.

Saxvia lantax.5;foha.—This is one of the
best of the tender species. In the Cambridge
Botanic Garden plants of it about 2 ft. high
and nearly as much through have been ex-
tremely effective. It is quite unlike any other
Salvia, and ditiers with advantage from most of

the species in having a compact and dwarf habit.

The leaves are very dark green and of consider-

able substance ; the flowers bright rosy purple,
with white lines leading down the throat, and
though not large, showy because so numerous.
Another name by which it is known is S. Gou-
doti.—L.

Be&oxia proxata.—For cutting purposes,
especially for large vases, this Begonia is well
adapted ; the flowers, which are white and borne
in great branched spikes, although individually
somewhat small, are, owing to the profusion in

which they are produced, nevertheless very
attractive. The plant, which is of a stout,

vigorous habit, is one of the most conspicuous
amongst the Begonias now in flower in the X
range of houses at Kew.

Lachenalia thicoloe.—Amongst flowering
plants now in No. 4 greenhouse at Kew none
are more interesting than some well-flowered
examples of this pretty bulb grown in 3-in. pots.
Each plant is producing from six to eight spikes
of fine flowers, and in this condition is quite a
gem.

IMJESBMBRYANTIEEiirir BLANDUM.—This, One
of the creeping or rambling species, is valuable
from the fact of its flowering at this season even
in the temperature of a cool greenhouse. The
flowers are from I in. to Ih in. in diameter, com-
posed of several rows of petals, and in colour
blush white. It is now in flower in the T range at
Kew.

Green Roses.—We have received from the
Eev. A. Eawson, Bromley Common, a bimch of
green Eoses gathered from a bush in the open
air, a fact which speaks for itself as to the un-
usual mildness of the season. " The Eoses," Mr.
Eawson says, " have not had the slightest pro-
tection, nor are the bushes trained against a
wall."

Cyclamen Atkinsi.—This Cyclamen has
been blooming out-of-doors for several weeks in
the Cambridge Botanic Garden ; it is an ex-
tremely pretty kind, and distinct even in foliage.
The flowers are white, stained with deep purple
about the throat, and the leaves have a much
finer marbled zone than those of its immediate
allies. This plant is stQl opening successional
blossoms.—L.

Ebiostemon densiploktjm.—The Erioste-
mons, pretty though they are as greenhouse
plants, are not now grown so well or to the ex-
tent that they should be, for with these, Boro-
nias, and a few other early-flowering hard-
wooded plants a greenhouse may be kept quite
gay with flowering shrubs at a time when they
are much wanted. E. densifloruni, a five-pointed
etar-flowered kind, with orange-coloured anthers,
is now finely in bloom in the temperate house at
Kew.

Speins flowers at Tottenham.—The fol-
lowing are among flowers which may now be
seeH in the open air in Mr. Ware's nursery at
Tottenham, viz., Colchicum luteum, bright yel-
low ; Bulbocodium trigynum, Crocus suaveolens,
alatavicus, and others ; Anemone blanda, Fi-
cariagrandiflora, Hepaticas in variety, Galanthus

Elwesi and others ; Narcissus papyraceus, Helle-
borus guttatus sub-punctatus minor, H. atro-
rubens, H. graveolens. Cyclamen Atkinsi and
varieties. This list, as may be seen, includes
several new and rare plants.

Haedy plants at Glasnevin.—The extra-
ordinary mild season we have had is now caus-
ing an unusually early and bright display of

spring flowers. Many of tho.5e enumerated in

the following list, such as Anemones,Aubrietia,
Vinca, &c., have flowered continuously through
the winter. Of all the plants now in bloom, the
Hellebores are by far the most attractive, there
being no fewer than twenty distinct sorts now
open, some of which deserve special mention. I

still maintain my allegiance to H. atrorubens,

as the best Hellebore for general culture; very
free flowering, early and bright, it gives a warm
appearance to the borderswhich the white sorts

fail to do. H. guttatus albo-grandiflorus, not-

withstanding its formidable name, is almost the
best white. It is neither so large as H. niger
maximus, nor has it the substance of the flowers

of that variety, but the colour is purer, the
shape of the flower far better, and above all it

has long flower-stalks which lift the blooms
well out of the danger of the splashes, which so

frequently spoil its rival. It is also an evergreen
species ; the hybrid varieties in flower well de-
serve the praise that has been bestowed on
them. Commissioner Benary I consider a spe-

cially valuable acquisition to a collection of

Hellebores. The inside of the flower is white,
very richly spotted with a reddish-purple colour

;

the outside is somewhat similar to that of H.
antiquorum. H. orientalis Dr. Moore is also a

fine variety, and much better than its parent. Of
the other varieties mentioned, some have green
flowers, but must not on that account be con-

sidered unattractive. The following were all in

flower on February 1

:

Anemone fulgens
double and single

Armeria splendeos
Hallerl
cephalotus

Aubrietla Bougainvillea
grandifiora
gr<eca

Arbutus
Crocus lageniflorus
veluchensis
Imperatl
Sieberi
garden varieties

Cheiranthus Semonieri
Chsiri

Chimonanthus fragrans
Clematis calyrina
Chionodoxa Luciliffi

Cyclamen coum
Atkinsi
ibericum

Draba hispanica
Doronicum .austriacum
caucasicum

Dentaria digitata
Daphne Mezereum
Euphorbia Heildrechi
Erica camea
carnea alba
mediterranea

Eranthis hyemalis
Ficaria grandifiora

Helleborus fcetidus
guttatus albo grandiflorus
graveolens
hybridus F. J. Heinneman
Com. Benary
intermedins
laxus
niger
n. maximus
odorus
olympicus
orientalis

o. dwarf var.
0. Dr. Moore
pallidus
purpurascens

Hazel (Corylus Avellana)
Iiis stylosa

reticulata
Jasminum nudiflorum
Lithospermum prostratum

orientale
Leucojum vemum
Lunaria rediviva
ililla uniflora
Omphalodes verna
Othonna cheirifolia

Polygala Chamtebuxus
var. purpurea

Petasites lobata
Pulmonaria grandifiora
Primus califoiTiica

Piimula erosa
Glastonbury Thorn (Crataegus Pyrus japonica

Oxyacantha precox)
Galanthus plicatus

nivalis
Hepatica angulosa

triloba fl.-pl.

Mauve Queen
Helleborus antitiuorum
atrorubens

j. alba
Rhododendronp, hybrid
Saxtfraga crassifolia
Burseriana
Rocheliana

Vinca minor
major

Violet^s

Viburnum Tinus
I speciosa

Spring flowers in Sunderland.—I send
you examples of a few of the flowers that are
trying in this smoke-begrimed neighbourhood
to get into bloom. Primroses are getting natura-
lised by continually sowing seeds of them about
the place. The yellow Wallflower is a local

strain, of no value for market purposes, but very
pretty, and much better at this time of the year

than the dark sorts, being much brighter. The
Laurustinus has j^had a hard struggle for life

these last three years, but is gradually coming
round. Daisies, Dandelions, and Coltsfoot are
quite plentiful ; so is the AVhin (Gorse), about a
mile from us. You will see by the catkins sent
how difiicult it is to get anything to grow at all

in such a smoky place, to say nothing of the
sulphurous vapours from the Tyne, the great
centre of chemical manufactures.—P. F.

White Algerian Naecisscs (N. monophyl-
lus).—From Mr. J. Ferme, Haddington, we have
received what is to us the first Ijloom of the
season of this lovely little plant. Its charming
white-cupped blossoms appearing at this dull
season, make it all the more valuable. Certainly
it is worth any extra care and attention to grow
it well. Mr. Ferme, we believe, is exceptionally
successful with it, and perhaps he could give
our readers the benefit of his experience.

A NEW Honbysuckle (Lonicera Alberti).

—

In the December number of Eegel's " Garten-
flora " just received is a coloui'ed figure and de-
scription of a new Honeysuckle, lately discovered
by Dr. Eegel'a son, A Ibert Eegel, in the alpine
regions of Eastern Turkestan. It is a dwarf shrub
very diffusely branched, and furnished with
small, narrow leaves, from the axils of which the
blossoms are produced. These are in pairs, star

shaped, and of a pleasing rosy lilac colour.

This desirable shrub, which will probably turn
out to be hardy, we hope may soon be seen in
our gardens.

Anemones and other spring flowers.—
From " St. Bridgid," Hill of Howth, comes a
delightful little gathering of spring flowers

—

Anemones (red and purple), Violets, Hepaticas
(double red and single blue). Anemone apen-
nina, and scented Coltsfoot (Tussilago fragrans),

all fresh and beautiful, with the following note

:

"When 'St. Bridgid' reads of the many spring
flowers now blossoming in more favoured loca-

lities, she feels somewhat envious of the shelter

denied her and lier flowers on the wild hillside of

Howth. StQl, her blossoms, fewer and later than
from sunny nooks, have this interest, that they
show what can be done in spite of difiioulties,

how strong love is against the ills of life."

Plants IN BLOOM at Englefield.—On going
through the houses at Englefield Park, near
Reading, the other day I saw various Poinset-

tias remarkably well grown. They were chiefly

planted out in pits, and were carrying unusually
large crests in great profusion. Euphorbia jac-

quinifeflora under similar treatment was also

producing very fine sprays loaded with bloom.
Arum Lilies (Callas) are likewise equally well
grown. They are planted out in the summer in

rich soil, taken up carefully and potted early

in the autumn, and put into a temperature of

from SC to 5-5°. Thus treated, they soon com-
mence to flower, and so continue all through the

winter. TVlien I saw them they were a charm-
ing sigbt—not one plant alone, but dozens, and
all equally good.—J. Clark, Bri/nhinalt, Chirk.

The Early Snowflake (Leucojum sesti-

vum).—The first flowers of this beautiful spring

bulbous plant come to us from Mr. J. Clews,

Headfort, Kells—a welcome posy in smoke-be-

fogged London. Why is it that such a delight-

ful spring flower is not more common ? It is not

because it is difiicult to grow, for in good loamy
soil it takes good care of itself, and increases

pretty freely. Perhaps when it can be supplied

from our nurseries in quantities, and as cheap

as the Snowdrop, the case will be altered. From
Mr. Clews also come flowers of the yellow Day
Lily (Hemerocallis flava), which he says has

been in bloom for the past fortnight, but of

course not in the open air. It is an excellent
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plant for the greenhouse, and very different

from the ordinary run of plants that adorn it at

this season.

Glasgow Botanic Garden.—We under-

stand that Messrs. Boyd, of Paisley, have ob-

tained the contract for the range of plant houses

to be erected in Teak wood in the Botanic

Garden, Glasgow.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
THE MAMMOTH TEEE.

In a paragraph under this head in The Garden
of the 21st inst. it is mentioned that many thou-
sand pounds have been spent in planting this

(Sequoia gigantea) and similar trees without the
slightest chance of a good result, except in two
or three spots in the length and breadth of the
land. There are, of course, favourable places in

the south and in mild hilly districts where the
tree goes on longer than usual, but even in such
any one who has seen it in its native country,
even in its young state, must see a wide difference,

and signs that the tree is not really at home in

England. It wants a warmer and more genial
climate, otherwise it will die. Now, I cannot agree
with these remarlcs. I perhaps may be fortunate
ii knowing two out of the " two or three favoured
localities," for I liave seen very Iiealthy specimens
growing in Reigate and in the Marquis of Conyng-
bam's park, near Canterbury. In the former lo-

cality there are some which are about 40 ft. high,
certainly not less, and which are as well grown
and healthy as trees can be. They have been
planted out about twenty-four years, and their

roots have long ago worked their way outside any
"fancy prepared compost" in which they may
have been planted. Those in Bifrons Park, near
Canterbury, are also very healthy, fine young trees

about 30 ft. in height. The part of the park in

which they stand cannot be much over 101) ft.

above tlie sea level, and though tolerably shel-

tered from tlie north winds, they are in a damp
position, which one would have thought was unfa-
vourable to them. The paragraph I have already
quoted goes on to say :

" From an artistic point
of view the effect of the young pyramidal speci-

mens, as far as they remain healthy, is as poor as
it can be." I cannot see that any tree left to it-

self and allowed to grow as it likes is poor in

effect ; it may be placed inartistically, but that is

not the tree's fault. For instance, how dismal
is the appearance of Lombardy Poplars when
planted in rows on either side of a straight road,
as one so often sees when on the Continent, and
yet how effective they are when judiciously
planted. I maintain that if Sequoias are pro-
perly placed and in good health, they are ex-
ceedingly effective. I know one in a very charm-
ing garden whose tall spire from certain positions
crosses the sloping side of a steep hill some half
mile away in the most effective manner without
in any way interfering with the view, and con-
trasts well with tlie more rounded foliage near
it. G. S. S.

Alexandrian Laurel.—This is a graceful
little bush, which everybody who cares for an
interesting and productive outdoor garden of
pretty plants should have and take care of. We
have seen a good deal of winter evergreens this

year in Covent Garden and elsewhere, and by far
the most graceful things are the glossy and
elegant shoots of this plant from a garden on the
Surrey hills. It is not common in gardens, though
it may not be very difficult to obtain, and wants a
few years' careful culture before it is established,
so that one can cut away freely at the elegant
shoots. The plant is nearly allied to the Butcher's
Broom, but infinitely more free and graceful in
habit, and better in tlie rich glossy colour of the
leaves and shoots. Some years ago we noticed it

throve^ very well in the gardens around Paris,
not objecting to a half-shady spot, and indeed
growing very well under such conditions. Its place

in the garden is as an isolated group, or series of

small groups among the dwarfer shrubs, and it

usually grows from 3 ft. to 4 ft. high. Like the

Asparagus, to which it is not very distantly related,

it, when well established, may be cut and cut

again with impunity. A more valuable outdoor

plant for indoor decoration when cut there is not.

We have shoots in a vase now that have the gi-ace

of an airy Willow with the glossy green of the

Camellia. In the garden whence these shoots

come, they are used to dot througli the bed of

Christmas Eoses—a graceful combination, botli

being evergreen.—V.

Fertilising Aucubas.—Walking through

the gardens at Merlin, near this town, the other

day, the proprietor, Mr. Fayle, said, as we stood

opposite a female Aucuba bush literally studded

with berries just beginning to colour, " I wish

you would ask some of the readers of The Gar-
den how they think a bush yonder (50 perches or

more away) came to have been fertilised, though
there is no male plant near. I have often noticed

and never found a bee to rest on the Aucuba
when in flower, and the wind rarely blows in

that direction." Perhaps this point has attracted

the notice of some of your correspondents. We
have a number of female plants here, but as we
have no male I never see a berry on them, a short-

coming I hope soon to remedy. Those exposed

were very much blackened the two previous win-

ters, while those shaded from the sun did not

suffer the loss of a leaf.—W. J. M., Clonmel.

gined witli jellow. Tliere are a dozen flowers pro-

duced on one gracefully arching spike. In 0.

eminens the flowers are of moderate size, with
broad sepals and petals, and a beautifully fringed

lip. The ground colour is yellow ; the markings,
which are arranged in broad bars and blotches, are

of a reddish chocolate colour. At the inner bases

of each petal is a peculiar clouded arrangement of

the spots, resembling nebulse. All these new
kinds are very handsome, but they are only a
fragment of the collection of the genus which now
adorns the liouses devoted to cool Orchids in this

nursery. The elegance of growth, the beauty of

colour, and the large numbers of flowers render

Mr. Bull's houses a lovely floral exhibition in

themselves. AV. G.

SHOET NOTES-TEEES & SHEUBS.

Elder leaves. — I gathered some of these out-of-

doors this afternoon. I also picked some much fuller twigs

off the same bush last week.—Dudley H. Rtder, West-

brook Hay, Ilenicl BcmiMead.

Waterside trees.—" T. 3." (p. 51) says that *' Sylves-

tris" has omitted two of the best of waterside trees from his

list, viz., Cryptomerii elegans and Retinospora pisifera.

My experience is in favourof up'ands rather than lowlands

for conifers. The only one I find really benefited by having

water at its roots, like a Willow, is the deciduous Cypress

(Taxodium distichum) ; that certainly makes double the

growth in a swampy place that it does in a dry one.—J.

Groom, Linton.

ORCHIDS.
NEW ODONTOGLOSSUMS.

Among recent additions to Odontoglossum'.; we
have seen none so strikingly beautiful as some
new kinds now in flower in Mr. Bull's Orchid
houses at Chelsea. There are four new ones, two
of wliicii have received the provisioniJ names 0.
illustris and 0. eminens. Tliese two are beautiful

enough, but they are far eclipsed by another mar-
vellous variety as yet unnamed, which is one of

tire liandsomest and most distinct of the kinds
with wliicli we are acquainted. In the bulb and
foliage it is in the way of 0. crispum : the flower-

stem is long and arching, and bears about a dozen
blossoms. Tlie sefials and petals are long and
tapering and of a clear white, heavily blotclied

with deep brownish crimson, the tvi^o lower divi-

sions being almost entirely covered witli the dark
colour. The labellum is broad and tapering, and
is also heavily blotched with crimson-brown on a
white ground and surmounted by a clear yellow
crest, pencilled with darker lines. It is a wonder-
fully fine Orchid, and one that will inevitably be
mucli souglit after.

The otfier unnamed kind is a totally distinct

plant. The flowers are large and loosely arranged
in a long arcliing spike. The ground colour is

greenish yellow, heavily barred with chocolate
brown. 0. illustris is a charming Orchid, reminding
one at first sight of 0. hebraicum, but quite dis-

tinct from tliat species. The flowers are large, with
long tapering divisions, the lip broad and serrated,

as in 0. crispum. Tlie ground colour is white,

prettily spotted with crimson-brown. The cliief

portion of the lip is of the latter colour, but mar-

Saccolabium giganteum excellens.

—

The ordinary form of this Orchid, beautiful

though it is, is not comparable with such a select

variety as that known under this name in Mr.
Bull's nursery, where it is now in flower. The
flower-spike is not only finer, but the flowers

themselves are larger and more beautifully spot-

ted. The plant is bearing two huge racemes of

blossom.

Oncidium cucullatum purpurascens.
—The varieties of this charming little Orchid
are very numerous, some much superior to others.

One of the flnest and most distinct has been
named purpurascens, on account of the beautiful

purple colour of the broad labellum, which is

copiously spotted with deep rich purple on a
lighter ground. In Mr. Bull's nursery, at Chel-

sea, there are several varieties in flower, but this

one stands out from tlie others as being excep-

tionally fine.

Lycaste Skinneri triumphans.—It is

well known that Lycaste Skinneri is one of the

most variable of Orchids with regard to colour,

for tliere occurs every conceivable intermediate

shade between intensely deep crioison and tlie

chaste purity of the rare new white variety (alba).

The instances of the two extreme colours occur-

ing in one flower is somewhat rare, and never had
we previously seen such a striking example as a
plant now in flower in Mr. Bull's nursery, at Chel-

sea, called triumphans. The flower is larger than
usual. The broad sepals are nearly pure white, as

is also the labellum, which has a conspicuous

golden ridge. Contrasting with the sepals and the

lip are two rich crimson reflexing petals, whicli

produce a striking effect. There are several other

plants in flower of L. Skinneri in the same
collection that have the sepals and petals of the

two colours, but not so clear and pronounced as

in triumphans.

Orchids from Bridge of Allan.— Dr.

Paterson sends us some beautiful Orchids from
his collection at Fernfield. They include a mar-
vellous variety of Cattleya Trianre named Symei,

having been first flowered by the late Prof. Syme,
of Edinburgh. It has unusually large flowers. The
sepals are not remarkably broad, but the two
petals measure over 3 in. across, exquisitely

crimped on the margins, and of a delicate blush

tint. The lip is large, of an intensely rich ame-
tliyst hue, and with a broad conspicuous band of

golden yellow in the throat, wliile beyond that

are beautiful penoillings of crimson. Another
very fine variety of C. Trianaj comes with it. It is

not remarkable for size, but the almost pure white

petals and sepals, and the deep rich tone of the

lip produce a charming contrast. It is an im-

ported kind, and was first flowered by Dr. Pater-

son. Besides these there is a twin-flowered spike

of Lielia anceps, representing a wonderfully fine

darlc variety, the sepals and petals of which are

almost as deep as the lip, whicli is a carmine-

crimson, surmounted by a golden crest. A flower

of Cymbidium Lowianum is sufficient to indicate

what a really fine Orchid this is when agoodform

of it is secured,

Dendroblums.—'WiU some one state whether it is

advantageous to take off the branched pseudo-bulbs ? and

it so, when and how? Also whether the three-year-old

wood should be cut out?—T. A. W.
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ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM.
There exists such a wonderful range of

variation in Odontoglossum erispum, or Alex-
andrie (to use its prettier name), that any one
who buys imported plants experiences as much
pleasure in watching for good forms as the

flowers unfold as a florist of the " hari-shell

type " does in looking for the high properties of

the seedlings of the particular class of plants to

which he turns his attention. The finest varieties

of 0. Alexandras differ in a twofold way ; they
may be either remarkable for the large size of

now remarkable for their beautiful markings
than there were originally imported under the
name of Blunti. There is no doubt that Blunt
got into the right track for securing those large

bold flowering kinds that are now so much
prized, but which are not so plentiful as could
be wished. But we want all the forms and the
more variety the better, for even the poorest
among them ai-e lovely. It has often been sug-
gested that these very distinct varieties should
be distinguished by a varietal name like a
Fuchsia or Pelargonium, but the cases are not

SHY FLOWEKINa ORCHIDS.
In the case of the plants which I noticed in The
Garden (p. 561, Vol. XX.) as reputedly shy flower-
ing, I briefly indicated what was the usual cause of
failure in the case of each, and which in most
instances arises through the absence of sufficient

light and air during the growing season ; on this
account the whole substance of the plants is
wanting in the solidity essential to free flowering,
which, with many species, is the direct cause of
their getting into an unhealthy condition. Some
kinds, like Eenanthera coccinea, are so tenacious
of life that, although the treatment they receive:

Odontof/h Draim December 14, 18?1.

the blossoms and breadth of petal, or they may
excel in the matter of colouration and marking.
The variety here illustrated is not so remarkable
for large size as for the exquisite markings so

well defined and conspicuous which it possesses.

It is a very fine variety, and one which is

thought highly of by that admirable judge of

Orchids, Sir Trevor Lawrence, who brought it to

our office in December last from his famous col-

lection at Burford Lodge, Dorking. Plants of

this Orchid imported years ago are stated to be
superior to those now collected, but, be that as

it may, one point is pretty evident, and that is,

there is a larger percentage of forms imported

parallel. If such a procedure were countenanced,
we should have a perfect babel of names for one
and the same kind, and, on the other hand, it is

seldom that the distinct forms can be propagated
to any great extent ; at any rate, it is slow work.
We have lately seen some glorious varieties of

0. Alexandr£e ; the other day Mr. Bull showed
us a pure canary yellow form so chaste and
beautiful as to captivate everyone. The same day
Mr. Douglas, of Loxford Hall, sent us a spotless

white form quite as chaste and lovely, but this

from Sir Trevor Lawrence's is by far the finest

marked form that we have yet seen,

W. Q.

is such as never to give themachance of flowering,
they will, nevertheless, continue for an rmUniited
time to keep on growing without the enfeebling
effects that precede disease ; but such species are
exceptional, for it may be taken as a rule that the
treatment which induces a free disposition to

bloom will invariably be found conducive to a
prolonged healthy existence. This view is borne
out by what may be seen in not a few places
where Orchids are grown in an over-moist atmo-
sphere ; some species fail to flower altogether, or
if they do produce flowers they are wanting in
both quantity and substance. There is no dis-

guising the fact that Orchids are oftener killed by
kindness than through carelessness ; if they cost
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only as many shillings as they usually do pounds,

people would have been less timid as regards

their treatment. The erroneous impression that

few kinds could bear a gleam of sunshine, and

that they required to be kept during growth in a

semi-saturated atmosphere, has resulted in dis-

appointment as regards the flowering of many
and the ultimate destruction of not a few. A more

intelligent system of treatment is, however,

now being adopted, but still there is room

for further improvement in the sami! direc-

tion. Those who have well considered the

requirements of Orchids under cultivation, and

have seen them in houses exclusively devoted to

them, and also amongst other plants where they

were much less shaded and more exposed to air

during the growing season, cannot fail to have

remarked the more satisfactory results which

generally attend them under the latter conditions.

I have in my mind's eye no small number of places

where this is home out in a way that admits of no

mistake, the healthy vigour of the plants speak-

ing for themselves. There are, moreover. Orchids

that refuse to bloom altogether if grown too hot

;

such, for instance, as the Australian Dendrobium
speciosum, the Brazilian Cattleya (Lfelia) crispa,

Miltonia flavescens from the Organ Mountains,

Coelogyne fiaccida from Nepaul, and others that

might be named ; but with Orchids, as with other

plants grown under glass, the degree of heat

which they will bear is much influenced by the

light and air they receive. There are many species

that will bear and continue to thrive in a higher

temperature than they require, provided they get

enough light and air to solidify the growth and

correct the otherwise enfeebling influence of the

heat, but when, on the other hand, the over-abund-

ance of heat is accompanied, as it too often is, by
too much atmospheric moisture and insufficient

light, either by overshading or the dark character of

the house, the plants being too far from the glass,

each or all combined, as a consequence leaves

and pseudo-bulbs are drawn up weakly, the whole

being wanting in that solidity essential to a

healthy existence. I have thus far enlarged

on the subject with a view to make the treat-

ment I advise be more clearly understood.

If the kinds of Orchids that get the name
of being diflicult to flower would not bloom
without exceptional treatment, such as to neces-

sitate their being grown separately from the

generality of others, then it would not be worth

while troubling about them, but with very few

exceptions they can be managed by a course of

treatment which will not only secure the desired

result so far as they are concerned, but will tend

much to a better condition in the greater numbei's

of other species with which they are associated.

Vanda teres.—Occasionally one sees a well-

bloomed plant of this distinct and handsome spe-

cies, the large individual flowers of which are

scarcely equalled by any other Vanda
;
yet it is

much oftener met with in a continually flowerless

state. There is no Orchid more thoroughly epiphy-

tal in habit, its slender bulbless stems running up
quickly and throwing out roots as they ascend

that seem little dependent on sustenance from

anything beyond the atmosphere which surrounds

them. And yet, although it will keep on growing
freely from year to year in a liigh temperature

with an atmosphere heavily charged with mois-

ture, still under such conditions it rarely if ever

blooms in a way that would more than barely

justify the name ; whereas if it is grown in an in-

termediate heat, such as is suited to the generality

of Cattlcyas and Dendrobiums, with its head kept

constantly within a few inches of the glass,

lowering the pot as more head room is required, it

will flower well and regularly. It does best in a pot
in a mixture of half crocks, ordinary Orchid peat,

and Sphagnum, with a stout stick fixed in the pot

for support, syringed daily overhead thi-ough the

growing season, but kept quite dry from the end
of October till the flower-spikes show in spring,

which they will do about March. Until these are
clearly perceptible no water must be given, or the
plants will most likely go off again into growth
without blooming. The increased atmospheric

moisture and additional heat given with the ad-

vancing spring will be enough up to this time,

when they may be again syringed once a day. To
flower strongly the stems should have attained a

height of from i ft. to 5 ft. and be strong in pro-

portion. If after blooming at this size it is thought

obj ectionable to grow themon taller, the plantsmay
be cut in two, dividing them at half their length.

When so treated the back pieces will break a single

growth each, but will most likely require tvvo

summers to get strong enough to flower again

;

for this reason it is better to keep the tops in pots

by themselves, and the bottoms in like manner
separate. In this way a number of growths can

be accommodated in each pot that will flower

simultaneously. I have had a single growth of

this Vanda 6 ft. high bearing two spikes at a

time, one with eight flowers the other with three.

The singular form of the flowers, with their large

size and the beautiful combination in colour con-

sisting of yellow, purple, and white, is such as is

rarely met with in any plant.

Cymbidium eburneum.—Thislovely white

flowered species scarcely comes within the num-
ber of Orchids which have the character of sliy

bloomers, inasmuch as the too high temperature

it was long subjected to did not altogether pre-

vent it from flowering, but kept it in a weakly

condition, such as prevented its being seen in the

strong vigorous state, which, gi-own cooler, it

attains, producing its waxy white flowers as freely

as could'be wished, and in place of dying out as

fast as imported, keeping on increasing in size

with dark green healthy foliage that promises its

continuing to thrive.

Cyrtopodiums.—Of these C. punctatum is

perhaps the best. It is one of the stateliest Or-

chids ever introduced ; its immense erect panicles

of yellow, red spotted flowers have a telling

effect, being singularly handsome and so different

from everything else as to never fail in attracting

attention whenever seen, which, I may say, is only

at long intervals. So vigorous is it naturally that

it will live under treatment that would kill most
Orchids. It requires as much room as Ansellia

africana ; its pseudo-bulbs are almost as long and
much thicker. It, in common with other Cyrtopo-

diums, comes under tlie head of what are desig-

nated terrestrial species, and are said to inhabit the

open plains exposed to the full sun ;
this at once

points to the cause of failure in our too often

indiscriminately shaded houses, as under such

conditions its growth never gets ripened. A shelf

at one end of a succession Pine house suits these

plants well ; here they get the light and air re-

quired. I have grown and flowered C. punctatum
in a span-roofed intermediate Orchid house, keep-

ing it close up to the south end (which was glazed)

and fully exposed to the sun ; here the bulbs were

stout and strong, yet well ripened. Cyrtopodiums

are very free rooting plants ; they require good-

sized pots, and a mixture of fibrous peat and loam
;

they should have a long season of rest, during

which time they ought to be kept dry at the roots;

in the growing season air should be given freely

near where they stand, with a fair supply of water

to the roots. C. punctatum is found in both Mexico

and St. Domingo. The flowers last long in a fresh

condition.

Schomburgkia tibicinis.—This comes
from Honduras, and, like the preceding, will grow
and keep in health with very indifferent treatment,

but to insure its flowering, like the Cyrtopodiums,

it must be well exposed to the sun during the

growing season, or the long horn-like bulbs and
hard leathery leaves do not get hardened up enough
to produce flowers, but keep on growing from year

to year. The individual blooms are large and stout

in substance, white shaded with pink, distinct, and

very handsome, lasting longer than most Orchids.

It is well deserving of cultivation.

Bletia Shepherd! flowers well with cool

plant stove treatment, increasing and gaining

strength until the flower-spikes attain a length of

18 in. or 20 in., in which condition a good sized

pot or panful is beautiful. Its colour, deep purple,

is distinct from most Orchids. It thrives well in

ordinary sandy loam with the pots well drained,

plenty of light and no more shade than is found
necessary to prevent the leaves scorching. It likes

a free admission of air daily in the growing season,

and enough water at the roots to keep the soil

fairly moist.

Dendrobiums.—Most of the Dendrobes, in-

cluding D. chrj'sotoxum, D. Wardianum, D. cras-

sinode, D. dcnsiflorum, D. Farmer!, D. formosum,
D. nobile, D. primulinum, D. Pierardi, with the

numerous varieties of the above, and many others

do much better in an ordinary plant stove than

they do with the usual Orchid house treatment.

The extra air they get for a time daily when in

the company of other plants with less shade has

the effect of their making stronger and generally

shorter bulbs, with a greater quantity of flowers,

especially in the kinds which bloom from nodes,

such as D. Wardianum. I have seen better results

with these and other Dendrobiums grown as I

have said along witlr a mixed collection of stove

plants than ever I met with, even where a house

was devoted to Dendrobiums alone. The small

growing D. pulchellum rarely flowers under ordi-

nary Orchid treatment, but where .subjected to an
intermediate heat with plenty of light and air

whilst its growth is being formed, it will bloom
as freely as D. nobile, but to see it in really good
condition it must be grown strong, so as to get the

bulbs large. To do this all the little growths which
annually break from the joints of the preceding-

year's bulbs must be persistently rubbed off as

fast as they show themselves. This naturally

causes the young bulbs that spring from the base

of the old ones to grow to a much larger size than

they possibly can where the strength of the plants

is divided into so many channels. It takes two
or three years of this kind of management to get

a plant with weak bulbs up to the full strength, say

with bulbs 12 in. or 15 in. long, which can be
done, and when thus well gromi the best variety

of this neglected Orchid is one of the most lovely

of all the Dendrobiums, its flowers forming a
dense cushion of delicate colour that all but hides

the plant. It does best in a shallow basket, in a
mixture of peat, crocks, and a little Sphagnum,
hungup close to the roof whilstmakingitsgrowth,
during which time it requires plenty of water, a

fair amount of air with little shade, and moderate
heat ; when the bulbs are plumped up in autumn,
give no more water for four or five months.
Growth made under conditions such as I have
named will not shrivel to do any harm through
drying, even for so long a time. Ko water must
be given until the flowers have fairly emerged
from the bulbs, so that their shape is clearly

discernible, or they will most likely go off into

growth in the way that D. nobile often does.

D. albo-sanguiueum is a distinct and hand-
some large flowering kind, but a delicate plant to

manage, not that it does not make growth
freely enough in a general way, but it is liable

to die off suddenly and completely without any of

the dwindling symptoms that usually precede the

demise of Orchids. I have seen examples of this

Dcndrobe without any apparent cause begin to

rot at the base of the bulbs, and the whole plant

was gone in a few weeks ; this generally follows its

being grown at some distance from the glass,

whereas if it is kept hmig up close to the roof in

a good light house I have never found it go off in

this manner. The well known D. chiysanthum is

so much finer when grown quite cool, such as in an
ordinary mid-season vinery where very little fire-

heat is used, that it may truly be said that it is

rarely seen bearing a tithe of the flowers which it

is capable of. AVhen growing it will take a fair

amount of water at the root, but it likes a very

much drier atmosphere, and equally less heat than

it ordinarily receives ; so treated, in place of the

few straggling flowers it often produces on very

long bulbs, it will make these half the length, but

much thicker, with from three to four or five

flowers at every joint for half the length of

the bulbs. When bloomed in this way it

stands in the front rank of Dendrobiums,

and its glossy. Buttercup-yellow brown lipped

flowers are particularly handsome. IMost of the
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Dendrobes that come from the cooler hill districts

of ladia are rarely seen in a condition that admits
of their producing the quantity of bloom they are

capable of if grown in a house where the atmo-
sphere is thoroughly dried up for several hours in

the day, by the admission of plenty of air, such
as is given to Muscat Grapes where these arc well

grown, and receive as they require a considerable

amount of fire-heat. In vineries of this descrip-

tion, standing on front shelves, or hung up close

to the roof, where the Vines do not cover it so

thickly that their foliage shades them too much,
I have seen many Dendrobes, and not a few
other Orchids succeed in a way that thej- very

rarely do where houses are devoted expressly to

them. The reason for this is plain—the free

admission of air, and consequent drying up of

the atmosphere for a considerable time daily,

strengthens and solidifies the growth, as it is

made, checking the undue elongation to which
the long-bulbed Dendrobiums in particular in a
cultivated state are so liable. When the bulbs and
leaves have strength and substance infused into

them regularly as the work of growth goes on, not
only do the plants flower in a way that it is not
possible to make them do by any attempt at ripen-

ing through severe drying when the growth has
been made under conditions that have left it

wanting in hard substance, but the plants will be
found to increase in size much faster through the
numbers of double breaks yearlj' produced. Let
me not be misunderstood : I do not instance the
superiority of warm vinery-grown Dendrobiums,
or other Orchids with a view to show that the
presence of the Vines is the cause ; but where
Orchids are thus grown in vineries, the Vines are
usually the fii'st consideration in the admission of

air and other matters, and which, combined with
reasonable treatment in other respects, generally

turns out to be better suited to the Orcliids than
the treatment they would receive if grown alone
in a house to themselves, and similar results

frequently follow where Orchids are grown along
with ordinary stove plants. T. Baines.

ORCHIDS m EAST ANGLIA.

What flower at this, or indeed at any season, can
equal a feast of Phalienopsids, with Calanthes
and Odontoglossums ad libituvi to boot ? That is the
treat now enjoyed in not a few places in EastAnglia
—notably at Henham Hall, Kendlesham Hall, and
Drinkstone Park. At Henham the half hundred or

so of fine plants of Phalsnopsis are in full bloom.
Some of the later plants of P. Schilleriana

are not yet open, but amabilis and grandiflora are

perfect. These are suspended fi'om the roof
of a small stove, which they clothe with beauty
and drape with fragrance. On a front shelf near
to these sijlendid plants a row of Calanthe
Veitchi is growing in 8-in. pots. These are covered
with bloom, and the spikes are so strong
that they reach up and almost meet the
drooping flowers of the Phalasnopsids. The effect

is rich and satisfying in the extreme, though but
two genera of Orcliids are employed. So well,

however, are these grown and flowered, that it is

gratifying to find the Countess of Stradbroke has
been extending her collection, and in a few years
it is probable that Odontoglossums, Dendrobiums,
Cattleyas, Lselias, Aerides, &c., may be as well

—

they could hardly be better—done than the Phala;-
nopsids and Calanthes are now. Lord Piendlesham
grows a large and choice collection of Orchids,
including many fine specimens of Phala3nopsis,
which are in full flower. As his lordship cuts
many of these for room decoration, there is not,
however, the blaze of bloom there is at Henham.
At the former place it is thought that the flower-
stems rather strengthen the plants ; at Eendle-
sham it is thought they draw the strength from
the leaves. Be that as it may, the Phalssnopsids at
Eendlesham are specially distinguished by the
size and number of their leaves as well as by
the strength and size of the flower-stems. At the
time of my visit the following Phatenopsids and
other Orchids were in bloom : P. amabilis, grandi-
flora, Schilleriana, superba, very fine ; also the

far less common P. Porteana. Among Lfelias,

autumnalis, anceps, Dawsoni, albida and grandi-
flora were in bloom.

The stock of the brilliant Sophronitis grandi-
flora is imusually large and healthy, and con-
trasted admirably with the pure white and charming
Masdevallia tovarensis. Pleione humilis was nicely
in flower, while the large pans of P. maoulata
showed what they had been, and Coelogyne cristata

was bursting into bloom in pansfuls of a couple
or more yards across. The feast of Odontoglossums
was if possible richer than that of Phalsnopsids.
Among the former was a noble plant of the richly

perfumed pulchellum majus bearing nine immense
spikes with flowers of enormous size and great
substance. 0. Eossi majus, 0. tripudians, and 0.

Pesoatorei were also in fine condition, while 0.

Alexandras (crispum) was simply magnificent in the
number and variety of the plants in bloom. This
Orchid alone suflices almost to make a midsummer
brilliance in Januarj'. Several Lycastes were also

in flower, while the robust health and spotless

cleanliness of the general collection were beyond
all praise. Notably among these were many noble
Dendrobes, including Bensonis, crystallinum,
suavissimum, bigibbum, Wardianum, &c., On-
cidiums, Cattleyas, Anguloas, Saccolabiums, Ae-
rides, Angrascums, Phaiuses, and Cymbidiums,
especially eburneum, are grown in quantities and
in magnificent specimens. Altogether the collec-

tion grows in interest, size, and value, and affects

one in mid-winter like April showers after the
aridities of March or May-day freshness and fra-

grance. The Drinkstone collection of Orchids is

much 3'ounger than that at Kendlesham. It is

only a few years since the proprietor, Mr. T. N.
Powell, took to Orchids, and already several

houses are filled with such a promising collection

as reflects the greatest credit on his liberality, and
the care and skill of Mr. Palmer, his gardener.
About the middle of January the following were
in flower :

—

in a bed of sawdust over the pipes, where they
struck well and quickly,— J. C. B.

Aiigr.Tcum citratuni, and the
very stnkiug A. ses-

quipedale
Phalcenopsis rosea, small,

but pretty
amabilis
gTancliflnra, very fine

Scliilleriana, in great
number and variety

Luddenianniana
Calanthe Veitchi, very fine

in pots
vestita
v. rubra
V. lutea

Cattleya Triana;
Alendelli

Cypripedium barbatum
villosum
insigne
Maulei
venustum

Deudrobium heterocarpura
Wardianum

Lfelia autumnalis

albida
Phaius gi-andiflora

.Sophronitis gi-andiflora

Vanda gigantea
Saccolabluni gigauteum
rieione humilis
Masdevallia Veitchi

tovarensis
Mesospinidium sanguinemu

%'ulcanicum
Bletia hyacinthina, very fine

Maxillaria grandiflora
Lycaste Skinneri
Oncidium cucuUatum

ornithorhynchuni
Zygopetalmn Mackayi super-

bum,very fine, and spe-

cially late for tliis

There was also agood plant of the pretty and seldom
seen Trichosma suavis, and a flower garden shall I

call it of the glorious Odontoglossums. Among the

finest in flower were a rich collection of crispum
(Alexandras), Pescatorei, roseum, cirrhosum, tri-

pudians, Halli, pulchellum, Kossi, and E. majus.

It is impossible to look on the beauty and inhale

the fragrance of such plants in mid-winter with-

out feeling that Orchids have a great future, and
that the time is at hand when they will be held

to be equally or more essential to the furnishing

of gardens of any pretensions tlian Fuchsias,

Pelargoniums, or Roses. D. T. Fish.

Sawdust for propagating.—The remarks
upon this subject (p. 52) may perhaps induce
many to try sawdust for propagating purposes.

Certainly I should never have conceived the idea

of sowing seeds in it, but I know that soft-wooded

cuttings root in it with great freedom, and I can
easily believe that it may have the same stimu-

lating effect upon the seed as on the cuttings.

When in France I saw much use made of saw-

dust for spring propagating ; one good propagator

whom I knew emplayed scarcely anything else.

In a large trade establishment, too, Dracfenas

Fious, Aralias, and similar subjects were inserted

KITCHEN GARDEN.
THE CHINESE YAM.

(dioscorea batatas.)

One of the few vegetables that are not so much
appreciated in this country as they might be is

the Chinese Yam, a tuber suitable in a variety
of ways for winter use. It is now regularly and
largely imported from the Azores, and sold in

the London markets, and a fair trade is done
therewith ; but, as few of these Yams reach
country places, the plant is well worthy of a little

space being devoted to its culture. One objection
to it is that beiug so deep rooted there is more
labour attached iij lifting the tubers than there
is in the case of Potatoes ; but that need be no
obstacle. It is an easily grown plant, but there

is no need to enter into any details regarding its

cultivation here, as an excellent article on the

Chinese Yam (flowering stem and tiiier).

subject appeared in The G.ahdbn a few weeks
ago by Mr. J. C. Clarke, of Cothelstone, to which
all interested in this matter can refer.

AV. G.

Aigburth Brussels Sprout.—I have this

growing side by side with Scrjonger's Giant, and
find it superior to the latter, both as regards

evenness of size and cooking qualities. If grown
on very rich land (for instance, that on which
Celery has been grown) it may grow too large

(as in my opinion we have got far enough
advanced as regards size in this vegetable), but if

grown on ground from which Beet or some other

autumn root crop has come, it will produce good,

compact, and finely flavoured Sprouts, ranking in

value with such sterling good vegetables as

Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauliflower and Osborn's

Forcing French Bean.—A. Bkown, Faringdoi),

Berks.

"Worms in manure.—These should be got

rid of, particularly if the manure is intended for

potting purposes. The best way to effect this is

to turn the manure, and add to it while doing so

a few bushels of gas lime, that is, lime from the

purifiers thi-ough which gas has passed, and which

will consequently be of a greenish colour. This

will improve the quality of the manm'e as a fer-

tiliser, and quickly free it from worms, large and
small. Whether it kills them or drives them away
I am unable to say, but at all events they disap-

pear. A similar result may be obtained by well

watering the heap with strong lime water, but

gas lime, if it can be obtained, is best.—P. G.

Surface-planted Potatoes.—For sorae

years I have seen Potatoes planted within 2 in.

of the surface and earthed up at the time when
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they were planted. Thus treated they have in-

variably produced a finer crop, o£ better quality,

and at least a fortnight earlier than those planted

at the usual depth of 6 in. or 8 in. The method
adopted was to draw a line with a hoe 2 in. deep,

and in this to insert the sets, which were covered

op in the usual way. When they are about i in.

in height another earthing up is given them. In

wet and tenacious soils, where Potatoes have been

grown side by side under both systems, the sur-

face-planted ones have yielded nearly double the

quantity that the others did, and much freer from

tlisease. Those who have not tried this system

will do well to try a few on it this year.—J. HiD-

DELL, Wentwurth,

Mushrooms out-of-doors.—In reply to

" Sylvestris "
(p. io), allow me to say that th'^

quantities stated were gathered from two beds,

each 30 yards long, occupying 90 ft. by 12 ft. of

ground. The quantity sent does not, however,

represent the whole of the projluoe of the two
beds, as they were in bearing about a mouth be-

fore the very severe weather set in. The statement

was merely made to show that Mushrooms could

be grown out-of-doors even in such a severe time

as January and February last. As to comparing
indoor with outdoor Mushrooms, I can safely assert

that with the same amount of manure beds out-

of-doors would produce quite half as much again

in weight as beds indoors. I shall very shortly give

the weight of Mushrooms grown from 500 yards'

run of bed ; also every particular as to manure,
making and general management of the same,

and also the space of ground occupied. Every
grower will therefore be able to make comparisons

;

and if there are any better methods than mine, 1

shall be only too pleased to adopt them.—J. T.

Barter.

Clay analysis.—Can anyone tell me where to find an

analysis of Atherfield clay, which in places occurs at the

edge of the weald ?—E. W.

directions. Bushy plants of Coronilla pentaphylla

had a fine appearance, as had also a large under-
growth of Roman Hyacinth, apparently growing
liere wild. Aralia papyrifera is now splendidly in

flower, and the various kinds of Eucalypti seem
here to be quite naturalised. At the bottom of the

garden is a pretty aviary surrounded with climbing

Itoses and Mignonette. Winding our way up the

terraces, one is confronted with GrevUlea longi-

flora glowing with orange-coloured blooms. The
Norfolk Pine also succeeds here, and I noticed a
magnificent Abutilon covered with pendent veined

red bells. The growth which the prickly Pear

makes here is marvellous. Altogether even thus

earlj' in the year this garden is full of interest to

all who are fond of flowers and plants remarkable
for their singular growth or fine foliage, or such

as are of economical or medicinal value, of which
it contains a fine collection.

G. W. Septimus Piesse

LA MORTOLA, MENTONE.
About two miles from Mentone, travelling towards
Italy, one passes the frontier and enters Liguria,

one of the Italian states ; two miles more and we
reach the small village of Mortola high up above
the shores of the Mediterranean. Close to the

surging waves of that tideless sea, and upon a

rocky promontory, stands the Palazzo Orengo, the

residence of Sir. T. Hanbury. Here he has laid out

a garden on the slopes running from the main
road down to the house, perhaps as warm a corner
as any that could have been selected in the whole
of the western Riviera. The garden, which is open
to the public on Mondays and Fridays, contains

plants from many countries—from Australia,

Africa, Abyssinia, Central America, and elsewhere.

They grow here in the greatest luxuriance without
any other protection than that afforded by the sur-

rounding mountains. The soil is a light loam, the
product of the natural disintegration of the rocks
around. I noted on the 15th of this month (Jan.)

several plants in bloom, such as Sparmanniaafricana
with twelve flowers on a stem ; the rare Acacia
trinervata ; Cycas revoluta ; Linum trigynum,
masses of gold ; the Euonymus covered with
bright red berries ; the white Brugmansia, 20 ft.

high and plentifully furnished with blossom
Othonna Athanasiae, covered with glowing yellow
flowers ; Bougainvillea, loaded with pretty mauve
inflorescence ; and Agaves and Yuccas in profu-

sion. Associated with these were also the Shark-
jaw Cactus in full flower ; the crimson-blossomed
Salvia cardinalis, Kennedya alba, and Bignonia
sequinoctialis, with seed-pods at least 1 ft. long.

Solanums were dotted all over with scarlet berries

certainly twice the size of any I have seen in
England. On Lavendula dentata there were also
masses of purple spikes. This Lavender rarely
blooms in the open air in England. Heliotropes
finely in flower run up anything they co'me near
from 20 ft. to 25 ft., scenting the whole garden.
Genistas and Daffodils are everywhere in flo\ver.

A large bed of Anemone containing variously
coloured flowers is most efEective; they grow
here naturally, and are allowed to spread in all

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT AT THE CRYSTAL
PALACE.

The effect of the electric light on the surrounding

vegetation here is charming ; in fact, the southern
nave looking from the kings' and queens' screen

towards the central transept becomes, through
its help, quite a fairy scene. The -concentrated

brilliant light thrown on magnificent specimens
of tree Ferns, and reflected from the water in the

tanks, is in the highest degree efEective. The float-

ing foliage of the Water Liliesand other aquatics,

and the groups of ornamental foliaged and flower-

ing plants in the vases, are thrown into striking

relief, as are also the larger subjects, such as Camel-
lias, Oranges, and more particularly the Norfolk
Island Pines on each side of the ornamental tanks,

and even the climbers on the columns ; these

are all shown up in an exquisite manner.
The gigantic Alexandrian Laurel (Ruscus andro-

gynus), a mass of the densest and deepest green,

forms a noble object under this light, which
seems to render all beyond its radiance obscure,

thereby confining the vision to a given space, in

which every line and feature is brought out with
peculiar distinctness. The north end, with its

gigantic tropical vegetation, will afford another
glorious sight when the illuminations have been
completed ; but at present they are not suflicieutly

advanced to show off surrounding objects to such
advantage as the south end. Workmen have for

weeks been employed in making the necessary
arrangements for working the different systems,

and when finished, the Palace by night will be a
sight worth seeing. B.

Economy in heating.— Avoid all the
numerous patent boilers, especially if of wrought
iron. If you must have a boiler, have one of cast

iron. I recommend a coil, provided it be built in a
domed furnace of fire-brick, with closed ashpit.

Have a door on a level with the fii-ebars to light

the fire in the first instance, and to clear away
clinkers ; another door to feed from top, and when
once you have got j-our bricks hot, like a baker's

oven, without a speck of unburnt soot, feed only
in small quantities at a time ; close your ashpit

door and also your chimney-damper to within 1 in.

I have now two coils working ; one of them I had
lately in place of a 3-flue boiler, and I have, or

rather had, two others—one a saddle boiler and the

other a common waggon boiler. The coil boilers do
double the work with the same fuel. I heat 300 ft.

of 4-iu. pipe with a coil, carrying in it about 32 ft.

of Ij-in. steam pipes. I made this myself, and have
been so successful that I am just starting another
in the place of a wrought iron saddle boiler, which
has only been down five years and gave way on
the side flues, the smoke having entirely eaten the
boiler away in that part, the bottom being as

sound as it was when new. The real truth is that
with slow burning side flues cannot stand the

smoke at the comparatively low temperature that
the smoke goes up the chimney. Iron of some sort

seems a necessity for heating water, but iron

everywhere else cai'ries too much heat avcay. As

firebricks are dear, I am going to try whether I

cannot line a furnace built of ordinary building

bricks with a coating of fire clay dried and poun-
ded to dust, and mixed with liquid silicate of

soda. All I can say is that, according to my expe-

rience, the coil properly placed in a furnace is a
good 25 per cent, cheaper, in fact, than any of the

three boilers I have had for the last five years.

—

K. B.

GARDEN FLORA.
PLATE CCCXXIII.—MASCARENHASIA.

CURNOWIANA.*

The name Masoarenhasia has been designated
" dreadful," and it is rather long ; but its six syl-

lables are not so very formidable after all. Mas-
carenbas was the name of a Portuguese navi-

gator, who discovered the Isle of Bourbon in

1545, and to whom A. de CandoUe dedicated the

genus, of which our plant is a member, some
three centuries later. This is the history of the

name, and we venture to predict that nobody
will object to the association of the name of one

of those early navigators with a plant from the

region of bis discoveries. The specific name com-
memorates the discoverer of this particular spe-

cies, through -whom Messrs. Low introduced it

;

therefore, so long as we are to have dedicatory

names, none could be more appropriate. And
now a little digression in geography as to the

application of the name Mascarene Islands. Ori-

ginally, perhaps, it may have been restricted to

IJourbon ; subsequently, however, it was, and
has been, the collective designation of Bourbon,

Mauritius, Rodriguez, and other islands east of

Madagascar. Now it is employed by some writers

in a more extended sense, and includes Mada-
gascar.

About six species of Mascarenhasia are known
—all of them restricted to Madagascar ; and M.
Curnowiana is, so far as we can judge from dried

specimens, the most attractive of them, though

its flowers are not so large as those of two or

three at least of the others. In graceful habit

it re.sembles a Jessamine, but it is much more
nearly related to the well known Traohelosper-

mum (Rhynchospermum) jasminoides,near which
it is placed in the natural arrangement. It has

the reputation of being both a free grower and
a free bloomer, and these indispensable qualities,

associated with elegance and brilliant colour,

should ensure this novelty a great future.

W. B. Hbmsley.

[Messrs. Hugh Low, in whose nursery at

Clapton our plate was prepared last December,

write : The Mascarenhaisia seems to grow very

freely and to bloom abundantly, and the flowers

have the good property of remaining a long time

in perfection. It thrives well in a mixture of

three-parts loam and one-part good, fibrous

peat, with a little sand, and it luxuriates in a

moist, warm temperature. This plant was
awarded a first-class certificate by the Royal
Horticultural Society last August."]

Summer treatment of Poinsettias.—
Forsome time we have been increasing our stock of

these, and next winter I hope to have a good 200

* Frutex scandens vel vagaus, prajter (lores undique gla-

berrimus, ramuHs ultimis floriferis gracillimls, teretibus,

cortice viridi. Folia opposita, breviter petiolata, tenuis vel

saltern vU coriacea, supra atroviridia, subtus pallidiora,

oblonga, cum petiolo usque ad i poll, longa, apice acumi-

nata, obtusiuscula, basi sa>pius rotundata (nee cuneata ut

in icone), venis primariis transversis prope mai-ginem arcu-

atim anastomosantibus. Flores kermesino-rosei, ad 2poll.

diametro, breviter pedicellati, in apicibus vel fmcis ramu-

lorum 3-6 aggregati
;
pedunculus communis lineas 3-4 lou-

gus ; bractea; parvie, squamajformes ; caly.t glaber, parvus,

segmentis ovatis, obtusiusculis, margine scariosis ; corolla

hypocraterimorpha, extus omnmo glabra, intus fauce bar-

bata, limbi lobis undulatis, acuminatis ; stamina niclusa,

fllamentis brevissimia, barbatis ; discus subnullus ;
ovana

glabra. Follicnli a nobis uon visi.
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to look at and out from. Some who saw our dwarf
big-headed plants lately complained that theirs

had very long bare stems, wluoh they did not
admire. Toinsettias, howeYer, seem naturally in-

•clined to assume that form, especially it kept in a
warm, close atmosphere far from the glass when
making their main growth. The only way I know
of avoiding this and keeping them dwarf is to

grow them in shallow, cold frames from June until

^September. If they are put into a frame about
18 in. deep when about 6 in. high, and ventilated

and shut up with care according to the state of

the weather, dwarf, robust plants will be the re-

sult, and when they come to be put into more
iJieat in October or November, their heads will be
none the smaller or dimmer in colour through the

cold frame mode of treatment.—J. MuiE.

NEW HAND-GLASS OR SMALL FRAME.
Annexed is an illustration of a small frame which
I have found useful at all seasons, but especially

in autumn and spring, for striking cuttings. It is

formed of |-in deal board ; the pieces are not
framed together but simply nailed, so that they
can be easily taken to pieces, if it was thought
desirable to do that, either for removal to a dis-

tance or to stow away. The back projects beyond

the sides ^ in. to make the nails hold firmer, and
the narrow piece in front and the sides are secured
by being halved to each other. Small strips of wood
are nailed to the front ends of the sides, which,
with the addition of another inside, form a groove
for the front pane of glass to slide in. The pane at
top is supported by a rabbet formed by other and
wider strips fastened to the sides about i in. from
the top, and the front of the pane rests on the
glass below, overhanging it by about l-8th in.

The frames are made to suit the dimensions of the
panes of glass used in my greenhouse, a supply of
which is always kept in case of accident. The
dimensions are 11 in. by 12 in., and one cut down
the middle lengthways makes two front panes, so
that three of them will supply glass for two frames.
The front pane slides down the grooves on either
side, and rests on the wooden base below.
The best thing for the fiame to stand on is a

piece ef flat stone or slate, or some material which
will not be affected by the damp. On this I place
a layer of wet Cocoa-nut fibre and sUver sand, and
hereon stand twelve 3-in. cutting pots. Such frames
are easily made, cost but little, and give free
admission to the sun's rays, and this is especially be-

neficial when it is thought desirable to shade the
foliage of the plants by placing a piece of paper or
other material on the glass at the top.

They will also be found useful to afford tem-
porary spring protection to Vegetable Marrows
and other plants when first turned out of their

pots and placed in the open borders ; but for that
purpose the frames are best made to allow the
glass to cover the back board by making- it i in.

less high, and shortening the lengths of the sides

in the same proportion. The ends of each piece
should be painted before they are nailed together,

and the whole should have at least two coats of

paint if they are intended to be used in the open
air. Two such frames, and that is all I have at

present, will be found to do the work of many
bell-glasses, and do it more effectually. It will be

seen that to get at the plants inside you have only
to raise the top pane of glass. B. S.

FRUIT GARDEN.
THE APPLE.

(Cuyitinued from p. 12.)

Insects —The worst insect enemy to the
attacks of which the jVpple is liable is what is

termed the American blight, a cottony looking

substance, which occupies every crevice of the

bark, and when once fairly established difficult

to eradicate. Perseverance in scrubbing the stems

with hard brushes will, however, check its pro-

gress, and soap-suds applied with force by a

powerful garden engine will extirpate it. I have
also found Gishurst Compound to be effectual in

destroying this pest. When the trees are dormant
it may be applied strong enough to kill any kind

of insect, say 8 oz. to the gallon, without injury

to the tree. As this blight goes under ground,
and attacks the roots as well as the tops, it will

be advisable in extreme cases to uncover the

latter as far as they seem affected, and remove
the soil entirely to some open field. After a tho-

rough cleansing substitute fresh soil, which will

have the effect of giving the trees a fresh start.

Paraffin oil is one of the cheapest and most
effective insecticides we have, and if the stems
and affected branches are washed with a strong

mixture of this and water, but little blight will

be seen the following year.

Green and black fly are sometimestrouble-

souie in the case of young trees, especially in

nurseries, where in whole quarters the leaves may
be seen coated on the under-sides with fly, and
if not destroyed they greatly check growth.
Dipping the affected parts in Tobacco water,

Gishurst Compound, and other liquids, or delug-

ing them with these by means of the garden
engine, are the remedies usually employed. Dust-

ing the leaves when damp with snujff or Tobacco
powder will also greatly check their progress, as

will likewise keeping the surface soil stirred,

and as much as possible promoting vigorous

growth.

Mussel scale sometimes gets established on

the bark. "When that happens brushing with a

very hard brush will greatly reduce its num-
bers, and painting the stems with clay, soft soap,

and a strong dose of paraffin or Gishurst Com-
pound will, by following it up for two or three

seasons, quite clear the tree, and the wood will

assume a healthy, shining appearance, a certain

precursor of health and fertility.

Caterpillars and weevils. — These are

usually worse in orchards in which the ground
is dug than in thcS3 carpeted with grass. The
immediate destruction of grub-eaten Apples that

fall on the ground is doubtless one means of re-

ducing some kinds, and in all cases where the

trees are much affected it will be well to break

the surface soil up well in frosty sveather ; birds

will then search diligently for them in the freshly-

broken soil. In the growing season only hand-
picking is of much avail, and that is a tedious

operation. Scraping and cleaning the stems and
painting them with various insecticides, although

only aimed at the destruction of one of these

pests, will indirectly help to free them from all

of them. A. somewhat primitive mode of clearing

the trees of these pests and manuring them at

the same time is practised here, viz., folding pigs

under them in pens made of iron hurdles, that

are moved every few days. The pigs, having no
rings in their noses, turn up the soil in quan-

tities equal to ploughing. Pigs will also clear the

land of all kinds of roots, such as those of Docks
and other noxious weeds, and the crops of clean

fruit borne on trees thiis treated is the best argu-
ment in favom- of its efficiency.

Renovating neglected trees —There
can be no question that many of the ills that
befall our Apple trees, and which cause them to
fail in producing regular and abundant crops,
are clearly traceable to neglect. Although a great
revival has taken place in hardy fruit cultui-e

within the last few years, it is by no means un-
common to find trees in all parts of the kingdom
that never get the slightest attention from the
time of gathering one crop until the next is

ready. AU is left to chance. If the soil is good
and naturally well drained, they may bear fairly
well for some years ; and if they fail, there is

always the ready excuse, viz., our wretched
seasons. Nevertheless, it may happen that the
next neighbour has good crops and few failures

;

but m this case the trees have been carefully
tended from the first day they came from the
nursei-y. The Apple is not so transient that even
the longest lived among us need replant orchards
more than once in a lifetime

; and if the direc-
tions laid down in previous papers with regard
to the forming of new orchards or fruit gardens
are followed, there need be little fear that

the result will be unsatisfactory. It is in the case
of trees that as regards age ought to be in

their prime, but n'hich from neglect are

prematurely old, and apparently worn out,

that diseases and insects are most troublesome.
Where orchards are under-cropped with bush

fruits, the trees are more quickly brought into a
debilitated condition than in any other way,
owing to the close sj'stem of planting adopted,
and unless hea^vy dressings of good manure are
applied every year, the bushes soon take all the
nutriment out of the surface soil, and the trees

are di-iven to send their roots more deeply into

the ground than is good for them, inducing sappy,
unripened shoots, that easily fall victims to

canker. It is the little wiry top roots that feed
the fruitful spray that we want to encourage
and keep at work near the surface. A few years
ago au orchard crowded with bushes and
rubbish growing right into and choking the
lower branches of the Apples came under my
charge. The first thing to be done was to grub
all the bush fruits up by the root, and burn
them in the open spaces along with Couch Grass
and weeds. The centres of the trees were also

cleared of dead wood and weakly growths, and
all erect growing shoots were shortened ; the
stems were cleared of Moss, and the branches
dusted with lime-wash. Several of the oldest trees,

toOjWere cut out entirely to let in air to those left,

the greatest bane of orchards being too thick

planting. The soil was levelled and left quite

loose, the first season keeping it hoed and raked,

so as to get it thoroughly clean. Next winter
the trees were looked over, and where the shoots

were strong they were shortened. Trees not of

approved sorts were cut back for grafting, which
was done on the small wood, about 100 gi'afts

being put on a fair sized tree. In this way a

good head was quickly the result. A good dress-

ing of manure was then spread around each

tree and lightly forked in, and in the spring fol-

lowing the ground was sown with Grass seeds.

This orchard has been very little trouble since

then, and it has produced heavy crops ever since

it has been renewed. Trees in good bearing order

require but little pruning—only just a look over

annually to keep the centres clear, and to top erect

growing shoots. Trees that have been regrafted

need thinning out and treating exactly as recom-

mended in the case of young trees ; they usually

form flower-buds very abundantly, and are very
prolific after the third year from regrafting.

Feeding the Grass under them close off with
sheep, and bringing in all kinds of garden
green crops to augment their supply of food,
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help the trees very much. We also use road

scrapings, old potting mould, or any kind of

mixed manures, carting them on in winter and

spreading them on the surface. I have no hesi-

tation insayina- that the more manure we apply

the finer and heavier are our crops, and the less

are we trouhled with diseases and insects. They
are unahle to successfully attack trees in vigorous

health.

Orchards on Grass.—These are much more
favourahly circumstanced than under-cropped
orchards, owing to the trees having the soil to

themselves ; hut if the Grass is cut and carried

away it is questionable how long they will re-

main healthy and fruitful, i.e., if manure he not

pretty freely applied to replace the removed
Grass. The same measures as to pruning and
cleaning of stems and branches as iu other cases

must be adopted. The turf should be taken ofE

as far back as the circumference of the branches,

and the exhausted soil thrown out until the

roots are reached, when a good coating of

manure and fresh loam mixed together may be
applied to them, the old soil being spread on
the surface. This will soon produce a good effect,

and when the trees are restored to vigour they
should be maintained in a fruitful state by rich

surface dressings that are easily applied, and es-

pecially by the cheapest and most profitable mode
of dressing of all, viz., close feeding off with
sheep, particularly by making the orchard their

winter as well as summer quarters, and bringing
Turnips and other roots, oil cake, hay, &c., to

supplement their food. The treesunder such con-
ditions find plenty of rich food close to the sur-

face. I may mention that those who may still

look upon manure as the forerunner of disease in

fruit trees should see orchards about here that

are dressed with night soil, sewage, &c., and note

their healthy look and the exceptional crops

they carry. The place to look for irsect pests

and other ailments to which Apple trees are

liable is where poverty of soil has predisposed

the trees to their attacks.

Benovating dwarftrees.—Apples trained
as dwarfs and kept closely cut or pinched in
may be reinvigorated with the greatest certainty
by lifting them carefully with all the fibres that
can be got with them, and after cutting back
the coarse roots to moderate limits replanting
either on entirely fresh ground, or in holes filled

with fresh soil. They should be treated thus as
early in the month of October as possible, and
as soon as replanted have a good coating of ma-
nure laid over the roots. The old hard spm's
may be thinned out with a small pruning saw,
and the remainder shortened in considerably.
Trees on trellises that fail to produce fruit of
first-rate quality will be greatly benefited by
undergoing this process, and if ori the Paradise
stock, as all these dwarf trees should be, they
will scarcely feel the check. Being surface
rooters, they are generally well furnished with
fibres. After replanting, the leading shoots may
be shortened about one-third, and the spurs
thinned out, when the trees will rapidly recover
their^ energy ; but to keep them in good bearing
condition they must have first-class treatment.
Anyonehaving a good collection of good dwarf
Apples in a favourable situation must make up
their mind to keep the soil fiee from other
crops, the same as a Vine border, and mulched
and treated with equal care. Apples, whether in
orchards or gardens, repay careful culture as
well, or even better, than any other cultivated
fi'wts. "James Qboom.

Pruning old orchard trees.—" A Grange
Gardener " is wrong in saying that old orchard
trees do not want pruning. Nine years ago I took
charge of an orchard of Apple trees ; they were

so thick that one could hardly get one's hand in
to pick the fruit they bore, which was hardly
worth calling fruit, it was so small and tasteless.

These trees I pruned, and that so severely that
the following Febrtiary every branch left stood
out separately. And now for the results. The first

year I had a medium crop of fair sized fruit, but
the next the crop was so satisfactory that it made
5s. per bushel at the foot of the trees. I did not
find, moreover, that they made more foliage, ex-

cept in the case of young shoots springing out of
the old wood, and which were easily rubbed ofi

in the summer. Three years afterwards I went
over the trees again with saw and knife, and we
never have had a failure even in these late, un-
favourable seasons. I intend doing the same this

February. " A Grange Gardener '' says, wait three
or four years and mark the result. I have waited
that number of years, and find the result all I

could desire.—A St. Alban's Gaedenbk.

VERTICAL COEDONS.
A NEW manner of training fruit trees in vertical

cordons with single stems has been introduced of

late years by some of the nurser3'men ; and this

system appears very fascinating to the owners of

small gardens, enabling them, as it does, to culti-

vate many varieties of fruit in a small space.

Many of your readers, like myself, would doubt-
less be thankful to receive instructions from some
fruit grower who understands the system as to
planting, pruning and general treatment of the
trees in question, so as to keep them healthy and
productive for any lengthened period (if indeed
that can be done), and also to be informed where
to get the wire fencing, and how to put it up.

CONSTAiST EeADBE.
Thecordon system of trainingwas introduced

some years ago from France, but whether we do
not bestow the pains on fruit tree training that the
French do, or the system is too artificial for British
tastes or not, I cannot saj', but certain it is it does
not meet with that amount of favour which it did
on its fii'st introduction. "VVe have given it a fair

trial, having trained Apples, Pears, Peaches, Apri-
cots, Cherries, and Plums in vertical, horizontal,
and oblique cordons, and with what results may be
surmised when it is said that we have given up all

these forms with the exception of the oblique. In
this way we gi'ow Apples and Pears only, and for
these the cordon system is to be commended, par-
ticularly to those whose space is limited and who
desire variety ; indeed, the one great merit of the
cordon system is being able to have six or more
varieties, consisting of early and late kinds, instead
of one variety, early or late. As to keeping the
trees healthy and productive for a lengthened
period, there is no difficulty about that, provided
they are liberally treated to surface dressings of
new soil and mulchings of manure. We have
numbers of Pears, planted thirteen years ago at
18 in. apart, only confined to one stem, trained
obliquely on a wall 13 ft. high ; these bear an-
nually very heavy crops of fine fruit, and are just
as healthy and vigorous as they were the second
year after planting. The treatment which these
trees receive is as follows : They are every winter
fresh top-dressed with maiden loam, and over
this is put a thick covering of stable manure ; this
is allowed to remain the year round, and is of
equal service as a protector from summer drought
as it is as a manure. As to the pruning required,
in winter there is virtually none, as the points of
the shoots are constantly pinched back to within
one or two joints of the former pinching. This
constant repression of growth conduces to the
formation of fruit buds, and also keeps the spurs
of the trees—to use a technical term—"close
home ;" necessarily in course of time, and in spite
of such constant repression, the spurs will get
long, and in such cases a few of the longest
should each winter be cut ofE to within one or'two
buds of the main stem. In this way the long spurs
may all be gradually removed, and yet the trees
continue to produce abundant crops of fruit. We
give preference to the oblique or slantwise mode
of training over the vertical, because of the

greater length of stem thus gained. We have many
Apples and some few Pears trained on fencing
and treated exactly as the trees are on walls, and
the results are very similar. As to fencing and
fixing, any wire merchant would gladlj' do that.

W.

KEEPING LATE GRAPES.

That variety in this matter is more than half the
battle is abundantlj' evident this season. Seldom
iiave late Hamburghs kept worse ; so badly, in

fact, did thej'keep in the late autumn or early win-
ter that the markets were glutted by the rush to get
rid of them before they rotted, and yet some not
only profess to be able to keep Hamburghs till

February or March, but a few actually succeed
in doing so. They are, however, ver}' few. The
excessive rainfall and mildness of the weather
that destroyed so many late Hamburghs do not
seem to have seriouly afEected the sound keeping
of the more popular and useful late Grapes.
Among these there can be no doubt that the
Muscat of Alexandria, Mrs. Pince, Alicantes, and
Lady Downes are the very best. The Muscat of

Alexandria keeps well or otherwise very much in the
ratio of its perfect or imperfect maturity. In-

differently ripened and full of juice,few Grapes spot
and decay sooner. Cut finished off with an amber
tint in a dry atmosphere and slightly shrivelled,

this best of all Grapes will keep almost as well as

Lady Downes, and if possible it improves by
keeping, although the improvement of a perfect

Muscat maybe held to be on a level with the paint-

ing of the Lily or the Rose. Mrs. Pince is also acapital

keeping late Grape. In visiting several large private

gardens aboutthe middle of last month, I was very
much struck with the excellent condition and
perfect state of preservation of this fine Grape

;

with a flavour second to that of no black Grape,
it may also be said to keep about as long as any
of them. It seems also to keep longest when uols

of the blackest, and, like Hamburghs and several

other black Grapes, it loses colour, though not
flavour, by keeping. This is assuredly one of the
most valuable of late black Grapes, and those who
esteem the Alicante at its best somewhat watery
and the Lady Downes leathery, can hardly do better

than try Mrs. Pince. It must, however, be added
that in some situations it sets indifferently, and in

others has a provoking tendency to shank. But
where it does well it is without doubt a first class

Grape at any season, and one of the very best late

Grapes. I have generally seen it m the greatest

perfection grown with and receiving the same
treatment as Hamburghs. The Alicante is too well

known to need extended notice. I should place

it iu the very first rank of late Grapes alike for

quality and appearance. No one will challenge the

latter, as bunch and berries are as near perfection

as may be, but there is a divergence of opinion

aboLit its quality, and it must be admitted that

the latter varies widely as to the soil and culture

it receives. But well-grown and thoroughly

finished, there are few finer or moie refreshing

Grapes than the Alicante. Of course, unlike Mrs.

Pince, Snow's Muscat Hamburgh, or Madresfield

Court, it has none of the exquisite bouquet of

the Muscat, but its flesh may be described as
at least moderately sweet, juicy, and sparkling,

and the skin thin for a late Grape. Lady Downes
deserves all the praise it has received as a capital

traveller and the longest keeper of all. Its dry,

firm flesh is, in fact, as it were, encased in

self- manufactured air-proof leathern bottles

(thick rinds), that will preserve it fresh for

almost any lengtli of time, and it also

looks very well on the table. Should anyone
think this description derogatory to this

valuable late Grape, I must plead as excuse that

I have just risen from a tasting of Alicante, Mrs.

Pince, and Lady Downes, all in good condition,

and the latter ate like leather after the other two.

But the relative merits of these late Grapes is

doubtless controversial ground, on which I have

no wish to dwell. Most readers doubtless agree

with me that the four Grapes named are the most

valuable for late purposes, and that those are for-

tunate who have sufficient of all or auj' one of
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them to carry them through till the new Grapes
----- D. T. Fish.ripen

-

RAMBLES OF A PLANT COLLECTOR.
(Continued from 2}- 31.

J

Sapporo. — All sorts of English garden
flowers were planted in the little gardens in

front of the houses down the first street or road
of the town. We came to the Sapporo river,

overwhich is a double spannedwooden suspension
bridge ; the centre pier havinggiven way we could
only get over on foot, sending our horses and
baggage over by ferry boat. The stream was very
rough and swift, coming from some mountains
near. The Japanese were gaiBng salmon as they
passed up the rapids near the bridge. A long
bamboo was held in the water with a lot of gafi
hooks fastened on the upper side ; the man gave
a ]erk towards him when a fish passed over the
bamboo, and seldom failed to catch his fish

I bought a fine salmon for 1-3 cents, or about 6d.,

weighing about 8 lbs. The town of Sapporo is

situated twenty-five miles from the sea coast, on
the side of an immense plain, thickly wooded and
the soil wonderfully rich, -with numerous rivers

passing through, all very swift. To the south
and south-east are fine mountains covered with
forest, varying from 1000 ft. to 5000 ft., so that
the scenery in that direction is very fine. To the
north-east about forty miles are the Isichari

Mountains, the highest range in the island. They
run from south-east to north-west and terminate
in the north-west corner. The whole of the west
side is an immense flat as far as the Ishicari

river. Why the Japanese chose a spot like that on
which Sapporo now stands I cannot conceive.

There is no communication by river to the sea
;

no good road to Otaranai on the sea coast

;

whereas, if they had gone 10 miles further
north they would have had one of the finest

rivers in the country for a port, and shipping
could have come up easily. Everything has to

come either from Hakodati, some 150 miles over
land, or by sea to Otaranai, and then drafo-ed

over a bad road 2.5 miles. They have, I think,
already discovered their mistake. The Japanese
being Rice eaters, and Yeno being too cold for
its cultivation, it has to be brought from the
main island of Japan ; and, therefore, living is

expensive. They grow Peas, Beans, Maize, Pota-
toes, Wheat, Barley, and I saw some excellent
crops. The Government have formed vineyards,
hop-gardens, a school of agriculture under a prac-
tical farmer and three professors from America.
They have also a practical gardener, who has
done, good work in planting their orchards and
•making a fine garden. Apples, Pears and Cherries
appear to grow splendidly here. There is also a
brewery and a silk factory. I was introduced to
the governor of the town, and had a good re-

ception from the Japanese officials. They sent
me a good horse to go to the hiUs with, and
guides to direct me wherever I wanted to o-o.

They took me to the top of one of the highest
points on the mountain, S.E. from the town,
and I found plenty of plants new to me, many
of which I am happy to say are growing in the
Coombe Wood Xursery. I found Abies yessoen-
sis, or ajasiensis, a fine Spruce Fir, and m a wild
state a far handsomer tree than Abies polita.
I saw also a magnificent forest of Abies sachali-
nensis, some of which must have been near
200 ft. high and 8 ft; in diameter. Cephalotaxus
formed a dense undergrowth, covered with
bunches of Damson-like fruit. A few examples of
Pinus parvi flora were also met with on the tops
of the hills. Daphniphyllum glaucescens was an
undershrub,growing along with Rhododendrons,
Andromedas, Vacciniums, Acer vitifolium. A;
japonicum, A. rufinerve, and another species of
Acer said to have white flowers. The Japanese

call it the " White-flowered Tree." I also found
here a splendid Carpinus with bunches of seed
i in. to .5 in. long, and C'ercidophyllum japoni-
cum. These were the finest of the forest trees. I

ought not to forget the fine Aralia Maximovii.
The two trees just named are the giants of the
Yeno forest.

Climbers.—The most beautiful climber is

Schizophragma hydrangeoid^s. This does al-
ways best on a living tree with a long branch-
less trunk, and requires to be old before it pro-
duces flowers. I have seen trees perfect masses
of large Hydrangea-like blossoms. They can be
seen on the mountains several miles off when in
bloom. Another fine climber is Actinidia kolo-
mikta, with its long trailing branches covered
with silvery-white leaves, called by the Japanese
" Cat's Medicine," and I find that cats in England
are also extremely fond of it. There is another
Actinidia with edible fruit, which about Octo-
ber I found very good in flavour—something
like a large green Gooseberry. All the above-
named plants have stood out the last two severe
winters at Coombe Wood. I made an interesting
discovery on the top of a mountain near Sap-
poro one day. Rambling amongst the rocks,
I

^
was struck by the agreeable scent of

Violets, and not finding any, I happened to
notice masses of Ferns in the cracks of the
rocks, and found them to be Aspidium fragrans,
an old favourite Fern from North America,
and deliciously scented when wet with dew.
1 continued my rambles about the mountains
at Sappoio for ten days, and we had many
delicacies in the way of food. We always had
plenty of fungi ; some from the Birch (Betula
alba) tasted like mutton ; others from Oak trees-
the celebrated Mats taki from the Fir trees (we
had venison steak always with this) ; another
fungus like masses of miniature deer-horns was
excellent in Jajjanese soup. Vegetables of all

kinds were plentiful, and as much trout and
salmon as we liked to eat. I was very sorry to
leave such good fare, knowing that I should liave
to " rough it " soon. I made up my mind to go
to the Ishicari Mountains, about fifty miles up
the Ishicari river, but I was informed by the
Japanese that the three American professors
were also going there. I made inquiries where-
abouts the range could be got at on the south-
east coast, and I was told it was .300 miles by
road to the place where the hills came down to
the sea. It was a long distance, and I could o^et

but little information about the road. On July
12 I left Sapporo and returned to

Chitose and Yubets.—On the 13th, after
a hard ride from Chitose across the swamp I
have already mentioned, we passed on to Yubets,
and changed our horses at the government
station. We pushed on again from here, and at
dusk came to a river that was impassable. A
sudden rise had takenplace duringthe afternoon,
and what was before a ford able stream was now
a roaring- torrent. I was obliged to sleep on the
banks of this river in sight of the hotel or rest
house on the other side. In the morning we were
able to cross over in the large flat-bottomed
ferry boat. After a good meal andfresh horses we
pushed on through fine prairies and swamps, now
passing along the loose sand of the sea coast,
and at other times riding under magnificent
forests of Oak. In one place we passed for about
ten miles across a fine country covered with
Oaks. Every now and then a deer would bound
across the track. It put me in mind of some of
the splendid old parks in some parts of England.
We had many things to make our ride agreeable.
There were hundreds of cuckoos with the same
note as our English one ; nightingales warbling
in some of the thickest places ; swallows,
thrushes, all of which helped to make the scene

home-like. I noticed many of our English butter-
flies also in abundance—tortoiseshells, sulphurs
common whites, peacocks; and quite common
were two of our rarest English butterflies, the
Camberwell beauty and the swallowtail. At last
we left this glorious place behind, as there
was no hotel or place for resting there, and once
more struck the sea beach, where we soon had a
change of weather

; it commenced to rain, and
we had a thick fog with it too, and it was
with the greatest difficulty that we found our
way to

Nekap.—I was very glad when I heard a
shout from our guide (an Aino), telling us we
had arrived at the quaisho, or government
station—the only house. It was a monster build-
ing, and I found a joUy host, splendid rooms,
and excellent food. After a hot bath and a good
rest I commenced to look over my specimens
and dry my papers, as I had collected a large
number of^ specimens on my journey from
Sapporo. We crossed over a very large river at
noon to-day. Two Ainos in a dug-out canoe came
across from the village on the opposite side; we
placed our saddle and baggage in the middle' and
sat down in the bottom of the canoe, the Ainos
standing up at each end with spade-like paddles.We shot across the sti-eam like an arrow. The
river was about 500 yards wide, and, like most
of the Yesso rivers, was very swift. Our horses
were afterwards brought across behind a canoe

-

they had a good swim. The coast alono- the
south-east is the outlet for most of the rivers
from the southern range of mountains in the
island. The land is very fertile and rather flat;
most of it IS of a peaty nature and very deep'
I noticed splendid crops of Millet and Maize in
some places. It seems a pity such a splendid
country is not under cultivation.
The Japanese settlers do not cultivate much of

the land. Root crops thrive well, and I have seen
their " Dycoon " (a kind of long white Radish)
4 ft. long. Every village we passed through was
a fishing station, fish oil, salt salmon, and sea-
sveed being the produce of every place. Millions
of sea-gulls hovered over the beach where the
refuse of the fish oil was drying for manui-e, and
the thousands of Japanese crows were a pe'rfect
nuisance. After I was comfortably settled in my
room at Nekap, with my thick Japanese dres«
on, I went to have a look at the interior of the
house. The hotel-keeper told me there was good
bear and deer shooting to be had, and that the
government had a large horse-breeding establish-
ment a few miles in the interior. I therefore
made up my mind to visit the place next morn-
ing. We rose with the sun, and found splendid
horses waiting for us after breakfast, and three
or four Amos on fine animals. They asked me
which horse I would have. I picked out a fine
bay, half bred EugUsh and Japanese, standino-
quite 1.5 hands, and about three years old. I soon
found this animal took all my time to hold him.
I, however, kept my reputation with the Ainos
as a horseman. They led me along the valley
behind Nekap and over some low hiUs, when the
head Aino stopped and said, " Yama tori," and in
a moment they were aU off their horses. My boy
then told me that they had seen a lot of grouse.
I at once loaded my gun, and in a few minutes
I had five birds. We proceeded on our journey
through tall Eulalia japonica. Polygonum cuspl-
datum, and Lespedeza bicolor, the three forming
an almost impassable mass, till at length we
came on a small clearing, and saw some Aino
huts; they were square built and with low
sloping roofs, Eulalia and reeds made into round
bundles, and lashed tightly together, forming
the walls. The roof was thickly thatched with
reeds. The houses were all alike. There was also
a miniature house on four posts and a platform
of branches, about 8 ft. high, at some distance
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from every house. This was the " go-down," as

my boy called it, where they keep their food and

Taluables. I noticed a kind of machini^, used for

weaving the atzis cloth, and saw also some black

mud pottery, just like the ancient pottery of

the stone period. There was very little of it

though, and I could not buy any. They pro-

mised to get me some, but did not, although they

brought me a weaving machine and other things.

We left the Aino village and went to see the

A Thames Bridge !

government horse-breeding establishment. We
came to a fold where the Japanese employes
were branding the one-year-old colts, and I

thought them a very flue lot of animals. We did

not see many of the older horses, as most of

them were at the other side of the farm. The
sides of the hills are railed off, so as to keep the

different strains of animals distinct. They have
introduced some of the best blood from England
and America and crossed them with the Nambu
breed of Japanese horses, and with excellent

results. They feed on the dwarf Bamboo and
Eulalia. The Japanese have sown Clover and
Timothy with Rye Grass to improve the pas-

ture. Horses seem to thrive very well on the

native herbage, and the Artemisia and Senecio,

that grow in abundance, seem to be the delight

of all the horses. I left Nekap on July 16 because

we were too far off to work the mountains
properly, and I was told by " mine host " at

Nekap that the mountains ended in the sea

about 60 miles further on, so I pushed on to a

town called

Uragawa, 30 miles off the road ; it was very
uninteresting, and I was rather glad when I was
safe in the hotel. There is a splendid valley

near Uragawa, running for twenty or thirty

miles into the country, with fine streams from
the Ishicari Blountains, and later in the season
they swarm with salmon. Very little cultivation

is carried on. This was one of the central fishing

stations and depot for the customs officers. Num-
bers, of junks were anchored near the town, and
there appeared to be considerable trade with
Ilakodati. I found letters waiting for me here
from my good friend Captain Blakiston, at

Ilakodati, with some newspapers, so instead of

pushing on further I spent the afternoon under
the shade of a boat on the beach, reading my
papers, some 3 months old, but the papers were
too valuable to miss any of the reading, even the

advertisements. The following morning I rode
out to the mountains and through a forest ; I

came upon a ridge of a mountain with.an Abies
growing on it, which I thought at first was Abies
braohyphylla, but I found out afterwards it

was a distinct kind. I saw several fresh
plants, and was well satisfied with my trip.

I was very near slipping over a precipice here.

I had a Japanese for my guide, and as we rode

along with our rifles slung on our backs we
passed over a narrow ridge only just wide enough

for iur horses, when somehow my rifle caught

in an ol 1 tree slump sticking out from a loose

heap of rocks, and drew me off my horse, and I

was as near as possible falling over the rooks.

My rifle-strap held me fast, or I should have
fallen. We had some excitement yesterday, too.

Oar path was along the sea beach for some dis-

tance, and in some places the

spurs of the hills ended on the

beach with huge rocks jutting out

into the sea. The tide being full, we
^ had to gallop at full speed round

the rocks; we waited till a wave
receded, and then took advan-
tage for our rush past. My boy
being last was once washed
over, horse and all ; he luckily es-

^ r caped with a wetting only. I ar-

_,
rived at

Shamani on July 19, seven-

,^ and-half miles from Uragawa.
* I rode across a sandy plain near

here, and it was covered with the

pretty Dracocephalum Kuschy-
anum, sent out last year. It was
a beautiful sight—one mass of blue

---' as far as one could see. I am now at

the footof the mountains I have so

long wished to see, butlhave to wait
till to-morrow before visiting them,

as all our guides are on the hills felling timber,

but as Isitinmyroom and look at the magnificent

hills in front (across an arm of the sea), my
thoughts are fully repaid, for I feel confident

something good is growing on those splendid

mountains, black with impenetrable Fir forests.

These were my thoughts as I sat looking on the

field I had been searching for since my arrival

in Japan—my working ground for the season.

C. Maries.

GARDEN D ESIGN.
BRIDQES.

We have seen so much of the fantastic in bridge
building that we would rather have a garden
without a bridge if possible. Freedom from

streaxnlet. Well, in all such cases what hold.?

good generally holds good here—that simple,,

strong woi'k should be chosen rather than the
flimsy rustic material that we see so often used.
Good work lasts and pays best, as the saying-

goes. There is no place where it is more essential

than in any structure that crosses water, and
that, if badly made, may lead to accident. We
frequently see crumbling, rotten wooden bridges
in gardens in an unsafe state, made out cf
elaborate and so-called rustic work. In some
cases they cost more than would suffice to
build a strong and lasting little bridge, which,
with ordinary care and taste, is far more pre-
sentable than any of those so termed ornamental
and rustic affairs. In avoiding the fantastic, the
flimsy, and the rust ic, and taking any good stones
easily procurable in the neighbourhood, one may
make a bridge which, planted with shrubs or
garlanded with climbing plants, may be a beau-
tiful feature in the landscape. It will not give
any after trouble, and will not have to be re-

made, as is so often the case with the rustic

bridge. The only wooden bridge we ever saw
that was not unsatisfactory was one in Wales, at
the foot of Cader Idris, near a small farm ; it

crossed a swift streamlet, and was made of one
piece—an Oak tree which some one had thrown
across, making the upper surface level with the
axe. It had evidently been there for a few gene-
rations, was blanched, but with the seams full

of green Mosses and little Ferns. A rail on one
side helped the way across. As a rule, if we
desire bridges, we must look for them in brick or
stone rather than in the materials used for the
designedly-picturesque garden bridge. No doubt
a wooden bridge may be of well choosen materials
and simply designed, but exposure to the weather
soon makes it decay, like the bridge in the
Regent's Park Botanic Garden, which in other
respects was not bad.

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWEES AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

G. J., SUEEEY.
Hyacinths in pots are now some of our most
useful room decorations. We grow six together in
a 10-in, pot, always preferring the single kinds
and using well proved varieties of low price. Our
favourites are Norma, pale pink ; Amy, rosy red

;

A Devonshire Bridge.

quips and cranks, from ditches and small ponds,
and much artificial impedimenta of this kind is

what we want. However, in many cases there is

real occasion for a bridge, say to span a live

Grand Lilas, pale grey-blue ; Charles Dickens,
lilac-blue ; Alba superbissima and Grandeur 6,

Merveille, white ; Chateaubriand, jellow. A few
pots of the same grown singlj' come in for mixed
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arrangements. Single kinds are of higher decora-
tive yalue than the double from their more grace-
ful form and gi'eater beauty and variety of colour.

A prize doable Hyacinth is a solid cylinder of

bloom, stiff and ungraceful ; the bells are tightly

packed togetlier, and Individually choked by the
extra petals. The flower of a single kind, such as

those mentioned, is a graceful cluster, having as

many bells as the stalk should carry. The beauty
of form of each separate bell may be seen, and the
varying colour of the tube with its little stalk and
tiny bract ; also the tinting of the stalk in har-

mony with the colour of the flower, the play of

light and shade in the recesses of the cluster and
the slight droop of the bells, points of interest
that are all lost in the double Hyacinth. A deep
dish of blue and white china holds delicate white
clusters of Clematis indivisa lobata with its own
handsome leathery leaves. A vase-shaped silver

race-cup, standing about 1 ft. high, is arranged
with large leaves and rather large-leaved spraj's of
dark green Ivy and the large Christmas Roses

;

one trailing piece of the Ivy passes over the side
of the cup and across the front, and is kept in

place by being passed through the opposite handle
A large Venetian embossed copper holds two pots'

of Acanthus latifolius with groups of Paper-white
Narcissus shooting up through their dark foliage

—

a pleasant reminder of South Italian winters.

BEGONIAS FOR FLORAL DECORATIONS.
J. HUDSON, GUNNEKSBURY HOUSE.

The shrubby types of flowering Begonias are al-
ways useful when employed in association with
other flowers in a cut state, or a few distinct
kinds look exceedingly well on sideboards grouped
by themselves along with their own foliage. Of
kinds to be had in flower now may be named B.
manioata, one of the prettiest that can be had for
trumpet vases to give a finish and relief to larger
varieties of flowers. This sort will also last a long
time in flower in the conservatory if the plants
have not been brought on in too much heat and
moisture

;
when allowed to expand their spikes in

a light, airy house they last much longer. B. nitida
odorata is also now opening its most forward
flowers. This sort is not grown nearly so much as
It ought to be, seeing that it produce's a continu-
ous crop of flowers for several months in succes-
sion. It is, in short, one of the most useful, as well
as one of the most elegant, white kinds grown. A
little later on this kind will be used here in the
conservatory, in which I find it most valuable. It
has also, as its name indicates, the advantage of
emitting a slight perfume. In a cut state, well de-
veloped spikes look well on a fringe of Maiden-
hair Fern in a good sized vase, with the addition
of other flowers over and above them. B. sem
perflorens is another good winter-flowering kind
which is always useful. B. Saundersi is like-
wise a valuable kind

; flowering shoots of this
variety cut with a good length of stem can be
worked effectively into many kinds of arrange-
ments. The tall and straggling growing B. fuch-
sioides is very effective in a cut state. B. ascoten-
sis also yields useful spikes. The foliage of some
larger growing kind will be valuable to use along
with the three last named varieties; I find that of
B. metallica useful in many ways. The new variety
shown of late under the name of B. socotrana pro-
mises to be an invaluable addition to the winter
flowering section of these popular plants. All the
kinds just named will be found now to be of ser-
vice in a cut state. Others there are that will do a
good turn during the summer in conjunction with
the tuberous-rooted varieties, and other sorts are
valuable late in autumn, especially B. insignis. In
gathering flowers of Begonias cut them in each
case with as long a stem as can well be had, and
also give them as much water as can be safely
used. This will help to keep them fresh somewhat
longer than would otherwise be the case.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKFIELD,

Arundo.—There is probably no other kind of

ing eifects in ornamental gardening as the iU'undo,
particularly for waterside planting, or in moist
situations where most other kinds of plants would
fail to thrive satisfactorily. In such positions
these Reed-like Grasses are most at home, and be-
ing perfectly hardy, they vu-tually need no atten-
tion when once planted. Arundo Donax and Do-
nax versicolor, in deep soil, grow to a height of
5 ft., the stems being clothed throughout with
beautifully marked foliage of about 24 in. in
width. The two varieties planted alternately in
groups near the margin of a lake or stream pro-
duce as fine an efliect as any of the most noted
sub-tropical plants. They also look well singly
on turf, and as central plants in beds of Solanums
and other plants possessing large foliage. They
are propagated by division, an operation which
may be performed now. Arundo conspicua par-
takes more of the form of the Pampas Girass, hav-
ing the same graceful habit of growth, and it

flowers quite as freely as the Pampas, but is far
more elegant. This also is essentially a waterside
plant, and one of the very best for grouping in low,
damp positions. It may be propagated by divi-
sion, but the clieok thus produced takes a long
time to repair, and therefore we prefer to raise
plants of it from seeds ; the latter may be sown
at any time between this and midsummer.

Summer bedding arrangements.—The
plants necessary for this purpose may now be
propagated. Happily the increaseil and still

growing interest now taken in hardy flowers does
not render such matters so imperative as was the
case a few years ago, simply because fewer tender
plants are required, and these will gradually grow
fewer still, as it is seen that equally pleasing," if less
showy, arrangements can be made by means of
hardy plants. I, however, by no means predict the
entire abandonment of tender summer bedders,
but only such a reduction in their numbers that
space for wintering and spring propagation shall
not interfere with other and more important
duties. At this stage of the matter we liave already,
indeed, arrived, for in computing the numbers and
kinds of plants needed, tender second-rate sorts
are rejected whenever it is possible to do so with-
out destroying the harmony of the general ar-
rangement. Another way of reducing the number
of tender plants is to plant them thinly in a given
arrangement, and then clothe the ground beneath
with a suitable hardy carpeting plant. One of the
most admired beds here last season was one very
thinly planted with variegated Pelargonium May
Queen, the undergrowth being Herniaria glabra,
bright gi'een, which set off to the best advantage
the white foliage and rosy pink blossoms of the
Pelargonium—altogether an infinitely better ar-
rangement than if there had been 200 Pelargo-
niums in a mass, instead of which there were not
more than a score. I mention this arrangement as
it shows what maj' be done in the direction of sub-
duing the never-ending monotony of masses of
colour so prevalent in some gardens. The sorts and
numbers of plants required being decided, the next
matter must be their

temperature of about 60" is maintained. Gnapha-
lium lanatum may be raised from cuttings struck
in warmth and then transplanted into pots ; Alter-
nantheras l»y means of cuttings struck on hotbeds
of leaves and Utter, on which frames are placed
containing about i in. of light soil (peat and
loam) made firm. Cuttings inserted about 2 in.
apart quickly root, and there they may remain
till needed for planting in the beds, air of course
being given to induce a sturdy growth whenever
the weather admits of it. These plants are so
rapidly increased, that it is not necessary to put
in cuttings till March has become well advanced

;

but the stock plants should now be given abun-
dant heat that cuttings may be forthcoming when
wanted. Iresines and Coleus strike anywhere
if afforded warmth ; the only remark to make
about them is that they should be used as spar-
ingly as possible. Lobelias should be raised from
cuttings only ; seedlings are usually so disappoint-
ing, being both irregular in growth and weedy as
to variety, that one wonders they are ever used
at all. AVe strike them in a brisk heat, and trans-
plant to frames as soon as they are well rooted

;

pots or boxes are never used. The herbaceous sec-
tion of Lobelias are most satisfactory when in-

creased by division, though they come fairly well
from seed. Ageratums, Fuchsias, Gazanias, Lanta-
nas, Koenigia variegata, Petunias, and Verbenas
quickly make root in a bottom-heat of 70°, and
will afterwards thrive vigorously in an interme-
diate temperature. They should all be allowed
plenty of space

; a well-developed bushy plant is

equal to half-a-dozen lanky ones. Calceolarias in
cold frames should be thinned out by transplant-
ing them to other frames, or in the south of the
kingdom they will now do at the foot of south
walls if protected in frosty weather. Violas and
Pansies should be treated similarl}', or if needs
be, strong plants of these may now be planted
permanently.

Propagation, and with the hardy section of
dwarf carpeting plants that is a small matter, as
they are all so readily increased by division, and
only need dibbling in on any warm border, or, if

the beds are now vacant, they may be at once
planted in their allotted spaces. Antennarias, Ce-
rastiums, Sedums, dwarf Veronicas, Ajugas, Her-
niarias, and all plants of the same thicket-like
character of growth must be fresh planted every
season, for if left a second year, their dense
growth engenders mildew and decay, and the
whole groundwork becomes patchy and sickly,
faults which it retains throughout the season. The
half-hardy and tender section of plants also used
for groundwork may, with a moderate amount of
warmth, be increased almost as expeditiously as
the foregoing. Golden Feather PjTethrum may be
grown from seed sown in pans, and pricked off
in cold frames as soon as the plants can be
handled. Mesembryanthemum cordifolium varie-
gatum may be increased in the same way, and
also by cuttings, which strike freely in pans orplant that at so little cost produces equally pleas.

| boxes set on bricks over hot-water pipes, where a

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINES, SOUTHGAIE.

Hard-wooded Heaths.—Of all greenhouse
plants in cultivation. Heaths have the greatest
dislike to fire-heat if used for any length of time,
or in quantity more than sufficient to keep out
frost ; and in severe winters, when there is a long
continuance of hard weather, great care should be
taken that the temperature is never allowed to get
too high, or the plants are sure to start into growth,
which should never be excited except by the natural
return of sun-heat. On this account, if, as we
generally experience after an unusually mild win-
ter, such as the present, we have a continuance of
sharp nights late in spring, no more fire-heat must
be used than will render the house safe from frost.

It is no use attempting to cultivate Heaths except
they are well and regularly attended to. Their
greatest enemy is mildew, from the attacks of
which they areneversafe. It is usually more trouble-
some in damp, mild winters, when the atmosphere
of the houses, as a matter of ceurse, is more humid
than when there is a necessity for more use of
fii'c-heat. The plants should be looked over closely
every week, and the moment the least trace of the
parasite is apparent such as are affected ought to

be dusted with sulphur. The importance of prompt
attention in this matter cannot be too much urged
upon new hands in the cultivation of these and all

other hard-wooded plants that are in any way sub-
ject to mildew, for it speedily destroys the ritality

of the leaves so much as to cause them to fall off

in a few weeks, leaving the shoots bare, unsightly,

and impossible to reclothe with foliage. All the
Heath family, but more particularly the hard-
wooded kinds, are proverbially impatient of any
extreme in moisture, either too much or too little.

In winter it is necessary to keep the soil compara-
tively dry.

Epacrises.—The early flowering kinds should
immediately they have done blooming be cut wel I

back, reducing the last summer's growth to one.

third its length. This is the more necessary w;'n
the erect habited sorts, otherwise they ge' ' nto
such a weak, straggling conditio^ as to i. ccnpy
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twice the room they should, and be equally ob-

jectionable in appearance. Although requiring

to be treated similarly to Heaths in the matter of

being drier at the roots now than in the growing

season, they will bear keeping warmer in the win-

ter ; and if after the shoots have been cut in they

are put for a few weeks in a night tempera-

ture of from 40° to 45° with plenty of light and

some air when the weather is fit in the day-time,

they will be benefited by it. Treated in this way

they will make growth earlier so as to admit of

their being exposed to the open air sooner in the

summer, with a disposition to bloom correspond-

ingly earlier in the ensuing autumn. The bushy

growing varieties, such as E. miniata, E. Eclipse,

and E. grandiflora, are best adapted for late

flowering ; and where there is means for keeping

them back by the use of a cool north house, a

succession in flower may be kept up until mid-

summer. Their long sprays of bloom, which stand

well in water, are most useful for cutting.

Azaleas and Camellias —Where there is

the convenience of a house with a northern aspect,

so as to be little under the influence of the sun,

it gives advantages in keeping up a display of

flowers in conservatories and for other purposes

late in the spring, such as is not possible where all

the stock has to be treated in houses that are ex-

posed to the full force of the sun. The latter soon

after this time begins to have power enough for

some hours in the day to run up the temperature to

an extent that moves the plants rapidly, even if

all the air is given that they will bear ; for it may
not be out of place to note that even when there

is no growth in motion, it is not well to subject

plants to a full cu'-rent of air through this and

the nesttwo months. I£ a selection of early and

late blooming kinds of Camellias are grown, and
they are treated in a manner to have their growth

matured at different times, there is no diSiculty in

having them in flower from the beginning of Sep-

tember up to the end of May ; but as a natural

consequence flowers, that come in as late as the

latter time do not last near so long as those pro-

duced in the winter. There is little doubt that the

growth and flowering of Camellias is less inter-

fered with when the potting is done about tire

time the season's growth is completed and the

bloom-buds just beginning to form, as when
it is carried out then the unavoidable breakage

of the roots, which are very brittle, has less ad-

verse influence on them than at any other season.

But where there are plants that have been kept so

long in small pots that their strength is thereby

interfered with, it may be advisable to pot them
before the growth begins. Where tliis is the case,

the work should be done before the shoot-buds

show signs of swelling, otherwise the season's

growth is sure to be afEected, even if no more dis-

turbance of the roots takes place than is necessary

to remove the drainage. On this account it will be

advisable not to wait until the blooming is over,

for the loss of a few flowers now will in most
cases be a less evil than failure of the crop of

bloom another season.

Cyclamens.—The flowers of these are well

adapted for catting, being both pretty and lasting

well, but if too many are used in this way the

plants suflier. If the flowers are severed from them
in the usual manner by cutting', the stumps of

their succulent stalks remaining generally decay
down to the base and rot the young blooms that

are springing up later: consequently it is in some
respects better in gathering the flowers to pull the

stalks out entirely, but if this is carried too far, so

as to remove nearly all the flowers as they arrive

at maturity, it seriously injures the bulbs ; there-

fore, where the intention is to keep the bulbs or,

more correctly speaking, corms, there should only
be a moderate quantity gathered. It is well to

raise some from seed each year, as though not
capable of producing so many blooms the first

year as larger plants will, the first seasoh of their

flowering is often the most satisfactory. See that
the young stock raised from seed last summer are
well attended to. If they have been wintered in

pans they should have been accommodated with a

temperature of about 50° in the night, and stood

close to the glass, or the leaves are apt to become
drawn and weakly. If treated in the matter of

warmth as ordinary greenhouse plants, they make
little progress during the winter, and take two

years to bring them up to a size that renders them
of much use for blooming. The temperature of an

intermediate house appears to suit them best

until they have attained a strong flowering state.

Keep a close look-out for aphides, which conceal

themselves on the undersides of the leaves of these

plants much more effectually than on most things.

Pelargonium.s.—Any plants of the large

flowering varieties that bloomed late, and were

not cut down until after the usual time, and are

not yet put into their blooming pots, should be

moved into them at once. If at the same time the

points of the shoots are pinclied out the flowering

will be thereby retarded, so that they will come in

after the earliest are over, at which time they will

be found useful. Examples of these and many
other plants that are kept for late blooming soon

acquire a habit of thus coming in late, consequent

upon the treatment they receive, and may be had
in after the bulk of the stock is over with little

trouble in retarding.

PROPAGATING.

The plants must not be removed into a cooler

place before the cuttings are taken, or the check
they then receive will very much retard the root-

ing process. Young growths of Azaleas made in

heat in this way strike readily if put in pots of

sandy peat and kept close till rooted, but in their

case a sharp look-out must be kept for their great

enemy, thrips, which in the close atmosphere of the

propagating house increase rapidly.

Soft-wooded plants.—The propagation of

the various soft-wooded subjects that have been
taken into heat to hasten their growth must now
be pushed on as rapidly as possible, but in taking

the cuttings always leave one joint of the young
growth, as it pushes forth other shoots much more
readily than the old wood. Where Bouvardias are

propagated from the roots the present is a good
time to do so, but the best plan is after the plants

have done flowering to give them a rest by keep-

ing them somewhat dry, and in as cool a tem-
perature as possible consistent with health ; then

about the middle of January introduce them into

heat, and as they then start at once into growth
take off the young shoots and treat them as one
would Fuchsias and similar plants, when they will

strike readily. T.

Tuberous Begonias, where the stock

is to be increased, should now be potted in a good
light soil, say equal parts of loam and leaf-mould,

and plunged in a bottom-heat of from 60° to 70°,

when they will at once start into growth, and
when'of sufticient length the young shoots may be

taken as cuttings. In doing this it is not necessary

to sever them at the joint ; they should be cut im-

mediately above one, thus leaving a base from
which other shoots will push, and as there is

suSicient length of stem from one joint to the

other, it will not be necessary to remove any leaves

for the purpose of insertion. Put the cuttings

singly in 2i-in. pots if large, and three or four

around a 4-in. pot if smaller, using the soil just

recommended, except that it must be sifted and a

fair proportion of sand mixed with it. Cuttings

thus treated and kept moderately close will soon

root, but from their succulent nature they are

liable to damp if kept too moist. This is the course

pursued in the case of individual varieties, but it

is not so much practised as formerly, owing to the

fact that seeds saved from good flowers are readily

obtainable, and if sown now produce good flower-

ing plants the first season. Being very minute,

they require care in sowing, and more especially

in watering. Whether sown in pots or pans, both

should be quite clean and well drained; then

fill to within J in. of the top with light, open

soil, consisting of three parts leaf-mould, one of

loam, and a liberal admixture of sand, tire whole

being sifted through a sieve with J-in. meshes and

pressed down moderately firm. An even surface

being now obtained, give the pots a good water-

ing through a fine rose sufficient to saturate tha

whole, and then while still wet sprinkle the seeds

thinly over the surface, to which from its moist

condition they will at once adhere. No covering is

necessary, but place a pane of glass over the pot,

when the seeds will readily germinate ; then the

glass must be removed. Thus treated, they come
up more satisfactorily than when covered with

soil.

Fuchsias as annuals.—A good deal of at-

tention has been directed lately towards treating

Fuch.sias as annuals, i.e., raising them from seeds

in the spring and floweringthem during the ensu

ing summer. Last year I obtained a fine lot of

flowering jjlants in this way. For this purpose

the seeds should be sown at once, placed in gentle

heat, and as soon as the young plants are large

enough they should be pricked off, for they are

very liable to damp off just at the surface of the

soil.

Deutzias and Azaleas.—Where Deutzias

ai'e forced there will be a fine crop of young shoots,

which, if taken off, strike within a fortnight, and
if then potted in small pots will make good little

plants by April, when they may be planted out.

ORCHIDS.
J. DOUGLAS, LOXFORD HALL.

East India house.—During the last week
or ten days the weather has been very unfavour-

able for Orchids, owing to the prevalence of

thick fogs. Nevertheless, we have a good spike

of Cattleya Leopoldi in this house—a showy
species much superior to C. guttata, and owing to

its distinct character well worth growing. Plants

of C. gigas, placed in a cooler house to rest, should

be moved into the cool end of this house, and
placed near the glass as soon as they have started

into growth. This fine Cattleya does not flower

freely unless it has a good period of rest. Onoi-

dium Lanceanum is a very beautiful species, and
when its cultural requirements are understood,

not difficult to manage. We giow it in a teak

basket suspended near the roof in winter, but in

summer the sunlight is too much for it in that

position. It is now starting into growth, and must
not suffer from lack of moisture. 0. phymato-
chilum, a diflicult species to flower, taken out of

the pot, placed in a teak basket and suspended near

the roof, is now throwing up a spike with the

young growth. The character of these two, as

well as that of some other allied, species is to

throw out a mass of young roots all at once ; and
if these get injured in any way, the health of the

plants suffers permanently. The roots may get

dried up by being exposed to an over dry atmo-

sphere and a high temperature, or tliey may also

suffer from the potting material being packed too

closely round them. I have not found woodlice

to injure such roots, but a large slug will entirely

destroy the produce of a pseudo-bulb in one night,

and the plants must be carefully watched in case

this should happen. Oncidium ampliatum has

thrown up spikes a few inches in length, and
these are specially attractive to slugs. We have to

closely watch these spikes in their earliest stages

at night, or we would never see the flowers of this

species at all. Keep the night temperature about

6.5°, but it may fall a few degrees on cold nights.

Cattleya house.—The first blooms of

Coelogyne cristata are now opening, and also those

on spikes of Odontoglossum pulchellum. These

two Orchirls will continue to supply choice cut

flowers for these next two months, or longer it

there is a sufficient number of plants. The com-

monest form of C. cristata is perhaps the best,

although the variety with a pale yellow or lemon

blotch'on the lip should be grown to prolong the

bloom. There is also the pure white variety, like-

wise a very desirable form. These now require

considerable supplies of water, otherwise the

bulbs have a tendency to shrivel. One plant turned

out the other day, and divided into tliree, is now
flowering as freely, and looks as well as the others.

We also potted C. barbata ; this species requires
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considerable supplies of water, and not too much
pot room. I fancy that C. cristata would in some
cases be improved if it received more water than
it does during the growing season. The best bulbs

I ever saw were produced in a Cattleya house
temperature, and all through the growing season

they were kept quite wet, the Sphagnum in

which they were growing being beautifully

green and" growing up amongst the bulbs.

Odontoglossum Phalsenopsis is now making
fine strong growths, and flower-spikes are also

showing themselves. Our whole stock of this

species has been turned out of the pots ; nearly
the whole of the old potting material has been re-

moved, and the plants repotted. 0. vexillarium

ajid 0. Roezli have also been looked over ; in some
cases the plants have been repotted, but in others

they have merely been surface-dressed. When
a portion only of the plants are repotted, a
label showing the date of potting should be at-

tached to each, as a guide for future treat-

ment. As all these Odontoglo.ssums are so liable to

the attacks of thrips, they should be dipped once
in about every four weeks in a mixture of soft

soapy water to which some tobacco water had
been added. About an hour after dipping, the
leaves should be rubbed over with a soft sponge
dipped in clean water. Cymbidium eburneum,
now so cheap that it should be in every collection,

is showing well for flower. Our plan is to repot
such plants of it as do not show at this season, as

on examining the roots it will be found that they
are just starting to grow. Use a compost consist-

ing of about two-thirds good turfy loam to one
of turfy peat. Plants showing for flower must have
a good supply of water.

Cool houses.—If repotting of all that re

quires that attention has not been done, let no
further delay occur in the matter. Many do not
repot until later than this, but the roots of all

those potted here during the last few weeks were
starting into growth. We used to pot a large
proportion of our Orchids in the summer months
after the May and June exhibitions were over, but
I believe it to be better to do so at this season.
We have tried some plants of Masdevallia tova-
rensis in the Cattleya house and a portion in the
cool house, and so far there does not seem to be
any difference between them ; but the temperature
in the cool house is not allowed to fall so low as
it has hitherto done. We have had it as low as
35° on several occasions, but when it can be kept
at 4.5° or 50° without much extra trouble, it may
be better to keep it, especially at this time of the
year, up to the highest figure. JXany species of
Odontoglossum do not open kindly in the lower
temperature.andowingto condensation of moisture
on the flowers they are soon rendered unsightly.
Amongst Masdevallias there are some that cer-
tainly succeed best during winter in an interme-
diate house, and of these M. Wagneriaaa is one.
It makes a pretty little tuft, and should be grown
in small pans suspended near the glass in a shady
part of the house. The new, or at least rare, M.
rosea is said to like the coolest part of the cool
house, and as it is now probably in the hands of
several cultivators, we may hope to see it in flower
during the current season. The pretty, sweet-
scented Oncidium cheirophorum, although it does
well in the cool house for the greater part of the
year, is now starting into growth, and should be
repotted. I found on potting ours that the small
fibrous roots were in very active growth. Epiden-
drumvitellinumand the majus variety were in the
cool house until the middle of .January : they were
then taken out, and some of them were divided
and repotted in much smaller pots, and placed in
the intermediate house. If it is intended to ex-
hibit the large flowering variety at the early
summer shows, it will not be in flower unless it is

placed in a much warmer house.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
W. COLEMAN, EASTNOE CASTLE.

Strawberries in pots.—Until we have a
change to brighter weather great patience must
be practised in the management of plants now

coming forward, otherwise the tedious labour of

the past year will end in failure. If thej' occupy
shelves near the glass keep the latter clean, and
avoid overcrowding during their progress to the
flowering stage. When in flower give more air, or
remove them to a light, airy house where they can
be regularly attended to with water and sufficient

atmospheric moisture to prevent the blossoms
from suffering under bright sunshine. Give gentle
fire-heat to admit of a free circulation of air by
night and day, thin out weak flowers, and ferti-

lise with a camel's-hair pencil when the pollen be-
comes light and plentiful. Strawberries under arti-

ficial treatment being so impatient of a high tem-
perature until after the fruit is set, a minimum of
4.5°, with a rise of 10° by day, will be quite suffi-

cient, but when fairly set and removed to a Pine
stove to swell off, there will be little danger of
overdoing them with heat, moisture, and stimu-
lating food. They must not, however, be allowed
to remain in this position if flavour is to be the
test of skill in forcing. When fully swelled and
partially coloured they should be removed to a
warm, airy house, where exposure to light and the
gradual withholding of water from the roots will

greatly improve the quality of the fruit. As days
increase in length and brightness, successioual
crops may be brought on faster by closing for a
few hours, with sun heat, and moisture from the
syringe, but air must be again admitted at night,

when the temperature may range from 45° to 50°

when external conditions are favourable. Where
light, shallow pits are at command it is a good
plan to use them as feeders to the forcing pit by
placing 1 ft. or 2 ft. of fermenting leaves over the
bottom and keeping them filled up with plants
from the general stock. The leaves should be made
very firm to preserve the warmth, and lightly
covered with coal ashes to keep back worms and
to raise the crowns to within a few inches of the
glass.

Cucumbers.—It is difficult to conceive or
wish for a finer winter for Cucumbers than this

has been, and if the present promise of bright
sunny days continues, good fruit through the
months of February and iUarch should be plenti-

ful. Growers who work on for this time of scarcity,

by maintaining, low, steady heat consistent with
safety, andcrop lightly, willnow have clean, healthy
plants capable of giving an abundance of fine

fruit, but unless they are to give way early in the
spring to make room for Melons, overcropping
must be avoided, as checks of all kinds, particu
larly from overloading, make many Cucumber
houses barren at a time when good fruit is in daily
demand. As the days increase in length a little more
heat may be given them if it can be secured from
solar influence, but no great change need be made
through the night, as hard firing brings many ills.

To avoid these, drj' covering of some kind should
be placed over the lights every night, and the
bottom-heat from fermenting material should not
be allowed to fall below 80° at the base of the
pots. Another important operation is frequent
dressing, to prevent the foliage and Vines from
becoming bleached and drawn by crowding, aRd
so leave them an easy prey to the first enemy, be
it insect or mildew, which may attack them. Keep
the evaporating pans now regularly filled with
stimulating liquid, top-dress the roots with fresh
compost, and bathe the foliage and stems with
warm soft water whenever the house can be run
up to 80° or more with sun-heat. Young plants in

small pots intended for training over a trellis in
the Cucumber house may be shifted on from time
to time if the bed is not ready, but one shift from
the seed pot to the hill is always best, and it is

better to throw plants away and fall back upon
later sowings than to trust to them when they
become potbouud and often infested with spider
before the points reach the trellis. When young
plants intended for pits and frames have made
two rough leaves, pinch out the points and keep
them close to the glass until the hills are ready
for them. If the manurehas been well worked and
placed in the pits, make it very fijm and level on
the surface ; lay sods of turf, Grass side down-
wards, across the centre to prevent the roots from

striking into the manure, and upon these form a
long narrow ridge or small cones of light rich
soil. Introduce a bottom-heat thermometer, and
when a steady heat of 80° to 85° has been se-
cured, cover the remainder of the bed with sods
and plant out in the usual way.

Hardy fruit.— With the exception of one
night's ram, the weather of the past month has been
all that could be desired for pulling up arrears of
planting or other work where the disturbance of
the roots of fruit trees comes within the range of
the operation. The same favourable conditions
having also helped forward pruning, training, and
winter-dressing, thrifty hands should now be
turned to the preparation of protecting materials
of some kind, as we can hardly expect a mild
winter like the past to pass away without a few
sharp spring frosts, and it not unfreque utly happens
that one particularly treacherous forepart of the
night suddenly changes to asharp frost the following
morning and settles the cream of the fruit crop for
the season. With this dearly-bought experience in
view, all dwellers in low, damp situations will do
well to be ever on the watch, and prepared to cover
up on the instant, if they do not make a point of
seeing everything safe before they retire for the
night. So much having been written upon the pro-
tection of the blossoms of fruit trees, it may be
well to guard young beginners against the abuse
of materials placed within their reach, as excessive
covering very often forces a weak, premature
growth which is killed, whilst its judicious appli-
cation retards, exposes, and protects in time of
need. For walls the first requirement is a broad
coping of glass, if possible 2 ft. wide and portable,
as everything should be cleared away when danger
of spring frosts is over. In front of the trees several
thicknesses of fishing-net may be suspended per-
manently. Canvas, Frigi-domo, or an excellent and
less expensive material called grey baize, sent out
by Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, may be used as cur-
tains or blinds, but they must be drawn up
or aside every day, otherwise the danger to
which I have alluded will soon be present
in the form of weak, blanched flowers, which
cannot be expected to set and swell into lus-

cious fruit. Apricots this year well furnished
with flower-buds will be the first to require atten-
tion. These may be coped and poled, but the nets
must not be suspended until the blossoms begin
to open. Kext will come the early Peaches ; but as
these are still drawn away from the walls, and
nailing in will be deferred until a late period, ar-

rangements must be made for rapid dispatch
when the proper time does arrive. Work in orchards
referred to in my last paper may still be carried
on as opportunity serves, and stocks may be par-
tially cut back preliminary to grafting in the
spring. A mild season being favourable to early

enlargement of fruit buds, small birds are gene-
rally troublesome ; hence the importance of dust-
ing with soot and lime when wet, or syringing
with the same in solution after the trees are
pruned. As many kinds of Strawberry are already
throwing uptheir crowns, any deferred cleaning and
top-dressing must be proportionately early, other-

wise the flowers will suffer. Many people have an
idea that spit manure is the best top-dressing for

Straw-berries, but in old gardens already too full

of animal and vegetable matter a good dressing

of soot, followed by 2 in. of fresh loam, will pro-

duce better crops of finer fiavoured fruit. If not
already done, autumn-bearing Raspberries must
now be cut over quite close to the ground. Belle

de Fontenay is a fine, large fruited kind and well
worthy of general cultivation.

MARKET FRUIT GARDENS.
J. GBOOM, LINTON PAEK.

The season being favourable, the pruning of

bush fruits is .well advanced ; as a rule such
fruits as Gooseberries and Currants (Red and
Black) are cut in severely, even more so than in

private gardens ; for in the case of Goosebemes,
except when the fruit is gathered green, it pays
better to have a fair crop of large fruit than a
heavier crop of small, under-sized berries, and in
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order to have size, only the strongest young wood
is left. Red Currants, too, are spurred in very

closely ; after pruning the cuttings are all raked

up to the end of the rows and thrown into heaps

to burn. A good coating of manure is then forked

in lightly round the roots and the soil between

the rows is dug up as roughly as possible. As it

gets trodden down hard during the gathering

season, it is much benefited by exposure, and when
forked or prong-hoed down in spring to get out

coarse rooted weeds, such as Docks, Dandelions,

Couch Grass, or Bindweed, a fine crumbling sur-

face is the result. Caltivating ground in this con-

dition is not only more cheaply performed, but a

good layer of finely powdered soil is looked upon
as the best antidote against drought, and if the

drying winds of spring penetrate to the surface

roots the crop is proportionally reduced in size.

Raspberries are being extensively planted,

in some cases as intermediate crops between
dwarf Apple or Plum trees, but more generally

by themselves. They are planted in rows about
4 ft. apart, and in patches of three or four
young canes, 2 ft. asunder in the row. Small
canes with good roots are preferred to even
good canes with few roots, as the first year's crop

is of little value. After planting the canes are cut

down about half their length, and the first and
second year an intermediate crop is planted be-

tween the rows. They are never staked or sup-

ported in any way, but the canes are cut down to

between 2 ft. and 3 ft. from the ground. They
are, therefore, stiff enough to stand alone. Some
sorts make stronger canes than others, notably
Prince of Wales, a very fine Raspberry, but some
others, such as Fastolf and Carter's Prolific, are

largely grown for market. After the second year's

growth they are at their best, and with rich dress-

ings of manure, so as to get large fruits, consti-

tute one of the most profitable crops"grown. When
gathered, they are put into tubs, and con-
signed at once to the jam manufactories, as being
very perishable they quickly deteriorate if left on
hand any length of time. At present, however,
the supplj' is not equal to the demand. Although
the Raspberry delights in a rich, rather moist soil,

it is grown to great perfection in soils by no
means naturally rich.

Fruit trees intended for grafting: should
now be beheaded just above where it is intended
to re-graft. If left until late in the season a good
deal of the strength of the tree is wasted. Shoots
about the size of a man's wrist are the best for
grafting on. All those done last season should
now have their stems cleared of lateral spray
left on at the time for promoting root action, and
the leading shoots from the graft should be topped
about one-third of their length and otherwise
treated as j'oung trees forming a head. A supply
of grafts should be at once secured and laid in
by the heels in trendies in a cool shaded position

;

do not tie them in bundles, as the centre ones are
liable to get dry and shrivelled, but lay in each
variety separately with its name or number at the
end of the row. The best shoots for grafts are
those of medium strength ; they are generally
better ripened than the largest ones, and weakly
shoots have not stamina enough to form a healthy
shoot. Old established trees where Moss grown
should now be dusted with freshly slaked lime
worked well in among the twigs, as, in addition
to its beneficial effect in cleaning the wood, it

forms a valuable manure when washed off into
the soil. See that all freshly planted trees are se-
curely staked and the stems protected from chafing
or being barked by sheep or game. A coating of
Birch or a surrounding of rabbit-proof netting
makes a good protection, and some case the stems
in rags or sacking and smear them with tar or
other noxious compounds.

Apples of home growth are now realising
fair prices

; good dessert kinds, such as Cockle
Pippins, Reinettes, and Golden Pippins are worth
from 'Is. to 6s. per sieve ; kitchen kinds fetch from
3s. 6d. to 5s., and with such a crop as that of last
year home growers can successfully cope with
foreign competition, at least in Apples, for some
tiine to come,

KITCHEN GARDEN.
E. GILBERT, BURGHLBY.

Just now is a very good time to "plant Shallots,

than which few crops pay better or command a
readier sale. The land which we use for this crop

is not rich, but should be well worked and made
as fine as a heap of sifted ashes. We draw the

drills for them about li in. deep, fill them up to

the level of the ground with burnt refuse, and
in this we plant the bulbs 1 ft. apart. Shallots of-

ten become mildewed, occasioned by being too

deeply embedded in the soil ; hence'the reason of

planting so shallow, that all the bulbs may be
above the soil when matured. A most useful

spring crop may be had by planting small Onions
just now, to pull and use in a green state. These
Onions planted on the edges of borders look trim

and smart. Small sowings of Celery may now be
made in boxes for very early use, but the main
crop I never sow until the second week in March.
Of early Cauliflower (Dean's Snowball is the best

here), a boxful should be sown at once. The same
may be said of Lettuces of the true Cos variety,

which stands at tlie head of its class. We are

busy planting Potatoes in frames, sowing Ra-

dishes, early Carrots ; and here I must remark it

nice, clean grown Carrots are wished for, mix
plenty of sand in the compost in which they are

grown, and you will not be disappointed. Cover up
more Seakale and Rhubarb, and keep up a good
supply of Asparagus and French Beans. Our young
plants of Tomatoes are now in single pots (3-in.

ones). We intend planting a house with them next
week. The winter plants are now done ; therefore

directly we can get the house thoroughly cleaned
we shall plant the spring batch. Our winter Cu-
cumbers are still bearing, and doing us good ser-

vice. Our young plants for pits are now potted,

and will be ready quite as soon as they are wan-
ted, As to salads, the large variety of Chicory

called Witloof is just now most useful. We place

a dozen roots in a large flower-pot, and blanch
them in the Mushroom house. Keep up succes-

sional sowings of Mustard and Cress, and when
well up remove them into cool houses.

CARPETS FOR FERNS.

Mr. Edwin Jackson might have added to his list

(p. 54) of plants suitable for growing beneath
Perns out of doors a considerable number of

pretty dwarf herbaceous plants, which, in addition

to " enhancing the beauty of the fernery by their

foliage," would contribute a display of flowers

under such conditions. Still, Mr. Jackson's

note distinctly points out the advantage of such
happy combinations, and the choice of plants suit-

able for such purposes may be left to the taste

and judgment of the cultivator. Among these

the Ivy, St. John's Wort, "Vinoas, Berberis, &c.,

have proved very satisfactory, and to this list

might be added many humbler, yet equally useful,

subjects for planting in shady places. My object

now, however, is to speak of plants suitable for

covering unsightly surfaces in plant stoves.

I have recently seen some very good instances

of what may be done to improve the appearance
of a collection of plants by employing shade-lov-

ing subjects for hiding bare places on the stages

or beds. One of the prettiest pictures I have seen
was in a small fernery, the stages of which were
covered with fine cinders, on which stood an or-

dinary collection of Ferns in pots. Tl'C cinders,

and in most cases the pots also, were completely
hidden by athickmassof the two Fittonias, F. argy-
roneura and F. Pearcei, whose rich variegation

contrasted very prettily with the soft green of the
Forn§. The moisture in the cinders was all the
Fittonias required in the way of nourishment.
Another tasteful carpet was made by a mixture of

the white Fittonia and Selaginella growing on a
large bed in a stove where all the plants were
planted out.

Mr. Jackson's experience of the Selaginella

causes him to accuse it of dying suddenly if ex
posed to the sun. Out of doors the sun may kill

it, but under glass neither sunshine nor shade
seem to make any diiference with this little ram-

bler, except that the more summer's sun it gets
the better it will stand the winter. The pretty
golden variety makes a worthy companion to this

plant. Cyrtodeira metallioa and C. fulgida thrive

well in shaded corners or on beds beneath taller

plants. Their prettily marked foliage and crimson-
scai'let flowers render them capable of being used
with charming results, especially when growing
along with the Selaginella. These also make very
pretty basket plants, and forcoveringthesurfaceof
the soil in large pots, ifmixed with the Artillery Plant
(Pilea microphylla), they have but few equals, as was
well exemplified in the Victoria Lily house at Kew
last summer. Pellionia Daveauana has proved a
useful acquisition in this respect ; some plants

which were placed in a very shady place grew
amazingly, and in a short time covered quite two
square yards of the bed on which they were grow-
ing. In such a place the colour of the leaves was
much more distinct, and the leaves were at least

as large again as those which were more exposed
to light. Mikania pulverulenta grows well in

shade. It is a pretty trailer, and its habit is so

suited to growing in such places as those just men-
tioned, that it cannot fail to please. The foliage

is of a deep bronzy hue.

Many other plants might be named, such, for in-

stance, as the trailing Tradescantias, some of the Pe-
peromias, Dichorisandras, Eranthemum igneum,
and so forth. The little nourishment such plants re-

quire makes no difference to their larger brethren
beneath whose shade they grow ; in fact, thej' may
really be benefited by having about their feet these
smaller fry, which prevent excessive evaporation.

B.

Mr. Jackson's interesting remarks in re-

ference to carpets for Ferns (p. 53), although di-

rectly applying only to outdoor ferneries, are
equally applicable to those under glass, in which
the Ferns not only look better, but are really

benefited by having a carpet of some kind over

their roots. For this purpose, nothing is more
beautiful than the well-known Selaginella (den-
ticulata") Kraussiana, which in a cool, moist house
will last for years without being replanted, while
in a hot stove temperature its growth is much
more rapid, but under such conditions it soon dies

off underneath, and requires frequent replanting

to keep it healthy and verdant. I have also found
some of our haidj' wood Mosses to make lovely

carpets, and at this time of the year, when
ferneries are being given their annual top-dress-

ing, a fresh layer of wood Moss should be put on,

so as to entirely cover the surface of the soil. Some
of our clumps of this Moss have indeed kept grow-
ing for these last three j-ears, and very beautiful

they look—more like filmy Ferns than common
natives of our woods. Flakes of this when removed
with I in. of leaf-soil and loam adhering to their

roots mal<e excellent top-dressings for large

clumps of Woodwardias and similar Ferns elevated

on boulders ; by fastening them on with stout pegs
they soon become firmly fixed, when the moisture
with which the structure is supplied keeps both
Ferns and Mosses in perfect health.

—

James
Groom, Linton.

Names of plante.—/7. T. W. (Bromwich).—Odonto.
glossum Lindleyaiuim. i?. IT. C5'a!i's!)«?7/>—Apparently
Pteris scaberula, but we cannot be certain without seeing

a frond with spores (seeds) at the back. B.—Weave
making enquiries. F. Silrcstcr.—Zygopetalum Mackayi,
Dendrobium speciosum (wliite). J. Pruti.—Tricho-

pili.a suavis superba. )!'. B.—Tlic flower you sent was
received in a decayed state, abnost beyond recognition Ij

appeal's to be a Cattleya Trianro. To name correctly, we
sliould lilce to liave a fresher flower. Miss P. (Perth).

-

], Aspidinm falcatum caryotideuni. 2, A. angulare var. :i,

X' falcatum. J. Cheat ct- 5ons.—Daphne Cneorum, as far

as can be made out from tlie materialsent.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.
C. B. P.— S. D.—F. M. & Co.-J. C. C.-G. W.—B. C. E.—W. T.—W. W.—T. K. H.—T S. W.—C. W. D.—P.-J. E.

W.—J. J.—A. H.-O. J.—G. N.—E. B. S.—K. C.-J. C—
E. D.—K. & Co.—A. D.—"W. T.-^. C—J. G.—T. D. H.—
B. M.—B.-O. M.-A. P.—T. A. W.-K. B. S., Dublin 2.—
S.B.—B.M. B.—G. L.— A. T. B.—J. H.—L.—Cambrian.—
F. W. M.—J. F.—W. P.—C B. H.—Economy.-J. S.—T,—
K. W.—J. B. & Sons.-J. F.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather : but

The aki itself is aaivbe."—Shakespeare.

ENGLISH PLANT NAMES.
Tx aivocating the employment of English names
for plants grown either for use or ornament by
English-speaking people a Tvord of explanation
may be necessary. They are firstly and mainh-
intended for those who have neither time nor in-

clination to learn Latin names and their meanings.
Botanists, nurserymen, and gardeners must per-

force use Latin or Greek names, but altogether

these form such a small class compared with the
millions who must needs in some way think and
express their thoughts about plants and flowers,

that for the masses English names, as short and as

sweet in sound and as definite as possible, are an
absolute necessity. No one supposes that they
can in any way supersede Latin names as used by
botanists or by people who care to learn such
Latin names. They are simply an aid of the most
important kind to those who can never devote
time to learning Latin names, and yet who wish
to think and speak about common flowers in a
common-sence way.

Native names, I may mention, have long been
used by all nations, and even Britons found
such names for food plants and trees useful

long before Latin ones were known in this

country. Native names, too, have always been
used for native animals and minerals, and while
fully recognising the utility of Latin and Greek
names all over the scientific world, there yet

remains the greater world unscientific, which
will have no means of expressing its ideas anent
many useful and beautiful things if it be de-

barred from using popular English names. The
plain fact, however, is that such names are un-
consciously in daily use by millions, and to try
to stop the increasing tendency and desire to

thus speak of things in our own tongue is futile

in the extreme. The age of hard-word pedantry
is being swept away by the era of common sense

and real knowledge, and the plainer and more
intelligible we can make the language of garden-
ing and garden botany the better both for our
art and for ourselves. Thequestion is not whether
Latin is preferable to English or English names
to Latin ones, butrather as to whether English
names are not useful adjuncts to the Latin ones.

The question is not whether " Viola odorata " or
" Sweet Moist" is the better name, but whether
•we are to be debarred from using the name
" Sweet Violet" in speaking of the plant to an
inquirer who has not the slightest idea of what
is meant by Viola odorata. If an inquirer points
to a Palm and asks us the name of it, we may
say, " Oh ! that is Phcenix dactylifera." " Ah !

yes," says our visitor, " but what is its English
name ? " Now comes the rub. Are we to say, " It

is the ' Date Palm,' "or are we to simply reiterate

what is perfectly unintelligible ? " Well, all we
can say is that its name is PhceHix dactylifera,

and that its fruits are edible." We are quite sure
that no one, however repugnant English names
may be to his instinct and training, would object
to the use of the above popular names. The
chances are that every scientific botanist uses
them by word of mouth in his lectures, and per-
chance puts them into his text books al.so. His
argument is, " Oh I we don't mind using English
names, provided they are genuine ones, but you
have no right to coin English names for yourself
or others." The only question as regards this

point in our mind is as to whether the plant or
other object has already a good and well-defined
English name. If so, we are always glad to use

it ; if it has not, then, as the least of all evils, we
have no hesitation in removing that difliculty for

those who must speak of it by an English name,
or not speak of it at all.

We were not the first, nor are we alone, in

this desire to popularise our craft to have it

" understanded of the people." We merely con-

tinue the work which Chaucer, Spenser, Shake-
speare, Gerard, Parkinson, Milton, Bacon, and
others began in books, but the vernacular names
themselves were in daily use centuries ere

boolcs or botanists were thought of as we now
understand them. The following extracts from
Lindley's " Vegetable Kingdom " (preface to

edition 18.53) will show how much attention

he, as a botanist, gave to it. " Since the

days of Linnaeus, who was the great reformer of

scientific nomenclature, a host of strange names,

inharmonious, sesquipedalian, or barbarous, have
found their way into botany, and by the stern,

but almost indispensable, laws of priority are

retained there. It is full time, indeed, that some
stop should be put to this torrent of savage

sounds when we find such words as Calucechinus,

Oresigenesa, Finaustrina, Kraschenninikovia,

Gravenhorstia, Andrzejofskya, Mielichoferia,

Monactineirma, Pleurosohismatypus, and hun-
dreds of others like them, chrust into the records

of botany without even an apology. If such in-

tolerable words are to be used they should surely

be reserved for plants as repulsive as them-
selves, and instead of libelling races so fair as

flowers, or so noble as trees, the}' ought to be
confined to slimes, mildews, blights, and Toad-
stools. All should be anxious to do something
towards alleviating this grievous evil, which, at

least, neednot bepermittedtoeatintothehealthy
form of botany clothed in the English language.

No one who has had experience in the progress

of botany as a science can doubt that it has been

more impeded in this country by the repulsive

appearance of the names which it employs than

by any other cause whatever, and that in fact

this has proved an invincible obstacle to its be-

coming the serious occupation of those who are

unacquainted with the learned languages, or who,
being acquainted with them, are fastidious

about euphony and Greek or Latin purity. So
strongly have we become impressed with the

truth of this view, that on several occasions we
have endeavoured to substitute English names
for the Latin or Greek compounds by which the

genera of plants are distinguished. Upon turn-

ing over the later volumes of the ' Botanical

Register' many such instances will be found in

imitation of the usual English words Hound's-

tongue. Loosestrife, Bugloss, Soap wort, or Hare-
bell, &c. ... If such English names are

not universally adopted, it is to be suspected that

the circumstance is traceable to the indifference

of the public to partial and inconsiderable

changes,which are unseen in the ocean of botanical

nomenclature. That they are important must be

admitted ;
that the person most careless as to the

difficulties of articulation would prefer to speak

of a Fringe Myrtle rather than of a Chamfe-
laucium, or of a Gritberry than of C'omarosta-

phvlis, will probably be allowed on all hands
;

and therefore we do not confess discouragement

or failure, but would rather invite suggestions

as to the more probable means of success where
translation is neither necessary nor de.sirable in

all cases. Many Latin names have from custom

been adopted into the English language, and no

wisdom would be shown in attempting to alter

such words as Dahlia, Crocus, Ixia, or even Or-

chis."

Others, again, are so easily sounded, and are

so much in harmony with the English tongue,

that nothing could be gained by interfering with

them. Such are Arbutus, Wistaria, Magnolia,

Garrya, Mimosa, Pinus, and Vitis. Even Croton,

Dracasna, Euc'.iaris, Geranium, Pelargonium
Oxalis, Fuchsia, and t.'yperus may be tolerated,

being as euphonius and as easily and readily

spoken as any English name could be ; still

there remains the fact that they are names per-

fectly meaningless and foreign and unintelli-

gible to most of those who use them, and so

very deficient in teaching power or as aids to

memory when contrasted with such names as

Chinese Pink, Parsley Fern, Stonecrop

(Sedum), Daisy, or "Eye of Day" (Bellis),

Quaking Grass (Briza), Feather Grass (Stipa),

Stinging Nettle (Urtica urens), and a host of

others which, apart from their use as names
p?r se, also are useful aids to memory, and ac-

tually convey ideas of a definite kind to every
English-speaking mind.
Theonly real difliculty is to choose the prettiest

and most definite of English names for all the

flowers and plants and trees which will thrive

and become beautiful in English gardens, and
nothing would contribute so much as this to-

wards making gardening a pleasant study (o

many, and to all an agreeable recreation or

amusement. We all could appreciate the golden

glow of the Furze bushes and the grace of the

Foxgloves or Bluebells, the sweetness of Violets,

Primroses, or Hawthorn, and the angry bite of

Thistles and Nettles long before Latin was ever

drubbed into minds more in tune with Nature
than with books. Popular names enter into our

minds even in infancy without a struggle, and
they will remain there despite all the efforts of

those who vainly strive their utmost to cast

them out. B.

ORCHIDS.
DENDROBIUM AVAEDIiNUM.

I SAW the other day at Fairlea House a fine ex-

ample of this beautiful Orchid. In 1880 it bore

120 blooms, but last j-ear it only produced 87, the

deficiency undoubtedly being attributable to the

fact that it was found necessary to give it more
room. Accordingl}' it was placed in a larger

basket, in which it has thrown up six fine growths,

the longest measuring i ft. 6 in., and carrying

thirty.eight magnificent flowers : the remaining
five growths vary some little in length, and
also in the amount of blooms they carry.

The total growth made by the plant this year

is 21 ft. 5 in., on which are borne 140 flowers. At
Fairlea, no house is specially devoted to the cul-

ture of Orchids ; several are, howe\er, grown in

baskets suspended from the roof of an ordinary

plant stove, and others again are grown in pots

and pans in the same structure, all of which
appear to be doing well. In the case of Den-
drobium Wardianum, after it has completed its

growth, it is taken to an airy greenhouse and
suspended from the roof, with the \iew of liaving

the growths thoroughly matured. In this house it

remains until after it has done flowering, when it

is again taken to the plant stove to make fresh

growth. H. HiLLMAN.
Fenaij Hall, Buddersfield.

Dendrobium lituiflorum.— I was glad to

see that Mr. Baines did not include this Denbrobe
amongst his shy-flowering Orchids, and I am not

quite sure that Pierardi ought to be one of them,

for I have no difficulty in getting it to flower

tinder the same treatment as that given the others.

We have only a few varieties of Orchids, but these

happen to be amongst them. D. lituiflorum, grown

in an intermediate house, such as Mr. Baines re-

commends, makes growth 4 ft. long, which at the

present time is bristling with flower-buds nearly

the whole length. It is on a block with Sphagnum
over its roots and suspended near the glass.

—

J. C. 0.

Dendrobiums.—T. A. W. (p. 94).—If you

wish to increase the number of plants, allow the
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3-oung breaks to grow upon the old bulbs until

they sent! out plenty of roots, when they may be
taken off and put into small pots ; if, on the

other hand, large flowering plants are wanted,
rub off all young breaks on the pseudo-bulbs
whenever they appear ; by so doing you will give

strength to the young normal bulbs. When three-

year-old bulbs are too numerous, they should be
thinned out ; this is especially needful and bene-
ficial in the nobile section.—A. Patbrson,
Bridge of Allan.

British Orchids.—There are two varieties of

these,namely. Orchis masoula and latifolia, indigen-

ous to this neighbourhood. Jlascula is usually

found growing on hedge backings, having a
westerly aspect. In such a position it receives

large quantities of water, but being elevated some
4 ft. or .5 ft. from the bottom of the ditch it soon
drains off ; the ground therefore never becomes
sodden, a condition under which mascula will

not thrive. The foliage of this variety is beauti-

fully spotted with dark purple, and the flowers

are sweetly scented. We have several plants of it

growing on a rockery, fully exposed to the mid-
day sun ; wild Thyme and Sedum lividum grow
on the surface of the soil in which some of these
Orchids are planted ; but such a covering does
not appear to be of any advantage, as others near
them without any surface covering are quite as

strong. Latifolia grows in moist situations in the
woods and meadows. It is not so pretty as mas-
cula, the spots on the leaves being less distinct

and the flowers paler. We have it growing under
similar conditions to mascula, where it flowers

and increases in strength every year. Last year's

flower-stems of latifolia measured from 15 in. to

17 in. in length, and those of mascula from 12 in.

to 13 in. The soil in which they are planted con-
sists of one part bog to two parts of loam, to
which is added a small quantity of sand and lime
rubbish.—W. Nbild, WythensJmwe.

Old Dendrobium stems. -The difficulty

mentioned by " T. A. W." (p. 9i) is one that has
often troubled inexperienced Orchid growers.
Does it do any harm to cut away the old pseudo-
bulbs of Dendrobiums that have flowered ? At
present I do not think that these are of any more
service to the young growths than an old Rasp-
berry cane is to the young canes of the current
year, although, of course, the Raspberry cane dies,

while the Orchid bulb does not. In the case of
Dendrobium nobile and primulinum I have cut
the old bulbs clean away after the young growths
had begun to push without the least apparent in-

jury. Some of D. primulinum treated in this way
have made growths stronger than any of the others.
The vitality, it appears to me, is not in the old
stems, but in the roots and at the base of the old
bulbs. What I have done has been of the nature
of experiment as yet, but this spring I propose
shearing a fine plant of D. Wardianum clean over
at the base, like a Phlox, as soon as the flowers
are over. The stems run from 1 ft, or so to about
3 ft. in length, and there are about two dozen of
them, and if they are any use they should show it.

Another similar plant will be left whole. I do not
fear the result. The old stems are in no way orna-
mental, and they are a positive encumbrance
otherwise, and if they can be done without, why
keep them? Cutting out all the old back bulbs
of our Ccelogynes has had a marked and beneficial
effect upon the plants.—J. .S. W.

SHORT NOTES-OEOHIDS.

Dendrobium nobile. — What causes the yoiui]

growths of this to throw out roots instead of growing on ?

Does it do best in pots or on bloclis ? and in what temjier
ture should it be grown ?—D. B
Two good winter Orchids.—I send you our first

spike of Odontoglossum pulchellum; also a single flower
from a spilie of Cattleya Leopold!, whieh h^d si.t nowers.

' The plant was imported in November last, and has already
made a growth IS in. long, on which the flower-spilie is now
open. This is an excellent Cattleya, and very distinct ; it

has been known to produce thirty flowers on one spike.—
Jas. Douglas.

Notes from Brynkinalt, North "Wales.
—We have here in a very exposed position a fine

tree of the Forelle, or Trout Pear, now nearly
fully in bloom. It is completely covered with
trusses of unusually large size, and which I am
afraid will be killed during oar usually treacher-

ous spring. Fruit trees in general are fast swell-

ing their buds, and all promise well ; but should
we have late spring frosts they would play sad
havoc with them. Chimonanthus fragrans is

flowering superbly here on a south aspect wall.

In the woods here Snowdrops are abundant, and
a sight of them when in bloom is not readily for-

gotten. I have used them largely for table decora-

tion along with Club Masses.—J. CLAEiiE.

Forestry bulletins.—We have received a
most interesting series of maps under this name,
each well executed and coloured, showing in a
very effective way the Pine and other tree supply
of certain States in America; theyshow at a glance,

by the use of colour, where the predominating
species are, where all the merchantable Pine has
been cut, and other interesting details. For a great

wooded country like America the most important
information is thus conveyed in a simple form.

The bulletins, whicli are published by the Depart-
ment of the Interior Census Office, Washington,
D.C., are dated December 1, 1881, and bear the

name of C. S. Sargent, special agent in charge,
under whose direction they were compiled.

Crocus destroyers.—I have been annoyed
since planting my bulbs by the mice eating out
the centre of my Crocuses, and now they are up
and in bloom the sparrows amuse themselves by
picking them to pieces. Can an}' of your readers
recommend what is best to be done under the cir-

cumstances ? I do not observe any other bulbs but
the Crocuses interfered with. My gardener having
planted a special design in several beds, I fear its

beauty will be destroyed.—B. M. Bbadbbee,
Lo7vestoft.

NOTES AND EEADINGS.

Late Grapes on early stocks.—Good
Grapes of the rather-difficult-to-colour Mrs,
Pince's Black Muscat, cut from a Vine grafted on
the Royal Muscadine, was one of the exhibits by
Mr. Burnett, of The Deepdene, before the Royal
Horticultural Society lately. Good black Grapes
from a white Grape stock is a novelty, and is

not exactly the way cultivators would set about
attaining such a result. All the conditions are
contrarywise, for it has not either been
the practice to graft late Grapes on early
stocks, or black Grapes on white ones. The Mrs.
Piece must have been pushed reluctantly forward
by its earlier foster parent. It would be interest-

ing to learn from Mr. Burnett how the Vine does
generally on the early stock, for Mrs. Pince is

not a popular Grape, and it is generally of a
foxy colour.

Healthy underwood.—A friend writes,
" Deciduous trees prevail in most of our woods,
giving them a very dreary aspect in winter," but
I lately saw at D— an extensive wood near the
mansion in which the evergreen species, consist-

ing almost exclusively of Hollies and Yew, were
about equal to the deciduous kinds, and remark-
ably healthy and well man aged, giving- the wood
quite a \varni and furnished appearance, and pro-
viding excellent cover. The deciduous trees, con-
sisting principally of Oak, had been thinned out
iudiciou.sly at an early date, and what were left

had all tlieir branches lopped off a certain dis-

tance up the trunk, so as to give the evergreens
a share of the light, and they had well repaid
the care, for they were both large and busby.
No doubt there is much room for improvement
in this direction.

Orchid sales.—Orchids are now so popular
that everybody is anxious to buy, and to buy cheap

if possible. Auction sales present a great tempta-
tion in this way, especially sales of portions of

private and nursery collections. It is well
to bear in mind, however, that only the
worst varieties are, as a rule, sold at such
sales, and many are victimised accordingly.

Sales of imported plants at Stevens' rooms is

quite another thing. It is a lottery no doubt
there, but one may drop on a " good thing

"

frequently, whereas selections from private or
nursery stock are usually too select. Buyers who
have been taken in in that way declare they will

never buy again at sucli sales. Beginners in

Orchid culture should know that among the
numerous fine species now in the market, num-
bers of varieties are comparative!}' worth-
less. This applies to Odoutoglossums, Cat-
tleyas, Dendrobium?, Cypripediums, Calanthes,
Cymbidiums, Lailias, and many of the best and
most popular Orchids. Orchids differ from
other plants in this respect. The time to buy
is when the plants are in flower, and it is

far more satisfactory, and worth ever so much
more money to buy good varieties at the start

than to commence with bad ones.

Quick: returns in fruit culture.—E.x-

amples of free culture of fruit trees on the ex-

tension system, becoming now better understood,
continue to be forthcoming. The Grape growing
atWhetstone, recorded in the Ch onicle, furnishes

a good example of quick and profitable culture.

Twelve pounds weight of Grapes have been taken
from each permanent Vine twenty months after

the eyes were put in, and the canes under the

ridge of the house at the tops were " of ' unu-
sual thickness,' notwithstanding the crop borne.

Not much waiting here for the Vines getting

age, such as is usually considered necessary," says
the writer on this subject ; and it must be ac-

knowledged that such practice is a great ad-

vance on that of the past. The second example is

furnished by IMr. Hunter, of Lambton, in The
Gardener ; he has produced a Peach tree from
four small shoots in one season that spread over
16 ft. and produced from 123 to 125 branches to

each shoot, or an aggregate of nearly 500 alto-

gether. " So well," says Mr. Hunter, " is the

space filled up with lateral shoots that I have no
wish to add another shoot to the trees." This is

the largest tree of its kind we have heard of,

though not larger proportionately than some we
know of that have produced about 60 ft. of

shoots from two buds put in during the past sum-
mer on trees planted in the spring of the same
year, 1881. We wish Mr. Hunter luck with his

tree, and that he will be able next summer to

get an equally fine crop of fruit from it, as in all

probability he will. Examples of this kind are

encouraging. A tree with shoots 11 ft. long, the

growth of one summer, and big enough to fill the

space allotted to it is a feat compared with what
can be accomplished by the old cutting-back sys-

tem to which not a few still adhere.

Does Pine-growing- pay ?—The introduc-

tion of St. Michaels Pines, of excellent quality

and size, has all but paralysed Pine-growing in

this country, especially in market gardens, and
even in private gardens Pines may be replaced

by equally acceptable fruits, which are also more
remunerative ; still Pines, it is proved, will pay
if well grown. I have before me the figures of a

noted grower and well-known exhibitor of Pines

at the metropolitan and other shows that prove

this. The variety grown is the smooth Cayenne
principally, and the season they are ripened in is

from May to November, which is not covered by
the St. Michael's supply. The batches consist of

from one to two hundred plants in a house, and
the fruits have averaged from 5 lb. to 8 lb. apiece

for years back, and fetched from Gs. to 78. per
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pound ill Coveut Garden, the supply being- far in

excess of the demand at home. These Pines are,

indeed, well known in the market. The plants

are grown and fruited in the shortest period, and

are never rested in summer or winter. It is very

skilful growing, however, that will pay, for

unless the plants are aU fruited successfully

at the proper time, and weigh heavy, the

margin of profit will be slender.

Hothouse furnaces.—-Mr. Fletcher, of War-
rington, in his lecture on " Economy of Fuel," in

connection with the Smoke Abatement Exhibi-

tion, has thrown bis verdict in against the

water jacket and hollow furnace-bar advocates, if

hisdwelling so emphatically on the advantages of

fire-clay over metal for furnaces means anything.

In doing so he is only re-echoing the opinions of

our early horticultural engineers and boiler

makers, who maintained that fuel can only be
consumed perfectly and economically in a furnace

constructed wholly of fire-brick with the boiler

above it. The reason of this is well understood

by all scientific men . The worst place for a fire

is one wholly surrounded by cold iron, and when
you add water jackets and hollow bars the evil

is greatly intensified. Probably the most effective

and economical heating apparatus that could be

devised would be a boiler constructed on the

principle of the gridiron, and set over a basin of

fire-brick to hold the fire. Such a furnace would
consume the fuel thoroughly, and the heat would
strike the boiler most effectively and at the right

angle.
#

Seed shop nomenclature.—We know there

are varieties and hybrid Pentstemons, selfs and
fancy Pansies, Bizarres and Flakes among
Carnations, and Picotees of various denomina-
tions, but we do not know what " Covent Gar-
den " Pentstemons and Carnations are, and are

quite under a cloud on the subject of " Tiger "

Pansies and " Grenadin " Carnations, and such
like wonders. One would like to know if these

have anything but the name to recommend
them, and what excellent judgment and taste it

is that suggests a nomenclature of this kind. Our
plant names are bad and puzzling enough ab-eady
without the addition of a special vocabulary in-

vented for trade purposes.

Single v. Double Chinese Primroses.—
The double forms of these, though pretty and
useful from the bouquetist's point of view, stand
in the same relation to the single forms as the
hardy doubles all do, i.e., they are inferior and
more difficidt to grow. We have not yet seen

any double Chinese Primrose that equalled in

effectiveness a well-grown single one, for the or-

dinary examples one sees do not show what a
fine specimen the single variety makes when
sown in time and grqwn as freely and carefully

as a moderately good Chrysanthemum, for

example. The single forms are now extremely
fine in form and colour, and as large as any one
can desire a Primrose to be. Then they are every-
body's plant, and may be grown by any one
possessing a frame. There used to be a strain des-

cribed as " pyramidal " in the flowering habit of

the plant, and although the Chinese Primrose
does show a general tendency to throw up its

flowers in this form, one shoot rising above
another and forming a bold mass of flowers,

there do exist strains, we believe, in which this

habit was developed more than in others, and it

is a desirable one to cultivate.

Odontoglossum ALBXANDR.E.—It may be
that recent unportations of this plant produce
inferior forms compared with those imported ten

years ago or more, but the reason is probably

that the original importations were better

selected. Plenty of fine forms come among pre-

sent importations. Atasaleof Orchids at Stevens'

rooms not very long ago a typical example of

0. Alexandra was exhibited in a pot and was
pronounced by noted Orchid growers present to

be remarkably fine ; indeed, it was shown as

such on the auctioneer's table, but from a num-
ber of the imported plants bought on that occa-

sion we have bad some varieties quite as good,

as fine, indeed, as we have ever seen, some of

them being pure white—the original form ac-

cording to some authorities, and the flowers other-

wise of good quality and large. Our old friend

and acquintance, Harry Blunt, was not the man,
we should say, to gather indiscriminately when
he could select, and that is probably what he did

in his early importations. Anything in the shape

of an Odontoglossum will now find a market,

and, in the competition of business, collectors are

not likely to forget that, and make " all fish

that comes in the net." Peregrine.

INDOOR GARDEN.
ZONAL PELARGONIUMS IN AVINTEE.

If it is desired to have zonal Pelargoniums in

profuse bloom during the winter months in pri-

vate gardens it is essential to success that a
house should be devoted almost exclusively to

their growth, and that it should be constructed on
the most favourable plan. But that plan may be
simple enough, and, indeed, any low light house
in which Primulas, Cyclamens, Cinerarias, &c.,

will grow well, will also suit the zonal Pelargo-

nium. If a lean-to house the stages should lift the
plants fairly close to the glass. If a span-roofed
house it should be low, so that the roof is not far

from the stages. An excessive degree of ventila-

tion is not essential, as at no time during the win-
ter is there danger that the atmosphere will get
over-heated. The best house of zonal Pelargo-
niums in winter bloom is to be seen at Mr. Can-
nell's nursery, at Swanley, and that admits of no
side air, though it is 100 ft. in length, and is a
span. On cool days all the air given is by means
of the doors at either end, which are secured about
half way open. There is, however, ample provision

for top ventilation by means of sliding sashes.

During the winter months there is no great change
going on in the internal atmosphere, and the half-

opened doors admit of quite enough to supply the
waste of pure air that may be caused by the vege-
tation. What is of most consequence is to secure a
fairly dry atmosphere and an equable tempera-
ture

; one ranging from 45° to 50° is very suitable.

Double zonal Pelargoniums, it is found, need some
i° or 5° more heat than singles do to bloom
them well. No grower that I know of does zonal
Pelargoniums in winter better than Mr. Can-
nell, and he will tell anyone that one great
means to success with him is top heat given by
a return pipe which runs on either side of the
house just under the glass and just over
the plants. This top heat serves to check all

moisture from gathering at the lower part of the
glass, especially where the flowers come nearest
to it; thus both drip and damp are prevented. Out
of hundreds of plants in the house at Swanley
devoted solely to single kinds, nearly all are in

6-in. pots, and there are perhaps fifty to sixtj'

kinds all blooming superbly ; indeed, a more
brilliant display of bloom could not be seen in any
house even at midsummer. The rule here is to
select spring-struck cuttings, and when well rooted
in .3-in. pots to shift them into 6-in. pots, pinch the
shoots and stand them in a house or in frames
for a few weeks to induce rooting ; then the plants
are placed in the open air till August, when they
are brought into the house and permitted to bloom.
These plants will flower persistently for six months
or longer. The exposure in the open air is most
beneficial ; when some years since I used to grow
zonal Pelargoniums for exhibition, I always ex-

posed the plants after they were well rooted in

9-in. pots to the full glare of the sun in the open
air, the pots being plunged in ashes. By constant
pinching, turning, and feeding the plants became,
when 2 ft. across so firm and compact, as not to

need a single support, and, getting into bloom in

August, they would flower grandly right into the

winter. They only wanted a little more warmth to

have kept them in fine bloom all the winter. Mr.
Cannell's white Eureka is a beautiful white kind,

blooming most profusely. Lumen, Lizzie Brooks,

Henri Jacoby, Mrs. Moore, Commander-in-Chief,
Constance, Mrs. Strutt, Fanny Catlin, La France,
Atala, and Edith Pearson, are all superb winter
bloomers, the pips good, and the colours in the
dull winter light of singularly refined hues. Of
doubles the very best in bloom at Swanley were
Jules Simon, Charles Darwin, Aglaia, M. G.

Lowagie, F. V. Easpail, Henri Cannell, General
Galliffet, Sergeant Hoff, Madame Dalloy, and
Heroine. A. D.

Climbing plants. — 1 have just built a
verandah facing the south, andcovereditwithsemi-
transparent or ground glass. Can anyone give me
the names of six good plants to clothe the pillars ?

also six climbers for the roof, and eight to cover

the back wall ? I should like for the roof and wall

such things as would be benefited by protec-

tion. I also want four climbers for a warm con-

servatory, but as it would be inconvenient to

plant them inside, I propose to plant them in a
warm border outside, and introduce them into the

house in the same way that Grape Vines are often

treated. What will grow on the roof of a heavily

shaded fernery ?

—

Glengall.

Freesia refracta alba.—This charming
white flowered plant is exceedingly useful for the

production of flowers for cutting in winter. They
are deliciously fragrant, and are arranged in spites,

with a peculiar bend, the stem of which continues

to throw out additional spikelets of bloom. The
plant lasts in Deauty for several months during the

very depth of winter, and the flowers when cut

and placed in water remain in good condi-

tion for more than a week, emitting all that

time a delicious perfume. For forming bou-

quets or for ladies' hair, scarcely any blooms

can surpass those of this Freesia, which is nearly

if not quite hardy ; at all events, it comes into

bloom early in December in a cold pit, or in the

temperature of an ordinary greenhouse. The bulbs

should be potted in any ordinary light rich soil

early in August, placing five bulbs in a 6-in. pot.

—P. G.

SHOET NOTES-imOOE.

Climbers for roof of old vinery.—Having an old

Vinery irithout fire-heat, and being desii-ous o£ having

some kind, of flowering, climber trainedlupon the>ool (or

cutting flowers from, I should be gi-eatly obliged for Infor-

mation as to the best kinds from any of the readers of The

Gakden.—A. L.

Nlcotiana afanls.— I have a number of plants of tiiis

well grown and healthy, and from 6 in. to 12 in. across, but

none of them show any signs of flowering. At what time do

they ordinarily bloom ? and if mine are past the blooming

time, is it any use to keep them for next year ?—NIOOTIANA.

Alocasias ("G J?.;.—Those belonging to the decduous

section, such as Lowi, Veitchi, and Jenningsi, should be

kept much the same asMarantas, but somewhat dryer, and,

like them, they require repotting now. Metallica, however,

being an everffreen, must be kept in a growing condition

during the winter.—T.

Maranta" (G. Jf.J.—During ivinter these should be

somewhat rested by giving them less water than when
growing, but on no account allow the soil to become
quite dry. The temperature in which they are kept should

never tall below 65°. Plants thus wintered will now be

starting into growth, and \yRI require repotting in good

open material.—T.

JJewwhltePrimros'i (E. Saunders, Abergavenny).
— The blooms you send represent a very fine variety, being

pure in coloui-, beautifully fringed, with broad, overlapping

petals over 2 in. across ; and if the plants are vigorous in

growth, and carry their bloom well above the foliage as

you say they do, the variety is certainly a valuable one.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
The double yellow Wallflower, sweetly

]

pcented, comes from Belvoir in a sturdy winter-

blooming state. This flower is always welcome,

and we hope it may come into general use in our

frardens again, as these old double Wallflowers

are very beautiful, and better than the large,

oDarse German race. An Anemone fulgens in

splendid condition comes from the same source.

Rhodostoma q-abdenioidbs.— This hand-
some stove shrub is seldom seen, but, neverthe-

less, it is well worth attention, as it habitu-

ally at this season bears a profusion of white
Bouvardia-like flowers, deliciously scented,

though not adapted for cutting purposes on ac-

count of their short stalks. It is a native of

South America, and forms an attractive object

just now on the side stages in the Palm house
at Kew.

Daffodils fkom Hill of Howth.—" St.

Bridgid " sends her first Daffodils. They opened
on Sunday last, but soon found that it was not

the "winds of March" they "tookwith beauty,"

but a fierce gale in the heart of February that

next day laid them low, from which pitiful help-

lessness " St. Bridgid " has raised them and sent

a handful." We have seen no such Daffodils yet

a'lout London.

Index to " MA^fUAL of Conifbb^ "—We
have received from Messrs. Veitch & Sons,

Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, a copy of a new
and complete index to their work on the Coni-

ferfe recently published by them, the index
ii5ued with the book being considered insuffi-

cient for ready reference. Messrs. Veitch inform
us that they will be happy to send this new
index to anyone possessing the book on applica-

tion at their nursery.

Abis.emas at Kew.—A full and interest-

i'l^ collection of these curious plants form one
of the special features now at Kew. All the

s lecies are located in one corner of No. 8 house
;

therefore anyone interested in them may study
them at leisure, and readily compare their pecu-
lar characteristics. Only one at present is in

fl)wer; this is of course A. prjecox, one of the
most strikingly singular of the whole group. Of
lite years these plants have received the atten-

ti 3n which they deserve at Kew, and the collec-

tion is very creditable and well cultivated.

Lachenalia Nelsoni.—Though the old and
well-known L. tricolor is beautiful when well
grown, it is surpassed by the new kinds that are
now happily coming into general cultivation.

One of these is L. Nelsoni, a hybrid raised by
Mr.Nelson, of Aldborough.ltisahandsome plant,
hiving a long raceme of rich orange blossoms,
t'lat quite overtop the foliage. Some good flower-
ing plants of it may be seen in house No. 7 at
Kew, and also at the Hale Farm Nursery,
Tottenham. It is a vigoi-ous grower, and appears
to be a freer flowererthan many others.

Gabdenbks' Royal Benevolent Institu-
tion.—We are informed by Mr. Cutler that the
committee of this institution have received from
the Arthur Veitch Memorial Committee the sum
of £800 14s. 2d. This amount will, by the ex-
press desire of the INIemorial Committee, be
placed to the account of the Pension Augmenta-
tion Fund.

Anemone blanda.— This beautiful early
spring flower comes to us from Belvoir, where
Mr. Ingram makes happy use of one of the most
brilliant and beautiful of the alpine flowers of
the southern mountain ranges of Europe thathas
ever come to our shores. The leaves are exquisite,
with their under-surface of dull claret colour.
The colour of the flower is a very fine blue, the

outside being a deep, rich blue-purple. It is near

the Apennine Anemone, but distinct in its earlier

blooming and in colour.

Leucojum iESTivuM.—^In The Gabden (p.

9.3), the early Snowfiake is thus named. We
suppose this must be vernum, as asstlvum usually

does not flower with us befoi'e May.—T. H.
Kbelage, Haarlem. [Our correspondent who
sent us the flowers of the Snowflake in question

no doubt had forced them into early flower, as

in the case of the Hemerocallis flava sent with
it, and this accounts for its earliness. We have
not seen it yet in flower in the open air, but L.
vernum has been out several days.]

CaLLIANDBA HiEMATOCEPHALA.—This is a
very striking leguminous stove plant, the flowers

of which owe their beauty to the bright scarlet

tint of the long thickly set stamens which rise

in Mimosa-like heads, consisting of thirty or

forty florets. The pistils are of the same tinge,

and being only slightly longer than the stamens
are scarcely distinguishable from them, while

a soft white staminal development at the base

affords some contrast to the brilliant colour,

and gives an apparent substantiality to the
flower. The leaves are bluish green, openly pin-

nate, and gracefully disposed. — J. W., Edin-

burgh.

Staphylea colchica.—This beautiful shrub
seems to be rapidly ircreasing in estimation as a

first-rate plant for forcing into flower early in

the season. The delicate green foliage and large

penduh.us bunches of lovely white blossoms ren-

der it a most valuable subject for those who
have a great demand of cut flowers to meet at

this season. There are few, if any, shrubs that

possess such elegance of growtli or such purity

of blossom as this new Colchic Bladder Nut, and
at the same time are so easily forced into flower

early. There is a flue display of it just now in

the Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, where it is

largely grown for cut flowers and for other
decorative purposes.

Veltheimia vibidifoliA.—Any one wishing
for a handsome, easily grown, and altogether
satisfactory greenhouse plant, should make the
acquaintance of this—one of the myriads of

bulbous plants bi'ought from the Cape of Good
Hope. The foliage is ample, bright green, and
handsome, forming a compact tuft, from the
centre of which rises the stout flower-stem
about 1 ft. in height, and bearing on its upper
half a dense cluster of flesh coloured blossoms
that remain a surprisingly long time in perfection

in a cut state, as well as on the plant. It is easily

grown in an ordinary greenhouse. It may be seen
finely in flower in house No. 4 at Kew.

AacTOTis GBANDiPLOBA.—From Mr. Lynch.
Botanic Garden, Cambridge, come flowersofthis

very beautiful Composite, each flower measur-
ing upwards of 3 in. across. They are bright
orange-yellow in colour with a deeper coloured
disk, and are borne on long stalks well above
the deeply-cut foliage, which is covered with a
whitish down on the under surface. Though by
no means a new plant, it has become extremely
rare, and, as Mr. Lynch says, it is probably not
to be met with anywhere, except at Cambridge
and Kew. It is certainly a plant that deserves
to be popularised, and now that the " Mar-
guerites" are so much in fashion, it may be not
inappropriately called the Orange Marguerite.
It is a native of the Cape of Good Hope, and re-

quires greenhouse treatmeut.

Tec'oma austrai.is.—Of this pretty green-
house climber Mr. Green sends us from Sir
George Macleay's garden, at I'endell Court,
Bletchingley, a very fine flowering branch which
shows what a beautiful plant it is when well
grown. The flowers are small, tubular, and white,

streaked and pencilled internally with purplish
red, but borne so profusely as to amply compen-
sate for their small size. The foliage, too, is ele

gant and deep green in colour. Blr. Green sends
two shoots cut from two plants under different

treatment—the one under liberal treatment, the

other not so. The branch from the latter is poor
and flowerless, while that from the well-fed
plant is very fine, clearly indicating that the

plant requires liberal treatment to grow and
flower it successfully. It is a native of Norfolk
Island, and has long been in cultivation. It was
figured in the " Botanical Magazine " at the

beginning of the century under the name of

Bignonia Pandorae.

Rabe spring flowebs.—5Ir. Kingsmill, of

Eastcott, Pinner, sends us the following

beautiful flowers, viz., Chionodoxa LucUiae, the

lovely blue Squill-like plant so much admired

by everybody ; Galanthus Redoutei, one of the

finest of the Snowdrops, and one that has the

broadest foliage ; Iris reticulata, fresh in all its

rich spring beauty of purple and gold ; the

chastely beautiful spring Snowflake (Leucojum
vernum), the almost perpetual flowering Triteleia

uniflora, and a few highly coloured Primroses.

Mr. Kingsmill has also in bloom Cyclamen
Atkinsi, ScUla bifolia, IMuscari botryoides,

Anemone stellata, and Crocus minima, from
Corsica. From Glasnevin come the netted Iris

(I. reticulata), Hepatica angulosa, Scilla bifolia,

Saxifraga crassifolia. Cyclamen Coum, Erica

carnea, and Pihododendron praecox, one of the

finest of the early kinds with pretty, heads of

rosy purple flowers. All beautiful plants, which
should be grown extensively for the sake of

their early bloom.

Eably habdy Rhododbndbons. — Mr.
Davi3S sends us from his nursery at Ormskirk
flowers of two very pretty hardy Rhododen-
drons, R. dauricum and R. praecox, a hybrid
between R. dauricum and ciliatum. It has large

blossoms of a pleasing rosy purple produced in

compact dense clusters. Both are extremely

desirable plants for flowering at this season.

Concerning them Mr. Davies writes :
" R. dauri-

cum is generally about a fortnight earlier than

prfecox ; it is now in full bloom, and praecox will

not be in flower for a week or ten days. The male
parent (R. ciliatum) is later, and gives the bushy-

growing character to precox. R. praecox de-

serves to be more generally cultivated as an
early-blooming hardy evergreen. It is now more
than twenty years since I first sent it out, and,

although I have distributed a great number
during that time, it is nevertheless comparatively

unknown. R. praecox is much esteemed as a good
forcing plant, as by successive years' forcing it

may be brought into flower early in November."

G-reen with cut flo'wers.—Referring to

Mr. Muir's remarks on this subject in The
Garden, allow me to say that Acacia lophantha
is specially adapted for supplying a green that

is both lasting and graceful ; but the best sub-

stitute for Fern that I have yet found is Tansy.
Unfortunately it is not obtainable all the year
round, but I know of nothing so lasting in water,

or that look? so well when arranged with cut

flowers. Asparagus tops can also be used with

good effect. A beautiful combination of colours is

also produced by the use of the variegated por-

tions of Carrot tops in arrangements of Chrysan-

themum. Carrot foliage, too, is of short duration,

but there are sufficient hardy foliaged plants for all

times of the year, and equally appropriate for the

purpose in question.—E. MOEGAN, Tlie Butts,

Harrow-on-the Hill.

Grevillea robusta I see is used for associating ivith

llowei-3 when cut. In addition to tliis elegant-foliaged

plant add sprays of Tliuja Lobbi, Thujopsis borealis, Reti-

nospoi'a obtusa, and many other choice kinds of Coniferis

and you will have greenery both durable and attractive.—
W. B., Windei-mere,
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TREES AND SHRUBS.

A NEGLECTED BRITISH TREE.

The common Juniper is not a popular evergreen

;

we are not sure that anybody ever plants the

common kind ; certainly we have no remem-
brance of seeing- it in good form in gardens ex-

cept the upright variety. Nor does it take a high

place among our native evergreens, and we have

been lately wondering why this is so on seeing

specimens of it in Surrey. Anything more pic-

turesque or beautiful it would be hard to see,

and, as evergreens, quite worthy of ranking

with the Box trees, Elm, and Yew, which in the

same county are singularly beautiful, as, for

example, on the hills between Guildford and
Dorking. Reading Bentham the other day, we
saw in the description of the Juniper that it was
an " even/reen shrub sometimes procu7nbe)it,

sometimes ascending or erect, 2 ft,, 3 ft.,

or even 4 ft. high .'
" This set us thinking

the points we are speaking of are less important
than the shape of the individual leaf or any
single detail. Thinking of this grievous and sin-

gular injustice to the native Juniper which we
had admired in such profusion of beauty, we
asked Miss Jekyll to measure some of the speci-

mens near Godalming, and, having measured
them accurately, she kindly sends us the fol-

lowing

—

juxiPEES oy; highdowx heath.
A tree 17 ft. high by 1-3 ft. wide. Several

stems when young had been laid down by snow,
and lie along the ground 3 ft. or 4 ft. before

rising.

A tree 22 ft. high by 6 ft. wide. One stem,

the trunk showing clear about 4 ft.

Old tree completely wrecked by wind and
snow, 18 ft. high, lying down.

Tree of spreading shape, l6 ft. high by 14 ft.

wide. Four principal stems, one laid down

;

stems 7 in. to 8 in. diameter.

Large tree, 24 ft. high. Five principal stems,

Cornus ftoridix.

of how much botanists pay attention to

trifling details of structure while ignoring the
larger facts and the beauty or stature of a plant
or tree. It was so necessary in ages past, and till

recently, to acquire a hold of some correct, or at

all events understandable, system of naming
plants that perhaps this is excusable, but cer-

tainly it is nothing to be proud of. The aspect,
beauty, flowers, fruit, varying shades of colour
from time to time, effect in the landscape, all

these are most important and delightful things
for the artistic and gardening world generally,
which are often wholly lost sight of in the books
which teach one of plants. It is fair to say,
however, that to acquire a knowledge of these
facts, more time and more observation is re-

quired than is necessary in the case of the struc-

ture of a plant, which can be examined in a
dried specimen. Let no one, however, say that

the largest, 1 ft. diameter at 1 ft. from the
ground.

Largest tree of a fine group of ten, cannot be
less than 2.5 ft. high. Single stem ; shape like an
Italian Cypress.

It is curious to observe the variety of shape
assumed by these wild Junipers. Trees with
single stems shoot up tall and straight, but
even these take different forms ; sometimes as

massive columns 4 ft. to 6 ft. wide, of nearly
equal width throughout their height, and with
rounded tops ; but oftener in spire shape, taper-
ing gradually to the delicate little leader only
a few inches long, which hangs over with dainty
grace. This spire shape seems to be the typical

habit, as it may be observed in scores that have
been sheltered and are uninjured, and a fairly

typical measurement of one of them would be
2 ft. 6 in. wide at the leafy base, and 12 ft. to

14 ft. high, with 18 in. of clear stem. When
they grow with many stems from one root the
forms they take are still more varied, and the
spire shape, even of individual parts, is rarer.

In this case they tend to make great bushy
heads and long side branches, with somewhat
the habit of an old Arbor-vitje. The bush-shaped
masses are very liable to injury by snow ; a
mass of snow resting on the top will split the
whole bush open outwardly, but the stems grow
upwards again from the prostrate ends, making
at last still larger bush-shaped groups. This
may be observed in a large proportion of cases,

and what may be easily mistaken for a young
tree, even at 12 ft. distant from the root, proves
to be the end of a fallen branch, the horizontal
part being burled by Fern and Moss. The
colour of Junipers is at all times beautiful ; in

some lights silvery, in others a cool, dusky
green, with rusty shadows ; the rough grey bark
gets a pale emerald green mossiness, fading to quite
white, with the look of frosted silver, and the
pretty masses of berries pass from palest green,
through olive, to the colour of ripe purple Plums
with a delicate bloom. The fruit and whole plant
has a delightful Myi-tle-like smellwhen bruised. In
the flowering season it is interesting to see the
dense clouds of yellow pollen that are shaken
out when a bird settles or anything moves a
branch. Honeysuckle and wild Juniper are con-
stant allies ; the Honeysuckle shoots up through
the branches and tumbles out at the top in

bunches and garlands and all manner of grace-
ful shapes, and when an old tree dies it often
takes complete possession and buries the old
Juniper in a mass of new life. Examples of this

may be seen in what look like solid bushes of

Honeysuckle, 7 ft. high by 9 ft. wide. These wild
Junipers are best seen in winter, or any time
between October and May. In summer they are

ft. deep in bracken.

FLOWERING DOGWOOD.
(cornus floeida.)

The majority of the Dogwoods have incon-
spicuous flowers, but remarkable exceptions to

this character are the pretty little Canadian
Cornel (C. canadensis), and the neat little C.

suecica that inhabits our alpine moors, both of

which have conspicuous white bracts encircling

the unattractive flowers. Another species fur-

nished with large involucral bracts is C. florida,

an illustration of which accompanies these re-

marks. It is a low-growing tree, inhabiting the
temperate regions of North America, where it

attains a height from 10 ft. to 20 ft. In spring

and early summer it is covered with large white
flowers, which are succeeded by red berries, thus
rendering the plant attractive at two distinct

seasons. The bracts are sometimes rosy pink,

but their colour varies pretty much according
to situation. It has been under cultivation in

this country for several generations, but has
never become common ; indeed, it is only to be
found in unusually full collections, or in very
old tree gardens and nurseries, but such a beau-
tiful shrub is certainly worth attention. It is

perfectly hardy, and grows well in amy ordi-

nary good garden soil. Seeds of it are some-
times imported from Vii'ginia, and these afford

a ready means of propagation. They should be
sown in sandy soil, in pans or boxes, which
should be protected from frost or drought, as

the seeds usually take a long time to germinate.

The seedlings, too, should be protected until

they are strong enough to be planted out.

W. G.

PLANTS FOE SHADY POSITIONS.
The list of hardy plants suitable for growing
under the shade and drip of trees is, compara-
tively speaking, very small and principally con-
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fined to those that are British. Amongst this

tiseful class of plants the following are those

generally in use, several of which, though of a

low trailing habit of growth, are admirably

adapted for carpets for our larger woodland trees,

viz, St. Johu's-wort (Hypericum calycinum),

Periwinkles (Vinca major and minor), Butcher's-

broom {Ruscus aculeatus), Spurge Laurel and

iXezereon (Daphne Laureola and Mezereum), and

our common British Ivy (Hedera Helix). The St.

John's-wort, a beautiful dwarf creeping plant,

soon covers a considerable surface of ground and
forms a dense evergreen ma.ss, covered in summer
with bright golden flowers. It is easily propa-

gated by division of the roots, and when planted

in clumps 2 ft. apart these soon unite and form

a dense mass. Not only is the St. Johns-
wort useful for planting beneath deciduous forest

trees, but invaluable for covering the base of

walls where few other plants could exist. Many
aie under the impression that the St. John's-wort

is injurious to trees under which it is gTOwing, and
although cases have occurred here in which trees,

principally Horse Chestnut, surrounded by this

plant gradually became unhealthy and ultimately

died, still I believe the cause of decline to be

traceable to another source than that under con-

sideration. Periwinkles are similar in habit to

the St. John's-woit ; they are valued for their

long continued flowering and as evergreens

adapted for gxowing in the shade. A very pleasing

eflect is produced by havmg mixed patches of

Periwinkle and St. John's-wort, as in summer
the contrast of co-mingled yellow and blue is

strikingly beautiful. The double and white-

flowering varieties are very pretty, and make ex-

cellent rock plants.

The Butcher's-broom is a fine glaucous green

shrub, densely covered with sharp prickly leaves,

and invaluable for planting in shady places
;
in-

deed, in such positions it seems to be quite at

home. Here it flowers and fruits freely beneath

half standard Rhododendrons, where few other

plants would exist, let alone succeed. The twigs

of this shrub were formerly used by butchers for

sweeping their blocks, hence the English name.

A striking peculiarity about this plant is that the

flowers are produced on the middle of the leaves,

on the uijper side, and when they first appear they

are similar in size and shape to the head of a pin.

The female flowers are succeeded by pretty red

berries. The broad-leaved Butcher's-broom (Iluscus

Hypophyllum) produces its flowers on the under

sides of the leaves, and its berries are smaller tlian

those of E. aculeatus.

The Spurge Laurel and Mezereon have highly

fragrant flowers. The former grows from 3 ft. to

i ft. in height, always symmetrical in figure and
useful as a stock on which to graft the rarer kinds.

The Mezereon of our gardens is found wild in

mountain woods in many parts of Europe, espe-

cially the middle and south, also frequently in

various parts of England, but it was first intro-

duced into this country before it was observed to

be a native. It is much admired for its precocity

and fragrance, and although most parts of the

plant, especially the berries, are a powerful poison,

yet it still remains a universal favourite in most
gardens.

Than our common British Ivy, though in some
cases not desirable, few plants are better adapted
for carpeting our larger woodland trees. The
dark glaucous evergreen leaves, creeping habit of

growth, and extreme hardiness renders this ijlant

a particular favourite with most people. In many
places it is, however, quite a nuisance, no end of

trouble being taken to eradicate it from young
plantations. A damp climate and maritime situa-

tion seem to foster the growth of Ivy, and in

woods where it prevails to a great extent its

growth seems inimical to underwood generally.

As an ornamental plant for covering bare walls or

any unsightly garden object it has no equal, and
it seems to luxuriate in almost any soil or situa-

tion.

The above list includes only plants of dwarf
habit ; several others of more robust growth are,

however, equally applicable for planting in shady

positions, the principal amongst which are Box,
Aucuba, Privet, Ehododendron, Tew, Holly, ever-

green Oak, and in situations not too confined the
different kinds of Berberis and Laurel may also

be successfully employed. A. D. 'Webster.
Peni'hyn, Korih Wales.

CHIMONANTHUS FRAGRANS.
The delightful fragrance emitted by the blos-

soms of this Japanese shrub renders it a most
desirable object m every garden, and especially

as it blossoms in the winter season, when all

else is destitute of bloom. A better plant for

growing against a warm wall could scarcely be
named, particularly if near a walk from which
its fragrance would be perceptible. It will grow
in any kind of soil, and is perfectly hardy,
though it likes the protection of a wall, and
besides in such a position the blooms can receive

some slight covering when frost happens to be
severe. C. grandiflora has larger flowers than
those of C. fragraus, but both are desirable. C.

pauciflora has smaller flowers than those of the

type, and in C. lutea the flowers are yellow,

both inside and outside, instead of crimson in

the interior, as in the other forms. These may all

be raised by cuttings inserted m sand under a
bell-glass in a gentle hotbed. "W. G.

FRUIT GARDEN.
KEEPING LATE GRAPES.

In visiting several gardens of late, where a con^

siderable stock of Grapes was still to the fore, I

was much impressed with the fact that most of

them were more or less shrivelled. Where the
'Vines were inside the house it is easy to see how
that condition, so favourable to long keeping, might
be brought about by withholding water, but in

the case of outside "Vines and uncovered borders
it seems certain that by no possibility could the
slight shrinking or shrivelling of the berries be
caused by dryness at the roots, for this winter
may be said to have been a sort of alternation
between gales and floods, either abreast or in quick
succession. We are, therefore, perforce driven
back on the alternative of a very arid atmosphere
to account for the shrivelling. As to the effect of

shrivelling on keeping, every practical man is

familiar with the fact that when Grapes get into
this condition they will keep almost any length of

time. It is not only that the berries have lost

some of their thinnest sap, but that their skins

seem to have become well-nigh vapour and air

proof. Possibly the latter has more effect on the
keeping of Grapes than the former. Grape juice or
flesh can hardly be decomposed in the absence of

air. Let the latter enter and some sort of decom-
position or fermentation follows on its heels, and
the Grapes are doomed. No doubt such a good keep-
ing Grape as the Lady Downes owes much of its

immunity from decomposition to the semi-imper-
viousness of its thick rind to air. The flesh is

also firm and comparatively free from juice; hence
it requires more eating than any other Grape.
The Alicante, which does not equal the Lady
Downes as a keeper, has a tliinner skin, and is far

more full oE juice. Muscats, again, keep very
much in the ratio of their fleshiness. The more
juicy the more danger of decay, and rice-versd.

Hence Muscat of Alexandria, plump, with juice
nigh unto bursting, keeps badly ; the same Grape
slightly shrivelled keeps well. In fact, white Mus-
cats in that state rank hardly second to Lady
Downes in their good keeping properties. The
same characteristic features and qualities are
still more prominently developed in black Muscat
Grapes ; such, for example, as Snow's Muscat
Hamburgh and Mrs. Pince. Another curious pe-
culiarity in regard to the latter is that as a rule
those imperfectly coloured keep the longest. I

have lately seen and tasted Mrs. Pince Black
Muscat of a dull colour, luscious as the best
Muscat of Alexandria and with all the appear-
ance of out-keeping well-ripened Lady Downes

beside them. They were slightly shrivelled,

though both Lady Downes and Alicante grown by
their side were firm and plump and black as
jet. I have also seen Muscat Hamburgh, slightly
shrivelled, keep good till April. In view of sucli

facts any information on the art of shrivelling

Grapes with a riew to their longer keepmg, while
presen'ing their qualities intact, could hardly fail

to prove interesting and instructive to many.
D. T. Fish.

PIGS UNDER GLASS.

To grow Figs in perfection a good climate is re-

quired, and, if we have it not in the ojien air, we
must gi"ow them under glass. I have never been
quite satisfied with Figs grown in unheated
houses, as it is very rarely they bear as well as

they should do. In some cases want of fruitfulness

has been owing to an absence of control over the
roots. Figs everywhere must be kept well in hand,
especially in cold houses. If they have unlimited
root-ran they soon grow too rampantly, the wood
fails^to ripen, and consequently there are few or no
Figs. It is astonishing in how little root space a
large Fig tree can be kept, and kept, too, in

health and fertility. I learnt early in my garden-
ing career a useful lesson as regards the small re-

quirements of the Fig in this particular. In those days
the^Fig houses and all the other forcing houses were
heated with flues, and the flue in the case of the

Fig house, after running round the front of the

house, returned under the back path, leaving a
back 'border about 18 in. wide, and in this 18-in.

border the best and most fertile trees in the
house were planted. They were, of course, well fed
at the time they required it, both by top-dressings

and with liquid manure. If the roots of the trees

are confined to a small space, there is no occasion

to put them, so far as the soil of the border is

concerned, on starveling diet. If the bottom
of the border be concreted and well drained,

and the front defended with a brick wall, we may
safely make a good border within limited dimen-
sions. Good sound turfy loam, liberally intermixed
with crushed bones, will make an excellent

border. What other support they require can be
given in a liquid form, or by top-dressing, just

before the fruits take their last swelling. I have
known Fig roots to bore their way through a
14-in. wall if there was a well-supplied larder on
the other side. So I suppose they have no power
of self-control, and hence the necessity for brick-

ing them in firmly and securely.

The Fig planted on the back wall of the house
in question was a white one called White Nerii,

synonymous, I think, with White Marseillaise. The
first fruits began to ripen at the warm end of the
house about May 1, and they ripened in succes-

sion all down the house. By the time the ripening
process had advanced to the cool end, the second
crop at the warm end was fit for use. There were
trees planted in the front border, and others were
in pots on the flues. The latter did well, being ele-

vated on inverted pots. If the roots of a Fig tree

are happily situated, with fairly good manage-
ment the tree must succeed ; but, as I have
already said, if a house is built for Figs at all, it

should be heated. Then the first crop can be helped
on a little, and the second may be gathered with-

out trenching too severely on the powers of the

tree, or doing injury to the embryo crop that lies

dormant at the base of the leaf-stalks.

One of the most important matter.? in connection
with Fig culture is keeping the shoots thin early

in the season, so that the young growth as it

breaks away may be surrounded on all sides ^uth
light and air. Too often disbudding is delayed, and
the first leaves are weakened in consequence. If

too many slioots are produced, which is nearly
always the case, those that are not required

—

generally the weakest—should be removed when
they can be rubbed off witli the thumb and finger.

If a tree possessing such large foliage as the Fig-

is to bear all over the surface, it must be early

and freely disbudded, and, after the young growths
have made five leaves, the central bud should have
as much pressure applied by the finger and thumb
as will damage the tissues and cause the bud to
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dwiinlle and die g;radually without much bleedin

This pinching should be done successively as each

shoot requires it, and there is no doubts that this

same rule should be applied in all cases, so that no
great check may be felt, and the roots be maintained
in a gently active condition without nndue ex-

citement, which does and must happen if too much
pinching is done at one time. Asa rule, the greater

part of the pruning of a Fig tree is done in sum-
mer ; but if the old branches are thickly placed,

some of them can be removed when the trees are

cleaned and re-trained.

Where Fig trees cast their first crop of fi'uit, if

this arises from a lack of force in the tree, sim-
ply cutting out the leading or terminal buds will,

by throwing back the sap, often keep the fruits

from falling imtil they have made their position

secure and become strong enough to assert them-
selves. In the early stages of the growth of young
Figs that are forced, care should be exercised to

guard against checks from the use of cold water

most suitable. Under such treatment the wood is

hard and short-jointed, the leaves are sliort-

stalked and of substantial testm'e, and the fruits

are freely produced from the axils of every leaf.

As may be supposed, a tree that does so well
by confinement of its roots is especially adapted
for pot culture. So far as regards the manage-
ment of the branches—that is, the keeping of the
growth thin, and the pinching as required—the
routine of pot treatment is pretty much the
same as when planted out. Figs may be g'rown

in pots where a house cannot be given np to them,
and they may be brought forward in an earlj-

vineiy or Peach house. With some kinds of Figs
it has been found best to prune the trees hard
back in autumn, and start early close to the glass

in a light hovise ; disbud freely, pinch at the fifth

leaf, and trust to the young wood for the crop.

In this case the chance of a first crop from the
old wood is sacrificed in order to insure a large

full crop a little later. In a light house, with

at the roots or over the foliage, or from want of
care in the ventilation, as the young fruits are
easily oast off, especially those of particular varie-
ties. Sometimes, though rarely. Figs will drop
when half grown ; this is due to deficient fertili-

sation. The Fig tree is peculiar in many respects,
but in none so much as in this matter of setting.
The blossom is contained within the fruit itself,

and when about half grown the oiifice or eye at
the upper end 'expands, showing its peculiar
organisation During the flowering season less
moisture should be used in the atmosphere than
at other times, and a brisk buoyant temperature
should be maintained for a week or so, till ferti-
lisation is complete. If Figs are forced, the tem-
perature of the early vineiy will suit them, and
the less fluctuation there is the better ; of course,
the proper balance between night and day and
between bright and dull weather should be main-
tained. A fii-m border when planted out, or firm
potting when grown in pots, I have always found

the plants near the glass, this plan answers veiy
well.

The best Figs for forcing are the White Nerii

and the Brown Turkey—at least, such is my ex-

perience ; but anyone who has the time and
means to experiment with some of the numerous
varieties known in other countries might do us

good service. E. H., in Meld.

THE BEST PEAKS.
(Continued from p. 377, Vol. XX.)

Bergamotte d'Automne.—5y?js.—Berga-
motte Pear,Common Bergamotte Pear, Bergamotte
Eecour, Bergamotte Lisse, Bergamotte de la Hil-

lifere, Bergamotte de Eecour, Grosse Ambrette,
Bergamotte Rouwa, Vermilion Supreme, Berga-
motte Melon.
Desceiption op the teee.—Wood, strong.

Branches, few in number, generally spread out,

and curved towards the base, erect near the top,

very thick, short, geniculated, downy, greenish

[

red, sometimes tinged with dirty crimson, especi-
ally in the neighbourhood of the eye, speckled
with gre3', having the surroundings flattened. Buds
ovoid, large, separated from the wood, downy, and
with the scales verj' glol ular. Leaves, pretty
large, thick, rai'ely abundant, elongated, oval,
twisted, channelled, downy, with the edges quite
entire, the stalk short, thick, and stifi. Fertility,
remarkable.

CuLTDEE.—Being a very vigorous tree, it grafts
equally well on a free stock or a Quince, and forms
fine handsome pyramids.

Descbiption op the fruit.—Size, medium.
Shape, pretty variable, but most usually rounded
and flattened. Stalk short, thin, curved, inserted
obliquely in a funnel-shaped cavity. Eye, small,
open, often badly developed, onlj' slightly sunk.
Skin, greenish yeUow, speckled and striped with
red, with fawn-coloured and blackish patches.
Flesh, whitish, fine, melting, juicy, slightly gritty.
Juice, abundant, sugary, fresh, acidulated with a
pecuUar and very pleasant perfume. Season, from
about the middle of October untU December, and
sometimes even into January. Quality, fixst rate.

HiSTOET.—Opinions are somewhat divided upon
the origin of this variety. In 1536 Benedictus Cur-
tius,a Florentine writer, inhis "Ai-bornmHistoria,"
tells us that it came from Bergamo, in Lombardy

;

and A'alerius Condus, a German naturalist, who
published a " Historia Stirpium, " agrees with him
in tliis opinion, which was reproduced later on in
Silesia by Jean Jonston (" Dendrographias," 1662,

p. 38), and again in France by La Quintinye, and,
above all, by la Bretonneire (" Eoole du Jardin
Fruitier," 178i, vol. i., p. 415). The record was
first promulgated by a Dutch physician, Jean
Bodfeus, in book iv., chap. 6, of his translation of
the " Historia Plantarum '' of Theophrastus (born
370 years before the Christian era), which has
it that the Bergamotte comes from Aisia, whence
the Piomans imported it into Italy and used it at
their tables under the name of Pirum Piegium, or

the Pear of Kings, the epithet showing how highly
it was esteemed by them. This version of its origin
also figures in the " Dictionnaire Etymologique
de la Langue Fran(;aise,' by Menage, 1750 ;

" Les
Agreements de la Campagne," by Lacour, 1752;
" Systematische Pomologie," by Henri Manger,
1783. As for oui'selves, the conclusion that we have
arrived at is that, knowing how greatij' Europe is

indebted to the East for much of its oldest and
best fruit, we must look upon Asia as the home of
this Pear. Fm'thermore, if we consult the most
erudite of Italian pomologists, Agostino Gallo,

who in 1859 amongst other Pears described the
Bergamotte in his "Vintigiornatidellagricoltura,''

we find that he says nothing about its being a
native of Lombardy. Had it been so, he would
have been anxious to have said so, as he calls it

the best of all the autumn varieties. In any case,

if we side with Menage, Lacour, and Slanger
in believing that it comes fi-om the East, we
cannot think that its name is derived from the
Turkish, Bey Armoudi, the Prince's Pear. It is

not probable that the Turkish language has any-
thing to do with the name of this Pear, which, if

it is a native of Asia, has no doubt been named
after the ancient city of Pergamus in Asia Minor
now commonly called Berganmo. Besides this

Lindley in his " Guide to the Orchard and Kitchen
Grarden," 1831, says that it is supposed to have
been cultivated in England ever since the days of

Julius Cffisar, long before the Turks evei: set foot

in Western Asia. In France it was known much
later, and Charles Etienne in his " Seminarium,''

15iO, fixes the date of its introduction within a

few years. " This Pear tree," he says, " is only just

beginning to be cultivated in France." One thing
is certain, and that is that it was known in France
before 1533, because in that year Rabelais teUs in

his " Pantagruel," book iii., chapter 13, that

his hero s'esgaudissoit de manger ionites Poires

Serguamotes (enjoyed eating good Bergamotte
Pears). They must have multiplied rapidly within
the next fifty years, for Olivier de Serres writing

in 1600 tells us " that their exquisite flavour

having gained them a high reputation they were
known from one end of the kingdom to the other.
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and that among autumn Pears they occupy the

place of honour."

EemAEKS.—The ripening of this fruit does not

always take place in October or November, the

time being very variable. La Quintinye remarked
this as far back as 1690. In his " Instructions pour

les Jardins Fruitiers et Potagers" he tells us that

this Pear " is not always accustomed to ripen

at the end of October and the beginning of

November, but sometimes even delays until De-
cember, to the great gratification of the curious."

In our days this variety has become even later, as

late even as the middle of January ; and, accord-

ing to M. Decaisne, we may in exceptional cases
find ripe Bergamottes up to the middle of March.
He says in his " Jardin Fruitier du Museum,"
" Some Bergamotte Pears gathered from a tree in

1859 had this peculiarity, that whilst some of

them were perfectly ripe in the middle of October,
others ripened successively during- the whole of

the winter, the last being gathered in perfect
condition in the middle of March, 1860. Thus we
have a period of nearly five months between the
ripening of the first and last gatherings." Such a
prolonged period of ripening certainly deserves
special mention, but it is too exceptional to look
for its frequent repetition.

Beurre d'Amanlis.—<S'i'«s.—Hubard Pear,

Kaissoise Pear, Thiessoise Pear, Beurre d'Amalis,
Wilhelmine, B. Delbart, B. Plomgastelle, B
Debart, B. Koussoise, B. de TliiessS, B. d'Blbert
B. d'Albret.

Description ofthetbeb.—Wood, very strong.
Branches, pretty abundant, irregularly spread out,

and usually.twisted, flexible, greyish-red, thickly
speckled, a coussinets saillants, a longs meritJialUs.
Eye, of medium strength, ovoid, blunt, separated
from the wood. Leaves, oval or elliptical, acumi-
nate, with the edges strongly indented, the fruit-

stalk being thick and somewhat short. Fertility,

remarkable.

Culture.—This variety is extremely vigorous,
and its gi'owth is very rapid ; it is grafted either
on a free stock or a Quince, and always forms fine

pyramids.

Description of the feuit.—Size, very large.
Shape, turbinate, elongated, blunt, and swollen.
Stalk, pretty short and thick, rarely curved, in-
serted obliquely in ashallowcavity, surmountedby
aprotuberance which is generally very marked. Eye
large, half shut, only slightly developed, and
nearly level with the top of the fruit. Skin, grass-
greenish yellow, speckled, and is veined with
tawny yellow, slightly tinged with brownish red
on the side next to the sun. Flesh, whitish, fine,
melting, gritty, and veiyjwtewse. Juice, excessively
abundant, sharp, sweet, and pleasantly perfumed.
Season, from the end of September to the end of
October. Quality, fijrst-class.

History.—We read what follows in a work
on this Pear published in Paris in 1832 :

" This
is a discovery of M. Van Mons, and it may
be procured from M. Noisette in Paris, or
from M. Cayeux, of Boulogne-sur-Mer." These
lines, to which are appended the signature of M.
Poiteau, the eminent botanist, were evidently
written in perfect good faith, but in any case they
contain a mistake which lasted up to 1858, when
it was rectified, so to speak, at the very foot of the
original tree from which this variety first sprang.
In 1862 M. Eugfine Forney, professor of arbori-
culture at Paris, noted this error in the following
terms :

" Beurrg d'Amaulis.—This variety was ori-
ginally grown at Amanlis, a small village near
Rennes. M. Jamin, awell-known horticulturist, has
lately proved that the parent tree, which is of
enormous dimensions and not gi-afted, still exists
in an orchard in this locality. The fruit was first
sent to M. Noisette, the eminent horticulturist of
Paris, by his brother, who was chief of the botanic
garden at Nantes." The propagation of .the Beurri5
d'Amanlis goes back as far as the end of tlie last
century. From Brittany itspread rapidly to Anjou,
and then to Eouen, where it has been known since
1805 by the name of the ThiessS Pear, from the
person who first gi'ew it in that locality. It was

afterwards sold under the name of the Hubard
Pear, the son-in-law of M. Thiesse, the first

grower standing sponsor to it on the second occa-
sion. From these two surnames improperly spelt

have arisen many of the synonyms by wliich this

Pear is knovm, as will be seen by referring to those
given at the beginning of this article.

Remarks.—Amongst the Pears which have been
pronounced to be the same as the Beurre d'Aman-
lis, there is one, Wilhelmine Pear, which was first

thought to be a distinct variety. It ripened, we
were told by several pomologists, in February or
March, which, as may easily be conceived, ren-
dered any relationship between the two Pears a
matter of impossibility. The identity is proved in

all our nurseries by their complete resemblance to

each other, as well as by the simultaneous ripening
of their fruit, the form of which presents no
marked difference.

—

Dictionnaire de Pomohgie.

Winter Stra-wberries.—Referring, to a
notice of Strawberries in December which re-

cently appeared in The Garden, allow me to

ofEer a few remarks regarding their culture, which
may not be without interest to some of your
readers. It may seem rather out of place to
write about winter Strawberries when our shelves
are filled with spring ones ; but to succeed well
both crops must be kept in view from the first.

Do not overcrop the plants ; rather sacrifice a few
berries than keep them too long in dry, warm
quarters. Harden off gradually and plant out in
good soil without disturbing the ball. Some re-

commend repotting ; I have tried both ways, and
find that they do best planted out. Little will
be required during summer, except keeping them
well watered in dry weather. If planted in rota-
tion, they will succeed each other in autumn,
leaving the latest out as long as they are safe
from frost. After putting them into a size larger
pot than that in which they were grown in spring,
keep them in a close frame until established, then
place them in any cool, airy house from which
damp can be excluded. Although their flavour
may not be so good as in spring and summer,
still there are but few who will not appreciate a
dish of Strawberries during tlie shooting season,
R. Carter, WaresUy Parh.

The Cordon system.—In noticing this, not
unfavourably, " W." omits to mention the remark-
able results obtained in Mr. Roger Leigli's garden,
in Kent, and at Sir Henry Scudamore Stanhopes'
in Herefordshire, notwithstanding the difiiculties

and small mistakes which always attend novel-
ties of this kind. Mr. Sheppard, too, now of
the Crawley Nurseries, obtained very good
results from it. It is never fitted to replace the
orchard system, but for certain definite ends in
gardens it is admirable, such as for quickly cover-
ing high wall surfaces, growing a number of varie-
ties in restricted space, early bearing, and the
culture of choice winter Pears and the tenderer
and finer Apples. Its advantages are not realised
by all, because in most cases I have seen the
simple training necessary is not carried out; the
shoots are allowed to grow like Willows, or they
are pinched ofE quite close, both ways being-
wrong, and absolutely destructive to the forma-
tion of a decent cordon.—J. H.

SHOET NOTES-FEUIT GARDEN.

Root-pruning. —111-. .T. E. -Waiting lias sent us from
Grange some fruit spiu-s, showing the benefits arising from
root pruning. Eamp.ant growing, hai-ren trees have by that
means been converted into trulttul ones. The trees are, he
says, fully a month earlier than all others now, and covered
with great fat opening buds.

Wykeu Pippin.—No Apple here this season can com-
pare with " Wyken Pippin," it is the exact size and colour
of an Orange, and makes a dish, dressed with Fern fronds'
that may aptly be described as faultless. We keep it fresh
and plump up till April. As soon as gathered (which should
be late) we place it on the shelves, and wait until the sweat-
ing process is over. We then wrap each fruit in soft paper,
pack carefully in bo.ves, and nail them up, which keeps
thom air tight.—R. Gilbert, Burghleij.

GARDEN FLORA.
PLATE CCCXXIV.—THE DISAS.

No other terrestrial Orchid can compare in colour
with Disa grandiflora when well cultivated ; in-

deed, it is to be regretted that it was ever called

an Orchid, seeing that the word too often

frightens even good cultivators from growing it

as an ordinary decorative plant for the green-

house or conservatory, for which purpose It is

well adapted. Although really an Orchid, and
also a very beautiful one, it Is as amenable to

ordinary greenhouse cultivation as a herbaceous
Calceolaria or a Pelargonium, and, when In

bloom, more effective than either. Dlsa grandi-

flora—at home on Table Mountain, at the Cape
of Good Hope—Is thus spoken of by a traveller

who has paid a visit to its habitat: "We crossed

the Kloof, which Is a spur of the mountain, the

ocean below us, dotted with fishing- boats, look-

ing glorious In the early daylight, and ascended by
Kastell Berg, passing- on our way a large num-
ber of Amaryllis Belladonna, just throwing up
their flower-spikes. About two hours and a

quarter brought us to the plateau, in the rear of

Table Mountain proper, and my aneroid barome-
ter showed that we had attained an altitude of

2700 ft. We had not proceeded 300 ft. before

we perceived the bright red spikes of Disa
ferruglnea, and almost at the same moment
that charming flower Herschelia coelestis, called

here the Blue Disa, met our view. Less
than a quarter of a mile brought us amongst
quantities of Disa grandiflora, and well

may Harvey term it ' the pride of Table
Mountain,' for It would be difficult to find a

handsomer or showier flower, and when 3'ou see

a dozen or fifteen of its brilliantly coloured

blooms together, it is a sight not readily to be
forgotten. The intensity of colour exceeds that

of any wild flower I have ever seen—the Snow
Plant of California with its rich colour, con-
trasting with the spotless snow, excepted. Dlsa
grandiflora grows most plentifully on the sides

of the narrow watercourses which intersect the

plateau, the sides, as a rule, being nearly

straight, although we saw numbers on the face

of large rocks where water was trickling do-wn.

The soil it grows in is a black sandy peat, and
it may almost be said to grow in the water, the
soil being so wet; and as this is the driest month
here, it is clear that the roots are always in wet
soil, and, I believe, they never rest, as exami-
nation showed that they were pushing forth

new growth. Disa ferruglnea and Herschelia
ccelestis both like damp spots, but not so wet as

D. grandiflora ; these two species do not appear
to grow in masses as D. grandiflora does."

Another traveller, also writing of D. grandi-

flora, says, " This very beautiful Orchid is al-

ways found growing on the margins of ever-

flowing rivulets and ledges of waterfalls ; its

roots are always under water, and frequentlyfor

days together are entirely submerged. In June,
July, and August"—corresponding to our De-
cember, January, and February—" they are fre-

quently covered with snow and hail. In

1878 they were, to my knowledge, so covered

twice. I have frequently found ice on
the slopes of the Table Mountain 2000 ft.

below the Disa's haunts. The water on Table
Mountain is cold, even on the hottest day In

summer. The Table is frequently covered with
cloud or mist, which frequently lasts four or

five days, and at all such times the temperature

is very low. In May, 1876, I was on the moun-
tain for eight hours in a mist that came oil the

sea from the north-west ; it was very, very cold.

During our hottest months the Table is most fre-

quently covered. At that season the cloud comes
from the south-east with a very strong wind,

and is even colder than in our cooler months.
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I have always found the Disas growing- in Sphag-

num, peat, and sand. I bave been on Table

Mountain in midsummer, but have never found

it so hot as in Cape Town. I have every belief

that the Disas would grow well out-of-doors in

the south of England by the side of a running

stream."

CuLTUKB AND POSITION.—A fact of striking

import is the flowering of the Belladonna Lily

at a much lower altitude than that of the Disa

grandiflora is naturally foand. This is very sug-

gestive when we come to remember that this

bulb is hardy with us, blooming at the foot of

any sunny wall, and yet from very force of

habit and professional traditions, weare apt to

coddle the gorgeous wild flower, which inits native

home is perfectly accustomed to cold mists for

days together, varied now and then with snow

uni sleet. The fact that it has hitherto succeeded

best in a cold house, or one from which frost

merely is excluded, is fully established, and

even cold pit or frame culture affords excellent

results. Another fact is clear that even "at

home " conditions vary very widely, since, as

Harvey tells us, the scorching sun of lat. 33° suc-

ceeds the sleet and ice, as alluded to by another

observer. Experience, not too pleasant betimes,

has taught me one or two facts worth the atten-

tion of beginners in Disa culture. In repotting

never disturb the roots or break up the ball

too minutely. I once did this, and ruined a couple

of strong, healthy plants, with a dozen good

growths on each. Another point is neverto place

a pan of water below the pot in which this Disa

grows. All it seems to require is a layer of fibrous

peat, loam, and Sphagnum JIoss about 3 in. in

thickness above the crocks. Instead of fine white

sand, employ nodules of sandstone and charcoal

the size of Hazel Nuts. Some growers use

horse manure aud other manures in compost,

but I am fully convinced that these are

not all essential, although in the hands of

a good cultivator they do no actual harm.

An essential part of the cultural treatment is

syringing at least twice daily during the grow-

ing season. A shelf near the glass seems to suit

the plants best, even when grown in a shallow

pit ; this rule holds good, and an eastern exposure

seems desirable with abundance of diffused sun-

light. No other Orchid I know seems so anxious

to thrust its flower-spikes up towards the side

whence the sunlight comes as does this Disa.

Even at the Cape we are told this tendency is

observable.

Cultivators of this Disa long looked askance

at Andrews' figure of D. grandiflora superba, as

published in '' Select Orchidaceous Plants." In

that plate eight flowers are represented upon
one spike, and as it appeared when growers

generally only succeeded in obtaining four or

five flowera upon a spike, its truthfulness was
questioned. At Glasnevin and in other gardens,

however, from five to nine flowers on a spike

were not unusual, but it was reserved for Chats-

worth, to bear off the palm in Disa culture, as

we are informed by Mr. B. S. Williams, who at

p. 100 of The Gakden, August 5, 1875, writes

as follows :
" There is now in bloom at Chats-

worth the best plant of Disa grandiflora I

ever saw. It has been grown in a cold Heath
house, in which there has always been plenty of

ventilation both night and day, except during

frosty weather. The plant," he adds, " is worth a

joui'ney from London to Chatsworth to see. On
one spike it has 12 large flowers, bright

scarlet-crimson in colour, veined with pink.

There is no doubt that this is the same variety

as was figured some time ago in Warner's 'Select

Orchids,' when it was stated to have had eight

flowers upon it. This plant, quite lately small in

size, has reached its present state in a very short

time." Pi'om 7 to 9 flowers on a spike was quite

a common number on other plants at Chats-

worth in July of the same year (Garden,
July 3, 187-3, p. 2).

At Hyde Park House, near Cork, a plant of

Disa grandiflora, grown in a 12-m. pot, bore 10

flower-stems, on which, in the aggregate, were

produced 54 flowers, and three other plants

produced 66 flowers, or a total of 120 flowers on

four plants. These plants were treated as follows

:

After flowering they are allowed a short, but

not dry, rest ; they are then repotted as soon

as the young growths have made some pro-

gress. In the operation the roots are interfered

with as little as may be, the outside of the ball

being the only portion disturbed. Drainage is

particularly cared for, and nearly fills one-third

of the pots. The soil is composed of fibrous loam

aud peat, with a portion of charcoal and sand.

The plants during their season of growth are

abundantly supplied with water, but never fed

with it from below. They are kept at the east

end of an airy house, and always have plenty of

air day and night, except durmg severe frost,

throughout the whole period of growth.

The accompanying illustration, which affords

some idea of the beauty of Disa grandiflora

superba and its variety D. Barelli, was made
from fresh flowers grown in Major Barton's

garden at Straffau, Kildare, and sent to us by

the gardener, Mr. F. Bedford, who is a very

successful cultivator of these and other Orchids.

We append Mr. Bedford's cultural practice, as

also that of . Mr. CuUey, of Ferniehurst, near

Leeds, and that of Mr. W. Young, of Purdys-

burn, near Belfast, who has grown enormous

pans of Disa grandiflora, the flowers being both

large and numerous. The plant is readily propa-

gated by division or by seeds, which germinate

freely on a wet, well drained peat and Sphag-

num Moss.

1 repot my Disas in December, if need-

ful, and place them in a cold house along with

Heaths and other hard-wooded plants, first giving

them a good soakmg of water to settle the com-

post ; afterwards they are kept fairly moist till

they show signs of growing freely, when they

receive water every day (foliage and roots)

through a fine-rosed watering-pot. At the end of

May they are shifted to a cold frame, but_ still

watered "freely every day till flowers begin to

open, when they are moved to the greenhouse, in

company with Fuchsias, &c., and similar plants.

Here they receive just water enough to keep the

Sphagnum alive. 'The compost which I find to

suit them best is equal parts good fibrous peat

and Sphagnum Moss, with a little charcoal

broken to about the size of Walnuts. D. Barelli

had twenty-seven flowers on it last year.—F,

Bedeoed.

The compost which I usefor Disas is rough

fibrous peat two parts, small portions of char-

coal and broken pots, a quantity of sharp Bed-

fordshire sand, and a little horse manure from a

spent Mushroom bed. These are all mixed tho-

roughly together. When potted the plants are

placed at the coolest end of the Odontoglossum

house, at a temperature of 4-5'' in winter, and

they are kept as cool as possible in summer aud

well shaded. Plenty of air is allowed to cnculate

about them, and when in fuU growth they are

syringed twice a day, and at no time are they

allowed to get dry at the root.—E. Culley.

The compost which I use for our Disas

is a mixture of rough tibry peat and loam in

equal parts, to which is added a little charcoal or

small crocks, the pot or pan I am going to use

being at the same time well crooked. I grow them

alwaj's m a common greenhouse on the front

stage, always exposed to the sun, the aspect being

south. I give them abundance of water winter

and summer, as I find by experience that they

like it. I have them at present in 6-in. pots and
in pans 20 in. in diameter, and all are making-

fine strong growths. My Disas require no heat

beyond what will keep them from frost, and as to

shade, they had none last year ; but if a very fine,

bright, hot summer should occur, I would give

them a little shade during the middle of the day.

—W. Young.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
EARLY POTATOES.

Deficiency in the matter of sunshine is a draw-

back to the forcing of very early Potatoes. The
necessity of keeping Potatoes covered up with
mats or other coverings for long periods of time

during severe weather often acts prejudicially to

both the quantity and quality of the crop ; but

there is no help for this so long as Potatoes

are forced in manure pits. But the earliest crops

need not necessarily be grown on a manure bed.

Potatoes of excellent quality have been grown on

a back shelf in pots fully exposed to the sun-

shine, where the fresh air trickles in when the

ventilators are cautiously opened. There the Po-

tato tops come away strongly, and of hard woody
habit, able to stand alone till the tubers are ap-

proaching maturity. Anyone having a back shelf

to spare in a Vinery or Peach house, where the

night temperature at present does not exceed 50°,

may start Potatoes, potting at once. The old Ash-

top is still the best for early work, and the sets

for forcing should be selected of good, even shape,

be placed in a shallow box, crown upwards, under

the greenhouse stage in a light position, where

there is a little warmth and be syringed occa-

sionally. At this season they will soon start, and

as soon as the eyes have pushed, all but the

strongest breaking out of the crown should be

rubbed ofE. A day or so before they are ready for

potting, some light rich soil should be placed in a

warm situation to raise its temperature, and, when
ready, prepare as many 8-in. pots as will fill the

shelf, placing one piece of rough crock over the

hole, then 2 in. of rough fragments of turf, filling

the pots half full of the ordinary compost, which

should be fresh and sweet sandy loam and leaf-

mould, broken up well, but not sifted. Two tubers

should be placed in each pot, and be covered 2 in.

deep, and then placed on the shelf. It is better

to let them occupy a position near the glass ^from

the first, as it is important that they start away
strongly. A Potato haulm that commences weakly

seldom acquires that full solid growth of stem so

essential to the production of a good crop.

I am convince d too many in their Potato cul-

ture do not pay sufficient attention, first, to

the selection of the seed, and afterwards

to the selection of the main stem. And in

the growth of early Potatoes we only want one, if

that one be strong and robust. Anyone who
watches the Potato diggers either in garden or

field must soon notice "the extreme irregularity of

the crop, some roots producing double what others

do. A good deal of this variation arises from

lack of selection and preparation of seed. There-

fore, holding these views, I need not say how im-

portant I consider this to be in the case of Pota-

toes grown in any way under glass.

Later on in the season, when every bit of shelf

surface under glass is required for Strawberries,

the next lot of Potatoes must come on in frames,

and there will then be less danger of a long and

severe frost, necessitating much covering up, ex-

cept during the night. Light frames are better

than brick pits, as the latter are often deep and

unwieldy in character, and to have good crops of

Potatoes they must be near the glass, exposed to

all the sunlight possible. So long as the foliage

does not touch the glass, and the frames are

matted up on cold nights to prevent the ill eficects

of radiation, the nearer the tops are to the glass

the better. An intelligent man, with an ingenious

mind, will invent many ways of growing early

Potatoes. As the days lengthen all that is required

is a sunny site, and, if possible, a little root
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warmth, or bottom heat, and shelter at night.

Much can, and has, been done without glass

;

although as glass is now cheap, more might be

done with movable frames in the growth of not

only Potatoes, but of other early vegetables. I

have dug Potatoes in the open air in the middle

of May from an early sunny border hooped over

with a covering of mats sown together and drawn

over every night. In another case I have known
the same thing accomplished with straw covers

that had been made by the men in bad weather

in winter, when they could not work outside.

Though successful Potato growing in this country

is mainlj' a question of sunshine, yet we cannot

always command the sunshine. And we can, if we
like, take more pains with the seed, so far as the

selection and preparation are concerned. And
though this will not, in fact nothing can, make
amends for a lack of sunshine, yet a healthy vigo-

rous plant, rationally treated, is less susceptible to

disease, and does its work better than when no
thought or care is taken in the matter.

All the early Potatoes should now be placed in

some light position, where the eyes may start

gradually and become green as they gather

strength. Snch rationally prepared seed will by-

and-by, if cared for, give good results. In tlie

meantime all land intended for Potatoes should be

either ridged up, or at least roughly dug, to let in

the air. It is better not to over-manure land for

Potatoes. Give only a moderate dressing now of

farmyard or stable manure. The best manures for

Potatoes are soot, lime, charcoal dust, wood ashes,

and on dry land salt may be used sparingly. The
best artificial manure is superphosphate. There is

this year an abundant supply of Potatoes ; indeed

so abundant in Huntingdonshire are they that I

hear they are being sold at Is. per bushel, and it is

thought many tons of excellent Potatoes will

hardly find a market.
It is known to most gardeners, but not often

acted on, that Potatoes kept over the summer and
packed in layers mixed with earth, next autumn
in a dark shed will produce a considerable crop of

young tubers at Christmas that will realise a good
price. They will be young Potatoes, and anything
that looks fresh and white will sell then. I have
had them of fairlj' good quality, though of course

not equal to those produced later on in the season,

grown in frames. E. Hobday.

SPEING SOWN ONIONS.

The ground for these should be deeply trenched
in the autumn, or as early in winter as possible.

The trenches should be 2 ft. wide and from 2 ft.

to 3 ft. deep, according to the depth of the soil.

Plenty of manure ought to be put into the
trenches, as the Onion is a gross feeding plant,

and requires good feeding to ensure a heavy crop.

If deeply trenched the manure should be put
upon the second spit which is turned into the
bottom of the trench ; if not more than 2 ft.

deep, then the manure should be put upon the
first spit which is turned into the trench, The
manure should not be too rotten, as when buried
it has plenty of time to decay during the winter.
The manure will induce the roots to go down to
it, and in that way they will be out of the reach
of hot dry weather in summer, whereas if the
manure is only dug in on the top of. the soil, the
crop soon begins to feel the efEect of dry weather,
and watering has to be commenced to keep it

growing until rain comes ; under such circum-
stances the crop is sure to be interior. In trench-
ing the ground should be thrown into ridges, thus
exposing a larger surface to the action of frost,

which has the efEect of pulverising the surface,
and especially that of a stiff or heavy clay.
Sometime before the seed.* are sown, level down
the ridges with a fork, and rake the ground level
with a wooden rake, or long-toothed iron rake,
until it becomes a fine mould. A dressing- of salt
may then be given, taking care to distribute it

equally over the ground, for if too thick in one
place and thin in another it will destroy the young
seedlings. About i in. in thickness will be found
to be a very good dressing for Onions ; it invigor-

ates the plants and retains moisture in the soil for

a long time after being used. After being strewn

over the ground it should be dug in with a fork, in-

timatelymixing the salt with the soil as the digging

proceeds. Thus applied the salt will destroy the

eggs of the Onion maggot, and save the crop if

properly mixed with the soil. It should be applied

two or three weeks before the Onion seeds are

sown, so as to have time to get dissolved. When
the ground is required for sowing the seeds spread

some rotten manure upon it, forking it in lightly

and mixing it we!' with the soil, in order to give

the young seedlings a good start. Manure from the

pigeon loft or from the chicken yard is the best

which can be had for Onions. This, however, must
be used thinly, as it is very strong, and when too

thick often causes failure. Some wood ashes or

soot may also be dug into the surface before

raking it fine, and the seeds should be sown upon
a dry daj'. I generally choose ground for Onions
on which the early crops of Celery have been grow-
ing. I level each trench as the Celery is dug, and
as the crop before the Celery is generally Peas,

for which the ground is heavily manured, the

Onions get all they want in that way.

Sowing.—The seeds may be sown the last

week in February or early in lilarch. Firmly tread

the ground with the feet before sowing, or roll it.

Sow either broadcast upon beds 5 ft. wide, with

paths 12 in. wide between them, or in rows
from 9 in. to 12 in. apart. Soil from the paths may
be spread over the beds to cover the seeds. Kake
the surface with a fine-toothed iron rake, and
cut the edges straight, when the beds will be
finished. If sown in rows the ground must be made
firm as before, raking the surface fine ; then draw
lines ^ in. deep, and, as I have said, from 9 in. to

12 in.'apart ; sow the seed, covering it firmly with
the back of a rake, when it may be trodden down
level with the feet ; then rake all evenly. If at

hand, some wood ashes may be sown over the

seeds before covering with the soil. Broadcast

sown beds will require to be hand-weeded, or if

grown upon a large scale, small hoes with short

handles may be used. In market gardens every

man uses a small hoe in each hand. He kneels

upon both knees, on which there are leather knee-

caps, and thins the plants from 6 in. to 7 in. as he

Proceeds with the weeding. If sown in rows, which
consider the best plan, the ground can be kept

free of weeds by the use of the Dutch hoe. As
soon as the plants are large enough thin them out

to distances of 6 in. apart, when fine large bulbs,

which will ripen and keep well after being har-

vested, will be the result. Pickling Onions should
be sown thickly upon a bed, and thinned out from
say 3 in. to 4 in. apart. When nearly full grown
they should be covered over about 1 in. in thick-

ness with the soil from the path to blanch them,
which is one of the principal points in connection
with choice Onions for pickling. If artificial

manure is used, soot mixed with lime is one of

the best which I have tried.

Varieties.—The following are the sorts

which I have grown for several years, and find

them to give satisfaction both with regard to

heavy cropping and keeping qualities : the old

Blood Red, White Globe, Danver's Yellow, AVhite

Spanish, Improved Beading, Strasburg, Deptford,

Nuneham Park, and Covent Cfarden Pickling.

Onions should be stored upon dry shelves or tied

into bundles ; if put in damp rooms they soon begin
to grow, which destroys their keeping properties

and also their flavour. If taken care of they will

keep good up to the end of July. A dry room in

which there is a brisk circulation of air is a good
place in which to store them.

W. Cheistison.
Tlie lioulierij, Bromley Common.

Preservation of Cabbages in winter.
—Nearly twenty-five years ago, being either in the
northern part of New York State or somewhere
on the Canadian side of the lakes, in the close of

the fall, I forget which, I noticed a man planting
full-hearted, full-grown Cabbages, heart in tlie

ground and root uppermost. I asked what it meant,
and was told it meant a good, sound-hearted Cab-

bage in the middle of winter. Although I spent
after that time ten or twelve years in the Tropics,
I never forgot my lesson in Cabbage planting, and
when I returned to take up my abode in my native
country, I commenced experiments in the same
line, and by burying my Cabbages by laying their
roots uppermost and top on the level of the
ground, tucking the leaves well under the top of
the heart early in November, and then covering
them up with soil from the trench between the
rows, I have had as late as the end of March of
the following year beautiful white, full-hearted

Cabbages, as sweet as Nuts, and, to my taste,

superior to the Cabbages fresh cut in summer,
being entirely devoid of the strong taste disliked

by so many. I have often used these Cabbages a&
salads mixed with Endive, Celerj', and other win-
ter salads, and my friends have been puzzled how
I managed to give such salads. It is not easy to
get the burial part properly done, or to preser\'e

them from slugs and worms, but with proper care
and attention it is as easy to have as sound-hearted
a Cabbage on your table during any winter, mild
or hard, as in the middle of summer. As a certain
part of the outer leaves perish, a large-hearted Cab-
bage is best, as I found the burying in the earth
took away the strong flavour. This last year I took
my Cabbages from the field, the large Drumhead,
and stored about 200, and have commenced using
on this the last day of January Cabbages tliat I
earthed in the first week in November. Luckily,
after a thin coating of earth I put of salt and
fine cinders a thin layer, and then earthed
over fully and have avoided slugs and worms.
They must be cooked within i8 hours after un-
earthing.—K. B.

[We have received an interesting parcel of these
Cabbages, which are preserved in the ground in a
way well worthy of attention. Had we such
winters as this there would probablj' be no need
to direct attention to the subject, but inasmuch as
during several past winters it was no uncommon
thing for all the Cabbage tribe to be utterly

destroyed, the plan is well worth canying out.

As we can never tell when a mild winter may turn
severe, it might be well for those who have a good
portion of such produce to protect part of it so as
every year to secure themselves from loss. The
large and firm heads which are buried deeply in

the soil, as described by our correspondent, lose

their outer leaves, but turn out fresh and good.]

Early Lettucesunder glass.—We usually
plant some of the autumn-sown Lettuce CBlack-
seeded Brown Cos) as an intermediate crop in

Potato frames, as by selecting the largest plants
they are fit to tie up for blanching before the
Potatoes make much top growth. And during the
spring months, when cold winds prevail, these

little Lettuces grown quickly without check are

far more crisp and succulent than those that have
stood the winter outside. A row may also be put
close to the base of walls on which Peach and
Apricot trees are being protected. Here, with only
the protection of a glass coping, they will make a
useful succession to those in pits.—J. G., Linton.

SHORT NOTES- KITCHEN GAEDEN-

Autumn-planted Potatoes. — I cau, from some
twelve to fourteen years' practice, recommend autumn
planting, but not the depth mentioned by " G. L. M." I

invariably plant 6 in. deep, aud allow the rows to be 6 ft.

apai't. Early Peas ai'e sown between the Potatoes, the yield

of which I have always found to be more abundant than that

of spiins-planted tubei-s. I usually plant about the second or

third week in November, and rarely have a break in the

rows.—J. C. JIUNDELL, Moor Park.

Carters' Iucomparal)le DwarfCelery.—We have

in this variety a Celery that is hardy, solid, crisp and

delicions in flavour. Being dwarf, little earthing is needed,

and the rows may be much closer together than in the case

of larger sorts. It is the celery for the million. T have

this year grown it in company with Major Clai'k's and
" Leicester Ked," and while the two latter have both

bolted, Caller's shows no sign of doing so.—E. Gilbert,

Bvroiacii.

Mushrooms.—Can anyone interested in Mushroom

glowing inform me how to destroy small flies in Mushroom
houses without affecting the crops? Also the cause o£

Mushrooms turning brown on the tops?—J. D.
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INSECTICIDES-NEW AND OLD.

A3 regards insect pests, we may as well disabuse

ourselves at the outset of the idea that thorough
extirpation is within the range of possibility,

either in collections of plants or ia the open air,

at least for any lengthened period of time. No
known material or combination of substances has
been as yet brought forward tliat fulfils the de-

sired end, and all that we can hope for is a some-
thing that will keep them in check, and thus pre-

vent our plants and fruits from being materially

injured by them. We can recollect in the good
old days merely Tobacco and Tobacco water,

Quassia, and sulphur vivum ; these formed the

weapons of offence and defence against all comers
belonging to the insect race, and plants generally

were as clean then as now, and at liow much less

cost 1 With these were attacked green and black
aphides, red spider ; but scale was then, as now,
only routed by sponging and rubbing. There seems
to be no known material that will remove scale

from leaves and soft shoots, owing to its adherent
properties, and yet not injure the plant ; therefore,

that being the case, clean water is as good as any
mixture known for getting rid of scale on the
generality of plants. We also had thorough faith

in copious syringing with clean water, the plants
when possible being held over a large tub, the
water used having a temperature of 100° Fahr.
This douche bath dissolved the gummy envelopes
and attachments of the eggs, and, combined with
the suddenness of the attack, compelled these and
the insects to lessen their hold on the plants. Eed
spider is more troublesome to overcome than some
other kinds, but even it will not survive a short
•course of the warm water cure, varied with slight

sulphur dustings.

Mealy bug on Vines.—The greatest pest
of to-day is perhaps mealy bug, the ways of which
are so insidious, and its powers of reproduction so

immense. In permanent plants the case is diflicult,

birt may be met in a great measure by thorough
cleanliness in all parts of the house and fittings,

the removal of the upper crust in the case of

Vines, and painting over three or four times in

the rest period with a solution of Gishurst Com-
pound, in proportion of from i oz. to 6 oz. to the
gallon of water, or by the old suffocating method,
with clay, cow manure, sulphur, and soft soap. In
either case the rough rind, which affords so many
hiding-places, must be stripped off and burnt di-

rectly. There are some who say that the barking
process is detrimental to the Vine ; that is merely
an unsupported assertion, not in any way borne
out by results, for as fine Grapes have been grown
by gardeners who have persistently practised it

as have been grown by the opponents of the prac-
tice. At any rate those who are plagued with
mealy bug are constrained to take the outer bark
away, or else to see their endeavours result in
failure. Were the plants exposed to the vicissi-

tudes of an out-of-door climate, the practice
would seem to be less desirable, although we
should not forget Cork and Cinchona trees. These
are robbed of a good portion of their bark an-
nually with no apparent evil results. In spite of
all washings and winter dressing, a sharp eye is

needed to detect stray insects on sunny days
during the rest of the year. Avoid all mineral oils

at all times; their name is Danger; but methylated
alcohol may be used with a camel's-hair pencil
with safety in crevices and hiding-places.

Pines are subject to the attacks of mealy
bug and brown and white scale. To get rid of either
of these insects I have found nothing equal to put-
ting the infested plants into a pit or frame made
up of the rankest stable manure. They must not
be plunged therein, nor should the foliage touch
the manure at all. AVben the heat is about 100°,

and the ammonia therefore most abundantly
present, is the proper time to insert the plants in
the frame. Confinement for twenty-four hours in
this evil-smelling, steamy atmosphere is a certain
cui-e, care being taken that the heat does not
attain to more than 100°. Syringing afterwards
with clean warm water will then complete the
cleaning.

American blight.—It is much to be doubted
if we are yet in possession of any means to rid us
of American blight on the Apple. Owing to our
not being able to strip off the smooth, living bark
of the young parts of the tree, we cannot get at
the eggs that lie buried within it ; nor can any
means be employed that will reach them, and at
the same time leave the rind uninjured. Summer
dressing with Quassia boiled in water, or weak
solution of Gishurst Compound, will kill many in-

sects, besides rendering their food distasteful

;

but still the process of egg production goes on
seemingly unabated, and the same round of work
must be done the nest season. Therefore do not
part with your money too freely for the numerous
panaceas offered ; rather put j'our faith in plenty
of warm water in the way of copious syringings,
and in the use of the simpler agents that are sel-

dom dangerous. Sylvestbis.

WORMS IN GARDENS.
I SHOULD like, if I may be allowed, to reply to
" London Stone's " last letter. I am sorry he has
decided not to read any more of Mr. Darwin's
books, as they are so full of information and, to
most persons, of interest. As to the burial of the
stones in the stony field, though the washings
from higher land may have assisted to bury stones
on the lower, those on the upper part .vould have
been left all the more exposed; and this is only
one of many instances quoted by Mr. Darwin,
others being on level ground. Though I admit
that Mr. Darwin does not allude to the prominent
part which decayed vegetation plays in causing
additions to the soil, yet stones half the size of a
child's head could hardly be buried in thirty years
in poor soil by the accumulation of decayed grass.
" London Stone " asks, " How is it that the soil is

not honeycombed by the removed of the enormous
quantities of mould with which they are credited ?

"

The answer to this question is that the old bur-
rows collapse with the action of rain after dry
weather, causing the earth to swell. It is by the
constant action of the worms throwing up soil,

and thereby slightly raising the sm-face, and the
frequent closing of their burrows by the earth
falling in, which causes stones, &c., to gradually
become buried. No doubt antiquities in other
countries are often buried by an accumulation of
dust or sand ; but in England there is seldom
enough dust to assist materially in covering re-

mains of buildings, except near some wide roads.
Now even 100 years ago England must have
been much less dusty than it is at present, for
then there were fewer roads, the fields were less

well drained, and the amount of land covered
with hedges and woods was much greater. As
to worms not living in sterile land, soil of that
description is not favourable to them ; it is probably
too dry andhard for tliemto work in, andtheywoulil
be unable to obtain food. No one wishes to suggest
that worms work for purely philanthropic reasons

;

but that they do inhabit poor soil cannot be
doubted by any one who has seen the number of
castings which may generally be found on com-
mons and downs. It is a pity that " London Stone

"

can only obtain " that reprehensible breed which
burrows into good fat soil, and turneth it out poor

:

yea, very poor,'' instead of that which Mr. Darwin
alludes to, when in the conclusion of his book he
says, " Worms prepare the ground in an excellent
manner for the growth of fibrous-rooted plants
and seedlings of all kinds. They periodically
expose tlic mould to the air, and sift it so that no
stones larger than the particles which they can
swallow are left in it. They mingle the whole inti-

mately together, like a gardener who prepares soil

for his choicest plants. In this state it is well
fitted to retain moisture, and to absorb all soluble
substances, as well as for the process of nitrifica-

tion. The bones of dead animals, the harder parts
of insects, the shells of land molluscs, leaves,
twigs, &c., are before long all buried beneath the
accumulated castings of worms, and are thus
brought in a more or less decayed state within
reach of the roots of plants.'' " The leaves which
are dragged into the burrows as food, after being

torn into the finest shreds, partially digested, and
saturated with the intestinal and urinary secre-
tions, are commingled with much earth. This earth
forms the dark-coloured, rich humus which almost
everywhere covers the surface of the land with
fairly well-defined layer or mantle.'' G. S. S.

FLOWER GARDEN.

GOLD-LACED POLYANTHUSES.
I HAVE read very carefully the list and descrip-
tions of g-old-laoed Polyanthuses given in The
Garden of January 28 by " Exile," and I must
say that 1 differ somewhat from him. He does
not say whether Pearson's Alexander is lost or
not. The prevailing opinion here is that it has
gone to that bourne whence there is no return-
ing. Beauty of England (Jlaud) is stated to be
lost, and that the one sold for it is not true.
Well, there is a doubt, but upon what founda-
tion does it rest P An old grower, perhaps the
oldest in this district, has what he declares to
be tlie Simon Pure. Now it ia a recognised fact
(by all who know the man) that at one time he
was in possession of both the above named Poly-
anthuses. One was either lost or sold from his
collection

;
the remaining one he declares to be

the Beauty of England. The doubt may, perhaps,
be set at rest at the next Auricula and Polyan-
thus show. Cheshu'e Favourite is dismissed with
the few words " fine dark variety." Can a
better be found from a florist's point of view,
taking point for point ? It does not bear so
large a truss as either Exile or Lancashire
Hero, but one gets that which is lacking in
both, viz., neatness or refinement. An old grower
told me about three months ago that the Exile
now being sold as such is not CrownshaVs,
that the true one, in short, is lost. Per-
haps "Exile" wiU say if this is so or not.
Black Prince (Faulkner) is stated to be a com-
paratively modern flower "with very dark
ground and dark gold lacing." In Hogg's treatise,
published in 1839, he says, " Mason's Black
Prince and Turner's Marquis of Titchfield lately
raised from seed are both fine flowers." If
the descriptions of both "Exile" and Hogg
refer to the plants grown here as Black Prince,
it is now used only as a border flower, and will
be found in very few florists' gardens. " Pitts-
head (Collins) is a fine variety if existing." We
have a variety here pronounced " Pitstead

"

which is only grown as a border flower. Presi-
dent (Hilton) IS dismissed with the few words:
" red ground, good lacing and truss." It has often
been entered in competition and won when it had
Lord Lincoln and Buck's George IV. to contend
against ; its defect, if such it may be called, is that
it has got a good constitution, and makes offsets

too freely, so that its price is kept low. Kingfisher
Addis) may be lost, but we still have Buck's
George IV. left. Listen to what"ExOe" says of
it :

" Fine red ground, extra quality, scarce."

Had " Exile" been at the Manchester Exhi-
bition in 1880 and seen it as it is often
seen here, its excellences would not have
been so lightly passed over. In addition to
" Exile's" list I may say that Tantararara (Fil-

lingham) appeared in Hogg's list of 1839, and is

now in existence. There are now a number of
seedlings that will hold their own on the ex-
hibition table. Mr. Beswick, of Middleton, has
several, one of which was in his pan of six in

1881, and was awarded first prize. Mr. T. Mellor
has another or two, one of which I have seen,

and when it is exhibited some of the old varie-

ties will have to give place to it. Surely Dame
Nature has not yet given us all her best gifts in

the way of Polyanthuses. W. Prescoit.
Moston.
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G-old-laced Polyanthuses.— If it is re-

freshing to an old florist lilce "Exile" (p. 63) to

find renewed interest being taken in these good

old plants, it must be still more so to those

anxious to learn, and who cannot count so many
years' experience as fifty. I am, from this point

of view, grateful for the review of so many old

favourites, and would only hope that sucli really

fine flowers as Crownshaw's Invincible, Addis's

Kingfisher, Sec, may not really, as " Exile " sur-

mises, be -wholly lost. I have many hundred

seedlings, and at present some very promising

ones, from Exile, the best among the black

grounds, as well as from Lancer among the reds

but to flnd anything really good is certainly the

exception ;
nevertheless, I intend hybridising and

persevering.—W.J. M., Clonmel.

THE PURPLE SCABIOUS.
(SCABIOSA ATEOPUEPUBEA.)

In the whole range of hardy biennial plants, few

are more desirable, more useful, or prettier

atropi'rpitrea.

than this Scabious, which for two or three cen-

turies has been a favourite object of culture in

English gardens. Common as it may be, it is,

however, not sufficiently kno-rn], many fond of

flowers never even having .seen it. To these we
recommend it as a plant that will not fail to

give satisfaction, both as regards showiness and

length of time during which it lasts in bloom,

which is from June to October, and what is

more it will flower all through the winter if put

through the necessary course of treatment. The
typical plant grows about 3 ft. bigh, but there is

now a dwarf variety (nana) that scarcely exceeds

1 ft. ; and this to some would be the most desir-

able, as it is neater and more compact. The nor-

mal colour is a deep rich maroon-crimson, but

there is a pure white kind ; another variety,

with deep purple flowers margined with white
;

and still another (striata), with streaked and
spotted flowers. The variety foliis aureis has

yellow foliage, and is very distinct. The flowers

have a sweet musky odour, and are peculiarly

adapted for cutting purposes. Being biennials,

they require to be raised annually from seeds,

which should be sown in the reserve border in

March or April in good soil, and when large

enough the seedlings should be well thinned. In

autumn they may be transplanted to their per-

manent places in the borders where they are

intended to.flower. Thus treated, they will become
strong- before winter sets in, and will flower

early the following summer, and produce an

abundance of seeds. By sowing under glass

earlier in the year they will flower the same

year. The dwarf Scabious is now used for pot

culture in winter, for which purpose the seed is

sown in summer, and the plants grown strongly

for winter flowering. It is found to be one of the

most useful of all plants for furnishing cut

blooms. W. G.

HARDY BOEDER CARNATIONS.
It seems a strange thing- to betalking about hardy
border Carnations when one reflects that the plant

itself—the wild plant, we mean—is a hardy moun-
taineer, and lives on exposed old walls as happily

as the Wallflower ; but the efforts of the florist to

get something supremely fine and good in form

and regular have led us to this point, that if one

asks for handsome and vigorous kinds to grow in

the open air, the chances are that one may not

obtain them. Anybody, however, who can see a hole

through a ladder must see clearly that cultivating

this beautiful plant from the point of view of the

hard-shell florist will never make it anything but

a hole-and-corner triumph. It has been tried long-

enough now, and, as regards affecting the general

bodj' of the public, it is a complete failure. The
liard-shell florist we dearly love, and -n'ould like to

keep him preserved as long as possible, -with all

his rules and all his paraphernalia, and all his

flowers too ; we would even like to see him multi-

plied fivefold, because he is often a very good fel-

low, extremely clever, and, more than all, gives us

beautiful things in their way. But the nurserymen
of England have a bigger task then looking after

him ; and, moreover, he can generally pretty well

look after himself. What they should do is to give

the public—the great number of persons who
would love these flowers if they could grow them
-s\'ithout going through study or training, which
may be termed academical, in the attempt to

master all the secrets of the craft—-without, we
say, tweezers, nostrums, or secrets, they should

give us bold and lovely flowers, which will grow
well and freely in all parts of the land, and, if

possible, improve them so as to extend the

period of flowering. There is not so much to be
done in this way, because we have observed that

-well-grown beds of Carnations in severe summers
have lasted as long a time in bloom as certain races

of bedding plants. We feel certain that when once

the attention of our nurserymen is specially

directed to this splendid race of plants from the

point of view of the public and the cultivator,

they will really do something to improve mat-
ter.s. They will, we expect, not only give us a

fine range of vigorous border kinds as they

are called, but probably also furnisli us with

varieties of different heights and sturdiness. We
have been making inquiries from Mr. T. S. Ware,
as to what progress he is making in this direc-

tion, and he sends us the following list of hardy
or border Carnations and Picotees, viz.: Auctioneer,

deep magenta, clove scented ; Beauty, scarlet

flake ; Charles I., yellow, baiTed with deep rose

;

Duke of Wellington, intense bright scarlet ; Fire-

man, salmon scarlet ; Gloire de Nancy, pure white,

very large ; Helen, creamj' white, sjiotted and
flaked with rose ; Ingoldsby, salmon pink ; Lord
Chelmsford, rose flake ; Lucre tia, yellow, red edge

;

Lucy, white, spotted with pink ; Nigger, dark

crimson, clove-scented ; Purple Clove, rich deep
purple; Redbraes, red-edged Picotee, very free;

Red King, light rose, with red edge ; Triumphant,
red-edged Picotee ; Utility, pink self ; Vivid, crim-
son scarlet ; White Clove, pure white, very sweet

;

and Zulu, white, edged and striped with blood-
red. There is only one other remark we would like

to make on the subject, and that is in conse-
quence of having conceded so much to the florist

;

the form of a well-grown Clove or other bold Car-

nation in the open air is better than any flattened-

out and formal circular flower. Of course the

hard-shell florist will put up his hands in horror

at the notion : but it is as true as truth can be,

and the wider it is known the better. We cannot
concede that it is even a matter of taste, because

the arbiter in such a case is the artist, or the-

general body of artists, who study form in all its

phases, and really get to know that in which fine

form consists.

—

Meld.

Tricolor Pelargoniums and Viola
Cornuta.— These associate well together. The
Pelargoniums I like to have spring struck. We are

striking ours now on shelves at the back of a forc-

ing house. The Violas may be either obtained
from seeds so-wn in autumn or cuttings planted at

the same time, or by dividing the plants in spring,

whichever way is most convenient. The tricolor

Pelargoniums should be planted rather thinner

than would be desirable if they occupied the bed
alone, but still sufiiciently thick to show a good
breadth of foliage above the Violas. The latter

should be planted among the Pelargoniums to

form a thick base or groundwork. The scarlet

flowers must be picked off as fast as they show
themselves. The beds must be well prepared and
liberally manured, but sand manure should not be
used. This mixture is very pleasing, either in a
large or small mass, but few people know how
effective it is in the bulk, as usually it is looked
upon as only fit for a miniature group.—E. Hob-
day.

Hollyhocks from seed.—The fungus to

which Hollyhocks have fallen a prey of late years

has driven them out of many gardens, so far at

least as regards named varieties. Good double
flowers can, however, be obtained from seeds, and
though seedlings do not escape the fungus any
more than plants raised from cuttings, j-et they
are more vigorous in constitution and are better

able to battle with disease than plants raised from
cuttings or grafting. Where there is a forcing

house at work early in the year Hollyhocks may
be treated as annuals ; if the seeds are sown about
the first week in February in a temperature of

60°, kept near the glass, and the young plants

potted off, as soon as large enough to handle, into

3 in. pots, and grown on with as much care as is

commonly given to bedding plants, the majority

-n'ill blossom the same summer and autumn, and
will probably escape the disease even in situations

where they are generally attacked bj' it. The best

way to guard the plants from disease is to plant

only in well-prepared land, and to mulch heavily

and water when dry weather sets.—E. Hobday.
Scolopendriumi Kel-wayi (pp. 59 & 92).—

Mr Webster must not take Mr. Clarice's note as a
final one. S, Kelwayi is the same as S. Coolingi,

and I believe S. Morgan! is also the same. It is a
Fern wliich has been known for many j-ears at

Sale, near Manchester, and of which fine plants

may be bought for eighteenpence, any market day
in our flower market, from country people. When
Mr. Kelway attended our summer flower show, in

1881, with his fine Pyrethrums, I took a frond of

this old stager to him, and he at once identified it

as his namesake. On asking how then it came to

be named Kelwayi, and to have been brought out

as a new Fern he said that he never quite knew
how he came by it. That it vfas in his collection,

and nobody knew about it, and seeing its merit he
sent it to the Horticultural Society, and there it

obtained a certificate and a name. The only merit

Mr. Kelway claimed was that he had discovered

how to propagate it successfully, and, indeed, as he
has sold it by the thousand this has evidently been

I

a great discover}-. I be'ieve the proper name for
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this Fern is Coolingi (see Lowe's " Our Native

Ferns," figure 7-14). But here it is stated as having

only been purchased by Mr. Cooling, and about to

be distributed, and as "that was in 1876, 1 believe,

it was even then a common Fern in Lancashire.
—Brockhurst, Dkhbury.

Stocks.—Although there is yet ample time

for a severe taste of hard weather we may well

hope that no such Ndsitation will come this winter,

and that many things usually killed or crippled

in hard winters will this season be saved to us in

health. Of these Stocks are amongst the chief

favourites, though generally too tender to with-

stand a severe winter in the open, yet when saved

are so beautiful and so sweet as to rank amongst
the most favoured of garden flowers. It is too pro-

bable that owing to the losses inflicted upon
Stocks during preceding winters, very few com-
paratively of the old winter kinds are now being

grown. A tender season or two is needed, not only

to enable seed crops to be grown, but also to en-

sure confidence. There is no more brilliant garden
ornament in Ma}' than a grand spike of the old

scarlet Brompton Stock. It is a flower which ob-

tains admiration from high and low. Unfortunately
owing to its robust growth the Brompton, as a

rule, suffers most from frost, and plants in the

open if robust, and such as would carry in the

following season noble spikes of bloom, are those

which suffer most injurj'. To be prepared for con-

tingencies it is wise to plant some at the foot of

a south wall or under the shelter of a house or a
dense hedge or shrubbery, for even if these will

not produce the finest blooms they sufiice to keep
up the stock from year to year. I notice the Queen
Stocks are looking remarkably well now. It would
indeed be a misfortune if after having so far been
brought safely through the winter they should

suffer. Should no harm come we ought during the

coming summer to see all winter Stocks throwing
very fine spikes and heads of bloom and be un-
usually handsome. In many gardens East Lothian
Stocks have stood very well, and given an inter-

mittent supply of bloom. The single ones should
be well cared for, as they will produce'good seed

—A. D.

Ranunculus culture.—" W. J. M." does

well to direct attention to the Ranunculus. At one
of our autumn shows last year Mr. Barlow ex-

hibited two stands of these old-fashioned flowers,

which excited great interest from their exceeding

beauty. I thought surely these were the survivors

of the old florists' strains, which were cultivated

as show flowers early in the present centur}'. On
applying to Mr. Barlow, he informed me that the

blooms he exhibited were from imported roots of

the French and Persian varieties, so that it will

be easy for us all to obtain and grow them. But
the query suggests itself, do an}' of the old show
sorts survive, and can anybody tell us about them ?

Mr. Tyso, of WaDingford, appears to have been a
great grower of the Ranunculus thirty years ago.

If he still lives, he could probably tell us a good
deal about the old varieties. I have before me a

list of the sorts grown by Mr. Tyso, and they ap-

pear to have been very choice and beautiful. The
following are a few of the sorts : Apollo, dark
red ; Beauty of Suffolk, white, rose-edged ; Duke
of IJedford, crimson ; Herald, white, crimson-
edged ; Mrs. Neilson, white-edged ; Oressa, white,

rose-striped, &c. The proper season for planting

the Ranunculus is the end of February, so the
time is now opportune, and if anyone can help us

with information it can be acted upon.

—

Brock-
hurst, Didsbury.

Wallflowers and Anemones.—Looking
through the recently published book containing
the collected contributions of the late Miss Hope,
of Wardie Lodge, to the horticultural press, I fiid

mentioned the small double yellow Wallflower,

which, she remarks, " flowers for ten months. It

expanded the first week in February this year
(187i), and Is invaluable." This Wallflower is one
of the many interesting plants given to me by
Miss Hope, and valued both as a souvenir of that

excellent lady, and for the intrinsic merits of the

plant, It is now in full bloom in several positions.

and very attractive. It has an agreeable fragrance,

not unlike the scent of Violets ; in fact, the de-

scription which accompanied it was, double yel-

low A''iolet-scented Wallflower. Miss Hope first

received it from the Rev. Harpur Crewe. I send
you a few blossoms to verify the description of

this very desirable Wallflower. I am also tempted
to add a few blossoms of Anemone fulgens
gathered from a bed in the open ground, now
covered with the brilliant blooms of that charm-
ing plant ; their vigour and profusion is quite ex
traordinary for this period of the year. I likewise

add Anemone blanda, which is also susceptible t

the season's influence, and now presents in it:

profusion of flowers a mass of the brightest

blue.

—

William Ingram, Belvoir. [See p. 110.]

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

G J., STJERBT.

An important jar of oriental porcelain, with red

and gold ornament on warm white, holds large

boughs of Berberis Aquifolium.the leaves all shades
of red, from nearly scarlet to a dull powdery
purple, the flowers already showing yellow ; the
stalks have to be tied together, as the boughs are

top-heavy. Well chosen pieces of this alone make
a handsome foliage decoration. On a drawing
room table abunch of Heliotrope with leaves of Cine-
raria maritima is well displayed against an ebony
cabinet ; the same flowers and leaves make a good
dress bouquet worn with black satin or velvet,

the Heliotrope of the light and dark shades, and
whole tips of the silvery foliage. Leaves of this

kind of texture and colouring are suitable for

grouping with all purple and lilac flowers, colours

that with ordinary shades of green are difficult to

handle decoratively. Nature gives a good example
in the softly harmonised colouring of the leaves

and flowers of lavender. A cloister-like passage
from house to garden, whose wide-arched open-
ings are glazed in winter, has under each a bed of

Cocoa flbre 2 ft. wide, enclosed with wood-work
designed with mouldings suited to the masonry
for plunging ornamental winter plants in pots.

The last bed returns at the end, and encloses a

piece of sculpture, at whose foot is a group of

Acanthus latifolius, a long-lasting house plant.

Some of these Acanthus were placed in November,
1880, and have not been moved since; they have
flowered and ripened seed. The rest of this bed is

a mass of the green Aspidistra lurida, most of

which have also been in position since November,
1880 ; there is no more enduring house plant. The
centre bed is filled with Arums, Solomon's Seal,

pale-coloured Polyanthus Narcissus, and Lily of

the Valley. The third with Spirjea japonica and
Primula denticulata and Sieboldi, the latter

white and shades of lilac, avoiding the magenta
colourings. The beds are all surfaced with fresh

Moss.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKFIELD.

Amarantus.—Several varieties of Amaran-
tus are extremely effective in the summer flower

garden, but on this occasion I shall only allude to

two, viz., A. caudatus (Love-lies-bleeding) and
A. hypochondriacus (Prince's Feather), The lat-

ter in good soil grows 5 ft. high and produces its

erect plume-like flowers in great profusion. Given
plenty of space for full development, this kind
makes a strikingly effective bed ; but perhaps the

best of all positions for it is as a dot plant in

large basket beds. We have also used it alter-

nately with Humea elegans, the light feathery

flower-stems of which show off to the greatest ad-

vantage the more formal and stiil plumes of the
Amarantus. A. caudatus, as its name implies,

produces long drooping racemes of flowers fre-

quently 30 in. in length ; under good cultivation

the plant will grow 4 ft. high and erect, but the

heavy inflorescence renders it necessary to keep
it tied to supports. Treated in this manner it

makes an e-xcellent front or outer line to large
|

beds of Cannas, and is unequalled for basket-bed
planting, near the outer edge of course, in order
that the long racemes of flowers may droop over
the sides, and when thus used no supports are
needed. Seeds sown in warmth any time during
March, and the young plants pricked off into
small pots two or three together as soon as they
can be handled will make large plants by the
middle of May, at which time they may safely be
transferred to the open ground.

Roses and climbers.—The mild winter
puzzles one to know what to do with Roses, for
the wood is as succulent as it was in September
last, and new shoots are several inches long. Such
untimely growth must, to say the least, injuriously
affect the future well-being of the plants. If

pruned now, the buds as soon as started might be
crippled by sharp frost, and if left to grow as they
now are doing, they must of necessity be consti-
tutionally weakened. In such a dilemma it isbest
of two evils to choose the lesser, and this, I think,
would be to prune forthwith, and also closer than
usual, i.e., to the lowest prominent buds which, as
a matter of course, will be the latest to start, and
may consequently escape injury from frost. The
mulching should still be left on the beds. Newly-
planted standard Roses should be tied to supports,

and also mulched. The weather and state of the
wood are this season both in favour of late plant-

ing, so that any Roses yet to be planted may be
expected to do as well as those put in in Novem-
ber. Prune and nail, or tie in climbing Roses,

Clematises, Wistarias, Virginian Creepers, and all

other deciduous climbers. If the principal shoots
are well secured to the walls, wires, or trellis at
this season, they will give but little trouble all

the summer, and may with greater certainty of
safety be left to grow somewhat loosely from the
wall or trellis, an infinitely better plan than that
of keeping the young' growths closely tied in. Ivy
on buildings should be trimmed up before the
plants start into new growth. Such annual trim-
ming is necessary to ensure a bright green surface
of foliage in summer, and equally so to prevent
vermin effecting a lodgment in the Ivy. Similar re-

marks are applicable to tanks and edgings of Ivy;

the latter soon get out of form, and become objec-
tionable unless they are trimmed up twice a year
at least.

Fernery and rock garden.— If other
work is pretty well advanced attention may now
be directed to a general overhaul of the hardy
fernery and rock garden—both departments, that,

because they can be neglected without seriously

injurious consequences, are, as it were, too fre-

quently left to take care of themselves. If the

Ferns are at all overcrowded a general re-arrange-

ment and extension of the fernery may take place,

the present being a very good time for moving the

plants ; others will be benefited by being given a
top-dressing of fresh peat or light loam. Dead
fronds, Couch Grass, and other weeds should be
forked out, and bare spaces furnished with Mossy
Stonecrops, the tufty-growing wood Mosses, and
clumps of wild Hyacinths, Scillas, Daffodils, Snow-
drops, Wood Anemones, and Primroses. The addi-

tion of these hardy wild flowers produces a natural

effect which is desirable, and the flowering kinds
for the most part bloom at a time when deciduous

or herbaceous Ferns are destitute of fronds, an
additional reason for using them in such a connec-

tion. JIuch the same attention is required in the

rock garden ; there should first be a thorough
clearing out of weeds, and next every plant should

be well firmed in its place, and, if needs be, fresh

soil given. Strong growing kinds should be pre-

vented from encroaching on weaker ones by out-

ting away any portions that are likely to do so, and
any spare plants so obtained can be utilised for

filling up vacancies, or for furnishing any new
addition that may be made to the rockwork.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T, BAINES, SOUTHGATE.

Utrlcularia montana.—In every garden
where there is the convenience of a warm stove

and a disposition to cultivate something beyond
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the commonest plants this Utriciilaria should have

a place Its handsome and singular flowers, and

its Orchid-like habit of growth render it doubly

attractive. It is one of the best of small growing

basket plants, requiring treatment as to soil, heat,

and moisture simiU.r to other West Indian sub-

.jects. It thrives well in a rustic wood basket in a

mixture of peat. Sphagnum, and potsherds, keep-

ing the collar well up above the surface of the

soil. Its white, yellow blotched flowers are pro-

duced freely, and are very pretty.

Chrysanthemums.—Where the propaga-

tion of these plants is not done before the close of

the year it will be well to at once put in a sufficient

stock of cuttings, which will root if kept mode-
rately close under a propagating glass in a little

warmth, or even in a greenhouse, only the rooting

process will be longer in the latter. Cuttings that

were put in before Christmas should, as soon as

struck, have enough air to prevent their being at

all drawn. With a selection that includes the

earliest and latest bloomers, as well as those that

come in at the usual season, Chrysanthemum
flowers may be had from September to the middle

of January. In addition to the Japanese varieties,

wliich are greatly liked by those who object to the

formality of the show kinds, there are a number
of free flowering sorts, of which the dark crimson

Julie Lagravfere and the blush coloured Hermione
may be named as examples that are much more
useful than the largest flowers.

Eoses.—Where Koses have to be forced along

with a miscellaneous collection of other plants

they cannot be expected to succeed nearly so well

as when accommodated by themselves, and where
such shifts have to be made there will always be

a dilficulty in keeping up a continuous supply of

flowers through the winter not experienced when
they have a house to themselves. The Rose under
natural conditions requires plenty of air to keep
it in health, but when forced the foliage cannot
bear the admission of external air to an extent

that most other things require without its leaves

continually becoming a prey to mould. Where
mixed forcing is carried on, and Eoses form a
part, the air given should be confined to admis-

sion at the roof ventilators, and only in small

quantities, at the same time giving the plants

plenty of light. In forcing Eoses, especially the

Tea varieties, the quantity of flowers produced
will always be dependent on the strength the

plants have in them ; consequentlj' from the time
of their introduction to heat they should be regu-

larly supplied with manure in some form, giving

it either in the shape of liquid or in a solid state

applied to the surface to be ivashed down to the
roots in the ordinary process of watering. The
Tea varieties are much the most under the influ-

ence of such feeding as here described, for so

long as there is enough strength in them they at

once start into fresh growth after one or

two crops of flowers have been produced,
which growth will bloom if not too weak.
Plants of the Tea kinds that were put in heat
in the autumn, and have been at work ever

since, will now require a rest. Assuming that they
are grown in pots, they should be accommodated
in a house or pit where they can be kept mode-
rately close and not subjected to cold draughts or

frost, for upon their being well treated now in

this way depends their yearly gaining strength and
ability to give an increased amount of bloom the

ensuing winter. They should be kept as free from
mildew and insects all through the spring and
summer as they have been during the time of

forcing. Another lot of plants ought to be put in to

take their place, and if strong and in good condi-

tion, with fair treatment they will yield a succes-

sion of flowers that will keep on until the spring
is far advanced. In Kose forcing during March and
April a good deal of forethought is required in

firing. The sun by that time gets powerful, and if

the fire is not stopped early in the morning when-
ever there is a likelihood of bright weather, the
temperature runs up so as to necessitate the ad-
mission of mucli more air than the tender foliage
will bear ; it is better when such occurs to let

be Ueat rise even to 85° or 90° than to let in cold

draughts on the plants. The use of thin shading in

an emergency of this kind is preferable. Hybrid
Perpetuals that have been prepared by a season

or more's growth in pots may now be put in heat,

and if not hurried will give a much better return

than if started earlier. Even plants that were
potted up in autumn from the open ground will

yield a moderate quantity of flowers ; but where
no further preparation has been given than this,

unless allowed to come on with little, if any, above
a greenhouse temperature, the plants will be of

little use for pot work, as the bloom they give

under their unprepared condition is produced at

the expense of the strength that was in them
when taken from outdoors. Where Koses are

wanted all the year round the right course is to

get a sufficient quantity of plants strong and well

established in pots, wjien with proper attention

they will keep on gaining strength to produce

many more and much finer flowers than partially

established or non-prepared examples. It any of

the plants are afiected with worms, a little soot

laid on the surface of the pots, where it will be

washed down into the soil, will drive them away

;

their presence iu the soil of pot Eoses has a worse

efEect than with most things.

Pelargoniums.—Where considerable quan-

tities of cut flowers are regularly required, a

sufficient stock of early large flowering Pelar-

goniums should be grown, selecting such varieties

as are cultivated by the market growers which are

naturally early and free bloomers, and will bear a

good amount of fire-heat without running to

growth. The flowers of these are mostly of the

frilled, or crimped petalled type, and on that ac-

count from their less formality are greater

favourites for cut purposes than the even-formed

florists' varieties. Where well prepared plants

are at hand with their pots filled with roots,

they will bear a temperature of 60° in the night

without becoming drawn, provided they are kept

close to the glass in a light house or pit. They
may be had now in colour from almost pure white

up to dark crimson.

FRUIT.
Vf. COLEMAN, BASTNOR CASTLE.

Pines.—The secret of success in modern Pine

culture is rapid growth from the sucker to the

fruit ; the means to this end is the selection of one

strong sucker from each plant after the fruit is

cut, or perhaps two where stock is scarce. The
best medium for the expeditious rooting of the

young plants is the old-fashioned bed of ferment-

ing leaves or tan, which should be well worked
and placed in a close, compact pit, and when the

heat has settled down to 90°, the suckers may be

taken off, trimmed, and potted at once into pots

ranging from 5 in. to 8 in. in diameter. From the

middle of February to the middle of March is a

good time to start with the first batch, and if the

compost is rough, warm, and dry, there will be

little danger of potting them too firm. Plunge at

once into the bed with their leaves well up to the

glass, give them plenty of room, and defer water

ing until they begin to make roots into the new
soil. Let the temperature of the pit range from
55° to 60° at night, with a rise of 10° by day, and
damp the walls with a fine syringe after closing

on bright afternoons.

The stock of winter fruiters having by this time

been greatly reduced, those leftmaybeplunged into

a sweet, fresh bottom-heat in a smaller compart-

ment, or well-heated pit to finish off. The house

they have hitherto occupied will then require a

thorough cleansing and scalding preparatory to

getting in fresh plunging material for the second

batch of summer fruiters ; meantime keep the

plants steady and on the dry side in a bottom-

heat of about 70°. Keep the air about fruiting

plants generally moist and range the temperature

from 70° at night to 85° or 90° after closing,

with solar heat.

Plants now tln-Ovving up fruit must be closely

watched, and if, as is sometimes the case, the bed

shows signs of a rapid decline from exhaustion of

moisture, water between the pots with tepid

water, and turn on more fire-heat to prevent it

from descending much below 90°. This, with the

aid of generous liquid in the pans and an abund-
ance of solar heat, will help the fruit well out of

the hearts of the plants without having recourse

to continuous hard firing at a critical period when
our uncertain climate does not always favour
steady ventilation, and a liberal use of the syringe

to counteract its drying influence.

Vines.—Eemove all sui-plus bunches from the

early Vines before they come into flower, leaving

the most compact and best placed for the crop,

and fertilize with Hamburgh pollen when they are

dry and the temperature of the house has reached
the maximum. AH the JIuscat-flavoured varieties,

with the exception of Madresfield Court, require a

little more heat than Hamburghs to set them
properly, and on this account they should be
grown at the warmest end of the house. Bat the

mixed system is a bad one, and the sooner the

large houses in private places give way to com-
partments for the different kinds of Grapes, the

better will our culture be. The thinning of

Grapes is a very important operation, and requires

great care both in the manipulation and selection

of the berries intended to make up the perfect

bunch. If insufficiently thinned the berries be-

come wedged and distorted, and seldom keep well

even in summer, while on the other hand, too much
thinning results in a large-berried, straggling

bvinch, which never travels well, and spreads all

over the dish as soon as it is cut from the Vine.

To avoid these two extremes, so well illustrated

in one of the classes at Manchester, a thorough
acquaintance with the capabilities of the Vines is

the first essentia], the rest is a matter of

mechanical skill ; but in all cases the early and
complete thinning of free-setting kinds as soon as

they are out of flower should never be neglected.

With increasing length of days and a con-

tinuance of mild weatlier, good progress may be

made by shutting in plenty of sun heat, but 60°

to 65° for Hamburghs, and 65° to 70° for Muscats
through the night will be quite sufficient.

Succession houses containing such kinds

as Black Morocco, Mrs. Fince, Gros Colmar, and
some of the best white varieties, exclusive of

Muscats, should be helloed forward with fire-beat

and fermenting material to insure an early break

and a long growing season. If Hamburghs are

not grown with them for fertilizing purposes,

see that a stock of pollen is collected from the

early house when in flower. The much neglected

Black Morocco, one of our best January Grapes,

when left to itself is an invariable failure, but

careful fertilisation with Hamburgh pollen for

several days in succession secures to us a set

equal to the most prolific Hamburgh. Provision

should also be made for fertilising the Muscats
when in flower, not with their own, but with

foreign pollen, which may be kept for several

weeks in a dry, warm place after it is collected.

An important adjunct in the setting of all shy

kinds of Grapes is the maintenance of fresh, active

roots in a warm, well-drained internal border, and
where these conditions do not exist the vigorous

application of steel forks, new drainage, and fresh

compost will be found the best remedy.

Late houses.—The worst managed Vines in

many gardens are the late ones. They are expected

to accommodate themselves to a house full of bed-

ding plants through the early spring, to break

into growth, and set with a minimum of fire-heat,

to ripen their fruit and wood by September, and
support a full crop until Christmas, the usual

time for bottling. Another drawback is the incon-

venient season for renovating the borders, but this

should not stand in the way, as first-rate old Grapes

which will keep up to the advent of new ones cannot

be expected where the roots are not in the highest

condition. Internal borders may be renovated at

any time after the Grapes are ripe ; the month of

February i's perhaps the best for lifting and relay-

ing the roots outside, and quality, being of more
importance than quantity the borders should be

elevated on good drainage, with a run of 6 ft. to

9 ft. inside and out. Good sods of turf built up as
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the border is made make the best retaining: walls,

a-s they are dry, warm, and elastic. Kich turfy loam,

burnt earth, "and 12 per cent, of crushed bones

make an excellent root-producing compost, and

frequent mulching with rotten manure will keep

them in full activity near the surface.

Melons —Former directions having been fol-

lowed, the first batch of plants will now betaking

to the compost, in which they have to grow until

they have matured a crop of fruit. If in 16-in. pots

keep the fermenting leaves in which they are

plunged frequently turned and renovated with a

little short horse manure to prevent the bottom
heat from falling below 8.5°. Place a stout stick to

each plant, and train up to the trellis as growth

proceeds. When this stage has been reached

remove all side shoots at the first bud from the

main stem, and carefully preserve the leaves for

the twofold purpose of increasing the vigour of

the plants, and the prevention of canker when the

time arrives for shutting up with strong heat and
an abundance of moisture. To secure an early

" set " of fruit free kinds may be stopped when
they have extended from 3 ft. to i ft. over the

trellis ; they will then throw out a great number
of side shoots, bearing female blossoms, which
must be fertilised, thinned out, and pinched when
a pair of equal size have been decided upon. Al-

though Melons are gross feeders when swelling off

a crop of fruit they require careful watering

through the early stages of growth, particularly

where the pots are plunged up to the rims in moist

leaves, and unless the compost is very poor they

never require feeding until after the fruit begins

to swell. To keep up a steady supply of fruit a few
S3eds should be sown singly in small 3-in. pots

every fortnight, and all surplus plants should be

destroyed before they become pot-bound and
infested \vith red spider.

Cherries.—As a precautionary measure in the

management of these and Plums the fumigation
of the trees just before the blossoms begin to ex-

pand should never be neglected. Some growers
syringe with a strong decoction of Quassia, but
Tobacco smoke permeates ever,y cranny and makes
short work where the liquid might fail. If inside

borders were well watered and mulched at the

time of starting the roots should be in good grow-
ing condition, but with success in all matters of

artificial culture depending upon attention to

minor details, this important point must not be
overlooked. Pay particular attention to ventila-

tion, as Cherries, like all other kinds of stone
fruit, cannot be expected to set in a close humid
atmosphere. Syringe regularly until the flowers

begin to unfold
;
give a little air at 50°

;
gradu-

ally increase it through the fore part of the day
until a free circulation is secured ; close again at

IJje same figure, and allow the temperature to re-

cede to 40°, when fire-heat is needed, and i5°
with'a chink of air when the weather is mild.

WJien the flowers are fully expanded and a sharp
shake sets the pollen free, fertilise withacamel's-
hair brush atiout noon on fine days. Discontinue
syringing, but; damp the floors frequently when
there is a circulation of air strong enough to pre-

vent condensation of moisture on the glass and
petals of the flowers.

KITCHEN GARDEN. '

'E. GILBEET, BUEGHLEY.

We have just sown our first spring seeds, includ-

ing Dean's Snowball Cauliflower, Carter's crimson
Incomparable Celerj', Paris Cos and Hick's se-

lected Lettuce, and a few Onions, to be pulled
green for salads. The best Rhiibarb which we
get through the year is that grown in early spring

by merely laying a little long litter on the crowns.
The same may also be said of Seakale, but this

should be qovejred with burnt refuse to exclude
light, finishingoSwithafew half-rotten leaves. This
is ready to cut in the end of March, and is truly

delicious. Early Radishes we grow in boxes, 6 in.

deep. They aVe placed in gentle heat until well

n|), when they are thinned out and transferred to

cold houses close to the glass. Tarragon, Mint,

and small salading we grow in the same manner.
Early Potatoes in boxes should now be earthed

up to the level of the box, giving no more water

than is absolutely necessary. I know nothing so

impatient of water as early forced Potatoes. As
a matter of fact our early frame Potatoes onl}'

receive one watering during the time they are

growing, and that is before they are earthed up.

By watering at that time and earthing up imme-
diately afterwards the soil about the roots keeps

suflicient moisture for their wants. We planted

our first house of Tomatoes February 11. The
young plants grow much stronger when planted

out than in pots ; keep the house humid and
warm, say from 55° to 60° at night, with a pro-

portionate rise in tlie day time, admitting air on
all favourable occasions. The general work just

now is to keep well ahead -nith digging. Every
vacant inch should be turned up so that the soil

may get well pulverised by frost. All kinds of

spring Broccoli will be this year a great success

in more ways than one ; it will give us an oppor-

tunity of selecting for succession the best varie-

ties ; here Snow's Broccoli heads the list for early

work. We have been cutting a full supply of it

since November. It is now (February 11) finished.

A variety called Hoskin's Broccoli is likely to

prove a capital kind, coming in after Snow's ; the

heads are not large, but white and solid. Lymming-
ton will be the next, followed very closely by
Watt's variety. These two last for some time, and
are followed by Cattell's Eclipse and Burghley
Champion, giving a succession until the second

week in June.

PROPAGATING.
The unusual earliness of the season will be of

great service to those desirous of getting up as

large a stock as possible of any class of soft

wooded plants, for in this respect a good deal of

success depends on starting the plants as soon as

possible, and thereby obtaining earlj' cuttings.

A case in point is that of the variegated Coprosma
Baueriana, which, as a rule, is ver}' erratic regard-

ing the formation of roots, sometimes striking

without difiiculty, and at others the cuttings

shrivel and absolutely refuse to root, whereas if

now placed in a growing temperature of from 60°

to 65° young shoots quickly make their appearance,

which, if taken off and put in a close case can be
depended upon to strike. Of course they must not

be kept too close and damp or decay will carry a

good many off. Pelargoniums of the zonal section

that have been kept warm for winter blooming
%viU have made by this time a crop of young
shoots, which, if taken off, and either inserted

singly in small pots, or three or four together

around a 4-in. one, will root at once. The best

place for these cuttings is a light dry situation,

such as a shelf near the glass ; in making them cut

them off just below a leaf, but do not remove the

leaf, as if cut decay is apt to set in, whereas if left

on it quickly shrivels, and then parts readily from
the stem without violence. Bedding Pelargoniums,
especially the fine foliaged ones, are in many cases

propagated extensively in spring, and if kept now
in a growing temperature they will jdeld a great

number of cuttings, which must be taken off and
treated as just recommended.

Seed SO'wing.—A great many kinds of

seeds may now be sown, including all those

of plants required for bedding, with the ex-

ception of a few of the most rapid growing sub-

tropical subjects. WTiere Cannas are to be raised

from seed soak them for a few days in warm
water until the germ shows itself before sowing,

or they will sometimes lie a long time in the

ground. Where this is done, water as soon as the

seed is sown, and on no account allow them to

become dry afterwards, or many will be killed.

The most satisfactory way, however, of increasing

them is by division, as seedlings are very variable

both in the colour of their foliage and in habit. A
few Asters may now be sown for early flowering,

and placed in a frame ; and Mignonette, Rhodanthe,

and some of the ornamental Grasses, sown now in

the pots in which they are to flower, will grow so

freely as to furnish a succession to those sown in

the autumn. In sowing very small seeds it is

better to cover the pot with a pane of glass than
to strew any soil or sand over them, but when that

is done the pots must be kept well shaded ; indeed,

before the seeds germinate they are better kept
covered entirely with brown paper, and until the

lass is removed, shaded from sunshine; many
are lost in consequence of neglecting this pre-

caution as with the sun shining on the glass, the
temperature underneath becomes intolerably hot,

and the germinating seeds are thus parboiled, and
perish. As soon as the seed grows, the glass should
be slightly tilted, and gradually removed. T.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Febeuaey 14.

Magnificent groups of Persian Cyclamens, Chi-

nese Primulas, and Cinerarias constituted, perhaps,

the greatest attraction on this occasion, though
there w ere also some striking miscellaneous ob-

jects, among which the following were awarded
first-class certificates :

CCELOGYNE CEISTATA LEMONIANA.—A lovely

variety of this favourite Orchid, having the crest

of the lip pale sulphur-yellow instead of orange ;

therefore, very distinct and beautiful. From
Messrs. '\'^eitch & Sons, Chelsea.

Rhododbndeon Queen 'Victokia.—Ahybrid
variety of the greenhouse section, very handsome
and distinct in colour, which is an orange-red
shaded with a deeper hue. It is a vigorous grower
and free bloomer. From Messrs. \''eitch.

MnscAEl lingulatum.—A new Grape Hyacinth
much resembling the commoner kinds as regards

the flowers, butjvery distinct in foliage, which is

deeply channelled and glaucous. It was shown by
the Rev. Harpur Crewe, Drayton-Beauchamp,
Triug.

Pkimeosb Haebingee.—A handsome variety

with enormous flowers of a pale yellow colour,

borne profusely on stout stalks well above the

vigorous green foliage. From Mr. R. Gilbert,

Burghley House, Stamford.

Cyclamen giganteum compacthm.—An ex-

ceedingly fine variety of the Persian Cyclamen
with very large flowers, white with crimson mouth
and broad vigorous foliage, handsomely mottled.

This was shown by Mr. Clark, Twickenham. Ano-

ther form of C. giganteum named roseum compac-
tum also received a flrst-class certificate. Shown
by Mr. Edmonds, Uxbridge. The flowers of this

were abundantly produced on stout stalks, and
were of a rosy pink colour.

Peimula Magenta Gem.—One of the finest

varieties of the Chinese Primula yet produced.

The colour is a very brilliant magenta, and the

symmetry of the blossom and its size are perfec-

tion. It was shown with other seedlings by Mr.

Little, Hillingdon Place, Uxbridge.

Wellingtonia gigantea pbndula, a weep-

ing branched variety very distinct in character

from the ordinary form. Shown by Messrs W. & J.

Brown, Stamford Hill.

The finest Cyclamens came from Mr. Clark, of

Twickenham, whose extensive group represented

uniformly well-grown plants, consisting of pure

white, deep crimson-red, and almost every con-

ceivable intermediate shade. The Cinerarias and
Primulas from Mr. Little's garden, too, were

splendid, particularly the latter, which represented

the flower as fine as it can be produced. The seed-

ling Rose Superb, Meteor, Ruby Improved, Crim-

son, and Purple Gem were all admirably

represented, and showed the beautiful colours

of each sort to perfection. Of Williams' lovely

alba magnifica, one of the best of all whites, Mr.

Little's gardener showed some three dozen ex-

cellent plants, well grown, large, and superbly

flowered, and the same kind was also admirably

shown in quantity by Mr. Barron, from the

Society's garden at Chiswick ; whence also came a

grand group of the old double white Primula,

beautifully grown and flowered, as well as thenew
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doubles raised by Mr. Gilbert and others. From
Chiswick also came a well-grown collection of

Cinerarias, all dwarf and sturdy in growth,

and profusely flowered ; altogether an admirable

strain.

Messrs. Veitch showed a small but choice group

of flowering Orchids and other plants, including

Odontoelossum blandum, Angrtecum citratum,

Dendrobium Ainsworthi, all among the cream of

Orchids. The group also contained two superb

varieties of Amaryllis—Illustris and Grandeur. A
well-grown collection of Cyclamen persicum
grandiflorum, one of the finest of all the varieties,

and a group of anew Chinese Primula, named the

Queen, a sort with Fern-like foliage and enor-

mously large blossoms, pure white turning to deli-

cate blush. It is a beautiful and most desirable

variety. Another noteworthy plant in the group
was Staphylea colchica, a beautiful shrub for

forcing into flower early, as its white racemes of

blossoms are so valuable at this season.

Sir Trevor Lawrence contributed from his gar-

den at Burford Lodge, Dorking, a grand speci-

men plant of Odontoglossum pulchellum majus,
which was over 3 ft. across, and bore some three
dozen flower-spikes—a beautiful sight in itself.

From the same garden also came two or three

plants of 0. Ruckerianum ; a superb Orchid in the

way of 0. Andersonianum, but with the blossoms
flushed with purple. Mr. G. F. Wilson also showed
some remarkable examples of Odontoglossum
crispum ; one was an exquisitely spotted flowered

variety like a leopard's slcin ; the other remarkable
for the large size and symmetry of the bloom,
and crisped margins. The specimen shown bore
fourteen flowers on a gracefully arching spike

;

and another spike bearing the same number of

flowers was produced from one pseudo-bulb—

a

proof of how well cool Orchids are grown at

Heather bank, Weybridge.

Messrs. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, showed a bas-
ketful of plants of the old Cineraria cruenta,
which made a bright display and was much ad-
mired. The plants were so well grown that a cul-

tural commendation was awarded to the exhibi-

tors. From Messrs. Cannell also came flowers of
the blue Marguerite (Agathtea ccelestis), also

much admired, and a selection of blooms of Chi-
nese Primulas and Cinerarias, representing the
admirable strain of these flowers grown by the
exhibitors. Mr. Turner, Slough, again showed
some of his new seedling Carnations, all of which
were handsome and good, but the finest were
Whipper In, Bosy Morn, Meteor, Rosalind, Model,
Distinction, and Firefl.y, all of very bright dis-

tinct colours and superb flowers of large size.

Mr. Green exhibited from Sir George Macleay's
garden, Pendell Court, Bletchingley, the beauti-
ful Billbergia nutans with two fine flower-spikes,
also a fine branching spike of Odontoglossum
roseum, a very pretty Orchid when well grown,
as Mr. Green showed it. From Mr. Goldsmith,
Hollanden, Tonbridge, came a new Iresine named
Formosa, a sport from I. Lindeni. It is beauti-
fally variegated in the foliage with golden
yellow, green, and crimson, and also has crimson
stems. It promises to be a good bedding plant,
and we hope to see it again. Mr. Parr, Givon's
Grove, Leatherhead, showed plants of his fine new
Abutilon Crimson King, which has dark crimson-
purple blossoms, borne on stout plants of good
habit. Mr. A. Waterer, Knap Hill Nurseries,
Woking, sent a welcome basket of coloured Prim-
roses—a harbinger of spring; and Mr, Todman,of
Tooting Common, again exhibited his new seed-
ling Azaleas Princess Helene and Duke of Albany,
which the raiser claims to be good forcing kinds.
A splendid Chinese Primula named Breakspeari
was shown by Mr. Murdoch, Hounslow. It is one
of the finest and the deepest we have seen.

Fruit —There was very little to engage the
attention of the Fruit Committee on this occasion.
Some very excellent Black Alicante Grapes were
shown by Mr. Atkins, gardener to Sir Loyd-Lindsay,
Lookinge Park, Wantage. There were half-a-dozen
kinds, all remarkable for size of bunch and berry,
and in a wonderfully fine state of preservation. A
bronze medal was awarded Mr. Barter, of Lich-

field St., Harrow Koad, who again exhibited some
excellent produce from his Mushroom beds, and
likewise spawn. The samples were very fine, and,

of course, superior to any he has shown during the
winter. Mr. Green, Pendell Court, showed fruits of

the purple fruited variety of Banana. A few dishes

of Apples were shown, among them being an
excellent dish of Wellingtons from Mr. L. Killick,

Maidstone, which were remarkable for their high
colour. Messrs. Bunj'ard, Maidstone, exhibited

fruits of Smart's Prince Arthur, a handsome
conical shaped varietj'. -Lady Dorothy Neville ex-

hibited two dishes of Tangerine Oranges from her

garden, which were quite as fine as imported
fruits.

Scientific committee.—Sir J. D. Hooker in

the chair.

—

Proliferous Acorii-enps.—The chairman
exhibited malformed cups of Quercus Ilex (the

evergreen Oak) received fi'om Mr. F. Moore, of

the British Museum. The trees grew on the cliff

edge. Isle of Wight. Minute Acorns appeared to

have been produced in the axils of tlie bracts

which formed the cups. Carnation disease.—Mr.
W. G. Smith exhibited specimens of Carnations
received from Dr. Hogg, attacked by the nema-
toid worm, Anguilula. They entered the plant at

the collar and penetrated through the pith to the
apex, laying their eggs within the stem, which
bore a pustular appearance in consequence. Hoot
malformation..—Dr. M. T. Masters showed a speci-

men of Elm root much distorted in places in con-
sequence of meeting with obstruction in growing
in lias limestone rock. It was received from Mr.
William Ingram, of Belvoir Castle. Variation in
Pra.r-Zffl/.-Mr.Blackmore exhibited a trilobed Pear-
leaf, such being in this case a reversion to the
primitive character of the plant. Mr. Henslow
remarked that in some cases the change from a
simple leaf, to a lobed and compound state is the
result of further development, as may be easily

traced in Blackberries and Raspberries.

Plants, &c., exhibited.- Oxalis microphylla.—
A small-leaved species allied to 0. oorniculata was
shown by Mr. G. F. Wilson. It appears to be often
introduced with Tasmanian and other plants. Miis-

cari^i«p'?4te<«m.—Rev. H.H.Creweexhibitedaspeci-
men,one of three now in this country, from Silesia.

Dried fioivers and fungi.—Two cases containing
exquisitely prepared fungi and flowers with their

natural colours were received from Mr. English, of
Epping, who has lately published his methods by
which the natural efEeots can be retained. A vote
of thanks was accorded him. Prof. Church re-

marked on Mr. English's method of dicing by
plaister of Paris. That a method had long been
adopted in France of using well dried sand
mixed with plaister of Paris (1 to J part),

with the addition of camphor to protect
against mildew. Sections of flomers for class

teaching.— A series of flowers dissected out
and mounted on mica, in antiseptic fluid was
exhibited by Mr. Houston, botanical lecturer at

the Birkbeck Institute. The use of them was for

teaching in winter. A vote of thanks was accorded
to him Apparent svperftetation in the Pea.—
Mr. T. Laxton, of Bedford, forwarded a com-
munication describing some experiments in
fertilisation of the garden Pea. Taking Laxton's
Prolific Longpod he fertilised a single flower
with the pollen of six varieties. The pod thus
treated had eight Peas, which on germination
were distinguished as A. B., &o. The Peas borne
by these were very various, and resembled more
or less those of the pollen-bearing varieties. From
these facts he concluded:!. That the pollen of more
than one varietj' of Pea used to cross-fertilise the
same flower may influence more than one ovule in

the same ovary ; 2, That there is some evidence
of the pollen from more than one variety affect-

ing the same ovule.

Report on Winter Losses, &c., in Plants.
—The secretary, the Rev. G. Henslow, gave an
account of the progress he had made in compiling
statistics for a " Report on the Jleteorological

Phenomena of, and consequent injury to plants in

severe winters." He had obtained particulars of

several winters from A.D. 220 to 1881, but those

during which destruction of, and injuries to plants

had been specially recorded were the following
seven: 1851-2, 1852-3, 1859-60, 1860-1, 1878-9,

1879-80, 1880-1. He had collected all the informa-
tion he had at present been able to find with
reference to these winters, and liad drawn up just

a short account of the principal meteorological
phenomena of the year precedingeach winter, as well

as of the winter itself, as the behaviour of a plant
under frost so much depends upon its previous con-
ditions ; in each case such was followed by details

of injuries to, and losses of plants over as many
places in the British Isles as possible. The import-
ance of registering meteorological phenomena and
the losses in several winters lay in the fact that

the conditions of the winters respectively differed

in many ways from one another. The consequence
was that the immediate cause of the plant suc-

cumbing to frost was not always the same. There
would be an introduction dealing with several

matters bearing on meteorology and plant injuries,

and he proposed completing it with copious indices,

so that no difficulty would be met in finding the
exact behaviour of every plant in any country and
in any winter.

Annual general meeting.—This was held
on Tuesday last, the Et. Hon. Lord Aberdare in

the chair. The following gentlemen were elected

officers for the ensuing year, viz., Lord Aberdare,
president ; Mr. Haughton, treasurer ; Major F.

Mason, secretary ; Lord Alfred Churchill, Major
F. Mason, and Mr. Haughton, expenses committee
men ; Mr. Aspinall, Mr. J. Lee, and Mr. J. West,
auditors. The vacancies on the council caused by
the resignation of Mr. Arthur Grote, and Sir

Charles W. Strickland, Bart., and by the decease
of Dr. Denny, were filled by Mr. E. G. Loder, Mr.

J. H. Mangles, and Mr. W. Lee. The annual report

was read and adopted.

OBITUARY.

The death of Mr. William Hurst, head of the

firm of Messrs. Hurst & Son, Seedsmen, Hounds-
ditch, is announced at the age of 52. Mr. Hurst suc-

ceeded his late father as head of the firm a few
years ago, and amongthe members of the seed trade
by whom he was best known, he was greatly re-

spected. For a great many years the business

was carried on at 6, Leadenhall Street, but some
time ago it was transferred to Houndsditch. Mr.
Hurst was the only male representative of the

family, and his share of the business passes into

the hands of his sister, who is married to Mr.
Sherwood, now the leading partner, who will con-

tinue the affairs of the house under the old title

of Hurst & Son.

We have also to record the death of M. J.

Dbcaisne, Director of the Museum d'Histoire

Naturelle, Paris. As a botanist M. Decaisne has
done much useful work, but his name is, perhaps,

best known in this country in connection with
" Le Jardin Fruitier du Museum," and " Traite

General de Botanique," both important works.

Clay analysis.

—

(R. W.)—There is a detailed account

of the lower greensand, including tlie Atherfleld clay, in

Dr. Fitton's paper in the " Transactions of the Geological

Society," series 2, Vol. IV., p. 103, hut I ani not certain if

it gives an analysis. You would probahly obtain tlie infor-

mation you require at the Royal Agricultural Colleije,

Cirencester, or the Royal School of Mines, Jermyn Street.

Names of plants.— T. B. Watson —Aloe frutes-

cens- T. 11. P.—6, Aspidium Filix-mas ; 6, variety of

preceding ; 7, Aspleniura serrulata cristata ; 8, Nephro-

lepls exaltata ; 9, Aspidium aculeatuni A.Oibson.—The

flowers are much mthered. but appear to be Narcissus

floribundus, found wild in Cornwall.

COMJIUNICATIONS RECEIVED -
X. B. W.—A. N. Z.- E. S.—J. R R.—G P.—0, L & Son.

—W. C—H. v.—T. B.—W. C—G, I -Sisrma-J. S. W.—
M. T.-J. W.—I. C. T.-B. W. W.- W. P.—R. G.—W. W.
-J. II. Brockhurst.-T. H —S. D J. D.—E H.-T. D. H -
.T. D.—W. H. M.-J. G.—A. D. W.—D B —J. C. C- J. .S.

W.-W.—E.M.-G.L.—J. C—L. G.H S.—W. N.-T D H.
—C. Co.—A. M.-G. S. S.—E. J.—W. S.-H. H.-J. T.-A.
P.-H. C -J. K.—F.—Alpha—W. J. M.—J. P.-J. D.—
R. I L.-St B.-E. D. S.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The Akt itself is IlA.TVKE."—Shakespeare,

HYBRID AMARYLLIS AT CHELSEA.

One of the most remarkable exhibitions of

Amaryllis that we have ever seen is now on

view at the Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, where
for some years past particular attention has been

directed to the cultivation and hybridisation of

this flower, the result being that a wonderfully

fine collection of varieties has been obtained.

To give some idea of the extent of this collection

it need only be mentioned that it numbers some
6000 bulbs, of which from 1000 to 1200 are

showing flower, and between 700 and 800 are

fully expanded. Such a gorgeous array of bloom
is striking in the extreme, and seeing the plants

in their natural style of growth at home is much
more interesting than seeing them on an exhibi-

tion table arranged with monotonous uniformity

and necessarily staked and tied in a formal
manner. Here they unfold their blossoms un-
molested, and the stems being of various heights

the display is set of to the greatest advantage.

In order to accommodate this enormous collec-

tion, Messrs. Yeitcb have erected a house to

be expressly devoted to Amaryllis culture,

and therefore it is constructed on the prin-

ciple best calculated for the welfare of this

class of plants. It is a span-roofed structure,

70 ft. long by 20 ft. wide, and about 9 ft. in

height. It is divided in the middle by a glass

partition, one half being devoted to flowering

plants, the other to those not in flower. Running
through the centre is a broad bed, raised about
4 ft., so as to bring the plants well up to the
light ; a path encircles this bed, and there are

wide side beds, which are also raised so as to

show off the plants to good advantage. The
heating is effected by three rows of 4-in. pipes

laid beneath the plunging beds ; but these are

supplemented by a couple of rows of 2-in. pipes,

which run underneath the rafters of the roof,

a novel arrangement, but one which serves a
purpose which the ordinary plan of heating can-
not effect. By the position of the pipes they
heat the upper stratum of cold air in the house,

and so prevent, in a great measure, cold currents
from descending on the plants. They also dry the
atmosphere immediately above the plants, a
great desideratum in Amaryllis culture, as the
flowers are apt to suffer from damp. The heat
radiated from these small pipes is found suffi-

cient to maintain the requisite temperature
when there is not much frost. The beds are

about 15 in. deep, and are filled with old tan,

in which the pots are plunged to their rims ; the
tan being slightly heated by the pipes beneath
is found to be beneficial to the plants, and they
develop far finer growth and flowers than when
grown without this assistance.

The system of growing Amaryllis is diSerent
from that practised some years ago. As in the case

of Cyclamens andsimilarplants,so with these the
plan is to grow them on quickly from seed. Now
it is an ordinary matter to have an Amaryllis
in flower in less than two years from seed,

which at one time would have been thought im-
possible. The majority of the plants in flower in

this collection are two, three, and four years old,

the latter being remarkably large and plump.

The hybeidisation of the Amaryllis is by no
means new ; on the contrary, it was practised

years ago, particularly by the late Dean Her-
bert who raised a large number of hybrids. Old
ybridisers had not, however, the material to

work with which modern hybridists possess.

The introduction of late years of such beautiful

species as A. pardina, Leopoldi, and others has
given a fresh impetus to this practice, the result

being a magnificent race of varieties totally dis-

tinct in character from those obtained by Dean
Herbert and others. The varieties of Amaryllis
now in cultivation have been derived from nu-
merous natural types, the chief being A. aulica

and its several varieties, Acramanni, pardina,

Leopoldi, Reginae, solandriflora, and vittata.

There is no doubt, too, that other species have
been employed, and particularly the West In-

dian A. equestris, with orange-red blossoms, for

some of the varieties possess this colour which
could have scarcely come from any other. These
hybrids for the most part bear more or less

strongly the impress of their parentage ; there-

fore, as there is a family likeness common to

many of them they may be eonveniently thrown
into natural groups,such as the Leopoldi type, the

pardina, Acramanni, aulica, and vittata groups.

Th is arrangement, too, will assist the reader in the

following notes on the most remarkable varieties

at present in flower in the Chelsea collection. It

may be well perhaps to mention that with re-

gard to the types we siill adhere to the old no-

menclature and call them all species of Amaryl-
lis, but modern botanists tell us that the genus
Amaryllis is monotypic, A. Belladonna being

the only Amaryllis ; all others they class under
Hippeastrum.

The Lbopoldi section is characterised by
large and finely-formed flowers with broad
sepals, which are creamy white, more or less

broadly banded transversely with some shade of

crimson. John Heal is, we consider, the finest

flower in this class—indeed, in the whole col-

lection—as regards form and size, and it well
illustrates the wonderful perfection to which
the Amaryllis has been brought by this firm.

The flowers are 7 in. across, with sepals of about
3 in. in width, of a rich deep crimson, broad,

tipped with creamy white, and with the centre

heavily marked with crimson, which is quite a
break in the Leopoldi section, and a step in

advance as to removing the unattractive green
centre which most of the flowers of the section

possess. This handsome variety was named by
Messrs. "Veitch in compliment to their foreman,
under whose charge the collection is placed.

Celicia is another grand flower of the Leopoldi
group. It is remarkable for its broad sepals,

which are deeply coloured with velvety crimson,
and have whiter markings than any other.

Illustrious is likewise a finely formed, large

flower, like the last, but copiously spotted at the

back of the sepals with blood red. A very hand-
some variety. Sybil has unusually large flowers,

being 9 in. across. The sepals are broad, uniform
in size, bright crimson, and most peculiarly flaked

and striped with white, and with white tips. It

is the least like the Leopoldi section of any. Mars
is a finely formed flower, nearly of auniform deep
crimson, and scarcely tipped at all. Endymion
has very large flowers of handsome form and
great substance. In addition to the broad, trans-

verse band of crimson, the whole flower has the
appearance of being bespattered with blood. It

is a strikingly handsome variety. King Arthur
is a large flower, and appears, like the last, to

have a good deal of the pardina character
about it, as it is very much spotted. Vivian
Grey is remarkable for the manner in which the

red of the flower is beautifully reticulated

with white.

The Acramanni group are all characterised

by intense brilliancy of colouring, derived from
A. Acramanni pulcherrima, while the fine form
and size of the flowers have been so infused into

it by such kinds as Leopoldi. Of this section the
finest in fiower are Warrior, a vivid, deep crim-

son; Mad. A. Stirling, flowers large and bold'

maroon-crimson, with white centre, or as near
white as has yet been obtained; Sir Garnet
Wolseley, a very handsome flower, being of fine

form and an intensely vivid crimson, netted with
darker lines ; Ooningsby, rich maroon, and a

fine flo sver ; Nero, bright scarlet, tipped with
white and striped ; Prospero, a deep claret crim-
son ; and James Douglas, one of the finest of all

this section, a brilliant crimson, striped down
the middle of each sepal with white, and spotted

with red on the exterior ; the flowers are large,

finely formed, and borne horizontally. This
variety nearly approaches what is figured in

the Botanical Magazine, in 1799, as A. Reginee,

a flower which, by a singular coincidence, " was
caused to be drawn " by a Dr. James Douglass.
This new variety is, of course, finer in every
respect, but there is no doubt that its parentage
might be traced to A. Reginse
IPardina section.—In this the blossoms pos-

sess a predominance of copious spotting, gene-
rally red on a light ground, and crossing the
natural species with others, such as Leopoldi, in

order to improve the size andform of the flowers

does not appear to have affected the coloui'ing

in any great degree. One of the prettiest of this

group now in blossom is Orsino, which has me-
dium-sized blossoms with a white groundcolour,

profusely freckled and spotted with bright red.

Brilliant is another remarkable variety, the re-

sult of crossing A. pardina with Acramanni
pulcherrima. It has rich scarlet-crimson blos-

soms spotted like those of A. pardina.

The striped group is quite distinct from any
of the preceding. It consists of varieties, evi-

dently descendants of the old A. vittata, for

they possess the same long, horizontally-poised

blossoms, which are white, longitudinally banded
with a dark colour, usually some tint of crim-

son. The very decided and sweet odour emitted

the flowers of this section is a point in their

favour, which, no doubt, they inherit from A.
solandriflora, another species which has been
employed in obtaining these hybrids. Mrs. T.

Gilbert is the most striking variety of this

group at present in flower. It is a pretty plant,

with large white flowers, striped with bright

crimson. This section usually bears more flowers

than the others.

The aulica section is characterised by
long funnel-shaped blossoms standing out boldly

and horizontally, and generally possessing a rich

dark colouring. There are not many varieties

belonging to this section in flower at present.

One of the finest is Ajax, which has very large

blossoms of a deep blood-red, beautifully mot-
tled and spotted with white, and with a decided

suffusion of an orange tint in the throat. It

possesses great substance and lasts a long time

in perfection. The above are but a few of the

many varieties in flower, and these represent

only a portion of this grand collection. Some of

the flnest are yet to flower, and for several

weeks the house will present a brilliant display

of bloom. W. G.

TECOPHYL^A CYANOCROCUS AND
LEICHTLINI.

These most exquisite of blue flowered hardy
spring-flowering bulbs (so admirably figured in

the last volume of The Garden, p. 62) are now
in great beauty in a pot in my greenhouse, and

are the admiration of everyone who sees them,

as beside their larger and much brighter coloured

flowers the pretty little Chionodoxi: Lucilise

must hide its diminished head. I received last

autumn one bulb of the first and two of the second

from their introducer into Europe, Herr Max
Leichtlin, of Baden-Baden, and having been
warned by him that they would only thriye in'
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a pot if treated as perfectly bardy bulbs, as

they are (having withstood in his garden a

temperature of 5° below zero without any

injury, planted out in the open border),

I plunged the pot in which I had planted them
in a narrow border on the south side of a low
wall in my garden, and left it there till the

commencement of this month when the plants

were about 1-k in. above the ground, when find-

ing that the slugs were beginning to pay their

attentions to them, I lifted the pot into the

cool greenhouse, and placed it on a shelf near

the glass exposed to the sun, where the plants

matured and opened their beautiful flowers in

about ten days' time. Each bulb has sent up two
stems, and the deep blue variety (T. cyanocro-

cus) has three flowers, while the two bulbs of

the paler variety (named after its introducer)

have four and three respectively. The flowers of

different bulbs of the last named variety seem to

vary a good deal both in size and substance

and in colouration, those of one of my bulbs

having considerably thinner and less perfectly

shaped flowers than the other, while their

coloui- might be more correctly described as

white with blue tips to the petals than
blue, whereas the other has turquoise blue

flowers with a pure white throat or centre.

I hear from Herr Max Leichtlin this morn-
ing that the flowers of the paler variety

should be nearly double the size of those of T.

cyanocrocus, but in my plants they are cer-

tainly not so, being almost, if not entirely, iden-

tical in size. He also says that these bulbs pro-

duce much larger and finer flowers when planted

out in a sunny, sheltered spot in the open than
they ever will in a pot ; it, therefore, remains
for the grower to consider whether it is better

to have finer flowers, which from their early

season of blooming and nearness to the earth,

may be battered and brolien by inclement

weather almost immediately after openingshould
the season be unpropitious ; or somewhat smal-
ler ones, which with tlie protection of the green-

house afford him pleasure for some considerable

time, and are much more accessible and better

seen than they would be if growing in the open
garden. Herr Leichtlin has also got another
variety of this beautiful family, named T. Regeli,

which has not yet bloomed in Europe, but which
he hopes to see this year, and also the true

T. violfeflora, which, if not better than its por-
trait in the late Dean Herbert's work on Ama-
ryllids, must be a comparatively poor and insig-

nificant variety. W. E. Gumbleton.

NEW BOMAREAS.
After a period of some five or six years since

the last addition (B. Carderi) was made to the
beautiful genus Bomarea, our gardens have been
enriched by three others equally important
These are B. conferta, vitellina, and Shuttle-
worthi, all of which have recently been imported
in quantity from South America by Messrs.
Shuttleworth, Carder, & Co., in whose nursery
at Park Eoad, Clapham, we saw them the other
day.

B. CONFERTA has long been known to botan-
ists, having been described thirty years ago in
Kunth's " Euumeratio Plantarum," where nj
fewer than sixty-one species of Bomarea are
enumerated, but of which we have even now
only about half-a-dozen species in cultivation.
B. conferta is a very fine plant that bears large
clusters of blossoms of a rich crimson colour,
densely packed together, and therefore very
attractive. It has long slender stems, furnished
with dark green leaves, and is apparently a rapid
grower, judging by the rate at which the plants
in this nursery have grown since we saw them

few weeks ago. It is a native of the western

declivities of Pinchincha, where Hartweg first

discovered it. The other two species are ap-

parently quite new to science, but the glowing
description given of them by their collector, Mr.
Carder, as well as of B. conferta, is enough to

awaken the strongest desire to see them in flower

in our greenhouses.

B. Shdttlbworthi, we are told, is an ex-

tremely handsome species from Bogota. The
flowers, about 2 in. in length, and arranged in a

large loose umbel, have their inner divisions of

a beautiful canary-yellow, while the outer are

of an orange-vermilion tint, colours which can-

not fail to be exceedingly attractive ; borne, as

they are, gracefullj' on slender twining stems,

nothing more beautiful or more appropriate for

adorning the roof of a greenhouse could be
imagined.

B. VITELLINA, the other new species, dis-

covered by Mr. Carder, is likewise a beautiful

plant, having large pendulous umbels of blossoms

nearly 2 in. long and of a rich orange-yellow.

This is likewise a native of temperate South
America.
Now that these beautiful new Bomareas have

been successfully imported, all plant lovers

anxiously look forward to tbeir flowering, and
we heartily hope that their beauty will be such

as will give an impetus to collectors to send to

us other and perhaps even more beautiful

species that abound m the forests of South
America waiting to be introduced. The culture

of those we have had a long time in cultivation

is of the simplest kind, and one only has to turn

to the plants in the Cactus house, at Kew, in

order to prove it; nothing can be mare charming
than those plants are when in fuU beauty.

W.G.

EDITOR'S TABLE.
An immense heart-shaped bloom of AndriS's

scarlet Anthurium from the gardens at Ash-
grove, Pontypool, is, we hope, the signal of the
end of foggy, flowerless days, even in London
for seme time. The flower is clear over 7 in. in

the length of its brilliant spathe, and very
picturesque from being contracted about the

middle. This plant, and many others, seem to be
admu'ably grown in these gardens. The spathe is

6 in. across.

CattleYA thian.^!.— From Sir William
Marriott, The Down House, Blandford, comes a

wonderfully fine variety of this beautiful Orchid,
with three large expanded blossoms on one stem.

The petals are nearly 3 in. across, of a soft

purple-lilac, while the large and exquisitely

fringed lip is of the richest amethyst in the
lower half, and bright golden yellow beyond.
Altogether the flowers represent one of the
choicest varieties, and the excellent growth
shows how well its culture is understood in this

Dorsetshire garden.

A YELLOW OD0NT0GLOS8UM CRISPUM.—

A

lovely variety of this popular Orchid comes to

us from Mr. fowler, of Ashgrove, Pontypool.
The flowers are of moderate size, with fringed
lip and petals. The ground colour is pale yellow.

On three of the sepals are large irregular

blotches of chocolate-red ; the petals are spotted
less heavily, as is also the labellum. It is a most
unusual variety of 0. crispum, and more re-

sembles some of the hybrids between it and
other species, which indeed it may prove to be.

The many varieties of this charming plant that
niiw exist make it all the more precious for our
gardens.

Dendbobium dalhousianum.—Surely the

Tropics have nothing more lovely or more charm-
ing in colour than this, with its large raceme of

large blossoms, the lip mossed over with delicate

cream-coloured filaments, and stained with two
large deep crimson blotches, the rest of the

flower, inside and out, being of the softest sal-

mon yellow, with delicate veins of faint colour.

A noble specimen comes to us from Mr. Robert
Whyte, Pentland House, Lee, the best we have
seen.

Oncidium weltoni.—Among the many Or-
chids which we are accustomed to hear called

lovely, and the equally great number that people

call distinct and new, the ordinarj' observer can
often see very little that strikes him as really

novel. This plant, it seems to us, has true dis-

tinctness, and is beautiful and singular in colour,

and large and handsome in flower. It is sent to

us in fine condition by Mr. Robert Whyte, of

Pentland House, Lee. It is an Orchid that we
should like to see grown well in every garden.

Single roses.—Some charming single and
some double Rofesfrom Mr. G. Paul,who, we are

glad to state, is turning his attention to plants so

much wanted. His Crimson Perpetual is a single

seedling of the Duke of Edinburgh. It is a rich

vivid crimson and very good in form, with clear

yellow stamens. It seems to be good in substance,

as the florists say, has large petals, and lasts

long in the cut stage, which one would not, per-

haps, have expected. Papillon is a singularly

curious Tea-scented Noisette Rose with narrow,
twisted petals, and somewhat resembles a
Japanese Chrysanthemum. It has a bright

crimson bud. It wiU be an interesting climbing
Rose, desirable, for a south wall.

White LiLAC.-^From Linton Park, Maid-
stone, Mr. Groom sends a beautiful hunch of this

forced ; he has had large quantities of it for the

last six weeks. The kinds are the small Persian
and the common sort (Syringa vulgaris). It is a

singular fact that while the Persian retains its

lilac colour when forced, the common kind,

which Mr. Groom says is the large purple va-

riety, is almost pure white. This peculiai'ity is

also seen in the variety Charles X. when forced.

It is fortunate that these favourite hardy shrubs
lend themselves so readily to forcing, their

flowers reminding one of the beauties of May.
Mr. Groom will doubtless tell our readers how
these Lilacs are forced. We wish the trade and
gardeners would pay much more attention to

the special preparation of small Lilac bushes for

forcing, and not only for forcing in the usual

sense, but for flowering in the cool greenhouse,

orchard house, and even in windows and pas-

sages in the dwelling house.

Flowers from ayr.—One of the most
charming batches of spring flowers^ and the

freshest we have seen, comes to us from Ayr-
shire. The size of the Crocuses quite surprises us;

they are as large as Tulips. There are early

Rhododendrons (including the beautiful R.
Nobleanum, which is so poor near London),
rich Polyanthuses, bright Daffodils, Plepaticas,

creeping Forget-me-nots, Periwinkles, Violets,

Heaths, and double Primroses. Concerning these

and other spring flowers, the sender writes :

"Their name is legion. This 'JlstFebruary, Plum
trees in the orchard are ready to burst into

bloom, crimson Rhododendrons blazing with

colour. April and May this year will be dead
months for flowers, I fear."

Single camellias.—There seems to be some
intelligent interest now shown in these. Mr.
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Moore sends us from Glasnevin three kinds.

The single white is particularly good. If only

half the amount of attention be given to raising-

single Camellias that has been bestowed on rais-

ing double sorts it would be likely to repay all

concerned. Let no seeker for tests, however, sup-

pose that because we desire good single kinds

we object to double ones. Both are wanted.

A NUMBER of single Camellias, evidently

from the open air, and other spring flowers have
been received without any name or reference.

ORCHIDS.

NOTES ON OKCHIDS IN FLOWER,

The Orchid houses in Mr. B. S. Williams' nursery,

Upper Holloway, are now beginning to recover

from the effects of the fogs, of which we have
lately had too many in London, and to assume
their usual spring-like aspect. Some Orchids are
cut down immediately by fogs, while others are
not in the least affected by them. Those that
seem to withstand fogs best are Odontoglossums
and other kinds which have flowers of firm tex-

ture, though this is by no means an infallible

rule, as there is a fine plant here of Cymbidium
Lowianum which, before the occurrence of fogs,

had twenty-two flower-buds on it, and now not
one is left. Cattleyas have suffered greatly, par-

ticularly the Trianas group, some fine masses of

which bear the remains of dozens of decayed
blossoms. Masdevallias, too, have been greatly

injured, and some dozens of blooms of the delicate

white M. tovarensis were quickly destroyed. Cy-
pripediums have stood well, as the grand speci-

mens of C. Bosalli and others still in perfection
admirably show. Amongst Orchids now finely in

flower the following are the most noteworthy :

—

Aerides cylindricum.—Thisis one of those
Orchids which one seldom sees in flower. It is a
lovely plant, totally distinct from any other spe-

cies with which we are acquainted ; indeed, it is

cemes of blossoms. The decayed flower-stems as in a bed of peat shaded by moist rocks, or
are sufficient indications of what a beautiful ob
ject it must have been when in flower. It is grown
in a suspended basket, a position which suits the
character of its growth better than when grown
in the ordinary waj'.

Calanthe nivalis.—Of this lovely Orchid
there is a fine display, and for purity of colour
it will compare with any Orchid ; indeed, it is one
of the very few that possess spotless white blos-

soms. On this account it is a most valuable plant
for cutting from, and the manner in which the
blossoms are produced admirably adapts them for

that purpose, and its value is enhanced by its

flowering at a season when the majority of the
other Calanthes are over. The only other Ca-
lanthe in flower in this nursery is C. Turneri, a

species similar to nivalis, except that it has a car-

mine eye. It is a lovely plant, and admirable for

small bouquets, adorning vases, or for similar

purposes.

Odontoglossums,—The house devoted to

these is highly attractive just now, there bein;

profusion of bloom, amongst which may be found
more elegance of form and delicacy of colour than
in most genera. The majority consist of 0. crispum,
than some of which it would be impossible to con-
ceive flowers in every respect more perfect, being
large in size, with broad, almost overlapping
sepals and petals, beautifully crisped on the
margin, and of snowy whiteness, save here and
there a spot of chocolate red. The major part of

the crispums, now in flower, are from one im-
portation received a few mouths ago, and each
plant that vmfolds its blossoms seems to be
superior to the one that preceded it. It is evident
that the collector of this fine consignment got into

the light track for obtaining the finest forms.
Besides 0. crispum there are also fine varieties of

0, Andersonianum, 0. triumphans, 0. tripudians,

0, gloriosum, and its near relative, 0, odoratum.
The following also struck us as being unusually
well represented :

—

O. Ohestertoni.—This beautiful variety,

though surrounded by a host of the finest of

the 0. crispum type, stands out prominently
from all the rest on account of the boldness of

so dissimilar to any of the other cultivated Aerides .

,
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that one would scarcely believe that it belonged *^^ m^rkmgs of the flowers. In size and form

to the same genus. Its habit of growth reminds
one of that of Vanda teres, the leaves being
cylindrical, about the size of a goose-quill and
pointed, and they are sparingly produced on the
slender, erect stems. The blossoms, produced in
axUiary racemes from the upper part of the
stems, measure about 1 in. across ; the sepals and
petals are of a pure pellucid whiteness, but there
is a faint blush tinge in the centre. The spur is

the most peculiar part of the flower; it is produced
about I in. in a downward direction parallel -with

the labellum : it is white, tipped with green. Such
flowers one cannot help admiring or the plant on
account of its singularly grotesque growth. In this

nursery it is grown in the East India house in
company with others of the same genus and their
allies.

Coelogyne ocellata maxima.—This is

one of the most charming of a lovely tribe of
Orchids, though unfortunately too rare to be much
known yet, and even the typical plant is by no
means common in cultivation. As the varietal
name implies, the plant is larger than the original
and is much stronger in every way. The flowers,
about li in. across, are of snowy whiteness, at
least as far as the petals and sepals are concerned,
but the labellum is heavily blotched with rich
orange-yellow encircled with light brown. They
are produced in long pendulous racemes for
several weeks in succession, and last a long time
in perfection both on the plant and in a cut state,

A well developed specimen of this Orchid is a
charming object when in full flower, as the blos-
soms are produced so plentifully and in such an
elegant manner, interspersed with the rich green
foliage and shining bulbs. Another beautiful
Orchid which is grown remarkably well in this
nursery is C. Massangeana, a rather new species,

and very handsome, having long pendulous ra-

an ordinary observer would scarcely distinguish

them from a good form of Alexandra;, but the
sepals and petals are heavily blotched with cinna-

mon-red on a pure white ground, while the label-

lum is spotted with even a richer tone of red.

This plant represents one of the finest foims of

Chestertoui we have yet seen, but it is remark-
able what a wide step there is between such a
beautiful form and the original plant named after

the collector, Mr. Chesterton.

O. pardinum.—When this species is repre-

sented by its finest form it is really a very hand-
some Orchid, and rarely have we seen it in such a
beautiful state as in this collection. One plant of

it has extremely long sepals and petals that twist

and curl in a singular manner and are of a bright
dazzling yellow, richly spotted with chocolate-

brown, like a leopard's skin. Another species thatwe
noted as being of more than ordinary interest is

0. cristatum, of which there were some flne plants

in suspended pots, thereby showing off their long,

pendulous flower-spikes to advantag'e. It is not
what we would call a showy Orchid, but it is neat
in gron-th, quiet in colour, and distinct in form,

the very pronounced crest on the labellum being
very singidar. W. G.

DISAS OUT-OF-nOOKS.
Your excellent plate and description of these last

week (p, 114) induce me to state that if ever

we are to succeed in growing Disa grandiflora

out-of-doors, even in the most sheltered localities,

it will be necessary to study its native habit of
growth, I believe in every instance in which it

has been planted out on flat or level ground it

has failed to become established, although it has
flowered in the open air the same year after hav-
ing been planted in a bog during early summer.
In a partially shaded nook below the ground level.

planted low down beside a brook, pond, or wet
ditch, it might perhaps succeed, IJeing a moun-
tain plant, elevation may have some effect upon
its open-air growth; and although it may fail near
sea level, it may be induced to live and thrive in
the sheltered gullies which occur in many elevated
gardens beside mountains. Owing to its existing
naturally only in wet watercourses and on wet
banks and dripping rocks, any approach to dryness
of the soil in which it is planted, even if of but
short duration, might naturally be expected to
prove fatal to it. Cultivators now and then speak
of a white Disa, and some imagine it to be a form
of D. grandiflora. Disa macrantha varies in colour
from nearly pure white to rosy scarlet or crimson,
and has flowers quite as large or even larger than
those of D. grandiflora. It would, therefore, be
a welcome addition to the genus if introduced.
There is another white Disa (D, megaceras), which
flowered originally under cultivation two or three
years ago with Mr. Elwes, of Cirencester, and
subsequently at Glasnevin, This has broad, un-
dulated leaves, and bears from ten to fifteen-

or more white flowers speckled with lilac-purpln-

Each blossom has a cowl-bke hood subtended be,

a curved spur, and the flowers are borne Gladiolusy
like on a tall simple scape. It is- at present too
rare to become general, but is well worth a place
in all good collections of these plants. B.

Dendrobium nobile,—The young growths
and roots appearing on this plant are due to one
or other of the following causes, viz. : Imperfect
ripening of the summer's growth in autumn ; too
short a season of rest ; too high a temperature
when at rest ; or too much water at the root just
at the time when the plants commence to show
flower. It grows best in a pot or basket, in equal
parts of Sphagnum Moss and fibry peat. It must
receive warm treatment — 65" to 80°— when
making its growth in summer, mth plenty of

moisture at the root and in the atmosphere, keep-
ing the plants close to the glass, but shading them
from the sun till the growths are completed ; it

should then be gradually exposed, so as to stand
the full sun through September and October.
After this give the plants three months" rest in a
temperature of from 50° to 55°, when they may
be brought into flower as required.—J. E.

Coelogyne cristata Lemoniana.—It is

now pretty generally known that there are several

varieties of the beautiful old C. cristata, one
of which—the pure white kind (alba)—has gained
for itself a remarkable notoriety of late. It is a
vei-y lovely plant, but scarcely less charming is Sir

Charles Lemon's variety, Lemoniana, which is

characterised by a pale lemon yellow crest instead

of orange yellow, as in the ordinary form. The
delicacy of this colour shows up the chaste purity

of the flower in a very striking degree, and har-

monises beautifully with the deep green foliage

and glossy bulbs. It does not seem to be much
known, for only this week a first-class certificate

was awarded to the plants shown by Messrs.

Yeitch, in whose nursery at Chelsea it is one of

the chief attractions of the Orchid houses.

Cypripedium Spicerianum.—Of this

handsome new Lady's Slipper, which has hitherto'

been so extremely rare, Mr. F. Sander, of St.

Albans, has recently imported large quantities of

these. The major portion sold at Stevens' rooms
last week consisted of about 400 plants, which
realised in the aggregate about ^'1480, The i^rices

of single plants ranged from 16 guineas to 2i
guineas. This is the Orchid of which a plant was
sold at Stevens' a few weeks since from Mr. Yates'

collection for 100 guineas.

Dendrobium Leechianum.—Mr. Swan,
of Oakley, Fallowfield, Manchester, sends us a
flower of the new hybrid Orchid which has been
raised by him. It much resembles D. Ainsworthi
and D. .'^plendidissimum, which are both hybrids.

The flower is 3 in. across, with white petals and se-

pals, tipped with rosy purple, and a broad sha,llow

labellum, with a deep rich crimson maroon blotch
margined with pure white. A flower of D. Ains-
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worthi was also sent tor comparison. Concerning

this new Orchid, Mr. Swan writes :
" This is the

second year I have flowered some of the seedUng

plants ; out of about three dozen raised nearly a

dozen have bloomed, and all are as good as the

one I now send. The parents are D. nobile, the

seed bearer, and D. aureum, the pollen bearer.

Both parents were excellent varieties of their re-

spective species, and the strength and vigour of

the parents are certainly inherited by the seed-

lings, as bulbs 4 in. to 6 in. are now in flower,

D. nobile was fertilised in January, 1875, and the

seed was ripe and sown in June of the same year

on the top of a basket of D. crassinode. The
tiny seedlings were first seen on February, 1876.

In about twelve months afterwards they were
pricked off ; they had very small bulbs, but gra-

dually increased in size, until by the spring of

1880 many were put in single baskets about 2 in.

square. In these baskets some bloomed in Janu-
ary and February, 1881, and now again several

more are in flower. Daring last summer many
made bulbs 1 ft. in length, which I hope to flower

next year."

AngTsecum citratum—This, without doubt,
is one of the most charming of all Orchids ; the

delicacy of the colouring, the neat and elegant

growth, and the delicious perfume of the blossoms
combine to render it a remarkably beautiful plant.

In Messrs. Veitch's nursery, Chelsea, there is to

be seen some half a hundred plants that will

shortly be in full flower, as they are laden pro-

fusely with spikes, some having from three to

half-a-dozen on a plant. The closely set ivory

white blossoms on the slender arching stalks

make this Orchid a pretty object for growing in

suspended baskets, pots, or pans ; and those who
do not possess it would never regret making its

acquaintance, as it is not a miffy plant, but one
that will not fail to yield an annual crop of bloom.
Another rare Angrsecum is A. hyaloides of dwarf
growth, bearing a profusion of small pellucid

white blossoms on short stalks. It is not so showy
as A. citratum, but very pretty and interesting.

Odontoglosaum blandum.—This little

Orchid is one of the most charming of the section

of the genus to which it belongs. It is very neat in

growth and flower. The latter, which measures
about 1 in. across, has sepals and petals copiously
spotted with reddish-chocolate on a yellow ground,
while the lip, which is large in proportion to the
other parts, is white and also spotted. The blos-

soms, about a dozen together, are thickly set on
short spikes that spread out gracefully. It is an
Orchid that is invariably much admired, and one,

moreover, as easy to manage as any of the cool
house group. It is not so plentiful as could be
wished, but as it may be increased tolerably ra-

pidly it will not be long before it is widely dis-

tributed. It is now in perfection in Messrs.
Veitcli & Son's nursery, Chelsea.

Zygopetalum crinitum vara.—The ori-

ginal form of this Orchid is handsome enough,
but the varieties surpass it in beauty. One called
roseum has its broad labellum pencilled and lined
with rosy-pink on a white ground, while another
called violaceum has markings of a deep rich
purple. Both these varieties, as well as the ori-

ginal, are now in flower in Mr. Bull's nursery at
Chelsea.

FLOWER GARDEN.

SHOET NOTES-OROHIDS.

Bra3savola glauca oculata.—The ordinai'y form
of this Orchid has flowers of a uniform creamy white, but
this Orchid, which is very aptly named oculata, has a

beautiful carmine centre, which is very conspicuous and
pleasing. It is now in flower in Mr. Bull's nursery, Chelsea.

Leelia ancepa HllU.—This is one of the few distinct

varieties tliat have been derived from the beautiful Lsolia

anceps. It is a lovely flower with pure white sepals and
petals, and a labellum faintly tipped witfi delicate rosy
pink aud marked on the interior of its throat with yellow,
striped with chocolate. The flower of which the above is a
description was sent to Mr. B. S. Williams by Mr. Hill, of
Nottingham, after whom it is named.—W. Q.

ARCTOTIS GEANDIFLORA.
This fine Composite is most justly praised by
Mr. Lynch (p. 110), but he is wrong in supposing

that it only exists at Cambridge and Kew. I have
grown it for years here, and regularly plant it out

in a mixed border. It makes a great show at the

end of the summer. It was originallj' given to

me by the late Mr. Augustus Smith, of Tresco

Abbey, Isles of Scilly, where it is perfectly hardy.

He grew it in large masses, and it is still carefully

cultivated by his nephew and successor, Mr. T.

A. Dorrien Smith. It was a favourite plant of the

late Miss Frances Hope, of Wardie Lodge, Edin-
burgh, and is, if I am not mistaken, still cared for

at the Oxford Botanic Gardens, and at Belgrove

by Mr. Gumbleton. We are all much indebted to

5Ir. Lynch for distributing another fine species,

A. arboresccns. There are some half dozen other

fine species at the Cape which used to be in culti-

vation, but dropped out when the bedding mania
came in. They ought to be reintroduced. The only

two other species in cultivation, A. reptans and
breviscapa, are weedy and of little worth.

H. Hakpue Crewe.

This is by no means, I am happy to say,

so rare a plant as Mr. Lynch asserts it to be in

your last issue, as I have now two large bushy
plants of it in full bloom in my greenhouse, grown
from cuttings received two or three j'ears ago
from my friend, the Rev. Harpur Crewe, who, I

believe, still has plenty of it. The paler flowered

and more vigorous growing variety, A. aspera

var. arborescens, well figured in vol. cvi. of the

Botanical ilagazine, tab. 6528,. is, I believe, a
much scarcer and more rarely met with plant. I

am indebted for a fine plant of it now in full

bloom in my greenhouse to the kindness of the

curator of tlie Cambridge Botanic Garden, wno
sent me a small rooted cutting of it about this

time last year, saying it made a handsome object

planted out in the summer, but with me it hardly
bloomed at all while planted out, but grew into a
vigorous and bushy plant.—W. E. G.

Pteris soaberula out-of-doors.—I quite
agree with Mr. Taplin's remarks (p. 56) a? to this

Fern thriving best in a cool temperature. Last
spring I planted it out on a rookery sheltered only
on the north side by a shrubbery and an over-

hanging Oak tree. Thus situated it did well last

summer, and now it has started into fresh growth,
even before any of the British or other hardy
Ferns. I may add that the plants I have in pots
indoors have not as yet begun to grow.— R, W.,
Salishury,

Nicotiana aflB.nis.—" Nicotiana " may think
himself fortunate in having a stock of well-esta-

blished Nicotiana aSinis. Well pinched back and
kept in moderate heat, they will bloom luxuriantly
by the end of June. If he prefers to keep some
of them and plant tliem out with his Dahlias they
will surprise liim by the freedom of their growth,
their lovely fiowers and exquisite fragrance, and
they will continue to flower until the frost de-
stroys them.—W. H. Cullingfoed, 7, PhilUmore
Gardens.

Hymenophyllum 'Wilsoni crested.

—

Last season I came across a crested plant of this

filmy Fern, which, although growing in a sort of

cave formed by a mountain rivulet, the sides of

which were literally carpeted with the ordinary
form of this Fern, was the only plant having mul-
tified fronds. Having transferred it to a pot, I

placed it under glass with other filmy Ferns,
where its long, drooping, light green fronds con-
trast finely with those of tire ordinary form, and
have been a source of pleasant surprise to not a
few lovers of this interesting class of plants. It is

now a handsome specimen with fronds, some 4 in.

in length, and bears an unusual quantity of seed.

As I am not aware that any Hymenophyllum dif-

fering from the type has yet been found, I would
like to know if any of your readers have fallen in

with a similar plant, or one difEering at all from
the normal form.

—

Angus D. Webster, Penrhyn,
North Wales.

Anemone blanda. — Mr. Harpur Crewe
mentioned the other day that having had some
difficulty in getting this charming blue Anemone
to thrive in his garden, he had at length got it to

do well in a compost of sittings from a reservoir,

forming a loose, porous, sandy soil, in which it

tlirove most luxuriantly. No doubt in its native

mountainous habitats it finds a congenial home
in the washings of the mountain ridges, a com-
post of light gritty nature, in which the minute
rootlets run freely and find ample nutriment.

Much disappointment often results in connection
with Anemones from planting them in soil that

is cold and stifE in the winter .and which burns in

the summer. The plants need more favourable

conditions, and when they get them amply repay
for the additional trouble involved.—A. D.

Double yello'w 'Wallflower.—The sweet
perfumed double yellow Wallflower, to which Jlr.

Ingram alludes, I have here, but it is not so early,

though just coming into bloom. No doubt Mr.
Ingram's plants enjoy a more sheltered position.

It was given me by Mr. Harpur Crewe several

years since with some hybrid kinds, but is the

only one that proved hardy enough to stand our

winters. It is much dwarfer than the old well-

known yellow, flowers freely, and may be easily

propagated. I put in cuttings of it in a cool

house in September, and get them well rooted and
strong by Christmas. No doubt because of its

delicate yellow tint and sweet perfume it would
be most acceptable for furnishing cut flowers. It

is just one of those plants that deserve all need-

ful attention, and with the exception of making
up a stock of it little more is required.—A. D.,

Bedfont.

Narcissus monophyllus or Clusii.-I am
obliged by the appreciative notice j'ou have taken

of the specimen of this Daffodil I sent you, which
may truly be called the gem of the season. I am
afraid I can lay little claim for any originality in

its culture. I plant the bulbs in pots filled with
ordinary vegetable mould with a small mixture of

sand. When the leaves decay I shift them and
keep them safe in my orchard house till Novem-
ber, when they generally begin to show signs of

life ; then I remove them to the greenhouse to

flower. I have never tried them in the open border,

as I do not tliink they would live. It is curious t'o

find it represented in a good woodcut in Gerard s

" Herbal," published about 256 years ago. He
generally states the native country of the plant,

figured, and I was anxious to find the locality

from which this Narcissus comes, but in this case

it was not given.

—

John Feemb, Haddington.

SHOET NOTES-PLOWEE.

Cyclamen Coum vernum.—Is it too late this year

to hybridise C. Coum vernum, so as to increase the size of

its charming blossoms?—M. B. A.

Resting Gloxinias —What is about the proper time

to keep Gloxinia bulbs at rest? I have some just done

flowering, and want to know how long I must keep them
at rest before I start them again.—J. H.

Scentless 'VioletB.—I have a flue bed of Czar Violets

which have flowered well dicing the autumn and winter,

but the flowers have very little sent. What is the reason

and remedy ?— Sigma.

Nymphsea pygmsea.—I have made several attempts

to obtain this Water Lily from English nurserymen, but

have been unsuccessful. Would some of the readers of THK
Garden who possess it exchange with me for N. odorata,

or other North American aquatics ?—E. D. STUKTEVANT,

Bordcntown, Xeto Jersey.

Auriculas for exhibition.—Will any one who culti-

vates the show Auriculas favour me with an article on

their treatment to fit them for exliibition in spring ? when
and how to top-dress ? the compost to be used ? and the

proportions of its several constituent parts ? An exhaustive

article on the subject of Auricula cultm-e and general

treatment for e.\lubition would, I feel sure, be very accept-

able to amateur growers, though it may appear super-

fluous to veterans.—K. T. F.
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THE PUUCOON AND MAY APPLE.

In the rich moist woods of North America these

two nearly allied plants carpet the {ground in

spring with hloom much in the same way as do

our common Daffodils and Bluebells, though

neither of them are so showy as many of our

g-regarious natives. The Puccoon or Bloodroot

(Sanguinaria canadensis) is, however, a very

might be so constructed as to prevent the liability,

to a considerable extent, of soils becoming amal-
gamated—so varied mechanicall)' and chemically,
and at the same time so considered as to shade,

that the right soil and position for almost any
plant might be found. An apparent mistake
(which can only be rectified by experience) the
compilers of books and catalogues, from which
our information is obtained, seem to have made

The May Apple (Podophyllum ijeltatum).

pretty plant, possessing an amount of delicacy
rarely to he seen in hardy flowers. Being pure
white, except the central tuft of golden stamens,
ihey have a beautiful effect when seen in a mass
and contrast finely with most other spring

flowers. It is a hardy perennial, growing from
(i in. to 9 in. high, and has kidney-shaped leaves

of a greyish tint and a creeping rootstock, which,
when broken, emits a blood-red juice ; hence its

popular name. It flowers with us about the be-
ginning of April, but the flowers only expand
in fine sunny weather. The variety grandiflora

has large blossoms, but is not often met with.

The May Apple (Podophyllum pelfatum) is

likewise a very common plant in the shady,
humid woods in North America. Like the Puc-
coon, it is a perennial herb, having large hand-
some shield-like foliage, borne boldly on slender

erect stalks, which give it a distinct and fine

appearance in spring. The flowers, which are

white, are not very attractive, but they are

succeeded in May by oval yellowish fruits called
wild Lemons.

These two plants are capital subjects for a
moist, shady border of peaty soO. They may be
propagated freely by division. W. G.

SOIL FOR ALPINE PLANTS.
While still maintaining that the proper soils for
gi-owing alpines should be our first consideration,
I quite agree with what Mr. Wood has stated in
reference to this subject (p. 91). There are many
important matters to be considered in connection
therewith; and of these, climate and altitude
on the one hand, and drainage on the other, have
an important effect. Let us imitate Nature as we
will, it is impossible, as Mr Wood says, to find
substitutes for the various mechanical conditions
of the'soil, or alpine snows in the higher regions :

nevertheless, Nature is our safest guide. I, too,

agree with Mr. Wood that it is only approximately
we can determine the chemical composition of a
soil ; this, however, I should think enough. I quite
admit the difficulty there must be, in the case of

a garden for the cultivation of alpines being
made up of a series of beds or pockets, in pre-
venting the soils, at least chemically, from inter-

mixing. I think a properly made rock garden

is this : They have apparently concluded that all

plants found peculiar to a certain soil must be
grown thereon, and that all plants not found on
limestone must be lime-haters. According to re-

cent communications to The Garden this is not
always so ; that while they are found in Nature
in a soil free from lime, they may be grown
in a soil containing it. It may, too, be con-
cluded that all plants found in Nature on lime
do not necessaril}- need it for their existence,

although they succeed better with it than with-

out it. T. D. Hatfield.

DEGENEEATION of GLADIOLI.

Like " W. J. M.' (p. 3), I may state that I do not

find Gladioli to degenerate, but that unfavour-
able conditions affect them I am willing to admit.

If they degenerate, how is it that I have in my
collection varieties that produce as perfect flowers,

and have as sound corms as tliey had a dozen
years ago ? I do not believe in degeneration, but
I find it sometimes a difficult matter to please

Gladioli in all respects. These last two seasons
have not been favourable for them, although I

cannot say why. If the vigour of some varieties

remain unimpared after a lapse of ten or twelve

years, I cannot see how the failure of other varie-

ties can be called degeneration. Mr. Kelway,
I know, entertains the same opinion regarding this
matter as myself ; for I have on more than one
occasion discussed it with him. He has pointed

out to me varieties in the best possible health
that he has had under cultivation for nearly

twenty years. Mr. Kelway, however, believes in

exhaustion or loss of vital power, but I have not
heard him attempt to explain his views as to its

cause, further than that an unsuitable soil or cli-

mate or cold sunless weather will produce it.

Gladioli fail from the loss of vital power caused by
some unfavourable condition under which the

plants are grown. If from any cause aplant ripens

its foliage prematurely—that is to say any time
before the middle of October—that plant is

not in good health, and although the corm from
such a plant may be to all appearance sound,

I believe it will not recover its full vigour, al-

though the produce from it may do so if placed
under conditions suitable to promote vigorous

growth. The question, however, still remains,

What is the cause of failure ? Well, in the first

place, Gladioli have a great avei-sion to strong
manures, especially in the early part of the sea-

son. Late planting in spring will also prevent
many bulbs not thoroughly harvested and
rijiened, from starting into growth so vigorously
as they would otherwise do. Butseeing that there
are some cultivators like " W. J. M.,'' who have
no cause of complaint, it seems after all only a
question of soil or climate, or what is probably
more likely, the indifferent way in which bulbs
are ripened. The plan that " W. J. M." adopts is

a most excellent one, and is, I think, altogether
new in practice, for I have not heard or read be-
fore of anyone placing the corms in dry sand to
ripen before the foliage is cut ofE. If the bulbs
are in a satisfactory condition when they are
lifted from the ground, and when stored as
" W. J. M.'' directs, I think it will do a great
deal to prevent failure in cases wliere it has pre-
viously occurred. J. C. Clarke.

Hardy Heaths.—We have a collection of
these in which the shades of colour vary from
bright scarlet to white. Many of them are now
in flower, and no class of plants could be more
ornamental . They are dotted on a bed of Sedum
glaucum, intermixed with Snowdrops, Violets,
Polyanthuses, and a number of other plants now
flowering profusely. The Heaths stand out boldl}'

among the others, having plenty of room to show
off to advantage their neat compact forms. In a
cut state these Heaths do excellent service, and by
tliinning them judiciously no harm is done. On
the contrary, they are rather benefited, as the

The Puccoon (Sanguinaria canadensis).

shoots left grow more vigorously, and are in better

flowering condition the following season. We find

them to do well in Ught, sandy loam, but they

succeed all the better if a little sandy peat or
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leaf-mould is miseil witli it. For margins to Ame-
rican shrubs the}' are very useful, and if one

wished to decorate their flower beds and borders

in a more formal style there are colours enough

among hardy Heaths for the purpose. They are

handsome even when out of flower, but they can

be removed to the store grounds during the summer
months to make room for other plants of a more
showy character.—M. T.

GARDEN STRUCTURES.

NURSERYMEN'S PLANT .HOUSES.

It is evident that there is a wide divergence be-

tween architects and practical growers as to what
constitutes a good jDlant house. Growers for market

are the architects of their own houses, which are

constructed to grow plants well and profitably
;

whereas the professional architect would make
the growth and welfare of plants subservient to

the house ; indeed, he has certain notions about

elevation and styles of building that would not at

all fit in with practical plant growing. Mr. Fawkes
tells a correspondent of The Gakden, who asks

for information as to the best method of erecting

plant houses, that if he builds his houses side by
side he will get no bottom or side ventilation.

Well, the market plant growers, and not these

alone, but many other practical men, have long

solved the problem as to side ventilation by dis-

pensing with it altogether, and literally millions

of well-grown plants are got out of houses that

have no side ventilation. Let Mr. Fawkes just run

down to Swanley and observe the cheap and simple,

yet solid, way in which Mr. Cannell puts up the

houses wherein he grows his vast quantities of

plants of all kinds so well. Why, there he

will see not four liouses in a block, but four-

teen, all 100 ft. in length and 12 ft. in width,

side by side, so that there is not a particle

of side" ventilation given, not even in the outside

houses. There is also another block of six 100-ft.

houses near that just adverted to, and this block

will soon be expanded into fourteen, also all built

on precisely the same pattern. Mr. Cannell is his

own architect and builder, and any one who may
contemplate the erection of plant bouses for trade

purposes would do well to inspect the Swanley

houses first. Though built side by side, the eaves

do not rest upon the same party wall, but upon
separate walls of good brickwork and about 2^ ft.

in height. These have between them an inten'al of

18 in., which is filled with chalk, well rammed and
made solid, and upon which finally after the

houses are completed comes a surface of asphalte,

with falls to two tanks that are made in each

house. In this way gutters are dispensed with.

All rain water is utilised, and there is also so:much

space left between each loof that it is easy to re-

pair, clean, or paint, as may be desired. Of course

all the houses are span-roofed, and are ventilated

throughout on one side by means of sliding sashes

fixed at intervals along the top.

Ventilation.—From doors at either end only

comes the lower air, and these on fair days are fixed

either fully or partly open. It is well known
that ample ventilation may be obtained solely

through top lights, for the cooler air will force its

way into the house just as long as that with-

in is warmer and lighter than that outside. In

this way ample change of air is obtained with-

out the evil of a cold current, a very common
and obnoxious evil where there is side and top

ventilators both open. On windy days it is pos-

sible that even downward currents of air may
come with too much force or be too cold, but both

these forces may be moderated if pieces of Frigi-

domo or other verj' coarse woollen material be
secured under the openings ; indeed, apertures of

all kinds for ventilating purposes would be ren-

dered far less obnoxious if some such moderators
were fixed to them. In the case of neailj' all of Mr.
Cannell's plant houses, walls 2 ft. in height are run
along on either side of the centre path, and the
beds are made up of chalk, surfaced over with
2 in. of fine ashes. Upon this the plants stand, and
no worms ever trouble them, nor stagnant water.

In some instances open trellis stages are fixed, so

that the spaces beneath may be utilised for the

stowage of Begonias and numerous other things

tor the winter. The grand lots of Pelargoniums,

double and single, so superbly in bloom all the

winter, and the thousands of beautiful Chinese
Primroses are grown in these houses and on these

chalk stages. The open trellis stages are found
best for the large-flowered Pelargoniums.

Tanks and wood preset vatives.—In
every house there are practically four tanks of

water accessible, although only two are left open

—

that is, one on either side and at either end. The
openings are covered at will with a slab, on wliich

plants stand if needful. These tanks are made of

9-in. brickwork, and are well faced witli cement,

so as to be perfectly water-tight, and run under
the halves of two houses. When needed they can

be filled from the West Kent Company's mains.

Mr. Cannell is a great believer in the efficacy

of creosote and of gas tar as wood preserva-

tives. All the plates are well coated with tar

before being laid on the brickwork, and all the

rafters or bars have the bottom ends dipped

to a depth of 13 in. into a creosote tank, which is

fixed over a furnace, and is thus used hot. Into

tliis tank go also all doors and sliding sashes, so

that all parts most likely to be subjected to wet or

internal moisture get a thorough di-essing. That

the creosote is a wonderful preservative agent

there can be no doubt, and indeed Mr. Cannell

mentions that the local Hop growers bring their

Hop poles to his tank to have tlie bottom ends im-

mersed, and these will be found lying about years

after the poles themselves have decayed. In a

year or two this black-looking dressing will take

paint as other wood will. Architects would doubt-

less object to the blackened appearance which the

wood presents, and it would not look very esthe-

tic, even if serviceable, but houses should not only

be built to grow plants in, but also to endure, and
no doubt these Swanley erections will endure for

a long time. The houses are glazed with 24:-in. by
16-in. glass, and every fourth bar is extra stout,

and it and its fellows are firmly tied together by
some ornamental ironwork, the only bit of art

workmanship which Mr. Cannell has permitted to

be associated with his erections.

Keating'.—Mr. Cannell is also his own en-

gineer, and having the most entire confidence in

his own designs, uses only his excellent Circula-

tor boilers, putting them down in duplicate, so

that in the event of one failing he has another

boiler ready at once to take its place. In every

house the same method of heating is adopted, and
it is one that proceeds, as many things Mr. Can-
nell does, on lines the reverse of those usually

adopted. His flows are the lowest and his

returns the highest ; in fact, the flows run along

the floor of the path and on either side, whilst his

returns are carried up at the end and are brought
back in the form of 2-in. or 3-in. pipes, just as

more or less heat is wanted, just over the plants,

and fixed to the bars, and about 12 in. from the

walls. Upon this top-heat Mr. Cannell sets the

utmost store, especially with reference to winter

flowering plants. It keeps the air about the plants

dry and, not least, the glass also. Whilst the

warmth from the pipes laid in the path ascends
perpendicularly, that from the top-side pipes

difEuses itself about the sides of the houses, and
is very eflicacious. Pipes running along the top

of the side walls would perhaps be of more ser-

vice, but then they would occupy too much valu-

able space. It is also obvious that houses built in

blocks, as these are, present but a moderate area

externally exposed to cold, and much less heating

power is required than would be the case in some
architects' houses. To get rid as completely as

possible of the sootj' products of combustion,

Mr. Cannell has constructed an underground
smoke shaft to each block of boilers, and thus

it is carried up a chimney erected on rising ground
and quite clear of the houses. Some 700 ft. of

wood frames are also heated by means of a 2-in.

flow and 1-in. return pipe fixed the former above
the plants on the lower side of the frame, and the

latter within 12 in. of the top side. This heating-

power is found enough to exclude the severest
frost, and save much trouble and expense, whilst
theplants are drierand farmore healthy. Altogether
to the observant visitor there is much to be
gathered at Swanley, even though the houses be
not architects' houses. A. D.

" Fenman " has been so well answered
(p. 76) about the heating arrangement that I can-
not well add to that department, but with respect
to the erection of the houses themselves, Mr.
Fawkes, in his anxiety for that dreadful bugbear
to many people (bottom ventilation) forgets that
one of the greatest considerations is to be economy,
which is not secured by having two extra walls
and side frames with all opening lights, adding as

they would do as nearly as possible 20 per cent, to

the cost besides taking up mucli useful space

;

while as to efliciency, he ignores—as he has done
in the impartial book to which he refers—the only
method of cheap and simple construction that
admits of perfect ventilation low down, for such
an arrangement of houses as " Fenman " describes

;

I mean the roofs and ventilators invented by Sir

Joseph Paxton, which are largely used for such
purposes as here named. As to the 18-in. gutter,
that is unnecessary, whatever description of roof
is adopted, as it will cost as little and be more
eflicient to arrange iron straps or bracets across
a few of the rafters that are opposite each other,

and place on them two or three narrow boards or
laths ; these will prevent the gutters being blocked
with snow or leaves, leaving a clear water-course
underneath and a firm pathway above for the
workmen, at all times, without risk of damage to

the gutters.—B. W. Warhuest.

WASTE OF FUEL.
Fuel constitutes one of the largest items in gar-
den expenditure, and one often complained of by
owners of gardens. It prevents many from enjoy-
ing the floral charms of a gi'eenhouse during the
dull winter months ; therefore, anything that can
be said or done to lessen this evil will be a decided
gain to horticulture. The main thing that affects

the amateur is not being able, without much ex-
pense, to heat one or two small houses with a
boiler and hot-water pipes. This ought not to hap-
pen when we take into consideration the large
amount of house-fire refuse that might be burned
in a suitable boiler furnace, and which with just
a small quantity of coal or coke might keep up a
steady fire. It has often occurred to me that many
a small furnace might be so placed at the end
of a double lean-to house (one north, the
other south), that the south one might be heated
with pipes from the boiler, and that facing the
north by the smoke flue ; or, instead of having a
glass structure on the north, it might be a shed
used for growing Mushrooms, and forcing Sea-
kale and Rhubarb. Indeed, there are many uses to
whicli a north house so constructed might be put.

In an establishment in Bucks, where I once was,
we had an upright tubular boiler so fixed that it

had two smoke shafts, one close to the boiler, the
other at the end of the Mushroom house. A flue

placed as above described ran through the Mush-
room house, and when heat was wanted the damper
was put in to shut up the upright shaft and turn
the smoke into the flue. Either waj' I could never
perceive any diflierence in the burning of the fire.

Well I remember, however, the fine Rhubarb and
Seakale that canie out of that house all through
the winter, and the crops of Muslu'ooms were
equally good.
With respect to the different forms of boiler I

need say nothing, as most people have some spe-
cial one they like. The principal thing is putting
the right boiler in the right place, and proper
setting of the same. Some boilers are adapted for

one purpose, some another ; some are not suitable

for open stoke-holes or exposed situations, yet one
may see them so placed. I am well acquainted
with a place in which one is set in a small stoke-

hole; the form is an upright. The door of the

stoke-hole is almost level with the bottom of the
boiler, and only about 3 ft. from it. Three parts

of this boiler are exposed or without any casing
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of bricks, and the chimney is almost close over

the boiler, which makes the draft very strong;

therefore, a largo amount of heat goes up the

chimney and is lost. This furnace is not provided

with an ash-pit door, which all furnaces should

be under such circumstances. .Tust fancy the

waste of fuel that takes place on a cold night

when there is, say ;W° of frost, and the water is

boiling, which it has to be in this case to keep the

frost out. Thisis tlie wrongboilerin the vn-ong place.

Whatever form of boiler is used it should be so con-

structed that every particle of heat is utilised in-

stead of going up the chimney. All will agree

that a pound of fuel is only capable of producing
so much heat, and this should not be wasted.

There can be no doubt that every house should

have pipes enougli and a boiler large enough to

keep up the temperature needed without making
them very hot or driving the fire more than is ne-

cessary, or there will be waste of both fuel and
labour. J. C. F.

INDOOR GARDEN.
TOTTING AND AVATEEING FERNS.

As a rule we onlj- pot our Ferns once in two years.

When established they do not like being dis-

turbed ; sometimes they may even do mthout re-

potting for three or four seasons, but about this

time every one of them should be turned out of
their pots, and if everything be right, the clrain-

age and eveiy inch of the outer part of the ball

will be one mass of fibres. If worms have been
running amongst the roots, and the drainage is

choked up with small particles of soil, with no
roots in it, then success need not be expected if

they are allowed to remain in that condition. The
drainage at least must be removed, and clean
material and a clean pot substituted, but in most
cases of the kind it is best to repot altogether, and
in doing this all bad soil and decayed roots should
be removed. This will allow the plant to be re-

placed in a pot about the same size as that from
which it came, and I would not use any much
larger, as the roots do not require mucli space,
especially when reduced, If plants in large pots
are required it is those well furnished with roots
that should be transferred.

A mixture of rough loam, rough peat, and
plenty of sand suits all kinds of Ferns well. In
potting the finest of the mixture should never be
put at the bottom. It must be on the top if any-
where, but very fine material should not be used.
What soil requires to be put at the bottom should
be placed carefully over the crocks and be firmly
rammed down before the plant is put in, and
when space is limited between the old ball and
the sides of the pot it may be a diflicult matter to
get rough pieces filled in, but they should be
pressed firmly down with a piece of stick, and
care should be taken that no little vacancies are
left. After potting, one thorough watering at the
root should be given, and the soil will not become
dry again for some days. By one watering
I, however, mean more than once filling the space
left for this purpose. After the first quantity has
soaked in, another should be given, and if it is

thought that this may not be enough to wet all

parts of the soil, more may be applied. Once the
whole of the material has become thoroughly wet
the roots are sure to go on well, but if only the
surface soilis wetted, growth will neither begin nor
continue satisfactorily.

Ferns whose fronds have become ragged and
discoloured should be out down to the crown.
Plants which are not to be 'repotted should be
treated in this way before they have begun to
grow, and those which are repotted should be cut
over when that operation is being performed. It

is astonishing how much Ferns may be benefited
by weak doses of liquid manure given twice a
week or so. Soot water and cow manure water
are both good, andwhen these are used—especially
in the case of plants which have not been repotted
—the result is most satisfactory. Cambkian.

Cotyledons for winter decoration.—
For the decoration of the conservatory in -ninter

several species of these mayberecommended. In the

succulent house at Kew there is a nice display of

flowers of these plants, two of which, viz., C. atro-

purpurea and C. fulgens, are especially worthy of

mention. The long erect spikes of brightlj' coloured
flowers which are produced by plants only twelve
months old are very attractive, and may be used
in a cut state for decorative purposes with excel-

lent effect. Plants of this description which are so

very easily managed, and always yield an abund-
ance of flower at a time when the smallest petal

is valuable, flowers, too, so distinct from what are

to be had at this time of the year, must be
regarded as every gardener's friend. During sum-
mer these Cotyledons, or Echeverias as they are

generally called, may be grown as bedding plants.

In the autumn they should be potted in a light

ricli soil and placed in a warm, dry house ; a shelf

in au intermediate house would answer, where, if

sparingly watered, they will soon throw up their

beautiful spikes, and are then ready for the con-

servatory.—B.

AKEBIA QUINATA.

This is a handsome, and, moreover, a singular

climbing shrub, worthy of a place in all good gar-

dens. It is a slender-branched plant, having pret-

AJcebia quinata

tily divided leaves and bearing clusters of flowers

of two kinds produced on the same bunch, the

upper ones, the pollen bearers, being much smal-

ler than the lower or seed-bearing flowers. The
colour is a deep vinous red, not very showy, but

owing to the blossoms being produced in great

numbers in spring the ]plant is very attractive. It

is one of the numerous introductions of the late

Robert Fortune, who found it in Ohusan fes-

tooning the hedges and trees on the hill sides. It

is not perfectly hardy, but nearly so, for in the

late Joad's garden, at Wimbledon, it grew
against a south wall mingled with the dense

growth of a Ceanothns. Every year it used to

flower freely, and was quite uninjured during the

late severe winters. It is, however, better in a

greenhouse, where it thrives perfectly under the

simplest mode of treatment, merely requiring to

be planted out in a border of good soil and its

branches trained and kept clean. Such is the treat-

ment it receives in the greenhouse at Kew, where
there is one of the finest plants of it in tlie country,

and which annually bears a fine crop of sweet-

scented flowers. W. G.

Torenia Fournieri.—This is an annual which

I can specially recommend for pot culture. Its

blooms are not evanescent, as some are, but lasting,

and conspicuous even among the most choice of

indoor plants. Its habit is very dwarf, bushy, and
compact ; and the main shoots, which grow erect,

branch out freely, and bear great quantities of

lovely blue and white blossoms all the summer

through. To have them early, seed should be sown
at once in light rich soil, and then placed in heat,
where, if kept moist, they soon germinate, and
the plants become strong and large enough for

pricking out or potting off. If treated in the latter

way, they should be placed singly in small pots,

and shifted on into others later on ; 6-in. pots are
quite large enough, as, when well fed, little root-

room is required. Being somewhat tender, it requires
the heat of an intermediate house or cool stove
till the end of IMay or June, after which it will

succeed well in the temperature of a conservatory.
The soil that suits it best is a mixture of leaf-

mould and loam with a little old Mushroom or
other light decomposed manure to afford the requi-

site stimulus. Potted in a mixture of this kind,
the plants grow rapidly, and produce a profusion
of flowers.—S. D.

LILY OF THE VALLEY THE SECOND
YEAR.

The fitness of Lily of the Valley for forcing the

second year depends entirely on the way in

which it is treated and the time of year when
it is got into bloom, as plants that are not

started to force till now are in a much better

position for recovering their strength than others

that have been subjected to heat at an earlier

period. Some time ago we had a nmnber of pots

that were forced annually and used for the em-
bellishment of the greenhouse or conservatory,

where they stood till the flowers faded, when
they were removed to cold pits or frames where
they were taken care of and encouraged to

complete their growth and ripen off properly,

points of the greatest importance, for if the

leaves are not preserved in a fresh, healthy state

the crowns do not attain sufficient strength and
size to form and throw up their blooms. If pots

of Lily of the Valley are expected to do this

yearly they must be managed in the manner re-

feiTed to, and be liberally fed with liquid

manure and top-dressings, but as they are so

much less trouble planted out in beds or jnst

close under the shady side of a wall, it is best

to treat them in that way, as they can be dug
up and forced in large clumps in boxes, or the

finest crowns may be picked out and a dozen

or so of them placed in a 5-in. or 6-in. pot.

Treated in this fasliion they are quite equal to

imported roots, that is, if well growTn, but to

get them fine they must have rich soil and be

replanted every three or four years. The course

we pursue is to have three beds, and every third

year we take np one for forcing, when we go

over the roots and pick out all the strongest,

which are laid in and buried with soil to be

drawn from as wanted. The others are then

pulled apart and a fresh plantation made of

them, which is done in this manner : We mark
out a bed 3 ft. wide between our young Apple

trees, and having skimmed out about 3 in. of

soil and thrown it right and left, we put on a heavy

coating of manure and slightly fork it in, and

then distribute the roots regularly over the sur-

face, after which the soil is returned to its for-

mer position to cover the crowns. A raking down
with a wooden rake completes the work and

leaves all neat and tidy. The older beds we de-

pend on for picking flowers from late, and in

seasons when they escape injury from frost we

obtain an abundant supply. We also have a

nan-ow strip of these charming Lilies under a

north wall, where they seem to hug the bricks

as it were, and cling to them closely for the

sake of the moisture they supply. S. D.

Holborn Gem Primula.—This is a very

distinct and pleasing lavender-blue, and in a

clear light bright and beautiful. Two things

about it give to its future special promise. The

foliage is of the deep-hued kind, and because of

this deepened colour in the flowers may be looked

for. Still, farther, the form is now well set, so that

out of manv hundreds of seedlings not one comes

other than true to form. The habit of this kind is
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as good as is that of any other, and the flowers

are large, well fringed, stout, and as good at all

points as any others. So that it only needs a little

more deepening of colour to make it one of the

most distinctive and novel Primulas we have.

Something may be done in this way, perhaps, by
judicious crossing, but the rich coloured reds,

whilst lending depth to the blue, may but throw
it back into the purple section, and thus spoil

what is a novel and distinctive start. It is most
jjrobable that careful selection of the deepest
coloured flowers, and the inter-crossing of these
will be productive of the best results. Some plants
have this season produced blooms specially marked
by deeper tints. In matters of this kind progress is

not made by leaps and bounds. A succession of
deeper shades, though each onemay seem to be ever
so trivial, yet if spread over half a dozen seasons
will present a great advance, and there can be no
doubt this is what the Holborn Gem Primrose
will do until we shall see one of its progeny as
rich comparatively as the Swanley red kind
eclipses the older carmine.—A. D.

Treatment of Sonerilas.—Whether it be
owing to the mildness of the present season, or
the heavy fogs we have experienced, or, as it may
really be, the fault of our treatment, I cannot say

;

but we have lost every one of om- Sonerilas. Plants
which during the summer grow almost anyhow,
and flower like Daisies, are not generally diflicult

to keep througli the winter. Are Sonerilas annuals ?

if so, then they maj' be expected to disappear after
flowering. I am inclined to believe that if one
wishes to ensure a stock for the second year, a few
.plants should be prevented from flowering, or a

batch of cuttings should be struck in the r.utumn,
which would amount to the same thing. Sonerilas
are grown only for their beautifullymarked foliage,

t leir flowering propensities being either unrecog-
ni ;ed or neglected, andyet beautiful as their foliage
is it is quite equalled if not surpassed by that of
their freely produced flowers—freely produced
under certain conditions. Sonerilas thrive in a
moist, shaded, warm position, and should be
allowed as much sun-light as possible. The pret-
tiest plants I have seen were grown in pans,
hanging quite close to the glass in a moist, un-
shaded stove. Each pan contained half a dozen
plants which were in 3-in. pots, and placed in the
pan with Sphagnum Moss about them. Thus treated
the growth made was sturdy, and the foliage well
"finished," but it was the extraordinary production
of bloom consequent on this treatment that proved
its success, the whole pan looking like a closely
packed bouquet of bright pink flowers, the latter
hanging over the sides of the pan so as to almost
cover it. The flowers are developed in November—B.

SHOET NOTES

-

irooOB.
Seedling Amaryllises (0. J\r.;.—These are very

variable as to time o£ flowering, but it grown on vigorously
some may flower the third season, many more the ne.xt,

while others may take much longer. — T.

Strophanthus dichotomus.—This has no claim
to showiness. The flowers are of a rather dull yellow,
mottled and streaked with pink in the tube. The shred-
like elongations of the segments of the corolla are, how-
ever, interesting.—J. W.

Climbers for roof of old vinery.- j1. L. (p. 109).
—Plant the red and white Lapageria, also JIarfichal Niel,
Belle Lyonnaise, and Climbing Devoniensis Roses worked on
the Brier. Clematis indivisa lobata is also well worthy of a
place, and so is Lonicera semperflorens minor. Camellias
will do well on the back wall ; but why not put in a flow
and return hot-water pipe, and plant the best gi'eenhouse
climbers?—>¥. C.

Jasminum graclUimum.—This is one of the best
winter-flowering stove plants that has been recently intro-
duced. Witli a sufficiently compact, yet free, disposition
of growth, it combines a profuse blooming habit, every
shoot producing tufts of its white fragrant Sowers, which
are easily induced to open in the dead of winter—an as-
semblage of desiiable properties not often met with in the
same plant, and as such can scarcely fail to insure its be-
commg a favourite with all who have a warm house where-
in to grow it.—T. B.

ORNAMENTAL GARDENING.
I FEEL sure that " C. D 's " remarks on lake
formation will be generally appreciated,and I hope
tliat he, or some other qualified correspondent,
will go a little further into the matter of garden
ornamentation. This brancli of horticulture is

understood by but few, and, judging from the
miserable way in which planting is carried out in
many places, especially in those of the smaller
class, the general principles of landscape art seem
not to be understood at all. For instance, it is

very common to see laAvns in front of dwelling
houses dotted all over with trees, perhaps equi-
distant, shutting out what good \1ews there may
be about the place. Sometimes among large trees
flower beds are interspersed, in other cases, plan-
tations of dwarf shrubs surround their giant
trunks, instead of being allowed to stand clear on
tiie Grass. Rockwork (of a very questionable
character sometimes) may be seen in positions
which should have been the last to have been dis-

figured by such makeshifts. Water, too, in the
shape of a scroll, circle, or some very grotesque
form, may be seen in grounds where no such
thing should have been tolerated. Islands placed
in lakes are often rather deformities than orna-
ments, especially when in the shape of a cheese
and set in the centre. It is generally at the mouths
of rivers where islands are to be found, and when
placed in such positions artificially they tend to

make the water appear larger than it really is.

Lakes designed by Mr. Marnock leave one in a
dilemma as to whether they were placed there by
Nature or art ; for example, the beautiful lake at
Eynsham Hall, in Oxfordshire, is in one of those
happy positions where nothing is left to be de-
sired. The lawn in front of tlie mansion is also
the work of that master hand—no " dotting " or
crowding there, but the view carried as far as
circumstances will allow. Like the lake. It is a
monument of Mr. Marnock's skill. M. T.

LABELS SUPERSEDED.

The question, What is the best label ? is one con-
tinually cropping up, and appears to be no nearer
a solution now than it was twenty years ago. I

have tried wooden labels, zinc, lead, and almost
all kinds procurable ; but the non-ljreakable do
break, and the indelible inks become defaced, and
what with getting lost or otherwise out of gear,
the label question alone will keep a gardener with
large collections of trees, shrubs, plants, &c.,
pretty well employed. Now, after some lengthened
trial, I find the following plan a great assistance
in minimising the use of labels as far as possible,
so that there shall be fewer to get lost or defaced,
wz

: Take a large sheet of cardboard and on it

di-aw a rough sketch of the garden, orchard, or
whatever it may be, and mark all the permanent
subjects on it in ink. For example, rows of trees,
either of separate sorts or all of one sort may be
marked so that they can be seen at a glance. We
have lately planted dwarf Apples and marked
them in this way, also rows of pyramid Pears,
quarters of bush fruits, with so many rows o£
each kind, beginning from east to west or north
to south, as the case may be. Beds of Straw-
berries or anything that occupies the same site
for any length of time may be plainly marked in
ink, and the rotation crops of vegetables in pencil,
so that they can be annually changed. Under
glass this plan is equally useful. Where it is

employed there is no danger of cutting the bark
with ties or fear of getting varieties 'mixed,
as often happens when labels of any kind are
relied on. In the case of vineries, a ground plan
may be made and the Vines marked in the
positions in which they are planted. Peaches,
Plums, Figs, or any other kind of indoor per-
manent crop, or plants, such as climbers or
Camellias, may all be marked in the same way.
In tlie flower garden, beds of Roses, shrubs, or
trees may be indicated on the ground plan, and
endless confusion be thereby avoided. When
planted at wide intervals the names may be
marked in full, but in beds, such as those of

Roses, numbers may be placed on the spots the
plants occupy, and the name corresponding with
the number marked on the margin. I am aware
that labels cannot be altogether dispensed with,
nor is it necessary or desirable that they should
be, for to visitors they give to a garden additional
interest. But even where the best system of
labelling ever invented is in full practice, it is

still desirable to have the important occupants of

a garden marked on a plan in the way in which I

have just pointed out. James Geoom.

GARDEN FLORA.
PLATE CCCXXV.—NYMPHJEA

TUBEROSA.*

It is not generally known that there exists in

cultivation a Water Lily similar in some respects

to our native species, but distinct in many im-
portant particulars ; this is N. tuberosa, of which
the annexed plate is a good representation. It is

a native of North America, where it inhabits

lakes and slow-rimning' rivers from Oneida Lake
to Michigan, Illinois, and probably the Southern
States. It differs from N. alba mainly in having
tuberous rootstocks, which become detached from
the parent plant and form distinct individuals

;

also in its leaves being invariably borne above
the surface of the water. It therefore differs from
the common Water Lily in the same manner as

the North American Nuphar advena differs from
our native N. lutea. Unlike the other North
American Nymphfea (N. odorata), the flowers

never assume a rosy hue, and the blossoms are

scentless. It cannot, however, be doubted that it

is a very handsome plant, and one that should
receive the attention of cultivators, as it is as

hardy as the common N. alba and spreads as

freely. It has been in cultivation at Kew for

some years, and flowers annually at the same
time as N. alba, N. odorata, and others. Thougli
not such a valuable addition to hardy water
plants as the rose coloured variety of N.
alba (figured in The Gabden, Vol. XV.,
p. 516), this is nevertheless a most desirable

plant. Other kinds in cultivation at Kew
that are not commonly grown are N. ni-

tida, a Siberian species ; N. Candida, a Bo-
hemian variety of N. alba ; N. Hava, a yellow
flowered species, also from North America, and
N. pygmfea, the smallest of all, a native of China.
N. odorata and its variety minor are beautiful

plants now becoming more known and culti-

vated than they were, though not half so much
so as they deserve to be.

CuLTUEB AND po.siTiON.—Wherever orna-
mental water exists Water Lilies and other
hardy aquatics should be grown. What, for

example, can produce a finer effect than bold
spreading masses of our queenly Water Lily
studded profusely with lovely white blossoms ?

Water Lilies are seen to greatest advantage in

groups a few yards from the margin of the
water, though they look well no matter where
they are placed, but it sliould be remembered
that small groups and individual plants always
produce finer foliage and flowers than when
crowded. If properly planted at the outset no
further trouble is needed. If convenient the water
should be drained off and hillocks made of good
loam, manure, and sand well mixed together. On
these the plants should be placed, so as to be about
1 ft. or so below the surface of the water. Stones
should be piled around the plants to keep them
in their places. If the water cannot be lowered
the best way is to place the plants in large bas-

kets of soil and sink them to the bottom, but the

water above the plants should not exceed 2 ft.

W. G.

Diami at Kew, Septeinbei; 1831.
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GARDEN DESTROYERS.
THE SPRUCE GALL APHIS.

(CHERMES ABIETIS).

On Spruce Firs, and particularly on j'oung spe-

cimens, excrescences may be often noticed on the

young shoots, -svhich very much resemble small

Fir cones, and, no doubt, -(vould usually be taken

for them were it not that the shoots generally

pass right through them. These formations are

really galls made by insects very nearly allied to

the common aphides. These insects are very in-

iiu'ious to the trees which they infest, and their

attacks are all the more annoying when speci-

men trees are theii- victims. AVlienever any of

these galls are found on a Spruce Fir they should

be immediately removed. In the case of a tree

growing near others of the same kind which is

so large that all the galls cannot he got at, it is

by far the best plan to cut it down at once and
burn aU the small branches, as one tree may in-

fest any number of others, and if allowed to re-

main it is sure now to perish from the constant

draining ofi of its juices by these insects. Young
trees which are not so large as to prevent anyone
from reaching their upper branches should be
thoroughly looked over, and the galls carefully

cut oS and destroyed. They should not be
thrown on the ground, for if the insects within

The Spruce Gall Aphis.—Wingless female (natural size
<md magnified), male (natural size), gall (natural size).

them are nearly matured their development will
not be checked, and they will come out in due
time as if they had remained on the trees unmo-
lested, and wUl soon regain them again. The
best time for carrying on this operation is in
June ; the galls are then of a greenish colour,
with at times a reddish tinge. The gall after the
insects have left it turns of a brownish colour
like a dead shoot. Any insecticide which v>'ill

kiU aphides may be used to destroy this insect,

such as soft soap and Tobacco water, paraffin oil,

3 pint to 8 gallons of water, Gishurst Com-
pound, &c. It is of little use to apply them until
the insects are leaving the gall, for while within
it they are securely sheltered from any applica-
tions of this kind. ^Yhen they leave the galls,

which is usually in July, or at the latter end of
April, and in May, when the eggs are hatching,
trees may be treated with an insecticide with
very great benefit.

The formation of the cone is a simpler pro-
cess than would at first sight appear, for it is

merely the result of the enlargement of the base
•of the leaves at that part of the shoot. The
colony which inhabit the gall are all the pro-
geny of one female, in the same way that the

a solitary female, or queen wasp. The founder
survives the winter probably in some sheltered

place on the bark. In the spring she selects a
bud, which she pierces with her beak or sucker.

This puncture and the subsequent drawing off

of the sap causes an unusual growth of the bud
at that part. She begins without moving to lay

her eggs in April or May ; they are very numer-
ous, sometimes amounting to 200, and of a yel-

lowish green colour, and are laid in a mass
mixed with some of the downy covering of the

mother, who, having deposited all her eggs,

dies. The young larvae, which are now hatched
from the eggs, at once spread themselves over
the gall, and CDmmence feeding b}' piercing it

and sucking the juices. This promotes an active

growth in the gall, and eventually they are

completely buried in the bases of the leaves,

which bj' this time have become most curiously

malformed, and entirely surround them. In about
a month or six weeks the gall has attained its

full size ; it then becomes harder, and the cells

splitting open, the insects walk out. The skins

of the pupse crack, and the perfect insects, which
are now winged, appear. The females of this

brood fly, orare blown to variouspartsof the tree,

andto othertreeswhere they lay their eggs, which
are much fewer in number than those laid

by the founder of the colony, only amounting
to about twenty. These females die as soon as

they have deposited their eggs, the lar\-iE from
which become the females, which the following
spring are the foundei-s of fresh colonies.

From the habits of these insects it will easily

be seen that if left undisturbed they will soon
over-run trees, and may cause them very serious
injuries. The genus Chermes contains several
species, and belongs to the family AphididK, of
which the common green-fly and American
blight are also members ; it is one of the most
interesting families of insects to any one
engaged in the cultivation of plants, as to it be-
long the host of various species of aphides, from
the attacks of some of which few kinds of plants
are really exempt, and which at times appear
in such swarms as to quite baffle the horticul'

turist. Chermes abietis is by no means an un-

common insect it appears to thrive best in

places where trees are rather crowded together,
but I have often observed them on young trees

in open situations. The winged insects are
scarcely one-tenth of an inch in length, and
measure about three-tenths of an inch acrassthe
expanded wings ; they are of a yellow, or red-
dish yellow, colour, with dark brown eyes. The
head is furniahed with a pair of five-jointed

antennfe ; the upper wings have only three
oblique veins in each, and the lower pair have
only one ; their bodies are partly covered with a
cotton-like substance. The wingless females are

about one-tenth of an inch in length, oval in

shape, and varying in colour from green to

purple ; they are lightly covered with a white
cottony down. The larvae are very much like

the wingless females (only they are smaller),

and so are the pupfe, except those which will

develop into winged insects, which may be
known by their rudimentary wings.

G. S. S.

cality of the old tree the worms commenced and
continued for some weeks to collect the long,

straight, and bare leaf-stalks into innumerable
little groups. These leafless stalks being 6 in. or
9 in. in length were drawn endways into the worm
holes 2 in., 3 in., or more in depth, and in close

and compact tufts of ten or twenty stalks in each
hole and with their upper ends erect. They are
now much decayed, but during the late autumn
the effect for some distance round tlie tree was
more like a patch of an autumn stubble field than
a garden lawn. We all know there is nothing
new in what I am trying to describe, for these
busy economical creatures have been carrying on
exactly this same operation ever since time be-
gan. I have not seen Dr. Darwins book on
worms, but I doubt not he will have noted and
explained the peculiar habit to which I refer. The-
point involved in the enquiry is, what object has
Nature intended to secure by the process in ques-
tion 1 It is not the result of accident, for Nature
does nothing by accident. We only know that
some beneficial purpose has to be attained by this

peculiar habit of the humble earth worm. If one
might venture to speculate, it would not seem un-
natural to suppose that these collections of small
twigs drawn deeply into the mouths of these
worm holes were intended to keep them partially
open for the purposes of ventilation, or, as in the
present case, the lawn being on a dry sunny bank
facing the south, the worm in such a situation
may require to adopt this course to admit mois-
ture as well as air. Or may it be that in a cul-

tural sense these worm-casts which are during
the summer time such a source of vexation, cover-
ing walks and lawns with innumerable and un-
seemly earth clots, are afterjall performing a valu-
able operation of natural drainage to facilitate

the escape of undue moisture from the surface
through the medium of these countless worm
holes. Amongst your subscribers there are no
doubt some who, if they would, could throw in-

teresting light on this matter. I send you a piece
of the turf to show the form in which the leaf-

stalks are drawn into the worm holes. E. M.

MOKE ABOUT WORMS.
I DOUBT if you will think the following worth
your notice, but having in my garden a small
lawn and upon it an old Ivy-clad common Acacia
tree, and underneath, as elsewhere, numerous
worm-casts, I became interested in watching their

changes and progress, and in doing so found that
just in proportion as the days became shorter, the
nights longer and cooler, and the surface of the
earth gi'adually more moist, did these oasts ex-

tend both in number and size shortly after the
inmates of a wasp's nest are the offspring of |

fall of the leaf. Underneath and around the lo-

GARDEN I N TH E HOUSE.
Anemones in a cut state.—Although

the scarlet ^Viudflower is so beautiful when ex-
panded, yet it makes but a poor show during
such dull foggy weather as we have of late had
too abundantly. Of course, during such weather
the flowers are preserved, ageing but little ; still

they would be much more enjoyable if they dis-

playad their beauties to the utmost. These, how-
ever, they show when gathered and put into
water and placed in a room. There they keep open
always, and are as beautiful under artificial light

as at any time. I have just now before me a little

bouquet in a vase of half-a-dozen blooms of Ane-
mone fulgens, and a few blooms each of the white
and bronze Hellebores, and some sprigs of foliage,

and truly charming it is, such as any lady might
well covet for her drawing-room table, and yet I

much doubt whether the scarlet Anemone or the
bronze Hellebore flowers would be purchased in

the market. No large garden should be without a
goodly bed of this winter-blooming Anemone, for

it is that as much as any hardy flower we have.

The bed should be in a sheltered, warm, sunny
place, so as to induce early bloom. I think a good
bed of early-planted roots of this, or of any of the

single florists" kinds, would give as much bloom as

would the contents of a hothouse during the win-

ter months, whilst the cost would be but trifling.

The foliage, too, is not without merit for decora-

tion, as it is often elegantly cut, and is always
pleasing. Beds of these Anemones once formed
need little cultivation for several years. The chief

thing to do after the foliage has died oft in the

summer is to gently stir the sm-face, and then
add some well-rotted manure and a little fine

soil spread over that. As the tubers root near the

surface, this top-dressing will give the beds
ample feeding material, and assist annually in the

production of fine blooms.—A. D.
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ROSE GARDEN.
KOSE UNEJIIUS 7\XI) TIIEIl; COXf^E-

QUENCEH.
BY a. BAKEi;.

The cockchafer.—Wc know lliat (he cater-

pillars of many snuiU licctlcs and moths are

most di;.structive to the buds and young shoots o£

our Hose trees, one of which we are too familiar

with to need a description of Its appearance—the

cookclia.for (Mclolontlia vulgaris). In its perfect

state it is a tenibly destructive insect, working
sad havoc among the loaves ai>d llowers, as those

whose Hose plants are surrounded with trees Icnow

to their bitter experience and vexation ; as its

work of spoliation is carried on during the night,

it is consequently the more dilRoult to cope with.

I fear all that can be done with this wolf of

insect pests is to endeavour to kill all wo can, both
of the grubs and perfect insects ; the grubs are

unsightly looking objects, having the end of the

body curved, so tliat the creature cannot crawl in

the ordinary way, but is obliged to lie on its side.

Bracken-Clock (I'hyllopeztha horticola).

—

This is a very troublesome insect, both in its larval

and perfect state ; the eggs are deposited in the

ground about July, after which they are spoedilj'

hatched ; the grub grows most rapidly, and in

appearance is very like that of the cockchafer.

It feeds most grcedilj' on the roots, but wlicn it

attains its perfect state, it leaves the ground and
docs much violence to our Hoses, among the petals

of which it may be often found ; nor docs it con-

fine its ravages to the flowers, for it gnaws round
holes in the leaves as if made by shot. Now as to

treatment—I have tried several modes, but with
very little success ; the surest way to get rid of them
is to destroy tlie grub, wliioh may bo done by hoe-

ing over the ground pretty often, and carefully

looking up the grubs and picking them out, then
dressing the ground with equal parts of gas lime
and soot, or ammonial liquid from the gas-works
will crfectually destroy them, mixed one part to

ten of water.

Earwigs (Forficula).—These baneful insects

are constant in their habits, frequently lodging in

and out, disturbing the petals of the flowers;

they are nocturnal in their visitations and hide
themselves deep among the petals, and spoil the
beauty of the bloom in a most vexatious manner
by nibijling round and destroying the uniformity
of shape in the petals. They are very destructive,

but can easily be destroyed by placing pieces of
reed or bean stalks where tliey visit (these are
cluelly the standard Rose trees). Being intolerant
of liglit, they avoid the sunshine by every means
in their power; you can blow them out of the
reeds or bean stalks into a can of hot water, or
what may be more convenient, a glass bottle with
:i little oil in it; you will also find tlie entomologi-
cal forceps very handy in enabling you to draw
out these most troublesome intruder's.

Sa'Wfly (Ilylotoma rosic).—This is most appro-
pri.ately named from the peculiar formation on its

under surface. On close examination by a power-
ful lens, there will be seen a sort of double notched
ridge extending the whole length of the body,
wliioli the creature can bring into action like a
saw, and thereby effect a groove in the part on
which slie rests, and thi^rein deposit her egg, after
which she moves on and acts in tlic like manner.
If you examine your plants in the autumn, you
will find the stems and nervures on the under
surface marked with little notches—these are the
grooves made Ijy the sawflj'—from whicli young
grubs have been hatched. Now, as to getting rid
of them,—I have hero again often failed, and at
the best have met with mere partial success. I

recommend assiduous search and ha,n<lpicking,
though unfortunately the mischief is done before
we can catch the destroyer ; these grubs, how-
ever, are often discovered in the ground, and I
therefore strongly advise the free use of the hoe,
and afterwards a good dressing of equal parts of
gas lime and sulpliur.

The leaf-cutter bee (lUegachile centunou-
laris).—These insects are solitary in their visits,

and wlien one has selected a plant to its liking,

it settles on a leaf, and with the greatest agility

cuts a semi-circular piece out, pursuing her wojk
with the utmost mathematical precision, at the

same time supporting the severed piece, which it

carries off as soon as it is detached, to form a

lining to its nest. The beo invariably visits the

same plant or one near it, and often takes two or

more scollops off one leaflet. Yet I feel inclined

to forgive these little depredators the injury they
do; but if anyone can find heart to destroy them,
the best way is to watch the plant or plants they
visit, and with a [jiece of board in each hand,
wlien tlie bee is busy at work put one piece under
and the other over, then quickly clap them to-

gether, so as to secure the insect.

Winter moth (Cheimatobia brumata).—

•

This is a curious little insect, and apijears in

winter, and though small is capable of doing
much raiscliief ; the female has no wings, conse-

quently cannot fly, but she may be seen creeping

along and seeking the unopened buds, and lays

her eggs upon them and the young shoots also, and
when the spring comes and the leaves expand, the

eggs are hatched, and give forth a number of

caterpillars, which speedily bury themselves in the

bud. The little birds lend us their aid to seek out

these troublesome intruders, but, unfortunately, I

have found they have dragged forth the bud as

well as the insect with it.

S"Wallo"W-tail moth (Ouraptcryx sambu-
caria).—The caterpillars of these moths are called

Loopers. When one of these desires to advance, it

grasps the object firmlywithitsfore feet, anddraws
tliehinder feet close to them, forming thebodj'into

an arched shape. The hind feet then take a firm

hold, and the body is projected forward until the

fore feet can repeat the process. These cater-

pillars resemble very closely dead twigs, so that

they can hardly be distinguished from the

branches on whicli they cling. Tliey feed on the

leaves and flower buds. The list of moths clas.sed

under the family name of Tortricidic, or

Leaf rollers, supplies many destructive

agents to the Kose, including the following

:

Tortrix hej^arana, Tortrix ribeana, Lozotoenia
rosana, Tardix tripunctata, and Spilouota robo-
rana. The grubs of the above make their appear-
ance with the first opening of the leaves, of

whose structure they take advantage to con-

struct their summer abode, banqueting, in tlie

meantime, on the, leaves that shelter them, and
if unmolested, after working havoc among the
foliage, make for juicy buds, which they soon
disfigure and render entirely useless. The larvix;

have the peculiarity, when disturbed, of lower-
ing themselves with a wob-like thread. The only
renjody for their destruction, and also those of

the winter motli and swallow-tail motb, is assidu-

ous handpicking.

Nepticula anomalella and angulifas-
ciella.—The larva; of those moths feed on the
pulp of Rose leaves, making long galleries and
blotches under the epidermis, and generally
making their appearance in July, August, and
September. The best way to destroy them, is

merely to squeeze the leaves together, or have
them piclied off and burnt.

Bed spider (Acarus tellarius).—These little

creaturea, however, are unquestionally very in-

jnri(5us to Hoses, eitlier when trained to walls,

or grown under glass. They increase most rapidly,

and though so minute in size, tliey have extra-

ordinary powers of extracting the juices from
the leaves ; and to further aggravate the deadly
mischief thus caused, they spin tiny webs over
the leaves and points of the young shoots, so as

to completely clog up the pores of the leaves,

thereby stopping their powers of transpiration

and absorption, and giving them a parched or

burnt appearance. As tliese little nuisances abhor
damp, the best remedy is the constant use of the
syringe. I have found a wash, composed of a large

wineglassful of petroleum in two gallons of soft

water, most effectual. Before playing on the plants,

draw upa syringe full and forceit back again into the

vessel two or three times, so as to mix the petro-

leum as luuch as possible with the water. I'lie

wash may be used every day, or as long as is-

found nece.ssary.

Ants(I'ormica sanguinoa)are occasionally very
troublesome pests, being very determined and
incessant in their attacks, generally eating into
the flower buds, and thereby rendering them
perfectly uselecs. A little arsenic mixed with
moist sugar, and placed in their runs, will soon
destroy them.

Aphides (Aphis rosas), or, as they are more
commonly called, green fly or plant lice, I am
sure need no description. They are, unfortunately,,

but too well-known, especially to the Rose grower.
They are wonderfully prolific, completely smother-
ing, in a few days, the leaves, branches, and buds
of the plants they infest. The injury they do very
soon arrests the growth and progress of the plants,,

and their leaves and branches become twisted

and distorted by the twisting of the tissues, for

the extraction of the juice, and the plants, if not
attended to, become at length almost paralysed

by the injury thus occasioned. The autumnal
broods of these insects are egg-layers—and those
produced from the eggs in the spring are vivipar-

ous. Tobacco water, Tobacco powder, or, where
possible, fumigating them with Tobacco paper,

are the most certain remedies. Violent syringing
with clear water will also clean the plants for a

short time, but those not disabled will quickly

return to their feast. They are killed with the
slightest pressure, so that you have only to draw
your fingers over the infested parts, and destroy

thousands at once. On the leaves and stems of

trees much infested with aphides, may be ob-

served a glutinous substance that adheres to the

fingers and is sweet to the taste. This substance
is properly called honey-dew, and is secreted from
the aphides, lioes and ants are very fond of this

honey-dew, and the ants may be seen feeding on
tlie saccharine secretion as it exudes from the

insect. Thousands of ants may be seen traversing

the trees on which aphides are plentiful. Some are-

of opinion that ants do not feed on the Rose, but
follow after the aphides ; however this may be, I

have no doubt many rosarians, like myself, have
found swarms of the black ants on the top of

Hose buds, busily at work ; and certainly where
this is the case, however you may fairly dislodge

them for the time, the little creatures you wilJ

find return again boldly to their work, and as-

suredly where they have visited the bud, it never
is seen to open its blossom in its known natural

form and beauty. Yet I have been anxious to for-

give these little busy workers the mischief they
have created when watching the marvellous,

power possessed by ants, and how they make
known to their comrades any store of food they
have discovered.

Mildew. — We should be careful, by eveiy
possible means, to guard against producing any
chccic to the plants, either by watering the roots

or overhead with cold water during very hot

weather, and thereby rendering them susceptible

to fungoid attacks. In preference to watering at

such a time, I would advise a good mulching, or a

constant moving of the surface soil, to prevent
radiation. I can strongly recommend the follow-

ing wash : Boil 1 lb. of soft soap in two gallons

of water—syringe the plants daily with lialf-a-

pint of this mixture put in two gallons of

rain water, and dust the affected parts with
sublimated sulphur when wet from syringing. I

have also used, with much good affect, an insecti-

cide called Fir Tree Oil, prepared by a JMr.

Hughes, chemist, at Manchester, and is sold by
most nurseryman—half-a-pint to four quarts o£

water. It is rather an expensive preparation, but
I have u.sed it through a very neat little instru-

ment that has, within the last few months, been
brouglit out by Mr. Wells, of Earlswood Nur.
series, at Heigate, called Wells' Improved Spray
Dilluscr. It is worked with groat facility, and
can be directed to any part of the aficcted plant.

It is a great saving, as a small bottle will do as

much good as two gallons of insecticide with the

ordinary syringe ; or a wash consisting of soft soap
dissolved in boiling wafer, and then add sulphur
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and Tobacco, stirring- the mixture well togc-tlier

wlieu using.

Orange fungus. — Tlicrc L?, liowever, no

cli.sease to which the Ro.se is liable that is so de-

structive in its effects as a virulent attack of

Orange fungus. It is most subtle in its action
;

attacking the foliage sometimes in an early state

of its growth, and spreading rapidly over a collec-

tion of plants, it makes its appearance on the

under side of the leaves, in the form of the

heads of very small pins. These, however

rapidly increase in number, until the leaves

look as though they had been dusted with

cayenne pepper, and their vitality is quickly con-

sumed through its effects. By its ravages the

plants are denuded of foliage longbefore the wood
has time to ripen, consequently they arc in a very

delicate state to stand against liard winter

weather, and those that have that ordeal to under-

go, invariably start weakly tlie following spring.

The remediei I can speak of are, unfortunately,

not very successful ; and thougli 1 have but

faint hopes of being able to effectually cure this

pernicious disease, the next best thing is

to endeavour to check its vegetative power of

spreading growth, and prevent its reappearance.

This can be attempted by raking off all loose

materials and as much of the soil as possible, and
burning them. At the same time, give the ground
a good dressing of quicklime. The burnt soil and
other matters can be returned to the roses, greatly

improved by the change they have undergone. At
pruning time, carefully collect everything cut

from the plants and destroy it. Then give the

•plants— stems and branches, stakes and ties

(if any) — a good coating of the following

mixture, applied with a suitable brush : Quick
lime and soot, mixed to the consistency of paint,

in a pailful of which add half-a-pound of the sub-

limated sulphur and a small handful of coarse

salt ; stir and mix well together before applying.

The object being to destroy the resting spores of

this troublesome fungus. I have tried washes of

all kinds, carefully syringing and brushing over

the leaves with various compounds, but with little

success, and in some instances finding the reme-

dies even more fatal than the disease. I have
most faith in an infusion of Hellebore root, four

•ounces to half-a-gallon of boiling water, then add
half-a-draohm of the bichloride of mercury (first

(lissolve the mercury in a little spirit), and lastly,

add half-a-gallon of lime-water. I have certainly

seen good results from this application, though I

must also admit it has sometimes failed. I liave

observed we get this Orange fungus, or mildew,
in long continued dry weather, and chiefly on the

lower leaves of the smooth-wooded class of Uose
plants, such as Victor Verdier, Comtesse d'Oxford,

Hippolyte Jamain, and the like ; but it is worthy
•of remark that neither Madame Clemence Joig-

neaux, William Warden, or Edouard Morren, and
those of the same character of foliage, &c., are

seldom subject to these forms of fungoid disease.

Black fungus.—This appears on the leaves

in blotches. The edges are irregular or star-shaped.

It most commonly makes its appearance in poor
:and exhausted soils, or after a long continued
<lrought, causing an insufficient supply of nourish-

ment to the plant. Though these are the causes,

it is most undoubtedly contagious after it has
•obtained a footing. As a remedy, syringe with a
solution of soft soap, 6 oz. dissolved in a gallon of

water, adding 2 oz. of sulphur, mix well together
;

•or, nicotine soap, 4 oz. to a gallon of water ; or,

.sponge the leaves with the following wash : 2 oz.

of sulphate of copper dissolved in hot water, and
then add two gallons of cold, soft water.

Root fungus.—This frequently attacks the
Hose ; it is brought about by the soil in which
Ihey are planted containing matter favourable to

fungoid growth, such as dead wood, leaf-mould,

&c., lience the necessity of removing all such
substances ; stumps also of rotten stakes should
be carefully taken from the ground. I know some
regard with suspicion the Manotti stock ; their

opinion is that Roses on this stock being planted
somewhat below the union, •so as to induce this

stock to swell, and with the view of the Roses

becoming established on their own roots, the

stock then dies and becomes a suitable breeding

repository for this fungus, the mycelium of which
permeate the dead tissues, and instead of being
the medium of giving existence or maintaining
vigour of life in the Rose, it becomes the means
of imparting its death-blow. I mention the matter,

though I do not share the opinion. The best chance
of remedy is to lift the plant and remove all de-

cayed portions of the root, then thoroughly wet
the roots, and dust with quicklime, and plant in

fresh soil.

Curl.—This generally occurs when the Roses
have been occupying the ground for a very long

period of time, consequently the constituents

of the soil necessary to their well doing becomes
exhausted, and they are tliereby rendered very
susceptible to climatic changes. Under these cir-

cumstances I advise that tlie plaiits be lifted and
re-planted in improved soil.

Canker.—This disease is, as a rule, confined

to that most glorious Rose, Mar6chal Niel, and
arises from the plant's weakness and inability to

take up and make use of sufficient nourishment to

sustain its growth and prolific blooming. As a
remedj', I suggest the removal, if possible, of the

affected parts, and enrich the soil both by solid

and liquid manure.

Lichen and Moss sometimes form on the
items of standards and dwarf standards, and if

allowed to accumulate, are decidedly injurious to

the well being of the Rose, stopping the pores of

the epidermis of the stem and young branches,
besides forming suitable niches for all kinds of

insect eggs and spores of fungi. The winter dress-

ing I have mentioned above for Orange fungus,
will also remove and prevent this cause of disease.

AhrUlgc'l,from " llusarian's Year-hnok.'"

Marechal Niel.—We are now cutting
glorious golden blooms of this Rose from an early
i'each house, our houses which are lean-to face
the south, and one light, that in the west corner
of each is devoted to the Marfichal. The space
thus given up is hardly missed by the Peach trees

and we are bounteously rewarded by a wealth of
lovely blooms at a time when they are highly
valued. The plants which are on their own roots,

are planted in the back border in a liberal com-
post of good loam and rotten manure, with a dash
of wood ashes amongst it. They are taken up the
back wall, and then trained down the sash from
top to bottom (three rods) on light wires close to

the glass. The best results are to be had by cutting
back annually to the top of the house, immediately
the last bloom is out, leading strong young growths
away down the wires as before, and checking all

others till these get fairly started. Thus managed,
they make strong young canes, the whole length
of the rafter, and in each bud a latent bloom for
the ensuing spring. I generally strike a few cut-
tings annually, planting them about in odd corners
near the walls. So tliat we have always a two or
three-year-old plant at command, and whenever
those indoors show signs of weakness, or cease to
yield a fair return, we pull them out after bloom-
ing, renew the soil, and replace them with vigorous
young plants.—A. Moore, Cranmore.

SHOET NOTES-EOSES.

A Hose-lovingAmateur wouUl feel obliged if other
lovers of the Hose wouUl •send him a list of the Koses thai

have done liest with them, and on what stocks^ The ob-
ject in view is to fliitl out the best Koses tor the different

conuties.—E. Damant, 11, BllUter Square, London.

Hoses in pots.—1 have some lloso trees outside. What
is the best time to put them Into the greenhouse to llowcr

the latter part of .Tuly ! I shalf be greatly obliged for a reply
from any of the Rose growing readei-s of TuE Garden.—
Economy.

[Roses in pots to bloom indoors the latter part
of July do not require to be brought into the
greenhouse at all. They should be kept on the
north side of a fence or wall to retard them.

They should be pruned about April 20, then be
plunged out in the open and only be protected
from spring frost. Otherwise, cultivate as if

grown in a greenhouse.

—

Geoegb I'aul.]

li'ARMERS' GARDENS.
" Peregrine's "note in The Garden (p. 74) about
farmers not being gardeners, and " never putting
in an appearance at the local hoi'ticultural

shows," if not wholly wrong, is only partially

right. When I was in Leicestershire last

autumn I went to see a farmer who grows
all the best and some new vegetables in his

garden and in tlie fields. I saw Vcitch's Autumn
Giant Cauliflower with him better than I ever saw
it before, and so of Schoolmaster I'otatoes and
many other kinds. He had a field of Mangold
Wurtzcl near his house, and in the drills here and
there were blanks, caused either by the drill-pipe

clogging or by seed not germinating in the usual
way ; but wherever tliere was a " miss " or blank
bit of land so caused there a few Brussels Sprouts,

a Potato or two, a Cauliflower, or a few Broad
Beans had been carefully dibbled in by hand, and
the result of this thrifty, if promiscuous, culture
opened tlie eyes of some very good professional

gardeners at the " local horticultural show " at
which the farmer in question took fifteen prizes

for garden produce, mostly vegetables grown in

tlie open fields, and fruit from outhouse walls.

This man had thinned out, pruned, and manured
an old orchard, and had quite a selection of good
wall and orchard fruit to offer to his visitors. I

found him particularly knowing as to the varieties

of fruit and of vegetables, which, as he expressed
it, " were at home " in his cold clay soil.

It may be that this farmer, like the Onion and
big Gooseberry men of Lancashire, the Rose
and Celery growers of Nottingham, and the
florists of Norwich and of Coventry, is only
an exception to the rule which " Peregrine

"

seeks to enforce, and yet having been born and
bred upon a farm, and knowing much of farmers
and their ways, their tastes and pastimes, I should
be sorry that my experience of them was in any
way corroborative of what " Peregrine " writes of
them. After all, he is very undecided as to whether
praise or blame should be meted out to them. I

can agree most tlioroughly with all he says of
the beauty of old-fashioned flowers tended by
dainty hands in farmhouse gardens. A near rela-

tion of mine had such a garden, and the sparkle
of old-fashioned flowers in it was one of my ear-

liest experiences. My first love of gardening was
acquired in such a place. What is said of Scotland
may or may not be true, but I am told that in
" Royal Meath " and in other parts of Ireland
some of the rarest of hardy flowers are to be
found, for the hurricane of " bedding plants

"

never swept over the Emerald Isle in the way
it swept over England from one end to the
other. Hence in Ireland we are told of Pom-
padour Primroses, and the old blue I'olyanthus

and Narcissus eystettensis by the thousand in

farm and country house gardens, to say nothing
of shrubs and trees and herbaceous plants which,
even now after several years of a healthy "revival
of taste," are rarely to be found elsewhere. Not a
few of the farmers in England employ gardeners

;

and their places compare favourably in many
cases with that of the parson, or even the squire.

The farmer may not lie a gardener in some ways,
perhaps, but I know that he sometimes does gar-

dening exceedingly well. At any rate, I think
" Peregrine's '' charge against him " not proven."

Beta.

Edgings for plant stages.—In order to

obviate the unsightliness of red flower-pots on the
stages of show houses or conservatories, we have
had recourse to a fringe of trailing plants and an
edging of that mo;t lovely of all indoor carpeting
plants, Selaginella Kraussiana, whereby the pots
are effectually hidden. The plan we adopt is to

have shallow boxes 4 in. deep at back, 2 in. deep
in front, 6 in. wide, and in 6-ft. lengths

; these
are filled first with a laj'er of crooks, then some
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Cocoa-fibre, and the rest with light sandy soil.

Along the front Tradescantias, I'anicum variega-

tum, and Ficus repens are planted so as to hang
down gracefully. The surface is then dibbled

thickly with little pieces of the Selaginella. The
boxes are then set in a shaded moist house, such

as a vinery, or any place in which the tempera-
ture ranges from 50° to 65°. There the plants

quickly get established, when they may be trans-

ferred to tlie conservatory or show house, and if

kept carefully tended with water will last the

whole season, forming a lovely little bank oE the

freshest verdure and a fringe reaching to the
floor. Anyone giving this system a trial will not
be likely to revert to the old plan of forming an
edging with plants in pots.—J. Groom, Linton.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
THE SNOWBEERIES.

CoNSlDBEABLE attention has been directed of late

to the ornamental properties possessed by many
of our berry-bearing shrubs, among which the

Snowberrj- (Symphoricarpus racemosus) stands
almost alone as tlie representative of the white

fruited section. This fine shrub is commonly met
with in gardens, and deservedlj' so, for it quickly

makes itself at home, throwing up suckers in great

profusion, thus forming a dense twiggy mass,
which, during the summer, is thickly studded with
small but bright rose-coloured flowers, and these

in their turn are succeeded bj' the comparatively
large fruit from which the name of Snovvberry

is derived. It is a native of North America,
whence it was introduced in the early part of this

century. Another kind, Symphoricarpus vulgaris,

is less in all its parts than the preceding, and
more compact in habit. Its leaves are small, and
arranged regularly along the shoots in an even
frond-like manner. The great difference between
the two kinds is, however, the fiuit, which in this

case is about the size of a Sweet Tea, and crimson
in colour, besides which it does not ripen till

November or December. The foliage is also more
pei'sistent than that of the Snowberry. A form of

the above, in which the leaves are deeply margined
with whitish yellow, affords a pleasing variety,

especially as the summers sun does not tarnish

their beauty. S. occidentalis very much resembles
the Snowberry in general appearance, but tlie

berries, though white, are not nearly so large or

effective as those of that kind. Alpha.

THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF
LAURELS.

Notwithstanding ihe immense number of

shrubs introduced to British gardens since the

Laurel (Oerasus Lauro-cerasus) first found a

place therein, it is doubtful if amongst the

In th 1 Caucasian (caucasiea) the leaves are
much stouter in texture and darker in colour
than in the type. In habit, too, it is very dif-
ferent, forming a fine bold shrub, fully as vigo-
rous, but of more sturdy growth than the com-
mon kind which, owing to its hardiness and

Flowering Spray of tlie Co

whole of them a more generally useful plant
can be found. It thrives both in sunshine and
shade, and not being fastidious as to soil it can
be used in a great number of ways, more es-

pecially as undergrowth, or to act as a screen to

shut out unsightly objects. It is as a bush, how-
ever, it is seen to most advantage, and where it

has room for full development it attains a large
size, A well grown Laurel, indeed, in April or

May, when laden with its erect spikes of white
flowers, is a beautiful object, and equally
interesting in autumn when the blossoms
are succeeded by dark purple berries. For as-

sociating with other plants in shrubberies and
similar places, the Laurel is well adapted, as

by a judicious use of the knife it can be easily

kept in bounds without in any way destroying its

beauty by giving it a trimmed up appearance. Th

e

Laurel has now been cultivated in our gardens
more than 200 years. It was first sent from Con-
stantinople to Clusius, director of the Botanic
Garden at Vienna, in 1.570, whence it became
distributed throughout Europe. It is a native of

various parts of Asia Minor, Northern Persia,

and the Crimea, which will account for its hav-
ing been introduced by way of Constantinople.
The common Laurel possesses one drawback ; it

is often injured severely in winter. When the
weather is mild it continues to grow till severe
frost sets in, when the young- growths quickly suc-
cumb. This objection, however, cannot be urged
against some of the v.irieties of Laurel, the Cau-
casian and the round-leaved having in ne.arlj'

every case passed un.scathed through our recent

severe winters, and the Colchic being, as a rule,

but slightly, if at all, injured.

depth of colour, it will probably in time to a

great extent supersede.

In the variety called rotundifolia,the leavesare

far from being round, but they are somewhat
blunter and broader in proportion to their size

than those of any other kind. This variety is of

a shorter and more dense habit of growth than
th.it of the preceding, and for this reason is

better adapted to plant where space is limited,

especially as in hardiness the two are about
equal. The Colchic Laurel (colchica) is a very
strongly marked variety ; both in foliage and
manner of growth it differs greatly from
the others. Its leaves are large, rather thin,

much pointed, and on the undersides of a pale

hue, while the branches grow almost horizontally

from the stem, a position they maintain to a
great extent as they lengthen, for they do not

become so heavy as those of the common sort.

Another notable thing about this variety is its

extreme floriferousnesscompared with that of any
of the others. The Versailles Laurel (latifolia)

is a large, robust, and bold foliaged form, but
one which seems to suffer to the same extent as

the common Laurel in winter. A gold and a
silver variegated kind are sometimes met with,

but as a rule the normal green foliage soon
obtains the mastery, and growing much the

faster hides the variegated portions from view.

The following may be classed as curious

rather than ornamental kinds, viz., the dwarf
Laurel (parvifolia), a short growing sort,

but usu.ally starved looking and unhappy in

appearance ; the narrow-leaved kind (angusti-

folia), and intermedia, a form between the

last named and the common kind. In the variety
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camelliafolia the leaves are very dark green,

of unusual sul stance, much curled, and on the

strongest shoots greatly resemhling Camellia

leaves; hence its]name. Alpha,

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWERy AND PLANTS IN THE HOUsE.

G. J., SUEKBT.
We gladly welcome the flowering season of the

Indian Azalea, a plant so good for ornamental
purposes. It decorates a long dinner table for

eighteen people, chiefly by means of three well-

grown plants, about 16 in. to 18 in. through, in

silver vases. The centre plant, the tallest and
largest, is a rosy red, the other two a full pink.

Round each plant is a group of four silver cups,

holding cut flowers and foliage of the same red

and pink Azaleas, the two colours grouped together

in every cup. No other flowers or foliage are

needed. The table is lighted with large silver can-

delabra standing between the flowers. For a round
dinner-table cut Azaleas may be arranged in a ring

of fish-globes round a central lamp, red and pink
flowers alternately. If the glasses are of two sizes,

so that every other bouquet may be a little more
important, it will be all the prettier. The same
arrangement suits red and pink Camellias. The
fish-globes may also be grouped in threes, two
small with a larger between, the three glasses

touching ; all the smaller dressed with pink, and
the larger with red, forming an interrupted circle,

a space being left between each group of three.

Tips of shoots of common Laurel, if the pieces are

chosen as small-leaved as possible, make a good
garnish for dessert dishes ; large single leaves, as

commonly used, look coarse and unmeaning, but
the points of shoots with three or four leaves, of

which the largest is not more than 3^ in. long, are

very suitable. They may be found towards the

bases of Laurels that stand free and are not over-

grown with other shrubs. Twigs of Bay are still

better, but so liberal a supply is not generally
available. Double German Wallflowers, potted up
in autumn and flowered in the gi'eenhouse, are
now useful pot plants. On a sitting-room table a

brass Indian pot (lotah) holds foliage of the
Great St. John's Wort and long shoots of Epacris,

pink and red. The St. John's Wort is valuable
winter foliage, shades of quiet red and green-
bronze, with a dull bloom on the surface. It is

durable, and hardlj' comes amiss with any flowers.

A low bowl is filled with short twigs of berried
Ivy and thick groups of Snowdrops.

FLOWER GAEDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKFIBLD.

Bamboos.—It may, I think, be taken for
granted that any Bamboos that have safely with
stood the unusual severity of the past two winters
are hardy, and to this class belong, at least so far
as this part of the country (Hampshire) is con-
cerned, Bambusa Fortunei, Fortunei variegata,
and Metake. These were all somewhat injured, but
in spring they threw up fresh stems from the
roots as vigorously as if there had been no frost
whatever, and many of the old canes had only a
few of the weakest, unripe branches destroyed

;

therefore, being so hardy their culture deserves
to be largely extended, particularly for sub-tro-
pical purposes. Metake makes a good central plant
for a large bed of Cannas, and it likewise does
well in a permanent position on a lawn, as do also
the other two varieties. They require a deep, rich
loam and plenty of moisture ; hence waterside
positions are best for them. They are increased by
division of the roots in spring. They are long in
recruiting the injury caused by transplantation,
and, therefore, this should he rarely practised.
Old established plants maybe divided by means
of a sharp edging iron, digging out the severed
portions, and filling in the cavities thus made with
good soil.

G-ladioli and other bulbs.—As a rule, in
the sandy soil of this district Gladioli winter
safely when left in the ground, and old established

bulbs produce flowers far more profusely, though
not so fine individuallj', as when the bulbs are se-

lected and replanted annually, but for efEective-

ness, give me the long established bed with its

long season of flowering aud irregular heights
of the flowers. Those not so favourably located
as to soil and climate would do well to keep to
the more general plan of lifting the bulbs in au-
tumn and planting afresh at this season. We
are now planting out a few in clumps of flve and
seven among herbaceous plants, putting them
near those kinds that will have done flowering
when the Gladioli begin, in this way maintaining
the gaiety of the border. Anemones, Ranuncu-
luses, Lilies, Schizostylis, &c., are used in exactly
the same way and to the same intent ; these
should now all be planted. In heavy soils the
bulbs should be placed in a handful of sand, and
the depth should be less than in light soil, say
about 2 in. deep for Ranunculuses and Anemones,
and 3 in. for Gladioli ; but 1 in. deeper for all

kinds in sandy soil may be allowed. Lilies, of
course, must be planted in depth according to the
variety and size of the bulbs, but it may be well
to remark that they are generally not planted suf-

ficiently deep. Where ground can be afforded to
plant each kind in beds by themselves they well
repaj' the space and labour by the quantity of cut
flowers they will produce, and of course can be
had finer because of the convenience of being
able to specially prepare the soil for them by
trenching and manuring.

General 'work.-Complete all alterations,
specially such as necessitate the removal of turf,

as it is important that this gets re-established
before drought and bright sunshine become ex-
cessive. Edgings or verges of turf should also
be cut ; they will presently be too hard to be
operated on nicely, not to mention the longer
time which they take to cut when in that state.

Planting, too, should ba pushed to a close, at least

as regards deciduous subjects, but if needs be
most evergreens may safely be removed for some
weeks yet, but even with these were we certain
of a dry summer our experience is such that
nothing would induce us to transplant at all after
the beginning of March, and those moved as late
as that should be kept thickly mulched with Brac-
ken or litter the whole summer. Hedges and
belts of any kind may now be clipped, and young
hedges be encouraged to grow by pricking up the
soil and clearing it of weeds. Laurels and Hollies
that have got naked at bottom should now be
headed down to any height that may be thought
desirable

;
younger plants may be kept in com-

pact form by pruning back the more straggling
shoots. We have far too much of this kind of
work here, but though at the time we are apt to
begrudge the labour, there are few operations
that give us an equal amount of satisfaction.

THE ROCK GARDEN.
T. D. HATFIELD, SOtJTHWOOD.

Resbhve stock wintered in cool frames should
be lifted, and the usual watering, recommended
after a severe winter, deferred until the pits are
drier. All hardy annuals and some of the hardy
perennials should be sown now in a cool frame,
but many of the latter class should be kept
for sowing out-of-doors later in the year. We can
often save ourselves a good deal of work in spring
when we are busy by gathering and sowing seed as
soon as it is ripe in the open ground. It is necessary
only to give a covering of sand and a fewTew twigs
in hot weather. I have sown seeds of various
Drahas in pots, especially D. cuspidata and D.
Kotschyi, and have been unable to rear them,
whereas plants have come up the same year from
self-sown seed. iEthionema coidfolium has never
come up in pots, but when self-sown the seeds
have germinated freely ; other kinds which sow
themselve.= are : Arabis rosea, Arenaria norvegica,
A. vema, Armerias, Aubrietias, Cerastium Bie-
bersteini, Claytonia sibirica, Coronilla minima,
the majority of the Pinks, several Erigerons, E.
caucasicus, E. philadelphious, E. glaucus, E.
grandiflorus, and E. regalis, Erinus alpinus, and

several Heron's - bills. Indeed, large numbers
might very well be left for outdoor sowing
in any odd bare spots on the rock garden. It

should only be in cases in which one's knowledge
does not justify outdoor sowing that the cool

frame should be resorted to, or in the event of

the quantity of seed being limited. If a plant

has the reputation of being quite hardy, one may
be sure that at some season of the year its seed
will germinate either in a cool frame or out-of-

doors. The hotbed should be tried in certain

cases, as, for instance, if you want to get a few
biennials to flower the first year ; doubtfully
hardy members may be sown in a cool frame a
month hence, and those with which you are bet-

ter acquainted now. The greatest difficulty we
.shall have will be with plants which bear an
ordinary winter in this country, but which, when
we get a severe one, are killed or very much
injured. These cannot be truly called hardy, and,
therefore, should have a hotbed, as, for instance,

Calandrinii umbellata, Callirhoe involucrata,

Chlora perfoliata, and Umbliicus spinosus.

Among plants in flower are Saxifraga Bur-
seriana major. Cyclamen Coum vernum, several

species of Croci, C. Imperati, C. Sieberi, C. bi-

florus, C. minimus, and C. veruus niveus;

Snowdrops, including Galanthus Imperati, El-

wesi, and plicatus. A patch of that pretty

Crucifer, lonopsidium acaule, has been in bloom
from December until the present time.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINES, SOUTHOATB.

Perns.— See that the whole of the different

species now begun, or about to begin growth
have the soil thoroughly moistened, or the fronds

will have a crippled appearance and be deficient

in size.. At no time can Ferns be allowed to get

so dry at the roots as the generality of other

things will bear without injury, but whilst the

fronds are in a tender, half-developed state the

want of root-moisture is most injurious. Except
comparatively few species, such as the Gymno-
grammas, that require a high temperature, it is a
mistake to give Ferns so much warmth as that in

which they are often grown, the eiiect of which
is to make the fronds long, weak, proportionately

less enduring, and more liable to injury from in-

sects. Use manure water freely, but in not too

strong a state, to all that are under-potted, and
to which it is not deemed advisable to give more
root room. This does not apply to the creeping

stemmed kinds, which must have space to allow

their spreading rhizomes to extend, or they will

suffer permanently. One mistake that has been
too general in the cultivation of Ferns is the sup-

position that because they are mostly found in a
state of Nature, more or less shaded by other ve-

getation or the positions they occupy, they will

succeed in any sort of dark structure. So treated,

strong-growing species that require anything
above a greenhouse temperature attain an undue
size and smother the weaker kinds. Do not have
fixed shading on the roof where it can be avoided,

and use no more than is necessarj' to prevent

scorching, with enough air daily to solidify the

growth as it is formed. By following this course

the plants will preserve amuch fresher appearance

than they otherwise would do through the latter

part of the year consequent on the increased sub-

stance imparted to the fronds. Todeas are often

spoilt through being syringed overhead. The
condensed drops of moisture with which the

fi-onds are usually studded when confined in cases

in wliich these and other filmy species do best

leads to the idea that watering oveihead will

benefit them, tut this is fatal to their well-being.

Keep them quite cool ; the temperature of a cool

greenhouse is much better than more warmth.

Potting stove plants.—Such portions of

the stock as were potted some time ago for early

blooming will now be making progress, and should
have an increase of heat as they begin to move
freely. No time should be lost in completing
the potting of the stock generally. It is well to

consider what form the plants are to assume,
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whether to be grown mto large =Pf^^^^ °^

flowered in as small a state as the .mature of each

individual species will admit of. Most stoye

p3b are quick growers and will bear plenty

of root room with large shifts, and where the ob-

ject is to have large specimens this.is the course

to follow, but if the plants are required foi stand-

ing in rooms, or to be removed to cooler quarters

sulh as a conservatory during summer the small

pot system of cultivation will be found most sa-

tisfactory, as under it the restricted leaf growth

will better bear the adverse conditions under

which the plants will have to be placed The same

holds good with regard to fine-foliaged sub3eots
;

the smaller-growing Caladiums, if grown freely m
large masses, are all but useless for employment in

cool places are amongst the best decorative plants

when cultivated in small pots with abundance ot

lioht and air, and no more beat than is requi-

site to induce moderate growth. AUamandas,

Ixoras, Dipladenias, Gardenias, Clerodendrons,

Aphelandras, Francisceas, Hibiscus, Hoyas, Bou-

trainviUeas, MediniUas, Jaoarandas, Tabernajmon-

tanas, Eondeletias, Thunbergias, Anstolochias,

^Eschynanthus.andotherfloweringspecies, together

with Crotons, Dracaenas, Aralias, Marantas, Pan-

danus, Musas, variegated, Pine-apples Cupanias,

and Diefienbachias should at once be shifted, giving

them room proportionate to the size of tbe speci-

mens and the respective purposes for which they

are intended. See that the soil is in right condi-

tion as to moisture. To those who have not had

much experience in plant cultivation it may oe

well to say that it is better to pot in soil that is a

little too dry than the opposite. Another impor-

tant matter is to see that all plants before being

potted have the balls of earth well moistened, so

that there may be no necessity for giving water

for some days after the operation is performed.

The efeect of this is that the roots, more or less

unavoidably broken in removal, have time to heal,

and are less liable to rot than if water were given

immediately the plants were potted. Pot mode-

rately firm, but in the case of such stove plants as

are partially shaken out at the annual pottmg,

and which have the old soil removed to some ex-

tent, it is not advisable to ram the material so

tight in the pots as with hard-wooded greenhouse

stock where there is no annual renewal in this

way.

Striking cuttings.—See that a sufficient

number of the old plants of Euphorbias, Bego-

nias, Thyrsacanthus rutilaus, Serioographis Ghies-

breghti. Plumbago rosea, Pentas carnea, Jasmi-

num o-raoillimum, Eranthemums, and Aphelan-

dras are at once put into sufficient warmth to pro-

duce cuttings for use next autumn and winter.

Plants to be thus treated should have been cut

back a short time ago, and ought to be placed

where they will have enough light to induce stout

growth in the shoots intended for cuttings, for

upon this depends a good deal the character of

the plants which they will afterwards make.

Luculia gratissima.—Wherever there is a

warm greenhouse this should find a place, planted

out if convenient ; if not, in a large pot or tub. It

is rather a difficult plant to strike, and the cuttings

must be put in when they have arrived at the

rio-ht age and size. If too young and sappy they

are liable to damp ofi, and if too old they will not

root freely. Ifoundthemto succeed bestwhen about

1 in. or 5 in. long, taken ofi with a heel. Healthy

plants in a genial temperature, say that of an

intermediate house, start into growth immediately

they have done flowering, and when the young

shoots have attained the size just mentioned they

should be put in pots filled with sand in the

ordinary way, kept moist, and covered with propa-

gating glasses, being careful that the cuttings are

neither allowed to flag before being put in or after-

wards. Should this occur the chances are that few

will strike. In other respects this tuost beautiful

and fragrant of autumn flowering plants requires

no special treatment. It thrives in goodtm-fy loam

with a little sand, and makes more progress,

especially in its early stages, if treated to an

intermediate temperature than that of a green-

bouse.

Pelargoniums. - The large-flowereci and

fancy kinds should have attention in the way ot

lyinc the shoots well out, so as to keep the plants

open and stocky. With this view they should be

placed where their heads will be close to the

glass Those that after flowering were cut down

iarliest last summer will now be. about setting

their bloom-buds, and, i£ the pots are well filled

with roots, will bear the application of manure

water once a week ; the soil also will do to be

kept a litUe more moist, but any excess in this

way must be avoided. The flowers of Cape Pelar-

goniums are comparatively small, and by many

looked upon as insignificant; yet amongst them

there are many that possess both brilliancy of

colour and elegance of form. Their propagation is

not so easy from shoot cuttings as that of tne

better known varieties, but they strike freely from

root cuttings, and their after treatment is similar

in other respects to that of the ordinary sorts, ex-

cept that, being weaker growers, they reqmre less

root space, 6-in. or 7-in. pots being large enough

for most of the species. They occupy littie room,

and are very suitable for cultivation by amateurs

who have small houses.

FRUIT.

W. COLEMAN, BASTNOR CASTLE.

Peaches —In the earliest house still attend

to the thinning, disbudding, and tying in of the

young shoots intended to form next years truit-

bearing wood. As I have before observed, the dis-

budding of house Peach trees is an important

operation which requires daily attention, combined

with a complete knowledge of the condition ot

the roots. If the latter have been recently dis-

turbed or the trees have been weakened by heavy

cropping, a littie delay will give them time to

pick up before many of the shoots are removed,

but as trees of this kind generally set freely, the

timely removal of a great number of the least

promising fruit may precede disbudding, when

good mulching, followed by a moderate supply ot

warm liquid, will soon start them into growth.

Vigorous young trees, after being divested of fore-

right shoots, may have many of the side shoots

pinched either to form spurs or to supply foliage

' where there is likely to be a scarcity ;
but it must

always be borne in mind that the best shoot,

which starts from the base of this year's fruiting

wood, must have plenty of room for growth and

exposure to the influence of warmth and light.

Where young trees are trained upon the extension

principle and last year's shoots are from 2 ft. to

4 ft in length, the latter may be allowed to carry

a Peach at every foot run, and, provided they were

well thinned out at the autumn pruning, two or

more shoots, also the leading point, may be laid in

full length. See that the trees are well syringed

twice a day, and regulate the quality of the stimu-

lating liquid by the condition of the tree It

well made and properly drained there is little

danger of overwatering inside borders, as Peaches

having a large breadth of foliage exposed to sun-

heat and light will take immense quantities, pro-

vided it is a few degrees warmer than the house

and can pass away freely. Let tiie temperature

range about 55° at night and 10° higher by day

from fire-heat, and make up for a low minimum

by closing with plenty of sun heat whenever that

luminary penetrates the pall of which forcing gar-

deners have experienced more than enough tor

I
one season.

Figs.—A temperature of 60° to 65° at night

and 70° to 75° in the daytime will not be too high

in the eariy house during a continuance of tins

unusually mild weather, but in the event of a

change to the long delayed winter, a lower figure,

particularly through the night, will be advisable

Although the Fig delights in an abunrlance of

heat and moisture, it does not succeed where there

is not a corresponding supply of light and air
;

hence the importance of keeping the glass clean

and stirring the fires early every morning m order

to admit of a free circulation of fresh air. I he

enemies to which the Fig is most subject are mus-

sel scale and red spider ; the first does not often

become troublesome until late in the season, but

the latter sometimes springs into life before the

first crop is ripe. The best antidote or preventive

is copious syringing with clean water, generous

feeding with tepid liquid, and the maintenance ot

a constant supply of ammonia by turning the

plunging material and surfacing the pots \\ith

fresh horse droppings. Continue to give the ne-

cessary attention to pinching, thinning, and tying

out where there is trellis room for extension
;
also

thin the fruit where too thickly placed. Pay atten-

tion to directions already given for the manage-

ment of early pot trees in succession houses by

feeding, mulching, and syringing, always beanng

in mind that the timely and vigorous treatment

which the good cultivator applies daily improves his

prospectof excellence by making the position of the

enemy untenable. Young trees in pots intended

for next year's forcing may now be started, in

order to give them a long season of growth and

time to ripen their wood. If stock is wanted put

in eyes or cuttings and treat as Vine eyes, using

well-drained sandy soil and plunge in a sharp

bottom-heat in a close pit. If well managed a

fruiting plant may be grown from the eye in two

years.

Cucumbers.—Since my last notes were writ-

ten we have experienced a change to much colder

weather, which will necessitate extra firing to

prevent the occupants of this department from

receiving a check; and as few subjects are so

easily and injuriously afiected by sudden changes,

the cultivator must be ever on the watch for the

appearance of red spider and thrips, which invari-

ably spring into existence where old plants are

placed under the influence of overheated hot-water

pipes If taken in time the most efEectual remedy

IS sponging with warm soap water ; but prevention

being better than cure, frequent syringing with a

weak solution of Gishurst on mild evenings or dull

days, when hard firing can be dispensedwrth wi 1

keep these troublesome enemies in check. It mil-

dew the outcome of insufficient bottom-heat, hard

cropping, and a low, stagnant atmosphere, puts in

an appearance syringe well with clear sulphur

water, renovate the beds, and stimulate the plants

with copious supplies of clear tepid hqmd or

guano water. As young growths break away under

generous treatment, gradually remove old leaves,

crop lightly, fertilise the most promismg fruit,

and cut before they attain then: full size. Ventila-

tion and cleanliness—two important items m
successful culture-must not be overlooked ;

but

draughts being objectionable, the air should be

conducted through ventilators placed in front ot

the pipes, and on a level with the surface of the

fermenting material from which moisture and

ammonia will be carried to the foliage and fruit

Cleanliness may be secured by the reinoval ot all

decaying matter and the frequent washing of the

floors, shelves, and glass. Give every attention

to spring-sown plants intended for pits or houses,

and pinch or train to suit the position they are

to occupy. If not already sown, a few seeds of

some g-ood prickly kind may now be sown for

fruiting in ordinary pits and frames. Although 1

have tried a great number of startling novelties,

I have not yet met wth anything to surpass a

variety sent out by the Worcester flrm, under the

name of Smith's Frame. Many people think the

prickly kinds superior to the smooth Syon House

section. As a consumer, I do not feel competent

to venture an opinion ; as a grower I preter tne

first for frames in the summer, and the last toi

house work all the year round.

Hardy fruit.—Although fruit trees in the

open air are in a forward state, yet, owing to the

absence of sun, they are not so niuch advanced as

we at one time expected to find them. Another

retarding cause may have been the unusually late

spring of 1881, which threw the ripening and

resting period well into the succeeding autumn

and linter. Be this as it may, the": abundant

blossom justifies the expectation of an excellent

crop of fruit, provided we can protect from the

troublesome spring frosts, which generally follow

i

mild winters. In all cases where movable screen;,

can be adopted, no time should be lost m
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getting them fixed, as much may often be done by

shading and so retarding the blossoms of Apricots

and Peaches from bright sunshine ; but, as I have

beforestated, the coddlingsystem must be regarded

as one o£ the greatest evils, when perhaps there is

neither sun to force nor frost to kill. On the

other hand, it will 1 e well to avoid being lulled

into carelessness bv the favourable appearance of

the early part of the night, as it is well known
that the greatest depression frequently takes

place shortly before and sometimes after day-

break. The first important item in wall covering

is protection of the blossoms from wet either by

the use of glass or boards, and as these checks

to rapid circulation produce a dry, steady atmo-

sphere, the flowers near the wall are capable of

resisting several degrees of frost with impunity.

The weather having been so favourable for out-

door operations, it Is hardly possible that any

part of the winter routine can be in arrear ; but

where this is the case, no time must be lost in

setting matters straight, as a busy time is at

hand, and doing things at the right time is

quite as important as doing them well.

KITCHEN GARDEIS.

n. GILBERT, BUEGHLEY.
We are now busily engaged digging, ploughing,

aud manuring our Potato land. The late varie-

ties I always plant before the earlier. After

ploughing we harrow, and if very cloddy roll.

Land cannot be too well cultivated for Potatoes.

I dislike the use of dibbers, preferring to take

out the drills with the plough, plant the Potatoes,

and cover in with the cultivator. Varieties of Po-

tatoes are now so numerous that one feels per-

plexed what to grow and what to avoid. I stick

closely to some of the old kinds for field work

;

the best are Paterson's Victoria, Scotch Cham-
pion, Schoolmaster, and Beauty of Hebron. Mag-
num Bonums are useless in our soil. Last season

without a particle of manm-e they grew perfect

elephants—too large by one-half—while the

quality was soapy and quite disagreeable. Scotch

Champions I find are excellent, but that objec-

tionable deep eye is against them. Schoolmaster

if anything supersedes Victoria. That is the va-

riety which I shall grow largely this year. Beauty
of Hebron is simply unique as an early Potato,

and it may be lifted and housed as soon as

Myatt's and so escape disease. A thorough clean-

ing and in many oases fresh planting of herbs

should be made at this season. Tarragon, Thyme,
pot Marjoram, and Pennyroyal may all be
planted. That very useful herb. Chamomile, may
also be parted and planted. Mint, perhaps the

most useful of all, should be planted in the shape
of cuttings when 3 in. high. Sage does best as

cuttings put in in the first week in May. Seed of

many herbs may be sown, but not at present.

Knotted Marjoram, summer Savory, and Sweet
Basil are much sought after in early spring ; a

small pinch for using in a green state may now
be sown.

Forcing.—We are now sowing Canadian
Wonder Beans for the lastbatch, and we intend
growing them in 8J-ln. pots. Bear in mind a

potfnl of healthy roots is what is required, and
not a potful of soil alone. Young plants now
showing in outlying frames should be aired regu-

larly to keep them sturdy and strong, but do not
be caught napping by giving air in the morning
and at night find tlie crop gone. Alwcys take
time by the forelock and place a bit of old netting

over the lights, making all safe before leaving,

Seakale, Asparagus, and Rhubarb may still be
brought forward in case of need. Personally,

I have no further use for them. My plan is to

have Asparagus in about November 12, and
keep the stock well up until now (Feb. '16). In
the first week in April one can have it outside,

and after being without it so long it is relished

and much more thought of than if the supply had
been continuous. This also I do with Seakale,

but always have one of these two if possible.

Vegetables are very plentiful this year. We are

supplying beautiful Spinach, Broccoli, Tomatoes,

Artichokes, Seakale, Rhubarb, French Beans, and
Asparagus.

NOTES or THE WEEK.

Asparagus PLtriiostrs.—This is one of the

most elegant plants that one can grow in a

cool greenhouse for furnishing an inexhaustible

supply of foliage for arranging with cut flowers,

a desideratum at any season. The feathery ap-

pearance of the finely divided deep green leaves

has a charming appearance intermixed with cut

flowers.

C'hionodoxa Lccili.!:.—After spending a

day among Orchids and other tropical plants

one was glad to see a glorious sheet of bloom
some two or three yards square of this brave

little bulbous plant, that has recently been

brought from Asia iVIinor to adorn our gardens

ere the winter has left us. This we saw in Mr.
Bull's nursery, at Chelsea, a few days ago, in a

sheltered border at the foot of a waU. Such a

mass of delicate blue and white is not often seen,

and the plant is one of those that requires to be

seen en masse in order to form an adequate idea

of it-s beauty.

BoEONiA MEGASTiGMA.—The delioious fra-

grance emitted by this Boronia is powerful

enough in a single plant, but the perfume given

off by hundreds of plants in one house is too

powerful to be readily forgotten. This anyone
may test for himself in Messrs. Veitch's nursery,

at Chelsea, where the plant is largely grown.
To those who are not acquainted with it it may
be described as a dwarf, twiggy shrub, bearing

myriads of small bell-shaped blossoms hanging

from slender branohlets. The colour is a dull

bronze hue on the exterior and yellow within,

colours which are not very attractive.

SciLLA NIVAIIS.—This is a charming little

Squill in the way of S. bifolia, of which, indeed,

Mr. Baker makes it a variety, though M. Bois-

sier ranks it as a species. Like S. bifolia, it has a

pair of leaves partially developed at the time of

flowering, deeply channelled, and bronzed on
the exterior. The flowers are small, of a rich

Tyrian purple, produced from six to nine together

in a slender raceme slightly overtopping the

foliage. It is an exquisite little spring flower,

and one that is worth cultivating on account of

its earliness. There are now numerous plants of

it in blossom in Mr. Bull's nursery at Chelsea.

Rhododendeon Lady Alice Fitzwilliam.
—This variety, recently distributed by Messrs.

Fisher, Son, & Sibray, Handsworth, is one of

the loveliest amongst a beautiful race of green-

house shrubs. Its chief charm is the chaste

purity of the large white cup-like blossoms,

which measure some 4 in. or 5 in. across, and
plentifully produced even on small plants. When
well in bloom the whole bush looks a mass of

white interspersed with deep green wi'inkled

foliage. This is the Rhododendron that was so

much admired last season when exhibited at the

principal shows. It is now in perfection in the

Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea;

ANTHtraicai Wendlandi.—This is one of

those stemless species having large, deep green

leaves arranged in a huge tuft, from the centre

of which is developed the inflorescence, con-
sisting of a large hooded spathe, leathery in

texture and creamy white in colour, except the

lower part, which is of a rich carmine-crimson

hue. The erect spadix, about 3 in. long, is of

ivory whiteness. Altogether the plant is singu-

larly attractive when in flower, and quite dis-

tinct from the ordinary run of stove plants.

Its chief value lies in its flowering in a compara-

tively small state, whereas the majority of the

others of a similar character attain gigantic

proportions before they bloom. We saw it lately

in flower at Mr. B. S. Williams' nursery, Upper
HoUoway.

Gyntjea AUBANTiACA.—Under this name
the Compagnie Continental d'Horticulture, of

Ghent, are about to distribute a new orna-

mental-leaved plant, which, it is said, will be
found to succeed in the open air in summer, and
which if anything like a coloured plate of it

which we have seen, must be very handsome.
The stem and leaves are clothed with a thick

covering of hairs of a beautiful deep violet

colour, giving them the appearance like that of

the richest velvet. This is especially so in the

case of the young leaves, and when combined
with the brilliant orange of the flowers, the as-

pect of the plant is reported to be extremely

beautiful. It will, in all probability, become as

popular as Iresine Lindeni or Coleua Verschaf-

felti.

Clematis iNDmsA lobata.—It is not a

little surprising that a beautiful winter-flower-

ing plant such as this is does not possess a wider

spread reputation than it does, and considering

that it is an easily grown plant, and so hardy that

it will almost thrive in the open air, the fact is

the more remarkable. At the Victoria Niu-sery,

HoUoway, it is grown in pots, and at the present

time the plants are beautifully in flower. The
blossoms, about 2 in. across, are pure white ex-

cept the central tuft of stamens which aretipped

with purple. The elegant growth of the plant,

and the profusion in which the wreaths of blos-

soms are produced, render this New Zealand

climber a most desirable plant for adorning the

roofs of cool greenhouses. It thrives best when
planted out in a border of good, well-drained

soil, and the branches trained under the roof in

the lightest position. In order to ensure an

abundance of flowers the plant, when in vigor-

ous growth, should be closely pruned annually.

Plants in flowee at Geasmeee, By-
fleet.—
Auriculas, various
Aucubas ,,

Aubrietia graua
Bougainvillea
Columnce

Audromeda calyculata
Alchemilla conjuncta
Aconite, yellow
Berberis Dai-wiiii

Aquifolium magnifica
Beali
fascicularis hybrida
japonica

Cheiranthus, of soi-ts

Crocuses, of sorts

Coi DUs mascula variegata
Cydouia japonica
Cyclamen Atldnsi
Daphne Mezereum
Diauthus multiflorus roseua
Daisies, various
Erica mediterrauea rubra

var. nana carnea
Galanthus Redoutei

plicatus
nivalis

flore-pleno
Elwesi

Geuju montanum
Hepatica rubra

—J. Stevens.

A BBATTTirtJL NEW SHEUB.—One of the most

strikingly beautiful plants we have seen for a

long time is a shrub now in flower in Mr. B. S.

Williams' niirsery, Upper HoUoway, under the

name of Ochna multiflora. This plant is a

standard, about 5 ft. high, with a bushy head

surmounting a slender stem. The flowers, about

1 in. across, are in form like those of the Straw-

berry, but of a beautiful clear yeUow. After the

petals faU the five calys lobes graduaUy increase

in size and become fleshy, reflex, and assume a

bright red colour. In the centre of these fleshy

calyx lobes are four fruits about the size of

smaU Peas, placed on a cvishion-like recep-

Hepatica r. flore-pleno
angulosa

Helleborus orientalis

abchasicus multiflorus
oiympicus ruber
cupreus
kamtschatkensis
abchasicus purpureus
Heinneman's ^ o. 6

Iiis reticulata
Iberis superba
Jasminum nudiflorum varie-

gatum
Lonicera fragrantissima
Mignonette
Narcissus, of sorts

Nuttallla cerasiformiB
Omphalodes verna
Polyanthus, of sorts

PotentiUa tnclinata gi-andi-

flora

Persica Daridiana rubra
Pi-imulas, of sorts

Pulmonai'ia mollis
Polygala Chameebuxus
SciUa sibirica

Spirsea Thunbergi
Vinca minor

major picta
Violets of sorts
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tacle ; these in a young stage are deep green,

but when mature purple. A vahiable fact con-

nected with the plant ia that the flowers and

fruits are developed at the same time, as in the

case of the Orange tree ; thus, there are the

golden yellow flowers in beautiful contrast to

the bright red fruits with green or purple car-

pels. The effect of this singular combination

of colours may easily be imagined, and this,

combined with the elegant manner in which
both flowers and fruit are borne, renders the

plant. entirely different in aspect from all others.

The specific term multifiora is aptly applied, for

the flowers are abundantly produced. As to its

origin, Mr. Williams is in doubt, but probably it

is one of the numerous plants that have been in

cultivation in botanical collections for years, but

in which it has never shown its true character. It

is to be hoped that such a beautiful plant will

soon be widely distributed.

Glonera jasminiflora.—Those who do not

know this chastely beautiful shrub would do
well to make its acquaintance, for few plants

can compare with it for delicacy of texture,

purity of colour, and beauty of form ; indeed,

no other plant known to us produces blossoms

that possess so much the appearance of being

frosted over. In form and size the flowers re-

semble those of the common white Bouvardia

—

not the big Humboldti variety—and they are

produced in clusters in a similar manner. At
one time the plant looked as if it would be what
cultivators call a " bad doer," but now that its

culture is becoming better understood, it pro-

raises to be as free in growth and flower as an
Ixora. The Victoria Nurseries, Upper ilolloway,

possess many fine examples of this plant, which
will shortly be in bloom.

Finely ghown Euchahis Candida.—This

beautiful bulbous plant is usually so much
smaller than E. amazonioa, that it is generally

called the small Eucharis. Such, too, was our

opinion until we saw some huge plants of it the

other day in Messrs. Shuttleworth & Carder's

nursery at Park Road, Clapham. In these the

foliage was as broad, or even larger than that

of E. amazonica, and were it not for its lovely

blossoms, it would be well worth culture as a

fine-foliaged plant alone. The flowers, never
attain the size of those of E. amazonica, and
that is its chief charm ; for many purposes they

are more suitable than the large spreading blos-

soms of the ordinary kind. This ample leaf de-

velopment is no doubt the result of extra large

and vigorous bulbs and good culture, for there

are thousands of plants in this nursery that are

of the usual size. The more we see of this plant

the more are we convinced of its great value as

a decorative plant; the amount of .flowers which
strong plants like those under notice yield is

enormous. Now that it has been imported in

such quantity, there is no reason why we should

not see it in every good garden, as well as in

the houses of those who grow for market.

Imantophyllum miniatum supebbum.—The
ordinary form of this handsome Amaryllida-
ceous plant is a well known and fully appre-

ciated greenhouse favourite, but it is far excelled

by the several fine varieties of it that are now
in cultivation, but which, nevertheless, do not
appear to be much known. Of these one of the

finest is the variety superbum, of which some
admirable specimens are now in flower in Mr.
B. S. Williams' nursery. Upper Holloway. From
the older form of I. miniatum it differs in hav-
ing larger trusses of flowers wbiph are much
superior both in size and colour, the latter being
a bright orange-scarlet washed with orange-
yellow. The contrast made by these bright
colours with the deep green handsome foliage is

very striking. Beautiful, however, as is this fine

variety, it is even surpassed by another which
Mr. Williams has under the name of Martha
Keimers. This bears a huge truss of flowers

twice the size of those of the ordinary form, and
their colour is superb. This will be in flower in

a few weeks. Van Houttei and maximum are

other fine varieties of this plant, likewise not

yet in bloom.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Finochio.—I have just sown in a pot a pinch

of Finochio for my early crop, and 1 shall treat

it like Celery, ft is not the common Fennel, but
(F. dulce) the true Finochio. It is far superior to

Celery, either for cooking or eating raw, and it is

excellent in salad, as every one knows who has

been in Italy. I plant it out 1 ft. apart, and when
it has swelled to a good thickness, earth it up
like Celery to blanch.

—

John Worthington,
Fishgnard.

The best Cucumber.—February is the

month when most people raise Cucumbers for

summer use. For general purposes and keeping

up a constant succession of good table Cucumbers
there is nothing yet equal to Telegraph, and
though it has branched off into several slightly

varying forms, which are sometimes claimed as

improvements, yet the original variety, as sent out

years ago by the Messrs. RoUisson, still stands in

the foremost rank.—E. HOBDAY.

The Lyon Leek.—Almost every writer on
choice vegetables makes mention of the gigantic

Leeks which are shown at the autumn exhibitions

in the border counties, and deplores the fact that

the strains of seed which produce them are kept

in the hands of a few amateurs whose names are

known by their prize Leeks. The variety just

named is undoubtedly the largest and heaviest

of the race, and of great thickness and length.

By sowing the seed in well prepared, light, rich,

soil early in February under a hand-glass or

frame, and gradually hardening the young plants

off, finally transplanting them into hollow tren-

ches on heavily manured rich soil, which had been
deeply trenched the previous autumn. Leeks of

this variety will be produced over 20 in. in length

and 3 in. in diameter, with a weight of from 3 lb.

to 5 lb. The special distinctive quality of this

variety is its hardiness, having stood unprotected
during the last three winters with the thermo-
meter frequently at some 10° below zero, and quite

uninjured.—J. Thomson Roxburgh Street, Kelso.

SHOET NOTES- KITOHEN GARDEN-

Cabbage Broccoli.—This, which is in use here now,

is most excellent in flavour. It is very solid and large, dis-

tinct in character, and ought to be in every garden.

—

J. W., Fishguard.

Leeks in Covent Garden are often large and well-grown

;

but the whitened portion of the stem is far too short.

Where are they well grown for any market ? Why is it

London gardeners neglect to grow Leeks to their proper

state ?-W. P.

Cropping building land.—I recently bought an

acre of land for building purposes. It had been formerly

used as a garden. The soil is a dark loam, and in one part

stiff. As I do not at present wish to build, what is the

best crop to put in it to yield the most profit ? I take pos-

session on March 1.—JOHN Cox, Marjleet, Hull.

Vegetables for shady places.—I have a slip o

gi-ound behind my house, I may say at the kitchen door,

which I have manured aud limed. Unfortunately it is over-

hung with Laurels, and no sun gets near it. What vege-

table can 1 plant under such conditions? The soil is deep

and rich.--C. E, H. V.

Gas water.—How can I best utilise the gas water or

liquor floating on a tar well ? Though \veak and below the

measure of our gauge, it contains a good deal of ammonia.

Tlierefore, diluted with water it might forma good stimu-

lant for plants. Will some one kindly say what quantity it

wOTiId be safe to use for that purpose mixed with water 1 -

Reader.

Pear tree in bloom.—A pyramid Pear
(Louise Bonne of Jersey) in my garden opened its

first blossoms on the 15th, and will be fully in

bloom in a few days should the weather continue
mild. The same tree in the same position began
to flower on May 3, in 1879; April 13, in 1880;
and April 18, in 1881. Thus it is flowering some
two months before its normal time, and what is

not a little singular is its outstripping my Apri-

cot, which usually precedes it by a month.

—

E. H. E., Enfield.

Cuttings and plants by post.—I have
found the post to be a useful medium for convey-

ing cuttings or small plants of any particular

variety which it may be desirable to add to a
collection when it is not convenient to have an
order made up to come by rail, but my experience

lately of cuttings received by post has made me
somewhat doubtful as to the benefits which it

confers. Some who advertise that they send cut-

tings aud small plants by post are particular to

mention their perfect method of packing for

postal transit, and if this consists in getting the

largest number possible into the smallest space,

the packing certainly is perfect, for I this week
received eighteen varieties of Chrysanthemum cut-

tings that would go into one of Bryant and May's
halt-penny match boxes. They measured IJ in.

long, and are quite worthless. Another complaint

I have to make is, that if an order is sent ac-

companied by the money, the cuttings or plants

are not forwarded sometimes for two months

—

often a great disappointment. It not in stock,

word ought to be sent to that effect, so that they

might be obtained elsewhere, but when advertised

one expects ta receive them, especially when, as I

have said, the money accompanies the order.

—

W. N.

OBITUARY.

Mb. Oabey Tyso died at Wallingford on the

2nd inst., aged sixty-seven. He had been a grower

of Anemones and Ranunculuses for many years,

and his name will be familiar to our readers in

connection with these flowers, many very good

kinds of which he raised from seed. He was also

the author of short treatises on their cultivation.

Some three years ago he sold his business to

Messrs. Pounsett & Son and retired.

Died, at Spring Valley, Morningside, suddenly,

on the loth inst., Daniel Mackenzie, aged

seventy-three years. He was for forty-six years

the representative of Messrs. Lawson & Son and

the Lawson Seed & Nursery Co., Edinburgh.

Crickets.-1 am overrun with these. What is the best

mcde of destroying them ?—G. H.

Boiled lime.—Will Mr. Wood, of Kirkstall, kindly

tell us how to prepare the "boiled lime " he gives his

alpines?—M. E. A.

Books.—/. F. — The Garden. Beginner. — Pax-

ton's ' Gardener's Dictionary." As regards Apples, see last

week's Garden, page 72. What is the best book on

land measuring .and ready reckoner for the same ?—G. S.

Names of plants.-F. M. -Cyprlpedium insigne.

W. C. P.— 1, species of Polypodium ;
'2, Aspidium aculea-

tum variety ; 3, A. Adiantum nigrum ; 4, Asplenium

Tri homanes. Constant ileorfcr.— Anemone stellatavar.,

A. pavonina var. J. MafAesoji.—Nuttallia cerasiformla.

J. J. 31.—It is impossible to name the plant of which

you send such scanty material. J. C.—i, Hardenbergia

monophylla ; others next week. R. D. O. (CoAorc).—The

Orchid was too nnich d.imaged to recognise. J. I)'.—

The Hellebore you send appears to be what Is called H.

antiquorum, one of the H orientalis group. M. H. C—
Omphalodes verna. F. T. D. — i is Chrysanthemum

frutescens ; the others we cannot name with accuracy, for

please remember that we cannot in every case name plants

by leaves only. Send when in llower.

COMMUNICATIONS EECEIVED.
A. G.—G. S S.—D. T. F.—W. D.-B.—3. D.—W. N.-

E. n. E.-S. S.—W. W.—S. U—D.—K. R—H. B.—W. C.

-N. H.-B. W. W —G. J.-P.-J. S.—H. W.—K. & Co.—
W. J. M.—H.—H. H. C.-A. D.—W. E. G.-J. G.-P. G.—
W. H. C—W. J. M.—W. C.-J. S.—Cambrian.— J. H.—
F. W. M.—T. D. H.—L. \. K.—B. C. R.—T. C. C—F. I. B.

—G. H.-H. H.—J. S. T.- S. L.-J. J. N.—.7. D. C.-J. C.

-W. J. M.-W. C.-H. A. W.-G. S.-G. L.-E. L
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" This is an Art
vniich does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The Akt itself is Sa.ivrs."—Shakespeare.

DR. TRIMEN ON A " PRACTICAL
HEAD."

Pehmit me to reply to the editorial note which
appeared recently in a contemporary on a re-

port by the new director of the Ceylon Botanic
Gardens, Dr. Trimen. The report referred to is

on the -n-oi-k done in the garden of 'whicli Dr.
Trimen is the head, and in this report the fol-

lowing' startling remark is said to occur : Here
(Ceylon), as in all similar establishments, scien-

tific knowledffe and sound nti'itj/ have gone hand
in hand, and a " practical " head of the gardens
has meant stagnation, of eiiterprise and the decline

of influence and ability to be of public useful-
ness." This reference to horticulfurists appeared
in the pages of a journal which ought to have
been the last to lend iSjself to the publication of

so gross a libel on a class to whicli it is chiefly

indebted for its existence, even if its own sense
of fairness and truth was too dull to perceive
the injustice of such a remark. When such a
statement is not only permi'^ted to appear, but is

also endorsed by a paper which has always
posed as a gardener's journal, such conduct de-
serves the strongest censure. Who is Dr. Trimen .P

and what has he accomplished since he has been
in his present position ? and what opportunities
has he possessed for acquiring such a knowledge
of the administrative capacity of ''practical"
gardeners as would enable him to form anything
like a correct idea on the subject ? Before he
was appointed to his present post, Dr. Trimen
was known as one of the botanical gentlemen
at the British Museum. His knowledge of plants
was limited to herbarium specimens ; he knew next
to nothingof plantsin alivingstate, and waswholly
ignorant of "practical" horticulture. The only
qualification this gentleman possessed for the
post of director of a garden was his knowledge
of botany, cut and dried. His appointment to a
position which, in spite of what he or the
Gardeners' Chronicle may say to the contrarv,
requires considerable practical knowledge of

plant cultivation, &c., for the proper fulfilment
of its various duties, did not excite much interest
in the gardening world here, as Ceylon is rather
far removed from us. Still, there were murmurs
in some quarters that a little " jobbery " had
been done by powerful friends on Dr. Trimen's
behalf. Be that as it may, the appointment was
made, and Dr. Trimen found himself transported
to a field where he was quite out of his element.
"New brooms always sweep clean," and Dr.
Trimen is a striking instance of the truth of
this. He commenced as most beginners usually
commencf, and voluminous reports, much criti-

cism of his predecessor's work, along with grand
conceptions for the reorganisation of everything,
were lavished on the gardening world by this
energetic gentleman. Of course this killing pace
will not last long, and we might allow our friend
to cool down at leisure had he not taken to

pelting with mud those to whom, forsooth, he
has at present to look for instruction in his work.
Dr. Trimen may prove worthy of the post he
holds, and he may yet do something to prove his

great superiority over his brethren, but he has not
done it as yet, nor is he likely to do it if he at-

tempts to climb by trampling and undervaluing
men who are and have been in every way his

superiors in everything connected with the work
of botanical establishments. A purely scientific

head of such establishments generally has a deter-

ring, paralysing influence on the real work,andI
have no doubt that if Dr. Trimen continues to

occupy his time with reports and plans, the gar-

dening work of the establishment at Ceylon will

be much better done than if he interferes. The
difficulty is to keep such men from spoiling work
they do not understand. Perhaps the Ceylon
director is as fortunate as some others who hold

similar posts to his, and have docile, practical

seconds to do all the work whilst they blow the
trumpet and take all the credit to themselves.

When the achievements of such men as the late

Mr. Mclvor and the present superintendent of

the Darjeeling plantations, Mr. Gammie, as well

as many others who have worked and are work-
ing in the same field as Dr. Trimen have been
equalled by the new Ceylon director, he can say

that he has equalled the feats of "practical

heads." Till then my advice is, keep quiet; first

learn how little you know yourself before you
attempt to instruct, much less sneer at others.

F. J. E.

[Though we dislike raising questions of this

kind, this one is not withoutimportance if rightly

looked at. If a public garden be designed for a

purely botanical purpose, Dr. Trimen is, no doubt,

right, though his expression is unhappy and
illogical, for have we noc heard of " practical

"

botanists P The word is generally used in a good
sense. We presume he really meant to say horti-

culturists when he used the phrase " practical

head." He probably has not travelled much in

Europe, and may not know that it has many
examples disproving what he says. Perhaps he
will disprove it himself in Ceylon ! There is no
reason, however, to go there to show that a

garden may be in the latt stage of disgrace

and yet be wholly in the hands of a

so-called scientific head. We are speak-

ing from a horticultural point of view, and
in recognition of the fact that most public

gardens are made in relation to the horticultural

wants of the country in which they occur. They
are supposed to improve its gardens, enrich its

forests or plantations, aud be useful in other ways
in improving the resources of horticulture, agri-

culture, aud forestry. If we take Dr. Trimen to

mean that horticulturists are in the wrong place

in managing a garden, then the whole history of

our best gardens is a delusion. We have been

under the impression, from personal observation,

that our best gardens owed a great deal to the

Moores, Nivens, Erasers, Aitons, iMcNabs,

Bains, and others who had a horticultural train-

ing, though they were not always deficient in bo-

tanical knowledge. We should like to see a copy
of the report to which reference is made.]

THE ROCK GARDE-NT IN MARCH.
It is not often we are enabled to record such a

wealth of bloom among hardy plants in the

early days of March as we are this year. Thanks
to the exceptionally mild winter which we have
had and the present continuation of congenial

weather, Mr. Whitehead's extentive and richly

stocked rock garden at Southwood, Biokley, is

now teeming with a wonderful variety of plants

in bloom, some very beautiful, and all interest-

ing. The brightest display is made by the little

Erica carnea, whicli is evidently a favourite

here, for the whole face of the rock garden is

aglow with its neat little tufts of rosy purple

blossoms. It is one of the best of the early

Heaths, and a satisfactory little shrub to grow
anywhere. That beautiful Heath, E. codonodes,

which is usually rather tender, is here wreathed
with myriads of its small white bells. Ofcourse the

commoner types of flowers, such as Crocuses and
Snowdrops, are abundant. Among the latter Ga-
lanthus plicatus, the Crimean Snowdrop, is very

fine, but inferior to G. Imperati, which, without

doubt, is the finest of all, and should in all cases

be preferred. The very distinct looking G. Re-
doutei or latifolius was not in flower, but all the

other kinds were, and very pretty they looked
nestling in little colonies beneath the shelter of

shrubs. Among Crocuses such rarities as C.

minimus, from Corsica, and the golden C. Olivieri

were prettily in bloom, while bold clusters of C.

vernus aud its innumerable varieties, and the
common yellow Crocuses aid greatly in creating

a bright display of colour. The early Squills, too,

assert themselves boldly, the brilliant little

Scilla sibirica contrasting strikingly with its

more sombre tinted congeners. Associated with it

were also S. bifolia and its varieties, including

the white and the Taurian kind (taurica), which
is, we consider, the finest of all. The flowers of

this superb variety are larger than those of

the typical S. bifolia, of an intensely rich blue,

and produced numerously on reddish-tinged

stems. It is not common, but those who like a

brilliant hardy spring flower should make its

acquaintance.

Among the Narcissi was the exquisite littleN.
minimus, which, by its tiny growth, is rendered

distinct from any other of the numerous sorts

now in gardens. Its small rich yellow blossoms

are scarcely more than 1 in. long, and are borne

on stems but a few inches high. In the rock gar-

den here it seems quite at home, and the con-

spicuous tufts to be seen of it indicate that it is

not such a rarity as it is in some gardens. N.
minor and others were also beautifully in flower

;

also the Mayflower (Epigsea repens), of which
there is a fine tuft in the bog bed which will

shortly be in flower, and, judging by the

myriads of buds, there will be a fine show of its

pretty, rosy, sweet-scented blossoms. It evi-

dently thrives well in a damp, peaty soil, as

it is growing vigorously here thus situated.

Another little shrub that pleased us much was
Daphne Blagayana, a rather new introduction

from the alpine regions in Central Europe. It is

of dwarf growth, with a few rigid straggling

branches terminated by a dense cluster of pure

white blossoms set off to advantage by a collar-

like row of leaves. The blossoms are deliciously

scented, and the plant altogether is a desirable

acquisition to any rook garden. It is of easy cul-

ture in any kind of soil usually found in rock

gardens. The charming little Gentiana verna is

m full bloom, as is also G. acaulis, both

of which enliven their surroundings by
their brilliant blues. The blues, too, of the

Grape Hyacinths (Muscari) are very welcome,

especially when such handsome varieties as M.
Heldreichi, Gussoni, and Szovitzianum are re-

presented. The Hepaticas in little gatherings

here and there about the place are very charm-

ing, particularly the big II. angulosa, which

does well here "on open slopes. This latter is

much the best for cutting from, but does not

grow so neatly as the others. The Netted Iris (I.

reticulata) is in full bloom in the shape of fine

tufts, and very beautiful it looks studded here

and there among the lower growing plants.

There are numerous Saxifrages in flower,

notably the pretty little S. Burseriana, of which

two or three very distinct forms are represented.

S. oppositifolia and its varieties, of which S.

pyrenaica maxima is by far the finest, the

blossoms being much larger_ and the colour

brighter, are also charmingly in flower. Among
other flowers may be named lonopsidium

acaule, a charming little Crucifer that should

occupy a space on every rockery ; Dondia Epl-

pactis, with its conspicuous golden-yellow

heads ; and Dog's-tooth Violets (Erythrouium),

of which there are several varieties, all beauti-

ful. The purple-flowered variety, too, of Poly-

gala Chamsebuxus was very finely represented

by dwarf, compact plants. W. G.
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ORCHIDS.

ORCHIDS AT CLAPTON.

At Messrs. Low's nurseries at Upper Clapton,

where certain classes of plants, particularly

Orchids, are grown on an extensive scale,

one is pretty sure to find at any season of

the year exceptionally fine displays of bloom.

Just now the great attraction among Orchids is

the Phalfenopsids, which are magnificent. They
occupy two or three houses, one of which is mar-

vellously gay, there being hundreds of flower-

spikes on the plants. The bulk of these consists

of the lovely P. Schilleriana, amongst which, as

might be expected, there is a wonderful amount
of variety, all differing considerably from each

other both in size and colour. The most prized

are those in which large size and rich colour are

combined. The copious spotting on some of the

flowers is very beautiful. Beautiful as are these

Phalaenopsis Schilleriana, there is, however, an-

other species with which the connoisseur cannot

fail to be enraptured, and that is

P. Stuartiana.—This charming new kindha'

recently been imported by this firm. In growth it

resembles P. Schilleriana, and the blossoms, too,

are similar as regards form and size. The colour

of the petals and sepals is pure white with the

exception of the two lowermost sepals, which,

are half white and half profusely spotted with
chocolate-red on a yellow ground. The labellum

and its wings are exquisitely spotted, too, with

reddish crimson on an orange ground, which,

contrasted witti the pure white of the petals

and sepals, is strikingly attractive, and different

from any other cultivated kind. The finest

plants we believe of this superb Orchid exist in

Mr. Lee's collection at Downside, Leatherhead,

where they have recently flowered. Another
lovely addition to Phalsenopsids is

P. Schilleriana VBSTALis,akind whichhas
just flowered in this nursery. It may be best de-

scribed as a variety of P. Schilleriana, with

fair sized flowers with broad white sepals, with
only the golden yellow crest on the labellum to

mar its chaste purity. This white P. Schilleri-

ana will no doubt be a great favourite.

Amongst other noteworthy Orchids in flower

in this nursery is Cattleya Leopoldi, a species

with dark chocolate-red sepals, and an in-

tensely rich amethyst lip. Oncidium cheiro-

phorum, the pretty little species with congested

spikes of waxy yeUow flowers, is still in blos-

som, a remarkable fact, as we saw it in flower

here four months ago. 0. dasytyle is a singu-

larly attractive species, with pale lemon flowers

about 1 in. across, having a conspicuous shining

black blotch on the crest of the lip, which gives

it a very striking appearance. 0. cucuUatum is

one of the prettiest of all the smaller Oncidia,

and as seen here in such variety it is really charm-
ing, and one that cannot be too highly recom-
mended for general culture. A few of the Den-
drobes are in flower, notably D. philippinense,

which is said to be a variety of D. aureum (he-

terocarpum), but for garden purposes distinct

enough from the latter species, inasmuch as it

flowers most profusely in autumn or late in

summer, and prolongs its bloom through the

winter tUl spring. It has a soft and pleasing

colour, but, unfortunately, unlike D. aureum, no
perfume. Some remarkable varieties of D.
Wardianum are in flower ; also D. luteolum, a

pretty primrose-flowered species; D. fimbriatum,
and others.

Lady's Slippers are represented by a grand
mass of bloom

;
probably it would b& impossible

to see elsewhere such a display as is now being
made by Cypripedium Boxalli, the rather new
species which comes, as it were, midway between
0. villosum and insigne. Of this handsome

Orchid there are hundreds of plants in a mass in

one of the houses, all with several flowers ex-

panded. C. Boxalli is such a vigorous grower
and free bloomer that it is quite as satis-

factory to grow in a general way as the old C.

insigne, and the fact that it flowers much later

than the latter renders it all the more desirable.

Among other Cypripeds in flower are C. Lowi,
a handsome species with spotted lateral petals

;

C. Isevigatum, in the way of C. Stonei, and quite

as handsome; 0. Lawrenceanum, a beautiful new
species from Borneo, with prettily marbled
foliage ; C. Hookerse and C. Argus, of which
there is a fine display of bloom representing- a

rich variety some being much finer and more
handsomely marked than others.

The above are but a few of the Orchids in

flower in this vast establishment, for there is

house after house of Odontoglossums, Masdeval-
lias, Cattleyas, Dendrobiums, and other popular

Orchids which are more or less attractive through-

out the year. W.G.

HAEDY OKCHIDS.

I HAVE read with great interest the letters of

Mr. Douglas and Mr. WoUey Dod on this sub-

ject in your columns. The hardy Orchids, both
British and foreign, are special favourites of

mine, and for the last few years I have done all

in my power to establish as many species as pos-

sible. The North American species have hitherto

utterly baffled me. Cypripedium spectabile is the

only species I have succeeded in establishing in

the open border. I have three or four plants

which have been Is the ground four or five

seasons, and come up stronger every year. Liparis

liliifolia has established itself planted out in a

glazed pit, but does not increase. Habenaria
ciliaris flowered well the year before last, but
died after it had bloomed. Cypripedium aoaule

behaves in the same way. I am convinced that

the main reason why we fail to grow the North
American Habenarias, &c., in England is the

bad condition of the tubers when they arrive.

They must be dug up as soon as they go to rest,

and sent off immediately. They should be planted

as soon as they arrive, and at a fair depth. If all

these conditions were fulfilled I believe many
species might be established without much dif-

culty. With the genus Ophrys, both British and
Continental, I can do little or no good. I have tried

them over and over again, butalways withoutsuc-
cess ; they dwindle on for a year or two and then die.

Both the Continental species of Nigritella utterly

refuse to grow. I have tried various Continental
species of the genus Orchis during the last four

or five years, but till last spring and summer
without success ; they would persist in coming
above ground abouii Christmas, and always got
cut off by frost.

In the autumn of 1880 1 planted some tubers

of the yellow 0. sambucina about double the
depth of those I had previously planted. They
did not come above ground till the middle
of February, and flowered well. I expect to

see them come up very strong this spring.

Last autumn I tried the same plan with
tubers of 0. pauciflora, stabiana, pseudo-sambu-
cina, undulata, provincialis, papilionacea, &c.,

and, as far as I can see, with every prospect of

success. If spared till another autumn I hope to

try 0. longibracteata, pallens, pseudo-pallena,

and other species. A very fine variety of 0.

pyramidalis from Minorca appears to have esta-

blished itself. It has stood two winters, and
looks as if it would bloom this spring. The
Channel Islands 0. laxiflora has been out with
me in the open border for four years, and
throws up magnificent tall spikes of bloom. It

gets stronger and stronger every year. Can
anyone send me a white variety of this species P

The Lizard Orchis, H. hircina, I have had
nearly 5 ft. high, but it died after flowering and
I have now lost it.

Amongst the British Orchids, O. latifolia,

maculata, maculata superba (Miss Hope's plant),

and conopsea do magnificently well, and get

finer every year. I procured a few tubers of O.

militaris last summer, and they are now coming
up very strong. 0. fusca I want. 0. mascula,

Morio, ustulata, and Habenaria viridis and
bifolia live, but do not increase in size. 0. foliosa

does very well, and increases fast. I am anxious to

obtain tubers of the white varieties of 0. mascula,

conopsea, and pyramidalis. Ihave hitherto failed

to grow the genus Serapias, but by deep plant-

ing I have great hopes that I may ultimately

succeed. I should much like to obtain a tuber

or two of the true 0. incarnata, the occurrence

of which in England (I think in Hampshire)
was noted during the past summer. I do not

think that the hardy Orchids are very particular

about soil, provided it is pretty good. I find a

mixture of peat, loam, silt, and rotted Cocoa
refuse with a little leaf-mould suits them very

well. Cvpripedium macranthum is growing
strongly with me planted out in a glazed pit

with a shady north aspect, and will, I trust,

flower this year. H. Harpub Crewe.
The Rectory, Drayton-Beauchainp, Tring.

Effects of fog on Orchids.—One of the

most striking examples of the evil efEects of dense

fogs upon Orchid bloom we noticed the other day
in the Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea. Here in

the Phalfenopsis house there were, before the

recent fogs occurred, some three or four hundred
flower-spikes of P. Schilleriana in various stages

of expansion, but the fogs cut them down in all

directions, leaving only the strongest or those that

were not sufficiently advanced to be injured. The
house still, however, presents a wonderfully fine

aspect, the combined grace and colouring of the

blossoms that are left being very chartnhng. Be-

sides P. Schilleriana various other species are in

blossom.

Orchids in flower at Messrs. Backhouse &
Son's Nurseries, York :

—
Angrajcum citratum Dendrebium Wardianum
sesquipedale sp. small white flowers

Ansellia aJricana from Borneo
Brassavola glauca Epidendrum amabile
Cattleya maxima erubescens
superba splendens ibaguense
Trian.'e Backhousiaua variegatum

Butleri Ljelia albida
Warscewiczi inmauy Lycaste aromatica
very flue vars. Skinneri

guttata Msisdevallia Han-yana
Leopoldi Lindeni

Coelogyiie cristata MaxUlai'ia araohuites

ocellata Harrisonite

Cyrabidium eburneum Odontoglossum crispum
Cypripedium Argus cirrhosum

Boxalli gloriosum
insigne maculatum
longilolium membranaceimi
pardiuum nebulosum
hii-sutissimum Kossi
Sedeiii raajus
Eoezli triumphans
villosum Oncidium Cavendishianum

Cyrtochilum maculatum fuscatum
Dendrobium aggregatum Kramerianum

majus Papilio
Cambridgeanum sarcodes
crassinode suave
lituiBorum Phajus Woodfordi

I'reem ini' Phala^nopsis Schilleriana

JlcCarthiaj Saccolabium ampulaceum
macrophyllum gigauteuiu Blumei
nobile Sophronitis grandiflora

Paxtoui Trichopilia laxa

Dendrobium Wardianum.—In my ac-

count of this Dendrobe at Fairlea House, Hud
dersfield, in The Garden (p. 107), it seems I

made a mistake, which you will perhaps kindly

correct. After the growths are thoroughly ma-
tured, read : It is returned to the stove, where it

remains until its blooms are expanded; it is then

transferred to the greenhouse, as by so doing the

blooms keep good very much longer than if the

plant was keptin the stove.—H. Hillman, Fmay
Hall, Biiddersfield.
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A NEW BLUE LITHOSPERMUM. — A mOSt

interesting blue rock gem from Miss Jekyll, who
says: " I send a flower of LLthospermum ros-

marinifolium, also L. prostratum,for comparison.

I find its name in your ' Catalogue of Hardy
Plants,' but it is uot'offered by any of the best

hardy plant nurseries, including Backhouse's

and FrosbeVs. If it is truly hardy, why is not so

good a thing in cultivation? It cannot be hard

to get, as it grows plentif ally in the island of

Capri, and probably other parts of the Mediter-

ranean district. This flower comes off a plant I

had by post from the native habitat early in

January; it was potted among many others, and

stands in a cold frame. Two days ago I found

that some of the plants were covered with these

fine flowers." The colour is very beautiful—

a

lighter blue than the better-known plant Miss

Jekyll mentions, and with deep veins going down
through it. We shall not be surprised if this

proves a great gain, and hope we may be able

to increase it.

Spuing flowees.—A spring garden in a

small hamper from Miss Owen ! It is delightful

to see the many recent additions to our garden

flora so early intheyear. Theyhavemade us rich in

lovely flowers where the climate is at allfavom-
able, or indeed anywhere out of this smoke-be-
grimed London. The strength of the early

Scillas (S. bifolia in particular) from this Irish

garden, the glow of the scarlet Windflower, the

gold of the Daffodils, the bells of theSnowflake,
appearing nearly as early as the Snowdrop, rich

leafy Primroses, the delicate lilac heads of the

Himalayan Primroses, immense white trans-

parent Crocuses, and gold-laced Polyanthus is

pleasant to see. Among the various Primroses,

British and foreign, the clear and distinct colour

of Primula rosea is effective, and so is the yellow
Auricula, which smells of .spring and balmy
things. The first Dog's-tooth Violet is also wel-
come to us, and so is the purple of Henderson's
Aubrietia.

The white scilla bifolia is sent from
Glasnevin, but it is not at all so strong and
handsome as the blue form of the same plant,

though it is desirable for the sake of variety

and its pleasant starry sparkle where well grown.

Saxifhaga oppositifolia.—^From Glasnevin
come the best sheets of the white variety of this

Saxifrage I have seen from a botanic garden.
There they seem to know how to treat it well.

With it also comes the charming purple kind
and its large rosy variety which is so good in

colour.

The ABYSSINIAN PKiMKOSB.—Some of this

in a very nice state comes from Holker Gardens.
It is interesting in the presence of so many
hardy Primroses and their varieties to have this

excellent one for the greenhouse, and even the
window. Its soft yellow flowers and mealy
leaves are good and distinct.

*

The GB.EAT DAFFODIL.—The noble major
DaffodU comes to us from College Gardens,
Dublin— not so large in bloom as we have seen
it, but very tall, and always grand in colour and
form. The flowers will, no doubt, get larger a

little later. This garden may be said to be the
home of this fine Daffodil, which, we trust, wUl
have a thousand homes before many years are

over.

The mezeeeon also comes from the College

Garden, with many dense-set flowers. How is it

that it is so often starved and sticky and poor

in bloom ? People do not seem to care enough

about it, and stick it among shrubs and any-

where. It ought to be grown well, for its o-wn

sake, in groups or beds. How about a bed of this

hardy Daphne with a groundwork of spring-

flowering Hellebores beneath it ?

The new and beautiful chionodoxa like-

wise comes to us in fresh and nice condition from

the College Garden from Mr. Burbidge. This is

truly a rival of our finest spring flowers, if not

indeed the queen of aU SciUa-like plants. The
delicate white centre, contrasted with the ceru-

lean blue of the outer half petal, is a newcharm
among the flowers of spring, many and varied and

lovely as they are.

Two WBLCOHE PBiMEOSBS come from Glas-

nevin—P. cashmeriana and P. rosea, both good

additions to our garden flora. The delicate lilac-

purple heads of the Cashmere Primrose are very

pretty, and the rosea one no less so. We shall

soon, no doubt, see various Primroses hitherto

grown in pots and frames vigorously grown in

the open air, in which case only is their true

value seen.

Hoop petticoat nascissi.—These are crea-

tures of the warmer south evidently, as it is

only here and there one sees them doing well,

and yet Mr. Ewbank's garden ought to be warm
enough for them. He sends several—among them
the white, which is, indeed, a fair flower, and

which we hope he will succeed with, as we have'

never had the happiness of seeing it strong and

full of flower in the open air.

A LARGE SCAELET wiNDFLO^WEE.—An im-

mense scarlet Windflower about 4 in. across

comes from Mr. Ewbank—a flower that makes

us hope there wLU be no difficulty in increasing

it, so that there may be a large stock obtain-

able from our gardens generally. It is one of

those flowers which make one wish the hybri-

dising art, or any similar one, were not known
just at present. The flower is as good as it need be.

OaoBus -VEENUS.—A bunch of this from the

College Gardens reminds one of an old friend,

always in the front rank of perennials, though

far from common and seldom well used. It is

early as well as handsome, and deserves a little

thought. To stick a thing with a label among
a lot of other plants does no justice to a hand-

some plant. Grow it for its own sake well, or

group it with some one or two other things that

may help it, but in any case not near.

Ihis eeticulata.—This once rare flower is

now setting out its gold and purple charms in

many a garden, and diffusing the delicate scent

of "Violets around where it grows. It comes to

us from the Isle of Wight, but is blossoming

in many districts in the southern counties at

the present moment. Of all rich and delicate-

looking flowers, this is the hardiest. How well it

would look coming up among or near tufts

and colonies of the early white-flowered Saxi-

frage alluded to above.

The eaely saxifrages that deck their

solid dark tufts of green with large, pure white

flowers are among the gems of our garden flora.

There is a baby-Uke rotimdity in the shape and

make of the flower which, combined with the

purity of colour and early sturdy bloom, go to

make them so beautiful when seen happUy

placed on the rock garden. Such kinds as S.

Burseriana and Eocheliana are valuable indeed,

and stand forth in a genus where many are

pretty.

Haedy cyclamens.—The foliage is the

best part of these, and it is really admirable in

its amplitude, distinctness, and fine colour.

The flowers of most of the spring ones seem so

much less good in form than those of the Persian

Cyclamen. By the way, can this not be grown
out-of-doors in the warmer districts .'' and has

anybody given it a fair trial ? ih: Ewbank
might succeed, as he has succeeded with so

many things. Of course, there is no difficulty

of cultivation ; it is a question of warmth and
shelter by dwarf bushes.

Solomon's seal.—From Mr. George Carpen-

ter good forced specimens of this old friend. It

is a most easy plant to force, and it is well to

prolong the season of so lovely a native plant.

Many people who had never seen the Solomon's

Seal out-of-doors and had never gro"wn it as a

garden plant have had their attention first di-

rected to its beauty by forced specimens. It is so

easily increased and grown that nothing what-

ever is lost by the practice. Of course it ought

to be grown in the cool house, too, without any
forcing in the proper sense.

A golden FRiTiLLAEY.—One of the most

solid golden flowers I think I have ever seen is F,

pudioa. Common though that colour is, the petals

andstamens of this little plant being nearly of the

same colour, the whole thing looks like a droop-

ing beU of gold. The yotmg plants seem to bear

smaller flowers. The specimen sent is not so large

as one we had from Messrs. Backhouse some years

ago, but we hope it may grow larger in our

gardens and increase, as these Golden Fritillaries

are really new and sterling additions to our gar-

den flora. From Mr. Ewbank.
*

FiCAMA GEANDIFLORA.—This is a Pilewort,

very much larger than the common one, both in

flower and growth, and as such worth intro-

ducing in certain spots, preferring a warmer soil

than that in which the common native plant

does well. I was the first to bring this to the

country, and take some interest in its welfare,

though it is not so likely to prove desu-able as a

garden plant as for sunny spots nearhedgerows

or dry banks in the wUd garden. It is from the

south of France.

Narcissi from Dublin.—A large Jonquil

comes to us in excellent condition from Glas-

nevin, and with it also the small Daffodil, the

Italian Daffodil, and the gi-eat N. maximus,

which all show how happily these flowers get

on in the Green Isle this year and every year.

The Cambrian form of the common Daffodil is

also sent. It is a graceful flower. The Narcissi

should be weU represented where they grow so

well ; but indeed they require no chosen home
;

they are made for all the land.

Forced lilac.—Mr. George Carpenter sends

good forced Lilac, and says of it : "I have

visited several large gardens of late, and have

been surprised not to find forced Lilac. I feel

quite sui-e its value cannot be known or the

easy way in which it is forced. It might be

had in flower as early as any of our spring

flowers, and not nearly the trouble some of our

forcing plants give. It will also stand in water

well a long time in a cut state. I find the com-

mon sort will stand much better in water than

the Persian kind. After they have been forced I

plant them out in a sunny position, where they

remain for two summers. The following autumn

I take up and pot the required number, plunging
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them in leaves till they are required." We
should like a description of how the Conti-

nental plants are prepared for forcing. The

Continental people adopt some plan which gives

strong trusses on quite small plants and on

plants of all sizes.

Saxifraga oppositifolia.—It is a pity

that this lovely native mountain plant is so

seldom seen in good, hroad, healthy sheets with

plenty of flower. Perhaps it requires the cool,

moist air of the mountain, and is best with a

consequent slow, sturdy growth; still, in gardens

where people have the courage to place such

plants perfectly e.'cposed, it does pretty well

even in our southern counties. But in gardens

where vegetation is so often vigorous, if not

luxuriant, this and many similar plants are

overshadowed by their neighbours and quickly

weakened or killed. At this season it must cer-

tainly be worth while going to see masses of it

covered with these well-formed, little rosy cups,

of which some come to us from the garden atbt.

John's, Isle of Wight.

Coloured primrosf.s.—Mr. Hillman sends

a few blooms of these from Fenay Hall, £Iud-

dersfield. Pie says :
" Every bloom was picked

from seedliag plants, the seed of which was
sown on February 10, 1881, in rich sandy foil

in a shallow box, which after sowing and putting

loose glass over the top, was placed in a house

kept at about 6o° until the young plants had
made one rough leaf. They were then taken to

a cold frame, where they remained in the seed

box until early in the summer, when they were
planted 6 in. or 8 in. apart in richly prepared

ground. The strongest plants commenced flower-

ing in August, and have kept on flowering more
or less ever since. During the late fine dry

weather many of the plants were one mass of

bloom ; but the last few days' rain and wind
which we have had have done much to spoil

their beauty. The seed, a small mixed packet,

purchased from one of our leading seed firms,

yielded about loO plants, a percentage with
which I am perfectly satisfied, considering the

quality and varied colours of the produce. These
seedling plants were lifted from the nursery

bed in November last, and with others were
planted in the flower beds and borders, in which
they have flowered so freely. Polyanthuses sown
at the same time and similarly treated have
done equally well.

Gbntiana verna comes not from the moun-
tains or green hills, where it flowers earlier than
on the mountains, but from that warm garden in

the Isle of Wight where Mr. Ewbank manages
to get so many plants from different countries

all happy together. He does not believe so much
in the chemical notion of soils for alpine plants.

Gentiana verna has served for years for tra-

vellers and botanists as the type of what is

vivid in alpine fliwer beauty ; and it may also

serve as an illustration of the stupid way in which
alpine flowers are grown, or rather killed, in our
gardens, and not merely private gardens where
little attention was paid to such things, but in

botanic gardens where some attempt was made
to grow them. Every kind of coddling andmollj'-
coddling was practise!, combined with occa-
sional roasting on a heap of dusty clinkers and
other rubbish of that kind. Everything was
tried but the sensible thing of giving the plant
a solid, moist, loamy soil, ia which the plant
could grow, full exposure, and complete isolation
from tall and vigorous plants. Duringthe years
it perished any number of theories could be
recorded on the way to grow alpine plants, and
it was taken for granted they could not
grown.

Epig^a bepbns.—Can anyone oblige me with

blooms and buds of the Mayflower of New
England, which I want to figure ?

ROSE GARDEN.

three parts good loam and the fourth part well

rotted manure. In this the roots will thrive and
the plants make vigorous growth.—J. C. C.

Wild Roses.—Will anyone kindly let me
know to which species o£ indigenous Roses the

difEerent Briers (Sweet Brier, wild Brier, &c.) are

to be referred ? Is there another Rose called Scotch

Brier or Scotch hedge Rose? and to which species

does it botanically belong ? A precise definition

of these terms would greatly oblige.—A Conti-
nental Reader. [The Sweet Brier is Rosa rubi-

ginosa. The wild Brier as generally understood
is Rosa canina.]

Green Roses.—I have a green Rose, evi-

dently a climber. It grows wonderfully well, but
the soil is marl and suits Roses, which are gene-

rally most beautiful in it. My plant is out-of-

doors, but trained on the wall of a small forcing

house; the heat which it gets is, however, not great.

Kor two or three years it was covered with buds,

one of which opened—a pretty little green Rose

;

the others fell off. The last two years we have had
no flowers, but it is always in full leaf, the foliage

keeping on all the winter. A friend in Northamp-
tonshire gave it to me ; she kept it in a pot in the

greenhouse, but it never flowered ; she had it sent

from America. I have tried two or three branches
trained inside the house, but these did not prosper.

Perhaps someone could give me a little advice as

to how I could make it bloom.—C. H. C.

Planting Roses out of pots.—There is a
strong temptation during mild weather to plant

;

but in the case of Roses in pots, that have had
the shelter of pits or frames all winter, it is

better to wait a few weeks longer than to risk

planting them out, with the possibility that they

may be subjected to a sharp frost before the

winter is over. Roses in pots, and young ones
in particular, are somewhat tender this season,

owing to there being no cold weather to harden
them, and tbey have not many roots to sustain

them. As to growth, our Roses (both under glass

and in the open air) are furnished with young shoots

and tender foliage ; and to risk planting out an}'

that have been at all sheltered would be very

unwise. A few that we want for a special pur-

pose we have put into larger pots, with a view
to their making more roots ; and, in order to in-

duce them to continue the growth they have
commenced to make, we must find them shelter

under glass until the cold winds of May are over.

All who have Roses in pots ready for planting

I would advise to adopt this plan, as under such
treatment the plants will not be subjected to any
check ; on the contrarj', they will go on forming
fresh roots and making growth at the same time.

I have on many occasions found that nothing
whatever is gained by planting Roses out of

pots until after the middle of May, and then
they should be treated carefully. Some fine soil

should be placed round their roots and pressed

firmly to them;, they should be well watered
after planting, and should receive water as often

as they require it during the summer. Roses
turned out of pots in May, in a suitable soil,

will generally yield a few very fine flowers in

August and September. The Roses that were pro-

tected in the autumn for the purpose of afford-

ing them shelter may now be uncovered slightly
—i.e., those that were protected where they were
growing—but sufficient protection must still be
left to guard against sudden frost. Those that

were potted may be exposed to more air, and
even brought out to the front of a south wall

on mild days, but there must not be any hurry
to got them planted ; the first week in April is

soon enough to get them out into open quarters.

In the meantime the soil, where necessary, may
be prepared for them. If they have grown many
years in the same soil, it is a good plan to take
away a portion of the earth immediately where
the roots have grown, and to replace it with

PLANTS DIFFICULT TO FLOWER.
CAN you advise me as to tlie treatment of the following

plants which we have had for yea.s, but hsive failed to

flower, viz , Akebia quina'a. C.iryuostylis hybanthus, and
Antigonon leptopus —W. H. M,

Antigonon leptopus.—How to fiower this

plant is a question not imfrequently asked by
those who are acquainted with its beauty either

through descriptions or figures. So far as I am
aware, only one instance of its flowering in this

country is on record, namely, that of Mr. Bull,

who flowered it soon after its introduction. From
this plant the figure in the Bofanioal Magazitie

was prepared, a figure which, according to the

descriptions of those who have seen the plant

growing wild, gives but little idea of its beauty.

In a previous number of The Garden I related

my experience with the Antigonons, and despaired

of ever being able to bit on the right treatment
for the production of their flowers. Since then,

however, I have been encouraged to try again by
the information that in Washington A. leptopus

flowers freely if kept in a greenhouse and rested

during the winter, and on the return of summer
planted out in an open border and allowed to

ramble over neighbouring plants and shrubs. Cer-

tainly this hint is worthy of attention, and it

seems not at all improbable that similar treatment
here may have equally good results. In the neigh-

bourhood of London I am acquainted with several

who have large and healthy plants of A. leptopus,

but which never flower, and it may be thatexposure
during warm weather is what is wanted to ripen

the wood and produce stout vigorous growth be-

fore fioweis can be had. The best suggestion I can
offer is this last ; at least I am satisfied that or-

dinary stove temperature will not suit the An-
tigonons.

Corynostylis hybanthus is a free grow-
ing stove climber, but not one of the most satis-

factory as regards its fiovrering proclivities. We
have succeeded in getting several fair displays of

its ivory-white, sweet-smelling blossoms by grow-
ing the plant in a stove trained along a ratter

and treating it liberally during the summer. In
winter water is withheld and the plant allowed

to rest. As soon as it shows signs of starting into

growtli water is given, and on the flowers appear-

ing a littje liquid manure is administered to assist

their development. The flowers are borne generally

about the middle of February. Brazil is the home
of this beautiful plant, and I believe several very
distinct varieties have been introduced at various

times to this country, all of which well deserve

attention. I believe ihat when we get rid of the

thick shading which we are now so fond of using

during summer, and allow plants which naturally

grow under a scorching sun as much of our less

intense sunshine as possible, along with, of course,

the necessary amount of humidity and fresli air,

we shall find less difficulty in growing and flower-

ing the glorious produce of the Tropics than is

nowadays often experienced.

Akebia quinata.—In the warmer parts of

England this plant grows and flowers freely out-

of-doors. We have a good plant of it growing
against a south-west wall, where it has been for

the last three years, and has flowered every spring.

Owing to the mildness of the present season, this

plant is showing flowers already. Fortune says,

" I found the Akebia growing on the lower sides of

the hills in hedges, where it was climbing on other

trees, and hanging down in graceful festoons from
the ends of their branches. The colour of the

flowers in China is of a dark brown, not unlike

the Magnolia fuscata, and they are very sweet-

scented; indeed it was the delightful fragrance of

the flowers which first attracted my attention to

the spot where the plant was growing." The fra-

grance of the flowers of our plant is not so strong

as it appears to be in its native country. B.
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COBHAM HALL, KENT.
Thk annexed illustration should have accom-

panied our account of this place (p. 10), but

through an unforeseen delay in its preparation,

we were unable to supply it. It represents the

south front of the hall, viewed from the park

across the flower garden, showing the bold dis-

position of the tree .and shrub growth, and the

absence of any monotonous formality, a strik-

ing characteristic of this tine old place.

NOTES AND EEADINGS.

Fruit and vegetable trials at Chis-
wicK.—In the annual report of the Koyal Hor-
ticultural Society the labours of the scientific

committee are disposed of in a line and a half,

but it is gratifying to find that Chiswick has

been doing some good work, and contemplates

more. Hardly sufficient credit is given to Mr.
Barron and his charge, we think, but it is

noticeable that the garden and its doings

always bulk largely in the report, and but for

which the report would be I'atherdisappointing.

been produced within the last few years to

supply all the gardens in England, and they are

still disposed of in thousands at from half a
sovereign to live guineas apiece, morsels of

plants going for less and extra sized ones for

more. Those who want plenty of flowers of the
L.apageria should get good plants and layer them,
and a couple of years will give them more plants
than they can find room for. Cuttings malce poor
roots and poor tops and take long to root, but
the post bag specimens must be multiplied more
readily. *

.

Seedling Cinerarias.—The vivid colours,

the distinct markings and good forms of these

are likely to render the propagation of named kinds
unnecessary in the future. A wonderful improve-
ment has taken place in seedlings within the
past few years, thanks to careful selection. At
one time one was fortunate if he got a few fair

flowers out of a packet of seed, the majority
beingpoor comparedwith the named kinds; now
the seedlings are all that one can desire in a
Cineraria, grown either for the conservatory or

for cutting purposes, and all the trouble of pro-

Cuhhaiii Hall. View shoirl n<j pi inripalfmit ami jhHver rjanlen. Sketched Jamiari/,

The public could wish to read more about Chis-
wick and what goes on there. Theproposed trial

of the numerous Raspberries, with the view of

selection, suggests the channel of usefulness in

which the garden can render and has rendered
the most real service annually or periodically.

There are many fruits and vegetables the value
of which want determining by a competent
tribunal in which cultivators would have con-
fidence, and there never was more need for such
services than at the present time. Selection

should be the order of the day. Every depart-
ment of the garden is becoming encumbered
with innumerable varieties of kinds, many of

them spurious. *

Lapageria.s.—What express method of pro-
pagation is it by which the popular white
Lapageria is propagated and sent by post to

cultivators? By eyes? They must be tiny speci-

mens, needing years of culture to make plants

of them, for a sucker from one eye layered in

autumn will make a plant G ft. high the year
following, and produce a ball of roots that will

require a 12-in. or 14-in. pot to hold. The
multiplication of plants by the trade, and even
private growers, show how much this plant is

thought of. We fear many do not succeed in

growing it successfully. Sufficient plants have

pagation by offsets is avoided. Besides, seedlings

are also always the most vigorous and best

growers. *

Preserved Mushrooms.—Preserved fungi

were lately exhibited before the scientific com-
mittee, but it is not stated how their preserva-

tion was managed, or its object. Not Icng since

the question was put, could not Mushrooms be
preserved so as to be useful for cooking purposes
afterwards ." The French do preserve them in

more than one way—by drying and bottling,

&c., and large quantities of bottled Mushrooms
from Paris are used by cooks in England ; but
they are dear, and by no means equal to fresh

ones. The common Mushroom is produced in im-
mense quantities on the sheep pastures of Aus-
tralia ; a sheep farmer in that country tells me
that they whiten the ground for miles at certain

sea.sons. Plow alad we should be of them here in

a cheap form. They would be more popular than
preserved Australian mutton.

Keeping Grapes.—A writer in The Field
wonders why many people complain of bottled

Grapes deteriorating in flavour, and says that in

his experience it is " exactly the reverse." His
Grapes, after bottling, become sweeter, and in
" every way pleasanter' to eat. If he had said

that bottled Grapes preserved their good quali-
ties, one would not have thought much about it,

hut to say they actually grow better in the
bottles is taxing one's credulity a little too far.
Bottling the shoots with the bunches on them is

a good plan in many ways, but it should be de-
ferred to tlie last moment if the flavour of the
Grapes is any consideration. We have had some-
what exceptional opportunities of testing the
matter, and we never, since the bottling system
became common, tested a Grape cut from the
bottle after some time that was equal to one
taken from the Vine, all other things being
equal, and we do not expect ever to do so. It is

many years since we, with many others, were
struck with the impaired flavour of Grapes ttiat

had been cut from the Vines for a short while
only for exhibition purposes, and although in
their case the want of support in the way of
moisture no doubt aggravated the evil, although
the berries were not shrivelled in the least, still

the effect was the same as in the case of bottled
Grapes—the flavour had deteriorated, and even
the taste was less sharp. The only advantage of
bottling late Grapes, so far as the Grapes are
concerned, is that it enables one to keep them
in good condition when they cannot be allowed
to hang on the Vines any longer, for we do not
call late Grapes like Lady Downes and Black
Alicante late till April and May.

The home farm is an institution that rarely
has in any case paid expenses, and when not
kept on for some special purpose or experiment
it is difficult to discover its use. It is otherwise
with the garden attached to an establishment

;

there is nothing to take its place
; but even here

there are certain things which the market is

liliely soon to supply at a cheaper rate than they
can be grown at home. Putting aside Pine-
apples, Apples and Pears may be mentioned,
the foreign importations of which are more and
more supplanting home-grown produce, being
not only much superior to the latter in appear-
ance, but of better quality—at least for the
dessert. It is found that the actual wants of
even large establishments as regards fiuit like
the Apple and Pear are exceedingly moderate,
and that it is cheaper considerably to supply
the dessert with these from the market. It is

different with Grapes, Peaches, Figs, Melons,
&-C., which are not likely to be superseded
by foreign produce. Early Potatoes from April
till they are ready outdoors are another
article that it is no longer worth while forcing at
that season when economy of resources is a con-
sideration, and even imported early Peas are be-
coming as cheap and g.iod as Potatoes. Onions
also can be bought wonderfully cheap and ex-
cellent. Broccoli is not dear in spring. The
hardy fruits that pay the private gardener best

"

and are acceptable as well are the Gooseberry,
Currant, Raspberry, and Strawberry, all of
which are in constant demand as long as they
can be had, and it is worth while considering
how .supplies of thes3 can be best prolonged by
means of suitable varieties and special culture.
It would not be difficult to show that a north
wall of Gooseberries and Currants would be a
better investment than Cherries or any other
fruit that could be grown on such aspects, while
late autumn and winter crops of Strawberries
would be quite as acceptable as early crops and
more easily produced. Pebegkinb.

English plant names.—Imost lieartily con-
cur in all " l!."says (p. 107) on this subject. All of
us should support and encourage any undertaking
likely to remedy such a state of things as now
exists as regards plant nomenclature. There- is,

however, doubtless some difficulty in selecting
suitable names, but the prettiest and sinlplest are
to be preferred. I think the Latin or botanical
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name should have the first place, then the English

name. When such an arrangement shall have

become universal, I feel convinced that it will be

a decided advantage to all concerned.—J. S. T.,

Mali-ern.

FLOWER GARDEN.
EARLY SPRING NOTES.

The fii-st Daffodil to bloom with us this season

has been N. Pseudo-NarcLssus var. grandiplenus,

plate xi. in Burbidge's "Monograph," where it is

stated to be in flower about the middle of March.

The peculiarity of this Narcissus is the deep

green markings of the perianth. It is odd that

a double Daffodil should come the first. In other

respects we are later this year than last, which

I attribute to the absence of sunshine. Last

year we had frosts, but the bright sunshine

l3rought out the flowers earlier than we
have had them this year. Saxifraga Bur-

seriana flowered with us fully a month earlier,

and so did Gentiana verna. We have had

the former of these-lovely alpines in bloom now
for a fortnight on the open rockeries. Tliey came
quite as soon there, covered only by a sheet of

glass, as in the cold frames. It has been a bad

winter for Androsaces. They do not like our fogs

at all, and the losses have been heavy. Although
covered by squares of glass, they have been at-

tacked by mould, and many have damped off.

They did well with us last season during the

hard frosts. Damp is evidently the greatest

difficulty in Androsace culture ; unless they are

effectually protected from our winter rains they

cannot be grown at all. It seems that our fogs

are almost as fatal to them, and these we can-

not keep off. We removed the mouldy parts as

they became affected, and I see the plants are

sprouting again. Chionodoxa Lucilife is in flower

to-day. It seems to thrive in our climate as the

twos and threes we planted together two
years ago are coming up in good clumps.

The ScQlas and Hepaticas make a pretty show
now on the rockeries. The purity and beauty of

the white form of II. angulosa cannot be over-

praised. The blae variety of angulosa is much
larger and prettier than the single and double

forms of li. triloba; but of all the Hepa-
ticas, I think the double pink is the gem ;

it is

like a sparkling ruby for brilliancy when seen

in the full sunlight. Crocuses and Snowdrops
are unusually fine and plentiful this year,

(ralanthus piicatus forms veiy robust and tall

clumps when once established. I think it is the

best of the Snowdrops. Iberis Priiiti is now
beginning to flower, and it will continue in

bloom for many months, and then after a rest

will flower .igain in the autumn. This is likely

to prove the most useful of the hardy Candy-
tufts ; it comes so much earlier than any other.

Of the older hardy flowers we have in bloom
Omphalodes verna, Doronioum caucasicum. Erica

carnea,Lithospermumprostratum,Orobusvernus,
Bulbocodium vernum. Phlox verna, besides odd
flowers of late Hellebores and a host of other

stray blooms on Primroses, Polyanthuses, and
.sundry others which have never ceased to

flower from autumn until spring. Of Primroses

we could gather a large bunch any day if the

sparrows would only let them alone, but they
seem only to serve for the birds to feed upon at

this season. Buockhfrst.
Didsbury, Feb. 18.

6d. each. Sparrows may be readily frightened

away by running a few lines of tine black cotton

along the rows of Crocuses, just clear of the bloom.

This may be done by a few twiggy sticks to twist

the cotton around and support it in the position

desired. If the Crocuses are in clumps the cotton

may be threaded over them in the same way ; as

the sparrows touch it without seeing it theybecome
alarmed, and are very chary in coming in contact

with it again.— S. D.

Crocus destroyers.—In reply to Mr. Brad-
beer (p. 108), I may say that the only remedy
iigainst mice is to trap them, and the best trap is

a Bean or Pea tied on to the plate of an iron trap
like that used for rats, but much smaller. Such
traps may be got at any ironmonger's for about

THE FIRST HYBRID TUBEROUS
BEGONIAS.

Probably few plants ever attained so much popu-

larity in so short a period as these Begonias, and
the rapidity with which new varieties are placed

before the public is astonishing. They are so

easily raised from seeds that every grower of

them ought to be a raiser of seedlings. The first

step to be taken is to obtain the ver}' best va-

rieties from which to save seeds
;
as a rule, if the

latter are sown early in the year, they will pro-

duce flowers freely by the end of the season. I

sow them in a forcing house where the tempera-

ture is not excessively high, probably about 55°

at night, with a gentle hotbed in which the pots

or seed-pans are plunged. When the plants are

large enough they may be pricked out and potted

on afterwards, when they will gi-ow quite as freely

as ordinary zonal Pelargoniums. Mr. Seden, fore-

man to Messrs. Veitch, was the first person who
raised a hybrid Begonia in this country, and from
his seedlings have sprung a large proportion of

the highly coloured varieties now cultivated in

our gardens. The species he began with in the

first place were sent home by the late Mr. Pearce

from South America. They were B. boliviensis,

Veitchi, rosfeflora, and Pearcei. A variety of B.

Clarkei, received from Major T. Clarke, was also

used at an early date. The first hybrid form raised

was B. Sedeni, the seed parent of which was B.

boliviensis, and the pollen parent a species sent

from the Bolivian Andes, but which was never

named, as the hybrids were so much superior to

it. B. Sedeni was raised in 1868 and distributed

in 1870. This variety was awarded the Silver

Floral Medal at South Kensington on the 2nd of

June, 1869. As an instance of the rapidity with

which seed can be saved, and plants from it

flowered, I may mention that B. Chelsoni was
raised from B. boliviensis in 1869, B. Sedeni

being the pollen parent. It was sent out in

1871. In 1870 B. intermedia was raised,

B. boliviensis being the seed parent and B.

Veitchi tlie pollen plant ; this was sent out in

1872. That same year Stella was raised by cross-

ing B. Sedeni with B. Veitchi; also Vesuvius,

one of the most useful for beddingpurposes, being

a strong grower and an abundant blooraer. This

was produced by using B. Clarkei as the seed

bearer, and B. Sedeni as the pollen bearer ; both

these were sent out in 1874. In 187.3 Model
was raised by crossing Sedeni with Pearcei, and
Excelsior by crossing B. Chelsoni with pollen of

B. cinnabarina. This last named species was sent

out by Messrs. Henderson. Model and Excelsior

were distributed in 1875. In 1874 Acme was
raised by crossing B. intermedia with B. Sedeni

;

and by reversing the cross, B. Sedeni with B. in-

termedia. Monarch was produced. This last, a
strong-growing, sliowy variety, was sent out in

1878, and Acme in 1876. B. Kallista was also sent

out in 1876, and was produced from seeds of

Sedeni crossed with pollen from Stella. Emperor
was the produce of seeds saved from B. Clarkei

crossed with pollen from B. Chelsoni. It first

flowered in 1875, and was introduced to the

public two years later.

Emperor is one of the best forms of the large

flowering Begonias, and can be recommended
eitlier for pot culture or for bedding purposes.

Those who saw this plant planted out in the Chel-

sea nurseries, with others of Mr. Seden's hybrids

will not soon forget the dazzling effect which its

large showy flowers produced. Queen of Whites

was the produce of seeds saved from B. rosKflora,

selecting the lightest coloured varieties until a

pure white form was the result ; this was sent out
in 1878. Now we come to Viscountess Doneraile
raised by crossing B. Monarch with B. Sedeni.
This was produced about 1877, although it was
not sent out until 1881 along with Admiration,
a cross between B. excelsior and B. Davisi. Mrs.
Charles Scorer was the produce of seeds saved
from Viscountess Doneraile, crossed with pollen
from an unnamed seedling, which was not dis-

tributed ; it was raised in 1878, and sent out with
B. rosea superba in 1880. This last,by the way,was
raised from B. rosreflora witli pollen taken from an
unnamed seedling. When B. Davisi was introduced
it quite revolutionised this class of Begonia,
furnishing quite a new type of a much dwarfer
and more elegant habit than any hitherto known

;

its pollen was first used to produce the variety
named Admiration. Then in 1879 and ISSO B.
Davisi was freely used as a seed-bearing parent,
the pollen parent being a variety it was not
thought desirable to distribute ; it was, however, a
seedling of Mr. Seden's. Mrs. Arthur Potts, Miss
Constance Veitch, and Jlrs. Bennett were pro-
duced from seeds saved from this cross. The two
first-named are to be sent out during the present
year.

Such is the result of Mr. Seden's labours during
the last fourteen years. Of course many others,
since Mr. Seden began, have been hybridising,
although he first gave them the materials. He is

still at work in the same direction, and now that
Messrs. Veitch have obtained the exclusive pos-
session of the pretty winter- flowering B. Socotrana,
distinct in its handsome orbicular leaves and
bright rosy pink flowers, new winter flowering
types will doubtless soon be produced.

Lo.vford Hall Gardens. J. DotJGLAS.

CARPETS FOR FERNS.

I HAVE read with interest Mr. Jackson's remarks

(p. 53) on this subject, but while endorsing all he
says as to the suitability of the plants he names
and the situation which he prefers for them, I

cannot agi'ee with him as to the perfect hardiness

of Saxifraga sarmentosa. It has doubtless proved
all that he states respecting it at Bangor, but I

have failed to winter it in several places when
subjected to all weathers. Where it has managed
to exist its appearance in spring has been any-
thing but satisfactory ; it should, however,
have the fullest encouragement where it can
be depended upon. Campanula hederacea formed
with me a most pleasing carpet for Ferns

;

in tlje same bed were also Cypripedium spectabile,

and in tlie spring of each year sprang up natural

carpets consisting of Polypodiums and Cystopteris,

which in a dormant state had accompanied the

clumps of Cypripedium from their native home.
Arenarias delight in a moist, half shadj' situation,

and are admirably adapted for the dwarfest

Ferns ; indeed, no plant with which I am ac-

quainted forms such a dense carpet of verdant

green as tlie Arenaria. Another good plant, and
truly a most useful one, is Lobelia ilicifolia,

whose lovely miniature pink blossoms are borne

in great profusion during the summer and
autumn. These, combined with its Holly-like

leaves, make it a most interesting plant. I have
never tried Campanula casspitosa, nor am I par-

ticularly fond of it while we have such kinds as

C. puUa, whose little bells of purple are so

striking. Then there is C. pumila and its varieties,

all as dwarf as C. cajspitosa; Herniaria glabra also

forms a good carpet, being exceedingly dwarf;
Pyrethrum Tchihatchewi will cover any bare

spaces either in dry or damp situations, but as a

carpet plant for Ferns the white Chamomile-like

blossoms with which the plant is studded might
be an objection. The New Holland Violet (Erpetion

reniforme), another little gom, is suited for shady,

moist situations, and is neat and efllective and
readily increased. Of Mossy Saxifrages, S. groen-

landica, S. muscoides,S.hypnoides and its variety

elegantissima, and S. Sternbergi are among the

best ; the greater part of the Mossy section is well

adapted for carpeting. These should be pulled into

small pieces and dibbled about under the Ferns.
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Acjena Nova-Zealandia3 is a singularly interesting

little carpet plant with crimson spikes of bloom
scarcely rising one-third of a foot high ; the bog
Pimpernel (Anagallis tenella), too, forms a pretty

mass of pink blossoms closely set on its carpet

of green ; nor must we forget the Woodruff
(Asperula odorata), the snow-white blossoms
of which are ever welcome. It is alike suited

for damp and shade, and it will also endure
drought ; if damp and shaded it will be found to

grow rather abo\e the height suited for carpet
plants. Omphalodes verna with its lovely blue
flowers should also be borne in mind, as should
likewise Viola cucullata, a very dwarf species well
suited for a damp situation. To these might be
added many more plants equally useful for car-

peting, but these are very dwarf, many of them
not exceeding 3 in. in height, and all adapted to

moist, shady positions. E. Jenkins.

GOLD-LACED POLYANTHUSES.
I HAVE read with great interest the remarks
lately made in these pages regarding Gold-
laced Polyanthuses, and hail with delight any
hopes of their reappearance, but am rather doubt-
ful as regards some of them. 3Ir. Brockbank
would like to know the history of Kingfisher. It is

not a Yorkshire, but a Staffordshire flower, and
was raised a very short distance from where I

write. "Exile" says the last he saw of it was
nearly fifty years ago. I should say that was
pretty near the first of it, for it can scarcely
be more than that age now. It was raised from
Buck's Geoi^e by Cliarles Box, who was employed
at Himley Hall gardens, near Dudley, and when it

bloomed was handed over to Mr. George Addis,
who distributed it, and that accounts for its bear-

ing his name. The same pot of seed also pro-

duced another good flower called Staffordshire

Lass, but it has long since gone out of cultivation.

I am not threescore yet by almost twenty years,
but I think I could tell Kingfisher either in or
out of bloom, and there are plenty of old florists

in this neighbourhood who could be trusted to
name any Polyanthus that has been before the
public during these last thirtyyears. Within twenty
years I have seen a score or more of Kingfisher in

the raiser's garden planted in the open border. I

have myself possessed three plants of it, also of
the true Eegent and Alexander as lately as 18GI

;

business then took me abroad, and during my
absence they were lost. Lancer was raised in this

district, and is still in several gardens near here.

J. C. E.

NOTES FROM A BEDFOEDSHIRE
GARDEN.

Spakmannia afbicana has been in flower witli

me in a cool greenhouse during the whole winter.
Its beautiful white flowers have charmed all who
have seen them. I wonder why this shrub, al-

though it is old-fashioued, being of such easy cul-

tivation, is not more often seen. Statice purpurea,
too (is this the same as Holfordi ? ), has been very
fine, and a great ornament to the greenhouse. A
pretty contrast to its purple flowers has been the
new pot Marigold, which has also been in flower
all the winter. As for the Heliotrope, which I have
trained over a wire arch, it has been smothered
with blossoms. Our Chrysanthemums, having un-
luckily been terribly kiocked about, and partly
stripped of their leaves by the gale of October
14 last year before they were brought in, refused
to open their blossoms when placed under glass,
but withered away, and were cut down as dead.
They soon began to shoot again and grow quite
vigorously, and now these young shoots, 6 in. or
8 in. in length, are covered with flowers, and form
very pretty, compact masses of bloom. Is not this
a rare occurrence ? I have also a small tree (Pyrus
Maulei is, I think, its name) with lovely pink and
white blossoms like the Apple, which casts its

leaves in October, and in November puts forth an
entirely new crop with blossoms, which were out
at Christmas. The leaves are stiU on, fresh and
green, much the same as they would be naturally

in June or July. I am curious to see what the
tree will do —whether it will keep the present crop
on through the spring, or shed them and put
forth another crop in June. I should like to know
what is to be done with our Roses ; hardly one of
mine has cast its leaves yet. When ought we to
prune them, and how .' Heney Buenet.

Wavcndon.

M.iLOPE TRIFIDA.
As the time is at hand when all kinds of hardy
annuals should be sown, a word in favour of this

old, but beautiful, Malvaceous plant may be
acceptable. It is one of about four' species be-
longing to a genus of annuals, natives of the

south of Europe, chiefly Spain and Portugal.
M. trifida grows from 1 ft. to 3 ft. high, and has
a spreading habit of growth. The flowers, which
are plentifully produced somewhat late in the
summer, are Mallow-like and of a fine crim-
son colour, pencilled with dark veins. There
is a white variety (alba) also very pretty, and
another, called grandiflora, which is much

Halope ti-ijida.

superior to the type, and which should always
be preferred. The flowers of this variety measure
2h in. to 3 in. across, and are of a bright crimson-
purple. M. malacoidesis the other kind in culti-

vation ; it is similar to the others, the flowers
being a bright rose and produced, in profusion.
These. Malopes are all of the simplest culture,

merely requiring to be sown in the open border
in the end of March or the beginning of April.
The soil in which they thrive best is a rich,

moist, and somewhat light loam, and the young
plants should be well thinned out, in order that
they may have ample space in which to develop
themselves. W. G.

ORIGIN OF CHEIRANTHTJS MARSHALLl.
In Ti[b Garden, December 10, 1881, there is an
interesting article ' on this plant by " A. D.,''

which, as regards culture, cannot fail to be in-

structive. I am the more interested in the subject
owing to the fact that some thirty-five years ago
I was slightly acquainted with Mr. Marshall, with
whom it had preriously originated. He then told

me that it was obtained by crossing Cheiranthus
ochroleucus with Erysimum Perofskianum, which
fact makes it a more interesting subject than had
it been obtained by crossing two species of the

same genus^assuming that Cheiranthus and
Erysimum generically differ. In the latest edition
of Paxton's " Botanical Dictionary,'' 1863 is

given as the year of its introduction, which is a
mistake, as it was in cultivation about Edinburgli
not less than fifteen years previous to that date.
When first introduced to the public it speedily
became popular with those interested in hardy
herbaceous and alpine plants. I was of that num-
ber, and grew it for several years, but not being
so much interested then as now in the fertility

and infertility of plant hybrids, I failed to note
whether it matured seed or not. To the best of
vay recollection it did not ; and as " A. D." has
grown the plant for several years, he may be able
to state the facts of the case, and thus confer a
favour upon some readers of The Garden, as he
certainly would upon me. A. Teitch.
New Haven, Connecticiii, U.S. America.

PROPAGATING.
Caladiums.—These will now be starting ra-

pidlj- into growth, and where it is desired to in-

crease the stock of any of them to as great an ex-
tent as possible pot the corms, and while so doing
take care they are covered with soil to the depth
of J in. or 1 in., according to size ; then as soon as
the young leaf has reached a height of 3 in. or

4 in. turn the plant out of the pot and remove the
upper part of the soil till the corm is exposed,
when it will be found that the young leaf pro-
ceeds, as it were, from a small protuberance
thereon, and at its base there will be a number of
young and vigorous roots. By the exercise of a
little care the young shoot with its roots can be
cut off with a portion of the old corm attached

;

then pot it in a small pot, plunge in a gentle heat,
and keep it close till the roots reach the sides of
the pot, when it must be hardened off and grown
on as rapidly as possible, the object being to se-

cure good roots before winter. After being thus
treated cover the old corm with soil and plunge
it in heat, when after a time other buds will push
forth, which, if required, can be taken off and
potted as just described. As the aim is to get
stout corms the first season, this mode of propa-
gating must be carried out as early as possible,

every week's delay being a loss.

Seedling Ferns •nill now require careful at-

tention. Many of them sown in the early part of

last month will have reached the critical stage,

i.e., just when the growing spores have covered
the surface of the soil, as it were, with a dense
green mat. If at this time any appearance of
decay sets in prick them off at once or it will soon
spread, and the whole will be lost. In pricking
off any before the young fronds are thrown up
crock the pot in which they are to be placed to
within 1 in. of the top ; then fill in very lightly

with good open soil, say two-thirds peat, one of

loam, and a fair proportion of sand all finely

sifted. With a pointed piece of wood take up a
small mass of the young plants, lay it on the sur-

face, and press it gently with the finger into the
soil. When a pot is filled in this way give a good
watering and place it in a position where it will

not be much exposed either to sun or air. If

at any time a very thin delicate Moss makes its

appearance on the soil remove it at once, for it

grows so rapidly as soon to choke up and destroy

all the growing Ferns.

Dahlias introduced into heat two or three

weeks ago will be now starting into growth, and
as soon as the young shoots are long enough take

them off, insert them singly in small pots, and keep
them close till rooted. Cuttings root more easily

when taken off with a heel than without one, but
if numbers are required the top of the cutting

can be cut off when long enough and struck.

Push on the propagating of all bedding plants as

rapidly as can be done, and in the case of any
stock plants not breaking into growth, as they
should do when in heat, turn them out of the pots,

remove as much soil as possible without disturb-

ing the roots to any very great extent, and repot
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them in fresh soil. As a rule, sour soil is the rea-

son wh3'the plants do not start briskly into growth.

In such soil the I'oots remain nearly dormant,

whereas in fresh soil they soon become active

and vigorous, and top growth is the result. - T.

GARDEN FLORA.
PLATE CCCXXVI.—PIIAL-ENOPSTS IN-

TERMEDIA PORTEI.

In the whole range of the Order OrchidaceES

no genui is more prized than the Phalsenopsis, and
the variety P. intermedia Portei, so beautifully

illustrated in the annexed plate, is one of the

rarest and best in the section to vehich it belongs.

It is a plant of comparatively recent introduc-

tion, having been introduced from the Philip-

pines in 1867. Among the older and better known
kinds, of which a full account is given in The
Garden (Vol. IX., p. 31:2), P. amabilis is the
best and most useful, on account of its free

growth and continuous flowering habit, and in

the size and purity of its flowers it is not sur-

passed by any other kind, except it be the Bornean
variety of P.grandiflora. Of P. amabUis there are

several varieties, but the best we have seen for

depth of colour combined witli a large, compact
flower, is Mr. Day's variety. P. grandiflora is a
general favourite, though few succeed ingrowing
it really well. When in good condition it

produces magnificent spikes of bloom, sur-

passing P. amabilis in this respect. The
variety P. grandiflora aurea is the best of its

class. As a free winter blooming plant P. Schil-
leriana stands unrivalled, as, with a good stock

of plants, it can be had ir bloom from the middle
of November till the end of April. It is a free

growing plant, and some of the best varieties of

it are nearly equal in size of flower to P. grandi-
flora. When in bloom it lasts a long time in

perfection, and the beautiful mauve colour of the
flowers is heightened by being placed in contrast
with those of P. amabilis and P. grandiflora. T
leucorrhoda is a fine variety of the P. Schilleri-

ana type, but it does not possess the beautiful
foliage of the latter. It is a free grower, and
flowers at the same time as P. Schilleriana. In
colour the flowers are nearly white, and they are
produced on fine branching spikes. It is a scarce
plant. Another of the genus, quite distinct in

colour from either of the above, is P. Luddeman-
niana. The beautifulblending of purpleand violet

in the flowers of this species, which are freely pro-
duced on short branching spikes, renders it cne of

the most attractive of the group. It is a free

grow-er, and generally produces on the old
fiower-spikes a young plant or two every
season, which, when they emit young roots,

may be detached, or they may be pegged round
the mother plant, and thus help to form a large
specimen. P. violacea, though a small-flowered
form, is likely to find favour witli admirers of
Phalsenopsids. The richness and distinctness of
its colours would, I think, puzzle an artist to re-
produce. So far this species grows freely with
us. P. Stuartiana has found favour with good
judges of these plants, and will doubtless be-
come popular. In addition to the species
and varieties just noticed there are several
small-flowered forms, such as P. amethystina
and P. Wighti, that are pretty and worth grow-
ing by those who desire to possess a complete
collection of Phalaenopsids.

CuLiFBE.—The whole of the above may be
classed together as far as culture is concerned.
They may be grown in pots, or sn blocks, in
baskets, or in cylinders, but we prefer growing
them in the two latter. Our best plants are',

however, in baskets, though between a basket

* Drawn/mm a plant in Messrs Low's Nvrsenj, Clapton.

and a cylinder, when the latter is brought well

up to the light, there cannot be much difference.

In choosing baskets for these plants they should

be somewhat deeper than those generally in

use, and we like them made of stouter material

than the ordinary baskets, as these plants enjoy

having a good grip round a stoutish piece of

teak. The baskets or cylinders should be filled

about three-parts full of clean potsherds, with
about three pieces of very fibrous peat placed

about half-way through them to assist in keeping

the crocks slightly moistened, both above and
below the peat. Over the crocks, and rising up
to the surface of the basket, lay straight pieces of

charcoal horizontally, taking care to keep a per-

fectly clearpassage through thelayerof charcoal.

On the top of the charcoal a thin layer of Moss
should be placed, and then the basket is ready
to receive the plant. This should be slightly

elevated above the centre, and about 1 in. of

the best Sphagnum Moss, with a few crocks

blended with it, should be placed carefully

amongst and over the roots. Water must be

sparingly applied, just sufficient being given to

keep the Moss damp till the plants commence
to make new roots, when more liberal supplies

will be needed, but at no time, not even when
they are in full growth, should they be kept
constantly saturated at the roots. When bas-

keted in the way described the young roots seize

on the pieces of charcoal at once, travel along
them to the edge of the basket and soon get

interlaced roimd the teak rods, where they are

then in the best possible position for taking ad-

vantage of the atmospheric conditions sur-

rounding them.

If the plants have made tolerably good pro-
gress through the growing season, they may
require a larger shift the following year. In this

case we clear away all old Moss from their

roots with a syringe, and place them without
further disturbance into baskets one or two
sizes larger than those they were in, according
to the strength of the plants. The space between
the two baskets should be filled with crocks and
charcoal, and a few more pieces of the latter are

again interspersed amongst the roots, allowin^

them to project a little over the edges of the
new basket. The whole is surfaced with Moss,
and if the plants are strong and well rooted a
little peat fibre may with advantage be blended
with the Moss. Whenever the Moss gets into a
soured condition or remains long without requir-

ing any water, the sooner it is removed from the
roots the better, as when they are in this condi-
tion for any length of time, especially during win-
ter, the plants are almost certain to get affected

with spot or rot. When this disease occurs there
is no surer cure than drought at the root, with
a rise of a degree or two in the temperature, but
there will be no need to diminish the moisture
in the atmosphere. After being kept dry for a
few weeks the plants will start away with
renewed vigour, and all trace of the disease will
disappear. It is always advisable to give
Phatenopsids a short rest after flowering by
keeping the material round their roots just

moist for a few weeks, but about the end of
March or beginning of April they should be
excited into fresh growth by gradually increas-
ing the supply of water. We may here remark
that we do not like to see a plant make more
than two leaves in one season, as these are asmany
as well-rooted plants can plump up thoroughly

;

therefore if plants growing freely show a tendency
to throw up any young leaves after the beginning
of August, they should be kept drier at the
roots, as foliage made at the end of the season
rarely gets so finely developed as that made in
summer, and it always lacks substance, and is

the first to spot. During summer a considerable
amount of moisture must be maintained in the

atmosphere surrounding the plants, and if the

house is occasionally damped over with clear

soot-water, and tlie pans on the hot-water pipes

filled with the same liquid while the plants are

making their growth, it will prove highly bene-

ficial to them. There is one point in connection

with the culture of these plants that we are con-

vinced is of the first importance, and that is a

constantly moving atmosphere ; but this move-
ment must beproduced withwarm air wellcharged

with moisture. We must have houses arranged

on adifferent system as to ventilation from any we
now possess before we shall get really well grown
Ph alsenopsids, and Iam quite sure this genus alone,

with the addition of Sonerilas and similar plant*

and a few Ferns for furnishing the recesses and
other points far from the glass, would make a

charming house. The temperatures in which
we find the Phalsenopsis flourish are 63"^ at

night in winter, and from 05^ to 08'^ during the

day. A gradual rise from these temperatures

should commence about March, and from May
to September the night heat should not be below
70^, nor need it be over 75° except in very warm
weather; the day temperature may range from
7o° to 90^ according to the brightness of tlie

weather. J. Robekts.
Gutinershui-t/.

GARDEN DESTROYERS.
ROOT-EATING FLY AND CABBAGE FLY.

(anthomyia hadicum and a. bba.ssic^.)

The English name of the first of the two flies

which form the subject of this article is

decidedly misleading, as the fly is perfectly

harmless, but the gruDs are by no means so, for

theyeat the roots of plants and are verydestructive

;

however, as this name is used by various authors

it is as well to keep to it. I have united this fly

and the (Cabbage fly together in this article, for

they much resemble one another (though they
may easily be distinguished) in general appear-

ance ; their economy is very similar, and the

grubs are frequently found together, and are so

much alike that it is difficult to tell to which
species they belong, and they may be destroyed

by the same means. When these insects attack

a crop they are often the cause of very serious

injury, and even of its entire destruction ; they
are often found in the roots of Cabbages suffer-

ing from anbury, or fingers and toes, but it has
not been by any means proved that they are the

cause of these diseases. Unfortunately, these flies

are small and inconspicuous, and as the grubs
feed below the surface of the ground, or within

the roots of the plants, their presence is only
discovered when the plants wiiich have been
attacked show by their unhealthy condition that

something is amiss with them ; it is then often

too late to save them. These grubs attack the

roots of Cauliflowers, Broccoli, Cabbages of all

kinds. Radishes, and Turnips, by eating their

roots at the crown or base of the tap roots. In
destroying these insects we do not get so much
help as we do in many other cases from birds

and parasitic insects, as the grubs occupy
positions in which they are tolerably safe from
their enemies ; they are, however, a prey
to a small ichneumon fly, and the chrysa-

lides no doubt are often destroyed by
the birds when the ground is cleared of the

crop and dug up, so that, they are able to get at

them. Various means have been tried for destroy-

ing and warding off the attacks of these insects.

No doubt one of the most important is a proper

selection of crops, for if Cabbages or Turnips are

grown year after year upon ground which has

become infested with these insects, there is no
clearing it of them.
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Where ( 'abbages aud Turnips are grown, as

soon as the crop is finished all the old roots and

stumps should be burned, and the ground dug

up as soon as possible ; by taking these pre-

cautions, 1 am sure the numbers of the insects

would be very much diminished. Plants that are

attacked by "these grubs generally flag in the

middle of the day, and the leaves of Cabbages as-

sume a leaden, aiid those of Turnips a yellow tint.

AVheii this is observed, an examination of the

roots of a plant and the earth surrounding it

will soon show whether these grubs arethecause

or not : if they be, and the plants are past re-

covery, they had better be pulled up and burnt

(not thrown on the rubbish heap,and care should

be taken in handling them not to drop any of

the grubs among the crop), and their holes dlled

with lime, strong brine, soot, or gas lime
;
this

will kill any grubs which may remain in the

ground. Plants which are not so injured as to be

past recovery may probably be saved by water-

ing their roots with one part of ammoniacal

liquor from the gas-works to two parts of water,

making sure that the mixture soaks well into the

ijround round the roots. Three or four applica-

tions should be given ; this has been tried with

great success. Before planting out young plants

dipping their roots in a mixture of earth and cow
manure has been found very useful, and so has

mixing a small quantity of hot lime with the

soil where each plant is to be. Manuring the

Anthmnijia radiemn.

:, Ihe male root-eating fly (magnified); 2, the grub (magni-
fied) ; 3, the chrymlis (magnified).

o-round with superphosphate has been tried

on the Continent with great success, crops

on o-round enriched with this manure being

untouched, while those on soil manured with

horse manure or bone dust in the same neigh-

bourhood suffered considerably. Gas-lime sown
o\er the ground in early spring has been found

most beneficial in keeping this insect away. It

probably acts in two ways—by preventing the

fly from coming out of the earth when it leaves

the chrysalis ; and it also keeps off the flies

which may have come from other quarters and
prevents them from laying their eggs on the

crop. Both these flies may be found throughout

the spring and summer, and during this time

there are several broods. The grubs have been

found in the early spring feeding on Radishes,

and in June on (Cabbages. When full grown,
which is probably in about a fortnight or three

weeks after they are hatched, they leave the

roots within which they have been feeding and
b)econie chrysalides in the adjoining soil, and
may often be found among the roots of a

plant when it is pulled up. Within three weeks

the flies emerge from the chrysalides and soon

afterwards deposit their eggs at the roots of

suitable plants. The chrysalides formed late in

the autumn remain untd the spring, when the

flies are produced. Some of the flies are sup-

posed to survive the winter in sheltered places.

The root-eating fly, or Cabbage fly, belongs to

the large family of true flies, the Muscidse, which

also contains the common house fly, the blue-

bottles, or Celery flies. This genus, Anthomyia,

does not contain many species, but among them
is A. ceparum, the well-known Onion fly. An-
thomyia radicum, the male of which is depicted

in the accompanying figure, measures nearly J in.

in length, and i in. across the wings when fully

expanded ; the eyes are reddish brown, veiy

large, nearly covering the head. The thorax is

grey, with five longtitudinal black stripes ; the

body is pale ashy grey, with a central longi-

tudinal stripe, three transverse bands, and the

base and tip black ; the legs are bhick and

hairy ; the wings are iridescent, with black

veins: the body and thorax are sparingly

covered with black hairs. Tlie female is about the

same size as the male, but the wings are a trifle

larger, and the eyes are much smaller ; thegeneral

colour of the insect is ashy grey ; the thorax has

four indistinct, rather darker, longitudinal lines;

the body is rather narrower than that of the

male, and has a rather darker, indistinct, medial

stripe, legs black and hairy, body and thorax

sparingly covered with hairs. A. brassicse, the

Cabbage fly, is much of the same size as the

root-eating fly, and the sexes are also somewhat
different in appearance.

The male is ashy grey and very hairy; the

eyes nearly cover the nead; the thorax has three

interrupted, slightly darker lines down the back;

the body is small, oval, with a band down the

centre, and the edge of each joint black ; the

legs are black and hairy. The female is entirely

of a pale grey colour, except a white face, and

paler sides to the thorax ; the wings are yellowish

at the base. The grubs of both species ai-e about

one-third of an inch in length when full grown.

They are legless, taper towards the head, which
is pointed, and terminate very abruptly at the

tail. The extreme edge of the last segment is

furnished with several fleshy points, and in the

centre are two dark tubercles, which are pierced

by the apertures of the breathing tubes. The
grubs of the root-eating fly are of a dirty yellow

colour, and the chrysalides are oval, about J in.

long and yellowish in colour. The chrysalis case

is merely the hardened and shrunken skin of the

grub, so that at the posterior end the points on

the last joint are still visible. The grubs of the

Cabbage fly are yellowish white, and the chry-

salides are reddish brown. G. S. S.

IJconomy in heating.—"K. B.s" letter

(p. 98) is slight!}- contradicton', and liis advice

therefore difficult to follow. How can any one con-

trive to get a If-in. steam coil to act as a boiler if

he must " avoid -wi-ought iron ?" especially as this

coil itself was once upon a time the subject of a

a patent. What sort of coil would be required to

heat 3000 ft. of pipe if 32 ft. are necessary to heat

300 ft. ? and what sort of a domed furnace will it

take, and how much fuel 1 None of the " patent

boilers" I have seen are for such small quantities of

piping, and I should like to know what unpatented

cast boiler " K.B." would provide for, say, 1000 ft.

The coil he speaks of would doubtless heat the

pipes well, but he would lind economy in placing

the saddle so as to form the dome, and thus heat

both with the same fuel. How did the smoke eat

the boiler away on the side flues ? It would be

interesting to know the kind of fuel burnt to cause

such powerful smoke, particularly as it entered

the chimney at such a " comparatively low tem-

perature." No doubt his coil was 25 per cent

cheaper, as he made it himself (cast it, I presume),

but very few of your readers are equal to such

work. If " K. B." wouldHndly tell uswhat modern
patent -wi'ought-iron boilers he has tried, and how
they have failed ; and also the cast boilers of any
kind he has found so vastly superior ; he would be

giving something tangible and that might be of

benefit to those looking for some guiding principle

in their weary search tor economy in heating. No
form, I think, of coil or boiler, whether -wrought or

cast, can be truly economical, in which the greatest

fire-ijuat strikes against or is imparted to a brick

surface, and does not communicate its heat to

omething that benefits the houses to be heated.

—B. W. W.

FRUIT GARDEN.
PEACH TREES SHEDDING THEIR BUDS.

Mt Peach trees have been in the habit of doing
this, and for a long time I could not ascertain the

cause, but at length I found that it arose from
fungus in the borders, which, having run through

a large portion of the soil, had fastened itself on
the roots of the Peaches, many of which were
white with mycelium. Being so bad, I could

plainly see there was no help for it but to renew
the border, which we did by using fresh loam en-

tirely free from herbage and vegetable matter, as

it was evident these latter had been the means of

bringing about the evil referred to. The border

when first made was composed of fresh cut sods

from a pasture, and being good loam the trees

quickly filled the trellises with fine bearing wood
which bore very fine crops of large fruit; but un-

fortunately a dry summer occurred, and being-

short of water we could never give enough to soak

the soil properly, and as the fibre and vegetable

matter, tUe material it contained, remained unde-

composed they generated fungus. On taking one

tree up I found that the fungus had forced its

way under the main bark rigiit up the stem, the

wood and inner surface of the rind being quite

white with it. The leaves, too, sliowed numerous
brown pustules beneath, which in shape and size

resembled Fern spores, and they ripened and
floated about the atmosphere much in the same
way as these do. Not only did the buds of these

affected trees drop in the spring, but a good deal

of the foliage also fell during the summer. As it

is too late to renew the soil now I would advise
" C. W.," whose buds drop, to adopt the next best

course, which is to water heavily with strong lime

water, and if a bag of soot is immersed in it and
allowed to lie and soak for a time before using all

the better, as the liquid will then form a most
excellent stimulant that will have a sweetening

effect on the soil. The way to prepare the lime

water is to throw a quantity of unslaked lime

into a large tub or tank, and then fill up with

water, which, if allowed to stand for a few days,

may be drawn off clear, in which state only

should it be used.

There is no fear of applying the lime water too

strong, as, however much lime may be put into

the water, it will only take up a certain amount,

and Peach trees, like most other stone fruits, are

fond of lime, and only do really well Avhen calca-

reous matter is present in some degree in the soil

allotted for them to grow in. If absent in a solid

form it may easily be applied in a liquid state, and
the same to Vines, which are often greatly im-

proved by its use. Bad as fungus is, it may be

drowned out, as it cannot stand a wet condition

of the earth, and only lives and spreads when a

favourable state of things prevails, as may be seen

in the spa-nming and management of a Mushroom
bed. It may be that " C. W." has injured his trees

by dressing them with a too strong mixture of

Gishurst, a compound which, if used in weight of

above i oz. to the gallon of water, is highly dan-

gerous, and almost sure to cause a large shedding

of the buds. I saw a house of trees some years

back that were nearly ruined by it, and it is a

great pity whsn they are tolerably clear and free

from scale to use it or auy other insecticide at

all, and yet there are many who make an annual

practice of daubing the branches as a preven-

tive, and work much harm by so doing. If the

bark should happen to be a little unclean it is

far better to give it a scrub with a little soft

soap and water, which may be done quickly with

a narrow spoke brush, as that will go between

the branches more easily than others of a dif-

ferent make. The stems and main branches of

our trees, both in and outdoors, have been subjected

to such a scrubbing, and the bark now is bright
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and polished, which must add to its health. From
what " C. \V/' states, it is very certain his manage-

ment as regards ventilation, &c., is not at fault,

and the fact of his trees outside on the same wall

dropping their buds in a similar manner shows

this, and that is why I am led to the conclusion

that it is either caused by fungus in the border,

brought about through having leaf-mould or other

undecomposed vegetable matter there and becom-
ing dry, or tliat the mixture of clay, sulphur, and
soot had too much Gisliurst in it, and, if so, that

accounts for the evil. Au examination of the soil

and roots will show if the mischief lies there

;

but whether that be so or not, the lime water, if

the border is drained, cannot fail to do good.
S. D.

RENOVATING AND GRAFTING OLD TREES.
That old trees in a barren, unhealthy condition

may be greatly rejuvenated in appearance and
made fruitful again I have repeated proofs, and
as it takes a long time to get young ones to a size

and strength sufficient to bear a crop, it is often

worth while to take in hand tlie old ones and
work at them in order to bring about their reno-

vation. This may be done in a variety of ways,
among which one of tlie best is to thin out and
severely cut back the branches so as to induce the

formation of young wood, as on this the blossom
bnds form. I remember a case of espalier Apples
that were so crowded with spurs as to look like a

hedge ; and as they had not borne for years, the

owner was about ha-sing them destroyed. I re-

mcnded liim to convert them into standards
which was done by cutting off all the branches
but the two upper ones, and these were
shortened back and left to form, as it were, the
fTame of the tree. Tlie spurs were then thinned
out, and the following spring those remaining broke
with great strength, and made shoots during the

summer from 4 ft. to 7 ft. long, up the sides of

many of which flower buds showed themselves in

abundance. As the season was favourable the year
after these opened and set, and the trees liave now
large heads, and thoughnotso cleanand handsomein
the stems as might be desired, they yield a fine lot

of fruit. This could not have been got in any-
thing like the time had young ones been planted,

as they would have taken years in becoming
established. Another way of treating old trees is

to head back and grnlt them, and when that is

done it is sometimes astonishing to see what
effect it has, the whole character of the tree

becoming changed. In tlie re-grafting of trees,

choice of scions should be made from sorts that
are known to do well in the locality, as much de-

pends on that ; it is of little use grafting if the
tree is in a state of decay or deoreijitude. To be a
success, the roots must be healthy, and if they
are that the renewal of topgrowth will be fast. The
time to head liack and graft trees is about the
middle of Marcli, as then the sap is in full flow,

and the scions soon unite and become firmly

attached. That the tree to be operated on may be
in advance of the scions, it is a good plan to

take these latter off some weeks before they are
wanted, and lay their ends deeply in the ground at
the back of a north wall or other moist shady
place till they arc wanted for use.

As the branches will be so much larger than
the grafts to be placed on them, it will be neces-
sary to insert the scions under the rind of the stock.
This may easily be done by making a long slanting
cut at the end of the graft—like that when forming
a quill pen—when,by making a slit of correspond-
ing length through the bark of the cut-back branch
on w'lich it is to be put, tlic scion may be in-

serted and Icept close to the wood. To admit of
this being done without bruising the graft it is a
good plan to thrust under a hard piece of wood,
trimmed smooth, and made the same form as
that .of the scion. The next point of importance
is the tying which should be done securely by
tlie use of soft matting without bringing too much
pressure to bear. As soon as the tying is finished
it is necessary at once to envelop the part with a

tions of fresh cow manure, which, having much
vegetable matter in it, secures cohesion, and helps

to maintain the whole moist. What throws fruit

tre'ss out of health as much, or more, perhaps,

than anything else is the bark becoming un-
healthy through parasites, such as Moss and
Lichen, which ramify and stop up the pores of the

tree. On the trunk and main stems the readiest

way of dealing with these parasites is to scrape

them off with some blunt instrument, and then
dress over the affected parts with thick lime-

wash, which is also the best thing that can be had
for the branches. The readiest and quickest way
of applying it to these is to have it just thin

enough to syringe on, as by the use of that in-

strument a lot of trees may be covered in a very

short time. In cases where they are affected with
American blight, to which Apple trees are very

subject, there is nothing I am acquainted with
equal to paraffin, which is so searching and pene-
trating as to find its way into every crevice and
soak through the oily coats of the insects. Paraffin,

like lime-wash, may be syringed on or dabbed
into the parts where the bugs are by the use of a

brush. Paraffin alone is too strong, and may be
used with three parts water, which should be hot,

as then the two mix better and are more destruc-

tive to insects.

Besides suffering from the maladies referred to,

fruit trees are often in a state of semi-starvation

from overcropping and iioverty of soil, the remedy
for which is surface mulching and frequent soak-

ings of liquid manure. The latter should be given
during the summer and autumn, and the former
at once, or in cases where the drainage is good
liquid manure may witli advantage be adminis-
tered now, as so long as it does not render the

ground sour and sodden, it will in the end have a
beneficial effect on the roots. These the mulching
encourages and attractsby the shade it affords and
the uniformity of moisture it maintains in the

soil, as by its use evaporation is intercepted and
the fierce rays of the sun kept at bay. D.

APPLES FOR SMALL GARDENS.

Apple trees will grow and fruit in nearly all kinds

of soils, provided they are properly drained. They
dislike stagnant water and damp clayey soil, which
induces canker, owing to the wood being imper-

fectly ripened in the autumn. TIic soil most suit-

able for their growth is a strong sandy or gravelly

loam. If heavy clay, it must be well mixed with
plenty of light soil and lime nibbish or old mortar
to keep it open, so tliat the roots may be able to

grow freely. The pits or holes for the trees must
be made wide if the ground is stiff and moderately
deep, bottoming with some hard material to keep
the roots from growing into the cold subsoil.

Planting upon raised mounds keeps the roots near
the surface, and gives them tlie benefit of sun
heat, which ripens the wood and favours the for-

mation of strong, plump fruit buds. Care must be
taken not to plant too deeply upon any soil, for if

that be the case, the trees are sure to canker.

Pyramids suit small gardens best, as they occupj'

but little ground, and if carefully planted and
properly trained, last in good condition for years.

By pruning them moderately hard bade they will

form plenty of fruit buds, and all branches that

cross or are otherwise ill-placed should be cut

out. If dwarf trees are required, they should be
worked upon the Paradise stock. They may be

planted on the borders of the kitchen garden

—

say 1 ft, from the walk and G ft. from tree to

tree—or thej' may be planted in quarters, in

rows from 4 ft. to T) ft. asunder and C ft. from
row to row, between which vegetables may be
grown. Dwarf bush trees are suitable for borders

in single rows, or they may form plantations like

those of Gooseberries and Currants. The trees,

which may be worked on the Paradise or Doucin
stock, may be planted i ft. asunder and (i ft.

between the rows, the ground as before being
cropped with vegetables both in summer and

I

winter. The young shoots must be kept thin

and regular in order to admit plenty of air and
light, so that the wood may become well ripened

before the trees shed their leaves. The young
shoots will require to be pinched some time in

June, and regulated a little in winter, catting
out any branches which have grown too strongly
after the summer pinching. When pruning, care
must be taken to leave the shoots a moderate
length, for if pinched too hard, the wood often
cankers, and the fruit becomes small and inferior

m quality.

Espaliers are generally used to separate the

borders of the kitchen garden from the quarters

used for cropping. Espalier trees are best worked
on the Crab, and if healthy and properly trained

they are both useful and ornamental, and the
fruit is not liable to be shaken off by rough winds.
Procure young trees from the nursery with three
or four branches growing horizontally on each
side of the main stem, whicli should have a
strong shoot as a leader ; the side branches should
be laid in 12 in. apart, and the centre one should
be led upwards, cutting it back to four eyes
annually to furnish side branches until the tree

has grown to its required height, which should
be 5 ft. or 6 ft. The side branches will require
to be pruned moderately sliort if the tree is

weakly, in order to induce it to form strong,

healthy wood, but if strong tlie shoots may be
left longer. Plant IS in. from the edge of the
walk, but sometimes 6 ft. is left between the
walk and the trees. This is frequently used as a
flower border, or dwarf vegetables may be grown
on it. The trees should be planted 15 ft. apart.

For trellises, some use wooden stakes driven
firmly into the ground, tying thin rods of wood
upon tlie stakes 12 in. apart to train the branches
to. But the best trellis is iron posts or neat
wooden ones with strong galvanised wire strained

tightly in connection with them. Sometimes con-
tinuous iron bar hurdles are used, and these make
capital trellises.

Standard trees are best worked upon strong,

growing Crab stocks. They may be planted in the
borders of the kitchen garden, 9 ft. from the edge
of the walk and IS ft. apart. Their branches must
be thinned out every winter, shortening back the

strongest growing shoots, so as to admit plenty of

air and light to ripen the woodearly in the autumn,
an essential point in fruit cultivation. Apples are
seldom grown in England upon walls, but in some
parts of Scotland they are grown extensively in

that way, the usual modes of training them being
either the horizontal or fan plan. Trees thus
grown require the same treatment as espaliers,

both in regard to summer pinching and pruning
in winter.

The best time to plant is October and No-
vember, when, if all goes well, the trees will be well

established before they commence to growinspring;
they may, however, be planted with success until

they are nearly bursting into leaf, but one must
not expect the same strong, vigorous growth as

there will be upon trees planted in November. If

the weather in summer be veiy dry thej' will

require to be watered at the roots occasionally,

for they will not be properly established the first

summer. If established trees grow too vigorously,,

making at any time long soft shoots, which do not
ripen, there will be no chance of a crop. In such a

case they should be root-pruned, whicli will induce
the formation of short-jointed, firm wood and
plenty of fruit buds. Cut a trench round the tree

3 ft. from the stem, or sometimes it is advisable

to cut the trench only half way round the tree the

first year and finish it the second year, digging
down as far as roots are formed ; cut also under-
neath the base of the tree with a sharp spade as

far as possible, in order to cut the roots that are
running into the subsoil. If at hand when filling

in the trench mix a portion of lime rubbish with

the soil ; into this the tree roots freely, and it

causes it to make fibiT roots. Jagged roots must
be trimmed with a knife, or the}- may canker and
decay. I have always found root-pruning effective

in bringing trees into a bearing state, both of

Apples or Pears.

Varieties.—Of kitchen Apples I would grow

:

Joanneting, Keswick Codlin, Kentish Codlin,

Cellmi, Beauty of Kent, Norfolk Beefin, Winter
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Greening, Hawthomden, Blenheim Pippin, Lon-

don, Pippin, Stirling Castle, Tower of Glamis, Wal-

tham Abbey Seedling, Eoyal Russet, Galloway
Pippin, Oslin, Melrose, and Dnke of Wellington.

Of Dessert Apples : Golden Winter Pearmain,

Irish Peach, White Cockle Pippin, Ribston Pippin,

Cox's Orange Pippin, Margil, Yellow Ingestre,

Golden Pippin, Sturmer Pippin, Golden Reinette,

Gravenstein, Barton's Incomparable, Quarrenden,

King of the Pippins, Lemon Pippin, Scarlet Non-
pareil, Warner's King, and Golden Noble.

Wm. Chbistison.

ROOT FORMATION.
In answer to Mr. Robb (p. <iS), I may say that

in the case of Vines 1 have found the better the

growth the greater the root action ; the richer the

soil, the less will the roots have to divide in order

to seek and supply nourishment. If the Vine be
healthy and vigorous it requires more food than
it would if in bad condition ; therefore what one
rootlet was able to supply at one time is now in-

sufficient, and division is the course the roots

adopt to keep up the supply. But apart from this,

•certain conditions of soil have a tendency to pro-

mote root division, such as gritty obstacles or

strong fibrous loam. I have seen Vine roots pro-

trude several inches from the stem in an undivided
manner through various media till they came in

contact with a piece of fibry turf, when they
would form quite a buncli of fibres. This seems to

indicate power of selection, which is refuted by
some who state that " roots will almost always
grow most readily in that direction which offers

least obstacle and gives most encouragement."
Roots in orchnary tenacious non-fibrous soil are

usually thick and fleshy, which may be owing to

the continued moist state of the soil through in-

sufficient drainage, Sec, and more especially if a
sufficient supply of food be within reach ; but if

that same soil be well drained and be made hard
and firm here, and loose and light there, in all

probability the roots will become fibrous. A plant
growing in poor soil to make an equal amount of

wood as one growing in rich soil, would have to

make up the deficiency by more energetic root

action ; if in the rich soil there were food in

1 sq. in. of mould to make say fi in. of wood, and
in the poor soil the same amount of food was
spread through twice the quantity of mould, then
it is evident that in order to collect the same
quantity the roots in the poor soil would have to

travel twice as much as those in the rich to make
up the same amount of gi-owth, and would require
increased root action to accomplish it. Thus it

would appear that rich soil alone is not conducive
to abundant root action.

Thos. K. Holdes.

With regard to root formation let us go
to the border to which I referred, and give its his-

tory for nine years. It was 40 ft. long, 17 ft. wide,
and 2 ft. deep, 11 ft. being outside and G ft. in-

side. It was made up as follows : 1 truck-load
shoddy, 1 ton 4-in. bones, 1 ton large bones,
and 12 cart-loads cow manure : the rest consisted
of loam and leaf-mould. This material was turned
over once and filled into the border. That was
done between November and .January. In February
the Vines were planted out of 10-in. pots without
the balls being disturbed. I was told the then
gardener hadtwo barrow-loads of fresh manure put
round each Vine. Now, why did the Vines in the
compost just named not make roots. Five years
afterwards I took charge of the vinery in question.
My employer said he never had a ripe Grape.
" Sour, always sour," were his words. I attributed
the cause to the border. " Oh no," was the reply,
" it's the management ; that border cost me over
.£30." " F." prefers a wall of turves ; well, so do I,

and I had one. The outside border was covered
with Grass, my employer wishing it to be so

;

therefore, what was I to do. I could not touch the
border. Fortunately for the well-being of the
Vines my employer went abroad for 6 months. I

thought I would risk an investigation of the bor-
der. I started inside first, had all the sodden mass
cleaned out right up to the Vines, with the re-

sult as stated in The Garden (p. 18"). I then
built a wall of turves 3 ft. from the Vines, and
filled in with rich soil, but not incorporated with

manure, only a few bones and charcoal, leavingS ft.

to be added to as required. I then ventured to re-

move some of the turf outside. " F." asks at what
part of the border did I cut the opening,andimagines
it was done in the centre, whichwould be oi ft. from
the side of the house. Well, I cut down 1 ft. from
the side of the house, and we cut no roots of any
value as regards sustaining a crop. I should have
done outside as I had done inside, only servants

cannot be masters. I had sis bunches on each rod

that same year, and although the bunches were
not large I got tbem to ripen and be of good
flavour. My employer was very pleased with his

Grapes, and wanted to know how I got them to

ripen, as he had not been able to get them ripe

before. I told him what I had done, and promised
if he would let me take out the outside border
they would soon improve. He gave permission

;

we took it out, and it was in doing so I saw the

roots in the gravel which we did not disturb. The
Vines have done well ever since. The question

under discussion is, Will the Vine make most roots

in rich soil or most in a poor one ? I say most in

a poor one, although I am not going to advocate

planting in poor soil. Thbumpton.

WATERING PINE-APPLE PLANTS.

In no February have our Pine-apple plants been
in such good condition as this. With our defi-

ciently heated structures, the weather hitherto

has, no doubt, been all in their favour, but in my
opinion the watering of Pine plants has more to

do with their condition than all else. The great
tendency is to give them too much. The slightest

inclination to stagnation at the root or an over

dampness of the soil will soon make the leaves

assume a golden tinge, and growth will Ijecome
gradually slower until little progress is made.
Under constant over-watering the leaves are

generally nan-ow, too, and the fruits small ; in

fact, over-watering wholly cripples their develop-
ment. I always water the Pines myself : many of

them have not had a drop since September last,

and they do not show much need of it now.
During that time they have been plunged in

ordinary moist leaves, the bottom heat being
about G0°. They have just been replunged. The
pots were full of roots and the leaves broad and
thick and covered with bloom always a siu'e

indication of good health. Of course, watering
should always be regulated by the temperature,
but keeping on the dry side even in great heat
will always be found most conducive to good
health. When watering is done, a thorough
soaking should be given ; hut to watering once or

twice a week I strongly object. When plants are
newly potted we are all apt to give more water
than is good for them. If no water is given until
fresh, dust3-white leaves are seen coming'up from
the centre, much of the danger of doing harm by
ov?r-watering or early watering is over, as the
roots will then he at work and careful watering
afterwards will keep them at it. Cold water or
strong liquid manure should never be given, but
if of about the same heat as the bed and moderately
enriched, no harm can be done. Plants in fruit

generally require more water than younger ones.

.J. MuiR.

Late Apples.—It is a strange thing that in

our markets one cannot at present get a good
Apple without great difficulty. The Blenheims are
gone, and Newtowns cannot be bought good this

year. What am I to do ? Do no growers secure
late-keeping Apples which one could roast or
bake at this time of the year ? I have heard a
good deal of the wonderful progress of horticul-
ture, but I begin to fear that very little has been
done in Apple growing or Apple raising to meet
our wants.—W. J.

Peach trees shedding their buds.—
" C. W.'s " Peach house (p. 78) is not, I believe,

sufficiently ventilated ; the thermometer should

not rise above 70° with sun heat at this season.

Peaches and Nectarines suffer more than any other

fruit trees under glass by being overheated. This

winter being so mild, they should have had more
air given them. Bud-shedding is also frequently

caused by dryness at the root, and sometimes by
over-cropping. If the tree in question had not
sufficient moisture at the roots last summer, that

would cause bud-shedding. — SamueIi Bbien,
GiUtoiim, Nev;hridge.

Diseased "Vine roots.—From the descrii>
tion given by " H. D. E." of his Vine roots, there
can, I think, be no doubt that his inner border
has been dry, a circumstance which has caused
the fungus to generate and fasten itself on the
roots. The best thing to be done is to remove the
whole of that portion of the soil as carefully as
can be done, so as not to injure any of the fibres

that are worth saving, and having laid the roots
bare, they should be scrubbed with a soft brush
and strong lime-water, to remove the mj'celium

;

then they should be laid aside, covered, and kept
moist till a new border is made. This should be
done with fresh yellow loam from a closely fed
pasture ; it should be simply chopped up somewhat
roughly and used just as it is, without any
admixture whatever, except a few crushed bones,
if they can be had. To use manure of any kind, or

leaf-soil, is sure to do harm. Vine borders that

would last sweet and wholesome for years and
become full of fine, healthy roots, are often spoiled
by its presence. 'What stimulants are required
may always be given in a liquid form when tlie

Vines are full of leaf and in active growth. Be-
fore filling in with the new soil, I would advise
" H. D. E." to closely examine the collars of the
plants to see if any fungus is lurking there, for if

so, it must all be removed, as the least particle

left will spread again and run through the whole
of the border. During summer frequent soakings
of weak sewage should 1>e given, and at no time
ought the inner border be allowed to get dry.

—

S. D.

I would say that the' Vine border is in a
bad state as to drainage. Mildew, bad colouring,
and shanking are causeil by bad soil, into which
the roots have found their way. The border, in

short, requires to be remade, clearing all the old
bad material away, and replacmg it with a mix-
ture of good loam and well decomposed cow
manure, A-in. bones, and lime rubbish. From 2 ft.

to 3 ft. of good soil is absolutely necessar}' for

Vines to do well in, and the bottom of the border
should be well drained, and concreted, if possible.

Cutting the roots off the inside border would be of
no benefit to the Vines. AVhen a new border is

made I would recommend young canes also to be
planted, and for such work there is no better time
than the present.—Samuel Bribn, Gilltown, New-
hridge.

Planting an orchard.-Some few years ago
I planted about an acre with standard Apples,
Pears, and Plums. They have done well, but since
planting out these standards I liave planted about
fifty or sixty trees on wire espaliers, and if ever I

were planting an orchard again I w-ould put it all

on wire, for these reasons : I could put more
trees on the same space, the fruit on the espalier

is finer, and it is quite safe from the «ind, whicli

often completely strips the standards of the fruit

when only half ripe. The only drawback to the
espalier is the first expense, but this need not be
great. Old rails removed from railway sleepers

make capital end standards or straining posts, and
the intermediate posts have only to sustain the
weight of light vrires ; there is nothing of the
nature of a fence to resist cattle. They may be
made of perforated J-in. iron bars, merely driven
a couple of feet into the ground, as, after a year
or two, when the trees have clothed the wires, the
trees themselves will support the wires. This is

what I would recommend. Buy an old rail, say
16 ft. long, at the price of old iron ; cut it into

two lengths of 10 ft. and G ft.,
; get the smith to

bore a dozen holes in the 10-ft. length for the
wires ; sink it in the ground 3 ft., leaving 7 ft.

above ground, and use the 6-ft. length as a stay.

There are no stones or anchors necessary for the
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lO-ft. standard—it has only to resist the wind

:

but one of the wire holes should be made about

1 in. in diameter, and through this hole an iron

bolt is driven for the head of the stay to rest on.

For the foot of the stay a stone or slate may belaid

flat about 1 ft.below the surface, and another stone

at right angles for the point of the stay to press

against like a half-open book. Wire is sold by

weight, and very light wire would do. I have not

tried it, but I think common copper bell wire

would be as economical as any. The espaliers

should run north and south for the sun, and if 7 ft.

high, about 8 ft. apart to admit the sun and air.

There is ample room for a row of Gooseberries or

Currants between each espalier. If a man objects

to the sight of an old rail, it is easy to plant a

climbing Rose to hide it. In planting an orchard

see that you get young vigorous trees, not old

stumps that have "been cut back for years, and

also open roots, not stunted and clumped or pot-

grown ; also get trees from a colder county—the
extra warmth and better climate of the place

where they are to be planted will start them

freely into growth. A single espalier should run

east and west, but rows of espaliers should run

north and south.— J. D. B.

G-rapes in bottles.—The system of keeping

Grapes over the winter, with a piece of wood at-

tached to the bunch and its end in a bottle of

water, is too generally practised to require further

description. The preparation of the fruit, by early

and thoroughly ripening it, has, in my opinion

more to do with successful keeping than anything

else. Some prefer leaving a piece of wood 1 in. or

J in. long beyond the bunch ; this we never do,

but have always cut pretty close to the bunch, and

often rub the cut with styptic, so that evapora-

tion cannot take place. This year we treated all

our shoots in this way. Last year the berries were

jilump and in good eatable condition to Jxme 1.

We have tried to keep them in all sorts of struc-

tures, both in light and in darkness, but never

found much difEercnce under either condition. In

a fruit room, where all the shelves were filled with

Apples and Pears for a considerable part of the

season. Lady Downes always kept admirably.

This was over a stable where the temperature was

veiy even, and no fire-heat ever employed. Pro-

bably the best position we ever employed for such

-a purpose wa« a cupboard in a dwelling-house,

kept close; there Alicantes were always extra

good till May. Last year we bottled a number of

bunches with the wood left beyond the bunch, tliat

between the bunch and the Vine being cut closely

oft', and no perceptible dift'erence was the result.

The kinds were Gros Colmar and Barbarossa, but

they wore used before the end of February, and

were not tested like the others. We have proved

again and again that when the roots are in a sweet

healthy soil, not soured by heavy applications of

manure, the keeping has been of the liighest order.

Ripening is supposed by some to be complete when
colouring is finished, but heat and air are wanted

long afterwards.—M. T.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
WINTER'S BAEK.

(deimys ^yINTBIlI.)

Thb chief value of this interesting plant, as far

as garden ornamentation is concerned, is its fine

evergreen character. The flowers, however,

Royal Botanic Society in Regent's Park there'

used to be some fine specimens of this shrub.

R. I. L.

Coniferae at Fonthill Abbey, "Wilts.—
The following are the measurements of some of

the Conifers growing on this estate :

—

Cupres.su.s luacrocarpa
Piuus excelsa
Abies Meuziesi

,, Albertiana

M Morinda
,, Douglasi taxifolia

Picea lasiocarpa
,, bracteata

Taxotliuni sempervirens
Cryptomeria japouica
Picea uobilis
Ciipressus Lawsouiana
Wellingtonia gii;antea

49 1

44
29

Many of them were measured last year; some
of them have made a growth of from 'J ft. to 3 ft.

—J. E. West, Forester.

SHOKT NOTES-FEUIT,

Weight of Bergamot Orange.—Tlie other day I

gatliered from a tree liere a fruit of tliis Orange wliich

weighed 1 lb. 2 oz. I would be glad to know if it is heavier

or lighter than others of the same kind grown elsewhere.—

.1. MuiR, Margam.

Influence of scion on stock.—A strongly marked

L-ase of the*_intlueni;e of the scion on tlie stock has occurred

in an early vinery here. In tliis house are two Vines of

Muscat of Alexandria side by side, on one of whicli I last

year grafted a liuckland Sweetwater. Tliis Vine broke at

least a fortnight earlier than the other this year.—John
('. TALLACK, Prideaux Place.

Root pruning (p. 114).—Mr .T. E. Waiting is evidently

a firm believer in tlie benefits arising from root pruning,

hut I question if the most ardent disciple *of that practice

will tliaiik him for saying that his trees thus treated are a

month earlier than those not so treated. At present bloom

buds are abundant on all kinds of trees, whether recently

lifted or not ; but in our case those lifted are a month later

rather than a month earlier than tliose not moved.—J. C.L.

Wintfr's Barl! (Drimyn Winter!).

though of a greenish yellow colour, meet with

admirers, and a well-grown plant in bloom is

by no means unattractive. It grows freely and

without difficulty, but requires a little manage-

ment in the training, or rather cutting back of its

long branches. The leaves are pale green above

and glaucous beneath, and their form, as well as

that of the inflorescence, is clearly shown in the

accompanying illustration. It is properly a

greenhouse plant, but will survive moderately

severe winters against a wall. For greenhouse

culture a sandy loam is best, and small pots in

proportion to the size of the plant. The best re-

sults will be obtained in this way, though it

will grow under various forms of treatment.

This plant furnishes the bark known as Win-
ter's I5ark, which was at one time considered to

be valuable, but now it is rarely used. It is a

stimulating aromatic tonic, and was first

brought to Europe by Captain Winter in 1579,

he having accompanied Sir Francis Drake to

Magellan Straits, where the tree is a native.

It is widely spread in Antarctic America. There

are several species, but the only other claiming

to be fairly well known in cultivation is Drimys
aromatica, a more erect tree than Winteri, redder

in appearance, and not so handsome. Another

name is Tasmannia aromatica. This species and

two others, both Australian, are sometimes se-

parated from Drirays, owing to their having

dicecious flowers, the female having one carpel.

D. aromatica is called the Pepper Plant by the

Tasmanian colonists, and they use its fruits as a

substitute for that condiment. The bark closely

resembles AV inter's Bark, and is used for it by

colonial doctors. This plant flourishes under

the same treatment as D. Winteri. lUicium

anisatura is one of the most noteworthy of

its immediate allies. It is a Chinese shrub, the

fruit of which, called Star Aniseed, is a power-

ful stimulant. One of the most attractive of this

tribe of plants is Illicium floridanum. The
flowers are red and resemble nothing so much
as little Sea Anemones. In the garden of the

EUONYMUSES AS TOWN BUSHES.

These are about the best shrubs anyone can plant

in towns, as they withstand all kinds of adverser

conditions better than any other kind of ever-

green. They are extremely hardy, being seldom
or never injured by severe weather. Smoke has no
influence on them, and under bushes and trees

or in the shade of houses and dark corners they
are as liealthy as in the most favourable positions,

facts whicli deserve to be made widely known, as
there is a constant demand for bushes for situa-

tions of the kind. Half of those planted fail ti>

grow, and the greater part of the other half are

never attractive. In some of the smoke-laden at-

mospheres and towns in Wales I have lately seen
many Euonymuses growing in the greatest luxuri-

ance, and not onlj' forming handsome indivi-

dual bushes, but actually making great hedges

Tasiiianian Pepjier plant (D atica).

and effectually shutting out objectionable views

from roads and other houses. There are a good
many forms of Euonymus, including green and
golden, green and silver, and dark green. They
are all most pleasing in appearance, and all appear
to be alike hardy. Where other shrubs have failed

in the positions indicated, let me ask those in-
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terested to give Euonymuses a trial. They are

easily raised from cuttings, and they may now be

bought cheaply in nurseries. Cambrian.

Ochna multiflora.—From the description

(p. 137) of the above-named shrub, I think it

must be the same plant as what is figured on

plate 4519 of vol. Ixxvi. of the Botanical 3Ia//a-

eine, under the apparently singularly inappro-

priate name of Ochna atropurpurea, given to it,

according to the accompanying letterpress, from
the lurid purple-brown colour assumed by the

calixes when dried. It is said to be a native of

South Africa east of the Gape, extending as far

as Delagoa Day, and was introduced to the Koyal

Gardens close on fifty years ago, in 1823, and
was treated as a greenhouse plant up to 1850,

during which time it never bloomed ; but being

then moved into the warm Palm house, it showed
that it only required the warm temperature to

make it bloom profusely. I find that 0. multi

flora is also figured on plate 13 of vol. xvii. of

"Annales du Museum de I'Hi^toire Naturelle,"

published at Paris between 1802 and 1817.-

AV. E. G.

Akebia quinata hardy.—"W. G.'s" note

(p. 129) in reference to this plant induces me to give

the following account of a very fine specimen of it

which exists in a private garden near Dorking : It

was planted about eight }'ears ago on the front

of the house facing due south, and now covers

many square feet of wall. It has never had any
protection in winter and no attention beyond that

of clipping it into form now and then with ordi-

nary clipping shears. When I saw it for the first

time last spring the growth was most abundant
and luxuriant, and the extremely beautiful racemes
of flowers were produced in great profusion. The
woodcut (p. 129) hardly does justice to the pretty

foliage of this plant, the five lobes of the leaves

being generally very regular. The flowers are faith-

fully represented ; the seed-bearing blossoms are

like artificial flowers in wax, reminding one of

those of the Hoyi". family. Where it proves hardy
It is a most desirable plant, graceful in habit, and
easy as regards cultivation. The plant I speak of

is growing in ordinary garden mould, which is

generally mulched with well rotted manure once
a year in spring or autumn. It has never lost its

foliage all tlie winter, and has already commenced
to make strong growth, some of the shoots being

3 in. in length ; this is no doubt in consequence of

the unusually, mild weather which we have ex-

perienced since the new year commenced.— C. D.

Flowering Dogwood and Magnolia.
—I can quite corroborate the remarks by " W. G.,"

in The Gardes of Feb. 18, relative to the value

of the flowering Dogwood. I was in Philadelphia

in the spring of 1S76, and was much struck by
the beauty of the flowers of this tree, which was
very common in Fairmount Park : some of the

trees were a mass of bloom, and were most efEec-

tive. A species of deciduous Magnolia was also

much grown, and when in flower formed the most
striking and beautiful objects. One I remember
particularly well, 30 ft. or more In height, grow-
in the Laurel Hill Cemetery, was a mass of rich

creamy white blossoms, and was one of the most
lovely things I have ever seen. To describe its

beauty is impossible. I can only say that that

tree, the Niagara Falls, and a certain sunset effect

on a river with floating masses of dazzlingly white
snow covered in on it when the water seemed the

colour of the brilliantly red sky which was reflected

in it, were the most beautiful, and have left more
vivid impressions on my mind than anything else

I saw in the States. I am surprised that this

Magnolia is not more cultivated in this country.

I suppose it would stand our climate, which is

much more equable than that of Philadelphia.

—

G. S. S.

Griselinia littoralis.—I cannot find this in Loudon.
What i3 its history ? It forms a compact bush of mode-
rately quick growth, the leaves are of a light green colour,

and it seems to be perfectly hardy, as it passed tlirough last

winter wi'hout injury. How is it propagated !

—

John C.

Tallack.

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

G. J., SURKBT.

A LARGE porcelain bowl 13 in. across, filled with

yellow single Tulips, is a fine ornament for the

dinner table. The Tulips may be either turned

out of pots or cut and put in water. In the latter

case it may be convenient to have a di.sc of zinc

perforated with holes to receive the stalks of such

a diameter as will fit the bowl at about the water
level ; this is covered with some carefully-picked

fresh Moss. Sheat-shaped bouquets of the same
yellow Tulips, in four pieces of the same china of

rather upright form, complete the decoration of

the table. This arrangement also does well with

white and yellow Tulips, using the two colours

together—not mixed up, but grouped in masses —
and a rosy-pink kind called Rosine, rather double,

is to be recommended either alone or grouped with

white. A good bunch of red-purple Christmas

Roses and a few white, with the handsomely
veined leaves of the Italian Arum, fill a glass

bowl ; the red Hellebores have leafy collars that

are a pretty variety from the more naked stalks

of the white. Cut Hyacinths, pale blue-grey and
white, are arranged with the OUve-like foliage of

evergreen Oak, and a smaller table bouquet is

made of a few flowers of a pale salmon-pink win-

ter-flowering Carnation with Lavender twigs and
some taller sprays of Rosemary—a pleasant con-

cord both of colour and scent. A large oval em-
bossed copper holds two pots of green-leaved

Aspidistra with an undergrowth of Lily of the

Valley placed as thickly as the pots will stand

together ; the whole is carpeted with fresh Moss.

FLORAL DECORATIONS.
J. HUDSON, GUNNEESBDKT HOUSE.

On a recent occasion, in order to provide an ar-

rangement as a centrepiece for a dinner table of

considerable size, I selected a shapely, handsome
plant of Geonoma gracilis, furnished with about
seven leaves, the plant itself being nearly 3 ft.

high, including the pot. This Palm, having been
grown in a 4i-in. sized pot, was well adapted for

my purpose. I turned it out of the pot on to the

centre of an oval meat dish measuring 2 ft. 3 in.

in length. I made the plant secure in its position

with sand, filling up to the edges of the dish.

After this we plunged sis or seven small plants of

Asplenium Veitchi that had been grown in 2J-in.

pots around the base of the Geonoma. At the two
ends we used two very small plants of Pandanus
Veitchi, nicely variegated and well developed

;

also four small growths of Pandanus gramini-

folius at the sides. As a base to rest on the cloth

we secured small leaves of variegated Begonias
and of Alocasia metallica, and a few fronds of

Nephrodium molle. In order to hide the sand we
covered the surface with fresh green Moss. Having
some spikes of Eucharis amazonioa with the last

flowers just expanded, we used four with five flowers

in all, and stems from 1 ft. to 1 5 in. in length, plac-

ing them around the centre plant, not too closely.

To liarmonise with these we had several stems with
fresh foliage of Cyperus alternifolius, and some
spikes of Narcissus (Paper-white and Early Roman),
and growths of tlie same cut off close to the soil.

Around these we dotted some growths and good
spikes of Lily of the Valley. A few spikes of

Chinese Primula, chieflj' white, completed the

arrangement, which, when on the table, which
was lighted with candles, had a very pleasing

effect. Had the room been lighted with gas it

would not have looked nearly so well ; the foliage

of the Geonoma would then have cast a shade on
the surroundings. Two small plants of Crocus
Weddellianawere placed in two soup plates, and
secured there with sand and green Moss, amongst
which were dotted a few Tulip blooms and a base
of large growing forms of Adiantums, with a few
fronds of the Maiden - hair among the Tulips.

Blossoms of Camellias in various colours were
used in specimen glasses. No costly epergnes or

valuable glass were used, yet the entire arrange-

ment gave every satisfaction. Those of us who
have much bouquet work to do ought to grow
Staphylea colchica, for which purpose it appears
to be a valuable plant. Choice cut Roses should be
made the most of ; individual flowers look well in
specimen glasses, but should neither be set in a
draughty place, nor where there is too much heat

;

in either case they will soon fade.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKFIELD.

Bocconia cordata.—This hardy perennial
in deep sandy loam grows to a height of S ft. The
foliage is large and deeplj' serrated, and the
flowers, which are produced in panicles on the
upper portions of the stems, are of a whitish
brown colour, and under favourable conditions as

to shelter from wind continue in a flowering state

from July to the end of September, a fact that
justifies its being placed amongst the very best

of the taller growing section of hardy flowering

plants. It is well adapted for planting in large

masses in the back lines of herbaceous borders, but
undoubtedl}' seems more at home on turf, some-
thing after the way in which the Pampas Grass is

generally' planted, i.e., in separate tufts in front of

shrubberies to break or relieve the ofttimes un-
avoidable formality of straight lints. For the
" wild garden ' it is eveiy way suited, for the less

the roots are disturbed, the better the plant grows.
It is increased bj' division, which requires to be
done with great care, the best time being just as

the plant is starting into growth.

Violas and other bedding' plants.^
Where spring bedding is not practised and the beds
vacant, seveial kinds of hardy flowers may now
be planted, each bed, as regards manure and
digging or trenching, being given such treatment
as the intended occupants demand to produce the
best results. Violas, Pansies, Calceolarias, and
Verbenas never thrive satisfactorily without
abundance of manure and deep digging, but,

given these, failure is all but impossible ; on the

other hand, it should be remembered that it

is possible to have too much of a good thing

;

for instance, in rich soil many kinds of Pelar-

goniums, though they will grow like weeds,
refuse to flower, and the same may be said of

Ageratums, Heliotropes, Lantauas, and many
others. Still, it will not be safe to follow this

line of treatment too severely ; there are always ex-

cjptions to rules ; for example, fine foliaged Pelar-

goniums must have as liberal treatment as Violas

and Calceolarias if they are to grow and colour

to perfection. But to return to Violas; plant

them out as early as possible in the richest soil,

and no other spring or summer flower will be able

to match them for free and continuous blooming,
and few kinds equal them either for massing or

edgings. The best all-the-year-round varieties are

Bluebell, Tory (blue), Crown Jewel (blue).

Princess Teck (light mauve), Snowflake (white),

and Lutea (yellow). On the terrace at Hampton
Court Palace last summer the blue varieties were
used more eifectively than I ever before saw them
as a carpet or setting for the tall variegated

Abutilons Thompsoni and Darwini. Several large

oblong beds were so planted, and though there

were most elaborate carpet beds, grand beds of

Pelargoniums, Verbenas, &c., none were half so

beautiful as these, and it should be added that

the simplicity of the arrangement in no small

measure enhanced the general effect. Had the beds

in question been planted with an outer marginal
edging of golden variegated Arabis, the arrange-

ment would have been as near perfection as it is

possible for any bedding arrangement to be. Once
arrangements are completed, there are sundrj'Other

kinds of hardy bedders that should be planted at

this early period, not only because the plants will

be likely to do better, but also because much pre-

cious time will be saved when the busy season

arrives. Among these are the variegated Arabis,

Ajugas, Cerastiums, Golden Feather, variegated

Thymes, variegated Lamiums, Lavender Cottons,

Veronica incana, and Euonymus radioans. This

last makes a striking and permanent edging
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and is especially well suited for edgings to beds

of Cannas and Kicinus, or indeed for any fine

foliaged plants.

Annuals and biennials.—It is now time

to sow many of these, and especially those in-

tended to be used in the general bedding arrange-

ments. The endless varieties of good kinds of

Pelargonium have pushed to the rear many good
old annuals that twenty years ago did excellent

duty on the parterre, foremost amongst which
may be named Sanvitalia procumbens, compact
and dwarf, with light yellow flowers having a
black disc ; Saponaria calabrica, similar in habit

of growth, but slightly taller ; Brachycome iberi-

difolia, same habit as the last, but having bright

blue flowers ; Portulacas of several colours, but
all of low dense growth, and alike suitable either

for outer lines of beds or for massing in small
beds ; Silene pendula compacta, not unlike the
Saponaria just named, but, owing to the habit of

the plant being tufty, the efEect produced by the

two plants is very different ; Tagetes signata pu-
mila, bright yellow—in poor soil it is dwarf and
keeps in flower for months. These are a few only
of the many kinds of annuals that may be relied

on for summer bedding, and which, if used in fair

proportion to other kinds, will tend to obviate the

charge of sameness often made against bedding
arrangements. They should be sown now on a
south aspect in the open garden. If lights can be
placed over them till fairly well out of the ground,
all the better ; but after this the more they are ex-

posed, the more robust will be their growth. If

sown thinly, no transplanting will be needed till

they can be placed in permanent positions. Asters,

Stocks, Zinnias, Phloxes, Indian Pinks, and Ever-
lastings should also now be sown in frames ; and
Wallfluwers, Antirrhinums, Sweet Williams, Lark-
spurs, &c., in the open air. To guard against loss

through slugs and birds whilst the plants are in

the seedling state,when possible all the kinds should
have the protection of frames or hand-lights; lacking

such structures, sow the seeds on a plot of ground
by themselves, and as soon as sown sprinkle the
ground thickly with wood ashes and soot, the best
preventive against injury from slugs : and against
injury from birds, net over the entire plot.

EOSE GARDEN.
W. H. FEETTINGHAM, BBESTON.

Those who have not had their Eose beds dug and
well dressed with manure should now lose no
time in doing so. All Hybrid Perpetuals may now
be pruned, leaving the Teas till later in the season.
Here we never saw Eoses in the open air so for-
ward before. Indeed, plants which have not been
disturbed have been full of life and activity all

winter, many varieties remaining evergreen. Under
these circumstances they will, when pruned, bleed
freely and lose much of what we would rather was
retained, but the longer the delay in pruning the
greater the evil. Should no break in the present
mild weather occur, we shall have an early flower-
ing season.

INDOOE PLANTS.
T. BAINBS, SOUTHGATB.

Bulbous plants, such as Hyacinths, Tulips,
and Narcissi, as well as hardy shrubs used for
flowering in pots, do not require much forcin^
after this time, as they naturally come into bloom
under glass without much fire heat ; and where
there is any deficiency of the ordinary spring
flowering greenhouse stock to keep up the requisite
supply of bloom to follow the forced plants, a por-
tion of bulbs and other hardy subjects may with
advantage be kept back by giving them no more
warmth than that afforded by greenhouse treat-
ment. The indifEerent usage which forced bulbs
frequently receive after flowering .makes them of
little use subsequently ; whereas if fairly cared
for. Tulips, Narcissi, Crocuses, and even Hya-
cinths answer well for outdoor cultivation. With
their foliage soft and tender, consequent on the
forcing to which they have been subjected, they
are often at once put out in the open air ; whereas

if turned out into a bed of prepared good soil in

a frame and well attended to until their growth
stands a chance of getting matured, they will

do good service in after years planted where
they are to remain.

Hardy shrubs.—These also are often badly
used when they have done blooming under glass.

Lilacs and Laurustinus, especially such of these as

have been prepared for pot culture along with
double Prunus, Ghent and the mollis varieties of

Azalea, and Ehododendrons, should have a place

in a pit or anj' spare structure where their growth
can be fairly matuied before being exposed to the

open air. Deutzia gracilis should, if room can be

found, be kept in warmth, such as that afforded by
a vinery at work, until the wood is hard and the

next year's flower-buds visible.

Camellias.—As these go out of flower they
should, if affected with white or brown scale, at

once be cleared from it, as it will increase apace
under the warmer treatment to which the plants

ought to be subjected viihilst making their growtli.

I have found nothing better to assist them during
the time when growth is being made than soot

water, which not only has an invigorating efEect

and improves the size and colour of the leaves, but
also banishes worms from the soil, should these

be present. A little shade will now be beneficial

to those that are making growth, and also to

those that are in bloom, as the flowers will not
last long if subjected to bright sunshine. In the

case of examples that are turned out in beds as

well as in pots or tubs, be careful that tlie

whole of the soil is sufficiently moist, for Camel-
lias more than most plants cannot endure drought
at the root, particularly whilst their flowers are

opening and their growth is being made.

Azaleas.—Such of these as have been forced

to come in during the winter and have done
blooming should immediately they are out of

flower have the seed-pods picked off, as the
production of seed exhausts the plants even more
than the flowers. If they are at once placed in

a little heat, and kept growing until their bloom-
buds are fully formed, the time of their flowering

next season can be accelerated. The course here
advised is different from tliat of keeping the
plants after flowering for a time in an ordinary,

dry, cool greenhouse temperature, and then placing
them out-of-doors early in the summer with the
season's shoots only partially matured. So managed
they will bloom in a certain way, but the fact of

Azaleas flowering at all under such treatment only
shows their accommodating nature ; the growth
and bloom so produced are extremely meagre and
poor compared with that which is attainable under
more liberal management. In all cases care should
be taken that the plants before being started into

growth are quite free from their worst enemy,
thrips. Tobacco water is the safest and bestremedj'
out of the many I have tried for the de-

struction of these pests and their eggs. It is

much better not to shift any plants that require
potting until the young shoots have made some
progress, as the roots of Azaleas do not begin to

move nearly so early as tlie top growth. Plants re-

quired for late blooming, to come in say at the
end of May and the following month, should now
be moved to a north house, and kept as cool as
possible without subjecting them to absolute
frost.

Eoses, such as are grown in conservatories,

or in any structure along with other plants, re-

quire especial care at this season to see that they
are free from aphides. Where planted out, if the
soil needs manurial assistance, this should at

once be given, as on this mainly depends the
successional crop of bloom. Where Hybrid Per-
petuals are used in quantity forforcing they should
now be introduced to the Eose house in succes-
sion ; these will give flowers at a time when the
Tea varieties that have been earliest at work are
beginning to fall off more or less, but even in the
case of the latter it is surprising how they will
keep yielding a succession of bloom if they are
regularly supplied with manure water from
the time when they are first .started; without

this the after growth comes too weak to bloom
strongly.

Lilies.—Any of these that have been winterep
in cellars and under plant stages should, imme-
diately the shoots appear above the soil, be placed
in a light position, or they will become drawn
and weak, a condition that no after treatment
can rectify. See that the soil is sufficiently moist,

but not too much so. The different varieties of L.

speciosum, L. auratum, and a few others as soon as

thej' begin to grow do well in a cold pit where
they can be kept near the glass. In this way they
make strong, sturdy growth, calculated to flower

well. L. eximium, than which there is no more
useful species, coming in as it does before the

other kinds, should be grown by all who have a
greenhouse. From this time forward it will bear a
little warmth if its early flowering is desired. It

is most serviceable when two or three good strong

bulbs are grown together in a 7-in. or 8-in. pot.

FRUIT.
W. COLEMAN, EASTNOE CASTLE.

Pines.—By this time the most forward Queens
will have reached the flowering stage, and if

well ripened plants were selected the remainder
of the first batch will be showing their fruit. So
far mild weather has favoured tlie maintenance
of steady temperatures, and we may now hope
that brighter days will enable us to strengthen
the plants and economise fire heat by running
up to 85° or 90° after closing with atmospheric
moisture. The latter may be produced by damp-
ing all available spaces and gently dewing the

plants about the axils of the leaves in preference

to overhead syringing, but care must be observed,

as plants which are closely plunged in tan or

leaves are often injured by having too much
water at this critical stage. It will of course be
necessary to examine them regularly and to keep
them moderately supplied with weak liquid or

guano water, otherwise they will suffer from the
opposite extreme. Let the bottom heat range
from 85° to 90°, maintain a steady night tem-
perature of 70°, and stir the fires early every
morning in order to admit of timely ventilation

when the warmth of the house approaches 80°.

Succession plants.—If the strongest of

these were selected early in February and plunged
in a bottom-heat of 85° they will be making
the growth which usually precedes the appear-

ance of the fruit. Gradually raise the tempera-
ture to 70° at night and 10° higher by day, water
carefully, and defer overhead syringing until the
fruit is well above the foliage. If not already
done, get the strongest successions shifted into

their fruiting pots. Let the crocks, pots, and soil

be dry and warm, ram the latter very firm with
a blunt-pointed stick, plunge in a sweet bottom-
heat of 85° to 90°, and withhold water from the

roots until they begin to work in the new com-
post. It often happens that this department at

this season contains a number of good plants in

rather large pots which they have not filled with
roots. These should be examined, and if crocks,

roots, and soil are not quite satisfactory, shake
out and repot in pure loam, using pots one or

two sizes smaller. Plunge in a sharp bottom-heat
and treat as spring suckers. Examine the first batch
of suckers which were potted about the middle of

the past month, and give them a little water when
the roots reach the crocks ; also dew them oyer
with the syringe on fine days and close early

with sun-heat to start them into growth. If the
heat in the bed has not receded below 85°, but
little fire-heat will be needed in mild weather, as

it mil not be wise to force an elongated growth
before the roots get well established in the new
soil. Keep the young plants near the glass, ven-

tilate on all favourable days, and cover up with
mats at night.

Vines.—Practical Grape growers who have to

keep Mrs. Pince, Black Alicante, and Lady
Downes fresh, black, and plump until new Ham-
burghs are ready, will not have to be reminded

I
that the houses should now be closed and the
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buds fairly moviiig by the midd'e of the present

month. Assuming that the roots have the run of

external and internal borders resting upon ample

drainage, the inside roots, previously watered

with cold water, may nowbemulchedandoopiously
watered with diluted liquid at a temperature of

90°
; and as well matured wood has a great deal to

do with compact shows, perfect fertilisation, and

finish, a little extra fire-heat combined with early

closing on fine days will enable the cultivator to

steal a march upon the spring, and give more

time to the colouring and finishing process, which

should be complete by the month of September.

Having so often drawn attention to the importance

of an early start, a repetition of the above re-

marks seems uncalled for; but when we find Grape

growers inquiring how they must proceed to

make their Mrs. Pinces indifllerently coloured, and

their Lady Downes become shrivelled to insure

their keeping, one begins to feel that some at

least are still in urgent need of the practical

advice which will be found reiterated in the Calen-

dar. When the buds begin to swell a higher tem-

perature than that recommended for early houses

may be indalged in ;
indeed, to have Lady Downes

thin skinned, full flavoured, and capable of keep-

ing fresh and plump until May, the Vines should

receive Muscat treatment until the Grapes begin

to colour, when Hamburgh treatment will insure

colour. Black Morocco and Gros Colmar, when pro-

perly managed and allowed a long growing season,

are valuable for use from Jamar)' up to March,

but they should be ripe in September. Gros Col-

mar should hang for some time on the Vines after

the leaves fall, and a few weeks in a warm Grape

room will remove the earthy flavour which makes
badly ripened examples uneatable. A promising

late Grape, Mrs. Pearson, is well worthy of a place

in every autumn and winter vinery. As a grower

it is quite as free as its inferior relative, the Gol-

den Queen. It shows an abundance of handsome
bunches which set well, and my experience justi-

fies me in saying it will keep for a long time and
improve in quality after it is ripe.

Early houses.—When all the Grapes are

thinned and the berries begin to swell away freely

give the inside borders another liberal supply of

warm diluted liquid and maintain a healthy

growing atmosphere by damping the walls and
floors with the same. Let the night temperature

range from 65° to 68°, with a chink of air when
practicable, and ventilate freely through the early

part E the day to maintain the colour and tex-

ture of the foliage. A rise of 10° by day when
fire-heat is applied will be quite sulHcient, but 8.5°

for a short time after the house is closed with sun-

heat will add greatly to the size of the berries

without distressing the Vines. If any part of the

trellis remains uncovered tie, down the laterals in

preference to hard stopping, and let all, with the

exception of the strongest, have full play when
the stoning process sets in.

Pot Vines.—The above treatment applies to

fruit-bearing canes now swelling off crops. If all

has gone well fresh roots will now be abundant
and capable of taking warm diluted liquid at

every watering. Encourage laterals where space

admits. Shake out and repot cutbacks when
they have made 2 in. of growth. Place them
over a bed of fermenting leaves in a close pit and
train near the glass.

Windsor. Few vegetables have come to the front

more of late than Broad Beans eaten when about

the size of Peas. Our first spring Cucumber plants

will be in their places on Monday. We grow the

first lot at the top of a stage where we place about

a peck of soil in hillocks under each light, and as

the roots come out more soil is added. Always

have some in the house warmed. I have not grown

Cucumbers long in this way, but I can recommend
the plan. Last year they did really well, and

doubtless they will do so this season. Tomatoes

should be staked at once to lead them up to the

roof of the house : the latter should be kept at

from 60° to 65° at night, and there should be a

proportionate rise with sun heat in the daytime,

giving air when the temperature has risen from

70° to 75°, but screen the air through canvas if

possible.

KITCHEN GAEDEN.
E. GILBERT, BUEGHLBY.

The glorious sunshine and balmy air now being

experienced remind one of April rather than of

February; still, we must not yet depend too

much on the weather. More Peas may be sown.

I like the round better than the wrinkled ones

at this season. Pride of the Market is a thoroughly

good Pea, but, as yet, scarcely cheap enough
for the million ; I am therefore sowing Telegraph,

an excellent variety. Another sowing of Broad
Beans may also be made ; the giant class of

Beans, of late so fashionable, I am not In favour

of. I sow Early Mazagan and good old Green

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
In a gaeden near Exmouth a Rhododendron

bush is and has been one mass of rich colour

since the first week in January. The common
Laurels are also in full flower ; Peach trees on a

long wall are to a large extent out in blossom,

and a Marechal Niel Rose on the house wall has

several good flowers on it. All in the open air.

—

Dbvoniensis.

White Chionodoxa Lucili^. — In the

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, there is a

pure white flowered variety of this beautiful and

new bulbous plant. It differs in noway from the

type except in colour, and is therefore a charming

addition to hardy flowers, and we hope to soon

see it common. Of the original blue form there

is a wonderfully fine display of bloom, some

hundreds of plants being in flower.

CiNEEAEiAs.—We have received from Mr.

Henry Ward, of Stoke House Gardens, Bristol,

a charming and brilliant set of Cinerarias, very

rich and tine in colour, and measuring about

2h in. across. It is surprising to what perfection

these originally simple, little flowers have been

brought. The seedlings in question are of^ a

very dwarf strain, none of the plants exceeding

1.5 in. in height.

Thunbeegia Haerisi.—This is a handsome

plant for adorning the roof of a stove or warm
greenhouse. The slender twining stems are

usually laden in spring and early summer with

a profusion of large delicate purplish blue blos-

soms. It is of easy culture if planted out in a

bed of good soil and kept free from insects. It is

beautifully in flower in the gardens at Oldfleld,

Bickley.

SciLLA TAUEicA.—Of aU the early Squills

this is the finest, surpassing even the beautiful

and weU known S. sibirica. The contrast of the

red flower-stalks with the intensely blue blos-

soms is very fine, and the plant, being of taller

growth than the others, shows its flowers off to

better advantage. It " is one of the brightest

among the comparatively few plants in bloom at

Mr. Ware's nursery, Tottenham.

Iris pimbriata.—This beautiful Iris, too

tender for braving the open air of our climate,

is a lovely plant for a cool greenhouse or frame,

needing only the protection of glass in order to

induce a profusion of its lovely blossoms in early

spring. The foliage is similar to other Irises, but

far more graceful ; the flowers are large and

showry, of a delicate .lavender tint, and with

beautifully fringed petals. We saw plants of it

in the garden at Oldfleld, Bickley, and were

much struck with its beauty. It is of easy culture

but is seldom seen outside a botanic garden.

Persian Cyclamens at Clapton.—In order

to form an adequate idea of many plants they

require to be seen in masses, and the Persian

Cyclamen is one of these. At Messrs. Low's
nursery. Upper Clapton, it is grown by tens of

thousands, and just now the bulk of the stock is

in bloom, representing every conceivable shade

of tint, from snow white to the deepest crim-

son. The plants in blossom are grown both in

pits and houses, and in the latter the effect of

thousands of plants ranged on each side of the

central pathway may be better imagined than
described.

Alonsoa iNCisA.—This plant is not generally

known as an inmate of the greenhouse, though
it is one of the most valuable and beautiful that

anyone can grow for early spring bloom. The
intensely brilliant scarlet flowers, borne in dense

clusteis so plentifully, render it very showy. In

Mr. Philbrick's garden at Oldfleld, Bickley, it is

one of the showiest plants in the greenhouse,

and is found extremely valuable in winter for

cutting purposes. The plants in question have
been in iiower for months, and are still in per-

fection. It is easily propagated by seed or cut-

tings.

Peesian Ieis (I. persica).—This beautiful

bulbous plant is a fitting companion to the

lovely Netted Iris (I. reticulata), which is now
in bloom in all parts of the country. The deli-

cate porcelain blue of the Persian Iris is a

colour rarely met with among cultivated plants,

and the rich purple spots that overlie this tint

give the flower a rich appearance. It is now in

great beauty at the Hale Farm Nursery, Tot-

tenham, where it is found to be hardy, and where
it frequently flowers before Christmas.

LBUCOJ0M -^-ERNtiM:.—Of this charming spring

bulbous plant there is a fine display in flower at

the Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, there being

broad sheets of some thousands of plants in full

bloom. This is a plant that should in no case be

omitted from spring flowering plants, as it is so

distinct from all others, and the pendent, snow-

white bells are so very beautiful. There are, Mr.

Perry tells us, two distinct forms of this plant,

one early, the other late, and not yet in bloom.

These he considers as geographical varieties, the

early occurring in the south parts of Europe, the

later in the more northern parts.

The Italian Aeum (A. italicum).—One of

the first amongst hardy herbaceous plants to

push its foliage above the surface of the ground

is this handsome plant, some fine leaves of which

have just been received from Mr. Stevens, of

Byfleet. They are large, arrow-shaped, and deep

glossy green, traversed by a beautiful network

of creamy white veins, rendering this Arum
highly ornamental as a groundwork in masses

under deciduous trees and shrubs. For such a

purpose it is an excellent plant, and has a pecu-

liar beauty of its own in early spring.

Rhododendeon Maiden's Blush.—The
flowers of this new hybrid Rhododendron, re-

ceived from Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea,

show it to be a lovely variety quite different

from any of the numerous kinds hitherto raised in

that establishment. The flowers are about the

size of that known as Taylori, and produced in

similar dense clusters. The colour of the petals

is a delicate blush flushed with pmk, that of the

tube being yellow. This is, we consider, one of

the most charming of the group of what may be

called greenhouse Rhododendrons.

Plants in bloom in Noeth Wales.—We
have on the walls here a very dark Rose, from

which several expanded blooms have been re-

cently cut, and on the same tree I have just

counted no fewer than ten buds in various stages

of development. Daffodils in the pleasure grounds

are now coming into blossom, and Primi-oses are

in full beauty. Snowdrops are all but over.

They have supplied us with large quantities of
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cut flowers, and our pleasure grounds have been

a sigbt to behold. Vegetation generally is un-

usually active. Apricots on walls are coming

into bloom, and look at present very promising.

Peaches and Nectarines, too, will not be long

beliind them unless they are retarded by frost.

—J. Glahke, Bnjnldnalt.

Pear blossoms —There is at present an ex-

traordinary show of blossom on Pear trees, both

on walls, trained trees, and open standards, but

their forward state causes anxiety, lest the sea-

son, hitherto so favourable, should change as the

spring advances, and our present promise of

abundance be reduced to small dimensions by
harvest time. It is curious to note the effect of

different seasons on different subjects; witli us

Apricots, Peaches, and other wall fruits are

scarcely, if at all, in advance of seasons when
the winter has been severe ; and in orchards.

Apples and other fruits show but little effects

of the favourable winter we have had. Pears,

however, are most precocious, especially late

kinds, some having their blossoms quite ex-

panded, while the buds of early orchard kinds,

such as the Sweetwater and Lammas, are only

just starting.—J. Ghoom, Linton, Maidstone,

The teaching op forestry.—A paper on
this subject was read before the Society of Arts

on Wednesday evening last by Col. Pearson.

After dealing with the history of scientific

forestry, and the extent to which it is practised

in various countries at the present day, the paper
treated on the conservation of forests of our

colonies and dependencies, and strongly urged

the necessity of establishing in Great Britain a
school of forestry in connection with the State

where young foresters could be trained, instead

of sending them to Continental schools before

drafting them to India and other colonial pos-

sessions for forest service. Several speakers sub-

sequently discussed the subject, among whom
were Sir Richard Temple and Prof. Thistleton

Dyer, both of whom supported Col. Pearson in

his opinion on the conservation of forests and
the establishing a State school or schools in this

country. It was finally proposed that a committee
should be formed in order to bring the matter
under the consideration of the Government.

Floraljrwellery.—Mr. Frederick Banks, of

Birmingham, has shown us some jewellery in

which the imitation of Orchid flowers is carried

out in lieu of the usual conventional design
which we generally see in work of this character.

There is no doubt the floral world opens up a

vast field of beautiful design for the tasteful

artist, and one which is as yet unworked. To
show the finer and more delicate forms of flow( r

life, and particularly of northern flower life,

seems to us a fitting aim for the jeweller's art

Plant and fruit forms have been used to a large

extent by the nations that have pursued art

with the best results ; but as yet our every-day
art, so to speak, is not influenced for good to the
extent that it should be by the beautiful forms
and colours of flower and fruit, particularly the
latter. Fruits are so suggestive in their form
for many kinds of receptacles, that much re-

mains to be done with them in that respect,

as well as in the finer work of the jeweller.

Spring flowers in the Isle op Wight.—
I forwarded to you just now a boxful of
flowers. They are the creine de la creme of my
pai'den at this time, and form only a small part
of those which are in blossom. The names of the
flowers are these: Narcissus monophyllus (svn.,

Clusii), Corbularia nivalis, ChionodoxaLucilise,
Iris stylosa and reticulata, Muscari S.?ovitzianum,
Scilla bifolia grandiflora and its white variety,
Sisyrinchium grandiflorum, Claytonia virginica,
Saxifraga Burseriana, Puschkinia acilloides,

Cyclamen Coum, Crocus Weldoni, 0. vernus,

niveus, sulphureus, &c., A nemone fulgens grandi-

flora and A. stellata purpurea, Ficaria grandi-

flora and F. verna nivea, Hyacinthus amethys-
tinus, Gentiana verna, Saxifraga oppositifolia,

Trichonema, Fritillaria pudica, Erythronium
Ddns-canis album and roseum, &c. 1 could not

bring myself to lay hands on Tecophyliea cyano-

crocus. It is surpassingly beautiful. I only regret

that Chionodoxa Lucilias should be dethroned,

for it seemed to me till yesterday to be the most
captivating spring flower I had ever seen or

should see. Still, it must be confessed that it

pales before the other, though I think its habit

is the prettier of the two. Narcissus Clusi has

blossomed well in the open border, and stood the

winter of 1880-Sl without any injury. Narcissus

minimus is an interesting little thing, and also

out just now. Trichonema has mistaken February

for June, and is a kind of portent. Fritillaria

pudica greatly improves in size and colour as it

gets more established in the ground. I owe
iScilla biflora grandiflora to the kindness of Max
Leichtlin, and I cannot thankhim enough for it.

But what shall we have to show in May and

J une if things go on at this pace ?—H. Ewbank,
St. John's, liyde.

Plants in flower in Yorkshire.—The
following are now in flower here, some of them
showing i;he effects of the fine open winter by
their earliness, and al.«o others by their lateness,

as in the case of Tussilago and Hellebores :
—

Petasites fragrans Pulyanthuses
llepatica angulosa Primroses

acutifolia Vio'ets

triloba in variety Daisies

Saxifraga Burs riana Pulraonaria mollis
Koclieliana var. alba
oppositifolia tuberosa
var. alba, pa'lida, Ac. silux-i -a

Omphalodes verna officinalis (?)

Bulbooodium vernum Scilla bifolia

Croci in variety sibi'ica

Sisyrincbiura grandifloruni taurica
Galanthus in var. A'abis in variety
Jasminum nudiflorum Draba a'zoidea

Doronicum austriauum Chionodoxa Lncilire

Leucojum vernnni Erythronium Dens-cani?
auriculas, varions Oorydalis solida

Dianthus multiflorous fl -pi. Anenone stellata

Erica cirnea Eicaia grandiflora
Vincas in variety

I am somewhat surprised at the comparative

lateness of Iris reticulata, which otherwise is

doing well. Gentiana verna is all but out; some
Roses on the walls have shoots in. long, and
the buds are swelling.

—

J.Wood, Kirlstall.

Spring flowers in Berwickshire.—As
evidence of the extraordinary earliness of the

season, Mr. Muirht ad has sent to us the follow-

ing list of spring-flowering plants at present in

bloom in his garden at Paxton. He informs us

that the majority of the plants are growing on

a rock border :

—

Anemone blanda Hipatica splentjns
Arabisalbida carnea

alpina Ba l.iwi

Aubrietia deltoidea Iris reticulata
purpurea graiidillora Lamiuni niaculatum
grajca Myus tis dissitiflora

Cheiranthus Cherere Narcissus biiailaria

Crocus vernus Omphalodes veina
Dondia Epipactis Primu a cas'nueriana
Erantllis hyemalis denticulata
Erica carnea pulcherrima
mediterranea nana vulgaris (many varieties)

Oalaothus nivalis Saxifragi Burseiiana
Helleborus niger oppositif' lia

n niaximus Scilla sibirica

Hepaticaa'tguiosa S'syrinchium grandifloruni
triloba coci ulea Viola < dorata
c alba tricolor

c. rubra

Spring flowers prom Dani.iN.—I s"nd

you a few buds and blossoms as a token of a

kindly Irish spring. They were gathered on a
mild, showery morning—weather suited to the

glory of the Daffodils. Of mu large kind so

well known to you I send blossoms and some
in bud, so that they may be born with you,

and so enable you to see all their freshness and
beauty. Snow Glory (Chionodoxa) and Squills

rival each other, as do also the Grape Hyacinths
and Spring Snowflakes (Leucojum vernalis),

blooming now together with what is usually

known as the summer-flowering species (L.

aestivum), or rather its small form (L. Hernan-
dezi). Almond blossoms form a rosy embroidery
against a grey-bliie dcy, just as the crimson-

scarlet Japan Quince embroiders our grey walls

with Forsythias of both kinds for company.
Iris reticulata, Primroses, Polyanthuses, and
Narcissi tf many kinds are luxuriating in such a

genial, showery spring. Even N. Tazetta of

sorts are blooming in sheltered nooks by the

walls.—F. AV. B.

Plants in bloom at Ilurworth Grange, near

Darlington, on March I :

—

Anemone blauda Helleborus atro-rubens
(.sinyle) colchicus

Arabis albida niger var. maximus
Jasminum nudiflorum
Leucojum vernum
Myosotis dissitiflora

Omphalodes verna
^ar alba

Poly!;ala uhammbuxus
var. pxu'purea

PoteutilU splendens
Primula cashraeriana

deuticu'ata
nivalis

Primroses, single and double
Polyanthus, various
Pausies, various
Pulm uaria >.zurea

^ axifraga Burseriana
coriophylla

procurrens
Aubrietia g reca

g. superba
Bulbocodium vernum
Crocus, vaiious
Cyclamen Couin vernum
D iphne Mezereum
Doronicum caucasicum
Draba cuspidata
Ei-ythronium Dens-canis

album
Enca carnea

alba
Eranthis hyemalis
Galantnus nivalis

n. fl.-pl

Imperati
Gentiana acaulis
Hepatica angulosa

li-iloba

t. alba
t. rubra and r. fl. pi.

-J. Simpson.

oppocitifolia
major
maxima
splendeus

Sisyru chium grandiflorum
Violets
Viuca major

Books.— F. P.—Bivers' "Eose Amateur's Guide " or

Canon Hole's book on the Rose.

Narcissus mtn or. - Can any of your readers inform me
whether the dwarf Daffodil (Narcissus minor) is an arti-

bcially produced variety ? or it it grows wild in any part of

Europe like a large Daffodil ?—A. C. B.

SpHrrowfl a id Crocuses.— If lIi- Bradbeer "will

insert in his Crocus beds a few pegs, and string from them
a line of scarlet worsted on each side of his flowers, I do

not think that a sparrow will go near them.—J. W.

Carious Cineraria.—r. E. Femcick.—lhe flower

you send repres nts a very curious sport not at all com-

mon. The florets of the r.iy are all tubular instead of flat, as

in some forms of the common Dai.sy. It would be interesting

to see if the singu arity can be perpetuated by seed.

K. R (BirJcJale).-lvy Messrs. Veitch & Sons, King's

Road, Chelsea.

Lichen on f« rest trees.—What causes Lichen and

othir analogous matter to grow upon trees ? Such growths

are generally < n one side of the tree—perhaps on the

south, east, noith, or west, and sometimes the trunk is

enveloped. Any inform ition your readers can supp'y o

this subject will be welcome.—S. K. T.

Names of plants — 11'. Fox.— Primula verticillata

abyssinica. jlfrtc — Narcissus P eud-Narcissxis var. minor.

C. M 0. —Pulmonar'a taccharata(with spotted leaves);

the other is appjirt-ntly P. a' gustifolia. ^Vhat is commonly
known as Primula alta'ca is but a form of f'e common
Primrose. P. altaicaisa true wild species. C. F. Caltley.

—No. 4 is a species of Ficus. Others next week. Amy.—
Rivina tinctoria. R.—Rhododendron argeuteum. J.

D.—Renecio Ghiesbreghti. Sylvestris. — Cedrus atlantica.

Siih (Cakore). — Apparently Ccelogyne flaccida, but

we cannot name accurately without seeing foliage, bulb,

and perfect flowtrs. T. C. — 1, Thuja occidentalis

(Linnjcus); 3, Retiuospora obtusa (Riebold) ; No. 2 is

the same as No. 3, either growing in an unfavourable

gituation, or a dwarf variety, so far as can be judged from

such scanty materials.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.
R. M.—W. T.-V. & Sons.-F. M.—.T. W —J. D.—G.—J.

R. W—D. Mc I—A. V—H H. D'O.-R. I. L.-.I. C-
.7 S. W —C W. D.—R. G —J. S. -W. B.-E. H.-W. W.—
B.-G. .1. G S S.-,T. D. D—C. B. S.—0. D.- .7 C. C—
VV. H. B'.—W. E G.-A. D.-.7. W._W J. M.-W. H. C—
E. H.-Mac—F. G. P. - W. C-C. D.—G. S. S —B C. R.—
Daffodil.—H. T. W. - J. G.—T L.-C. B. S.—W. T.-M. B.

A.- L. A. K.—P. G.—J. S.—A. C. C- J. R.—H. H.—M. C.

J. W. M.—J. C—Amy -G. C—S. K —J. D.—Subscriber.—
T. K.- Sylvestris —P. G.—Devoi.iensis.—E. D. L.—J. R.W.
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"This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The Akt itself is 'Saivke."—Shakespeare.

HEPATICAS.

The poet Ovid, who edited the Roman Calendar

in very pretty Latin verse, tells us in the intro-

duction of a conversation he had with Janus,

the god of New Year's Daj.The poet remonstrated

agaiLSt the season Janus had selected. " Why
should not the new year begin at the vernal

equinox, as it used to do in the good old times ?

Why did the god prefer the cold and dead time

for his festival ? There were no flowers, no green

fields, no lambs, no birds singiug, no swallows,

nothing but dulness and gloom." " The winter

solstice," replied Janus, " is the natural end of the

annual cycle; with the new year Nature makes a

new start.'' Ovid acquiesced in the answer,

which expressed the prevalent belief that the

end of the year is the line between the wane
and the revival of plant life. But neither Ovid
nor Janus were gardeners. If they had been in the

habit of transplautiug hardy herbaceous plants

and bulbs through the autumn and winter, as I

have been, they would have known that progres-

sive activity for next year's flowering generally

begins long before Christmas, and that according

to this test the year ought to begin about the

autumnal equinox. But no precise time can be

drawn between the annual decay and renewal of

plant growth. In many plants the two processes

visibly overlap, as Asters and other late-flower-

ing Composites send up their young shoots for

next year's flowering whilst still in flower. With
these, as well as with all early flowering plants

in this temperate zone, a slow and sure progress

is going on all the winter whenever the groundis
not actually frost-bound. Even in the coldest

winters the hardy little Ilepatica, whose
flowerbuds are born in October, contrives

to find mild intervals enough to perfect the

development of the flowers before the first day
of spring.

The Hepatica is a flower thatrequiresno special

pleading to commend it. Everyone knows it and
wishes to have as many plants of it as he can.

Where the soil and other conditions suit them
they may be increased tolerably fast,but no plant

is more frequently regretted as a failure. In
this i-espect they resemble their near relations,

the Christmas Roses, and I think that where
one does well the other will. For some years I

despaired of them here, till I took to excessive

draining and to growing them on rockeries and
raised beds, and now they do very fairly in

a variety of soils, for I have them growing
in fibrous loam, and in moist peat, and in a

mixture of the two. They do well either in sun

or in shade, provided they are not iu a soil

which gets parched up in summer, which they
cannot endure. Still they have special antipathies

to some soils, though I cannot say what they
are. I was in a nursery garden near Derby last

week, where the soil and drainage seemed to be
perfect, and where everything does well except
Hepatieas. Gentiana verna, for instance, was so

vigorous that I mistook it for G. acaulis. Dode-
catbeon Jeffreyanum, I thought, was a strong

bunch of Orange Lilies just appearing through
the ground, but the Hepatieas were only

existing.

The fine single blue American Ilepatica called

H. angulosa is a stronger and more vigorous
species than any European kind, and increases

faster and is a beautiful plant if slugs can be

prevented from eating the buds. Of the old TI.

triloba as many as eight or ten single varieties

are enumerated by nurserymen. iVs the species

comes up freely from seed it is perhaps a wonder
when Nature has made three distinct colours

to start with that the variation of colour is not

greater in cultivation. I have only seen four

really distinct—white, pink (wrongly called red),

blue, and purple, the latter known as H. B.xr-

lowi. The Hepatica improves by doubling. I

have never seen or heard of more than two
doubles, pink and blue, both of them brighter in

colour than their singles. Of these the double

pink has the strongest constitution of any of the

species, and the double blue the weakest. The
best plants of double blue I have ever seen were

growing in light, sandy soil, but with a wet sub-

soil, in a garden at Bournemouth. I never heard

where, or by whom, the double Hepatieas were
raised, but gardeners will agree in wishing that

the raiser had lived long enough to produce a

double white. The kindest treatment of Hepa-
tieas, and that which they like lest, is to leave

their roots undisturbed, but to give them at

the beginning of every autumn a thin dressing

of leaf-mould and finely sifted manure
;

but as most people wish to increase their

stock, the question arises as to the best time.

Gardening books advise us to divide them as

soon as the flowering is over. The writers pro-

bably know that their advice would not be fol-

lowed if they advised dividing just when the

flowering is beginning, which, I think, is a much
better time ; but any time between October or

March, if the weather is favourable, is better

than any time beween March and October. The
new leaves begin to grow before the flowering

is o^er, and the old leaves ought to be retained

if the plant is healthy until the new ones,

as it were, absorb them. Upon the healthy

development of the new leaves depend tlie

flowers of next year. Their growth is com-
pleted in a marvellously short space of time

—

generally before the end of April, and nothing

ought to interrupt it. Again, if the plant is

divided in summer, the leaves probably die, and

the flower-buds are deprived of their shelter,

which is most essential to them in winter. So
much for dividing. In transplanting it must be re-

membered that perhaps no other plant has roots

which extend so widely and so deeply inproportion

to the show the plant makes above gro'-md. Dig

up a ball as large as you will, some stray bits of

wiry root always appear outside it. I said that

Hepatieas grow readily from seed, but if the seed

is stored it seldom germinates, and if sown at

once it will not come up till the following

spring. The seeds grow best when allowed to

shed upon the crown of the plant, if covered as

I advised with fine soil. They may be trans-

planted at any time, and with careful nursing-

become good plants in two years. A variety or

species called H; aoutiloba, with the lobes of the

leaf more pointed than the common form, does

not seem to have any particular merit. I see

another variety described as major, a rank more
often conferred upon plants in catalogues than

maintained in gardens. Another is fragrans; but

who gathers their Hepatieas? so what advantage

is this ? I have once or twice seen a Hepatica

with very prettily marked leaves like those of

a Cyclamen—cyolamenifolia, I dare say, it is

called. I have looked in vain for this in cata-

logues. It is occasionally found, I think, in the

Tyrol. I may remark in conclusion that Hepa-
tieas do not seem to me to flower the best in the

soils in which they grow the strongest ; if there

is too much leaf-mould in the soil they make
large leaves and roots, but the flowers are apt

to be all sepals, and to have an abortive appear-

ance. C. WOLLEY DoD.

Edge Hall, Malpas, Cheshire,

EARLY FLOWERS IN TOWN GARDENS.
I THINK you are a little hard on our " smoke-
begrimed London " in the paragraph in last

week's Gahden on Miss Owen'sflowers. Ido not
see anything mentioned except Auricula that doe.T

not grow well with me. This spring 1 have had
some charming bits—the lovely Iris I'eticulata

growing vigorously out of a carpet of yellow
Primroses, while I. Krelagei is growing not far

ofi from out of a clump of SaxifragaBurseriana.

With me the first bloom of I. Krelagei was
twenty minutes in advance of that of I. reticu-

lata, both having come out one sunny afternoon.

In another corner a lovelj' bit consists of a mix-
ture of the deep purple dwarf, with a few tall

growing orange Crocuses, out of which Galan-
thus plicatus (with me the best Snowdrop) rears

unusually tall heads of bloom. Nor is a bitof vari-

ously coloured Primroses to be despised asa carpet

for some of the taller and finer Daffodils, while
here and there tall blooms of Myosotis dissiti-

flora prevent the Daffodils being in too close con-
nection with the manj'-coloured Primroses. The
tiny Daffodil (Narcissus minor), which ought to be
called minimus, is exquisite, with its nodding
blooms just showing among a mass of deep blue

Scillas. Agreatlump of ChionodoxaLucUiie has

been sown alone without any admixture beyond a

carpet of Sedums, and has proved very lovely,

and its blooms unusually large. The broad-

leaved Saxifrage, given to me by Mr. Ingram,
of Belvoir, is very handsome, with its fine um-
bels of pink blossoms. Of course there is nothing

new in all this, but it seems to me such a pity

to see the great waste of garden ground belong-

ing to the many suburban liouses all round Lon-
don a blaze of glaring colours during June, July,

and August, and brown mould, dreadfully tidy,

all the rest of the year. Many people are de-

terred from trying plants in London by being
told things will not grow. Only the other day a

Polyanthus grower wrote me that it was use-

less his sending me any ; they would not grow
with me ; whereas, as a matter of fact, they do
grow luxuriantly and splendidly. Then, again,

few people seem to realise the beauty to be go

out of even a small garden by artistic mixture
of colour of even the commonest flowers. They
seem not to be satisfied unle.ss they have got

some delicate novelty which is not suited for

growing in our smoke-begrimed old town. I

should much like to promote more hardy plant

gardening in the London suburbs ; and ifmy ex-

perience of what I find to do well, and a few
suggestions how to group the various flowers

would from time to time gain admission into

your columns, I will gladly send them.

H. Stuaet Wobtley (Colonel).

[The colonel's suggestions will be very wel-

come. Notwithstanding the difiiculties in the way
of London gardening, no doubt those who have

the will and knowledge can master them, but

one despairs of the great mass of London gar-

dens. The system pursued in them is fatal to all

progress and beauty. The enclosures, too, of the

gardens even in the best suburban roads are

against all progress—good ground turned into

gi-easy, bare borders, where the few poor ti'ees

grown prevent any flower growing well under

or near them. In many cases great improvement

could be effected by throwing a number of gar-

dens into one sunny, open space, and putting it

in the hands of a good and tasteful gardener

with some knowledge of plants.]

The "Wido"w Flower.—It may perhaps give

additional interest to the purple Scabious to be

told that it is known in some places by the name
of the Widow Flower, also that the seed of that

sweet flower was sent from France by Virginia,

during her enforced absence, to her brother Paul,

to adorn their joint garden in Mauritius, or Isle of
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Franco. TliJH information we have from Kt. f'ierre,

tlio writer of the touching history of " Paul and

Virginia."—A. 0., Mid-Scotland.

EDITOR'S TABLE.

TiiF, ymvvv. kjuca. caiinka, from York, is a

very interi'sl-ing little biifili, though not rjuito ho

cheery looldng as its pink ally. It is, neverlhe-

lesfl, good as a variety, and one of the various

dwarf Ileatlis well worth growing.

Ank.mon]'; Uganda.—This fair spring flower

from York, wiiere it was first introduced. We
have seen it handsomer and earlier (his year. It

is a precious addition to our rock gardens and
choice early borders, flowering distinctly before

the bettor-known blue Apennine Anemone.

Tirr« FrriST dafi'odii.h from the not very

early district of Tottenham are (,lio little N.
minimus, wliich Mr. Ware seems to grow finely;

N. 'I'idemonius plenus, a noble double Itind ; N.
obvallaris, and tlie common English Daffodil, all

bright in the early March days.

Mold hnowdiioi'S.—Wo have some bold Snow-
drops, from Mr. Stevens, of tlie newer kinds,

but if we must tell the truth wo are by no means
persuaded that any of those new Snowdrops are

more graceful or more valuable than the old

one; in fact, wo believe the common Snowdrop
to be the most graceful of tlie series—the singbi

form, be it understood. Tlio double Snowdrop is

a very poor thing in point of form.

NiTTTALOA orrasifohmis.—This quiet look-

ing, but graceful flowering shrub comes to us
from Mr. Stevens, laden with its modest littli!

racemes of white flowers. It is evidently a very
hardy, and also a very early, shrub, which will

never perhaps bo very attractive, but interesting

for collections.

Inis nuTicuLATA FiioM GUNTON.—I am
longing for the day when our fair hardy flowers

will be seen in some sucli profusion and cond'
tion as the hi'aiil.iful Iris reticulata lias just come
fromfluiitoii Tarlc. I''ifty beads of this riclily

coloured violet-soentiid flower tell what many a
poor little " sticky " labelled plant will do when
grown well and plentifully, treated in a bold
and artistic manner as to position and surround-
ings.

DnAiiA fJUHPiDATA.—Ono of those curious
little yellow-llowen^d Drabas, like Moss in sta
ture, but seldom seen good in gardens, wanting
to bo in hard, beaten, rooky soil, and then grown
into bold tufts or planted in little colonies to

show any effecl.. liiit oven with this care they
seldom enter into the front rank of rock flowers,

From Messrs. Hackhouse.

•

Kaiily-floweuino HUEuns. — From Gras-
inere, Byfleet, Mr. Stevens sends a. basketful of
his earliest flowering shrubs and hardy flowers
No fewer than a score of shrubs are in bloom,
the chief being the old Japanese Quince (dy-
donia japonica), of which Mr. Stevens has
numerous varieties, varying principally in the
colour of the blossoms, one being pure wliit«.
The various kinds of Barberry are very pretty,
particularly lierboris Darwini and another
called ]{. fascicularis hybrida, which. has both
ample foliage and dense clusters of bright
yellow blossoms. (Jassandra calyculata is a
pretty dwarf shrub with long wreaths of white
Lily of the Valloy-liko blossoms. Andromeda

floribunda, a near ally of the last, is likewise

pret.ty at this season. Some beautiful flowering

branehos of the Almond (Amygdalus com-
munis) show how fine it must be at (Jrasmere

when seen in the form of large trees. The
myriads of tiny golden blossoms on the Dog-
wood (Oornus Mas) render it an attractive

shrub just now, as are also Spiraia Thiinbergi

and the double S.prunifolia, which will soon be

masses of bloom. Various kinds of Heath, of

which lOrica carnea is the showiest, are also

sent ; likewise early Squills, the pretty Solda-

nella raonfana,and J'ulmoaaria grandifiora, the

finest of all the Lungworts. The latter has large,

showy, deep roso-pink blossoms that change to

purple.

Variki) ano i.AiirjK I'liiMKOHUH of Our native

kind come to us from Quedgeley House, Glouces-

ter. The charms which Mr. IJoscawen enjoyed

weeks ago in Cornwall are now gradually un-

folding over the land, and happy those who
settle the question of spring gardens by growing
well such native or hardy things. Our native

I'rimrose, in its many forms, has a great advan-

tage over many early flowers in the length of

its blooming period.

BoitAfto onF/ncA.—The old Cretan I'orago

comes from Linton, a curious, strong and ram-
pant jilant, not worth a place in the garden
proper, but, like the winter Heliotrope and other

easily grown and vigorous plants, not at all

amiss in the lane or hedgerow, or in an isolated

clump of shrubbery. It,s spiked flowers are pretty

just now. We are getting so many good spring

things into our garden in early spring, that one
can no longer say flowers are scarce at this

season.

Mvo.so'i'is DissiTiFLonA.—This beautiful For-
get-me-not comes in its best form from Linton,

vigorous with the rosy flowers plentiful among
the blue ones. I well remember getting the first

plants of it from Mr. Atkins, of I'ainswiek,

years ago that wore ever received in London,
and being startled at the rich beauty of a good
bunch of it. Since then it has become a well-

known inhabitant of our gardens, though not
always well grown, owing to soil and climate,

though it is happy enough in many country
gardens.

Saxifbaga maxima.—A baby plant less than
1 in. high with flowers nearly 1 in. across. A
wonderful example of the finer type of alpine

flower in which the plant is smaller than many
a Moss, but the flower bold and vigorous, as if

it had really "something behind it." It is a

curious illustration of a fact that the flower is

(.ho highest life of the plant, so to say. Whether
this maxima is a variety of our native S
opposi(,ifolia or any of its (Jontinental allies wo
know not, but as sent to us from the Yorlc Nur-
series it is a marvellous little plant.

FiiKF.siAH FIIOM GUF,jiNSKY.—A charming
boxful of tliose fragrant and graceful (Jape

bulbous ])lants from Mr. SmitJi's Caledonia
Nursery, Guernsey, sliows us how finely they
can be grown in tbo Channel Islands— far finer

than ever we have seen them here. The kindjS

sent are I'', refracta alba fodorata) and a new
kind, which Mr. Smith calls F. Leichtlini major,
a cross between F. Leichtlini and F. refracta
alba. Mr. Smith says it is larger, stronger, much
more branching, and earlier than the true
Leichtlini, and he considers ho is justified in

giving it another name. Few know the charms
of these plants ; they are elegant in form, soft

and delicate in tint, and agreeably fragrant, the
odour being somewhat similar to that of Cow-

slips. With a view of making these beautiful

plants more widely known we hope soon to give

a coloured illustration in TuK Gakijkn from tbo

Caledonia Nursery specimens. How they are

grown so finely in Guernsey it would be in-

teresting to know.

FiNF, VAniETY OF CATTLEYA TnlANvH.—Mr.
Fowler sends from Asbgrove, Pontypool, a

magnificent flower of a variety of (Jattleya

'I'rianaj surpassing anything we have seen among
the numerous forms of this variable Orchid. It

much resembles that recently named I'ack-

bousiana, having the heavy pencillings of deep
rich amethyst on the delicate lilaf;-purplo of the

broad pe(als, but the lip is much deeper and
richer in colour than in that variety; indeed,

we know of no other Cattleya that has such

an intensity of colour on the labellum.

Tim TAiiitiAN Hcii,i,A.— .ludging by the

flowers of this, the Taurian variety of Scilla

bifolia sent ]>y Mr. Ware, it is the finest of that

group of early Scillas that have a pair of leaves

and long racemes of blue flowers. S. taurica has
reddish stems and intensely deep blue flowers in

dense clusters. With it comes the wliite variety

of S. bifolia, the ever welcome S. sibirica, and
another called S. amoena, but which is quite

different from tliat we have hitherto known
under that name. That sent has pale blue

flowers, and is a very pretty flower.

The vabiaulb hupatica.—From the crowds
of Hopaticas in the Hale Farm Nurseries, Tot-
tenham, Mr. Ware sends an interesting and very

pretty one called H. triloba variabilis, so named
on -account of the flowers changing from deep
purple to pure white, ho that the blossoms on
each tuft assume a variety of shades. Among
our many novelties none surpass the Ilepatica

when well placed, and all these charming varie-

ties should bo carefully preserved. Those who
raise the plant from seed should look after

varieties.

IliroDODENDnoN HODGSONi.—A noblo truss of

this Indian Khododendron comes from Messrs.

Hickson & (Jo., Waterloo Place, Fndinburgli.

The cluster, which is 8 in. across, is composed
of about a dozen and a half of large bell-shaped

blossoms, poised horizontally, of waxy texture

and of a pure uniform white, the stamens being

tipped with black anthers.The leaves surrounding

this noble flower cluster are some 7 in. long and
very broad, covered with silvery down beneath,

anddeep green and much wrinkled on the upper
surface. 'Ihisisono of the grandest of all the

tribe of Indian Kliododendrons in cultivation,

and the elToct of large specimens of it must be

very fine. Messrs. iJickson say that they have a

plant of it ill their I'ilrig Nurseries carrying

tw(!nty-eight trusses of lovely flowers.

Destroying crickets.— If my experience
is of any use to " K. II." (p. i:!8) in dealing with
eriekets in plant or fruit houses, I may toll him
that- I have never found unytliing so eiTeetual as

the use of plenty of water in the places in which
tliey are supposed to congregate ; a dry, warm due,

or a chamber in which hot-water pipes arc placed
are favourite resorts of crickets, and if they are

found to take up their abode there every chink
and crevice should be well saturated with water
morning and evening. If " E. 11." has many of

them he must not oljjeet to give them a bath at
ten o'clock at niglit, and to deluge every position

they occupy, not with mere sprinklets of water,

but with sullieient to lie in pools for an hour or

two; if this is persevered in, ho will find they
will soon seek drier quarters.—J. 0. Clabkk,
C(>t)u)latoni), Taimtoti.
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ROSE GARDEN.

PRUNING ROSES.

Time was when Roses were pruned any time after

the fall of the leaf. They were mostly summer
kinds, and flowered but once. After flowering the

wood and leaves ripened, and as soon as ripening

was completed, Roses were either pruned at once

or at any season when convenient up to the

middle of February. The exact time was held to

be of little moment so long as the Roses were

pruned and the wounds healed before the rise of

the sap. But all these stereotyped times of pruning

are now set aside. The introduction of perpetual

Hoses, and the virtual monopoly that this race has

established in our Rose gardens, has revolutionised

our times as well as methods of pruning.' Instead

of pruning before the rise of the sap, the very

copiousness of its flow is aoccpteil as a sort of in-

dex that the time to prune has come. What a

waste of force ! many exclaim. True; but what a

saving of buds and of Koses. The fact is, in this

manner of pruning Roses more than in most
others we lose to gain. The upper buds are left as

decoys for the excitable sap. As they break into

leaflets the pressure is removed from the lower

buds, and the latter virtually rest or stand still.

While they do they are safe from the vicissitudes

of the weather, and it is chiefly to keep these

lower buds in a semi-dormant condition that

the time of pruning Roses has been pushed

farther and further forward into the spring.

With the higher beauty and increased flo-

riferousness of perpetual Roses we have to

accept their greater sensitiveness to injury from

cold, and their higher e.xcitability. So excitable

aremany of our modern Roses, that they can hardly

be said to be ever at rest. This wakeful growing
conditioii makes the time to prune a matter of

difficulty—it is a.ltogether so different from tlie

long rest of Cabbage, Moss, Scotch, and climbing

Roses. The highest art in pruning Roses may be

said to be reached when we cut them at the best

time to ensure the development of the best flower-

ing and best placed shoots. But, alas ! these are by
no means always, nor often, found together. The
best flowers might often be produced from the

buds on the extremities of the shoots ; but were
these chosen the symmetry of the tree and suc-

cession of good flowers within reasonable space

might both be rendered impossible. Thus we must
prune, not only for the immediate future, but for

succeeding years as well. By pruning early, our

Hoses in such seasons as this has been up till

now, the 1st of March, might bloom in May, pro-

vided no spring frosts cut them oft'. As a rule,

however, Roses are wanted for showing and other

purposes chiefly in June and July ; therefore, the

time to prune must be determined to a consider-

able extent by the time of flowering.

When to prune.—Pruning Hybrid Perpetuals

should for the most part be done in March.
Prune the hardier and commoner ones in the first

week and go on pruning all through the month,
leaving a few till the flrst week in April, that

will give five or six weeks to complete the prun-

ing of this class of Roses, and tlie extension

of the time of pruning will tell with good effect

on the prolongation of the season of blooming.
Tea Roses may be pruned in April and up to the
middle of May. Of course these remarks apply
merely to what! may be called the spring pruning
of Roses. Whore any considerable collection is

grown, more or less pruning will be practised

almost every month in the year. But these are

not referred to here ; and now

As to modes of pruning.—This will turn

very much upon how much or far should the shoots

be cut back I'ossiblj' did we know our Roses more
thoroughly, everyone would have its own special

cut that would suit it best in regard to length as

well as time. In the absence of such special

knowledge the pruner may safely generalise in

practice—thus : the weaker the Rose the harder
it should be out back ; the stronger the less. The
latter axiom may be said to run to extremes in

Marfiohal Niel, for this magnificent Rose thrives

best probably uupruned, at least as far as the

practice of stopping its shoots is concerned.

Its pruning and that of a few others should con-

sist of a thinning out of any excess of shoots and
of weakly ones. But these Roses are exceptional,

and though there is an infinite variety of strength

and length of growth -among Hybrid Perpetual

Roses, the whole difference in length may almost

be included within the two extremes o£ an inch

and a foot. To cut back to within an inch of the

old wood would be called very short pruning ; to

leave a foot of last year's wood is more than

most cultivators would allow. In practice, from 4 in.

to 8 in. is a common length to leave the stronger

growers. Some, however, might be left 18 in. with

advantage. A good deal may depend on the num-
ber and strength of individual shoots as well as

the character of varieties. At times the wood
of Roses is very imperfectly ripened. There is

nothing gained, but, on tlie contrary, very much,
perhaps all, lost by leaving long shoots of un-

ripened wood. It is needful to prune back as hard

as possible in all such cases. Better bloom and
healthier wood will be produced from one ripe

bud at the base of a shoot than from half-a-do/.cn

spongy, watery, albeit probably bettor looking

ones at a higher cle\'ation ; therefore, at whatever

point we prune to, it is of vital importance that it

should be close to a thoroughly ripened, well

posted bud. D. T. Fisn.

The pruning season to most rosarians

is an interesting and yet an anxious time—in-

teresting because it is really the beginning of the

new Rose year, and an anxious time because some
morning in April or May we may awake to find,

much to our discouragement, a frost of from 8° to

10°, putting an end to all our cherished hopes. To
say that we have a good Rose season once in a
decade is, perhaps, too ungrateful, and yet it is not

far off the truth, taking into account severe win-

ters, late spring frosts, too much rainfall or the

want of it, the after gales, to say nothing of insect

pests, against which the rosarian has to contend.

And yet, how fully are we repaid when in some
June or July morningwe stroUamongour Roses and
behold them a" thing of beauty and a joy for ever."

A well-built bloom of Marie IJaumann or Alfred

Colomb, or it may be the equally fine form of a

Monsieur E. Y. Teas or La France, at once banishes

all our murmurings and inspires us with further

and fuller zeal.

Our Roses here, i.e., the Hybrid Perpetual class,

we have usually pruned about the middle or third

week in March, but, considering the forward sea-

son and the advanced state of the plants, wc deem
it advisable to prune this year at least fourteen

days earlier. The time being fixed, the question

arises how shall we best perform the operation

—

not as I have frequently noticed, by cutting all

sorts down alike. No
;
pruning must be done in

accordance with the forms of growth and the

flowering habits of each variety. For Marie Bau-

mann, Louis Van Houtte, Lord Macaulay, Xavier

Olibo, Senateur Vaisse, La France, Monsieur E.

Y. Teas, Alfred Colomb, A. K. Williams, Uuke of

Wellington, Dr. Andry, Beauty of Waltham,
Baroness Rothschild, and Marquise de Castellane

severe pruning is necessary to insure fine well-built

exhibition blooms, and for those who prefer this

class of flowers to those of an inferior type, but in

greater quantity, I should recommend that they

be pruned back to, say, three or four eyes from the

base of the young shoots, never forgetting to cut

away all thin and weakly wood.

To prune the following varieties in the same
way as the above would be to court failure. Being

of stronger growth and not so floriferous, I would
suggest that they be left with from six to eight

eyes from the base of the shoots. Among Roses of

this class are to be found the following; Mme.
Clemence Joigneaux, Madame Laoharme, Madame
Hippolyte Jamain, Paul Neron, Paul Verdier, Au-

guste Rigotard, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Francois

Michelon, Duke of Edinburgh, Baron de Bonstet-

tin, Edouard Morren, Abel Carri^re, Madame
Sophie Fropot, John Hopper, John Stuart Mill,

and Mdllo. Annie Wood. Some of the above, and
indeed many of the stronger-growing varieties of

the Hybrid Perpetual class, are not unfrequently

used for pillar Roses, and with success. Where
they are used as such they may be treated the

same as climbers properly so called, pruning spar-

ingly, taking out worthless .shoots, and shortening

those left only at the extremities.

. BcCKton. W. H. FliETTINGHAM.

Root-grafting Roses.—It is probable that

this way of increasing Roses may in some cases

be carried out earlier than the last week in Feb-
ruary, but we do not usually get our propagating
bed ready before that time, and genial tempera-

ture is required to ensure prompt success. The
Dog Rose grows abundantly in the hedges round
here, and I have just grafted a quantity of the

Brier roots dug from the banks in the fields with
pieces of Rose shoots taken from the best Hybrid
Perpetuals ; and I shall bo much disappointed,

judging from previous experience, if the principal

part of those grafted Roses do not flower this

coming summer and autumn. The chief requisites

of success are to obtain healthy roots of fair

strength—pieces of roots will do— just starting

into growth, and the scions or grafts should be
obtained from dormant shoots of strong healthy

plants ; weakly shoots do not succeed so well. A
sharp knife is an absolute necessity. A smooth cut

should be made on the best face of the stock, and
the scion cut to fit it ; the two should then be

bound together tightly with soft matting or raffia.

I prefer the latter. The bark of the stock and scion

should fit closely on at least one side. As fast as

they are grafted they should be potted into large

,S-in. pots if they are large enough, potting the

stocks sufficiently deep to bury the bottom of the

graft to exclude the air ; this saves grafting wax
or clay. Plunge the pots into a bottom-heat of

75° in a close frame or pit, and shade from bright

sunshine until the grafts are able to bear it with-

out injury. I prefer sawdust for a plunging mate-

rial, as it maintains a nice moist, steady heat.

—

E. Hobday.

INDOOR GARDEN.
Besting G-loxinias.— ./. It., p. 126. —

Gloxinia bulbs will rest quietly for four months

or longer if not subjected to too much heat

and moisture. After four months' rest in a
temperature of from 50° to 55° they will start

again freely if placed in a temperature of 60°,

with a moderate degree of atmospheric moisture.

Bulbs going to rest at this season of the year should

be placed in a dry part of an intermediate house, or

in a warm shed where the temperature ranges

from 45° to 55°.—J. K.

Raising Pelargonium hybrids.— Last

year about this time I had some zonal seeds saved

from different varieties the previous summer, and

I sowed them in a pan along with a number of other

half-hardy kinds. They were the first up, and

though an accident deprived me of the majority of

them, the remainder grew robustly and floweied in

the autumn. Though the result contained nothing

remarkable, I was encouraged to try hybridising

the show and regal Pelargoniums ; for instance,

dark kinds with whites. The two whites I used

were Claribel and The Bride, and, so far, like last

year, the seed Cout of a frame full of other things)

has been the first up, and I certainly think every

seed grew. The temperature of the hotbed I kept

between 60° and 65°.—W. J. M., Clonmcl.

Summer treatment of Poinsettias.—
I^ast year I had a considerably larger stock of Poin-

settias than was required for pot work. A quantity

of the oldest plants, instead of being consigned

to the rubbish heap, were cut down close and

planted out in the open air on a south border

about the end of May. They soon commenced to

grow, two or three shoots being on each plant, and

in most cases stronger than those on the plants

that were potted. They continued growing all

summer, when they were carefully lifted in Sep-

tember and placed in a moderate temperature

,
near the glass to set root action in motion again

.
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The flower-heads, when fully developed in Decem-
ber, measured from 12 in. to 15 in. across, and in

every respect outrivalled those growing in pots.

I have never seen nor heard of Poinsettias being
planted outdoors, but I intend planting more of

them in the same manner this summer.

—

Thos.
Cari.ton, The Gardens, Wildernesxe Park, near
Sevcnimks.

Hothouse furnaces.—In writing- about
boilers and lire-brick furnaces, "Peregrine" (p. 109)
has lighted upon a subject that needs careful dis-

cussion. I think, so far from finding his views
controverted, he would rather have found con-
siderable support had he been privileged to see
and inspect the remarkable French multiple
stage furnace erected in the Smoke Abatement
Exhibition, at South Kensington. It is known as
Ferret's patent, and is chiefly employed where
iixed for supplying hot air for trade drying pur-
poses. This furnace is composed solely of an
inner casing of fire-brick, and has at intervals of
about 3 in,, one above the other, four stages, semi-
arched, of fire-clay 3 in. in thickness. The lower
stage has an interval of about 12 in. at the far
end ; the second one, the same space in the front

;

then the third behind, and tlie fourth in fi'ont, so
that the heated air from the fire first lit in the
lower chamber ascends between each stage, upon
which is laid a thin coating of fuel. This gradu-
ally ignites, until presently the whole, right up to
the top stage, is amass of led-hot fire, not glaring,
but seething; and wlien the superheated air
reaches the top stage it is somewhere about 1000°
Fahrenheit. Such a heat could never be obtained
where the fire was in an iron casing. Not tlie

Isast remarkable fact connected with this furnace
is that only the merest rubbish, literally the
refuse of all the other fires in the exhibition, is

consumed, and in time is i-educed to mere dust.
This furnace may be left with entire safety for
twenty-four hours and then found to be full of
heat. JM. Perret believes that if iron pipes—

a

sort of horizontal tubular boiler—were fixed just
over the top stage and then heated air parsed be-
tween them, instead of passing it away into a hot
air flue, that a great success would bo the result.
This furnace is one of the most remarkable things
at the exhibition, and if sent to Manchester, as
announced, northerners will do well to have a
look at it.—A. D.

Climbing plants.—"Glengall" (p. 109) may
rely on the following plants giving satisfaction
under the shelter of a verandah : For pillars select
Esoallonia macrantha, the Exmouth Magnolia,
Ceanothus azureus, Pyrus japonica, Crata2gus
Pyracantha, and Cotoneastcr microphylla. For the
roof, Tecoma grandiflora,, Passiflora coerulea, Cle-
matis indivisa lobata, Passiflora Newmani, Big-
nonia jasminoides, and ]\Iandevilla suaveolens.
For the back wall, yellow Banksian Rose, various
Tea Roses, AmpelopsisVeitchi,Houeysuckle,golden
or evergreen, Buddleia globosa, Ceanothus "Gloire
de Versailles, Rhynohospermum jasminoides, and
Coronilla glauca. In the warm conservatory with
roots outside plant Bignonia Cherere, Kennedya
monophylla, Tacsonia exoniensis, and I'lumbago
capensis. For the roof of the heavily-shaded fer-
nery there is nothing I know of so suitable or
beautiful as Lapageria rosea and L. alb.'i ; they
luxuriate in a cool, shaded position, and will grow
in soil suited for Ferns. In a verandah on the
south side of a house and free from draughts, viz.,

enclosed at both ends, almost any of what are
called greenhouse climbers would be safe in the
.louthern parts of the kingdom ; but if open at the
ends, so that cutting winds get full sweep through
it, such plants would not succeed so well as they
would on an open wiill.With avcrandali only open
at the front it is an easy matter to ward off excep-
tional vi.sitations of cold by having strong blinds
to let down to enclose the openings similar to
fruit-tree protections; such a verandah would then
be equal to a cool house.—J. GnoOM, Linton.

" Glengall " will find it much better to
plant his conservatory climbers inside than have
them in an outer border and bring theij stems
through the wall after the manner of AUnes, for if

he plants outside the stems must be protected from
frost, or the plants will never do well. Climbers of
certain kinds do not require much border room,
as the tighter in reason some of them are pinched
at the roots, the freer they flower. Take Tecoma
jasminoides, for instance, whicli, unrestrained,
grows so strongly tliat it seldom blooms ; whereas
confined to a moderate-sized pot or tub, it never
fails to yield clusters cf blossoms. Bougainvilleas,
again, always run too mucli to wood when their
roots are not under control, but limit them to
about a couple or so of square feet of soil and
they become full of their richly coloured inflores-

cence. Passifloras and Tacsonias need more scope
for feeding, but they will generally find their way
under the floor of the house and its foundation's
and get out beyond them, and by so doing are well
able to take care of tliemselves. As to what plants
are most suitable to grow under tlie roof of a hea-
vily shaded fernery, few would succeed properly,
but with climbers tliere would be no need to shade
heavily, as they would afford sufiicient shade
themselves for the Ferns. The best for the purpose
are Passifloras, as being ornamental in their foliage
tliey associate well with the Ferns ;aadanotherthing
in their favour is their immunity from insects,
f]-om wliich they may be said always to be free.

For the pillars oE the verandah the following are
as good as anything that can be had, viz., Wis-
taria sinensis, Jasminum nudiflorum, Cydonia
japonica. Clematis Jackmani, lanuginosa, and
others, Lonicera aurea reticulata, and the Virgi-
nian Creeper. For tlic roof, Passifloras are the
most suitable, the hardiest being P. crerulea,
which would flower and fruit freely in such a posi-
tion. Another good hardy climber is Lardizabala
biternata, which has fine pleasing green foliage of
very great substance. Bignonia capreolata and
grandiflora would also succeed, and r>. radicans
would be suitable for the back wall, where Mag-
nolias would also be quite at home. Garrya
elliptica is a very ornamental shrub, bearing 8 in.

to 10 in. long catkins, which, dangling in front of
the silvery grey leaves, have a striking effect.

Banksian Roses, so seldom seen good, would also
do well against the wall ; likewise Ceanothus
azureus and Escallonia macrantlia, the first

named aft'ording lovely feathery blossoms for
catting. ,s. D.

SHOET NOTES -INDOOR.

Pelargoniums. — I should be pleased to have the
names of some new varieties of tliese wliich any of your
con-espoiident) can recommend —B, Z.

Anthracite coal.—Can any readers of The Garden
tell me if this coal is a suitable material to burn in saddle
boilers, and whether it is cheaper than coke for that pur-
pose ?—POiMPADODR.

Cyclamen blooms.—The blooms of nearly all my
Cyclamens this year have been distorted. 1 shall be glad to
know the reason, and how it can be avoided.—J. E. B

,

Hnrworlh Grange, near Darlington.

Stsphanotia fruit.—Has any one fruited the Stepha-
notisV Wo have a plant of it here with one fruit on it

about the size of a turkey's egg.—C. T. B., Leinton Old
Abbcji, ,Sa.rijmndliam. [It occasionally produces fruit in

this coiui try.]

Gardenias.—1 should be glad to have some advice as
to the treatment generally of these plants, especially with
reference to soil, temperatiu'e, light, and whether the roots
should bo eondned in a small pot or allowed to grow in a
large one.— B. Z.

MjTtles In pDta.-"Will any of your correspondents
give mo th'ir experience as regards flowering Myrtles in
pots ? I have tried both kinds, and aho one-year-old plants
and yotmg plants, both in a heated Vinery and in a green-
house, and I have never been successful in muking them
bloom.— ,T. H. ().

Climbers for roof of cold vinery. -In reply to
"A. h." (p lOi)), 1 sluinlil say plant Marcclial Kiel Boses.
Tbia Itose is one of the Ijcst under glass roofs, but not
equal to some older kinds on open walls. An old vinery
would need no preparation, as the border would be all

ready for the plants, and the wires for training them. Get
strong pot plants and pot at once. The Mar^cbal requires
very little pruning — ,T. GROOM, Linton.

ORCHIDS.
HARDY BRITISH ORCHIDS.

The common and Spotted Oi'chises (0. mascula
and 0. maculata) are found plentifully here
growing on different kinds of soil ; but the finest

specimens I liave noticed are on strong, heavy
loam. In peat and leaf-mould with the addition of

a little lime I liave grown a fine clump of the two
just named combined, and last season they pro-

duced eleven spikes of bloom. Clumps of these

sorts have a much finer effect than single speci-

mens. The Meadow and Marsh Orcliises (0. Morio
and O. latifolia) I have frequently found, the

latter generally in wet, marshy ground. The Man
Orchis (Aceras anthropophora) is scarce, as is also

Habenaria albida. The common Twayblade (Lis-

teraovata) and broad-leaved Epipactis (E.latifolia)

are usually found in similar situations, viz., along
the outskirts of shady woods. I have frequently

seen the former over 18 in. in height, including

the flower-stem. The l\larsh Epipactis (E. palus-

tris) is occasionally to be met with, but it seems
confined to particular districts, a remark which
also applies to Lady's-tresses (Spiranthes autum-
nalis).

In the cultivation of British Orchids, attention
should be directed to the soil and circumstances
under whicli tliey are found naturally—though
that does not always ensure success, probably
owing to our inability to produce the native air in

wliich some of the species seem to delight. In
transplanting them to the garden, it is best to re-

move the grassy surface from p,round the plants,

and in my own case I have substituted fine I\Ioss

instead, usually that which is found growing on
stones or old avails. This not only retains moisture,

but also forms a very pretty carpeting. I liave

transplanted Orchids successfully in all stages

of growth, even when in full flower, taking care,

of course, to disturb the roots as little as possible,

and to remove a good amount of turf along with
them. I have not seen Liparis Loeseli or Goodyera
repens in flower, but having fine healthy plants of

them I will watch with interesr their progress.

Tlie great Lizard Orcliis (O. liircina) was said to

have been found on the Great Orme's Head two
years ago, but that statement has been disproved.

I have not seen nor been able to procure either

this species or the great Butterfly Orchis (Habe-
naria chlorantha). A. D. Webstek.
Penrhyn, Nor h Wales.

Odontoglossum nsevium majus.—The
plant to wliicli Professor Reiclienbacli has given
this name is so similar to a moderately fine form
of O. gloriosum, that none but experts would
detect any difference. It is so distinct from the
typical 0. nicvium that we fail to see the relation

at all. It is, however, a handsome Orchid, and the
variety Mr. Peacock brought us the other day
from his garden at Sudbury House, Hammer-
smith, represents it in its best form.—W. G.

SHOET NOTES-OEOHIDS.

Odontoglossum CErstedl.-This Orchid is now in

flowtr at Kew. It is a sm.all growing plant of compact
tufted habit, and liears flowers about 1 in. across on slen-

der stems 3 in. or 4 in. high. The blossoms are wbite, of

wax-like texture, and have only u few spots of chocolate-

red in the centre —W. G.

Odontoglossum crlspum Haveolum.—This is

a remarkably distinct variety with respect to colour. The
broad petals are of a uniform warm yellow, with the ex-

ception of a few spots of chocolate-red on the labellum.

A good specimen of it has just flowered in Mr. reaoock's

garden, Sudbury House, HammersmiHi.

Newly Imported Orchids.— Will some of your
readers be so good as to give their experience with regard

to newly imported Orchids, such as those bought at

Stevens' ? What is the best mode of treatment 7 What pro-

portion under ordinary care may bo expected to die ? and
what proportion to bear comparatlvelv Inferior flowei-s?—

F. r.
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ORCHIDS AT OLDFIELD.
The well-known collection of Orchids belong-

ing to Mr. F. A. Philbrick, which till lately

was located in the neighbourhood of the

Regent's Park, is now at this place. It has long

been famous for its Phalrenopsids, a character

which it still maintains, and at the present time

these lovely Orchids are a gorgeous sight. Of

P. Schilleriana, there are some wonderfully

fine examples with long gracefully arch-

ing flower-stems branching out widely, and

laden with a profusion of beautiful rosy pink

blossoms. .-Vmong such a number of plants as

are here there is of course great diversity both

in form and colour, some having flowers much
larger than those of others and deeper in tint.

There is some diversity, too, as regards the

manner in which the tlowers are borne, some
being in contracted spikes, while others are wide

spreading, forming long pendulous panicles. The
cool Orchid house just now presents a very

bright appearance, numerous plants of Sophro-

nitis grandiflora, Odontoglossum Rossi majus,

and others being in full blossom. On the dif-

ferent plants of the Sophronitis there are some
remarkably fine tlowers, some being nearly 3 in.

across and of the most vivid scarlet. Mr.
lleims grows these plants for the most part in

suspended pans, which evidently suits them
well, judging by the healthy growth and profu.sion

of flower with which they are laden. The plants

of O. Rossi are the finest we have seen for a long

time. They, too, are in suspended pans, a position

which shows off their gracefully pendent spikes

to advantage. Even among the plants of this

species there may be discerned several very

distinct forms. Some have much larger flowers

than others, and with the markings on the

petals more pronounced ; others are suffused

with purple, while others again differ in the

colour of the crest which surmounts the labellun.

In the majority it is of an orange-yellow, in others

a delicate pale lemon-yellow, while in one plant

here it is pure white. Other noteworthy Odonto-
glossums now well in bloom here are 0. Cer-
vantesi, 0. Pescatorei, of which there is one with
flowers over 2 in. across; 0. crispum, cirrhosum,
gloriosum, and others in great variety. One plant
among the Odontoglossums above all others
attracted us ; it was a wonderfully fine form of

O. triumphans with flowers 3 in. across, with
very broad petals and sepals and a broad fringed
lip. The colour consisted of a deep orange-yellow,
on which were heavy blotches of reddish brown,
the whole forming a very handsome flower.

Oncidium cucullatum is grown uncommonly
well in this collection, asia evident by the superb
examples of it now in bloom, the best being of

the variety giganteum, which has considerably
larger flowers than those of the others, borne on
a tall branching spike. This Oncid is a very
pretty one, and should be grown by everyone.
it is grown here in company with cool Odonto-
glossums, such as O. crispum and others.

Among other noteworthy Orchids in flower in
this collection were Ipsea speciosa, a very
pretty terrestrial kind, with large showy flowers
of a clear bright yellow, borne on slender erect
stems. It is grown here better than we have seen
it elsewhere, and is really a desirable and at-
tractive plant. Of the Lady's Slippers, Cj^jripe-
dium birsutissimum was the most conspicuous,
and a handsome plant it is when in fine condi-
tion. In the same house Miltonia cuneata, the
species with flowers having dark petals and
sepals and a pure white lip, was an attractive
feature ; also Epidendrum Wallisi, a rare and
handsome species when grown well. In the Cat-
tleya house we noticed an uncommonly fine

form of C. Trianae, one with broad pure white
sepals and petals and an intensely deep ame-
thyst lip and yellow throat. Of the Dendrobes,

the most attractive were D. nobile and crassi-

node, of which the variety Barberianum, with
very rich colouring on the petals, is by far the

finest. The pretty AngrEecum citratum has spikes

here 1 ft. or more long, and very graceful they
are hanging over the rims of the suspended pans.

Pescatorea Ivlabochorum, Comparettia falcata,

CymbidiumLowianum, Oncidium cheirophorum,
Calanthe Turneri, Ada aurantiaca, and Masde-
vallia bella were, among other noteworthy
kinds, in flower. AV. G.

Orchis longibracteata. Drawn at J^astcott, Pinner^
Feb., 18S2.

ORCHIS LONGIBRACTEATA.
Amongst the numerous hardy terrestrial Orchids
in cultivation there are some strangely curious
species, amongst which this South European
kind is, perhaps, the most peculiar, both as to

form and colour. As may be seen by the annexed

illustration, the lip of the flower is its most
conspicuous portion, and this is a delicate purple,
shading off to nearly white towards the centre,

but flaked towards the margin with a much
deeper purple, the edge itself being a bronzy
green, which is also the colour of the small-
hooded petals and sepals above the labellum—

a

singular mixture of tints. This remarkable plant
has just flowered with Mr. Kingsmill, at East-
cott, near Pinner, in whose garden it succeeds
perfectly under frame culture. But little appears
to be known about this species. Perhaps those of
our readers who have grown it will give our-
selves and others the benefit of their experience.
It is a native of Greece and islands in its vici-

nity, and is also known under the name of O.
Robertiana.

NEOTTIA SPECIOSA.

One of the earliest introduced Orchids from the
West Indies, and still a favourite in some gar-
dens, is this handsome plant, which is sometimes
known as Stenorhynchus, an ugly and ill-to-be-

remembered name. In the days when the giant
beauties of our Orchid collections were allowed
to " blush unseen and waste their fragrance on
the desert air," the introduction of this Neottia
caused a little sensation, and figures of it soon
appeared in the botanical and other magazines o,f

that period. Loddiges, judging from his " Cabinet,

'

must have been in ecstacies about this plant. It is

terrestrial, and has a mass of thick fleshy roots
forming quite a nest at its base, hence the
generic name. It is very easily managed, and may
be grown by any one possessing a greenhouse in
which there is a little warmth during the winter
months. It flowers in January or February, pro-
ducing a scape about 18 in. high, the upper half
of which is covered with sheathing scales and
tubular flowers of a rich red colour, changing to
a paler tint with age. A strong plant will produce
about half-a-dozen of these spikes, which last in
perfection for at least five or six weeks. After
flowering the plants should be rested in a cool
house for a few weeks, and then potted in a
mixture of loam and peat with a little charcoal.
During the growing season a liberal supply of
water should be given it. We grow our plants of
this Neottia in the Cattleya house, where their
bright green undulated foliage covered with a
silky gloss helps to create variety. This plant may
be readily multiplied by division, and being so
easily grown might be had in quantity for fur-

nishing cut flowers, which last almost as long in
water as on the plant. Several other species, some
with prettily marked foliage, are grown here and
there in collections. B.

To cure mossy la-wns.—There are two
causes why Moss grows too abundantly on lawns,
viz., poverty and damp, and the particular cause
should be ascertained before setting about the
removal of the Moss, otherwise we shall be work-
ing in the dark. Assuming that the lawn, if wet,
has been drained, the Moss can be scratched up
with a short-toothed harrow drawn over the sur-

face in opposite directions till the Moss has been
loosened ; then line the harrow with thorn spray
and give the lawn a good scrubbing in various
directions, till the Moss has been dragged up and
removed. A small lawn might be worked with an
iron rake and a hard birch broom. "When the Moss
is all removed, top-dress with ^ in. of rich fine

soil that can be relied upon to be free from weed
seeds. The compost may contain a good propor-
tion of charred refuse that has been sifted ; wood
ashes, or the refuse from charcoal heaps will also

be very suitable. The thing to aim at is a close
thick turf, and this will be obtained better by the
use of dressings rich in phosphates than by giving
ammoniacal manures, though the latter might be
the right thing to do if we wanted heavy crops of
Grass. The work should be set about at once, so as
to get the whole into a nice condition for sowing
a renovating mixture of Grass and Clover seeds
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towards the end of March or beginning of April.

A bushel per acre will not be too much to sow, as

the birds will probably take some of the seeds. I

am convinced that in laying down lawns few

people use enough seeds. White Clover and yellow

Trefoil alone without any Grass seeds may suffice

in some cases. Where Moss is due to poverty in the

soil, a good manuring will put it right ; and it often

happens that it is better to rely on a mixture of arti-

ficial manures than place entire dependence upon

any one kind. At the same time what has been

said about phosphates should be borne in mind.

—E. Hobday.

FLOWER GARDEN.

CROCUSES AND SNOWDROPS.
We always think of these charming

flowers together, for they are the earliest and

hardiest of all our garden bulbs, and they never

look so well as when growing side by side. They
will thrive in almost any soil or situation, only

let them be planted early and left undisturbed.

Large clumps display the beauty of the flowers

more efiectively than thin lines, and the colours

look better distinct than mixed. There is no
end to the tasteful arrangements that can be

made by alternate patches of different colours.

Two inches should be left between the bulbs to

allow room for growing. I once saw Crocuses

and Snowdrops looking their very best planted

in strong clumps 4 ft. or 5 ft. across masses of

purple, yellow, and white. It was an old esta-

blished garden, and the bulbs had been left un-

disturbed for years. This is the only way to

grow them to perfection. It is well known that

plants are continually made the objects of over-

much attention, and that they are often killed

by kindness. It has often been noticed that both

Crocuses and Snowdrops produce far finer

flowers when in a wild state than in gardens, be-

sides increasing twice as fast ; and this is just

because they are let alone. There is nothing

they so much dislike as being constantly dragged

up by the roots every year to make way for

bedding plants. Those who adopt this plan need

not be surprised that tlieir Crocuses and Snow-
drops do not flower well.

Planting.—Another cause of failure is late

planting. I cannot prevail upon my friends to

put their bulbs into the ground early enough. It

is well to remember that bulb planting begins,

at the same time as partridge shooting, on
September I, and that by the end of the first

week in that month it should be finished. No-
thing wealtens the bulb so much as being kept

out of the ground. A very picturesque way of

growing Crocuses and Snowdrops where it can be
adopted is to plant them on a turf bank, for the

bright little blossoms appear to the best possible

advantage when seen springing out of the Grass

as if wild. If planted carefully they need not be
bought more than once, for with judicious treat-

ment theywillgo on for ever, increasing and spread-
ing every year. The Snowdrop and thepurple and
white Crocus are both found wild in some parts

of England, as well as all over the south of

Europe, but the yellow Crocus is from the

East. I remember a hill purple with wild Cro-
cuses at Nottingham. Here and there a white
one would be found, and these we considered

the most beautiful, probably on account of their

rarity. We were not allowed to dig them up for

fear of disturbing the soil, but we sometimes
succeeded in pulling one up by the roots by
accident. The Saffron Crocus is also a native of

England, and the town of Saffron-Walden, in

Essex, was named from the little lilac autumn
Crocus which was cultivated there. It is said
that 4323 flowers were required to yield 1 lb.

of saffron. 1 once had the Saft'ron Crocus in my

garden and thought it hardly worth growing,

as the flowers come out without leaves, and the

stalk falls flat on the ground soon after the

bud opens. It looks pretty, however, arranged

in water with the white Japanese Anemone,
which is in blossom at the same time (October).

The colour is a very delicate lilac, unlike that

of any other flower.

Snowdrops.—In Suffolk and Worcestershire

whole woods and orchards are carpeted with

Snowdrops; they spread in grassy meadows
far more rapidly than in gardens, and attain a

larger size when growing in large masses.

Nevertheless, it is believed that the Snowdrop
is not indigenous to this country, but has been

naturalised in gardens. The single Snowdr Dp has

a great tendency to become double in cultivation,

which is a pity, as the single forms are certainly

the most graceful. The single Daffodil in the

same way would generally become double in my
garden sometimes the next year after being

dug up wild from the fields.

Varieties of Crocus.—The yellow Crocus

is of a deep pure orange colour, the brilliancy

of which we were hardly aware of till we had

it in our hands and looked closely into it. But

there is a beautiful primrose-coloured Crocus

(Crocus sulphureus), which is one of the most

striking of all. Of white Crocuses, Mont Blanc

is one of the largest and best. The Crocus is

rich in purples, from the deepest violet to the

fairest lilac, and the white with a violet stripe is

exquisite. There is great amusement in raising

Crocuses from seed sown in pots in spring ; they

come up like Grass, and are not very long be-

fore they are old enough to plant out. It is three

years, liowever, before they flower. No plants

are more suitable for growing in pots in a sit-

ting-room than Crocuses and Snowdrops. I once

saw a large pot containing a dozen deep purple

Crocuses in full bloom surrounded by a ring of

Snowdrops with their pure white bells, contrast-

ing beautifully with the dark purple Crocuses

which they almost touched. One would like to

make a regular pet of the Crocus, and grow all

the choice varieties in pots in the house. In this

way a fascinating and extensive collection could

be made. Those who have only seen Snow-
drops in bunches in water, or arranged with

Crocuses in Moss, have no idea of their capa-

bilities for table decoration. Grouped with

greenhouse flowers, they have quite a choice and

uncommon expression, and resemble white

Fuchsias hanging over the edge of the glass. I

have seen most bridal-looking combinations con-

sisting of Snowdrops and white Azaleas alter-

nately, with white Crocuses and white Camel-

lias placed all round the dinner table in small red

glasses. Thus disposed on the white cloth by
candle-light, the flowers looked as if they had
all come out of the conservatory together, and
our modest little favourites were fully able to

compete with their more ambitious, though not

more beautiful, rivals. G. L.

lished. Mr. Thurstan, of Wolverhampton, who gave
me this information, says the artist is still living,

and that the illustration was a faithful represen-

tation of this grand flower. George Addis died
about two years ago, but he had lost the plant
many years before his decease. The records of the
above society contain a description of Kingfisher,

from which the following is taken :
" This excel-

lent red ground Polyanthus is exceedingly flat and
round in the pip, with a short footstalk ; the
colours are pure, proportionate, and distinct, the

eye round, and the lacing very correct. It is a
noble trusser, with a strong, but not long, stem.

In this locality it is justly esteemed, and in the

hands of a careful grower must for a long time
stand at the head of its class." Mr. Thurstan says

it has been extinct for a great number of years,

and that all his endeavours to trace it have been
without success. The Eev. F. D. Horner was one
of the last who possessed it, and on learning this

from Mr. Brown, of Handsworth, I wrote to en-

quire if he still had it, but here again it has disap-

peared. Mr. Horner says that twelve years ago he
had a large stock of it, but he lost it with many
others one winter. He says it was a grand flower

and a grand grower, and he recollects it as well as

he knows his ovm face in the glass. Mr. Horner,
moreover, does not believe in its existence, as such a
treasure could scarcely have been so long hid. For
all this, I still hold to the belief that this grand
old flower survives, and will appear again very

shortly, so we may look forward to a little excite-

ment when this event does happen.
Broclihurst, Didsburij. Wm. Brockbank.

GOLD-LACED TOLYANTHUSES.

Addis's Kingflaher.—In my last notes on
the old show Polyanthuses I expressed an opinion

that Kingfisher was not of Lancashire origin, as it

had appeared so seldom in our annals. By the

kindness of several correspondents I have now as-

certained its history. Kingfisher was raised in

1817 by George Addis, late of Wolverhampton,
from seed collected from an old variety (which is

still in cultivation), "Sir Sidney Smith," by Mr. C.

Box, assistant gardener at Himley Hall, in Staf-

fordshire, the seat of Lord Ward. It was exhibited

for the first time at the Handsworth and Lozells

Floral and Horticultural Show, held at the Corn
Exchange, Birmingham, April 30, 1851, where it

attracted great notice, and was specially certifi-

cated. A coloured plate of it was afterwards pub-

HELLEBOEES SINCE DECEMBER.
SuRBLT our interest in the Hellebores should be
increased by the abundant and long continued

way in which they have flowered this year. I have
found, however, some species erratic in theirtimes of
flowering ; for instance, in the same garden, but
in different situations, the same species varied

as much as a month in its time of flowering.

According to my experience this genixs of plants

requires especial treatment as regards soil, posi-

tion, and shade. About three years ago I planted

a small collection in the following way, and the

plants have both thriven and flowered well : A
gentle slope to the south was altered by raising

the then low end of the bed until it had a fall to

the north of 1 in 5 ; three advantages were thus

gained, viz., the force of the mid-day sun was
somewhat checked, an extra depth of soil was ob-

tained, and also a better form of surface for hold-

ing moisture. In adding the soil care was taken to

have it of a good kind, viz., good rich loam about

18 in. deep, topped with 9 in. of the natural, but

well enriched, garden soil. The position being im-

mediately under a west fence 6 ft. high, shelter

was secured from the strong winds, which would
otherwise have wrenched and broken off the long-

stemmed foliage of several species. At the proper

time not only were the Hellebores, but also some
young Walnut trees—2 feet high—planted, the

object being to shelter the Hellebores from
the summer's sun, and the reasons why I

selected Walnuts were because they shed their

leaves on the first appearance of frost, when the

Hellebores seem to most enjoy a little extra light.

Moreover, the Walnut foliage being late in deve-

loping itself, a lengthened period of exposure is

afforded. To prevent these nurse trees becoming
too large, and their roots from robbing the Helle-

bores, it is only necessary to push a sharp spade

partly under them, at longer or shorter intervals

as may be determined on, and this is now the

only attention my Hellebores require.

The following are still in flower, though nearly

spent :

—

H. BOCCONI ANGUSTXEOLITJS, over 1 ft. high,

flowers pale green, small, but pleasing in form.

They are produced in twos and threes on slender

sterns, springing from a bract-like arrangement of

narrow leaves.

H. DUMETORUM, another small green flowered

species, smaller in all its parts, is very beautiful

when closely examined.
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H. ABCHASicus PUEPUEEUS is a strong grower,
large in all its parts and very handsome. The
flowers are produced in clusters on bold stems
three times branched, after the style, but brighter

than H. orientalis. The outsides of the flowers,

which are most seen from their drooping habit,

are of a fresh light purple colour, the insides being
richly shaded and spotted.

H. FCETIDUS, so well known, is not only a fine

evergreen sort, but at the present time its various

shades of green, both in foliage and bloom, render
it a fresh-looking object, either on rockwort or in

borders, and I may add that my finest specimen
is grown on dry rockwork fully exposed to the

mid-day sun.

H. ANTIQUOEUM is a strong grower, with fine

spreading foliage. The flowers are distinct, cup-
shaped, and drooping ; their outsides are ivory-

white and veined with green, while inside they
are white, more delicate, and peculiarly dotted at

the bases of the petals with brown.

CLEOME PUNGENS.
This and the other cultivated species of

Cleome are usually considered to be fit only for

those who are fond of curiosities, or for some
botanic garden, but when really well grown a
few of them are by no means unattractive.

Amongst these C. pungens is one of the best. It

is a very old garden plant, having been grown
for upwards of a century and a half. The
flowers, which are crimson-purple, have purple
thread-like stamens tipped with yellow, and
borne in the manner indicated in the annexed
illustration. It grows from 2 ft. to 4 ft. high,

and forms an erect, much branched speci-

men with flower-heads which lengthen out to

1 ft. or 2 ft. It flowers from August to October.

0. rosea is similar to the preceding, but is desti-

tute of prickles. C. spinosa, a white-flowered
kind, is also nearly allied to, but more delicate

Cleome puiigens.

H. ANGUSTiFOLius, a variety of H. niger, has
long, narrow, pale green foliage, indistinctly

toothed. The distinct and dwarf species, H.
olympicus, and the handsome H. orientalis I ex-

pect to see in flower soon, but I am not so confi-

dent that H. atrorubens, H. graveolens, H. arguti-

folius, or H. purpureus will produce flowers with
me this season ; hut in reference to H. argutifolius

I may say that even without flowers it seems so

desirable, that no collection should be without it

;

it is the most distinct of all with which I am ac-

quainted ; the foliage, which is produced on a

strong, round, shrubby stem, is very dark green,

leathery, somewhat wrinkled, and of various

forms, some entirely heart-shaped, others once
and twice divided, but all deeply and sharply
toothed, almost as much so as Holly.

Kirkstall. J. WOOD.

than, C. pungens, which is by far the most
striking, though another called C. speciosissima

is likewise very showy. These are all half-hardy

annuals, natives of South America and Mexico.

They requu'e to be sown in heat early in the

spring, and the seedlings when potted off should

be gradually hardened before being planted out

in good, light soil in an open position in May.
They require plenty of room in which to de-

velop themselves, as they 8T)read out and grow
rapidly.

'

W. G.

History of Scolopendrium Kelwayi.—
This Fern was raised from spores by Mr. Baxter,

of Dalclowie, near Glasgow, about ten years ago.

He discovered that it was very proliferous, and

the method by which it could be propagated was

described by Miss Owen in The Gaedbn two
years ago. Plants ofthis proliferous Scolopendrium
came into my possession six years ago, and were
distributed by me under the name of Scolopen-
drium Baxteri. Mr. Kelway bought three hundred,
Mr. Ware, Tottenham ; Messrs. Low, Clapton ; Mr.
Cocker, Aberdeen ; Messrs. Backhouse, York ; and
all the Edinburgh nurserymen had plants of it

before it was sent out by Messrs. Kelway. A plant
of it was submitted to the Botanical Society, Edin-
burgh, the second year I had it for their opinion,
and none of the members present had ever seen
any Scolopendrium so proliferous before. Mr. Lind-
say, assistant curator Royal Botanic Garden, and
Mr. Anderson, Einburgh—the best cultivators of
hardy Ferns in Scotland—pronounced it to be so
nearly like S. Coolingithat it was deemed advisable
not to send it out as a new variety. If, however,
it is to have a name it should have Mr. Baxter's,

and not Mr. Kelway's.— Robertson Muneo,
Ahercorii Ifursery, PiersJdll, Ediiiburgli.

THE RANUNCULUS.
This lovely flower has a strange fascination for

me ; it takes me back to the dawn of my taste for

flowers, to days of boyhood, of freedom from
thought or care, and to a place which I see often

quoted in The Gaeden. A schoolfellow had a
relative who used to live close to us at Mount
Anville, and I remember as distinctly as if it were
j'esterday going with him to see his garden. It

was not large, but in it were two beds of Ranun-
culus. Have I ever seen the like since ? I fancy
not. Ah, well ! some fiftj- years have passed
since then, but the admiration which the beauti-

ful sight of those beds created is as strong as

ever, and I have tried in various ways and at dif-

ferent times to grow Ranirnculuses with more
or less success.

The Persian Ranunculus was for a number of

years exclusivelj' grown and varieties raised in

Holland, and it was of these Dutch varieties that

the beds I allude to were composed ; but some
forty years ago, perhaps, a Mr. Tyso who was
a Nonconformist minister at Wallingford, and
Mr. Lightbody, well known to all florists, a
retired paymaster of the navy at Falkirk, began
to raise seedlings and produced varieties, mostly
of the spotted and edged varieties, which were
in advance of the Dutch kinds, far more robust,

and more free in flowering qualities. Those
were the palmy days of florists' flowers.

I remember the variety called Talisman,

raised by Mr. Lightbody, being catalogued at

thirty shillings, and Sir John de Grajme and others

at half a guinea. The last published list of Mr.

Lightbody's contained nearly 400 so-called varie-

ties; but I need not say, where the range of

colour was so limited (as they were not selfs),

that many of them were varieties only in name.
Mr. Tyso's last published catalogue, which I

have now before me, contains about 150

kinds ; and yet with all this but verj' scant

encouragement has ever been given to them
as exhibition flowers. I remember in years long

goneby I usedto obtain some of the Dutch varieties

from a curious old characterwhom I once travelled

down to Farnham to see, a Mr. Eyre, a grocer, who
grew them well ; they also found a place in Mr.

Groom's well known nursery at Walworth. Mr.

Tyso used to show boxes of them at the Botanic

Society's exhibitions, and Mr. Hooper, of Bath, did

the same. But there was little encouragement

given in the way of prizes, and it was simply

out of sheer love for the flower.

For many years after I left Ireland I was un-

able to grow them, and was contented with seeing

them in other hands ; but shortly after I came
here, about fourteen years ago, I had a letter

from dear old Lightbody to say that increasing

infirmities compelled him to give up some of his

pets, and that the Ranunculus must be one of

them. He offered me his entire collection at a very

moderate price. My brother and myself became
the purchasers. We divided them between us, and

I commenced afresh, determined to keep the varie-

ties distinct. Imagine, then, my horror to find
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that one day an over-particular housemaid in

cleaning the room turned the case topsy-turvy

I did my best to remedy it, but after a few years,

finding the labour too much, I mixed them,

and have grown them thus since. About four years

a^o my two beds, 32 ft. by 4 ft., were a grand
sight, but the last two winters have made sad

havoc with them, and I am now reduced to one
bed. I may say that I have more than once tried to

obtain some of the old Dutch varieties, such as

Jauneen Pompadour, FeteNocturne, Condorcet,&c.,

from Holland, but have failed always to obtain
anything like them, while the names which appear
in lists from Holland represent varieties unknown
to older growers, and are, as far as my experience

goes, of very inferior quality. I saw Mr. Barlow's
stands at Manchester

;
pretty they were, but I did

not admire the way in which they were shown (in

bunches), neither was the quality such as I had
been accustomed to see. I must apologise for all

this personal matter, but if it does no harm it will

at least show that in writing upon them I do not
write of something of which I am ignorant, but
that a life-long acquaintance with them qualifies

me to do so with some degree of authority. There
are some few points in cultivation which it is

essential to observe in order to ensure success.

The Ranunculus is a moisture-loving plant, and
consequently a dry, light soil is not suitable for it,

neither will it thiive when the soil is too heavy,
and in consequence the drainage not good. A good,
light garden soil suits it best, nor does it like fresh

manure ; therefore the beds should be manured
in the autumn, the manure dug in, and then
to be thrown up rough, so as to receive the
benefit of frost, &c., during the winter. The
planting is a matter of great nicety, as they
must be planted at the depth of If in.—if either

deeper or shallower than this they do not succeed.
In order to secure this my beds are boarded
round, and I have a board with a notch
IJ in. deep cut in it, and with this the drills

are made for the roots 5 in. apart. February
12 is the orthodo.x day for planting, but if the
ground is in good order it may be done before
that, and should tlie weather be unfavourable it

maybe deferred. In 1880 and 1881 I did not
finish planting until March. Equally important
with the planting is the taking up of the roots

;

if lef t too long in the ground they will commence
to grow again, to the certain loss of the roots

;

while, of course, it is not well to take them up
before they are fit. Some protection that will
keep them longer in flower, and remain on after
they have flowered, so as to save them from wet,
is a very excellent plan to adopt ; when they are
taken up they should be gradually dried off and
then stored away. There is one annoyance con-
nected with them which it is difiicult to obviate

:

worms a re very troublesome by throwing the
roots out of the ground, and hence, where they
are grown by name, they are liable when planted
again to be put in the wrong places ; moreover,
they are sometimes thus caught by frost.

I cannot give much advice as to obtaining new
sorts. I think from a letter I had from Mr. Tyso's
son, some time ago, that they are no longer grown
at Wallingford. Mr. Hooper, of Bath, may have
some varieties

; and Mr. Barlow would probably
be able to give information as to the quarter from
whence he obtained his ; but let me, as a florist,

give a warning note as to those French varieties
which one of j'our correspondents has spoken of.

They are showy enough, but have no refinement
about them, and showiness is not a term to apply
to the refined and symmetrical Ranunculus. I
can and do admire anything that is good in any
way in a garden, but I must adhere to the maxim
that if you go in for florist's flowers you must
adhere to the rules laid down for them, and aim
at perfection in them. I admire a border Auricula,
but I must look in a staged flower for that per-
fection of shape and colour which some few among
them do attain to. ' Delta.

with the green tint of the leaves showing par-

tially beneath it in some lights. Each of the in-

numerable hairs on the leaves was covered with
minute dewdrops as if threaded on it. Beautiful

as a good form of this plant is when in flower, it

does not equal the beauty of its rosette of leaves

when seen in this way. Somewhat the same effect

is seen in sunshine after a white frost, but not so

good as after a fog.—C. M. 0.

Crested Hymenophyllum Wilsonl.—
In reply to the note by Mr. Webster (p. 126) I

may state that some years ago I found a form of

H. Wilsoni similar to what he described in Ben
Leister Glen, island of Arran. The specimens
were given to Mr. P. Neill Eraser, of this city.

Since then I have found the form in several

places in the same island. I may remark in pass-

ing that I have seen individual fronds with traces

of at least four years' growth. In September last

I found the same form near Killin, Perthshire.

—

A. Craig-Cheistib, Edlnhurgli,.

Scentless Violets.—I notice " Sigma's
"

enquiry (p. 126) about these. The fact appears to

be that the amount of odour given forth from
many Violets seems very much an affair of

weather. As a rule, Violets blooming in the open
in winter are far less sweet than spring Violets.

They seem to need more heat to develop fragrance

than merely to form and unfold the blooms.
March cold winds not only scatter the perfume of

Violets so far and wide that no appreciable
amount reaches our olfactory nerves, but they also

check the formation and diffusion of perfume.
The odour of Violets seems, in fact, as capricious

as it is volatile. Not only do different varieties

vary in their degrees of sweetness, but the same
sorts vary with the season of the year, and the
state of the atmosphere. A certain geniality of

the latter and a temperature ranging from 50°

to 55° seem to be the most favourable con-

ditions for the development and diffusion of

the scent of Violets. Those who force such sweet
Violets as Marie Louise and Queen Victoria can-
not have failed to note this winter the immense
superiority of the forced flowers over those that

have been gathered from the open air during this

abnormally mild winter. But any excess of heat
also speedily dissipates the sweetness of Violets.

Gather a bunch under the direct blaze of the sun
in April, and get another from a shady border of

the self-same varietj', and no one can fail to note
the difference in favour of the latter. Finally, The
Czar is by no means one of the sweetest Violets.

Victoria Regina is far more so, and the Neapo-
litan and Marie Louise are sweeter than tlie double
Russian.—D. T. Fish.

Meconopsis "Wallichi after a fog.—
Plants of this Meconopsis in sunshine after a
thick fog appeared as white as frosted silver,

SHORT NOTES-rLOWER.

Crocus vernus nlveus.—This white tonn of the

common Crocus is most charming, so pure iu colour and
good iu form, though it is not large. It is not large things

we want always so much, as quality of colom* and form,

and anyone with a stock of this Crocus could Imve a charm-
ing effect from it on the rock garden, or on some short

grass, or springing among mossy plants.—V.
Broad-leaved Saxifrage.^udging by a bunch of

this from the College Gardens at Dublin, Mi'. Burbidge must
have it, as it ought to be, in bold, free-flowering groups,

with handsome foliage. It is remarkable that plants so flue

in form of leaf, so Iiardy, and so free flowering, should have
been so much neglected as these have been. If only for the

sake of the bold leaves carpeting an open garden or shrub-

bery, they are worth having.—J. H.

Grape Hyacintlia.—It is pleasant to see the first deli-

cate little peiirly buds of the Grape Hyacinth, hardy, of

infinite loveliness of colour, and of much vigour for such
small plants. Of these plants, the finer ones should be in-

creased and made artistic use of—not in the botanic garden
style, nor the ring, ribbon, or line of the ordinary garden,
but in the common-sense and beautiful way of massing or
grouping easily and without formality.—E.

Trltomas.— I see thatMons. G. Lebeuf, of Argenteuil,
is oft'ering iu his list two plants, Tritoma Saundersi and
T. nobilis, which I know nothing about. Will any of your
readers tell me whether they are worth getting 1 He also

speaks of Klieum CoUinianum, which ia new to me.—
J. E.

GARDEN FLORA.
PLATE CCCXXVII.—BEGONIA

SOCOTRANA.
With this interesting and truly beautiful Be-
gonia we are not altogether unfamiliar, well
grown plants of it having been seen in the Kew
collestion, and also exhibited by Messrs. Veitch,

who possess the stock of it. Though not per-

haps so showy as some of the tuberous-rooted hy-
brids now in cultivation, this species, considering

that it blooms in the depth of winter, when the

tuberous-rooted liinds are at rest, cannot fail to

become a favourite on that account alone. It is

a very free flowerer, dwarf and vigorous in

habit, and its singularly shaped leaves, which
measure almost I ft. in diameter, are very inte-

resting and quite unique amongst Begonias. B.

socotrana has been described as a tuberous-

rooted species, which it certainly is not,

if by tuberous we mean the watery, Po-
tato-like tuber which is formed by such
kinds as B. Veitchi. Nothing of this kind
exists at the base of B. socotrana, nor are tubers

of any kind borne by the plant. What are formed
for its reproduction are certainly bulbs, a num-
ber of closely-set scales or suppressed leaves

being arranged round an axis on which the bud
is placed. These bulbs may be said to resemble

the small bulbils which are produced in the leaf

axils of B. Martiana and B. gracilis, which, how-
ever, are tuberous-rooted kinds. A well-grown
plant of B. socotrana will form from twelve to

twenty bulbs at its base, each of which will

produce a plant in the following year. For rea-

sons to be explained presently it is important that

this bulbous character should be borne in mind.
Great expectations exist with regard to the

value of this Begonia for hybridising purposes,

and there can be no doubt that no pains will be

spared to make the most of it in this respect.

Attempts have already been made to secure a
cross, but, so far as I am aware, they have failed.

It is extremely difficult to decide to what section

of the genus this plant belongs, and until that is

done hybridisation will be doubtful work. Many
Begonias even refuse to intercross. The many
beautiful tuberous-rooted kinds now in cultiva-

tion are all the progeny of tuberous-rooted

parents, amongst which B. boliviensis, B.

Pearcei, B. Veitchi, and B. Frcebeli are the

chief sorts. These are all South American species,

and, so far as I know, the whole of the large-

flowered tuberous-rooted kinds are from New
World plants exclusively. Mr. Laing, whose
labours in crossing Begonias have been so well

rewarded, informs me that although he has tried

by various means to introduce some of the

blood of the shrubby kinds into the tuberous

section, he has never yet succeeded. The South
African tuberous kinds, such as B. natalensis,

B. caffia, B. Richardsiana, and B. Sutherlandi

have also refused to cross with the South
American species, though hybrids have been

raised between them and some of the shrubby
kinds. It will thus be seen that it is byno means
certain that the Socotra species will cross with
our fine-flowering summer kinds, though such

crosses would doubtless prove highlj' im-
portant in a gardening point of view.

The introduction of B. socotrana was the

result of Dr. Balfour's visit to the island of

Socotra in I8S0, and it is by no means the only

valuable addition to our cultivated plants for

which we are indebted to that visit. Botanically,

the discovery of a Begonia in that part of the

globe was a great surprise. Sir Joseph Hooker
states that " Socotra was one of the last places

in the world in which a Begonia could have been

expected to occur." Mann, who was sent out from
Kew iu 1862 to botanise in Western Africa,

discovered many interesting and several very
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beautiful kinds in that part of the -world, one

especially, B. asplenifolia, having, as the name
•denotes, foliage as pretty as that of some of the

Aspleniums.
CuLTUHE AND POSITION".—The Cultural re

quirements of B. socotrana are very simple. It is

a stove plant, and thrives in a rich loamy soil.

The bulbs should be potted sinprly in small pots

about the end of July, and started in bottom-

heat. Give more pot room as they require it,

and as soon as the flower buds appear, which

should be about the beginning of November, a

little liquid manure may be administered. After

flowering the plants m.ay be placed on a shelf

and kept dry until they start afresh. The annexed

figure, having been taken from a weak specimen,

hardly does this fine Begonia justice. "When well

grown and flowered it is an extremely handsome
plant. B,

KITCHEN GARDEN.

FOKCING ASPARAGUS OUT-OF-DOORS.
In selecting a position for the beds, it should

be borne in mind that there attends this system

of forcing Asparagus a certain degree of untidi-

ness that cannot be avoided, because it is im-

possible to get large quantities of fermenting

material together without making a litter while

the work is going on. For this reason it is best

to select a spot for the beds in some part of the

garden to which it is convenient to get the mate-

rial brought as near as possible by horse labour,

and at the same time as far away from impor-

tant points as circumstances will permit. The
number and extent of the beds will depend
upon the quantity of produce required ; and
here it had better be stated that Asparagus can

not be forced in this way without frames. The
frames which we use are like miniature span-

roofed houses. They are 4 ft. wide and 12 ft.

long, divided into four lights on each side.

They are 18 in. high at the side, this height be-

ing in two parts (the bottom part being 10 in.

high all round), which greatly facilitates the

moving of the frames about. These frames, when
not on the A.sparagus beds, are available for

many other purposes. Their height up to the

angle of the span is 2 ft. 9 in. The width of the

beds must of course be in proportion to the size

of the frames ; our beds are about 4 hi. wider
than the frames, which gives sufficient bearing
for them. It is important to bear in mind that
the beds should not be wider than this, because
any excess of width means so much more earth

for the heat to penetrate before it can reach the
roots. It requires a strong heat to effectually

penetrate a mass of earth some 2 ft. wide on each
side.

The peepabation op the bed must be in

accordance with the nature of the soil. If the
latter is of the right sort for Asparagus, it will
only require a heavy dressing of manure ; but it

must be understood that Asparagus requires a
rich deep soil, and where it is not so it must be
suitably prepared. A light, sandy loam is doubt-
less as good sou aa any for it ; very often a light,

thin staple may be made suitable by the addi-
tion of some good loam ; in any case, manure
must be used freely, and the best is either old
hot-bed manure, or that from a farmyard that is

sufficiently rotted to enable it to be mixed inti-

anately with the soil. A surface-dressing only
will not do ; a good layer of the manure should
be placed 1 ft. below the surface, and more mixed
up with the soU ; and where it is intended to
plant the beds this season, the preparation should
be done without farther delay, in order to give
•the soil time to settle down. A sufficient length
•or number of beds must be made to allow one
portion to be at rest while the other is at work.

|

In other words, the same bed cannot be forced

every year ; there must be one season's growth
allowed after forcing- for the plants to recruit

their strength. In our own case we have two
long- beds running- parallel with each other ; we
force one end of each one year and the other end
the next; and I like this plan better than having
one long bed to deal with, as it brings the work
into smaller compass. In commencing this sys-

tem, the ti-euches need not be prepared until the'

time has arrived to commence forcing ; if dug
out now, they wLU require filling up again with
something that will prevent the sun and wind
from drying up the beds ; and as it will take two
years to get the roots strong enough for forcing,

the trenches are not necessary till then. I may
say now, however, that they must be 3 ft. wide
and 21 ft. deep on both sides of the beds. These
trenches are for holding the fermenting material

which is to supply the heat. Our trenches are

simply dug out, leaving the sides to support

themselves, and, ours being a heavy soil, this

plan answers well ; but I should much prefer to

have the sides built up with bricks pigeon-hole

fashion.

Planting.—The first week in April is the

best time for planting, i.e., when the plants have
grown 1 in. or 2 in. long ; they then rarely fail.

In fact, it is better to discard any plants that

are not then showing signs of growth. In a good
soil the plants will be stronger at two years old

than they will be in a poor soil at three years.

If I bad my choice, I would select two-year-old
plants from a good garden ; but if I knew that

I must have them from a poor one, I would
choose the three-year-old plants, because it is

necessary to begin with good material ; and then,

after they have had two seasons' growth, there

would be a better chance of the produce being
satisfactory. For a bed 4 ft. wide three rows are

necessary to produce a crop sufficient to give a

fair return for the outlay. The plants should be
spread out on the surface of the bed, and then

covered over with 3 in. of fine rich soil ; and if,

after planting, the weather should prove dry,

the soil must be kept moist about the roots by
watering until they get well established. In
June the surface should be mulched over with
short grass, which will help to keep the soU
more uniformly moist than when uncovered.

The management of the beds is in no way dif-

ferent from that of ordinary beds that are not

forced, except that the annual manuring in

November must be liberal, as the plants re-

quire to be kept in a vigorous condition, and
that cannot be done unless they are dressed

every year with some good manure. The best

way to apply it is to rake off the surface soil

down to the roots, and lay the manure on them,
replacing the soil on the top of the manure. Let
us now assume that we have arrived at the time
when the beds are ready for forcing, and that

the trenches have been prepared. The first thing

to decide is the time when forcing shall com-
mence. Having had fifteen years' experience in

this matter, I may say that I do not advocate

very early forcing under this system. Not that

it is not practicable as regards getting a crop

;

but when the plants are forced to come into use

at Christmas or soon after that time, they suffer

severely after the crop is secured, because they
have to remain dormant till the temperature
rises sufficiently to induce them to make another

effort to grow; whereas, when forcing com-
mences early in February—a plan I now adopt
—the plants continue growing onwards without
any check. Instead of forcing the permanent
beds very early, I lift a bed of roots from the

garden, and force them on a hotbed under
glass for the earliest supply—a plan which has

many advantages, not the least of which is

saving the permanent beds.

Fbumenting material.— To furnish the
necessary heat the best material is fresh stable

manure laid in a heap for a fortnight to ferment.
It should be turned over once, and an equal
quantity of tree leaves should be added to it.

With this the trenches on each side should be
filled up above the bottom of the frames, which
should be put on before commencing to fill the
trenches. A week afterwards another thick layer
of manure and leaves should be applied, rsaohing
nearly up to the glass, so as to almost bury the
body of the frame ; and as this sinks down fresh
layers must be placed on the top to keep up the
heat. The glass should be protected at night,
and as soon as the Asparagus shows itself

through the soil a very little air should be
admitted on still mild days to give colour and
flavour to the crop. I wlU not refer to the size

and quantity of the Asparagus that we cut from
our frames for fear that I should be charged
with exaggerating, but I am certain that it would
surprise many who have not seen this system
practised. The after management is a very simple
affair. When forcing commences In February the
beds wlU continue to produce heads fit for the
table for the space of two months, then cutting
should cease. As the season advances the frames
must have more air. By April 20 the lights

should be removed altogether, and if the frames
are wanted for other purposes they, too, may be
removed, as the roots will not suffer if the beds
are then left fully exposed.—J. C. C, in Field.

EAELY POTATOES.
Nothing amongst vegetables perhaps is more
prized and enjoyed than early Potatoes, to produce
which a variety of schemes is resorted to ; but
after all there are none so simple and effectual as
the manure bed, the heat from which costs little

ox nothing beyond the labour of carting and
putting the manure together for the pur-
pose of fermentation. The chief thing towards
success is to have it sweet and free from noxious
gases—a condition into which it may easily be got
by collecting a good bulk together, and turning it

over a few times before it is used. This will not
only have the effect of bringing it into the condi-
tion referred to, but, by moderating the heat at

first starting, make it more regular altogether
;

and when so prepared it lasts considerably longer,

which is a great point in the making up of hot-
beds, and one that should be thought of and con-
sidered much more than it is. What helps more
than anything else towards keeping a steady heat
is fresh-gathered leaves that have fallen from
Oaks, which ferment less violently than manure,
and are valuable for mixing with it in the propor-
tion of about one-half ; if this be done there need
be no fear that a steady warmth will not be re-

tained as long as may be needed for maturing the
crop. Tan also is good, and nearly or quite equal
to leaves, and is a material that almost anyone
near a fellmonger's yard may obtain, as he is

generally glad to get rid of it and give it away to

all-comers. For the first or very early crop of Po-
tatoes a frame is desirable, but for a later lot it

may very well be done without, as all they require
when the weather gets a little warmer is shelter

from frost ; and, if protected from its biting in-

fluence, the more air they get the better and more
abundant will the produce be. Where many fail

with Potatoes is in keeping them too close, which
draws them up weakly, for though they will bear
and enjoy artificial heat at the root they do not
like much at the top, and that is why it is they
often do so well without the aid of a frame. In
the planting of Potatoes under the protection of

this latter appliance they should have about 9 in.

of light, rich soil, and be placed about 3 in. deep,

6 in. apart, and 1 ft. or 15 in. between the rows
;

as soon as planted Radishes may be sown
broadcast over the soil and slightly covered, as

these -will be fit to pull and may be used before the
Potatoes require the room and want earthing up.

This can be done by adding another inch of fresh

soil, and if watered immediately after the tubers
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will swell rapidly, and be soon fit for digging. To
grow Potatoes without a frame all that is neces-

sary is to dig out a pit in the ground in a warm,
sheltered spot, to hold the manure to afford bot-

tom heat, and when they come up they can be

easily protected with mats supported by a few
rods to bear up the weight. For a still later lot, to

come in before those in the open are fit, bottom
heat is not requisite, and if covered at night they

always pay well for the labour. The best sort for

growing in either of the above-mentioned waj-s is

Myatt's Prolific, which is a form of the old Ash-
leaf, but much hardier, and, as its name implies, a
most abundant bearer, besides which the quality

is good. D.

CULTIVATION OF MUSHROOMS.
The growth of this esculent is getting greater

and greater every year. In most gardens there is

a Mushroom house, or some place in which Mush-
looms are grown, such as open sheds, cellars, and
sometimes an empty stable stall, in which I have
often seen fine crops. Failures arise from faulty

spawn, but oftener from badly prepared manure,
which is often rendered useless by being too much
dried before the bed is made up. Mushrooms may
be grown satisfactorily in any structure, whether
it be a properly constructed Mushroom house or

a shed, provided a proper temperature can be
maintained, and plenty of atmospheric moisture.
Mushroom houses are often lean-to's against
north walls and they should be, if possible, close

to one of the forcing house boilers, and connected
therewith, an arrangement which will save both
fuel and labour in stocking. If not convenient to
be so connected, the house must be treated in
some other way in order to ensure a crop of Mush-
rooms in midwinter, or when we have severe frost

and cold winds. If pipes for the Mushroom house
be connected with a boiler at work, a valve in
both flow and return pipes will be required to
shut off the hot water when not needed. The
quantity of pipes required will depend upon the
size of the house, always preferring 4-in. ones to
those that are smaller. If the house is wide
enough it is best to have a path in the centre,
sufficiently large to admit a wheelbarrow loaded
with manure for making the beds. The beds may
be arranged on both sides of the path—first a
bottom bed, and then a second one over that,
and where there is height there may even be a
third bed upon one side of the house, but two are
more convenient to work The wall for the bottom
bed, a 9-in. brick one, must be 2 ft. high, and
there must be piers from 3 ft. to i ft. high to sup-
port the top bed, which may consist of large
slates laid from pier to pier to form the bottom,
the side being 18 in. deep. The latter may be
either made of slates, fixed with iron rods and
bolts, or built of bricks. The framework for
the beds in some places is made of wood,
in others of iron, which is the most durable. I have
not used iron supports myself, but I have been
told by those who have them in use that if Sea-
kale or Endive be forced near them, the moisture
collected upon the iron bar.s, if allowed to drip
upon the forced vegetables, discolours them and
renders them useless. If kept painted no injury to
such vegetables occurs.

Suppose we commence Mushroom growing earlj'
in the autumn, fresh manure from the stables
where the horses are fed upon hard food must be
collected, shaking it up with a fork, in order to
take some of the roughest portions out of it, but
some straw may be left. What is selected for the
bod should be put into an open shed to keep it

dry, and turned over several times to prevent It

from overheating. Sometimes, if left unturned for
a time, it gets dry and mouldy ; it should then be
sprinkled with water through a fine-rosed watering
pot, being careful notto make it too wet, or it will
not heat satisfactorily. When sufficient has been
collected to form a bed, if deficient in heat through
lying in the shed, add some warm manure to it,

such as is used for making Cucumber and Melon
beds

;
of this put from 9 in. to 12 in. deep in the

bottom of the bed, and having made it firm, put

the other prepared manure from the shed over it

in thin layers, treading or beating it down with
wooden mallets until it is 18 in. deep, or 2 ft. deep
will not be too much for a bottom bed, as the crop

generally lasts longer when the bed is deep enough
to retain the heat for some length of time. If the

manure is dry when the bed is being formed,
sprinkle a little water over it through s fine-rosed

watering-pot.

When the heat has declined to 70° or 75°, which
can be ascertained by thrusting a stick into the

bed, it may be spawned, breaking the cakes of

spawn into pieces about 2 in. square, and putting

them into the bed about from 6 in. to 9 in. apart

and about 1 in. deep ; cover with the manure and
tread down firmly. Then add a coating of good
loam to the depth of 2 in., beating it firm with the

back of a spade. In the course of six or eight

weeks the Mushrooms may begin to appear, but
sometimes it is ten weeks before any Mushrooms
are fit to pick, and a bed thus late in bearing
often lasts longer than if it bore earlier. Beds
generally last in bearing from three to four

months. A temperature of from 60° to 63^ is the

best for maintaining a good supply, but Mush-
rooms can be grown at a lower temperature, say
from 50 to 55°.

The top bed should be made in the same way
as the bottom one, and it is best, as a rule to

make it fir-st, as the hot manure used for the bot-

tom one heats that in the topand makes the spawn
run. The soil upon the top of the beds must not
be allowed to get dry at any time or the spawn
will not run freely, and it must be watered with
water about the warmth of new milk. Syringe
the walls of the house once every day to keep the

atmosphere moist, and the pipes may be sprinkled

at the same time. If there are no hot-water pipes,

in one end of the house have a heap of warm
manure, which will give off sufficient heat for a

great length of time, and when that is getting
cold have another ready to take its place. It can
afterwards be used to make a new bed or dug
into the ground.

Mushrooms may be grown underneath the
stages of stoves or intermediate houses, or, as I

have said, in cellars where there is sufficient heat
in winter to bring them to perfection. They may
be grown in open sheds facing the north during
the summer months. Make the beds 3 ft. high at

the back wall, sloping down in front to 12 in.,

which leaves a large surface for the crop to grow
on. This must be spawned and covered with soil

as just directed, covering with some loose straw
to keep the surface moist until the bed comes into

bearing, a condition in which it will last from
five to six months. Beds are sometimes made in

the open air by market growers, who pick quan-
tities of fine Mushrooms fi'om them. They, how-
ever, require to be deeper than those indoors. I

have grown fine crops of Mushi'ooms in wooden
frames having close fitting shutters. The beds
should be kept cool in summer and warm in

winter, by having an outer frame 18 in. larger

all round than that inside packed with straw or

sawdust if procurable. The latter lasts a long
time packed firmly between the frames. The top
must be covered with straw mats, which, if made
with strong twine, last a long time ; or straw
may be packed between hurdles so as to keep the
beds warm enough to produce fine crops during
the spring and summer months, and these gene-
rally of first-rate quality. The straw mats or hurdles
also keep the beds cool in summer if sprinkled
with water in hot weather. The beds should be
made in the usual way about 2 ft. deep. The first

bed for the autumn crop in the Mushroom house
must be made early in August to come into bear-
ing about the end of September. It will then suc-

ceed the crops in the open sheds ; or if beds be
formed out-of-doors, new beds must be made to

succeed each other during the winter, supposing
each bed to last three months. The beds in the
open sheds may be made in April or May. These
will produce crops during summer. The soil, when
taken off the top of the old beds, may be spread
on some meadow or Grass field, when a crop of

I

Mushrooms will probably be the result, even where

they were never known to grow before. This I

have proved on several occasions.

Wm. Chbistison.
T/ici liooliery, Bromley Common.

Vegetables for shady places (p. 138).

—Few vegetables will do much good in shady
ground overhung with Laurels. Why not cut

some of the latter away and let the light in t

If freed from slugs by the lime dressing, one might,
however, grow Cabbages, CauliSowers, Scotch
Kale, or Spinach in such a position as well as

crisp Lettuces, and when it is warmer Radishes.
Rich soil in shady places may also grow good
Celery.—D. T. Fish.

Potatoes in leaf-mould.—We had a re-

markably good and clean yield of Veitch's Ashleaf
from a rather stiff piece of ground last season
planted in leaf-mould. When the previous crop
(Parsnips) was cleared off, the mould was wheeled
on in a ridge down the middle, and the ground
dug and planted at the same time. The trenches
were out in front of the line, and a good thick-

ness of the leaf-mould strewed in the bottom of

each, upon which the sets were planted. The
young tubers turned out in fine condition, and
quite free from disease.—A. M. C.

Plies in Mushroom houses.—"J. D."
(p. 116) may destroy these by watering the bed
after it is firmly trodden down and before it is

spawned with boiling water. I have used this for

a similar purpose upon several occasions, and
without any ill effects as regards either the manure
or the Mushrooms. Some people fumigate the house
with Tobacco, but that is not so effectual as the
boiling water. Mushrooms are made brown on the
top by using water colder than the temperature of

the house, or by watering when the surface of the
bed is very dry and dusty.

—

Wm. Cheistisox.

Cropping building land.—As the ground
referred to (p. 138) has been used for garden
crops the chances are it is Potato-sick ; other-

wise few crops would pay better were a j udicious

selection made. Early Peas, to be succeeded by
other crops, would probably do as well as any-
thing. These might be cleared off in time for a
crop of dwarf French or Runner Beans, Cauli

flowers, Coleworts, Broccoli, or Turnips ; or the
lightest part of the ground could be cropped with
Turnips, Radishes, and Carrots, and the heavier

with Onions and Parsnips. It would be well to

enquire what crops would pay best in that neigh-

bourhood, and also to observe which thrives best

and select accordingly. There is time enough to

get one or two good crops off the land within the
twelvemonth included between March, 1882 and
1883. Potatoes and Beans would prove the most
profitable.—D. T. F.

The acre of land in question should
have a dressing of manure ; it should then be
deeply dug, and Veitch's Perfection, Premier, or

some other good dwarf Marrow Pea should bo
sown on it in rows 3 ft. apart. There should also

be made at once in some warm sheltered corner a
sowing of Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauliflower,

and when the young plants are strong enough
they should be planted out in rows between the

Peas, each plant being 18 in. from the other.

When the Peas are gathered care must be taken
that the Cauliflower plants be not injured ; there

will thus be two very profitable crops, one In

July, the other in October. The soil would be
quite rich enough to carry a good crop of Potatoes

the following year.—A. D.

Planting Potatoes on manure.—Ishould
DC pleased if some Potato growers amongst the

readers of The Garden who have not yet tried

planting sets upon long manure in furrows would
do so. As a rule, in good gardens the soil is rich

enough to produce good crops of Potatoes without
the addition of manure, but it is a too common
rule none the less to work in a liberal dressing,

not merely with the view of producing a big crop

of tubers, but also for the benefit of the succeeding

crop. If the manure were given fresh to the other
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crop, and the Potatoes made the unmanured suc-

cession, no doubt it would be better for them

;

but in planting tubers over the dressing of long

manure the object is not so much to stimulate

growth, although that of course results to some
extent, as to furnish a dry, warm bottom and need-

ful drainage. When Potatoes are lifted soon after

rain it is found that the roots are always appa-

rently wetter than the surrounding soil. As the

tubers swell they press the soil about them some-

what into the form of a basin, and when rain

comes it is longer in passing through the walls

of this basin than through the soil adjoining. If,

however, there be put under the roots a layer of

long manure, that will keep open the lower side of

the basin and allow the moisture to percolate

freely away, the tubers will at any time lift dry

and clean. I have found the very best results fol-

low from this plan. Just now I am getting a large

breadth of ground thrown up into 3-ft. ridges,

and directly in the fm-rows shall be laid a dressing

of long manure ; this will be dug in. A shallow

drill will be drawn down the centre of the furrow
with a hoe, and the sets will be laid in the drill,

and, of course, immediately upon the manure. The
ridges on either side will then be partially forked

over the sets, and when convenient will be further

forked over to leave them in a loose state ready
for eaithing up, which also is done with the fork,

the best implement in good Potato culture.

—

A. D.

Succeasion Peas in small gardens.—
A cottager to whom I occasionally gave seeds drew
my attention the other day to a system that I

consider worth the notice of those similarly

situated. His plot is small comparatively, as most
gardens are ; so in order to have a constant suc-

cession of Peas he manures the space intended
heavily in November, and sows an early kind, say

some of the numerous round varieties—as being the

hardiest — 1 in. asunder. Then a month later he
dibbles in Challenger in the same row, and at pre-

sent he is dibbling in Stratagem. The one manur-
ing and the one row of stakes is sufficient ; time
and labour is saved, and the three difiEerent varie-

ties come in for use one after the other. This is

worth the notice, when properly done, of small
suburban garden occupiers.—W. J. M., Clonnwl.

Cauliflowers in threemonths.—I should
like to ask your readers, who have thought over
the matter, whether they find in practice there is

much gained by keeping Cauliflower plants over
the winter in frames, often at great inconvenience,
when they can sow the seed in a hotbed as early
in January or February as they choose, gradually
harden off and transplant, until fit for trans-

planting finally in a warm border in March ?

Then, under favourable circumstances, a good
early variety will be fit for use towards the end of

May or onwards. This avoids all the risk of pre-

serving over the winter, liberates the frames for

other purposes, and, above all, stops that general
tendency to run to seed and " button "—and dis-

appointment. Besides, Caulifiowers from young-
seed, grown on, are far superior. At least that is

my experience, confirmed from all I can learn. I

have Carter's Early Defiance Cauliflower now
fit for transplanting in boxes that will beat old
plants already in the ground. It is the earliest

Cauliflower I know.—W. J. M.

Late Broccoli.—Several severe winters hav-
ing cut off Broccoli, both early and late, especially
where luxuriant in growth, we last season took
the precaution to plant later in poor, hard soil, so
that the growth should be firm and woody. Thus
far, however, the winter has been exactly the
•opposite of those referred to. Still, I would always
recommend that for the latest crop of Broccoli the
manure should be put on and forked in between
the rows as soon as all danger from severe frost is

over, or any time in February, for in order to have
really good Cauliflowers or Broccoli good rich soil

is required, so that the heads may be tender and
succulent. Carter's Champion, Cattell's Eclipse,

and other late sorts need not be very large plants
at this time and yet produce good heads in April
.and May and the first part of June. We shall take

short, rotten manure and spread it between the

rows, and then work it into the soil with a prong-

hoe, or lightly fork it in. The roots will soon find

it, and as the days lengthen growth will be rapid.

Any one desirous of putting the beneficial eifects

of rich top-dressings to the test may easily do so

by dressing a fewrows and leaving some side by
side undressed. Broccoli and the Brassica tribe

generally are gross feeders, and if there is any
good food within reach of their roots they will be

sure to find it ; the more luxuriantly they grow
the more tender will they be, not only under the

influence of frost, but, what is more desirable,

when cooked.—J. G. , Linton.

Long Leeks.—" W. P." enquires (p. 138)

where these can be had in quantity for market.

The answer is around Musselburgh and Leith, in

Scotland, and I presume also in Yorkshire, most
of the northern and border counties, and Wales.

It is somewhat singular that the majority of pri-

vate growers and growers for market will not give

themselves the trouble to lengthen their Leeks. It

is mostly a matter of culture, as was pointed out

in The Garden some years since. No doubt, too,

something depends on strain, as pointed out by
Mr. Thomson, of Kelso, in The Garden last

week. As to hardiness, all Leeks that ever I have
seen are especially so, though the giant Leeks are

more liable to injury from excessive wet and sud-

den thawings and freezings than smaller ones.

But Leeks in anything like their normal state are

absolutely weatker-proof . Treat Leeks like Celery

as near as may be, and they may be grown to

almost any size. Some add to the length of the

stems, that are the only edible parts, by dropping
the plants into holes from 6 in. to 9 in. in depth.

But there are few better modes of proceeding
than planting them in shelteredtrenches, bottomed
with rich manure—that of cows or pigs being the

best. See that they never once sufier from
drought, and that they are frequently soaked with
sewage or other manure water. As thej' ap-

proach maturity they may be earthed up some-
thing in the way of Celery if they have not reached
sufficient length nor become sufiiciently white
without it.—D. T. FiSH.

Early CauliflO'wers.—This is a good time,

to plant out in open quarters tlie main crop of

autumn-sown Cauliflowers ; in fact, around,London
large breadths of them are already out. The fine,

open weather of the past winter has been excep-

tionally favourable for early growth, and when
wintered under bell or hand-glasses. Cauliflowers

are now fine plants, quite as forward as in many
seasons they are in April. The system most in

favour just now, however, is growing them in pots
as in that way they do not experience any check
when transplanted to the open ground, and if a
fortnight's advance can be secured in the crop, it

makes all the difllerence between profit and loss.

The Cauliflower crop is one liable to great fluctua-

tions in value in a very short time, and all know
how liable it is to come in all at once if treated
according to the ordinary system of transplanting
from frames. I would therefore strongly urge the

pot system for a few of the earliest to succeed
those grown nearly entirely under glass. In market
gardens the pots are set as thickly as they will

stand in shallow frames ; they are filled with rich,

light soil, sifted fine, and one plant is put into

each pot. They are fully exposed to the weather
on all favourable occasions, but securely covered
with litter on the first sign of frost. If planted on
very rich, deeply cultivated soil, and sheltered
with Fir branches should cutting winds prevail, or

planted in shallow trenches, they will be found to

well repay these attentions by coming in directly

the supply of late Broccoli begins to fail, early in

June.—J. G., lAnton.

White Improved Sprouting Broccoli.—This
is one of the most useful Broccolies grown here. It is of a

good wliite colour, and has heen truly described as possess-

ing all the good qualities of that excellent variety the

Purple Sprouting. We are now cutting from it heautiful

centre heads the size of small Cocoa-nuts, and excellent

in flavoiu'.—Thos. Oldham, Friem Watch, Finchley.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
SELECT SHRUBBY SPIR^AS.

The Spirfeas are remarkable for their floriferous-

ness and the beauty of their blossoms, which,
from early spring to autumn, contribute greatly

towards the floral embellishment of our gardens.

Although they will grow and flower well in

almost any situation^ it is only when in a good
holding and rather moist soil, well exposed to

the sun, that their beauty becomes fully deve-

loped. Most of them seed abundantly, but it is

not necessary to propagate them in that way, as

they produce suckers freely, which may be de-

tached without difficulty in winter, with a few
roots adhering to them, and which, with or-

dinary care, will make good plants. The follow-

ing wOl be found to be a good selection, viz. :

—

S. AEliEFOLiA.—This attains a height of 8 ft.

or 10 ft. It is a kind often met with, but mostly
in shrubbery thickets, while to show off its beauty
to advantage it requires an open position. When
isolated it forms a large bush of regular outline,

densely laden during summer with fine plume-
like panicles of whitish flowers.

S. BELLA.—This has a neat, compact, but
by no means dumpy, habit, wliile its flowers.

Sptfcea ckamcedri/oUa.

which are borne in great profusion, are arranged
in comparatively large corymbs of a deep rose

colour. It is a native of Nepaul, and perfectly

hardy.

S. CALLOSA, OR FoETUNEi, bears deep rose-

coloured flowers arranged in corymbs, and blooms
almost continuously throughout the summer. It is

upright in habit, and even when not in blossom is

attractive, owing to the young leaves and shoots be-

ing red, which, when lit up by the declining rays of

the sun, has a very pretty effect. It is a native of

Japan. There is a white variety of this species

which is much dwarfer in habit than the type. It

forms a dense shrub of about 2 ft. in height, and
flowers earlier than the species.

S. OHAM^DEIFOLIA, of which the annexed is

an illustration, is a very widely distributed kind,

being found throughout the northern parts of

Asia and America. It is a dense twiggy bush,

studded during June or July with corymbs of

white flowers, which are very ornamental.

S. CONFTJSA, the shoots of which are terminated

by dense flower-spikes often 1 ft. or more in

length, and white in colour, slightly tinged with
green, is a plant of very free growth, and one
wliich, even during winter, may be distinguished

by the fastigiate arrangement of its branches.

S. DOUGLASI.—This is an erect-growing kind,

the young leaves and shoots of which are pubes-
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cent, and the flowers, which are pink, are borne

in long upright panicles.

S. LiNDLEYANA.—This forms a large, pyramidal,

handsome shrub, clothed to the ground with pin-

nate foliage, and towards the end of summer each

shoot is terminated with a large feathery plume

of white flowers. It is a native of Nepaul, and
sometimes gets a little injured by frost in win-

ter, but quickly recovers.

S. LAEVIGATA is another distinct kind, and one

that, when out of flower,wouldat first sight scarcely

be taken for a Spirtea, its dark green, firm, glabrous

leaves resembling more those of a Daphne. It ac-

quires a bush-like shape, but does not produce
suckers, and therefore its propagation is somewhat
more diflicult than that of some of the others.

It may, however, be effected by means of layers.

It is a native of Siberia, and a plant that should

be grown, not only on account of the singularity

of its growth and foliage, but for its slightly

tinted white flowers, which are very pretty.

S. NOBLEANA.—This is said to be a hybrid
between S. Douglasi andcallosa, and possibly it is,

as its flowers seem to be intermediate between
those of its supposed parents. On the other hand,
wild specimens sent home by Lobb from California

agree with it in every respect. Whatever its origin

may be, however, there can be but one opinion of

ts value as a fine summer-flowering shrub.

S. opuIjIPOLIA.—Amongst Spira3as this is one
of the strongest growers, attaining, as it does, a
height of 10 ft. or 12 ft. It produces pure white
flowers in large dense corymbs, which, together
with the leaves, bear some resemblance to the
Guelder Rose. It is a native of North America, but
has been cultivated in this country for nearly 200
years. There is a golden-leaved variety of it which
in spring is very bright, but as the season advances
it becomes more like the normal type.

S. salicifolia.—This is a widely distributed

and very variable kind, difiering greatly in size,

and also in the colour of the flowers, which vary
from deep pink to white, and are borne in light

feathery spikes during July or August. Some of the

forms are as much as 6 ft. in height, while others

are but creeping shrubs.

S. ThUNBEBGI forms a slender-growing shrub,

small in all its parts, but with gracefully arching

branches. The flowers resemble those of the Haw-
thorn, but are much smaller, and clothe the whole
length of the shoots. A great point is their earli-

ness ; they expand with the first return of spring,

and on this account the plant is often forced,

treatment to which it readily submits ; indeed,

with very little assistance it may be had in flower

at any time during the winter.

S. teilobata.—In addition to being showy
this is an interesting kind, owing to its trilobed

and glaucous leaves. It is dwarf and twiggy, and
its pure white flowers are borne in comparatively
large corymbs, and in great profusion in May.
Double flowered kinds.— These are S.

prunifolia fl.-pl. and S. Keevesiana fl.-pl., the
former one of the earliest to bloom, being often
in flower by the end of March, and very pretty
its little rosettes of pure white flowers are when
fully expanded. The second flowers later, but is

equally pretty. Both produce long, slender, arch-
ing shoots studded with blossoms—indeed, quite
floral wreaths. Alpha.

FALSE ACACIA AND ITS VAEIETIES.

The False Acacia (Robinia Pseudacacia), being
difEerent in general appearance from other trees,

always commands attention, especially when laden
with its drooping racemes of sweet-scented white
flowers. That condition is, however, only of short
duration, as the blossoms soon drop. Its peculiarly
coloured furrowed bark when old, and its light,

airy, pinnate leaves render it a favourite in dressed
ground, and even for street planting the varieties
Bessoniana, Decaisneana, and others are'sometimes
employed. Its ornamental properties are not, how-
ever, the only points in its favour ; its timber is of
first-rate quality, and the long creeping roots.

though troublesome in some situations from their

habit of throwing up suckers, and from their close

proximity to the surface, are of great service in

fixing shifting soils, especially on the sides of cut-
tings and similar places. As might be expected in

the case of a plant so long introduced and so exten-
sively propagated from seed, there are now a great
many well marked and distinct varieties, of which
the following are wellworthyof notice: The golden-
leaved kind (aurea) is a form in which the leaves

are, on their first appearance, of a beautiful golden
hue, but they become somewhat greener as the
season advances. When in good condition it is

very bright and effective and of much slighter

growth than the type.

A handsome kind called Bessoniana is that
most suitable for street planting. It is of quick
growth, and forms a highly ornamental compact
growing tree, the foliage of which is large and
bold, and the branches destitute of spines. In
crispa the leaflets are curled, giving it a curious
and distinct, but by no means an ornamental ap-

when th ; tree is without foliage than in summer.
The Umbrella Acacia (umbraoulifera) is generally
grafted about 6 ft. high on a clear stem of the
common kind, and so treated it forms a dense
globular head, which is certainly very conspicuous,,
but if not judiciously planted, or if overdone, apt
to give a formal rather than a natural appearance
to the places in which it is planted. A. T.

SWEET BAYS.

The Sweet Baj' (Laurus nobilis) is well known,
as a strong-growing tree-like shrub, a native of

Asia, but cultivated now over the greater part of

Southern Europe and the more temperate parts of
the north. It forms a vigorous shrub with arch-

ing branches, smooth twigs, and short-stalked

leathery leaves, which are highly aromatic. The
flower is of a yellowish white colour, the fruit an
oval, cherry-like berry of a blue-black tint. This
Bay, in the form of round-headed standards and!

pearanoe. The branches of this variesy are also

spineless. As a rapid grower, the variety De-

binias, and in another point it difiiers greatly from
caisneana is unapproached by any of the other Rc-

them, viz., in the colour of the flowers, which are

pink instead of white. One of the most strongly

marked kinds is the upright Acacia (fastigiata), a

tree quite as erect in growth as the Lombardy
Poplar, while another form (pyramidalis) is in

habit about intermediate between it and the

common kind. The small-leaved sort (microphylla)

forms a pretty miniature tree of sUght, but by no
means stunted growth. Monophylla, another

variety, derives its name from the fact of the leaf-

lets being blended into one, as in the case of the

one-leaved Ash, thus presenting a curious appear-

ance, but still very ornamental, the growth being

free, and the tree forming a well balanced head.

Sophorjefolia has very dark green leaves, which
bear a great resemblance to those of the Sophora
japonica. A peculiar form is the twisted Acacia

(tortuosa), the branches of which are crowded to-

gether and full of abrupt twistings and turnings.

This peculiarity is more noticeable in winter

pyramids of various dimensions, is largely used
for the embellishment of villa gardens, terraces,

and other formal arrangements. The trade with
the Belgian and French houses in Sweet Bays in

these shapes has of late years acquired great im-
portance, but the first cost, together with transit

and agency expenses, makes them exceedingly
dear, thereby rendering them accessible to the
wealthy only. The Belgians were the first who-
grew them in large quantities for export, being
greatly assisted in that respect by their favourable
climate. Ours is, however, equally favourable,
and therefore we ought to grow such trees our-
selves.

Pyramids.—When it is desired to have a
standard, pyramid, or any form requiring a stem it

is essential to raise the plants from seed. Plants
from cuttings or suckers are by no means to be
recommended, and any attempt made with such
will end in failure. The seed comes chiefly from
Italy and the countries bordering the Adriatic,

and should be easily obtained. Like all oily seeds,

those of the Bay lose their vitality in a compara-
itively short period after being gathered ; therefore
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no time should be lost in sowing them. New seed
sown in autumn will come up in spring, or if sown
in the early part of the year in about two or three
months. A cold pit or frost-proof frame is the
most suitable place for it, the young plants being
more vigorous under cold treatment than warm.
When they are 2 in. in height they may be potted
off singly to be planted out in a place where they
can be protected with a frame in winter, or they
may be pricked out in good loamy soil at once
and kept close till well rooted. They will grow
strongly the first year, and must be allowed to
grow unpruned. The growth will, however, be
stronger the second year, and it will then be pos-
sible to distinguish those that will be most suit-

able owing to their branch arrangements to form
pyramids, which must then be assisted by the
knife to assume the proper form.

Standards.—In autumn those intended for
this purpose must have their stem bent close to
the soil, and be securely fastened there with a
stout wooden hook, taking care not to fracture
the rind. By the spring two strong buds will have
formed at the base of the stem,, and, owing to the
husbanding of the sap by the bending process,
they will grow very strongly. The weaker must be
removed as soon as distinguishable, and the
other allowed to grow on. By the end of the sum-
mer it will have reached the standard height, and
have a thickness at the base of | in. The two-
year-old bent-down stem must be cut ofE as soon
as the bud left at its base has made a good start.

Herewith the work of stem rearing becomes com-
plete. The formation of the head will depend in
all cases on the amount of skill brought to bear
on the after operations of pruning and arranging
the brandies. Six or eight years will be required
to grow a well balanced, saleable specimen of
either form. Stlvbstris.

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWER GARDEN.

W. WILDSMIIH, HECKFIBLD.

Briza maxima and media.—Though sel-

dom used in that way, some of the ornamental
Grasses produce the most pleasing effects when
associated with herbaceous perennials, and
amongst them none are better for the purpose
than the two varieties just named. Their habit is

erect, yet graceful, growing as they do from 15
in. to 18 in. in height ; the spikes of flower are
about 3 in. long and purplish green in colour.
The constant nodding of the florets, even in the
calmest weather, is delightful, and it is owing to
this characteristic that they are usually called
Quaking Grasses. Their culture is of the simplest
kind ; they are not particular as to soil, and are
readily increased by division or seeds ; seedlings
are best. Sow the first week in April where tlie

plants are to grow permanentlj', and thin out the
seedlings as soon as they can be handled to 6 in.

apart. The flowers are valuable, in a dry state,

for table decoration and vases in winter. If only
for this purpose they are worthy of cultivation,

but doubtless their most appropriate positions are
as occasional " dot " plants in large borders of

herbaceous plants, and as large masses by the
sides of woodland walks and drives.

Transplanting shrubs.—That flower beds
may be aiforded the necessary cultivation pre-

paratory to the summer planting, it is now time
that the shrubs and other hardy plants with
which they have been filled in winter should be
transferred to their summer quarters. If planted
later than this the probability is they might
suffer from drought ere the plants had got esta-

blished in the soil, but to guard against the pos-

sibility of such a check, it is our invariable

practice to mulch with bracken as soon as they
are in their places, and for neatness sake
the mulching is removed after there has been a
long spell of showery weather to start the roots

into active growth. Small plants of some few
kinds o{ shrubs we use in summer as "dot"

plants in foliage beds, and these, as a matter of

course, when they can be made to fit in witli the

summer arrangements, are not transplanted at all.

In order to better illustrate what I mean, I may
say that we have here a border consisting of ob-

long panels and circles alternately. In winter

the oblong panels have had as a centre small

bushy plants of Retinospora pisifera aurea, and

the circles, small plants of Cupressus Lawsoniana

erecta viridis. The winter ground-work of the ob-

longs was Heather, and that of the circles Sedura

glaucum. All these shrubs will remain for the

summer ; the ground-work for the Betinosporas

will either be Alternantheras or Ajuga reptans

purpurea, and that for circles, Mesembryanthe-

mum cordifolium variegatum. By thus endeavour-

ing to retain all the plants possible that have

done duty during winter, not only is the work

lessened both as to labour of planting and pro-

pagation, but an effective and uncommon sum-

mer bedding arrangement is ensured. Beds that

are vacant should be deeply dug, and manured

or not according to the requirements of the plants

to be used : all fine-foliaged plants require

abundance of manure, but the ordinary kinds

of bedding plants need but little. When the beds

are on Grass, the best arrangement, the soil

should stand well above the turf and be edged

with some kind of dwarf, close-growing, hardy

plant. The best for this purpose that has yet

come under my notice is Herniaria glabra ; all

our beds are edged with it, and they always

look neat, and give but little trouble to keep

them in order. About thrice during the summer
they need trimming with sheep-shears. Box does

not look half so neat, and certainly needs more
keeping in order.

Herbaceous plants.—Borders of these are

already beginning to look gay with Crocuses, He-
paticas, Scillas, and Primroses. All the kinds are

now above ground, and gaps can therefore be per-

ceived and be filled up either by dividing seme of

the old stools or by fresh importations, or indeed

by sowing patches of hardy annuals. Trim off

all decayed stems, clear away mulchings, and

where it is not practicable from fear of injury to

the plants to dig in well decayed stable manure,

give a dressing of guano or of soot and wood
ashes, and then surface fork the entire border.

Fresh labels should be substituted for all that are

becoming illegible, and especially should they be

fixed to the less known kinds of plants, in order

that all who are interested in them may the more
readily become conversant with their names.

Indoor work.—In the houses and frames

there is now much requiring to be done. All kinds

of roots and tubers ought to be started into

growth. Cannas are quickly increased by cutting

up the roots into single eyes, and starting them in

small pots in warmth Part the roots of herbaceous

Lobelias, and plant them ont in frames having a

temperature of 50°. Dahlias may be planted in tlie

same way, but require greater heat it intended to

produce cuttings. Those started a month ago will

now afford cuttings, which strike quickly in a

bottom-heat of 75°. The stronger the cuttings the

longer are they in forming roots, and as they make
no better plants than smaller ones, it is not

therefore necessary to delay propagation in order

to get strong shoots. Tuberous Begonias are

gradually growing in favour for summer bedding
;

we tried a few last year, and they withstood the

rain far better than Pelargoniums. Any tubers

that are to be used for planting out should now
be potted, and be allowed to start into growth

slowly. A temperature of 45° or 50° is ample.

Begonia castanefefolia, a first-rate summer bedder,

must be increased by means of cuttings. Begonia

Weltonisnsis also makes a fine bed, and this

variety is most expeditiously propagated by
division of the roots. Seedling sub-tropicals should

be potted off before the roots get matted together

in the seed-pans, and seeds of the quick growing
kinds, such as Tobacco, Castor-oil, Sunflower,

Hemp, Maize, and Chilian Beet, should now be

sown. In order to make room for slow growing and
less hardy kinds, Lobelias, Verbenas, Ageratums,

ftid Mesembryauthemums may now be planted

out in cold frames. The soil should consist of loam

and leaf-mould in equal proportions. They -wiW then

lift with plenty of roots at beddmg-out time.

Alternantheras may now be planted out in

manure frames, and a fortnight hence cuttings in

abundance may be had, which, if inserted after

the manner of the old plants in frames, will give

but little trouble, except as to airing, till they are

required for the beds. Fine-foliaged Pelargoniums

must still be kept in warmth, but the common and
hardier varieties may be transferred to cold pits.

Cuttings of the same struck during the winter will

now be ready for potting off, and till re-established

in the pots should be kept close and warm.

FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.
G. J., SUREST.

Aeeangembnts of white flowers with substan-

tial green foliage are always satisfactory. The
broad glossy leaves of Japan Privet suit all white

flowers and last long. A capacious glass bowl
holds large twigs of this useful shrub, with white

Hyacinths, white Narcissus, and Lily of the Val-

ley ; some fronds of the dark shining Cyrtomium
falcatum stand well up among the taller flowers.

Agreeably contrasting with the solid white and
dark green of this bouquet is another, also white

and green, but made of Spirsea japonica, Deutzia,

and long sprays of Spirsea Thunbergi, now in

flower in the open air, with foliage of sweet Gera-

nium Prince of Orange and Maiden-hair Fern

put together with a light hand ;
the Fern is cut

from a cool house and immersed in water for some
hours before being used. A wide bowl is filled

with red-tinted foliage of Berberis Aquifolium and
broad-leaved Saxifrage

;
groups of yellow flowers

are worked into this foundation, yellow Tulips,

Jonquils, and pale yellow Hyacinths, with some
rather long shoots of yellow jasmine ; the Tulips

are without leaves, their glaucous colour not being

suitable with the dark warm-coloured foliage. In

a large antique tumbler of engraved glass a few

Iris reticulata are grouped with young shoots of

the large variegated Periwinkle ; the^e fresh green

leaves with their broad markings of ivory white

well set off the splendid purple of the Iris flowers.

Deep dishes set in sunny windows hold masses of

Crocus that open wide in bright weather. The

dishes are first filled with small-leaved hedgerow

Ivy, and the Crocuses worked in in bold groups.

One dish has red and brown-tinted Ivy and yellow

flowers ; in the other the Ivy is green, veined with

white, and the flowers are purple, lilac, and white,

the colours grouped rather than mixed. Varieties

of Azalea mollis, forced, are now useful house

plants.

PROPAGATING.

No more suitable time could be chosen for cut-

ting back and striking Crotons than the present.

When the cuttings are taken off insert them as

quickly as possible, removing no more leaves

than is absolutely necessary ; take some clean

2i-in. pots, put a few crocks in the bottom, and

fill up moderately firm with soil consisting of

loam, peat, and sand in equal parts. After in-

sertion give them a good watering and keep

them close, when they will soon root. Nepenthes

may also be struck without difliculty, especially

in spring, and by this means short, sturdy, fuUy

developed plants may be secured. The soil in

which they root best is fibrous peat and Sphagnum,

cut up moderately fine with a liberal admixture

of sand. Take the cuttings, not necessarily at a

joint, and insert them in small well drained

pots in the compost just named; after this water

them, and then place them in a close case or

under a handlight in the stove, if possible, where

there is some bottom-heat. Take care to keep

them close and shaded from bright sunshine till

rooted, and on no account allow them to become

dry, as a moist, steamy atmosphere hastens the

formation of roots.

Tree Carnations that have been flowering

during the winter will, from the warmth received

during that time, have made good young growth
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suitable for cuttings, and if put in now will make
fine flowering plants by winter. A suitable soil for

them is equal parts loam and leaf mould, with a

good sprinkling of sand, the whole being well

mixed together and sifted moderately fine. Let

the cuttings be of as recent growth as possible.

Kemove the two bottom leaves, and shorten the

others if they are of an unwieldy length, then

insert them four or five around the edges of a 4-in.

pot, and place them in a gentle hotbed. In this

way they will soon root, when they must be
hardened oS. and potted singly in small pots.

Cyperus alternifolius is frequently in-

creased by division and treated as a stove plant,

while if raised from seed now and grown on in a
cool temperature till autumn the produce would
be stout healthy plants, well calculated to resist

the various changes of temperature, to which,

when used for indoor decoration, it is ex-

posed. In order to obtain seed two or three

old plants should be potted in large pots and
allowed to flower, when seed in abundance will be
the result. It should be sown as soon as possible

after it is gathered, for if kept long, itgejminates
much more slowly and irregularly. Before sow-
ing give the pots intended to receive it a good
watering, then sow on the surface, and afterwards

sprinkle a little dry sand over the seeds. Place a

pane of glass over the pot, and set it in the stove

till germination takes place, which will not be

long if the seed is fresh, and when that takes

place remove the glass at once. The variegated

form can only be increased by division, for which
the present is a suitable time. In preparing pots

for all kinds of soft-wooded cuttings do not press

the soil too firmly, as that retards rooting. This
remark only applies to soft-wooded subjects such
as Fuchsias, Heliotropes, Verbenas, &c. All firm-

wooded plants, such as Heaths, Camellias, Rhodo-
dendrons, and Conifera3, require the soil to be
made as firm as possible. T.

ORCHIDS.
J. DOUGLAS, LOXFORD HALL.

East India house.—As the sun comes out
now with considerable force, we have found it

necessary to put up the shadings so as to have
them ready for any emergency. All our plants
having been surface-dressed, repotted, and placed
in new baskets where these have been required,
there has been no other attention required
for some time except to see to their daily wants

;

some species require more water than others, and
when they are making their growth, they require
more than they do at other times. The Angrs-
cums are now being grown in nearly all collec-

tions, and from tlie tiny A. hyaloides, a species
at present thickly studded with pure white flowers
on small spikes, to the large A. sesquipedale with
its wonderful waxy white blossoms with tails

18 in. long, all are well worth attention. A. citra-

tum, one of the most useful of the genus, is now
flowering freely in most collections. It ought to

be well known that most of tliem require plenty
of water and sufficient atmospheric moisture.
Thrips have been very troublesome, and we have
had to go over all plants likely to be attacked
once every three or four weeks either washing or
dipping them in diluted tobacco water, in which
some soft soap has been dissolved, in most cases
washing the leaves afterwards with clear rain
water. Indeed, for all purposes, either for
washing or watering Orchids, rain water
ought, if possible, to be used. The various
species and varieties of the genus Phalseuopsis are
making a very beautiful display at present. They
succeed best suspended from the glass roof in
baskets or pans, and they dislike being disturbed

;

rather than move them, I would pick the decayed
material carefully from amongst the roots
and substitute fresh stuff, continuing to do this
annually until the teak decays. The new P. Stuarti-
ana requires the same treatment as the others.
This^ is a very distinct and beautiful Orchid
famished with long, many-flowered, branched
spikes like P. Sohilleriana. It ought not to be
placed ;uear the glass on the sunny side of the

house ; rather chOose a partially shaded position
for it.

Oattleya house.—Blinds must now also be
put up liere, but early in the year it is best not to

shade more than is absolutely necessary. The
varieties of Oattleya Triaua^, introduced during
the last few years, are remarkably beautiful, and
at this season of the year last long in perfection.

In Messrs. Veitch's nursery during the time of the

fog a variety of this species had flowers which
remained in good condition for five weeks. Con-
.siderable quantities of it have been imported
recently, and those who have plants of it should
plant thetu in clean potsherds, merely keeping
these moist until roots are formed ; then remove
an inch or two of the crocks from the surface, and
substitute the usual potting material, taking care

not to injure the roots. Oattleya citrina, also

recently imported, requires different treatment

;

it seems to do best attached to a block or bit of

tree Fern suspended near the roof. Although this

is the usual method, I have found it do well potted
in shallow pans in the ordinary way. The Masde-
vallias of the M. Chimjera and M.. bella type
should be placed near the glass in a shady part of

this house ; the bella form does best in baskets, as

then the flowers either hang over the sides or

push out through openings therein. The Chimsera
form, if true, produces its flowers on an
upright stem. Masdevallias, now growing freely,

require a good supply of water. If plants
of Odontoglossum citrosmum have not yet been
repotted there is yet time to do so, but it ought
to be done at once, as the plants will now
be making fresh roots. Anguloas of all the dif-

ferent species ought to be potted when the young
growths are seen to be starting from the base of
the old bulbs. This tliey are now doing, and no
time should be lost in attending to them. If the
potting material is not in good condition it ought
all to be shaken from the roots. I have frequently
recommended plants of Dendrobium Jamesianum
and D. infundibulum to be grown exclusively in
the cool house, where they do well all the year
round, but I do not think I ever saw more healtliy

plants of these than I did the other day in Sir T.

Lawrence's collection at Burford Lodge, and in

that of Mr. Lee at Downside. In both cases they
were grown in the cool end of the Oattleya house.
Some of the plants were attached to blocks

;

others were potted in the usual way. Odonto-
glossum Londesboroughiauum succeeds best in

the warmest end of the Oattleya house. This is

not often seen in collections, but when well
grown it is an excellent plant, the long, drooping,
branched spikes continuing to produce flowers

for months together. It is well grown at Burford
Lodge, attached to a semi-circular framework of
teak rods, through which the roots run into a
compost of turfy peat and Sphagnum. It also
likes a light position.

Cool house.— Repotting and surface dressing
being completed, it now remains to carefully
attend to the growing and flowering of the plants,
and it should be understood that the conditions
most conducive to healthy leaf and bulb develop-
ment are not those under which the flowers remain
longest in beauty. A damp, cool atmosphere, with
little artificial heat, causes the flowers to spot, and
for this reason it is desirable when the collection

is a large one to be able to remove the flowering
plants into a house by themselves, where'they can
have the advantage of a warmer and drier atmo-
sphere. They usually rest a little before they
start into growth after flowering. It will also be
found that although they were free from slugs and
snails before they were potted some have been
introduced with the fresh Sphagnum. As the
weathergets warmer the temperature will increase.

If 50° has been the minimum hitherto it will
gradually rise above this in mild weather, although
it may still fall below it ou cold nights. Newly-
imported plants of Odontoglossums need not be
potted at once. If there is no room for them
they may be laid on a surface of dry Moss or some
similar material, and be shaded from the sun. As
soon as new roots form they may be potted.
Amongst the newer Odontoglossums adapted for

cool house culture 0. Edwardi is proving itself to
be a really distinct and desirable species. It is now
throwing up strong spikes, each containing more
than lOU blooms of a distinct violet-purple tint

quite new, and about f in. across. It is now in

flower in Mr. Walter Cobb's collection at Syden-
ham. I have noticed sometimes in looking over
collections that the small growing species of Odon-
toglossums, such as 0. Eossi, of which there are

now so many fine forms, a charming species ; 0.
roseum, arid O. Cervantesi are placed where they
are overshaded by larger plants. It is better to

place the pots containing these in baskets, and
suspend them near the roof. Or if the collection is

large they may be placed in a part of the house
by themselves. These small growing Orchids also

succeed if placed in shallow pans. It is well to

be careful in watering suclr plants, as if they are
hung up out of the reach of the ej'e they are apt
sometimes to be neglected.

FRUIT.
W. COLEMAN, EASTNOE CASTLE.

Early orchard houses .—One of the mos"-

important operations in this department at the
present time may be said to be the thinning of the
fruit,otherwise Naturemayassert her right to relieve

herself by casting the whole of the crop. It will

not be wise to thin Peaches and Nectarines down
to the exact number of fruits each tree is consi-

dered capable of carrying, but under well di-

rected management a small percentage will suf-

fice for the final thinning after the stoning pro-
cess is complete. If thinning has been carried on
simultaneously with disbudding, and all the
drooping fruits have been removed, those which
are placed near home should be selected for the
crop, as the wood near the base is generally well
ripened and swells ofi the largest fruit, while the
cultivator insures to himself the option of dis-

budding and shortening back his trees where they
show a tendency to become loose and unshapely
in their growth. As the days increase in length and
the sun gains power the trees will take liberal

supplies of stimulating liquid a few degrees
warmer than the mean of the house, and good
syringing with clean soft water at a temperature
of 70° twice a day when fine will keep them clear

of spider and facilitate the rapid development
of the fruit. If Strawberry plants occupy the
shelves keep them thoroughly syringed backwards
and forwards until they begin to change for ri-

pening, and then if possible move them to quar-
ters where spider can do no harm, and thoroughly
cleanse the shelves they have occupied. Give timely
attention to ventilation on bright mornings by
opening the lights; when the temperatm-e touches
'65°, run up to 75°, with a free circulation

; reduce
gradually and syringe about 3 p.m. The mini-
mum heat should not exceed 55" on mild nights
until the fruit is stoned, and 50° will be suffi-

cient in severe weather.

Late houses.—Owing to the absence of sun,
trees in late houses and others which have been
wintered in tlie open air are all in an equally for-

ward and promising condition. If the latter were
well waslied before they were taken into the
house nothing more will be needed until the blos-

soms begin to show signs of opening, when a good
fumigating will keep them free from aphis until

after the fruit is set. In the arrangement of the
trees it must be borne in mind that Figs, Peaches,
and Nectarines will stand the most heat; then
follow Apricots, Plums, Cherries, and Pears. Of
the latter the best dessert kinds only should be
grown, and in the event of the space being li-

mited they may be plunged in a warm, sheltered
place in the open air when all danger of spring
frosts is over. Ventilate to the full extent, and
dispense with fire-heat until the 'olossoms begin
to open, when a little warmth will do good ser-

vice in damp or frosty weather.

Peaches and Nectarines.—I must again
direct attention to the important operation of dis-

budding and pinching in early houses. Weak trees

to which I lately alluded, as well as late kinds
grown at the coldest end for sucoession, will now
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require manipulation upon the same principle as

they break into free growth, the best of all proofs
to the practised eye that root action is going on,

and daily pinching will not produce a check. Many
people make a point of leaving a great number of

these pinched shoots to form spurs, and sometimes
in early houses they do very well, but to me spur
fruit never appears so fine as that borne by a good
shoot of 1 ft. in length, and the system is a failure

in late houses. When all the base shoots have been
neatly tied down to the current year's fruiting
wood, a free and easy growth may be encouraged
quite up to the stoning period, gross shoots and
leaders only being tied in to check an uneven dis-

tribution of the sap, or to form shade to large

bare brandies in the centres of the trees. With a
large area of foliage exposed under glass and all

the roots inside, plentiful supplies of water will

be needed, and syringing twice a day will play an
important part in good culture. If forcing is not
being carried on against time a low night tem-
perature of 56° to 60° is strongly recommended
until after the stoning is complete. The heat by
day may range 10° to 15° liigher, with plenty of
air, provided it can be given without causing a
draught or sudden depression in catching weather,
when early closing of the valves and moderate
ventilation will answer best. A shai-p watch must
be kept for green, brown, or black fly. The first, if

taken in time, succumbs to a moderate smoking

;

the last two are more tenacious of life, and being
generally found on the points of gross, crude
shoots, dipping in a strong insecticide may pre-
cede the smoking. Spider sometimes puts in an
early appearance, but unless Strawberries have
been occupants of the shelves, no excuse can be
found for the person who syringes the trees.

Succession houses.—Persevere in theregu-
lar syringing of trees in succession houses until the
flowers are ready to open, and fumigate before
they expand. This important, simple, and inex-
pensive operation should never be neglected, as
many houses are spoiled for the season by allow-
ing fly to get into the blossoms. See that the
borders are well watered, and old or weak trees

mulched before they begin to feel the strain of a
crop of fruit. Ventilate freely, and lay up strength
and vigour by keeping the houses cool at night.
The buds on wall trees and in late houses are still

coming on together, and it is a question if the
walls will not be in advance at flowering time. Be
this as it may, follow up liberal ventilation until
the flowers are fertilised, and if extreme lateness
be an object, only use fire-heat when there is danger
of the flowers being injured by damp or very severe
frost. Of the latter. Peach blossoms under glass
will stand several degrees, provided they are kept
dry and free from draughts.

Cherries —AVhere the roots are confined,to
the interior of the house an examination of the
borders should be made as soon as the fruit is set,

and in the event of water being required it should
be supplied at the mean temperature of the house,
which may range from 40° at night to 56° by day.
If late kinds are still in flower let them be care-
fully fertilised, and defer general syringing until
they are safe and the petals of the flowers begin
to fall. When trees which have covered the trellis

have made five or six leaves all side shoots not
likely to be wanted may be pinched to form spurs,
and leaders may be tied down to the wires. When
syringing is resumed use tepid water twice a day.
Give air at 50°, open the front lights at 58°, and
run up a few degrees under sun-heat with a free
circulation, always bearing in mind that the
Cherry is the most impatient tree we have to deal
with under glass, and it is always best to err on
the side of low temperatures with plenty of air
when cutting draughts can be avoided. When this
stage has been reached the usual enemies, black
orbrown aphis and the small grub,may be expected
to appear. The first may be destroyed by timely
and repeated fumigation, but the latter can only
be extirpated by careful hand-picking.

Melons.—The first batch of pot plants
plimged in bottom-heat from fermenting leaves
placed over hot-water pipes will now be making

good progress, and the daily routine will consist
of careful watering, syringing, and ventilation
wherever a chink of air can be admitted through
the early part of the day. I stated the other day
that confinement of the roots by means of pot
culture causes some varieties to throw out side
shoots and produce plenty of female blossoms be-
fore the leaders reach the top of the trellis. Where
this is the case and very early fruit is wanted, the
points must be pinched out to throw strength
into the side shoots when the blossoms' begin to

open ; the atmosphere of the pit must then be kept
drier by means of increased fire-heat to admit of

a gentle circulation of air, and syringing may be
discontinued for a few days until the fruit is set

and begins to swell. When grown under the re-

strictive or pot system it rarely happens that the
most wilful ramblers are not brought into bearing
at an early age; and when a "set" of fruit has
been secured, the plants may be well rammed and
top-dressed with stiif loam, bone dust, and dry
cow manure, into which a complete mat of hungry
feeders will soon find their way. These must be well
supplied with good liquid, a few degrees warmer
than the house, which must now range from 70°

at night to 80° by day, and 85°, or even 90° after

closing, with solar heat and moisture. In pot cul-

ture the preservation of all the stem leaves is an
important matter, and some of the succulent,
hairy-stemmed varieties, which are subject to
scalding, should never be syringed on bright
mornings, as they hold the water and suffer when
air is admitted, but this danger disappears after
the house is closed for the day, when overhead
syringing will do no harm.

Cucumbers.—To maintain the supply through
March and April, old {plants which have been in
bearing all the winter will take liberal supplies of
warm liquid to keep them going, for if once
allowed to receive a check early spring-sown plants
will commence fruiting before they can recover
and be of further use. By this time the plants
will have replaced the old foliage with young
growths, which must be neatly tied down and
stopped at the first joint beyond the fruit when
it becomes evident that the foundation of a com-
plete covering has been laid. If spider has gained
a lodgment, this dull weather will favour its de-
struction by the use of insecticides or regular
syringing with clean, soft water, light cropping, and
high feeding with good liquid from the tank and
guano water alternately. Sprinkle all available
surfaces with the same, top-dress the roots with
pure loam and old lime rubble in preference to
manure, which encourages worms and leads to

ultimate failure. Aim at a steady bottom-heat of
85° from pipes and fermenting material combined.
Let 70° be the standard at night, and 85° by day.
Give air at 78°, and close early with atmospheric
moisture, but avoid wetting the pipes when they
are hot enough to generate scalding steam.

Spring plants.—These are now making good
progress, and their clean, healthy growth is always
pleasant to look upon. If planted upon hills, avoid
producing a too vigorous fiush of Vine bj' feeding
or the use of manure, as the time is at hand when
stimulants will be needed. Train regularly with-
out crowding, and defer stopping until quite two-
thirds of the allotted space is covered. Keep the
glass well washed inside and out. Let the night
heat stand at about 68°, give air at 76°, and close

with plenty of solar heat in preference to having
recourse to sharp firing. Earth up plants in frames,
renovate the linings back and front alternately, to
prevent checks, and aim at the heat recommended
for spring plants in houses. Always keep a
supply of warm, dry compost and plenty of fer-

menting material on hand. Cover at night with
dry mats and give a little air to prevent the
accumulation of injurious gases.

glass ; also Veitch's Autumn and Self-protecting
Broccoli, with a pinch of Paris Cos Lettuce. Still

I always find in spring-sown Lettuce the few seeds
sprinkled on the top of the Onion quarter the
earliest. Onions and Carrots had better wait for
ten days ; when sown early the sharp spring winds

.

turn them yellow, and I have had on two occa-'
sions to resow Onions. Parsnips may now be sown
with advantage. We are busily employed turning
up every inch of ground which we possess, thus
bringing all under crop at the proper season. Now
is a good time to make plantations of Globe Arti-

chokes. On taking up the old stools we found in
one case many dead or crippled ; we pulled away
the young suckers and planted them in burnt re-

fuse, a capital tiling for many purposes ; when-
ever I sow small seeds, outside or in, I always
cover them with this material. Early frame Pota-
toes, Radishes, Carrots and young plants generally
should be duly aired. This day (March 3) has been
so truly enjoyable and warm, that all the lights

have been drawn off, so that full advantage of the
weather should be taken by all inmates of pits

and frames. Prick ofi: early Celery in small boxes
for early work, and get manure well worked to
make the bed which the main crop of Celery will

occupy. I sow from March 10 to 14. Tomatoes
may soon be sown

;
grow them on until they

worthily occupy 6-in. pots, when they will be .S ft.

high in May, and begin to flower and fruit at
once. Little plants put out in May grow up to

September before setting or ripening their fruit.

French Beans must be attended to in accordance
with the demand (as, a market crop they are
ruinous). This fine open weather gives us an
opportunity of getting all walks free from weeds,
thus making all clean and tidy.

MARKET FRUIT GARDENS.
J. GKOOM, LINTON PABK.

Owing to the favourableness of the season, work
is generally in a forward state. Plantingmay now
be considered to be finished. Stocks intended for

grafting are headed down in readiness for that

operation, and youngerstock is plantedout in nur-

sery lines. Grafts, if not already secured, should
be cut immediately, as the sap will now be mov-
ing in nearly all kinds, and they are best cut in

as dormant a condition as possibls. Young bush
fruits, such as Gooseberries, Currants, and Nuts,

not required for forming new plantations should
be lifted and cut in quite close and replanted

about 1.} ft. apart, so as to make useful little

bushes for another season. Cuttings collected

and laid in by .the heels during the pruning
season must now be prepared and planted in

lines. Suckers of the Farleigh Prolific Damson,
a kind that reproduces itself true in that manner,
are collected and planted in rows to gain strength

for forming standard or half-standard trees, the
latter being preferred, except in positions where
cattle would destroy the branches ; for, if re-

quired, a half standard can be readily converted
into a full standard by cutting away the lowest

tiers of branches by degrees ; the stem, too, needs
less supporting by means of stakes than that of

standards, and it increases in diameter much more
rapidly when the lower branches are left on for a
few years than when they are trimmed at once.

If not already done all freshly planted trees

should have a covering of partially rotted manure
spread over their roots before drying spring winds
ailect them.

The pruning of Nuts of all kinds may now
be completed, for the catkins are fully in flower,

and the abundance of little red-tipped female

blossoms give promise of a good crop. All useless

wood is cut away and only fruitful spray reserved.

The Nut crop is so valuable that special care is taken

not only in forming the bushes by careful prun-

ing, but also in manuring them—a favourite appli-

cation being the refuse from skin and hair fac-

tories, such as the dressings from hare and rabbit

skins, old rags, &c. This is lightly forked in

The main crop of Brussels Sprouts, Snow's around the bushes, which, being surface-rooters,

BroccoU, and Red Cabbage, the latter for cutting are found to depend more for fruitfulness on their

late, should now be sown on a slight hotbed under I
active roots close to the surface than those that

KITCHEN GARDEN.
E. GILBERT, BUEGHLEY.
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penetrate deeper. This is a good time to give both

trees and bushes a good dusting of freshly-slaked

lime which answers the double purpose of killing

Moss and Lichen, and making the buds distaste-

ful to birds ; when washed off, too, it acts as a

stimulant to the surface roots. It should be put

on in damp, still weather, so that it may stick to

the trees and get dried on before heavy rains

occur.

The protection of fruit in the way usually

practised in gardens is not possible on a large

scale in market grounds ; nevertheless, owners of

such grounds are fully alive to the importance of

shelter, and I find many are now planting rows of

Poplars and other quick, erect-growing trees quite

thickly, so that they may run up and form a bar-

rier to break cold currents from exposed quarters.

Thorn or Quick hedges may also be allowed to

run up, keeping them cut in narrow both at base and
top, as it is surprising the amount of shelter which

a hedge will afford. Preparation must also be made
for the coming fruit season by looking over the

stock of baskets, ladders, &c., and replacing any
deficiency before the busy season arrives. A
good supply of packing wood must be cut and
stored in some dry place. Long rods of Ash, Hazel,

or Chestnut are generally used; they are prepared

in wet weather by cutting them in lengths to suit

sieves or half sieves, and split up to the size re-

quired. If kept dry until a few days before they

are wanted and then soaked in water, they will

be found to be as tough as wire, and will with-

stand the rough usage to which the baskets are

subjected in travelling to market, while green

wood would fail.

NOTES OP THE WEEK.

CoRBDLAEiA NIVALIS.— This is One of the

several varieties of Narcissus Bulbocodium. It is

smaller than any other we know of, the flower

being scarcely 1 in. long, but bright yellow, and

therefore attractive. A plant of it on the rockery

at Chiswick has just expanded its first bloom.

A yi;llo\v Feitillahy, from Smyrna,
comes to us from Mr. Ware. It is a small one,

like the Ualifornian F. pudica, the blossoms

being nodding, clear yellow bells of thick texture.

It appears to grow but a few inches high, there-

fore a good subject for the rock garden. It seems

to be F. armena.

The Abbohbtum Segbbzianum.—We have
received the fourth issue of M. Lavall^e's
" Icones," -which is continued in the same
excellent style in which it was begun. The
present number contains three plates of the

very interesting genus Pterocarya, two Haw-
thorns (Cratfegus), and CalycanthusJloridus var.

ovata.

The Washington Orange.—Messrs. Hooper
send us a very large and remarkable Orange,
which they call the Washington. It is egg-shaped,

and exceedingly good and brisk in flavour, but

has a very thick skin. It is sent them from
America, where Orange culture is making rapid

progress in the south. We believe the Orange is

m cultivation under another name.

CoBYDALis LEDEBOuni Seems to be one of

the handsomest of the cultivated species, and is

quite distinct from any, as the leaves are broad
and very glaucous, and the flowers, of a deep
vinous purple, are in long slender racemes. It is

new, therefore not much known yet, but it may
well take a place among desirable spring flowers.

From the Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham.

AtTBEiETiA Eyeei.—There are now in culti-

vation several high coloured varieties of Au-
brietia, such as A. Campbelli, Hendersoni, and
others, including the variety undef notice, which
is one of the finest. Its colour is an intensely

deep rich purple, and the flowers are larger than

those of most of the others—at least they are so

on the plant now in blossom at Chiswick, where
it is grown in pots with other alpine plants in

frames.

Lachenalia Nblsoni.—When well grown,

as at Chiswick, this beautiful new hybrid

Lachenalia is one of the finest objects imaginable,

so elegant in growth, and so brilliant in colour.

The plants in question are in .5-in. pots, and

each bears some half dozen flower-stems furnished

for nearly half their length with rich orange-

coloured bells. Some forms have dwarfer and
more compact stems than others, but all are

beautiful and invaluable for greenhouse decora-

tion in early spring.

PoDALYRiA STYRACIFOLIA.—This handsome
Australian shrub, belonging to the Pea family,

a class of plants at one time more generally cul-

tivated in our greenhouses than they are now,
forms a tall bush with small foliage of a greyish

colour. For the past month or so a plant of it in

the conservatory at Kew has been covered with

a profusion of rosy pink blossoms that have

made a fine display. It is a plant that well de-

serves a place in every good garden.

Saxifeaga sancta.—This charming little

alpine species does not seem to be much known,
although amongst Saxifrages in flower few
possess such characteristic beauty. It is of spread-

ing habit, forming a dense carpet of the richest

green, and is at present studded with tiny

flower-spikes about 1 in. or so high, terminated

by a few small yellow blossoms. On the rockery

at Kew there is a good sized plant of it fully

exposed, and evidently in excellent condition.

Chilian Ceocts (Tecophylfea cyanocrocus).

—Of this exquisite little bulbous plant there was
a few days since a specimen in flower in the con-

servatory at Kew, where, owing to the intensely

rich blue of its open, funnel-shaped blossoms, it

was conspicuous even among the crowds of

showy plants that surrounded it. The flowers

we have seen as yet of this novelty are in no

way inferior to those depicted on the coloured

plate in The Garden, drawn from Max Leicht-

lin's plants last year. It is so distinct and charm-
ing that everyone should make its acquaintance.

Double Rose-leaved Bramble.—This plant

(Rubus rossefolius fl.-pl.) has often been

alluded to, but it may not be generally known
that when gently forced it yields a crop of

lovely rosette-like blossoms of snowy whiteness

early in the year. The other day we saw some
excellent flowering specimens of it, and the

chasteness of the bloom in contrast with the

delicate tones of the newly unfolded foliage was
extremely pleasing. This Bramble is perfectly

hardy and flowers naturally in summer, but, like

many other shrubs, it lends itself kindly to forc-

ing.

FonsYTHiA suspensa.—This hardy shrub is

valuable in shrubberies on account of the abun-

dant crop of bright yellow blossoms, which it

bears in early spring, and it is not less valuable

for the embellishment of the conservatory in

February or March if forced gently into flower.

Some excellent bushes of it at the present time

in the conservatory (No. 4) at Kew contribute

in no small degree to the attractiveness of the

house, its long wreaths of pretty bell-like blos-

soms being extremely showy. F. vlridissima

also lends itself readily for s-imilar purposes, but

it is scarcely so desirable as F. suspensa.

Mel\-ille'8 late Snowdrop.—The chief

value of tlie varieties of Galanthus nivalis that

have originated with Mr. Melville, of Dunrobin
Castle, is the extreme earliness of some and the

extreme lateness of others. One of the latest

forms has just expanded its blossoms on the

rockery at Chiswick—a remarkable fact, seeing

that the ordinary form has been over for some
time, and developing seeds. Another point, too,

in favour of Mr. Melville's latest variety is its

dwarfness and the large size of the bloom com-
pared with that of the ordinary type. These

Snowdrops are a decided gain in a horticultural

point of view.

Alob Lynchi.—This new Aloe is just now
one of the most attractive occupants of the

succulent house at Kew. P'rom the centre of a

compact rosette of thick fleshy leaves the widely
branching flower-spikes rise 1 ft. or more in

height. The flowers are nearly 1 in. long, and
possess a peculiar combination of colours

—

bright coral red, green, and creamy white, and
the profusion in which they are borne renders

the plant very attractive. It is a hybrid re-

cently named by Mr. Baker, in compliment to

Mr. Lynch, of the Cambridge Botanic Garden,
who raised it while at Kew between Aloe albo-

olncta, and Gasteria verrucosa. The progeny
partakes in a marked degree of the characters of

both parents, between which it is indeed exactly

intermediate.

Abutilon igneum.—This beautiful green-

house climbing plant is not nearly so well known
as it should be, for it is one that has few rivals

for adorning the roofs of greenhouses in early

spring. Its gracefully pendent blossoms, though
not brilliant, are extremely handsome, the deep
crimson of the interior of the bells being flnely

netted and veined. The flowers, suspended on slen-

derstalks, are peculiarly adapted for embellishing

small vasts in a cut state, and thus employed
they have an extremely pretty effect. In one of

the houses at Chiswick a few large plants o

this Abutilon are now beautifully in flower.

Early flowering Acacias.—Amongst the

host of Austialian Acacias grown in the tem-

perate house at Kew a few now begin to be

attractive, the most conspicuous being A.,ver-

niciflua, a kind with dense whorls of feathery

blo.5Soms of a pale yellow colour and deliciously

scented. Of A. verticlllata there are some grand
specimens 10 ft. or loft, high, covered from top

to bottom with bright yellow blossoms, which
contrast strongly with the very deep tone of the

spine-like foliage. One of the very best of all

the Acacias is A. Drummondi, a species now
beautifully in flower in the conservatory. It

blooms even in a small state under pot culture,

and forms neat and compact bushes covered

with bloom.

Begonia manicata.—When any particular

plant is taken in hand in the Royal Horticul-

tural Gardens at Chiswick, its capabilities are

tested to the utmost ; and this is the case with
the Begonias. Some time ago B. insignls was
the kind that made the best display ; now it is

B. manicata, a fine group of which may be
seen in a house mainly devoted to plants in

flower, such as Primulas and the white Eupa-
torium Weiumannianum. The feathery ele-

gance of the flower-stems of the Begonia and
the soft rosy pink colour of the flowers, together

with the broad, handsome foliage, combine to

render this group a most effective one. There
are several other species that one could wish
Mr. Barron would take in hand, particularly

the mid-winter flowerers, which are so valuable

at that season.

The early flowering HoNBYsncKLES.

—

The two early flowering Lonlceras (L. Standishi

and L. fragrautisslma) are just now in perfection

about London, being profusely laden with their

modest white blossoms that emit the delicious

fragrance so characteristic of the common
Honeysuckle. These two Lonlceras are very

much alike ; indeed, they are probably synony-
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mous, tut yet there is a striking difierecce

between the plant of L. Standishi in the Kew
Gardens and tliat of L. fragrant issima in

the Horticultural Gardens at t'hiswick ; the

former is almost nude as regards foliage, while
the latter is quite green with unfolding leafage,

which, of course, renders the shrub much more
attractive. Be the difference what it may, both
are highly valuable in gardens, if only for

their delightful fragrance.

PRiJiri-A EOSEA.— -The first flowers we have
seen this season of this lovely Himalayan Prim-
rose were those we saw the other day at Chis-

wick, where a few plants were forced gently into

bloom by placing them in the slightly heated

atmosphere of a cool greenhouse. Under such

conditions they opened well, but not so when
subjected to a high temperature. There is a con-

siderable range of variation even in this Prim-
rose, some forms having tall flower-stems, others

very dwarf ones—in fact, almost stemless ; others,

again, are considerably deeper in colour than
others, some having flowers almost white. The
plants in the open air at Chiswick are not yet
showing flower.

Khododendron nilaghihicum and ah-
BORECM.—The unrivalled collection of Indian

Rhododendrons in the temperate house at Kew
is now beginning to unfold its wealth of beauty,

each week adding to the number of species in

flower, "\^'e have previously alluded to the

lovely E. argenteum, and still there are some
stately specunens of it in perfection, its huge
trusses of creamy white blossoms having been

expanded for nearly a month. In addition to

this there are also now in bloom the Nilgherry

Khododendron and R. arboreum. The former
has dense, but moderate sized trusses of bloom
of a lovely deep rose-pink, the colour of R.
arboreum being very deep and rich. An unnamed
kind from Assam, probably a variety of K.
arboreum, is likewise in flower.

New axpine Candytuft (Iberis stylosa).

—

Under this name there is a very small, neat,

and pretty plant now in flower in the Horticul-

tural Gardens at Chiswick. It grows but 1 in.

or so high even when in fljwer, forming small

spreading tufts, studded with tiny bluish-tinted

blossoms, similar in colour to those of I. Te-
noreana. As to its dui'ation, we cannot speak, but
it has the appearance of being only a biennial

;

judging, however, by the quantity of it at Chis-

wick, it may, we think, be easily raised from
seed. The pretty white-flowered I. saxatilis, the

form from the Grecian mountains, is likewise

finely in flower ; indeed, it is almost a perpetual

flowerer. It, too, is of dwarf growth, forming
compact spreading tufts, now masses of snowy
whiteness.

Primulas at CHIS^MCK.—For some weeks
past the chief attraction in the Royal Horticul-

tural Society's Gardens here has been the grand
collection of Chinese Primulas which they con-

tain. Though on the wane and the early varie-

ties in seed, the houses are still gay with several

sorts, notably Chiswick Red and White and
Williams' Alba magnifica, three of the very best.

Of other sorts there are also some grand speci-

mens quite huge pyramids of bloom, and, being
arranged so that the colours harmonise, they pro-

dace an extremely fine effect. The double kinds,

too, are grown well here, particularly the Old
Double White, than which, it is said, no better

or more useful sort has yet been raised. There
are large plants of it here still covered with
bloom that have supplied the flower-basket since

Christmas— sufficient proof of its worth. Other

double kinds in good condition now are the

white and pink sorts of Gilbert's varieties. Of
the white, Mr. Barron has better plants than

we have before seen, and they are coveted with

bloom. Miss Eva Fish, one of Messrs. Hender-
son's varieties, too, is now very attractive, the

lilac-purple tint of its rosette-like fiowers being
distinct from that of any other kind.

Dr. Trimen's report.— I am sure you will be
the first to regret the attack upon my former col-

league. Dr. Trimen, which appeared in your last

issue, when I point out to you that the sentence
upon which it is based does not appear in Dr.

Trimen's report. The only sentence which bears
upon the matter is the following in reference to

the appointment of a head gardener from Kew :

" I have every reason to expect that a greater

measure of success in the raising and propagation
of foreign plants will result from this appoint-
ment.'' Further comment upon " F. J. E.'s

'' ar-

ticle is needless. No doubt the passage quoted
by him is fairly open to criticism, but Dr. Trimen
is not responsible for it.

—

James Britten.

FRUIT GARDEN.'

EAKLY FORCED STEAWBERKIES.
Where ripe fruit is required early, say in the lat-

ter part of February, an early start must be made,
for Strawberries will not be hurried. Although it

is easy enough to get them to start into growth,

or even fiower, it is by no means so easy to get

fiowers that will set and mature good fruits, unless

great caution is used in applying heat in the

earliest stages of forcing. I need hardly remark
that only the earliest potted plants, in medium or

rather small-sized pots, should be used for early

work, as it would be waste of plants to put any into

heat for that purpose that were not thoroughly
matured in the crown, and the ball a complete
mass of fibrous roots. These should have been kept

as dormant as possible during the early months of

theyear by withholding water, except just enough to

keep the soil from getting too dry, as anything like

drought is fatal to Strawberries at any time ; but

for plants that are intended to start early it is

desirable to give as complete a rest as possible

before starting. This being accomplished, select

the number required, and put them in a frame or

pit as close to the glass as possible, or in the

earliest vinery or Peach housf , theUj being kept

close preparatory for forcing. If mild w eather pre-

vails, very little fire-heat will be required for some
time, the temperature for starting not requiring to

be above 50° by night. That temperature may be

very gently advanced as the plants get into active

growth ; but a high night temperature is fatal to

Strawberries. The better plan is to start early, and
push on as rapidly as may be required by means of

higher day temperatures, shutting up after bright,

sunny days, with a high, moist temperature when
they are pushing up their flower-spike.'^, letting the

night temperature sink down to say 55". When the

plants are in flower a dry, buoj-ant atmosphere
with plenty of air must be kept, and when the

fiowers aref ully expanded fertiUse each bloom with

a camel's-hair brush at mid-day, for unless every

separate pip is perfectly fertilised the fruit will be

malformed. As soon as sufficient fruits have set

for a crop pinch off all the rest of the blooms, and
give a moister temperature—weak solutions of

Uquid manure being very beneficial. If the pots are

very full of roots a square piece of turf with the

Grassy side downwards may be put under them,
as it can be moved about with the jjots, and will

quickly be permeated with active rootlets. This is

much better than saucers ; in them stagnant

moisture does more harm than good ; for, although
Strawberries are moisture-loving plants, they soon

suffer at the root if stagnant water is allowed to

collect around them. With varieties that have long
footstalks I find it advantageous to put forked

stakes to support the bunches of fruit, as when
the weight of fruit brings them down over the

edge of the pot they are liable to get bruised, and
the sap gets checked in its flow towards the fruit.

When nearly ripe they should be removed to quite

a cool house for a few days before gathering. As
regards sorts for early forcing, I have tried a good

manv, but have found nothing to excel Vicomtesse

Hgricart de Thury, Keen's Seedling, and La Grosse

Sucree. J- ^

LOW TEJIPEEATURES.

The editor of the Gardener in this months
issue of that periodical gives his Vine calendars

(quoted by me in The Garden ofFebruary -4)

a complexion which does not belong to them.

The question is, has or has he not reduced

his temperatures in his calendars and fallen

in with the views of his younger brethren ?

I am accused of suppressing the" weather circum-

stances " and figures of the Gardener calendar,

and here is an example of how Mr. David Thom-
son makes it out. At page 80 of the The Garden
my quotation from the Gardener calendar reads :

"The night temperature may be kept at 70" at

10 p.m. and 6 a.m. Mvscats may be liept a fen-

degrees warmer ; drop a few degrees if the weather

be cold and sunless:' In Mr. Thomson's rendering

of this passage in the Gardener for March the

italics here given are left out, the word at and the

figures 65 are added to his calendar, now some

seven years after the original was written, and X
am accused of keeping the "weather circum.

stances "and the " 65° carefully out." Mr. Thomson

was very well aware that this May calendar

alone shows a clear drop of 10° itself ;
unless,

indeed, his copy of the Gardener tor May, 1875, is

different from other people's. I need hardly state

that " 65° at 6 a.m." is not to be found in the cal-

endar in question. 70° is the minimum given at 6

a.m ., and Muscats are to be kept warmer still—75° at

6 a.m., according to his rule. 70° is the only figure

given in 1876 and 1877. I am unable to find any

passage in the Gardener like Mr. Thomson's

version. Mr. Bardney, of Norris Green, has also

written corroborating Mr. Thomson's version on

this point in the Gardener, but, suspecting that

he had been misled, I sent him the copy of the

Gardener from which I quote, and I have a private

letter from him acknowledging his mistake.

I may just mention that I gave Mr. Thomson's
" weather circumstances " in seven instances, but

they are of no value, for his former high tempera-

tures were regulated just the same as his low

ones are now—65°, 70°, and 75° according to the

weather—and nowthtyare 55°and60°,&c., accord-

ing to the same rule. J. Simpson.

[It is with reluctance we again open this

question, but do so in justice to Mr. Simpson,

who sends us the volume to which he refers

showing the exactness of what he points out.

Mr. D. Thomson has also written that he "fell

into a blunder by a mistaken reference." Here

the matter must rest, so far as we are con-

cerned. We should like to protest, however,

against such words as those employed by one or

two writers in the Gardener on this matter. Mr.

Muir, for example, prints a whole string of the

strongest epithets, not only without furnishing a

word of proof of their fitness, but without writmg^a

line in the attempt to justify one of them. We
can understand a judge pronouncing a man " dis-

honest " with regret, even after sufficient evidence

to that effect; but for a writer to use this and

similarly strong expressions in a public journal,

without a single word to justify them, is a

tbing which seems _^to demand an equally public

apology.]

SHOfiT NOTES-PEUIT.

The fruit trees in my gaideu—Apples, Pears, and

Plums - although covered with bio som every season, never

have a crop of fruit. I shall he glad to know what may b

the probable reason of the unfruitfulness, and what treat-

ment the trees require.— D. C.

Marshall Pear.—This new Pear, which originated in

Washmgton County, NewYork, is well spoken ofin America.

Mr. Meehan tnus speaks of it in the Qardenei's Monihlij:

" The fruit of the Marshall came a few weeks ago, and we

can truly say that few Pears will cxca it in flavour. We
regard it as a valuable acquisition, and we say this know-

ing full well that the list of Pears recommended for culti-

vation Is already too large.
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Extension-trained Peach trees.—The
management of young Peach trees has always

given rise to a good deal of comment among cul-

tivators, some recommending the cutting back

and pinching system, and not a few the exten-

sion as being the best. The Peach tree, unlike the

Grape Vine, shows an aversion to produce fruit in

a young state, and, as a rule, the best fruits are

produced after the trees have been some time es-

tablished ;
nevertheless, it is possible to have a

crop of fruit on young trees the season after plant

ing, and in order to have this the best system of

management is the extension, that is, allowing all

the wood they make to remain, and giving every

attention to having it well ripened in the autumn;
In planting the back wall of a Peach house two
years ago this spring, the trees used were young
and healthy, each having about four or five young
shoots, the points of which had been considerably

damaged by the severe weather, and I cut

them back to within 1 ft. of their base. The
position they were to occupy was not the most
favourable, as the house is a wide one, thereby

rendering the trees far from the glass. They grew
vigorously throughout the summer, and made
strong shoots which produced laterals in great

abundance, and nearly furnished the whole space

allotted to them. The following season I got

about one dozen fruit from each tree ; that was
not nearly a full crop from trees of their size, but

had they been placed under more favourable cir-

cumstances I could doubtless have got a full crop

from them. The trees in question are at the present

time as fully in flower as any Peach tree need be,

and I expect that I will get a good crop from
them this summer. I may add that too much cut-

ting back and pinching young vigorous Peach
trees is apt to injure them.—A. Mackie.

Vine weevils. — 6. O.—The beetles you
forwarded are specimens of the black Vine weevil

(Otiorhynchus sulcatus), a very destructive in

sect. The beetles destroy the leaves, and their

grubs the roots of various plants. Spread a sheet

under the Vines during the day and after dusk
take a bright light suddenly into the vinery, when
'many of the beetles will fall into the sheet and
may be caught. Give the Vine rods a sharp tap

or shake, which will probably cause others to fall.

They may easily be killed by dropping them into

boiling water.—G. S. S.

SOCIETIES.

CAMELLIA EXHIBITION.

In the gardens of the Royal Botanic Society, Re-

gent's Park, an extensive exhibition of Camellias

from the nurseries of Messrs. W. Paul & Son,

Waltham Cross, was opened on Wednesday last,

and will remain on view until the 18th inst. The
display is in every way an excellent one and tho-

roughly representative, being a selection from
about 150 varieties grown by the exhibitors. The
main portion of the exhibition consists of large

plants in pots ; these occupy the entire length of

the glass corridor on one side, thus forming a
grand bank of both flowers and foliage. These
plants are supplemented by a large collection of

smaller ones in pots, consisting chiefly of new or

rare kinds, and also by several trays of cut blooms,

the whole combining to make a most beautiful

show of this popular flower. The collection not
only includes the finest of the older kinds, but
also several new sorts, which, for the most part,

are improvements on the older varieties. All the

plants shown are either in flower or expanding
their buds, though on the opening day there were
few in perfection compared with what there

will be a few days later. Among the large

plants are grand specimens of such kinds

as the double White (alba plena), Imbricata, Mon-
tironi vera, a superb white, very large and double;
Leeana superba, Bonomiana, Caryophylloides, and
others. To enumerate even the best of this fine

collection would be a task, though a selection of
the most noteworthy might be useful to our
readers. Of reds and crimsons the finest are Matho-
tiana, Manara, Benneyi, Coquettina, Rafia, and

C. M. Hovey, the last a new and remarkably fine

variety of a dark velvety crimson colour, large and
perfect in form and substance ; Reine des Fleurs,

Commendatore Betti are likewise very fine varie-

ties, Of red and crimson banded or striped with
white are, Archduc Carlo, Souvenir d'Emile De-
fresne, I'lnsubria, Etoile Polaire.

Pinks and kosb varieties form a very fine

and numerous group, tLe best being Eugene
Massina (very fine), Lucrezia Gazzarini, Vicomte
de Nieuport, Comtesse de Hainault, Marchioness
of Exeter, Passimiana, Countess of Derby (very

fine), Comte Boutourlin, and I'Avenir (one of

the best). Of whites, the best are Princess Char-

lotte, Fimbriata, Alba plena, Innocenza, Alba
elegantissima, Lavinia Maggi, the latter being
sometimes flaked with rose, as are also Bono-
miana, Jubilee, Adamo, Princess Clotilde, and
Adelina Benvenuti.

The peach-tinted varieties are not so numerous,
but very pretty, particularly Principessa Aldo-

brandini. Mad. de StrekalofE, Mons. d'OfEoy, and
rinuaspettata. Adelina Benvenuti, which is

prettily dotted and flaked with crimson, isabeau-

tiful sort, as is also C. H. Hovey, the companion
plant to C. M. Hovey, though of a pale peach or

rose tint instead of crimson.

In addition to the exhibition of Camellias

Messrs. Paul show an uncommonly fine collec-

tion of about 150 Hyacinths. This collection, good
as it is, forebodes an excellent Hyacinth season,

for they must be better a few weeks hence. The
varieties shown represent the best sorts in the

various colours, and are alluniformlyfine. There is

also a collection of pot Roses and Clematises,

both of which are good for the season ; among
the latter are extremely well-flowered plants of

the New Zealand C. indivisa lobata, with white

starry blossoms, large and attractive. One of the

great attractions of the show is, however,

several trays of cut blooms of Mar^chal Niel Rose,

which are wonderfully fine, some being as large

and as fine in form and rich in colour as one sees

on an exhibition table in July. This beautiful dis

play forms a pleasing contrast with the brilliant

hues of the cut blooms of Camellias close by.

their bodies from coming into close contact with
the cold damp earth ; but the plugging up process

may, perhaps, serve for all the above purposes
;

many leaves are doubtless drawn into the holes

for food. Though worm-casts are undoubtedly a

source of vexation at times they are very useful

in top-dressing the Grass with a layer of fine

earth, and in dragging various leaves, &c., below

the sm-face ; worms assist in enrichingthe soil, and
by continually throwing up the earth from below,

effecting exactly the same operation which gar-

deners perform when digging. G. S. S.

Mosquitos.—Lady L.—The insect forwarded

was much crushed, but from what I can see of it

it is a specimen of the common gnat (Culex

pipiens). Mosquitos and gnats are only different

names for the same kind of insect, of which
there are several, perhaps many, different species.

In England we call them gnats ; on the Continent

and in the Tropics they are called mosquitos. They
have all much the same habits, making the well-

known hum, and piercing the human skin and
sucking blood. Many persons are not aware that

it is only the females which have this very un-

pleasant habit.— G. S. S.

Seed sowing in sa'wdust.—I was much
interested in an article which one of your corre-

spondents gave in your issue of January 21 of the

use in a large nursery of sawdust for raising small

seeds of stove and greenhouse plants. Before

using it, however, I should like .to learn a few
further particulars as to the kind of dust which is

used, as though it is said " the fresher the better,"

yet I should like to know whether it is ordinary

deal sawdust or not, and whether the pans are

plunged in bottom heat, how often watered, or if

once only thoroughly wetted before the seeds are

sown, and also how long can they safely remain
before being pricked eff / I have tried Cocoa-nut
pulp with small seeds, but fancy they always
grew weak and leggy, and were liable to damp oflE.

Sawdust would not be liable to be infested with
worms or vermin, which may be found even in

resh soil.—C. B, P.

WORM BURROWS AND THEIR PLUGS.

" R. M."asks (p. 131) for some information re-

garding a habit which worms have of dragging

stalks, &o., into their holes, and suggests that

Darwin has probably noticed this habit and can

give some reason for it. Darwin has devoted some
pages of his book to this matter, in which he
gives some most interesting details of the manner
in which worms perform this operation, and proves

that they show considerable intelligence in effect-

ing it. I extract (not verbatim) for " R. M.'s
"

information the following remarks on this point

from Darwin's book, in which it is mentioned that

worms plug up the mouths of their burrows with

various objects, that this is one of their strongest

instincts, and that they employ leaves, petioles of

many kinds, decayed twigs, feathers, paper, tufts

of wool, and horse-hairs. Some of these objects,

such as petioles, &c., are not found to be gnawed by

worms ; so they are not used by them as food. When
worms cannot obtain any of the above articles they

protectthe mouths of their burrows by littleheaps

of stones. Darwin goes on to say what advan-

tage the worms derive from plugging up the

mouths of their burrows with leaves, &c.,is doubt-

ful. They do not act in this manner when they

eject much earth from their burrows, as the

castings then cover the entrance. Can the plugs

and stones aid in concealing the burrows from
Scolopenders, which, according to Hoflmeister,

are their bitterest enemies ? Or may they enable

the worms to lie in safety near the mouths of their

burrows, which they like to do 1 Or may they not

check the free ingress of cold air 1 I (Darwin) am
inclined to believe in this latter view, partly be-

cause when worms were kept in pots in a room
with a fire, in which cold air could not enter their

burrows, they plugged them up in a slovenly man-
ner ; and because they often coat the upper part of

I
their burrows with leaves, apparently to prevent

OBITUARY.

Wk have to announce the death o£ William
MiLFOED, late gardener to Mr. Vanner, Camden
Wood, Chislehurst, which took place on the 18th

ult., at the early age of 46.

Tuberous rooted Begonias.—I have some of these

which were bedded out last summer. Should I pot them
now ? and will they grow in a frame without heat 1—
A. E, C.

Wormleighton Seedling and Magnum Bonum.
—These two Potatoes are said by some to be identical.

Here the latter never did grow handsome, but the Worm-
leightoDS with me last season were pictures, and I feel sure

it is a great improvement on Magnum Bonum— in this

place particularly so. I should like an opinion on the sub-

ject from some of your readers who are Potato growers.

—

R. Gilbert, Burghley.

Names of plants.—C. J. Cattley.—l, Cupressus Law-

soniana ; 2, Abies Douglasi ; 3, Juniperus chinensis ; 4,

Ficus macrophylla. Boleijn.—l, Goldfussia isophylla

2, send better specimen ; 3, Valeriana Phu aurea ; 4, Sedum
reflexum ; 5, Sisyrinchium grandiflorum. W. L. L. H.—
Clematis indivisa. Mac.—Common double form of Nar-

cissus Pseudo-Narcissus (English Daffodil). It is unpossible

to name the Willow from catkins only. H. 0. Jf.-From
what we can judge by the dr.awing it represents Impatiens

Noli-me-tangere. C. CoZHian.— Spaimannia africana.

Early Round Potatoes.—-i. E. P. S. TT.-We can-

not inform you without seeing a specimen.

COIIMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.
B. & P.—G. S. S.- J. S. & Sons.-J. S. VT.-F. P.—T. 0.

—J. H. & Co.-R. D'O. Q.—VF. G.—G. S. S.—C. T. B.—F.
D H.—W. H. F.—S. D. -B. T. B.—A. D. VS^.—J. S. W.—
G. J.-R. G.-J. S. W.—W. W.—J. E. B.-E. H.-D. T.—
J. S. W.—F. D. H.—\V. T.—W. E.—J. G.-J. C—A. D.—
J. H. O.—R. B, S. of L.—T. H M.—W. C—J. 0. C.-J. M.
—J. II.—W. L.—P. N. F.-A. D.-F. A. F.—W. P.-M.E.C.
—N. C. C.-Mac.-G. T.—W. H.—D. C—G. S. P.-S. &
ODB.-F. G.-a. B,.-R. G. B.-S. Bros. —W. T.—W. A.
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" This is an Art
Which does menti Nature : change it rather : but
The Akt itself is iiATVRK."—Shakespeare.

LIVING PLANTS BY POST.

It does not seem to be generally known that the

sample post offers facilities for procuring small

liviup- plants from foreign countries at very little

cost. Within the last few days I have had two
examples of this from Dominica, one of the West
India islands. One of the packets, costing 2d.,

contained a quantity of the extremely rare Hy-
meuophyllum ciliatum in beautiful condition.

This Fern is not in Messrs. Backhouse's cata-

logue, and is only, so far as I am aware, in cul-

tivation in the Royal Botanic Gardens of Kew
and Edinburgh. There was no packing of any
kind with the plant beyond two coverings of

gutta-percha sheeting, enclosed in an ordinary
official envelope. The gutta-percha effectually

prevents evaporai ion and is extremely light, a

square yard weighing only 2 oz. The total

weight of the packet was under 2 oz. Thisgutta-
pei-cha is to be had at the shops of dealers of

india-rubber or gutta-percha articles. The cost

in Edinburgh is about 2s. per yard. I have been
in the custom of sending a small piece through
the post to my correspondents, as it is not always
obtainable in foreign countries. The other packet
contained half-a-dozen good tufts of the dainty
little Xiphopteris serrulata, a Fern apparently
not in cultivation in Britain. It was actually

growing under its cover. Two Hymenophyllums
were m ixed up with it, but too small for deter-

mination with any certainty. One, however,
seems to be H. polyanthos, a widely spread tro-

pical Fern.

1 have now under cultivation nearly 50 species

of Trichomanes and Hymenophyllum, some of

the rarest having been sent me by post. The ex-
perience I have had of this mode of transmission

is encouraging, and I would like much to know
if any other of your correspondents have tried

it. Failures should be recorded as well as suc-

cesses, that it may be known what to avoid.

Plants apparently dead should not be thrown
out too soon, as spores and seeds often lie dor-
mant for years. In a potful of Trichomanes cris-

pum, sent from Jamaica upwards of three years
ago, seedlings of Polysiichum denticulatum, a
rare Jamaica Fern, are still coming up, and in

the same pan a beautiful little variegated creep-

ing plant, apparently Peperomia, of a species I

have never seen in cultivation. The Post Office

authorities promise a parcel post soon, which, if

extended to foreign countries, will afford greatly
increased facilities for the importation of novel-
ties.

I hope these notes will induce those who have
opportunities to procure plants in this way.
Many new plants might thus be introduced.
Filmy Ferns, in particular, are suitable subjects.

The plants themselves are lovely, and none are
so well adapted for a drawing-room under a bell-

glass or in a Wardian case, where thsy may be
left for weeks uncared for so long as they are
kept out of the direct rays of the sun. The
ordinary occupants of these cases—Adiantums
and such like—would, if treated in this way,
soon become a rotten mass. One of the most
beautiful examples of a Wardian case I have
ever seen was in the drawing-room of a physician
in the West-end of London. The lower part of

the case was a fresh-water aquarium, and out
of the water sprang an arcliway of rough stones

covered with the ordinary KillarneyFern.lt was
a novel and most interesting case, andone which

the owner told me had given him very little

trouble after itsformation—some fifteen or twenty
years previously. The price of Filmy Ferns in

the very few nurseries where they can be ob-

tained is prohibitory, varying from half a guinea
to five guineas, or even higher, according to

rarity. It is probably owing to this that these

plants are so little known and so little grown.
P. Nbill Feasbb.

Rockville, MwTayfield, Edinburgh.

SPEING NOTES.

The three weeks of fine weather since my last

(Feb. 18), with a good number of sunshiny days,

bave produced a marked change in our garden,

which is now very gay, but we are much behind
some other districts. In Cumberland last week,
near the seaside, the Laurels were in full flower,

and farm women were carrying huge basketf uls

of Daffodils to market. It is not so here. We
have a good many Daffodils in bloom, but they

are not plentiful, and only a few sorts have yet

flowered. Narcissus minor and nanus are well

out, and so is N. obvallaris, the Tenby Daffodil,

the richest yellow and most beautiful inform of

them all. There are also a good many of the N.
Pseudo-Narcissus group, single and double, those

of the bicolor varieties being the most plentiful.

The Pulmonarias are amongst our most interest-

ing spring flowers. P. angustifolia variegata has
mottled foliage and rich, deep blue flowers

changing to purple. P. sibirica is the mostshowy,
having Cowslip-like flowers which are pink in

the bud, changing to light purple as they ex-

pand. There are many other varieties, and all

are pretty and doubly welcome because they
come thus early and stand both frost and rain

so bravely. Our English Buglosses are also worth
a corner, being similar, but less beautiful.

Triteleia imiflora vera, the pink variety, is a
charming spring flower. Of Primulas we have
the beautiful rosea in bloom, the brightest of

all spring flowers ; also P. marginata,denticulata,

and Henryi, with hosts of P. acaulis of everj'

shade of white, yellow, pink, and crimson, and
Polyanthuses likewise, of which the new white
and yellow giant varieties are exceedingly

effective. The Scillas (bifolia, sibirica) and the

Chionodoxas are now at their best, and furnish

a brighter mass of blue than is attainable at any
other season of the year. The latter improves on

acquaintance ; many of the stems carry four or

five flowers each as large and bright as a Nemo-
phila; when we can have this flower in a mass
it will be beautiful indeed. The Scillas have all

bloomed together here, but in Ireland, S. bifolia

has been over for nearly a fortnight. Arabis
albida is now in full bloom, forming sheets of

the purest white on tbe rockeries and boi'ders.

We have a lovely pink variety, A. blepharo-

phylla, which is well worth cultivation. Lepi-

dium procumbens is also a useful white-flowered

rockery plant of like character, as also is Carda-
mine trifoliata, which has dark green, close

foliage and verj' clear white tufts of flowers.

The Grape Hyacinths (Muscari botryoides) are

just coming into bloom. We have long lines of

them planted within the Box edgings, and
the deep blue colour thus employed is

very effective. On the rockeries the varieties of

Saxifraga oppositifolia are just now of much in-

terest. They are not very different, but all are

exceedingly pretty. S. oppositifolia forms sheets

of purple bloom in the full sunshine, and the

individual flowers, borne on tiny stalks, are

lovely in form as well as colour. The variety S.

0. maxima differs only in size, whilst S. o.

Rudolphiana is much smaller in all its parts, and
is brighter in its purple-pink colour. S. o. py-
renaica is a stouter plant altogether, carrying its

flowers more stiffly and with stronger leaf

rosettes ; and the variety rubra is of a deeper
colour, whilst S. o. alba has pure white flowers.

I never saw the Periwinkles so floriferous as

they are this year. A wood in Cumberland was
carpeted with the wild blue variety last week,
and on the rookeries here they are covered with
their blooms of blue and white. Omphalodes
verna is now very pretty, and makes patches of

the brightest azure where it covers the stones

on the rockery paths. Amongst Forget-me-nots
we have Myosotis dissitiflora just coming into

bloom, but all the fresh buds and newly opened
flowers are pink ; it comes quite a fortnight

earlier than M. sylvatica. After failing for two
or three years in succession we have again a

plentiful display of Wallflowers. The mild win-
ter has suited tliem, and they promise to be un-
usually fine this spring. We had 3° of frost this

morning, and it is likely enough that all this

spring luxuriance may lead to disaster ; other-

wise we have the prospect of a great treat in

store for the lover of hardy plants.

Bidsbury. Beockhubst.

DOUBLE WHITE HEPATICA.
I HAVE read with much pleasure the Rev.
Wolley Dod's notes (p. 156) on the Hepatica.

As the plant is a great favourite of mine, I

may be excused for giving my experience with
a very rare variety of it, viz., the double white,

which is generally believed not to be in existence

at the present tinie. It, however, certainly was
so in 1879, when I had two plants of it. In the

autumn of 1879 a large strong plant of the

double blue produced several double white
flowers, and on examination I found they came
from two single crowns on opposite sides of the
plant ; the flowers from one were pure white,

and those from the other were of a very pale

blue colour. I immediately had them separated

from the parent plant, and grew them on till the

spring of 1880, when both flowered (very weakly,

however) ; the pale blue one reverted to the

ordinary dark blue colour of the parent plant,

but the white one produced, to my great delight,

a white double flower. The plant, however,
seemed very weak in constitution, and with all

the care I could give it only lived to the middle
of summer. I have preserved carefully the plant

which produced this rare sport, but since then
have not seen another white flower. I see men-
tioned in a contemporary a circumstance of a

similar character which happened in a nursery

at Doncaster about forty years ago, but in that

case the double white-flowered plants all reverted

to the dark blue type when they flowered the

next spring. The double blue variety has less

vigour than any of the other forms of Hepatica,

and I believe that even although a double white

varietymay be established in the wayl have men-
tioned, it would always be a very delicate con-

stitutioned plant, and difficult to grow.

William B. Boyd.
Faldotiside, Melrose.

Plant labels.—Mr. Groom (p. 130) recom-

mends in a great measure the doing away with

labels altogether and having the plants marked
on a plan instead. I adopted this system some
years ago, and had my garden accurately surveyed

andput downon paper, followingthe example of my
friend Mr. Anderson-Henry, of this city, with some
variations in detail. I have it also transferred to

a book on a much enlarged scale and the positions

of the plants marked. All this, however, is suitable

only for permanent plants, and does not do away
with labels to the great bulk of plants in a garden.

If Mr. Groom will use the proper sort of label,

viz., stout zinc, and use tbe proper sort of ink, say

fourteen grains bichloride of platinum in 1 oz.

water, he need never fear to lose names. In my
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case it is not the names, but the plants themselves

I lose. I believe the failure of many with zinc

labels is that they do not adhere to the follow-

ing rules : First, the ink must be of good quality,

such as I have described, and not the weak, ready-

made-up sort sold as " indelible ink ; '' second, the

zinc should be stout and of sufficient length to go

well with the ground ; and third, the surface must
be bright before using, which is efEected by means
of fine emery paper. The labels I principally use

are 9 in. long, and cost 2s. 9d. per 100 ; but a friend

lately got 1000 of a thinner quality and 7 in.

long which cost only Is. 6d. per 100, or the same
price as many nurserymen charge for wood. It is

about fifteen years since I began to use these

labels, and I have some of the original ones yet

as legible as when they were written.—P. Neill
Fkasbk, Eochville, Murrayfield, Edinburgh.

INDOOR GARDEN.
CINBEAEIAS FROM CUTTINGS AND SEED.
So good are Cinerarias at the present time, and
so tine do they come from seed, that named sorts

are hardly worth attention, and yet occasionally

some turn out so remarkable that one feels loth

to lose them. In cases in whicli tliere is a desire

to keep them, the plants, when they go out of

bloom, should be set in a cold frame, or, better

still, turned out of their pots and plunged in the

same in leaf-mould, which, as they root in it, will

induce them to start afresh and send out numerous
side shoots or suckers. These, if taken off with
care and treated well, will make fine plants by
the autumn. To give them a fair start and en-

courage them to do this, they should be potted in

light, rich soil in small pots and placed in a pit or

frame where they can be kept shaded and close

and warm for a week or ten days, by which time
they will need a little fresh air. The best situa-

tion for Cinerarias in summer is where they can
have natural shade, such as that afforded by trees

or a building, as thus circumstanced they can with
much less attention be kept more uniform than
otherwise could be, both as to heat and to moisture.

To secure plenty of the latter, which is an essen-

tial point, the frame in which they are intended
to grow should be placed on the ground, over

which it is necessary to spread 3 in. or 4 in.

of coal ashes to keep out worms. What inter-

feres with the welfare of Cinerarias more than any-
thing else, unless well looked after, is red spider,

to prevent which the plant should be heavily
syringed or sprinkled overhead with water on the
afternoons of hot, sunny days. If green-fly makes
its appearance, fumigation with Tobacco smoke is

the only remedy, but this needs to be done with
great care and only when the leaves are dry, as

they are very susceptible of injury if at all damp
or an over-dose of smoke is applied. The safest

way is to give a little night and morning for two
or three days, which will dislodge the aphis
without affecting the plants. To keep the latter

growing steadily they must be shifted whenever
they require more pot room, and they should never
be allowed to suffer from want of water. As seed-
lings require precisely the same treatment, it will

be going over the same ground to refer to these
further than to say that to have them in bloom
early seed should be sown at once, and, for suc-
cession, again about the end of April or middle of
May. For the first batch a little artificial heat will
be necessary to get them up and nurse them on.
The heat most congenial to them is that afforded
by a bed of fermenting manure, as the moisture
arising therefrom causes a quick, healthy growth.
The soil most suited to Cinerarias throughout all

their stages is one composed principally of leaf-

mould and loam in about equal i^roportions, in
which they root freely, and attain such a size and
strength as to yield very fine heads of bloom.

S. D.

Single Dahlias from seed.—Aboutamonth
ago we sowed a quantity of single DaliUa seed of
our own saving. Many young plants soon appeared,
and they are now about 3 in. high. From this I

conclude that Dahlias are very easily raised from
seed. Those, therefore, who may be short of plants

might soon have plenty of seed if sown at once.

Well drained pots, a light, sandy soil, and a

temperature of about 60° are the conditions under
which ours have come forward so quickly.—J.

MUIB.

CLIMBEES FOE A VINEEY EOOF.
I WOULD strongly advise " A. L." to plant Mare-

chal Niel and Gloirede Dijon Eoses to clothe the

roof of his old vinery. There is nothing equal to

them for cutting from, and if all the flowers are

not wanted for liome use, they may be sold in the

market, where, if sent early, they often fetch as

much as ten or twelve shillings a dozen, and sel-

dom less than half these sums any time before

others come in from the open ground. Other sorts,

such as Solfaterre, Celine Forrestier, and Climbing
Devoniensis, may also be grown, but none are

so useful or yield such a return as the two just

named. If thej' are trained thinly, there will be
plenty of light for beds of Teas under them.
Amongst the latter, those that meet with the

readiest sale are Isabella Sprunt and Niphetos,

both of which are great favourites for working
up into button-hole and other bouquets. To give

the plants a fair start, the soil in which they are

to be planted should be well broken up, and have
a good dressing of thoroughly rotten manure
worked in, and when the roots are spread out, it

will be a great help to the plants if some fresh

loam is added to cover them over. After this is

done, a good watering should be given to settle

the earth about them, and if then mulched, the

roots will go rapidly to work, and a fine top

growth will be the result. Much watchfulness will

be requisite to keep the young slroots free from

green fly, but by an occasional syringing with a

wash made from nicotine soap, this may be easily

done, as also by dusting the points now and then
with ground Tobacco, which causes the aphis to

drop. To encourage growth as much as possible,

the house should be closed early in the afternoon,

and tire floor be well damped down by sprinkling

it with water and the plants syringed, as a moist

atmosphere and a good leaf washing are essen-

tial to keep them in health. In selecting plants of

Mar^chal Niel, it is always advisable to choose
those on their own roots, as when worked on
stocks they liave a provoking way of forming
a great knot and going off at the junction. I have
lost several through tliis, and I know of many
more that are looking very gouty, and are fast

failing in strength. The gi'owth of unworked
plants is not quite so free, perhaps, but they are

always much longer lived. By planting at once
"A. L."will have all the season before him, and
with fair success may look forward to nearly fill-

ing his house. To do this quickly, more plants may
be put in than will be wanted ultimately, as they
can easily be cut away when the permanent ones
require the room. If there is a raised bed in the
house all the better for the Teas, as Eoses require

plenty of air and light, and should therefore be
got well up to the glass. D. S.

SHOET NOTES-IITDOOE.

Nicotlana aflfinis.—The time of flowerin? of this

plant is not over ; if it is growing in a genial temperature
it ought soon to show signs of flowering. We have sever.al

in bloom, and others are throwing up their spikes. They
have been growing in a temperature of from 561 to 60°.—L.

Myrtles in pots.—J". B. 0. (p. 158).—The large-

leaved Myrtle vnW flower freely in pots when it has at-

tained a good size, but to ensure flowering it should be
kept somewhat pot-bound. A cool greenhouse will suit it

better than a warm vinery. The small-leaved kind I have
not tried, but it v ould probably succeed treated like the

other.—.T. Hudson.

Gardenias.—In reply to "B. Z."(p. 158), allow me to

say that Gardenias should be grown in a moist heat vary-
ing from CO" to 80°. The soil that suits thom best is three
parts peat .and the rest loam ; they do better planted out
than in pots, as they do not like confinement. While in

active growth they should be syringed two or three times
,1 day.—P. L.

NOTES FROM SWANLEY.
No matter at what season a visit is paid to the

nurseries of Messrs. Cannell, one can invariably

find one or more classes of popular plants in

flower. Throughout the winter the houses de-

voted to zonal Pelargoniums, both single and
double, are aglow with bloom as fine almost

as at midsummer. Early in the year the

Chinese Peimeoses made a marvellons

display, and though now for the most part past

their best, some sorts, such as Swanley Red and
Swanley White, are still in perfection, not a3

small nursery stock plants, but in the shape of

large, fully developed specimens, forming pyra-

mids of bloom well above the foliage. Two new
sorts are particularly noteworthy just now, viz.,

The Queen and The Emperor. The former has

uncommonly larjre and full flowers almost pure

white, and with flne crimpled margins. The Em-
peror has likewise remarkably large and well-

formed blooms of great substance and of a deep

rose-pink. The habit of both is unusually strong

and vigorous, and they seem altogether typical of a

distinct strain. The probabilities that we shall

soon have blue and yellow Chinese Primulas are

by no means so obscure as some may think, fcr

here may be "reen a purple-blue variety, the

nearest approach to blue yet obtained, and
another with such a remarkably large yellow

centre that the flower may be best described as

yellow and edged with white.

The Persian Cyclamens are in the height

of perfection, and the effect of a houseful (100 ft.

in length) of plants covered with blossoms of

various shades may be better imagined than
described. The pure white form makes a

grand array of bloom, and here it is grown
to perfection. The aim of this firm with
regard to the Cyclamen is to obtain strong-

sturdy growth, short, stout flower-stems, large

flowers of fine form and substance and plenty

of them. Bj' careful selection and hybridising

these qualities are rapidly becoming more ap-

parent in the collection, and, judging by the
thousands of young plants from last year's seeds,

this nursery will shortly become one of the

centres of Cyclamen culture, the houses and
situation being apparently well suited to them.

Cinbeaeias are just unfolding their gorgeous

colours, and no doubt by this time the houses

devoted to them present a brilliant aspect.

One of the most striking illustrations of the

march of progress with regard to floriculture

may be seen among these Cinerarias. Here on
one side of the house is a group of plants of the

wild species, Cineraria cruenta, from which the

garden varieties have been obtained, and the

contrast between the unsymmetrical starry blos-

soms on the one hand, and the large circular

blooms on the other is remarkably striking. The
colour of C. cruenta is bright pink, and though
the flowers individually are poor, the effect of

the plants en masse is good, the more slender

growth setting- them off to advantage. The other

varieties are very numerous, and comprise a
wonderful variety of colour, and the plants,

being all of large size and grown as

well as they can be, make a brilliant show.
The acme of perfection among them is

the variety called March Past, which last year

was awarded a first-class certificate. The flowers

are from Sj in. to 3 in. across, the broad florets

overlapping at their edges, forming a perfect

circle. The colour is a rich velvety maroon,
inclined to purple, encircling a broad pure white

ring around the dark centre. This variety is

propagated largely by means of cuttings and the

numerous plants of it intermingled with the

general collection may be singled out at a glance

—a proof of its distinct evenness. The double

Cinerarias, of which there are now several varie-
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ties, promise to be very fine tbis season, better

even than they hitherto have been ; the most at-

tractive amongst them is Mr. Thomas Lloyd,

one of the first and still the finest of all, having

perfect rosettes of rich blue-purple flowers pro-

duced abundantly on stout vigorous plants.

Amoxg MiscELLANEors PLANTS in flower of

note were Calceolaria Burbidgei, the handsome

hybrid variety raised by Mr. Burbidge between

C. Pavoni and" fuchsiasfolia. It partakes strongly

of the former, but possesses also the good

qualities of the other parent, and is altogether

a first-rate plant for greenhouse culture, particu-

larly for early spring flowering. Begonia seraper-

florens rosea is a very pretty plant, which dif-

fers from the type in the blossoms being tinted

with rose. It is invaluable for winter and spring

flowering, and forms a pleasing contrast to the

original. The double Bouvardia Alfred- Xeuner

is bearing here huge trusses of pure white blos-

soms three times the size we have seen them

before, being a striking example of how new
plants improve under good culture. The Blue

Marguerite (Agathaia coelestis) is grown here

largely, their being a great demand for it on

account of its pretty Daisy-like blossoms of a

soft lilac-blue tint. Another class of plants very

fine here now are the

Helioteopes, of which the new variety

White Lady is the most noteworthy. It has

broad clusters of pure white blossoms, tbe per-

fume of which is even more powerful than that

of the common kind. It would be difficult to

have anything more chastely beautiful and yet

so sweet as this new Heliotrope is. It is a vigor-

ous grower and an abundant flowerer. Swanley

Giant is another fine variety, with dark flowers,

and producing enormous trusses, frequently

measuring ten to twelve inches across, and for

growing in pots or covering walls it is one of

the best.

Violets.—Outdoor flowers are here, as every-

where, very numerous at this early date, but

those which most attracted us were the Violets,

of which large areas are just now perfect sheets

of bloom. Among the single flowered varieties

the finest were Victoria Regina, a large sort, of

fine sturdy growth and an abundant flowerer,

but even this fine sort is eclipsed by one called

Odoratissima, which has unusually large, sweets

scented flowers of great substance, and of a very

deep colour. It does not, however, commence to

flower quite as early as the preceding. The white
form of The Czar is another desh-able single sort,

and is, no doubt, the best of all the single whites. It

flowers freely here, and it is moderately early.

Among the doubles the palm must be given to

the new Swanley White, which surpasses all

the others ; even Belle de Chatenay must pale

before it. The flowers are large and double and
pure white. The best of the purple kinds in

flower were New York, a variety in the way of

Marie Louise, but surpassing it in colour and
fragrance. Neapolitan, Venice, King of the
Violets, and Patrie are likewise among the best.

Crowds of Violets, Pansies, Polyanthuses, and
Primroses are in flower, and among the latter

the beautiful new Harbinger, which received the
first-class certificate at the last meeting at South
Kensington. W. G.

The weather of 1881.—A shilling treatise

on this subject, by Mr. E. JIawley, has just been
published by Stanford, Charing Cross. It is illus-

trated by an excellent diagram, and contains

tables of daily observations besides useful re-

marks on the temperature both of the air and
soil, and the rainfall of each month—such a re-

cord, in fact, as cannot fail to be interesting not
only to gardeners, but to all concerned on matters
relating to cultivation.

ORCHIDS.

FINE FORMS OF ODONTOGLOSSUMS.

Not the least important of the pleasures to be de-

rived from the cultivation of Orchids is that of

obtaining new or exceptionally fine varieties from

imported plants, and from no other section of Or-

chids can these be obtained so frequently as the

various kinds of Odontoglossum now so largely

imported from the mountainous regions of South

America. In nurseries to which Orchids are^ im-

ported largely the flowering of new varieties is an

almost every-day occurrence. For instance, we

saw the other day in Messrs. Shuttleworth, Car-

der, & Co.'s establishment at Clapham Park Road

no fewer than sis distinct and beautiful varieties

of 0. crispum, though such a large number as

this is only to be obtained where this Orchid is

grown by the thousand. One of these varieties

represented the finest pure white Alexandra; that

we have yet seen, the flowers being large, finely

formed, and pure in colour, with only a golden

crest surmounting the labellum to mar its chaste

purity. Another form of Alexandra; was pure

white, like the preceding in the sepals and petals

but the labellum was copiously spotted and

freckled witli deep chocolate-red, rendering the

flower very charming. Other varieties were re-

markable for the breadth of sepals and petals,

their pure ground colour, and the handsome way

with which they are marked. Among the impor-

tations of 0. Alexandra; has occurred some very re-

markable hybrids, principally between 0. glorio-

sum and 0. Alexandra;, some of which are strik-

ingly handsome. Two in particular are uncom-

monly fine, the flowers being large, numerous,

thickly set on long stems, and marked with the

rich chocolate-red on a clear yellow ground,

thereby rendering the others extremely handsome.

0. Pescatorei is liable to great variations, for

among the large importations of it here there is

a wide range of variation, and many of the plants

in flower are superb as regards size, form, and

markings. These are a few of the principal at-

tractions of this nursery, where Orchids reign su-

preme, being overflowing with importations from

all quarters. " •
"•

described. It was exhibited by Mr. Mills, gardener

to Lord Rendlesham, Eendlesham Hall, Suffolk,

to whom a cultural commendation and a medal

was deservedly awarded for such a grand example

of skilful cultivation.

Lycastefulvescens.—Anothermagnificent
Orchid shown at South Kensington last Tuesday

was this species, grown and exhibited by Mr. H.

Clinkabury, gardener to Mr. Bowi-ing, Forest

Farm, Windsor. It was in a huge pot, and con-

sisted of a gigantic cluster of bulbs, bearing

numerous ample leaves of a deep green, healthy

appearance. The flowers produced from the bases

of the bulbs were so numerous as to form a dense

mass. The dull metallic green of the blossoms

contrasted strikingly with the exquisite whiteness

of those of Gymbidium referred to below, but it

nevertheless was attractive, and exemplified skil-

ful culture.

Ponthieva maculata.—Amongst so-called

botanical Orchids this is one of the most interest-

ing and beautiful. It is terrestrial, having a tuft

of oblong, lance-shaped leaves, similar to Cypri-

pedium acaule, and densely covered with short

soft hairs. The flower-stems, which are erect and

about 1 ft. high, are terminated by long racemes

of blossoms about 1 in. across, the two dorsal s-e-

pals—the most conspicuous portions of the

flowers—being broad and erect. They have a

white ground colour, profusely spotted with deei>

reen ; hence the name maculata. The labellum

?s yellow with a few conspicuous stripes of verdi-

gris screen. Altogether, the flowers possess s._ pe-

culiar combination of colours that cannot fail to

be attractive, though not showy. This is the

plant of which there was a numerous importation

sold at Stevens' some time since. In flower at Kew.

—W. G.

Pleione humilis.—Of this beautiful Orchid

Sir Trevor Lawrence exhibited a splendid example

on Tuesday last—probably the finest that has been

seen of this species. A pan 1 ft. or more in dia-

meter had its surface completely covered with gay

blossoms, which, as in the case of P. lagenariaand

maculata, the early flowering species, are produced

before the foliage. The colour of the sepals and

petals is a deep lilac-rose, while the large shell-

like lip is beautifully spotted with yellow on a

lio-ht ground. The blossoms are larger than those

of either of the early flowering kinds, and the

great value of the plant is its late flowering

character, thus prolonging the Pleione season con-

siderably.

Maxillaria venusta.—This is a charming

spring-flowering Orchid, yet one that is not so

much seen as one would expect. The flowers are

large with attenuated sepals of pure ivory white-

ness, except the labellum, which is surmounted

with a golden crest, and stained with blood-red

blotches beneath. They are borne plentifully from

the bases of the bulbs on slender stalks that ren-

der them suitable for cutting. At Messrs. Shut-

tleworth & Carder's nursery, at Clapham Park

Road it is one of the most attractive features,

having been imported in large quantities from

South America, many of which are m blossom,

yielding several distinct varieties.

Cymbidium eburneum.-Of this lovely

Orchid the finest specimen that has yet been pro-

duced was exhibited at South Kensington on

Tuesday last. It was growing in a 12-in. pot,

measured some i ft. through, and bore about

thirty large and fully developed blossoms amidst

long, healthy, and gracefully recurved foliage.

This plant represented the species in its finest

form, and its beauty may be better imagined than

EDITOK'S TABLE.

Mabch boses.—a beautiful series of really

well-grown Koses—a pleasant sight in March-—

comes from that excellent garden at Gunton, iu

Norfolk. Mr. Allan says they are the produce

of plants started in November. Some of them

have been flowered successfully for several years

at this season. They are brought along gently m
a minimum temperature of 45°, no air being

admitted during November, December, and

January for fear of mildew. They commenced to

flower in the middle of February, and will yield

a good supply all through tliis month. Amongst

them are the following, viz., Alfred Colomb,

Marie Baumann, Prince Leon, Madame A. Wood,

General Jacqueminot, Beauty of Waltham,

Eugene Appert, Madame Alfred de Eougemont,

Louise Darzens, Madame Vidot, John Hopper,

and Victor Verdier. The house used for forcing

these Roses is a half-span, containing a bed

filled with new leaves in which the pots are

plunged. The bed holds about 200 plants, all

Hybrid Perpetuals, of good form and substance.

These can be so easily produced at this season,

and earlier, that it is a wonder they are not more

generally cultivated for a supply of early blooms.

It is DAFFODIL TIME in the south of Eng-

land, and it is charming to see here and there

in the orchards of Dorset and Devon the glorious

colour of the bold flowers, but during a recent

journey in that district we did not see enough

variety in the gardens. These batches of Daffo-

dils in orchards are the result of chance, and

hint how much might be done in the gardens. It

is surprising how much more beautiful is a

o-arden where there is a variety of early outdoor

flower life than another of the same class with

little or none. Mrs. Davidson, of Ashmore Rec-

tory, near Salisbury, sends a box containing

rare and curious favourites as weU as scarcer

plants, all suggesting how pleasant a garden may

be on a March day. The Dog's-tooth Violets,
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Himalayan Primroses, pot Marigfolds, Forget-

me-nots, Anemones, Grape Hyacinths, Violets,

Heaths, and Primroses have the freshness of

the hills in the county whence they come.

Among them is the beautiful leaf of the Heu-
chera, which we noticed in autumn—the leaf

which lasts so long in water, and has such a fine

dark olive-green colour. It is in good order for

many months, and will be an aid to those who
have many cut flowers, the plant being so hardy
and so easily grown.

The fancy polyanthus.—From Mr. George,
Muirhead, in Berwickshire, come some interest-

ing examples of what is called the fancy Poly-
anthus, which, however, seems to have some of

the Primrose in it. The flowers have in some
cases a margin of lemon-yellow, and in nearly
every instance are prettiij' marked. The varie-

gated forms of such plants are, however, scarcely

so good as the selfs and the purer colours.

«

Spring plowees, says Mr. Archer-Hind,
writing from South Devon, are passing away
rapidly

; already many are gone, such as Scilla

bifolia, bifolia alba, rubra, and carnea. I send
the last of S. bifolia, a late small form, and
also the following, viz. :—

•

Anemones of mauy kinds, Narcissus angustifolius
double and single obvallaiis

coronaria tdorus, double (Queen
stillata Anne's JoiKjuil)
nmltiflda capax (Queen Anne's Daft'o-
polypetala dil)

apennina, early P.seudo Narcissus, with
double trumpet (wild)

Pseudo - Narcissus,
entii-e flower doubled
(wild also, but less

frequent)
incouiparaljilis auranticus

(dark)

late
white

blanda
ranuuculoides

Coroiiilla glauca
Epimedinui rubruni

c Iclucum
Erythronium, piuk incomparabilis argenteus

white (pale)
Kecremocarpus scabei- rrinuilaacjulis(platypeta'a)
Iri3tuberosa(foundiu many rosea

hedges in Devon and o'd blue
Cornwall) Puschkinia scilloides

caucasica (new to me) Pulmonavia
Jluscaii liotryoides, blue Ornitbogalum nutans and

b., white tenuifoliuni
pallidum Dmphalodes verna

moschatura .Saxifiaga t^ymbalaria
racemosum Scilla italica
parado.xum bifolii (small)

Narcissus incomparabilis .Symphytum
amaljilis 'J'ulipa sylvestris (wild Tulip)
Stella Triteleia conspicua
princeps lilaoina
.Macleai 'Walltlowers, single yellow
j'uncifolius double yellow
odorus calathinus Ilelleborus colchicus
rujulosus abchasicns

cernuus guttatus(form of)
moschatus .intiquorum
"injor argutifolius and a few
.lonqudla (single) others, but tney are
tnandrns past their best.
Paper White Pol. Nar.

Anemone blanda hag been in flower since
January 8, and Hellebores of one kind or other
since the aulumn. Ihave so often named the Hel-
lebores that 1 shall now only call attention to one,
viz., Ilelleborus antiquorum, and that because
this name has been misapplied. The real anti-
quorum, if I am right, is white with a shade of
green, no spots, and always with more or le.ss

pink on the sepals ; sepals pointed and not much
imbricated

; differs from orientalis, its nearest
neighbour. Orientalis is a coarse plant, with more
green, more pink or purple, more imbricated
flowers, and pendulous.

The .snakb's-head iris (I. tuberosa).—This
is so unlike our ordinary spring flowers, that it

is pleasant to see it among them. It is not by
any means a showy flower, but with its cui ions
delicate sage-green and rich dark lip it is a
beautiful one when we closely regard it. It
comes from the New Plant Company, at Col-
chester. A quiet nook among shrubs *ould suit
it best. A little colony of it naturalised would
not be amiss in a warm copse. It may be well

to say it is not a new, but a very old, plant,

and, if we mistake not, it has naturalised itself

in a few places.

Ibis cauca.sica.—We do not know whether
this has vigour enough to form a good English
garden plant, but its delicate lemon-yellow
colour and rich gold lip, and the beautiful satiny
look of the central parts, have a charm for

lovers of things that are called good in colour.

From the New Plant Company.
*

Camellias come to us in charming condition
from Mr. J. Mathison, Addington, near Wins-
low, mostly of the double white, but among
them a singular instance of a white flower and a

red one on the same branch, and that without
any budding or grafting. Mr. Mathison says,
" We have a very fine double white Camellia
in the conservatory at the present moment, and
there might have been on any day for the past
ten days as many as 200 or 300 fine flowers like

the specimens sent seen on it at one time. The
curious part of the thing is to find on the end of

a shoot almost at the top of the tree (which is

about 10 ft. high and as much in diameter) a

red flower. I never saw one on it before. Now
and then I have seen a blotch of red, but that is

all."

MARKET GARDENS.
Potatoes.—'We may fully expect that large

breadths of I'otatoes for market will be planted
this spring, as not only are the stocks remarkably
cheap, but the soil is in the best possible condi-
tion for planting. Market growers are favoured
beyond other Potato growers, because they can
run their crops into market without waiting for
them to ripen, and often have cleared ofE the en-
tire produce of many acres long before the seed
stock grower has lifted his crops. The seed grower
or buyer has to take many risks, and the present
season shows that these are large, because, unless
planting is done on a scale far beyond, precedent,
there will be vast quantities of seed tubers that
will be useless. The market growers, therefore,
having their choice of such kinds as Myatt's Ash-
leaf, Schoolmaster, Magnum Bonum, '^''ictorias.

Champions, and similar kinds at the most nominal
prices, can plant largely and cheaply, so thr.t it

will be his own fault if he does not make hay
whilst the sun shines. The chief danger is the pre-
sent temptation to plant early. If we could ensure
freedom from frost during April and May it would
be safe enough, but there is too much reason to
fear, judging by the nature of former springs,
that we may have keen, biting winds and nipping
frosts during these months. If these visitations
catch the Potato plants aboi'e the ground, so much
harm is done that 30 per cent, is taken off the crop
at once.

"Winter greens.—There appears to be but
a short season in store for all kinds of greens,
for all bid fair to be a month earlier than usual
in starting into bloom; therefore we shall pro-
bably see very little, it any, standing after Easter.
Even Turnips have become all tops, and, although
the bulbs are yet being sent largely to market,
they are just getting into the woolly stage, and will
soon be useless. Greens of all kinds are, like Pota-
toes, comparatively a drug in the market. There is

such abundance of them, that it hardly pays to
cut them ; still, any price is better than ploughing
the crop in, as loading back from town with
manure is not unprofitable. We have again the
same complaint about the poor prices paid by the
dealers for vegetables, and the high ch.irges made
to consumers. One grower recently mentioned that
having put down good Spinach at .1 shop at ls.6d.
per bushel, the dealer forthwith proceeded to sell
this same Spinach at Cd. per lb., which represents
a profit of about two hundred per cent. The
dealers always thrive and make money, whilst the
grower, under the heavy burden of rent, labour,

rates, taxes, manure, seed, and many other ex-
penses, manages to get along, but seldom grows
rich. One result of this rapid clearance of green
crops from the ground will be the getting in earlier

and with more deliberation of summer crops—es-

pecially of Peas and Potatoes—probably the most
profitable crops on the average that can be grown,
for Peas are universally likedand consumed, whilst
witli reference to Potatoes we can at least hold
our own in the markets when the supply is good
and ample. Foreigners have probably found the
present season for them a bad one, and those who
in previous years have found a profitable time of

it in supplying the English market must have
found their stocks a heavj' drug.

New markets for London gro'wers.
—The London and North-'VVestern Railway Com-
pany has just made arrangements by which our
London market growers, and those of West
Middlesex especially, can be put into connection
with the vast consuming constituency of Lan-
cashire and other northern districts. The connec-
tion of the company through the central station

at Kew Bridge with western market gardens en-

ables them ts offer to transfer loaded vegetable
and fruit waggons from that locale placed there on
the previous afternoon to the markets of all the
chief populous towns in their northern district

in time for the next morning's markets. This
will injure the middlemen ; although at present
much of the pnjducts sent into the London mar-
kets are sent on to the north, yet it is almost ex-

clusively done by large dealers, who take the risks

and the profits. Through the instrumentality of
the railway company, however, growers may con-
sign loads of garden produce direct to their own
salesmen, just as is done in London, and Man-
cliester and Liverpool will probably soon see
Middlesex-grown vegetables in abundance. It

must be admitted, however, that this is not quite
a sensible proceeding, because London market
gardeners are so placed that they may find in the
vast, but near, metropolis a ready market for the

sale of their produce. Because of this contiguity

the owners pay heavier rents and rates and
greater paj' for labour than they would have to

paj' in more strictly rural districts, ft therefore

becomes obvious that a market grower, say in the

lower part of Herts, would have great advantages
over the Middlesex growers in supplying the
northern market, as rent, rates, and labour would
be much cheaper, whilst the carriage to market
would be so much less ; and London manure might
be brought to him by rail almost as cheaply as

it can now be purchased twelve or fifteen miles
from London. Some day, perhaps, it will be recog-

nised that we ought to have large markets for the
sale of country-grown produce at the metropoli-
tan depots of every great railway, and when these
are established Lonion will be far more cheaply
and efficiently fed than it is at present.

A. D.

Boiled lime.—In reply to" M. B.A." (p. 138),
allow me to say that boiled lime is possibly a
local term. It is lime in a putty-like state as pre-

pared by plasterers by mixing the unslaked lime
with water by which the boiling process is started.

The boiled lime to which I referred in my remarks
on "soils for alpine plants'' (p. 91) is, however,
different from this, as I stated it to be " lime
boiled and richlj' charged with animal hair and
other animal matter," my object being to show
that lime in that form when mixed with plant
food of that sort did not prove to be objection-
able even to plants commonly believed to dislike

lime, but rather that such as I had experimented
upon appeared to enjoy what I may term
" manurial lime." What I used was tanner's
refuse lime, and is composed of lime slaked in
tanks, which, whilst in a boiling state, receives
the hides and cleanses them of hair and other
matter: that is what I used after having it well
dried, and I imagine that when the animal parts
become exhausted the lime may possibly assert

itself as lime. Be that as it may, the effect on
plant growth is surprising, especially in that of

some species.—J. Wood, kirkstall.
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GLASNEVIN IN WINTER.
It is pleasant to have anj'thing prosperous in

Ireland no\v-a-days, and certainly the Glasnevin
Botanic Cfavdens may be so called, not onlj" on
account of the large and increasing number of

people to whom they give pleasure, as shown by
last year's report, but from the appearance and
wonderful variety of plants grown there. In
house after house each particular plant seems to

have the special treatment that suits it. The dis-

play of Orchids was equallj- bright when seen in

December and Februaiy, and, curiously enough,
though the greater number of those in flower are
arranged opposite the entrance to one of the
houses, the constant opening and shutting of the
<loor in winter evidently does them no harm.
Earl}' in February there were some beautiful New
Holland plants in blossom, including amongst
them Boronia pinnata, pale pink ; Eauera sessili-

llora, mauve : Eriostemouscabrum, E. densiflorum,
E. myoporoides, Tremandra ericoides hirsuta,

Pulteniea stricta, and Acacia marginata, the latter

about 12 ft. high, and bearing plumes of light

yellow flowers. Amongst other indoor plants in
blossom (and well worth growing in even small
collections, be they ever so choice) is Sparmannia
africana, in blossom last December, as well as
in February : Euphorbia punicea, Franciscea
eximia, and Monoch.-etum ensiferum, the latter

i ft. by rooting the stem above the ground in a
zinc tub or case flUed with peat and sand, and
then cutting off the stem beneath it. Not even a
leaf was injured. Other kinds of Ferns also grow
luxuriantly ; for instance, Adiantum polyphyllum
is over 4 ft. through, and so is Nephrolepis dava-
lioides furcans. Didymochlrena luulata, with deep
green shining leaves, is about 3 ft. high, as is also
Selaginella caulescens. Amongst plant curiosities

at Glasnevin may be mentioned some Lycopo-
diums, which remind one more of fossil than of
present-day plants. These are L. laxum, L. ilici-

folium, and L. phlegmarium, &c. ; the latter some-
what resembles a Ulex. C. M. Owek.

A GARDEN SCENE.
The accompanying engi-aving, reproduced from
a photograph taken in Mr. Miles' garden at

Bingham, shows an interesting aspect of garden
vegetation. Though not a large garden, and
though what is done is mostly what may be
called flower gardening proper, there is one
part of a border surrounding the little lawn
where some resemblance to wild gardening' may
be seen. Its merits consist in the beautifully

broken effect of the Foxgloves and like plants,

which vary so well the ordinary formal level
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says. Wherever these so-called graft hybrids

have been seen otherwise than those known for

so many years with variegated-leaved plants, it

lias been clearly proved they were simply

errors or blunders in cultivation. In some recent

yia-pers-puhlisheiintheMassachtisettsPlouffhnian,

of Boston, I have shown how very natural it is to

pi'oduce f;raft hybrids, so-called. In The Gau-
iiEN (p. 531) you have a brief notice of a por-

tion of what I stated in regard to the influence

of the stock upon the scion.

Fungus on Ivy leaves.—Is it possible that

your correspondent who inquires what makes

his Ivy leaves covered with a substance re-

sembling soot should not know that it is the

exudatious from the scale on the under side of

the leaves, and nothing allied to fungus. Oc-

casionally a few of our C'amellias and Orange

trees get neglected, and before we are aware of

it in a large collection we find the leaves literally

as black as soot. A sponge and a little water

will soon cleanse them, as well as destroy the

insects which cause the trouble. A fmigus

generally attacks the tissue of the leaves, and

seriously injures plants. The sooty covering only

disfigures tliem. (,'. ^I. IIovBy.

Boston, Mass.

FLOWER GARDEN.
CULTURE OF THE AUlUt'l'LA FOIl

EXHIBITION.

One exhaustive paper, on the culture of show
Auriculas for exhibition, would more easily ex-

haust the reader than the subject, but I will

gladly give " R. T. F." (p. 120) some outlines

of the treatment. If, however, he would be a

successful grower—and by this I rather mean the

possessor of a healthy collection, than winner of

a few prizes—he must have a lasting love for the

plant ; a delight in its well-being as active and

sincere when its leaves are fading in November, as

whenit islovelyin itsspring foliage and blossoms.

Although the Auricula is hardy beyond any
extreme of cold in this country, it nevertheless

decidedly likes being grown under glass, because

of the shelter thus afforded it from excess of

rain and wind. Auriculas are always very im-

]iatient of water lodging between the leaves, and

of wet soil when changing their foliage in late

autumn and at rest in winter ; neither can they

bear to have their leaves broken by high winds
or riddled by hail. The mealy and velvety sur-

faces of their flowers would suffer even by the

touch of a butterfly's wing, so that their bloom
must needs be protected from rough weather.

AuniouLA HOUSES.—Auriculas can be grown
all the year round in frames, placed in a south

aspect from about October I to ^lay 1, and
north till October again. However, they do far

lietter ;ind can be much more enjoyed if win-

tered and bloomed in a glasshouse with a sunny

aspect, and fitted with ready means for the most
perfect ventilation, and for tempering bright

March and April sunshine to the advanced
foliage and expanded blooms. Auriculas adapt

themselves to almost any style of glass-archi-

tecture if only light and air have free access.

Mine bloom in a lean-to house of 40 ft. by V2 ft.,

and many of the plants are a long way from the

glass. The house is half sunk, and the glass, in

large clear panes, comes down lower than the pots.

'I'he plants do not draw, or I sliould not have
I hem here, thougli those nearest the back wall

naturally turn gently from it, as, indeed, they

would do were they in the open air. But if I

Avere to build a blooming house to my full fancy
for A uriculas, I would have it a half sunk span-
roof, running north and south. It would require

less shading, for the midday sunbeams would
strike across the rafter.s, and throw a very kindly

pretty play of changing light and shadow upon

the plants. I do, and always would, have some
heating power available, not for any forcing in

the usual sense of the term, but for the sake of

commanding anight temperature of 8" or 10° above

freezing if frosts in spring were too severe to be

kept out by other means. This hardy little plant

cannot bear stifling or coddling in hiffh heat and
close air, but an artificial temperature of 40^' or

45° is not a forcing one. I use heat as a very

mild and occasional auxiliary, only in very hard

weather, at a very critical time ; and I would the

more emphasise the place this last resource may
hold in high culture of the Auricula, because

that, together with several other growers, Iliave

been supposed to broadly favour artificial heat

for Auriculas, which I do not. After repeatedly

failing to make this conditional and exceptional

use of it understood by writers and talkers on

the flower, I try to explain myself once more. 1

keep this resource at hand much as one would a

fire-engine, having it ready for its own emer-

gency, and thankful enough to ha-ie no use for it.

Soil fou Aumoulas.—To beginners, the

question of compost for Auriculas will naturally

seem a leading one. Certainly it is important,

and yet but simple here—much simpler really

than the records of the old florists fifty years ago

make it appear. To them the question was large,

open, vexed, and complex—many men, many
minds, and many messes ! Their compounds would

be more like quack medicines for sick vegetables

than food for healthy plants, and could not be

used till honest Nature had partly toned
_
the

crudeness down by the mellowing touch of time.

The safest foundation of an Auricula compost is

a fibrous yellow loam of medium strength, from

a field, if that may be, where the kindred Cow-
slip grows. Quite half the compost may be this,

with'a fourth of decayed leaves, not so far gone

as to be mere black earth. The remaining quarter

may be from a mellow old hotbed, and coarse,

sharp grit, or charcoal like split Peas. This is the

richest I am using, and most is not so rich.

Other composts suit Auriculas iu which the tex-

ture of the loam varies (I never tried peat), and

in all of them it is safer not to make too much
of the manure. With good fibry loam for the

staple, I have left out here the manure and there

the leaf-mould with such equally good results,

that I have grown inexact in these last measure-

ments of fatness. The chief thing is a sound,

nutritious, acceptable, natural soil, with open-

ness and perfect drainage. In this the plants live

a calm and healthy, vigorous, and long life, with

a refined and brilliant bloom.

VoTS AND KEPOTTiNG.—One iuiportant cul-

tural point with the Auricula is the size of the

pot ; it is best small. The plants never do so well

as when the roots get netted round the sides and

into the whole ball of earth. A splendid plant

will seem to have almost eaten up the short

allowance, and will have worked into the abun-

dant drainage till all is held together by a white

lace of fibres, I always try how small a pot a

plant will take, and very many of my best are

iu pots 4 in. wide; some are in 4^-in. pot.-^, and a

very few in o-in. pots. From pots we pass to re-

potting—a standing rule in Auricula culture—
annual, at least, for full grown plants, and occa-

sional for younger ones, according to their re-

quirements. Opinions vary as to the best time

for this general operation. Some growers repot

late, by which is meant having the plants in

their new compost by the first week in August,

at which time the Auricula is awaking from its

midsummer rest to throw off its loose and careless

summer dress for a more distinctive habit. Of

this the inner foliage will remain thick and

short to form the stout and hardy winter habit,

for, like a ship under storm canvas, with all her

light spars and sails for summer breezes sent

down, the Auricula carries in the winterno wide
spread of leaf. Autumn potting is, no doubt,
^afe, since the plants are disturbed at a time
when root action is lively, and soon establish

themselves afresh. It is supposed, also, to be one
means of checking the evil habit the Auricula
has, as one of the Primulas, of blooming iu

autumn. This is a theory not borne out by fact.

I know that collections potted late have bloomed
extravagantly in autumn. Nothing will entirely

prevent it, and certainly not late potting. One
way of lessening this tendency, which has such
ill effects upon the spring bloom, is not to grow
the varieties most given to it, and to raise seed-

lings from none such. Another precaution of

great importance is to keep the plants as cool as

possible in summer and autumn, with the soil at

no extremes of wet or dry, with a most free sup-
ply of fresh air, and no sunshine of any power.
In all fine weather they may safely be left ex-
posed. They love the cool refreshment of the
dew, and in a clear north aspect it will linger on
them many hours into a summer's day.

The other recognised time for repotting is as

the plants pass out of bloom. They never strike

fresh root with greater eagerness than at this

period, and I have invariably chosen it in my
own practice. It has been objected that this gives

time for repeated waterings to wash richness

out of the soil before the next year's bloom.
There might be truth in it if the water came
from the bottom of a well !—but it is rather too
bard upon soft water (of course the plants are

fed from the rain tub, and not the punip) to sup-

pose that rain water washes all goodness out
and no goodness in. Besides which. Auriculas
should not be so situated as to require " repeated

waterings." There is practically no hard and fast

time for repotting them. Some plauts in a large

collection are always wanting it, and it is the

first thing to do at any time if a plant is going
wrong through some mischief not iu sight.

They should not be planted deeper than the base
of the leaves, and all dead fibres and diseased or

lifeless stems with inactive roots should be re-

moved, and the soil made tolerably firm in the pots.

Top-DiiESsiNG, as the spring growth com-
mences, is another standing order in Auricula

culture. As a rule, the compost used for this is

rather richer than that for potting, and a littlij

of the top soil is carefully removed, so as not to

break any roots, and the space is filled in firmly

with the fresh earth. When the plants are

vigorous enough, and the soil therefore satis-

factory enough in which they have been work-
ing, I do not think any surface enrichment need-

ful. Of late years I have used only the usual pot-

ting compost fortop-dressing, and often not even

that, unless the soil has become liable to Moss.

The class of the flower known as the " Self
"

has a naturally freer habit of growth, and not

such a diflicult character to maintain as the

green, grey, and white edges, and may be both

potted and top-dressed in simpler composts.

The peopagation by offsets is not difficult.

They may be taken off in spring, summer, and
autumn as soon as they possess a little heel or

.stem of their own. It matters little whether or

not they are rooted at the time. If they are, they

may be potted off at once ; and if not, may be

easily rooted in boxes covered with a pane of

glass to keep the moisture in. They strike

quickest, not in soil, but in some very open
medium, such as fine ashes or sawdust. Care

must be taken that the foliage is not wetted

under this close confinement. Decaying leaves

uiust be removed, and the young plants taken

out when their growth shows that they have

rooted.

Insect pests.—The commonest enemy of the

plant is the green fly—apt to be troublesome at
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all times, and best kept under by dipping the

foliage in a pailful of rain-water with soft soap

about the size of a common hen's egg dissolved

in it. It is imperative that the foliage be always

kept clear of any insect life. Caterpillars may
attack the leaves, and can only be got rid of by

hand-picking. A dark tough maggot sometimes

bores into the heart, completely destroying it,

and may be known by the weaving of a faint,

dirty grey web over the inner leaves. The woolly

aphis (Trama auricula), now abundant in some

collections, is puzzling. It certainly lies in con-

tact with the plant, around the neck and along

the roots. Whether it finds board as well as

lodging there seems hard to say. It is impossible

to think anytliing good of an insect so suspi-

ciously parasitic, and yet impossible in my own
experience to accuse it of perceptible mischief.

With Mr. Simonite and others, and among my
own plants, it has been impossible from the look

of the plants to say which had, and which had
not, the woolly aphis. I have seen hundreds of

made fine medium plants, enough for one good
truss, and a leafy heart beyond. Second trusses

are of no use ; the plant that makes them is a
little overgrown, and will feel the strain of the

effort afterwards. There should really be no
difference made between growing plants for ex-

hibition laurels and for home satisfaction.

Nothing short of the best care should be ac-

corded this beautiful and rare flower, and there-

fore 1 cannot profess to say how little of thought-

ful culture it will live under, but it will not

thrive under any neglect of its homely wants.

Plants that have been properly attended to since

the last bloom are now in great promise and
beauty. They are growing fast in warm weather
or cold, and indeed the cheery lengthening of

the daylight seems more of a stimulus to

them than warmth. The expanding foliage

must be kept scrupulously clear of green

fly, and from injury by high and cold

winds. When these occur with clear sunshine

it will least distress the plants to shade the

plants in the brightest health and vigour on the
i

roots of which were coimtless specimens of this
\

dirty insect. We kill them how and when we \

can, but have not succeeded in abolishing them,
|

and they are beyond all doubt the insect named.
Red spider will attack Auriculas, but only if they
are Icept too dry and hot, which would be sucU
gross mistreatment, that the punishment of this

pest should never be incurred.

In diseas:^s the Auricula is chiefly liable to

canker and rot ; and the only way is to cut out
every trace of the affection and dress the wound
with some styptic, such as powdered charcoal or
the ashes of a leisure pipe. Place the plant in

fresh soil and give as little water as possible

till it is recovered.

Selection" and treatment. — The plants

from which to choose in hopes of the best bloom
are not the very large ones, and not the very
old. As a rule those will bloom in their best

form this year which were just able to give
two or three flowers last season, or even
missing altogether, should by this time have

house and open the lights under the shading,

for the plants will not bear bright sun without a

circulation of air. Under glass neither stems nor
foliage will be drawn if properly grown. I may
say for myself that the heads would and do
stand without sticks. These, however, are

allowed at the southern show, and where not

obtrusive they do not look conspicuous, and are

a convenience for saving short and valuable

time.

Thinning the buds.—As the buds begin to

separate on the rising stems, it is very important

to thin them more or less. This should be done
gradually, with all judgment and care. Small
ones that lie under the medium and well

rounded ones may be taken out, and also any
disproportionately large or very oval pips. The
object is to have a symmetrical head of equal

flowers round and flat, and not so crowded that

they overlap each other. A truss of less than

five pips should not be shown on a large plant

;

seven is fair, nine is good, eleven excellent, and
twelve or thirteen as many as any plant can

manage well. Tlie last three numbers will

generally only be given by the selfs that at-

tempt and carry more than the edged varie-

ties. The temperature must not run into ex-

tremes while the plants are coming into bloom

.

If it sinks below freezing there is a danger that

the thick petals of the edged flowers will be set,

and the flowers die without expanding fully.

Heat above 70°, if artificial, is also injurious,

hastening flowers over that are in bloom, and in

bud destroying the texture of the tube and
throat, so that again the flower is set, and dies

'

small and early.

Packing.—In final preparation for a show
comes the packing—a delicate work with Auri-
culas, since the slightest contact of one flower

with another will blur the touching surfaces with
an indelible stain. If they can be taken in their

pots all the better; but if not, the ball of earth

that will not readily leave the roots may be tied

up in damp jNIoss or a piece of wetted linen. The
stem must be secured to a slight support as high

as the 'irown of bloom, and each separate flower

parted from its fellows by a light puff of cotton

wool. The plants should be packed firmly in a box
made to open at the side, to be carried by hand,

and never to be trusted on road or rail out of the

owner's tenderest care. The fatigues of exhibition

tell upon the blooms, and they do not afterwards

last long in beauty. vSometimes the finger of the

stranger has poked them in the eye, in curiosity

to see whether the meal comes off. It does

!

F. D. IIohneh.
Kirkhy Maheard, Ripun.

THE VIRGINIAK POKE.
(PHYTOLACCA DECANDEA.)

This is a stout, vigorous-growing herbaceous pe-

rennial, which reaches a height of .5 ft. or 6 ft.,

and bears numerous wide-spreading branches, the
leaves on which are about 6 in. in length and 2 in.

or 3 in. in breadth. The flowers, which are pro-

duced in long pendulous racemes, are succeeded by
berries of a blackish purple colour, which, when in

perfection, render the plant very ornamental. The
juice of the berries, which is of a beautiful purple

colour, is employed to impart a deep ricli tint to

wines, and the young shoots, cooked like Aspara-
gus, are eaten in America. P. dioica is noteworthy
as forming one of the largest trees met with in

the open pampas of Buenos Ayres, where, scattered

over tlie country, it forms one of the most promi-

nent features in the landscape. It generally occurs

singly, or in groups of two or three, and forms a
stout, thick trunk, the wood of which is soft and
of little value. Another species, V. icosandra, in

some of the tropical regions of the western hemi-

sphere, is one of the first plants to. spring up
wherever the ground has been cleared. Its young
shoots, like those of the Virginian Poke, are also

gathered and eaten. Several other Phytolaccas are

widely distributed throughout the Tropics, where
they form stout herbaceous plants of but little

beauty. With«s tlleir cultural requirements consist

in giving them agood deep soil, and as seed is readily

obtainable, there is seldom need to propagate them
by means of cuttings, although they may be
increased readily enough in that way. H. P.

PLANTAIN LILIES.

(FUXKIAS.)
These among herbaceous plants take a leading

position, as not only arc thej' remarkable for fine

foliage, but most of them bear fine, tall spikes of

large Lily-like flowers. The most striking among
them is F. Sieboldi, which has massive, thick

leaves, of a deep glaucous green, especially when
grown in the shade. In rich soil this variety forins

a noble object in clumps on lawns, and it is

equally fine for the sub-tropical garden, or for

associating with hardy Kerns, among which it is

quite unique, and produces a striking effect. As a

pot plant for early forcing to stand in conspicuous

places in a greenhouse or conservatory it is
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also very valuable, as few stove plants can rival it

in beauty o£ foliage, and being so hardy it stands

well, and may be made to do duty at a time when
it would be unsafe to trust any of the more tender

subjects in a low temperature. The next in point of

merit is F. subcordata grandifiora, which has large,

light gieen leaves and pure white flowers. For free-

dom of bloom, F. ovata is one of the best, as where

well established it sends up numerous spikes, laden

with gracefully pendent purplish blossoms. There

are also variegated varieties of this, one having

the foliage margined with white, and another,

named univittata, marked up the middle. F. ovata

aarea variegata and ovata elegans are both beau-

tiful in a young state, and particularly so when
forced, as then the colours are more delicate than

in the open air. All the different kinds of Fun-
kias may be readily increased by division, the

best time for eilecting this being tlie present, as

now when they are starting into growth tliey heal

readily wliere severed, and are not likely to rot.

Funkias will grow freely in almost any kind of

soil, but to have the fine foliaged sorts at their

best they should be planted in rich, deep ground,

where they can get plenty of moisture. The way
to manage them in pots is to dig up clumps from
the border, any time during the winter or spring,

and pot them, when they may at once be intro-

duced into gentle heat, whicli will soon bring

them on. For supplying cut flowers, F. speciosa

and F. ovata are the best, as the spikes and
blooms are of medium size and dress vases well.

S. D.

ALPINE PLANTS AND SOILS.

Soil, I would observe, only plays one part as re-

gards the culture of alpines, and although it

should be the best we can get for each particular

plant, other conditions must be in harmony with
it, or failure will be the result. Of this many in-

stances have come under my notice. For instance,

two plants of one kind have differed considerably

in the same garden, and that not many yards

apart. I especially noticed this in the case of Phlox
Nelsoni and P. setacea atropurpurea. At the pre-

.sent time I have P. Nelsoni and P. setacea atro-

purpurea growing imder precisely the same condi-

tions side by side, yet Nelsoni absolutely refuses

to grow, and atropurpurea is growing so luxu-

riantly as to threaten to overwhelm its neighbour.
When living near Cliester some three years ago
this was exactly the reverse ; P. Nelsoni would
grow in any soil or situation, while P. setacea
atropurpurea refused to gi'ow, no matter in what
situation or soil I chose to place it. These, though
only common-place plants, were evidently in-

fluenced by other conditions beside that of the
soil. Referring to Mr. Ewbank's note (p. 54), I

see that Saxifraga Burseriana, Gentiana pumila,
and Edraianthus dalmaticus, three choice alpines,

have been growing luxuriantly in ordinary loam,
and, what is more, it receives an annual dressing
of manure. Such a statement is to me most en-
couraging, seeing that it shows many plants be-

longing to the alpine class may, with ordinary
care, be grown with success. It also brings to

my recollection the following fact : Some six

years ago I gave a friend a small plant of Saxi-

fraga Burseriana, and he being entirely ignorant
with respect to it potted it in some soil which had
been mixed for Pelargoniums, and which con-
tained a good percentage of manure. Some two
years aftersvards I saw the plant; it was in the
most robust health and covered with flower-buds.
Such facts as these tend to show the utter in-

difference with which plants regard certain soils.

Therefore I contend in the face of these facts that
such elaborate soils as are prescribed by some are
unnecessarily bestowed— climate, altitude, and
situation must be in accordance with their re-

quirements, and if cither of these be absent, all

the soil in existence will fail to supply their places.
Nine-tenths of them will, in fact, succeed in any
ordinary well-drained soil. To attempt ts establish
the idea that such and such a soil must be had
for each and every plant simply means debarring
many from ever attempting to grow alpines.

E. Jekkins.

SPRING BULBS.

DuBiNG the week ending March 5, 1882, the

following plants were in flower in my gar-

den at Preston, Cirencester, either in open bor-

ders or in cold frames, which are open except

during frost or heavy rain, and which,
therefore, are little if any earlier than the

borders. I shall be glad if any other lovers

of bulbous plants can add to the list anything
not generally known :

—

Crocus Imperati (var. from
|

Amaltt, later and larger
than the common var.)

|

suaveolens, Rome
vemcolor, S. France
minimus, Corsica
corslcus, Corsica
banaticus, Hungary
b. var. leucorhynchus (a
veryprettyform of what
is usually called C. velu-
chensis)

vernus var. albiflonis,

Trieste
v. var. siculus, Sicily (very

distinct)

biflorus var. nubigena,
Bospliorus

b. var. Weldeni, Trieste
susianus
stellaris

aureus, Bosphorus
ancyrensis, Angora
carpetanus, Spain
alatavicus, C. Asia
chi-ysanthus, Asia Minor
c. var albidus, Olympus
Danfordiffi, Kaisarieli
Olivieri, Levant

Xiphionreticultm., Caucasus
r. var. Regeli, Caucasus
Kolpakowskyanum, C. Asia
caucasicum, Caucasus

Galanthus nivalis

n. var. Imperati, Naples
Ehvesi, Asia Minor (tlie

varieties which have
been imported lately
are often very inferior

to the true form of this.

See plate in Bot. Mag.,
t. 6166)

plicatus, Crimea
Narcissus Pseudo-Narcissus
N. aureus
Corbularia monophylla (in

greenliouse), Algiers
Leucojum vernum
pulehelium

Scilla flibirica

bifolia

b. var. alba
b. var. taurica, Asia Minor

Chionodoxa Lucilia), Asia
Minor

Puschkinia scilloides, Cau-
casus (two best dwarf
bulbs of their season)
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Puschkinia var. compacta (li-

baootica, Hort.), Caucasus
Hyacinthus orientalis, Oilicia

Ornithogaluni Aucheri (?) Ci-

licia

fimbriatum, Asia Minor
glaucophyllum,Asia Minor

Allium fragrans
CusJcki, California

Muscari lignlatum, Asia
Minor(the earliest and
prettiest of theMuscaris)

moschatum
flavuni, Sicily (very fiue)

Elwesi, Asia Minor
pallens (V)

Korolkowia Severtzowi,
Turkestan

Fritillaria pudica, Oregon
(very pretty)

obliqua, S. Russia (?)

dasyphylla, Lycia
tulipifolia, Asia Minor

Tulipa Schrenki, Turkestan
(very good, the earliest

of all)

bitlora, Turkestan
patens, Siberia (I see little

or no difference between
this and biflora)

altaica, Siberia
iliensis, Siberia
triphylla, Siberia (these
two seem much alike)

KauEmanniana, Turkestan
(a lovely plant)

K. var.Regeli(Hort.Elwes)
Turkestan

Erythronium grandiflorum,
California

g. var. giganteum, Cali-
fornia

Dens-canis, S. Europe
Trillium nivale, U. S. Ame-

rica
sessile var . discolor, U.S.
America

Scoliopus Bigelowi, Califor-

nia (vex"y curious and
quite hardy)

Sisyiinchium grandiflorum,
California

Tecophylaja cyanocrocus.
Chili (in frame)

Bulbocodium vernum, C.

Europe
Polygonatnm oppositifoliuui

Himalayas (ingreenhouse)

Besides the above seventy-four species and varie-

ties, which will be doubled by the end of April,

I should have the following, which from some
cause are not flowering thisyear : Iris alata, I. ere-

tensis, a charming plant from Lycia, but rather

tender ; Colchieum bulbocodioides, llUinopetalum
Karelinl (can any one tell me how to grow this

bulb in England ?), and various other obscure

species of Sluscari, Ornithogalum, and Crocus.

n. .1. Elwbs.

Snowdrops and other spring flowers.
—Never, perhaps, were Snowdrops seen in greater
perfection than they have been this year, the con-
tinuance of mild weather having just suited them.
The wonder is they are not more planted, as, being
the fu'st harbingers of spring, they are always
welcome and nowhere out of place ; but where, I

think, they look best is on elevated positions, such
as banks or mounds, nestling in clumps among
the Grass. Dotted about under deciduous trees

they also look quite at home, as likewise in shrub-
bery borders, wliere with Daifodils, Squills, Cro-
cuses, Dog's-tooth Violets, and a few Forget-me-
nots and Primroses, the foreground may be made
aglow with rich colours. If dug up bodily with
plenty of earth adhering any of them may yet be
planted, and Primroses may often be collected

from woods and removed to places where they can
be better seen and enjoyed.—S. D.

PL.ITE CCCXXVIIL—STONE'S APPLE
(SYN., LODDINGTON).

This .^pple, now largely grown in the neigh-

bourhood of Maidstone, especially in the fruit

growing district lying south-west of that town,
originated on a farm at Loddington, formerly
in the occupation of a Mr. Stone. After its ex-

hibition in 1877, before the Fruit Committee of

the Koyal Horticultural Society, at South Ken-
sington, where it was awarded a first-class cer-

tificate, a niece of Mr. Stone's sent me the
following particulars concerning it. She stated

that about sixty years previously, when staying

at Bath with her uncle, they visited a local '

nurse.cy, and brought from there the Apple tree,

now called Loddington, which was planted in

their garden. On visiting it last week 1 was sorry

to see that some of its branches had disappeared,

but it had still borne a large crop last year. I

found the circumference of the trunk to be
about 4 ft. and the diameter of the branches
21ft.—a small tree considering its age, for it must
be nearly seventy years old. I also saw many
large trees that have been grafted with it, and
that had made good heads. When grafted on big

trees it does not require much attention after it

commences to bear, which it does in the third

or fourth year; but if grafted on smaller ones it

must be constantly tipped for some years, other-

wise its growth becomes stunted, owing to the
continued formation of fruit spurs on the grow-
ing wood. I would recommend every one who
intends to grow this variety to graft a tree with
it, as well as plant one. Although largely grown
in Kent, I have no doubt that it is to be found
in other parts of the country, and under
different names. Two dishes of it, locally grown,
but not under its true name, were exhibited at

Hereford last year, and not from young trees. I

found it again in a fruit room a few miles from
that town, and was informed that the tree from
which the fruit was gathered was nearly forty

years old. These Herefordshire Apples were,

however, not so fine as those grown in Kent,
but that I attribute to the soil, which is too good
for them. The best specimens that have been
exhibited, notably those shown by Mr. W.
Skinner, of Boughton Monchelsea, were grown
on a light hazelly loam, or on a stone

shatter with porous subsoil reclaimed from an
open heath.

The following description of this Apple is from

the " Herefordshire Pomona :
" " Fruit large,

varying from .j in. to of in. in diameter, round-

ish, slightly flattened, and narrowing abruptly

towards the eye : it has obtuse ribs on the sidss,

which become more distinct towards the eye,

where they form ridges round the crown. Skin

smooth and shining, grass-green at first, with a

brownish red cheek, but after being gathered it

becomes a fine lemon-yellow, with a pale crim-

son cheek, marked with broken streaks of dark

crimson ; the surface is strewed more or less

with minute russet spots. Eye closed, with con-

vergent leaf-like segments, set in a deep and
prominently plaited or ribbed basin. Stalk i in.

to f in. long, slender for the size of the fruit,

and inserted in a deep, wide, funnel-shaped

cavity, lined witli pale, thin, ash}' russet, ex-

tending over the base of the fruit. Flesh very

tender, with a pleasant sub-acid flavour." It is in

season during September and October, but will

keep sound nearly up to Christmas. The tree, I

may add, rarely shows any inclination to canker,

a valuable point in its favour.

Lewis A. Killick.

Mount Pleasant, Langley.

* Drawn front fruits supplied hy Mr. Kiilick.
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FOLIAGE AVITH CUT FLOWERS.
In The Gaedex (p. 110) the shoots and foliage

of several plants are mentioned as being suitable

for associating with cut flowers, and amongst them
the Tansy is named, but although very pretty, its

powerful odour is against it. The foliage of Acacia
lophantha has been alluded to, and to this may
be added the pretty dark green shoots and foliage

of A. verticillata and the pretty sprays of A. ves-

tita ; and to the twigs or sprays of Thuja Lobbi
and Thu.jopsis borealis and some of the many
pretty Ketinosporas may well be added those of

C'upressus Lawsoniana, more especially when in

bloom, its sprays then being really beautiful.

Branches of Diosmaericoides are also well suited

for the purpose, more particularly when sparselj-

studded with small white flowers ; even, too, in the
absence of these its foliage is very desirable, be-

ing deliciously fragrant, and I have known this

plant grown in quantity expressly for this pur-
pose, together with such plants as Aloysia citrio-

dora, Myrtus communis (common Myrtle), and
JI. tenuifolia. Cissus discolor, Tradescantia zebrina,

and bOme of the Coleuses are all likewise suitable
for the purpose, although not quite green. No-
thing, however, sets off cut flowers so well as the
fronds of both hardy and exotic Ferns, particu-

larly the Adiantums (JIaiden-hairs), such as A.

affine, A. cuneatura, A. farle3'ense, &c. ; but the
objection to most of them is their not keeping
long in water. Amongsweet-scented Pelargoniums
many varieties are to be found whose shoots and
leaves are all that can be desired for this purpose.
Take for example the Apple, Citron, Lemon, Nut-
meg, Orange, Rose, and Peppermint-scented sorts,

all favourites with everybody. To these may be
added crispum elegantissimum, a neat variegated
variety ; Radula, or Pheasaut's-foot, a pretty
Fern-like sort ; Lady I'lymouth, and Prince of

Orange : also Distinction, a small-leaved neat
zonal kind, with pretty dark green, distinctly

zoned leaves, together with golden Harry Hieover,
a variety with small zoned, bronze coloured foli-

age, and very useful for associating with fiowers;

and among suitable Ivy-leaved kinds there are
Auton, Bridal Wreath, and I'Elegant, the leaves
of the latter being margined with white. More-
over, among hardy herbaceous plants there are

many whose leaves are suitable for this purpose,
including ornamental Grasses of various sorts.

Among herbaceous plants may be mentioned
Dielytra speotabilis, Spiraia or Hoteia japouica,
and the silvery shoots and foliage of Centaurea
ragusina and ; gyranocarpa. Cineraria acanthi-
folia and maritima, Gnaphalium lanatum, Santo-
lina incana, the pretty variegated Alyssum, and
the no less pretty Dactylis glomerata elegantis-
sima, and many others, while among hardy shrubs
the shoots of Tamaris gallica and T. germanica
will both be found useful, and those of the 8weet
Brier are indispensable, and plants of this should
be always kept in pots for forcing into growth
during winter, when its delicious perfume is ap-
preciated by everyone. P. Grieve.

Notwithstanding what has been written
respecting greenery, we seldom or never have
enough of it nor a sufiicient variety ; hence the
importance of welcoming any and every addition,
such as the Tansy and Acacia lophantha referred
to by Mr. Morgan (p. 110). No doubt the
highest perfection of greenery is that which the
plants themselves provide. Each flower set off by
its own leaves is seen to the best advantage. But
there are exceptions, and also practical diflioulties

"that often render this impossible, and hence the
necessity of using foreign foliage that shall prove
at once congi'uous and durable. Itis difficult to lay
down definite rules, but skilled decorators can tell

at a glance what leaves should or should not go
with particular flowers. For example, neither
Tansy nor Acacia lophantha foliage would go well
with Bouvardias or Stephanotis, while Rose
ioliage or Maiden-hair Ferns would do with either.

As to form, let anyone try to use any foliage but
its own with Magnolia graudifiora and a difficulty

will at once present itself. On the other hand,
Rhododendron foliage seldom goes well with the

flowers when these are used in a cut state, and a

few sprays of Portugal or even of common
Laurel add much to the effect of arrangements
of cut Rhododendrons. Camellias, again, gene-

rally look richer when partially garnished with

a few fine sprigs of Rose foliage than when
wholly greened with their own somewhat stiff and
impracticable leaves. As to size, it is a mistake to

use foliage too large for the fiowers; any needful

amount of greenery may be given in detail. It is

seldom good taste to give it in too large single

masses. Fern fronds are often used far too large :

and, in regard to other leaves, it is seldom indeed
that the largest are the best.

Durability is essential to the foliage or

branchlets used with flowers. Few things are more
annoying than to see the leaves f2,ded while the

flowers are yet fresh and beautiful. A great point

is never to use foliage too young ; such leaves

possess a tempting freshness, but they seldom or

never last as long as the flowers. Those who spe-

cially grow Ferns for greenery generally grow
them in a rather low temperature ; this enables

JIaiden-hair and other Ferns to remain fresh

four times as long as they otherwise would do. In
selecting Rose and other foliage only that per-

fected by midsummer maturitj' should be selected.

Such plants as Tansy, 'iV'ormwood, Coniferae of

various sorts, such as Thujas, Retinosporas, Thu-
jopsis, kc, have the great merit of durabilitj',

as well as many others. Cryptomeria elegaus

also furnishes beautiful foliage; while varie-

gated and plain Hollies, Aucubas, Spira;as,

Dogwoods, Sec, are well known to afford a rich

variety of foliage. Among forest trees, the Spruce
especially the Douglas and Menzies varieties,

the .Silver Firs, the Oak, and the Maple furnish an
infinite variety of venlure that might be much
more used than it is to the gain of artistic effect,

and the saving of a great amount of more rare,

and consequentlj' more valuable, though hardly
more beautiful, material.

Scentless and coloured foliage.—The
greenery used with flowers should be inoffensive.

Some of the plants named. Tansy for example, has
a bitter smell ; and Parsley, otherwise a for-

midablerival to Ferns and Lycopodiums for forming
verdant bases, savours rather too much of the

kitchen. Es^en some of the Coniferae, otherwise
unobjectionable, smell rather too strongly of rosin,

it is important that the green used should be
odourless, or have a neutral, or an agreeable

smell. No doubt this is one chief cause of the
popularity of Ferns, but there are several kinds of

Coniferfe that have a delightful odour, distinct

from that of any flower, as, for example, some of

the Cypresses and the Douglas Spruce : the latter

has an odour at once full and refreshing. For
large floral decorations, there are few more
striking or more pleasing greens than slender

twiglets of this semi-weeping Spruce. Nor does

there seem any good reason why all the
foliage and branchlets used with flowers should
be green. It seems preposterous to deny our-

selves the powerful help of autumnal tints

indoors. And here the shrubbery and the wood offer

their richest treasures free to our hand. Such
glowing leaves and branchlets as those provided by
Liquidambars, Virginian Creepers, especiallj' the

Veitch variety. Maples, Oaks, Elms, Wild Cher-

ries, Mountain Ash, Acacias, Tamarisk, Sumach,
&c., are excellent. Some autumnal leaves have but
little durability, but others have considerable

persistency. Not a few Oak and Beech shoots

hold their leaves throughout the winter, and a
very striking and original effect is not seldom
produced by a sparse use of such shoots among
brilliant flowers and verdant foliage. At a distance

the aspect is so unique as to impart all the effect

of something strikingly novel in foliage or

flower. Next to Fern fronds I have found Rose
twiglets the most useful and effective of all

greenery, and they are so catholic in their aflini-

ties and congruities, that they will go well with
anything, from the most delicate Orchids to the

most gorgeous Rhododendrons. D. T. FiSH.

Combinations of flo'wers.—One of the
mo.^t pleasing combinations of flowers I have seen
is Dielytra speotabilis and Solomon's Seal, the sil-

very bells of the one and the delicate green
leaves blending most charmingly with the soft

delicate jiink flowers of the other. In arranging
cut blooms for effect the thing is to select sucli

as will associate well together, as by so doing a
vase may be made to look much more striking
witli one or two things than with many. Ane-
mone fulgens and Christmas Roses look happily
together, and so do Eucharis and Snowdrops,
which seem to vie with each other in whiteness.
—S. D.

The Indian Daphne.—How delightful at
this season a few good plants of tliis are, and how
delicately they scent the whole atmosphere of a
house ! The plant should be well grown, and
one of the best and simplest ways of growing
it is by planting it against the back wall, or other-
wise in a good loamy soil. It is delightful also for
cutting, where well grown and plentiful, as
indeed it should be everywhere, the delicate
fragrance which comes from a few simple sprays
of it in a glass in a large room being most wel-
come. In days long past we were much indebted
to the old red Salvia for the decoration of our
autumn greenhouses; but lately a new group have
been introduced, which help very materially to

make a house gaj' in winter, some blue, but mostly
red. By the way, the fine old Salvia patens would
surely be worth potting for autumn flowering,

or j'oung plants might be raised and grown on
during the summer for this purpose.—V.

Table decoration.—Single Daffodils used
in large quantities, dressed with the bronzed
leaves of Berberis or red Ivy leaves, make a per-

fect table decoration. Yellow Tulips can only
remain stiff and stern, like soldiei-s ; whereas Daf-
fodils look down upon you with their graceful
nodding heads. The colour is perfection by can-
dle or shaded lamp-light. With them I use crim-
son Rhododendron Hendersoni, which is lovely

this mild season. The blooms are cut short, not
to injure the plant, and dressed in flat glass sau-

cers with theh own leaves. Let anybody try the
effect of pale yellow and crimson and see if the}'

do not like it. The red Ivj' leaves are generally
to be found on an eastern exposure.—-M. E. C,
Auchcndrane, Ayr.

A GARDEN LEFT TO ITSELF.

Last Easter I went, with several other members
of the family, to a country cottage in Hampshire
where we had lived for a long while, but which
we had left in charge of an old couple from the
village for four years, during which time the
flower-borders had, by express directions, been
left untouched. We felt some curiosity as to the
condition in which we should find the garden we
left behind us, and when we saw it we all ex-

claimed at once, " How beautiful !" If anyone had
set to work to produce such a result he could not
have done it. The eight large borders were com-
pletely covered with long waving Grass of the

brightest gi'een, from which a profusion of flowers,

chiefl}' scarlet and yellow, shone out with a sur-

prising brilliancy. It was indeed a paradise of

bulbs, and they looked as if they had really come
in then- thousands. It has been remarked that
Wordsworth must have been aware of the beauty
of massing in flowers when he wrote his celebrated

poem on the Daffodils. All at once he saw " a
crowd, a host of golden Daffodils." A few yellow
flowers scattered here and there in the Grass

would not have produced anything like the same
effect on the poets mind. Well, here was "a crowd,

a host of golden Daffodils,'' and of scarlet Tulips

and white Narcissi as well. The garden looked

like a bit of the field, from which it is only
separated by an iron fence, and these brilliant

fiowers were springing up naturally out of the

green Grass, and growing together, exulting in

their free life, with a luxuriance almost tropical.

Although the borders were brimful of plants,

there was no over-crowding, but groups and com-
binations met our eyes which would have delighted
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the heart of a flower painter. Here was a large

bunch of I'rinaroses and Wood Anemones in tlie

very rnidst of a plantation of verinillion brilliant

Tulips : it would never have occured to us to put

them there, and yet how lovely they look: and
further on a sheaf of slender Jonquils stood on a
dark blue carpet of Grape Hyacinths, while one
of the longest borders was positively overrun with

white Flags, crimson Pieonics, and Yellow Prince

Tulips. Everything was either in bud or blossom
;

it was trul}' a harmony in green. The prevailing

idea was vigorous life ; there was not a dead stick

or faded leaf anywhere to be seen. The flowers

wore, in fact, growing wild, and had all the pecu-
liar grace and charm of wild flowers about them.
"What made it particularly gratifying to me was,
that I felt it was perseverance rewarded. While we
lived there I never considered that the garden re-

compensed me for all the time and money I had
spent upon it ; but now at last I was amply rc-

pairl for all the pains I had taken.

G. Layakd.

FRUIT GARDEN.

AMEEICAN APPLES.
Ni;\VTOWN' Pippin.—In a recent number of The
Garbbn you quote the high prices at which our
Newtown Pippin and Baldwin Apples are now
sold in the Liverpool markets, and allude to the

gener.ll poor quality of the fruit received there

this year. The inferior quality is doubtless

largely due to the fact that our Apple crop last

year was very small and poor in quality all

through the States, it being- what we here call

the " off year " for Apples. But another reason

for the poor Newtowns which have reached you
must be laid at the door of the unscrupulous
shippers. It seems they never will learn wisdom
in the exportation of Apples, and it is indeed a

wonder that your people will continue to pay
such good prices for the fruit they send you.

Much of the fruit sent you as Xewtown Pippins
is spurious, for even here in New York State,

where the fruit should be generally known if

anywhere, hundreds of barrels are annuall}' sold

as Newtowns which in fact bear little resem-
blance to them, except in colour, and it is often

innocently done by growers in good faith, who
are not familiar with the fruit, and have either

lost their tree labels or been deceived by the

nurserj'man. I have frequently met with farmers
who were offering their fruit in markets in this

way, and they manifested much surprise when
told of their mistake. But as a rule the expor-
ters do not err in this way. They know a New-
town Pippin when they see it, and are thus
better able to select a close imitation when the
occasion seems to demand it

.

As an instance of the honest method of pack-
ing and shipping Apples to Liverpool and its

result, I am reminded of the practice of an honest
grower in the town of York, State of Maine.
Five years ago he sold his Apples to a tra-^'el-

ling ijuyer, who, it seems, sent the whole lot

abroad witliout repacking them. The farmer
selected the fruit with great care, packing it

securely. Into each barrel he put a slip of paper
containing his name and address, together with
a request that the final purchaser who should
open the barrel would write him as to the qua-
lity .Tjid condition of the fruit wlien found. Tlie

w-hole lot chanced to come into the hands of a
leading merchant near Liverpool. He found the
fruit in such excellent condition and so fine in

every respect, that he sent a letter of high com-
mendation to the grower at once, agreeing to
buy his entire Apple crop directly the next
yejir. And this he has done every year sine

Last fall exporters here paid from $2.')0 to

$OoO per barrel for Newtown Pippin Apples
along this river. Baldwins they bought for $l'7o

to $2-2o. The freight from New York to Liver-

pool is about $1 per barrel. Some 10,000 or

15,000 barrels were probably shipped from this

section of the river valley. If, as you say, New-
towns were selling there at -"ios. per barrel in

Januar}' last, it would seem to include a pretty

handsome profit for somebody, although the

fruit has, of course, passed through several hards

and there has been some loss by decay, &c.

Now, you pertinently inquire, " Why cannot

our cousins with their enormous range and
great variety of country get more of the admir-

able Newtown for us 'f
" And I wish I could pre-

sent that question to every intelligent fruit

grower in this favoured land. There is no reason

why you should not have all you want of this

fruit. The soil and climate are here in abundance

for its successful growth, and all tliat is needed

is to plant more of the trees, take proper care of

the young orchards, and then in a few j'ears

gather the fruit. But the trouble is to get rid of

the prevailing notion among growers generally

that this Newtown Pippin is an unprofitable

Apple to grow for marlcet. It grows slowly at

first, is so long coming into bearing, and then is

knurly and imperfect at first, they say. And
there is a degree of truth in these objections.

But when the tree finally does attain to size and
full productiveness, it surely makes all amends,
bears abundantly, and continues to yield its

precious load unfailingly through a long period

of years. And the superior excellence and greater

market value of the fruit : does not that pay for

the extra 3'ears of waiting ? Now I may be an
enthusiast on the subject of the Newtown Pippin

Apple, and I may not: but surely we Americans,

and especially New Yorkers, where the fruit

originated, are very proud of this celebrated

American Apple, and it affords us pleasure to

know that in England it is regarded w-ith so

much favour. We certainly do not object

to receiving your fancy prices for it, but

we would be glad to tickle more of your

palates with it. And yet it must be

admitted we never get quite enough of the

fruit even here. W'e always expect to pay more
for it than any other Apple, and are very glad

to get it even at that ; so it would seem there

should be every incentive to raise more of it. If

it is more difficult to raise than most other

Apples, it brings a much higher price. But, .as

far as my own experience goes, I am not pre-

pared to admit that it is so difficult to grow, at

least in this locality. It is rather slow to come
into bearing, and yet I could show some young
orchards of it here in the autumn that would
rejoice the heart of any man as be gazed upon
the low, bending branches. In regard to the

identity of this Apple, it may be of interest to

readers of The Garden to refer to Vol. XIII.,

p. 4-37, where they will find an accurate outline

drawing of this fruit and a careful description

Kim/Htim, K.Y. H. Hendricks.

APPLE IMPROVEMENT.
There are too many Apples introduced. Often
as many as loO kinds are sent to one exhibition

;

then how much better it would all be if a

competent jury were to say how many kinds
were really worth growing. We know it is very
hard, because tastej differ and soils too,but really

the number of Apples that are and may be
raised is unpleasant, and the line must be drawn
somewhi're. No one knows how strict the

if the truth must be told, many of our popular

kinds are really not very valuable. We want in

the face of our recent severe winters a race of
ever-bearing Apples, and we want free bearers to

fill a basket for the market ; more than all, we want
Apples of fine texture andgood flavour.Nowsome
of our showy audlarge Apples are neither one nor

the other. We ought to have Apples as good as

those of any other nation, and increase consider-

ably those with first-rate flavour; colour and
size arc nothing compared with flavour. We
should let the Apple itself grow its own sugar,

as the Blenheim does. This Apple, cooked at its

best, is an excellent sweetmeat without sugar,

and that we conceive to be the ideal of an Apple
which is perfectly cooked without a particle of

sugar. So, too, the Newtown Pippin ; therefore,

the division between the eating and cooking-

Apples is really a valueless one. What is called

a dessert Apple with us is mostly one of very

little use. Cooks go generally for the Wellington

as a cooking Apple, and well it deserves it, but

it must be made perfect by the addition of other

materials. We think it would be possible to

get a Wellington or something like it with the

same pleasant acid and good texture, with sugar

enough to make it palatable, like a Blenheim
or a Newtown. It is extremely difficult to get an

Apple fit to eat in the raw state in an English

garden, because the texture of many of our

Apples, said to be well flavoured, is really veiy

wooden and the flavour poor. We have been

thinking too much of colour and size. The King
of the Pippins may be instanced as an Apple of

poor flavour with a showy and handsome ex-

terior, and deficient, like manyotbers, of that fine

high juicy briskness which we could easily get in-

fused into good eating kinds from such. Apples

as the ( 'ox's Orange Pippiri and others that are

rich in acid. We believe that it would be possible

to raise for England a race of Apples as fine as

the finer American kinds, and when at their best

these certainly are very remarkable. The New-
towns, of which our American friends send

us so many, they do not care so much about,

and really, judging by some kinds we have

tasted, we should say they are right. We re-

member a little Apple called .Tonathan, with a

beautiful red skin, and flesh as tender almost as

a Peach, with delicate flavour ; it is an Apple

as digestible as a Peach, which the Newtown
is not. Flavour and texture should be our

watchword in raising Apples, and we should

like many to set to work. However, we began to

write this paragraph to introduce what we are

informed is a very valuable Apple, Lane's Prince

Alber tin that of being handsome and hardy, and

said bv good judges to be a wonderful bearer. It

is a cooking Apple.We still keep up the old and.

as we think, deluding distinction ; but when
our Apple culture is really what it may be made,

there will be less distinction between cooking

and eating Apples. Let anyone take a dozen

of really well chosen Newtowns, cook them, and

see if our most popular eating Apple is not also

delicious when cooked. Still, as things go, when
we get a cooking Apple which is really a very

regular bearer, we must be grateful for it, be-

cause it marks a step in progress, and in our un-

certain climate the quality of bearing some

every year is too good to be lost sight of. They

say Stone's Apple or Loddington Seedling is a

wonderful and perpetual bearer.

—

Field. [We
have had ^Messrs. Lane's new Apple cooked

and fairly tested, and think it a very well

flavoured cooking Apple. It has been raised by

Messrs. Lane, of Berkhatnstead.

selection ought to be. One hardly ever goes into

. _, _.. gardens wliere one does not see a score of kinds
that time, paying him good round prices for his of Apples where three or four ought to be, and
f''"'t' yet one canuot give up raising Apples because,

Stemless Strawberry flowers. — Can
anyone tell me the cause of my Strawberi-y flowers

being- stemless 1 I have about 200 Yicomtesse

Heri'cart de Thurj- and President in pots. I put
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them in the house some time before applj'iug any

tire-heat, and when heat was used it was only for

a few hours a day for a time. 1 have grown Straw-

berries in the same house for tbe-c last eight years

with success, the only difference in their treatment

being that they were put into the house a month

earlier. They are healthy, stroog plants, but the

flowers are small, and I am afraid will not produce

good fruit.—G. T., Htiundow.

LOW XIGHT TEMPEEATUKES.

I TinxK Mr. Simpson deserves our thanlcs for so

honestly and persistently keeping this subject

before the minds of the gardening public. That

he is right his own practice and that of hundreds

of others have proved, and Nature and theory are

entirely on his side. At the present time he de-

serves a note of encouragement. We well remem-
ber the temperatures that were weekly recom-

mended some quarter of a century ago, and the

thin foliage and exliausted Tines, and the hard

firing and the red spider which were the result.

High temperatm-es night and day, steaming, sy-

ringing, and damping were the incessant routine,

as v/illing and earnest learners knew to their cost.

Higli temperatures come down much nearer our

own day than those ancient times which we mea-
sure by the word century. A reference to the

calendars of the (fnrdeiiers' Chronicle. Cottage

Gardener, or'Sc-otfish Gardener, and even down to

The Gardes, will show that high niglit tempera-

tures were recommended and practised. High
night temperatures compelled attention to some
process for counteracting their bad and debilitat-

ing effects ; hence we had wise and ingenious

horticultural heads devising means to supply a

constant stream of fresh air to pass in and out of

our vineries and forcing houses, in the vain at-

tempt to maintain the vigom- of tlie Vines by
passing the fresh air first through a series of per-

forated funnels round the hot pipes, and then

allowing it to escape into the house. At one time

this fresh-heated-air question was much spoken

and written upon, but since the advent of Mr.

Simpson's more rational low night temperatvu'es,

the roasted fresh air distribution has fallen much
into forgetfulness. We have practised much
against our will low night temperatures in

our day, and it would be curious to know of the

many heartaches which deficient heating power to

maintain the 60° to ~o° formula has given many
a gardener, but we would also be curious to know
under what temperatures and in what sort of

structures some of our once celebrated Grapes
have been grown, such as the famous Cole

Orton Grapes and others which could be
named. We opine low night temperatures were
the rule in spite of the directions of the calendar.

Broken glass and bad glazing have been a
guarantee of fresh air for which the Grapes and
Vines have been grateful. As better glass, better

glazing, and better hot-house heating became the

rule, these " chinks " and " cracks " of fresh air

left on niglit and daj' began to be recommended
in the calendars ; and finally Mr. Simpson auda-

ciously recommends low night temperature as the

rule. Of course, everybody knew all about it, but
everybody had not the courage to openly recom'

mend the practice. Mr. Simpson had his ideas

verified on his visit to the Wueyardsof France, and
which, if we remember rightly, be refers to in his

report to the Society of Arts on the Paris Esliibi'

tion. Common sense would teach us if Nature did

not that a low night temperature conserves the

vigour of the Vine. It actually expedites the ripen-

ing period. We used to delight in the stiff foliage

with a drop of dew hanging from every point in

the early morning, a sure sign that the house was
not roasted over night. With a high night tempe-
rature the fohage is dry and exhausted, and the

morning syringing is an advantage. With a low
night temperature the syringe is unnecessar}'.

But a low night temperature supposes a high day
temperature when the sun shines, and when Natm'e
demands it, hot clear days and cold nights are

Nature's culture in Vine comitries ; it is the hot
days which ripen, and we opine that if high day

temperatures be well maintained to ripen the

wood, even Muscats will set so much the better

the following spring under low night tempera-

tures. AVe have known Peach trees removed from

heated Peach houses to the open wall set their

fruit perfectly, notwithstanding frost and adverse

circumstances, when the trees alongside of them
which had occupied the wall for years failed, and

the season was blamed, the fact being that the

removed trees were grown the previous summer
in heat. We remember the case of a I'each house

heated by a flue ; the trees over the hot end of

the flue made short gi-owth and always set abun-

dantly, while the trees at the cold end never were

so certain, simply because of the ripening of the

wood. The same applies to Muscat or other Vines

over the hottest end of a vineiy.

I think Mr. Simpson deserves credit for reducing

to rule the lessons we ought to have profited from

long ago. He seems to have been the first to

catch up the loose threads of experience and to

show us how simply Nature cultivates. We think

this is the track in which this new agent, viz., the

electric light, now being pushed to the front as an

auxiliary to horticulture, should be made to work.

With high day temperatures for Vines we would

want some extra light as well on dull days when the

sun is obscured under clouds ; then the artificial

sun might be turned on. Hitherto this agent has

been utilised at night, if we remember rightly, in

horticultural cxperinients. We would suggest

that for Vines at least the daytime, and on cloudy

days the electric light, should be used. The liay

is the time when we enjoy the sun's heat, and which

when deficient we supplement with coals. The
day is also the time when we enjoy his life-giving

light, and then is the time when his deficient light

should be supplemented with electricity- Vines

we believe, require a certain amount of rest at

night, and that rest .should not be disturbed by
forcing them on with the heat and light of the

day. HiBEKXIAN

NOTES AND EEADINGS.

Imported Lily bulbs.—Imported bulbs do

die, we are told, but one n'ould like to know
whether the statement be true or not in the

sense in Avhich it is meant. One fact appears to

be pretty '"'ell established, however, that the

popular Lilium auratum will not thrive well

everywhere permanently planted out, for its

vigour wanes quickly in some soils and situations

;

so far as we have .seen, imported bulbs do

best, the first year at least, and in using

nlants for outdoor purposes we shotdd prefer

them. Vine eyes from Spain, it has been as-

serted, make better and stronger Vines than those

propagated from eyes produced in this country,

because they are sounder and better matured, and

one cannot understand why a Lily root should

not be aiiected by the same conditions. Acorns

fro'm France produce stronger plants than the

Acorns produced at home do, so the trade say,

and they prefer them accordingly, and imported

Lily roots too probably.

SiUGLB Hyacinths.—The superiority of

single Hyacinths over the double ones is well

exemplified at this season of the year. The
flowers are altogether better developed and
fuller in the truss. Grootvoorst and a few other

doubles succeed pretty well when forced early

in the season, but none of them equal a Grand
Lilas and others of that type, of which more are

perhaps sold than of any other named variety.

Like a great many other popular flowers,

the varieties of Hyacinths are becoming- far too

numerous, and very many recent introductions

are worse than the older ones, while many do not

possess any special merit whatever. The Dutch
growers seem to manufacture new varieties for

the sake of sale purposes only. In a bulb

catalogue now before me, published by a noted

firm, I find that the only kinds admitted to be

worthy of cultivation amounted to just two
hundred, or thereabout, and numbers of these

are extremely doubtful! The different shades of

colour are divided into nearly a dozen classes,con-

sisting of from a score to thirty varieties each,

and from which probably one or two would afford

variety sufiicient to satisfy the most critical.

One can only admire the nice discrimination,

not to say courage, that has been able to describe

each variety of Hyacinth as something different

fromitsneighbour.Thedistinction between azure,

rich azure blue, dark blue, purple, glittering

purple, violet-blue, rich blue, rich violet-blue,

darli purple, black-purple, &c., is simply as-

tonishing, and this describes one section of the

blues only ; there are several other blues, porce-

lain and mauves, all equally varied and dis-

tinct. An artist never dreamed of the number
of delicate shades that the catalogue maker re-

cognises. There is only one colour which, to the

latter, seems to present a general uniformity of

hue, and that is "pure white," but he distin-

guishes some thirty kinds of this section by the

form of the truss, and on the same principle as

he does coloni'S apparently. We have splendid

trusses, fine trusses, large trusses, large full trusses,

long handsome trusses, large handsome trusses,

large, compact, handsome trusses, large splendid

trusses, moderate trusses, perfect trusses, neat,

good trusses, and very large trusses. All these

are hma fide descriptions from the catalogue.

Considering that not one person in five thousand,

if there be any at all, is able to distinguish

mentally or ocularly the differences thus so ac-

curately described, it may be guessed what a

labour of love it must be to compile a catalogue

of this kind. Those who complain that the

English tongue is not comprehensive enough for

a botanical vocabulary should consult those who
make our garden catalogues. It is the " florists'

"

flowers principally that encumber the lists

so greviousl}'.

Shrivelled Grapes.—It is perfectly true,

as Mr. Fish states, that once some of our late

Grapes have shrivelled to a certain extent they

will keep for an indefinite period without at-

tention, and Mrs. Pince is an example of this. It

almost invariably wrinkles in the skin by
January, and afterwards does not appear to be
affected by external conditions of temperature

or anything else. To put the " art of shrivelling
"

our Grapes into regular practice, however, with
the object of preservation is a bold proposal that

those who regard the appearance of their dessert

will regard askance. Quite true it is that shri-

velled Muscats and other Grapes are often very
good to eat, but plumpness is a quality that

is indispensable. There is some excuse for

for eating wizened Muscats, but none for shri-

velled Lady Downes or Alicante while good
Muscatel Raisins are to be had, and which are

far preferable. Hardly anything looks worse or

more shabby than a shrivelled Alicante. Is it

true that Grapes are keeping- so badly this win-
ter ? We have not heard or seen anything to

cause us to think anything of the kind. Accord-

ing to all accounts, however, experience differs

greatly on the subject of keeping Grapes after

they are bottled. Some succeed wonderfully, but
some amazing losses have been recorded in spite

of care and attention—owing probably to damp.
The vitality of the Grape berry is lowered after

it is severed from the Vine, and it becomes more
sensitive to external influences, and especially to

damp—a perfectly dry apartment is the place

for bottled Grapes.

The best Orchids.—We wish writers on
Orchids for common people would confine them-
elves to the really good species and varieties,
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and if they were a little less particular in their

descriptions—less technical, their papers would

be quite as useful. From some points of view all

Orchids are either pretty or interesting-, but it is

a fact that many beginners who buy collections

in enthusiastic anticipation of having grand

flowers of a recherche description are often woe-

fully disappointed at the result. There are few

of the Lady's Slippers, for example, that the

simple admirer of a pretty flower can grow
ecstatic over, and there are many other subjects

that can be contemplated without rapture. In

looking over an extensive private collection

lately one was struck by the numbers of appa-

rently inferior varieties so carefully potted and

nurtured, and it occurred that a judicious selec-

tion would probably have reduced the collection

to about one-third of its number at the most.

"Whether it be Angrfecums, Dendrobiums, Ae-
rides, Vandas, Odontoglossums, Cattleyas, iSrc,

it is quite certain that in a moderate collection

all the very best types in each species might be

represented by a few kinds on which the labour

would be better bestowed. Take the Odonto-

glossums, for example ; the good properties of the

whole—and they are many—are all embraced,

according to the thinking of same, among such

kinds as Alexandrte in its many forms, vexil-

larium, cirrhosum, Pescatorei, Phalrenopsis,

pulchellum majus, and Eoezli, and probably the

same number or thereabout would include all

the Dendrobiums worthv of a place, and so on

with other species. A selected collection presents

a very different aspect from a miscellaneous one,

in which everything in the shape of an Orcliid

is preserved. The great utility of Orchids for

cutting, and the demand upon them for that and
other purposes, will shortly cause cultivators,

when the present Orchid mania has subsided a

little, to weed out severely and do with Orcliids

as they do with Grapes and Pine-apples—grow
the best only. Those who realise this earliest

will have reason to congratulate themselves

hereafter. Most trade lists of Orcliids con-

tain many varieties that in the ordinary exi-

gencies of garden culture are not worthy of a

place in a collection. Peeegrine.

being spreading this is compact and bushy;
indeed, it may be best described as a pure
white form of rosea, and it is hardier than nivea.

Of crimson kinds, Lavalleei (deep crimson-claret)

is, though one of the oldest of that colour, still

one of the best. Another of this type is Van
Houttei, and between these two and rosea many

TREES AND SHRUBS.
THE WEIGELAS.

The Weigelas, or Diorvillas as they are also called,

may be classed amongst modern introductions, for

until Fortune sent liome W. rosea, in 181:5, from
China, the onlj' species we had was Dicrvilla cana-

densis, a small North American shrub, at that

time comparatively common, but now almost dis-

placed by its sliowy congeners. Owing to their

free flowering properties and tlie ease with which
they may be increased, both amabilis and rosea

have become amongst the commonest of shrubs,

forming worthy companions for tlie flowering Cur-

rants, Spineas, and similar ornaments of our
shrubberies. Besides the two kinds just named,
there are also many tine hybrids in cultivation, for

which we are cliietly indebted to Continental

growers. Theironly fault is they are too much alike.

Amabilis and rosea even greatly resemble eacli

other, the principal points of difference l>eing the

stronger growth, more spreading branches, and
much reticulated leaves of amabilis compared with
those of rosea. Nevertheless, they are proliably but
different forms of the same species. Another rose-

coloured sort, but superior to tlie two just named,
is A. Carriere, the flowers of which are larger and
of greater sulistance, while the habit of the plant
is more vigorous. Among white-flowered kinds
hortensis nivea has large, l)oId, strongly reticu-

lated foliage, and tliough its habit is somewliat
loose and spreading, when laden with flowers it is

really a grand shrub. Being a little tender, it is,

however, often injured in winter. Of quite a
different habit is Weigela Candida ; instead of

Floweriiiri hrctnch of Weir/da (Diervilla)japon!ca.

varieties ha\'c lieen raised, as, for examijlc, the

kind called Dr. Baillon. Edouard Andre and Gloirc

des Bosquets are both ver}' dark kinds, too dark
indeed to be effective, especially when seen in

masses. In addition to the above there is a form
of rosea in which the leaves arc edged with yel-

low, but not very clearly ; Looymansi, however,
has foliage of an intense golden colour, especially

where fully exposed to tlic sun. This, indeed, is

one of tlie best of golden-leaved slirubs. Diervilla

canadensis, already alluded to, has yellow flowers,

but witli narrow petals, and though interesting

not very showj'. All the Weigelas delight in a
good, free soil, and may be easily jaropagated from
cuttings taken off when dormant and inserted in

tlie open ground. Another way is, in the summer
when tlie young slioots are about 6 in. long, to

take them oft', insert them in pots, and keep them
in a close frame till rooted, which will be in about
a month, tlien pot them off, and tliey will become
thoroughly established before autumn ; in spring
they may lie jilanted out. Weigelas also ripen seed
freely, and may be propagated in that way.

Alpha.

AUCUBA JAPONICA IN FRUIT.

Now tliat the male variety of this pretty shrub is

by no means scarce in this country, those who
possess large plants of the early introduced sort,

all of wliicli are berry-bearing, may, if they desire

it, liave such plants clothed with bright cherry-
like fruit durins' the ensuing autumn and winter
months if they obtain pollen from the male
variety as soon as it is ripe, and carefully fertilise

tlic flowers of tlie berry-bearing variety as soon
as they have fairly expanded. The flowers of the
female variety are very small and inconspicuous,
of a pale greenish colour, and consequently not
unlikely to be unobserved, while the pollen of

the male plants is generally produced in consi-
derable abundance, and when collected and kept
from the action of tlie air is said to retain its fer-

tilising power for a considerable length of time.
It is, I believe, to be obtained in the trade, i.t'.r

from nurserymen, and those who have it in stock
should advertise it, as the time is at hand when it

ought to be applied. In order to secure the ferti-

lisation of such plants in future j'ears without
further trouble, a few shoots of the male variety

should at the present time be grafted upon
large plants of the female sort, and this

would ensure the production of abundance
of berries, as in these plants fecundation appears
to be readily effected. Even where male plants are
growing at a considerable distance from the female
plants the latter invariably become covered with
fruit, the pollen appearing to be conveyed to the
flowers b}- insect agency, or even by the action of

tlie atmosphere alone. Very few more beautiful
objects are to be seen in the gardens and grounds
during winter than a well-grown bush of the
Aucuba, well studded with its large, bright, red
berries, which the birds, so far as I have }'et

observed, do not appear inclined to greatly inter-

fere with. If it sliould be intended to engraft
shoots of the male variet.v upon the other this

should be done without delay, as the present time
is that in which it can be most successfully accom-
plished, r. Grieve.

THE AIMEEICAN ALLSPICE.
The American Allspice (Calycanthus floridus), so
called from its strong aromatic odour, is a medium-
sized deciduous shrub with ovate, dark green
leaves and singular looking, dull purple flowers,

very sweet scented, and produced for a long time
during summer. It is a native of North America,
where it is found in moist, damp places, a circum-
stance which should be borne in mind when ]ilant-

ing it, as in hot, dry situations it does not succeed.

It cannot be called a showy shrub, but tlie colour,

odour, and conformation of tlie flower render it

very interesting. There are several varieties of it,

but they differ but slightly from tlie type; of these

the most notable are elongatus, laivigatus, and
glaiicus, the foliage of which varies somewhat as

indicated by the names; inodorus and anrantiacus

The Ainei-ican AiUpice (Caliicanlhus flurldus).

derive their distinguishing titles from floral diffe-
rences. C. occidentalis, or, as it is often called in
nurseries, C. macrophj'llus, is altogether a plant of
more vigorous growth than the common American
Allspice, but it does not stand the winter so well
as that kind. The best place for it is trained
against a shady wall, a situation in which it will

flower nearly the whole of the summer, wliile in
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the open the flowers are, as a rule, but sparsely

produced. Not only are the blossoms of C. florldus

fragrant when on the plant, but they retain their

perfume for a great length of time even when
dried. This and the other species are propagated

by means of layers ; cuttings root with difHculty,

and where suckers exist it is no easy matter to

detach them with roots adhering to them.
Alpha.

EHODODENDKONS.
Than these few shrubs are more useful or orna-

mental, ranging in colour, as they do, from white

to intense crimson-scarlet, the earliest being

Nobleanum, or the small-flowered davuricum,which
blooms in Februarj' or March, and the latest Sir

James Clark and others which flower in July, a

long period of bloom from one class of shrub.

Brayanum, James Marshall Brooks, Kate "Waterer,

and Joseph Whitworth are also equally beautiful.

It is to be regretted that these and similar sorts

are not more extensively planted than they are
;

one often sees gardens where they would grow
and be highly ornamental with scarcely one, or

good positions taken up with ponticum, a kind
that grows well enough under large trees. Even the

pleasure grounds and gardens at Bournemouth,
where they would be a grand feature and thrive

well, are destitute of the better kinds. Only fancy
how well they would look early in spring in some
of the sheltered nooks about that favourite

watering-place. Some twelve miles west of Bourne-
mouth on the coast Nobleanum used to bloom in

February, and often did not get as much injured

by frost as the later flowering kinds. People some-
times say the better kinds of Ehododendrons are

expensive, but as they grow rapidly they need
not be planted very closely together. Good plants

to give immediate effect may be bought at from
.£10 to £15 per 100, and plants may be had for

3s. 6d. each with from sis to eighteen bloom buds
on them. These might be potted and brought on
under glass (not forced) and used for indoor deco-

ration, and then planted out and be none the

worse. Few plants bear moving better than Rhodo-
dendrons, a fact proved by the way in which they
are brought to the shows in London and else-

where even on the eve of opening their blooms.
On examining some of the bushes in this neigh-
bourhood I met with few that were not well set

with blossom-buds ; out of some 200 kinds I could
not find one without bloom-buds on it. Lovers of

these grand plants may therefore look forward to

a fine display this season. J. C.

Farnhoro'.

SHORT NOTES-TKEES & SHEUBS.

Arctic Coniferse.—The following are the Pines which
Baron Nordenskjold found to the extreme north of the
Bussian possessions : Larix sibirica, Knus Cembra, Pinus

Bibirica, sometimes known as P pichta, Pinus sylvestris,

a Scotch Pine, and Picea obovata, which is the same
nearly the same as that grown in our nurseries as Oriental

Spruce.

CratEBgus arborescens.—Dr. Engelmann, in a re
cent issue of the Botanical Gazette, says this is the largest
N. American Hawthorn. It grows on the alluvial river
bottoms below St. Louis. It makes a trunk 28 in. in
diameter. The red or orange coloured fruit persists all

winter, long after all other lands of Haws have fallen.

Hot-water pipes.—In putting down two
new boilers side by side to heat the whole of the
houses here, the main pipes will be 6 in. in
diameter from the boiler to the houses, and I have
two lots to select from. The first are new pipes
that have been coated inside and out with gas tar,

and the second are old pipes which have been ex-
posed to the weather for a considerable time, and
which have got very much rusted. As I shall have
to draw water from them for watering, I wish to
ask whether water from such pipes would be in-

jurious to vegetation 1 Any information on this
point will be gladly received.

—

Haktwell.

SEASONABLE WORK.

FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.
G, J., SUBRET.

Wild Primroses may be used in a variety of ways,

and are always enjoyable in rooms. They do well

in a broad, deep dish, or shallow bowl, placed as

simply and naturally as possible, by gathering

them up a few at a time with the heads uneven,

placing them in the dish, then putting some wet

Moss against the stalks to keep them steady, then

more flowers, and so on till the dish is full, whole

crowns of leaves, cut with a bit of root, being

placed irregularly among the flowers. The lloss at

the stalk ends also serves to keep the flowers more
apart. Two or three extra hands can greatly help

by gathering up and handing the Primroses in a

continual supply. A little of the Moss showing

here and there is an improvement, but it must be

carefully chosen and not overdone. We sometimes

so fill a round glass milk-pan 2 ft. in diameter, and
even in so large a space, if rightly done, the effect

is not monotonous. A good deal depends on the

choice and placing of the foliage ; at the time of

picking, if it is intended to dress so large a bowl,

we take up two or three handsome plants with

large foliage and long-stalked flowers to be worked
in near the centre. Such an arrangement does well

on a large hall table, and is a pleasant greeting

on entering a house. Single scarlet Anemone
fulgens are arranged in cream-coloured glazed

pottery wiih their own leaves, and placed near a

sunny window. In picking from a bed of Ane-
mones, those latest blown, and therefore most
durable, may be known by the fringe of bracts

being high up near the flowers. One or two clusters

of Veitch's hybrid Ehododendrons, rosy pink and
pale blush, are grouped with golden-green twigs

of Kalmia latifolia in white china. A tall glass

holds Arum Lilies ; to save cutting their own we
use foliage of wild Arum, whole groups of leaves

being pulled up together ; in this way they live

well in water. A polished brass flower-holder of

circular shape has in the centre a pot of Deutzia,

and round it as thickly as they can be placed are

pots of Scilla sibirica, all well carpeted with fresh

Moss.

FLORAL DECORATIONS.

J. HUDSON, GUNNERSBUKT HOUSE.

The weather during the last few weeks having
been mild and genial, we have an abundance of

hard}' flowers that vrill prove of great service in

the house, and make a pleasing change from
exotics and forced shrubs. Primroses and Violets

associate well together, and for these any shallow,

flat receptacle can be turned to good account,

using either sand or water, but in either case some
fresh green Moss will be useful ; so also would a

few small pieces of the finer-leaved kinds of Ivies.

A few patches of Violets, taken up when in full

flower, will keep for some time in a soup plate if

a little soil can be got with them. In this way
Violets look very well—better than inbunches, and
they do not fade so soon. Wallflowers may now be

had in abundance ; they like plenty of water, and
will keep in good condition longer if the ends of

the stems be cut off once or twice. In a day or two
now we shall be cutting blooms of Magnolia
oonspicua from a large specimen. These will look

exceedingly well arranged in a pale blue vase for

sideboard decoration. I find them to invariably

open well when cut just as they are about
to expand their ivory-white blossoms. Their fra-

grance is also agreeable, but perhaps rather too

strong for a somewhat small room. Daffodils

may now be had in profusion. A few flowers of

one or more kinds of these look well arranged with
their own foliage something like the way in which
they grow, and not bunched up in huge masses, as

is oftentimes done. Of forced flowers neat sprays

of Deutzia gracilis, somewhat drooping in habit,

are very serviceable as a fringe to a trumpet vase,

the centre of which would look well filledup with a
few pieces of Hoteia japonica and Dielytra specta-

bilis or Chionodoxa Lucilise. Clumps of the Lily

of the Valley will be valuable now in vases, and
will be found more durable for this purpose than
single crowns. Different coloured varieties of

Azalea mollis look well together with a few
pieces of their own foliage. From want of some-
thing better, a finger glass will suit very well in

which to arrange them. Avoid placing vases of

exotic or forced flowers or plants too close to an
open window, the draught from which would soon

spoil their beauty. When it is desired to prolong

the perfection of choicer cut flowers as much as

possible, it is an excellent plan to arrange them
in a receptacle that can be placed under a bell-

'

glass. In the case of scentless flowers this method
is worthy of consideration. J.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKFIELD.

Ca/tinas.—For outdoor summer decoration

these cannot well be overrated ; they are of easy
culture, quickly increased, and wonderfully effec-

tive, both before and when they are in flower, and
the variety and colour of both foliage and flowers

are very great; though some are better than others,

all the varieties grow and flower freely in the

open air from June to October. They produce the

best effects when planted in masses, the taller

ones in the centre, and those that are dwarfer

outside. They also look well alternated at wide
distances apart with large plants of variegated

Abutilons or Acacia lophantha. They attain the

greatest perfection in deep, light, rich soil (a

peaty loam with plenty of stable manure in it

is best) ; they also do moderately well in stiffer

soil provided the drainage is good. To get up a
stock quickly the best way is to raise them from
seeds, which, if sown in bottom-heat at once, will

make useful plants for putting out in June next.

Seedlings do not always come true ; therefore

when it is desired to retain any given variety, re-

course must be had to division, an operation which
may be performed any time before the roots start

into growth ; the portions separated should be
potted in small pots and started into growth in

heat. In dry soils in the south of England the

roots winter safely in the beds if the surface be
mulched with Bracken or Cocoa-nut fibre ; but in

less favoured districts and soils they should be

lifted after the first severe frost occurs in autumn,
and packed in dry soil in frost-proof sheds or cel-

lars. The following are a few of the best varieties,

viz., aurantiaca, magnifica, peruviana, gigantea

major, nigricans, Premices de Nice, iridiflora, and
Warscewiczi.

Hardy Ferns and rockery.—Most kinds

of Ferns are now throwing up new fronds, and
before they get so much advanced as to be in-

jured by working amongst them, all old fronds,

weeds, and new plantings, or rearrangements

should be completed as early as possible. Remove
the mulchings and give fresh soil to any plants

needing that attention. This is the best season to

plant out Ferns ; therefore, any new additions to

this department should be furnished forthwith.

Plant carefully, well firming the soil about their

roots with the hand ; after that give them a good

watering to further consolidate the soil, and un-

less the weather proves exceptionally drj', no

further artificial watering will be necessary. An
immediate furnished effect may be had by inter-

mixing with the Ferns a few compact growing

shrubs, such as Thujas, Retinosporas, and Irish

Junipers. A free use of mossy Saxifrages and

Sedums as a carpeting for Ferns is both appro-

priate and desirable, as they furnish the ground

until the Fern fronds have become fully deve-

loped. The rockery is now beginning to look gay

;

Aubrietia Campbelli, Phlox verna, and Litho-

spermum fruticosum are one mass of blossoms,

and others are fast unfolding. In the presence of

so much beauty, weeds, decayed stems, or, indeed,

anything of an untidy character, should have no

place. Many kinds may still be planted, and if

when the stock of plants has become exhausted

there are still vacancies, these may be filled in by
sowing Mignonette, Silenes, Virginian Stocks,

in fact, any of the dwarfer spreading annuals.
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General work.—Mowing must now begin in

earnest. We began with the lawn mower a month
ago, for the Grass has grown the whole of the

winter. Negligence as to mowing early in the sea-

son results in coarse Grasses and a sickly coloured

sward throughout the summer. Plenty of rolling,

a dressing of soot or wood ashes, and early mow-
ing ensure a fine velvety turf at all times. It is

high time that lawn Grass seeds were sown ; level

and rake the surface fine, sow on a still day, rake

the seeds well in, and roll frequently, but par-

ticularly after a frost, which upheaves the ground.
Edgings of turf not yet trimmed should be so

without delay, as they will soon be too dry to be
operated on neatly. Walks, too, should ere this

have had all necessary repairs done, and have
received surfaoings of fresh gravel, and rolling

should be repeated after each heavy rainfall, till

they are hard and firm to tlie tread. Walks under
trees are apt to get Moss-grDwn and discoloured

;

in all such spots apply a sprinkling of salt ; this

will remove the discolouration, and add brightness
to the gravel. Laurel and other shrub pruning
should be completed forthwith, as should also any
planting that yet remains to be done. Vacant beds
and borders should be dug or trenched, and with
the view of lessening the pressure of work at the
general planting-out time all kinds of plants that
can now be put out with safety should be planted.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINES, SOUTHGATB.

Achimenes and Gloxinias.—As soon as
Achimenes started early have made an inch or
two ot growth they should be placed in their
blooming pots or baskets, whichever are used. A
few more ought now to be started, reserving a
portion to be brought on later, for if it is deemed
desirable to have them in bloom for a lengthened
period they must be started at different times
Some of the old bulbs of Gloxinias should now be
potted and placed in a brisk heat, but as soon as
the tops begin to move they must be put as
near the glass as possible. Few things are so much
influenced by the treatment they receive in this
respect as Gloxinias, which, if grown in a way
that causes them to be at all drawn up, are ren-
dered almost useless. If not already sown, a little
seed should be put in. Few plants have been so
much improved in recent times as these. If a good
strain of seeds is obtained they will yield flowers
equal to the best named kinds.

Amaryllis. — Where these are grown in
sufficient quantities to admit of their being brought
into flower at difierent periods, the earliest will
now be in bloom. Give them a light position

;

otherwise if not grown comparatively cool the
foliage is liable to come weak and soft, a condi-
tion which materially interferes with their flower-
ing capabilities in time to come.

Eucharis.—Now that the season is coming
on when the sun may be expected to have a
good deal of power, see that these plants are not
too much under its direct influence. Easy as
Eucharises are to manage, many fail with them
through an inability to keep their leaves in a
healthy state. The most frequent cause of this
is allowing them to be exposed to the sun to
which, unlike almost all other cultivated bulbs,
they have the greatest dislike unless far from the
roof. Plenty of pot room is essential to quick
growth and free flowering, and if small specimens
are deemed the most desirable they should be di-
vided, and the bulbs placed three or four together
instead of letting them remain crowded. If by
any chance the plants are strong and do not
flower so freely as they ought to do, the shaking
out and separation needful for their being put in
small pots is almost sure to have the effect ot
throwing them into bloom. Kee that tliey are
free from worms, as where bottom-heat is used
the soil is often liable to contain them, and their
presence for any length of time generally results
in the plants getting into bad condition. Soot
water made moderately strong will usually free
the soil from worms. If the plants are at all af-

fected with scale or mealy bug the sponge ought
to be well used before the higher temperature,
consequent on warmer weather, causes them to

increase faster than they otherwise would do.

Shrubby Calceolarias.— Comparatively
few soft-wooded subjects are more useful or

effective for conservatory or greenhouse decora-

tion in spring than these, and, considering the

small amount of trouble they give to haVe them
in good condition, it seems strange that they are

so little grown. By cutting tliem back each sum-
mer when the flowering is over, like Pelargoniums,
but not shortening the shoots so close as in their

case, they will last for a number of years, attain-

ing a large size and blooming so profusely as to

all but hide the leaves. Old examples fairly well

wintered if given a shift now into richsoil and kept
in a temperature of frgm 40° to 4,5° in the night,

and quite free from aphides, will form strong
bushes full of flower by the beginning of May.
.\mongst yellows the old bedding variety aurea
floribunda is one of the best : the darker coloured

kinds succeed equally well. Young plants now
in their blooming pots should be kept a little

warmer than ordinary cool greenhouse stock if

they are wanted in bloom early.

Herbaceous Calceolarias.— These also

ought now to be accommodated with a little

warmth, and be set close to the glass, giving them
plenty of manure water. The most essential mat-
ter in the cultivation of these plants is to see that
they do not get injured by aphides, for if once
these get established in quantity on them, the
foliage is sure to be injured, which not only spoils

their appearance, but is equally detrimental to

their blooming.

Hydrangeas and Neriums.—Where Hy-
drangeas are grown in small pots from cuttings
struck annually they force well, and where the
pots are full of roots they must be treated to

manure water every week, as on this depends the
size and strength of the flowers. If a portion of

the stock is kept cool, a succession of bloom can
be maintained for several months. Small plants

of Neriums are most useful ; whi re well r'pened by
full exposure to the sun in the open air during
the latter part of summer, they rarely fail to flower.

Care must be taken that they are plentifully sup-

plied with water, for although the plants will

bear drought without injury in the autumn and
winter, yet as soon as the bloom buds begin to

move if too dry they will most likely fall off. An
intermediate temperature is sufficient for such as

are to be forced, as if subjected to too much heat
they do not generally flower well.

Humea elegans.—This old-fashioned plant
deserves a place wherever room can be found for

it. It is not only elegant in growth, but it has the
additional merit of being at its best at a time in

summer when there is usually a scarcity of con-
servatory stock. To have plants of it in good con-
dition they must now be moved into large pots,

as if cramped for root space they will be deficient

in size and the lower leaves will not keep fresh,

after the loss of which half their beauty is de-

stroyed. They are subject to aphides, which must
be regularly sought for, as they lie concealed at

the under side of the leaves, and if allowed to re-

main they soon do irreparable harm.

Lilium giganteum.—Although this stately

plant will succeed out-of-doors over a good part

of the kingdom, still it will flower in a pot, if

well managed, much more profusely than in the

open ground. Examples that have been wintered
singly in 8-in. or 9-in. pots should at once be
moved to others 16 in. or 18 in. in diameter,
giving them good turfy loam, enriched with ma-
nure, pressing it moderately solid in the pots.

As soon as the roots have got well hold of the

new material, manure water will help them, but,

like almost all other quick-growing subjects, if

stimulants of this nature are to have their full

effect, they must be applied at the time the
plants are gathering strength to form their

flowers.

Fuchsiasand Cinerarias.—See that every-
I

thing needful is done to keep last summer's

struck Fuchsias moving freely, as any check as

regards want of pot room, or keeping them too

cold, will throw them into a premature flowering

state, after wliich little progress in size is possi-

ble. Where Cinerarias are wanted in bloom by
the end of the year, a bit of seed ought shortly

to be sown.

W. COLEMAN, BASTNOK CASTLE.

Pines.—Examine the first batch of suckeis

which were potted early in February and plunged

in a strong bottom-heat of 90°
;
and if it is found

that the young fleshy roots are beginning to coil

round the outsides of the balls, give sufficient

tepid water to keep them in a nice growing state.

Ventilate more freely and dew them over with

the syringe after closing with solar heat. If the

young plants are kept close to the glass and have

plenty of room, the top-heat may now range from
6.5° at night to 75° by day ; and to prevent the

newly-formed roots from receiving injury, the

heat about the pots may be allowed to descend to

80°, at which it must remain until they are pot-

ted. Where very strong suckers were obtained to

start with, and the one shift system is to be fol-

lowed, make the usual preparations for carrying

out the work with dispatch when the plants are

in a fit state and the weather is favourable. Let

the beds be made up of tan or leaves some time

beforehand to ensure a steady bottom-heat of 85°

to 90°, as getting into a newly-plunged bed to rock

and lift the plants is very objectionable. Err on
the side of small pots—say 10-in. to 12-in. for

Queens, and 12-in. to 14-in. for Cayennes ;
use

pure, rough, fibry loam—bone dust and charcoal

if inclined to become adhesive—ram very firm topre-

vent all possibility of water being held in sus-

pension, and while maintaining a moist, growing

atmosphere by a judicious use of the syringe, care-

fully avoid saturating the soil until the roots begin

to work freely through the new compost. Keep a

close watch upon newly-potted plants, and place

some very light shading over the glass for an hour

or two on bright days. Let the heat in fruiting

pits range from 70° at night to 80° by day ; close

with sun-heat at 85°, and run up a few degrees

with atmospheric moisture well charged with

ammonia. See that plants in flower have a brisk

circulation of heated air to insure perfect fertilisa-

tion, and to prevent the crowns from becoming

too large, as is often the case in close, dank, ill-

ventilated pits.

Vines.—Disbud, tie down, and stop succession

houses as the Vines advance, and remove all

surplus bunches from free setting kinds as soon

as the most promising for the crop can be decided

upon. Early Muscats having -plenty of fresh,

active roots working in inside borders may also

be dive.sted of ill-formed bunches, provided a fair

percentage of the best are left to choose from after

the Grapes are set. Draw the points of the bunches
up to the light when in flower, fertilise with Ham-
burgh pollen, and let the heat range from 70°

at night to 85° by day, and 90° when solar heat is

available. Grapes now swelling must have a liberal

supply of moisture charged with ammonia, and
as keen easterly winds with bright sunshine fre-

quently prevail in I\Iarch, guard against checks

from draught by shutting off flre-heat early on fine

mornings, by timely ventilation, and by early

closing with sunheat at a temperature of 85° to

90°. As the stoning process approaches, allow a

free and easy growth of laterals, stimulate the roots

with warm diluted liquid, and aim at a steady

night temperature of 65° to 68° with a little air.

When this strain upon the Vines is over, sharper
forcing may be indulged in if it is really neces-

sary, but the figures I have just named are quite

high enough for all Grapes which do not come
under Muscat treatment.

Late houses.—Endeavour to give the Vines
as long a growing season as possible by shutting

up with strong sun heat ; syringe the rods several

times a d.ay, and maintain a moist atmosphere by
damping the mulching material every evening
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Vigorous 3'oung rods which have never borne fruit

will require dexterous handling to get them to

break evenly, particularly where the young be-

ginner has been led or misled into leaving his

canes long enough to carry a crop which his

Vines cannot finish ; but much may be done bj'

tying down the points and elevating the dormant
buds over heaps of fermenting material placed on
the borders.

Hardy fruit.—All arrears of winter work, if

any, at the end of so line a season must now be

gathered up, as a busy time is upon us, and
spring operations require attention. As many of

the recently planted fruit trees have not received

a thorough soaking of rain water since the roots

were disturbed, see that all mulching is well done
before they suffer from the effects of drying
winds and bright sunshine. Tread the soil firmly

now it is dry before the manure is put on,

and give all doubtful trees a moderate water-
ing to keep them going until the sap finds its

way back into the usual channel. Young stone
fruit trees intended for training as supernu-
meraries must be treated as the above, and if

cutting back is still aportion of the grower's creed,

all buds must be pretty well advanced, or, better
still, the work may be delayed for a year before
they are subjected to a second shock. Where, in

low damp gardens the topping of Raspberries is

put off till spring, cutting back may be performed
in March, and if well mulched early in the autumn
a hand-weeding of the stools will complete this

part of the garden for a long time, as digging
amongst the roots is simply barbarous. Look over
Strawberry beds, remove all weeds, spread down
the mulching and ri.ke oS before the crowns
become too prominent. On our cold damp soil we
make it a rule to lay the autumn mulching in

ridges between the rows, and after dressing the
beds with soot, the manure is levelled down early

in the spring—the advantages being freedom from
slugs, more complete rest to the crowns, and a
later and better bloom in the spring. With the
exception of Pears, which bore heavily last year,

fruit trees of all kinds in this locality are laden
with blossoms, which promise to be bold, vigorous,

and perfect, and so far the season is highly favour-
able, provided the advice to protect, which teems
in every journal, is not carried to excess. It is of

course well to be prepared for an emergency, but
covering which excludes light and air checks and
weakens the vital energy of the trees, and does
more harm than well coped, but otherwise ex-
posed, trees would receive from several degrees of

dry frost.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
K. GILBERT, B IT B G H L E Y .

Never do I remember the land beifig in such
good condition for cropping as it is now. My acre
plot for early Potatoes is like an ash-heap, and
although I seldom plant early Potatoes before the
last week in this month, I could not this year
resist the temptation of taking time by the fore-
lock. I have therefore planted my acre of earlief.

The sets have been kept on shelves in a well-aired
room, and they were in fine condition, having
small, but stout sprouts. The varieties are Early
Frame, Early Hammersmith, and Empress Eugenie,
but the bulk consistsof Myatt'sandOldAshtop. We
merely draw the drills and lay in the sets, but
leave a slight ridge above each row. Other opera-
tions consist in filling up blanks in Cabbage and
Lettucequarters.andkeepingthe soil well cultiva-
ted between the rows, which is the very life of vege-
tation, and which should receive attention on all

favourable opportunities. Now is about the very
best time to make a selection of Broccoli for seed

;

take only one, but let it be the king among them.
When in flower sulphur it to keep away in-

sects, and when you cut the produce you
will say, " I wish I had done this before,"
We have been busy cutting up all old stumps of
Brussels Sprouts, Savoys, &c. What a useful vege-
table sprouting Broccoli is ! Some few years back
Mr. Dancer supplied me with a stock of it, and
capital it is. We also grow the white variety. My
opinion is that it is not so sweet in flavour as the

purple. Our early spring Cabbage will be in time
to succeed the above ; therefore, no blanks, but all

prizes, are the order of the day. French Beans are

the only vegetables which occupy much space

under glass just now ; they are very unprofitable,

but cannot be dispensed with ; therefore, keep up
a stock of them in accordance with the demand.
Early Peas in boxes in cool houses are just now
little pets, Laxtou's Minimum being dwarf, prolific,

and good in flavour. When the flowering period is

over, mulch the boxes witlr rotten manure and
give plenty of water, attentions which little Peas
fully repay. Early Potatoes in bo.xes now in the

Peach house should be kept short of water ; only
just enough should be given to keep them from
flagging. I shall remove them into cool houses at

once. We sowed our main crop of Celery to-day
the varieties being Major Clarke's, Sandringham
White, and Carter's Incomparable Crimson.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
MUSHROOM GROWING.

Last October my gardener made up a Mush-
room bed in a small wooden shed 6 ft. in length
and .5 ft. in width. It began to bear about the
middle of December, and I have gathered from
it weekly two or three dozen ever since, and to-

day I gathered also two dozen. The two largest
measured 16 in. in circumference and their stalks

5 in. and 6 in. round. The rest varied in size from
12 in. to 9 in. in circumferenceand were correspond-
ingly thick. The bed was protected with only a
slight covering of hay and an old horse- cloth
hung over it in front—good evidence of the ex-

treme mildness of the season. It was made up
of the collected droppings of a mare and gelding
from my own stable, and when first made was
about 20 in. thick.

—

Alfred Clark, Tn-kkenham.

During the past winter I have had greater
success with my Mushrooms than on any occasion
hitherto. I have no properly constructed Mushroom
house, but there is a close shed about 10 ft. long,

and 6 ft. wide, in which I thought they would
grow admirably, provided the winter was not a
severe one. I consequently erected beds around
three sides of the shed about 3 ft. from the floor

;

the beds were put together rather roughly, as it

was only an experiment, and several of the boards
used were partially decayed. I had some time pre-

viously been collecting manure, and having it

dried in an open slied ; it was treated in the
ordinary way ; each morning when the boy went to

the stables, and brought the fresh droppings, they
were sprinkled over the collected portion ; then
turned over in ridges. About ten days before
making up the beds they were thrown into a heap
and allowed to sweat; afterwards they were
thrown down again, and turned over for several

more days, then sweated a second time, and thrown
down again to allow the steam to pass ofl!.

After a few more turnings they were ready for the
beds. I mixed about a fourth part of loam with
them, then put them on the top beds right round
the house. In a few days the heat had subsided
to 70°, when the whole was spawned and top-

dressed with about IJ in. loam beaten down firmly

with the back of a spade. I spawned the bed
about the middle of October, and in a'oout a month
the Mushrooms were up, but their growth was
slow, as the heat from the bed was fast declining.

In order to remedy this I put a mixture of leaves

and hot manure underneath the bed, and in a day
or two it was white with Mushrooms, some mea-
suring 6 in. across. They kept up well until the
heat began to decline in the manure and leaves

;

fresh material accordingly took the place of that
exhausted, when another crop superior to the first

sprung up, and not only did I get Mushrooms
from the upper surface of the bed, but also under-
neath, where the boards were slightly decayed

;

wherever there was an opening, out came Mush-
rooms in quantity. Thespawn had actuallymade its

way through the boards, even where they were
fairly solid. The fermenting manure was about
6 in. from the bottom of the Mushroom bed, and
that no doubt induced them to come down. They

seemed to grow best when the air in the house
was loaded with moisture from the warm manure.
I have been cutting Mushrooms since the last

week in November, and they are as plentiful now
as ever. I have never known a Mushroom bed
to bear so long or so plentifully . as the one
in question.—A. Dewar, Hall Court, Batlcy,
Hants,

Early Cauliflowers.—For some years back
I have given up wintering Cauliflower plants. I

find from experience that it is labour thrown
away. When planting our first pit with early Po-
tatoes, some time about January 20, I sprinkle a
pinch of Cauliflower seed along with them. The
young plants are not long in coming up ; they are
then pricked off into boxes, grown on in cold
frames, and about this time they are planted out
on a warm border, where they will be ready tor cut-
ting in the last week in April. I have also given up
growing late varieties of Broccoli, i.e., tho;e that
do not come in until May or June. 'They cannot
be compared with fine quickly-grown Cauliflowers,
which are always in great demand.—R. NiSBET,
Asn'arby Park, Folkingham.

In reply to " W. J. M." (p. 165), allow me
to say that for more than thirtjr years I have fol-

lowed the practice of sowing Cauliflowers in the
autumn, and I have never had a failure, nor
suffered any inconvenience therefrom. No matter
what the winter may have been, the crop from
such plants has always been satisfactory, showing
no tendency either to button or run to seed. The
seed is sown on or about August 26, and we sowed
from the same packet in the spring. When large

enough the plants are put singly into small pots
and plunged in a cold frame, which we always
have at liberty for such a purpose, and they
require but little attention until planting-out time,
which, depending on the season, is either in

February or March ; sometimes the first week in

February and sometimes the second week in
March. For the first planting we use hand-glasses,
and put four plants in each—one plant in each
corner. In autumn, at the time of potting, we also

prick out a suiDplemeutary lot under hand-glasses,

say 25 to a light. These we protect with mats in

severe weather, and thej' become fine strong plants

to plant out in March, and succeed those kept in

pots during the winter. I do not object to
" W. J. M.'s " plan, but I have perfect confidence
in the simplicity and certainty of that described.

—J. M., Addington.

Aigburth Brussels Sprout.—The general
disposition seems to be to praise this, and growers
as a rule may be pleased with it when they see the
great size to which the Sprouts grow, but this, in

my opinion, is one of its weak points. Brussels

Sprouts should be small, hard, and round, and not
placed too closely on the stem. The Sprouts of the
Aigburth are as large as a hen's egg, and crowded
together so much, that in damp weather many
of them decay. They are of loose consistence, and
in cooking lose their form ; whereas true Brussels

Sprouts are beautiful little green balls which may
Jje eaten individually and enjoyed.—J, MuiR.

Covering for seed beds in moist
weather.—I did not wish to allow the first week
in March to pass without sowing Yellow Maltese
Turnip, Deptford Onion, Parsnip, Heartwell Cab-
bage, Snow's Broccoli, and Cos Lettuce. The beds

had been previously arranged, but as it had been
raining for ten days, more or less continuously,

covering from the furrows was out of the ques-

tion. Fortunately I thought of some screened coal

and wood-ashes we had under an open shed, and
used them as covering material for the beds. Already
almost all are vegetated and above the soil. Had I

peat ashes, generally plentiful in Ireland, they
would have been better probably. They enable

seed sowing to go on in any weather.—W. J. M.,

Clonmel.

Ne'w mode of -wintering Broccoli.—
In order to grow Broccoli well the ground on
which it is to be planted should be well manured,
trenched, and ridged in autumn or in the early

part of winter. In May the ridges should be
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levelled down with a fork, and drills drawn 2 ft.

3 in. apart, in which the Broccoli should be

planted 2 ft. asunder. Of the various ways that

have come under my notice of preserving Broccoli

through the winter months the following proved

to be the best: Every alternate two rows were

planted with Cauliiiowers or early Cabbage plants.

At the beginning of October, when the Cauli-

flowers or Cabbages were all cut, the stumps were

cleared off. The Broccoli plants were divested of

their inner leaves and then earthed up to their

necks, the ground presenting the appearance of

Celery ridges. By this mode of treatment they

have withstood severe winters to all appearance

without injury, and produced by far the finest

heads I have yet seen.—J. Eiddbll, Wentnorth,
Hotherham.

Mushrooms turning brown.—I have a

Mushroom house 70 ft. long and 20 ft. wide, with

four beds deep in the centre, and three on each
side. There is one flow and two returns up each
side of the house on the floor between the centre

and the outside beds, and I have three square
holes in the roof for ventilation. The house is

covered in with thatch, and cased inside with
match boarding. T make my beds with droppings

beaten firmly, and spawn when the heat is 80°.

In five or six weeks the Mushrooms come up
thickly all over the beds; but when they get about
half the size of a Walnut they all turn brown.
How, can any one tell me, does that happen ? My
house is kept at about from 60° to 65°, yet they
nearly all seem to go wrong

;
perhaps I may pick

twenty good out of a bed of 35 ft. in length. How
should I proceed in order to avoid such disastrous

results ?—J. D.

"Watering Pine-apple plants.—I agree

with Mr. Muir (p. 149) that there is often too

much water given to Pines. I know some who
make it a practice to look over their plants once
a week in winter and twice a week in summer. I

like to see suckers when turned out of their pots

rooted like a well-managed pot Strawberry plant.

I used to examine my Pines just the same as I

would other plants. If the soil appeared to be at

all moist no water was given. I know that some
of my plants had no water save once in six weeks.
Being plunged in leaves in a pit, there was nothing
to dry them. Sometimes the soil would be dust
dry on the top, but by taking a pointed stick and
just moving the surface the soil beneath would be
found to be quite moist. Pines should never be
damped heavily overhead ; when that is done, the
water runs down the leaves and lodges around
the collar of the plants, thus causing them to

damp oS, or rather rot, there. The best plan after

a hot day is to simply give a slight sprinkling re-

sembling dew. The plants above referred to after

being potted grew rapidly, the leaves of some
measuring 3^ in. in width and covered with
bloom, so much so that one could write their name
on them, and they were stout and leathery. If

watering were better attended to, sickly-looking
plants would be the exception rather than the
rule.—J. P., Diirrliam.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

SHORT NOTES- KITOHEU GARDEN-

Salting ground for Carrots.—What quantity of
- salt may I use with safety to the square perch of ground
where I intend sowing Carrots ? and how should it be
applied ? My Carrots fail evei'y year when about 6 in. or
8 in. above ground.—Y. M. T.

Barbe de Capucin—What is the proper name of

that-very good salad sold in the Paris markets as Monk's
Beard (Barbe de Capucin)? and how is it grown ?—H. C. W.
[It is the blanched leaves of Chicory, which are easily

brought into that condition when placed in a little warmth
and covered up from the light.]

Some of our correspondents who are applied to pri-

vately for information on subjects on which they have
written in The Garden complain that the enquirers tor-

get to enclose a directed and stanipeil envelope ; and we
are asked to remind them that that should in all cases be
done. We therefore hope that no one will tail to comply
with so reasonable a request.

Gagea lutba.—From Mr. F. M. Burton,

Highfleld, Gainsborough, comes Gagea lutea,

the English yellow Star of Bethlehem, found

some years ago in a Leicestershire wood, and

now thoroughly naturalised in his wild garden.

It is not a showy plant, but interesting, being

rarely met with a wild state.

Cape Pond-weed (Aponogeton distachyon).

—The pools filled with this beautiful aquatic

plant have yielded flowers without intermission

throughout the winter, and now they are

developing dense masses of bloom, the Haw-
thorn-like perfume from which is alone sufficient

to attract attention apart from the extreme har-

diness of the plant and delicacy of colour.

Amygdalus macrocabpa.—This is by far

the finest of all the varieties of the Almond Tree

now in flower, though one, comparatively

speaking, seldom seen. It differs from the com-
mon form in having much larger blossoms and in

being only faintly tinged with pink. Several

good sized trees of it in the Exotic Nursery,

Tooting, are just now in full bloom, and are very

attractive, being conspicuous even a long way
ofl.

Paxton's " Floweh Garden."—The first

volume of this work, produced by Messrs.

Gassell, Petter, Galpin, & Co., is before us. It is

handsomely got up and copiously illustrated by
woodcut engravings and coloured plates, and tlie

additions to the original text of Paxton and Lind-

ley by Mr. T. Baines bring it up to the present

date. The colouring of the plates, we may add,

is in several instances faulty—its only blemish.

Azalea Mrs. Cabmichael.—This new hybrid

Azalea, grown and flowered as we saw it a few
days since in Mr. Gower's nursery at Tooting

is very beautiful, the soft carmine-pink of the

blossoms being distinct from any other sort we
know of. The flowers are moderately large, but
produced in abundance on dwarf, compact grow-
ing plants. It is an excellent subject for forcing

into flower early like the old A. amoena, which
we believe is one of the parents of this hybrid.

Tbop-=eolum Lobbianum Townsoni.—This
is, without doubt, the most brilliant and pro-

fuse bloomer belonging to this useful species. It

has flowered throughout the past winter, and at

any time I could cut hundreds off a singleplant

trained on the roof of the conservatory. I have
not a more useful flower, for every gardener

knows how scarce scarlet flowers are at this

time of the year. In this neighbourhood it is

largely grown, but little known in the south.

For market purposes it is invaluable.— W. R.,

Bmvdon.

Myosotis dissiiifloba splendens.— The
ordinary form of this spring Forget-me-not is

beautiful enough, but it is quite eclipsed by this

lovely variety, which we saw the other day in

Mr. liooke's garden at The Towers, Hilllngdon.

Its flowers are considerably larger than those of

dissitiflora, the colours brighter, and the habit

of the plant more compact. Everyone who likes

the commoner form would be delighted with this.

It does not appear to be grown in nurseries yet,

as we have never met with it.

Tbop.eoj'Aim Firefly.—This, one of the
numerous Lobbianum varieties, is one of the

finest of all for growing in a greenhouse for a

supply of cut flowers in winter and spring, the
brilliancy of its scarlet blossoms surpassing every
other flower obtainable at these .seasons. At the

present time some plants of it adorn one of the

houses in Mr. Go^n'er's nursery at Tooting, form-
ing beautiful festoons along both sides of the

pathway—a beautiful object, and a most valu-

able source of a supply of cut bloom.

Varieties op Dog's-tooth Violets.— It

may not be generally known that the common
Dog's-tooth Violet (Erythronium DerLS-canis) is

very variable as regards the colour of the blos-

soms. In Mr. Parker's nursery at Tooting there

is now a fine display of bloom of several

varieties, the chief being pallidum (pale pink),

album (white), albo-majus (large white), pur-

pureum majus (large deep purple-red), all of

which are extremely beautiful, and, being dis-

played in such large masses as here, their beauty
can be seen to perfection.

Wild types of Crocus.—The common Ver-
nal Crocus (C. vernus) is so predominant among
spring flowers in most gardens, that one would
scarcely imagine that such beautiful variety

exists amoug the wild species, of which the

greater part are in cultivation. A large col-

lection of these just now forms one of the most
attractive features in Messrs. Barr & Sugden's
grounds at Tooting, and the wide range of

colour among them, from deep yellows and
purples to pure white, is very remarkable.

Surely such charming spring flowering plants

are worthy of more attention than they get

!

A NEW Cycad (Zamia montana).—A very
noteworthy addition has lately been made to the

list of cultivated Cyoadaceous plants in the

form of Zamia montana, which Messrs. Shuttle-

worth, Carder & Co., of Clapham Park Road,
have imported from South America. It is a re-

markably handsome plant, as fine as any of the
previously Introduced kinds. From the large

cumbrous stems are produced a tuft of leaves

which spread out boldly into asymmetrical head.

They are some 4 ft. or o ft. long, and have lauce-

shaped pinnse 1 ft. or more in length, giving the

plant a noble aspect.

COLCHICUM CROCIPLOBUM AND LUTEUM.

—

These two rare and very pretty bulbous plants

are just now in full beauty in Messrs. Barr
& Sugden's grounds, at Tooting. The for-

mer has flowers similar to those of some species

of Crocus, hence its name. The flowers, which
appear with the leaves, rise some 3 in. or 4 in.

above the surface. The long slender tube is a
bluish purple, but the spreading segments of the

blossom are white, which with the foliage forms
a pretty contrast. C. luteum has, as its name
implies, blossoms of a yellow colour. The flowers

are about as large as those of a moderate-sized

Crocus, and of a bright clear orange-yellow.

Though a native of Northern India, it seems to

be quite hardy. Both these plants are pretty ad-

ditions to hardy bulbs.

Pdschkiniascilloides.—Thedelicate beauty
of this little bulbous plant renders it conspicuous

among the crowds of hardy plants that have ex-

panded their blossoms during the past week in

the gardens about London. This Puscbkinia
grows about 6 in. high with a few deeply chan-
nelled leaves. The flower-spikes are erect, and
bear numerous blossoms \ in. across and arranged
thickly on the stem. The colour is white,

flushed with a faint tinge of blue, while a deep
blue line runs down the centre of each division

of the flower. It is now in full beauty in Mr.
Parker's nursery at Tooting in company with
large masses of the deep azurean blue Scilla

siblrica, S. bifolia, and others.

Azalea ros.eplora.—This beautiful green-

house shrub, of which a coloured figure ap-

peared in The Garden (Vol. XVIIL, p. 254),

is just now one of the most conspicuous amongst
plants in flower in Mr. Gower's nursery at

Tooting. So totally distinct Is it from any other

Azalea in cultivation, both in colour and mode
of growth, that it at once arrests attention. The
flowers are from \\ in. to 3 in. across, and so

double as to form perfectly compact rosettes ; the
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colour, a soft salmon rose, deepens towards the
base of the petals, -which appear to be of various
tints. The flowers before expansion so much
resemble Rosebuds, that they might readily be
mistaken for them, and therefore are excellent for

button-hole bouquets. The plant seems to be
almost hardy, and therefore may be grown in a
cool greenhouse.

Cyclamen veenum.—This charming little

spring plant is just now in its height of beauty
in London gardens, and few more pleasing plants
exist in the open air at this season. The neat
little tufts of handsome metallic green foliage,
zoned with silvery markings, together with the
bright little flowers, combine to render it a
veritable gem among rock garden plants. There
are two varieties—one with bright crimson-red
flowers, the other with pure white blossoms,
save the blotch of crimson in the mouth of the
corolla. Both are exquisite little plants, and no
rock garden is properly furnished without them.
They are very hardy and of easy culture, pro-
vided they are placed at the outset under
favourable conditions. In Messrs. Barr and Sug-
den's grounds at Tooting we saw the other day
sorne fine masses of this Cyclamen and its

variety.

Aeisjema Sieboldi.—Of this singularly
handsome Aroid, Mr. Green, gardener to Sir
G. Macleay, Bart., Pendell Court, Bletchingley,
exhibited some exceptionally fine examples at
the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting on
Tuesday last. It is synonymous, we believe, with
A. prsecox, which we described a short time
since, but the way in which Mr. Green grows it

represents the plant in quite a different aspect
from what we are wont to see it. The curious
hood spathes and their handsome markings ren-
der the plant really attractive, and it is one of
those which, to fully appreciate, must be ex-
amined closely. It grows well in a greenhouse.

White Anthdrium. — The white-spathed
variety of A. Scherzerianum is really a hand-
some a,nd desirable stove plant when seen in good
condition, but so often it is seen with a confused
mass of secondary spathes appearing from
the spadix, that it is rendered very unattractive.
It is well to know, however, that there are two
forms of it, one much more liable to become a
confused mass of spathes than the other. The
best form we saw the other day in fine condition
in Mr. Gower's nursery at Tooting, where it is

grown in company with the typical form, the
contrast between the two being very striking.
Of the red-spathed form Mr. Gower possesses
the_ large spathed variety known as maximum,
which is of a brilliant deep purplish crimson
and exceptionally large. It is a grand variety

—

one of the finest of all.

Market Cyclamens.—One of the most im-
portant nurseries in the neighbourhood of Lon-
don where the Persian Cyclamen is grown on an
extensive scale for market is that of Mr. Ed-
monds, of Hillingdon. Here the Cyclamen is by
far the most important plant cultivated, and re-
ceives the greatest attention, with the result that
a wonderfully fine stock has been secured, repre-
senting that dwarf compact habit of growth so
much desired, yet having a free habit of flower-
ing and a rich variation in colour. One of the
most remarkable varieties in the collection is

that named C. giganteum roseum compactum, to
which a first-class certificate was awarded a
short time since by the Royal Horticultural
Society. The characteristics of this fine variety
are compactness of habit, handsome foliage, and
large rosy pink flowers, plentifully produced on
stout stalks. Three long houses at this nursery
are just now full to overflowing with Persian
Cyclamens, all in full flower and well worth
seeing.

Hblleborcs Commebzienrath Bbnart.—
Of all the spotted Hellebores we have yet seen

the one bearing this somewhat terrible name
is the finest. It has large white flowers like the

typical II. guttatus, but heavily and copiously

spotted with deep purple, not only the base of

the sepals, but nearly the whole of the lower
halves. The blossoms, too, are neatly cup-
shaped, which adds to the attractiveness of the

plant. We saw it in flower in the collection of

Mr. Hooke's, who has spent many years in cul-

tivating and improving the Hellebore, and the
collection that he has recently formed at the
Towers, Hillingdon, bids fair to surpass even the
extremely rich one which he had at Bradfield,

Reading, but which is now at Kew. Among
other fine Hellebores in flower in Mr. Hooke's
garden, are H. colchicus and numerous hybrids

between it and other kinds, all of which are

very handsome and improvements on the typical

forms. The plants are grown in good soil in a

partially shaded situation, and are well cared

for in other respects.

Plants in bloom at Southpobt.— The
following plants are now in flower here :

—

Adonis verQali3 Primula caslimeriana
Anemone Pulsatilla Ficaria ranunculoides fl.-pl.

ranunculoides r. alba
Androsace Laggeri Sisyrinchium grandiflorum
Arabis albida Saxlfraga ciliata

a. variegata orbicularis
blepharophylla crassifolia

Draba aizoides Schmidti
laxicarpa dahurica
Aizoon oppositifolia

Dondia Epipactis o, alba
Lepidum procumbens o. major
Omphalodes verna pyrenaica

V. alba luteo-viridis
Helleborus atro-rubens coiiophylla

a. virens Bm-seriana
guttatus

The above are all grown in pots and plunged
in sand, of which we have an abundance in

Southport ; in fact, all our soil is brought here

by rail from Ormskirk and the surrounding-

neighbourhood. Our garden is about 6 ft. above
the sea level, and some 600 yards from high-

water mark. Draba .lohannis was the first to

flower here early in the new year, closely fol-

lowed by Galanthus Imperati. Saxifraga Bur-
seriana opened its first flowers on February 11,

since which time it has continued to flower up
to the present. Can any of your readers give me
the history of Galanthus Redoutei ? Is it a shy

bloomer ?—^W. H. Stanspield.

Saxifraga Steachbyi.—By far the finest of

all the Megaseas, or large-leaved Saxifrages, now
in flower in Mr. Parker's nursery at Tooting is

this species, which is a plant that no good gar-

den should be without on account of its beauti-

ful early spring flowers. In general appearance it

is most like the summer-flowering S. ciliata,

but it is quite unlike any of the spring-flower-

ing Megaseas. It is of dwarf growth when
flnwering, the flDwer-stems being from 6 in. to

9 in. high ; they are widely branched and
spreading. The blossoms are large and of a deli-

cate rose-pink, and, being borne so abundantly,

are extremely attractive. At the time of flower-

ing the leaves are only escaping- from their buds.

Some fine specimens in this nursery form one of

the chief attractions among the numerous spring

flowers in bloom there. Other kinds of Megasea
in bloom are S. crassifolia and its variety

sibirica. Though both of these are showy and
desirable hardy plants, they cannot compare
with the beauty of Strachey's plant, but on the

other hand they are hardier, and will put up
with rougher treatment and withstand severe

cold. S. Scracheyi is a native of Northern India.

Nitrate of soda v. wire-worm.—On
entering a situation in the north I was informed
that Carrots could not be grown in the locality.

The iirst year I sowed in the ordinary way and

found the crop quite eaten up with wireworm.
The second year I half tilled the drills with soil

from the potting bench and sowed the seed, cover-

ing it with the same material. After the plants

were well up and thinned, on the approach of a
shower I gave them a slight sprinkling of nitrate

of soda (this was applied many times during the

season), and by this means I obtained a first-rate

crop of roots, while my neighbours could scarcely

dig a sound one. I would advise those adopting
the use of nitrate of soda to be most careful in its

application. I have employed it for most kitchen

garden crops, and have found it to be very benefi-

cial if used carefully.—R. D. Long.

SOCIETIES.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
March 14.

At this meeting, at which there was the finest dis-

play of flowers that has yet been seen this season,

the great attraction was the magnificent groups of

Persian Cyclamen, Cinerarias, Roses, and other

spring flowers. New and rare plants, too, were
numerous.
First-class Certificates were awarded to

—

Odostoglossum Alexander var. Ste-

vensi.—One of the finestvarieties of this valuable

Orchid that has yet appeared in cultivation. Its

flowers measure 3 in. across ; tlie sepals and
petals are broad and overlap, forming a symmetri-

cal flower ; the ground colour is white. The sepals

have heavy transverse blotches of chocolate; the

petals smaller spots and blotches of a deeper hue.

The labellum is large, with large blotches of

chocolate-red encircling a patch of bright golden

yellow, the whole lip being margined with white

and exquisitely fringed. The plant shown bore

ten flowers, and was exhibited by Mr. Stevens

from the Duke of Sutherland's garden at Trent-

ham.

Galeandba nivalis.—a beautiful Orchid

having showy flowers, in short racemes, produced

from the upper parts of slender stems 1 ft. high,

and furnished with narrow recurving foliage. The
flowers are about li in. across with small brownish

sepals and petals, but a large shell-like lip, pure

white, except a spot of purple in the centre. The
yellow spur of the flower is carried behind for

an inch. From Sir Trevor Lawrence, Burford

Lodge, Dorking.

Oncidium fuscatum vae. album.—A variety

having a large labellum of a pure, waxy whiteness

but marked in the centre with a conspicuous

blotch of purple, overlaid with a brown varnish-

like colour. It is an effective variety, and quite

distinct from the normal form. From Messrs.

Veitch.

Amaryllis Duchess of Connaught.—A
beautiful variety, with long funnel-shaped, pure

white blossoms. A. Charles Dickens, with large,

finely formed flowers, 5 in. across, of a vivid

crimson, the broad petals being striped in the

centre with a wide band of white, rendering the

plant very afEective. A. Baron Schrceder, a kind

having intensely deep crimson blossoms of large

size and fine form. It belongs to the many flowered

section, therefore very attractive. These were all

exhibited by Messrs. Veitch.

Rhododendron Monarch.—A beautiful hy-

brid raised between R. Princess Alexandra and
Duchess of Edinburgh. Its flowers, which measure

2 in. across, are borne on a dense compact head

5 in. across, and of a delicate orange-red colour.

R. Excelsior is another very fine hybrid between

R. Princess Royal and R. javanicum. Its flowers

are much larger than those of the preceding, and

the colour is a beautiful nankeen, feathered and

veined with crimson. The flowers, which are large,

form a globose head. Both from Messrs. Veitch.

Cyclamen Crimson Gem.—A splendid variety

of Persian Cyclamen, having large, but beautifully

formed blossom's of an intensely rich deep crim-

son, and produced in abundance. C. White Gem,

a lovely variety, the finest pure white sort yet

raised, the flowers being large, the petals broad
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and of great substance and purity of colour, A
second-class certificate was awarded to C. Rose
Queen, a beautiful variety, liaving very large
flowers of a uniform deep rose, produced in abund-
ance on short stalks in a compact head. These
all came from iUr. Little, Hillingdon Place, Ux-
bridge.

Cineraria Mrs. Cullingford.—A variety
representing an unusually fine strain, having
large and perfectly circular flowers, with over-
lapping petals of great substance. The colour, an
intensely rich deep carmine-magenta, is as fine as
could well be obtained. It was shown by Messrs.
Cannell & Sons, Swanley.

Abutilon Le Grande.—a variety remarkable
for its abundant yield of large finely formed
blossoms of a rich dc'p red colour, veined with a
deeper hue. It is a decided advance upon older
kinds. A. Cloth of Gold is one of the finest yellow-
flowered sorts yet raised, the colour being pure
and clear, and the flowers large and perfectly
bell-shaped with over-lapping petals. These two
were exhibited by the raiser, Mr. George, of Put-
ney Heath.

CosLOGTNE GLAND0LOSA.—Under this name
was exhibited a plant which bore such a striking
resemblance to C. ocellata, that it is probably
merely a variety of that species. It resembles it,

too, in habit of growth in size and shape of
flower, but the flowers are pure white, except a
blotch of lemon-yellow on the lip. It is a lovely
Orchid, and one that well deserved the award
which it received. It was exhibited by Mr. Parr,
gardener to Mrs. Russell Sturgis, Givons Grove,
Leatherhead.

Miscellaneous subjects.—A magnificent
display of Persian Cyclamens and Cinerarias from
Mr. Little, Hillingdon Place, Uxbridge, consti-
ituted the chief attraction of the room, and rarely,

pf ever, has the Cyclamen been shown in such
herfeotion as on this occasion. Upwards of a
sundred plants were shown, all uniformly large
ized and abundantly flowered. They were all in

6-in. or 8-in. pots, and the varieties represented
every shade of colour from pure white to the
most intense crimson, such as Crimson Gem, which
was certificated. This splendid array formed one
solid mass, and the efEect may be more readily
iuiagined than described. The Cinerarias from
the same exhibitor were likewise of exceptionally
high quality, especially the dwarf compact strain
which Mr. Wiggins grows to such perfection, and
which for decorative purposes is so superior to
that containing plants of more spreading growth.
A silver-gilt flora medal was appropriately awarded
to Mr. Little for his grand display.

A similarly extensive group of Cyclamens, but
of smaller size, came from Mr. H. B. Smith, of
Ealing Dean, who grows the Cyclamen so largely
and finely for market purposes. This group repre-
sented an uncommonly fine selection of varieties,

from the purest white to the deepest crimson,
though the intermediate shades were predominant
on this occasion. The large size of the plants, com-
pared with the small pots in this group, was note-
worthy, a proof of how well the Cyclamen is

understood by this exhibitor. A silver flora medal
was awarded.

A smaller, but choice collection of Persian Cy-
clamens also came from Mr. P.. S. Williams, Vic-
toria Nursery, Upper Holloway. The plants were
all excellently grown and flowered, and included
a beautiful variety of colour. A bronze medal was
awarded.

Another fine display came from Messrs. Paul &
Son, Cheshunt. It consisted of about a dozen
e.xamples of pot Roses, which, having regard to
the early date, were very fine, especially plants of
Madame Lacharme, Madame de St. Joseph, Anna
Alexiefl!, and Madame Victor Verdier, which bore
really fine flowers. The fine eilect of these Roses was
increased by some beautiful groups of Amaryllis,
some of which were fine varieties.; als3 by forced
Ghent Azaleas and other spring flowers, the whole
forming a group highly attractive, and well deserv-
ing the silver flora medal awarded. Among the
Eoses the pretty E. polyantha Anna Maria de

Montravel was conspicuously pretty, with its

numerous small white rosettes of blossoms.

In addition to the certificated Amaryllis, Messrs.
Veitch exhibited several other new varieties, tlie

chief of which were Madame Albani, Fire King,
brilliant deep crimson ; Mark Tapley, Grace Dar-
ling, Lady Macbeth, The President, Lord of the
Isles, a fiery crimson ; and Fairy, all of which
were wonderfully fine and fully exemplified the
excellence to which this firm has brought the hy-
brid Amaryllis. Besides these Messrs. Veitch
showed a collection of other plants, including the
violet-scented Boronia megastigma, Loropetalum
chinense, a dwarf shrub with singular white blos-

soms ; Dendrobium mieans, a hybrid between the
Assam form of D. Wardianum and D. lituiflorum,

but partaking most of the latter parent ; Abelia
serrata, a very pretty shrub in the way of A. ru-

pestris, but with white tubular blossoms, spotted

in the interior with orange ; Cydonia japonica ni-

valis, a variety of the common Japanese Quince,

having pure white blossoms ; also a large group of

Rhododendron Early Gem, a variety similar to E.

prfecox, but with larger flowers of a richer colour,

and much eailier. The plants shown were large

and completely covered with blossoms ; they had
been taken up from the open ground and potted
for exhibition.

Mr. Todman, of Clapham Common, again ex-

hibited some of his new hybrid Azaleas diflierent

to those shown on previous occasions. These, like

the others exhibited before, promise to become a
valuable race of varieties particularly desirable

for early forcing, for which purpose they lend
themselves kindly and are extremely valuable.

From Messrs. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, came
an attractive group, consisting chiefly of Cine-

rarias, of which they have an uncommonly fine

strain characterised by moderately dwarf and
compact growth, large flowers of perfect form
and with a rich variety of colouring. The sj^lendid

variety March Past was shown in fine condition
;

also others named Lord Londesborough, Dr.

Ashurst, Edina, Dr. Dauiell, Mrs. Miller, and Mr.
T. B. Alston, all of which represent the cream of

the collection; as regards high quality, the strain

was highly commended by the committee. The same
exhibitors also showed cutblooms of their beautiful

new Heliotropes, White Lady and President Gar-
field ; also Violet Swanley White (the best of all

the double whites), and other coloured varieties.

Polyanthus James Douglas, also from Swanley,
was a remarkably fine variety of the gold-laced

type with dark ground.
An attractive group consisting of Williams' Alba

magnifica Primula, and another deep crimson sort

called Queen Victoria came from Mr. Odell, o£

Hillingdon, all of which were remarkably well

grown and flowered. A similar group of Primulas
came from Messrs. Carter & Co., High Holborn,
vfhich made a showy display in the vestibule. The
varieties Venus and New Bouquet, which were
stated to have sprung from the blue Holborn Gem,
were very pretty, and promise well for distinct

forms.

A large collection of seedling Abutilons, number-
ing some half-a-hundred plants, was shown by
Mr. George, Putney Heath, a raiser of new
Abutilons. Besides those certificated, those named
Dazzle, Crimson King, Rosy Morn, and Emperor
were uncommonly fine, as were also the new dwarf
kinds which grow only about 6 in. to 9 in. high.

Mr. Bennett exhibited a tray of about two
dozen varieties of new hybrid Tea Roses not yet

in commerce. None were named, but they included

some remarkably fine kinds, both with regard to

form and colour. Two named sorts. Earl of Pem-
broke, a dark crimson, and Lady Fitzwilliam, a
pale rose, represent very beautiful varieties that

should become popular.

As a reminder of spring, Mr. E. Dean, Ealing,

sent a tray of blooms of coloured Primroses, re-

presenting almost everj' conceivable shade, from
his large collection of these charming spring

flowers. Mr. Vertegans, Chad Valley Nurseries,

Edgbaston, sent out blooms of his collection of

double Cinerarias, which represented probably all

the colours at present in cultivation. The quality

of the blooms, too, was good. The same exhibitor

also showed flowers of Nicotianaundulata, a pure
white-flowered species of Tobacco. Some fine

examples of Orchids were shown, which are
alluded to elsewhere. A bright display of plants
came from Chiswick, among which Cinerarias were
prominent, also the beautiful Lachenalia Nelsoni,

one of the finest of all the Lachenalias grown.

There were but a few subjects for the fruit com-
mittee, a few Apples being about the only fruit

represented, and these were not very remarkable.

Mr. Barter, of Lancefield Street, Harrow Road,
again exhibited some of the produce from his

Mushroom beds out of doors, which has yielded
crops in continuous succession throughout the
winter.

Dr. Trimen's report.—I am much indebted
to Mr. Britten for so promptly pointing out the
error into which I had unwittingly fallen with
regard to this report ; and it is with satisfaction

that I hasten to make such reparation as I can to

the director of the Ceylon Gardens, whom I

accused of statements of which he is innocent, and
for which the Gardeners' Chronicle is alone re-

sponsible. At the time when I wrote the commentt
in question I was not in possession of the repors
itself, my only source of information then being
the Gardeners' Chronicle, in which the report is re-

viewed and extracts printed. My mistake consisted

in reading as an extract what, on again referring

to that paper, I find to be its own view of the
administrative capacity of gardeners, and which
if allowed to pass unchallenged would have been
at least capable of creating a wrong impression as

to the fitness of men who had had a horticultural

training for posts such as that of the management
of the Ceylon Botanic Garden. Surely the state-

ment that " when the gardens were for twenty
years dii'ected by a succession of gardeners next
to nothing was done, and the gardens languished,"

cannot refer to the time when Dr. Gardner and
Dr. Thwaites were directors. In conclusion, I can
only express astonishment at the conduct of the

Gardeners' Chronicle in giving utterance to views

which even its own pages so abundantly dis-

prove, and by which I have been, to my regret,

misled.—F. J. E.

Names of plants.—If. TT.—1, Stauntonia latifolia.

The Fern cannot be named without better specimen.—
T. N.-l, Bignoniaspeciosa ; 2, Erica ; 3, Leucopogonlanceo-

latus; 4, Cassandra calyculata. B. B. (Ramsgate).—

1, Freesia refracta alba ; 2, Pteris longifolia ; 3, riatyce-

riumalcicorne;4, Adiantumhispidulum.—S!//i'es(Ws."Ne.vt

week. J. If.—1, Leucojum vernum ; 2, Polygala Charaie-

buxus ; 3, send when in flower ; 4, Galanthus Imperati.

H. C. H.--1, Boronia megastigma ; 3, Andromeda Catesba; j

Others we cannot name from such scanty material

F. B.—Agathrea crelestis. B. 3fc. - Strelitzia regina).

li. V. Ci?xe«er>—Doronicum cordifolium ; Epime-

dium alpinum ; Pulraonaria angustifolia. Aiion.—1,

send Avhen in flower ; 2, Pulmonaria mollis ; 3, Cynoglos-

sum sempervhens ; 4, Anemone fulgens ; 5, send in flower ;

6, Aubrietia Columna;. 3/ac.— Apparently Lamium
purpureum. Emhley. —Apparently SciUa italica.

Names of fruit.—(Lyddiard).—We find it impossible

to name the Applej you send ; even the fruiterers in Covent

Garden Market fail to recognise them in tlieii' present im-

perfect state. Probably if you sent specimens in better

condition to the fruit committee at South Kensington on

the 28th inst , some of them at least might be named.

Large Cinerarias (A. B., Belton).—The flower you

send is very large ; but the points of a good Cineraria do

not consist so much in large size as in breadth of petals

aud circular outline.

Gardens (Flora).—X list of the principal gardens and

country seats in the United Kingdom is given in the

" Garden Annual."

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.

J. W.—M.—

T

J. C. C—S. D. S.—W. J. M.—R. N.—
W. W—W. J. M—P. G—R. G.—J. S. W.-G. I.-B —
T. B.-T. D. H—L. K.-B. Z.-F P.—P. W.-O. W. D.—
H. U. C—E. H.-A. H.-S.-W. R. F. J. E.—J. W.—
G. S. S.-M. P. F.—J. R.—Mac.-A. fl.—W.-T. N.—
\V. R.—E. H —J. M.—W. B. R.—J. M.—W. S.—M.H.—
J. G -H. Y.-F. M. B._S, D.—D. T. F.—R, D.—F. P. C.

—G. W.-Mao. L.—E.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : hut
Ths Akt itself 13 THaxvke:'—Shakespeare.

NO VEGETABLES.
Such is the title of a lengthy leading article in

the Pall Mall Gazette, written, I should fancy,
by one of our American cousins, judging from the
writers wonderful experience of English-grown
fruits and vegetables. The article in question
commences with the statement that " no countrt/

can groxo both good mutton chops and goodfruit
and vegetables, and as England excels in raising
the former, the same causes deny us the possibility

of producing the latter ; for while herbage re-

quires copious rainfalls, fruit and vegetables re-

quire copious smilight, and that is why %oe have
none of them. Our only good -vegetables are such
as young Hhubarb, iSeakale, Asparagus, and
Celery, ivhich are the blanched sprouting shoots

of perennial plants ; these come mostly in spring-
time, and are all the better for a little whole-
some soaking." This enumeration is quite suffi-

cient to show the writer's acquaintance with
English vegetables, and the whole article might
well be allowed to pass unnoticed, but unfor-
tunately (or fortunately rather, as I believe
it will ultimately prove) there is a widely
spreading notion that London is almost with-
out a supply of vegetables. Now, I would ask
the writer of the above article, or any one
else who entertains a similar opinion, to visit

Covent Garden any Saturdaymorning, say about
five o'clock, between May and September, and
then say if there are no vegetables in London.
The article in question goes on to extol the
"fruity vegetables of America, such as the To-
mato, red-Jieshed Water Melon, jn-imrose-shinned
Squashes, golden Pumpkins, and that best of all

earthly vegetables, green Indian Corn, and' con-
demns all our Pulse ; our Beans are stringi/, our
Peas are old and hard before they are big enough
to pick, and our Caulijloiver and Broccoli are
neither so ivhite nor so delicate inflavour as the
American." Indeed, all the Brassica tribe he
seems to ignore as beneath notice. Lastly, cornea
a sweeping attack on our fruits, which are even
worse than our vegetables, with the exception of
our hothouse Grapes, which he allows are the
best in the world. Our Peaches are a success,
our Apples a national failure, and our " Pears a
standing insult to human intelligence." Now,wich
all due deference to our American cousin, I

think the whole article in question fully en-
titled to the observation just made. Who-
ever heard of Celery being a perennial, or of a
spring crop of edible flowers, or of top Arti-
chokes with soft, starchy pulp, &c. ? How does
he manai^e to get white Cauliflower under his
hot, scorching sun ? What Peach grower will
believe that our climate is favourable for Peach
culture ? or who will persuade our Apple growers
that any country can grow better flavoured
fruit than our own ? and yet the writer asserts
that Peaches are a success and Apples a national
failure. W. J. Lobjoit.

No vegetables !—I never before saw so
many mis-statements concerning matters of fact
as in the article with this heading in the Pall
Mall Gazette. The writer has evidently been
in America and looks back with regret to some
of the products he found there, but that is no
reason why our English soil and climate and
the products of our gardens should be misrepre-
sented bj one who looks at them from no
familiar standpoint. I, too, have been in

America—went, indeed, for the purpose of seeing

the produce of her gardens and fields, and have
a very pleasant recollection of their abundance
and variety, and am, therefore, the better fitted

to correct statements harmful in theu' harsh

violation of facts. If they were indeed true, no
Englishman would be justified in going to the

expense of a garden. In the very first line I

meet the phrase " Seakale and Asparagus—our

only two eatable greenstuff's," a pretty state-

ment to make of the country which of all

others has the greatest variety of " green-

stuff." The diiierent kinds of Kales, Cabbages,

Coleworts, Sprouts, Savoys, purple Broccoli are

in no country so generally good or so varied as

in the British Isles, and they are also the most
wholesome, and, take them all the year round,

the most palatable of green vegetables properly

cooked, which they never are in a London res-

taurant. Americans have spoken with pleasure

to me of the tenderness and freshness of young
greens in this country in summer when theirs

are so often fibry and hard. " I'ou never fasted

green Peas in your life " is said to be the ex-

pression of an American in a London restaurant

!

Well, the truth is exactly the opposite. Perfect

green Peas are not often eaten out of England.

Our varieties of Peas and their culture are ad-

mirable, and this is admitted by none more than

by the Americans whose climate generally ripens

off Peas too quickly. The Peas in a well-

managed English garden are a delicacy not
surpassed in any country, and under good
management they last for months. Let it not be
forgotten that the grower of Peas for the mar-
ket frequently allows them to get too large,

so that they may have bulk in the pod and
bushel. That " our Peas take too long growing
and have got old and hard before they are big

enough to pick " is a sentence that for truth and
beauty might well rank with the choicest stories

ever told " out west." We grow the tenderest

Peas in the world, and our climate allows of the

longest season of Peas. " It is imjmssible in the

same country to have goodmeat and vegetables " is

a piece of nonsense that pulls one up aghast, even

when mercifully remembering the exigencijs

of men who write articles on things of which
they know nothing ! Is it possible that any man
could walk through the markets of Paris, Lon-
don, or Vienna and pen such words as these ?

The conditions that go to make good meat and
good vegetables very frequently exist in perfec-

tion in the same country !

" Thefruits, seeds
,
pods,floxcers, buds, and other

miscellaneous objects which we class from the

culinary point of view as vegetables all require

copious sunlight." Not so ; most vegetables, save

the Tomato, thrive admirably with the amount
of sunlight we have in England and Northern
France. The only time the London market
suffers from want of vegetables is when we have
some weeks of sunny weather in summer, when
the market gardens begin to fail round London.
The Tomato alone we fail to grow, generally

from want of sufficient heat to develop it bravely

in the open air, as one may see it in the whole of

North America, from California and Utah to the

Atlantic States ; but the statement that " we
never have sun enough to ripoi them properly,

and even with all the appliances of modern
gardeners they never get thoroughly red and
soft throughout in our gardens as they do in the

open air under a Canadian or Italian sky" is

untrue. Our best gardeners grow them ad-

mirably, tender in flesh and brilliant in colour.

For the market they are also well grown
in the neighbourhood of Worthing ; but by
reason of the indoor culture they are often very
dear. I believe that we will eventually get

really good Tomatoes at a fair rate by rapid

transit from some warm country, if not from
America itself. It is so tender a fruit that special

means of packing must be devised. The im-

ported Tomatoes in London now are very often

half rotten as they are served in the restaurants.

Green Indian Corn we miss—an excellent

vegetable, and one for which no canned rubbish

can compensate. That English Beans are all

stringy is just as true as some of the foregoing

statements. Many delicate Beans are grown per-

fectly in our climate, and if those who grow
them allow them to become bard and stringy

before gathering, that is not the fault of the

Bean or the climate.

But we are said to be strong in salads ; whereas

the truth is that the French beat us as much
in these, or more, than we do the French in Peas

or Seakale. The Artichoke (Globe) may be per-

fectly weU grown in England, but no general

taste has ever been developed for it. That " our

Cauliflowers and Broccoli are not nearly so good

as the American" is a statement that in charity

we wiU suppose was made after due examination

of certain half-decomposed specimens heated on

their way to the London markets. Our BroccDli

is excellent, and the best in any country. Cauli-

flowers are only grown better in the market gar-

dens of Paris and Naples. " Better " I use in the

sense of larger, for the truth is that nothing

can surpass the English-grown Cauliflower

cooked fresh. Then it seems our Vegetable Mar-
rows are a " miserablefarce," though that is the

only vegetable of the Gourd tribe after the Cucum-
ber that we grow systematically well. In no other

country does one see so many Vegetable Marrows
as in this. In other countries other kinds of

Gourd take its place, and we miss here the

abundant and good Squashes and Pumpkins of

the American fields and gardens—surely no
reason for denying us what we have in abund

ance. To tell us that for "Plums and Goose-

berries ive must go to America " is a startling

statement indeed, considering that the Curculio

has made the cultivation of the Plum impos-

sible in Eastern America, and that the Goose-

berry will not thrive there. The most delicate

in flavour in its finer forms of all our native

fruits, this last will not, unfortunately, produce

good fruit in either America or Australia. In

America there are a few native substitutes or

hybrids, but they are very poor. It is in Black-

berries of native races, which are not mentioned

in the article, that the American garden
_
is so

strong. They are so good, that they surprise us.

The Easpberries are good, too. There are many
Strawberries, but in flavour they are not so

good as our best kinds. There may be occasion to

go to America for a good Water Melon, an ex-

cellent field or Musk Melon, a BucbiS'heat cake,

a head of green Corn or a Pumpkin pie, but cer-

tainly not for good Strawberries.

The true reason why we seem to the visitor to

our London restaurants to have no vegetables

is because the cooks of Europe have served an

apprenticeship of a thousand years on the car-

cases of ox, pig, sheep, deer, goose, bare, and

other game. We are meat-eaters because our

fathers had little else to eat. The plains and

green hills of the cold north were dotted with

wild grazing animals, as an English park is now
dotted with deer or a western prairie with ante-

lope and bison ; some men killed and some

cooked. There was no greenmeat worth eating. A
few generations only have passed since our now
commonest vegetables came from the Continent.

We are adding to their number every day, and

thus by the aid of cultivation we are winning

back our way to a simpler, healthier food, and

one more like what man enjoyed in the tropical

or sub-tropical regions, whence be originally

came. But the education of the cook bars the

way to progress. Even when he gives us French

Beans, they swim in butter. The FrBucb cooks,

supposed to be the best, systematically make the
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natural flavours of the many delicate vegetables

oftheirmarkets secondary to thatof butter—now,

alas ! often only cart grease or hardened oil. In

our restaurants' the best fish and meat in the

world are always procurable. The vegetable

kingdom is usually represented by a mass of ill-

smelling Cabbage and a boiled Potato; neverthe-

less, at the very time that this may be witnessed

in restaurants our gardens are full of tender

vegetables. No doubt we may have much
to do to improve them, and we ought to grow
many more than we do, but it will all be useless

until there is a revolution in our modes of

cookery, in the sense of cooking and serving

for their own sakes, and in most cases without

the aid of the animal kingdom the more delicate

green vegetables and fruits that are and may
be grown. Old or inferior vegetables require the

coarse art of the cook, and must be saturated

with grease and spices to make them edible.

The true cookery is only to deal with the best

and tenderest of each kind, and jealously pre-

serve its flavour ; but this art is in any general

sense yet unborn. Those who know our mar-
kets best can certify that no one connected with

hotels or restaurants of any kind ever talies the

same trouble to purchase the best vegetables

that they do with meat, fish, or game. They do

not know or inquire after the best quality, much
less pay for it, with the single and occasional

exception of the Potato. Our garden products

should not be judged by a visit to any restaurant,

however good. W. R.

GAEDEN THOUGHTS.
There are interesting analogies between a de-

lightful holiday and a good dinner, between the

refreshments of the mind and the body. Both

must be approached with a keen appetite, and

there is no appetite so powerful in its apprecia-

tions as that which is produced by work. Both

should be enjoyed with companions whose tastes

are congenial and whose friendship is sincere.

In both there should be some special excellence

as to the quality and the preparation of the

food.

With these adjuncts, after anxious and con-

tinuous labour with friends "whose hearts are

of each other sure," I went on the 18th of March,

a bright and balmy day, to see that which I

believe to be at these presents the most beautiful

garden in all England! It has been my happy
privilege to visit many a fair ground and goodly

heritage between the border and the Land's

End ; I have admired in many a pleasant plot

those tasteful and skilful combinations of Nature

and art which are not to be found iu other

lands, even where climate and scenery are far

more favourable than ours; but Belvoir in its

vernal loveliness excels them all

!

There are, of course, many gardens more
extensive, having a longer succession and a more
varied display of beauty, such as Mons. Dognin's

glorious grounds at Cannes, overlooking the

Mediterranean, or those of the Duke of Buc-

cleuch at Drumlanrig, but as a spring garden,

to be visited in March and April, I claim for

Belvoir a reginal (if I were a Roman Catholic

I should say a'papal) supremacy, The position is

perfect—sunny slopes, " green and of mild

declivity," or steep and stony, suggesting alpine

plants and pathways, with grand old trees,

evergreen and deciduous, over which, as you

walk on the higher ranges of the gardens, you

see the lake beyond, and througlv which as you
wander below the picturesque towers of the

castle.

The arrangement of the beds, banks, groups

is perfect also; colour just where it is most

effective, of every hue, but always in congruity

;

no gaudy glare to frizzle your eye-lashes ; no

sensational contrasts, which seem to say, "Now,
did you ever ? " but an exquisite freshness,

brightness, unity, repose. With the exception of

a brilliant crimson Rhododendron, who, I must

say, gave me the idea of having, in the parlance

of our day, " a good deal of side on," though he

was only there on sufErance as an old inhabi-

tant of that part of the garden before the spring

flowers came, I did not see a flower or shrub

which could have found a more happy home.

And, apropos of arrangements and felicitous

disposals, there was uppermost that day in my
garden thoughts the glad conviction that the

right man was in the right place at Belvoir. I

remember a general disappointment and lamen-

t,ation when Mr. Ingram did not succeed his

father in the royal gardens at Windsor, and we,

his friends and brethren, murmured in our tents;

but now the winter of our discontent is not

only over, but made glorious summer when we
go to Belvoir and see in that fair scene a work

which he could not have achieved even in the

beautiful home and under the gracious en-

couragements of our beloved Queen.

Belvoir etait toujours belle voir—ever beauti-

ful—in its stately site upon its wooded hills, but

the gardens (always excepting the vegetable

kingdom of eight acres, walled round) were com-

paratively small -when Mr. Ingram went to

them. Gradually, year after year, by an amount

of persevering labour, done by his own staff,

which few would have faced,with an occasional

remonstrance from his kind and generous

employer, the duke, " I suppose you won't be

satisfied until you get to Knipton" (a village

about three miles away), he has developed his

plans, carted countless tons of stone and soil up the

steeps, cleared his ground, dug and planted,

turned the sombre grove into a glowing garden,

and " made the desert smile."

What flowers does he grow ? All those which

come to us in the sweet spring-tide, and having a

naturalgrace andaptitude (not to dwell upontheir

delicious fragrance), which is not to be seen in

our .summer bedding out. The Viola (let me ex-

press, enparenthese, my admiration of a wonder-

ful double white Violet which I received this

morning from the Swanley Nurseries) and the

Primulas, in all their infinite varieties ; Ane-

mones, brilliant as a guardsman's jacliet, or

white as his helmet's plume ; Hyacinths, in their

size, and scent, and brightness, as happy as

though they were in Holland ; the Narcissus,

bearfng its beautiful head, like its namesake,

when he admired himself reflected in the foun-

tain, but without his fatal conceit; sheets of

Myosotis, Arabis, and Aubrietia, the latter from

selected seed, and notably large and good; the

Tulip, holding up its golden chalice for a

shower.

Charming contrasts ! Deep blue Soillas^ glow-

ing here and there amid the white Arabis ;
the

silver leaf of the Euonymus, intermixed with

the roseate flowers of Erica carnea ; the scarlet

Anemones, rising out from a patch of Forget-

me-nots. Novelties ! That is, to me. A pale pink

Aubrietia from Mount Athos ; Chionodoxa

Luciliaj, an exquisite little starry flower, blue,

with white centre ; a deep rose double Primula,

of which I forget the name ; Azara microphylla,

a shrub with yellow flowers, giving forth a

strong perfume", exactly like Vanilla, and, as

these flowers are much visited by bees, Mr.

Ingram anticipates a new delight for epicures in

his "Vanilla Honey." Olearia Hosti, a white

flowering shrub ; cum multis aliis, of which I

have no record.

Which was the most beautiful flower of all ?

Saxifraga ligulata, first introduced into this

country (so Paxton tells us) from Nepaul in 1821

,

with its great, round, glossy leaves, and its

beautiful bunches of rosy blooms, it is certainly

the belle of the season 1882 at Belvoir. I shall

never forget my first sight of it, forming the

central line of a large bed, surrounded by dark

purple Hyacinths and other lovely handmaids,

but far eclipsing them all. Mr. Ingram thinks that

he has in Saxifraga Schraderi a dehutante
^

for

next spring, who will be even more admired

than her sister, but I do not expect nor desire to

see anything more winsome, and I fear it may
be some time before we meet with Miss Ligulata

in that perfection of health which she is enjoy-

ing now in this propitious and exceptional year

of grace.

At the foot of the slopes the Aponogeton
(Cape Pondweed) raises its fragrant white

flowers out of a small pool. Water is a recent

introduction into these gardens at Belvoir, and

was discovered (though some who read this may
not believe it) by a man walking with a forked

stick in his hand on the top of the slopes. As he

goes slowly on, holding the stick just above the

surface of the ground, the presence of water

below affects him by some process of an electric

nature, and causes the fork of the stick to turn

upward. As a multitude of witnesses can^ be

heard, and the water is at this moment flowing

down the hill, I do not advise doubtful persons

to " back " their unbelief in any sums of import-

ance. »

There is only one thing connected with Bel-

voir which I do not like—the clock; it goes

much too rapidly. At St. Paul's (where it had

been my privilege to work in my vocation for

some days before I visited Belvoir) the clock

was stopped for preparations which are being

made to receive the great new bell, and the

dean and chapter received an angry letter from

an indignant citizen, complaining of the fact,

and requesting that men should be employed to

move the hands on every minute. I should have

liked, on the contrary, to have stopped Time
himself at Belvoir, placed the garden roller in

front of his scythe, and so prolonged that happy

day.

Linger, I cried. Oh radiant Time ! thy power

Has nothing more to give ; life Is complete ;

Let but the perfect present, hour by hour,

Itself remember, and itself repeat.

But Time pass'd on, in spite of prayer and pleading.

Through storm and peril ; but that life might gain

A peace tlirough strife, all other peace exceeding.

Fresh joy from sorrow, and new hope from pain.

The last and the happiest of my garden

thoughts was this : there is but one Belvjir, but

everyone who admh-es those lovely beds and

slopes, if he has a plot of ground of^ his own,

however small, may reproduce some of its beauty.

With a few large stones, arranged as he sees

them there, he may have a miniature rock gar-

den " thick inlaid with patens of bright gold,"

and silver, and glowing gems, which will most

surely repay his loving care with an annual ex-

hibition such as no painter in the world can

equal. S. R. H.

New Tritomas.—Both the Tritomas men-
tioned in The Garden (p. Ifi:.') came from

Max Leichtlin, of Baden-Baden, from whom I got

them a few years ago. Both are varieties of T.

Uvaria, or Kniphofia aloides, and bear enormous

spikes of flowers larger than those of the well-

known T. Uvaria grandiflora. The variety T. no-
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bilis has the character of T. grandiflora, but its

flower-spikes are larger. The variety T. Saundersi,

formerly called T. magnifica, has a less broad, but

much longer spike than that of T. grandiflora,

and its colour is more equally red ; it has, per-

haps, the largest flower-spikes among the Trito-

mas, and is two or three weeks earlier in flower

than T. grandiflora and T. nobilis. This last seems

to have been obtained by Max Leichtliu from

England.—J. H. Krelage, Haarlem.

IN THE BELVOIR CASTLE GARDENS.

Me. Ikgeam has surpassed himself this year by

the use he has made of that splendid spring-

blooming Saxifrage, S. ligulata. He has used it

freely to bring warmth and brilliancy into mixed

borders, but has shown its true value by massing

it at many points in large beds. One large oval

bed in tiie garden, on the Duke's Walk, and

lying down towards the bottom of the slope,

seems to light up the whole garden and the woods

around with the brilliancy of its rosy sunset glow.

It is really worth anyone's while to visit the Bel-

voir gardens to see this -plant growing in such

exceeding luxuriance, and a coloured picture in

The Gakden of this very bed would open the

eyes of man}' of your readers to what novelties

are taking place in the treatment of the spring

garden. S. Stracheyi Mr. Ingram also uses, Herr

Max Leichtlin having sent it to him, but as yet

his stock is not large enough to be too freely used.

One large bed, quite lovely iu its delicacy, con-

sists of Scilla sibirica and a dwarf-growing white

Arabis mixed together, not in lines or patterns,

but growing as they would do in Nature. Another

white plant with a very charming style of growth

is Cardamine rotundifolia, its round, handsome
heads of white bloom and pretty, circular leaves

being very effective. Hepatica angulosa is pretty,

and freely used. Doronioum austriacumis covered

with big yellow blooms, and its peculiarly rich

green foliage makes it, to me, an attractive plant.

As to Aubrietias, Mr. Ingram's own seedlings

come all colours, from pale lilac to rich purple,

and the flowers are so large that many would not

recognise them to be Aubrietias who are only

familiar with the usual small-flowered kinds. The
brilliant scarlet Anemone is here most judiciously

used—a few blooms appearing here and there, not

too close together, and giving a marvellous effect

of light on rocky points and in corners. A very

brilliant colour like this should never be massed

;

when so treated, its value, artistically, is lost, and
it is simply a glare of colour, and, moreover, the

elegance of the individual bloom is, when thus

treated, lost. Anemone blanda is now at home at

Belvoir, and is one of the most charming additions

of late years. It would take pages of The Garden
to describe all the beauties of the Belvoir spring

garden, which seems year by year to develop new
loveliness under the fostering care of its excellent

castodian. H. Stuaet Woktley (Colonel).

PLANTS IN FLOWER AT BINGHAM.
The welcome and instructive notes of Mr.
Elwes on his bulbs in flower suggest my sending

a few about my own. Of Tulips from Central
Asia now out, or coming into flower, there are

several most desirable kinds—Tulipa altaica,

Kolpakow:?kyaua, iliensis, Biebersteiniana, bi-

flora, triphylla, Iloltzeri, Kesselringi, and turkes-

tanica. Of these the showiest is Holtzeri, a good
yellow, and larger than the other species. These
early Central Asian Tulips are really great ac-

quisitionSjbecause they flower with the Crocuses
and Snowdrops, and are never injured by frost.

I suspect they require a stiff clayey soil, as Mr.
O'Donovan tells me that the Tulips he saw on
his way to Merv were growing in the stiffest

white marl, soapy and squashy in winter when
not frozen, and baked into a brick-like texture

during the terrible summer. T. Greigi is now
showing bloom well, and with its splendid

foliage is one of the grandest flowers brought of

late into the English flower garden. M. Lebeuf

speaks to me very highly of Tulipa Alberti,

silvery-leaved, and even more splendid than T.

Greigi. Of the Scillas, all have been good this

spring, whether sibirica, bifolia, and its varie-

ties, taurica, or Puschkinia libanotica, and the

beautiful Snow Glory (Chionodoxa forhesi).

For this last plant all gardeners must owe an

eternal debt of gratitude to Mr. Maw. There is

a magnificent batch out now at Kew by the

long wall. Of Anemones, A. fulgens has for the

first time with me shown its true character in

this continental spring. A batch of this, a yard

across certainly sui-passes in colour the finest

scarlet Poppies. A. blanda began to flower at

Christmas, and is still going on, while the sky-

blue one, apennina, and its white variety will

soon be at their best. A. ranunouloides nemorosa

is showing its cream-coloured flowers before its

rich yellow brother, A. r anunculoides. A few

Snowdrops still remain. Galanthus serotinus is

quite at its best, Elwesi, Melvillei, Imperati, pli-

catus, and Redoutei having just produced their

last blooms. Redoutei is very curious by reason

of its large bright green leaves like Leuoojum
vernum, which has also been very beautiful.

I hardly knew till this year what splendidly

decorative plants these Hellebores were, begin-

ning with the giant Christmas Rose in October,

and still continuing with such contrasts as H.
colchicus and H. luteus. I have a great number
of seedlings carefully hybridised which may
bloom next season ; the seed boxes of hybrids

and non-hybrids are well marked, by the smaller

size of the seed leaves of those hybridised. The
Berlin seedlings have been very fine, especially

a peachy form with rich spots, which is always
in bloom after September, and the lovely white
form with blood-red spots known as Commen-
zienrath Benary. The Iris of the Xiphion group

have been very good ; caucasica now coming on

;

reticulata and alata over ; Kolpakowskyana I

have not yet flowered, though it is doing well,

but Histrio has disappeared altogether, and I

hope the Palestine Exploration people will send

us a batch. I wrote to them two years ago to

get this bulb, but Mr. Harpur Crewe is now
forming a little society to urge the importance

of collecting bulbs, and now we are more likely

to get what is so much wanted. I hope some one
will get Helleborus vesicarius, packing the seed

in soil directly it is ripe.

The early Cyclamens and the Hepaticas are

past their best. There is one magnificent red

fellow I5 in. and more across the bloom by care-

ful measurement ; also some beautiful seedling

varieties with white centres, raised by M.
Swaelman, of Ghent, and a blue with a deep

blue centre, a cross between angulosa and

coerulea, raised by Max Leichtlin. The Muscari

are just coming out, including paradoxum,
which is one of the loveliest of spring flowers.

Sisyrinchium grandiflorum in a good batch has

been very effective and lasting, and in its white

form more beautiful than any Snowdrop. Of the

Fritillaries, the brown tulipifolia, makes a good

contrast to the little yellow F. armena, and F.

pudica, which is now establishing itself, and
will, I think, be as manageable when left alone

as a Snowdrop. All the Fritillaries want time,

and will not bear to be long out of the ground,

or to be moved when once they have started

growth. 1 have a large collection, and hope to

make myself useful by hybridising them. The
yellow and white forms are very lovely, and the

quiet beauty of the brown varieties is a rest and

a contrast to the gayer flowers of spring, just as

Mr. Hole once declared a bed of Parsley was a

relief after looking at a modern red and yellow

ribbon border. "With the Fritillaries there is also

blooming the strange Central Asian Korolkowia,
whose other name (Sewer zowi) I never did and

never shall know how to pronounce. Dog's-tooth

"Violets are now at their best, but we badly need

some deeper coloured varieties. Daffodils of all

kinds are comingon, andwith them begins another

phase of spring. Tlaere are more than a hundred

different varieties of Narcissi in my border. I

always think the most beautiful is the variety

known as Leedsi argenteus. Bulbocodium vernum
brinssuptherearwith its Crocus-like blooms, and,

strangely enough, a new variety, Colchicum

luteum, from Central Asia, is showing, has rich

yellow colour, so the resemblance is complete.

Bingham, Notts. Frank Miles.

P.S.—I hope soon to send a few notes on
Nymphseas, of which I have a dozen hardy

sorts.

THE CYCLAMEN AT HILLINGDON.
The contrast between the Persian Cyclamen
figured in the Botanical Magazine in 1790 and

the Cyclamen of to-day clearly shows what rapid

strides with regard to improvement can be made
in the case of certain classes of flowers in the

course of a generation or so. This early illus-

tration of Cyclamen persicum represents it ad-

mirably in its primitive state as cultivated by
Philip Miller. The flowers are very little more

than 1 in. long, the petals i in. broad, and the

colour white with rosy purple mouth. Such was

the Cyclamen ninety years ago. The initiative

step as regards the improvement of the Cycla-

men does not date very far back ; indeed, it is

only within the last decade that any very

marked deviation from the normal type has been

observable. One of the most ardent workers in

the field of Cyclamen improvement and culture

is Mr. Little, of Hillingdon Place, Uxbridge,

who, with his enthusiastic gardener, Mr.

Wiggins, himself a veteran in this particular

track, has worked steadily on for many years

with the definite object in view of bringing this

beautiful spring flower to the state of perfection

at which it has now arrived. To these Cycla-

men growers in a great measure the thanks of

the flower-loving public are due for the varied

hues, the large size, and the fine form to be

found amongst the Cyclamens which now adorn

our gardens, and which teem in our flower

markjts.

In Mr. Little's garden may be found a

display of Cyclamens such as one rarely meets

with. If one" could imagine a greenhouse some

100 ft. or more in length filled for the most part

with huge plants, chiefly in 6-ia. pots, with

broad, healthy tufts of foliage, and liter-

ally crowded with flowers representing every

hue from the purest white to the most

intense crimson, an adequate idea might be

formed of Mr. Little's Cyclamen house. The

points he has striven to work up to has been a

close, compact, yet vigorous habit, large broad

foliage and plenty of it, forming a dense tuft

from which should arise a thicket of short and

stout flower-stems well thrown up above the

foliage, and carrying blossoms of large size, but

not coarse, with broad petals all well reflexed

and forming a perfectly symmetrical inverted

cone. These points have been fully accomplished

in the finest of the varieties raised here, and

there scarcely seems room for further improve-

ment.
With regard to the colour—an important

consideration—Mr. Little has, by judicious

hybridising, apparently reached the limits in

both extremes ; he has obtained the purest

white, the deepest crimson, the clearest rose,

and every inter-mediate shade, besides a form

called striatum with longitudinal stripes of

purple do-svn the centre of each petal. The great

point is to keep the colours pure and clear ; it

has been found that too great a liberty can be

taken with crossing deep coloured forms result-
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ing in an undecided, muddled liue, as in the

case of some crosses between a deep purple nam3d
Royal Purple and some of the deep crimsons.

In this collection anyone could single out the

several distinct types. Prominent amongst the

named sorts are White Gem, the charming pure

white variety certificated last week at South
Kensington undoubtedly the finest white yet

obtained, possessing, as it does, all the proper-

ties of a good flower, being large, with uncom-
monly broad petals of great substance and of

snowy whiteness ; Crimson Gem, which also was
awarded a certificate of the first class, is a won-
derfully deep purple, and as regards habit and
free growth all that can be desired ; Rosy Gem
is, Mr. Little considers, the finest of the colour

he has yet managed to secure, the flowers be-

ing produced in dense clusters above ample
healthy foliage ; Ruby Gem, certificated three

years ago, is still a desirable sort, as is also Gem,
a delicate lilac-tinted kind, which possesses all

the high qualities so much desired. It is a re-

markable fact that this kind has been one of

the parents of most of the newer varieties, for

example, of White Gem and Crimson Gem, two
extremes in point of colour.

Throughout the collection there is an almost

entire absence of the giganteum strain pure
and simple, which Mr. Little considers too

coarse and unrefined, though he has taken ad-

vantage to secure robust growth and foliage in

his varieties. The absence, too, of any of

straggling growth is conspicuous, and also of

any that do not possess the requisite brilliancy

of colour.

Besides the Cyclamen, Mr. Little devotes

special attention to a fewother classes of plants,

principally the decorative, show, and fancy type
of Pelargonium, the Chinese Primula, the Cme-
raria, the Amaryllis, and the Chrysanthemum.
At the date of our visit the only two classes still

in beauty were the Citerarias and Primulas,

though the latter were past their best. There
have been raised here some wonderfully fine

varieties of Primula, the best of which we have
alluded to from time to time. The sorts still in

beauty were Meteor and Meteor Improved, the

latter a decided advance on the original, the

colour being an intensely deep velvety crimson,

the flower large and circular, and the truss and
foliage perfect. Ruby King Improved is another
fine acquisition, its chief characteristics being

flowers well thrown up above the foliage. Rose
Superb, Magenta Gem, Carmine Gem are also

all very fine varieties in their respective colours.

Amongst whites. White Perfection, which
carries huge pyramidal trusses of large pure
white blossoms, not in tiers, but in compact
heads, is one of the finest whites we have seen.

Alba raagnifica is also a fine kind, and it is

grown here in a style in which its beauty is

shown off to advantage.

Cinerarias have made a grand display, some
hundreds of plants being in full flower at one
time. The strain represented was Sutton's
Dwarf Compact, a superb strain characterised

by stout, close growth and huge flattened heads
of large blossoms, perfectly circular in outline,

and with colours of all hues. Mr. Wiggins' own
strain, too, is a very fine one, dwarfer than the

others, yet with large heads of bloom well borne
up above the foliage. The points aimed at here
with regard to the improvement of the Cineraria
are compact and vigorous growth, abundance of

flowers of fine form and substance, a great variety
of colour, the abolition of grey centres and the
substitution of black. A small collection of

double-flowered sorts was likewise in fine condi-
tion.

The Amaryllis, of which some hundreds of
bulbs are cultivated, were only represented in

flower by a few of the early flowering forms,

but these augur well for a grand display of this

showy flower. W. G.

EDITOK'S TABLE.

Magnolia ,tulan fl.-pl., from Mr. Bank-
hart, pretty starry, many-petaled flowers, but
not double in the usual sense. We should take

every pains to make these hardy summer-leafing.

Magnolias happy in our gardens. The standard

trees at Syon form a picture one never forgets.

From Messrs. Hooper, Covent Garden.

Laciienalia tricolob.—Mr. Moore very
properly praises this for its beauty when well

grown, and it is well that such a plant should

become popular, the taste having been rather

too pronounced for a long time in favour of

showy colours. The quaint and delicate co-

lours shown in such plants as this are very
beautiful.

Andromeda japonica.—This is now beauti-

fully in bloorii in Mr. A. Waterer's nursery at

Knap Hill. We were, we believe, the first to call

attention to its remarkable merits as an ever-

green flowering shrub. A figure of it was pub-
lished in The Garden from a drawing by Mrs
Duffield (Vol. XIL, p. 424) from specimens

gathered in Thibaut and Keteleer's nursery at

Sceaus, and sent to London by post.

Hardenbergia lindlbtana.—Mr. Moore,
writing from Glasnevin, whence he sends us

some of this elegant purple New Holland Pea
flower, praises it for its graceful and profuse

bloom. Such plants were always welcome in the

spring in the greenhouse of a generation ago,

and deserve to be more frequently seen, trained

over light arches, up slender pillars, or in any
way in which their twining, graceful habit may
be seen to advantage.

Dendrobium macrophyllum.—From Mr.
Marcus Voss's choice collection of Orchids at

De Montfort House, Streatham, come .some

unusually fine blossoms of this Dendrobium, re-

presenting the giganteum variety. Some of the

flowers measure upwards of 5 in. across, and
the whole blossom is of that delicate lilac-

purple that makes it so attractive. The perfume
of this Orchid is peculiar, resembling that of

Rhubarb root.

Brownea abiza.—A most noble plant, with

a many-flowered head of splendid cheery scarlet

blossoms together as large as a Naples Cauli-

flower. W^hat it must be on the plant at Glas-

nevin, and still more in its native country, one

wonders. It is as if all the vivid beauty of the

Tropics were illustrated on this bush, which, with
its fine leaf, must be a glorious thing freely grown
in the open air. It is well that we have our botanic

gardens to show us types of vegetation that can-

not be commonly grown.

Evergreen baebebbies.—Among the few
shrubs that may rank as good natives in hardi-

ness, in earliness, and in every good quality are

these—they are so thoroughly good in form,

both in tlower and leaf, and so fragrant in their

early racemes of profuse bloom ! Mr. Stevens

sends us one or two forms of the common kind

—

one of the best plants that have come from the

north-west coast of America. It is one of the

few bushes we never see out of place, though
much more ought to be made of it, especially in

situations not congenial to a great variety of

evergreen plants.

Nicotiana affinis.—We have been very
much pleased with the beauty of a box of this

plant from Messrs. Sutton, of Reading. We have
long grown plants of this genus, but are really
surprised at the grace and large size of this, its

foliage being also large. Messrs. Sutton say that
the plants were sown on the 18th August, and
that they have been flowering for two months
past. We are not quite sure that the species is

afiinis, but of the value of the plant there can
be no doubt.

*

Saint bridgid's anemones from the Hill
of Ilowth are really magnificent. They are 4 in.

across in several cases, strong and stout. They
are varieties of the Poppy Anemone, with largo

black centres, and are generally semi-double.

The colour is scarlet, varying to delicate lilac,

purple, and crimson. We have never yet seen

the garden in which justice has been done to

the many varieties of the Poppy Anemone. They
are a garden of delight in themselves alone,

neglected or forgotten as they have been for

many years.

MusCARi HELDHEiCiii.—This is a charming
plant from Mr. Stevens. We cannot have too

many of these beautiful Grape Hyacinths with
their little beaded bells of delicate blue and
purple hues. The old M. comosum and its varie-

ties are, however, as good as any, and exquisite

as regards delicacy of colour. The above-named
kind has larger and more open bells. All the

species are of easy culture, though some, being

rare and much divided, seem more slow of m-
crease than they really are.

Camellias out-of-doors in Sussex.—

A

handsome basket of Camellias from Mr. C. R.
Scrase Dickins. They are grown in a Sussex gar-

den, (Coolhurst, Horsham) on plants that have

been growing in the open air without protection

for forty and ten years respectively. There are

single and double kinds, of which the foliage and
flowers are both good and fresh. Over a con-

siderable part of the south of England the

Camellia is perfectly at home as a hardy shrub,

even in bad years.

Gbevillea punicea.—A bright spidery-

looking flower, and one of the types of New
Holland vegetation that might be worth grow-

ing into specimens. Nowadays we mostly have

to look for these interesting plants in botanic

gardens. There is something slow and stiff in

lh 'ir habit—at least as they are grown with ua

—which tells against them. What they are in

the open air we have very little idea of. Many
plants grown in pots and not very satisfactory

in that way are quite different when grown in

the open air. Mr. Moore also sends us Stifftia

chrysantha and Cunonia capensis, two very

striking plants.

PtllODODENDHON AEGBNTEUM.— It is im-

possible to do justice to this Indian Rhododen-

dron with its silvery white bells, beautiful in

form and stained with deep claret at the bot-

tom, which shows faintly through the base.

Mr. ISIangles kindly sends us a noble truss of

twenty-five blossoms ; both leaves and flower-

stems are silvery. If travelling rewards were

ever to take the place of testimonials as an ac-

knowledgment for a long life of devotion to

flora, perhaps a few months on the Indian hills

among these great Rhododendrons would be of

all earthly enjoyments one of the most welcome

to the gardener.

Flowers "from St. Bridgid's boycotted

garden, in Co. Kildare, toward which no hand
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has been stretched out siuce the middle of last

harvest, when all labourers in employment were

ordered off by the Laud League." Prominent

among the flowers thus neglected were some un-

commouly fine examples of the Poppy Anemone,
large, very double, and brilliant ; IJielytra spec-

tabilis, very fine ; the double Kerria japonica,

brighter than we usually see it about London
;

Daffodils, including the white ; Narcissus cer-

nuus; the Snake's-head (Fritillaria Meleagris)

;

Grape Hyacinths ; "Wood Anemones ;
Ompha-

lodes verna ; Japanese Quince and Evergreen
Barberries, all bright and fresh as in gardens

under the best of management.

ORCHIDS.
NOTES ON ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.

The following are among the most noteworthy of

the Orchids now in flower in Mr. B. S. Williams'

nurserj', Upper Holloway :—

•

Odontoglossums.—The glory of the Odon-
toglossum house is still the Alexandra and
Pescatorei varieties,thanwhich wehave rarelymet
with tlieir equals as regards the high quality of

the blii.ssoms—a fact which would seem to show
what has lately been said about the inferiority of
importations now-a-days is groundless. Here are
crispums perfect models as regards size, breadth
of petal, purity of ground colour, and exquisite
markings ; and the same remark holds good with
regard to the forms of Pescatorei, some of which
still in bloom measure nearly 3 in. across, and
produced in those long branching spikes which
constitute the chief characteristic of this Orchid.
0. Horsniani, a form in the way of Chesterton!, is

just now very fine. The flowers are moderately
large, the sepals and petals heavily blotched on
a white ground, and the lip marked with deep
blotches of a deeper colour. Of the 0. luteo-
purpureum section, notably 0. Halli, there are
some remarkably handsome forms represented by
specimens, also O. triumphaus, cristatum, and the
rare 0. polyxanthum. In a warmer house the earlier

forms of 0. vexillarium are in charming condition,
some of them possessing so much of that depth
of rose-purple on them and large sized blossoms
as to merit the varietal appellation of rubrum,
majus, &c. 0. Roezli, both the white and the
oculated form, are grandly in bloom in company
with the vexillariums. There is one variety of

the pretty 0. Rossi majus that much attracted
us. It has a blush-white lip with a deep crescent
of purple running along the upper part adjoining
the golden crest. It is very beautiful ; indeed, we
have never met with a similarly marked form
before.

Zygopetalum Clayi is one of the hand-
somest hybrid varieties of this genus with which
we are acquainted, and on this occasion, as we
happened to meet with it in its finest condition,

we were able to judge of its merits, which are of a
very high order. It is showy in colour, free in

flower, and a vigorous grower, and apparently as

easy to grow as the old Z. Mackayi, which perhaps
receives more ill-treatment than any other Orchid.

It is a hybrid between Z. crinitum and Z.

maxillare, partaking of the free growth of the
former and the superb colouring of the latter. The
flowers are produced numerously on long and
erect spikes : the sepals and petals are of a
uniform brownish purple, not blotched, but with a
narrow green border, while the large violet-purple

lip is beautifully pencilled and netted with white
and deep purple. This very handsome Orchid was
raised by Col. Clay, The Slopes, Birkenhead.

Trichopilia suavis alba is a charming
variation from the pale pink colour of the
blossoms of the original form, from which it

differs only in the flowers being white ; they are
extremely chaste and delicate, and, moreover,
deliciously scented. The variety superba is an
Orchid that one seldom meets grown in a credit-

able manner, though when a good specimen of it is

in full beauty, what other Orchid will favourably
compare with it ?

Cymbidium eburneum. Days num.—
Amongst the numerous forms of this splendid

Orchid this is one of the finest, being characterised'

by large flowers of great substance, pure white
sepals and petals, and a labellum of the same
ivory whiteness, except a marginal row of purple

spots and a medial crest of bright orange-yellow.

It is represented here bj' a fine plant now in

flower.

Masdevallia triangularis.—There is a

certain class of Orchids which, though not purely

botanical in the sense that a Liparis, for example,

is, require to be looked into in order to fully ap-

preciate their beauty. Amongst these may be

placed this curious little Masdevallia, which,

though it carries a dozen or so of blooms, is scarcely

noticeable, but on close inspection one recognises

the exquisite markings of the singularly formed
triangle-looking blossoms. It is worth growing
and of easy culture. The showier class of Masde-
vallias are beginning to develop their season's

crop of bloom, and, judging by their luxuriance, it

will be fine this year.

Lselia harpophylla is a pretty plant, the

colour of which is almost unique even among Or-

chids. The nearest approach to it is L. cinnaba-

rina and the glowing apricot-red hue of Ada au-

rantiaca, of which, by the way, there are some
grand plants in flower here, representing the

finest form of this handsome Orchid, both as re-

gards colour and racemes. The flowers of L. har-

pophylla, which are some 2 in. across, have narrow
sepals and petals, and an exquisitely white
fringed labellum. It is charming as a coat flower,

not being too large, and it lasts a long time out

of water.

Other noteworthy Orchids in flower include

among Cattleyas numerous forms of C. Triana^,

notably the pure white, the chaste ivory white-

ness of wliich is truly lovely. There are several

so-called white Cattleyas in cultivation, many of

which are tinged with lilac, but in this there is

only a faint dash of lemon-yellow to mar its

purity. C. maxima, a species having a beauti-

fully veined lip, is likewise finely in flower. Of

the numerous forms of Lycaste Skinneri, one

called gloriosa is particularly noteworthy, the se-

pals being uncommonly large, especially the dor-

sal one, which is almost square at tlie apex. There

are some excellent deep coloured forms, too, in

flower. Of the many Dendrobes, D. Finleyanum

is attractive, and one that should be more cultiva-

ted than it is ; the golden lips of the flower and the

lilac-tinged sepals make it very distinct. Amongst
forms of D. Wardianum to be found here one has

flowers 4 J in. across, and is the finest we have yet

seen, its colour being brilliant and well defined.

D. lituiflorum and crystallinum are other pretty

Dendrobes. Of Dendrochilum glumaceum we
noticed some exceptionally fine plants in sus-

pended pots. Of "Vanda Boxalli there is a good

form in flower, deeper and richer than some we
have seen, variable as this Orchid is in regard to

colour. W. 0.

The Burmese Orchids imported recently

by Messrs. Sander & Co., St. Albans, have turned

out to be the finest in quality as well as in quan-

tity that have ever been collected. The forms of

Dendrobium Wardianum are specially fine. Mr.

Percival sends a flower of one of them measuring

5 in. across and of fine colour. At St. Albans

many are now in bloom, every one being extra fine

in quality and many measuring 4^ in. across.

Some plants of D. crassinode Barberianum are in

bloom, all being equal and some superior to the

plant originally so named. At St. Albans there

is now quite a maze of Orchid houses, all of which

are filled to overflowing with good things, among
which may be noted in flower or bud large quan-

tities of Odontoglossum Alexandrse, 0. madrense,

0. Rossi rubescens, O. Pescatorei, 0. triumphans,

and some interesting hybrids. Odontoglossums,

Oncidium dastyle, 0. Forbesi (grand varieties),

Cattleya Eldorado splendens, C. Wallisi (virgina-

lis), Cymbidium eburneum, Masdevallia triangu-

laris (with many hundreds of its pretty flowers),

M. Chimajra (true), and several new Masdevallias
not yet named may all be found here ; indeed,

the quantities of new plants in this nursery wait-

ing for confirmation of the collector's descriptions,

notably the immense black Stanhopea, lead one
to expect the appearance of some good novelties

during the coming season.

—

0.

Odontoglossum nssvium majus.—

I

think " W. G." (p. 1.58) is mistaken when he states

that Professor Reicheubach has lately given this

name to an Odontoglossum of the gloriosum sec-

tion. Some time back we flowered an Odonto-
glossum imported under the name of naivium
majus, and no doubt from the O. najvium, 0.

blandum, and 0. crocidipterum district. This was
sent to Professor Reichenbach, who identified it as

0. nffivium majus (Lindley), and as 0. odoratum
(Reichenbach). There is no doubt that Lindley
did name an Odontoglossum ntevium majus, and
also that as years rolled on every 0. niEvium got
majus tacked on to it, just as all Rossis are

majuses, all Cervantesis decoras, &c. Is there any
one who has ever seen a majus from the typical

0. nasvium ? I thought 0. cirrhosum was it, but

then Lindley also named that species.—J. E.

Spyees.'

Orchids in flo'wer in Mr. Peacock's col-

lection, Sudbury House, Hammersmith

—

Ada aurantiaca Mormodes lentiginosa

Angrajcum citratmii Odontoglossum Alexaudi-.-e

Bletia hyacinthina grandiflorum
Cattleya citrina Andersonianuni

Triana3 bictonense
Atalanta Cervantesi
virginalis cirrhosum

Crelogyne barbata
cristata

Colax jugosus
Cymbidium eburneum
Cypripedium Argus

cordatum
Edwardsi
gloriosum
Halli
Pescatorei

barbatmn
bifiorum
nigrum
superbum

Boxalli
Harrisianum
Hartwegi
insigne
niveum
Roezli
Sedeni
villosum

Dendrobium aggi-egatum

,,
majus

Cambridgeanum
chrysotoxum

superbum
crassinode

Barberianum
crepidatum
Dalhousieanum
deusiflorum
macrophyUum
nobile

cccrulescens
intermedium

Pierardi
primulinum
Wardianum

Epidendmm cochleatum

pulcliellum
Koezli
roseum
Hossi majus

coei'ulescens

pallidum
viride

Uuckerianum
tripudians
triumplians
vexillarium
Wallisi

Oncidium ampliatum ma-
jus

Cavendislii
cucuUatum
clieirophorum
concolor
Krameri
macrantlium

serratum
spathulatum
trilingue
unguiculatum

Phajus grandifolius
Walliclii

Plialrenopsis amabilis
grandifiora
Luddemauuiana

Ltelia anceps rosea
peduncularis SchiUeriana

Leptotes bicolor Pilumna fragrans

Lycaste aromatica Pleione Hookeriana
Skinned Sobralia maciantha

rosea Sophronitis graudiflora

Masdevallia ignea Tricliopilia suavis

Lindeni Vauda tricolor

llaxillaria venusta Zygopetalum crinitum

lliltonia cuneata cceruleum

Phalsenopsis SchiUeriana.-In March,

1881, 1 saw three plants in bloom at Mr. C. Per-

kins', Kirkley Hall. The original plant had over

160 flowers on it, and the other two, which had

been taken off a flower-spike on the old plant some

years previous, had over 80 and 120 flowers each. I

have lately seen these plants again in flower, and

all with an increased number of blooms on them.

The original plant had thrown up a rooted growth

from last year's spike, which Mr. Perkins kindly

allowed me to cut off and take home, and this

plant, not twelve months old, then carried no

fewer than 58 fully developed flowers. The variety

is much more than usually sweet scented, of good

colour, and of fair form and size. The plants are

grown in a mixed stove, where they get more
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light and less shade than is usually allowed

Phalrenopsids. They have thick, leathery leaves,

considerably longer and not so round and broad
as is generally the case with home-grown plants

;

in fact, they strongly resemble the leaves of the

strongest imported plants.—NOEMAU C. COOKSON,
Oakwond, Wylam-on-Tiine.

NOTES OF THE "WEEK.

Prizes fob Roses.—We observe that a

prize of £20 is to be awarded for twelve varie-

ties of Roses in pots at the Royal Western Hor-
ticultural Society's show, to beheld in the Guild-

hall, Plymouth, on the 0th of May next.

Special PKizBS.—At the nest meeting- of the

Royal Horticultural Society (Tuesday, 23th

inst.) the special prizes offered for Amaryllises,

Hyacinths, and Tulips wUlbe competed for, and,

having regard to the favourable weather that

has hitherto prevailed, a good eshibition ma}' be
expected.

NiCOTiANA AFPlNis. — This striking- plant

comes to us again from Mr. W. M. Crowe,
Upton, Essex. This plant is tinged with rose,

and is not the same as the variety sent by
Messrs. Sutton, which is a whiter form. It is

interesting and striking, but we doubt if any of

the species will ever become good garden plants.

A TASTE OP WINTER.—A biting north wind,
bringing with it sharp snowstorms, sprang up
yesterday morning and continued through the

night with 6° of frost. Fortunately, the storms

coming from the north left the open blossoms on
south walls dry, and so far safe; but sudden
checks to the sap often do much injury when
blossoms lire not actually killed by frost. The
Malvern Hills are now covered with snow.

—

W. C, Eastnor.

The Asparagus prizes will this year be

competed for at the great show at the Royal
Horticultural Society on May 23. This is the

seeoni year of competition, and we believe an
interesting exhibition will be in the result. The
date is a little more favourable than it was last

year, so far as may now be said.

Prunus triloba.—This Chinese shrub, against

one of the walls in Ivew Gardens, is now one of

the prettiest sights imaginable, every little

twig being wreathed with delicate pink blos-

soms, which are semi-double. Why is it that

such a beautiful shrub, perfectly hardy and easy
to cultivate, is so seldom found in private gardens?
It surely cannot be well known.

Azalea mollis.—Some glorious bushes of

this lovely shrub, covered by a profusion of

blossoms, are now among the most attractive
plants in the conservatory (No. 4) atKew just now.
The colour, a vivid orange-scarlet, is one that is

prominent above all others, yet harmonises with
every other hue. More attention should cer-

tainly be directed to this beautiful shrub for

early forcing purposes.

Begonia semperplorens rosea.—This new
variety seems to be answering the descriplion
given it in a very creditable manner. Some few
weeks ago we made a note of it. As we saw it

then, the flowers were prettity margined with
rose, but the plants now in the Victoria Nursery,
Upper Holloway, are of a uniform pleasing
rose-pink, a colour which, combined with the
well-known excellent qualities of the original,
must undoubtedly render this Begonia popular

Beautiful greenhouse climbers.—Two of
the most conspicuous plants that now adorn
the roof of the temperate house at Kew -ndth
their blossoms are Clematis indiwsa and Akebia
quinata, both of which are almost intertwined,
and festoon the lower part of the roof in a beau-
tiful manner, the deep claret hue of the Akebia

forming a -fine contrast to the whiteness of the
wreaths of the Clematis. Both flower pro-
fusely, and it would be a difficult matter to

name two more desirable greenhouse climbers

for early spring- decoration.

Snowflakb Begonia.—This is a seedling

from semperflorens, raised three yeai-s since,

and perfectly constant from seed. The plants

from which the flowers we send were taken

were raised from seed sown in January, 1881,

and have been flowering- continuously since Sep-
tember last. This variety is not only about three

times as large as semperflorens, but also much
more free flowering.

—

Sutton & Sons. [A very
pretty plant indeed, with fresh foliage of a

delicious green and many charming white
flowers.

—

Ed.]

A beautiful new Balsam.—In the house
No. 8 at Kew there is a charming- new species of

Impatiens received from Zanzibar. It is allied to

I. Walkeri, and, like that species, is very showy.
It forms a compact, much-branched plant of

dwarf growth, each shoot being terminated by a

leafy cluster of blossoms, which are about 1 in.

across, similar in form to those of the typical

I.balsamina and of a brilliant lake-vermQion hue,

the crystalline surface of the petals shining in

the sun like satin. It possesses all the characters

of a really valuable garden plant, being free in

growth, a wonderfully free bloomer, and appa-
rently as easy to grow as the common Balsam.

PiNGUiCULA CAUDATA.—This charming new
Butterwort is now finely in flower in the Pine-
apple Nursery, Maida Vale, where in one of the

cool Orchid houses its bright, singularly shaped
blossoms compare favourably with the loveliness

of Masdevallia Lindeni and Harryana, the
colours of which it resembles in a striking de-

gree. The freedom with which it flowers and the
length of time it continues in bloom, as well as

its easy culture, combine to render it a most de-

sirable plant. It may be grown successfully in a

very cool house ; indeed it seems to be nearly
hardy. We believe the entire stock of this plant
has passed into the hands of Messrs. E. G. Hen-
derson, by whom it will be shortly distributed.

Stenomesson Hartwegi.—This is one of
those rare and beautiful tropical bulbous plants
for which the Messrs. Henderson's nursery has
become famous. It is now beautifully in bloom
in their nursery at Pine-apple Place, Maida
Vale, in one of the stoves. It is larger altogether
than S. suspensum, the flower-stem being taller

and stouter, rising some 2 ft. high, and termi-
nated by an umbel of many drooping flowers

about lA in. inlength, and of a brilliant scarlet-

vermilion hue, which colour, with the bluish
glaucous tint of the green of the stem and
foliage, combines to render theplant exceedingly
attractive. It is a native of the mountainous
districts about Q,uito, whence it was introduced
some forty years ago, but is extremely rare in

gardens at the present time.

Gardenia Stanleyana.—This remarkable
plant -n'ould scarcely be recognised as a Gardenia
at all by people acquainted only with G. florida,

being in every way so distinct. It forms a hand-
some, spreading bush, much branched and
symmetrical in growth, and bears very large fun-
nel-shaped blossoms, the exterior of which is

deep blackish purple, and the interior creamy
white. When the plant has attained several
years' growth it flowers profusely, and when
seen in perfection is really a strikingly handsome
object. We had no idea that it flowered freely
in a very small state until we were convinced
of the fact by seeing in Mr. B. S. Williams'
nursery. Upper Holloway, numbers of very
small plants all copiously furnished with flower-
buds. It succeeds best in a warm, moist stove.

Finely flowered Stephanotis.—At Bren-
try House, near Bristol, I noticed the other day
a beautiful specimen of Stephanotis floribunda.

Though only four years have elapsed since it

was put in as a cutting, it now covers the roof of

a stove, 14 ft. in width and 22 ft. in length, and
also the end wall. It bears quite a thousand
trusses of flowers though not yet open, and in

some of the trusses I counted eleven flowers.

This plant has been grown on rapidh', no rest

whatever having been afforded it, and certainly

the results obtained seem to justify the treat-

ment it has received. Blooms have been picked
from the same plant almost daily during eight

out of the past twelve months, since which time
it has made growths 20 ft. in length, and at the
base of almost every leaf is a flower truss, and
in several cases two.—A. W. H.

New varieties of Poinsbttia.—^With the

exception of plenissima and alba, there has been
no break hitherto from the normal type of

Poinsettia pulcherrima. We are now pleased to

learn, however, that some remarkably distinct

varieties as regards colour are being distributed

by Mr. B. S. Williams, of Upper Holloway.
These are hybrids obtained by crossing the
white-bracted form with the scarlet. The results

are not all uniformly good, but there are at

least three distinct sorts as regards thec'i lour of

the bracts. The names of these are P. iguescens,

which bears large crests of a rich lake-vermilion
;

P. mirabilis, with bracts of a soft rose-vermilion,

and P. variabilis, so named on account of the
green leaves being intermixed in some cares with
the vivid scarlet bracts. In others the bracts are

beautifully mottled with green. All these va-
rieties are of strong robust growth, and good
additions to this valuable class of autumn and
winter decorative plants.

Hardy flowers are now in great beiuty in

the Trinity College Botanic Gardens, Dublin,

the hardy Heaths being- especially fli.s and
bright in colour. Mr. Burbidge states that they
are among the most lasting and easily managed
flowers which he has. Large patches of garden
Anemones sown last autumn are masses of bright

colours, and the collection of dwai f Scillas very
showy and interesting. All interested in Narcissi

should now pay a visit to these gardens ; the

collection is complete, and no one is better quali-

fied to explain their distinctions than Mr. Bur-
bidge. Hellebores also are very fine. The system
of planting flowering plants and bulbs in the

Grass is here artistically carried out ; often -we

get a peep of some bright colour at the end of a
glade, leading one to expect a great display

there ; but on arriving at the spot we find no-
thing more than two or tliree Daffodils and a

patch of Anemone apennina, or half-a-dozen

blooms of A. fulgens, and these probably not
3 yards off the cleverly screened boundary
railings—a pleasant delusion.

—

James O'Brien.

Ibis caucasica and I. tubbbosa.—It was
singular that in the same week you received the
Snake's-head Iris and Iris caucasica from another

source also. The latter, which is both curious

and pretty, is flowering freely—flowers in suc-

cession from the base of the leaves, which spread
laterally up the stem, in all about six blooms.

It was in my open border not only during the

past winter, but during the severe cold of 1881.

The Snake's-head Iris I have h,adfor more than
forty years, but I never Icnew it to be in very
general cultivation ; it is therefore difficult to

account for its occasional occurrence in hedge-
rows. In this neighbourhood I know one spot

where it runs amongst the hedge roots for fully

ten yards. It also grows near Mary Church. I

have not seen it in Cornwall, but I think in

Sowerby's new edition it is mentioned aa being
found there.—T. H. A. H.
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ROSE GARDEN.
ROSES IN WOODS.

Here wild Roses and Sweet Briers have led

the way, and will always bear sway. That, how-
ever, is no reason why the more free-growing gar-

den Roses should not bear them company. They
may bring more brilliant colours, sweeter per-

fumes, though hardly higher beauty, for the Dog
Rose and the Sweet Brier are at home in

woods. Nothing can well exceed the richness of

their flowing branches laden with simple flowers

or brilliant hips, or their thick tangled sl^eins and
masses of flowering verdure or brilliant colours.

They owe very much of their effect to their mere
luxuriance. Being suckers or seedlings, they suffer

disadvantage. It is easy indeed to out away the

roots of the trees, and tlrus to clear a space for

the roots of the Roses. But hardly have the roots

been removed than they are back again, and in

greater force tlian before. Few things more
astonish the uninstructed in such matters than
the rapidity with Avhich roots are reformed
in woods, and they increase much faster when
anj' manure or fresh compost is added to the

Roses.

Budding wood Briers.—There are several

methods, of shunting, as it were, or baulk-

ing this difliculty of impoverishment by foreign

roots. One of the simplest and most effective

is to look out for Briers in the wood, and
work them where they stand. Not, however, that

they should be helieaded or budded in the usual

none of the checks incident to cultivated varieties.

They start with all the energy that a vigorous tap
root and all otlier roots intact can give them, and
the vigour of the start runs through the major
portion of their life, and his vigorous growth is

the main point with Roses in woods. Growing
amongst trees or other shrubs, Briers and
Roses will be nowhere unless they are strong.

Several things tend to weaken Roses in woods,
such as transplantation and the invitation

that the mere disturbance of the ground gives to

all other roots to poach on the root-runs of the

Roses. The first is unavoidable, for however care-

fully Roses may be transplanted, the tap and not
a few of the more vigorous other roots are neces-

sarily lostintheprooess. Roses at besthave but few
roots contrasted with other trees and shrubs, and
when these are further reduced by transplanta-

tion, of course the Roses are placed at a further

way ; on the contrary, most of the main and the
stronger branches of the Briers should be left,

and a dozen or score or more of them be budded
with one or more free growing Roses. This will

economise all the root force of the Brier already
in existence, and produce a fine bush much sooner
than by anj' other method. True, there may be a
difliculty Avith suckers and with wild branches.
In many cases a few of these would add to the
efllect of Roses in woods, and, besides, it would be
easy to look over the Roses occasionally, and
keep down Briers, or wholly remove them. In cases
where no wild Roses exist, the seeds might be
sown, or wild Roses might be planted, or strong
cuttings inserted. By either means vigorous
stocks would be prepared. The roots of wild
Briers can hold their own much better against
those of trees than the majoritj' of cultivated
Roses.

Planting in barrels.—When it is need-
ful to plant Roses in woods, it is most de-
sirable to adopt some means of keeping out
the roots of trees. One of the simplest
and cheapest modes is to sink old oil, tar, or
other barrels, flrst burning the inside clean ; the
bottoms may also be knocked out, for it is found
that butfewrootsof trees come up from the bottom,
nearly the whole of them running in from the
sides. These may be filled with the richest com-
post, with the assurance that the Roses will have
all the benefit of it, and Roses do remarkably
well in such barrels. By the time the wood has
rotted the roots are sufficiently established to
take care of themselves. Well-charred barrels
will last a dozen years or more. Some use bricks
and mortar, but these are expensive and of
little use, unless the bricks are laid in cement, for
the roots of trees often penetrate the mortar, and
seem to run with more speed, owing to the
resistance it offers to them. All trees and shrubs
are not alike bad poachers on the root runs of Roses
and other cultivated plants. Elms, Beeches, and
Aslres are, perhaps, the worst amongdeciduous, and
Spruces among coniferous trees. But Roses in-

variably do best if shut in from the ravages of
other roots by some such simple contrivances as
here suggested. Only strong plants and vigorous
growers should be used for these purposes. Plant
early in rich compost, and cut back to a few
vigorous eyes, rather than leave a large portion of
ilie top. One shoot 6 ft. or 10 ft. long will make a
better and more efiective Rose, in a wood, than
a dozen growths each 1 ft. long.

Varieties.—Of these only strong growers
should be chosen. It may suiprise some, however,
to be told tliat Gloire de Dijon is one of the
very finest Roses for growing in woods. The
pink Gloire de Dijon or Gloire de Bordeaux
is also a vigorous growing free flowering Rose,
well adapted for woods. Climbing Devoniensis,
Lamarque, and Triomphe des Rennes also grow
and flower freely in mild situations. Among hybrid
Chinas the old Blairi No. 2, Chenedole, Coupe
d'Hebti.Fulgens, Charles Lawson, Paul Eicaut, and
Vivid are among the most free and showy for
woods. The copper-coloured and yellow Austrian
Briers also do well if allowed to run free and wild
up or against trees.

Among Noisette Roses, Aim^e Vibert, Coquette
des Blanches, Jaune Desprez are among the more
useful ; such Boursaults as elegans, gracilis, and
Amadis are also free and showy. Among ever-

green Roses such showy varieties as Felicite Per-

pStu6, Princess Louise, Rampante, Princess Marie,
and Reine des Fran^aise are hosts in themselves

;

as are likewise such gross growing profuse bloom-
ing Ayrshire Roses as Dundee Rambler, Queen
of the Belgians, Splendens, and Ruga. The Ches-
hunt Hybrid, though classed among Teas, is a
wonderful Rose to grow and climb, and its bril-

liant blooms would render it most attractive in

Some of tire stronger growing Hybrid Perpetuals,

such as Baronne Prevost, General Jacqueminot,
Baron de Bonstetten, Charles Lefebvre, Climbing
Victor Verdier, Madame ClSmence joigneaux,
Paul Neron, Marfechal Vaillant, Souvenir de la

Reine d'Angleterre, Madame Hippolyte Jamain,
Emily Laxton, Elie Morel, climbing Victor Verdier,

&c., also do well inwoods andshrubberies. Even the
Duke of Edinburgh, in favourable positions, makes
.3 ft. or more of growth in a season, and would
doubtless speedily climb to the top of a dwarf
tree and drape it with rare brilliance and beauty.

D. T. Fish.

A NEW ROSE.
(;hosa pissabti.)

This beautiful addition to the already long list

of cultivated species of Roses has lately been
described in the Sevue Horticole byM.Carriere.
It has slender and very spiny branches, which
have a tendency to droop. The flowers, which
are pure white, are sweetly scented, and pro-

duced in profusion in the manner represented in

the accompanying engraving ; so plentifully, in-
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deed, are they borne, that they are said to give the

hushes, when in full flower, the appearance of

masses of snow. Like the beautiful K. Bruno-

niana, rugosa, and a few others, it will make
a capital object for planting singly on a lawn, a

position in which its beauty will be shown off

to the best advantage. It is said to flower not

only abundantly, but continuously for several

months. This new species is named in compli-

ment to M. Pissart, gardener to the Shah of

Persia at Teheran, to the gardens of which it

has been introduced from Guiland, a locality

near to the Caspian Sea. It is said to be ex-

tremely hardy ; therefore its introduction to our

gardens is much to be desired.

GARDEN DESTROYERS.
REPORT OF OBSERVA.TIONS ON IN-
JURIODS INSECTS DURING THE YEAR 1881.*

JLessrs. W. Swan, Sonnbnschim & Co. have

just published Miss Ormerod's annual report on

injurious insects for 1881. It, like its predeces-

sors, gives the returns from various observers in

different parts of this country on the insects

which have attacked their crops, and in most

cases of the means which they used to destroy

them. This year the report is much larger than

the previous ones, and the matter contained in

it is more clearly and better put together than

heretofore. The plural of chrysalis, however, is

throughout spelt chrysalids, instead of chrysa-

lides, the more usual and correct way of spelling

the word. The returns are very interesting, but

they are mostly from agriculturists, and the in-

sects alluded to in them are chiefly those which
attack farm crops ; many, however, are very in-

jurious in gardens, and among them the Goose-

berry sawfly, whose grubs were again the cause

of much damage in many places. One observer

in Norfolk mentions that chaffinches were seen

busily feeding- their young with these grubs.

Shaking the bushes over a piece of canvas is

much recommended, and removing 2 in. in depth

of the soil from beneath the bushes is also

highly spoken of.

The Celery fly grubs, and the daddy-long-

legs grubs, sometimes called leather jackets, do

not appear to have been so common as usual last

season, but the maggots of the Onion flv were
very destructive in many places. Watering with

paraffin oil and water (one wineglass of oil to

five gallons of water), kept well mixed, was
tried with very good effect. Earthing up the

Onions before they are attacked to about 1 in.

above the bulbs prevents the flies from laying

their eggs on them, and is found a very successful

plan. The grubs of the Cabbage and root-eating

flies were very miscliievous, and so was the Pea
and Bean weevil (Sitona lineatus).

The most interesting part of this report is a

very elaborately drawn up account of the great

injuries caused to the Turnip and Swede crops

by the Turnip fly (or, as the well-known insect

should more properly be called, the Turnip
beetle or flea)—Phyllotreta nemorum—or some
nearly allied species, which was unusually abun-

dant last year, and the cause of heavy losses to

farmers in various parts of England, Scotland,

and Ireland. Wales seems to have been totally

free from this pe.st, and in Cheshire and
Staffordshire it was less troublesome than usual.

West Lancashire, curiously enough, is said to be

never troubled with it. The returns from Ireland

were very few, but they mention this insect as

being very injurious. In many places the crop

failed after three sowings, causing an estimated

* Report of Observations on Injurious Insects during the
//ear 1881, and special report on Turnip Fly, by Eleanor
A. Ormerud. Messrs, W. Swan, Sonnenschim <0 Co. 1882.
Price Is. 6ci.

loss of from £2 10s. to £5 per acre. From the

agricultural returns it appears that an area

of 1,149,768 acres in England was under
Turnips and Swedes in 1881, and Miss
Ormerod considers that it would be a

low estimate, and well within the mark, if it be
assumed that over half this average, or 574,884
acres, these crops had to be resown over. Accept-

ing this as a fair estimate, and the cost of the

seed at 9d. per lb., and that 3 lbs. are required

per acre, it will be found that the cost of the

seed alone amounts to £64,674 9s. ; and if the

cost of reso-wing the same acreage be taken at

the low estimate of 15s. per acre, it will amount
to .£431,16.3. The acreage in eleven counties in

Scotland under Turnips and Swedes was 194,105
acres, which would cost to resow, according to

the above calculations for seed, £19,918 7s., and
for labour, &c., £72,789, showing a total amount
of loss in England and Scotland caused by these

insects of nearly £600,000, or an average of

about £1 6s. on the gross acreage under Turnips
(Swedes), which, as Miss Ormerod justly remarks,
" has made the visitation of the Turnip fly of

1881 nothing less than a national calamity."

After giving detailed accounts from various

districts, the report deals with the various means
for averting- or combating the attacks of this

insect under the head, of Charlock, cultivation,

seed, sowing early, steeps for seed, importance of

a good start to the plants, dressings, and various

means for disturbing and catching- the Turnip
fly. It appears that a bad attack of this fly often

follows a year when Charlock has been par-

ticularly abundant, and that sowing Turnip seed

on land which had much Charlock growing on
it the previous year should be avoided. This is

easily understood, as the beetles are very partial

to this weed, and pass the winter under stons,

clods, and similar shelter in a torpid condition,

so they are all quite ready to attack the Turnips

as soon as they come up. Some of the con-

tributors have found this insect very useful

in destroying the Charlock. One says, " My
fa)-m was overrun with Charlock, the legacies

of the last wet seasons ; it came up in the Barley

so thick, that I expected the farm to look like

a Colza field, but, strange to say, the fleas at-

tacked these gay plants of Cliarlock, and so

completely destroyed it (sic), that there is now
scarcely any Charlock on the farm. A more com-
plete clearance of a pest than they made I never
saw. Having done their work, they went away,
and my Swedessown late escaped their visitation."

Most of the contributors agree in recommending
thick sowing as most beneficial. Some recom-
mend mixing- Mustard seed with the Turnip
seed. The Mustard is more attractive to the fly

than the Turnips, so that by the time the insects

have devoured the Mustard, the Turnips have
got a good start. One injurious insect which was
in unusual abundance last year was the Oak
leaf-rotter moth (Tortrix viridana), which in

some places entirely stripped the Oaks of their

foliage. This is the first time this insect has been
mentioned in these reports. Then beetles are also

reported on for the first time. The Turnip flower

beetle (Meligethes ceneus), a very small, flat,

bronzy green beetle, which, as its English name
implies, feeds on the flowers of Turnips and
similar plants and are the cause at times of con-
siderable loss to those who are trying to obtain

seed ; the Beech weevil (Orchestes fagi), which
feeds on the leaves of Beech trees, piercing their

leaves with a number of small holes, which ap-

parently prevents the trees from making their

proper annual growth. The grubs of another
member of the same genus attack the leaves of

Elms, and Injui-e them by mining between the

skins of the leaves, and feeding on their inner

substance. The grubs of a sawfly which attack

the Grass in pasture fields are also noticed for

the first time. The thanks of all interested in

agriculture are due to Miss Ormerod for the
trouble she takes in compiling these very valu-

able reports.

A USEFUL INSECTICIDE.

Like most people, I have unpleasant recollections

of mealy bug and brown and white scale. The
former, by unremitting attention, we have entirely

extirpated, and the latter are reduced to a mini-

mum. My " insecticide " has been for more than
ten years past the " Chelsea Blight Composition,"
and it is one of the best still ; being a liquid, it Is

easil}' measured oil for the requisite amount of

water to be added thereto. One therefore knows
exactly what strength he is using. Upon taking
charge of the gardens here I found mealy bug
aud scale throughout all the houses, both very
plentiful. I therefore resolved to wage war
unceasingly on these pests. For the purpose of

economising the insecticide, 1 had a zinc trough
made about 6 ft. long, 4 ft. broad, and 4 in.

deep, with a hole in the bottom, at one corner
to drain off the liquid into a pail. Over
this the plants were laid and well syringed
backwards and forwards, using at first the
strength recommended on the printed instruc-

tions, viz., 1 i>int to the gallon of water. This
was generally found sufficient for brown scale by
repeating the dose after a little while. For white
scale we used 1| pint to the gallon of water, a
strength which was found to be too much for

them. The plants treated with the stronger doses
were in all cases syringed with clean water in

about twenty minutes afterwards. Those on which
the printed instruction as to strength was followed
out were not so treated. The extra strengtli was
used in all cases for bug, which I found could not
stand repeated doses, each repetition thinning
them considerably.

Plants operated on.—The following plants
were treated in this manner : Grotons of various

sorts, Gardenias, Ixoras, and Stephanotis. Eu-
charis was sponged again and again till no bugs
were left ; for this we used the stronger solution.

Palms of many kinds were sponged with liquid of

the ordinary strength, the stronger only being-

used in bad cases, and that chiefly around the
stems. Climbers that were Infested were in some
cases cut down when it was found impossible to

attack the enemy otherwise; in other cases they
were laid over the trough, as already stated. For
about two years we had almost unceasing trouble
witli occasional stragglers ; now we are deriving

benefit from the extra attention then given.

Mealy bug on Vines.—Where bug had
attacked the Vines we removed tlie loose bark in

winter after the Vines were pruned, and then
dressed around the old spurs with the composition
as poured from the bottle, carefully avoiding the

most promising buds. During the following sum-
mer if stray bugs were cauglit, the old wood and
spurs were again dressed with a little of the

composition, and in the autumn scarcely a bug
was to be found. In the case of these Vines, how-
ever, I had no occasion to use any further

dressing ; every one of them, root and branch, had
to be destroyed through a bad attack of Phyl-
loxera.

Ferns should not on any account be sji-inged,

immersed, or sponged witli this insecticide. I once
experimented on a specimen plant with one
quarter strength only, but ill effects soon after-

wards made their appearance. Severe thinning of

the fronds is the best remedy, and a weak solution

of soft soap and water, where such is possible, to

be applied with a sponge. Perseverance will in

most cases attain the desired end. I do not find

red spider troublesome where the syringe can be
plied freely ; my remedy for this is a bag of soot

(about half-a-gallon, more or less) placed in a'ny

ordinary sized tank from which the water is taken
for syringing and watering. Besides being a pre-

ventive of spider, it has also manurial properties.

Even the tenderest Fern frond is not injured by
it. Like "Sylvestris"(p.ll7),Iused to employ sul-
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phur and Tobacco water myself in the good old

days, but I find that in many cases I can now
dispense with these remedies. Fumigation is the

best antidote for thrips and aphides where it can

be applied. When any trace of eitker of these

insects is seen, commence proceedings against

them before a colony is formed.
Referring to the " Chelsea Blight Composition,"

as a caution I ought to say that plants with
downy foliage are apt to be injured by it if the

printed directions are not carried out strictly. I

have tried but few other insecticides, preferring to

stick to the one that has ser\-ed me well, or, as the

adage runs, " speak well of the bridge that carries

one over." When making fresh additions to our

collection of plants, we always make it a practice

to keep all plants in strict quarantine till they
have a clean bill of freedom from insects, bug in

particular.

The hot water cure I tried in the case of

mealy bug on Amaryllises that were badly infested.

Removing all the soil from the roots and most of

the loose scales around the bulbs, I applied a

syringe about them vigorously, using clear water
as hot as I could conveniently use the syringe.
This had the desired effect, for they soon started
into fresh growth and no more bug was seen on
them. James Hudsok.

Giinnershunj Hmiap, Acton.

FRUIT GARDEN.
FIGS OX WALLS AND FOR FORCIXG.

Alarmed by the wholesale destruction of Figs
during the winter of 18S0-S1, it is by no
means improbable that many of the surviving
trees will he injured this season by too much pro-
tection, the more so, as some which were en-
feebled, but not quite killed, will be forced into
an early growth too tender to resist the effects of
late spring frosts. AVhere this is the case, a coping
board should be placed above them for the two
fold purpose of protecting the shoots from wet,
and the prolongation of rest by keeping the roots
dry. When this has been done, mild as the season
is, we must not forget that we are not yet out of
the wood, and so fall into mischief by the sudden
removal of the straw or Fern whicli has been used
for covering ; but take it off little and often until

just sufficient is left to protect from sun and
morning frosts, while it admits of a free circula-

tion of air through the branches. The pruning
and training of wall Figs is always the last link
which connects the winter routine ^vith spring
operations, and it generally happens that the
month of April is upon us before the work is

finished, but when the trees are thoroughly
hardened and danger of spring frosts has passed
away, the borders should be lightly pointed up
with a fork, well watered, mulched with rotten
manure, and watered again to insure rapid de-

velopment of foliage for the protection of the
embryo Figs, which have passed through a mild
winter without injury. It rarely happens in the
mildest parts of this country, where the Fig is

most at home, that young fruits which attain the
size of Peas in the autumn pass through the win-
ter and ripen off the following summer, hence the
advisability of rubbing them off and depending
upon the embryo Figs which are just formed at the
points of the shoots when the leaves fall, as they
are less susceptible to injury, and the season
being well advanced by the time they attain the
flowering stage, they generally set well and ripen
off in August and September. To secure these con-
ditions the chiefaim should be the production of an
even spread of short-jointed, well-ripened growths
by keeping them thin and closely nailed to the
walls. In sheltered corners in warm gardens
growths of this kind may be obtained without
disturbing the roots, but in low, damp situations
robust growth must be checked by annual root
pruning, and by placing an abundance of drainage,
consisting of broken bricks and old lime rubble,
beneath the borders. Autumn is the best time to
perform this operation, as the roots then have time

to recover before growth again commences, and
the borders, which need not be very wide, should
be w-ell elevated, so as to secure warmth and dry-
ness when feeding is discontinued in the autumn.
Although the Fig will accommodate itself to

almost any kind of garden soil, the compost which
suits it best is strong calcareous loam, a liberal

supply of old mortar, burnt earth or charcoal,
thoroughly mixed and made very firm about the
roots. If very dry when used, and the leaves have
not fallen from the trees, a little water may be
given to settle it about the roots, and when all is

finished a good mulching will keep them safe for

the winter. Although an immense number of

varieties of Figs may now be found in many collec-

tions, all are not alike suited to outdoor culture.

The kinds usually met with are Brown Turkey,
Brunswick, Black and Brown Ischia, and White
Marseilles. Negro Largo and a variety resembling
Brunswick, called Hardy Prolific, passed through
the winter 1880-81 with a little Fern placed
around their young shoots, and doubtless there

I

ai'e many other kinds equally hardy, provided
[

they are prevented from becoming gross, and the i

cultivator elevates his borders and raises the root

temperature by the use of brick rubble, upon the

late use ; but as some of these do not fruit or
force well when young, short-jointed kinds like

Osboru's Prolific, which shows as many Figs as
leaves, forces well, and ripens off most delicious

fruit, should be selected. To those unacquainted
with this addition to our now valuable col-

lection of pot Figs the annexed illustration
will convey an idea of its compact habit, abun-
dant fruitfulness, and adaptability for culture in
small pots where space is limited. As a successful
grower of Figs under glass, I have always looked
upon Brown Turkej' as the gardener's sheet
anchor, and my two years' experience of Osbom's
Prolific justifies me in recommending it as a
worthy companion to that trusty friend where
two or more are grown. There are, of course, many
other kinds well adapted for forcing in pots, or
planting ont in borders ; and as many enthusiastic
amateurs and young beginners rejoice in a plu-
rality of sorts, I may recommend the following :

Black, Brown, and White Is-chia, Doctor Hogg,
Negro Largo, a most excellent black Fig, and
White Marseilles. Where pot culture is contem-
plated now is a good time to commence, and as
plants can be manufactured from eyes, cuttings,
or suckers in a very short time, suitable kinds

lines laid down by the late Mr. Gibson, when he
compelled many of our stove plants to flourish in

the open air in Battersea Park. If I were confined
to one variety I should choose brown Turkey, as

it is a moderate grower, hardy, prolific, and the
best of all for flavour.

Within the memory of many middle-aged fruit

growers the culture of this delicious fruit was con-
fined to a limited number of gardens, and none
but the wealthy thought of giving it a place under
glass, but, thanks to such enterprising men as

Messrs. Rivers, Veitch, and Osborn, we now have
a number of kinds of the highest quality pecu-
liarly adapted for pot cultm'e under glass, and so

well is the management of this heat-loving tree

understood by men who have to provide large

supplies for the London market demand that

we now have English fruit from the early part of

April until the end of the " Sussex season.'' But
the amateur whose space or heating power may
be extremely small must not suppose that all

kinds are alike adapted for his convenience. By all

means plant the Isohias of different sorts, Castle

Kennedj'', Brunswick, and others against warm,
lofty walls, or in large houses for mid-season and

should be put in without delay, or, time being an
object, established fruiting trees may be obtained

from any of the leading nurseries.

EastnoT Castle. W. COLEllAy.

REGKAFTING APPLE TREES.
The most favourable season for this operation is

now at hand, therefore a few remarks as to the

benefits arising therefrom may not be unaccept-

able. One may now see in all directions around
Maidstone large trees with their branches short-

ened about half their length, or to where they

divide into shoots 2 in. or 3 in. in diameter. This

shortening is preparatory to regrafting in the end
of March or early in April, and is the invariable

cure now prescribed for unfruitful trees, or for

exchanging unprofitable for profitable varieties
;

even trees on which the young wood dies back or

cankers may be converted into sound ones if the

main shoots are healthy by regrafting with a
variety that succeeds in the locality. To this opera-

tion alone I attribute a good deal of the success of

Kentish Apple culture, for growers hereabouts

have no idea of letting a tree stand year after
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year in an unfruitful condition. If other means
fail to induce fruitfulness, or if tlie fruit produced
does not realise good prices, the brandies are sawn
oS, as I have just stated, before the sap is in

motion, a little above where it is intended to

regratt. The scions are procured during the winter
months, and laid in trenches under the shade of a
wall or hedge. Shoots of medium strength, straight,

and clean of the preceding year's growth are the

only ones selected, and in making the scions only
the well ripened portions of such shoots are
used ; the short or immature tips are always re-

jected, unripe wood being the forerunner of many
evils. The only mode of grafting emploj'ed is that
called crown or rind grafting. It is easily per-

formed, and does not leave any wounds or scars on
the shoots operated on, as with medium-sized
shoots, such as those mentioned, a thorough union
of scion and stock takes place. Having everything
in readiness, the operator takes a sharp, fine-

toothed saw and cuts off a piece of the stock or

branch, selecting a place free from knots of any
kind

; he then, with a sharp, strong pruning knife,

cuts the top of the stock quite smooth, and makes
incisions through the bark where it is intended to

insert the grafts. A hard piece of wood or bone is

then carefully inserted between the outer and
inner bark, and tlie scion, made with a long slant-

ing cut, is inserted immediately, about three buds
being left beyond the stock. It must be at once
tied securely in its place with soft bast, and
covered with clay beaten up to the consistency
of putty and mixed with fresh cow manure.
Some wood ashes are dusted over the clay
to facilitate the operation of smoothing it into an
oval form, and a few strands of bast may be
worked around it as a safeguard against cracking.
As much depends on keeping this covering in a
condition to exclude the drying effects of the
atmosphere, the grafts should be looked over every
few days, and any cracks in the clay made good
by working in a little fresh clay in nearly a
liquid state. If all has gone on well the grafts will
begin to grow freely in June, and by the end of
July the young shoots will need supports to pre-
vent their being injured through rough gales. Tlie

ordinary method employed here is to fasten stout
stakes securely to the stock, so that they project
2 ft. beyond the graft ; soft bast tied to these is

looped round the young shoots, so that they can-
not sway about and get broken. The clay may also
now be removed, and the ties that bound the scion
and stock together may be loosened by degrees.
The small spray-like shoots left on the stock to
provide leaf growth, and thereby root action, may
likewise be reduced by degrees, and at the winter
pruning cleared away altogether.

Hereabouts we have professional grafters, but
where such experienced hands are not procurable,
owners of Apple trees need not be deterred from
re-grafting, for with ordinary care there is but
little doubt of success, even in the case of the
uninitiated. I would, however, especially warn
them against performing the operation too early

;

the sap should be in full flow, and the buds left on
the stock just ready to burst into leaf before a
start is made. The bark will then part freely with-
out danger of tearing, and with good scions one
can scarcely fail. Do not put more than one
variety on a tree, for different kinds seldom get
on well together, and it is more profitable to grow
a few good sorts than a collection, and only in-
crease varieties that are locally known to do well.
In this neighbourhood market growers get a few
young trees of any new sorts that are sent out,
and test them in their gardens. If they do well, the
top shoots are used for grafts. Varieties must be
known to be of first class quality, good in colour,
and above all prolific under open air orchard cul-
ture before they can be grown on anything like a
large scale. J. GROOM.

Zintoii.

Top dressing fruit trees.—r.—It is probable that
the soil is poor ; therefore a heavy top dressing would do
good. Put on at least 4 in. in thickness of the best rotten
manure you can get; then give a good soaking of.Iifiuid
manure, and await the result. -J. O., Linton

PRODUCTION OF BOOTS.
A GOOD way of proving this is as follows : Get a
flower-pot of fair size, place a piece of stiff paper
in the centre of it to partition it into two halves,
and fill one division with clean washed sand and
the other with some light rich compost, consisting
of loam and Mushroom manure, or leaf-mould,
and Standen's manure

; then pull the paper out,
and the two composts will remain in their re-

spective positions. Next, get a young Cauliflower
plant or some quick and gross-rooting subject,
shake all the soil from it, and insert the root
straight down in the pot between the sand and
the soil, and place the plant in a suitable
temperature, and in course of time make a
note of the condition of the roots. This must not
be delayed, however, till the pot is crammed with
roots, but observed when the roots are just fairly

active and the plant is growing freely. A Vine or
any other plant will do as well, but a longer time
would be required to carry out the experiment. I

have tried experiments of this kind, with the re-

sult that the rich compost always held the most
roots. Let all the conditions be as equal as pos-
sible. The way in which a Vine or other root
acts with a decomposing piece of bone is familiar
to most cultivators, and has often been cited. A
single fibreless root will turn aside and clasp the
bone in innumerable rootlets, because it finds
rich food there. I remember once being sent to chop
up an old heap of loam that had been stacked
near some Ash trees, and as soon as the spade was
put in it was found to be so completelypermeated
in every direction by multitudes of small roots
that it could be cut off in square blocks, consisting
as it did as much of tree roots as soil. I never
knew sand to be eaten up in that way. Such in-

stances as those given bj' " Thrumpton " are use-
less. His first border appears to have been simply
poisoned with manure. What I call a rich com-
post is one containing all the elements of plant
food in due proportion in a soil finely divided.
In making the experiment which I have just
suggested, the compost should be sifted as
fine as the sand and well mixed. If poor soil pro-
duces the most roots, river sand from whinstone
rock, washed on a piece of muslin cloth till all

the earthy matter is got out of it, should repre-
sent a poor soil, and will afford a ready means of
testing the fertility of roots if poverty will do it.

Let someone make the experiment, and send the
pot to The Garden ofBce for investigation. It
is high time we were altering our practice if the
poor soil theory of " Thrumpton '' and others be
correct. J. s. W.

Pruning Peach trees.—In early Peach
houses the crop will now be fast swelling, and I
find that the best time to prune the trees is when
one can regulate both the crop of fruit and young
wood at the same time. It is, however, always ad-
visable to be on the safe side and leave more than
enough of bearing wood at the winter pruning.
When the crop has fairly set and has started to
swell, so that one can select the best shaped and
placed fruits, is the best time for cutting out all

wood not absolutely required. The leading shoots
and next season's bearing wood only will require
to be left unchecked during the summer ; all the rest
carrying the crop should be pinched back to about
half-a-dozen leaves, which must be left to keep up
the circulation of sap. If the tree is fairly well
filled with bearing wood, only one shoot from the
base of each fruitful shoot should be left to be
laid in. One of the greatest evils in Peach culture
is leaving too much wood; the shoots left for
bearing fruit next year should be allowed to grow
without stopping during the season, and they
should not be too tightly fastened to the trellis.

Young trees will of course require more leading
shoots left than old ones, but it is a positive waste
of force to grow shoots during the summer to be
cut out at the winter pruning. I find that if well
thinned after the crop is set the winter pruning
may be almost dispensed with, and I find that
stone fruits, like the Peach, Cherry, and Plum, are
much more likely to be injured by the knife in
winter than when in active growth, for when in
full leaf the cuts made heal quickly.—J. Groom,

GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCCXXIX.—THE GUERNSEY
LILIES (NEEINE).*

Thb great beauty which these plants possess,

and the admiration they command wherever
they are well bloomed, make one wonder that
they are not more generally met with than they
are. All they require is the protection of a cold
frame or that of a cold, dry greenhouse, such as

that in which New Holland plants are grown.
Indeed, I have always been of opinion that they
would even do well out-of-doors if planted in

sheltered places in our mildest counties, or in

some situations in Ireland, and left undisturbed.

I cannot see why they should not succeed
planted deeply wherever Amaryllis Belladonna
thrives. Too often these beautiful bulbs are

ruined with kindness; stove heat or the atmosphere
of a close, moist house causes them to d^^indle

away. The chief points to be observed in their

management is to give them a long and decided
period of rest by drying them off, and keeping
them at all times in a light, sunny, airy, situa-

tion. From the time the foliage withers (late in

spring) until the flower-spikes appear (in A ugust,

September, and October), the plants should be
kept on a sunny shelf in a dry greenhouse, or in

a dry, cold frame with the fights on and tilted

to admit air. Throughout the time just alluded

to not a drop of water should be given them
until the spikes begin to appear. During the
flowering season and onward through the winter
and spring until the leaves begin to wither
again they should be liberally watered, liepot-

ting should be done as seldom as possible, as it

generally throws them a year out of bloom. The
proper soil for them is turfy yellow loam. The
beauty of these Guernsey Lilies, their easy cul-

ture, and the long duration of their flowers

should make them general favourites with
amateurs and window gardeners. The annexed
plate represents a few of the more distinct kinds,

but there are about a dozen and a half of varie-

ties in cultivation equally good.
James O'Bkibn.

THE PALLAVICINI GARDEN.
A PLEASANT hour's drive to the west of Genoa
brings one to the little town of Pegly, which is

studded with villas belonging to merchant princes
of Genoa, and attached to one in particular are
lovely grounds consisting of about four acres. This
is the Pallavicini Garden, to which visitors have
free access. It contains nearly every variety of

Palm, from the Sago to the Date. Hundreds of

Camellias of every shade occupy the slopes, and
here, too, may now be seen the rich blossoms of

the Rhododendron and Azalea in large masses.
Beds of luxuriant Stocks, purple, white, and pink,

quite scent the air, and Heartsease and Violets

are abundant. A pretty rivulet, after winding
about the grounds, empties itself into a lake, on
which gondolas carry one to a beautiful marble
temple of Diana, and thence to a Turkish mosque,
a Chinese pagoda, and an Egyptian monolith.
Now the gondola enters a rockj' cavern or grotto

coated with stalactites and with an up-growth
of Stalagmites, and many sorts of Mosses and
Ferns find a snug home in this shady recess

;

then one emerges from tliis subterranean lake

and arrives at a Japanese bridge, from which spot

a falling cataract showers down its spray. Unlike
most other Italian gardens, this one contains

large trees generally found only in more northern
latitudes, such as Cedar, Deodar, Pines, and several

Firs. These, growing side by side with the Cork
tree (Quercus suber) and the Camphor tree

(Laurus camphora), give this garden a kind of

individuality peculiar to itself. The Rain tree at

' Drawn from p'aiits in tlie Pine apple Xurseri/, JUaida
Vale.
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•Chatsworth is familiar to all wlio have visited the

Peak of Derbyshire. At Pallavicini tricky water-

works are numerous, particularly in what may be

-called the playground of the garden. Here in un-

expected moments sprays of water are turned on

from any and every quarter. Arums, Lilies of the

A'alley, and other plants grow here in profusion.

Those, in short, who seek novelty in the way of gar-

-den design should Wsit Pegly, near Genoa.

G. \V. Septimus Piesse.

FLOWER GARDEN.

NOTES FROM SWITZERLAND.
Winter weather, properly so called, seems to

have gone out of fashion ; but two years ago the

frost was hard enough to kill thousands of fruit

trees, and to transform as late as February our

beautiful lake into a gigantic skating rink. Total

absence of snow, a leaden sky, and a remarkably
even temperature, varying for weeks between the

freezing point and a few degrees of frost, are the

characteristic features of the winter, which is

happily now drawing to an end. Everywhere
from the mountains bright sunshine and warm
spring-like weather are recorded. Numerous
•flowering specimens of Erica carnea, Gentiana
verna, Polygala Chamsebuxus, and Snowdrops
were gathered on January 25 at about 4000 ft.

.above the sea, in the Upper Klcinthal. MontBlanc
«nd Todi have been ascended lately, and the

members of our alpine club have been enjoying

-little Sunday e.xcursions to the Rigi. A.t Davas,

we are told, parasols and straw hats are in daily

requisition among the winter residents of this fa-

mous "Luftkurort." From all this we have been
screened by a desperately grey sky and constant
fogs, which, but a few days ago, have given way
tr, the sun, which at last seems willing again to

let us see the light of his countenance.

Winter flowers.—Owing to the state of the

Tveather winter flowers have not been plentiful

here ; besides Dutch bulbs and Lilies of the
Valley, a beautiful lot of the late-flowering
Begonia Froebeli incomparabilis (some flowers

measuring as much as S in. across) has up to the
«nd of December been the most noteworthy fea-

tiu-e of the large span-roofed temperate house
"built here last summer. Greenhouses in this coun-
try are necessarily of much stronger construction

than either in England or in Belgium. Some fine

old Larch trees, from the Grisons (on the largest

-we counted over 140 annual rings), have fur-

nished the framework for the roof, which is

entirely upheld by an ingeniously designed
iron support, thus excluding all pressure on the

hollow side walls. Begonia polypetala has not
flowered as well as last year ; the rainy weather
of the past autumn seems to have had an unfa-
vourable influence upon its growth. There can-
not, however, be a doubt that this noble plant
will be universally admired when better known,
the rich colour and imusual form of the large

round flowers (which consist of from nine to thir-

teen petals) being quite an exception in the genus.
The semi-double B. octopetalais a fine form, the
compact masses of bright yellow anthers in the
large male flowers being set off to advantage by
the numerous pure white petals. The only fault

"to be found with the plant is the great length
of the flower-stalks, which no doubt may yet
be diminished by careful selection. The beauti-

ful Canna Ehemanni, which flowered with us for

the first time last summer, is in bloom again. C.

Noutoni, another new form of the old C. iridi-

flora, is being actively propagated, and will be
tried next summer. Rogiera gratissima is a plant
which should be in every greenhouse ; its de-

licately coloui'ed umbels of tiny flowers have
lasted all the winter, atd it is now flowering

again. A strong plant of the old Physianthus
albens, which at the foot of a south wall bears

some thousands of flowers during the summer,
has been housed in September, and is now
ripening fruit, each of the large green pods
containing a great many fine silk-tailed seeds

In an outside border on each side of the entrance

to our new house himdreds of Ohionodoxa bulbs

are pushing up, and some bulbs of Galanthus
Elwesi mixed up with them are in bloom ; they
will be a glorious sight next month.

Collecting alpixe plants was by no means
an easy task last summer. Dry heat had, es-

pecially in the southern parts of the Alps, burnt
up almost everything in August, and it wanted
the experienced eye and utmost energy of our
collector to bring together the masses of plants

now growing in our beds and frames. Among
the rarer species may be mentioned a fine lot of

Gentiana punctata, the long tapering roots of

which are extracted with so much difficulty if

the collector can get at them at all; a good many
strong plants of the lovely Eritrichium nanum,
looking quite dead yet to any but an experienced
observer, who can easily detect the minute green
leaf-buds among the dried up little clumps;
Saxifraga Vandelli and Phyteuma comosum,
and a small number of Draba Johannis, a species

we have not had in cultivation before. Primula
longiflora has been gathered with great difficulty,

the leaves being quite shrivelled up by the time
our collector arrived at the locality. Gentiana
brachyphylla, the dwarf Campanula ceuisia, and
Artemisia mutellina, the famous Edelraute of the
Austrian and Tyrolese peasants, are established

out-of-doors, along with the Iva plant (Achillea
moschata), Chrysanthemum Halleri, and other
choice alpines.Inacoolframe afewplantsof an in-

teresting cross between Saxifraga Vandelli and
Friderici-Augusti we raised a few years ago,

and which flowered for the first time last year,

are showing buds again. We are following here

with great interest the discussion about soils

for alpine plants going on in The Garden,
and to which M. Froebel intends shortly

to communicate a resume of his personal ex-

periences in the matter. The result will, how-
ever, hardly be in favour of the " granite and
lime " theory set up by some of your correspon-

dents. In a cool greenhouse are standing our

seed-pans of hardy perennial and alpine plants,

many of which are already germinating freely.

Among hardy perennials may be noted a beauti-

ful hybrid between Aquilegia chrysantha and
Skinneri, which, growii:g up spontaneously in

the neighbourhood of these two species, has

ripened seed. This interesting cross must neces-

sarily be the result of insect fertilisation ; it is

exactly intermediate been its parents, borrowing

size and form of flowers from the one, and
colour from the other. Uf the rare Ramondia
pyrenaica alba we possess about 200 seedlings

in different stages of development, and are

looking forward to the first flowers, and hope,

if they shotild not all turn out true, to get at

least some interesting intermediate forms.

Several pots are filled with seeds of the large

jiagnolia macrophylla growing in our garden.

Old as the plant is, there are very few flowering

specimens of it to be found anywhere. We shall

do our best to raise a good many young plants

of this beautiful tree, the leaves of which
measure with us 28 in. in length and 10 in.

across.

Our hardy perennials -were for the most
part re-arranged and transplanted last autumn.

The different species of Hellebores now occupy

many beds. Among the numerous seedlings are

an interesting series of plants belonging to the

colchicus type, flowers of which we hope to be

able to send you this spring. Some other plants

related to Helleborus Bocconi are distinguished

by a happy combination of fine form and
strange colouring. A wonderful thing is the

charming little Eranthis hyemalis: it has been

pushing up blossoms almost through the frozen

soil, and the bed forms now one mass of flowers,

all of which have opened during the last few
sunny days. To form little colonies with Snow-
drops and early Scillas, a more lovely plant is

not to be found, as it increases rapidly, and
once established holds its own remarkably well.

E. cilicica, which we are growing for compari-

son -n-ith the European species, seems, as far as

outward appearance goes, quite identical with
the former, specific distinction being, according

to Boissier's " Flora Orientalis," afforded msrely
by some differences in the fruit and the

form of the involucre. Several thousands of

Adonis vernalis . collected last year will be
a fine sight in March and .April, each plant

having two or three crowns. We have been glad

to see that inquh-ies have been made lately for

the fine old Delphinium grandiflorum fl.-pl. The
plant has been grown here for the last forty years,

and is held by M. Frrebel to be one of the finest

Larkspurs existing. Either in the open border or

planted on the margin of some shrubbery the

Siberian Larkspur, with its handsome foliage and

tall spikes of dark ultramarine-coloured flowers,

is a very desirable acquisition for every garden.

Our ordinary soil does not seem to suit this plant

very well ; we grow it together with a collection

of Trollius in a peat bed, where it thrives and
flowers luxuriantly every year.What "Anonyma "

in your issue of Dec. 2-t calls Bugle Pseony we
are growing here as Pfeonia corallina (Retz).

Besides the large single flowers, the dehiscent

fruits constitute the chief ornament of the plant,

the numerous dark seeds contrasting beautifully

with the bright red colour of what your cor-

respondent calls abortive seeds. In their descrip-

tion of Cyprus, Uuger and Kotschy mention P.

corallina as growing abundantly in the shady
Pine forests above Prodromo at a height of

4-500 ft. above the sea, adding that the in-

numerable purple flowers appearing in May give

a peculiar charm to the whole landscape. With
us it ripens seed regularly every year.

Neumiinster Nurseries. G. L. M.

GOLD-LACED POLYANTHUSES.
Following the example and invitation of Mr.

Brockbauk in The Garden (p. 90), I may
perhaps be allowed to say a word or two respect-

ing Hufton's Lord Lincoln and other matters re-

lating to Polyanthuses. Jliddleton for many
years has been the home of florists, and the centre

round which those from different parts of Lan-
cashire and Yorkshire have gravitated ; and here

have been held a goodly number of Polyanthus

shows, at one of which was exhibited a seedling

raised by Mr. David Jackson ; this was shown side

by side -with Lord Lincoln, and so nearly were
they alike, that the judges were not able to dis-

tinguish one from the other. This so pleased Mr.

Jackson, that he named it " Lincoln Seedling."

So much did he think of it, that he parted with

all his genuine Lincolns, and retained only his

own seedling, which in time was distributed
;

gradually the word seedling is dropped, and it is

now received as a genuine Lincoln. It is, however,

a very inconstant flower, and since its first intro-

duction has not been able to displace the original

one. Those who have it keep wondering how it is

that it does not bloom better, not knowing the

reason why. Another old florist of Middleton says

that he remembers Lord Lincoln selling at six-

pence each, and now one must pay, as Mr. Brock-

bank says, half a guinea, and think onesself

favoured. Mr. Brookbank speaks of Lancer and
Prince Regent being nearly extinct a few years

ago ; bythat we must understand, I suppose,in that

district (Manchester). At present I have about

five times as many of each as I have of either

Exile or Cheshire Favourite. Sir Sidney Smith,
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first shown in 1S33, was also lost to thls^ district

until about three years ago.

As there has been a good deal said about dates,

I think the following list, taken from the " Amateur

Florist's Guide," by Mr. John Slater, Cheetbam

Hill, late editor of the Floricultnral Ecview,

printed about 18.52, is as good a guide as can be

o-ot at readily. He says that all those that were

known and shown in 1821 were Stead's Telegraph,

Fletcher's Defiance, Yorkshire Regent, Turner's

Bonaparte, Crownshaw's Invincible, Turner's

Princess, Billington's Beauty of Over, Pearsou'.s

Alexander, Cox's Regent, Fillingham's Tantarara.

In 1822 Eckersley's Jolly Dragoon and Nichol-

son's Bang Europe were added to the list ; in 1826

Nicholson's Gold Lace and Collier's Princess

Royal. In 1833 Buck's George IV., Clegg's Lord
Crewe, Sir Sidney Smith, Yond's Independence,
Maud's Beauty of England, Bullock's Lancer, and
Faulkner's Black Prince ; 1840, Hufton's Lord
Lincoln, Barrow's Duchess of Sutherland; 1844,

Nicholson's King, Gibbon's Royal Sovereign,

Clegg's Lord John Russell, Saunder's Clic.shire

Favourite, Hufton's Lord EadclifEe, Barnard's For-

mosa, and Hall's Premier Peel. The above are all

to which dates are attached ; the following are

mentioned, but without a date ; viz.. Brown's Free

Bloomer, Crownshaw's Eclipse and Exile, Hufton's

Earl Grey, and Addis's Kingfisher. By this it will be
seen that there are a few blanks in modern lists,

but if compared with one written about 1815 by
Thos. Hogg, still more blanks are apparent ; a list

of forty-six names is given, and only ten appear,

by the list just quoted, to have survived the test of

competition up to then.

Moston. W. Pbescott.

Addis's Kingfisher.—There is an excellent

coloured illustration of this fine variety in the

Birmingham and Midland Gardener's Magazine
for July, 1851. It is one of the best illustrations of

a Gold-laced Polyanthus I have met with ; in

foliage, size, and shape of truss, colour and lacing,

it seems to come very near indeed to what we now
grow as Lancer. Its description sets forth that " it

is a noble trusser, with a strong, but not long

stem." The description given of it in the work
above quoted adds nothing to that contributed by
Mr. W. Brockbank. i may add that what few
Gold-laced Polyanthuses I have look well, and,

like the Auriculas, are moving forward rapidly

under the influence of the present warm weather.

I sliould think that generally there will be an
early bloom, but easter-tide is always a treacher-

ous and uncertain time. I should think that with
a continuance of this weather Auricula growers
will not need to apply heat to their plants iu or-

der to get them into bloom by the time of the
recun'ence of the Auricula shows. Probably the
difficulty will be in retarding the bloom.—R.
Dean.

SOWING FLO'WER SEEDS.

With the exception of Sweet Peas, few annuals
should be sown in the open border earlier than
the middle of March or beginning of April, or

until the soil has become somewhat warmed by
solar influence. The various varieties of Sweet
Pea, however, being all perfectly hardy, are

frequently sown about the end of November or

early in December, and generally' withstand our
winters. If sown, however, early in February, or

as soon as the soil is in a favourable condition for

their reception, they will succeed equally well
and flower quite as early. But if it is desirable to

have these plants in bloom as early as possible,

the seeds may be sown in small pots placed under
glass early in February, and planted out where
they are intended to bloom about the middle of

March should the weather be favourable. The
seeds of most annual flowers may safely be sown
in the open border early in April, or even a
week or ten days earlier should the weather be
fine. And in the case of some of them it

is better to sow where the plants are intended
to flower than to trust to transplanting, more
particularly as regards Mignonette, Nemophila,Con-
volvulus, Tropseolum, &c., some of which do not

transplant well. Some of the more choice varieties of

annual flowers are, however, rather benefited by
transplantation than otherwise, audsbouldbe sown
in pots or seed-pans, or on a slight hot-bed where a

somewhat moist atmosphere, with a temperature
of about 60°, can be maintained, until such time
as the seeds have fairly germinated, when air

should be freely given, so as to prepare the plants

for being finally planted where they are intended
to flower. To sow such small seed as that of most
of our half-hardy annuals and biennials in the

open air during most seasons is not unlikely to

result in failure, more particularly in the case of

the various varieties of Lobelia Erinus, the Portu-

lacas, the Pyrethrum (Golden Feather), the

Perilla, and most of the species known as sub-

tropical plants, all of which should be raised un-

der glass and planted out in beds or borders to-

wards the end of May.

Lobelia Erinus.—Let us begin with the

difierent varieties of this Lobelia, the flowers of

which are so various in colour. These Lobelias are

not only effective as bedders, but also as pot
plants for the decoration of the greenhouse or

conservatorj% in which they have a fine appear-

ance suspended from the roof in ornamental wire

baskets. It is in the flower garden, however, where
these plants are most useful, as marginal plants

for flower beds and borders, for ribbon lines, and
for carpeting under plants of larger growth. All

the varieties may, if desired, be increased by cut-

tings, but when required in quantity, most growers
prefer to raise them from seed annually, and
when the seed is saved from plants which when in

bloom have been isolated or kept apart from other

sorts, sucli seed will generally produce plants

tolerably true. The seed may be sown in autumn
in pots or pans, and kept in a greenhouse tem-
perature throughout the winter. In spring the

young i:)lants may be pricked ofi: into pans or

boxes or potted singly in small pots and planted

out with other bedding plants in May. Or the seed

may be sown in heat about the middle of Feb-
ruary, and the plants, when large enough, pricked

ofi: into other pans, from which they will be ready
to plant out about the time named.

Stocks, 'Wallflowers, and Asters.—
The many varieties of double Stock are exceed-
ingly beautiful, fragrant, and useful annual
flowers. They are in various sections, such as tlie

Ten-week, the Intermediate, and the East Lothian.
They should be sown under glass about this time,

to be succeeded by later sowings made in the

open border up to the end of May. Tlie Brompton
varieties, together with the fine kinds of double
German 'Wallflowers, should be sown in July to

flower early during the following summer and
spring. The China Asters form very fine decora-

tive plants in various sections ; all of them are

exceedingly beautiful outdoor plants, and they
may also be lifted from the beds or borders,

potted, and used most efilectively for the decora-

tion of the greenhouse. Sow the seed in the first

week of April in pans or boxes, which should be
placed in sliglit warmth and successional sow-
ings may also be made in the open air.

Zinnias, Everlastings, and Indian
Pinks.—Seed of the double Zinnia elegans should
be sown in gentle warmth about the first week in

April ; the plants when large enough should be
potted singly, and being rather tender should not

be planted out until after the middle of May.
They are remarkable for the diversity of colour,

form, and beauty of their flowers, which arc ex-

ceedingly useful in a cut state for vases, &c.

The Everlasting Flowers, comprising the Acro-
cliniums, Helichrysnms, Rhodanthes, Xeranthe-
mums, &c., are all beautiful border plants, and
their flowers are valuable for forming bouquets
for placing in vases. The varieties of the Indian
Pink (Dianthus sinensis) make good bedding
plants, and the flowers of most of them are re-

markably beautiful. It is perfectly hardy ; seed
of it may be sown in the autumn on the open bor-

der, or under the shelter of a frame, and tlie re-

sult will be an early bloom the following summer,
or the seed may be sown in slight heat under
glass early in March,

Phloxes and Petunias.—Phlox Drum-
mondi and its many varieties are quite distinct

from the species and varieties of the perennial

Phlox. They are all useful plants for bedding, as

they continue to bloom throughout the season.

They are well adapted for planting upon rock-

work, or as drooping plants from rustic baskets, or

otherwise. They flower very freely, and their

blossoms are richly coloured and of many hues,

which makes them useful in a cut state. The seed

sliould be sown about the middle or end of March
in pots or pans placed in a gentle heat, and the

seedlings when large enough should be pricked

off into other pans of rich, light soil. When gradu-

ally hardened they will be ready to plant out

early in May. The Petunia, although a perennial,,

may also be successfully grown as an annual, and
as such forms an excellent bedding plant. It may
be treated in all respects the same as has been re-

commended in the case of the Indian Pink, only

the plants should not be planted out until after

the middle of May, or when all danger from frost

is over. They will generally commence to bloom
before the month of June has ended, and will con-
tinue to do so profusely until stopped by the

autumn frosts. The various sorts will generally

come true from seed provided the plants furnish-

ing the same were isolated when in flower ; few
beds will be likely to surpass in beauty those

planted with such varieties of this plant as the

Countess of EUesmere, Kermesina, and other

clioice sorts.

Pelargoniums and Ageratums.—The
zonal varieties of Pelargonium may also be treated'

as annuals, only in their case, in order to get the

plants to flower as early in the season as is pos-

sible, the seed should be sown as soon as it is ripe,

or not later than the beginning of September. The-

Ageratum mexicanum, and more particularly its-

dwarf varieties, are all free-flowering, and very

effective bedding plants ; the flowers are pale

blue, or French grey in colour, with tlie exception

of a few varieties wliich have white flowers. They
are generally increased by cuttings, but they will

come tolerably true from seeds if the plants in-

tended to produce them are carefully isolated

from other varieties when in flower. The seeds

should be so-nm in pans about the middle of March,

and the plants either potted singly or pricked off

into other pans when large enough, and gradually

inured to the open air ; but, being rather tender,

they should not be planted out until the end of

May.

Sub-tropical garden plants.— Several

plants of a strong growing kind are used with

good effect in what is known as sub-tropical gar-

dening. Many of those used for this purpose are

quite hardy, but tender species are also employed,,

and some of them may be raised as annuals from
seed sown early in the season in heat. When suffi-

ciently large the seedlings may be potted off

singly into small pots, to be afterwards repotted

into larger ones, so as to be of considerable size

when the time arrives for planting them out ; and
with some of them at least this cannot be safely

done before the beginning of June. They consist

of such species as the Aralia and the Cannas ; the

latter, in addition to their fine picturesque foliage,

have also conspicuously beaatiful flowers. Tliey

do not, however, always come quite true from
seed ;

and if this condition is particularly desired,

nlants obtained by division should be used. The
Hemp plant is remarkably effective when used in

this style of gardening, for which Heracleum
giganteum and PI. Panaces, or the Cow Parsnip

and Cow Parsley, are also often used in connec-

tion with other large and umbrageous plants

suited to the purpose, such as several species of

thcNicotiana (or Tobacco), the Ricinus communis
(or Castor-oil plant), berry-bearing Solanums of

various kinds, and Centaurea candidissima, and
Cineraria maritima, Sec, with their fine silvery

foliage.

Hardy perennials.—Among many species

of hardy perennial plants, the seed of which may
with advantage be sown annually iu order to keep

1 up a stock of healthy plants, may be mentioned
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I he garden Anemone, or A. hortense, the seeds of

which should be sown in the open air where tlie

plants are intended to flower early in April. The
seeds are apt to cling together, and should conse-
quently be mixed with sand and well rubbed in

order to separate them, and when sown should be
gently pressed into the soil and lightly covered.

The seed of the hardy Primrose is better to be
sown under glass early in March, together with
that of the Polyanthus and Auricula. Wlien strong
enough the seedljngs should be planted in beds,

or otherwise wher« they are required to flower.

The some course may be pursued with Pinks,

Carnations, Picotees, and Pansies. The Aubrietias,

such as A. gr;eca and A. purpurea, are exceed-
ingly useful perennial plants, and if seed of them
is sown about the beginning of Aj^ril, the pro-

duce wUl flower in less than twelve months from
the time of sowing. The beautiful Delphinium
sinense, if sown under glass in April, and the
seedlings afterwards bedded or planted out, will

bloom during the following September, but will

do so more profusely during the second summer
;

and the flowers of this plant, being of an intense
blue colour, are very useful in a cut state in

glasses, &o. The varieties of the Aquilegia, or
Columbine, are likewise all hardy and handsome
perennials. Tlie flowers of such species as A.
cceruleaand A. Witmanniana are blue and white
and remarkably beautiful. The flowers of A. chry-
santha are bright yellow, and those of A. Skin-
ner! scarlet and yellow, and all of them are ex-
ceedingly useful when cut. Seeds of them should
be sown in pans early in March in gentle heat,

and in due time the seedlings should be planted
out in beds or on borders. Thus treated, such
species as A. coerulea, or the Rocky Mountain
variety, will generally bloom to some extent,
during the succeeding autumn, and will do so in

great profusion the second season. The seeds of
some of the finest hardy perennial herbaceous
plants do not germinate veiy quickly in heat, but
they will, nevertheless, in course of time come up,
when the pots or pans containing them should be
placed in a frame or cold pit. It may also be
observed that the seed of the Aquilegia refuses
to grow wlien more than a year old.

Bury St. JSdinvmU. P. Grieve.

Hyacinthus candicans.—Those who have
not yet got this Hyacinth would do well to add
it to their collections, as unquestionably it is one
of the finest hardy bulbs we have. It throws up
stout flower-stems from 3 ft. to 1 ft. high, the top
portion being clothed with large white funnel-
shaped blossoms. As a pot plant it is very ef-

fective, and of great value mixed with others on
a stage, where, with the flower-heads clear above
the foliage, it has a striking effect. Being of
rather strong growth and making a good deal of
root, it requires plenty of pot room. It should have
rich sandy soil to feed on, and during summer
plenty of liquid manure, which will help it to
form fine leaves and to bloom well the year after.

When grown in borders it should be planted
about 6 in. deep, and have some sand placed
around the bulb, the sand being a good protection
against rot. As it seeds freely, plants of it may
be raised in that way, but it takes some years to
get the young plants strong enough to flower.
Bulbs are, however, cheap, and if planted at once
they will bloom during the summer.— S. D.

Single Wallflo-wers.—Although these are
plants of the easiest culture—in fact, will grow
on the top of a wall—they are by no means, as a
rule, well cultivated, although their fragrant
blooms are welcome in early spring both in castle
and cottage. Market gardeners grow them as an
under crop between bush fruits, and in large culti-

vated orchards. But whether for market or private
garden they should be sown early : therefore no
time should now be lost in getting the seed into
the ground, for good bushy plants to be in full
flower during March and April cannot be grown
much under twelve months. Sow in drills, and as
soon as the seedlings are large enough to handle
transplant them 1 ft. apart. Keep the ground clean

by means of surface stirring; water in dry weather,
and by the autumn they will be dwarf little

bushes, fit for filling beds or vases, and during
March, April, and May they will produce a bounti-
ful display of bloom. The sorts we rely on are the
Dark Blood Ked and Belvoir Castle Yellow, which,
if kept true, are excellent in every respect.—J

.

GR003I, Linton.

FRITILLAPJA PALLIDIFLOR.\.
Out of the score or so of species of Fritillariathere

are few that commend themselves to the notice

of the general cultivator. Those possessing
brilliant colours, such as F. recurva, imperialis,

pudica, aurea, &c., are, however, important
garden plants, but the others are generallj' left

to the care of the curious or botanic garden.
There is one, however, with dull coloured
fiowers that is really handsome, on account of its

fine habit of growth and the elegant form of

the blossoms, viz., F. pallidifiora, a species found
in Central Siberia and other parts of Asia, and
introduced to the Imperial Gardens, St. Peters-

burg, by Dr. Ilegel. When well developed this

grows from 1 ft. to li ft. in height, its erect

belief which I now think is a popular fallacy. For
five or six years after I had made the statement
I tried in every way by high cultivation and low
cultivation, and every kind of soil, to produce a
double Daffodil from a single one, but I never
could make the least progress. Others, who sup-
ported me in what I had said, made the same at-
tempt, but failed in the same way. I have found
that several kinds of double Daffodil will revert
to apparently single forms, though I believe they
are not fertile stamen-bearing single forms, but I
have never found any single Daffodil change its

flower to double. I may add that I flnd that the
tendency of the single wild Daffodil is to dege-
nerate in garden soil, and that some clumps I have
planted amongst the trees amongst the Grass in
the natural soil are both much finer and much
earlier than those planted in the borders at the
same time. - C. W. DOD, Edge Sail, Malpas.

Oheiranthus Marslialli.—With reference
to Mr. A. Veitch's query (p. 145) as to the fertile
properties or otherwise of this plant, I fear that I
can give him but little help in determining the
point. Although I have grown this Cheiranthus
for many years under all sorts of conditions, and
have seen it growing elsewhere under liberal cul-
ture, and also under starved culture, yet I have

stems being clothed with glaucous foliage and
terminated by a small cluster of blossoms, as

shown in the annexed illustration, which repre-

sents a part of the plant (life size). The colour of

the flowers is a yellow-green with blotches of

deep vinous-purple at the base of the flower-cup.

It is perfectly hard}', and grows well in ordi-

nary garden soil on a warm exposure, where
the bulbs can become well ripened. It might
pi'ove to be a valuable plant for purposes of

hybridisation with some of the more delicate

species possessing brightly-coloured flowers.

W. Q.

never seen it bearing seed. I have tried crossing
it with Belvoir yellow Wallflower, but always
without success, and that two members of the
same family so closely allied should thus refuse
to assimilate renders it hard to understand how
it came about that Cheiranthus ochroleucus and
the Orange Erysimum should have proved more
ductile. I saw a few years ago a number of seed-
lings raised from C. Marshalli by Mr. Jas. Allen,
Shepton Mallett. They were, I believe, natural
seedlings, and several of them bore a much
closer resemblance to the Erysimum than to the
Cheiranthus, being tall and somewhat weedy in

I

growth, and 1 think in every case they soon died,

I

being evidently deficient in that perennial charac-

T-. .CO j-i 1- - J ter which renders C. Marshalli such a charming
Daffodils becoming dou- bolder plant. Although it may be imagined that.-On page 160 G. L. makes this apparent infertility on the part of MarshalU

bears out the statement as to it,s hybrid origin,

yet I think those who have grown C. ochroleucus
or C. alpinus have not been able to get seed from
either of these, with the exception, of course, of
Mr. Marshall. It is to be regretted that these
perennial Wallflowers, C. Marshalli especially,
should be found so little in gardens, the rich
orange hue of the flowers of this kind being very

, . 1,1 , . , - , striking and broad patches exceedingly effective,m gardemng, and had merely repeated a popular ! plants of this Cheiranthus like good soil, a little

Single wild
ble by cultivation.—On page
a statementwhich calls for attention that " the sin-

gle Daffodil would generally become double in his

garden, sometimes the next year after being dug
up wild from the field." Ten years ago I made a
similar statement in the Garde.ners' Chronicle,

which was at once challenged by Mr. Ban- and
other experienced horticulturists, who defied me,
under anj' circumstances, to turn a single Daffo-
dil into a double one. I was then inexpeiienced
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shade, and occasional top dressings to promote
bottom growth and free rooting.—A. D.

FICARIA GRANDIFLORA.
One of the brightest ornaments among the

earliest of our spring flowers is this Pilewort

—

C_~

Fl war ofFicarla gn ndijlom (\

the value of which is as yet not half enough
known. It is really a bold, handsome flower,

suitable either for adorning the flower border

early in spring or for cutting-

purposes, for, unlilce its con-

gener, the common Pilewort,

it bears its flowers on tall slen-

der stalks amidst rich green

foliage. Though this plant is

grown well in several places

about London, we have never
met with it in finer growth
than at Tooting, in Slessrs.

Barr & Sugden's grounds,

whei'e tliere is a broad, dense

mass 1 ft. or more high, and
which just now is a mass of

golden yellow, conspicuous

from all parts of the grounds.

It seems to revel in the reten-

tive soil of this place, for it is

a plant that will not take

kindly to dry, poor soil likr

that at Kew. As an early

spring flower it is much to ))r

recommended. It is known
also as F. calthsefolia and
Ranunculus Ficaria grandi-

flora. W. G.

made was digging a hole and putting 4 in. or 5 in.

of broken pots in the bottom of it. Thus situated,
the plants soon began to improve, and now they
are two beautiful, compact specimens, jibout 6 in.

in diameter, and covered with their beautiful blue
flower-. It will, tlieretore, be seen that full exposure
instead of coddling suited this Gentian best in this
case.

—

John Mathison, Addington, W'mslow.

Kniphofias (Tritomas).—In reply to "T. E."

(p. 162) allow me to state that K. Saundersi, as
well as K. nobilis, are the most beautiful and the
largest flowered varieties ever raised or ever found
of K. aloides (Moench). The spikes of Saundersi
are of a pleasing fiery brick-red uniform colour

;

they are cylindrical, and I had many spikes 13 in.

long, but 12 in. is the average size. K. nobilis is

partly bright yellow, and partly flery red ; the
spikes are not so long as those of K. Saundersi,
but what little they lose in length they gain in
breadth, being somewhat egg-shaped.

—

Max
Leitchlin, Baden-Baden.

Valerian. — Many doubtless have noticed
masses of the rosy-coloured flowers of this native
plant hanging on the almost perpendicular cut-

tings in the chalk cliffs made by railway's in

various parts of Kent, and, like Gorse and many
other natives, brilliant as any bedding plant. Any-
one requiring a useful plant for some semi-wild
garden ought to give the Valerian a trial. Get a
packet of seed and sow it with ordinary annuals
and biennials at once ; as soon as the seedlings

are large enough, plant them out where they are
to remain. They will last for years, and reward
one for any care bestowed on them with their

cheerful flowers.— J. G., Linton.

Dahlias from cuttings.—Dahlias are as

easily propagated from cuttings as Pelargoniums
or any other soft-wooded plant. Wlien the roots

are placed in a growing atmosphere they soon
produce shoots, which have a tendency to run up
rapidly, but they may be stopped from doing this

if the points are taken ofE them. These should be
made into cuttings, placed in 2i-in. pots filled

with sandy soil, and plunged in a gentle heat.

They will soon emit roots and form plants long
enough for any purpose.— J. MuiE.

Tussilago fragrans gro'wing -wild.—
Last December I received a root of this plant in

flower from Truro, which, my correspondent in-

Audries, on the north coast of Somerset. In this
case, tho igh quite naturalised, it had evidently
been planted out, for, side by side with it, I found
other non-indigenous plants. It is satisfactory to
be able to record cases of successful naturalisa-
tion such as this, and, as the love of herbaceous
plants is so much on the increase, we may hope
to hear cases of a similar character elsewhere.

—

J. M. Burton, Highfiald, Gainshoro'.

Hardy plants in flower.—Here these are
fairly abundant, but we had three or fom- nights
of sharp frost from which they have experienced
a check, and blackening of the new growths in the
case of many sorts. Crocuses, Scillas, Primulas,
Narcissi, and Anemones yet form the staple bloom,,
but others are not wanting, as the following list

will show :

—

Forget-me-nots
Hepatica triloba

ccerulea fl.-pl.

Barlowi
splendens and seedlings

Omphalodes verna
Crocuses
Polyanthuses (including

gold-laced)
Epig.Tarepens
Soldaneilu alpina
moutana

Sanguinaria canadensis
Ficaria grandiflora
Orobus vermis
Hellebores
Muscari azureum(?)
vaceniosuni
botryoides

Claytouia sibirica

Iris reticulata
Auriculas
Primroses (double andsingle)
Primula marij:inata

cashnieriana
pulciierriiiia

nivalis
Deufaria digitata
Saxifraga oppositifulia

o retusa
major
alba
pallida

RocUeliana

—J. Wood, Klrl'stulU

.Saxifraga crassifolia

orbicularis rubra
Pulmonana mollis
m. alba
sibirica

Scilla sibirica

taurica
bifolia
nivalis

Cardamine trifolia

asarifolia
Erythroniums (white, purple

&c.)
Doronicum caucasicum
austriacum

Draba aizoides
cuspidata

Allium paradoxum
Hyacinths
Anemone stellata
nemorosa fi.-pl.

apennina
fulgens

Na

Eri
Bulbocoilium vernum
(_'biuiiodoxa Lucilifc

Pansies and Violas
Violets
Corydalis solida
Arabis in vars.

Torlts.

nea

Propagating Violets.—The best time for

increasing one's stock of Violets, and laying the^

foundation of another year's supply, is directly-

after they cease flowering, or in the case of those
lihat have been under glass, such as the Neapoli-

Ficaria grmidijlwa : showing habit ofgrowth (mvch reduced).
Q-entiana verna.—I had

two bits of this brought to me
direct from the Continent. They
were put in pots and taken care of for two years, ! formed me, was growing wild there in great pro-
but they did not grow well, and about two years ' fusion under hedges by the roadside, though it

ago I planted them in the lierbac.eous border, I liad no doubt escaped from some garden origin-
which is in a very exposed situation, and the soil ally, fciince then I have met with a large patch
of a heavy, stiff character. The only preparation of it on the side of a cliff, facing the sea,"near St.

tan, Marie Louise, and others, some time during
the montli of April. The plants should be forked
up and pulled to pieces : then all the sturdy
single crowns should be selected and planted out
in rich, deeply-cultivated beds, 5 ft. wide, and
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partially screened from the sun. Alleys should be
left between the beds to afford convenience for

watering and cutting off runners, as if these

operations are not strictly attended to Violets are

never satisfactory. I have heard many comiilain

of scarcity of blooms this winter, but we have
never had them finer ormore abundant. The lovely

dark blue Marie Louise was in flower when lifted

in September, and is still covered. Large clumps
of this have produced some hundreds of blooms
with very long stalks. It is altogether stronger in

constitution than the Neapolitan, but both are

worthy of extensive culture. The single sorts, such
as Czar, are best grown from runners every year.

In mild winters Violets keep on flowering without
check without any protection ; but some movable
frames should be in readiness for covering a por-

tion if severe weather sets in. As one can hardly
be overdone with Violets, we plant the old clumps
not required in partially shaded positions in the
woodland garden, where we generally get a supply
for gathering two or three weeks after the more
highly cultivated ones are over.—J. Gboom, Lin-
ton, Kent.

Scolopendrium. Kelwayi.—In The Gar-
den (p. 161) Mr. Munro informs us that this Scolo-

pendrium was raised from spores by Mr. Baxter
about ten j'ears ago. It would be interesting if

Mr. Munro or Mr. Baxter would tell us the name
of the Scolopendrium which produced those spores.

Mr. Munro further states that this Fern came into

his hands six years ago, and was distributed by
him under the name of S. Baxteri. Scolopendrium
Kelwayi was exhibited at South Kensington by
us, and obtained a first-class certificate in August,
1868, and was put into commerce bj' us in 1876. It

will thus be seen that S. Kelwayi was exhibited by
us four years before Mr. Munro states it was raised

from spores by Mr. Baxter, and seven years before

it came into Mr. Munro's hands.

—

Kelwat &Son.

SHOKT NOTES-FLOWER.

Tuberous rooted Begonias.—(C.) Pofnow; they will

do well in a cold frame and make good plants to plant out

in the first week in Tune. MHien the shoots are above ground
give air freely to encourage sturdy growth.—L.

Nottingham C^tchtiy.—Can any reader of The
Garden tell me where to procure plants of Silene nutans,

the Xottingham Catchfly ? I should be pleased to exchange
other plants for it— M. P. FORSTER, Backworth House,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Canna Ehemanni.—M. L. Kropatsch, of Laxenbui-g,

Vienna, informs us that this fine plant, figured in The
Garden a short time since, is a variety of C. iridiffora,

having been raised by M. T. F. Fikentscter, an ardent
lover and cultivator of Scitaminaceous plants, who died

three years ago at K«gensburg, in Bavaria.

Pelargonium leaf.—(TT. fl'.)There isno fungus on the

leaf ; fungi usually attack from below ; the injury in this

case is on the top, and is probably caused by the bite of

some small insect, or from minute drops of water scalding

the surface of the leaf in the sun.

Nicotlana af&nis.—" L." (p. 174) remarks that this

plant only opens its flowers in the evening ; my plants do
the same. I have the best part of a dozen in flower just

now, and I find that they emit a very sweet scent when
fully open ; still, only opening in the evening is a fault.—
K. Gilbert, Burghley.

Edraiantnua dalmatlcus.—Can anyone tell me if

this plant wants special treatment at this time of the year?
and if so, what? I got an apparently healthy plant of it

about three weeks ago, but although I have done nothing

to it except shift it into a larger pot (on its beginning to

fail), it now seems to be dying. I have kept it in and out

of the frame. Should it have greenhouse heat when in a
growing state ?—J. C. L.

Cyclamen Coum vernum.—In reply to " M, B. A."

(p. 126) I may say that this can be hybridised any time
when the two plants to be used are in flower together. Take
out the anthers before the bloom expands in the case of the

seed-bearing plant. Note that the anthers are porandrous,

discharging the pollen from the tip or upper extremity.

The pollen may be squeezed out by pressure between the

fingers. Isolate the female plant, i.e., from any of the same
species.—T. C,

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWEKS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

G. J., SUETIEY.

Wild Daffodils and their garden I'elatives are now
some of our most valuable plants for indoor decora-
tion . About a hundred flowers of the common single

garden kind (N. Pseudo-Narcissus) are placed in a
large china bowl witli leaves here and there. They
stand upright in bold masses, supported by Moss
belowthe water; the heads stand at various heights,

the stallcs being of different lengths, and all

touching the bottom. Such a mass of delicate

yellow is a cheerful object in a living room. A
bold group of the great golden Daffodil (N.
maximus) stands in an upright jar of dark blue
porcelain ; they are cut their full length of 22 in.

A broad shallow bowl holds profusely flowered
sprays of scarlet Japan Quince and Almond
blossom ; it stands high, and is well seen against
an ebony cabinet. Another china bowl, large and
deep, is filled with an important mass of blood-red
Wallflowers ; they are at their best when only the
lower flowers are expanded, leaving a good space
of the brown-purple buds in the centre—the whole
year gives us few such feasts of splendid rich

colour as such a bowl of Wallflower. From the
greenhouse there are Tea Eoses Madame Falcot
and Souvenir d'un Ami. The foliage of forced
Roses is unsatisfactory, limp in te.xture, and of an
even, dull, uninteresting green ; we therefore sub-
stitute some old leaves of Marechal Niel from the
open air ; these are large, stiff, polished, and of a
bright golden green tliat suits well with the pink
and copper-yellow Tea Eoses, and they have
crimson stains and spots that add to their interest
and colour-value. In an entrance hall stands a
large white Indian Azalea, a mass of bloom about
3 ft. through, not trained in the stiff pyramidal
shape so commonly seen, but grown as a graceful
and naturally shaped bush ; it is accompanied by
plants of Aralia Sieboldi.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKPIELD.

Cannabis gigantea (Giant Hemp).—Among
the numerous species of plants that can be used
in flower gardens during summer months there is

not one tliat requires so little attention, or that
attains effectiveness so quickly, as the Giant
Hemp. Last year we sowed seeds of it in warmth
on the 16th March, and grew the young plants on
in an intermediate house till the end of May,
when they were transferred to the beds, which
they completely furnished by the beginning of

July, and before the end of August many of them
were upwards of 9 feet high and bushy in propor-
tion. They show themselves off to the best ad-
vantage when planted in groups of three as centres

to large beds, surrounded with Kicinus Gibsoni,
and edged with Cineraria maritima. As a back-
ground or screen to hide for the summer months
any objectionable fence or wall, their feathery,

tall, bushy, and rapid growth renders them worthy
of attention, even if only by way of a change from
the never ending Scarlet Runners, Gourds, Canary
Creepers, and Convolvuluses generally used for

such a purpose. The plants require deep rich

soil and plenty of space, at least 4 feet for each
plant, and they must be kept tied to stout stakes
as growth proceeds. Sow now, grow in a tempera-
ture of 55°, and plant out anytime after the 20th
of May.

General Twork.—In order to get all ex-
traneous work out of hand, we are as rapidly as
possible finishing up Laurel and hedge cutting,
applying mulchings to recently moved trees and
shrubs, and edging and regravelling roads and
walks. These done, mowing and the general
preservation of neatness will constitute the whole
of what we term our " far afield " duties. Local
ones consist in affording beds of spring flowers
timely attention ; Hyacinths must be tied, and
the less hardy flowers protected from the sharp
frosts that generally prevail at this time. Where

any of the beds are vacant, summer bedding ar-

rangements may be determined, and the edyings
and ground-works of hardy plants got out. Her-
niaria, Cerastiums, Sedums, Saxifrages, Thymes,
Violas, Pansies, and small shrubs are a few of the
kinds the planting of wliich we hope soon to
finish. As used here in the formation of upright
edgings, 4 inches high, Herniaria glabra makes
the most perfect green fretwork wall that can be
conceived, and natm-ally grows so dwarf and
dense, that it requires no attention to keep it in
form. As edgings of Echeverias and Semper-
vivums have become so common, and look so
formal and artificial, and as for such purposes
there are so many better plants, their use in this
way should be discontinued, but as a ground-work
for taller succulents they are in every way appro-
priate, and when so used and allowed to flower,
which they do profusely, succulents may safely be
classed among the most quaint, yet gay, of all

summer bedders, and in all weathers effective.

Bedding plants.—Alternantheras are grow-
ing so freely tliat abundance of cuttings may now
be had from them at any time, and the hotbed
mode of propagation described in a former paper
is by far the best way to strike them, the frames
being moved or thrown quite open as soon as the
plants liave become well established. Coleuses
and Iresines may still be struck, and those
cramped in cutting pots may be potted off. These
are both so long in starting when first planted
out that, with a view to immediate effect, the aim
should be to get the plants large before planting-
out time. As increased space will daily now be
needed for the tender kinds of seedlings, all sorts

that will stand a degree or two of frost should be
put out into pits or sheltered spots. Lobelias,
Verbenas, and Petunias we put in turf pits and
cover up with straw hurdles or felt frames. Cal-

ceolarias, Guaphalium lanatum, and Abutilons are
placed at the foot of the fruit walls, where they
have the benefit of the wall covering. Most kinds
of Pelargoniums are also quite safe under the
same conditions. The tricolor section must, how-
ever, yet have glass shelter, but be given abund-
ance of air on all favourable occasions. Seedlings
of Solanums, Wigandias, Daturas, single Dahlias,

and others sown a few weeks ago will now be
quite ready to pot off, and when done place them
in a close, warm atmosphere, and shade them for

a few days till the roots have started in the new
soil. Castor-oils should always be sown singly in

pots, as they are bad subjects to handle in the
seedling state. There is yet ample time if sown
now to have good plants by the end of May ; those
sown earlier will be ready to remove to a cooler
atmosphere to be grown on in plenty of light,

otherwise the growth becomes attenuated and the
plants liable to be severely crippled when first

planted out. The same remarks apply to Tobaccos,
Ferulas, Acacia lophantha, and Grevillea robusta.

In mild weather draw the lights entirely off

frames in which seedling Stocks, Asters, Phlox
Drummondi, Everlastings, and others of the an-
nual and biennial sections are growing, and prick

them off or thin them out as soon as they can be
handled ; even if the surplus seedlings should be
destroyed it is better than that all should be in-

jm-ed by overcrowding.

PEOPAGATING.

Cyanophyllums.—Any of these that have
lost their leaves during the winter, or that have
become too tall, should be cut down and the tops

inserted as cuttings. If put in now they will root

quickly ; the old plant will break out fi'eely, and
yield a goodly number of cuttings, which, if it be
required to increase the stock, should be taken off

andstruck as soon as they attain sufficient strength.

In preparing the tops leave about three pairs of

leaves, and cut them off at the joint immediately
below the bottom leaf ; then insert them in pots

of sandy soil and plunge them in a close case in a
bottom-heat of from 75° to 85°. Before plunging
them give a good watering to settle the soil, and
keep them afterwards moderately moist till rooted,

which will soon take place, especially if in a
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vigorous condition. It will be necessary to shade
during sunshine, the object being to keep the
leaves in as perfect condition as possible.

Rhododendrons of the greenhouse section,

such as Princesses lloyal, Alexandra, and Helena,
besides the newer kinds called Taylori, Duchess of
Edinburgh, Duchess of Teck, and others, will, if

in good condition, by this time have made new
shoots, which will root without much difficulty

and form useful plants. As these shoots, which
should be about half ripened, consist of a cluster
of leaves with a good length of bare stem below
them, they form when taken off ready-made cut
tings, but in removing them always leave two or
three buds on the plant, in order to give it the
means of furnishing itself with new growth. Some-
times the shoot removed is too long to be used in
its entirety ; in that case, it may be cut to the re-

quired length, but the buds at the base hasten the
rooting process, and should be left on if possible.
The soil most suitable for such cuttings is fine

sandy peat, with a liberal admixture of crocks,
broken very- small, or pounded charcoal. In this
they will root far more readily than in peat and
sand alone, the young roots evincing a great par-
tiality for the broken crocks by clinging closely
around them. Use small, clean, well-drained pots
for the purpose, and insert the cuttings firmly

;

then give them a good watering, and place them
in a close case in a temperature of from 65° to
75° ; water and shade them as may be required ; if

too damp, give air for a little time. A sharp out-
look must be kept for thrips, which, if once a
lodgment is gained, will increase rapidly in the
confined atmosphere, and greatly disfigure the
leaves.

Phloxes and Pentstemons may, where
scarce, be propagated now in the same way as Chry-
santhemums—viz., as the young shoots come up
cut them off and make cuttings of them, which
should, however, if possible, be put where there is

a little heat, say on a gentle hotbed. If the plants
are in pots they should be kept close a few days
before the cuttings are taken off. Cuttings struck
in this way make .good little flowering specimens
the first season, but of course the above method
will only need to be used for scarce kinds, but
where large masses exist division is the best mode
of propagation. T

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINES, SOUTHGATB.

Heaths.—If the different varieties of soft-
wooded winter-flowering Heaths, such as hyemalis,
were cut back freely after blooming they will now
have started into growth, and should be potted at
once. Pots 2 in. larger than those they are already
in will, in most cases, be sufficient; no disturbance
of the roots should be attempted

; merely remove
the crocks from the bottom of the ball. Stock of
this kind is often pot-bound, and therefore the
new soil must be rammed more than ordinarily
solid, otherwise in watering the water will be sure
to pass through the new material, leaving the old
ball dry. A mistaken impression often exists as to
the time Heaths generally should be potted. Early
in the spring before the weather gets hot, or in
the early autumn after the dry, parching season is
over, are the safest times for repotting, and where
any portions of the younger description of stock
are suffering from want of root room, I should not
hesitate to move them now, even though their
blooming season is approaching, as if the potting
IS managed with the care it siiould be, so as not
to injure or disturb the roots, the flowering will
be little interfered with. The principal thing is to
see that each plant has the soil well moistened
before being shifted, and to place them for two or
three weeks afterwards in a pit or house with only
a little air given at the loof, or on one side so as
to avoid the drying effects of a through draught,
for although Heaths are essentially air-loving
plants, and will not succeed for any length of
time with a deficiency of it, yet for the short
penod named, until the roots begin to move, no
bann will be done. A word as to the description

of soil suitable for the different sections of these
plants. The hard, black, hungry peat that
used at one time to be all but exclusively
used for Heaths in general is anything but
the best, and its use alone should be con-
fined to the slowest growing, hardest-wooded
varieties. All the freer growing kinds will make
much better growth in peat of softer texture,
which contains much more vegetable fibre, and is

usually brown in colour. This seldom has much
sand naturally in it, and consequently in its pre-
paration proportionately more must be added.

Hard-wooded greenhouse plants.—In
potting these, commence with the freest growing
sorts, such as Genistas, Acacias, Boronias, Erios-
temons, Polygalas, Clianthus, and others of a like
description, giving them pot room proportionate to
the more or less naturally vigorous habit of the
respective kinds. It may be well to remind those
who may not have had much experience with
plants of this character that they will not tear
partial removal of the old soil in the operation of
potting, and that unless they have sufficient pot-
room they soon get naked and deficient of foliage
at the bottom, a condition which makes them
more eyesores than ornaments.

Vallotas.—These handsome late summer
flowering plants will now be making growth, and,
where required, larger pots should be given them,
yet discrimination liere is required, for in common
with most bulbous subjects of a similar character
they do not succeed well if over-potted. Vallotas
may be increased by the quantities of offsets
wliich they produce, and which if allowed to
remain attached to the old bulbs soon impoverish
and over-crowd them. It is therefore well at this
season to remove all the little bulbs, putting them
in small pots about 1 in. apart just within the
rim like cuttings, and using, as in the case of
old bulbs, .good holding loam with a little sand,
making it firm, as they do not succeed with light
potting. An ordinary greenhouse temperature is

sufficient during the growing season, but, like a
good many kindred species, these Vallotas enjoy
a few degrees more warmth during this and the
following month if at the same time they are
accommodated with a light position, otherwise the

sufficient number of cut-back plants to furnish the
requisite quantity of cuttings have been placed
in heat enough to induce free growth, the cut-
tings should now be ready for putting in. A brisk
stove temperature is necessary to strike them, and
no time ought to be lost in getting them rooted,
for on this much depends their becoming strong
enough to flower well.

FRUIT.
W. COLEMAN, EASTNOR CASTLE.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Now the sun
is gaining strength, timely ventilation, good syring-
ing with tepid, soft water, and liberal supplies of
warm, diluted liquid will be imperative. Let the
nigiit heat range about 5S° when mild. Stop the
fires earl}' on bright mornings, and syringe as
the temperature begins to rise. Give a little

air when it touches 65°, gradually increase
it until 75"-' is attained with a free circulation,
reduce in like manner, and finally close at 70°
with a copious syringing. Although I have often
drawn attention to the importance of mulching
inside borders, I must again urge the necessity of
getting the surface roots well covered with short
manure for the twofold purpose of exciting them
into activity, as well as for giving off atmospheric
moisture so much needed by the tender foliage
through the hottest part of the day. All the base
shoots having been neatly heeled down, pinch in
intermediate growths to form spurs and avoid
laying in more wood than is wanted to furnish
the tree and carry next year's crop. Allow weak
growths to have freedom and balance the flow of
sap by stopping those which are likely to become
gross, and tie them down to the trellis. Look well
to mid-season and late houses and see that trees

having their roots in external borders do not suffer
from want of water. It does not often happen
that outside borders get dry before midsummer

;

but this has been an exceptionally dry spring, and
radiation under a powerful sun being very great,
a good covering with old lime rubbish followed
by a little long litter, while admitting warmth
will prevent the escape of moisture from the sur-

„....„„„ u„ vy.ji„iui, uuuc w
face roots. Keep late houses fully ventilated until
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Brugmansiaa.—Few plants are more easily
rnauaged than the Daturas, or rather Brugman-
sias, yet they are not so generally cultivated as
they deserve to be. Cuttings put in now in the
ordinary way and placed in a little warmth
will soon strike and make nice flower-
ing plants in a year, forming beautiful ob-
jects when in flower in conservatories, halls, and
similar places ; they also come freely from seed,
which, if sown at the present time and placed in
a little warmth, will soon germinate, after which,
when large enough, the seedlings must be put
singly in 3-in. or 4-in. pots, giving them more
space as the season advances. Old plants that re-
quire more room should now have a shift, using
pots or tubs, regulating the size of these by the
extent available for the plants, as they will bloom
fairly well in 15-in. pots; still, so confined the size
and quantity of the flowers are much less than is

attainable with more root space. Large plants that
were cut back after blooming, and that have made
some growth, should now be repotted, giving them
good turfy loam with some sand added, and as
soon as they begin to make free growth, manure
water ought to be given regularly.

Double Primulas.—The flowering will have
somewhat weakened the plants, and it is better
to now pinch out the bloom-stems as they appear;
this is the more necessary where an increase of
the stock is required. Where large plants exist
these may now be divided, separating the crowns
and inserting them singly in small pots, placing
them in an intermediate heat, and so far confined
under propagating glasses as is requisite to prevent
flagging, but no more than this, as if kept so close
as some things require damping off will follow.

Propagation of -winter - flowering
-'" If, as advised some weeks ago, a

begin to fall. If the ripening is to be delayed
until late in the season, retard as much as possible
through the early stages, when a low night tem-
perature is so beneficial to all kinds of stone
fruit.

Pigs.—If the early pot trees started in No-
vember have been kept in a bottom-heat of 70°
the fruit will now be swelling rapidly, and, fa-

voured by one of the most genial winters on re-
cord, some of the most forward fruits may be ex-
pected to ripen early in April. With a continu-
ance of favourable external conditions allow the
temperature to range from 60° to 65° at night,
70° to 75° by day, and 80° to 85° after closing
with sun. Give air at 70°, gradually increase it

as the day advances, and economise fire heat by
closing early. Syringe well twice a day, other-
wise the foliage will soon be infested with spider,
and keep the roots well supplied with diluted li-

quid or guano water until the fruit begins to
ripen, when more air and a drier atmosphere will
be necessary, but even then a liberal supply of
water must be given to the roots, as anything ap-
proaching a check would cause the trees to cast
all the best fruit. As Figs in pots or internal bor-
ders make very quick growth, see that stopping,
thinning, and tying receive regular attention, and
carefully guard against getting tlie young shoots
crowded, as it is simply impossible that closely-*
shaded fruit can have colour or flavour, and a fla-

vourless Fig is the most insipid fruit imaginable.
Trained trees in succession houses will require
mulching with good manure and liberal watering.
Ventilate freely through the early part of the day
to keep the young growths short-jointed and fruit-

ful. Thin out the spurs and tie in leading shoots
where there is room for extension. Trees in late
houses may be pruned and tied in to the trellis,

as there is now little danger of damage from frost,

but unless the structure is supplied with hot-water
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pipes it will be well to retard for the pre-

sent by ventilating pretty freely on all suitable

occasions.

Strawberries.—As ripe fruit is gathered let

old plants be destroyed or removed quite away
from the houses, and thoroughly cleanse the

shelves before they are again occupied with the

succeeding batch. Where exposed shelves in vine-

ries and Peach houses are occupied with plants

in various stages of growth incessant syringing

and watering will be needful if they are to be re-

moved without leaving a legacy of red spider be-

hind them for which a heavy price will have to be

paid before the end of the season. Good forced

Strawberries are always a great acquisition to the

dessert ; but it is not known to every employer,

who is told he may grow everything in two or

three small houses, that his tasteless Straw-

berries are often the cause of his Grapes remain-

ing red and his Peaches ripening prematurely,

when a properly constructed house would give

comfort and satisfaction to emploj'er and em-
ployed. Where proper arrangements do not exist a

long season of ripe fruit may be secured by allow-

ing a quantity of plants to set, swell, and ripen if

need be, in the pits in which they are wintered,

and by planting north borders with some of the

best late kinds, including Oxonian, Elton, and
Frogmore Late Pine. Where British Queen is grown
for coming in through Jlay and June, remove all

weak trusses and blooms, and fertilise the finest.

Keep the plants near the glass with plenty of air

;

tie the fruit to sticks when set ; feed and syringe

well. In low, damp gardens, or imperfectly venti-

lated pits and houses, some kinds, notably Presi-

dent, Paxton, and Napier, are subject to mildew,

which soon spoils the fruit. The best remedy is

good cultivation, abundant ventilation, and fre-

quent syringing with clear sulphur water. Forced

plants of Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury will re-

quire protection from frost until they are suf-

ficiently hardened for planting out. If placed on
a west border they will sometimes give a few
dishes of fruit after late kinds on north borders

are over.

Cucumbers.—If old plants cannot be dis-

pensed with, thoroughly renovate the beds by

forking out as much of the sour soil as can be

taken away without injuring the roots, and re-

place with good rich turf and lime rubble. If

worms have got into the pots or beds this ope-

ration will offer a favourable opportunity to apply

little water for their destruction, as Cucumbers
cannot succeed where the soil is exhausted by
these pests. Woodlice, very often the cause of

canker at the surface of the soil, may also be

greatly reduced by the application of boiling

water, as they beat a hasty escape to the edges

of the pits for temporary shelter. Continue to

cut the plants over until all the old foliage is

renewed, then train thinly and keep the foliage

clean by syringing with warm soft water, light

cropping, and early closing with solar heat and

moisture. If it is needed, spring-sown plants

may now be allowed to carry a few fruit ; but

light cropping is imperative. Ventilate freely

through the early part of the day to keep the

foliage firm and healthy, and avoid shading as

much as possible, or altogether where the fruit is

not affected by the sun. In light houses the

fruit of Telegraph is very liable to morning
scalding ; but a thin shade for a short time until

the fruit is dry, and early ventilation will always

correct this evil.

Manure beds.—Although plants in frames

^lave had a dry, mild time, linings will now require

regular renovation to maintain a steady minimum
of 70°, and good dry covering must not be ne-

glected. Add a little fresh soil as the roots prc-

trude, peg down the young shoots, train thinly,

and rub off all male blossoms up to the time their

services are needed. Be guided by the weather

in the application of water; if bright and fine

and the heat is strong, overhead watering about

2.30 p.m. will do good, but for the present the

wetting of the foliage must be conducted with

great caution.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
E. GILBERT, BUKGHLEY.

Doubtless many will have Snow's Broccoli sown

on the plea that second sowings form a good suc-

cession, but this is a mistaken idea. If this

Broccoli is sown just now, or any time before this,

it grows quite out of all character—becomes large,

soft, and succulent, and the first sharp frost pro-

strates the foliage, leaving the heart unprotected. If

sown the first week in Iilay it will be fit for cut-

ting the first week in November-, and the plants

will be close to the ground and have much the

same appearance as Walcheren Broccoli. This I

have proved for three years running. Onions, Car-

rots, and a few Turnips may now be sown. We
are at present briskly employed in planting our

main crop of late Potatoes, consisting of Beauty

of Hebron, Schoolmaster, and Paterson"s Victoria

chiefly. The Champion (but for that objectionable

deep eye) would be largely planted here. I con-

sider this variety, so far as flavour goes, excellent.

Early plants of Celery will now be ready to prick

out. A slight hotbed is the best place for them,

but they will do well in boxes under glass. Early

Cauliflower will also now require attention in the

way of pricking out, in order to obtain good plants

for the second batch of this indispensable vege-

table. Onions may be sown ; the two varieties

which we grow are White Spanish and Jan es'

Long-keeping; the latter svearenowsupplyingfiim,

and not shot" in the least. The main crop of Car-

rots may also be sown. Sweet Basil, a really use-

ful herb, should be potted and grown in Cucumber

frames for use green ; all kinds of herbs may now
be sown under glass.

GARDEN STRUCTURES.
HOTHOUSE FURNACES.

The subject referred to by " Peregrine " (p. 109)

as to boilers and firebrick furnaces, and which
" A. D." (P- 158) tl'™'^s needs careful discussion,

is interesting, but I do not agree that " Pere-

grine's " views cannot be controverted. To begin

with, the difference is lost sight of between hot-

air heating, getting up steam, and heating by the

circulation of hot water, and I think that facts

are opposed to the economy of a furnace com-

posed of fire-clay for heating a boiler attached to

hot-water pipes. Though the worst place for a

fire may be one wholly surrounded by cold iron

when first lighted, the difference is so slight that

it is not observable in the getting up of heat, un-

less it be for the supply of hot air as distinct from

hot water. What is the object of the fire ? If in

a kitchen range it is only partially to heat by ra-

diation, as for roasting, &c., but principally to

heat the boiler and ovens, which must of necessity

be made of iron, as that conducts the heat where

wanted most quickly. Line the back and side^

with fire clay and you may increase the heat ra-

diated in front a degree or two, though it will

mostly ascend up the chimney ;
but how much

longer will it take, or how much more fuel will

you require, to heat your ovens and boiler 1 When
the iron is once warm and there is a proper sup-

ply of air, the burning of the fire is just as brisk

as if of brick. In the case of a sitting-room fire

the back and sides are better of fireclay, because

the iron will absorb the heat more readily and

pass it into the space behind, where it is not

wanted, unless there is a special arrangement,

now often carried out, for conducting that heated

air into the room, but I see no perceptible differ-

ence in the burning with either, and I have

watched both methods for very many hours.

In the circulation of hot water for almost any

purpose quickness is the first desideratum, and

1000 ft. of pipes could be,heated during the time

the fire was being got up in the multiple stage

furnace. To make a firebrick box or well and put

a boiler above it to heat it quickly is about as rea-

sonable as it would be for a smith to hold the iron

he wants to forge over the fire and expect it to

get red-hot. It has been admitted for a long time,

and proved to be right, that the quickest and

most powerful boiler is that which absorbs the

most direct heat from the fire, and this is the

secret of the great power of many of the upright

tubulars and of the coil, as recently reported by
" K. B.,"but the waste of fuel with these is owing

to the very fact of there being so much brickwork

about them to absorb the heat, and ultimately

conduct it somewhere outside where it is of no

use. I readily admit that if the outer setting of

these boilers was iron there would be more waste

;

but make that iron into a water jacket, and

you get all your heat utilised, except what must
of necessity pass up the chimney. I have proved

this by repeated experiments with copper models

and gas for fuel.

The statement of M. Ferret, given by "A. D.,"

that if there was a horizontal boiler on the top of

the furnace it would be a great success, proves

only that there is an enormoiw heat at present

lost from the uppermost brick casing ; but if the

four stages of fire clay were constructed with

2-in. tubes passing through them about 4 in.

to 6 in. apart, there would be no lower tem-

perature of hot air above for the special pur-

poses required, and there could be a quantity of

piping heated elsewhere which would give a large

amount of heat from Its surface. Boilers or cir-

culators have been constructed on this principle,

which is 2>ar excellence that of the gridiron ; brt

where does the surplus heat go to 1 If you adopt

the hot-air flue as an adjunct to your hot-water

pipes, then you have a means of utilising this im-

mense heat before it gets to the chimney.

With a properly constructed boiler and furnace

there should be no waste of fire heat. I have seen

a boiler with water bars lately heating 2000 ft. of

pipe with only 18 cwt. of fuel (mostly rubbishy

coke breeze) per week, in which the outer brick-

work and chimney are scarcely warmed, though the

fire is burning continuously. I am now heating a

separate set of pipes, with the heat usually ab-

sorbed by the brick setting of a saddle boiler,

having substituted a water jacket or outer saddle

for the usual fire bricks, thus doing double duty

with the same fuel, and but little extra first cost.

Highgate lioad. B. W. Waehukst.
Having a horizontal tubular boiler set

over a fire-place constructed of fire-brick, similar

to what is alluded to in The Gaeden (p. 158), I

venture to give an opinion upon it, which is that I

wish it was somewhere else. ' The so-called boiler

(if it is deserving of the name) that I have here

is, I believe, 4 ft, long, and has a double row of

horizontal tubes. It is a capital fuel consumer,

and will burn almost'any refuse ; but what work

does it do ? It is required to heat rather more than

300 ft. of 4-in. pipe in two pits and one small

house, which it will do only by constant attention

with the poker and fire-shovel, and it consumes

about twice as much fuel as a 3-ft. saddle boiler

would do, and the latter would do the work easily,

and with little attention.—W. Simpson, Eastwood.

NURSERYIiIEN-S PLANT HOUSES.

NOTWITHSTAKDING the excellent description of

Mr. CannelPs houses given by"A. D."(p. 128),

he has not proved that I was wrong in advocating

bottom ventilation simply because certain houses

at Swanley possess no side ventilators, and plants

thrive in such houses. There may be scores of

houses in which it is perfectly immaterial where

or how the air comes in or goes out, or whether

the fresh external air is heated before it strikes

the plants or not. For the sake, however, of those

who may be misled by "A. D.'s" remarks, and

not for the sake of a discussion, I will try to put

the case from a purely scientific standpoint. We
will presume it is very cold weather ; a hot-water

apparatus can heat the air and objects inside a

house irrespective of ventilation, and without be-

ing placed near the ventilators at all ;
but in order

that the system of heating and ventilation m a

hothouse may be as perfect as possible, there

should be an arrangement so that if necessary the

fi-esh external air can be brought into the house

warmed before it reaches the plants, fulfil its

duties, and then be sent out of the house.

Further, these operations should each and all be

under perfect control. To do thie an inlet as well
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as an outlet is necessary. How can a system of

ventilation be called perfect which allows only

one aperture for outlet as well as inlet, which
allows that aperture to extend parallel with and
along the whole length of a rafter, and compels
the possibly intensely cold air to touch the foliage

mthout first having its temperature raised ?

F. A. Fawkes.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific committee.—Dr. M. T. Masters
in the chair. Agglomerated Acorn cups.— Dr.
Masters reported on the specimens exhibited at

the previous meeting, and found that the apex of

the shoot had been attacked by some insect, caus-

ing the unusual appearance and arrest of the pro-

per development of the flowers. Australian fungi.

—Mr. \V. (i. Smith exhibited dried specimens and
drawings of Grasses attacked by a fungus, from
Sussex and especially Kent, probably new to

Britain. It was only known a little more than two
years ago. It appears to attack species of Festuca
chiefly, and is most abundant on sandy soils and
not on clay. It only attacks the older Grass, and
appears in September, lasting till January. It has
the appearance of fine, short tufts of minute crim-

sou or scarlet seaweed glueing the blades together.
The Rev. M. J. Berkeley described and figured it

amongst Australian fungi in the Journal of the
Lin. Soc, 1873 (Vol. XIII., p. 175), and named
it Isaria fuciformis. Dr. Cooke now regards it

as British. The microscopic structure consists of
masses of cells of larger growth towards the
base and smaller towards the extremities, which
end in forming conidia. It is said to cause the
death of animals browsing upon the Grass infested
with it, as two cows died in September, 1880, and
their lungs were found covered with a fungus
resembling that which attacks the throat in
some cases of diptheria. Two rabbits which
were fed on Grass attacked by it died. It may
be observed that several species of Isaria
are parasitic on cTead and living animals. The
specimens and some of the above details were
received from the Rev. C. W. Shepherd, of Trottis-
cliffe Rectory, Maidstone. Disease of Thujas.

—

Mr. Smith also exhibited specimens of T. com-
pacta attacked by the Australian fungus named
Capnodium australe by Dr. Montague. T. aurea
and elegantissima, as well as compacta, are some-
times covered by the species in autumn, and in
the following spring they are found to be quite
dead, the roots as well as the top. This fungus was
described by Berkeley in the journal of the Royal
Horticultural Society, Vol. IV., pp. 253 and 259,
as surrounding the branches of Conifers from the
Swan River. Rhododendrons.—Mr. Mangles ex-
hibitedseveraltrue species from Sikkim— R. argeu-
teum, a magnificent truss of large white flowers
on radiating foliage

; R. Hookeri, nearly resem-
bling R. Thomsoni, remarkable for the scales on
the ribs on the underside of the leaf ; R, ciliatum,
with white flowers. He observed that, as originally
figured in Hooker's " Himalayan Rhododendrons,"
it is coloured pink in error. This specimen was re-
ceived from Mr. Anderson-Henry. R. fulgens,
which grows at great elevations on those moun-
tains

;
R. arboreum, from Nepaul

; and R. davuri-
cum.frooiN.B. Siberia.Avote of thanks was unani-
mously given to Mr. Mangles for his interesting
exhibition. Fritillaria obliqua, &c. — Several
plants were exhibited by Mr. Elwes, the above
mentioned being nearly black In colour, and is
supposed to come from Prussia : Leucojum ajs-

tivum var. from S. France, which flowers two
months earlier than the common form ; Chiono-
doxa var., self-sown seeds of which blossom in
two years. Mr. Elwes remarked that its habit has
changed under cultivation, inasmuch as it comes
up rapidly and blossoms as soon as the snow is
off in Asia Minor, whereas here its progress is de-
layed to a much longer period, and it is getting
later in this respect every year.- Korolkowia
Sowerzovi sport, a remarkably green-flowered
branch from what is normally a purple-flowering

plant. Tulipa Greigi.—Mr. Elwes remarked how
the colour appears to be fading under cultivation,

though Mr. G. F. Wilson had not experienced it.

Geaster fornicatum.—Specimens of this curious
fungus were exhibited by Mr. Grote. Evils of root
pruning.—Dr. Masters exhibited roots of Pavia
which had been cut for early removal, but which
developed a hypertrophied condition of the vortex
as the result. Conifers.—He also exhibited speci-

mens of cones, &c., fromtrees grown by Mr. Veitch,
Abies (Picea) grandis, Pinus tuberculata, the scales
being unequally developed on opposite sides of the
cone. Theseeds are believed not to escape until after

forest fires have destroyed the trees. They hang
on the trees for many generations, even for thirty

years. Picea amabilis, the true form, much resem-
bling P. Nordmanniana, remarkable for its scent.

Thuja grandis (Lobbi), often called Libocedrus
decurrens. Tsuga Pattoniana, the Hemlock Spruce.
Orchid leaves diseased.—He also showed some
leaves from Mr. Low, of Clapton, but the nature
of the disease could not be determined. Welwits-
chia seedling.—He exhibited a dried specimen of

a germinating W. mirabilis, showing the two coty-

ledons (deciduous) and the two next pair of (persis-

tent) leaves. Various diseased plants.—The Rev.

G. Henslow read a communication form Lord
Romney, of Gayton Hall, near Lynn, describing
serious injury to many plants. Carnations, Ivy, &c.,

apparently due to fungi, nematoid worms, &c.

They were referred to Mr. W. G. Smith for exa-
mination and report. Plants exhibited.—Galeandra
nivalis, a remarkable Orchid with spurs resem-
bling Impatiens, by Sir T. Lawrence; Pleurothallis
glossopogon and Spathoglottis Lobbi, two in-

teresting Orchids, for which botanical certificates

were awarded to Messrs. Veitch ; Tulipa biflora,

bearing star-like flowers, by Mr. F. G. Wilson.

LAW.

Royal Horticultural Society in the
Court of Appeal.—Judgment was given on Wed-
nesday Ir.st in the appeal from the dismissal by
Mr. Justice Pry, in June last, of an action brought
by the plaintiffs (the commissioners for the exhi-

bition of 1851) to recover possession of the Horti-
cultural Gardens at South Kensington, the claim
being founded on a proviso for re-entry contained
in an agreement, dated 24th July, 1860, by which
the plaintiffs agreed to grant a lease of the
gardens to the defendant society. The action was
originally brought against the society alone, but,
inasmuch as the holders of debentures issued by
the society claimed to be interested in the matter,
one of the debenture holders was afterwards
added as a defendant, to represent that class. The
Master of the Rolls and Lords Justices Cotton
and Lindley, of which the court consisted,
reversed the judgment of Mr. Justice Fry. Judg-
ment was accordingly given that the society
should give up possession of the gardens to the
commissioners, and that the defendants should
pay the costs of the action and of the appeal ; but,
with the consent of the plaintiffs, the society are
to be allowed to retain possession for four months.
As was pointed out by Lords Justices Cotton and
Lindley, the result of the decision to the deben-
ture holders is that they absolutely lose their
money without remedy against anyone.

NICOTIANA AFFINIS.

Everyone who has seen this lovely flower must be
enchanted with it, as I was. In order to circulate
it far and wide, by your kindness, in J uly last I

offered to send a " pinch " of seed to any who
cared to ask for it, and you may be sure the ap-
plications were not few. I supplied them all, for as
my stock in hand would not last out I sent to the
same source, the south of France, for a further
quantity. I have now found out that this second
consignment was either adulterated with common
Tobacco seed, or was altogether spurious. Will
you allow me to take this opportunity to inform
all those who received their seed from this second
supply that their plants will most likely be the

common Nicotiana virgini-;a, bearing dull red
blooms, and not the glorious N. afiinis with long
white tubular flowers of exquisite fragrance. Those
who wrote first will have secured the right sort,

for the same packet of seed produced the plants
exhibited at the Regent's Park Evening Fete, and,
indeed, those which I have cultivated myself. I

regret exceedingly the disappointment which so

many must feel after growing their plants all the
winter, but it is necessary for the sake of my
eulogium on the flower that this explanation
should be made. W. H. CtJLUNePORD.

7, Phillimore Gardens, Kensington, W.
Few plants possess such highly decorative

qualities as the Tobaccos. They not only make
excellent bedding plants, but for indoor decoration
they are invaluable. Grown on in frames during the

autumn and introduced into warmth early in

November, they will be found most useful, either

for conservatory decoration or for bouquets, a few
plants of them being sufficient to furnish a large

house with their delicious perfume. In the Chad
Valley Nurseries a batch of N. suaveolens (undu-
lata) has been flowering profusely during the past,

two months, and has been much admired. May I

suggest planting this species in company with
Lobelia cardinalis and L. Queen Victoria, with
which it would form a striking contrast 1 — E.

Jenkins.
.

Shrub garden by the sea.

—

I want to

make a small shrub garden with beds of green
and various forms of variegated-leaved shrubby
plants, but as the situation, though on the south

coast, is a very exposed one, within 500 j'ds. of the

sea, and protected by a wall only 2 ft. 6 in. in

height, if anj' of your readers who have had ex-

perience of seaside gardening would kindly give

me a few hints as to the plants, mainly ever-

green, that would thrive in such a situation, I

should feel very grateful.—R. M.

The late Mr. Toward.—The Queen has
just caused a memorial stone to be placed over

the grave of the late Mr. Andrew Toward in

Whippingham Churchyard. It bears the following

inscription, written by Her Majesty: "To the

memory of Andrew Toward, for twenty-nine years

the faithful land steward of Queen Victoria and
the Prince Consort, by whom he was much
esteemed. Born 21st December, 1795 ; died 7th

May, 1881."

Grafting "wax.—Would some of your readers recom-

mend me a good receipt for grafting wax, as the wax which

I have made from sealiug-wax, tallow, andbee's-waxhasnot

turned out a success ?—G.B.

WhitHands.—The seedling Auricula you send is a goo*!

one and well worth perpetuating, particularly if of a hardy

and robust constitution
;
good dark flowers of large size

and fine form are much to be desired.

"Wintering Broccoli.—Page 188, eleventh line from
top, for inner leaves read U7ider leaves.

Names of plants.—Cahore. —1, Abutilon vexillarium

;

•2, Hibbertia llheedi ; 4, Euphorbia splendens. B. C. II.

— Rhododendron dauricum. A. CoUms.— Dendrobium
nobile crerulescens. Sulvsstris.—l, Thuja occidentalis ;

2, Biota orientalis ; 3, a slightly variegated form of Juni-

perus Sabina t.amariscifolia. W. W.—1, Adiautum ma-
crophyllum ; 2, Conoclinium ianthinum ; 3, send when in

flower. J. B. E.—Asplenium Adiantum- nigrum.
(?. F.—1, Narcissus moschatus ; 2, N. Pseudo-Narcissus

mmor, )r. JS.—1, app.arently Oncidiimi sphacelatum
;

2, Odontoglossum cirrhosum ; 3, 0. -Egertonianum.

Drydoionc. - 1, Eupatorium Wendlandi ; 2, Forsythia sus-

pensa. J. C. Tallock.— 1, Narcissus Pseudo-Narcissus

flore-pleno ; 2, Sulphur Phrenix ; 3, Orange Phoenix (boWi

double forms of N. incomparabilis) ; 4, N. bicolor ; 6, N.

bicolor Horsfleldi.

COMMUNICATIONS EECEIVED.
W. T.—J. D.—J. M.—M. & Co.—H. C H.—A. E. C—

S. & Son.—G. P.—J. D.—G. S. S.-G. E. S.—G.—H. B.—
.T. M.—C. M. 0.—K. P. & Co.—W. H.—J. C. C—W. H.—
B.—W. T. J.S. W.-W. W.-J. C—G. J.-P. G.—J. S.—
A. D.-J. R.-A. D. W.-W. H. D.—AV. G. R —N. <fcSon.—
G. C—F. 0. & Co.—P.—D. T. F.—E. B.—F. M.-S. R. H.—
A. W. H.—W. T.—W. W.-St. B.—J. S. W.—W. C—
Sylvestris.—D. T. F.—G. B.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The Akt itself is 'Si^itske."—Shakespeare.

THE FRUIT CROPS OF 1882.

It is as yet somewhat premature to write of these,

for it has snowed to-day (March 21), and the air

has the true ring of March harshness about it for

the first time this year. But, weather permitting,

the fruit buds are now sufficiently developed to

reveal their number and size. Judging the coming
crops by these tolerably sure tests, there can be
no doubt that Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

Plums, and Nuts are to be the chief crops of the

coming season. Of course, most or all of these fair

prospects may be bliglited. But, if not, the bloom
is so plentiful, healthy, and clean, that the pro-

bability is there will be an abundance of these

fruits. On the other hand. Apples and Pears can-

not be a heavy crop, be the weather what it may.
The heavy crops of these fruits last year have, as

usual, told against the crop of this. This seems to

be the case even where considerable thinning
was resorted to, and, of course, it is still more ap-

parent where these fruits were left unthinned.
The heaviest crop of the season will probably be
Phims. All sorts, including Gages—and the latter

are most erratic and capricious here—are studded
thickly with blossom. Apricots, which have rested

to a greater or lesser extent for several seasons,

are now white with blossom, and Peaches colour
the walls with their prodigality of bloom. We
have not protected till to-day, but the frequent
snow showers and taste of true March weather
in the wind have caused us to rush on our
screen of boughs over the trees now in full

bloom. Should the weather return to its unpre-
cedented mildness, we shall soon wliip our
boughs oflE again. But in March or April snow
or hail storms by day almost invariably portend
the coming of frost at night ; and a stinging frost

soon after such forcing weather must needs prove
most injurious, if not fatal, to Peaches and
Apricots in full bloom

; hence the prudence of

being prompt with our protection. It is of almost
equal importance to be equally prompt in its

removal. Plums are not yet in flower, and Pears
do not seem abnormally early. As for Apples, the
bloom is not only scarce, but it seems later than
usual. Of course there may be many exceptions

;

but I believe the above estimate of the fruit

prospects of this year and its present condition
will be confirmed by experience. D. T. Fish.

STAND.IED PEACH TREES.
Not-withstanding all that may be said in

favour of growing Peach trees as standards
under glass, I am prepared to assert, after not a

few years' experience, that they cannot he so

grown to produce fruit with the same amount
of flavour as those on walls or trellises. The
reason is obvious : the fruits cannot, under any
circumstances, get the same amount of sun and
air when grown on standards as they do on
trellises or walls, and as a consequence the
flavour is inferior. I do not say this because I

am in any way prejudiced against standards
under glass ; on the contrary, I know that they
are more easily managed than any other form in

which Peaches can be grown. As standards they
are less liable to be injured by green or black fly,

simply because they can be fumigated much
more readily than when trained on walls or tied

to trellises. They also make stronger growth,
and they produce a greater number of fruits

than trained trees, but these advantages are

all gained at the expense of flavour. The
cost of houses for standards, too, must be
considerably more than that of lean-to's, the

form so generally used. If high flavoured fruit

is the point aimed at, standards would be a re-

trogressive step. I grant that the appearance
of a well constructed house planted with stan-

dards is altogether more pleasing than when the

trees are stiffly trained, but the question of fla-

vour seems to me to be of so much importance,

that it is only right that the subject in all its

bearings should be laid before the public.

According to my experience. Nectarines are not

so well suited for standard trees as Peaches. As
to size, I have had tall standards and short

ones, and I never found that the fruit from the

tall trees was better than that from the short

ones. J. C. C.

Grood Apples and handsome trees.—
Replying to a question as to the sis varieties of

Apples for orchards that make the finest trees, Mr.
Groom names, Hambledon Deux Ans (or Graham's
Russet), Wellington, and Tower ofGlamis three
kitchen sorts, and Golden Knob, Devonshire Quar-
renden, and Blenheim Orange dessert kinds. Stur-

mer is an excellent Apple in every respect ; in fact,

one of the best of late Apples, but we have not
sucli large trees of it as of the preceding. It is a
safe sort to add to any list where late, good Apples
are required.

Does Pine grow^ing pay? (see p. 108).

—

From many years' experience I am fully convinced
that Pine growing does pay when properlj'

managed, especially when grown in pits with no-

thing but a bed of leaves for bottom heat. This

method I have practised most successfully for

over forty years, and during that period I have
always had a good supply of fine fruit, and with
little trouble compared with that involved in the
production of other indoor fruits I have had under
uij charge. Will any reader of The Garden
kindly tell me in what way the growth of Pines
is more expensive than that of other fruits grown
under glass 1—D.

Pot Stra-wberries are doing very indifEe-

rently here this season. Out of 300 of Garibaldi put
into heat on February 28 101 turned out " blind,"

producing only small, cankered foliage. Keen's
Seedling and President are looking better, but
still inferior to what they used to be, Strawberries,

as a rule, succeeding very well in this locality. The
only reason we can assign for their failure this

year is the wet and sunless autumn which we had,
preventing the crowns from getting properly
matured. Several in this district are complaining
of theirs failing in the same manner.—W. Little
TnveTln2>.

Mealy bug on Vines.—It is my misfortune
to have several vineries infested with mealy bug.
I have tried scraping the Vines, dressing them
with Gishurst, and even washing them with
parafiin, scraping walls, and taking out 3 in. of

soil, and then whitewashing the walls with hot
lime, but the enemy is still there. I have now
two houses, the Vines in which will soon be in
bloom. Can anyone give me a safe recipe for

destroying mealy bug by syringing, as I am too
short-handed to employ any other means ? I may
add I have tried Fir tree oil, but I found if

made strong enough to kill the bug, it also

killed the young shoots and foliage. Of course,

I need not say how tender they are, especially

after this sunless weather.—C. B. S.

Low night temperatures for Vines.
—As far as my experience goes, low night tem-
peratures are beneficial to Vines. I think we all

agree that growth is more rapid the higher the

temperature, and that in the dark growth is

weaker, and has less solidity than that made in

the light. A few years ago in spring—as near as

possible when the days and nights were equal—

I

measured the day growth and night growth of

strong, young Vines over a period of four days,

and found that the night growth exceeded the day
growth by IJ in. Measurements were taken at

6 a.m. and 6 p.m. The night temperature would
be about 65°

; the days were partly bright and
partly dull. This being the case, may. we not with
advantage reduce the temperature to a point

which will induce shorter growth ? I find that a

night temperature of from 55° to 60° will not
hurt Black Hamburghs. Muscats we like to keep
a little warmer than Black Hamburghs, and we
keep all sorts a little higher when in flower.

—

Caledonian.

Muscats and low temperature.—Some
would lead us to believe that it is impossible to
grow the Muscat of Alexandria with suc'cess in

the same temperature as that used in the early
forcing of the Black Hamburgh, but I find that
that can be done. I, however, prefer a temperature
of, say, from 60° to 63° at night while the Muscats
are in flower, with an increase of from 5° to 8° in

the daytime, according to the state of the weather.
Nevertheless, I do not confine myself to any parti-

cular degree of heat, and especially in severe

weather. Although the night temperature just

named may be right as a rule, yet Muscats can be
grown in much less heat. I have even grown them
successfully in a temperature as low asi3°at night.

I have a small span-roofed vinery running north
and south. It is 14 ft. in width and 10 ft. in height
from the centre path. On the west side are Mus-
cats, and on the east Gros Colmar, and the onl}'

artificial heat applied is what can be had from a

4-in. flow-and-return pipe, that runs close along the
west wall to the propagating and forcing pits ; there-

fore neither the ends nor the east side of the house
receive much artificial heat. Last spring, when the

Muscats were in flower, the night temperature
often fell as low as 42°, and on several occasions
2° lower, but, notwithstanding this hard treat-

ment, they set well, and I had a very fine crop of

well-finished bunches, while those of the Gros
Colmar varied from 2 lbs. to 5 lbs. in weight, and
the berries were well coloured ; indeed, my success

surprised many.—G. Williams.

Late market Apples.—The complaint
made by " W. J." as to the difficulty experienced

now in getting good Apples is a natural and rea-

sonable one, but the growers are hardly to blame
in the matter, simply because it will not answer
their purpose to keep Apples till March. There
are few kinds of Apples of which more are grown
than of the Wellington, which is one of the best

keeping kinds we have, and, if carefully stored,

fruit of it should be in good condition now. It is

not that there is any deficiency in the quantity of

late kinds grown so much as that few care to hold

them over. The risk would be considerable, and
even the greatly enhanced price that could be ob-

tained for good fruit now would barely pay for

the trouble and labour involved. Market growers

are nlurally more concerned for the day present

than for the day months hence. Thus they grow
largely sorts that turn in early and abundantly,

and the trees, being relieved of their crops some
time before they are fully matured, have far less

strain upon them than would be the case were the

crop to hang and ripen for spring. 5s. per bushel,

ready money, is more acceptable than 10s. per

bushel several months later. The money may in

the market business be turned over three or four

times ere the kept Apples could be marketed. The
Wellington, indeed, is grown so largely less be-

cause it is a late-keeping kind than because it gives

a good succession and almost always a good crop,

which is run into market as soon as gathered ;
the

sooner the better. Perhaps market Apples might

be held over with greater security were more care

exercised in their gathering and transit. As a rule

they are as roughly used as Potatoes ;
though the

hard knocks do not appear to make any injurious

impression at the moment, they tell a sad tale

a month later. Dealers who would invest largely

in late Apples for keeping should purchase the

standing crop, gather the fruit with the greatest

care, transportit in baskets lined with hay, and put

it into cool, airy, even temperatured stores to keep.

If all this trouble were taken it is possible that

the enhanced price now obtainable would make
the speculation pay.—A. D.

Outdoor Vine in leaf.—I have a Black ClusterVine

against a wall in the open air, the top shoots of which were

in absolute green leaf in the middle of March . It has had

no protection whatever. Is not the middle of May more

like the usual time for outdoor Vines to produce leaves

than March?—S. J. J., Melplaih, Dorset.
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Centropogom lucyanus.—Mr. Crook sends

from Farnborough Grange some excellent

sprays of this beautiful plant to show how con-

tinuously it flowers, his plants having been in

bloom since October last. The fine bright car-

mine flowers of this plant make it very attrac-

tive.

Vanda pabishi.—This, from Mr. Peacock,

Sudbury House, Hammersmith, is a handsome
Orchid, with firm waxy flowers more than 1 in.

across and a rich amethyst lip ; centre white,

encircled by a ring of violet-purple, and merg-
ing towards the edges of the sepals in choco-
late-brown, a combination of colours both re-

markable and effective.
*

Odontoglossum poltxjVnthum.—Mr. Pea-
cock likewise sends this rare Orchid, one of the

handsomest of the section in which yellow and
brown colours predominate. The flowers sent re-

present one of the best forms, the ground colour

being a bright canary yellow, and the blotches

very distinct. With it comes a remarkably fine

form of 0. cirrhosum, one of the best of all cool

Orchids.

Ranunculus aneuonoides.—Agreat novelty
comes from Messrs. Backhouse in the shape of a
beautiful alpine Crowfoot, with delicate lilac

flowers, purple buds, and neat, much cut foliage.

It seems a very free flowerer, and well established

as a group in the rock garden, it must be a

beautiful alpine plant. Whether it will develop
into a strong and showy plant, such as one could
embellish the border with, we do not yet know.

Pansies, large, handsome, and numerous,
come from Newry, which seems to be a good
climate for many plants. The cool north is the
happiest home of the Pansy. When shall we see

the species from which those lovely races arose
in cultivation ? Has anyone the true Viola
altaica in their gardens ? There is nothing better
in the warm south than the Pansy of the Scotch
and northern gardens.

Daisy ballykilbeg. — A new
coloured, full double, and distinct sort. What a
wonderful lot of varieties our pretty little Daisy
is broken into—none so pretty, perhaps, in form
as the old plant itself, but for garden purposes
having great merits. The present form is really
a good salmon-coloured kind, the centre too open
for some, but this may not be always constant.
From Messrs. Rodger, M'Clelland, of Newry.

Geum coccineum fl.-pl. has fairly begun its

season's work, and flowers and buds are coming
in rapidly. This faithful plant flowers a very
long time, and is always bright and pretty. The
flower sent to us now in the last days of March
is 1 5 in. across. It comes from the Newry Nurseries,
whence also come charming double deep rose
Primroses with the stem pushed up like that
of the Oilip or Polyanthus.

Skimmia muBEi.LA.—This is now completely
studded with conical heads of white flowers
deliciously perfumed—a delicately scented bush,
with creamy white flowers and yellow stamens.
These Skimmias are excellent evergreens, most
noticed hitherto for their bright fruit in autumn,
but not less valuable for their fragrant heads of
flowers in spring and their good large evergreen
foliage—often, by the way, slightly blanched or
browned, as if our climate did not quite meet
their wants in some respects. S. rubella comes

to us from Messrs. Rodger, M'Clelland, of

Newry.

Menziesia empeteiformis. — This bears
delightful cushions of charming rose-coloured

Heath-like blossoms, creeps on the ground, and
only attains a height of 6 in. or so. A most
b.'autiful little bush with many large rosy bells.

It is a sturdy, hardy " alpine," but wants the
pure air of the Mourne Mountains or some other
hilly and moist district to give it to us in its

best condition. We seldom see it in its best

form about London, but about Edinburgh and
the north of Ireland it seems to be perfectly at

home. From Messrs. Rodgei-, M'Clelland.

Pernettya ciliaeis.—I send this, which, as

you will see, is a most profuse blooming and beau-
tifulwhite flowered shrub, apparently quite hardy
anywhere, and, being a spring bloomer, doubly
valuable.—T. Smith. [A bonny little shrub with
a foam of pretty little Lily-of-the-Valley-like
bells, narrow at the mouth. They are most pro-
fusely borne, have a delicate scent, and are of a
quite clear, transparent, good white. Well placed
on a rocky bank, such a shrub would be valu-
able for its flowers alone, and, no doubt, they
are followed by bright berries in autumn.]

The hoop-petticoat nabcissus comes in very
good condition from Mr. Crook, of Farnboro'
Grange. We should like to see this plant well
grown in our warm soils in many districts, and
hope many will try it. He also sends various
fine double Primroses. These, we are glad to see,

are more common now in Covent Garden, where
any one can buy plants in plenty every morning.
He also forwards to us a large and handsome
double yellow Wallflower. The old double yel-
low Wallflowers are worth looking up for dry
banks and warm borders which would favour
their early bloom, not that they are in any way
tender.

Beautiful narcissi.—Our common Daffo-
dils are as beautiful as any, but it is well that
we have so many charming species less common
and np less beautiful, and also some of the
newer and better hybrids that have lately been
added to our gardens. The form of most of them
is so good, andthey prolong the season of flower-
ing so, that Daffodil time is independent of a
spell of bad weather. An unknown correspondent
sends a batch of these beautiful hybrids and of

the rarer kinds, which are very finely grown,
and striking in the great diversity of form and
good colour which they show. Their names
are as follows : Incomparabilis sulphureus minor,
i. Leedsi, i. Leedsi Gem, i. grandiflorus,moschatus,
bicolor Horsfieldi, 'odorus heminalis, Burbidgei
minor, rugilobus, Macleayi, albidus Leedsi.

EpiGiEA repens.—This interesting plant
comes to us from two sources—Mr. G. F.
Wilson, in Surrey, and Mr. George Muirhead,
near Berwick-on-Tweed. It is a beautiful and
fragrant little shrublet, and, we suppose, is

flowering earlier with us than it does in New
England, where it is such a favourite flower. It

has a most grateful fragrance. Mr. Muirhead's
specimens look very fresh and healthy, and they
are the freshest and greenest we have seen
in England. Mr. Wilson's are very vigorous and
good, and larger. It would be interesting to
know in what position INIr. Muii-head's are
grown. Mr. Wilson's have the shelter and shade
of a wood, a position they are accustomed to at
home, where they may be seen everywhere in
the shade of thin Pine woods. The woods are
sometimes almost white with their flowers, at

least so says a friend of ours who has seen them
in various States.

Seedling hellebores.—From Messrs. Froe-
bel come a series of Hellebore seedlings, raised in

their nursery at Zurich. The majority of them
belong to the dark flowered group, chiefly to H.
colchious, the type of which has fine, deep,

claret, cup-shaped blossoms. The varieties of H.
colchicus sent are named respectively coccineus,

deep rosy purple ; farinosus, dark livid purple

;

roseus, deep rose purple
;
giganteus grows 2 ft.

high
;
punctatus, vinous purple and copiously

spotted. With these come two seedlings of H.
Bocconi, together with the type. One has green
flowers veined with purple, the other yellowish

green flowers. These Hellebores are noble and
distinct flowers, and, as proved by this fine

series, at home over a large area of the northern
world.

FLOWER GARDEN.
MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA SPLENDENS.

Is the variety splendens better than the type ? I

think not. It is larger—nearly as large again— but
it is not brighter or more compact. Both are ex-

tremely beautiful andusefulplants; but I still think
M. dissititlora the best. I have grown the variety

called splendens for several j-ears, and received it, I

believe, through the courtesy of Jlr. Atkins, of
Painswick. Its habit with me is taller and
stronger than that of dissititlora, and, as a rule, it

blooms later. It is also less flushed with pink at the
opening than the true dissititlora, and loses the
pink sooner. The colour is lighter, and the yellow
eye in the centre of the star so much larger, as to

lower the purity of the blue when seen in masses.
It is a beautiful companion plant to dissititlora,

but it is never likely to supersede it for spring
decoration. The peculiarity of the mode of ripen-

ing seeds in dissititlora—one at a time, as it were,
from the bottom upwards—has very much checked
the rapid increa.?e of this charming plant, and
has led to sylvatica and other species of Forget-
me-not being freqi ently substituted for it. Seldom
or never has M.dissititlorabeen more superbly beau-
tiful than this spring. The mildness of the weather
soon converted the pink stage into the loveliest blue,

making this beautiful Forget-me-not reign without;

a rival in the spring bed, border, wood-bank, or

rockery. Even Violets of the softest shades and
sweetest odour and Squills of the richest cceruleau

seem almost common place in the presence of the
countless galaxy of blue stars displayed on the
green carpet of this matchless Forget-me-not.

It is impossible, in fact, to over-estimate the
intrinsic beauty and decorative value of this

plant. Its cultivation is spreading in all directions.

Walk or drive almost where one may in East
Anglia, we see it peeping out of pots in the
windows of the cottagers, or looking its best in

their flower beds or borders, its beauty heightened
and glory enhanced by the white sheen of great
spreads of white Arabis, and its colour deepened
by contrast with the yellow Primrose or golden
Auricula. I find, too, that it is rapidly becoming
naturalised in our woods, plantations, and shrub-
beries, has made its home on mossy stones, and
established itself on old stone walls. Those who
grow this plant by thousands for spring gardening
sliould plant all the old stumps in hedgerows, in

sheltered nooks and open spaces in shrubberies and
%voods, in open spaces among Ferns, Heaths, and
Rhododendrons. The old tops, too, scattered about
in such places will have a few seeds left, which
will vegetate among tlie debris, and convert many
a hidden nook into a very oasis of verdant and
ccerulean beauty. Nor should this prodigality of

increase be looked upon as mere waste. Tlie

placing of Forget-me-nots by hundreds or thou-

sands iu hidden places to " blush unseen and waste
their sweetness on the desert air." No ; loving

eyes search for and gaze upon, eager hands will

tind and gather them there. We have also found iu

severe winters these liidden reserves invaluable.
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The shelter has saved them, while the general

stocks in more exposed quarters have perished;

and these outlying out-of-the-way masses have
often filled many a bed or border, and formed
many a charming mass of colour that would
otherwise have remained blank and colourless.

D. T. Fish.

SCILLA BIFOLIA.

According to "Alpine Flowers" (p. 321) there

are the following \ arieties of Scilla bifolia, viz.,

alba, Candida, carnea, compacta, maxima, metal-
lica, rosea, pallida, and praacos. Of these Barr &
Sug'den's catalogue only has three, and Ware's
four, but both have S. bifolia taurica, which I take
to be the same as S. b. maxima of the above list.

It is, therefore, not easy to obtain all the varieties,

and probably they are not now kept separated by
any nurseryman. The Scillas have been unusually
fine this year, and an opportunity has thus been
afforded us of comparing the various sorts. It is

easy to select prajcox, which is a small sort,

flowering the earliest ; bifolia, the ordinary type,

carries from four to sis flowers on its spilie, and
forms the rank and file ; maxima is the largest, of

course, carrying as many as a score of flowers, and
has a pyramidal corymb. Next, the coloured sorts

alba, pallida, Candida, carnea, and rosea are easily

distinguished; and lastly comes metallica, which I

cannot make out at all. There is a greater variety

in a large mass of Scilla bifolia than would at first

be supposed, and it is well worth while to go care-

fully over them before they go out of bloom, and to

mark oil the sorts by pegs, so that the bulbs can
be sorted when the proper time comes. In thus
going over my collection I have been able to sepa-

rate most of the above varieties, and hope thus to

grow them apart in the future. I found, however,
a good many plants of a more vigorous and larger

sort than even the ordinary maxima, and with the
flowers decidedly double, giving it quite a dis-

tinctive appearance, iust as a single Hyacinth dif-

fers from a double one. This sort, which we may
call Scilla bifolia maxima fl.-pl., has the stem
much branched, each branch carrying a single
flower, forming corymbose trusses of from ten to

fourteen. The stamens have been thickened, and
become slender blue petals, thus making the
flower semi-double. It is by far the finest of the
Scilla bifolia group, and I have no- doubt it can be
singled out of any large collection. Probably this

Scilla is as capable of improvement as the Hya-
cinth, and it is well worth special attention.

Didshury. Beockhuest.

Ficaria grandiflora.—I fail to trace in the
drawing of this plant (p. 201) an important
characteristic of it as grown here, viz., its branched
flower-stem. I should not be surprised to learn
that one or two stems are so intended to be shown
in the cut ; still, there would remain the fact that
mine is far more distinct, and, I may add, my
flowers are 5 in. or 6 in. above the foliage. In all

other respects, so far as I can judge from tlie

illustration just referred to, the resemblance holds
good. The plant is very showy, and lasts a long
time in flower—fully a month. I grow it on a bit
of rockwork, rather below the ground level, soil

moist and light.—J. Wood, Kirltstall, Torks.

Edraianthus dalmaticus. — J. C. L.
(p. 20.5).—This needs no special treatment ; it is

quite hardy, and does better planted in a rather
dry loam outdoors than kept in a pot. Is " J. C. L."
quite sure that his plant was well established
before he shifted it into a larger pot 1 All
Edraianthi need very careful removal, which can
only be successfully done when the plants are
young. In the case in question I should say that
the roots are decaying ; and if so, I would recom-
mend that they be cut back to the healthy parts,

the plants being inserted as cuttings would be,

and kept in a cool frame dry. Over-watering would
kill them.—T. D. H.

Addis's King-fisher Polyanthus.—On
going into the garden of an old Polyanthus grower

in this district to inquire if he had any good Poly^

anthuses, he took me to see his stock. One
attracted me very much, and on asking its name, 1

was informed that it was Addis's Kingfisher. I at

once told him that could not be so, when he in-

formed me he bought it from Mr. Geo. Addis, of

Wolverhampton, who raised it from seed. He gave
7s. 6d. each for two plants of it some fifteen years
ago, and it has been his favourite ever since. In
my opinion it answers the descriptions given of it,

but if " J. C. F." (p. 145; will communicate with
me I will send him a bloom and a leaf for ex-

amination. The plants are very poor; having had
no attention for years, nevertheless they show
that they possess superior qualities.—E. J. NlYEN,

Mural gardening.—I have received " The
Wild Garden,'' and am charmed with it. I would
like very much to plant or sow some flowers along
the face of an old wall I have on my place, but
do not know if any of those mentioned in " The
Wild Garden " can be planted now or during April.

I would be glad to know how that is, and would
buy any kind that could be planted at that time
and flower in August or during the summer.—C.

S. Obde, Great Yarmouih. [Seeds may be sown
on the face of an old wall almost at any time
when they are ripe, preferring autumn or early
spring. Sow now seeds of some well-chosen kinds,

and sow in early autumn, too. In dealing with an
old wall the best way is to sow seeds. In the case

of building a rough stone wall for the purpose,
using packed earth in the interstices, plants suc-

ceed nearly as well as on the rock garden.

—

Ed.]

CEnothera speciosa.—I wish to warn all

rockwork planters against this evening Primrose,
pretty though it be. A single root which I planted
on my roclvwork last spring has run half over the
surface, coming up in the most unexpected places

to the great detriment of many small, delicate

plants, and threatening to take entire possession

of the fabric. Indeed, I see no way of stop-

ping or getting rid of the intruder except by
pulling the rockwork down and rebuilding it.

There are also several herbaceous border plants

which I have found excessively troublesome in

the same way, viz., Achillea Ftarmica, Harpalium
rigidum, and several of the ffinotheiK. They run
beneath the surface like Couch Grass (Twitch),

and it is impossible to keep them within bounds.
The only remedy seems to be to grow them in

large pots plunged in the border. — Hexet
BuENBY, Wavendon JRectory, Woburn.

SHOET UOTES-riOWER.

Dahlias for exhibition I have some good Dahlia

tubers which have started into growth, and from which I

am now taking cuttiugs. Will any experienced Dahlia

grower inform me which will give me the finest blooms

for e.\hibition, the cuttings or the old tubers ?—J. C.

Seedling Auriculas.—I have some good seedlings

from seed sown last July, but not strong enough to flower

tliis summer. What treatment would suit them best till

ne.vt spring? Should they be much watered during the

coming summer?—A. C.

CEnothera Fraseri.—Large masses of this just now
are quite attractive, the leaf colouration being^fuUy up
to, and very similar to, that of the Alternanthera spathu-

lata ; of coui'se this appearance goes off by and by, but we
have had two or three weeks of it ah-eady, and the appear-

ance is worth noting.—T. SMITH, Neicry.

Saxifraga Stracheyi and ligulata.—The Saxi-

frage a correspondent mentions as Saxifraga Stracheyi is,

I believe, S. ligulata. S. Stracheyi beai's blooms of a wliite

colour with a red centre, and has a flush of red on tlie mid-

rib, whereas S. ligulata is, as your correspondent says, of a

delicate rose-pink —H. Stuaet Woktlet (Colonel), Ross-

bjn Bouse, Grove End Road, N.W.

Sweet Peas.— These should now be sown. Theyrequii-e

good rich soil if they are to keep on flowering for any length

of time. A trench filled with rotten manure and a drill

drawn over it when filled in is a good plan to adopt ; and

as gathering the fiowei-s prevents seed-beaiing, the closer

the bloom is gathered the longer and better will they

flower.

—

L. G.

Hepaticas.—Whilst at iMentone some few
years ago I had frequent opportunities of noticing
the habits of the Hepatica, which grows wild upon
the surrounding mountains. In the first place I

observed that it was only to be found on lime-
stone soil (.lurassic) ; never upon the sandstone
spurs of the mountains. In the nest place it

always courted the shade, and was generally to be
met with among thin underwood on rocky ground
with an eastern or northern aspect. Lastly, it

seemed to choose spots where there was a certain
amount of moistme always in the soil, refusing to
grow where there was any chance of being
scorched by the sun's rays. In this country I never
saw the varieties of the Hepatica growing so well
and looking so thoroughly at home as in the
villages near Frome, where the subsoil is the
mountain limestone and the roclc very near the
surface. Huge clumps of Hepaticas, 2 ft. and
more in diameter, and masses of bloom, have I

seen in that neighbourhood ; indeed, in one parisli

they grew like weeds, whilst here, with a heavy
loam and a clay subsoil I cannot keep them alive.

They invariably disappear after the second year of

planting in our borders. H. BuESET.
Wavendon, ^yoInlrll.

XOTES FKOJI DKAYTON-BEAUCHAMP.
I DO not think that the yellowish green variety of

Fritillaria Korolkowi (Korolkowia Sewerzowi) is

a deteriorated form, but a permanent variety. I

have grown the dark purple form for the last

three or four years, and cannot perceive the least

diminution in the depth of the colour. Last year

Dr. Eegel sent me two more bulbs, which I at

once planted in the open border. One of them has

just bloomed and produced the variety with yel-

lowish green flowers which Mr. Elwes exhibited

at a late meeting at South Kensington.

Leucojum pulchellum.—I consider this

to be a totally distinct species from L. sestivum.

It is smaller in all its parts, and invai'iably

flowers several weeks earlier. I found a plant,

which appears to me precisely identical with L.

pulchellum, growing in abundance in sandy
ground, close to the sea, in the island of Minorca.

M. Rodriguez, the well-known botanist of Port

Mahon, says it is a distinct variety, viz., L. Her-
nandezi.

Museari El'wesi.—This pretty little Mus-
cari was sent to me amongst other bulbs by Mr.
Elwes whilst he was travelling in Asia Minor some
years ago. It is delicate, and does not increase

fast. It is the smallest species of Museari I pos-

sess now, smaller than M. microcarpum, which is

a sort of miniature Szovitziauum. A still smaller

species came to me once through Mr. Elwes from
the island of Syra, but I failed to establish it. The
lovely little JIuscari lingulatum opened its sky-

blue "flowers with me at Christmas. It does not in-

crease, but goes freely to seed. This is the right

way to increase all rare bulbs. It requires a little

patience, but they most of them bloom the third

year.

Tulipa patens (I have only one bulb) has

bloomed with me for three successive years.

It comes out a month or five weeks before T.

biflora ; this year it was out at the beginning of

February. It has a much smaller and paler

flower than biflora, and is wholly unworthy of

cultivation except as a botanical curiosity. It

does not increase or go to seed.

Tulipa altaica and T. Sohrenki.-Thesetwo
species are now both in bloom, side by side. I can

see no diiference whatever between them. They

are both a uniform soft rose-red, with a yellow

base to each petal. I believe them to be both

T. Sclirenki, and should be glad to know where j

can procure the true T. altaica, which, according

to Mr. Baker's description, should be yellow, occa-

sionally marked with red.

Tulipa "Tiolacea, which came to me through

Mr. Elwes, from Teheran, is just coming into

bloom. In habit of growth it closely resembles

T. pulchella. H. Haepuk Crewe.
The Rectory, DraytonSeauchamj}, Triiig.
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Pynus TLOEiBUNDA is a shrub that bears

forcing into early flower well. When good-
sized bushes have long wreaths of white blos-

soms and coral-tinted buds, they are extremely
attractive. In the conservatory at Kew it is one

of the most beautiful of the forced shrubs.

Vaccinium nitidum is the name of a pretty

little shrub which we saw in flower the other day
in the Victoria Nursery, Upper Holloway, where
it is grown as a g^reenhouse plant. It is of twiggy
growth, has numerous small drop-like blossoms,
white faintly tinged with red. It is not showy,
but desirable for the greenhouse, if only for
variety's sake.

Another white Violet.—I have received
from Mr. Oaunell two tiny bunches of a superb
pure white double Violet, by far the best double
white I have yet seen. Each rosette of three or
four flowers was mounted on a single leaf. The
flowers had foot-stalks of fair average length,
which enabled them to be mounted easily. This
Violet promises to be a great acquisition.—D.
T. Fish.

RiioDODENDnoN Falconeri is now bearing
several huge heads of blossom in the temperate
house at Kew. It is a bold, upright-growing
kind, rather sparse as regards branches, but this
deficiency is more than made up by the unusual
size of the leaves, which are very ferrugineous
beneath. The flowers, when first open, are
greenish white, but they improve in colour as
ttiey get older.—H. P.

KuDQEA MYHSiNiFouA.—Though not such a
noble plant as R. macrophylla, this when in
flower is by no means unattractive. Its flowers
are pure white, like those of an Ixora, to which it

is related, and are produced in dense clusters,
which terminate the long branches. It blooms in
winter and spring, a circumstance by which its
value is enhanced. It is now in flower in Mr.
Bull's nursery. King's Road, Chelsea.

Acacia nigricans.—This is one of the neat-
est in growth and most pleasing of the many
Acacias in flower at the present season. Its
flowers are sulphur-yellow, borne in profusion,
intermixed with the narrow deep green foliage.
Some well-grown examples of it now adorn the
conservatory in Mr. Southgate's garden at Sel-
borne, Streatham. It appears to be rather a
scarce species, for we failed to find it among the
Acacias in the temperate house at Kew.
Azalea sebpyllipolia.—This so much re-

seinbles the well-known A. amoena in habit,
foliage, and size and form of flower, that it will
no doubt be called the " white amoena," as the
blossoms are pure white, and produced abun-
dantly even on small plants which are of a very
twiggyhabitofgrowth.lt will make a pretty
addition to greenhouse shrubs, and it is distinct
from any other. It is now in flower in the Royal
Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.

Acacia Riceana.—Among the many species
of Acacia now in flower, this is noteworthy
from the fact that instead of the usual bush or
tree-like form common to most of the Acacias, it
IS of a creeping habit, and when trained to the
roof of a conservatory its branches, laden with
pale sulphur-coloured flowers, hang down grace-
fully. It is now in bloom in the temperate house
at kew, in company with Clematis indivisa and
Akebia quinata.—H. P.

Deutzia crenata.—We have large bushes
ot this now in flower. They are forced in
exactly tlie same way as Lilacs, viz., lifted and
placed in the forcing houses, when they soon put
forth their delicate blossoms, that are whiter
than those produced out-of-doors. This Deutzia

is not in such great demand for pot culture as
D. gracilis, owing to its growing so tall, but for
large conservatories it is very useful, and it also
looks extremely well as single specimens or in
clumps on the Grass.—J. Groom, Linton.

Double white Epacris.—Each recurring
spring one is struck with the beauty of this
plant which Mr. Bull still reserves in his nur-
sery for future distribution. Large specimens of
it are now in full flower, and it is very attrac-
tive, the long slender shoots being completely
wreathed with myriads of tiny rosette-like blos-
soms of snowy whiteness. It seems a plant of
easy growth, and, being such a free flowerer in
early spring, a good future may be predicted for
it.

Good winter-flowering Azaleas.—I send
you a few Azaleas, some of the varieties of
which, such as Mrs. Turner and A. Borsig, we
have had in bloom here since November last. I
find that under proper management most of the
varieties sent may be had in bloom soon after
Christmas.—Hy. Hillman, Fenay Hall, Hud-
dersfeld. [The varieties sent are A. Borsig,
Marquis of Lome, Duke of Devonshire, Roi des
Doubles, Eulalie Van Geert, Stella, Souvenir
du Prince Albert, Mrs. Turner, Crispiflora, and
Rosea punctata, all of which were finely repre-
sented.]

The Flamingo flower.—The extensive dis-
play of bloom of this plant (Anthurium Scher-
zerianum) in the Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, isnow highly attractive, the plants by the
profusenessof flower presentingthe appearanceof
a sheet of scarlet. When seen in such abundance
as this the brilliancy of this plant is greatly in-
tensified. It is worthy of note that some forms
flower much more profusely in a small state than
others; on the other hand, those that do not flower
freely usually have larger spathes, and one of
the finest forms is Henderson!, which originated
in this nursery.

Cochliostemma odoratlssimuji.—This rare
and beautiful Spiderwort is now finely in flower
in Mr. Bull's nursery, Chelsea. It differs from the
commoner C. Jacobianum in being smaller in
growth, the leaves being shorter and narrower,
and suffused strongly with deep purple. The
flowers, in longloose racemes, springfrom the axils
of the lower leaves, which form a vasiform tuft.
They are about 1 in. across,of a rich deep violet-
blue, and beautifully fringed. A great addition
to their charming colour is their perfume, which
is strong and very agreeable. It is both a noble
and attractive stove plant, and one of the class
that deserves more attention than they generally
receive.

Azalea obtusa.—In the large Azalea house
in the Victoria Nursery, Upper Holloway, now
g\iy with flowers, this old, but exceedingly beau-
tiful, variety stands out prominently from all
the others on account of its distinct and charm-
ing colour, neat and compact habit, and pro-
fusion of blossom. The colour is scarcely defin-
able, being one of those pleasing intermediate
shades between a vivid scarlet and a soft red.
The flowers are undersized compared with the
general run of Indian Azalea blooms ; but the
profuse way in which they are produced amply
compensates for their smallness. It is a variety
that even those who have a good collection of
the improved large-flowered Azaleas would do
well to possess. Mr. Carmichael's beautiful
hybrids, often alluded to previously, are just now
making a fine display in this nursery.

Zenobia speciosa.—Of the numerous kinds
of shrubs that are now forced into flower early
for adorning the conservatory in early spring,
there are none that have so much engaged oijr
attention as this one, which is quite out of the

ordinary stamp of forced shrubs ; indeed, it is
even a rare plant in shrubberies, or what is
called the American garden. In the large con-
servatory at the Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale,
there are several good-sized bushes in flower,
and very pretty they look. It is a twiggy shrub
of dwarf growth, with oval leaves and numer-
ous clusters of tiny waxy bells of snowy white-
ness, much like those of the Lily of the Valley,
but larger, and produced in the greatest profu-
sion. The variety called pulverulenta, distin-
guished from the type by the under- surfaces
of the leaves being covered witli a white glau-
cous bloom, is the most desirable, as it is the
most characteristic and distinct. It is a native
of North Carolina, whence it was introduced
nearly a century ago. It is perfectly hardy,
and thrives well in a peaty soil with other
American plants.

Camellia Mathotiana alba.—^ Amongst
the many Camellias in theRoyal Exotic Nursery,
Chelsea, this lovely variety stands out distinct
from all the rest, now that the old white and
fimbriata are past their best. It has all the good
qualities of the old C. Mathotiana—its vigorous
growth, large blossoms, and floriferousness—but
the colour of the flowers is pure white. A fine
specimen of it in the large coaservatory in this
nursery is now extremely attractive, being fur-
nished from top to base with its chaste blossoms.
Comtesse de Mastiana is another beautiful
variety, havinglargeandfinelyimbricatedflowers,
white, streaked with carmine. Both are excellent
late flowering varieties now at their best when
most others are gone.

Plants in bloom at Ilurworth Grange, near
Darlington, March 28, 1882 :—
Alpine Auriculas Omplialodes verna
Anemones (various) v alba
Almonds Orobus vernus
Aponogeton distachyon Pansies (various)
Arabis albida Polyanthuses (various)

a. variegata Potentillasplendens
procumbens Polygala Chamsebuxus

Aubrietia Rraeca C. purpurea
g. superba Primula cashmeriana

Aucuba japonica denticulata
Daisies glaucescens
Cardaniine trifoUata intermedia
Daphne Fioniana raarginata

Mezereum ] nivalis
Daffodils (various) pulcherrima
Dondia Epipactis rosea
Doronicum caucasicum Pulraonaria azurea
Draba cuspidata virginica
Erica carnea Pyrus japonica

c. alba Ranunculus anemonoides
Erythronium grandiflnrum Kibes sanguineum
Gentiana acaulis Saxifraga coriophylla
Hepaticas Scilla sibirica
Hyacinths Schivereckia podolica
Iberii corifolia Soldanella montana
Iris persica Tulips (various)
Jasminum nudiflorum Violets, Sweet
Lithospermum prostratum Violas (various)
Muscari botryoides raajus Vinca major

racemosum Wallflowers
Myosotis dissitiflora

—J. Simpson.

Rhododendron Veitchi.—Of this magnifi-
cent greenhouse shrub a grand specimen may
now be seen in the Victoria Nursery, Upper
Holloway—a plant some 6 ft. high and broad
in proportion. It moreover represents the finest

form of this species—the one with the beautiful
crisped edged corollas, which adds so much to
the beauty of the large snow-white blossoms.
Such a plant as this when in perfection, beset
with myriads of blossoms amidst rich green
leaves, is one of the fairest sights among plants
one could desire. In the same nursery the Coun-
tess of Haddington is just unfolding her blush-
coloured flowers, and very lovely they are.

That queen of the Indian Rhododendrons, R.
Dalhousianum, may be seen in flower in a small
state; though not possessing the noble grandeur
of the Kew plants, it is nevertheless lovely, as
is also R. Edgeworthi, of which there is here a
superbly trained specimen.
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THE SPRING GARDEN AT MARLFIELD.
The spring garden at Marlfield is a sight which

every one, in this locality at least, is proud of.

It extends over several acres, and is just now
very effective. Standing in front of the con-

servatory and looking south, the river Suir

forms graceful curves, and sweeps about thirty

yards in front of this tine old manorial residence,

and to its banks gently slopes a remarkably well

kept piece of turf'. Abruptly rising in the distance

is a hill of considerable elevation partially

wooded, called, after the family, Bagwell's

Mountain, and for some distance, skirting the

base, the common Rhododendron seems to be

quite at home. In the immediate vicinity the eye

may rest on fine old tree specimens, propped up
literally "on crutches," that have seen many
weary centuries come and go, while in the

distance, to the west, is Knocklofty,the residence

of Lord Donoghmore. Both demesnes extend in

this direction for miles along the banks of the

Suir, and from an eminence high up, called

Markham's Rock, some hundreds of feet over

the river, a view can be obtained not soon to be

forgotten. Besides the thousands of Rhododen-

Primula family, that like partial shade in

summer. This arrangement is worth the notice

of growers who complain in Thb Garden oc-

casionally of the failiu'e of their Primroses,

Polyanthuses, Auriculas, and others with which
the summer's sun does not agree, or the parching

March blasts. For some time double yellow,

white, lilac, and deep red Primroses have made a

fine show, not to mention the single forms, while

in the cool fernery P. viscosa, P. denticulata, P.

cortusoides, andP. amoena are either blooming
or preparing to do so. Many other hardy flowers,

such as the Anchusas, Japan Anemones, Malvas,

Papavers, Oenotheras, Dielytras, seem here to

enjoy both the shelter and partial shade. The
flower borders are numerous, extensive, and well

stocked. Plants of the perennial Arabis, white

and red, are fully expanded, andhavegrown undis-

turbed for years. A speciality here is the Aqui-
legia, or Columbine. The soil is porous yellow

loam, and, what does not always happen, A. glan-

dulosa, A. chrysantha, and A. Skinneri grow and
flower as satisfactorily as does that finest of the

genus A. coerulea. As bees and breezes abound, I

frequently noticed hybrids here I had not pre-

drons already referred to, at the base of the
mountain there are several large beds both of

Ghent Azaleas and the hardier kinds of Rho-
dodendrons, some fine old specimens of the
brilliant crimson being at present blooming pro-
fusely. Between the Azaleas are several kinds of

bulbs, the dark colour of the peat showing to

advantage the bright white of the Snowdrops.
Never have I seen finer specimens of Lilium aura-
tum than grow in these beds, especially among the

Rhododendrons. Here they grow, increase, and
multiply, and take care of themselves, the
partial shade afforded by the Rhododendrons for

the next few weeks being quite agreeable to

their early growth, while afterwards, when they
overtop them, probably the sunshine is just as

welcome. Beautiful clumps of flowering shrubs
abound here ; and Jasmines, Vitis purpurea, Japan
Quinces, both red and peach-coloured, finely

cover the southern front of the residence.

The garden boundary on the south is a shrub-

bery border, extending more than 300 yards,

with an average of about 20 ft. wide. Recently
winding spaces have been cut out here and
there principally to accommodate plants of the

viously seen. The same applies to many other

perennials, such as the collections of Campanulas,

perennial Phloxes, Potentillas,Lupines,Scabious,

Larkspurs, &c., many of which are merely top-

dressed annually, kept within limits, and grow
on for years. A favourite edging in many bor-

ders is Aubrietia purpurea and A. deltoidea, and
for months, from this time forward, few things

can compare with them. Gentianella, Daisies,

Arabis, alpine Auriculas, Dianthus multiflorus,

the smaller Saxifrages, and the beautiful yellow

mossy Sedum, with an endless variety of Cro-

cuses, are also used for this purpose—their use

depending on their effectiveness when contrasted

with the other occupants. In a border here, some
six years since, 1 noticed the beautiful double

white Campanula, C. persicifolia albo-pleno,

only a short time since certificated at South
Kensington.
The sunken garden is a delightful sight

at present, such as no Londoner ever sees.

There are several dozen beds containing

most effective combinations, both as to colour,

foliage, and position. It is reached by steps from
the lawn and being surrounded with bright

mossy turf, and not liable either to the influence

of cutting winds or dusty simoons, the plants

and flowers present a freshness and brilliancy of

tint that, perhaps, e.xcept in such a garden and in

the early spring, is unequalled. I cannot pretend

to do more than glance at these brilliant com-
binations. At a long distance the eye catches the

bright crimson of the Star Anemone—a perfect

blaze of colour. I have seen these in many places,

but never saw them do so well as here. I

know of no early flower so showy or so useful

for cutting. Except top-dressing, they are here

undisturbed for years. So of many of the
other occupants, such as Crocuses, Narcissi of

various kinds. Jonquils, Primula japonica, Irish

Heaths, bulbs, Nemophila, Wallflowers, &c.
In the garden proper, as elsewhere, the cover-

ing for the walks is gravel, and though there

are some miles to be looked after, by never
allowing them to be neglected they are always
neat and never Grass-grown. The drainage is per-

fect, no moisture lodges, and the seeds of the an-
nual Grasses find no encouragement to vegetate.

Effectively placed here and there through the
grounds are fine trees of ornamental foliage.

Clematises, and other taller and erect plants,

climbing Roses, Tree Pseonies, variegated

Maples, weeping trees, Honeysuckles, Hyperi-
cums, double- flowering Peaches, Chili Pines
(Araucarias), Yuccas, &c., and always so

situated that it would seem as if Nature planted

them jugt where they should be. I must unavoid-

ably pass over some remarkable evergreens

Coniferse, the Rose garden, and, as not included'

in my heading, all the houses, and conclude by
briefly referring to some striking effects now ap-

parent. Many of the beds are oval, and generally

from 15 ft. to 20 ft. in diameter, well raised in

the centre, and of great depth, with the ad-

vantage of a soil, often sent hundreds of miles,

for potting purposes. It would sui-prise those

who have not seen such what brilliant effects

may be produced by various coloured Daisies,

Crocuses, and Anemones. Take a massive (not

single specimen) edging of white or red Daisies,

then blue or lavender Anemones, and a centre

of Narcissus, yellow or shaded ; or, take a centre

of Hellebores, then Cheiranthus, then Myosotis,

then Gentianella (all colours contrasted and all

different), or a centre or whole bed of Saxifraga

oppositifolia or S. Burseriana, then Alyssum
saxatUe, or whole beds, if yellow becomes
effective ; then Anemone coronaria similar, and
edged with Erythroniums, Hepaticas, or Aubrie-
tias; or take a whole bed raised of Pansiea

or Violas now effective with Irises (blue), Tri-

teleias, &c., the former coming in by-and-by,
and see how effective such combinations look.

Such is Marlfield in spring, though this account

by no means does justice to it. W. J. M.
Clonmel.

VIEW IN A SMALL LONDON GARDEN.

Hebe is a little view, taken in a small garden at

Hampstead, which shows the picturesque and
bold effects that one may get in a small garden,

even in the suburbs of London. The pleasant

little lawn on the Heath stretches from the

drawing-room windows down the hill, and is

fringed at its lower part with bold, well-grown

trees. The flower beds are towards the edge of

the lawn, and do not mar its verdure in any
way. A single walk goes round the garden, and
is in no way obtrusive. Our illustration fails to

show the charm of the garden, because it does

not show the breadth of the lawn, but it

shows that a very small garden may have good
trees, without which a garden is scarcely worth
the name, a pleasant lawn and plenty of room
for flowers.
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INDOOR GARDEN.
GARDENIAS.

" B. Z." (p. 158) asks for particulars in regard to

the soil, temperature, light, and size of pot most

suitable for these plants. As to the soil, turfy

peat in rough lumps is best. This should be freely

mixed with sharp silver sand. Gardenias will live

and grow in other soils, as, for example, in

equal parts leaf mould and loam, equal parts

loam, leaf mould, and thoroughly decomposed
eow manure, and equal parts peat and loam. All

the soils should be fibrous, and freely mi.xed with

pure silica, or smashed bath or other pure

sandstone ; but they luxuriate, and form a perfect

network or mass of roots in peat and sand
; and

why go further? Assuredly not for food, for that

ean be given to any extent in the form of manure
water. The best I have found to be that made
from cow manure, and by no means strong, and
used quite clear. As regards temperature, the Gar-

denia is a heat-loving subject ; still, it may be
safely rested in a temperature of 60°, but while

growing and flowering from 70° to 90° suits it

better. In such a temperature and an atmosphere
30 moist as to touch saturation the Gardenia
leaves become large and green, and the flowers

develop into a size and sweetness totally un-

known and wholly impossible in the case of the

same varieties grown in lower temperatures and
tmder less fostering conditions. Some give a bot-

tom heat in advance of the top or surface tem-
perature of 5° or 10°. Others give no bottom-heat,

as they aflirm ; but in all cases the temperature of

the foots will range about the same as that of the

house in which the plants are grown ; and it seems
a good deal like a joke to say that plants have no
bottom-heat when grown in a temperature of from
70° to 80° or more. " B. Z." may rest assured that

Gardenias can hardly be grown to perfection under
SI temperature of 70° to 75°. We often give ours 15°

more than the latter by day,and do not care to have
them under 70° at night. As to light, the more of it

the plants can have tlie better. This, however,

does not mean the more direct sunshine the

better. If grown in large houses and placed a
yard or two from the glass, direct sunshine may
not injure the plants. But, placed near to the glass.

Gardenias in full growth and flower should be
shaded from direct sunshine from eleven a.m. to

three or four p.m. after the middle of March

—

that is, assuming the houses they are grown in

faces the south. In houses of other aspects shading

may either be dispensed with or timed to suit the

gun's greatest heat. Fierce sunshine is not only

apt to scorcli the tender leaves, but to cause tlie

flowers to drop in shoals and generate thrips and
red spider—two of the greatest enemies of Garde-
nias under inferior cultivation, but rarely or ever

seen where what may be called the true tropical

course of culture is adopted. As to size of pots, no
pots are best. Gardenias under genial conditions

are gross-rooting plants. Unlike the majority of

plants, tlie more room in reason the roots have,

the more freely the plants bloom. Gardenias posi-

tively refuse to be stunted into blossom. If tliey

cannot be planted out they should be over rather

than under potted. Of such vital importance is

root room and fresli soil for the roots to possess, to

Gardenias, that not a few of the best growers
throw away their old plants when they cannot
shift them further. Very fine plants, how-
ever, 5 ft. high, and almost as much through,

may be grown in 12-in., ll-in., or]6-in. pots.

But double or treble the flower may, as a rule, be
gathered from planted out Gardenias to those
grown in pots. Young plants, on the whole, also

flower best. Gardenia cuttings are easily rooted,

and the plants are quickly grown. The surest way
to have a good supply of those most fragrant of

all Sowers is to strike a few cuttings every year,

and grow plants of all ages, from one 3'ear up to

eight or ten, and of all sizes from 6 in. to 6 ft. or

8 ft., and throw away a few of the oldest annually.
This is a sure and easymetliodof reaching success
in Gardenia culture, in whicli so many good gar-
deners have failed. One more point is most im-
portant. During the flowering and blooming season

Gardenias must be flooded rather than watered
daily or nearly so; otherwise the flowers will drop
and the health of the plants speedily suffers. To
enable this semi-deluging to be continued with
safety, the plants, whether in pots or planted out,

must rest on a good free substratum of drainage.

D. T. Fish.

KALOSANTHES IN SMALL POTS.

Yeaes ago Kalosanthes were marvellously well

grown and shown, but, like many other plants,

they seem to have gone out of fashion. They are,

however, unrivalled as regards general usefulness.

For ordinary purposes the best plants are those

grown in 6-in. or 8-in. pots. Being of a succulent

character, they require but little root room, and
may be kept in the most perfect health in a very

small amount of soil if their wants as to water are

duly provided for. A great mistake often com-
mitted is keeping them too wet in winter. In order

to get plants ready for next season it is neces-

sary to start with their propagation at once. Cut-

tings may be had by taking off the heads of any
of the shoots not set for flower. These should be
divested of their lower leaves and inserted singly

in sharp sandy soil in small pots, and if placed on
a dry shelf near the glass in a warm house they

soon root, and may after that be at once shifted

into the pots in which it is intended for them to

bloom. As soon as they get a fresh start, which
they will in a sliort time if kept a little close, the

point of each should be nipped out, which will

cause them to break freely below, and by proper
management each of the shoots which they form
will yield a fine head of bloom. In order to cause

them to do this they must have plenty of light

and free ventilation, which can be best se-

cured by growing the plants in a cold frame
during the summer, as there the sashes can

be taken ofE wlien the weather is favourable,

and the plants fully exposed. One thing to

be guarded against, however, is a too sudden
transition from the protection of glass to the open
air and bright sunshine, which, unless gradually

inured to the change, scorches and discolours their

leaves, and this not only weakens the plants, but
detracts from their pleasing appearance.

The best situation for them when taken from
frames or pits in autumn is a light, airy shelf in the

greenhouse, where all the attention they will

require till the turn of the year is an occasional

watering ; this should, however, only be given

when they are really dry and absolutely need it

to keep their leaves plump and fresh. When the

days lengthen and the demands on tlie roots in-

crease, the soil should be kept moist, and it will

be a great help to the plants if they are supplied

with weak liquid manure, which assists materially

in preserving the foliage healthy and adding to it

a dark, rich green colour. In spring it is advisable

to again transfer them to some light pit or frame
where they can be fully exposed to the sun, tlie

object being to prevent any drawing or weakening
of the shoots, as when the stemslack the requisite

strength to support the flower-heads, staking lias

to be resorted to, which quite spoils their natural

beauty.
To obtain fine specimens for exhibition or

for other special purposes, two-year-old plants

are necessary, as in one season it is impossi-

ble to get the frame-work, which can only be
furnished by cutting back j'ear-old plants, and
the earlier this is done the better they bloom.

After the cutting back they should be kept dry

till they break again, when they may be partially

shaken out and repotted. The soil that suits Kalo-

santhes best is a fibry loam with plenty of sharp

sand to keep it porous. In this they should be
potted firmly and be carefully watered and en-

couraged to make free growth early, so as to afEord

plenty of time for getting itripe, as on the thorough
maturation of the shoots their freedom of flower-

ing depends. The only insects that afEect Kalo-
santhes are green fly, which find their way into

the points of the shoots, and if not distirrbed soon
cripple them to such an extent as to prevent them
from blooming. The easiest and safest way to

clear them from these pests is to pufE a little

Tobacco dust over them, and after an hour or

two it may be syringed out again, as the aphides
will then have lost their hold and may be washed
clean away. S. D.

WALL CREEPERS.

If anyone has an ugly back wall in his stove—and
in old-fashioned houses they are generally to be met
with- bare, unsightly spots, which seem to defy all

attempts to cover them or make them harmonise
in any way with the contents of the house, I would
advise him to take a hint from an admirable
attempt to utilise such a wall, so as to make it

contribute to the attractions of the house, which
has been made in the Nepenthes house in Messrs.

Veitch & Sons' nursery, at Chelsea. The wall in

question, which is at the end of the house, is

shaded almost to darkness ; owing to the mois-

ture-laden atmosphere required by the Nepenthes,
it is covered with dark Moss, and over this run-

ning in all directions and in the most vigorous
health may be seen the little Ficus minima and
Pothos celatocaulis. These two plants, as well as

another not here used, viz., Marcgraavia paradoxa,
grow with their leaves pressed as close to the
wall as if they were glued to it, and the light

green tint of their foliage, which is arranged
neatly and regularly along the stems, contrasts

prettilj' with the dark mossy back ground. The Ficus

is well known, and often used for the purpose here
alluded to, but the two other plants named are

comparatively new introductions, whose merit,

however, for purposes of this kind is certain to

make them popular. For covering the stems o£

large Tree Ferns or stones in warm ferneries,

these plants are just what is wanted ; and as they
love to creep about in dark and damp places, they
would be quite at home thus situated. Has anj'one

flowered the Marcgraavia just mentioned ? E.

HELIOTROPES UNDER GLASS.

Four years ago I planted out a Heliotrope against

the back wall of a vinery ; it grew apace, and by
the time it had been twelve months planted it

had filled its allotted space—about Hi square ft.

Could we have allowed it more wall surface it

evidently would have covered as much more in

another year. It has been in bloom I might say
ever since, and by a judicious use of the knife we
can have it more or less in bloom at any particu-

lar time of the year, winter being the season in

which it is most appreciated. In order to have it

in bloom then we give it a partial cut over in au-

tumn. I say partial, for pruning is done piece-

meal and cautiously and on the spur system, cut-

ting off all the long shoots only, and leaving the

shorter ones to do duty until we require to take

them off, which we generally do about Christmas.

During summer the shoots become much drawn
on account of the foliage and shade from the

Vines, but we do not make ourselves uneasy about
that, as bloom is not so much thought of then as

in winter ; nevertheless, bloom there is if re-

quired, which, at this season, is almost white on
account of the heavy shade, so much sa that I

have frequentlj' been asked if it was a white va-

riety. When the Vine leaves fall the growth soon
becomes more stubby, and the flowers assume
their natural hue. Not only do we find this

plant serviceable in keeping us supplied with its

sweet-smelling flowers, but from it we get yearly

a full supply of cuttings for flower garden use,

saving us t'ne necessity of keeping a stock in pots

from which to get cuttings. We cut over again
partially as above about Christmas, and by March
we have nice J'oung growths from which we take

our stock of cuttings. As the season most suit-

able for planting out is drawing near, I would re-

commend anyone " who has the convenience to

plant out a Heliotrope, believing if they do they

will not be disappointed as to the results, pro-

vided they can place it in a suitable position. I

may here remark that the position in which we
have ours is not the best, as will be seen from the

above, but on the whole it answers very well. The
vinery in question throughout the winter months
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is kept at a temperature fluctuating from 35° to

i5°, according to the outside temperature, and
being the then rendezvous of Camellias, Azaleas,

&c., it must necessarily be kept up to about that

temperature, suiting to a hair's-breadth the Helio-

trope and other things therein. For pot culture

we grow the dwarf dark Imperial and Eose Su-

preme, a variety which came out two or three

years ago, and which is a decided acquisition,

being a robust grower and producing very large

trusses of a decided pinky colour.

Saml. Kevan.

MELASTOMA MALABATHRICA.
Most of the cultivated Melastomads are hand-
some plants, but unfortunately some of the

finest of them are somewhat difficult to manage.
M. malabathrica, however, is one of the easiest

to grow well, and, moreover, one of the finest,

soon forming a good sized bush, and producing
a plentiful crop of flowers. The latter, which
often measure 2 in. across, are of a beautiful

sheltered situation in the open air from June to

October. This treatment ripens the wood and
seldom fails to make them bloom. Grown in 12-in,

pots in theformofpyramids, pruned annuallyatter
blooming to yield an abundance of young, not
overstrong shoots, and treated as above. Myrtles
will mostly bloom pretty freely in pots.—D. T. F.

Forcing Pinks.—The earliest started plants

of these will now have their flower buds well ad-

vanced, and it will be observed that numbers of

small side growths have pushed out from the

base of the stems. If these are now taken ofi and
potted they will speedily strike root in a hot-bed.

They must then be gradually inured to cold frame
treatment, and afterwards potted or planted in

boxes, and when strong enougli and suificiently

hardened off they should be planted out about
1 ft. apart in beds, where they will grow into large

clumps in the course of the season suitable for

digging up and potting for forcing about the end
of September, or they may be allowed to grow as

border plants. Those who have no forcing houses
will find ordinary garden frames useful for bring-

ing plants of these Pinks into bloom earlier than

Malabar Laurel (Melastoma malabathrica).

lilac-purple, a colour which, viewed in connec-
tion with the handsome foliage, makes the plant
when in bloom very attractive. In a mixed stove
it grows as freely as a Pelargonium in a soil

composed of equal parts of loam and peat, to
which should be added a dash of sand. Cuttings
of it strike freely in bottom-heat under bell-

glasses. It is a common plant in Malabar, where
it is used much in the same way as the common
Laurel is here ; hence the name Malabar Laurel.

W. G.

Myrtles not flowering.—" J. W. C." pro-

bably expects these to flower too soon. There is a
variety or two of Myrtle that flowers pretty freely

in small pots and in the form of young plants
;

but as a rule the common small and large-leaved
varieties, which probably your correspondentmeans
by " both kinds," must have both size and age before
flowering freely, or in fact at all, A heated vinery
would retard, not accelerate their flowering.

Myrtles are very cool greenhouse plants, and they
will flower all the more freely if placed in a sunny.

usual . Lady Blanche is by far the best white forc-

ing Pink—the white is so pure, and the delicate

perfume pleasing to everybody. Lord Lyons is

still, as far as I know, the best of the purple kinds.

It forms a neat, compact plant, and blooms pro-

fusely. Mrs. Moore and Mrs. Pettifer are white
with dark centres. Derby Day is also a large

handsome purple-flowered variety.—J. DotJGLAS.

Starved Corbularia bulbs.—Happening
to be in a seed and bulb merchant's shop at the

commencement of last December, I noticed a
couple of dozen bulbs of the pretty little spring-

blooming Corbularia conspicua, apparently in a

most miserable plight, and calling out to be
planted, as they had been lying on a flat basket
without any soil about them since they had been
received from the Continent some time iu the pre-

vious autumn, waiting for some one to buj' them,
which apparently no one had cared to do. All the

bulbs had shrunk and shrivelled considerably, and
their outer sheathings looked much too large for

I

them and hung about them loosely, but most of

them were shooting and trying to grow in a

I
necessarily feeble and unsatisfactory manner. I

ook pity on them and bought the lot cheap, not
expecting them to do much, if any, good till they
had time to recover their starvation at all events.
Much to my surprise, however, they started into
growth on being potted with amazing vigour, and
are now showing three and four blooms apiece,
being by far the best pots I have.

—

W. E. G.

ORCHIDS.

NEWLY IMPORTED ORCHIDS.
" F. G." ASKS (p. 158) some of your readers to
give their experience as to these, and his ques-
tions (especially where he asks what proportion
will bear inferior flowers) are put in a form of

charming naivete that appeals to the sympathy
of one who, a very short time ago, knew as little

on this subject as he seems to do, butwho has now
learnt his lesson. I dare say I can help him and
others in the like situation, of whom the nximber
is, I am glad to see, increasing every year, better

than many who have had ten times my experi-

ence, for this simple reason, that gardeners
whose knowledge has been acquired insensibly

during years of experience seem never to realise

what it is that a beginner wants to know exactly,

and assume a knowledge on his part which he
does not possess. In the first place " F- G."
seems to think that an Orchid is an Orchid, and
what is good for one is good for another. The
fact is that the kinds from different countries

require very different treatment. The}' may be
broadly divided as follows : 1, cool Orcliids from
New Granada and Peru ; 2, intermediate

Orchids from South America and Mexico ; 3,

East India Orchids. The first class, comprising
such species as Odontoglossum Alexandras, Mas-
devallias, &c., seldom have living roots when
imported. They should be placed on broken
crocks, in a house of the temperature of from
50° to 60°, the atmosphere of which is moist,

and it should be caref L;lly shaded. At first the

crocks should not be wet, or the bulbs wUl
damp off. The moisture of the atmosphere will,

in a week or two, cause the bulbs to swell gradu-
ally if they have any vitality, and shoots wUl
spring from the base, followed by roots. When
growth has thus commenced, the crocks may be
carefully watered, which will assist the growth.
When tlie shoots are grown to a third of the

length of theold bulbs, or new roots appear,which
wUl be at the base of the new shoots, the plants

should be potted separately, the smallest pots

being used that will hold them. The pots should

be nearly filled with crocks—large ones below,

and small at the top. On the crocks should be
laid 5 in. of peat with the dust beaten out, so as

to leave the fibres only, and on this peat the

plants should be laid, the peat being put so as

just to cover the base of the old bulbs, and to

make them firm in their places. Sometimes it is

useful to pass a piece of bast mat between the

bulbs and round the bottom of the pot to pre-

vent the plant from shifting till the new roots

have made it firm. They will soon grow down
into the peat, and the shoot will grow rapidly.

.

At this stage bits of live Sphagnum should be

stuck into the peat, with the green tops outside,

and the plants may have more water. The
Sphagnum will soon grow and cover the peat

with a close surface like grass, and the plants

will grow apace and each shoot form a bulb,

from the base of which a flower-spike will come
in about twelve months. This should at once be

cut off as soon as the flower has opened, so that

the character of the variety can be ascertained, as

it weakens a young plant if its flower is allowed

to continue ; and, in fact, it is better for the plant

if all the flower buds but one on the spike are

cut off when they appear. It is sufficient if one

bud only is retained and allowed to open so as
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to show the variety. The plant may now be re-

potted in a larger pot, of a size depending upon

the amount of roots, and with more peat and

less beaten out, and the surface may safely be

at once covered with Sphagnum.
If this treatment be adopted I can promise

that not a single plant will be lost which had
any vitality to speak of at the outset. I do not

say that ail this care would be requii'ed by an

experienced grower, who might safely adopt a

more rough-and-ready mode of treatment, but

for a beginner I am sure the advice is good, and
safer than any plan I have seen adopted. My
first experience was founded on the example of

skilled Orchid growers, and led to losses, but by
afterwards adopting the plan recommended, I

established nearly all the plants contained in a

box bought at Stevens's last April, contaming
some 200 plants, and I feel sure that the few
which failed were dead at the time. About
twenty-five have already flowered, and the rest

are strong, healthy plants, and will soon flower.

I should add a caution against burying Sphag-
num in the peat or under it. It always dies if

so treated, and becomes sour and kills the roots,

forming a sort of wet blanket for them. When
repotting established plants purchased I always
find the roots dead which have penetrated the

lumps of dead Sphagnum which are so often

mixed with the peat. I think Sphagnum should
never be used except by planting it—a patch of

Sphagnum between two lumps of peat, with the
green top above the surface. Thus treated, it

lives, and is of great value, both by keeping the
peat open and drained, and preventing it from
becoming sour, and also by keeping an even
degree of moisture about the plant. The young
roots run about in it and do not die, as they are

so apt to do when they penetrate peat too closely

packed, especially if the sand and dust are left

in it, and still more when they penetrate lumps
of dead, sour, buried Sphagnum.
As to the next class, such as Cattleyas and

Ltelias, I find the best way to establish newly im-
ported plants is either to fasten them with cop-
per wire on blocks or branches of trees, in which
case they require the blocks to be kept con-
stantly moist, which takes a good deal of watch-
fulness, or else, what is an easier plan, fill a
pan or basket with crocks or charcoal, and then
place a very little peat (still more reduced to a
state of fibre, by beating out the dust, than even
in the case of Odontoglossums) in the centre of

the pan or basket, and fasten the plant on the
top of the peat with wire, or by tying the old
bulbs to stakes if they are heavy and disposed
to fall over, or, if baskets are used, to the wires
by which they are hung. The stems or rhizomes
should not be covered, but laid on the surface,
the peat being so arranged as to come close up
below the youngest bulb, from which the new
shoot is likely to spring, so that the new roots
which shortly after the new shoot has begun to
grow will spring from the base if it may at
once touch the peat. The peat will, if so
arranged, form a sort of mound sloping down
from the new shoot, and the new roots will grow
down over the surface of it, and be much less

likely to die than if they penetrate straight down
into the peat and crocks beneath, as they will
do if the base of the old bulb is covered.When the
new roots have grown down over the peat in
the centre of the surface of the pan or basket,
and approach the charcoal round the edge, a
little more peat may be laid on this round the
edges, and a little Sphagnum may be carefully
used

; but it is more apt to injure this class of
plants by malfing them too moist than Odonto-
glossums or Masdevallias, which call hardly be
too moist when growing vigorously, always as-
suming that the drainage is perfect. Cattleyas
aad Lslias are very susceptible to injury from

over-moisture, and if Sphagnum be used it

should never be allowed to cover the base of the

bulbs, or they are apt to rot. They should be
kept in the intermediate house, and be much
less shaded (except as to imported plants not yet
established) than cool Orchids.

Lselias when established require sun to flower
well, and so do Cattleyas, though to a less de-

gree. The thinnest shading in scorching summer
sun is necessary, but the more sun they have in

winter and even in summer, except at mid-day,
and short of making the bulbs shrivel, the more
flower they will have. But this does not apply
to unestablished plants, which would have all

the vitality dried out of them if exposed to sun.

It should also be noted that I write in Lan-
cashire, which has not a sunny climate. As to

Indian Orchids, there is less difliculty ; I have
never lost one. Aerides, Vandas, and Saccola-

biums I hang up in the hottest house with the

top downwards, and syringe until the roots

begin to grow, which they soon do, and then
they may at once be placed in their permanent
quarters, either on blocks, or, what is safer and
more convenient (because requiring less watch-
fulness and watering), in pots or baskets with
nothing but large crocks or pieces of charcoal

and a surface of growing Sphagnum, not care-

lessly or thickly laid on, so that any part is

covered from light, but placed upright with the

green tops at the outside. In this way it grows
and none of it dies. The use of it is simply to

keep up an equal degree of moisture. I do not
think that plants of this class require any peat
or other substance for nutriment, but derive all

their nourishment from atmospheric moisture. It

would be best if the roots could be exposed to

the moist air of an East Indian house, especially

if clinging to blocks or branches, but for the in-

convenienceof this methodofgrowth arisingfrom
the enormous length to which they spread. Ifcon
fined in large pots, growing in large crocks,

covered with Sphagnum, they would seem to ex-

tend much less, probably because thus they are

kept constantly mgre moist, and feel less need
to extend themselves in search of atmospheric
moisture. Vandas require more sun and air than
other sorts.

The treatment of imported kinds of Dendro-
biums is equally easy. If placed at once on the
top of pots, pans, or baskets (according to their
size), filled with crocks or charcoal covered with
Sphagnum, and, with some species, a little peat,

and the bulbs secured by tying, they begin to

grow at once in the East Indian house, with
plenty of water, until the end of summer, when
they should be removed to the intermediate
house and exposed to more light and sun as
autumn advances, which swells and ripens the
bulbs till they are fully formed, when water
must be gradually diminished, and with the
deciduous sorts ultimately ceased entirely, or
nearly so, so as to give them a long period of

rest, lasting with most sorts until next spring is

well advanced. I never lost an imported plant be-
longing to this class by following this treatment.
The error I fell into at first was continuing to

grow them on too long in the India house, which
made the new bulbs too long and too soft, and
less apt to fiower. Some sorts, such as D. nobile,
D. devonianum, D. chrysanthum, D. thyrsi-
florum, and D. Farmeri, may be wintered in the
cool house if (as is the case with some growers)
the minimum temperature be not allowed to be
lower than about 50^. The evergreen sorts should
not be kept quite so dry as the others, but none
should be allowed to let the bulbs shrivel. It is

better, however, to prevent this in winter by
keeping the atmosphere tolerably moist than by
much root watering. The East India bouse should
have much thicker shading than the Cattleya
house, and should be kept much more moist. I

have a little travelled beyond " F. G.'s " ques-

tion, because I believe the result of my expe-
rience may be of value to beginners, owing to

my having so recently had to find out everything
for myself, and being consequently well ac-

quainted with the exact things which they want
to know, and I am told I have had an unusual
degree of success, though I confess myself to be
only An Amateub.

Aigburth, March 11.

GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCCXXX.—ODONTOGLOSSUM
EXCELLENS.

This is certainly one of the rarest and one of the

most beautiful of Odontoglossums. It was intro-

duced by Messrs. Low among an importation of

O. Pescatorei. Fortunately for them, but unfor-

tunately for those who now have the growing of

the plant, it commenced its career as a cultivated

plant by pushing up a flower-spike instead of a

growth. This spike, small as it was, proclaimed

the rarity and beauty of the supposed 0. Pes-

catorei, and at once raised its value to at least

five-and-twenty times as much as that of an

ordinary 0. Pescatorei. The spike in question

drained almost every atom of life out of the

bulbs, so that nearly a year elapsed before the

necessary growth appeared. When this Odonto-

glossum opened its first flowers some took it to

be a yellow O. Pescatorei, while others thought

they could trace both 0. Pescatorei and O.

triumphans in it. In time a flower reached

Professor Keichenbach, who named it 0. excel-

lens, and who considered it probable that it was
a hybrid between 0. Pescatorei and 0. trlpu-

dians. We know as a fact that both these plants

grow and flower side by side in a wild state, so

that we can readily believe that Prof. Eeichen-

bach is not far wrong as to the parentage of O.

excellens. Considering the material from which
the annexed plate was prepared, the flowers of

0. excellens are well represented.

Culture and position.—It is almost need-

less to touch on the cultivation of this Odonto-

glossum, as the chances are very small of oui-

ever seeing many plants of it in this country.

Experience has taught us that its supposed

parents thrive in a moist, airy, shady atmosphere,

with a temperature in winter ranging from 60°

to 60°, a temperature which should be aimed at

as near as possible in summer. Well-drained peat

and Sphagnum will suit the roots, which should

be kept constantly moist.

J. C. Spybrs.
"

ORCHIDS AT FERNSIDE, BICKLEY.

At this place Mr. Pollett has formed a small, but
extremely choice, collection of Orchids which are

as well grown and cared for as any similar collec-

tionwe know of. It may be seen at a glance that the

aimhasbeen not to merely form acollection.but to

represent some of the finest types ; in fact thecream
of those in cultivation. One of the most note-

worthy among the cool Orchids is Odontoglossum
elegans, an extremely rare Orchid, which indeed

exists in only one other collection in this country.

It is considered tobeahj'brid between O.cirrhosum
and 0. Halli, and its relationship with these two
species is pretty evident ; it has the general aspect

of 0. cirrhosum, but the sepals and lip are broader

and the colours are different. Altogether it is a
handsome Orchid. Mr. Pollett's plant bears two
spikes— one with ten flowers, the other eight.

Other Odontoglossums worthy of note were un-

commonly fine forms of 0. Eossi majus, which is

grown freely here, and 0. Koezli, both the typical

and white variety, and both in perfection. Spatho-

glottis Lobbiis an Orchid that much interested us,

inasmuch as it is uncommon and exceedingly
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pi-etty and bright. It is a terrestrial species, liav-

ing bulbs something like those of a Pleione. From
these arise slender, hairy flower-stalks 1 ft. or

more high, and these bear some half-a-dozen

blossoms, 1 in. or so across, in form like some of

the rhala;nopsids, and of a clear yellow colour

lined on some part> with chocolate. This very

graceful Orchid is one that ought not to be so

rare, seeing that it may be easily propagated. It

is of comparatively easy culture. It is a native of

Burmah, and has been introduced for some years.

Of the beautiful Cattleya citrina there were some
fine plants in flower on suspended blocks, and
under similar treatment was the charming little

lonopsis paniculata, which was likewise in flower.

Other remarkable Orchids in flower were Ccelogyne

ocellata maxima, a fine Orchid ; Aerides Fieldingi,

the exquisite little Angitecum citratum, Dendro-
chilum glumaceum, fine masses in suspended pots

;

Calanthe Turheri, Cymbidium eburneum, very

fine ; and several Dendrobes, including D. Wardi-
anum. W. G.

THE BEST ORCHIDS.

The remarks of " Peregrine " (p. 183) hit a blot

in most collections, which, more than anything,

has tended to check the general culture of Or-

<;hids. I have often thought that a collection

•confined to a dozen species, and those among the

cheapest and most easily grown, would surpass in

beauty most of the collections one usually sees.

Here are the names of the d6zen :

—

Odontoglossum Alexauclra: Lfelia purpurata
C'oelogyne ciistata Odontoglossum vexillarium
Xfclia ancepg A'anda coerulea
Cattleya Mossite Phalrenopsis grandiflora

citiina Schillei'iana

Dendrobium nobile Xycaste Skinneri

There are no Orchids, or indeed flowers, of any
sort which surpass these, and few which equal
them in beauty, and all are cheap and of the
easiest culture, given the command of three dif-

ferent temperatures : but as many have only one
or two bouses it may be useful to give three short
lists, divided so as to suit all who have a glass

house of any kind.
I.—Cool Orchids that succeed in a house with a

minimum winter temperature of about 45°, shaded
from hot sun in summer and the atmosphere kept
moist.

•Odontoglossum Alexandi're Oncidium cucuUatum
Pescatorei Cattleya citiina
Halli Masdevallia Veitcliiana
membranaceum Davisi
Rossi majus Lindeni

Oncidimn raacranthum Harryana

II.—Orchids for an. intermediate house, drier

and less shaded than the first, with a minimum
winter temperature of from 50° to 55°.

Cattleya Mossia: Sophronitis grandiflora
Ti'iana; Odontoglossum vexillarium

Lycaste Skinneri Ccelogyne cristata
Cymbidium ebui'neum Vanda coerulea
Ltelia anceps Maxillaria grandiflora

pui'pui'ata Dendrobium nobile

III.—Stove Orchids requiring a house with a
minimum winter temperature of from 60° to 65°, a
moist atmosphere, and shading during the sum-
mer.

Phalfcnopsls gi'andiflora Dendrobium suavissinaum
Schilleriana Wardianum
amabilis crassinode

Odontoglossum Roezli heterocarpum
AngTtecum sesqxiipedale OdoutogTossum Plialajnopsie

citratum Cypripedium niveum

With the exception, perhaps, of the two last,

which require care in growing, all the above spe-

. cies unite the qualities of beauty, freedom in

flowering, and easiness to grow, and if such sorts

were selected there would be fewer complaints
about Orchids being either expensive or diflicult

to manage, or shy in flowering. Of course these
lists might be easily added to, but I have kept
within the number of a dozen to illustrate " Pere-
grine's " point that the best sorts are comparatively
few in number. Luckily, with these, as with
many other plants, the most easily grown are
usually the cheapest, and are so for that very rea-

son, and they comprise in their number many of
the greatest beauty. For instance, with outdoor

plants, what flowers are more beautiful than such
cheap and easily-grown sorts as Primroses and
Polyanthuses of various sorts. Daffodils, Dog's-

tooth Violets, Scillas, Anemones, Delphiniums,
white Lilies, Gladioli, i.nd the like, and with
shrubs such as Lilacs, scarlet Thorns, Syringas,

Weigelas. and many others equally in the power
of all who have a garden 1 Like air and water,

some of the best gifts are most freely given to

man. E. H.
Aigliirth.

Oncidium sculptura.—A rare species, par-

taking of the growth and habit somewhat of 0.

macranthum. The flowers are about 2 in. across,

with sepals and petals of a dull brown, but edged
with bright gold, crisped and wavy, while on the

labellum there is a curious blotch of a white waxy
substance, which gives the flower a peculiar

appearance. In flower at the Pine-apple Nursery,
Maida Vale.

Odontoglossum CErstedi.— The finest

examples we have yet seen of this charming
little Orchid are in JMessrs. Henderson's nursery,

where it is very successfully grown in a cool

house with other Odontoglossums. Some of the

plants are in bloom, and the pure white waxy
flowers, with a central dash of golden yellow,

render the plants very attractive. This little gem
should be grown in all good collections.

Ne-w form of Odontoglossum Pesca-
torei.—The finest variety of this Orcliid that has

ever come under our notice has just flowered in

Messrs. Veitch's nursery at Chelsea. Its flowers

are large and well " filled out ;
" the ground colour

is white, over which are hea\y blotches oE deep
maroon-crimson, which extend nearly over the

sepals and petals as well as the labellum. Such a

distinct and beautiful form is surely worth a
varietal name.

Cypripedium insigne aureum.—This is

a remarkably distinct variety of the Lady's
Slipper. It difllers from the ordinary form in a
twofold way ; the whole flower is suffused with a
decided shade of golden yellow which gives it a
very distinct appearance, and it flowers at a con-

siderably later period than the other forms. Only
a few days since we saw one in bloom in Messrs.

Henderson's nursery. Pine-apple Place, Maida
Vale, where we believe it is only to be met with.

The "Vandas^—This class of Orchids, which is

better represented than any other in the collection

at Kew is flowering well this season, particularly

V. suavis, of which there is an uncommonly flne

variety represented by two handsome racemes on
a tall stately specimen. It is much to be regretted

that the other genera of Orchids are not better

represented in our national gardens, especially

having regard to the increasing interest and
popularity now attached to Orchids.

Masde'vallia Schlimi.—Of this exceedingly

rare and very handsome species there are a few
semi-established plants in the Pine-apple Nursery,

Maida Vale. It is described as having flowers

similar to those of the Humming-bird Orchid (M.
trochilus), but bears, instead of one, from six to

eight flowers on short stems. The foliage is ample,
like that of most of the Chimeroid section of ]\las-

devallias. Now that this long-looked-for Orchid

has been successfully introduced it may, we hope,

continue to do well with us.

BoUssa eoelestis.—The Bollseas and allied

genera Pescatorea, Huntleya and Batemannia,are
grown in a most successful manner by Mr. Salter,

at Selborne, Streatham, which is the more re-

markable, inasmuch as they are generally seen in

a poor state. The house in which they are grown
here is one facing the north, one in which a
tolerably high temperature is maintained, but
with plenty of atmospheric moisture. At the date
of our visit a remarkably fine form of B. coslestis

was in bloom, with large deep coloured blossoms
as fine as we have ever seen them.

Eulophia scripta This rare and handsome
Orchid we lately saw in beautiful flower in Messrs,

E. G. Henderson's nursery. It reminds one
strongly of Ansellia africana, but it has the bulb
of a Catasetum, from the base of which the tall

branching flower- spike proceeds. The flowers,

about 1 in. across, are yellow, barred and spotted
with chocolate-brown in a most peculiar wa}' like

some kinds of writing, hence its name. It remains
a long time in beauty, and is altogether a desir-

able Orchid. Being a ^Madagascar plant, Mr.
O'Brien grows it in company with East Indian
Orchids.

Lselia acuminata.—The delicate beauty of
the flowers of this Orchid, combined with its easy
culture, renders it one of the most desirable for

growing in the Mexican house on suspended
blocks, the way in which it is grown so well in the
Orchid houses in Messrs. Henderson's nursery,

Maida Vale. There are two or three forms of this

Lselia ; one has almost pure white blossoms with
nearly black centres ; the others are more or less

suffused with rose-purple. The large attractive

flowers and the elegant manner in which they are

borne on gracefully-drooping, slender stalks is

very pleasing.

Ophrys Bertoloni.—This little South Euro-
pean terrestrial Orchid is one that is interesting

and very beautiful when examined closely. It has
much the aspect of our native Bee Orchis (Ophrys
apifera), but the labellum is larger, convex, and
furnished on the surface with a black velvet-like

covering, except in the centre, where there is a
conspicuous naked blotch like unburnished steel.

This interesting plant is now in flower in the
porch of the Orchis house at Kew, where it is

grown in pots in company with other species,

among which 0. lutea and 0. bombilifera are in

flower, but neither are so attractive as 0.

Bertoloni.

Oirrhopetalum punctatum.—One of the
most strangely curious Orchids we have for some
time seen is this species, now in flower in the
Orchid house at Kew. There is nothing remarkable
in its manner of growth, but the flowers, which
terminate a slender stem from 6 in. to 9 in. high,

are arranged side by side, so as to form a crescent-

shaped cluster. Each flower possesses a pair of

sepals considerably larger than either of the

others, and these stand out almost horizontally,

and are of a yellowish green hue, while the other

divisions are small and of a deep vinous purple
hue, the whole flower being speckled and spotted.

The labellum being hinged very delicately, the

slightest touch gives it a peculiar oscillating

movement.

Comparettia macroplectron.—This is

one of the most charming little Orchids we have
seen for a long time. Compared with the other

cultivated species of the genus, it is unusually
large, having lanceolate pointed leaves of leathery

texture like some of the fleshy-leaved Oncidia. The
flower-stems, produced from the base of the plant,

are long and slender, and terminated by a raceme
of blossoms which for form and size are best com-
pared with the giganteum variety of Oncidium
cucullatum, the sepals and petals being small and
the lip 1 in. or more broad and flat ; the colour is

white, spotted and pencilled with a beautiful deli-

cate lilac-rose. We lately saw it in flower in the
Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale, the plant, in a
suspended pot, having two spikes, one with eight

flowers. It had been in flower for five weeks, and
was still in perfection.

—

W. G.

SEOET NOTES-OEOHIDS.

Vanda Parish!.—This rare and very beautifu Orchid
is now flowering in the Pine-apple nursery, Maida Vale.

It is one of the highest coloured of all, and the fiowera are

large and highly attractive.—W. G.

Orchis longibracteata.—This fine Orchid is not
at all uncommon about Mentone. I brought home several

roots and flowered them in pots for three or four years, but
they gi'adually dwindled away and at last perished. I

fancy I kept the roots too dry when the plant was at rest.

Tliis Orchis I always found growing in rather shady and
moist spots.—H. BURNEY, Wavendon, WoJturn,
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Miltonia caneata —This is very handsome
when grown as finely as we lately saw it in Mr.

Southgate's collection. It is allied to M. Candida,

but is distinct both in the growth and flowers.

The latter are from 2J in. to 4 in. acros.s, with

dark chocolate sepals and petals, and large pure

white lip faintly tinged with purple at the base.

The flower-spikes are stout and erect, rendering

the plant handsome in appearance. It is grown
by Mr. Salter in the intermediate house. It is a
native of the districts about Eio.

Orchis longibracteata. — This hand-
some Orchis is difficult to grow in our variable

climate. I have several times had it, but only once
succeeded in blooming it. The tuber was planted
out in a glazed pit. It has a habit of coming above
ground about Christmas, and almost always gets

cut off bj' frost. I hope this autumn to procure
some tubers and plant them 1 ft. or more deep in

a sheltered position. I think then I may keep it

below ground till the end of February or begin-

ning of March and succeed in establishing it, but
it naturally comes into bloom so early that I am
rather doubtful if (except in the south of Eng-
land) it will ever become a hardy terrestrial

Orchid.—H. Habpue Ceewb, Drayton-Beauchamj)
Rectory, Tring.

Dendrobium Brymerianum.—This rare

Dendrobe is as distinct in character from any
other cultivated species as it is handsome ; it has

a beauty peculiar to itself, and with which few
Dendrobes can compare. To those who do not know
it it may be best described as being in the way of

the common D. fimbriatum, with loose racemes of

yellow blossoms, but larger than those of fim-

briatum, and with a beautifully branched fringe

attached to the labellum nearly 1 in. long. We
lately saw it in flower in Mr. Southgate's collec-

tion at Streatham, where, in the intermediate

house, it was one of the most conspicuous plants,

though surrounded by crowds of other Orchids in

flower. Among other Dendrobes in flower there we
noticed some exceptionally fine forms of D. War-
dianum, also D. Finleyanum, and a variety of D.

nobile called elegans, of a very deep rich tint.

Rare Masdevallias in flo-wer.—In Mr.
Southgate's collection of Orchids at Selborne,
Leigham Court Road, Streatham, some choice
species of Masdevallia were lately in fine flower-

ing condition. Amongst them was M. bella, one of

the Chimeroid section. This has long, attenuated
sepals, and was represented by an uncommonly
fine plant growing in a boat-shaped basket. It

bore eight expanded flowers besides buds, and the
large size of the blossoms and their peculiarly rich

colour, contrasted with the bright green of the
healthy foliage, rendered the plant very con-
spicuous. The pretty M. Shuttleworthi, which for-

tunately is less rare than hitherto, is likewise

well grown here, a specimen with six flowers being
as fine as we have seen this species anywhere.
There appears to be several forms of this Masde-
vallia, some having much larger blossoms than
others, while some have the colours brighter and
more clearly defined. This plant represents one of

the brightest tinted forms, and when the blos-

soms are all expanded must be extremely attrac-

tive. Among other species in flower was the neat
little M. Estrada;, which is by no means an un-
attractive plant when well flowered. Mr. Salter,

the gardener here, seems to be particularly suc-
cessful in the culture of Masdevallias, particularly
the Chimeroid section, such as M. nycterinia,
bella, Wallisi, Chimrera, which are grown in sus-
pended baskets.—W. G.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE SYNONYMS.

M. Schwartz, of Lyons, contributes the follov.^-

ingf list of Eoses and their synonyms to the
Joumaldes Roses :

—

Tea-scented.

Alba rosea same as Madame Bravy
Adfele Pradel ,, Madame Morin
Boiron „ Guillot

Bougere
i'omtesse de Labarthe
Belle de Bordeaux
Klisa Sauvage
Clara Sylvain
Madame Morin
Albion
Eugenie Jovain
Madame Bravy
Elisa Sauvage
Kiphetos
Adam
^'ouvemr d'un Ami
Smithy
Guillot
Fafait

Cluthilde
Duchesse de Erabant
Gloire de Bordeaux
L'EnfantXrouve
Lady Warrender
Madame Denis
Mndame Plantier
Madame Roussel
Madame Sertot
Madame William
MathiMe
President
Quetu Victoria
.Smith's Yellow
Surabondant
Trioraphe de Orleans

Crickets and cockroaches.—Your cone
spondent (p. 138) need not put himself to further
tronble in the way of drowning these by deluging
the paths and causing too much damp. I have
cleared houses of thousands in a single night with
a 6d. packet of powder I got from Townson & Co.,
of Rowdon. After sprinkling a little Gn the floor
at night I never saw them again. To growers ol"

Oacumbers, &c., it is a great boon, and it is quite
harmless to domestic animals.—W. Richaedson.

Bengal.

Agrippina same as Cramoisie Siip^rieurc
( :omble de la Gloire ,

,

Gros Charles
Marguerite Lartay(Bourbon) Imp6ratrice Eugenie
Madame Lacharme (Tea-

scented) ,, Virginale

Noisettes.

Adelaide Pavie same as Madame des Longchamps
Beauty of Glazenwood ,, Forttme's Yellow
Cloth of Gold „ Chromatella
Comtesse de Beaumetz ,, Chromatella
Enfant de Lyon ,, Narcisse
Li^sis ,, Celine Forestier
Ma'iame de Challonge ,, Le Pactole
Marechal (.Tea-scented) ,, Lamarque

Bourhon.

Alice Fontaine same as Emotion
Beauts de Versailles ., Georges Cuvier
Celine Gonod „ Modfele de Perfection
Due d'Estr^es ,, Henri Xecoq
Eiigi^nie Br6on ,, Virginie Brtion
Gloire de Brotteau ,,

Edouard Desfosses
Isabelle Latour ,, Du de Pachmond
Madame JNeumann „ Hermosa
Madame de stella ,,

Louise Odier
Mariiat Jeune ,, Charles Souchet
M61anle Lamarie ,, Hermosa
Michel Bonnet ,, Catherine Guillot
Sappho (Tea scented) ,, Mrs. Bosanquet

Leveson Gower

Portland.

Rose du Koi k fleur

blanches same as Celine Dubos
Kose du Hoi h fleurs „

pourpres „ Mogador

Rosa Rugosa.

Himalayensis same as rugosa rubra P. -pi.

Kegeliana „ rugosa rubra fl.-s luplcK
Taicoun ,, rugosa rubra fl. -simplex

Centifolia.

Madame d'H^bray same as Unique Panach^e
Hybrid Perpetuals.

Alexander Dickson same as Madame Pulliat
Avocat Duvivier ,, Marechal VailJant
Beauts Frangaise ,, Le Lion des Combats
Belle Egar^e ,, Madame Damet
Due d'Elchigen „ Poupre Royal
Enfant d'Ajaccio ,, Souv d'Ansehne
Erangois Fontaine ,, Senateur Favre
Froissard „ Mrs. Standish
Futur Empereur des

Frangais ,, Prince Albert
GfSn^ralHudelet ,, Comte de Paris
Giin^ral Lamoricifere ,, Gervais Knu Jlard
Gloire de Chutillon „ MadameMasson
Isoline ,, Paul Dupuy
Julie de Saint-Aignaut ,, Sophie Coquerel
Ltelia „ Louise Peyronny

Baron Heckeren de Vasse-
Mme. Eugenie Cavaignac,, naer
Madame H6rivaux ,, Madame Charles Crapelet
Madame Liabaud „ Virginal
Madame Rival ,, AugusteMie
Mdile, Henriette „ Aubernon
Marguerite Brassac ,, Charles Lefebvi-e
Marquis d'Ailsa ,, Dr. Marx
Miss Hassard „ Madame Eenard
Mrs, Wood „ Clementine Seringc
Pauline Plantier ,, Clementine Seringo
Puebla ,, Senateur Favre
Reine du Midi ,, LaKeine
Rose la Reine h. fleurs

blanches ,, Queen Victoria
Souv. du Petit Roi de

Rome ,, Conseiller Jourdeuil
Tiiouipho de laTerre des

R-o-ses ,, Henderson
Triomplie de Valenciennes Madame Campbell d'Islay

Moss Centifolia.

Centifolia alba (Moss) „ White Bath

Praine.

Queen of the Prairies ,, Beauts des Praii-ies.

A rosarian of great experience pronounces the
above to be generally right. He is of opinion,

however, that Madame de Stella is not the same
as Louise Odier ; that Michel Bonnet is not the

same as Catherine Guillot ; that Madame Rival

is not the same as Auguste Mie, and that Reine du
Midi is not the same as La Reine. These are de-

cidedly different, though not, perhaps, what
would be called distinct, and no doubt careless

rosarians often substitute the one for the other.

Destruction of a famous Rose tree.—
A late Californian paper contains an account of the

destruction of the famous " Gold of Ophir " Rose
tree in Grass Valley, in that State. The glorious

old shrub had grown over and around an an-

cient Oak tree 50 ft. in height, and only stopped
climbing upward when the tree top was reached
and there was nothing more to cling to. Here it ran

around through the massive topin a tangled whorl
of beauty. Its main stem measured 26 in. in cir-

cumference near the base, and when in full

bloom it is said to have been a conspicuous object

of indescribable beauty. The variety of Rose is

not stated, but the flowers seem to have been of a
golden or yellow hue. The owner of this floriferous

Oak regarded it with much pride; and some years

since when it became partially uprooted in a gale

of wind he brought it to its upright position again
after much expense. But a few weeks ago another

furious wind came and finished the ruthless work
before begun, and there is now no remedy.

—

H.H.>
Xi7)gsto7i, JV.Y.

GARDEN DESTROYERS.
THE CARROT FLY, OR NEGRO FLY.

(PSILA EOSiE.)

The injuries caused to the Carrot crop by th&
grubs of this fly are often very considerable, and
at times the entire crop is ruined by them.
Plants which are attacked by this insect may
soon be recognised by their leaves withering and
changing colour prematurely. When this is

found to be the case, if an attaclf by these grubs

is the cause, on carefully pulling up the Carrots

the grubs will be found partially or entirely

buried in the root. This burrowing of the grubs
into the Carrots causes the parts surrounding-

their galleries to turn a rusty yellow colour

(when in this condition they are said by gar-
deners to be rusty), and sets up an unhealthy
condition in the root altogether— it loses its

sweetness, the rusty portions soon decay, and
the fibrous roots die off. Many different methods-

are recommended for successfully dealing with
this pest ; their efficacy no doubt depends a good
deal on the soil and in the manner in which they
are applied; what may be useful on one soil

may not succeed so well on another. The great

object of the cultivator should be to prevent the

fly from depositing its egss on the Carrots. One
precaution which will materially assist in effect-

ing this is to keep the surface of the earth about

the roots as compact and firm as possible, so that

the flies may not be able to penetrate it and get

to the roots. Frequent watering will greatly help

in this matter, particularly if the soil is at all

liable to crack. It has often been found that

Carrots are attacked after thinning, which
operation loosens the earth and facilitates the

movements of the flies, and it is mucli recom-

mended that unless the Carrots are thinned very

early this process should be deferred until they

are fit for use. Some cultivators thin their

Carrots as soon as they are large enough to

handle, and sow comparatively few seeds, so

that very little thinning is required, and
take all possible care that the surface of
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the ground should be disturbed as little

as possible. Any strong smelling prepara-

tion spread over the ground will be found

very useful, such as gas-lime, spirits of tar

mixed with sand (a gallon of the former
thoroughly mixed with a barrowload of sand
sti'ewn over the land—this quantity will cover

sixty to seventy square yardsj or wood ashes

mixed with paraffin oil (one quart of oil to a

barrowful of sand or ashes) used in the manner
just mentioned is very efficacious ; or even a

layer of plain ashes would probably be found
very useful. Either the gas-lime or spirits of tar

and sand may be spread over the ground and dug
in before the seeds are sown ; they will in this

way be quite as useful as if spread afterwards

andleft on the suface. Watering atthe roots with
two wineglasses of paraffin oil diluted with one
gallon of water is also recommended.

If these preventions have not been used in

time, or if for any reason they unfortunately

have not proved successful, and the gardener
finds his Carrots attacked by the grubs, he must
turn his attention to destroying them, and
should first of all pull up all the plants which
are badly attacked, as there is little or no chance
of their being worth anything, utterly destroy
any grubs which can be found, and fill the holes

made by removing the Carrots, with some of the

above mentioned mixtures. Watering with alum
and water is said to be a cure if the Carrots are

attacked by the grubs. All Carrot beds, espe-

2 ^
The Carrot My (PsUa rosce).

1, Carrot Fly (magnifled) ; 2, Grub (magnijied)

;

3, Chrysalis (magnified).

cially those in which the roots have been
attacked by this insect, should be dug up as soon
as the crop is removed, so that any grubs or
chrysalides which may remain in the ground may
be disturbed, as the birds have then a better
chance of finding them. The flies leave the
chrysalides which have survived the winter
in the spring, and may be found from this time
until the beginning of autumn in successive
broods; they lay their eggs on the roots of
the Carrots, which soon hatch, and the young
grubs burrow into the soft roots in all directions,
eventually destroying them. When full grown
they leave the Carrots, andbecomechrysalides in
the adjoining earth, from which the flies are
produced in about three weeks. The chrysalides
formed by the last brood of grubs remain until
the spring before the flies leave them. Carrots
have been dug up as late as the end of December
containing maggots. Why the specific name of
rosse was given to this insect by Fabricius, who
christened it, is uncertain, as the insect is not
known to have a preference in any way for
Roses. He was evidently ignorant of the habits
of the insect, and it is supposed that he may
have found them sunning themselves on Rose
bushes, as many flies are in the habit of doing
on various leaves.

The Carrot fly (Psila rosse) is one of the
true flies, and belongs to the family Muscidie, of
which family so many of our destructive flies

are members. The genus Psila contains but few
^species, one of which, P, nigricornis, much

resembles P. ros», but is small r, and is also
supposed to attack Carrots. Tue Carrot fly is

about two-tenths of an inch in length, and
when the wings are fully open measures neai-l\

^ in. across them. The head is yellowish bro" n,

with anteunie of the same colour and dark
brown eyes. The thorax and body are of a shining
very dark metallic green (nearly black) ; the legs
are long and delicate, and are of a pale yellowish
brown colour; the feet are five-jointed; the
wings are transparent, with a slightly yellowish
tinge and brownish veins; the halteres or

poisers are nearly white. The full-grown grubs
are about three-tenths of an inch long ; they
gradually taper from the tail to the head, which
is pointed. The tail is blunt and furnished with
two dark tubercles, which are the orifices to the
breathing tubes. The grubs are yellowish,
shining, and so transparent that their internal

arrangements are clearly visible. The chrysalides

are of a shining coppery yellow coljur, and are

rather redder towards the ends ; they are about
two-tenths of an inch long ; their heads are
rounded, but their tails appear as if a portion
had been cut off in a slanting manner.

G. S. S.

REPORTS ON INSECTS.
Every one who has read Miss Ormerod's very
interesting reports on injurious insects must be
struck with the great amount of information
she elicits from various observers as to the best
means of dealing with certain insects. Miss
Ormerod's observers are, however, mostly agri-
culturists, and consequently report almost en-
tirely on insects injurious to field crops ; and
though many of the insects which destroy farm
crops are equally destructive in gardens, yet the
means which are very useful in destroying them
on a large scale may not be applicable in gardens

;

and many insects which are very injurious in
gardens are not found on farm land. Would it

not be a desirable means of obtaining informa-
tion :concerning garden pests if such of the
readers of The Garden and Gardening as are
able would send you from time to time their ex-
periences in dealing with various insects ? At
the end of the year a report might be published
giving a resume of the returns received, which I
am sijre would be very instructive. It would be
well if your correspondents would record their
observations as precisely as possible, giving the
time of year when the attack was made, the
means used for destroying or preventing the pest,
the state of the weather when any application
to the soil for that purpose was made, the nature
of the soil, and the proportions of any insecticide
used. Any accurate observations as to the utility
or the reverse of birds would be very useful

;

I say accurate observations, for unless they are
so, they will be worse than useless. It is often
very difficult when birds are feeding among a
crop to determine whether they are doing good
or harm, for they sometimes pull up or destroy
plants when a casual observer would insist on
their being very mischievous, whereas if the
examination had been carried a little further, it

would have been found that the plants were un-
healthy, and that the birds were only feeding
on the insects which were the cause of"injury to
the plants. G. S. S.

"Worms in gardens.—The fact that recipes
for the destruction of worms have been given in
late numbers of The Garden is quite enough to
satisfy any one as to the opinion of practical men
in regard to them,- and proves that nothing ad-
vanced by the advocates of the worm in his new
character as a horticultural labourer has proved
sufficient to remove their dislike to his assistance.
As "G. a. S." admits that the food must be in the
soil before the worm can exist there, and as he

furthermore states that the enormous quantity of
soil with which they top-dress is sifted so finely
that no stones larger than those particles which
they c in swallow are left in the fine viscid mud
they eject, will any practical gardener claim that
fine mud that must inevitably get washed down
by rain and choke up the pores of the soil, and
bake, and crack in hot weather, is beneficial to
his efforts to keep his top soil well stirred ? The
mistake in this matter is the endeavour to isolate
and view from one point only our estimable friend
the worm.

—

London Ktone.

SEEDS FROM MERV.
About eighteen months ago I wrote to the cor-
respondent of the Daily Kews, who stated in
that paper he was trying to go to Merv, and I
offered to be of any service to him in England
I could if he would collect bulbs and seeds for
me. His letter was kindly forwarded by the
Daily News, and in about seven months I re-
ceived an answer. The correspondent in question
was Mr. Edmund O'Donovan. He told me there
were several things he wanted sending to him
a good Russian map of North Persia, a water-
coloiu' paint-box, and a pocket edition of Byron.
I obtained these for him, and he kindly busied
himself to collect seeds and bulbs. Bulbs were
very difficult to dig up, as he could not get a
spade, and the nearest thing to it was bis sword
with which he dug up a good many Tulip and'
other roots. Most of the first batch of seed were
weeds or well-known flowers, like the Marvel of
Peru, called there " Abassi," and delighted in by
the nocturnal Persians because it opens at night.
I have frequently received the same seeds from
Cashmere and other parts of Asia. Mr. Perry, at
the Hale Farm Nursery, grew these seeds, and
had to throw most of the plants away, being
worthless, but I have some good hopes of some
Rose seed sown by him, and also of a large white
Hollyhock which will bloom with me this sum-
mer. As soon as Mr. Donovan reached Eng-
land after his adventurous stay in Merv he
wrote to me to come and take away what he
had carried for thousands of miles in "his saddle-
bags. Mr. O'Donovan is a tall, spare man, blue
eyed, very good natured looking, and wiry. We
were soon squatting, eastern fashion, like tailors,
on the floor, turning out our saddle-bags, full of
manuscript, scraps of the Daily Neius, and
curious eastern trophies. There were five laro-e
bulbs like an Onion in perfect condition, five
Lily bulbs, of which only one will grow; quan-
tities of "Tulips, and a great many stones of Peaches
and Apricots, three Plum stones, seed of a Col-
chicum or Crocus, and a dozen or more packets
of seed of various plants, including Water Melons
and Snake Cucumbers. The five large bulbs are
of an Allium. He describes it as a plant of great
beauty, with a spherical head, 4 in. through, of
pale bluish lilac flowers. One bulb of this is

coming up strongly in my little garden in Tite
Street, Chelsea ; the others are at Kew and St.
Petersburg.

The Tulips are used for food, and grow all
over the marly plains, their roots being at a
great depth, and difficult to get up with only a
sword. Luckily, they are used for food, and so
he could obtain a nice little batch. These are
at kew, in the garden at Bingham, and at
Baden-Baden. They are probably a new species,
as he describes the flower as very large, scarlet
but the leaf showing is not Tulipa Alberti, the
nearest known indigenous Tulip. I suspect
the bulbs get deeper every year after they are
first formed from seed at the surface, and so
gradiaally come to their greatest perfection at a
certain depth, and then go on formino- them-
selves fresh every year at a greater depth till

they dwindle away altogether. In the strong soil
at Bingham I find this happens to Tulips.
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Of the Lilies only one will grow, and that is

in Mr. Perry's hands at Tottenham. It is, I think,

of the Martagon type, but larger than any bulb

of pulchellum, which it most resembles. When
Mr. O'Donovan was hastily leaving Merv,^ hor-

ribly afraid the news, which had reached him by

special courier from Teheran, of the English hav-

ing evacuated Kandahar would spread among the

Turkomans, he was overtaken by men galloping

after his party, but Instead of a death-warrant

they carried these five Lily bulbs which some

Turkoman chief had quite forgotten to give him

before. Mr. O'Donovan is going to lecture at the

Royal Geographical Society on the 2/th. The

roots of Eremurus were too deep to be dug up

without proper instruments.

Bingham, Notts. Frank Miles.

NUBIAN VEGETATION.
I HAVE now reached the limit of my present trip

and seen the greatest wonders of this ancient

land. But what so much interests us, namely,

the vegetation, has fallen short of my expecta-

tions. Until one remembers that all plant life

hereabouts depends on its water supply from the

Nile (or soakage therefi-om), or from artificial ir-

rigation of a very primitive kind, the number of

plants strikes one as being very limited for so

large an extent of country. Of trees, besides two
species of Palms (Date Palm and Doum Palm),

which are abundant, there are very few indeed.

Acacias (many only bushes) may be seen and

the Sycamore Fig. The Castor-oil plant (Kioinus

communis) is largely grown as a crop in these

parts, chiefly high up the river the more south one

goes. The most interesting plant I have found is

one of the Asclepiadaceje, called Calotropis pro-

cera. It grows from 3 ft. to 10 ft. in height, and
according to the position it is found in flowers on

bushes of both these dimensions. It has large,

handsome, grey foliage and bears bunches of

reddish violet-tinted blossoms. It is rather a dan-

gerous plant to meddle with, as the thick milky

sap is said to cause total blindness. As a fine-

foliaged plant it is quite striking, having large

leaves slightly resembling those of a VVigandia in

form (not in colour), and the bunches of bloom

with masses of buds, like buttons of various sizes

are very pretty, resembling bunches of Hoya. In

Sir Samuel Baker's " Hill Tributaries" (p. 22, edi-

tion of 1874) it is described under the name of

Asclepias gigantea. " This (he says) I had fre-

quently seen in Ceylon, where it is used medici-

nally by the native doctors, but here it was ig-

nored, except for the produce of a beautiful silky

down which is used for stuffing cushions and pil-

lows. This vegetable silk is contained in a soft

pod or bladder about the size of an Orange. Both

the leaves and the stem of this plant emit a highly

poisonous milk that exudes from the bark when
cut or bruised ; the least drop of this will cause

total blindness if in contact with the eye. I have

seen several instances of acute opthalmia that

have terminated in loss of sight from the acciden-

tal rubbing of the eye with the hand when en-

gaged in cutting firewood from the Asclepias. The
wood is extremely light, and is frequently tied

into faggots and used by the Arabs as a support

while swimming in lieu of cork. Although the

poisonous properties of the plant cause it to be

shunned by all other animals, it is, nevertheless,

greedily devoured by goats, who eat it unharmed."

A small white Convolvulus and some aromatic-

scented Composites were the other chief native

plants. One tiny little plant of an Ageratum,
with blooms like our garden form (A. mexicanum),

I also found growing on theriver bank from which
the Nile had receded. The Asclepias above
alluded to is what has been called the Dead Sea

Fruit, as what looks like a very large Fig has but
downy seeds inside it. J. T. Poe.

Pelargoniums.—B. Z. (p. 168).—The following are

the names of a few good new kinds, vix., Illuminator,

Valiant, The Baron, Constitution, Fortitude, Venus,

Emperor William, Virgin Queen, Joe, Amethyst, Dulte of

Connaught llountain of Light, Trojan.—T.

To cure mossy lawns.—I observe (p. 159)

full instructions for the cure of these by JMr.

Hobday, but I never read such without mentally
exclaiming. Why not leave the , IMoss alone 1

Tliere are other causes at times for its growth
than an excess of moisture or poverty of soil. It

may be the natural pi oduct of the site, and when
it is so, it not se'dcm forms a far better lawn
than Grass or Clover, and at a tithe of the cost.

Moss, when frequently cut and rolled, forms a

green and elastic lawn—qualities not always found
on those formed of the finest mixed Grasses or

Clovers. It is also most useful in forming a sub-

growth to fill up all the interstices between the

Grasses ; and if the Moss at times smothers off a
goodly proportion of the stronger Grass, the loss

is not without its comparative gain in less fre-

quent mowings (a point of great moment where
lawns cover large areas. In places where lawns are

large and labour scarce, more Moss and less Grass

of the velvet-like pile and charming elasticity of
the British lawn.—D. T. Fish.

THE DRAGON TREE.
(drac^na draco.)

Dragon Trees are not uncommon in our plant

houses, but the largest of them are mere pig-

mies compared with the gigantic proportions

which they attain when plantsd out in theopen

air in a genial climate. The famous Dragon TreS'

of Tenerlffe, which was destroyed some five

and twenty years ago by a gale, is quite a his-

torical tree. It is computed that it had been in

existence for upwards of sixty centuries. There

are, however, other grand examples of Dragon
Trees in various parts of the world, as, for in-

stance, that in the royal garden of Ajuda, that

Dragon Tree {Draccena Draco) m the Hotamc Garden at Cadu
circumference of i^tjH, lo f^'ct

might, Wfeet

on or in the lawns might often prove a real boon to

the gardener without injury to the real and true

enjoyment of the velvet turf. Some would go
further, and affirm that few lawns are thoroughly

enjoyable that do not contain a considerable

percentage of Moss. That Grass alone will not

give the unspeakabh; charm possessed by English

lawns was abundantly proved by the state of the

Crrass at the great Exhibition in Paris, and in

fact its general condition on the Continent. All

that the finest selections of Grass seeds and water

ad libitym could do to make good lawns was
done, and the result was verdure in plenty, but

more that of the English field than the true

English lawn. No doubt some of the difference

was and is due to the climate ; but only chiefly

because the climate is too dry to grow good JIoss.

The absence of the latter seemed to me striking

and complete, and with the Moss vanishes much

in Lisbon, and that in the botanic garden at

Cadiz, the appearance of which is well shown in

the accompanying illustration. This noble tree

is 19 ft. in height, and measures 15 ft. in circum-

ference at the base of the trunk. Though this

cannot compare in size with the Teneriffe Dra-
gon Tree just alluded to, it nevertheless shows
what a stately tree this Dracaena in the course

of time becomes. W. G.

Cyclamens in groups.—Allusion is made
in The Garden to the beauty of a houseful of

Cyclamen persioum. Those who have not such an
advantage may make a charming group for draw-
ing-room decoration by placing half a dozen

small plants in, say, 4-in. pots in a pan, and sur-

facing the whole with Moss. I have just such a

panful in my drawing-room, and the whole is a
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mass of flowers, and the foliage almost hides the

pots, contrasting beautifulh' with the crimson,

mauve, and white blossoms.—GREENWOOD PiM.

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

6. J., SUEEBT.

A GOOD bunch of Polyanthus, if the flowers are

well chosen, is a feast of rich colour. Where good
kinds are grown there will be a varietj' of crim-

sons, browns, and deep yellows to choose from for

one bunch, and of rosy reds, pale yellows, and
whites for another ; the kiads to be avoided in a
bouquet are the dull browns mottled and edged
with yellow, that give a spotty look without rich-

ness. A large brass bowl filled with the early-

flowering red Ehododendrou has an imposing
effect, and a polished embossed copper holding

large pieces of Berberis Aquifolium is another fine

decoration. A pretty table bouquet is of Ornitho-

galum nutans, with palest blue Hyacinths and a

few Hyacinth leaves. A white china basket holds

flowers and foliage of Omphalodes verna, the

growths of whole crowns being cut low down

—

a wasteful-sounding plan, but one that may be

practised with a few such vigorous and rapid

growers. In a dark-coloured Venetian glass are

twigs of r>ay in flower and fruit from an old tree

in a sheltered place, and a flower or two of black

Laurustiniis. A large sheaf of Polyanthus Narcis-

sus stands in a tall glass. The colours pass from
the pure white of Tazetta papyraceus, througli the

white and yellow of Bazelman major, to the fine

yellow and deep orange of Jaune supreme.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HBCKFIELD.

Chamsepeuce (Fish-bone Thistle).—Though
there are upwards of a dozen varieties of this

Thistle, two kinds only are worthy of note, viz.,

C. CassaboniB and C. diacantha ; the former has

glossy green spiny foliage, and the latter white,

both being equally deserving of culture, particu-

larly for sub-tropical and foliage arrangements,

No plant can excel the green variety for use as a
marginal band or edging to light coloured or

variegated foliaged plants, such as Abutilon
Thompsoni or Solanum argenteum, and the white
and longer leaved variety is equally pleasmg in the

same positions, but in association with dark
coloured tall growers, such as Ricinus Gibsoniand
the dark-leaved Cannas. We have also used them
with excellent effect as dot plants in what is termed
panel painting in formal or geometrical designs,

and in such arrangements the most appropriate

groundwork for the green variety is Mesembryan
themum cordifolium variegatum, and for the white
variety, Alternanthera or the green Sedums. Both
have proved perfectly hardy here, but as the

second season they continuously run to seed, it is

necessary to have fresh plants every year, which,
to be in time for the summer bedding, should be
sown in heat early in February. Our seedlings of

this year are already fit to plant, and will be
planted as soon as arrangements are completed.

Sowing and pricking out annuals.—
The common varieties of annuals may now be
sown in the open borders. Sweet Peas, Migno-
nette, Virginian Stocks, Bartonia aurea. Candy-
tufts, Clarkias, Larkspurs, Eschscholtzias, Lupines,
Nemophilas, Scabious, Silenes, and Sweet Sultans,

are amongst those that we usually sow in small
patches amongst Roses or on vacant spots in

mixed borders, where most of the varieties not
only do good service in filling up blanks, but are

also invaluable for cutting. Though we sow
annuals amongst Roses, it is only because, from
want of space, we have no choice in the matter,

as we would much prefer the ground being kept
for the Roses alone, and any who are compelled
to follow our practice in this iiipeot would do well
to sow the annuals at long distances apart, and
as far removed from the Roses as under the cir-

cumstances is possible. It is also now time that

ornamental Grasses were sown. These we find

quite indispensable for winter decoration, and
hitherto have had the best success with them when
sown where they are to grow much in the same
way as the flowers just named. A still better plan,

however, is to sow them altogether in some
sheltei'ed border, arranged, as to distance of drills,

according to the height to which each variety

attains. The drills being drawn, as here indicated,

fine soil should be sprinkled in them, and the

seeds shoidd be covered with the same material

;

if dry, they should be well watered. The soil drawn
out of the drills should be left to serve as a pro-

tection to the young seedlings, and by and by, as

soon as they have been thinned out, it should be
levelled down with the hand, to serve as a mulch-
ing to the roots. Asters, Stocks, Zinnias, and
Phlox Drummondi should be pricked off as soon

as they can be handled, as except for the germi-

nation of the seeds, glass cannot be spared here

for these classes of plants. We have recourse to

turf pits and coverings of hurdles or mats, and
under such conditions they invariably do well.

They are pricked out in light vegetable soil, half

light loam, and half leaf soil. About 4 in. in

thickness we find ample, and as this rests on a

hard bottom, the plants lift with such an abund-
ance of earth, that they scarcely feel the check
occasioned by removal.

Roses and climbers.—Now is the time
when Roses are most generally pruned, but most
of ours have been done sis weeks ago. Some that

we left by way of experiment are in full bud.

Among these are several plants of Souvenir de la

Malmaison and Gloire de Dijon, which are now
quite as vigorous, and the buds as fine as in June,
though how they will expand it is difficult to say.

The plants have never lost their leaves, or indeed
stopped growing the whole of the winter ;

there-

fore, all the pruning we propose doing is to thin

out the weakly shoots, cutting these quite back to

the main stems, and shorteninghere and there oneor
two of the longest, more for the sake of neatness

than fromany benefit likely to accrue to the plants

by so doing. Those who decide to prune in the

ordinary way should lose no time in doing so, nor
in the cutting back of those kinds of climbers that

need such attention. While the walls or trellises

are thus bared the opportunity should be taken
to thoroughly cleanse them from red spider and
other vermin by bringing into play the hose or

garden engine. This is especially needed where
the eaves or verandahs so project that rain-storms

cannot reach them : hence the attacks of spider

and the unsatisfactory growth of the plants.

FRUIT.
W. COLEMAN, EASTNOR CASTLE.

Cherries.—While it is difficult to imagine a

more lovely sight than a house of Cherry trees in

full bloom it is impossible to name a crop which
can be brought to maturity at so little cost in

everything, with the exception of patience, and
of this the successful cultivator, be he professional

or amateur, must have a good stock, as the tem-
perature of the house under artificial treatment
should not exceed 40° at night and 10° to li5°

higher by day, and even then a stagnant atmo-
sphere should be avoided by having the ventila-

tors a little open. It sometimes happens, as has
been the case this season, that the temperature of

the open air is many degrees above these figures,

when a constant circulation of air gives the trees

all the advantages, minus the risk attendant upon
culture on open walls. These favourable condi-

tions have brought about a bold blossom, a good
set, and rapid growth, so far free from insects,

but the everlasting grub which never fails, is sure

to put in an appearance which cannot be mis-
taken, and the first curled leaf must be the signal

for daily examination and handpicking. Wlien
the fniit begins to swell the inside borders may
be nicely mulched and well supplied with water
at a temperature of 70°, and the trees will require

good syringing twice a day, always with the ven-

tilators closed, as it is the warm, genial atmosphere
resembling that of a fine April day which helps

the fruit along. After the first syringing give air I

at 50°, gradually increase it to G0° under mois-
ture, witli a circulation of air, and ventilate to

the full extent when sunheat raises the liouse

above these figures. Reduce in a similar way,
syringe and keep close for a time, and reopen the
ventilators for the night.

Orchard house. — Since my last notes
appeared the trees in this department have made
great progress, and the fruit on many of the most
forward Peaches and Nectarines is now set. Later
kinds, also Plums and Cherries still in flower, will

require abundant ventilation when the external
temperature is not below 40°, and to prevent dis-

appointment a few minutes devoted to daily
fertilisation with a bunch of soft feathers will be
necessary. Continue the usual treatment with
regard to watering, as dryness at the roots will be
fatal, and while avoiding the wetting of the
flowers damp the floors and other available sur-

faces, also the stems of the trees once or twice on
fine days, and keep the house dry and cool in

damp, dull weather. When the fruit on all the
trees is set, let the daily syringing be resumed,
aim at a night temperature of 50°, run up 10° by
day, and shut up before the sun is off the house
where hot water pipes have not been introduced.

Commence disbudding and shortening back where
this has been deferred and plenty of fruit has set

near the base of the shoots ; also thin the fruit

where set in triples or clusters, leaving, as a mat-
ter of course, an abundance of the finest on the

upper sides of the shoots for future selection.

Although the house may have been well fumi-

gated before the trees came into flower, green
fly is sure to be present, particularly amongst the
Plums, and as these are the first to suffer, another
smoking will save much disappointment. As
trees in pots now commencing to swell off a crop
of fruit cannot be overfed, lose no time in getting

them top-dressed with some rich compost consist-

ing of strong loam, good rotten manure, previously

dusted with soot to destroy worms, and twelve
per cent, of bone dust. Mix well together in a shed,

apply it when tolerably dry, and if any is left

over it will improve with keeping. Examine frees

which have been planted in the borders, top-dress

with half-rotted manure, and give plenty of

water at the mean temperature of the house.

Vines.—Assuming that former directions have
been followed, the Vines in the latest houses will

now be ready for disbudding. If they have been
suspended in a horizontal position get them tied

up to the wires before the young growths are too

far advanced, syringe regularly until the bunches
become prominent, and close with sun-heat at 75°.

Attend to disbudding and tying down in succes-

sion houses, and remove all superfluous bunches
from free setting kinds as soon as the most com-
pact and best placed can be selected for the crop

;

fertilise when ready with Hamburgh pollen, and
thin out the berries when the size of No. 6 shot.

When all the bunches have been thinned allow the

laterals to extend over vacant parts of the trellis

before they are again pinched, give the inside bor-

ders a good supply of warm diluted liquid, and
add more fresli, but well worked, manure where
the surface is not well covered. Keep up a circu-

lation of warm air in houses where Grapes are in

flower, and fertilise when the heat has reached
the maximum on fine days. Maintain a minimum
of 65° for Hamburghs, and allow 5° more for

Muscats when the weather is mild and air can be
admitted with the aid of moderate firing ; but on
no account abide by these figures when external

conditions are unfavourable. Although I do not

approve of syringing Vines when in flower, some
Grape growers do, and attribute their success to

the application of water, which is doubtful, as

Grapes that will set with the syringe would, in all

probability, set just as well, if not better, without

it, provided the roots are in a warm, well-drained

border, and sufficient atmospheric moisture to -sup-

port the delicate organs, is produced by damping
the stems and floors on bright days. When the

fermenting material has been removed from the

inside of the early house, and the berries begin to

show signs of colouring, pass the scissors over

them for the last time and remove any stoneless
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berries where they can be spared, as their pre-
sence always detracts from the appearance of an
otherwise perfect bunch. Give the borders the final
watering with water at a temperature of 80°, and
if necessary add a little more short stable manure
to keep in moisture and throw off ammonia when
the house is closed for a short time every after-
noon. Maintain a constant circulation of warm
air with moderate moisture \vhere pot Vines are
ripening up their fruit, and while reducing the
supply of stimulating liquid to the roots see that
they do not receive a check by going to the ex-
treme of dryness, and add more covering to the
surface roots to prevent the escape of moisture.
Get Vines which have been cut back and shaken
out, shifted into their fruiting pots as they become
ready, plunge in a sweet bottom-heat, and shade
slightly for a few days. Train the young canes
near the glass, and insure short-jointed growth
by giving plenty of light and air. Where spring
planting is contemplated April is the best month
in which to turn out growing Vines. These should
always be planted in internal borders, and the
compost should be made warm by the absorption
of sun-heat before it is placed about the tender
roots. Settle the soil as soon as they are planted
by giving a little water at a temperature of 80°

;

shade slightly for two or three days, and then
treat as has just been advised for pot Vines.
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advantageously used with a little fresh material
from the stables. i\Iix up all together, and earth up
from the sides

;
place hand-lights on the top, and

sow the seeds at once.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
E. GILBEET, BUEGHLBT.

We are just now planting Cauliflowers out of
pots. The cold winds we are now experiencing
are even worse than frost, blowing them about
terribly

; but it is surprising how soon a large
breadth may be sheltered if we only set about it
in the right way. In my case we use the pruuings
of shrubs (Laurels), placing a single piece to each
plant— a plan which appears to suit them
admirably. Some interesting papers have lately
been published in The Garden relating to the
culture of this vegetable. Mr. Groom's plan of
dealing with it and my own are practically the
same. Another writer sows the seed in January,
and cuts Cauliflowers in May, while Mr. Nesbit
sows at the same time and cuts in April. If these
two cultivators would send specimens to your
oflice at the dates named, they would be doing us
all a service. My spring plants sown in February
are now ready for pricking out in cold frames.
Outside Mushroom beds should now be bearing
good crops. Winds soon dry their surface, in
which case tiiey should be watered with luke-
warm water through a fine rose. It is important
to allow 1 in. or 2 in. in depth of ;straw to be on
the bed while it is being watered, as in that case
the water soaks into the bed instead of running
away. Late Celery may now be sown outside,
also Brussels Sprouts, Savoys, and curled greens,
and, above all, do not forget plenty of Parsley!
All kinds of Broccoli—except Veitch's Autumn-
should be sown later on. My first early Potatoes
are planted close under south walls. Three hundred
feet have been put in this day. The soil is slightly
broken, the Potatoes planted shallow, and a cover-
ing, consisting of burnt refuse and sand 3 in in
thickness, is placed upon each set. The variety
planted is the true Myatfs—undoubtedly the best
of all early Potatoes if £ s. d. is a consideration.
Earth up and water sparingly Potatoes in pits
frames &c. My first we lifted yesterday (March
Zi). ihey are not large, but good in quality
Asparagus may be planted directly it begins to
shoot I have a large breadth to plant this season.
I shall draw wide drills 3 ft. apart, lay the plants
in Hat at the bottom, and cover them 2 in deep
with sand and burnt refuse. As regards Sealcalo
we arc now cutting excellent heads from yonn<^
plants planted last season, over the crowns of
which we put a couple of forkfuls of half-rotten
leaves Just now is a capitaltime to form new beds
i think seedlmg plants are better than cuttings.
Vegetable Marrows and Gherkin Cucumber bedsmay now be formed by taking out d trench 3 ftwide and 1 ft deep. Any old material from Sea-
kale or Bhubarb beds now done with may be

KITCHEN GARDEN.
EAPtLY KIDNEY BEANS OUT-OF-DOORS.
Few plants are more tender early in the season
than Kidney Beans. In the ordinary open quarters
in the vegetable garden it is seldom safe to have
them above ground before the middle of May, and
in some parts even later than that. Then the crop
is rarely ready for gathering until about the end
of June or well into July. This is very late for any
vegetable so choice as the Kidney Bean to be
coming into use, and I dare say many who can-
not grow them under glass in spring, from want of
accommodation, would like to have them earlier
out-of-doors than the times just named. To efEect
this, one good way at least can be pointed out.
Wherever there is a wall facing the south, seed
may be sown at once along the bottom of it, and
from plants thus raised, pods may be gathered a
month or more before they could be otherwise
had out in the open. A drill should be drawn 2 in,
deep and about 6 in. from the wall. The seed need
not be put in too thickly, and a little fine soil
should be put over it. As soon as the plants are
seen coming through the ground a few branches
should be placed in front of them, or a board may
be placed so as to shelter them at night, and be
removed on fine days. Slugs must not be allowed
to eat them, and it will be surprising how quickly
and well they will be found to grow. Of course
there may be fruit trees against the wall, but there
are always spaces between their stems which may
be profitably filled up at the present time.

Marrjam, Taiback. J. MuiB.

Salting ground for Carrots.—The cause
of " Y. M. T.'s " crop (p. 188) failing is probably the
presence of some maggot or the larva of some
small fiy. I cannot say what effect upon this or
upon the Carrot crop a heavy dressing of salt
might produce

; but, as a probable cure for the
evil, I would confidently recommend a good dress-
ing of soot, forked into the soil some time before
the seed is sown, also one or two slight dustings
of the same when the plants are approaching the
stage when they usually begin to fail. I would
advise "Y. M. T." to divide the portion of land
which he intends to sow into three parts—not
necessarily equal parts. Dress one with salt,
one with soot, and the other with gas-lime, and
report the result.— P. G.

New mode of wintering Broccoli.—
This, as recommended by Mr. Eiddell (p. 187), is
not exactly new, but it is none the less an e.xicel-
lent method for preserving the plants during
severe winters, and is less frequently practised
than it deserves to be. The old plan of laying the
plants down is objectionable, for although it may
enable them to survive the winter, it at the same
time gives their development such a check as to
prevent the production of anything like such fine
heads as they would otherwise produce. Planting
between the lines or rows of Broccoli a line of
Cauliflowers, Cabbages, dwarf Beans, or any other
culinary crop which can be cleared away by the
middle of October, allows the Broccoli to be
earthed well up, as recommended by Mr. Riddell,
and tends to preserve the stems—their most vul-
nerable part—from the effects of intense frost
equally well as by laying them down, and at the
same time gives no injurious check.—P. G.

Protecting early Potatoes.-On the
open borders the growths of some of our early
Potatoes are now 3 in. in height. Many elsewhere
Will soon be in the same forward state, and so
long as there is no frost or strong gales they will
be all right, but should the weather become un-
favourable, much damage would soon be done
unless preventive measures are taken. E.xpensive
protectors need not be employed; earthing up
will save a great deal. As the young growths are

seen coming through the ground a little of the
surrounding soil should be drawn carefully up
and over them. As growth proceeds this should be
repeated, and little by little the soil may be drawn
up until the earthing up is finished, by which
time the chances of their being damaged by the
weather may be well nigh over. Another simple,
inexpensive, and good plan is to place a little
evergreen branch against each plant. Spruce,
Laurel, or anything similar will do. If fixed so as
to hang over the growths a little, much protection
will be afforded. Having the growth thrown back
and injured by frost is not the only loss likely to
be sustained. Plants which have once been checked
in this way never produce so abundantlv as those
which have gone on without stoppage.—'j. MuiE
Margam. '

Mushrooms turning brown —" J. D "

who complains of this in The Gaeden (p.'lSG)
says nothmg of the height of his Mushroom house
in which his beds are piled four deep in the centre
and three on the sides. Occasionally Mushrooms
turn brown through any drip or deposit falling
upon them from beds over them. But if this is the
cause, then the upper beds, unless too near the
roof, would be likely to suffer less than the
others. " J. D." also spawns at 10° in advance of
that generally adopted by the most successful
growers. Any excess of heat at any stage of
growth is apt to produce the brown condition
complained of. Possibly, too, " J. D.'s" Mu.shroom
house is too dry. Six hot-water pipes and three
square holes in the roof for ventilation would
naturally produce a somewhat arid atmosphere—

a

condition most unfavourable to the production of
good white Mushrooms. The latter need no more air
than will reach them in spite of our efforts. Build
up the open ventilators at once, andplaceevaporat-
ing pans on the water pipes, or, better still, in-
troduce enough fermenting material to make
another bed, and always keep a succession of such
material, freed first, however, from rank steam
and powerful gases in the house. Thus va-
pourised and kindly nourished, the Mushrooms
will probably come and keep white, instead of
being stunted or starved into something akin to
leather. However, it must be added by way of
caution that an excess of rank steam may also
turn Mushrooms brown

; and it may also be stated,
for the humiliation of the most skilful growers,
that at times Mushrooms will insist on turning
brown; and, further, that all brown-coloured
Mushrooms are by no means bad in quality, though
of course they are preferred white.—D. T. Fish.

SHOET NOTES- KITOHEIT GAEDEU.
Algburth Brussels Sprout^.-I am surprised that

Mr. Muir (Uslikes these. With me they liave been excellent,
certainly not larger than halt the size of a hen's egg, and
not one sprout has dtcayeil through damp. When cooked
they remain as compact and solid as cricket balls, and are
delicious in liavour.—J. L.

Sprouted seed Potatoes.—I have some Magnum
B num Potatoes for seed placed on a wooden floor in a
room. I And they have shoots 2 in. and 3 in. long, strong
and branching. Had I better rub them off ? or plant with
them on 7 They are e.\po3ed to the I'ght and I shall not
plant for a week, this being a cold, exposed place, and
the soil heavy.—W. J. Eawlings, 2homas Street, ilertktjr
Tydml.
Mushroom growing.—Several instances of success-

ful Mushroom growing have been given lately in the
Garden, due doubtless to the mildness of the season, but
none of the writers tell us how they succeeded last year, I
am afr.aid that in that hard season a Mushroom bed only
20 in. thick and covered l)y a layer of hay with an old
horseclothhunginfront of it, did not produce the same
results. In Mushroom culture a single instance of success
is no guide whatever.—,!. C. C.
BprlQg-sown Caulltlowera.-If Mr. Nisbet has

sown CauliHowers about .Taiuiary 20, and cut usable heads
from them the last week in April (see p. 187) in an ordinary
season, he has accomplished a feat in horticulture which
has seldom been equalled. Might I request him to send
samples of Cauliflowers to The Garden ofBce during the
last week in April grown in the way he describe.? ? As the
present season promises to be an early one, it is so much
more in his favour.—W. H. DrVEKS, Buvjjhky.
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SOCIETIES.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

March 28.

At this meeting tliere was quite a crowd of new
and rare plants, amongst which tlie following

were awarded first-class certificates

—

Odon'toglossum Pescatoeei Veitchi.—
A splendid variety, the finest that has yet appeared

in cultivation. The flowers are 2i in. across, with

the petals and sepals broad and symmetrical. The
ground colour is -white, on which are heavy
bars and blotches of a deep purple-crimson, the

crest surmounting the labellum being bright

orange-yellow. The plant shown bore halt-a-

dozen flowers, and was most attractive. From
Jlessrs. Veitch.

Masdevallia Shuttleworthi.—An exqui-

site little Orchid, growing in dense dwarf tufts,

and with spathulate, fleshy foliage. The flowers,

borne just above the foliage on slender stalks, are

triangular in outline, each sepal being terminated

by a long slender tail 1 in. in length. The dorsal

sepal of the flower is hooded, of a creamy white,

freckled and streaked with violet-purple, while
the two lateral sepals are so heavily grained with
violet-purple as to appear of a uniform tint. It

was shown by Mr. Woltord, gardener to Mr. W.
Lee, Downside, Leatherhead, the plant shown
bearing five expanded flowers and a bud.

COKTANTHES MACEANTHA. — A remarkably
strange Orchid at first sight, reminding one of a
Stanhopea, but differing essentially from that

genus in form and structure. The most curious

part of the flower is the labellum, which partakes

of the form of the pouch of a Cypripedium, but
poised vertically, so that it is capable of holdin^

liquid. The broad, oddly-formed sepals spread out

in a bat-like manner above the lip. The colour of

the latter is a deep sanguineous crimson, spotted

with white ; the sepals are of a pale fawny yellow,

copiously spotted with chocolate. This remark-
able production came from Sir Trevor Lawrence's
rich collection at Burford Lodge, Dorking; the

plant shown was furnished with four bulbs and a
spike bearing three flowers.

PiNGUicuLA CAUDATA.—A beautiful Mexican
plant, having dense rosette-like tufts of fleshy

foliage ; the flowers, produced singly on stalks

about 6 in. high, are li in. across, and of a bright

rosy magenta hue with a conspicuous white centre,

and pencilled all over with a deeper tint. It is

much the same as that shown and certificated as

P. Bakeriana. From Messrs. "Veitoh.

Odontoglossum Lbeanum.—a very distinct

and pretty plant, having flowers 4 in. across, with
rather narrow sepals and petals, of a bright

canary-yellow, copiously spotted with cliocolate-

brown. The long triangular labellum is whiter
than the rest of the flower, as is also the column.
Messrs. Veitch.

Amaryllis Duke of Albany.—A magnificent
variety, the flowers of which measure 5 in. across

;

the sepals are 3 in. broad, arranged in an exact

triangular manner, and with the petals forming a
symmetrical hexagonal flower. The colour is a
vivid scarlet-vermilion, with a broad central br.nd

running half way up each division. The plant
shown bore four blossoms on one spike.

Amaryllis The Giant with three huge flower-

stems a yard or more high, bore altogether
seventeen blossoms, which are large and of fine

massive form; colour, crimson, feathered and
pencilled with white. Both from Messrs. Veitch.

Leka amabilis. — A remarkably handsome
fine foliaged plant from Borneo. The plants

shown were of dwarf growth—only 9 in. high. The
leaves are pinnate, with two pairs of leaflets and
an odd one. The leaflets are from 3 in. to 6 in.

long by 2 in. in breadth, coarsely toothed at the

margin. The upper surface is a glossy, metallic

green, with a bright silvery band running down
the centre of each leaflet ; the under surface of the

leaves is a vinous purple, a tin also assumed by
the young foliage. It will prove a most valuable

decorative plant for stoves. Messrs. Veitch.
I

Adiantum VicTOEiiE.—A new hybrid Maiden-
hair Fern raised by Mr. Bause, the finest he has

yet produced. It is between A. decorum and A.

scutum, but partaking more of the latter than the

former, though quite distinct from both. It is

dwarf in growth, not more than 6 in. high, and
the fronds are produced in dense tufts. The
pinna; are from i in. to 1 in. broad, and are of a

bright emerald 'green. It is one of the finest

Maiden-hair Ferns we know. Exhibited by the

General Horticultural Company from their

Anerley nursery.

Primula obcosica.—A new Japanese Prim-

rose, in the way of P. cortusoides, the flowers

being about the same size and shape, and produced
in similar dense heads, but the colour is a lovely

delicate mauve, rendering it distinct from any
other cultivated Primrose. Being hardy, .[it pro-

mises to become a valuable garden plant. From
Messrs. Veitch.

Odontoglossum Cebvantesi decorum.—

A

splendid variety, with flowers 2| in. across, with

broad sepals and petals prettily marked with con-

centric lines of chocolate-red around the column,

while the heart-shaped lip, 1 in. across, is of a

purer white than the other parts, and also finely

streaked and blotched with chocolate-red. Shown
by Mr. Wolford, gardener to Mr. Lee, Downside,
Leatherhead.

Hyacinth Delicata.— A very fine single

variety, the spike of which is massive and dense,

and the flowers over 1 in. across ; the colour is

creamy white, flushed in the centre of each petal

with a reddish buffi tint.

Hyacinth Leo.—A double sort, with uncom-
monly large and very double blossoms of a

delicate blush tint. The spike is large and dense.

Hyacinth Challenger.—A splendid variety,

with single flowers of a reddish purple hue, with a

deeper stripe running through the centre of each
petal. The spike is dense, massive, and very fine.

Hyacinth Enchantress.—A kind with very

large single flowers, borne on huge, dense spikes.

Colour, a delicate porcelain blue, shaded to pure
white towards the centre. All from Messrs.

Voitch.

Rhododendron Aurora.—A hybrid Javanese
variety, with remarkably large blossoms of fine

symmetrical form, and of a beautiful, deep, sal-

mon-pink colour. The truss is large, dense, glo-

bular.

Rhododendron Favourite. — A beautiful

hybrid variety of the Javanese group, having
large, dense trusses of flowers of a lovely rose-

pink, a colour more pleasing than that of any
other variety we have seen. Both from Messrs.

Veitch.

Andromeda japonica.—A handsome hardy
evergreen shrub, thickly furnished with small,

leathery, deep green leaves. The white waxy
flowers, which terminate the branches, are urn-

shaped and produced in great profusion, render-

ing the plant very attractive. From Mr. A.

Waterer, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking.

Phal.bnopsis Stuartiananobilis.—A lovely

new species in the way of P. Schilleriana as re-

gards habit of growth and size and form of

flowers. The latter .ire wholly pure whitr, except

the labellum and lower halves of the lowermost
sepals, which are copiously spotted with chocolate-

crimson on a fawn-tinted ground. They are

2i in. across, and produced on long, graceful

spikes. From the introducers, Messrs. Hugh Low
& Co., Clapton.

Primula acaulis Cboussi.—A beautiful va-

riety of coloured hardy Primrose, with blossoms
1 in. across and perfectly double, the petals form-
ing a compact rosette of a rich lilac-purple. It is

one of the most distinct of double Primroses, and
one that is sure to become popular. From Messrs.
Paul & Son, Cheshunt.

Rose Her Majesty.—A beautiful new hybrid
variety exhibited by Mr. Bennett, of Shepperton.

The plants shown bore vigorous foliage, partak-

ing of the character of that of the Tea varieties.

The flowers are large, full, and massive, and the

colour a lovely rose-pink, delicately shading off

to lighter hue towards the edges.

Miscellaneous exhibits.— Sir Trevor Law-
rence contributed, besides the Orchid certificated,

Odontoglossum aspersum violaceum, a variety in

the way of 0. Rossi, but finer and the colours more
pronounced ; also Masdevallia Shuttleworthi

xanthocorys, a distinct variety, but, so far as

colour is concerned, inferior to the type, par-

ticularly the fine form shown on this occasion by
Mr. Lee, who also contributed Odontoglossum
Cei-vantesi roseum, one of the most beautiful of

the numerous forms of this Orchid, the petals and
sepals being suffused with a lovely deep rosy j)ur-

ple tint; also 0. Chestertoni, a very fine variety

of 0. crispum, having the chocolate markings of

the flowers very heavy and distinct on the pure
white ground. A cultural commendation was ap-

propriately voted to Mr. Parr, gardener to

Mrs. Russell Sturgis, Givon's Grove, Leatherhead,
for two remarkably well grown specimens of

Coelogyne ocellata. The plants, growing in

6-in. pans, were over 1 ft. across, and pro-

fusely furnished with long racemes of elegant
white blossoms conspicuously blotched with orange.

A fine plant of the rare Maxillaria callichroma

was shown by Mr. Salter, gardener to Mr. South-

gate, Selborne, Streatham. The flowers are some
3 in. across, with narrow sepals yellow and white,

and with the lip bright yellow lined with crim-

son. A well-flowered plant of Odontoglossum
Rossi majus came from Mr. D. B. Crawshay,
Sevenoaks. An uncommonly fine example of

Lycaste Skinneri with a dozen flowers, represent-

ing a beautiful pale variety, was shown by Mr.
Gaiger, gardener , to Mr. T. Taylor Whitehead,
Bakewell, to which a cultural commendation was
deservedly awarded. It was growing in a large

square basket, and was small compared with
the number of flowers it bore.

A choice group of new and rare plants was ex-

hibited by Messrs. Veitch, among which were
Cypripedium Mastersianum, a handsome new
species from Java ; Azalea serpyllifolia, with
small white blossoms, otherwise like A. amcena

;

Heliniopsis umbellata, a plant somewhat similar

to Helonias buUata in growth, but bearing a droop-

ing head of pink flowers ; Adiantum fissum, an
elegant variety of the hardy Maiden-hair Fern,

with deep cut pinnae ; Rhododendron Royal Scarlet,

Triumphans, both beautiful hybrid varieties

;

Phaius Bernaysi, an Orchid in the way of P. gran-

difolius ;
Chionographisjaponica, a singular plant

with spikes of feathery white flowers ; and Odon-
toglossum Andersonianum angustatum, a variety

having heavy blotches of chocolate-brown in the

flowers which axe more conspicuous than in the

original.

Among the Amaryllis, besides those certificated

were, Milton, of very fine form, crimson netted with
white ; Indian Chief, deep crimson ; Princess

Beatrice, vermilion striped with white, fine in

form ; Shakespeare, vermilion, white centre, very

fine ; and Meteor, scarlet, edged with pure white,

all of which were superb varieties, a selection

from the enormous quantity of Amaryllis grown
by this firm.

The following new Hyacinths were exhibited by
Messrs. Veitch in addition to those certificated. Of
single flowered kinds, Mr. Stanley, deep carmine-

crimson, spike very dense
;
Progress, very deep

violet-blue, large and fine; Purity, pure white,

spike very dense; Marguerite, chalky white flowers,

spike very large ; Surprise.a shade or so lighterthan

Mr. Stanley, also very fine. Diadem, a very curious

colour, a carmine shaded with orange-red ; Safrano,

a straw colour, spike dense and massive. The
only double besides Leo certificated was Duke of

Albany, a bright carmine flower and spike

moderately large.

A variegated-leaved form of Anthurium An-
dreanum was shown by Mr. Wilson, gardener to

Mr. Pollett, Fern.side, Bickley, which probably

will be in better character later in the season. The
white-flowered variety of Myosotis dissitiflora was
shown by Mr. Dean, Titsey Park, Godston, and is,

as may be imagined, a beautiful little plant,

differing in no way from the original except in
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the colour, which is pure. It will no doubt be as

much sought for as the ordinar.v form. A double-
spathed Galla jethiopica came from Mr. Phillips

The Deodars, Meopham, which, however, was
more strange than handsome.

Messrs. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, exhibited a re^

markably fine Cineraria, called Victory, the
finest that has yet been shown, the flowers measur-
ing nearly 3 in. across, perfectly circular with
overlapping petals, and of a beautiful satiny
magenta tint. The same firm also showed cut
blooms of Marguerites, including the white, blue,

purple, and a new golden yellow, very fine. Also a
few plants of Spirsea Thuubergi, which were pro-
fusely laden with their tiny white blossoms, show-
ing to perfection this beautiful shrub.

Mr. Green showed from Sir George Macleay's
garden, Pendell Court, Bletchingley, a flowering
spray of Bauhinia stipitata to show its singular
inflorescence, which was lilie long green strings,

produced from the axils of the uppermost leaves.

Mr. Green also showed the old Antholyza bicolor
in fine flowering condition. A group of new
seedling Abutilons was again shown by Mr.
George, Putney Heath, among which those named
King of Roses, Compactum Vivid, and Scarlet
Gem were particularly noteworthy as being dis-

tinct and fine. Mr. Dean, EaUng, showed a new
Primrose called Premier, which bids fair to take
the premier position among flowers of its class,

being a very decided advance upon the older
kinds.

A. cultural commendation was awarded to Mr.
A. Waterer for a group of well grown plants of
Deutzia candidissima fl.-pl., a beautiful variety
with rosette-like blossoms and siiort racemes, and
borne plentifully on small plants. The colour is

snow white, and even when flowering in the
natural season the purity of the colour is not
marred in the least. It is a shrub that will be
much sought for.

Messrs. Paul, Cheshunt, showed a new Hose
called Helen Paul, with flowers of a delicate pink
shade

;
and Mr. Bennett, Shepperton, exhibited be-

sides the variety Her Majesty two others called
Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, a delicate pink variety,
and Earl of Pembroke, a Eose of large and
fine form, similar in colour to Marie Baumann.
Plants of Gynura aurantiaoa were exhibited by
the Compagnie Continentale d'Horticulture, Ghent,
who state that it is a first-rate bedding-out plant.
The leaves are overlaid with a beautiful violet-
purple, which gives the plant a handsome appear-
ance.

Promenade show.—At this, the first pro-
menade show of the season, the conservatory pre-
sented a gay appearance, chiefly effected by means
of magnificent groups of Hyacinths. These were
contributed principally from various nurseries, and
were all of uniformly high quality. JMessrs. Veitch
& Osborn were the largest exhibitors, each firm
showing a group of some 200 plants, all admirably
representing the best Hyacinths now in cultiva-
tion. Lesser groups came from Messrs. Cutbush,
Highgate ; Messrs. Williams, Fortis Green, Finch-
ley

;
and a large contributor to the display was

Captain Patton, who showed extensive collections
of Tulips, Hyacinths, and choice hardy spring
flowers. Besides Hyacinths, Azaleas and Rhodo-
dendrons were largely shown, notably by Messrs.
Lane, of Berkhampstead, who had "some well-
flowered bushes of the finer sorts of Rhododen-
dron, and^ particularly of the beautiful Azalea
mollis, which altogether made an attractive show.
An extensive group of miscellaneous plants,
chiefly cool Orchids, came from Mr. B. S. Wil-
liams' nursery. Upper Holloway, There was also a
grand collection of Amaryllis, including some splen-
did varieties. The fine new Imantophyllum Martha
Eeimers was shown very finely, and was much ad-
mired for its stately growth and handsome flowers.
A large group of Persian Cyclamens was shown
by Mr. Clark, of Twickenham, and constituted
one of the chief attractions of the show, the
pure white variety being particularly noteworthy.
Of Narcissi, Messrs. Barr and Sugden had a fine
exhibition from their unrivalled collection at

Tooting, and many choice spring-flowering plants
were interspersed with the Daffodils, which added
largely to the display. From Chiswick Mr. Barron
sent large groups of Cinerarias, Azaleas, Bego
nias, and various other plants, which added
largely to the success of the show. Mr Aldous,
Gloucester Road, showed two fine bouquets, com-
posed exclusively of Narcissi ; both were very beau-
tiful and showed what may be done with one
class of flowers alone.

Special prizes.—The prizes offered for
Amaryllis, Hyaciutlis, and Tulips were not com-
peted for, there being only one exhibitor in each
class. Mr. Little was the only exhibitor of Amaryl-
lis, and Mr. Douglas in the other classes. The six
Amaryllis that Mr. Little showed, which were
very good, consisted of Queen Victoria, crimson,
edged with white

; Stella, Orpheus, Leah, large
crimson Hereward, Drapeau Royal, large white
pencilled with crimson. The seedling to which the
first prize was awarded was Hercules, a splendid
variety with medium-sized flowers of fine form
and of a briiliant vermilion colour. The best light
coloured variety was Orpheus, a kind with large,
well-formed flowers, white, heavily pencilled with
crimson. The first prize for a dark variety was
given to Hereward, a deep red sort. The
Hyacinths that Mr. Douglas showed were remark-
ably fine, all with massive spikes. The sorts were
Fabiola, pink ; Blondon, pink ; A'^on Schiller, red

;

King of the Blues, Mont Blanc, Baron Van Tuyll,
blue ; Grandeur 4 Merveille, white ; and La Gran-
desse, white, all single-flowered varieties. The
Tulips consisted of admirable examples of Pro-
serpine, White Pottebakker, Vermilion Brilliant,
and white Joost Van Vondel.

Scientific committee— Sir J. D. Hooker
in the chair.—Diseased plants.—Mr. W. G. Smith
reported on the diseased leaves of various plants
received from the Earl of Eomney, and found
they were attacked by various organisms, e.g..

Primrose leaves by Ocidium primulaj , Carnation
leaves by Tyleuchus, a nematoid worm, as also by
Paccinia Lychnidearum

; the Ranunculus leaves
by a leaf-mining larva. Saragus floccosus.—Mr.
Pascoe exhibited specimens of this beetle from
Queensland, attacked apparently by a species of
S. saria -while living.

Plakt labels.— Mr. G. F. Wilson ei^hibited
specimens of Boxwood labels steeped in hot
paraffin ; when unprepared Box labels perish ra-
pidly. Sir J. D. Hooker observed that the
parafiiu soon becomes decomposed under exposure
to the sun. Mr. Lynch also showed some labels
made of zinc, cleaned by sulphuric acid ; also
some painted Pitch Pine labels. The question
was raised as to what Pitch Pine reallj' is, as it

apparently refers to any very resinous kind.
Plants exhibited.— Rhododendrons.— Mr.

Mangles exhibited several hybrids, viz. : R. cilia-

turn (female) crossed by R. Dalhousiese (male), a
pink hybrid called Countess of Haddington. He
remarked that it is impossible to cross them the
reverse way. R. formosum from Cachar, and R.
Veitchianum from near Moulmein.—They cross
freely. This last,' as also R. campylocarpum, were
received from Mr. Hermann Tucker. R. Thomsoni
(male)crossed with E.Fortunei (female).—In this
hybrid Mr. Mangles observed the prepotence of
the former in the crimson colour, the flowers being
larger and more numerous. R. Jasminiflorum.—It
is remarkable that the Malay species will not
cross with the Himalayan. Various interesting
hybrids were sent by Messrs. Downie and Laird.
Flowers, including Mesembryanthemum acini-
formis, were sent by Miss C. Mangles from Cannes.
Another collection of Rhododendrons came from
Hon. and Rev. Bosoawen. One of considerable
beauty, with white unspotted flowers, and named
Mrs. Townshend Boscawen, of the arboreum type,
had a fine truss, but the foliage was rather poor.
Tulips.—Rev. H.H. Crewe exhibited several Tulips
—T. Celsiana, T. Oculus-solis var. prfecox, T. platy-
stigma, and T. Lantelei, probably a var. of T. O.-s.,

having narrow edges and a crimson eye-spot.
Doryauthes Palmeri.— Sir J. D. Hooker exhibited
a leaf some 5 ft. long, and a cluster of flowers
from a spike 12 ft. in length, bearing a panicle of

flowers 18 in. in length. Coryanthes macrantha,
exhibited by Sir T. Lawrence, described in the lec-
ture. Mr. Lynch exhibited two fine branches of
Begonia Roezli from N.-W. America, Primula car-
patica, having a peculiar odour and resembling
the true (Barfield) Oxlip ; Asarum caudatum
from California, Cheiranthus mutabilis from Ma-
deira, the original wild form of Cheiranthu-i
Cheiri (Wallflower), Hibbertia Rheedi, and Arctotis
aspera var. arborescens, from the Cape.
Lecture.—The Rev. G. Henslow commenced

his lecture by calling attention to the differences
between the two families Liliacea3 and Amarylli-
daceffi, the magnificent series of Hyacinths,
Tulips, and Squills illustrating the former ; while
Messrs. Barr and Sugden's series of Narcissus of
many kinds, Amaryllis of Messrs. Veitch, and the
specimen of Doryanthes from Kew illustrated the
latter, easily recognised by the " ovary " being
below the flower in the Amaryllidacese, but free
and within the tube in the Liliaoe^. Dicentra
spectabilis.—Through misspelling the name has
be^n changed to Diclytra and Dielytra ; but Di-
centra, meaning " two spurs," is the correct name.
Mr, Henslow explained how it is fertilised by
bees, which remove the little clapper-like plates
and so expose the stamens and pistil on searching
the flower for honey. The most remarkable in-

stance of mixed fertilisation, however, was fur-

nished by the curious Orchid exhibited by Sir T.

Lawrence, called Coryanthes macrantha, from the
West Indies. In this the labellum is shaped like

a boat, but attached at the stern end by a stout
bent support, thus forming a powerful spring.

The " column,'' which bears the stigma and anther,
projects over the boat, the two having their ends
in contact. Two horn-like processes projecting
from the column continually secrete water, which
is caught by the boat. Insects, such as large
bees, are attracted by sweet ridges or wing-like
expansions of the basal end of the labellum ; the
food thus obtained appears to be stupifying or

intoxicating; the result is the bees push one
another down into the boat ; their wings become
wetted, so they cannot fly out, but can only escape
by crawling along the bottom of the boat and
squeezing themselves between the " bows " and
the end of the column. The first insect which
escapes invariably carries off the pollen masses ;

but in order to fertilise a flower it must repeat
the process, take a second bath, and escape as
before, but this time it smears the pollen upon
the stigma. Mr. Henslow next called attention to

some new hybrid Rhododendrons, Messrs. Veitch
getting a first-class certificate for some fine hybrids.

He observed how in this flower, as in Pelargonia
and Gloxinias, which are irregular flowers in the
wild state, are becoming regular under cultivation,

and the stamens, instead of inclining downwards
or " declinate," spread symmetrically round the
petals which are like svmmetrically arranged.

LIST OF AWARDS.
Silver-gilt flora medal to Messrs. Veitch, Chelsea, for

Hyacinths.

Silver-gilt flora medal to Messrs. Osborn, Fulham, for
Hyacinths, Azaleas, &c.

Silver-gilt flora medal to Mr. R. Clark, Twickenham, for
group of Cyclamens.

Silver-gilt flora medal to Messrs. Barr & Sugden, Covent
Garden, for group of Narcissi, &o.

Silver flora medal to Mr. B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway,
for miscellaneous group of plants

,

Silver flora medal to Messrs. Cutbush, Highgate, for Hya-
cinths, Azale ;s, Camellias, i.tc.

Silver flora medal to Mr H, Wilhams, Finchley, for Hya-
cinths, Tulips, &c.

Silver flora medal to Messrs. Lane, Berkhamstead, for
Rhododendrons, Azaleas, etc.

Silver Banksian medal to Captain Patton, for Hyacinths,
Tulips, &c.

Silver Knightian medal to Mr. S. Ford, Leonardslea, Hor-
sham, for cuilection of Apples.

SPECIAL Prizes.
G Amaryllis.—1st, Mr. Wiggins, gardener to Mr. H. Little,

Hillingdon Place, Uxbridge.

Seedling Amaryllis.-1st, Mr. Wiggins.

Dark-coloured Amaryllis.— 1st, Mr. Wiggins,
Light-coloured Amaryllis,—1st, Mr. Wiggins,

9 Hyacinths —1st, Mr. Douglas, Loxford Hall, Ilford.

9 Tulips.—1st, Mr. Douglas.
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ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.

March 29.

The first spring exhibition ot this society, held

on Wednesday last, was a most successful one,

being more extensive than the corresponding

show of previous years. As at South Kensington

the day previously, the chief attractions were the

spring"bulbous plants, such as Hyacinths, Tulip.-!,

Amaryllis, Sec. ; indeed, the two shows, happening

as they did so nearly together, had so many fea-

tures in common, that a detailed account of both

is unnecessary. The glorious banks of

Hyacinths from Messrs. Veitoh, Osborn,

Cutbush, Williams, and others were in themselves

quite beautiful exhibitions, and they displayed

the flower to perfection as regards high quality of

growth, and represented the cream of the host of

the varieties that the Dutch bulb gardens afford.

Of course there was the usual percentage of so-

called new varieties, but it requires the eye of an
expert to detect the difference between the novel-

ties and older kinds. Judging by the fine exam-
ples exhibited this year, the present season is a

good one for Hyacinths general!}'.

Tulips were likewise fine, particularly those in

the competitive classes in which Mr. Douglas
took the lead, as he generally does at these shows,

among amateurs. A fine display in numerous
variety was contributed by Captain Patton's gar-

dener, Mr. Boultwood, including several that were
considered new, but, be that as it may, they were
highly attractive and contributed in no small de-

gree to the importance of the show.

Cyclamens were perhaps the chief attraction,

at least they won more admirers than any other

class, and certainly they were very fine, and
alone worth a journey to see. They were all better

than we have hitherto seen them, and were sim-

ply perfection. This flower was also shown in a
magnificent manner by Mr. Smith, of Ealing,

whose collection was extensive, containing a rich

variety of tints. Other exhibitors made a good
display of Cyclamens.

Amaryllises were in strong force and of high
quality, the principal exhibitors being Messrs.

Veitch and Williams, and among amateurs Mr.
Little, who grows and shows this flower well, the

varieties he exhibited on this occasion being
much the same as those at South Kensington
Those from Mr. B. S. Williams were all character-

ised by that vividness and brilliancy of colour

which is so much admired in an Amaryllis, but
which unfortunately is apt to be overlooked by
hybridists striving for perfect form and large size.

Such kinds as Dr. Masters, Leeana, Firefly, shown
by this firm are, in our opinion, the perfection of

what an Amaryllis should be with regard to

colour.

Stove and greenhouse plants were not an
important feature in the show, and with the

exception of perhaps the collection from Messrs.

Peed, were scarcely admissible for exhibition,

being much below mediocrity and likewise with
the Azaleas, the less said about them the better,

though some well flowered small plants were shown
from the Norbury Nursery, Streatham.

Deutzias were particularly fine, particularly

those from Mr. Whitbourne's garden, at Loxford
Hall, whichwere veritable " pyramids of purity,'' the

huge plants being covered with snowy-whitebloom.

Hakdy Primulas, only shown by one exhibitor,

were not remarkable, though some admirable
examples of the snowy-white P. viscosa nivea
indicated skilful culture, and sliowed what a
lovely little plant it is in a good cultivator's hands.
The hardy herbaceous plants included good speci-

mens cf Pnlmonaria virginica, Dielytra spectabilis.

Primula rosea, and Anemone ranunculoides.

Lach enalia tricolor was shownuncommonly
well by Mr. Easom, who grows this common green-

house bulbous plant better than we have seen it

elsewhere. He showed on this occasion a dozen
large plants, completely furnished with flower-

spikes, and were certainly a great attraction.

Roses in pots were conspicuous only by their

absence, a remarkable fact, as usually they are

seen finely at these spring shows. There were, how-

ever, some excellent cut blooms, notably the

Mar^chal Niel from Messrs. Cranston, of Hereford,

and Mr. Rumsey, Waltham Cross. The lovely

Madame Falcot, too, was, like the Marechal,shown

to perfection considering the season, and her

beauty seemed to be admired more than any other.

Lilies op the Valley were an excellent

class, and grand potfuls came from Mr. Williams,

of Finchley, which were better than usually seen,

even at exhibitions. Narcissi, too, were excellent,

and were shown numerously ; but, however well

shown, they are not particularly striking or

effective.

Rhododendrons from the Berkhamstead Nur-

series, Abutilons from Mr. George, Putney Heath,

Gmerarias from Hillingdon Place, some fine

Dielytras from Capt. Patton's garden, all aided in

making the exhibition what it was.

Groups of plants of a miscellaneous character

came from Messrs. Veitch, which had a large

sprinkling of showy Amaryllis in them, as did also

that from Mr. B. S. Williams, which likewise con-

tained a fine selection of fine foliaged plants and

Orchids in flower. A similar group from Mr. Bull,

Cacti from Mr. Boiler, and Orchids from Mr.

Philbrick's garden at Bickley, including a Cym-

bidium eburneum with twenty flowers, made an

attractive feature.

Ne'W plants.—These, as usual, were numer-

ous. From Messrs. Veitch came Chionographis

japonica, Leea amabilis, Croton Croustadti, An-
gr«cumChailluanum,Phal!enopsistetraspis,Helini-

opsis umbellata, Cypripedium Argus, Odonto-

glossum Pescatorei Veitchi, O. Andeisonianum
angustatum, Vriesia chrj-sostachya. Rhododendron
Favourite, Columnea Kalbreyeri, and various new
Amaryllis and Hyacinths. Mr. B. S. Williams con-

tributed Ctfilogyne Parishi, Amaryllis Leeana, and

Dr. Masters, AlocasiaChelsoni, Adiantum Lathomi,

Davallia fceniculacea, Dieffienbachia majestica,

Zygopetalum Clayi, Asparagus plumosus nanus,

&c. From Mr. Ball were Odontoglossum facetum,

notabile, Pescatorei album, gloriosum album, and

aureum, Halli nigrum, Wilkeanum album, baphi-

canthum, Masdevallia triangularis, Draofena

fragrans variegata, Alsophila RebeccEe, and Cypri-

pedium insigne aureum. The Horticultural Com-
pany of Ghent showed plants of Gynura auran-

tiaca. Of these tlie following were certificated:—
Botanical cektipicates were awarded to

—

Dendrobium Falconebi giganteum, a

superb variety of a lovely Orchid, differing in its

larger growth, finer flowers, and more intense

colour. One of the finest of all Dendrobes. Messrs.

Veitch.
Cypripedium calubum, a hybrid variety

between C. longifolium and C. Sedeni, which

latter it much resembles, but is different in

colour. Messrs. Veitch.

Columnea Kalbreyeri, a handsome foliage

plant with long and broad leaves of a metallic

green on the upper, and vinous purple on the

under surface. Messrs. Veitch.

Asparagus plumosus nanus, a most elegant

plant of dwarf growth, and with feathery foliage

of a bright green hue. Messrs. Veitch.

Odontoglossum Leeanum, Primula ob-

conica, Pinguicula caudata, Odontoglos-
sum Pescatorei Veitchi, Leea amabilis, also

shown by Messrs. Veitch, received botanical cer-

tificates, and are alluded to in the reportof the

Royal Horticultural Society's meeting.

Adiantum Lathomi, a graceful Maiden-hair

Fern of robust growth, with elegant fronds of a

pale green. From Mr. B. S. Williams.

DiEPrENBACHiA MAGESTIOA,—A noble fine

foliage plant, with ample leaves of a deep green

heavily blotched with light green. Mr. B. S.

Williams.
Zygopetalum Clayi.—The handsome hybrid

Orchid described in our columns last week. Mr. B.

S. Williams.
Davallia posniculacea.—An elegant Hare's-

foot Fern, having large, broad fronds, finely cut

and gracefully arching. Mr. B. S. Williams.

Asparagus plumosus nanus, alluded to above

also. From Mr. Williams.

Odontoglossum Halli nigrum. — A form

with very deep coloured sepals and petals, render-

ing it handsomer than the ordinary kind. Mr. W.

0.' Pescatorei album. — Remarkable for

having flowers of a spotless white, except the yel-

low centre. Mr. Bull.

Dracena fragrans variegata.—a hand-

some variety, having the broad, recurving foliage

banded longitudinally with greenish-yellow. Mr.

Bull.

Alsophila Rebecc^e. — A tree Fern with

beautiful spreading fronds, much divided and of

glossy green. Mr. Bull.

PHALiENOPSIS Stuartiana nobilis.— The

beautiful Orchid alluded to in Tuesday's report,

From Messrs. Low & Co.

HOYA globulosa,—A species having small

whitish blossoms with pink centres, produced in

large, dense globose clusters which are very hand-

some. From Messrs. Cranston & Co.

Flobicultural certificates were awarded

to

Cyclamen White Gem,Crimson Gem, Striata,
Tinted Gem, Rose Queen, and Emily Little,

all very beautiful varieties, to which allusion has

been made previously. All from Mr. Little.

Abutilon Brilliant and Emperor.-Two

beautiful varieties, particularly the latter, which

has large, finely formed flowers, of a rich plum

colour. From Mr. George, Putney Heath.

Azalea Mad. db Grevb.—A variety with un-

usually large flowers of full and fine form, and of

a beautiful salmon pink, spotted with crimson.

From Mr. Little.
.

Hyacinth Charles Dickens, Surprise, Duke

of Albany, and Challenger, all of, which were

mentioned in Tuesday's report. Messrs. Veitch.

Amaryllis Dr. Masters, a variety remarkable

for the intense brilliancy of colour combined with

the fine form of the flower and constituting the

peifection of a fine Amaryllis. Mr. B. S. Williams.

Azalea Mr. F. Cobert.—A beautiful variety

with mediam-sized flowers, semi-double, and of a

glowing carmine-crimson, borne profusely on small

plants. Mr. Todman, Clapham Common.

Rhododendron Favourite, a lovely hybrid

variety of the Japanese section, having large

trusses of fine flowers of a most delicate rose-pink.

Messrs. Veitch.

Amaryllis Duke op Albany and The
Giant, both shownby Messrs. Veitch,and alluded

to above.
Primula acaulis Croussi plena, shown by

Messrs Paul, and mentioned in Tuesday's report.

Cyclamen 'Duke of Albany, a very fine

variety with large and finely-formed flowers of a

beautiful colour. Mr. Odell.

Myosotis dissitiflora alba.—The white

form of the Forget-me-not alluded to above.

From W. Dean, Titsey Park, Godstone.

LIST OF AWARDS.
12 Stove and gi-eenhouse plants (open).--!, Messrs^ Peed

& Son, Norbury Nursery, Streatham ; 2, p. G Wheeler,

gardener to Lady Goldsmith. Regent's Park ; 3, Mr Butler,

gardener to Mr. Gibbs, St. Dunstan s, Regent s Park.

6 Greenhouse Azaleas (amateurs).-l, Mr. Wiggins gar-

dener to H. Little, Esq., Hillingdon Place, lixbiidge ;2, Mi.

Wheeler ; 3, Mr. Butler. ,

Greenhouse Azaleas (nurserymen).—!, Messrs. Peed

& Son's ; 3, Messrs. Cutbush, Highgate.

6 Chinese Primulas (open).-l, Mr Williams, Fortis

Green, Finchley ; 2, Mr. Wiggins : 3, Mr. Butler.

9 Hardy Primulas (open). - 1, Mr. Douglas

12 Pots Tulips (nurserymen).-l. Mr. Douglas; 2. Mr.

Boultwood, gardener to Caprain Patton, Alpha House,

Rpo-Piit'«; Park 3 Mr. H. E-isom.

l|po!s Tulips (nurserymen).-!, Messrs. Osborn ; 2,

Messrs S Hill ; 3, Messrs. Cutbusb.
"

12 Pots' Narcissi (open). 1, Messrs. Osborn ; 2, Mr. t>.

Hill : 3, Messrs. Gregorv' & Evans

6 Amaryllis. -1, Mr. Wiggins 2, Mr. Butler.

12 LacIienalias.-l,Mi-. H.Easom.
9 Hardv Herbaceous Plants.—!, Mr. Douglas

6 Deutzias (open)-!, Mr. Douglas; 2, Mr. Wiggins ; 3,

Mr H. Evans, North Hill, Highgate
„ ,, „ t.

12 Cyclameis (open).-!, Mr. Wiggms ; 2, Mr. H. B.

Smith, E,aling ; 3, Mr. Odell.
.

12 Cyclamens (amateurs).—1, Mr. Wiggins.

6 Pots of the Lily ot the VaUey (open).-! Mr. H \\ il-

lianis; 2, Messrs. Gregory and Evans, Sidcup
; 3, Mi.

Douglas
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j,^2^
Hyacinths (amateurs).—!, Mr. Douglas; 2, Mr. H-

n.'^"^
Hyacinths (nurserymen).—!, Messrs. Cutbush ; 2,Messrs. Osborn

; 3, Jlr. Hill, Forest Gate.

MISCELLANEOUS CLASS.
Messrs. J. Veitcli & Sons, Chelsea, large bronze m°dal

for group of new plants
; silver medal for Hyacinths

Mr. B. S. Williams, Upper HoUoway, silver medal forgroup of new and rare plants.
Messrs. Osbom & Sons, Fulham, small silver medal for

croup of Hyacinths and Tulips.
Messrs. Carter & Co., High Holborn, large bronze medalfor group of Hyacinths.

"»cuii

Cydai^nf'
^™'"'' ^^^'"" ^"^^ ^"^^'' '»«'Jal 'or Sroup of

cinfhs^&c^™""^'
^""^'''^y' '""•e^ ''™02= medal for Hya-

pn^li^eut^artis'sP"™'
"'""''' '^"•'^^°' "''^""^'^ ^"^

fo?UamiiSSlt^ ^'^^^' ^^•'"^"''"^' ^"™^ "^^^'

of^ptots."*^""'
™"^°Sdon, certificate and prize for group

Abutilonf
''°°' '^'"^^ ^^''"'' '=«''«fl'=ate and prize for

pf;^eS?i^!S'iSr'^Si;;^'''
'^"^^"'•^

coSo^n'of^raci^tS-^c^'^'^^-^'^'^-^^^"™^™^-^^^^-

for'?olleI«o^;^r:jtS''" ''™=^' '"•S^ '^^""^'^ "^''''^

tio'^'f'peSSi^L"
* ^™"^' '-=-'— "^-^al for co.lec-

fo?cut Ros'e's'!°""°
* °°-' '^^'•'^'"'i. certificate and prize

mpSffn;^*u^'^;-''™'.
''''"* Berkhamstead, small silvermedal gr_ collection of Rhododendrons

Bicklev fn^fivnS'"'"' '," ^"'- ^''"Ibrick, Q.C
,

Oldfield,

flOTa
'^y'"'^"'™" eburneum and Sophronitis grandi^

EPIG.EA EEPENS AT COMELY BANK.
1 OBSERVED in The Garden of the ith ult.that
you mentioned that you wished to have some
flowers and buds of the Epigjea sent to you in
order that you might give us the benefit of a good
coloured p ate of the plant and its flowers and
buds. Well, one day last week, having an hour
or two to spare in Edinburgh, I went down
!,-^fTu ;F''''^^"

nursery at Comely Bank,
which 1 had frequently seen noticed in The Gar-
den, and when the foreman of the herbaceous
department was showing me the large collection
ot hne old hardy herbaceous plants tliere, I noticed
a very beautiful white-flowering creeping nlant
which completely filled a large hand-glass about
2 ft. square. " What plant is that ? "said I to the
foreman. "Oh," said he, "that is the Epig^ea
repens.' When the top of the hand-glass
had been lifted oil 1 saw, growing with the
greatest luxuriance, one of the most beau-
tiful and delightful of hardy plants. The
leaves completely covered the ground inside the
hand-glass, and the ends of the branches bore
clusters of lovely white flowers which had the
most delicious scent imaginable, something like
that of the Hawthorn, but far sweeter. I brought
home with me a large plant of the Epigsa, audit
IS at present flowering in a bed of damp peat
under the shade of some Fir trees in my garden
here. For the present I have the plant covered
with a hand-glass until it recovers the efCect of
the transplantation, but I mean to try to get it
to do with me ultimately without the protection
ot a hand-glass. The flowers do not carry well, and
tall off very easily. The shoots I sent you had far
more flowers upon them when they were growing-
on the plant. G. Muiriiead.

raxton, BeriHcli-on-Tneed.

Nicotiana afflnis.—I have been much in-
terested in the discussion that has appeared in
Ihe Garden respecting this plant. If the flowers
are gathered in the evening, or during tlie night
when open and placed in water, they will remain
open and keep in good condition for some days

;

therefore, on this account it is a plant worth grow-
ing. If the flowers are to be fastened on ladies'
dresses care must be taken to keep the stems from
touching them, because a quantity of saccharine
matter exudes from the stem and the base of the
flower which it is most difficult to remove. The
flowers withstand the heat of a room for a con-
siderable length of time, and they have a powerful
pertume.^ I can quite corroborate Mr. CuUing-
fords opinion of the seed having become conta-

minated, because 1 have certainly four distinct
colours of flower among about 150 plants. Some
that finished flowering on the uppermost branches
I have cut down, and they are throwing up a good
succession of blooms. I intend shortly to turn
them out into the borders.—Wm. CHRISTY, Mal-
vern House, Siidenham.

PLANTS IN FLOWER IN BERWICKSHIRE.
This has been a most extraordinarily early spring
here, and my alpine plants, &c., are coming out
fully a month before their usual time. The fol-

lowing is a list of plants which are now in flower
on my rock border:

—

Alyssum saxati'e Narcissus minor
Anemone apjuaina moscnatus

fiilgens obvall tris
ho}tensis odorus rugul jsus

prinueps
rugilobus
Telamnnius
plenus

Omphalodes verna alba

i.emorosa rosea
ranunculoides

Chionodoxa Lucilia;
Corydalis bulbosa
Draba aizoides

cuspidata Oroijus vei.,uo
Do''onicum caucasicuna Polygala Chamasbuxus
Erythronium Dens-canis al- C. purpurea

bum Primula Auricula
purpureum coriusoides
roseum helvetica

Iberis sempervirens niarsinata
Muscaii botryoides minima

b. album rosea
Narcissus bicolor Horsfleldi Puliuonaria virginica

biflorus Sanguinaria canadensis
incomparabilis auran- .Sasifraga crustata

tius plenus SchivereckiapodoUca
lobularis plenus Soldanella alpina
major Triteleia uuiflora

I have not included in this list any of the plants
mentioned in the one I sent to j ou in the end of
February, many ot which are still in bloom, such
as Primula pulcherrima. Anemone blauda, &c.
My Narcissi are particularly fine. They have not
been disturbed since they were planted three
years ago. I observe that Narcissi do not show in
all their beauty until they have become fully es-

tablished in one spot for a year or two. Primula
mimina is most lovely with me at present, the
flowers being very large for the size of the plant,
and of a rich rosy lilac colour witJi a white eye. I

also send you a spray or two of a dwarf double-
flowering Almond, wliich has delighted us for the
last two or three weeks with its beautiful flowers.
It is growing in the shrubbery in good soil, close
to the edge of the Grass near my house. I also
send you a flower of Polygala Cham^buxus pur-
purea, also a flower of Primula cortusoides from
a seedling to show how early it is with me. The
old plants are not yet out.

George Muirhead.
Paxto n , Bemich-on- Tiveed.

Liming gardens.—My garden is planted
all over with Currant and Gooseberry bushes, 5 ft.

apart, and single rows of Potatoes between. I
have put 18 cwt. of newly slaked lime onit, equal
to 2 tons 18 cwt. per acre, the size of the garden
being li rods. Is this quantity at the end of March
dangerous to fruit trees and Potatoes ? What is

the usual and maximum quantities recommended
generally per acre ? I have been told 4 tons on
arable land in farms. The land is stiffish ; sub-
soil, clay and marl.—J. N. D.

Q-as heating.—Seeing in The Garden a
discussion about hothouse furnaces, I sliould be
much obliged if any of your correspondents could
give me information on the following'subjeot : I

have a boiler of the ordinary character which heats
a greenhouse fired with coke. Owing to its position
and other circumstances I should like to know
whether such a boiler could be fired with gas.
What would be the best form for arranging the
gas burners ? whether the gas should be mixed
with air on the Bunsen principle ? and what
would be the comparative cost of coke and gas 1

In order to give an idea of the boiler I may men-
tion that it consumes about 30 tons of coke a
year. The cost of gas is 3s. 3d. per 1000 ft.

—

Allerton.
Steeping Maiden-hair Fern fronds.—

With reference to an article I have read in The

Garden of March 18, signed P. Grieve, allow me
to remark that I once was given a bouquet with a
good deal of Adiantum in it, and I found it lasted
for a great many days and looked quite fr^sh.

This being different from my general experience of
that species of Fern, I made inquiry about it from
the friend who had given me the bouquet, and
found that the fronds had been steeped in a deep
dish of water (at least deep enough to cover them
entirelj') for some hours before the bouquet was
made up, and . this plan I find keeps the fronds
fresh for many days if attended to before being
put in a vase of water with flowers.—G. W.
Hamit.,TON, Hampton, Balbriggan, Ireland.

Fatal accident from blasting tree
stumps.—A fatal accident occurred the other
day on the estate of Mr. Joseph Gillott, the well-
known pen maker, at Solihull, near Birmingham.
Some large trees on the estate having been blown
down by the recent gales, it was decided to remove
the stumps by bh-.sting. Several stumps had been
destroyed in this way, Mr. Gillott, with Mr. Sid-

ney Mitchell, a Birmingham solicitor, and his son,

assisting at the operation. A splinter from one of

the largest trees struck Mr. Mitchell on the head,
dashing out his brains. The deceased gentleman
was standing at the time near Mr. Gillott, who
had a narrow escape, even at a distance of 52 yds.

from the charge.

Polyanthuses.—J. He F.— Your seedlings, though
pretty as all Polyanthuses are, represent but poor variety

of what is termed the " fancy " type —D.

Petreea volubllis —The large specimen of this beau
tiful shrub in the conservatory at the Regent's Park
Botanic Gardens is just now in perfection, being com-
pletely covered with long racemes of violet aud mauve
blossoms.

A good garden hoae.—My experience as one who
has tried several kinds of hose is, that for garden purposes

there is none like the red rubber. Its peculiar properties

are, that being of ahigh quality rubber, it never gets hard,

nor does it crack ; the linen ply inside, although as fine as

a handkerchief, is strong, and as a practical test I learn

that some thousands of feet made years back now stand

100 lbs. hydraulic pressure —E. Pasooe Williams, Essex

Villa, Westcombe Park, Blackheath.'

Night soilCff. L. G.J—Itshouldbe mixed, as iuMoule's
earth closets, with dry loam or peat charcoal. It then

becomes deodorised.

Namesofplants.-.^. Green.-l, Rue(Eutagraveolen3);

2, Thyme (Thymus vulgaris) ; send others when in flower.

O. J".—Luzula sylvatica (Great Wood Rush) ; 2, varie-

gated leaved form of Luzula sylvatica ; 3, ne.xt weeek,

Anemone ranunculoides var. ; 4, Homogyne alpina. R.

v., Exeter.—1, Hose in Hose Polyanthus; 2, Pachysandra

procumbens ; 3, Anemone ranunculoides. Mac.—Cory-

dalis bulbosa, R. II., Dorset.—1, Berberis Darwini

;

2, send in flower ; 3, Francoa sonchifolia ; 4, Kerria

japonica fl.-pl. J. P. Vanda Parishi, Odontoglossum

cirrhosnm (fine foi-ni), 0. poly.xanthum, Phalrenopsis rosea,

Epideudrnm (species). J, IPoorf.—Apparently a species

of Vaccinium, but there is not sufficient material to define

thespecies. J. Crook.—Begonia glaucophylla splendeng,

Nuttallia cerasiformis (white shrub), Callistemon rigidus

(red). Salvia albo-coerulea. i^mi^ic?/.—Narcissus incom-

parabilis. Young Gardener.—!, Genista canariensis ; 2,

Sedum carneum variegatum ; 3, Cotyledon fulgens ; 4, send

in flower. Canon S,—Queen Anne's Daffodil, Narcissus

odorus fl.-pl. E. Hart. We are unable to name the

Rose you send. F. I. 5oit(/icoic. —Narcissus incom-

parabilis fl -pi. (Oi-ange Phoenix) ; 2, Kerria japonica fl.-pl»

J^mi*;^.—Apparently Pyrus floribunda, but please send

better specimens. F. Dtlloii.—Narcissus moschatus.—

Barnet.—l, Hibbertia dentata ; 2, Acacia Kiceana ; 3,

Tecoma australis ; Kennedya (sei d i i flower) ; 5, Adenoca-

lymna nitida ; 6, Acacia longifolia ; 7, send in flower.—

-

J. S.—Acacia nigricans. Cakore.—Pelargonium sp. ;

send better specimen. 5.—Nitotlana fragrans ; the

plant knownin gardens as N. afflnis is probably the same

species.

COMMUNICATIONS HECEIVED.
J.G.—J. L.—R. M. W.-E.—R. S. -W. W.—P.—P. G,—

R. N.—H. C—E. U.—J. C—A. G.—W. J. M.—G. W. S.

— P. — G. J. — D. T. F. — R. J. N. — J. S. — C. S. O.—
S. P.—P. and H.—J. F. B.-C. J. K.-E.—L. S.—R. G,—
W. G.—T. H.-J. G.—E. B. W.-T. D. H.-J. F.—C. B. S.—
W. L.—J. B.—Mac.-J. S. C—G. S. S.—E. T. F.-J. P.—
T.:C.—J. L.G.—E. D.
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"This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather :

IHH ART ITSELF 13 aAlVRS."—Shakespeare.

INDOOR GARDEN.
NOTES ON CAMELLIAS.

Camellias which have not been repotted for two
or three seasons will require that attention as they

approach the end of the blooming season. Many
nostrums are propounded for the growth of Camel-
lias, and growers succeed fairly well with very

dissimilar composts. Continental growers com-
monly employ forest leaf-mould for the rearing

of small trade plants, and where it can be got of

the right quality it is used alone. For larger plants

it is usually mixed with either loam or some kind
of peat. With us this forest soil cannot be obtained
of sufficient age. I have found that leaf-mould is

unsuitable for plants in large pots and tubs be-

coming in the course of years sour and quite inert

towards the centre of the ball, but for trade plantj
j

carefully
in small pots (6-in. ones) it succeeds admirably.
One of the composts which I have found to answer
well for large plants exposed to an arid summer
air is a mixture of one-half loam, of a rich, fibry

character, a little sand, tolerably fine broken char-

coal, and one-half decayed wood earth, that is,

refuse wood-chips, shavings, and similar material,

including a good portion of bark which had lain

together for three or four years. The finer portions

were screened from the coarser, the latter being
again thrown into a heap, to remain till still more
decayed. This material has all the properties

of leaf-mould minus the disadvantage of getting

soured in after years. It also contains scarcely any
worms or injurious insects. Worms are a great

annoyance to the Camellia grower, and to prevent
future trouble all plants in pots should be plunged
in their summer quarters in beds of clean sand
or fine gravel, or in lieu of these coal ashes ; but
if growing in wooden tubs it will be enough if

these are placed on such materials. Cultivators

often give Camellias too much drainage, thus
rendering the soil incapable of retaining moisture
enough for the wants of the plants. One large
crock or oyster-shell over each hole in the pots or

tubs with about 1 in. to 2 in. of coarsely broken
potsherds over them, covering the whole with a
layer of fibry loam or peat, will be found sufficient.

Cuttings.—Now is a good time to insert cut-

tings of either the single or double sorts for grow-
ing on to form specimens. The single kinds, both
white and red, and Camellia Waratah are ex-

ceedingly showy plants either for rooms or con-
servatories when well bloomed. When grown from
seed the single sorts grow freely enough, but
they are more spindly than plants from cuttings,
although for grafting purposes they grow to the
thickness of a goose-quill in two years. The
double kinds grow just as well on their own roots

as worked, although for trade purposes they are
usually grafted on the single ones. Cuttings root

freely ifcutjust before growthnaturallj- commences.
They should be taken off about three joints in length,
cuttingthem through justunderajoint, and leaving
the bottom leaf. It greatly assists the formation
of roots when a piece of rind is sliced off for
about 1 in. at the butt end of the cutting. A
close atmosphere of from 75° to 80°, with from
85° to 90° bottom-heat will suit them admir-
ably. Pure sand may be used for striking the cut-

tings without any earth at all under it, only they
mu.st be taken out of it as soon as they have de-

veloped a good portion of roots : or sandy earth
may be employed, which will allow of their

remaining in it for a longer period if required to

do so. The young plants succeed very well it

planted out in a box or pit over a partly exhausted
hotbed—if consisting of leaves so much the bet-

ter. In this they will make more growth than in

pots. Shading, with syringing morning and even-

ing, will be required on sunny days for three

weeks, when they must be gradually inured to

the full sun, without the lights. Young plants

require a plentiful supply of water during the

growing period, and an occasional watering with

weak manure water, soot, or horn-sha\-ing water

;

the latter is the finest thing for giving a dark

green colour to the foliage of Azaleas, and also

Oranges. The single ones must be potted the fol-

lowing March if intended for grafting purposes
;

the others may remain for another year in the

box, if not too crowded, or they may be trans-

ferred to another frame in the same month, and

the same course of treatment pursued for another

year, when th ey must be potted off.

Grafting may be performed in spring, with

either one-year-oldwood just before growth begins,

or in summer with scions of half-ripened firm wood.

The stocks should be in their second or third year,

and one year of that time established in pots. An

easy way of managing the grafting is to excavate

a partially exhausted hot-bed, having say, a three-

light frame on it, taking out the fermenting

material to the bottom and then placing a two-

light frame inside of it. The operator has then a

double glazed air-tight case in which to put the

plants as they are grafted. Shading must be very

carefully attended to and occasional slight

syringings given, but no ventilation will be needed

for three weeks ; about that time after grafting

some plants will be showing signs of growth, and

must be removed to more airy quarters, and all

should be finished off under six weeks. The grafts

must be shaded from bright, or indeed any direct,

sunlight for some days after removal, but must at

the same time be gradually accustomed to cooler

treatment, so as to get the wood matured while

there is heat enough to do it. I have found C.

psoni^flora coccinea and p. rosea very good and

strong growers for stocks. Stlvbsteis.

Hebeclinium ianthinum.—This stove

plant was at one time more frequently seen than

it is now. I recently saw it in good condition in

the conservatory at Barton Grange. It is evidently

not a difficult plant to grow. It is propagated by

cuttings of the half-ripe shoots. It has abundant

leafage, and flowers freely from the points of the

shoots, producing large heads of blossom of a

beautiful mauve colour. In form the fiower-head

bears considerable resemblance to that of an

Ageratum.—J. C. C.

The Q-uava (Psidium Cattleyanum).—We
have this deliciously scented plant on the back

wall of a vinery. Its flowers, which are somewhat

like those of the Myrtle, are very plentifully pro-

duced on the little branchlets, which, if allowed

to grow loosely by just fastening the main shoots

to the wall, have a very pleasing appearance, and

while in bloom fill the house with fragrance. It is

a plant of easy culture, growing freely in a inix-

ture of turfy loam and peat, and, above all, is a

plant seldom attacked by insect pests
;
therefore

it can be safely kept in a vinery or Peach house.

With us it is quite at home in a vinery that is

kept quite cool up to Christmas, when on applying

heat it comes into flower at about the same time

as the Vines.

—

James Geooii, Zinton.

Fittonia argyrea and G-jrmnosta-
chyum Verschaffelti.—These plants are both in-

teresting and useful for indoor decoration, and

their culture is of the simplest description. They

are grown largely here in various temperatures,

soils, and situations on and under stages in various

houses. They are grovring luxuriantly in sandy soil

and in shingle, and on rockwork in the fernery.

Being, however, moisture-loving plants, they de-

light in the free use of the watering-pot and

syrirge. They should never be alloived to become

dry. On the back walls in the fernery here they

form quite an imposing feature intermixed with

Ferns and Lycopodiums, and we also use them
largely for table decoraiion, and in conjunction

with Mosses, Ferns, Lycopods, and flowers. When

them and some shingle on the top to keep them

firm, or I use wooden pegs if they can be made to

enter where required for the time being until the

plants have become well rooted, and I well water

with a rosed watering-pot to settle boih sand and

plant. Being rambling plants, when placed on

stages between other plants they well repay any

extra care and attention bestowed upon them.

—

J. Clarke.

Clerodendron Balfouri.—The freedom

with which this plant flowers, and its marvellous

contrast of colour, make it a lovely object either

in the form of a specimen oi as a climber. It is by

no means fastidious as to soil, growing freely in

the ordinary mixture used for stove plants, and a

rather restricted root space appears to add to its

floriferousness if kept well supplied with moisture

at the root. The most forward plants of it will

now be showing flower, and whether required for

purposes of decoration or exhibition, they should

be fastened to a trellis, or in whatever form they

are desired to take. When in bloom they may be

removed to a cool house or conservatory, where

they will last long in beauty. After flowering re-

turn them to the stove and treat them as young

plants, viz., cut out all the old flowering wood and

train the young strong growths up under the glass

on single wires or strings, giving them all the sun-

light they can bear without scorching. Abundance

of liquid manure, clear tepid water, and copious

syringings to keep down red spider constitute

their main requirements until growth is complete,

when they must be kept rather dry at the root

until the buds begin to move in spring. They must

not be kept in a lower temperature than 50° when

at rest ; in fact, ordinary stove temperature suits

them perfectly.—J. Gkooji, Linto-n.

Solomons Seal forced.—Amongst the nu-

merous hardy plants now grown for forcing

Solomon's Seal is one of the best, as not only does

it respond readily to heat and grow quickly, but

when placed in a cool house, it lasts a long time

in beauty. In a cut state, too, it is unrivalled.

The proper way to manage Solomon's Seal to have

strong roots for forcing is to plant them out in

prepared or deeply dug soil in some open, .sunny

spot in the garden. If this is done, the plants

spread rapidly, and may be dug up every autumn

after the tops die down, when the strongest pieces

can be easily selected for potting and the weaker

laid aside to make a fresh bed. This is our prac-

tice annually, and we always have a good stock

for the winter and spring, from which we draw a

pot or two at a time as they may be required for

forcing. When done with in the spring, if not

wanted to augment the supply by adding to the

beds, they are planted out in the foreground of

shrubberies, or in the wild garden, where in early

summer they are always welcome, and look quite

at home, especially on banks or raised mounds

amongst Ferns, with which they associate well.

—

S. D.

Two good stove climbers.—All things

considered, I find no stove climbers to surpass

the beautiful scarlet Passiflora princeps and the

equally well-known Allamanda Schotti—the one

with long racemes of flowers that hang from the

roof in graceful festoons, the other producing

large trusses of bright yellow flowers for at least

six months in succession. These two plants are,

moreover, but little infested with any of the

insect pests that are generally so troublesome to

stove plants, and climb srs in particular, and they

do not require any great amount of root-space.

We have grown them for years in medium sized

boxes bv giving frequent top-dressings, and large

quantities of water during the growing season.

Where, however, creepers are required for per-

manent roof ornaments, it is best when the house

is built to make brick compartments for them

under the stages, or where they can be out of

sight and not occupy space that might be utilised

for pot plants. The best way in which to train

these plants is to run the shoots at full length on

wires stretched horizontally about 1 ft. from the

I plant them on the stages I select rooted pieces, glass. Securely fasten now all the main shoots

if possible, and place a Uttle sharp sand round
|
to them, and for the rest of the season allow the
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growth full liberty to grow in its own way, merely

cutting out exhausted pieces. These two creepers

look well mingled together either in the stove or

as cut flowers for indoor decoration.— J. Groom,
Linton.

Camellias in pots.—Small plants which
have flowered early should now be re-potted.

Some recommend peat and sand for Camellias,

but I find that good fibrous loam and peat in

equal portions, with sand sufficient to keep the

mixture porous, suits them best. The soil should
not be broken too fine, and the drainage should
be carefully attended to, as they sufier much
from stagnant water. Nor should they be allowed
to get too dry ; after potting they should be re-

moved to an early vinery or forcing pit to make
new growths and form their buds for early flower-

ing. They should be syringed morning and after-

noon with tepid water. When they have matured
their growths, which may be easily known by the
stiff feel of the young foliage, they should be
gradually hardened offi by removal to a cool
house, where they may remain until the following
season, or they may be placed out-of-doors,

plunging the pots in coal ashes. If the latter plan
is adopted, it would be advisable to bring the
plants into a cool house about the 1st of Septem-
ber. If blooms are required very early plants
should be removed from the greenhouse about the

middle of September and placed in a forcing pit

or stove, where the temperature should not rise

above 60° . On fine days syringing is necessary ; it

enables the bloom to expand, and keeps tlie

foliage clear of insects. We have had Camellias in

flower here for the last four months ; the varieties

are numerous, but one of our best is the old
Double White.—T. Beien, Gilltown, Newbridge.

Culture of the Poinsettia.—Mr. Carlton's

note (p. 157) will show what an accommodating
plant this is. I find that it is not particular as

regards soil, having grown it in various composts,
from peat to strong loam and manure. Thorough
drainage is the principal point, as anything ap-
proaching stagnation soon causes the roots to

decay and the foliage to become yellow and drop
While at rest, a temperature somewhere about
50° with just sufficient water to prevent the wood
from shrivelling will suit Poinsettias. Early in

May they should be placed in a vinery or forcing
house, where they can be syringed and encouraged
to break. If it is desirable to have tall plants, one
or two shoots may be left to each plant at the
base of the previous season's growth ; the rest may
be cut off, inserted singly in 3-in. pots, and plunged
in a good bottom heat, where they will soon emit
roots. When well established they should be re^

moved to a lower temperature and placed close to

the glass, to prevent their becoming drawn, as

the more stocky they are the finer heads they
produce. When nicely rooted, pot them on as may
be required, never allowing them to become pot'

bound ; water carefully and syringe overhead
morning and evening. I prefer growing them in a
cold frame during July and August, and planting
them out early in September in a Melon house
furnished with bottom-heat, which I consider
essential to their successful cultivation. It may be
necessary to grow some in pots, which I would
plunge in bottom-heat when housing time arrives,

as thus treated they certainly retain their roots
better, and also develop finer heads.

—

Geoege
Potts, Surbiton Sill.

SHORT NOTES-iroOOE,

M3rrtle Jenny Reichenbach. — Wliere Myrtles

are desired for flowering in a small state, this Continental

variety should be obtained, as it blossoms freely when
but a few inches high. It belongs to the small-leaved sec-

tion, is neat and compact in growth, and when in the shape

of small bushes densely laden with flowers it forms a

pretty little shrub.—H. P.

DroBeva capenels.—Can any of your readers inform
me how this is propagated ? It does not throw off from
the root like other Droseras. If the h'ead is taken off, will

It strike ? If so, when and how should this be effected ?—
8. IBASOID, Sherwood Houit, Hudders/IM.

Azalea mollis in pots.—I know of no
plants of modern date that can excel this class of

Azaleas as early spring-flowering plants in pots.

Both blooms and trusses are very large ; indeed,

more like those of early P^hododendrons than

Azaleas. They are invaluable for forcing, and any-

one who desires showy plants for this purpose

should lose no time in making their acquaintance.

Having grown them for the last four seasons, I am
able to speak of their value from experience. I

like them so well, that I intend to give up forcing

those belonging to the Ghent type. We have had

them in bloom during the last two months, and

hope to enjoy their beanty up to the end of April.

Some established plants of them which have been

in pots three j-ears have been truly grand

-

literally covered with blossoms ; they were

brought into bloom in a house in which the heat

was never over 45° at night. To this temperature

they were transferred from cold pits in the end of

December, and they were in bloom from five to

six weeks, while other kinds put in and treated in

the same way took almost double the time. Some
of the shades of colour are so delicate that every

one admires them, preferring them even to those

of the Indian kinds, and the plants only require

to be but a very short period under glass. The
names of a few of the best of them are Alphonse

Lavallge, Baron E. de Eothschild, Charles Fran

gois Luppis, Chevalier A. de Eeali, Comte de

Gomer, Comte Papadopoli, Comte de Quincey,

Consul de Ceresole, Isabella Van Houtte, Ernest

Bech, M. Charles Van Wambeke, and W. E
Gumbleton. Many more might be added, but this

is enough for beginners.—John Ceook, Farn-

boro'.

Imantophyllum. miniatum and i,ts

varieties.—The Imantophyllum is one of our best

plants for spring flowering, either in the green-

house or conservatory. It throws its flower-stems

well up above the foliage and forms fine heads of

orange-scarlet blossoms, which last long in a fresh

state if kept in a cool house. If forced into flower,

the plants when taken into a cool house must be

placed out of the reach of cold draughts. The heads

of bloom resemble, as regards arrangement, those

of the well-known blue Agapanthus, so often seen

growing in pots and tubs on terraces in summer
grouped with Hydrangeas and similar plants. The
leaves of the Imantophyllum when in good health

are stiff and leathery ; in fact, the plant, even when
out of flower, is by no means unattractive. The
soil that suits it best is a good, strong, fibry loam,

broken into pieces about the size of Walnuts
mixed with about one-third good fibry peat, a por-

tion of leaf-mould, and plenty of sharp silver sand

to keep the whole open. In this the plants will

grow and flower satisfactorily in the same sized

pots for two or three years together after they

have attained a certain size. During the time they

are making their young growths they may be fed

with liquid manure from the farmyard well di-

luted with water. I have also used artificial ferti-

lisers as soon as they have commenced to show
their flower-spikes. There are several different

varieties of this plant in cultivation, some of them
having flowers larger and brighter than the type.

Of these the variety known as superbum is one

of the best ; it has large heads and the colour is

deeper than that of the type. Sometimes the flower

truss measures 14: in. across. Some varieties which
I have grown are inferior to the type in every

respect, producing thin, narrow leaves, slender

stems, and small flowers of a pale yellowish

colour, with green lines often running down the

petals. For this, where it exists, some of the best

varieties should be substituted.—Wm. Cheisti-

BON.

Plant mimicry.—Cases of this are from

time to time recorded, but, as a rule, the mimicry
is confined to similarity of appearance, and rarely,

so far as I know, to scent. I wonder why so many
plants mimic the Hawthorn in this respect. We
have long had the fact of the Cape Pondweed
with its flowers smelling like Hawthorn, but I

find that in some of the Megascea section of

Saxifraga the flowers have a similar perfume. The

same remark applies to Nuttallia cerasiformis, and
lastly—just discovered—to the curious flowers of

Hakea epiglottis.—T. Smith, JVeivrij.

ORCHID S. /
PRUNING ORCHIDS.

I SEE it stated by Mr. Spyers in a contempor.iry

that " the idea that three or four-year.-old bulbs

are useless to the plants is ridiculous " n the case

of Dendrobiums of the nobile type. " The more
old bulbs they have behind the leading growths

the stronger the young growths come away," says

the same authority, but he has nothing to show
for his statements, and I feel confident that by-

and-by Mr. Spyers will change his mind. There are

too many things taken for granted in practice,

and this idea of the good of old Orchid bulbs to

the young growths is one of them, in the case at

least of Dendrobiums of the kind spoken of and
some others, and probably all Orchids. It is quite

time to protest against dogmatic utterances on
such topics, for the pages of the horticultural

papers furnish evidence enougli that we may all

have something to learn. Mr. Spyers is not able to

say, apparently, that he ever made the experiment

to prove whether old bulbs are of any value to the

plant or not. I should be perfectly willing to take

two of Mr. Spyers's Dendrobiums of equal strength

and size, subject one to the pruning process and
leave the other with its old bulbs, and guarantee

to return them to him at the end of the season in

a condition that would defy him to tell the

difference between them. It is only by proving

matters practically that one can be sure. I, a few
weeks ago, sent a good bulb of Dendrobium
primulinum to Mr. Burbidge that he might see the

effects of cutting away the old bulbs, the stumps

of which were still quite visible, and here is his

comment on the subject: "The idea of cutting

away the old bulbs seems wrong in theory, but

certainly the example you send seems right. I

cannot imagine a stronger or more floriferous

bulb from such a wee plant under any

system of no-pruning or let-well-alone cul-

ture." We have many plants to which this

description would apply, and increasing confldence

has made us cut away all old bulbs from all the

plants now. We have a fine plant of Dendrobium
primulinum several inches high from which the

old bulbs were cut clean away when the young
buds were just showing. They are now nearly as

thick as my finger and as green as Leeks. IVIost

of the bulbs were cut in flower to sendto London

;

and it is a great advantage to be able to cut them
instead of the flowers individually in this way, as

they can be set up to far more advantage in

glasses.

Four-year-old bulbs of D. Wardianum, of which

Mr. Spyers speaks, are worse than useless, and
seeing that the plant blooms on the stems of the

current year I am surprised to hear of an ex-

perienced cultivator keeping the old bulbs for

such a length of time and to no purpose. There is

not the least reason to suppose that Nature pro-

vides the old bulbs for the purpose of supporting

the young growths, but probably to sustain the

plant under the vicissitudes of climate and situa-

tion under which it grows. " So full of life are

old bulbs," says Mr. Spyers, " that they are capa-

ble without one atom of root of sustaining the

next year's growth." Very likely ; but what sort

of growth is it 1 and do the young growths not

produce any roots on their own account to support

themselves ? Further, does not this prove that these

old bulbs must derive their fullness of life from

the roots at the expense of the young growths

beyond instead of " passing it on," as Mr. Spyers

supposes, to the leading growths, and of which

there is no proof ? It is also said that the old bulbs

might break from their base, which is quite true

;

but cutting them down does not hinder them from

doing this. I should state that I cut the old bulbs

down within 1 in. or so of the bottom, and that

portion continues to live for years, and is

sufficient to sustain the latest buds ;
the roots

do the rest. I noticed that specimens sent

to exhibitions are pretty well thinned out of
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their old and useless bnlbs, but in some that I

have seen where they were left three or four

years old, as Jlr. Spyers recommends, there were
something like three old withered stems to every

one in flower, which tended greatly to mar the

appearance of the specimens. Mr. Spyers also

states that the use of old bulbs is still more
apparent in the case of Dendrobes of the racemose
section. I admit it is best to be cautious about
pruning these, not only because one never knows
whether the older healthy bulbs may flower or

not, but, nevertheless, I would like him to see a
number of plants here of D. densiflorum, chryso-

toxum, thyrsiflorum, and the like that have been
most severely treated by the knife since we got

them from Burmah, a few years ago. As an
example we have one plant in a 6-in. pot at pre-

sent with six bulbs, the tallest of which is 17 in.

in length, and the least 10 in., with flowers on
every spike, and ranging from 3^ in. to 4 in. in

circumference at the centre of the bulb. From
this plant nine old bulbs have been cut away,
including those that were cut off when imported
four years ago. Every year the bulbs have been
larger, and the latest formed are probably four
times the size of those that came on the plant. The
weight of them makes the plant top-heavj'. The
old stumps can still be counted, and the nine
named do not include those removed this spring.
I cut all off that turn yellow and lose their leaves.

I'erhaps in this case I have pruned too severely, but
the results are such as I describe. Will Mr.
Spyers explain how the vigour has been increased ?

I doubt it he ever saw stronger or more flori-

ferous bulbs for their age. My own impression
is that the removal of the old stems promotes the
vigour of those left by sending the sap forward
into the next bulb. We have some physiological
grounds for supposing this to happen, but none
for the belief that the old bulbs contribute to the
vigour of the young ones by leaving them.
With this, I send one of the plants experimented

upon bj' me, an indifferent imported variety of
the racemose section, but which serves the purpose
of experiment as regards growth. It is from a
4 |-in. pot. Ten old bulbs, stumps still visible, have
been cut away during the past four years, and six
are left, the largest of which is 174 in. long to the
top of the leaves, and the nodes "are proportion-
ally numerous—the test of fertile growth, accord-
ng to Mr. Spyers. Every year the bulbs have
increased in size over the previous year in each
break or in the nodes also, and the present
growth is probably at least three times as strong
as the bulbs that were imported, a number of
which were cut away at the first potting. The
roots also show the vigorous constitution of the
plant. J. S. W.

[With the above came a four-year-old imported
racemose Dendrobium from a 4^-in. pot, showing
the annually increasing vigour of the bulbs. Ten
old bulbs had been cut off yearly in succession,
the stumps of the last ten being still visible. The
plant, which had six bulbs, seemed to be in a
most vigorous condition, the bulbs being well
filled out, furnished with from five to eight nodes,
and the foliage deep green, thick, and ample ; alto-
gether a very fine plant considering its age and
the small sized pot in which it had been grown.]

NOTES ON ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.
Among the infinite variety of beautiful Orchids
now to be seen in the houses of the Royal Exotic
Nursery, Chelsea, the following are among the
most noteworthy, being out of the ordinary stamp
of Orchids to be seen in gardens at this season :—
AngrsBcum Ellisi.—This is one of the most

remarkable Orchids now in flower. From the base
of a tuft of oval lance-shaped foliage are pro-
duced pendulous spikes about 1 ft. in length, on
which are thickly arranged numerous small blos-
soms, having spurs about 5 in. in length. The
sepals are of a delicate buff red, while the petals
and lips are pure white, colours which, combined
with the long buff mouse-tail-like spur, render the
plant a most remarkable object. This, so far as we

know, is the first instance of this Madagascar
Orchid flowering in cultivation, but, judging by the
large quantities of it that have been imported and
sold, it will not be so rare as hitherto. Another rare

Angra3Cum in flower is A. Chailluanum, which has
peculiarly formed blossoms with attenuated sepals

and petals all of ivory whiteness.

Aeridesvandarum much resembles the spe-

cies we described a short time ago in the Victoria
Nurseries as A. cylindricum, and the two plants
so nearly resemble each other that they might
well be considered synonymous. A. vandarum as
flowering in this nursery has terete foliage like

that of Vanda teres, and bears from the leaf axils

on the upper part of the stems solitary flowers on
stalks some 2 in. or 3 in. long. The blossoms are

about 1^ in. across, singular in shape, having a
projecting spur 1 in. or more in length. The colour
is a pure transparent white.

Dendrobium. Rhodostoma is a charming
Orchid—one of the numerous hybrids that have
originated in this nursery. It is a cross between
D. Huttoni and D. sanguinolentum. The flowers

are about the size of those of the last named
parent, having the petals and sepals of wax-like
texture and pure white, stained at the tips with
a rich amethyst, while the shallow labellum is

also white, edged with amethyst, and with a con-

spicuous streak of yellow in the centre. The
flowers are produced at the extremities of the
long slender pseudo-bulbs, and last long in per-

fection.

D. Ain8\i7ortlii.—The more one sees of this

lovely Orchid the more is one convinced that it

will rank high in the list of important garden
plants. Here it is flowering splendidly in sus-

pended pans and pots. Some of the plants, though
small, have long stout bulbs completely wreathed
with bloom, particularly at their extremities,

where the flowers form a dense cluster. Of the
two forms of this Dendrobe we think the one with
the white sepals and petals and the richly stained

lip is the best in point of beauty. D. splendidissi-

mum, a similar hybrid to D. Ainsworthi, is like-

wise beautifully in flower.

D. Falconeri giganteum proves itself to

be one of the finest of all Dendrobes. It is so

distinct from the ordinary Falconeri, and so simi-

lar to an intensely rich tinted Wardianum, that an
ordinary observer would fail to see the distinction.

The flowers are about the size of those of an
average D. Wardianum, and marked in the same
way, but the colours are much more intensified

than in the finest Wardianum we have seen
;

moreover, it possesses this character, and an im-
portant one too, that the blossoms remain in per-

fection three times as long as those of Wardi-
anum. In growth it seems to be intermediate

between the typical Falconeri and Wardianum.
It is one of the best of all the Dendrobes now in

flower at this nursery.

D. cucullatumgiganteum is without doubt
one of the most delicately beautiful of all Orchids,

but it is seldom that the true plant answering to

this name can be met with, and especially in such
fine flowering condition as it is in here. It may be
best described as being in the way of D. primu-
linum ; in fact, the large variety of this species

known as giganteum often has to do duty for it

in not a few collections. The two plants are, how-
ever, very distinct, as may be seen at a glance.

The variety under notice has large flowers thickly

arranged in two rows on drooping stems. The
sepals and petals are of a delicate lilac tint, and
the labellum, which is shallow and shell-like,

measures over 2 in. in diameter, and is of a faint

primrose-yellow, contrasting charmingly with the

other parts. The flowers possess a delicious Prim-
rose-like fragrance, which adds greatly to its

value.

D. "Wardianum album is a very distinct

variety, differing from the original only in colour,

the blossoms being pure white with the excep-

tion of a blotch of dull yellow at the inner

base of the labellum

Other noteworthy Dendrobes in flower are D.
albo-sanguineum, a beautiful species rarely met
with in bloom, the colour of the large showy
blossoms being a creamy buff, with two heavy
blotches of deep crimson-lake on the labellum

—

D. thyrsiflorum, D. Farmeri aureum, D. Wardia-
num, D. crystallinum, and a particularly fine group
of the Rhubarb-scented D. macrophyllum and its

giant variety making the East Indian house quite
gay. The wonderfully fine collection of Vandas
and other East Indian Orchids is now com-
mencing to bloom, and they already make a fine

display, especially some huge plants of V. suavis
and tricolor with their numerous varieties.

Cypripediumis.—The chief among these are
the beautiful hybrid varieties that have been
raised in this nursery, several of the finest being
in flower. The now well-known C. Sedeni, a hybrid
between C. longifolium and C. Schlimi, has
dangerous rivals in two other hybrids also raised

by llr. Seden ; these are C. porphyreum and C.

calurum, both much in the same way as C. Sedeni,

but each possessing its peculiar characteristics.

The finest of the pair, in our opinion, is C. por-

phyreum, the flowers of which are of a beautiful

clear colour, without the faintest suggestion of

green in the outer sepals, such as is sometimes
seen in C. Sedeni. The white, too, in the flower is

purer, and the flower altogether superior. It is

between C. Schlimi and C. Roezli. C. calurum,

a cross between C. longifolium and C. Sedeni

— itself a hybrid—is much closer related to Se-

deni than C. porphyreum, therefore not so re-

markable. C. marmorophyllum is a very handsome
variety, a hybrid between C. barbatum and C.

Hookerse. It possesses the characteristic marbled
foliage of the latter with the large and bold

flowers of C. barbatum, which, moreover, have some
of the colour of Hookers infused into them. It is

a striking plant, and one that at once arrests at-

tention. C. vemixium, a cross between C. insigne

and C. Argus, is likewise a handsome variety,

exactly intermediate between the two parents,

the spotting of the lateral sepals, so marked in

C. Argus, being transmitted to the progeny in a

striking manner. C. Mastersianum is a new
Javanese species, which is not only handsome, but

distinct from all the rest. In foliage it is scarcely

distinguishable from C. Harrisianum and quite as

luxuriant. The flowers, borne on stout purple

stems 1 ft. or more high, are some 3 in. or 4 in.

across. The dorsal sepal is greenish margined with

creamy white ; the lateral sepals have marginal

rows of black spots on a surface flushed with

purphsh pink, while the pouch is of a deep fawn
colour. It will, no doubt, prove a valuable plant

from which to obtain some fine hybrids. Other

Lady's Slippers in flower are C. niveum maculatum,

a form with the whole surface of the flower pro-

fusely freckled with violet on a waxy white ground

;

C. Druryi, C. Lowi, C.concolor,and C.Laurenceanum,

one of the handsomest of Cypripeds, having large

bold flowers in the way of C. barbatum and beauti-

fully mottled foliage.

Odontoglossums include a rich variety

of kinds, some of which are extremely rare, such,

for'instance, as^the Veitchi variety of 0. Pescatorei

and 0. Leeanum, both alluded to last week.

Among others are numerous forms of the 0. luteo-

purpureum section, two of which, 0. Halli leuco-

glossum and O. Jradiatum, are very handsome. O.

Andersonianum angustatum is likewise an ex-

tremely fine Odontoglossum, having heavily

blotched flowers on a white ground. Others in-

clude crowds of Odontoglossums, Masdevallias,

among which we noted M. xanthina (Wagneri),

and M. Chelsoni, the pretty hybrid between M.

Veitchi and M. amabilis.

Miscellaneous Orchids in flo-wer in-

clude Chysis bractescens, Limminghi, and Chel-

soni, all the cultivated kinds in the genus, all of

which are very handsome ; Epidendrum Pseudepi-

dendrum, with tall slender stems, terminated by

clusters of emerald green flowers, having brilliant

vermilion lips—a most striking combination of

colour ; the new Phalssnopsis tetraspis, with pure

wliite blossoms an inch or niore across ; Phaiua
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Blumei var. Bernaysi, similar to P. grandifolius
;

Spatliiglottis Lobbi, with pretty canary-yellow

blossoms, resembling some of the Moth Orchids

(PhaliEDopsis); Oncidium concolor, which will

shortly be masses of golden yellow ; Epidendrum
aurantiacum, with flowers similar in colour to Ada
aurantiaca, and very showy; and B. macrochilum
album, represented by a fine specimen with several

flower-stems. W. G.

NEW AND RARE ODONTOGLOSSUMS.
The following are among the most noteworthy of

the species and varieties now in flower in the

Odontoglossum houses at Mr. Bull's nursery,

Chelsea : Of the handsome 0. Halli, there are two
very distinct forms named leucoglossum and
nigrum. The former is characterised by the label-

lum being for the most part white instead of

yellowish brown ; the latter by the whole flower

being several shades darker in tone than in the

ordinary form. So distinct is nigrum, that it was
one of those selected at the last show at Regent's

Park as worthy of a certificate of merit. Both are

handsome and worthy additions to the group to

which they belong, 0. facetum is likewise a hand-
some and distinct variety, diilering from all the

othersof the luteo-purpureum section in the singular

arrangement of the markings,which consistof large

and minute blotches, the latter congregated at

the base of the sepals in the form of nebulie.

The ground colour is yellow, that of the markings
a chocolate-red. Among the crowds of forms of

0. gloriosum, two have beensingled out as worthy
of varietal names on account of their distinctness.

One called aureum has the ground colour of a

warm yellow, spotted copiously with brownish red;

the other, named album, has a white ground
colour. These two represent the extreme forms
of this variable species so far as the tone of

the blossoms is concerned. Another form of 0.

gloriosum, named nigro-piotum. is even more dis-

tinct than either of the foregoing, as the mark-
ings are darker and much more pronounced. 0.

Wilckianum album has large, attractive flowers

with a whitish ground colour, heavily blotched with
chocolate-red. 0. notabile is a new and entirely

distinct variety and very handsome. It appears to

be related to 0. crispum, though quite distinct

from any form which we have seen. The flowers

are large, the sepals and petals moderately broad
aud of a rich yellow colour, conspicuously blotched

with chocolate-red. The plant bears a long arching
spike of about a dozen flowers, and is highly
attractive. A very singular variety of 0. crispum
called mirabile is worthy of mention ; its pecu-
liarity lies in the markings, which at the base of

the column radiate in a star-like manner about

4 in. up the middle of each of the five sepals, an
arrangement we have never before observed
among the numerous varieties of 0. crispum.
Another Odontoglossum in flower worthy of note
is 0. anceps, apparently a variety of 0. macula-
tum, having unusually deep markings on a yellow-
ish ground. These, among the hosts of commoner
types of the genus, give an additional interest to

the Orchid houses at this nursery. W. G.

Origin of Oypripedium insigne Chan-
tini.—We have received through Mons. Godefroy.
Lebeuf from Mons. Chantin the following ac-

count of the origin of this Lady's Slipper :
" I

brought," says M. Chantin, " from London .some
length of time ago (the date I cannot precisely
give) a considerable quantity of strong tufts of
Cypripedium insigne that had just been imported.
I began to cultivate them, and soon had a large
number of healthy plants. Among them one showed
a flower perfectly distinct from the others. This I

pointed oat to ]\Ions. Bertrand, who at that time
took great interest in Orchids. Mons. Bertrand
bought the plant from me—apotful. He propagated
it, and sent it out under the name of Cypripedium
Chantini. All the others proved to be of the Cypri-
pedium insigne type. It is from the potful sold by
me to M. Bertrand that all the plants of Cypri-
pedium insigne Chantini have been raised which
are now in commerce."

Orchids in flower at Grove Lea, Middles-
borough-on-Tees :

—

Aerides odoratum
Wameii

Angulosa Clowesi
Brassia verrucosa
Cattleya citrina

Mend Hi
Warscewiczi

Coelogyne ciistata

Cypripedium harbatmn
caudatum
longifolium
niveum
villosum

Dendrobium albo-sanguiu-
eum (in lO-iu. bas-
ket, vdth twenty-
four leading growths
and forty spikes,
very fine)

chrysoto.xum
crasslnode
cretaceum
Dalhousianum
del siflorum
Falci -neri
flrnbriatum
oculatum

Frecmani (very fine)

lituiflorum
macrophyllum

Dendrobium nobile
Parish!
Pierardi
latifolium

primulinnm
giganteum

pulchellum
thyrsiflorum
transparent

Epidendrum macrochilum
album

vitellinum majus
Lycaste aromatica

Skinneri
Odontoglossum hastilal)ium

grandiflonun
Roezli
album

Kossi majus
Oncidium altissimum

ampliatum majus
concolor
cornigerum
flexuosumj
fuscatum
Kramerianum
Weitoni

PhalsenoDRis amabilis
Schilleriana

Saccolabium ampuUaceum
leuin (the flowers Trichupilia suavis
measure 5.| inchts Vanda teres (seven flowers
across) on spike yearly)

—John Fostee.

lonopsis paniculata, when in flower as

it now is at Kew, is the embodiment of elegance
and delicacy. In growth it is insigniflcant, but
from the bulbs is produced a long slender stem
naked and thread-like at fu'st, then spreading out
into a broad panicle, each tiny branchlet of which
carries a small blossom. The lip is the most con-
spicuous part of the flower, being broad and fiat

like that in Oncidium flexuosum ; the colour is of

the most delicate mauve, gradually intensified to-

wards the centre, which is a deep rich purple. It

is grown at Kew in the cool Orchid house, where
it seems to thrive well.—W. G.

EDITOR'S TABLE.

Rhododbndeon thoMiSOni.— Mr. Kyan
sends us from the gardens at Castlewellan, Co.
Down, a head of this fine deep crimson-flowered
shrub, which is hardy there in the open air. A
bush of it bears thirty expanded trusses. He says
that Himalayan Rhododendrons are much
earlier than usual this year.

White mignonette.—A boxful of this new
variety from Mr. W. Balchin, Hassock's Gate
Nursery, Keymer, shows what a fine kind it is

for cutting from, being quite different from any
other Mignonette. The flowers are white, and
show a tendency to become proliferous. We have
heard a good deal about this Mignonette, but
had no idea it was so good. We should like to

see its effect in the open air.

Polyanthuses and pansibs. — From Mr.
Caudwell, Wantage these come in rich variety
and very good. The Pansies for the time of the
year are large and highly coloured. Among the
Polyanthuses are some beautiful varieties, such
as Crimson King, Jupiter, Sutton, Charlotte
Joires, Queen of Whites, Cowslip Cloth of Gold,
and the curious Galligaskins. One of the finest

double white Daisies also comes from Mr. Caud-
well, together with a selection of Cinerarias,

examples of an excellent strain.

What a number of beautiful bushes of the
Plum aird Cherry order open at this time of the
year ! AVe are all familiar with the most showy
ones, but many exist in the northern world
which are not yet in cultivation, often some-
what less showy than those commonly grown,
but not the less beautiful. Cerasus prfemorsa is

one of those which Mr. Stevens sends us. Among

the Spiraeas, S. mollis is full of flower. It is

very soft in its plumy racemes and delicate in

odour. Prunus triloba and the Chinese Pear are
as good as usual. i

Double naecissus cerndus.—One of the
most exquisite Daffodils that has come to us this

season is one that the New Plant and Bulb Com-
pany send us under this name. It differs from
most other double Daffodils in tbe cup only be-

ing duplicated, and this is entirely filled with
creamy yellow segments, forming quite a rosette.

The outer row of petals is as in ordinary Daf-
fodils. This must be a very uncommon Daffodil,

and we hope it may be easily increased. The
colour is a uniform primrose-yellow.

TuLlPA GEBIGI.—This gorgeous Turkestan
Tulip from the New Plant & Bulb Company's
nursery at Colchester is the finest we have seen
this season, the flowers having more the appear-
ance, by their brilliant hue, of the large Oriental

Poppy than of a Tulip. Anyone desirous of pro-

ducing a brilliant effect in their open borders iu

early spring could not do better than plant this

fine Tulip largely, especially as it has proved
itself perfectly at home in our English climate,

and can now be obtained in quantity. It is inte-

resting to observe the variation as regards foliage

in this Tulip, some forms having the character-

istic streaks of purple on the green ground, and
others being quite devoid of markings.

Si'Exng flo'sveeing sheubs.—The fine spring

has, perhaps not quite to the benefit of the

flowering shrubs, encouraged them to open
earlier than usual, and we have a charming bou-
quet from Mr. Stevens. The flowers are not, on
the whole, quite so bold as usual, but sweet and
welcome. Maule's Japan Quince is very fine with
its curious red ; no doubt it will some day break
into varieties like P. japonica. The various forms
of that are a great gahi, but the fine red of

Maule's makes it as indispensable as any of them.
Mains floribunda is already in bloom, and will,

we hope, not be less free and brilliant than
usual. Spirjea prunifolia fl.-pl. is full of flower

at the same time as the snowy Mespilus.

Beautiful speing flowees from the New
Plant and Bulb Company include the pi'etty

Erythronium giganteum, with straw-coloured

flowers, and E. amerioanum, with canary-yel-

low flowers and beautiful marbled foliage—both

valuable spring flowers. Burnat's Fritillary (F.

Bui'nati) is really a handsome flower, more de-

cided in colour than many, being of a rich

vinous purple and beautifully chequered with

a lighter hue. The form, foo, is elegant, being

a perfect drooping bell. Moggridge's Fritillary

is likewise handsome. It is about the same size,

yellow on the exterior, the inside of the bell

copiously freckled with purple on a yellow

ground. A curious twining species (F. cirrhosa),

from .lapan, though more curious than beauti-

ful, is, nevertheless, an interesting plant, as is

also F. ruthenica, which is sent with it. Both
these species seem to possess the power of twin-

ing by the curious hook-like appendages at the

tips of the leaves.

Peeiwinkles.—For a long time I have seen

nothing prettier than various bunches of well

flowered Periwinkles of different kinds and
colours sent by Mr. Christlson, of The Rookery
Gai'dens, Bromley Common. Periwinkles are

among the plants some of which manage to find

a place for themselves almost everywhere, but

few persons ever take the trouble to grow them
so that they may flower well. The late Dr.

Moore used to be proud of his collection of the
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different varieties of the small species at Glas-

nevin. Mr. Christison's bunches are equally well

grown, and most delicate and charming in colour

—each kind bunched by itself. There is a good
white and a rich purple. Lately in Dorsetshire I

was shown a mossy tomb with a small railed

garden around it, and was told that there was
not a day in the year in which a flower was not

to be gathered from the little graveyard garden.

This was partly accounted for by the presence

of the larger Periwinkle trailing about the

railings. These plants are excellent for the wild
garden, but, as before remarked, the essential

thing is to place them so that they will really

flower well, and to this end the old " mats " one
sometimes sees are not perhaps the best. The
herbaceous kind is an interesting addition,

though the evergreens are the best.

Double narcissi.—It is with great pleasure

I have received a bunch of fine double Narcissi

from Capt. Patten. In the old days of English
gardening, judging from the illustrations in

Parkinson and others, double Daffodils of a fine

kind would appear to have been common. In the
dark days of flower gardening, which came not
very far from our own day, those flowers were
no more seen, and single ones beyond the com-
mon kind were rare enough. One of the pleasant
signs of change is there-appearance of these fine

double Daffodils, showy, hardy, and free-grow-
ing, as many of them are. Capt. Patten's flowers

include the old Butter and Eggs, and several

having the same mixture of colours, but distinct,

also the handsome large white and very pale
yellow double kinds—double, but withal good in

form, bold and broken in outline. Growers of

hardy flowers should look after the finer and
more distinct double Narcissi.

ROSE GARDEN.

GRAFTING ROSES.

I OBSBBVB tnat Mr. Hobday (p. 157) gives very
good and clear instructions concerning the
mode and time of grafting Roses. To those about to
do so, I should feel inclined to give Punch's
famous advice tothoseabout to marry, viz.,"Don't;''
and yet I wasonoe an enthusiast in grafting, as some
of my remarks in The Gakdbn prove. My zeal was
somewhat cooled by experience, and reduced to
zero by the candid advice of one of the largest
growers in the kingdom—graft to sell, but bud for
permanent effect. And yet it is by no means obvious
why a grafted plant should prove less durable
than a budded one. For Roses take so well to the
Brier, Manetti, and other stocks, that they have
literally become one. The union looks as good
and complete between the scion and the stock as
it is in the case of Apples and Pears. And yet ex-
perience proves the fleeting character of the life of
grafted Roses. 'What say the Rose readers of The
Garden and our Rose Canon—Hole ? How long
has any of his grafted Roses lasted ? and are they
true grafted plants, or plants that have merely
drawn their temporary sustenance from the stock
until they had time to strike root from their
crowns,and thus become to all intents and purposes
cuttings. And yet not quite thp.t either, for grafted
plants, worked, potted, and grafted so low as to root
independently into the soil, live shorter lives
than proper cuttings. The foreign roots and
matter of the stock seem to work against
longevity. How they do so is by no means
obvious. Can it be that the two sets of roots are
first rivals—always unequally matched ? and that
the speedy breakdown and final death of the
Rose is the natural result of the contest between
them ? If so, yet this will by no means account
for the fugitive character of the lives of so many
grafted Roses that are not allowed to form roots
of their own to grow parallel with those of the

stock's. Re all this as it may, it may almost be
accepted as an axiom that budded Roses are far
longer lived than grafted ones. And that being
so tne fewer we graft and the more we bud the
better as a rule. The chief reason, probably, is

that in budding dwarf Roses, the plant speedily
becomes all Rose. The union thus becomes more
perfect, the life of the plant more homogenous.
And yet there is a peculiar fascination about graft-
ing Roses. Skilfully performed and with good
materials, the scions may be in flower in three
months or so from the time of grafting, and, as
Mr. Hobday points out. Briers grafted in Feb-
ruary may be blooming Roses in June and respect-
able plants by September. But budding, though
slower, yields more permanent, and therefore bet-
ter, results. After all these Brier roots, Mr. Hob-
day writes of, need not be wasted. Inserted as
cuttings they will grow into budable stocks by
July, and the buds then inserted will fill up
throughout the winter while remaining usually
dormant, and will yield show blooms the next
June. But in such subjects as the Rose, immediate
esults are of far less importance than permanency
of beauty, and for the latter commend me budded
in preference to grafted Roses. D. T. Fish,

beetles will not touch them. Remove any rubbish
or clods near the rows which may shelter them.

—

G. S. S.

UOTES OP THE WEEE.

THE NB'W ROSE, ROSA PISSARTI.

Apropos of this I have two proposals to make
first, that a descriptive list of all the species of

Roses that are sufficiently hardy for cultivation

in our gardens, with illustrations of the same, may
be given in The Garden ; and secondly, that the
National Rose Society and other societies should
ofEer prizes for the best collection of species of
Roses at their annual or chief show. Either of
these courses would do something perhaps very
much to preserve the Rose species we already
possess, and might prove the means of bringing us
more. It is impossible to look upon the illustra-

tion of the beautiful new single Rosa Pissarti

without earnestly desiring to possess it and
kindred species of equal beauty and fragrance.
Thus the illustratirons and descriptions alone
would create a brisk demand for new species of
Roses, while their presence at exhibitions would
reveal their charms to thousands and tens of
thousands who are at present supremely ignorant
of their existence, and have little idea that there
are other Roses of surpassing loveliness as well as

Perpetuals, Noisettes, and Teas with which they
are familiar. Seldom in such a large and beauti-
ful family as that of the Rose has one or more
species or varieties, such, for instance, as the Per-

petuals, been set upon so heavily as virtually to

swamp all others. No doubt the classes—we can-
not call them species— of Perpetuals, Teas, &c.,

are superbly sweet and surpassingly beautiful. Still

there are other species of Roses more elegant and
equally artistic and beautiful. And hence, while we
cannot have too many nor too good Hybrid Per-

petuals or other show Roses, neither can we have
too many species of single Roses in our gardens.
Possibly, too, there may be species all too tender
for onr climate, and of these all that are sweet,

distinct in colour and habit, perpetual blooming,
or otherwise of sutficient merit should be intro-

duced, for in this age of cheap glass and hothouse
building by semi-express methods, and of Rose
houses, space enough might be found under glass

for those deserving species of Roses or any that are

too tender for our wet autumns, severe winters,
or treacherous springs, D. T, Pish.

Rosea for forcing.
—

'Will some one kindly tell me
what are the best pink and dark Roses for forcing?

—

B. W.

Pea 'wee'vils.—The beetles forwarded in a
glass bottle are the common Pea weevil (Sitona
lineata),an insect which is very injurious to young
Pea and Bean plants. 'Water the plants well if the
weather be dry with liquid manure, and so push
them into vigorous growth, when they will feel the
attack less. Sand mixed with paraffin nil .^tr^wed

along the rows is very useful in keeping Lhe

weevils away. Sprinkle the leaves when wet with
soot or lime ; while they remain covered the

Decaisnea insignis.—This beautiful Hima-
layan shrub, the flowering of which has been so
long looked for in this country, will shortly be
in flower in the temperate 'house at Kew, as a
plauted-out specimen is .showing a goodlj' num-
ber of flower buds. It is a member of the Lardiza-
balese, and the genus was named in compliment
to the eminent French botanist just deceased.

EiBES GoRDONiANUM.—Now that the com-
mon red-flowering Currant is seen in bloom
everywhere, such a strange coloured one as

Gordon's variety attracts notice at once. It ap-
pears to be midway in point of colour between
R. aureum and R. sanguineum, the flowers
being of a peculiar orange-red tint, a colour

particularly striking in a shrubbery. Mr. Stevens
sends it in fine flowering condition, and we
also saw fine examples of it in one of the

shrubberies at Kew. It does not appear to be

much known.

Varieties op Orobds vbrnus.—While this

common vernal Vetch is to be seen in almost

every garden, it is interesting to note the various

forms of it, some of which were quite distinct.

At Kew there is a good collection of them, and
we noted cyaneus, a bright and rich blue

;

flaccidus, very lax in growth and remarkably flori-

ferous ; albus, pure white ; a double white
kind tinged with rose ;

alpestris, like typical

vernus, but dwarfer. These are all worth grow-
ing, making capital border plants, and excellent

for planting on warm, sheltered banks or in the

wild garden.

Outdoor Camellias in "Wales.—In Mr.
Worthiugton's garden, Glyn-y-mel, FiShguard,

S. Wales, situated in a sheltered spot about
200 yds. from the sea, may now be seen in the

open two large Camellias in full flower ; they are

about 9 ft. high, and have been planted out

about fifteen years. I have just counted on one
of them fifty full-blown flowers and more than
100 buds just showing red. They are quite equal

to some which I saw last March at Monte Carlo.

There has not been the slightest frost at Glyn-
y-mel this winter.—J. W.
Mackaya BELLA.—This beautiful tropical

shrub, which was illustrated in colour in The
Garden some time ago, we notice in flower in

the Palm house at Kew, though scarcely so fine

as Mr. Green grows it at Pendell Court. The
large delicate mauve blossoms, exquisitely

streaked and pencilled with dark purple, and
produced in long drooping racemes, are very
beautiful, and are set off by the rich glossy green

of the foliage. It is a plant that seems to require

some little attention to grow well, but its beauty
when in flower amply compensates for any
amount of trouble bestowed upon it.

The Acacias, now in glorious bloom in the

temperate house at Kew, are alone worth a

journey to see. Probably nowhere in gardens can
such grand bushes of A. armata, pulchella, ver-

ticillata, mucronata, leprosa, Riceana be seen as

in this vast structure at Kew, where they are

unconfined on all sides, and have room to develop

themselves, as in their native habitats. This year

the huge bushes of A. armata are better than

they have been for several seasons, and they

form perfect masses of golden yellow. For
elegance of growth few surpass A. leprosa,

which has long strings of lemon-yellow tassel-

like blossoms, or A. Riceana, whose growth
reminds one of that of the Weeping Willow.
The massive specimens of A. verticillata, com-
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pletely covered with pale yellow blossoms, are

Just now on the wane, after being a great attrac-

tion to the house for a month or more. A. pul-

chella is one of the best of all the Acacias at

Kew, and a most beautiful subject ia the large

planted-out specimen. Any one wishing to make

a selection would do well to pay a visit to Kew,
where, besides the large specimens just noted,

there are hosts of small plants of different species

in pots.

Golden-leaved SpiiiaiA.—One of the most
important of all the Spirseas as a garden plant

is the golden-leaved variety of S. opulifolia,

now unfolding its handsome foliage, which at a

distance looks like yellow blossoms. A fine

branch of it from Mr. Stevens' garden at By-
fleet, Weybridge, shows the plant in its true

character : it grows luxuriantly in that locality,

and yet retains its golden hue throughout the

year. In the arboretum at Kew, among the

crowds of other species, it attracts at this season

more attention than all the others.

Begonia longipila. — This is the finest

Begonia in the collection in No. 8 house at

Kew; indeed, it is the handsomest we have seen

for a long time among the larger growing kinds.

It is a variety of B. heracleifolia, and has

similar large, deep-lobed leaves, handsomely
variegated with various colours. The stout

flower-stems rise a yard or more in height, each

terminated by a large dense cluster of deep rose-

pink blossoms. This would be a valuable plant

to cultivate in private gardens ; it would not

only furnish a supply of cut blooms, but would
form a bold and effective plant for grouping

with fine foliaged plants in conservatories and
rooms. It is a plant that should be taken in hand
by nurseiyraen.

of M. conspicua and Soulangeana some 1.5 ft.

high, and completely covered with large, showy
blossoms. Those of conspicua are pure white

;

those of Soulangeana stained with purplish red

on the exterior. Nothing can well excel the grand
effect which these produce, and it is a matter of

regret that such fine specimens are rare in gar-

dens

Plants in floweb at Park House, Reading.
Thalictrum anemonoides
Cyclamen latifolium
Fritillaria Meleagris alba
Kanunculus buliatus
Borago laxiflora

Phlox frondosa
Nelsoni

Asperula setosa azurea
Geimi coccineum fl.-pl.

Skimmia fragrans
Berberis Darwini
Orobus vernus
Saxifraga Wallace!
Corydalis ochroleucus

Plants in rLOWun at Drayton-Ceauchamp
Rectory, March 25, 1882 :—
Chionodoxa Lucilife

nana
Puschkinia libanotica
compacta

Tulipa altaica

Schrenki

Muscari paradoxum
pallidum
Giissoni
botryoides album
pallidum

Szovitzianum
atlanticum
commutatum, and many

others
Scilla italica alba
puschkinioides

Erythronium graudiflorum
NuttaUi

Gagea lutea
polymorpba

Ornithogalum fimbriatum
comosum
tenuifolium
pterocarpum
bceticum
Aucheri, and various

others
Anemone blanda

stellata alba
ranuuculoides

pallida (nemorosa)
Robinsoniana
fulgens, and many others

Hyacinthus orientalis

albus
Corydalis cava alba

c. pallida
bracteata

Leucojum pulchellum
Sanguinaria canadensis
Oxalis elegans
Iris oretensis

caucasica
tuberosa

Romanzoffia sitchensis
Pi'imula rosea

viscosa
Arabis rosea
blepharophylla

Cardamine macrophylla

The early Magnolias.—There is a certain

grandeur about the early flowering Magnolias
which is unsurpassed by that of any other class

of hardy trees and shrubs, and the fine effects

they produce in the garden landscape at this

season is very remarkable. In the ajrboretum at
Kew the sombre surroundings of the American
garden are enlivened by some grand specimens

biflora
chrysantha
violacea
triphylla
iliensis

prrecox
sylvestris

rritillaria lutea
delphinensis (lloggridgei)

montana
tristis

oranensis
armena
verticillata var. Thunbergi
Korolkom var. lutescens
pyrenaica
parviflora
tenella

Corbularia citrina

nivalis
Bulbocodium minor

Ifarcisaus triandrus
rupicola

Amebia echioidps
Gentiana acaulis

verna
Anemone fulgens

stellata

apennina
Robinsoniana

Narcissus oxypetalug (in

gre enhouse)
Primula rosea

nivea
denticulata
carniolica

lonopsidiuni acaule (con-

tinuously since Nov.) Omphalodes verna
Pulmonaria sibirica Dielytra eximia

azurea spectabilis

Sanguinaria canadensis Chionodoxa Lucilia3

—A. E. Bartholomew.

Chionodoxa nana.—This charming little

plant forms a good succession to 0. Luciliae, the

beauty of which is now beginning to fade. It

is, however, much its inferior both in size and
brightness, the flowers being only about half as

large as those of C. Luciliae and of a paler

tint—near to what is called a porcelain blue. It

grows but 2 in. in height, and the stems, too

much burdened with blossoms, lie almost pro-

strate. Such a pretty little plant as this is

worthy of culture by those who love plants for

their own sal^e, though we fear one would have
a difKculty in obtaining it at present. It is in

flower at Kew, where it was formerly grown
as Puschkinia scilloides.

TuLiPA Ulusiana.—This pretty Tulip was
one of the most conspicuous objects among the

extensive groups of cut flowers shown at South
Kensington by Messrs. Barr & Sugden last week.
It may be at once distinguished from all other

Tulips by its delicate tone of colour, the large

blossoms being pure white except a heavy
pencilling of deep rose-pink on the exterior of

each petal of the outer row. Being very dwarf,
too, it sometimes flowers when only 3 in. or
4 in. high. It is a most beautiful rock garden
plant for early spring flowering, but, being a

native of South Europe, it is a little tender, and
requires a snug, sunny spot and good rich soil

to grow it successfuUv.

Telamonius
cernuus
moschatus
Macleayi
capax
chrysanthus
raontanus

Triteleia unlflora
alliacea
porrifoha

Bongardia Rawolfl
Muscari Heldrelchi
microcarpum
macrocarpum
moschatum

Handsome Fritillaries. — In the Kew
collection the following are just now really

handsome plants : F. ruthenica, which we pre-
viously considered weedy, is here about 2 ft. in

height, and bearing deep vinous-purple blossoms
in large clusters at the upper part of each
slender stem ; F. tenella is likewise handsome,
but scarcely so fine as ruthenica ; F. latifolia is

a noble flowered species, having bold, drooping,
bell-like flowers of a greenish yellow, curiously

chequered with purj le. As in the case of F.
pallidiflora (also in bloom), it is more re-

markable for its fine growth than showy colour.

All these Fritillaries grow in any good garden
soil, but well repay generous treatment.

SOLANUM JASMINOIDES PLORIBUNDUM.—One
of the most beautiful of greenhouse climbers is

the typical form of this Peruvian plant, and
the variety under notice is equally handsome,
but it differs from the type in one important
particular—while the latter seldom flowers in a

smalt state, this variety flowers profusely even
in the case of plants in 25-in. pots, or, in fact,

rooted cuttings. Plants in 43-in. pots make per
feet pyramidal specimens, profusely hung with
clusters of snow-white blossoms, borne grace-

fully on drooping stems. Of this variety there is

now a cumber of plants in the Royal Exotic
Nursery, Chelsea, most of which are in flower,

and fully bear out all that is here said of them.

Choisya ternata.—The introduction of this ,

beautiful Mexican shrub to English gardens some \

few years ago by Mr. B. S. Williams was an im-
'

portant gain, for few shrubs of similar hardiness
could be named as possessing so many valuable
points. Its rich, deep green foliage retained

throughout the year is a desirable property be-

longing to it ; but it is when studded with
numerous trusses of pure white blossoms that its

beauty is most apparent, and the value of these

IS enhanced by the fact that they are deliciously

fragrant, and that they so much resemble
Orange blossoms, as to form excellent substi-

tutes for them. In jNIr. Williams' nursery at

Upper Ilolloway plants of it are just now in

full beauty in the greeiili'^uses, where amongst
other plants they are cmispicuously attractive.

It is perfectly hardy in the warmer counties, and
even in other parts if protected by a wall.

Magnolia stellata, or IIallbana.—This

does well in a pot, producing Ij'issoma when
only I ft. in height. It beloriiS 'o the early-

flowering deciduous section, and requires but
slight assistance in the way of heat to liave it in

bloom when flowers are scarce. Ir.^ leaves are

about 4 in. or 5 in. in length, of a rather pale

green hue, and the flowers are pure white,

fragrant, some 3 in. or 4 in. in diameter, and
composed of a number of narrow strnp-like

petals, which become reflexed after being open
for a short time. If forced, the plants must be
gradually hardened off, plunged out-of-doors

during summer, and liberally supplied with
water. Thus treated, the buds will set freely,

and if intended for forcing again the plants

should be protected from frost. This Mag-
nolia is a native of Japan, from which it was
introduced by way of America. It is perfectly

hardy in the neighbourhood of London.

—

Alpha.

The Leather-wood (Dirca palustris).—This

shrub, now in flower, though not showy, is in-

teresting. It is nearly allied to the Daphnes,
and is naturally of a low, much branching habit.

The flowers are produced before the leaves ex-

pand, and are borne in terminal clusters of three

or four together, the prominent part being the

yellow pendulous stamens ; indeed a yellowish

hue pervades the whole plant, extending even

to the bark and leaves. It was introduced from
the United States about the middle of the last

century, and was at one time common in our

gardens, but it is now seldom seen, probably on
account of the difficulty there is in propagating

it. A cool, shady spot suits it best; indeed wher-
ever the common Mezereon succeeds it will also

do well. It likes a peat soil.—A.

Fruit.—Mr. Killick tells us that there is a

splendid show of fruit in Kent this season.

Everything looks well, from Nuts to Currants.

Crocus destroyers.—If Mr. Bradbeer

(p. 108) will use an ordinary mouse-trap with
three holes, set with thread and baited with burnt
Oatmeal or Indian Cornmeal the field mice will

come from all quarters to be caught. The traps

should be set when it begins to get dark and
taken away in the morning. Here the mice do
not eat the Crocus roots, but crop the flowers like

rabbits, totally destroying the garden plan for the

season. Our Crocuses are planted in gravel along

the edge of a wide terrace above a very extensive

rookery. Here the mice find snug winter quarters

and have to be trapped. The destroyers are all

dead now, not being able to resist the smell of

the burnt Oatmeal. We have a long bank of Daf-

fodils which has been growing and extending for

fifty years. When in full bloom nothing can be
more beautiful.—M, E. C, Auchendrant, Jiyr.
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FRUIT GARDEN.
CHOICE CHERRIES.

Although excellent Cherries have long been

extensively grown in some parts of England, it

is only within the last few 3'ears that what are

termed small fruits, Cherries included, have be-

come indispensable in making up the finest des-

serts. It is not by anyone supposed that the

Cherry can compare with the Strawberry for

general use, but it malies up for this deficiency

by giving us a longer season, and by hanging

upon the trees for many weeks after it is ripe
;

indeed, by the aid of gla«s, -which is now cheap

enough, and a few strips of Haythorn's netting

for keeping out birds, the finest kinds, Grapes
excepted, can be kept longer than any other fruit

with -which I am acquainted. But
it is not so much of the uses I -n'isli

to spealv as of the facility -with

which the choicest kinds can now be
brought to perfection in the smallest

gardens. In the late Mr. Knight's

days the limestone slopes in Shrop-
shire and Herefordshire were thickly

planted with Early Black, Elton,

Dcwnton, and others which will

for ever perpetuate his name, and
they may still be seen luxuriating

in the calcareous loam which they
love so well. These immense trees

are of course growing upon the

free stock, and well illustrate the

extension principle ; but we are

indebted to another cultivator, the

late Mr. Rivers, not only for cheap
orchard houses in which to grow
and keep the fruit safe from birds

and wet, but also for the intro-

duction of the Mahaleb stock, which
adapts it-.elf to all sorts and con-

ditions of soil, and reduces many of

the most vigorous growers into fruit-

ful pyramids and cordons, fit for pot
culture or any other use to which
the cidtivator feels disposed to put
them. We are still further indebted

to him for having raised, introduced,

or brought under our notice many
superior varieties which form a valu-

able acquisition to the older kinds.

Although many of the newer kinds
(including the fine variety. Belle de
Montreuil, of which the annexed cut

is a good representation) have not

been extensivelygrown on walls, there

can be but little doubt that all of

them will do well if judiciously

selected for the situations they are to

occupy, and the borders, consisting of

free calcareous loam, are well drained,

and not over deep. At one time it

was thought theMorellowas the only
kind that would do well on a north wall,

but I have found that May Duke, Archduke,
Late Duke, Bohemian Black, Elton, Black
Eagle, and those two fine Cherries, Governor
Wood and Bigarreau Napoleon, fruit extremely
well when planted in narrow borders, 3 ft. wide
and 2 ft. deep, with 12 in. of old lime rubble for

drainage, the principal points, as I have before

observed, being protection from birds and wet
after the fruit is ripe.

Where aproperCherry house is uaedfor forcing,

such kinds as Belle d'Orleans, May Duke, Black
Circassian, Elton, and Bigarreau Napoleon will

give a long succession until similar sorts on walls

come into use. For general consumption the

May Duke tribe, including Duchesse de Palluau,
Empress Eugenie, Nouvelle Royale, and last, but
not least. Late Duke, will succeed each other,

but not exactly in the order named, and, like the

Hamburgh Grape in its class, will be appreciated

by everyone as long as they can be obtained.

Strong growing kinds lilcethe Bigarreaus,whicli

ripen late, and all the fine black Cherries are

well worthy of a house in which they may be

grown in pots or tubs, or planted out and trained

to a wire trellis 12 iu. from the roof. As many
of them make strong growth when young and

produce large leaves, the shoots require plenty

of room, and the roots should be confined to

internal borders which can be kept dry when
the fruit is ripe. W. Coleman.

Eastnor Castle.

MELONS IK HOTBED FRAMES.

Thbkb is reason to think that we have to a great

extent lost the art of Melon and Pine-apple cul-

Cliei-ry Belle d- Mcntreiiil (natural size).

ture on hotbeds in which the heat is wholly sup-

plied from fermenting materials. It is not a

matter of much importance to those who have
more convenient appliances in the shape of hot-

water fittings, but it is well to remind those who
have no such appliances, but who may have all the
means of making good hotbeds within their own
gardens, that from now till October or November
they may produce excellent crops of Melons in

manure frames—equal, indeed, if not superior to

those in houses specially designed for the purpose,
tor a hotbed frame well managed is still one of

the best places for the culture of Melons and
Cucumbers and many other plants. There are
many who yet prefer to use fermenting mate-
rials for bottom heat for the fruits named while
emplo3'iag hot-water pipes for top heat, but which
are not used when the hotbed will sustain the
temperature of itself. The heat of a hotbed is more
natural, genial ; and "without here staying to ex-

plain the why and tlie wherefore, it is sufficient to

say it suits plants better than heat from hot-water
pipes or flues. The fine Pine-apples grown at

Frogmore some years ago, and probably now,
were grown in manure frames, and the top heat

was principally kept up by linings of fermenting
materials, if not wholly in some instances, and
some of the best Pine growers in England still

use a hotbed of leaves for plunging the plants in

in preference to hot-water heated beds. In Melon
culture in manure frames the main point is the

preparation of the bed. This should be composed
of tree leaves and stable litter in equal quantities,

or if leaves are not procurable, of any half-rotten

vegetable refuse that will temper the violent heat

of the stable manure. Mixing of the materials

thoroughly two or three times in the course of as

many weeks, and sprinkling them with water at

the same time, is of vast importance, and when
all are in a mellow condition, they
should be built into a square, firm,

and well-trodden stack, at least 2 ft.

wider than the frame all round, and
from 4 ft. to o ft. deep. A heap like

this, well knit together and solid, will

retain a high temperature all through
the summer and autumn, with the aid

of additions two or tliree times in the

shape of loose litter laid round the

frame up to the glass, in order to sus-

tain the top heat.

Planting and culture.—The
frame having been placed on the bed
and filled with soil — half-decayed
turfy loam, if procurable, or good com-
mon garden soil, which will do quite

well if it be such as grows Peas and
Potatoes or the like well—the young
Melon plants should be prepared if

not already at hand. It is better to

sow somewhere else when the bed is

being prepared, in order to save time.

Be that as it may, a 6-in. pot will raise

a score or thirty seeds, and the plants

should be potted off in small 4-in.

pots when they have made their first

rough leaves, and planted out in the

bed a few weeks later. The number of

plants to a frame depends upon cir-

cumstances, but if each plant has a
space of 15 square feet to itself, it is

not more than is required to grow a
good plant intended to bear a good
crop of fruit; but less will do by judi-

cious training. The usual and best plan
is to plant the Melon in the centre of

the bed, top it to cause two or more
branches to spring, and lead one set

towards the front of the frame and
one set to the back. Usually the

object is to " set " a crop of fruit

as soon as possible, and in that

case it is essential that the limbs of

the plants should be evenly balanced,

and that all should produce flowers

in time to be set within almost a
couple of days of each other at the

most. It is quite a common thing

in inexperienced hands to see a frame of Melon

plants with perhaps one fruit to a light or to a

plant when there might just as well have

been half-a-dozen, or four at the least, if the

training had been rightly managed. Such a re-

sult can be secured in this way : Top the young
plant above the first two good leaves (which

means about the third joint above the seed leaf)

if only two shoots are wanted from each plant.

Two shoots of equal strength are more easily origi-

nated than four, and the plants may be planted

closer in the frame on that account. These two
shoots almost invariably make equal progress, and

one should be pegged loosely towards the back of

the frame and one towards the front. When 2 ft.

long, or thereabouts, pinch the top off each kind

at the same time, no matter if one be shorter

than the other. Both will shortly afterwards

push from three to four good laterals or sub-shoots

from the joints nearest the point pinched, and
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these will show fruit at the second or third joints,

and all will expand their flowers on or about the

same day. These flowers should be fertilised with
pollen from the male flowers (always plentiful and
known by having; no fruit behind them), at the

same time performing the operation when the air

of the frame is dry, about two o'clock in the after-

noon, and when the flowers are usually in good
condition. All the fruits thus set will likely swell
equally, and a plentiful and even crop will be the
result. Two or three fruits should be had on each
of the two limbs on good strong plants with good
foliage, or about six to the plant. Everything
depends on the vigour, however ; a hea^iy crop can-
not be expected from plants with few and poor
leaves, and by good leaves, I mean leaves of the
circumference of the outstretched fingers of a
man's hand at least, and of good stifE substance
as well. It sometimes happens that the first laterals

do not show fruit, as has been described, or do
not show enough, and the way to do in that case
is to pick off the one or two female flowers that do
show, and pinch the laterals in their turn again at
the first or second joints to cause a second sub-
break, which seldom fails to fruit. The great point
is to pinch methodically, and pinch all the main
limbs at the same time. After training consists
in giving the shoots left room to grow beyond the
fruit, and cutting out those that room cannot be
found for. Take great care of the first and largest
leaves ; it is these that do the work. Later in the
season numbers of small shoots will push from the
main stems, but these should be pinched out
without hesitation, taking care never to cut a
f hoot close off at the point of origin from the main
limb, which is apt to gangrene in consequence and
rot off.

Temperature and ventilation.—From
the time the seed is sown till the fruit is ripe
Melons should have a night temperature varying
from 65? to 70°, according to the weather, and a
day temperature of from 75° to 85° and 90° under
the same circumstances, giving least heat when
it is coldest outside, and most when it is mild. At
the same time there should always be free veutila
tiou. The frame should now be quite closed, and
more and more air should be admitted steadily
as the thermometer rises, and be reduced as
it falls to the chink of air that should always be
left on at nights in any frames to let the gases
escape that would accumulate and do mischief,
more especially at the beginning when the ferment-
ing materials have not quite lost their rankness.

Watering.—Melons in manure frames require
much less water than in hot-water pits, but up
till the time the fruit is set the bed should be
regularly sprinkled or well watered when it ap-
pears dry, or feels dry to the hand, only do not let

the soil become sodden. By the time the fruit
has swelled to its full size the roots will have
penetrated the moist hotbed beneath, after which
they will need little or no water from the watering-
pot, and may almost be left to ripen ofE in as dry
an atmosphere as can be maintained, otherwise
the ripe fruit is apt to split, but much depends on
the season. J. S. W.

night ere the full flush of the floral beauty they
exhibit will be presented to view. A large number
of the pyramid trees, spurred back hard as they
are, will soon be clothed with blossoms from head
to foot. In the way of pillar plants for isolation
in various parts of the garden, what can be more
acceptable than these pyramid trees 1 There are
few pillar plants that can compare with them at
the blooming season, and again in autumn when
they are covered with coloured fruit. Fruit trees
are not enough used for garden decoration. We
seem to shrink from adding the utilitarian to the
artistic. On Apple trees also there is a fine
promise of bloom. They will succeed the Pears,
and yield tints not found among the latter or the
Plums. The small busli trees, of which Mr. Barron
has a good collection, promise exceedingly well,
Cox's Orange Pippin in particular. This Apple,
which has been shy of late, appears as if hasten-
ing to make up for scarcity of crop in the past by
presenting to view a promise of bloom of a very
satisfactory character. In ten days or so Chiswick
will well repay a visit if one desires a study in
fruit blossoms. The gardens are in admirable order,
the houses full of interesting plants, and flowers
peep up in all directions. R. D.

FLOWER GARDEN.

FRUIT BLOSSOMS AT CHISWICK.
If what is now to be seen in the Chiswick
gardens may be taken as an indication of what is to

be met with elsewhere, then there is great promise
of a rare fruit season. Pears and Apples, Plums
and Cherries alike are profuse in the way of bud
and blossom. The Plums lead the way ; they are
fast getting into full bloom. The earliest are
Jefferson's, Diamond, and Mitchelson's. The first

has the flowers fully expanded in clusters along the
brandies—really ropes of snow-white flowers that
have a charming effect. This Plum should be planted
in shrubberies, so beautiful is it at this season of
the year. The later Plums, such as Poupart's and
others, are yet some way from blooming. In Mr.
Francis Dancer's fruit garden the trees of Mitchel-
son's Plum are a perfect picture, so full are they of
flower. The Pear trees at Chiswick especially showa
large promise of bloom. Here and there a tree is

already well-nigh expanded, but it will be a fort-

SINGLE DAFFODILS BECOMING DOUBLE.
Mt experience is the same as that of Mr. Wolley
Dod (p. 203), viz., that one cannot make single
Daffodils double. Still, the popular belief in such
changes is almost universal ; but much of it is

doubtless based on the fact that many of the wild
Daffodils transferred from the mead to the gar-
den were double from the first. The flowers be-
come larger and better, and so the doubleness
becomes apparent. I am glad the change cannot
be effected by art, and only regret that Nature
has become so prodigal of doubles in the families
of Daffodils and Snowdrops. A double Daffodil is

half spoilt, and double Snowdrops three-quarters
or wholly ruined. And yet in some counties, many
parts of this, for example, single Snowdrops are
almost extinct. We have only a few patches of the
single, which are the perfection of grace and ele-
gance contrasted with the huge weight of the
double. The Crimean also keeps single, which with
its size and lateness gives it a peculiar beauty and
value. Has anyone found out any way of turning
double Snowdrops and Daffodils into single ones ?

If ao, they need not stop at these, but run through
many more bulbs, including Hyacinths and Tulips.
So far no one has been able to ruin our Crocuses
by making them double, and it is to be hoped they
never will be doubled. I feel so strongly on this
point that I should gladly advocate the formation
of an anti-double flower society, unless due and
sufficient cause could be shown for the change.
In such families as the Rose there is room and
reason enough for double as well as single flowers.
Nature takes kindly to the double forms in these,
and moulds the extra petals into nice symmetrical
shapes. But in the case of Daffodils, Tulips, &o.,
the extra material is crushed in anyhow, any-
where, showing clearly that the flowers do not
want it. D. T. Fish.

PORTULACAS.
Of all annuals that can be grown out-of-doors I

know of none more beautiful than Portulacas
;

their rich colours and the freedom with which
they flower when under favourable conditions
render them well worth special attention. Anyone
who has a narrow, dry border or small flower
bed similarly circumstanced may grow these
beautiful plants to perfection with a minimum
amount of trouble. Seeds of them are offered for
sale by most of our seedsmen in mixed packets,
and also in separate colours

; but I prefer to have
each colour separate and mix them myself. I find
the simplest way to raise a stock of plants is to
sow seeds in small pots. I prepare a number of
3-iu. pots, sow a few seeds in each, and then
place them in a warm house. Early in April is a

good time to sow the seed. After being sown,
water must be given sparingly until the young
plants appear above the soil, and even then damp
is a greater enemy to them than drought ; careful
watering is therefore necessary. About the middle
of May they may be taken to a cold pit or frame
to be hardened off like other bedding plants.
The next thing is to select a position "for them.
This being done, a suitable compost must be pre-
pared for them. As they are not deep-rooting
plants the depth need not be more than 6 in. The
compost should consist of equal quantities of
light garden soil, old mortar, leaf-soil, and a good
sprinkling of sand, all sifted through a coarse
sieve. Early in June the plants may be turned out
of their pots without being disturbed, and placed
about 5 in. apart, which will be wide enough to
ensure the ground being covered. A little water
should be given at the time of planting to settle
the soil about their roots, and they must also
have some during the summer, but they do not
want nearly so much water as most other plants.

J. C. C.

Czar Violets.—These should be raised from
runners every year, and in order to have fine
large blooms all through the autumn, winter, and
spring months, this is the best time to make
fresh plantations of them. The ground should be
heavily manured and deeply dug every year. I
never replant plants that have bloomed, as they
only yield small flowers with short flower-stems. I
never have the runners taken off ; therefore there
is always plenty of fine healthy young runners,
and of these I select the strongest. Plants treated
in this way furnish plenty of blooms from | in. to
1 in. in diameter with flower-stalks 8 in. in length.
Of such blooms there is no diflSculty in making up
Violet bouquets of any size required, and it has
been no trouble to gather from one to two bushels
weekly. I plant about 2000 plants on an east bor-
der

; about 100 of these are potted in September;
the remainder is planted under the protection of
a south wall for early flowering. I have just
finished planting under east, west, and north walls,
and on every spare border and corner that will
grow them, even where Violets would be least ex-
pected. I prefer growing them in single rows
where it is possible to do so, and have long ago
abandoned growing them in beds. For these last
21 years I have been enlarging our Violet planta-
tions, and still the cry is, more Violets.

—

Richaed
NiSBET, Asivarly Park.

Different kinds of 'Wallflowers.—The
rule in this district is to sow seed of Wallflowers
in the month of February should the weather at
that time be favourable. If this be not done there
is little chance of getting a good stock of early
blooms to cut through the following winter.
Everywhere the seed beds are full of young
plants, which will be ready to plant out in suc-
cession to late Broccoli or some other late crop at
the end of May or early in June. In good soil and
with a growing season these plants often get as
large as a bushel basket. Seed is saved from plants
that are not only early, but have a rich, deep
colour. The flowering branches should be numer-
ous, all come up together, and carry the flowers
well up at the points, so that when bunched a
good mass of flower is seen. Thus the constant
selection of the earliest bloomers for seed pro-
ducers keeps up the best features of the London
market strain. In ordinary gardens where the
Wallflower is regarded as a very common border
plant and nothing more, a sowing is often made
perhaps in May, and as yellows and reds are inter-
mixed, plants from seed soon become worthless

:

whilst, however, we have but one good strain of
dark red Wallflowers there are several forms of the
yellow, the earliest being the tall golden, a beau-
tiful kind for large masses and for furnishing cut
flowers. A good selection from this tall one gives
flowers of an orange hue, and plants of not more
than one half the height. This is a good, compact,
early blooming foi-m, and will, when quite true,

make a capital garden strain. The Belvoir Yellow
is the latest, yet the most dwarf ; indeed, I have
plants that though 1 ft. over are not more than
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5 in. to 6 in. in height. This is a real Tom Thumb
strain ; the usual height is from 9 in. to 10 in.

The Belvoir Yellow gives us a pure and pleasing

shade of Yellow that is very telling in masses. It

is a pity we cannot get it to bloom as early as

the reds do, but it will not. The earlier the dark
kinds bloom the richer the colour. A few hot days
in the spring will often take the colour out of

them materially. Yellows do not sufEer in that

respect, but the earlier the bloom the more en-

during, and the less liable is it to burn or fade.

—

A. D.

SPERGULA PILIFERA.
(lawn peaelwoet.)

Numerous plants have from time to time been
recommended as substitutes for lawn Grass, but
none have withstood any lengthy trial for this

purpose, though they have their uses in other

roots or feeders, and they altogether cease to be
produced as soon as the plant has outgrown the
object to which it clung. It then quickly assumes,
as it were, independent action, and becomes a
symmetrical bush or tree—a form in which it

generally flowers freely and produces abundance
of berries—and cuttings taken from this part of
the plant, when rooted, invariably retain this

bush or tree-Uke form. A\Tiere used for festoon
ing dead or decaying trees, partially clothing a
ruin, or concealing unsightly objects, the more
luxuriantly and unconstrained it develops itself

the better ; but where it is merely required to
cover a dead wall, it should not be allowed to

grow unconstrained, as in that case even its own
weight will sometimes detach it from the wall.

Therefore, to prevent tliis from taking place, it

should be annually clipped, or cut in as closely as

possible; and the best time to perform this

- F. SiMSJt^

Spergula pilifera (life size).

ways. It was at one time expected that the little

plant here figured would form a good turf for

lawns in every respect, but it has not proved satis-

factory. It is, however, none the less a very
beautiful minute alpine plant, exceedingly wel-
come on rockwork, and forforming carpets almost
as compact and smooth as velvet, dotted with
numerous small, but pretty white flowers, the

light, fresh green, Moss-lLke carpet being starred

with them in eaidy summer. It is imsurpassed
for forming carpets of the freshest and dwarfest
verdure beneath taller, but comparatively small,

beautiful and rare bulbs or other plants which it

may be desired to place to the best advantage.
It is most readily multiplied by pulling the tufts

into small pieces, and replanting them at

a few inches apart ; they soon meet and form a

carpet. It is also readily increased by seeds, but
this mode is rarely worth resorting to, unless it

is desired to propagate the plant largely for

lawTi-making. Although it does not generally

form a permanent and good turf, yet it is quite

possible by selecting a rather deep sandy soil,

and by keeping it perfectly clean and well roUed,
to make a beautiful tui-f of it. This is, however,
rarely worth attempting except on a small scale,

and when it begins to perish in flakes here and
there it should be taken up and replanted.
At South Kensington, the other day, Mr.

Dean, of Ealing, showed a golden-leaved variety
of this plant, which will, no doubt, be much
sought after for the purposes mentioned above,
as it contrasts beautifully with the green-leaved
type. The golden hue of the foliage is retained
throughout the year.

IVIES, GEEEN AND VARIEGATED.
Theee is no wall, dead or dying tree, or crum-
bling ruin too high for Ivy to speedily cover and
festoon with its rich, shining, dark green foUage,
giving an appearance of life and beauty to what
would otherwise be dead or in a state of decay.
I\'y also possesses wonderful powers of adapta-
tion to existing circumstances ; the aerial roots,
by which it clings to walls, rocks, or other objects,
may, under favourable conditions, be readily
induced to perform the functions of terrestrial

operation is early in April Growth will then
have just commenced, and in the course of

a very few days the surface of the wall will

again be clothed with fresh young foliage.

All litter in the form of decayed and falling

leaves during the summer months will thus be
avoided. The practice of annually denuding an
evergreen of its foliage would doubtless, in the

case of most plants, be attended by anything but
beneficial results. But in the case of the Ivy no
injur}' need be apprehended ; instances can even
be pointed out where for scores of years it has
submitted to this treatment, and where it is still

in the best of health.

In addition to the adaptability of Ivy for cover-

ing unsightly walls and buildings, festooning aged
trees, and rendering them even more ornamental
than they were when m their prime, as well as

lending beauty and increased interest to ruins of

all kinds, it will also submit to an amount of

shade which would prove detrimental, if not fatal,

to most plants. Therefore it is exceedingly use-

ful for covering the surface of the soil under the

shade and drip of large trees. It is also useful as

a marginal plant for beds of flowers and shrubs,

and forms a very substantial and ornamental
edging to broad walks and drives or coach roads.

It forms, moreover, exceedingly ornamental stan-

dards, with clean stems, for pot culture or for

planting in the flower garden or elsewhere. Cat-

tings for plants intended for such purposes should
be taken from those portions of the plants which
have ceased to produce aerial or clinging roots.

Nothing has as yet been said regarding varie-

ties ; the preceding remarks apply chiefly to the
Irish Ivy (Hedera canariensis), which, for beauty
and adaptability to most purposes, can hardly be
surpassed by any of the other kinds, but they also

apply to such sorts as H. algeriensis, a rapid
grower, with large foliage of a light green colour

;

H. Ecegneriana, with heart-shaped leaves, a fine

free-growing variety ; H. dentata, with fine large
dentate leaves, also a fine distinct variety ; H.
donerailensis, H. saggittjefolia, and others. The
common wild species (H. Helix) is to be found in

most woods and waste places in all parts of the
country ; it has smaller foliage, and is altogether
less ornamental than most of the large-leaved
kinds just alluded to. There are also several varie-

ties of this Ivy, such as H. H. arborescens, a sort

generally found adhering to the stems of trees

;

H. H. chrysocarpa, or the yellow-berried variety,
&c. ; also several exceedingly beautiful varie-
gated kinds, such as H. H. variegata and H. H.
elegantissima. These variegated kinds are, how-
ever, of somewhat slow growth, and succeed best
on the north side of a wall, or at least in some
situation where they are shaded from the mid-day
sun, and under such conditions they produce a
very pretty effect. Although variegation to some
extent exists among the large-leaved Ivies, in no
instance, so far as I know, are they improvements
upon the green-leaved varieties, the variegation
being of a very irregular and uncertain character;
the foliage in most cases has merely the appear-
ance of being splashed with whitewash. Anything
approaching to regular marginal variegation in the
case of the large-leaved Ivies has yet to be
secured. Pbtee Geibvb.
Bury St. Edmunds.

THE GILLENIAS.
These near allies of the Spiraeas possess so
much lightness and elegance of growth that
many would be pleased with them associated
with plants of a denser growth, and, moreover,
when in flower they reaUy are very attractive.

Two species are known to us, both North
American, and both are in cultivation. The
commonest is G. trifoliata, or, as it is popularly
named. Bowman's Root, It grows about a yard
high, and has numerous erect, slender branches,
fui-nished with trifoliate leaves. The flowers
are white and terminate the branches, which
are of a reddish tint, thus contrasting prettily

with the blossoms. The other species, G. stipu-

lacea, or American Ipecac, is similar, differing

only in technical details. Both grow well in

ordinary garden soil, but best in a damp peaty

Branch of Gillenia trifoliata.

bed in partial shade. Clumps of G. trifoliata,

a yard through or so, have quite a handsoms ap-
pearance.
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Iris reticulata.—This lovely purple and
gold-coloured spring flowering Iris is better than

usual this year; the mild genial weather has just

suited it, its blossoms being perfect without splash

or stain. If an Orchid were discovered equal to it

in beauty, what a sensation it would create ! and
yet this Iris, hardy and handsome as it is, is only

known to and grown by a few. With us it does

best in light, rich sandy soil, in which it spreads,

and becomes stronger from year to year, but does
not lilse any disturbance. As it comes early into

flower, it is necessary to plant it in sheltered spots,

the margins of Khododeudron bods or other

similar positions being the most suitable. In such
situations the soil may easily be prepared for it

by worlcing in some sand and leaf-mould where the

roots are to be planted.— S. D.

Hardy Primroses.—Of a large number of

single Primroses raised from seed last summer
quite two-thirds are now well in bloom, and pro-

bably all will flower in a week or two. Thanlcs
largely to a mild growing winter for this unusual
result, for the seed was not sown tilljuly last, and
it is not often such a fine lot of blooming plants
can be got in less than nine months. Still, some-
thing is due to labour and culture, for the seed-
lings were pricked out as soon as they were large
enough in a frame, and were nearly all trans-
planted to the open ground early in December.
Thus they were kept growing from the first, with
the result that the plants are quite as large as
they would have been next year had the seed been
saved till now and then sown. A year is a long
time, and if it can be saved so much the better.

Many fail with their Primrose seed because they
gather it too early. The pods should become
brown and the seed coloured first, and then when
exposed to the sun under glass for a week or two
it gets well matured and ready for sowing. Of all

the seedlings that have bloomed perhaps one-
fourth have come in the Polyanthus form, but
though that may be undesirable in one respect, it

is not an unmixed evil, as many promise to be fine,

and of rich colour. It is without doubt a fact
that the Primrose from fine coloured strains
furnishes some of the finest and richest of border
Polyanthuses. In the Primroses colours are being
found in rich variety ; bluish and purple tints es-

pecially are very charming, but the nearer the
ideal blue is reached the more fugitive the colour.

The present season is such a good one for Prim-
roses, that lovers of these charming spring flowers
may well be induced to breed novel seedlings for
themselves. The lilac altaica, so-called, crossed
with pollen from purple and crimson flowers,
yields many beautiful kinds.—A. D.

SHOET NOTES-PLOWER.

Tritelela uniflora.—In the herbaceous border this is

one of the finest things now in bloom, and forms a strik-

ing contrast with the scarlet of Anemone lulgens. The
time to plant is when the leaves die away, as then the bulbs
are ripe, and may be moved without causing much check.
In order to grow this Triteleia well and strong it should
have light sandy soil, and when once planted be left

to spread and increase without furthur disturbance —
S. D.

Auricula Yellow Prince and. Primula acaulls
am-iculieflora.—Yellow Prince is a lovely yellow Auri-
cula, the blooms being large and beautifully fringed, and
the stems strong. The plant is hardy, a good grower, and
in every way excellent. The Primrose is also lovely, the
colour being bright red, and the yellow eye so striking that
it is quite a change from the double yellows, whites,
lilacs, and other sorts with which one generally meets —
J. C.

Variegated blue Passion flower.—I send you
leaves of a variegated Passillora ca>rulea raised here last
year amongst some seedlings. As I had not heard before of
a variegated hardy Passiflora, although there ai-e several
tender kinds, such as P. trifasciata, P. edulis, P. quadrangu-
laris. P. aucubffifolia, and one or two other» variegated, I
thought it worth notice -J. M., Charmouth, Dorset. (The
leaves sent were variegated with yellow, but not bright
enough, we fear, to be effective.]

WHITE GLASS FOR WHITE LIGHT.

On p. 416, Vol. XV., is a short note I forwarded
on the subject of discoloration in glass, &c. As I

left soon after for New Zealand, I do not know if

any notice was taken of it ; but as a discussion
has lately taken place with regard to the best
pitch or angle of roof for obtaining the full power
of tlie sun's ra3's, while nothing is said about the
colour of the glass through which the rays are to

be transmitted, nor is any notice taken of their

greatly varying chemical power, I venture to en-
large somewhat upon these points. I can give no
better authority than my own opinion for the
statement that, on the average of years, we receive

in this poor, much-abused England as much vege-
tative power or actinism in the light as any other
part of the globe, or, to put it on more general
terms, the actinic power of the sun is, except in

high latitudes, very nearly equal all over the world.
Please note that heat is not claimed as being of
such equal distribution. The sunny skies of the
Tropics, to which so much importance is attached,
are by no means the promoters of vegetation, that
those who only read of them suppose. Clear, blue
skies possess very little actinic power, owing, per-
haps, in part to the dryness of the atmosphere,
and the consequent deficiency of water dust, if I

may so term it, which is possibly the medium
necessary to make light visible. In India the
difference between the growth of vegetation dur-
ing the strong glare of the north-east and the
cloudy, rainy days of the south-west monsoons is

very great ; but the dryness of the atmosphere
alone will not account for It in my opinion, and
doubtless the incidence of the rays and other pro-
perties of light, of which we are as yet ignorant,
are important facts in this matter.

In English winter weather the light has, accord-
ing to Professor Roscoe, only one-tenth the power
it has in summer, and owing to the shorter hours
of daylight we obtain only one twenth-fifth part
of that actinism which is showered upon our land.
But we need not trouble about the scientific part
of this matter if we can but convince those who
force fruits, flowers, &c., in winter that it is pos-
sible for them to obtain much more light than, as
a rule, they do at present. A rather steep pitched
lean-to house facing the south would be the first

essential, the second would be the annual change
of the discoloured glass in autumn, and the third
would be the keeping such glass perfectly clean.
I pointed out years ago in a now defunct periodi-
cal that by the use of strips of rubber in place of
putty, and removable slips of wood or metal on
the top of the sash bars, the glass could easily be
removed, and large dealers would doubtless be
content to exchange the glass for new by a small
payment if standard sizes were adopted and
adhered to. But, in any case, the careful selection
and, if necessary, the manufacture of special glass
that would stand exposure without much change
in colour, would allow of much harder forcing
than can safely be used, where the weak winter
light is so greatly reduced by the use of heavy
bars, discoloured glass, and a more or less thick
veil of dirt.

It is unnecessary to instance the power of various
colours upon vegetation, as this point has been so
often experimented upon, but there is a matter
which will, I trust, receive attention from those
who practice it, viz., the ventilation which is sup-
posed to be such an absolute need for healthy
growth ; is not this oftener overdone than the
reverse ? May we also suggest that some of our
professional gardeners overdo both the watering
and the night temperature. The nights in tropical
climates are often sharp and keen, and yet the
vegetation does not sutler. The rank sappy
growth promoted by high night temperatures can-
not possibly be healthy unless the plant receives a
corresponding amount of light during the day, and
this in England is hardly possible during the
winter; therefore during the long nights every
care should be taken to avoid the slightest excess
of heat ; and during the same period, i.e., the
winter, the ventilation might be of the slightest
amount if only light were given fair play and
undue watering avoided. Londok Stone.

GARDEN FLORA.
PLATE CCCXXXL—LILIUM LEICHT- \

LINI.* \

Most Lily growers seem to find varying success

with the culture of this Lily in the open ground.
After losing it often, I found it would grow well
in light, open soil, with a great quantity of

drainage and partial protection from the morn-
ing sun. It has the most curious hahit of throw-
ing up its growth a long way from the bulb, the

stem sometimes going underground for a con-

siderable distance before growing upwaids. I

have noticed something similar with Lilies of

the Thunbergianum type imported from Japan,
and its near ally, Lilium Maximowiczi (which
is simply a red Leichtlini), does the same. These
two Lilies are closely allied to Lilium tigrinum,

but I have never noticed the Tiger Lily make
this curious underground stem, and I have never
seen Lilium Leichtlini or its red counterpart

form bulblets up the stem. I wish someonehaving
more knowledge than I have would tell us if

this Lily is found growing wUd, and in what
locality in Japan. Some years ago Mr. G. F.
Wilson said Lilium Leiclitlini was one of the

four best Lilies, and since then I have been
eagerly trying to get it to grow properly. I have
not yet had more than four flowers on a stem ;

each flower lasts longer than any Lily I know
of. It is autumnal. Frank Miles.

THE GIUSTI GARDEN, VERONA.
For the following account of this famous gar-

den we are indebted to Dr. Septimus Piesse, who
also sends us a photograph, strikingly illustrating

some of its charming features; but as the obtain-

ing of good engravings is work that takes time,

we publish the account at once, and may give the
engraving hereafter.
" The palace and garden of the Conti Giusti

have been in uninterrupted possession of the
family for over 1100 years. The garden, which
is purely Italian in style, is furnished with
hedges of Privet and Box, cut mural fashion,

2 ft. or more thick, and some 8 ft. in height. Its

most striking features are its gigantic Cypress
trees, of which there are more than 200 speci-

mens, some looking very healthy and youthful,

though from 600 to 700 years old, and from
110 ft. to 130 ft. in height. A horizontal Cypress
growing here is said to be over 1000 years old,

is 14 ft. in circumference at 3 ft.from the ground,
and is 120 ft. high.

"The flower beds with their thick Box edgings

are at present gay with Heartsease, double pink
Primroses, Parma Violets, Polyanthuses, Hya-
cinths, and Daffodils, ^^arious fountains throw
up an abundance of water, and there are statues

of Flora, Ganymede, Mercury, Diana, and many
others, mostly surrounded at the base with
white Deutzia, now coming into bloom. Near
the overflow of the fountains are masses of

Spiraea Ulmaria. At the far end of the garden
a flight of some thirty steps brings one to the
face of rocks known as the red marble of Verona.
Here is an ancient grotto, of which ants and
lizards seem to have taken possession. From
this there is a wide ascending pathway, edged
with Rice-paper plants, leading to a tower, from
an open casement in which a view of the city of

Verona and the river Adige can be obtained,

while below lies the garden, the plan of which
can be better seen than when on the ground,

the tall Cypresses obstructing the view. The
different walks lead one through groves of

Orange trees, Magnolias, Oleanders, Laurus-
tinuses, Box, and Laurels. Several alcoves over-

grown with the Devonienais and Banksian Roses

Draum by Mrs. Miles from a 2>l'int that /lowtrei in
the garden at Bingham.
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may be seen here, and which are said to bloom
freely in June. This garden ia well worth the

attention of all who visit Verona."

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CULTIVATION OF CELERY.

Celery requires good cultivation to bring it to

perfection. It may be had in use from the begin-

ning of September till late in April. The ground

on which it is to be grown must be well drained

to the depth of 3 ft. or 4 ft., and trenched 2 ft.

deep, enriching it at the same time with good
stable-yard manure and rotten leaves. The best

way is to trench and ridge the ground at the

same time, burying the manure deeply, so as to

encourage deep rooting, an advantage during dry

weather. Some time before the ground is required

level down the ridges; if the soil is heavy, fork

it over several times, in order to bring it into

good condition beforeforming the trenches. The
latter, for tall-growing varieties, should be 6 ft.

apart, and for dwarfer sorts 4 ft. apart. Make
them 18 in. deep and 15 in. wide. If possible

they ought to run north and south, in order that

the plants may have the benefit of the midday
sun. Tread the bottom of them quite firm, and
place in them from 6 in. to 9 in. of perfectly rot-

ten manure, always preferring rich, well-decayed
material from the stable-yard. On this must be
placed some soot, when the trenches will be
ready to receive the plants. I find by placing
the manure deep that the roots reach it Just

when the centre leaves are coming up that are

blanched, and if the plants are well fed at that
time they form large hearts, crisp and white as

ivory.

If very early Celery is required prepare some
rich soil and fill a seed-pan or box with the
compost, firming it well ; sow the seeds thinly,

cover them over lightly with some finely sifted

soil, and water through a fine-rosed watering
pot, placing the pans or boxes upon a shelf in

the stove or in a vinery at work. The seeds will

soon germinate, and when the young plants
have made two or three leaves, prick them off

into boxes in rich loamy soil with plenty of

manure, a portion of leaf-mould, and a sprink-

ling of silver sand to keep the compost open.
Seeds for the early crop ought to be sown in

February, and the seedlings will be ready to

plant out as soon as all danger from frost is

over. Sometimes early Celery plants are grown
in 4-in. pots where pita or houses are at com-
mand, and thus treated when planted out they
sustain no check when planted in the trenches
and well watered.
A second sowing may be made about the

middle of March, either in boxes in a warm
house or pit, or on a slight hot-bed on which
are put 6 in. of fine rich soil made pretty firm,

covering lightly with some finely sifted soil. Pre-
pare a piece of ground by treading it firmly
and placing on it 6 in. of rotten horse manure
and leaf-mould in equal portions, tread firmly
and cover with 2 in. of fine rich soil. When the
plants have made two or three leaves prick them
out in rows 4 in. apart upon the bed thus pre-
pared, firming them well in as the planting pro-
ceeds, and watering them with a fine rosed pot,

so as to settle the soil round them. If at hand a
frame might be placed over the bed for a short
time until the young plants have got established,

giving plenty of air during the daytime, or the
plants can be covered with mats at night. If

properly cared for they will be fit to be trans-

planted into the trenches in two months from
the time the seed was sown. For late plants a
sowing may be made in April the same as in

March, only the plants will need no protection
when pricked out.

Teenches for Celery are often made between
rows of early Peas, which shade the Celery
plants when newly planted in hot weather, and
when the Pea crop is harvested the Celery has
the full benefit of sun and air. The trenches

being ready for the reception of the plants,

water them the day previous to transplanting;

lift them carefully with a trowel, preserving

every fibre, replant 1 ft. apart, press the soil

firmly round the roots, water well, and shade
for a few days if the weather be dry and warm.
The summer treatment consists in keeping the

ground free from weeds by frequent hoeings,

watering twice a week if the weather is very
dry, and once if dull. When the plants are from
6 in. to 9 in. high, weak manure water may be
given them once a week. This is prepared by
soaking either cow or horse manure in a large

tub or tank, applying a portion of soot with the

manure water, or a handful of soot may be

scattered occasionally around the plants before

watering them. This destroys slugs and feeds

the plants, giving them a fine green colour. In

exposed situations it is often necessary to tie the

leaves up when 1 ft. or so high to save them
from being broken by high winds, using for the

purpose strands of fine matting, but be careful

that the ties do not cut the leaves when grow-
ing. It is best not to earth the plants up much
until they have nearly completed their growth.
Merely scatter a little soil over the roots once a

fortnight to serve as a mulching and induce the

roots to come to the surface.

Blanching requires from five to seven weeks
after the final earthing. Before commencing to

earth up all small leaves and any suckers, or

secondary shoots, which may have grown from
the base of the plants should be removed ; tie

the leaves carefully with some pieces of thin

bast, which will give way as the plants swell.

Some use tubes for blanching, such as drain-

pipes, placed round the plants ; others paper
collars, and some employ clean paper, which
keepa the soil from getting into the hearts of the

plants when earthing ia being performed, raising

the collars as the earthing proceeds, or the
collars may be left upon the plants. If tubes are

not used, the soil must be banked up in the usual

way at several times, being careful to keep the

leaves close together, so that the heads may be
straight and compact after being blanched.

Choose dry weather for earthing, for if damp
the hearts are sure to rot. Before earthing,

scatter a little lime round each plant, which
destroys all slugs, which are often destructive to

Celery during the winter in damp soil. A sprink-

ling may also be used when proceeding with the

earthing.

Celery may be grown in single rows or as

many as may be thought fit, making the trenches

wide enough to receive the number of rows in-

tended. One row is the most convenient in private

gardens, and even market growers adopt single

rows more than double ones. When the earthing

is finished, and before severe frost sets in, cover

the tops of the ridges with dry straw, or, better,

if at hand, some dry bracken, which prevents the

frost from injuring the tops of the leaves and
keeps the hearts of the plants dry.

Varieties. — I have grown the following

for some time, and have found them to give
satisfaction both as regards growth and quality,

and they keep well—an important matter. Per-
fect specimens of Celery must have the follow-

ing good points, viz., the leaf, or stalk, must be
broad, thick, solid, crisp, free from ridges and
stringiness, and the heads good in form and weight.
Carter's Incomparable Crimson is excellent in

quality and a good keeper. Sandringham White
is one of the best dwarf white sorts, suitable

either for early or late crops. Major Clarke's Red
is one of the best for the main crop, being solid

,

and crisp, and keeping till late in the spring.

WiDiama' Matchless Ked is a good, useful
variety. Wright's Grove White is one of the best
for the earliest crop, blanching freely early in

autumn. Hooley's Conqueror, a red sort, ia one
of the heaviest of Celeries, and good in quality.

Large-rooted Celeriac I find to be useful for
soups. Wm. Christison.

The Sookery, Bromley Common.

Cucumber growing for profit.—Of all

the numerous ways there are of growing Cucum-
bers for profit, no way pays better than growing
bad seed, provided one goes the riglit way to work.
First of all we must grow large quantities of
seeds, but they must not be allowed to ripen, or
else we will have the trouble of baking them for
a few minutes to prevent them from germinating.
After this is done we must advertise in all the
horticultural papers a new Cucumber, giving it

a grand name, and it will be found that the seed
will sell well. Now, I am only speaking from what
I have experienced myself this year with a new
Cucumber. It was advertised in most of the papers
as the leading Cucumber of the day—said even to

excel our well-known Telegraph in quality and
quantity. This new Cucumber was supposed to

have been a cross between Telegraph and Tender
and True. With me it has turned out very tender,

but not true, for not one of the seeds of it have
come up after paying sixpence per seed for them

;

and, having purchased a large quantity of these

seeds, I am rather disheartened and set against

what our seedsman terms a novelty. Now the
failure of these seeds in my case did not occur
through their not having proper treatment ; I

sowed several other kinds of Cucumbers the same
day in the same kind of soil, and put them all in

the same hotbed together, and they are alJ up,

strong, healthy plants, with the exception of the

new kind. I have heard talk of underground Cu-
cumbers, and I begin to think this new variety

must belong to that class ; it seems to like under-

ground very well, for it is still there. Now I think

if one man can make money by this sort of thing,

there are the same chances for others, provided

they go the right way to work.—J. Gohm, Plais-

tow, Essex.

Mushrooms turning brown.—I fancy
that the temperature (65°) of " J. D.'s " Mushroom
house is too high, and filling the house with steam
by pouring water on the hot pipes would dis-

colour Mushrooms. No fire heat should be used
unless the temperature falls below 50°. I am very
successful with Mushrooms ; the temperature of

my house ranges from 50°to 55° ; I have beds that

have been bearing abundantly since November
last, and the produce is quite as white and good
in flavour, and much larger than any Mushrooms
that I have ever gathered from the open fields in

July or August. I make up my beds in the same
way and use the same material as "J. D.," but I

spawn when the temperature falls to 70° or 75,

which I find to be the best plan. My beds are

from 12 in. to 14 in. deep, and I have picked more
Mushrooms from 1 sq. ft. of bed than ' J. D." has
had from a bed 35 ft. in length. "When Mushroom
beds become dry, I have observed that the small

Mushrooms, about the size of Peas, turn brown,

soft, and useless. Mushrooms require syringing

when the soil is on the side of dryness ; I syringe

my beds at night through a very fine rosed

syringe, using tepid water. My house is quite

dark, and has no ventilators with the exception of

the doors, which are only opened when going into

pick the Mushrooms or to regulate the beds. Some
no doubt will say that ventilation is necessary,

but I have learned from experience that it is not

;

I have had houses furnished with ventilators, but

I find they do better without them. The French
Mushroom caves cannot be ventilated in the same
way as some of our growers have their houses. A
little ventilation would doubtless do no harm, but

it can be dispensed with. If. " J. D." lowers his

temperature he will be more successful.

—

S. Bribn, Gilltomn Nemhridgc

.
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XOTES A^B EEADINGS.

Feee flots-ebixg Oechxds.—The flo-n-ering

habit in an Orchid is a great consideration to

those who have to begin, as the majority hare

to do, -K-ith small pieces of plants and " imported

bits.'' Waiting Tears for one or t-wo flowers,

perhaps not to come then, is rather wearisome

work to an enthusiast. The famous Cattleya

gigas, for example, is a sure grower, and soon

makes a fine plant, but for real utility as a

flowerer Cattleya Mendelli is worth a dozen of

it, and not so much behind either in quality. It

is one of the very finest of the species, and pro-

bably the freest flowerer of any. Imported
roots will bloom the year after potting, and
produce fine flowers, too. If we are not mistaken

some of the " specimen plants " of this Cattleya

which we saw last summer at some of the great

shows were " made up " of imported pieces not

more than twelve or eighteen months old. It is

a plant that should be grown extensively. The
Cymbidium. eburneum is another free flowerer,

few spikes producing less than two flowers. It is

the Iris of the Orchid house, and there is a small

and a lai^e flowered variety, both equally good
in other respects.

SpEIXS GAEDEXIXG IX THE PAEKS,—That
new phase of spring gardening in some of the

London parks this season is in the right direc-

tion, i.e., the naturalisation of Daffodils, Cro-

cuses, and Tulips, &c., on the Grass and under
the trees, and is said to have attracted more than
usual attention. The plan is simple and inexpen-

sive, and commends itself because it does not
interfere with the summer arrangements, or at

least need not do so, and it is capable of exten-

sion on as large a scale as maybe desired. Eeally
little more is needed than dibbling in the roots

if the soil be ordinarily good, and what will

keep the Grass green and healthy will also serve

the flower roots. What possibilities there are in

the same direction with Primroses, Polyanthus,
Hepaticas, Grape Hyacinths, Iris, Paeonies, and
many other things of a less evanescent and later

flowering habitl One can conjure up visions of

beauty in that direction, and easy of realisation,

such as have never yet been seen in any public
park or garden. Extensive planting is all that is

needed, and almost the only rule to be observed
is to plant in good large masses as far as the
planting goes. The effect is paltry unless this

rule is adhered to. The little blue Hepatica is a
wonderful Grass plant when planted as thick as

Daisies, which it just matches, and is as much
at home in such quarters. Famed Battersea Park
—not to mention other places—has yet to be
seen in a new and better aspect when its glades
and banks have been furnished in this semi-wild
fashion.

Potato planuxg.—Farm and Some, the
newly started penny agricultural newspaper and
companion to Gardening Illustrated, tells us
that we plant our Potatoes far too close together,
and no doubt that is so, but the great difficulty

is to get cultivators to believe it. They are very
slow about coming round to Mechi's " peck of
Wheat to the acre," or even a bushel. The German
was right when he said that we planted a dozen
Potatoes frequently where one would be enough,
and that we should plant the eyes undermost to
make the stems grow up as widely apart as pos-
sible and give all room, his theory being that
the " extension system " was best for the Potato,
that "stemming" or disbudding was wrong;
the more shaws the more Potatoes, only let the
shawa have room. A Potato plstnted wrong
side up sends, we are told, it stems up to the
surface in a circle 3 ft. wide, and, placing a hil-

lock of earth in the centre of the circle so as to

cover them, or earth them up, every plant be-

comes an independent plant, producing an abun-
dant crop. Wide planting means less cost for

seed. Farm and Some states that from one

pound and a quarter of Potatoes no less than

two bushels were produced the same season.

The Potatoes were planted 6 ft. asunder.

The EoTAi Hoeticultubai, Society.—
Sympathy will no doubt be felt for those who
have suffered pecuniarily by the decision of the

Court of Appeal on the case between the society

and the commissioners of the exhibition of 1851,

but the fate of the horticultural society's gardens

at South Kensington has long ceased to be a

matter of interest to the horticultural world
generally, because probably it never was a par-

ticularly horticultural institution. Its creation

distracted attention from Chiswick, which was
and is the only useful and truly horticultural

appanage of the society that the horticulturists

took any interest in, and worked evU to both.

In short the society attempted more than it

could perform, and from being the scientific and
useful horticultural institution contemplated its

whole existence has simply been one impotent
struggle to meet its liabilities, and the original

object has been for long all but lost sight of in

the effort to raise the means of existence by any
likely plan, horticultural or otherwise. It woidd
be reaUy gratifying to know that some manage-
able and unencumbered institution had taken its

place able to work and pay its way.

An article in the Standard, by one not igno-

rant apparently of the society's history, declares

that it attempted to combine scientific horticul-

ture with popular recreation of a kind to pro-

cure sufficient gate money to defray that expense,

and succeeded in attaining neither. A display of

ribbon borders and carpet beds, with an occa-

sional band of music to attract fashionable

loungers and an occasional horticultural exhibi-

tion, tised by the leading suburban nurserymen
as a means of advertisement, " is a hybrid," says

your contemporary, " which is not likely to be
either instructive or remimerative." Its aim was
to be fashionable, popular, attractive, instruc-

tive, cheap, and scientific, " and it has succeeded

in being none of these things." Such is the

public verdict, not perhaps altogether just or

true, though confidently given and shared in by
not a few who have watched the society's doings

since the beginning. Whatever may happen in

consequence of the recent decision, Chiswick, we
apprehend, will stLU be available, and the Eoyal
Horticultural Society's energies concentrated

there may accomplish much that would really

interest the horticultural community and secure

its favour and interest in a way that South
Kensington has never done.

The Ixmax Ceess.—New varieties of this

old favourite continue to be sent out. The
bedding-out " art " encouraged a strain of 'exceed-

ing dwarf varieties of distinct and brUliant

colours, while the uses to which the plant can be

put in its more appropriate character as an orna-
mental climber have been comparatively lost

sight of. The common Nasturtium is hardly
equalled by any annual or biennial as a climber
for hurdles or rustic fences, and it will grow and
flower in any exposed situations. Scrambling,
tall growing varieties of the telling and distinct

colours of some of the dwarf kinds are what are

wanted most. Endless varieties can be raised

from seed, of course, and seedlings grow best, but
the named kinds are most effective and distinct.

Some time ago we saw carefully trained up a

house front a numbar of Nasturtiums of glowing

scarlet colour that attracted much attention, few
people supposing the plant to be the common
subject it was till they went close to it. One fails

to understand the anxiety manifested to grow
that disappointing species,Tropseolumspeciosum,
when the common kind can be substituted to such
good purpose if it be grown and trained with
ordinary care, and probably raisers of new sorts

win turn their attention to the production of

climbers of free - flowering habit and more
brilliant colours.

AspAEAGus PLUMOSUS. — Of the " new
things" continually being sent out, probably
not one in a hundred ever becomes common or
popular ; but our siu'mises wlU be wrong if this

new ornamental foliaged plant does not take the

popular taste and keep it. It has only one ap-

parent fault—it seems to be very easily grown.
In the estimation of some it is superior to any
of the Filmy Ferns, and does not need the glass

cupboard treatment that seems necessary to the

existence of the latter, rendering them perfectly

useless for ordinary decorative purposes. An il-

lustrated advertisement of this Asparagus in the

papers at the present time gives an excellent

idea of its appearance ; only the deep green of

the foliage is wanting. There is nothing at all

like it among foliage plants. Pereghixe.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

YAEIABLENESS OF CONIFEES.

ilAxx Conifers, especially the Cupressinese , at one
time regarded as distinct species, are in reality but
immature or sterile forms of well known kinds

;

while others, when fully developed, clearly show
that they belong to a different genus from that

under which they were at first placed. In the

Eetinosporas this is especially noticeable, some
writers including under this head about a dozen
species, whQe others reduce them to a couple,

viz., E, obtusa and pisifera ; of the latter E.
squarrosa and plumosa are held to be unde-
veloped forms, the others being classed under
the several heads of Thuja, Biota, and Chamaecy-
paris. To whatever genus they may properly be-

long, however, for all horticultural pui-poses the

names under which they are now known are

sufficient, and any attempt to change them now
would only add to the confusion already exist-

ing on the subject ; besides which cases of rever-

sion to the original are in most kinds of rare

occurrence, but stiU enough to show whence
they were derived. The best exemplification of

this gradual change of character is to be found
in E. dubia. This is generally seen in the form
of a small compact bush, with needle-shaped

leaves of about one thu-d of an inch in length,

and bearing a general resemblance to E. squar-

rosa, but with less glaucous foliage and more
bush-like than that kind. Although this is the

common form of E. dubia, yet it occasionaUy

produces branches indistinguishable from those

of the American Arbor-vitse (Thuja occidentalis),

and if these are taken off and struck they retain

their Arbor-vit^-like character. Again, in Thuja
Elwangeriana, or Retinospora Elwangeriana, as

it is called by Gordon, we have a small compact
growing variety of T. occidentalis, though around
the base and occasionally interspersed among the

other branches may be found unmistakable pieces

of Eetinospora dubia, and if these be struck they

maintain their character permanently, while in

its turn Elwangeriana will often produce shoots

which decidedly belong to the American Arbor-
vitce. Thus E. dubia sometimes at once reverts

to Thuja occidentalis, and at others the same
state is reached through a series of gradations.

Instances of the same changes in. an opposite
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direction are almost imknowu, although the Ke-

tinospora undoubtedly originated from a seed of

the Arbor-vita;. Every one conversant with

the raising of Conifers in quantity from seed

must have noticed that some show their

true character at a much younger stage

than others. Here and there, too, are to be seen

miniature hedgehog-lilie plants, with only the

primordial leaves developed, and if cuttings of

these are talien and struck, this peculiarity be-

comes more or less fixed, sometimes breaking

into character quickly, and at others remaining

in their young state for years. If from a botani-

cal point of view many of the Retinosporas

would be ignored, the reverse holds good from a

horticultural standpoint, astbeir ornamental pro

perties are of a high order, and from the variet\

among them the uses to which they can be put

are numerous ; thus R. obtusa and pisifera form
beautiful isolated specimens, and are free and
vicrorous, while R. squarrosa, plumosa, and fill

fera are smaller growing, but equally desirible,

and for permanent bedding, rockwork, oi simi

lar purposes all the dwarf forms are well adap-

ted, as they are alsvays neat and bright lookmg
and among them is to be found great varietv

both in habit and colour. Another consideration

is the fact that they are all easily increased by
means of cuttings, and in this respect, as in the

case of all Coniferse, the shoots bearing young
foliage are much easier struck than those that are

more mature. This isespecially conspicuous in the

case of the Junipers, shoots of J. chinensis, for

instance, bearing long pointed leaves, being com-
paratively easy to strike compared with those

which have assumed the imbricated scale-like

leaved stage. The various kinds classed as Reti-

nosporas are :

—

R, EEICOIDES on JUiNlPEHOIDES.—This is a
compact-growing shrub, which attains at most
only a height of 8 ft. or 4 ft., and bears sharp
pointed decussate leaves, which during the grow-
ing season are bright green, but in winter are of

a brownish purple hue. In its ordinary state it

does not fruit : there are, however, occasionally

produced shoots which fruit, and these have all

the characters of the Chinese Arbor-vitfe (Biota

R. LEPTOCLADA of gardens is a pretty pyra-

midal shrub of a bluish grey colour, very suit-

able either for the shrubbery or for pot culture.

This Retinospora is also known as the Chamsecy-

Branck of Eetinospora juniperoides or glauca (adultform withfruits).

orientalisj, even to the cones, thereby proving it

to be but an undeveloped form of that plant.

Hetinoipora dubia : nkoiiing the transitional groicth.

paris andelyensis, and originated as follows

:

Amongst seedlings of Cupressus thyoides, or

Chamjecyparis sphferoidea, in the nursery of

M. Cauchois, at Andelys, in France, was one
which differed from the others :

this was propagated and sold to

Messrs. E. G. Henderson, by
whom it was sent out under the
name of Retinospora leptoclada.

The Retinospora described by
M. Carriere, in the Heme Sorti-
cole, as R. leptoclada of Siebold,

is quite a different plant, bearing
long, sharp-pointed, glaucous
leaves, and fruiting when in that
stage. R. obtusa, in Japan, forms
a large tree 60 ft. or 80 ft. in

height, and with us, especially if

in a somewhat moist situation,

it is of free growth. Its form
is that of a blunt pyramid,
and when S ft. or 10 ft. high
it is a charming object ; the
beautiful frond-like branchlets
overlap each other, and in some
cases the tips of the shoots
droop like those of Cupressus
Lawsoniana, while in others

they are more rigid. It is

undoubtedly a distinct species,

and belonging to it there are

both yellow and white varie-

gated kinds, in which these
colours are interspersed with
the normal green shoots. In the
Fern-like R. filicoidesthe branches
are long, and furnished with shoots

of branchlets of an equal length. This is a very
distinct variety.

A weeping form (R. filifera) comes next. In
this the branchlets are reduced to long cord-like

appendages, bearing the same relation to R.
obtusa as Biota pendula does to the Chinese
Arbor-vitas. In K. lycopodioides the branches
are crowded together, and the branchlets
thickened and crested in a singular manner. The
dwarf forms of Retinospora compacta and
pygmfea are very distinct, the first forming a
dense, compact bush, and pygmfea a low spread-
ing but pretty plant, one of the most suitable of
all Conifers for rockwork. There are two
kinds of a golden hue, like that of the
golden Arbor-vitas, viz., aurea and gracilis

aurea ; the fii-st is only a yellow-leaved form of
the type ; in the second, besides the colour,
the ends of all the shoots are pendulous.
R. pisifera has altogether lighter and more
feathery foliage than R. obtusa, but it is more
liable than that kind to lose its branchlets unless
kept moist. Of this there is also a golden form,
and it is probable that R. plumosa andsquarrosa
are but varieties of it, as they sometimes pro-
duce shoots that differ in no wav from it. From
a horticultural point of view they are, however,
sufficiently distinct, the first named (R. plumosa)
being of medium growth, the branches plume-
like, and the colour bright green. Of this there
are two forms, one of which when growing is

wholly yeUow, and the other creamy white, but

Young plant ot Betinospora ericoidesorjuniperoides
(li/e size).

both becom? green as the season advances. R.
squarrosa is a medium sized, much-branched
sort, the leaves of which are arranged in op-
posite pairs so as to give the branchlets a
tetragonal or four-sided appearance. Although
instances have occurred in which R. squarrosa
has produced branches identical with those of
R. pisifera, from which no doubt it was derived,

yet it is so beautiful and distinct that no fear
need be apprehended of mistaking it for any
other, a prominent distinguishing point being
the intense glaucous hue of the leaves, which in
some plants are almost white. In this respect it

is unsurpassed by any of the Coniferas.
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The last, E. tetragona aurea, is a dwarf, com-

pact, slow growing kind, the branches of which

are four- sided from the arrangement of the

leaves, and bright yellow, a colour which

becomes greener as winter approaches, and is

limited to the current season's growth. For

rockwork and similar situations, this Retinospora

is well adapted.

A plant that has proved a stumbling-block to

many is Biota meldensis, which has been re-

ferred to Ketinospora and also to Juniperus by

different persons, and among the many sugges-

tions as to its origin, one is that it is a hybrid

between Biota orientalis and Juniperus vir-

giniana, as, although it was raised from seed of

B. orientalis, yet plants of the Juniper were in

close proximity, and from them it was thought

the flowers had been fertilised. This theory, too,

as regards its origin, is supported by the reddish

hue which it acquires during winter ;
neverthe-

less, like another of that colour (R. ericoides), it

is undoubtedly nothing more than a form of

Biota orientalis with the young foliage only

developed. Such changes are frequently met
with among Conifers ; thus Cupressus funebris,

clothed when young with sharp-pointed glau-

cous foliage, would not be recognised when
the leiives become scale-like and closely pressed

to the stem, and besides thefoliage the whole habit

of the plant varies. When young it forms quite

a compact bush with short stiff branches, but

when it gets older it assumes a more erect habit,

the branches become longer and pendulous at

the tips, thus giving it a graceful, weeping
appearance. Among a number of seedlings of

other changes have been noted by close observers

which would serve to enlighten us as to the

origin of some of the so-called species ; thus a

fastigiate shrub commonly known in gardens as

Retinospora Uptodada in a young state.

Cupressus torulosa was one in which the juvenile

foliage was retained long after the others had

assumed their proper character, and up to the

present it remains the same, being now, after

some ten years' growth, not more than 1 ft. in

height, and greatly resembling a dwarf Retino-

spora.

Amongst Junipers, again, many changes

take place. J. virginiana, chinensis, and espe-

cially the Pencil Cedar (J. berm^iana), and J.

japonica all quite alter in character as they

become mature. The last, however, which, in its

young state, is a dwarf bush, bearing very

prickly needle-like leaves, will often long remain

in that stage before the closely pressed scale-like

foliage is developed. Some of the Pines produce

solitary needle-like leaves for a considerable

time while young. M. Hochstetter, superinten-

dent of the royal gardens at Tubingen, claims to

have completely fixed that character in the

case of Pinus canariensis and Pinea, thus pi'O-

ducing by means of propagation dwarf hedge-

hog-like plants with solitary leaves. No doubt

Retinospora leptoctada (Hort.), Chaiiicecyparis ande-
leyensis (Carn^reJ,

Podocarpus Koraiana, some 4 ft. or 5 ft. in

height, with the foliage arranged all around the

stem, will sometimes throw out a horizontal

be but an upright variety of that clusifer-

flowered Yew. Both the horizontal and upright

forms were introduced from Japan as two dis-

tinct plants (and practically they are), yet the

circumstance just related proves that such a

case is analagous to that of the common and
Irish Yew. Alpha.

VARIETIES OF RHODODENDRON AKGEN-
TEUM.

I AM collecting various types oE this Rhodo-
dendron and attempting to classifj' them. It is

very curious how many types are to be found in

this country, and it will be interesting to

ascertain, if possible, whence they are derived. At
Kew there are no fewer than three types, to say

nothing of R. longiflorum, a close ally, of which

I have never seen the flower. From Messrs.

Downie and Laird, of Edinburgh, from Glasnevin,

from France, and elsewhere I have received many
types, and several that seem intermediate between
R. argenteum and R. Falconeri. These last may
be natural hybrids, for Sir J. Hooker relates how
"on Tonglo, as it approaches 10,000 ft., R. argen-

teum is suddenly replaced by R. Falconeri," so

that in certain localities the species grow side by
side. I must say, however, that Mr. Sykes Gamble,
conservator of forests at Darjeeling, writes to me,
" I should say R. argenteum is pretty constant.''

The variations I have found are in the leaf, in the

stigma, in the number of the stamens, in the lobes

of the corolla, and cells of the ovary, as well as in

the size, colour, and markings of the corolla.

Herbarium specimens differ very much in some of

these particulars, and the plates that have been
published also. The flora of British India

abolishes the name E. argenteum as a specific

name, replacing it by that of R. grande, which
was discovered by Griffith in Bhotan many years

ago, so that to that country we must look for the

normal type. Griffith's herbarium specimens are

very small, but Wright, who named the species,

says, "He (Griffith) briefly characterises this

species in a single word, ' magnifique,' which idea

I have attempted to convey in the specific name."
Valemood, HasUmere. J. H. Mangles.

Branch of Retinospora leptoclada (Sieiold) according to

Carribre. (L^e size, with fruits.)

branch'with two rows of leaves exactly similar

to Cephalotaxus pedunculata, thus proving it to

A fragrant hardy shrub.—Some nine

months ago I moved a plant of Azara microphylla

which had been planted upon a lawn in soil little

better than stiff clay impregnated with stagnant

water, in consequence of which it was in a

wretched condition, and would in all probability

have been dead by this time had it not been

moved. I made a compost of fibrous black soil,

sand, and well rotted manure in which I planted

it. Very soon it showed signs of recovery, and it

has since made vigorous growth. During the

past glorious weather it has been literally

covered with flowers, which, though insignificant

in point of showiness, are deliciously fragrant ; for

at least 8 yards round the plant the air is laden

with a perfume which resembles that of vanilla

in a marked degree. It is a most desirable ever-

green shrub, the foliage of which is small and
glossy, and borne upon spreading branches of a

drooping character. The plant to which I allude

is about 8 ft. iu height with a proportionate

spread of branches. It is a shrub which should

find a place in every garden. It may be grown
either in the form of a bush or upon a wall.

Some authorities give June as its time of flower-

ing.—C. D.

Arbutuses.—The Strawberry tree (A. Unedo)
is a native of the south of Europe and the Levant,

and it is also found near Killaruey growing

luxuriantly on limestone rocks, whence it has pro-

bably been brought from Italy or Spain. It grows

from 15 ft. to 20 ft. in height, and bears quantities

of greenish-yellowblossoms in October and Novem-

ber, and at the same time or a little later in the sea-

son bright yellow and red berries. The Oriental

Arbutus (A. Andracbne) is more tender, but

superior in beauty both of leaves and flowers, but

it rarely bears fruit in this country. A. hybrida
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is evidently a hybrid between tiie two last, agree-

ing with the former in general appearance of

foliage and with the latter in flowers. It is a hardy

ornamental tree with deciduous bark, and it does

not bear berries. The scarlet varieties, A. Croomei
and rubra, are also very desirable, and associate

well with microphylla and the small-leaved and
double forms. The Bearberry was until lately

included under Arbutus, from which, however, it

is distinguished by its berries containing only

from one to five instead of a great number of

seeds. It is strictly an alpine plant, and is found

wild in the mountainous parts of England and
Scotland as well as on the Continent. The berries

are greedily devoured by game, especially grouse.
—Angus D. Webster.

SEASONABLE WORK.

FLOAVEKING CURRANTS.
These constitute one of the most interesting as

well as showy groups of shrubs now in flower at

Kew. Of Ribes sanguineum there are several

varieties, amongst which may be named the light

coloured kind called albidum, with flowers of a
delicate blush hue, while the deep-tinted forms
are atro-sanguineum, which is darker in colour

than the ordinarj' kind, and atro-rubens, on
account of its deep rich hue a very desirable form.

In glutinosum the flowers are pale pinkish lilac,

and in Gordonianum they are deeply suflrused with
yellow, while those of the double-flowered sort

are not yet open. The golden-flowered Ribes
aureum is also very attractive, and of this there

are the following varieties, viz., palmatum, the

leaves of which are deeply palmate ; serotinum,

later in flowering ; and flavum, deeper in colour

than the type ; but the difference between the

whole of them is not great, and the ordinary form
is quite equal to any of them. So showy is Ribes
aureum, that one wonders it is not more common
than it is. Another species is R. sub-vestitum, a
stout, strong-growing bush, the branches of which
are denselj' covered with reddish coloured spines.

The flowers, which droop Fuchsia-like from the

branches, have reflesed sepals of a brownish crim-

son colour, and the petals are white. Although
not showy, this is a bold and distinct kind.

H. P.

SHOET NOTES-TEEES & SHEUES.

Aucuba berries.—Are these poisonous? How often

does the shrub bear berries?

—

Reader. [Aucuba berries

are not, we think, poisonous, but we would not advise you
to eat them. If male and female plants are intei-mixed,

the latter will probably bear fruit every year.]

Ledum busifolium.— This is a plant of short, twiggy,

yet erect gro-wth, reaching a height of about 1 ft. , and each

shoot is terminated by a cluster ef flowers which when
in bud are pink, but become white as they expand. There

is yet a smaller kind (thymifolium) resembling this ex-

cept in size. Both do well in the American garden. —
Alpha.

Bhododendron Thomsonl.— I planted this Rhodo-
dendron out of a pot about four years ago. It is now 5 ft.

high and about 3 ft. through, and is bearing four trusses of

bloom. It had no protection in the severe winter of 1S80-

el. It is, however, fheltered on the east by Rhododendron
Lady E. Cathcart, Kalmia latifolia, and Weigela rosea,

each 10 ft. high and 8 ft. through. I never before saw R.

Thomson! in bloom so far north.— G. J. Cloke, Aigburtk.

Rbodora canadensis.—In general aspect this plant

resembles an Azalea, but it comes into bloom long before

the first of the Azaleas, represented by A. mollis, com-

mences to unfold its blossoms. It is a native of the United

States, and succeeds well under the same conditions as the

other American Ericacete, amongst which in the old collec-

tion at Kew there are some plants of it in full flower.

—

H. P.

Double-flovrered Blackthorn.—One of the best

flowering shrubs we know is the double-flowered Black-

thorn. As we neglect our native evergreens, and plant

things that perish in hard ^vinters, forgetting too often the

varieties of Holly, Box, and Yew, so we pay too little at-

tention to some of our native flowering trees and shrubs.

The double Sloe in this instance comes in fine condition

from Mr. Stevens, of Byfleet.

FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.
G. J., SUBEET.

Several flowering shrubs are now contributing

to our indoor decorations. A large and high table

bouquet is of long arching shoots of Berberis

Fortune! with Ken-ia japonica, double and single,

and Forsythia, all springing from a more solid

base of Berberis Aquifolium ; this makes a finemass
of yellow and orange. A tall and rather slender

glass holds a group of the more delicate DafEodils,

some of the many varieties of incomparabilis, and
Jonquils, with the fine Rush-like leaves of the lat-

ter, while a jar of grey German pottery has a large

bunch of their heavier brethren, mostly of pale

colour—Sulphur Phoenix, cernuus, albicans, and
bioolor Horsfieldi with its broad, solid foliage. A
brown tripod bowl of Doulton ware holds Wall-

flowers, red, deep gold colour, and red-purple.

Flowering branches of common Laurel are in a
brass Indian pot; theyareeasiest arranged in some-

thing that has projecting shoulders below a

narrower neck—such as the commonest shape
among Greek vases—that each branch passing

over the neck may be kept in place by going under
the shoulder on the opposite side ; some such
arrangement is necessary from their rather hori-

zontal natural position. Hyacinths, warm white,

pink, and red, fill a large bowl. They are heavy-

headed and want something stifE to support their

stalks, such as twigs of Thorn, Bos, or Holly.

Another bouquet of Hyacinths is of the cold colours

—pure white, blue, and purple. Pale Neapolitan
Violets and some slight sprays of Rosemary with
its delicate blue-grey flowers combine well in a
dress bouquet, worn with a gown of a black lace-

like material. The dinner-table is dressed with
Wallflowers, rich yellow, golden-brown and blood-

red—a splendid mass of colour under lamplight.

As pot plants we have Indian Azaleas, red, pink,

and white.

FLORAL DECORATIONS.
JAMES HUDSON, GUNNBRSBURY HOUSE.

Gardenias will now be yielding an abundant
supply of their highly fragrant flowers. I find it

a good plan to cut them before they are fully ex-

panded, as thus treated they keep their colour

longer. Flowers that begin to open early in the

morning are fit to cut the same day. If it is de-

sired to keep any for a few days they should be
put into a cool, dark place till wanted. Where
the stock of plants is large and healthy the best

plan is to cut them with stems sufiicient to secure

some of their own foliage, than which nothing
with which they can be associated is so suitable.

They may be arranged effectively in a flat glass

dish in company with buds of Madame Falcot

Rose, a little fresh Moss or Selaginella making a

nice groundwork for them. Stephanotis, which
will now be coming on fast, may be arranged in a

similar manner with the same kind of Rose, or

with a pink or dark red variety instead. The
Flamingo Plant (Anthurium Scherzerianum) is

now expanding its showy spathes, but it is a pity

to cut them except for very special occasions.

They look best, perhaps when cut, arranged in spe-

cimen glasses with a spike or two of Hoteia japo-

nica and fronds of a durable Fern, such as the

smaller kinds of Davallia. Spikes of either

Lachenalia tricolor or pendula I find to be most
serviceable, and also very durable in a cut state.

They associate well with white Azaleas, Deutzia

gracilis, and a dark self-coloured Cineraria. Lately

I have used the same spikes in several different

arrangements, finding them to keep so well. For
specimen glasses Camellias are still doing excel-

lent service, and trusses of Azalea mollis make a
pleasing change. For entwining around the slen-

der stems of glass vases, or for suspending from
tall trumpet vases or epergnes, an excellent

subject is just now in perfection, viz., Chorozema
Chandleri, than which nothing in the way of a
conservatory climber is prettier at this season of

the year. We have it here festooned over an

arch about 10 ft. high, allowing it full freedom of

growth. From this plant we often cut long sprays
for the purposes just named. For coat fiowers or

button-hole bouquets there is now an abundance
of appropriate material from which to select.

Buds of Tea-scented Roses are always admired,
and among the very best are Souvenir d'un Ami,
Niphetos, Madame Falcot, and Josephine Malton.
Small sprays of Epacris Eclipse are also very ef-

fective when nicely arranged. Carnation Grena-
din is just now becoming invaluable for this

kind of work.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HBCKFIBLD.

Chamssrops Fortunei (Chusan Palm).
—This, though classed and cultivated as a
greenhouse Palm, having in many parts of

the kingdom withstood without or with but
a slight amount of protection the recent
rigorous winters, may now, I think, be in-

cluded in the hardy list ; at any rate, it may
safely be classed as one of the hardiest amongst
plants suited for sub-tropical bedding, a purpose
for which it has proved invaluable, being specially

eifective in isolated positions on turf, as a recess

plant, or for breaking the sometimes unavoidable

formaUty that exists when a number of beds have
to be arranged in a restricted space. Plants of it

when used for the latter purpose must be grown
in large pots or tubs, and be given house room in

winter; but where permanent effect is desired, the

situation a sheltered one, and the sub-soil well

drained, then by all means plant out. We have a
couple of plants of this Palm here that have with-

stood all weathers since 1869 ; they are now
nearly 1-t ft. high, and in the most luxuriant

growth. Even small plants of it, too, have just a
successfully defied our sharp winters. Moderately
stiff loam is the soil in which they appear to do
best, and when planted out it is necessary to

apply a fresh top dressing of this annually.

Those in pots or tubs, however, do not need this if

during the summer they are given manure water
once a week. They are raised from seeds which
germinate in about a month if afforded a bot-

tom heat of 75°.

Herbaceous borders.—All plants in these

will now be above ground, and therefore as soon

as the necessary digging and manuring has been
done all vacant plots should be filled up with
Gladioli, Hollyhocks, Campanulas, Antirrhinums,

Pentstemons, Foxgloves, Violas, Pinks, Sunflowers,

Sweet Peas, and other suitable annuals. The whole
of the border should be lightly forked over, and
stakes should be placed to kinds liable to be in-

jured by winds or heavy rains. Delphiniums,

Dielytras, and the flower-stems of Geums are

amongthose that at the present time need supports.

Any bare spots near the margins of borders should

be sown with Mignonette, Virginian Stocks, and
dwarf Silenes, or, as soon as weather permits, be
planted with Lobelias, variegated Mesembryanthe-
mums. Verbenas, and Heliotropes,

Planting hardy bedders.—In order to

keep pace with the work to be done at the general

planting-out time, e^'ery kind of plant that can

now be put out should be so. Edgings and ground-

works consisting of hardy Sedums, Saxifrages,

and Cerastiums are what we are now planting

;

next will come Violas, Verbenas, Calceolarias, the

hardier succulents, and Golden Feather Pyrethrum,

and when these have all been planted the remain-

ing vacant plots will be labelled and the plants put

out as soon as they can be safely exposed. Mean-

while some of the plots will have special atten-

tion as to soil ; those for Alternantheras will be

given a dressing of half-decayed leaf-mould and
horse droppings ;

plots for Calceolarias, Violas,

Fuchsias, and Verbenas will receive an extra good

dressing of manure, and all the plots will be

forked up and left rough till planted, in order

that they may be subjected to the ameliorating

influences of sun and wind.

General work.—Cuttings of tender kinds

of bedding plants may still he put in, others may
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be potted off, and so should seedling sub-tropical

plants. The earliest sown Castor-oils and Sola-

nums will now require a shift into 5-in. pots
;
old

roots of Cannas must be divided, potted, and
placed in warmth, and in order to make
room for these gradually remove from the

pits all (he kinds that will stand a degree

or two of frost. Tuberous Begonias should

now be started into growth. Plant them in bo.^es,

placing the tubers about 3 in. apart. The soil

should be at least halt leaf-mould; they will then
transplant with abundance of fibres. Seedlings of

the present year to be of much service during
the coming summer will still need all the heat
that can be afforded them, and about the middle
of May they may be removed to cooler quarter.s.

Our experience in the use of the current year's

seedlings of these plants is such, that to any who
may be depending on plants of that age we
would say, " Don't." Be content to wait another
year, and in the meantime giow on the seedlings

as vigorously as possible
; the tubers will then

be in good order for next summer's arrangements.
Tabers or roots of every other kind should also

now be taken out of their winter quarters, and be
placed in pits to start them steadily into growth.
In the open air the most pressing duties are the
completion of pruning shrubs and hedges, and
the placing of supports to and mulching tlie

roots of recently moved trees, an operation which
the long continued dry weather renders neces-
sary. Newly-sown lawns should be frequently
rolled, and if neatness be valued, do not neglect
to mow, and also to dress with soot or wood-
ashes any portions of the turf that Irave a sickly

hue.

PROPAGATING.

Selaginellas.—The propagation of these is

generally regarded as but a simple matter, which
is indeed true as regards the majority of them,
but there ai e a few that are rather difficult to

increase. All the creeping kinds may be divided to

any extent desired, and the more woody ones, such
as atrioana, Wallichi, Lobbi, and Wildenowi, may
be broken up and separated into as many pieces
as have roots attached to them. Cuttings of the
branches, too, of these large growing kinds may
be put in, and if kept moist and close for a
time soon root. Difficulty is often experienced,
however, with the propagation of those Fern-like
kinds in which the young fronds are unfolded
from a single crown, and which therefore do not
admit of division. Concerning this latter class, of
which iuvolvens and paradoxa may be cited as
examples, cut off some of the fronds, and lay
them on the surface of well drained pots or pans,
filled with light sandy soil, securing them in their
positions with small pegs, in order that the un-
dersides of the fronds may press on the soil

;

then place them in a close case, and keep them
moist. Atmospheric moisture alone will keep the
fronds fresh, when after a time buds will be de-
veloped on various parts of their upper surface

;

from these roots will descend, and thus young-
plants will be formed, which when large enough
must be pricked off. Besides this, Selaginellas
may be raised from spores, which in the majority
of cases are freely produced. These spores should
be sown and treated in every way the same as
those of Ferns.

Stove plants, such as Dipladenias, Francis-
ceas, Stephanotis, Rondeletias, Gardenias, and
others, may now be struck from cuttings made of
the young shoots ; they must not be allowed to
flag, and therefore it is best to cut off but a few at
a time. After inserting them, give them a good
watering and keep them close and shaded. That
useful Palm, Rhapis flabelliformis, may now be
increased by division. With a little care the olil

plant may be turned out of its pot and the suckers
removed, repotting the ant. In taking off the
suckers make sure that roots are attached to them
before separating them. Use good, loamy soil, with
a slight admixture of sand, put them in as small
pots as possible, and plunge them in a gentle hot-
bed.

Double Primulas intended for division in

about a fortnight will be the better now for being
thoroughly cleaned and kept rather close till that

time, as by so doing the formation of roots is

hastened ; indeed, after being so treated it is

often possible to see the J'oung roots just pro-

truding from the exposed parts of the stem.

Oantuas.—These pretty, but seldom seen
plants strike freely at this time it the cuttings
are made entirely of the current year's growth,
which will now be in a soft condition. If allowed
to get hard they remain a long time without root-

ing, while the young soft shoots strike root in

about a fortnight.

Tuberous Begonias will now require pricking off

in pots or pans of good light soil, that is to say,

seedlings of them, whiletubers started a month ago
will in many cases have grown sufficientl)' long for

the tops to be taken as cuttings if required. When put
in keep them close and shaded, but do not over-

water them, as they are somewhat liable to damp.
The useful double IVIatricaria inodora Is rather

difficult to winter, but those that survive, turned
out of their pots now and divided into as many
pieces as possible, will soon yield a good stock if

placed in a cold frame where they grow away
freely. T.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINES, SOUTHGATE.

Daphne indica.—Young or medium sized

plants that have done flowering should at once be
placed in an intermediate temperature, for if only
treated as ordinary greenliouse stock, the progress
they make is slow, and the flowers they produce
small and wanting in quantity. As to the amount
of pot room given, it is necessary to adopt a
medium course, for although this Daphne cannot
bear over-potting, yet if tlie opposite extreme is

followed, it gets into a stunted condition, out of

which it is difficult to move it. Old examples are

mucli benefited by the use of weak manure water
at the time when they are making growth.
Room plants.—These are now in such

general request that sufficient must be provided to

meet the demand. In the selection of varieties,

particularly of such as are grown for their hand-
some leaves, it is advisable to choose those that
are capable of keeping up a healthy appearance
under the adverse conditions by which they will be
surrounded. Amongst the species and varieties that

will bear the atmo.^phere of living rooms where gas

or oilis burnt aresomeof thehardierkindsof Palms,
the green and variegated forms of Aspidistra, the
India-rubber plant, and small growing green
kinds of Dracaena that will thrive in a green-
house, such as D. congesta, D. lineata, and D.-

rubra. The Aspidistra may be increased by divi-

sion of its creeping underground stems now when
commencing growth. The Palms are raised from
seed, but their propagation is better left to those
who raise them in large numbers. Small plants
beginning to show their natural liabit can be kept
in a healthj' state in very little pots by the use of

manure water through the summer season whilst
the most active growth is going on. Palms will

grow in almost any description of soil, but where
they are to be subjected to the rough usage indis-

pensable from being located in rooms, loam imparts
more substance to the foliage. The India-rubber
is easily increased from cuttings made of the
young shoots with some two or three leaves each

;

they will root if kept confined under a propagat-
ing glass either with or without heat, but where
they can have warmth the rooting process will be
sooner eft'ected. Each spring a sufficient quantity
of this description of stock, to take the place of
that which gets too large, ought to be provided.
Amongst Ferns that will bear full exposure to the
atmosphere of a room may be mentioned Davallia
canariensis, Adiantum cuneatum, A. pubescens,
Pteris serrulata, and some of the crested forms
of this Fern which attain a much larger size than
the type, and P. cretica and its variegated variety.

These, if regularly supplied with water and
allowed to make their growth in the rooms in
which they are to be kept, will produce fronds of

a hard, enduring character that will last much
better than tho^e that are grown in plant houses
and afterwards moved to the rooms.

Pelargoniums.— Exception is often taken to

the formally trained examples of the large-

flowered and fancy varieties of these plants seen
at exhibitions, and for ordinary decorative pur-

poses it is not necessary nor desirable to either

grow them to the size of exhibition plants or
attempt the same form of training. But in other
matters the general cultivator will do well to

adopt the treatment that the exhibitors follow,

which is first to induce the greatest amount of
root formation of which the plants are capable,

and afterwards to sustain them by liberal stimu-
lants in the shape of manure water applied at the
right time, which is when the flower-trusses are
formed in quantity ; witliout this the bloom will

be deficient in size, and the foliage will be
wanting in the rich green colour that adds so
much to the general appearance. If the plants
have all along been kept, as advised, through
the winter close up to the glass, the shoots will

be so stout and short-jointed as to require not
more than half-a-dozen small sticks to each to give

the requisite support. Many of the newer varieties

of zonal Pelargoniums are alike remarkable for

the size of the individual flowers and for the size

of the trusses, but where the bloom is much re-

quired for cutting, this is a questionable advan-
tage, as small bunches forthcoming in quantity
are generally more useful. It is therefore well to

select such kinds as will best meet the purpose
required. In the case of young stock propagated
last autumn, it will be advisable to stop the shoots
sufficiently often to lay the foundation for bushy
examples with a view of having them at their best
towards the latter part of summer when the ordi-

nary spring flowering plants are ovei'.

Primulas.—Some seed of these, if not already
sown, should at once be put in, so as to give time
for the plants to get large enough to bloom
strongly in the last months of the year, for if the
stock is late and weak their flowering will be pro-

portionately meagre. Hardy Primroses, such as

the different coloured varieties of P. cortusoides
with P. japonica, are deserving of pot culture

wherever there is a greenhouse, for when well
managed I hey are beautiful objects in no way in-

ferior to the more generally grown Chinese
varieties. Now is a good time to get up a stock

;

small plants procured at the present season will,

if well cared for, make strong examples before

the end of summer that will bloom freely next
spring.

ORCHIDS.
J. DOUGLAS, I.OXPOBD HALL.

East India house.—During the last few
days the sun's rays have been sufficiently powerful
to injure plants exposed to them ; but the careful

cultivator, while he does not shade too much, will

doubtless have prevented such an occurrence.

Some Orchids will stand sunshine better than
others, consequently they must be arranged ac-

cording to their requirements in this respect.

Vanda teres and V. Hookerfe do not yet require

shading. All the deciduous Dendrobiums do well,

at least such as require a high temperature in the

lightest part of the house. The evergreen species,

too, of the D. thyrsiflorum type, after having been
rested in a cool temperature, should be placed in

the cool end of this house, i.e., if a Cattleya house
temperature is not available. Cypripediums must
be placed in a rather shady position, as some of

them are easily injured by sunshine. We have
had the leaves of C. Veitchi (superbiens) in-

jured even under the shading. Last season a
number of seedlings between that kind and
C. villosum placed amongst other hybrids, al-

though shaded with a thick blind, were injured,

while the others were untouched. The whole 'of

the Phalfenopsids must be on the shady side of

the house. Angraicums, too, do not succeed on the

sunny side. We had a plant of A. articulatum

which was doing well at a distance from the glass;

thinking to get better growth it was suspended
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about 18 in. from the roof, when it ceased to do
well. It has been placed in its old position, and is

slowly recovering:. All plants making growth must
be freely supplied with water.

Cattleya house.—Watering and shading
must now reci-ive spi'cial attention. The leaves of

Cattleyas seem to absorb heat very rapidly ; if

touched by the hand after the sun has shone upon
them in the mornins; for about a quarter of an
hour, they will be found to feel quite warm, and
if they were to be exposed for some time longer

they would certainly be hurt, even if they did not

show the injury immediately. We keep our ther-

mometer in a partially sliaded part of the house,

and when it has risen about 5° by means of sun
heat the blinds are let down. If the day should

be sunny with few clouds they are left on until

the sun has passed so far to the westward that no
barm will be done, but we like to have sufficient

of his parting rays to again raise the temperature
a little. Then as to watering. If such Orchids as

Cattleya Mossiie are examined, a mass of fine

healthy roots will be found pushing out from tlie

base of the last formed pseudo-bulbs ; they are

mostly above the surface of the potting material,

and it is best to let them alone. I have known
lumps of peat, &c., to be put over them to induce
them to root into them, but it is better not to do
so ; they will run along a little on the surface

and then push downwards. All plants that are

doing this should be well supplied with water,

and a moist atmospliere is also very desirable.

Odontoglossums, such as 0. vesillarium and 0.

Roezli, are pushing new roots freely from the

base of the growing bulbs, and also require a con-

siderable amount of water. 0. eitrosmum is now
starting freely into growth and showing its flower-

spikes, from which slugs must be kept ; if these

pests are numerous the young spikes must be pro-

tected by means of cotton wadding. 0. grande
and 0. insleayi, botli autumn-flowering species,

should be kept rather dry at the roots; indeed, it

is best not to water them until it is seen that the

compost is quite dry. We have tried these two
species in the cool house, but they did not suc-

ceed ; they are now doing much better in the

Cattleya house ; still, I have seen them do well

with cool Orchids. Evaporating troughs should
now be kept filled with water, and the house
ought to.be damped twice daily.

Cool house.—many have their Odontoglos-

sums and Masdevallias placed in a lean-to house
facing the north ; in that case but little shading

will be required until the sun gets round on after-

noons of sunny days, when it may be necessary to

shade for an hour or so. If the house is exposed,

say a span-roofed one running north and south,

the shading will have to be let down very soon
after 7 a.m. on the east side, and that on the west
side about two hours later. Nearly all the plants

in this house will require very considerable sup-

plies of water ; they seem to do best when the

Sphagnum on the surface is growing freely. No
rule can be laid down as to the quantity of water
to be given, or how often it should be applied.

Plants that are established and that have well

filled their pots with roots will require it much
oftener than newly potted ones, and much, too, will

depend upon the form and position of the house.

One advantage of a lean-to facing the north is,

that the plants neither require so much water nor

so much attention as those in a different aspect.

Any Orchids that have been wintered in the

warmer house may now be re.moved to this one. IE

the temperature of the two houses vary to the ex-

tent of say 10°, it would be well to increase that

of the cool house say .5°, in order to meet the re-

quirements of the plants newly placed in it half

way. My experience in exhibiting, as well as in

shifting plants from one house to another, has

taught me that the fewer changes Orchids are

exposed to the better, and cool Orchids are quite

as likely to suffer as those from the East India

house. We had about thirty Orchids in flower

which were left at an exhibition last year for a

week, many of them from the East India tempera-

ture, and none of them suffered except the Mas-
devallias, most of which lost their leaves. The

temperature of the house falls now to about 50°

at night, seldom lower, even with the ventilators

open a little all night.

FEUIT.
^y. COLEMAN, EASTNOE CASTLE.

Hardy fruit —If not already done. Figs may
now be pruned and nailed or tied to the walls,

care being observed that a space is not left to ad-

mit o( a current of air behind the shoots. As I

have before obseiwed, pruning should simply con-

sist of thiui.iug out the shoots and arranging the

past year's growths, so as to have an even spread

of well-ripened shoots, studded with embryo fruit,

all over the space allotted-to the tree, and as all

the fruit of any value will be found near the

points of the shoots, the latter should never be
shortened at the spring pruning unless young
breaks are wanted to fill up vacancies.

Apricots bloomed very strongly, but not so

early as we at one time anticipated ; and as we
have been free from very severe frost, an abundant
crop of this useful fruit may be expected. Where
broad coping boards and heavy coverings have

been used, a little judicious management in their

removal will be necessary. The boards will, of

course, remain for some time longer, but the can-

vas must be taken off every day and put back at

night on the approach of danger. Disbud gross

shoots and keep a sharp look-out for the active

little grubs whose whereabout is easily detected

by the rolled-up appearance of the points of the

young shoots.

Peaches and Nectarines, now in full

bloom, and many of the early kinds setting well,

will require constant attention to keep them from
aphis until it is safe to apply the usual dressing.

Already Tea Roses on open walls are teeming with

green fly, and unless the wise precaution of win-

ter dressing the trees and walls with some insecti-

cide has been observed. Peaches and Nectarines

will soon be affected. Avoid the use of dangerous

dressings until their strength has been properly

tested. Our forefathers used soft soap, sulphur

and tobacco water; their trees were kept alive for

half a century, and if they did not cultivate so

many kinds, they grew quite as good Peaches as

we do.

Cucumbers.—With increased daylight and
sun-heat these hard-worked and often abused
subjects will now take heavy supplies of generous

liquid, particularly where the roots are in pots,

and the plants have been in bearing since the end
of the past year. Good syringings overhead after

the house is closed will also play an important

part in keeping the foliage clean and healthy, as

old plants in hot-water pits are sure to get more
or less infested with spider, and it is only by con-

stant application that tliis troublesome insect can
be kept in check. From this time forward healthy

plants will make rapid growth, and the usual

stopping and dressing will require attention

at least twice a week, as nothing more quickly

resents neglect or suffers more from the hand-
ling and pulling about which invariably follows

neglect. It sometimes happens that old plants

show signs of faltering under bright sunshine,

and require shading more or less every day. When
this is the case, make speedy examination of the

roots, remove all old manurial top-dressings and
inert soil, dust with quicklime, or water with

lime water to destroy worms, frequently the cause

of the mischief, and top-dress with fresh turfy

loam, charcoal, or old lime rubble. Renovate the

bottom-heat, and when fresh root action sets in

feed with clarified liquid, but avoid the use of

manure as a top dressing. Damp the floors and
walls two or three times aday. Syringe the foliage

overhead about 3 p.m. when fine, and close with

sun-heat, which will run the house up to 90°.

Maintain a good heat in manure pits and fi'ames.

Train and peg out the growths, add large lumps
of turf and pieces of charcoal to the hills as the

roots appear, and still be very careful in the

application of water to the foliage, as the nights

are very cold and sudden depressions when the

leaves are wet very often produce mildew. Sow
a few seeds at short intervals for succession,

and throw away all surplus plants before they
become infested with spider.

Pines.—When the flowering process is over
the early batch of Queens will derive great benefit

from a light dewing over with the syringe after
the house is closed for the day, care being ob-
served that the quantity of water used is not
suflicient to concentrate in the axils of the leaves
and saturate the soil about the collars of the
plants. Examine the plants once a week, and
while avoiding indiscriminate watering, see that
those actually requiring it do not suffer. If they
are not overpotted, and roots are plentiful, give
warm clarified liquid in a diluted form and weak
guano water alternately, and produce a stimulat-
ing atmosphere by sprinkling paths and drying
surfaces with the same, when the ventilators are
closed for the day. Ventilation through the
months of April and May, two uncertain months,
will require constant vigilance, otherwise sudden
external changes will cause great fluctuations, at

all times injurious to plants which have been
kept at a high temperature through more than
half the winter. The safest and best course to

follow is to keep a good heat in the bed, which
will always prevent sudden depressions, to shut
off fire-heat early, and to give suflicient air to

draw moisture off the foliage before the sun
strikes the roof of the house on bright mornings.
If the 'after is glazed with large squares of glass,

a very thin shading for two or three hours each
day may be necessaiy, until the still tender
foliage becomes firrner and better able to stand
bright weather, but, the roots being right, its

continuance will not be needed. The old-fashioned
practice of driving the fires to maintain a given
temperature through all weathers having been
given up, 65° to 70° at night and 80° to 85° by'
day, with a bottom Leat of 85° to 90°, will suit

Pines in every stage after they are started into

fruit, and successions will do very well under an
all round reduction of 5°. If extra stock is not
wanted do not let fruiting plants carry more than
one sucker each. Remove all gills from the stems
at the base of the fruit, and secure the latter in

an upright position by placing two sticks to each
plant and passing bands of matting above and
below the fruit.

Melons —Keep the atmosphere of the house
in which early Melons are setting their fruit mo-
derately dry with a circulation of air ; fertilise all

blossoms on fine days, and give very little water
to the roots until a good set has been secured.

With pot plants this is not difficult, as the most
troublesome setters can be brought into subjec-

tion by the application of bottom-heat, and with-

holding water from the roots. As soon as the

fruits begins to swell syringing may be resumed
to keep them free from spider; but water must be
sparingly given at first, as a flush before the fruit

attains the size of Walnuts would most likely

cause it to turn yellow and go off. If the com-
post—stiff calcareous loam and bone dust—is dry

and in a fit state for use as a top-dressing see that

it is made as warm as the soil in which the plants

are growing before it touches the stems, and guard
against injuring them in its application, as canker

is often brought on by undue pressure, or the use

of cold materials. As soon as the roots have taken

to the top-dressing apply warm stimulating liquid

as often as the plants can take it. Keep the

bottom-heat at 85°, syringe at 80° on fine after-

noons, and run up 5° to 10° after closing. Give

a little front air at the close of the day, and let

the night heat range about 70°.

Thin out and train the laterals on succession

plants, pinch the points of leaders where they

have covered two-thirds of the trellis, and induce

a firm wiry growth by giving plenty of heat and
air through the early part of the day. Make fresh

sowings for succession and for planting in pits

and frames after Potatoes and other forced vege-

tables are cleared away. Hardy kinds like Gol-

den Gem answer best for this culture. In pits

and frames keep up a bottom-heat of 85° by
means of linings and cover the glass at night.
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Earth up with fresh friable loam as the roots re-

quire it, using lumps of charcoal or broken brick

to keep the soil away from the stems of the
plants. Avoid wetting the foliage until the wea-
ther becomes warmer, as moisture is generally

abundant where fermenting material is used as a
heat-producing agent.

MARKET FRUIT GARDENS.
J. GROOM, LINTON.

Gkafting is now an important operation. By
means of crown or rind grafting Apples, Pears,

and Plums are converted from unsatisfactory trees

into fruitful and profitable ones. Top-dressing trees

recently planted must no longer be delayed ; it is

the drought in spring before the roots get esta-

blished that is so much to be dreaded. Last season
a large quantity of Cob Nuts and Filberts were
planted late on a south slope, and a severe drought
followed. The greater portion of these bushes had
each about a barrowful of manure spread over
their roots, and amongst them not one failed,

whilst of some left bare nearly half died, and the
rest only just kept alive, but made no growth like

those that were mulched. Orchards on Grass, to
which farmyard manure was applied during the
winter, will now need bush harrowing and rolling,

at the same time picking off stones and forking
up Docks, Thistles, or Nettles. Orchard Grass
should never be made into hay, but fed off closely,

as is just now being done by ewes and lambs.
Orchards or fruit gardens dug up roughly in win-
ter should now have the soil made fine by means
of prong hoes. Strawberry beds must be divested
of weeds and heavily mulched with fresh stable
manure, the good properties of which will get
washed down to the roots by rain, and thus sti-

mulate growth and form a clean, dry bed for the
fruit to rest upon.

Birds must be kept off fruit buds either by
powder and shot or by means of some other re-

medy, for if allowed undisturbed access to trees

and bushes but little fruit will come to maturity.
Sparrows are especially troublesome to Goose-
berries, and bullfinches to Plums, Cherries, and
Apples, and the next month will be their period
of greatest activity. Hedges of White Thorn
really well kept are a speciality in Kent ; by re-

peated clipping they get almost as thick as walls
;

the only way by which they can be kept in good
condition for many years is keeping them clean at
the base. At this time of the year about 2 ft. on
each side is lightly forked over; all Couch Grass
and other weeds are carefully picked out, and
after that hoeing a few times during summer will

keep the ground thus treated quite clean, and the
hedge will grow right dovm close to the soil.

Roads and walks cut up with heavy carting in
wet weather must now be levelled and rolled. In
large fruit plantations the cross walks ma.v be of
Grass ; such pathways for carrying the fruit to the
main walks or roads answer exceedingly well,
and look at all times neat and trim. In young
plantations recently planted the work of putting
in a row of Potatoes will now need attention ; a
furrow made with a plough and the sets laid in
answers well. Potatoes and fruit do well together
for the first year or two after planting.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
K. GILBEHT, BURGHLEY.

Now is a capital time for sowing a good quantity
of Peas. I generally form miniature Celery trenches
for their reception, and earth up by cutting down
the sides of the trench. When earthed they become
level with the rest of the ground. My special
variety is Laxton's Standard, a really good bearer
and otherwise excellent Pea ; but we have many
more that are perhaps equal to it. Pride of the
Market and Stratagem are both good where G-ft.

stakes and plenty of room is no object ; Tele-
phone and Telegraph are likewise two grand
varieties. Broad Beans have now become an
indispensable vegetable ; eaten when about the
size of large Peas, they are both delicate and
delicious. Green Windsor and Mazagan are as
yet the best ; they are so easily satisfied, that they

will succeed almost anywhere provided the soil is

rich. Stretch the line on theground proposed to be
planted, and dibble the seed in on each side of it

at from 6 in. to 9 in. apart. Keep the hoe well at
work amongst Lettuces and Cabbages, and, in
fact, amongst all growing crops. A contemporary
advises its readers to sow French Beans on
sheltered borders. I agree so far as sowing goes

;

but it should be done in cold pits instead of
outside. Even in the sunny south French Beans are
not considered safe until the third week in April.
I notice many inquiries about Carrots going
backwards rather than forward. I always use
gas-lime with soot and burnt refuse, and apply
it to the land at the time of sowing, and we
have never any difficulty with our Carrot crop.

SOCIETIES.
NATIONAL AND CENTRAL HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY OF FRANCE.
The first show of spring flowers held by this
society for the last eighteen years was opened on
Thursday last, March 30, at the rooms of the
society, 84, Rue de Grenelle, Paris, and well filled

the three rooms devoted to the show. Although
in almost every respect far inferior to what we
are accustomed to in London, and even in our
large provincial cities, such as Manchester, Bir-
mingham, &c., this exhibition was not without its

points of interest, and, being decidedly a step in
the right direction undertaken by the society at
the instance of its new and energetic president.
Monsieur Alphonse Lavallee, must not be too
severely criticised by me. I shall therefore confine
myself to noticing a few of the principal exhibits
produced thereat. To my mind the most in-

teresting of all the exhibits was a group of well
bloomed small bushes of that most free blooming
hardy shrub from Japan, Magnolia stellata or
Halleana, which should be in every collection of
hardy shrubs, and attracted much attention on
this occasion. The well-known seedsmen, Messrs.
Vilmorin, of Quai de la Megisserie, Paris, also
sent well-bloomed groups of their fine strain of
dwarf growing Cinerarias, the result of many
years of careful selection and hybridisation,
and remarkable for the large size of their
blooms as well as for the extreme compact-
ness of their habit of growth. One variety that
was especially noticeable was a very pure white,
with extra large flowers, of which some thirty or
forty well bloomed plants arranged in a bed, and
edged with a double row of bright coloured
Hyacinths, had a very striking and pleasing effect.

There was also another variety of an exceedingly
novel and pleasing shade of light blue, uncommon
in this class of plants. The exhibits were all

arranged with considerable taste, the whole of the
sides of the principal room being lined with banks
of small plants of Tea Roses in pots in bloom, but
well grounded with Moss, so as to appear as if

growing in a sloping border, while both ends of
the room were filled with masses of well-bloomed
Camellias. The centre of the room was occupied
by a fine specimen of some tropical Palm in a
large tub whose top almost reached the ceiling
of the lofty room, and round the base were
prettily grouped two crescents of bright-flowered
Indian Azaleas, which had a brilliant and very
pleasing effect. This society has hitherto only
held one show in the early summer of each year,
which has usually of late j'ears been held in the
Palais d'Industrie during the time of the holding
therein of the annual exhibition of the Salon,
which is equivalent to our Royal Academy of
Fine Arts, but this year it hopes to bold three
shows, the other two of which will probably be
held in tents behind the Palais d'Industrie in May
and August respectively. W. E. G.

National Auricula Society (Northern
Division).—The schedule of this branch of the
National Auricula Society for 1882 has just been
issued by the Eev. F. D. Horner, of Kirkby
Malzeard, near Eipon, the hon. secretary and

treasurer. The exhibition is fixed for Tuesday,
May 2, at the Town Hall, Manchester, and there
are a good number of prizes, as usual, for Auriculas,
Polyanthuses, and Primroses. It is expected that
the show will be of unusual interest this year
owing to the mild winter, as both Auriculas and
Polyanthuses are promising well. Intending ex-

hibitors should become subscribers at once, as by
rule 2 no one can exhibit who is not a contributor
to the funds of the society.—W. Brockbank.

GAS HEATING.

The substitution of gas for coke is utterly out of

the question in such a case as that to which " Al-

lerton " refers (p. 226). Nothing is said of the
form or size of the boiler, or the quantity of pip-

ing attached—important and necessary points to

be informed upon before advising as to burners.

An idea certainly is given of the boiler, as it con-

sumes 30 tons of coke a year—enough to burn
under a 5-ft. boiler heating over 2000 ft. of 4-in.

pipe. In any case gas is of no use under an iron

boiler, as it would take twenty times as long and
cost twenty times as much as coke to heat if with
only 500 ft. of pipe on it. Ordinary coal gas at

present can only be used with advantage for

small apparatuses and under a copper boiler.

Where there is no permanent gardener, or he does
not live on the premises, to attend to the furnace
regularly, a gas boiler is particularly useful and
cleanly, as when once lighted no further attention

is required ; a more even temperature, too, is ob-

tained the night through than is possible with a
coal or coke fire, which may just burn out at

3 o'clock in the morning, the coldest time of all.

As a matter of comparative cost coke would have
the advantage as a rule, but where gas is only 3s.

per 1000 ft. and coal over 25s. a ton, there is but
little difference for 100 ft. to 300 ft. of 2-in. pipe,

unless the pipes are wanted very hot. For shorter

lengths threepennyworth of gas will last twelve
hours, where the same value of coal or coke would
not keep in that long. There is no appreciable

difference in the heat from a certain quantity of

gas, whether burnt on the atmospheric or Bunsen
principle, or in a properly constructed Argand or

other burner, where it is so arranged as to ensure
perfect combustion. The Bunsen is a smokeless
burner ; the others are not if the flame comes in

contact with any metal. Bunsen's will occasion-

ally go out, however, if the pressure of gas is

greatly reduced, as often happens in the night-

time. " AUerton " implies that his present boiler

is in a bad position for stoking. Possibly an im-
proved boiler of equal power, but occupying less

space and consuming less fuel, would remedy the
inconvenience. B. W. Wabhurst.

Uighgate Road.

Garden hose.—We have received from the Irwell

India-rubber Co. samples of their new overspun india-

rubber garden hose, which for lightness, pliability, and

strength seems all that can be desired. It is seamless, too,

a great pomt in its favour, seams generally proving weak
points in garden hoses.

THE Rev. H. Harpur, Crewe we are requested to Bay,

is leaving Drayton-Beauchamp on Easter Monday for a

short Continental tour, and will be absent about three

weeks.

Names of plants.—TT. B.—Oncidlimi sphacelatum :

Coelogyne oeellata maxima O^est form). A. S. Ji\—We
cannot nameyour Orchid \vithout seeing more mjiterial,

such as foliage, habit of growth, &c. E. C. (Tredegar).—
Dendrobium macrophyllum.

—

J. TT.-l, Narcissus odorus ;

2, Callistemon rigidus (not hardy) ; 3, send in flower.

H. B.—All varieties of Hedera Heli.x. If you send better spe-

cimens, we will endeavour to name the others for you ; 2,

Caenwoodiana ; 3, latifolia maculata : 6, albo marginata.

Mac.—Narcissus odorus ; Spiriea prunifolia fl. pi. C. B.
— 1, Begonia nitida ; 2, B. fuchsioides var. ; 5, Adiantum
scutum ; C, Gymnogramma tatarica. We only name four

plants at one time. F. C. W.—Tritonia crocata.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.
A. P.—T.—A. M.-J. S.— S. L—W. W.—C. M.—G. J.—

W. B.-W. B. G.—W. J. M.—J. S. W.—J. W.—E. C. D.—
R. G.—W, A. -Cambrian.—.!. G.—C. D.—H. H.—W. T.—
Mac.—T. C.-B. W. H. J. E.—W. E.—A.E.—A,. C. B
B.—W. K.-G. C.-D. T. F.
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"This is an Art

Which does mend Natiu'e : change it rather : but

IHE ART ITSELF IS Is ATURE."—Shakespeare.

DAFFODILS.
Now is the Nemesis of mild winters and early

springs in the clear cold nights and parching-

east winds from which the flowers are at present

sufEering, and no flowers suffer worse than
Daffodils, especially the choicest flowers of the

bicolor class. The delicate white petals of the

perianth become flabby and withered under the

dry air and scorching sun, and flowers which
ought to last a fortnight are over in three or

four days. The single Daffodils are in favour

now. I heard of an amateur who has a fine

show of Camellias, the flowers of which he
lately offered to a London florist. Camellia

flowers, however, were at a discount, worth
hardly a penny each, but if he had some fine

single Daffodil flowers to dispose of they would
be worth something. Single Daffodils, however,
until the last few years had long been ne-

glected in gardens. A gap in their cultivation

came, during which some varieties were pro-

bably lost, and others remained so long in

obsourily that it became difiicult to identify

them with names which existed in old works
on gardening. But the revival of a taste

for hardy flowers has created such a demand for

choice varieties of Daffodil, especially the single

flowers, that the supply can hardly keep pace
with it. I hope, therefore, that my good friend

Mr. Peter Barr is now rewarded for his long and
laborious work in this field of flowers, fori think

it may truly be said that no florist in this genera-

tion has done more for any one class of flowers

than Mr. Barr has for Daffodils. The classical

Daffodil meadow of Elysium itself could not

have surpassed the Narcissus garden at Tooting,

and the shade of the mighty Achilles walking
proudly over it with long strides could not have
been more master of the situation than Mr. Barr
amongst his several hundred varieties of Narcissi

there. His last catalogue contains nearly 200
varieties ; but I have had a private view behind
the scenes, and know that this is nothing to the

number which are now being nursed until there

is a sufiioient stock of them to supply the demand.
Perhaps this number of varieties is not to be
wondered at when we find that Parkinson, who
published his work on gardening, called " The
Paradise on Earth," more than 2-50 years ago,

enumerates and describes nearly 100 varieties of

Narcissus. It is interesting, by the way, to ob-

serve that the nurserymen of Parkinson's time
gave the same trouble to their customers,
for want of a central authority for names,
as those of this day. He remarks about Daffo-
dils that " Every one almost giveth names so di-

versly one from another, that if anyone shall

receive from severall places the catalogues of

their names (as I have had many), as they set

them down and compare the one catalogue with
the other, he shall scarcly have three names in

a dozen to agree together, one calling that by
one name which another calleth by another, that

very few can tell what they meane." Parkinson
endeavours to prevent uncertainty about the

kinds named by him by giving good figures of

the greater part of them. Still, several of those

figured appear either to have been lost to culti-

vation, or to have been insufficiently identified

by modern authors.

In raising new varieties of Daffodil, more has
been done of recent years for the class called

N. incomparabilis, the Peerless Daffodil, than

for any other. Mr. Leeds, a Lancashire amateur,

raised a large number of hybrids of this class,

which are called after his name. Many of these

approach very near one another in form and
colour. Mr. Barr himself, under whose auspices

they have been brought out, confesses that if

the flowers are shuffled and submitted to him
singly, he cannot always name his own children,

and that height, foliage, and time of flowering

are with some the only distinction. Besides,

single specimens do not show characteristics

like a mass grown side by side under similar

conditions. But the most interesting and most
easily cultivated, and the handsomest class

are the true Daffodils, called the Trumpet
or the Ajax section. The English wild Daffo-

dil, or Lent Lily, is generally accepted as

the type of the section, but the Narcissus Tela-

monius flore-pleno, or large double Daffodil of

gardens, is by far the commonest in cultivation.

A considerable amount of uncertainty exists

about the parentage of this Daffodil, but

whatever might have been its pedigree, Par-

kinson's account of the first introduction of

this now universal garden flower cannot fail

to be interesting. He calls it Mr. Wilmer's

gj'eat double Daffodil, and describes it so accu-

rately as to leave no doubt of its identity. He tells

us that it first flowered in the year 1620 (nine

years before his work on gardening was pub-

lished) in the London garden of one Vincent
Sion, " who cherished it for many years without

thebearingof anyflowers." When itflowered"he

sheweth it to Mr. .John de Tranqueville, from
whom he supposed he had received it (for from
beyond sea h.e never received any) ; and Mr.
George Wilmer of Stratford Bowe, Esquire,hav-

ing likewise received it from him, would needes

appropriate it to himself, and call it by his own
name ' Wilmer's Double Daffodill.' Thus it seems

almost certain that this variety, now to be found
in every garden in England, sprang from some
obscure source, and first appeared in England
in the reign of .lames 1. It is generally assumed
that double flowers must have been raised by
seed from some corresponding single form. The
common double Daffodil of gardens often occurs

so nearly single, with only one or two ribs at the

bottom of the tube, that a comparison of it with

single forms is easy. A few years ago no single

form in cultivation came sufficiently near it to

satisfy connoisseurs. Mr. Peter Barr used to

refer it to what was called the Spanish Daffodil,

which had long been cultivated in Holland, and
imported as Pseudo-Narcissus Trumpet major,

but the resemblance was not satisfactory. About
four years ago he received some single Daffodils

from Florence, which grow wild in abundance

in the meadows of the Arno, and these certainly

come nearer to the single form of the common
double Daffodil of gardens than any I have yet

seen. A few of the most conspicuous of the

other forms of this fine class of Daffodils

may be mentioned. The N. maximus of cata-

logues imported from Holland, and sold at

a very cheap rate, is one of the finest single

Daffodils ever raised ; it is probably a very

old variety, being the great yellow Spanish

Bastard Daffodil of Parkinson ; the flower is of

elegant shape, and of uniform rich golden yellow.

It appears to be the same as the obvallaris

maximus of catalogues, which claims to flower

earlier. N. major and N. spurius are other good
single varieties. N. princeps is both good and

cheap, but rather later. N. nanus, generally

called minor, is one of the neatest and certainly

the earliest .of all Daffodils. N. lorifolius and
N. 1. Emperor are splendid flowers, and do well

in almost any soil, but the most attractive

flowers of the class are the bicolors. The old N.
bicolor, said to grow wild in Spain, and con-

sidered by Linnseas to be a distinct species, has

been crossed and greatly improved. The tallest

Daffodil with a golden yellow trumpet and pure
white perianth is Empress, but the most robust

and vigorous is Ilorstieldi. There are many other

fine varieties, amongst which bicolor primulinus
and bicolor sulphurescens are conspicuous.

It is worth knowing that all Daffodil flowers

if cut as soon as open and put in water in a

warm room continue to increase in size and be-

come larger than if left growing in the open air.

Mr. Peter Barr told me this, and I have satisfied

myself by frequent experiments that it is so. In
this way we may know how to make the most
of our choice Daffodil flowers when parching-

east winds and hot suns prevail. All the Daffo-

dils of this section flower well under glass, and
are finer so treated than out-of-doors ; they
should be potted early in large pots, and not
brought into the greenhouse until thoroughly
rooted and established. For out-door cultivation,

if new bulbs are required, get them as early as

possible, and be sure that every day they are

out of the ground tells against them. To bulbs

of which the native roil is very dry and their

climate rainless in summer, it may possibly be
an advantage to be kept out of tlie ground in

our country when at rest, but for Daffodils which
belong to a climate lilte ours it cannot be. Some
Daffodils, especially of the Jonquil and Hoop-
petticoat section, require a warm, dry soil, but
those of which I have been speaking like a strong

and cool soil, and are all the better for an annual

dressing of manure. Even with this the more
vigorous kinds soon exhaust the spot in which
they grow, or, if sufficient food is supplied, be-

come so crowded that the bulbs cannot be

properly developed. Once in three or four years

they should be taken up and divided as soon as

the leaves are withered, and planted again at

once. The time to judge of each clump whether
division is required is when they flower. If the

clump is more leafy than flowery it should be
marked for division when the time comes. Daf-

fodils do not all increase alike. N. Horsfieldi

will multiply threefold every year, whilst in the

same soil N. cernuus and moschatus will hardly

increase at all. When a sufficient number of any
kind have been obtained, planting on the Grass

of an orchard or back garden may be tried with
advantage, as some varieties do better in this

way than in the flower border.

i:dffe Hall, Malpas. C. Wollby Dod.

DOUBLE FLOWERS BECOMING SINGLE.

Mr. Fish (p. 234) seems to think that the wild

English Daffodil may be often potentially, though

not visibly, double in its wild state, but those who
have investigated its history most believe that it

has never been found double in a state of Nature

except in two places—oce in Devonshire, the other

in the Isle of Wight. I believe the truth to be

simply this : some wild Daffodils are casually dug

up when in flower, and carelessly planted in a

garden already full of the large double Daffodil.

In all probability they die at once, and if the

planter ever thinks of them again, which he may do

the next year or two years after, he finds nothing

but double Daffodils, and jumps at the conclusion

that the wild Daffodils have been transformed

into great double Daffodils. As regards flowers

reverting to single from double, the subject is an

interesting one. 1 have at present on the top of

one of my rockeries where the soil is poor a Prim-

rose plant which I am sure is not two combined.

It was planted as a double white Primrose and is

now bearing on the same root double, semi-double,

and at least one perfect single flower, with a pistil

and anthers. Daffodils also, especially the double

forms of N. incomparabilis, revert to apparently

single forms. I have never seen a true single form

answering to the double Daffodil known as the

Orange Ilicenix, but I found in a cottage garden

in Lancashire apparently single forms of it, having
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rudiments only of the double petals inside the cup,

and this preserves its character in my garden. I

have also been told by experienced growers of

Daffodils that it is difficult to keep the double N.
Tazetta, so great is its tendency to revert to the

single form. I agree with Mr. Fish so far that

when a double form of a flovrer is born with such

a constitution that it gradually turns out and
supersedes its single, as the double Daffodil of

English gardens has certainly done, it becomes
objectionable ; but I do not think I should vote
against the publication of a double Crocus, for I

admire the double Colchicum autumnale very
much. C. WOLLEY DOD.
Edge Sail, Slalpas, ChesJdre.

Since reading the paragraph by Mr. Wolley
Dod, challenging my statement as to single wild
Daffodils becoming double under cultivation, I

have consulted other members of my family who
remember the details of our garden management,
and they confirm me in my impression on the sub-
ject, and bear me out in my assertion that the
next spring after being dug up from the meadows
our single Daffodils became double. What im-
presses the fact on our minds is that for several
years after the house was taken nothing was
bought for the garden, which was planned and
laid out according to our directions, and was,
therefore, perfectly empty. We stocked the
borders with shrubs and Rose bushes from our
London garden, with presents from friends, with
contributions, more or less weedy, from the
villagers, and, more than in any other way, by
transplanting wild flowers, such as Primroses,
Solomon's Seal, Dog Violets, and Wood Anemones
from the lanes and woods. The single wild Daffo-
dils which we were fortunate enough to find in
the fields were for a long time the only bulbs in

the garden, and, to our annoyance, they would
come double. I may mention that the soil was
unmitigated chalk, and that we never had an oz.

of manure. We dragged the Daffodils up by the
roots while in blossom, and planted them in large
clumps. We never took the slightest trouble
with our plants after they were once put into the
ground, but left them to shift for themselves,
Mr. Dod will hardly believe me when I say that
in our garden watering was unknown. He tells

us that he has tried in every way to produce
double Daffodils from single, but probably it did
not occur to so skilful a horticulturist, as he evi-

dently is, to adopt so primitive a style of culture
as ours. Plants are capricious things, and results
are often obtained by accident which could not
be achieved even by the proverbial patience and
perseverance which are supposed to overcome all

difficulties.

—

G. L.

ORCHIDS.

PRUNING ORCHIDS.
In The Gabden (p. 228) I see that " J. S. W."
criticises my ideas and practice respecting the
pruning of Dendrobiums. Evidently my article on
Dendrobiums has enlightened " J. S. W." on a few
points as regards the growing and flowering of
this class of plants. He can now talk of the pos-
sibility of back breaks, which he provides for by
leaving 1 in. or so of bulb, instead of, as he first

told us, cutting every bulb clean away. Then,
again, he now tells us that it is best to be cautious
about pruning Dendrobiums of the racemose
section, for, says he, " no one ever knows whether
the older healthy bulbs may flower or not." Don't
they I Every Orchid grower, I say, not only knows
when they will, but where they will flower from.
Does " J. S. W." mean to tell us that he cuts bulbs,
leaves, and all away ? In this section the foliage
is often retained for four years. If he does not do
so, his pruning in this case is anything but severe.
Indeed, the very plant he mentions as now having
six bulbs, after being four years under cul-
tivation, cannot have been very severely dealt
with, and as the nine bulbs cut away may have
been the first bulbs from the seedling state, there
IS no wonder the bulbs get larger, but still the
plant has much to do before it can be called a

well-grown D. thyrsiflorum ; 17 in. high is not
bad, but the plant shown from here at South
Kensington last year had bulbs over 30 in.

" J. S. W." states that his plant has flowers on
every spike ; whoever saw an Orchid spike with-

out flowers ? A raceme of D. thyrsiflorum from a
strong plant should have at least from forty to

fifty flowers on it, and two such racemes are not
uncommon from three-year-old bulbs. I cannot
understand how such plants of the racemose
section as D. moschatum or D. Calceolus can
be grown for four years in a 4^-iu. pot unless

the bulbs are cut away so as to keep the

plant weak. I now repeat that to cut away
any bulbs from a Dendrobium that are not
spent is bad practice, unless the cultivator

wishes to propagate and increase his stock. The
reason I gave D. nobile as being the least likely to

suffer from such treatment was from the fact of

its free-growing habit, and also because a near
neighbour ef mine grew this species for a few
years on the one-bulb system, that is, just as the

plant had made its growth he would cut every

bulb away but the current year's ones. He would
then winter such plants among his Ericas without
giving any water to the roots, and allow them in

the following spring to come on as they liked ; by
the middle of May these one-year-old bulbs would
be fairly well furnished with flowers, but not of

first-rate quality. For two seasons these plants

did very well, and when in flower the green
foliage showed the flower off to advantage. After

this each year saw the bulbs get smaller, till in

the sixth year they had become too broken down
to be worth much attention. I have also seen
many of those rooted shoots which occasionally

come on the bulbs of those plants that have lost

their leading growths experimented with in many
ways ;

some potted up without any old bulbs,

others with a little, and others with much. Tlie

last named will always do best, a fact which
speaks for itself. This is an experiment which
" J. S. W." would do well to make.
As regards four-year-old bulbs of D. Wardia-

num, so far from their being useless, they have,

when separated from the plant, sufficient assimi-

lated sap in them to make one or more young
plants. But " J. S. W." says he has seen plants

shown with one bulb in flower and three or four

withered ones behind. Now, the fact of their being
withered proves that they do not, a3"J. S. W."
imagines, rob the younger bulb. But how have
they become withered ? they were plump enough
before the flowering stage. Is it possible that that

one bulb in fronthas pumpedthem out ? I take it that

the old bulbs of Dendrobiums are simply reservoirs

they are filled when the roots are in full acti^'ity,

when every surrounding condition favours develop-

ment ; they are emptied when the roots are in

active, when the very drought of the resting

season prevents their assisting the bulbs in the

flowering season. Will " J. S. W." say from whence
the sap comes that is passed forward after the

bulbs are cut away of which he speaks ? or will he
bring forward physiological grounds to prove that

the cutting away of sound bulbs increases the

vigour of a plant ? or, more to the point, has he got
one single Dendrobium that has been grown
differently from what I recommend worthy of

being exhibited as such ? If so. South Kensington
is open to him as well as to me. So far as I can re-

collect, only one Lindley medal has as j'et been
awarded to a Dendrobium. That plant, I can assure
" J. S. W.," was never pruned, with the exception

of spent bulbs, nor were there any withered bulbs
for the judges to see ; in fact, plants grown as I

recommend do not show withered bulbs when
exhibited—they are taught better behaviour.

J. C. Spybes.

heavily spotted with cinnamon-red on a white
ground similar to Chestertoni. A singularly hand-
some hybrid, apparently O. mulus, is likewise

represented, the markings of which are chocolate
brown on a yellow ground.

Orchids from Manchester.—A few re-

markably clioice Orchids have readied us from
Mr. Yates' collection. They represent among
Dendrobiums some exceptionally deeply tinted

forms of D. nobile and a form of D. Wardianum,
with an elongated labellum fiattened out in a
peculiar way. Among Odontoglossums is a re-

markable form of 0. crispum with large flowers.

CCELOGTNE CEISTATA.

This is eminently a "small amateur's" Orchid,

as it succeeds in a very moderate temperature,
blooms during January and February, and lasts

about six weeks in flower. Later importations have
given us some very superior varieties to the old
kind generally seen, and which ordinarily produces
form three to four blooms to a spike, while other
and better varieties produce twice that number,
the bulbs being of equal size in each case. We
have three varieties of the plant, all cristatas, and
five or six flowers to small sized bulbs are the rule

with the best kind, the bulbs being yet small,

and we hear of it producing nine flowers to a spike,

with the expectation that even that number will

be exceeded. It takes a bulb the size of a hen's

egg to produce six or seven flowers of the old
variety, but from present appearances the better

sort is likely to yield more than twice that num-
ber. A raceme of the pure white waxy flowers, 1 ft.

or more in length, would be a grand object. In the
culture of the Coelogyne no one finds any difficulty

in producing fine bulbs and large plants, but all

do not succeed in flowering it well, although that

is a simple matter, too. When few or no flowers

are produced either the bulbs have not been
iufficiently ripened or the plant has been kept too
warm. A warm greenhouse or intermediate bouse
is the best place for it, and it does not require
much shade. A thin canvas over the glass when
the sun is powerful is all that is needed. In a
summer temperature, ranging night and day
respectively from 60° to 75° or 80°, the plant will

grow rapidly, and begin to swell up its bulbs in
September or October, from which period moisture
should be gradually withdrawn, or only sufficient

given to keep the bulbs from shrivelling, though a
little shrivelling will do no harm. After the new
year the flower-scapes will begin to push, and by
April, or sooner, the flowers will be over, after

which the new growth begins to push from near
the base of the flower-spikes ; consequently in

cutting the flowers care must be taken not to

remove the whole of the flower-stem to the base of

the bulb. When the plants begin to grow it is time
to pot the plants if they require it, but that is not
necessary every year. Hound or square pans 3 in.

or 4 in. deep are best, and they should be nearly
filled with crocks and charcoal, and the plant
Will raised up above the rim of the pan in a
mound, using fibry peat. Sphagnum Moss, and
charcoal lumps as a compost, pressed firm in-

potting, and made smooth and nice.

After potting and during the whole period of

growth—from April till October—abundance of

water should be given, and copious syringings

in fine weather. Those who have grown this plant

successfully cannot fail to have observed that

by far the largest bulbs and largest flower-

spikes are always produced at the outside

of the plant where the bulbs have room to grow
and swell, and that the smallest bulbs are in the

centre of the plant where they are usually so

crowded as to crush each other seriously, and
prevent them attaining to their full size. Mostly
all large specimens are in this state, and it is all

for want of thinning out the bulbs—a work that

should be fearlessly performed at potting time

whenever needful. In thinning the bulbs care

must be taken not to cut the creeping rhizomes on
which the bulbs grow unlessback breaks are wanted.
Only the old and leafless bulbs should be cut out

;

these will usually be two or more years of age and
will not floweragain. It is always the last or terminal

bulb that flowers. A pair of Grape-thinning scis-

sors may be used to clip the bulbs clean off at the

base, or in very crowded plants they may be cut

away bit by bit, and cleared off to the stem by
the knife. After thinning and potting, the lead-

ing bulbs should be re-arranged so as to cover the

pan, pegging the " leads " into the vacant spaces,
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and in the course of one season the plant will fill

up again, and the bulbs will be far finer and more

floriferous. J- S. W.

EDITOK'S TABLE.

The leopard's - bane (Doronioum Parda-
lianches).—This comes from Auohendrane, in

Ayrshire, where it grows in great patches in

the woods—just the place for it. We never

could see much use for it in the garden, where
the large space it took up was not repaid by the

short period of bloom and coarse habit.

AuNBBiA ECHioiDES.—This interesting plant,

with its clear yellow flowers and dark velvety

spots, comes from Mr. Bartholomew, at Reading,

and, we presume, from the open air. We should

not expect it to iDe among the early plants. It

is a singularly pretty plant and curious in the

changing of its spots.

AnCTOSTAPHYLOS CALIFORNICA.—This !S a

very interesting little bush , reminding us of our

own Bearberry, seeming, indeed, a large form
of it, with rich evergreen leaves and little close

racemes of pink flowers. It seems a neat bush
for the margin of a border, for the rock gar-

den, or a bank with trailing bushes, though not

attractive in the ordinary sense.

Gbntiana VBBiJfA.—The lovely flowers of

this now adorn the spring, and come to us ex-

tremely well grown from Mr. Bartholomew.
Long supposed to be a difiicult plant, it is really

not so, and flowers in our lowland gardens just

as well as on the great mountains, where it is

now protected by a blanket of snow from all

change until the midsummer sun warms it into

life and beauty.

The coestobphinb maple.—The delicate

bronze green of this tree is extremely pleasing at

this time of the year. As a variety of one of our
thoroughly proved and really hardy trees it is

a valuable addition to our gardens, and worth a

dozen of the variegated rubbish, both evergreen

and deciduous, that is sent out in quantities to

disfigure our gardens for some time before it

perishes and is forgotten.

PauNtis cocoMiLLA. — A SloB-like shrub,

from Mr. Stevens's collection, said to be a native
of Italy. We are grateful to the Sloe for the

way in which it adorns hedgerow, rock, or copse

throughout the whole of Europe in spring with
its fearless bloom. We think it ought to have a

bank for itself in every good garden where it

might grow in peace, and every Plum that came
near it in beauty we should plant, too.

A HANDSOME RHODODENDRON from Alving-
ton, Torquay, is sent by Mr. Dawe. It is really a
magnificent variety, with huge trusses of large
bell-shaped blossoms, and a rich, bright crimson
colour, spotted copiously on the upper part with
black. Mr. Dawe informs us that it is a hybrid
raised by Mr. JohnLuscombe,of Coombe Koyal,
Kingsbridge, between R. Thomson! and R. For-
tunei. It is a most distinct plant, and one cal-

culated to impart much beauty to our sheltered

shrubberies in early spring before the commoner
sorts come into blossom.

New SEEDLING SPAEAxis.—A most beauti-

ful series of varieties of Sparaxis is sent by
Messrs. Smith & Son, Caledonia Nursery,
Guernsey. They at once fix our attention, as

they are so entirely unlike any other flower we

know with respect to colour. In form, too, they
are beautiful, being of a good. Crocus-like shape,
and nearly as big as the common Vernal Crocus.
The colours range from deep maroon-crimson,
in fact, almost black, through crimson, to a rich

yellow. The darkest flowers are overlaid with a

velvety lustre, whieh quite glistens in the light.

One, labelled No. .33, is particularly remarkable
in this respect. All appear to have been derived
from the old S. grandiflora, bulbifera, and tri-

color, and their varieties ; but, let their origin be

what it may, they are a valuable race of flowers,

and should be much grown, though, perhaps,
they would not succeed so well here as in the
favoured climate of the Channel Islands. So
early in the year they seemed a new race of

flowers. •

RuBus SPECTABiLis is always a welcome sign

of the spring. Usually in our country the hardy
border flowers are full of bloom before the
bushes make any show. This, therefore, with its

crimson-red blossoms and early green buds is

always welcome in a shrubbery or some cor-

ner where it may grow with a little colony un-
disturbed and not interfering with anything
else. It is very easily grown in any shrubbery,

copse or hedgerow, and adds a distinct charm
to the spring at about the time the Sloe shows
its pearly blossoms. From Mr. Stevens.

Wallflowers.—Mr. Balding says he never
has seen these so fine as during the present sea-

son, and sends double and single varieties well
grown from his garden at Clapham Common.
There they have a few advantages over the
Central or North London flowers. Dean's Bedfont
Yellow is a sturdy and very handsome Wall-
flower. The old ruins of Conway, Pevensey, and
many other castles are now gay with Wallflowers
in many places ; but they are tolerant of other

walls than ruins, and we have lately seen healthy
bushes on outhouses and walla that had been
planted in the raw mortar as the wall was
finished ofi.

*

A PINK WOOD SORREL.—Mr. Archer-Hind
sends us what appears to be a very pretty pink
variety of our common British Oxalis. The plant

was found in Wales last year. It appears to him
to differ a little in texture and general appear-

ance from the common Oxalis, which is, perhaps,

owing to cultivation ; in any case it is a most
delicate and precious little flower, which well

deserves to be increased and grown as a garden
plant. The colour is distinct and good. It is

probably what Ray calls " Biophyturn trifolium

acetosum flore-purpureo." This flower comes to

us from Devonshire, as fresh as if it had been
gathered five minutes before, in a small tin box,

with a few sprays of Moss with it. Had it been
wrapped in cotton-wool we should have had but
little of it left.

*

"From an olb-fashionbd garden in the

west country " come some of those old-

fashioned Primroses and Auriculas which always

brave our spring so well, and are so pretty in

quiet little gardens. For the various forms of

the common Auricula we have a great liking,

and wish people would take to them generally.

The partial shade that obtains in most small

gardens, and the abundant moisture throughout

most districts of our country, are admirably
suited for the Auricula in its finer hardy forms.

We often see beds of naked earth beneath hardy
Azaleas and other recently - planted shrubs

which might well be carpeted with various

small plants, say, for example, the Hepatica and
the Auricula. So long as the bed is thin of

bushes the Auriculas would do admirably. By
the way, a large standard Rhododendron at the

College Gardens, Dublin, which used to have

many feet of bare earth underneath it is now
prettily carpeted with various of the handsomer
and rarer forms of our native Primroses, which
the rich earth and the partial shade suit

admirably.

Dbndrobium palconeri.—A most lovely

variety of this Orchid comes from Mr. Peacock,
Sudbury House, Hammersmith. The depth of

colour at the tips of the sepals, as well as that
of the lip, is intense, and this with the pure
white and distinct golden ring makes a lovely
flower. Though rather a dlflioult subject to grow
the beauty of this Dendrobe amply repays any
extra care that may be bestowed on it.

Flowers from ayr.—The freshness of the
flowers from Scotland, at least those from Auoh-
endrane, is pleasant to see. Double Primroses
are unusually large and fine, particularly the
sulphur-coloured doubles. The time has come
when one can enjoy double Primroses every-
where again. In the wretched London gardens

—

we were going to say nursery gardens—where
the poor little plants are pulled in pieces every
year for increase, one never sees a good tuft of

double Primroses. It is a greater pleasure, then,

when one finds them in broad and healthy
masses. In the gardens at Auchendrane, in Ayr-
shire, the use of the beautiful bronze olive of the

leaves of Heuchera is well understood, for pretty

little bunches of Daisies come to us surrounded
by one or two of the leaves of this hardy plant,

which is certainly well worth growing in every
garden for its foliage.

Narcissi from Aldborough Rectory are very
welcome for their beauty and good size, the

pleasure they bring us as coming from one of

the old homes of our hardy flowers, and, lastly,

as coming later than the same types about Lon-
don or Dublin. Of the beauty of these plants

when so well grown as they are in this case no
one can say enough ; no pencil pourtray it. We
wish every owner of a garden could see these

blossoms and realise how much one family of

plants may do to adorn our open air gardens in

springs fair or severe. The principal types now
sent and gathered at the same time are (1) the

Great Trumpet Narcissus (maximus) and the

varieties or forms that are allied to it, such as

Emperor
; (2) the bicolor race and its varieties,

the Campernelle, N. incomparabilis, the nume-
rous forms of this and the hybrids near it

; (3)

the Pheasant's-eye group (N. poeticus), and
various forms and hybrids

; (4) the eernuus type,

graceful and delicate in colour
; (5) Queen Ann's

Daffodil (inodorus), double and single ; and (6)

some of the bolder double kinds.

Saxifrages.—Col. Stuart Wortley is quite

right in his description of Saxifraga Stracheyi.

The latter is a most lovely pot plant kept in a
cold frame during the winter, and then brought

into the house just as the first blossom is about

to expand. It lasts for weeks in bloom in a room.

S. ciliata is equally valuable, and has the merit of

coming into flower about five weeks earlier than

S. Stracheyi, which opens into first bloom just as

the last flower of S. ciliata is fading away. The
latter is not hardy here and I am doubtful about

S. Stracheyi, but I mean to turn out a plant in

the autumn. S. ligulata was in splendid bloom in

the open border here three weeks ago, but the

north and east winds, hot suns, and night frosts

of the last fortnight have completely withered it

up.—H. HARPtTR Crewe, Drayton-Beaiwliamp,

Tring.

Plants near Alx-les-Balne.—I am leaving home

for a couple of weeks' stay at Aix les Baina. Can any reader

of The Gakden oblige by telling me anything of the

plants, alpines, &c., to be got in the region about this

time of year, and if thero are any specialities to be looked

for?—G. P.
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NOTES AND EEADINGS.

ScccBSSFUL PEOPAGATOKS.—Poor Fancourt,

who died the other day, was one of our best pro-

pag-ators and the " best pot Vine grower in Eng-
land." When with Mr. Cutbusb his pot Vines had

a name, and after he went to Osborn's his pot Vines

went with him. Strong—unusually so—early

ripened, and fruitful, they were worth 5s. more
than other people's, and they fetched it. I never

saw pot plants equal to some of the last he grew,

either in a nursery or private garden. Pie did not

use larger pots than other people, but he fed the

roots well, and the pots used to be filled with a

mass of small fibres. Pot Vines for sale are

better grown now than they used to be, and
immense quantities of them are sold every year

—sorry material, many of them with 18 in. of

green wood at ttie top of the cane, weak eyes,

and a watery constitution. The disappointments

in pot Vine culture are great, but there is no
reason why pot Vines should disappoint anyone.

They only need to be grown in a good light,

proper temperature, and be well ripened ; these

conditions present, it is the buyer's fault if they

do not produce good fruit. Beware of trade plants

that are stored in dry warerooms from November
till May and hardly ever watered.

*

Stobeb-up sap.—A fertile source of ama-
teur physiological discussion is the storage of

sap in plants, and some queer theories have been
promulgated on this subject of late ; some excel-

lent and successful practice, too, has been attri-

buted to it, and therefore one is bound to

accept the sap hypothesis as being the correct

one, or seek for another explanation of the

practice not yet vouchsafed to the author of it

himself. The "stored-up" sap in deciduous
plants, like the Vine, for example, is so great,

that the rods will go on growing and bearing
fruit for the greater part of the season without
any assistance from the roots ; so we are told.

The idea is a comforting one to those who have
much to do with root pruning and root lifting.

Frank Bucklaud offered a reward to anyone
who would fetch him a snake that had just
" swallowed its young " according to rustic tra-

dition, but the reward has never been claimed;
and we imagine a Vine living upon its " stored-

up sap," even for a short while, will be equally

difficult to find. We have seen the experiment
tried in a number of different ways, and it al-

ways appeared as if the roots had a rather large

interest in the business, and as if nothing short

of a miracle would have saved the Vines after

they were left to the "stored-up" supply. In
truth, there is no such thing as " stored-up sap

"

in a Vine of a nature to support life for any
length of time. Its tubes are as empty as a
whistle, and the feats attributed to it are

imaginary only, and without the shadow of

foundation in actual practice or experiment.
Stored-up food in a seed, or stored-up sap in a
Potato or an Onion, for example, one can under-
stand, for we can see it and feel it, and its pur-
pose and effects are plain ; but to talk of a Vine
storing up and living upon its supplies in the
same way is, to say the least of it, a mistake.
The records of practice of many practical men
avo good if such men could only be persuaded
that that was their strong point, and they would
stick to it and keep away from problems relat-

ing- to vegetable physiology—a matter beyond
their depth.

Muscat Romain Grape.—Mr. Barron in the
Florist for December (p. 179) has described this
Grape as being identical with the Muscat of Alex-
andria, which it certainly is not. I made its ac-
quaintance when it was first sent out by the late

Mr. Rivers, who called it " White Remain " in-

stead of Muscat Romain, because there was no
" Muscat " in its character. Such is the story of

its introduction. It has nothing in common with
the Muscat of Alexandria, and is a poor Grape
comparatively. Ithad but a short-lived popularity,

if it could even be said to have had a fair trial

at all. It is an early Grape, and the Muscat is a

late one. In the White Romain the bunches and
berries are moderate sized, and the latter are thin

skinned, watery, and not very well flavoured.

For all practical purposes, IMr. Barron is right,

however, in classing Venn's Muscat with the

Muscat Hamburgh, for to the ordinary observer

there is no difference between them.

Fire-brick furnaces.—The fire-brick idea

for furnaces is not an agreeable one to some
makers it is well known. Hollow water bars and
water jackets were not the invention of scientific

engineers, but were constructed on " rule-of-

thumb " principles, and appeared to those not

conversant with the nature of heat and com-
bustion to be excellent, because the heat, as it

seemed to them, must be all caught if it was so

surrounded by water bars and jackets that it

could go nowhere else than into the water.

Mr. Warhurst is evidently impressed with the

same idea, but he may rest assured that he can

boil his kettle soonest and most economically

over a fire-brick furnace, and heat a horticultural

boiler, too, provided they are fitted to each other.

He seems to forget that, put as many water

jackets round a boiler as you like, you only add
unnecessarily to the quantity of water to be

heated, and have still to put a fire-brick jacket

or some non-conducting material round the

jacket to keep it warm. The fire-brick must
always be the top coat. A boiler water-way can-

not be in a worse position than at the side of

the fire or underneath it ; its place is over it as

directly as possible, like a spirit-lamp kettle,

and by folding a non-conducting covering round
the sides you keep the heat where it ought to

be. If too much heat goes up the chimney it is

because the fire is too big for the boiler. The
best iron jacket we have seen is one mentioned
by Mr. Fawkes in his book. The jacket is filled,

not with water, but by air in constant circula-

tion, and which, by an ingenious arrangement,

helps to feed the fire, thus utilising the heat

it has abstracted through the jacket.

Fancy v. laceb Polyanthuses.—The florist

hardly acknowledges the "fancy" Polyanthus
because of its erratic habit, but this variety,

together with the Primroses, are likely to be-

come the most popular with cultivators, the

flowers being of many shades of colour, and very
effective ; the plants grow in any situation on
the Grass or on the border, and they last long
in flower ; in fact, they embrace all the qualities

of the laced kinds that are worth fighting for in

a border flower and more. Seedlings afford many
good varieties, and seed sowing is a safe and
quick way of propagating them. The line is not
very clearly marked between the Polyanthus
and Primrose in this section, but that is neither

here nor there. Frequent propagation by seed is

advisable, as young plants produce the finest

flowers.

The many " division " system of growing
Orchids is an excellent one when it can be put
in practice, but for every one who can do that

there are probably hundreds who cannot ; hence
what cultivators want to learn is how to grow
the greatest variety in the fewest divisions

—

say, in a cool and a warm house. I see that
even Dendrobiums are recommended to have a
house to themselves. Something like six divi-

sions seem to be necessary, according to authori-
ties on Orchid culture, for successful treatment.
Talk of the culture of Orchids being easy! Nur-
serymen, we daresay, find it useful to divide
the genera in this way, but it has been proved
often enough that the greater portion of our
best warm house Orchids can be grown success-

fully in an ordinary plant stove. Some of the
most noted specimens of ^'andas, Aerides, and
other select Orchids that are supposed to need
special culture and position are grown in such
structures, and plenty of noted general collec-

tions are managed in the same way. It is true

that hardly any two Orchids are alike in their

wants, but a man may soon familiarise himself
with the habits and requirements of the different

species under his charge by the aid of any handy
guide on the subject, treat them accordingly,

and grow all well and together in a small com-
pass. In the culture of any popular class of

plants or fruits the great point is to simplify

their management and make it easy. Besides,

a mixed collection of Orchids is always the most
attractive and interesting, the variety in both
flowers and foliage lending a contrast to the
arrangement that it could not otherwise have.

Bees in Peach houses.—Those who have
seen bees in Peach houses, as recommended lately,

will probably agree with me in thinking that the

best thing that could happen in such a case would
be the visit of an ofiicer of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. It is a cruel

and unnecessary practice, and it does not insure a

set of Peaches, and is almost certain to ruin the

bees, When I saw the bees in the house it seemed
to me that they were all buzzing against the

glass roof in the vain attempt to escape, and
numbers were lying exhausted or dead on the

ledges and floor, while many escaped by the ven-

tilators to perish, probably, by cold outside. The
man who cannot grow Peaches without the aid

of bees should give up the attempt.
*

Cucumbers by express.— This is accom-
plished in " a small low house and a semi-suffo-

cating atmosphere, filled with heat and reeking

with steam, at a temperature of 95°, and the

air at the point of saturation," according to an
" edltoral " in another paper. Such an atmo-
sphere being one remove from choke damp, the

visitor could just " stay long enough " lo note

these points, and the substance of the article

must have been furnished outside by our " ex-

press" cultivator. I apprehend the vegetable

physiology inculcated by such practice must be
enlightened and correct, or the express method
would not have received so much prominence.

Probably the next thing that will be heard of

in connection with these Cucumbers will be their

appearance before the scientific committee,

with a request to know what is amiss with them,
and to be answered in the same satisfactory

manner as heretofore. No good cultivator needs

to be told that Cucumbers cannot be grown well

or long under the conditions named. Another
point of the "express method is to top-dress the

roots often with poor soil, in the shape of " rough
pieces of fibry loam." This poor soil " tends to

the production of roots." I never before heard

of fibry loam of any sort that was poor ; it is

one of those rich composts that growers, either

of plants or vegetables, can never get enough of.

It is satisfactory to read that "the roots avail

themselves of the pure loam at once ;

" just as

one -n'ould expect, notwithstanding its reputed

poverty. " The whole mass was so filled and
overrun with roots, that hardly any soil was
visible." Just so. If our poor soil men go on
with such examples of the truth of their theory,

the task of refuting the latter will be much
simplified. Pebbgrink
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FLOWER GARDEN.
SOUTH AMERICAN ERYNGIUMS.

TuE two plants represented by the accompany-
ing illustrations belong to a small, but distinct

Er^njfHm pa nda nifoUtf m.

group, chiefly natives of South America, and
known as the Pandanoid section of Eryngiums,
on account of their foliage being long and
narrow, and beset with spiny margins. They
dififer very much from the ordinary Sea Hollies,

such as E. maritimum, alpinum only agreeing
with them in floral characters. There are about
half a dozen species in cultivation in English
gardens, all of which are handsome, and two or
three particularly so, being stately in growth
and more tropical in appearance than the
ordinary run of hardy herbaceous plants. The
names of the cultivated kinds are E. pandani-
folium,Lasseauxi,eburneum,paniculatum,Serra,
and aquaticum, the latter a native of North
America, while the rest are natives of Brazil,

Monte Video, and New Spain. Of these the most
important are those represented by the en-
gravings,which indeed illustrate all the charac-
ters of the group.

E. PANDANiFOLitTM is the largest, the leaves
being from 4 ft. to 6 ft. in length, very glaucous,
deeply channelled, sharply pointed, and beset
with sharp spines on the margins. The flower-
stems grow from 10 ft. to 15 ft. in height, the
branches spreading widely. The flowers are
inconspicuous, as indeed are those of all the
other kinds. E. eburneum, from Monte Video, is

smaller and distinct ; its leaves are about 3 ft.

long, the stems from 8 ft. to 10 ft. high, and
the spines of the leaves, as well as of the stems,
have an ivory-white appearance, hence its name.
E. Lasseauxi is about the same size as E. ebur-
neum, but the panicle is loose, and the leaves
form a more compact tuft. The flowers, too, are
distinct, being of a reddish purple.

These three plants, when well grown, are
capable of producing a fine effect in the garden
landscape if placed judiciously. Few plants, even
from the Tropics, possess a more stately appear-
ance than fully developed examples of E. pan-
danifolium, similar to what might have a few
years ago been found at Kew. and, when seen

rising from a smooth lavm, the effect is strik-

ingly fine. When planted together, as Yuccas
sometimes are, in isolated groups, they show
themselves off to advantage, but in all cases the
situation must he a sheltered one, for they are
not among the hardiest of plants, and are par-
ticularly affected by excessive moisture in win-
ter. ^Y. G.

LILIUM VIRGINALE, OR IMPERIALE,
OR WITTEI.

A SALE of upwards of 1500 of the bulbs of this
beautiful Lily took place some time ago at Messrs.
Protheroe and Morris's sale rooms, and I am very
much surprised that they did not attract more at-
tention than they did. Their history was simply
this : Major received them from one of his
sons in Japan, under the name of imperiale, where
they had been collected on one of the islands,
where the ordinary type of auratum was not
found, and were sent home with a Japanese
sketch of the flower, and, knowing how exact
the native artists are, one was led to believe that
it was the pure white variety of auratum so rarely
found amongst the vast numbers of auratum
yearly imported from Japan. On comparing the
sketch with the carefully-executed drawing of
Lilium Wittei in the "iSTotice sur quelques espfeces
et varieties de lis," published in 1S71 by Erelage
& Sons, of Haarlem, I am led to believe that it is

one and the same plant, and if so, the manner in
which it was passed over seems to be more re-
markable, for they thus write of it. " It was re-
ceived from Japan amongst many others by the
house of Van Leewen, of Rotterdam, at the
commencement of the year 1867. The Japanese
correspondent stated it to be extremely rare, a
fact which has been confirmed up to this time
(1871), for neither before nor since has it been in-
troduced into Europe. Messrs. Van Leewen re-
ceived two bulbs which flowered during the sea-
sou of 1867, and after some futile attempts to
dispose of this Lily to one of the first English
houses it was offered in May, 1868, to the authors
of that paper, and after some negotiations they
acquired the whole stock at a high price, consist-
ing of four bulbs. The very slow increase of
this Lily has not yet permitted them to put it

into the market, and some time must elapse before
they can do so."

Mr. Baker, of Kew, considered it to be a variety
of auratum; Sir Joseph Hooker considered it

to be a variety of speciosum, while Duchartreis as-
tonished that Mr. Baker should consider L. aura-
tum a species at all, he himself regarding it as a
variety of speciosum

; while to add yet another
opinion, Krelage considers (a very safe notion)
that both auratum and speciosum are natural hy-
brids of parents as yet unknown, and which, per-
haps, will never be known

; he, however, adds that
until anything can be proved to the contrary we
shall consider Lilium Wittei as a species ; as
already determined by Professor Surmigar, the
entirely smooth surface of the interior parts of
the perianth, when compared in living examples,
established a striking contrast with the flowers of
L. auratum.
They, however, state that they had exhibited

flowers of their Lilium Wittei alongside of those
of Lilium virginale of Bull, and they maintain
that the difference is quite remarkable, the
flowers being more beautiful and of better form,
but we are so accustomed to see how people can
trace differences where none really exist, that I
shall not be at all surprised to find that these are
identical, and if so, the indifference of Lily
growers (and I can only judge of that by the
price which it fetched) with regard to this large
quantity of L. virginale is very remarkable. °I
may say that the Japanese sketch which I saw
with Major was exactly like the engraving
of L. Wittei. Delta.

°

Iris reticulata is both plentiful and good
this season. It has had no rain or snow to spoil
the bloom, and beds are just now simply charm-

ing. Too much attention cannot be directed to the
value and usefulness of this lovely Iris. We con-
sider no box of cut flowers which we have to send
to town, perfect without a good bunch of its

flowers
; their colours are rich and striking, and

contrast agreeably with those of other fiowers.

—

W. Allan, Gu/iton.

TRANSPLANTING GLADIOLI.
To those who may not even in a limited way
have adopted my system of growing choice
Gladioli the procedure may seem odd and even
objectionable. I have stated more than once in
The Gakden bow I manage, in a limited col-
lection, to grow this beautiful autumn flower so
as to secure success rather than failure—increase
and not degeneracy.Were I dealing with the ordinary
hybrids of gandavensis, especially English-raised
seedlings, I should have no occasion to change the
system of culture ; but having procured such ex-
pensive first-class certificated varieties as Sir
Stafford Northcote, carmine, flaked red ; Cherub,
feathered buff; Lord Newport, lilac and white
with a violet stripe ; Viscountess Glentworth,
purple-flaked rose ; Mr. Thornton, veined purple-
crimson, &c., and also a few dozen French raised
sorts for comparison, I considered some additional
care desirable in starting them into growth on a
cool shelf where the temperature did not fall be-
low 1.5° during winter ; they showed symptoms of
growth towards the end of February, and I re-
solved to let them grow on with proper facilities.

I procured some long boxes ; filled them with a
mixture of old hotbed manure, leaf-mould, and a
fractional part of peat, with a handful of clean
sharp river sand, above and below the corms. I
am an advocate for early planting, and conse-
quently full time for maturation of the foliage

;

always, however, remembering that we have a
capricious climate to deal with. I planted them
and took no further trouble witli them until the
rising stems, a week since, reminded me of their
presence and of the next step desirable. My
boxes were a foot deep, and every corm had about
6 in. to grow in and an excellent soil. Were I

JErimjmm eburneum.

limited for space and a suburban gardener, I

should grow my Gladioli on in boxes, and water
them with some concentrated liquid manure, but
having plenty of beds and some already prepared.
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took a trowel, resembling a mason's—curved

ones will not answer—and lifted every corm,

without disturbing a fibre of the roots, and planted

them with all the soil attached in the beds just

referred to. Great care is necessary in trans

planting, as I know of no bulbs with roots more
tender. So far there has not been a single failure,

though all are not equally advanced in growth,

and one satisfactory result may be calculated on
by-and-by there will be no unexplained blanks
or vain regrets. So far the Langport (English

raised) seedlings are in advance of the French.
Clonmel. W. J. M.

Forget-me-nots of different colours.—
The white form of Myosotis dissitiflora, exhibited

the other day at South Kensington, though re-

markably pure and true, did not, as far as I could
discover, evoke any strong sentiment in its

favour. The fact is undoubted that we have so

long associated blue with Forget-me-nots, their

reversion to any other liue seems to violate our
notions of the fitness of things. I do not know how
far the public taste would favour a bright pink or

red Jlyosotis ; certainly such hues would be much
more striking than white. It is rather odd that
having regard to the invariable tendency of M.
dissitiflora to produce flowers of a pale pink hue
when first expanding, and of quite a deep pink if

a plant should happen to get somewhat stunted,

that we have never yet obtained a reddish form.
Now that we have a pure wliite, perhaps the

deeper colour will follow. The variety shown from
Chiswick as grandiflora did not in its true form
bear out that expressive appellation. I have plenty
of clumps growing strong in sheltered places that

have blooms quite as large as were those on the
plant in question, and far brighter in colour. When
plants are in a congenial soil and situation, they
will often develop remarkably fine sprays of

bloom, but the actual form of the kind remains
the same. I managed last year to select a sport

that gave flowers with broad, rounded petals, and
though the seeds saved from the sport were few,

I have the progeny just blooming. The original

plant gave in some instances flowers carrying sis

and seven petals, though five is the normal
number. These flowers were as perfect in form as

a bloom of one of Mr. Cannell's new Cinerarias,

I look for the full blooming of the seedlings with
great interest, as a form that was much more
robust and produced large rounded flowers would
be an acquisition.—A. D.

LILY BULBS.
About the middle of last November I commenced
what is a usual operation here every season in

connection witli Lily bulbs of almost all kinds.

It consists in raking off, with a blunt stick and
the fingers, all the earth from above the bulbs so

as to lay them quite as bare as may be done witlr-

out disturbing the bulb-roots below. Each bulb
is then entirely covered with clean, coarse sand,

and then the hole above is filled with a compost
of loam and leaf-mould. We never cut off the

old flower-stems until November, our reason for

allowing tliem to remain so long leafless being, as

I firmly believe, a good and important one. If cut

off low down as soon as the leaves wither, they
are apt to become hollow ; then wet from the au-

tumn rains triclclcs down into the old bulb centre,

and in this way I am confident that many of the

more tender Lily bulbs are lost. I am particular

as regards saying the old bulb centre, for that is

the part most likely to be affected by wet in the way
described. In this climate I find cutting off dead
flower-stems too soon is fatal to many other

hardy herbaceous and bulbous plants apart from
Lilies. Our first dive into the borders last 3'ear

seemed a bad augury, for the bulb first turned up
was a mass of brown rottenness infested with little

white w-orms, about i in, in length. An odd scale

or two, and two little bulbs near the ground level

growing from tlie base of the flower-stem just

above the mass of roots constituted 'all the living
parts of what was apparentlj' a sound bulb a year
ago.

L.auratum and L.'speciosum invariably produce
a mass of hungry roots from the base of the cur-

rent year's flower-stem when it is 1 ft. or more in

height, and just above the crown of the bulb, sup-
posing the same to be sound and not thoroughlj'
rotten, as it was in the case to which I have alluded.
The next two ventures on the same border were
more satisfactory, the results being the unearthing
of two bulbs, the like of which it is rare to see.

The one had three new crowns, i.e., bulb centres,

from which spikes of bloom may spring this year,
and was a trifle more than 4 in, in diameter, i.e.,

I'i in, in circumference. The other was an enor-
mous bulb, quite sound, and very firmly anchored
into the ground by its thick, deep-running roots,

which were then fresli and active, a fact worth
attention. This latter bulb was 5 in. in diameter,
and had five new bulb centres, three being the
number the year before. In addition this bulb had
produced three bulbs the size of Walnuts from the
base of the current year's flower- stem, and two
out of these three stem bulbs, as 1 call them, pro-
duced a solitary flower at the apexes of slender
stems from 12 in. to 1.5 in. in height. The main
flower-stems of this bulb, of which therewere tliree,

were as thick as themiddlefingeratthe base, taper-
ing gradually as a bamboo wand, and were over 6 ft,

high, each bearing from seven to fifteen flowers. I

would here point out that neitlier height of stem
nor mere numbers of flowers on a stalk is any real

test of a finely-flowered Lilium auratum. I have
had several broad-leaved varieties which might
have been mistaken for L. speciosum in the early
stages of their leafy growth. These forms rarely

attain a yard in height even when planted out
in a well-prepared bed of turfy loam and leaf-

mould of the best ; and yet they produced from
three to five enormous broad-petalled flowers as
big as soup plates, and nearly as flat and solid in

shape and texture, one or two having the red
media! band in the petal in the way of the variety

named cruentum. These dwarf-growing and richly-

coloured forms I prize far more highly than some
the stems of which here attain a height of 7 ft,,

and tlien bear at the top a confused jumble of

from twenty to thirty small windmill-petalled
flowers with barely texture enough in them to

withstand a summer shower. Let me now return
to my observations on the

Stem roots.—I have already stated that the
bulb-roots were quite fresh, sound, and vigorous

;

the roots whicli formed a wig-like mass at the
base of the old flower-stem were, on the contrary,

quite dead. They die off, I find, even before the
iiower-stem from which tliey spring, having, as I

suppose, served their purpose as auxiliary sup-
porters of the growing flower-stem when laden
with buds or with flowers and seeds. The little

stem bulbs before mentioned are still attached
near the base of the old flower-stem, nestling

among the dead roots, but they are just now (No-
vember) pushing out young quill-like roots of their

own, and indeed are quite independent of the
stem whicli bore them, and by the assistance of

which they were enabled to produce a flower each
in July last year. Our practice is to screw or

twist out tlie old flower-stalks and their mass of

dead and wiry roots. We then detach the little

bulbs from the stem and replant them for stock
along with similarly small " spawn " bulbs. I use
the term " spawn " bulbs for the small fry of all

sizes, which are often produced when, as ofttimes
occurs —too often in the case of L. auratum—

a

bulb fails to renew its main or flower-producing
bulb centre, and breaks up into a cluster of de-
tached scales, some of which develop buds that

eventually become small bulbs, and so continue
the species, just as do the bulbs produced above
the iDulb proper, i.e., on the flower-stems. All

Lilies have a tendency to produce both stem and
" spawn " bulbs. Of the first section, L. bulbife-

rum and L. tigrinum are familiar examples. Of
the " spawn " bulb group we may allude to L. gi-

ganteum, and especially also to one form of the
European Lilium davuricum. Hence it is that

Lilies, apart from seminal modes of increase, are
so readily propagated and multiplied in the vege-
tative way. In buying imported Lilium auratum.

even although it be with great caution, one often
obtains a proportion of partly rotten, crushed, or
otherwise damaged bulbs, but the scales of these,
if pricked into pans or boxes of sandy earth and
placed in a warm house, soon develop bulbils from
which I liave grown flowering bulbs the size of a
Tangierine Orange in two years. The tendency
to produce

Stem bulbs may also be taken advantage of
for purposes of increase, by planting the bulbs
sideways instead of erect ; then bend down the
growing flower-stems, and cover all but the ex-
treme growing point with a light, rich compost of
leaf-mould and sandy loam. If the mere increase
of a Lilj' be all that is desired of it in this way,
then by all means pinch out the flower buds as
soon as they appear in sight. Treated in this way
the axillary buds develop into bulbils, and in
such sorts as L. auratum, L. longiflorum, and its

varieties, the largest bulbs so produced one year
not unfrequently bloom the next season if liberally

treated. Vegetative modes of reproduction of these
kinds are often most convenient, but I am con-
vinced that Lilies will never be thoroughly at
home in gardens until we raise them for ourselves
by the thousand from home-grown seeds.

Returning to my study of the bulb of L.
auratum, I have somewhere seen it stated that the
mass of stem roots above the bulb serves as a
kind of natural thatch, sheltering the bulb below
from frost and winter rains. In a dry climate this

may possibly be so, but I have watched L.
auratum here very closelj', and found that we lost

a large proportion, especially the first winter after

importation, unless in the first place we allowed
the gaunt and naked flower-stems to remain until
they were quite dead, then twisting them clean
out from among the scales in November, choosing
a warm, dry day for the labour. We then enveloped
the whole bulb in clean sand, or at least as much
of it as can be covered without disturbing the
roots, which, I am anxious to repeat, are now
alive and growing below the base of the
main bulb. In the bulb here sketched there are
five new centres, all of which will, under favour-
able conditions, throw up a flower-spike this sea-
son (1882). In speaking of the sketch as one bulb,
I do so because it is a good example of several
bulb centres, being the outgrowth of one old bulb-
base or stem, and the close analogy between this

plural type of Lilium auratum bulb and that of
the rhizomatous N. American Lilium superbum is

thus easily recognised. The only practical differ-

ence between this species, so far as bulb develop-
ment goes, is that for some reason or other L.
superbum (in its native habitat more especiallj")

seems more eager to change its locality or its

soil, may be every year, and to this end the bulb
base (or true stem from which bulb scales and
bulb roots alike spring) elongates in a terminal
manner more rapidly, while in L. auratum the
bulb base extends in a more equal or lateral way.
The mere succession of bulb centres, no one of

which ever blooms twice, is alike in all true
Lilies.

Culture.—As to this, I am particularly anxi-
ous to recommend the above course of treat-

ment to all who have moist soils or climates

to deal with. I am also convinced that the
stem roots of Lilium cannot be too carefully

cherished while they are growing. I find that they '

ramify in all directions, and are most eager to

crop up near the surface-dressing of leaf mould
and the carpet-like covering of mossy Saxifrage
with which they should, I think, be covered.

Then in March, supposing that the bulbs are
planted in the open border (and not, as is far pre-

ferable, among dwarf Rhododendrons and other

shrubs), sowshallow-rootingandrathertallannuals
around them, to afford shelter to the collar of the

stem where it springs up from the soil. The only
manurial stimulants I ever use for Lilies is soot

(dry, as a dressing, just as the young shoots appear
in spring) and leaf-mould in a well decomposed
state. This last, I am sure, answers better for them
here than peat. We also give soot-water rather

freely during dry weather, and keep aphis at bay
by syringing with it when nearly clear, i.e., after
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it has settled some time. Soot seems most palatable

to all Lilies, but especially when brewed carefully

and clearly, bj' placing half-a-bushel into a gunny
bag or one of coarse canvas, adding a large stone
or a couple of bi'icks ere the month is tied up;
then sink the bag and its contents together in a
tub or tank of rain-water, and allow it to remain
for a few days before using the liquid thus
obtained.

Lilies in pots we treat practically the same
as those out in the borders, taking care to pot
them in October or early in November, after

which the plants are plunged in ashes in a cold
frame. In spring the tops of the pots are sprinkled
with pure fresli soot in oi'der to keep away pre-

datory slugs and snails, otherwise they may make
sad havoc of the tender young Asparagus-like

TREES AND SHRUBS.

ENGLISH AND SCOTCH FORESTS.*
Feom a forest point of view, Scotland may be

divided into two distinct regions, by an imagi-

nary line drawn from Perth, on the Firth of

Tay, to Greenock, on the estuary of the Clyde.

To the south of this line we find the Lowlands
The economic situation of this wealthy dis-

trict is as prosperous as possible, and the

tlioroughly developed system of high farming

which is there employed leaves.but little room for

forest cultivation. The Lowlands are bounded on

the south by the Cheviot Hills, which afford

escsUent sheep wi.lks. To the north of this line lie

the Highlands, intersected in all directions by the

flower-stems on their first appearance through the

soil. Bulbs planted in March of last year bloomed
splendidly, having had the protection of a cold
frame during their early stage of growth, the
lights being removed early in June. They were
planted out in a specially prepared bed, and in

November the lights were replaced for the winter,

i.e., after the bulbs had been examined and
treated as just recommended. In thus affording

frame protection to pot Lilies, as also to those

planted out under lights, I am in favour also of a
covering of light dry bracken during severe

weather as preferable to turf-mould, ashes, or dry
manure, each of which has its own especial ad-

vantages on the open border. F. W. B.

Cle'^m© sesquiorgyalia.—Can any one tell me when
to sow the seeds of this ? What cultiu'e does it require ?—
E. W.

far-stretching chain of the Grampians, whose

rugged nature gives to the country an aspect not

unlike that of the western coast of the Scandinavian

peninsula. One would imagine that at some earlier

geological period immense polar glaciers, flowing

over the solidified North Sea, traversed the whole

of the north of Scotland, polishing on their way
the mountain sides, excavating the lake beds, and

breaking off abruptly the cliffs surrounding the

coast.

The culture of cereals is here confined to a

few favoured localities, situated near the mouths
of the rivers or on the low-lying ground bordering

the sea, where the glacial deposits constitute an

excellent soil. The rest of the country is wholly

occupied by water and heather, and thus out of

" Extracts from a report on a visit to the Enjlish and

Scotch Forests^bit the Professors and Studentsfrom Nancy

Forest School, by if. Boppe Inspector of French Forests

the 13,000,000 acres which this region compri^^es,

only 1,600,000 (or less than one-eighth) are

classed as arable, forest, and pasture lands. If

out of the remaining 11,000,000 acres we allow

half for the lakes, bare ridges, and sterile moun-

tain tops, there will still remain 5,000,000 acres

capable of furnishing valuable timber forests.

In the Highlands, to which we principally directed

our attention, the districts around Perth, Elgin,

and Inverness are those in which the most exten-

sive forests are to be found. These three counties

together contain about 247,700 acres of forest,

and being well served by the Highland railway

system, these are easier to visit than any of the

other Scotch forests. Starting from Perth, we
made our way across the Highlands, visiting e.n

route the towns of Dunkeld, Blair Athole, Avie-

more, Grantown, Forres, Inverness, and Beauly.

We were thus enabled not only to make an

insnection of some of the finest forests in Scot-

land, but at the same time to obtain a fair idea tf

the general aspect of the country. The punctualily

and precision, so thoroughly characteristic of

Englishmen, with which all the details of our

journey were arranged by Colonel Pearson, added

to the hearty reception we met with at every turn,

enabled us, in the short time at our disposal, 1o

thoroughly inspect more than 100,000 acres of

every description of fcrest, under ever varying

physical and geological conditions. Everywhere,

both at a few feet above the sea level and on the

sides of mountains at a height of 2500 ft., in the

sands of Forres and in the schists, red sandstones,

granites, and gneiss of the interior, we were struck

by the wonderful aptitude of the soil to forest

vegetation, favoured as it is by a regular climate

and the constant humidity of the atmosphere. In

the low-lying districts, at an altitude of from

250 ft. to 300 ft., we found growing, both singly

along the roadside and collectively in the forests,

magnificent specimens of Oak, Maple, Elm, Ash,

Beech, and Lime, which, by the vigour of their

growth and the rich colouring of their foliage,

bore testimony to the favourable conditions of soil

and climate under which they grew. We were

struck with admiration in beholding the colossal

trees of every description forming the avenues at

Scone, Dunkeld, Blair Athole, and Darnaway. It

was nearthe first of these places that the venerable

father of Scotch forestry, Mr. McCorquodale,

showed us, with legitimate pride, a small Oak

forest of about 400 acres, which, 60 years before,

he had himself assisted to plant. In this forest,

the trees were standing about 24 ft. to 30 ft apart,

and their diameters measured from 12 in. to 18 in.,

whilst their magnificent tops formed a perfect

canopy of leaves above the bright Rhododendrons,

in which colonies of young pheasants found a

home. In the spring-time this ought indeed to be

a fairy-like spot. But, independently of this under-

growth, which is, after all, only suitable for the

wealthy few, we cannot help thinking that a more

careful study of this superb forest would go far

towards clearing up some of the doubts which

have always surrounded the difficult question of

the cultivation of forests composed solely of

Oak.

Scotch Fir and Larch.—The mountain

vegetation commences at about 400 ft. above the

level of the sea ; bevond this we find ourselves in

the domains of the Scotch Fir, the Larch, and the

Birch. In selecting the Scotch Fir as the tree to

be cultivated before all others in these regions,

the promoters of forest plantation during the

latter halt of the past century showed ro mean

proof of their thorough appreciation of the natural

requirements of the soil and climate of the High-

lands, for not only have they ensured the success

of their operations, but they have traced out the

best line of action for their successors. Equally

fortunate were they in their endeavour to introduce

the Larch into Scotland ;
transported from the ice-

bound summits of the Alps to a country where the

climate is tempered by the softening influenceotthe

Gulf Stream, this tree does not appear to have

suffered to any material extent by so sudden a

change of latitude. When, in 1737, the Duke of

Athole brought home, amongst his baggage, as a
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kind of remembrance of his travels in the Tyrol,
the seeds which were sown in liis park, and from
whicli sprang the first Larches in Scotland, he
rendered a m st valuable service to his country.
From a fore t point of view, the results obtained
by the cultivatijn of th^setwo species (Scotch Fir
and Larch) ar^ truly marvellous. Anyone who has
seen the beautiful Larch forests planted in 1815
<'?i'^- t^"'^^ °f I-och Ortie, and the vast stretches
of Scotca Fir covering the flanks of the Bruarwood
Mountam, cannot fail to admit that the question
of the replanting of the Scotch Highlands is prac-
tic illy answered. The absence of the Beech from
all tlie forests of any standing is easily accounted
tor by the fact that it is only quite recently that
the timber of this tree has become of any value
tor industrial purposes. For many cultural rea-
sons, however, the Beech is a tree of the hi-hest
importance, and we should strongly recommend
Its introduction into all future plantations,

fu o .'I'
™°reover, as much indigenous as

the Scotch Fir and Birch. In manv oases

V-TA '^^^^^ ""'''^ S"''''^ advantage "be sub-
stituted for this latter, or, better still, mixed
with It. Considering, too, the wonderful success
that has attended the introduction of the Larchwe think that a similar attempt might be made to
acclimatise the Pinus montana in the peatmosses.
Ihese immense sponges, so to speak, which cover
sometimes entire districts, discharge their dark-
coloured waters into all the streams, and give to
the lakes and rivers of Scotland that sombre tint
which IS so peculiar to them.

Forest regeneration.—As foresters of the
Continental school, accustomed to live amono-
forests regularly managed, and having for thei?

fvM °^^^^
J*"^

production of timber, we had no
little difficulty in understanding the widely dif-
ferent motives which actuate forest cultivation in
this country. Everywhere we found the forests
fenced in on all sides with walls and hedges • and
as a matter of fact, the forester or agent generallv
carries the keys of the gates in his pocket. We
learnt that these costly enclosures were erected
not tor the purpose of keeping out the cattleand deer as in the Jura, but for the pur-
pose of keeping them in ; it appeared to us
like shutting up the wolf in the sheepfold Wewere also struck by the monotonous regularity in
the height^ and age of the trees, unmistakable
sign of their artificial origin and want of metho-
dical management. The forest, here left to its own
devices, continues growing just as the hand ofman has planted it

; the undergrowth is con-
stantly grazed down by the sheep and cattle, andNature in spite of the immense resources at her
disposal, IS quite powerless to modify the work ofthe planter, or repah: the errors committed by
woodcutters. When, under such circumstances, thetime arrives for the trees to be cut down, or should
they be uprooted by a hurricane, the forest disap-
pears in its entirety, owing to the total want ofyoung growth which is necessary as a link between
the old forest and the new one which ought to be
created. Such, at least, appears to us to bethe ca.se in all the forests that we visited in
the valley of the Tay and its tributaries, and
further north, near the foot of Cairngorm. Not
far from a mansion to which are attached some
of the pleasantest recollections of our tour wesaw the remains of a noble forest, which sometwenty years ago had been cut down and convertedmto railway sleepers. The sight of the hu^-e
stumps, blackened by time, with their gnarled
roots twisting themselves over the ground, gaveus the idea of some vast charnel house. This scene
ot utter rum was indeed a sad spectacle, though
the present proprietor is doing his best to a<^aincover his estate with timber; with a better sys-tem he might have been spared both time and ex-

fn?»?f\ ''."^'f
'° Scotland to perpetuate a

torest by natural means, and of this a practicalproof was given us in two forests which we visitedthe one near Grantown, in Strathspey, the otherat Beauly. In these the results obtained under the

^hom^l
'^telligent direction of th^ gentlemenWho manage these forests for their Imploversform a striking example of what may be done in

the way of reproducing forests by natural means.
In fact, nothing had been neglected which even the
most critical forester could desire ; the gradation
of age was here complete, and the reservation of
specially vigorous trees of known pedigree duly
carried out. The viodiis ojieraiidi here pursued con-
sists simply in the exclusion of the sheep and deer,
in the judicious thinning out of the growing
crop, and in the removal of the mature seed-
bearing trees, by successive fellings, as the
young forest grows up and acquires more vigour.
Nevertheless, we would not have it be supposed
that the sheep need be absolutely debarred from
grazing in the forest ; it is only in those portions
where the undergrowth is very young that the
damage caused is irreparable. We feel convinced
that if, every year, certain portions of the forest
best capable of supporting it were marked out for
grazing, the quality of the pasturage would be
greatly improved, and the heather would quickly
disappear under the cover. It is an established
fact, beyond all contradiction, that on any soil,

whatever its geological origin, a complete covering
of forest vegetation will kill the heather as soon
as the trees reach the age between thirty and forty
years. Suppose, then, that 120 years be the term
fixed for the existence of the trees in any portion
of the forest, and that the trees of 100 years of
age and over are reserved, there would still be one
half of the forest always open to the sheep, and
the other closed. But, at the same time, it is
certain that this open half, owing to its superior
quality, will furnish pasturage for at least '

twice as many head of cattle or sheep as the same
quantity of moorland. Although, under ordi-
nary conditions, the regeneration of a forest
will be sufiioiently assured by the exer-
cise of a discreet control over' the grazing,
soniething more than this must be' done if it is
desired to turn the land to the best possible ac-
count. It is therefore a matter of regret that
nothing has yet been done to place forest manage-
ment in Scotland on a sound economic basis. The
productive powers of the soil and of the climate
have been made use of by able and intelligent
planters, who have thereby enabled Nature herself
to accumulate a considerable store of timber ; but
all this wealth is exposed to the carelessness of
some and to the ignorance of others, until the
hand of a forester manages it properly and places
it on the only sound economic principle of aU
agricultural and forest property—a constant an-
nual revenue and a constant improvement in pro-
duction. It would certainly not be fair to hold the
Scotch foresters responsible for the present regret-
able state of affairs, for, though they have for the
most part admitted the inefticacy of the present sys-
tem, they are powerless to effect any improvement
so long as the landowners and general public have
not learnt to appreciate the manifold advantages to
be derived from a regular and methodical manage-
ment. They have to struggle against many adverse
interests and hindrances, such as grazing and
shooting interests, questions of routine, pecuniaiy
exigencies, and the fancies of sportsmen from all
parts of the world.*

The future of Scotch forests.—In wish-
ing Scotland, tlien, a hearty farewell, we venture
to predict for her forests a" great and prosperous
future. It does not need that one should be a very
great prophet to predict this for a country where
the Oak and Beech, the Scotch Fir and Larch,
flourish with equal vigour, and where the Abies
Douglasi, Abies nobilis, and Abies Menziesi, the
Sequoia, and the Cedar form mighty trees, in com-
pany with the Arauoaria and various exotic shrubs,
which only languish miserably under the climate
of Paris. Before leaving this country, however,
we would fain add a word of advice, for the
moment appears to us a propitious one for de-
ciding on the future welfare of the forests, which,
owing to the rapidly increasing value of timber,
runs great risk of being compromised. Ordinary
Fir timber now fetches 8d. per cubic foot. Larch is
worth nearly double that amount. We ourselves

*A deer run, over unproductive land, has just been let

^,^11;^™^""^'^ J'"' '""« Z'^"" «« the fabulous rent of
blO,00O per annum.

,

visited a forest of Scorch Fir which, at this rate,

would be worth .£'120 an acre, and another of
Larch worth considerably more ; whilst a third
forest of 16U0 acres, composed of Scotch Fir, was
purchased afew years ago for £52,000, or only about
i'30 an acre. The plantations on the Culbin Sands,
near Forres, would readily find buyers at .£50 an
acre at the age of forty-five to fifty years. The
very day we were at Grantown, the agent for the
Strathspey forests concluded a bargain to furnish
Birchwood to the amount of i'2000. All these
figures are fraught with extreme significance for
the future, and the large forest owners of Scot-
land will do well to pause before allowing their
forests to be " overworked." We would recall to
their recollection the old fable of the goose that
laid the golden eggs. No doubt, people are often
frightened by the long names and big words they
find in treatises on scientific forest management,
but they may very well neglect the text if only
they will adopt some of the principles which they
contain. Let the owner of a forest, after having
made a careful and detailed inspection of it,

divide it off into blocks or compartments so
arranged that they should be uniform as
regards conditions of soil and of planting,
and then proceed to count and measure all the
trees of 3 ft. girth and upwards, classing them in
categories according to their diameter. He should
then open a debit and credit account for each
compartment, placing on the debit side the actual

I

volume of the standing crop, and on the credit

I
side the volume of timber removed at each suc-
cessive felling. This register should always be
consulted before undertaking any forest operation,
and when the annual fellings fall due, it will show
which compartments can best support the with-
drawal of timber, and which require to be left un-
touched. Moreover, the balance-sheet will render
an exact account, favourable or otherwise, of the
condition of the forest. Ten years of such syste-
matic treatment would form in itself the basis of
a regular forest working plan, and the doctor's
prescription would no longer frighten the patient
with its long words.

English Forests.

Windsor Forest.—Ourprogramme, however,
was not yet complete, and fresh excursions
awaited us in England. It took us only four days
to reach Windsor Forest from Inverness, passing
bythe Caledonian Canal,and halting at Oban(from
whence we visited StafEa and lona) and Edinburgh,
whence we took the train to London. Even with a
four-in-hand and the best of drivers, it would be im-
possible to see Windsor Forest in such a short
time as we had at our disposal. The history of
that noble park has been published in a splendid
volume by the late surveyor, but the history of
Windsor is, so to say, a repetition of the history
of England herself ; if we follow all the phases in
the development of this park, where, since the
time of William the Conqueror, each sovereign in
turn has given his name to some remarkable tree,

Windsor Park may with justice be called the
Westminster Abbey of British monumental trees

;

its history is one which belongs as much to
archeology as it does to sylviculture, while in it

the beautiful deer are almost as numerous as
the trees themselves. Nevertheless, the practical
forester may rest assured that, although the
first place is here given to art and beauty,
he will still be able to find much to interest
and instruct him. Windsor Park is indeed one of
the most magnificent fields for the study of forest
botan}' that even the wildest imagination could
conjure up. Here may be seen, growing singly or
collectively in clumps, specimens of all the finest

trees, native or exotic, which exist in Great
Britain, and, since care has been taken to keep an
exact record of the age and origin of each plan-
tation, the forester would be enabled to follow
out in detail studies of the highest interest and
importance regarding the growth of the principal

forest species. It would be more difficult to do the
same with regard to their longevity ; for one is

led to think, in looking at some of thom, that, in
this hallowed ground, trees never die of old age
One sees in these relics of the past that religion
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respect for things so characteristic of Euglish-

men, when evcu tlie most violent revolutions

could pass over the country and yet leave these

monuments and these trees intact. The surveyor

of Windsor Park, who is by turn a forest officer,

an organiser of shooting parties, a director of the

royal workshops, and conservator of a museum of

antiquities, can, in consequence, have but little

time to devote himself to sylviculture, unless it

be to prepare the iron armour, intended to pre-

serve the veterans of the forest in their struggle

against the elements, or to prop up with crutches

some invalid deprived of a limb by a recent gale.

New Forest.-Haviug come all the way from
Scotland to "Windsor, we were not to be alarmed by
the journey from there to the New Forest, for a
few hours sufficed to carry us to Houthampton. As
old as Windsor Tark itself, the New Forest has

not had the good fortune to be the dependence of

a royal residence. The barrenness and poverty' of

the soil has sufficed to preserve it from being
plundered even at an epoch when land was valued
more for its extent than its fertility. But, on the

other hand, this very fact attracted a poor and
necessitous population to settle in and around the

forest, who, during long ages, have been ac-

customed to derive a precarious existence from it,

and by careless abuses have threatened it with
certain ruin. For many centuries the New Forest
has thus been a prey to commoners, who use up
its resources without either method or control.

One may see there the steady onward progress

which is made by the Heather ; and, although it

is not perhaps so quick under the feet of the al-

most wild ponies and cattle as under those of the
sheep, yet it is none the less sure. The sole remedy
for this state of things was to restrict the com-
moners . to certain defined localities, and that
could only be done by sacrificing a portion of the

forest to save the rest. This is, in fact, what was
done about twenty years ago ; but the sacrifice has
indeed been a heavy one, for the reservation

of some 11,000 acres has cost the abandon-
ment of 49,000 more. The part which has
been freed, however, is sufficiently extensive
to constitute some day a respectable forest,

whilst the part given up is hurrying to its de-

struction in a manner deplorable to behold,
and before very long there will be nothing
left but a worthless barren heath. It is not, how-
ever, in twenty years that a forest so badly used
as the New Forest can be restored. The first thing
to be done was to put the soil in good order, and
then to plant some of the vast stretches of heather
with Firs. Of late j'ears the forest officers have
sought, by excluding the cattle, to bring about the
natural reproduction of some portions hitherto

abandoned to pasturage. But with whatever care

these operations may be carried out, at least fifty

years mast elapse before they can resort to syste-

matic fellings, with a view to furnishing a regu-
lar revenue. At present, contiguous portions

of the forest often present the most curious
contrasts. On one hand we see young Firs and
Oaks growing side by side, in another place a

forest of pure Oak, languishing among Chestnuts,

and in a third plantations of Fir and Beech, in-

dicating by the vigour of their vegetation and
their healthy appearance that it is on them that
the future of the forest ought to depend. Further
on there is a valley filled with aged Beeches,
whose weird forms gave an almost supernatural
aspect to the spot ; we almost expected to see the
ghost of William Eufus pursuing that of Walter
Tyrrell through the haunted forest. Without con-
testing the marvellous beauty of some parts of the
New Forest, so dear to artists and lovers of Nature,
we are bound to say that before long it will not
be here that a professor of sylviculture, desirous

of teaching his science, will choose to pitch his

tent. On our return to Lyndhurst, after the excur-
sion in the New Forest, there remained but three
days at our disposal before our duties necessitated
our return to France. These were employed in visit-

ing the

Forest ofDean.—The present Forest of Dean
occupies the site of the old forest of the same name,
which formerly covered the whole of the plateau

between the estuary of the Severn and the valley
of the Wye. The old forest has disappeared within
the few last centuries, owing perhaps to the de-

mand for charcoal and mine props for the local

industries ; if, however, we were not afraid of being
accused of being prejudiced, we might say that
unrestricted pasturage may have had something
to do with the disappearance. It is on these ruins
that the new forest of Dean has been created ; in

less than a century more than 1 6,000 acres of the
original 22,000 have been replanted. The older
plantations are generally of pure Oak ; the Beeches,
Chestnuts, and Birches form but a small per-

centage of the trees. Scotch Fir, Spruce Fir, and
Larch are generally only found in the plantations
made during the last thirty years or in bad, peaty
portions. The state of vegetation is generally
good, varying, however, with the quality of the
soil, but indicating in every point the artifical

nature of the forest. We may take this opportunity
of remarking that a plantation of " broad-leaved "

trees (Oak, Beech, &c.) takes a much longer time
to establish itself than one of " needle-leaved "

trees (Conifers—Scotch Fir, Larch, &o.). In Scot-
land we saw the most magnificent plantations of
Larch and Fir, whilst in the Forest of Dean the
plantations of Oak were always more or less

dwarfed in appearance. Tiie cause of this is that
Oaks furnish the soil with much less vegetable
manure than the Coniferous trees; and again, in
an Oak plantation there is a marked absence of
undershrubs and spontaneous ground vegetation,
which, by their organic remains, tend to increase
and improve the surface soil. It is rare also that
a plantation of Oaks, on a soil which has been
long unoccupied by forest vegetation, and is but
moderate in quality, succeeds well during the first

generation ; it is only at the second generation
that the trees acquii-e their normal development.
At present, while the trees are yet in their youth,
the only cultural operations that can be undertaken
are the periodical thinnings, and these are here
conducted with great skill. There is no doubt,
however, a great future in store for the Forest of
Dean, thanks^to the workman-like manner in which
it is managed, and to the laws regulating the
pasturage, which date back to the time of Charles
I. We were not able to surpress a certain vague
feeling of sadness in wandering through these
endless plantations, rendered so dreary and mono-
tonous by the total absence of that undergrowth
which seems to inspire the woods with freshness
and life; and it was with a sense of great relief

that we emerged from them, and entered into a
well-managed

Forest composed of standard Oaks
surmounting coppice wood. This forest, com-
prising about S-tOO acres, was formerly the pro-

perty of Lord Gage, and was purchased by the
Crown with a view to presenting it to the Duke of

Wellington. It is composed of pure Oak, and for

more than a hundred years the coppice has been cut

every eighteen years. We might add that the
reserved trees form the staple element in this

forest, for the coppice forms but a small propor-
tion of the standing crop. These reserves, varying
in age from twenty to a hundred years, are in an
excellent state of vegetation, and number about
eighty trees to the acre. The largest trees are
about i ft. to 5 ft. in girth, and from 25 ft. to 35 ft.

in height of stem. It would be a great pity to cut
them until they have attained at least double
their present age. This forest would form an
excellent field for the study of the treatment of

standard Oaks. In such a forest, where the
soil is so exceptionally fertile, it might be pos-

sible to find a solution to the oft-discussed

problem of obtaining the maximum production in

quality and quantity from a forest of Oak. This
was, at least, the impression we carried away with
us as we turned our faces homewards.

Forest schools.—We had barely sufficient

time on our arrival in London to pay our respects

to the authorities at the India Office, when we
were asked by Sir Louis Mallet to place on record

the observations which we have now the honour to

submit, and to state whether, in our opinion, the

immediate foundation of a forest schcol in Great

Britain is possible. In order to reply to this ques-
tion, it was necessary for us, even at the risk of

our narrative being found tedious, to enter into a
somewhat detailed account of the Scotch and
English forests. Were it only for the purpose of
replanting the five or six millions of moor and
waste land which cover one-third of the Highlands,
we should consider there was a sufficient reason
for the formation of such a school. The question,
however, must be studied on broader grounds.
Considering the present depressed state of agricul-

ture all over Europe, it becomes more and more
necessary to endeavour to draw the greatest possi-

ble advantage from the land, and, by properly
adapting a different vegetation to different soils,

to seek to obtain, through the medium of the
enormous capital which the present generation
can command, the maximum production from a
minimum area. It is thus that the forests are called

upon to play an important part in the immediate
future, and the farmer will henceforth find a
powerful auxiliary in the forester. After making
every allowance for the great fertility of the
soil in Great Britain, we feel certain that
in many districts more than one of the forests

which were cleared some time back would now be
jealously preserved by the same proprietors who
formerly cut them down to satisfy their pressing
wants. It must also be borne in mind that the
British empire is not confined to Great Britain

and Ireland, and that, by reason of her immense
possessions, England is, perhaps of all nations in

the world, the one most richly endowed with
valuable timber forests. It is by hundreds of

millions of acres that we may reckon the forests

of Canada, India,and Australia, New Zealand and
Cape Colony, not to speak of those in the West
Indies and Borneo. All these natiiral resources of

wealth are worked by British enterprise and
British capital, and, consequent on the present
wonderful development of commerce throughout
the globe, it is a matter of importance to every
civilised nation that this vast accumulation of

forest riches should not fall into the^hands of ig-

norant persons, or be squandered away regard-

less of the future. For these reasons the establish-

ment of a forest school, in England becomes a
matter of primary importance. The science of fores-

try is, however, a science of observation, based upon
facts which must be studied both from a practical

and theoretical point of view. It is therefore abso-

lutely necessary that a forest school should have
attached to it a forest which has for some time
past been under scientific management, serving, so

to speak, as a natural laboratory for experiments,

and without which the best theoretical teaching

in the world would be of no avail. This is espe-

cially the case in England where the young men,
by reason of their national character and their

mode of education, are accustomed to pay more
attention to facts than to theories ; here the

teacher of a technical profession, resting solely on
theories, would command very few disciples. It

is, therefore, a matter of regret that, among all the

forests visited by us in our travels, there is not a

single one suitable for the teaching of sylvi-

culture on that broad basis so essential when
the pupils are called upon to apply it in all

quarters of the globe. In England, as in Scot-

land, all the woodlands may be arranged in two
categories—the one containing plantations too

young, recently created by the hand of man

—

the other containing plantations too old, or too

much overworked, to be useful for the purpose

;

nowhere did we see a high timber forest formed of

really mature trees. Moreover, a plantation must
always be incomplete as a field of study, and
especially for persons who will generally have to

deal with natural forests. Nature, ever prodigal of

her bounties, if left to herself scatters them broad-

cast without any regard for the particular wants

and requirements of man. It is then the work
of the forester to control this generous pro-

digality, and, by careful selection, to concen-

trate her fertilising powers on such trees as are

best adapted to meet the general demand. In the

case of a plantation there is no need for this

interference ; here, natural selection, the struggle
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for supremacy amongst the different species, and
even art herself, can play but a very insignificant

part in the various phases of its existence. In a

forest, then, of this nature, it would only be pos-

sible to apply a very limited number of the prin-

ciples of sylviculture. We would suggest the found-

ing of professorships of " Forest Economy '' at two
of the great public seats of technical instruction.

One of these might be instituted at Cooper's Hill

for England, the other at Edinburgh for Scotland,
—Journnl of Forestry.

ROSE GARDEN.
LEAN BUDS AND HOW TO FILL THE II.

EosES do not seem to have relished the change
of weather. The frost has not been much, but the

biting winds, continued thus far into April, have
not suited Eoses alluied into full growth by the

preceding winterless weather. Hardly had they
been pruned when the cold weather was down
upon them. The result, so far, has been a wel-

come check accompanied with a threatened
weakly breaking of the semi-dormant buds on the

base of the beheaded shoots. This circumstance,
singularly enough, is almost as pronounced a fea-

ture on Roses close pruned at the end of February
as on those left unpruned till the middle of March.
These thin breaks are somewhat disappointing to

those whose post bags are j ust now crammed with
the prize schedules with the most tempting prizes

for the best 72's, 36's, 28's, 24's, 12's, and 6's, and
anxious questions are being asked, " Can these

lean buds develop into the size and substance of

winning flowers between this time and the middle
of June or July ? " It is difficult to answer such
questions with certainty. It is easier to discover
the cause than to suggest a cure for the narrow
ness and leanness of the base buds of Eoses at

the present time. The wetness of the autumn of

1881, as well as the mildness of the past winter, or

rather the fact of there being no winter, were no
doubt the chief causes. The rains kept the Eoses
growing when they ought to have been ripen-

ing and left the buds and especially those at the
base of the shoots thin and poor. The sap that ought
to have filled these with embryo Roses for 1882
rushed right past them into the formation of

green and incipient wood only fit for food for
frost. To render matters worse the frost never
came, and in many cases the Eoses have kept
growing all winter, forgetting even to shed their

leaves properly or at all. This winter growth
seemed still further to impoverish the buds at the
base of the shoots. Had growth been forcibly
arrested in December, the sap from then till now
would have helped to nourish the buds on the un-
frozen part of the shoot throughout the winter. In
the usual order of things, the base of the shoots,
being harder than the upper portions, would have
come safely through frost of ordinary severity, and
the buds there placed would have been plumped up.
But it has so happened that while the base buds
were left in the autumn in a most unfinished
state all that has happened since has tended still

further to impoverish rather than fill them. True,
the vigorous shoots so recently cut away at the
general pruning may not have been made, as
some assume, at the expense of the base buds,
though no doubt some of the sap that was ex-
pended on the former might have found its way
to the latter had not the upper shoots drawn it

to themselves by their more vigorous growth, and
it matters little either to a hungry man or Eose
whether food has been taken out of his mouth
or diverted from it. Either way the result to man
or bud would be leanness or semi-starvation.

As to remedies for lean Rose buds, genial
weather would prove the most welcome and
potential, for what with the sudden beheading of
the growing shoots by pruning, the arrestment of
root growtli, and stoppage of the. sap through tlie

sudden fall of the teuiperature, our Eoses seem
now in a state of semi-syncope. Anything that
will again set and keep their juices in motion,

such as warm earth and a genial atmosphere, will

restore their health, andgive them themeans of fill-

ing and strengthening at this season their base
buds. Thinning the latter also where too nu-
merous would assist in strengthening them.
In fact, those who aim at firsts in exhibition tents
should only leave one strong bud on a shoot. All else

should be removed as soon as growth is suffi-

cientl}' advanced to reveal the stronger and more
promising shoots. These are by no means always
apparent at first. Occasionally, too, the stronger
shoots are malformed, and may not prove flower-

ing ones at all. For these reasons disbudding
must not be set about too soon ; neither must it

be deferred too late, else the diversion of fluids

from the buds removed to those retained may
not take place. It need hardly be added that all

insects must be instantly destroyed if this struggle
to strengthen weak Rose buds is to end successfully
in the production of perfect show flowers. It is as

cruel as it is hopeless to expect Roses to do their

best while they are heavily handicapped with
hosts of aphides and hungry broods of maggots
black, green, or grey. And they must have a
fair field and all the favour we can give them to

boot if they are to win honourable distinction

in the prize tent or yield a full, rich harvest of

fragrance and beauty to their cultivators. Among
the favours should be especially noted a clean, rich

root run and freedom from their greatest and worst
rivals—suckers above and below the surface. Everj'

weed permitted to grow on a Rose bed or border,
even at this early season, is lowering the quality
of the coming Eose harvest. It shuts out the heat
of the sun from the Rose roots as well as steals

their food. Suckers, again, are veritable horse-

leeches to Eoses; they reverse the current of the
sap and drain the Eose shoots dry, that they
may fill, and fatten, and extend themselves. Their
cry is ever give, give, and they are never satis-

fied till the Eose succumbs to their grasping
ambition and butcher - like appetite for the
blood or life of Eoses. Those above ground are
easily found, and no quarter, no, not for an hour,
should be given to a sucker. In the destruction
of these many underground suckers will be
brought to light, and these should also be instantly
removed. By such favours and attention as here
advised, it is hoped that not a few of our lean
Eose buds will develop into well formed flowers

of good substance and perfect form before the
Rose shows overtake us. D. T. Fish.

Autumnal-flo'wering Roses.—Last au-
tumn the old China Roses proved most abundant
flowerers, displaj'ing their charms in great pro-

fusion up to quite late in the season. Noisettes
Aimee Vibert, Lamarque, and Celinfi Forestier,

though not usually classed as autumn bloomers,
were conspicuously fine last autumn worked on
the seedling Brier. Madame Berard on the same
stock proved a very vigorous grower, flowering as
freely and finely in September and October as

Gloire de Dijon. The following varieties are good
autumn bloomers, viz.. Beauty of Waltham, Baron
Gonella, especially fine and free ; Boule de Neige,
Charles Lefebvre, La France, Mabel Morrison,
Madame George Schwartz, Anna Alexieff, and
Gloire de Dijon. It would not be difficult to ex-
tend this list, but the foregoing were excellent
last autumn. They were all worked on the cul-

tivated Brier, which appears to be, taking it

altogether, the very best stock for dwarf Eoses.
— E. D.

Roses in "Warwickshire.—As a proof of
the extraordinary mildness of the season, you may
like to hear that I have this afternoon gathered a
magnificent blossom in perfect condition off our
Marechal Niel Eose tree on the south wall of this

house. It is full five weeks earlier than last year's
first bloom. The tree is literally covered with
buds, as is also that of Gloire de Dijon, Banksia,
and many others of the dwarf Perpetuals. This
part of Warwickshire is generally considered a
cold region, but this winter we have had flowers
blooming in the open ground without any cessa-
tion. — Eose Kingslbt, Tachhrook Mallory,
Leamington.

GARDEN FLORA.
PLATE CCCXXXIL—VANDA CCERULEA.
1'lacing before our readers an illustration of an
old garden plant may sometimes do good service,

particularly if, as in this case, an exceptionally

fine variety is represented. The blue Vanda is

one of the loveliest of tropical Orchids, and, as

regards the peculiar hue of the flowers, quite

unique in the vast family to which it belongs.

It is a native of Northern India, but it was
years after Griffith first discovered it in the dis-

trict of Khasya that it was introduced to culti-

vation. About thirty years ago Mr. T. Lobh first

sent home living plants of it, which at that time

naturally produced quite a stir among Orchid
growers. Nevertheless, it has never become plen-

tiful, and really fine specimens of it are the ex-

ception rather than the rule, notwithstanding

the fact that it is not one of the most difficult

plants to manage. The importations that have
been made from time to time have given rise to

a great variety of forms—some good, some quite

the reverse, and the gap between a really fine

form of this Vanda and an inferior one is very-

wide indeed. The variety represented on the

accompanying plate is by far the finest of

any we have seen, and is, as may be
e.i:pected, extremely rare. The material for

our plate was supplied by Mr. E. Fowler, of Ash-
grove, Pontypool, and later on Sir Trevor Law-
rence brought us a grand raceme of a similar

and equally fine form, which we believe is gene-

rally known as the Burford Lodge variety. The
delicate crystalline substance of the blue blos-

soms and their singularly chequered markings of

rich purple are almost inimitable. The growth
of the plant is erect, the comparatively short

and thick foliage being arranged in two rows
on each side of the stem. From the leaf axils on
the upper part of the stem the flower-spikes are

produced in an upright manner, and they some-
times carry as many as a dozen flowers on a

spike, but this number is exceptional. They are

produced in autumn and last some six weeks or

more in perfection.

CcLTUEE AND PO.SITION.—The blue Vanda is,

as a rule, grown in company with other

Orchids, requiring a large amount of heat and
moisture, but Mr. Fowler's mode of culture

appears to somewhat differ from that generally

followed. He says : " We do not grow this Vanda
in the East Indian house with the rest of the

species. It does remarkably well here in a

moderately heated span-roofed stove along with

a mixed collection of plants, and during the

growing season it is syringed overhead morning
and afternoon with the rest of the plants. As
the days get shorter overhead syringing is only

done on sunny days, and is wholly discontinued

in winter, when just sufficient moisture is given

to keep the Sphagnum in which it is growing
alive." Thus managed it succeeds admirably.

PLANTS IN FLOWER AT SCHONBEUNN.
Visiting lately the plant houses at Schonbrunn,
I noticed the following Acacias in flower, viz.,

A. lineata, balsamea, angustifolia, chlorantha,

glaucescens, Forbesi, Oxycedrus, and verticillata.

Equally noteworthy were Cytisus grandiflorus and
the white-flowered C. filipes ; also two standards

of Viburnum macrocephalum with heads several

feet in diameter. Cheiranthus linearis, with light

blue flowers, was likewise most attractive, and the

same may be said of Adesmia viscosa, a yellow

flowered Leguminous plant from Chili ; Ceanothus
dent.atus, the white-flowered Pimelea intermedia,

GreviUea flexuosa, with very ornamental leathery

foliage ; Ehododendron javanicum, and Pulteniva

daphnoides. The white-flowered Triteleia uniflora,

from Buenos Ayres, was very attractive, as were
also several plants of Tropasolura tricolor, trained
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on round-shaped wire trellises. Kennedyabimacu-
lata was covered with its intensely blue flowers,

whilst Bomarea Carderi, from New aranada, showed
.a number of its beautiful rose-brown spotted

flowers. In the Orchid houses I found Phahenop-

^is amabilis, Batemannia CoUeyi, Masdevallia

Harryana, a species of Gongorawitb light yellow

flowers, and last, but not least, the curious Aci-

neta Humboldti, from New Granada. The great

Palm house is nearly tiuished, the heating appara-

tuses having been just put in working order.

Leaving Sohonbrunn, I visited the spring bulb

show of the Horticultural Society of Hietzing, a

suburb of Vienna. It consisted chiefly of Hyacinths

and Tulips, which, owing to the flne weather we
tave experienced this season, were all in un-

usually good condition. Amongst the Hyacinths I

observed a noble group. It consisted of Miss

Nightingale, double white ; Howard, single red
;

Lord Derby, light blue ; Garibaldi, red : King of

the Blues, Uncle Tom, nearly black ; La Tour
d'Auvergne and La Grandesse, two double whites

;

and Ida and La Jaune, two yellows. Tulips were
also conspicuous, as were likewise Crocuses,

Amaiyllises, and Cyclamens. Amongst other

bulbous plants, Scilla prfecox, S. hyacinthoides,

Iris persica, Narcissi, Fritillarias, and Dielytras

were all very attractive.

Calling at Mr. Hiebrenk's nursery, he showed me
several thousands of Begonia seedlings, hybrids of

shrubby kinds crossed with B. Kex. It will be
anteresting to see in the course of the summer
what results his labours in this respect will

hrirg. LOUIS Keopatsch.
Laxeiiburg.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
FORCING ASPARAGUS OUT-OF-DOORS.

Little can "be added to the exhaustive instruc-

tions of " J. C. C' (p. 1 63) relating to this subject

The only drawback to the method recommended
is the untidiness, which is inseparable from tlie

practice. Still, if the situation for such beds be
judiciously selected, this need hardly be con-

sidered an objection. When cultivated in the open
•air,what may be called the Asparagus season seldom
commences before the second week in April, and
extends to the beginning of June, or even a little

later if desired, or at least for a period of between
two or three months, while with the assistance of

artificial treatment its season may be extended to

close upon six months out of the twelve. By
lifting a portion of plants towards the end of

November, and planting them in a pit or

frame upon a brisk bottom-heat, the Aspara-
.gus so produced will generally be tit to cut
by Christmas, and may be succeeded by other

batches of plants introduced to heat at later

periods, and by such means the necessary supply
may be maintained until it comes into use in the

open air. In this way plants forming old, and to

some extent worn-out, beds maj' be utilised, and
after being forced, relegated to the rubbish heap.
In order to have Asparagus so early as Christmas
or soon afterwards, this is, no doubt, the best

method of obtaining it. But the produce of such
plants, with their roots necessarily to some ex-
tent mutilated by the operation of lifting and
being forced into growth during the depth of
winter, cannot be expected to be at all equal to

that of plants growing in the open air with their

roots undisturbed. It is found that when such
plants can be excited into growth at a more or

less early period of the year by the application of

warmth supplied to them in the beds where they
are established, by the use of fermenting mate-
rials, or by what is much better, the use of hot-

water pipes, which obviate anything like untidi-

ness, the produce is little if at all inferior to that

produced naturallj', or without forcing of any
kind. Beds intended for this purpose may have
their sides and ends formed of brickwork, and a
movable glass roof. This, however, necessitates

considerable expense, and is not absolutely
necessary ; therefore brickwork may be dispensed
with, except what may be required for the forma-

)

tion of a small furnace with shaft, &c., which
should be placed in the most convenient position

at one end of the bed or beds to be heated.

The beds should be some i^ ft. or 5 ft.

wide, and any desired length, say 20 yds. or more.
Two such beds as this would furnish a fairsupplj'

for most establishments during the time which
would intervene between the production of the
earlj' forced plants in use so earlj' as Christmas-
tide and the coming into use of beds or planta-

tions in the open air. The soil should be thrown
out to a depth of at least 4J ft., and if danger
from water is apprehended ample drainage should
be secured, and the bottom of the beds should be
covered with flints or brick-bats, on which should
be laid a flow and return l-in. hot-water pipe,

which sliould be loosely covered with clean stones

or brick-bats in such a way that the warmth from
the pipes would be likely to circulate freely

among them, and they ought to form a layer not
less than 1 ft. in depth. U^jon this should be
placed a thin layer of straw or dry stable litter, so

as to prevent the superincumbent soil from perco-

lating among the stones or brick-bats, and along
the centre of each bed, and resting upon the brick-

bats which cover the hot-water pipes, should be
placed in a vertical position 4-in. drain pipes at a

distance of some 6 ft. from each other. These will

convey surface heat to the beds when enclosed or

covered with their movable frames. As the hot-

water pipes are necessarily at a considerable dis

tance under the surface of the soil, the boiler will

require to be set accordingly, and if the ground has
an incline, that is if one end of the bed is lower
than the other, it should be set at the lower end,
while due provision should be made to carry ofl:

water from the stoke-hole, which might otherwise
be troublesome during rainy seasons. The supply
or expansion cistern with close fitting hd should
be placed at the opposite end of the bed, and
should be elevated to the level of the surface of

the soil, and the flow and return pipes should be
so connected with it that the water will flow

through it, while the elevation of the pipes to this

level at the end farthest from the boiler will

tend to promote a free circulation of the water and
will afford a ready means of ascertaining the heat
of the water in the pipes. One boilermay be madeto
heattwo or moresuchbedsas have been recommen-
ded if the same is furnished with proper valves to

turn off or on the hot water as required, so that
either one or both the beds might be worked at

the same time.

Soil and planting.—The soil of which such
beds are corrposed ought to be of a light, bat ricli

character, and if the natural soil is not such, a
portion of rich light loam or the top spit of an
old pasture should be added to it, as well as a
liberal supply of well-rotted hotbed or stable

manure, and as earlj' during the month of April
is generally considered to be the best time to

plant, the preparation of the beds should be com-
pleted at least a montli before that time to allow
the soil time to settle down. In the planting of
such beds two-year-old plants should be used, and
each bed should contain three rows or lines of

plants, whicli ought to be planted at 12 in. or

15 in. apart. The roots of the plants ought to be
spread out carefully upon the surface of the beds,

and afterwards covered with some 3 in. of fine

rich soil, pressing the same gently around them,
taking care at the same time not to break ofl the
young shoots, which will be some 2 in. or 3 in.

long and generallj' somewhat brittle, and if drj'

weather prevails the beds should be well watered.
Such beds ought not to be forced until at least

the second year after being planted. Although
hot-water pipes must necessarily be laid and fixed

previous to the formation of the beds, still the
furnace and chimney need not be built nor the
boiler set or fixed until such time as forcing is

about to commence. The beds may be made to

either run north and south or east and west ; but
in order to secure for them, wlien covered with
the frames, the full benefit of such solar influence
as may be expected during the winter or early

spring months, the latter is to be preferred. For
the purpose of covering beds some 5 ft. wide the

frames should be 6 ft. wide, and for convenience
in moving need not exceed 12 ft. in length ; they
should when used be placed end to end until the

whole length of the beds is covered. They should
be some 12 in. high at the front and 18 in. at the

back, and should it be desired to bring the sur-

face of the beds nearer than this to the glass, this

can be done by letting the frames into the soil.

When the forcing of such beds is about to com-
mence it is advisable to throw out a trench close

to each side of the same, about 15 in. or 18 in.

wide and about as deep as the level of the pipes,

and this should be filled up with dry leaves or

litter trodden firmly down and covered with soil,

this being intended to act as a non-conducting
medium, in order to as far as possible prevent the
warmth from the pipes spreading to the adjoin-
ing soil instead of being confined to the beds.

Cutting.—AVhen the supply of Asparagus can
be obtained from plantations in the open air,

cutting from those beds under frames should be
discontinued ; if the weather is mild, the frames
should be altogether removed, and the beds should
have a rich surface-dressing of some sort applied
to them, which may be allowed to remain on
during the summer. During the process of forcing,

more particularlj' during frosty nights, the frames
should be covered up with bast mats, or, what is

better and less littery, pieces of frigi domo, cut

to the dimensions required. But this should
always be removed during the daytime, except
when the weather is very inclement. It will be found
that when the plants forming the beds are once
fairly excited into growth, but little assistance from
the pipes wi 11 be required to keep them moving more
or less rapidly, and the supply can be regulated by
the demand, hence one of the advantages which
hot water possesses over fermenting material. If,

the forcing of such beds does not commence very

early, say not before the middle of January or

beginning of February, the same bed or beds may
be forced annuallj' for many years without deterio-

ration ; one bed at least similarly formed to

what has been described can be pointed out
which has been so treated for certainly not less

than fifteen years, and is still in excellent con-

dition. It is found that where such beds are

regularly forced year after year the plants become
much more easily excited into growtli, and, in

fact, require much less forcing than is the case

with beds forced for the first time.

Btiry St. Edmunds. P. Geieve.

NEW AND RECENTLY INTRODUCED
VEGETABLES.

The time has now arrived when we must select

the different things to be grown this year. It is not
difficult to select flower seeds, as in few gardens
are annuals alone depended on for a display

throughout the year ; but it is different with
vegetables, the most important of which have to

be raised from seed every year, and the quantity
and quality of the produce is always much in-

fluenced by the varieties grown. Some who may
not have tried manj' of the rfcently introduced
vegetables may be inclined to think that none of

them are superior to the old sorts, but this is in-

correct. Although, of course, every new produc-
tion or fresh name is not a sure indication of ex-

cellency, there are, at the same time, many re-

cently introduced kinds of vegetables which well

deserve to be brought prominently into notice

;

but, as a mere list of names would convey little

information, I will brieflj' note a few of their most
important features, and at the same time name a
few which may be a\'oided.

Asparagus.—The giant variety is commonly
grown, but Connover's American Colossal is newer,

and generally considered to be superior to the

Giant ; we have not, however, found it so. With
us the two are much alike. We have raised both
from seed obtained from a trustworthy source,

and no one could see any difference as regards
productiveness, and I think those who possess a

good stock of the Giant would gain nothing by
discarding it and substituting the Colossal. It may
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be remarked, however, that Asparag^^s, like all

other vegetables, may be improved by selection,

and when this is done carefully, improvement will
take place, as is exemplified by the true Reading
Giant and the j\Iammoth Emperor, both of which
deserve a trial.

Beans.—Kidney Beans are favourites with
everybody, and much attention and space are de-
voted to their culture in most gardens. Amongst
dwarf-growing kinds we have found none yet to
equal Canadian Wonder for general culture in the
open air. It is a robust grower, very prolific, and
the pods are fine in size and flavour. I find, how-
ever, that there are inferior and superior varieties,
the pods of some being short and scarce. The
strain we had of it last year is the finest we ever
saw, and care will be taken it is not lost again,
and we would advise others who may have an
extra fine stock to look after it. As a variety for
forcing in autumn, winter, and spring, Osborn's
Forcing is much superior to any other we have
ever been able to get. It is a dwarf grower, pods
early and freely, and is altogether most serviceable.
Amongst Euuners White Champion or Giant White
is the finest of all. It is wonderfully prolific, and
the pods are both big and tender, and delicate in
flavour even when old. In Broad Beans Leviathan
has been our favourite for some years, and I am
sure it will be liked by all who have grown it. It
grows strongly, bears early, abundantly, and the
pods are extra large and always well filled.

Beet.—Of this many varieties need not be
grown

; and, although there are not many sorts in
cultivation, there are enough to make some dis-
tinction. Dwarf compact top growth and deep
colour of flesh are the points to look out for.
Dell's Crimson possesses these to a large extent,
and all who grow Beet will find this a suitable
variety, either for large or small gardens. The
Turnip-rooted sort has the recommendation of
maturing early and suitable for shallow soils, and
those who have these considerations to study
should grow some of it ; but, as a main-crop variety,
it should not be grown in a general way. The Silver
o_r;SeakaIe Beet is grown for the sake of the mid-
ribs of the leaves, which, when cooked, resemble
Seakale, and from July until January we have
found it to make a good change. One row of it,

20 yds. long or so, will give a large supply through-
out the season.

Borecole.—The most useful kind of this is
the curled Scotch Kale,which bears severe weather
well, and in spring is really a tender vegetable.
The only other varieties worth noting are the
variegated forms now offered by several seed
firms. These are extremely hardy and beautifully
variegated, which makes themvaluable for garnish-
ing purposes, and they are also good as a vege-
table

,
as many proved last spring, when they had

little or nothing left in their garden but variegated
Kale.

_
Broccoli.—This forms an important crop, andm selecting varieties more care is required now

than ever, as our arctic winters proved disastrous
to many.Veitch's Self- Protecting Autumn, Osborn's
Winter White, Cooling's Matchless, Leamington
Carters Spring White, and Sutton's Late Queen are
all excellent varieties to insure a supply from
October until IMay. The first and last-named are
especial favourites of ours, as we never saw any-
thing in the early or late Broccoli class to equal
them.

Brussels Sprouts.-1 do not think that
any new Sprouts ever introduced were so muoli
patronised the first year as the Aigburth has been
this last season. To make sure of getting the
true sort, we had our seed from two parties, and
have cultivated it in a good spot with some care.
About half the plants have produced a splendid
lot of Sprouts, but some have hardly formed one,
and show a different 'character from the others
which makes one think that further selection
would still improve it. In fact, anyone who would
take it m hand might make a good variety out of
It, and then probably it would not surpass Sut-
ton s Exhibition variety in producing a full and
unfailing crop. To those who have no confidence

in new things, the Dalkeith variety is an old, well-
tried, and valuable Sprout.

Cauliflowera.—Carter'sExtraEarly Defiance
is the best of all our early Cauliflowers, and
should be extensively grown as such. It is very
dwarf and compact in growth, quick in coming
to maturity, and the heads are most compact
and of the purest white. Sutton's King has proved
with us to be the best of all the mid-season sorts,
and Veitch's Autumn Giant the finest autumn
sort

;
of this kind it is impossible to speak too

highly, and wherever autumn Cauliflowers are
grown this should never be omitted ; it is not new
but comparatively so. Walcheren, Early London,
Asiatic, and others often named are far behind
those just recommended.
Cabbage.—Dickson & Co.'s Kedbraes has for

the last two years or so superseded all other
Cabbages with us as a main crop sort. It heads
quickly, is of large size, firm, tender, and distinct

;

but it is not quite the earliest. In this respect
Messrs. Sutton sent me a new one that comes in
very early ; it is named Extra Early Dwarf, and
it really is so in every sense of the word. It is the
earhest Cabbage I know of. Early York we have
quite given up, as it was so prone to run to flower
in spring before hearting. Pearson's Conqueror is
one of the most reluctant to run to flower, and is
a valuable Cabbage. Among the smaller sorts,
Wheeler's Cocoa-nut is good. It may be planted
very close, and the heads are perfect models in
shape, and favourities in the kitchen, where coarse
Cabbages never find favour. For pickling, the
Blood red is the only kind grown.
Celery.—Drumlanrig is the dwarfest, most

solid, and crisp of all the white kinds, and Major
Clarke's Bed is perfection in its colour ; but the
largest kinds of Celeries are never the best to
gi-ow, as they are generally too coarse.

Carrots.—James' Intermediate is the best
kind for main crops. It may be grown fine in size
and quality in a soil 10 In. deep The roots are
short, thick, high coloured, and good when cooked.
The Horn varieties are all useful for early bor-
ders or frames, and amongst these Carter's Early
Improved Horn is the most profitable, as it is so
thick at the extreme end, and there is no waste
with it the same as there occurs in the tapering
ones. Altringham and Long Surrey are only fit to
gro\y for cattle feeding purposes, but the French
forcing may almost be grown to perfection in
a cutting box.

Cucumbers.—For table use Telegraph is not
yet surpassed, and it is a grand Cucumber for the
four seasons. Tender and True is a fine kind to
grow if exhibition is the only object in view.
Pettigrew's Cardiff Castle is a new one of much
promise. It is an immense bearer, medium sized,
and weU formed. Freeman's, 3 ft. long, I have
never been able to see in good condition, but
long Cucumbers are a great mistake, and should
not be encouraged. King of the Eidge is the best
for open air culture.

Leeks.—During the severe winters we get now
these are proving valuable and acceptable, and
many would find them pay well for a little extra
attention and good culture. Severe weather, no
matter how rigorous, will not injure them^ and
this is more than can be said about many vege-
tables. In varieties little difference can be seen
between Ayton Castle, Henry's Prize, and the
Musselburgh ; they are all alike good.

Lettuces.—Of these several kinds must be
grown to keep up a supply all the year round, and
the following will do this : Cos—Sutton's Superb
White and Green varieties. Brown Sugarloaf,
Hick's Hardy White. Cabbage—All the Year
Round

: Malta, Sutton's Marvel, Wheeler's Tom
Thumb, and Stanstead Park.

Onions.—These may be divided into two sec-
tions—one for spring sowing, the other for au-
tumn^ For spring, Webb's Banbury and Sutton's
Reading are e.xcellent. Trebon is also good, being
more conical in shape, and, therefore, very suit-
able for wet localities ; but we find some difficulty
in getting it true. James's Keeping is also a good

one, as it remains so long in sound condition.
Giant Zittau appears to be the same as Trebon

;

and the Oporto does not differ much from either.
White Onions are generally mild in flavour, but
they do not keep well in the ground in wet wea-
ther, nor in the shed when stored, and for these
reasons they do not find much favour. The Tripoli
and Giant Rocca are most suitable for autumn sow-
ing, and there is a kind named The Queen also
good, as it matures quickly. Silver Skin is the
kind to grow for pickling.

Parsley.—Few things differ more in character
than this. It is all supposed to be beautifully
curled, but much of it is not so, and this certainly
lowers its value greatly. When a really good plant
is found, the best way is to save seed from it, and
such opportunities occur here and there in almost
all strains and varieties.

Peas.—Of these there are now a great many-
varieties, and we have tried the greater part of
them

; many of the newer kinds combine quantity
and quality of produce to a wonderful degree, and
this is all that is wanted. William the First is
still a fine early sort—Telephone, Telegraph,
Pride of the Market, Stratagem, Veitch's Perfec-
tion, Ne Plus Ultra, and Laxton's Omega are all
good and fine for succession. Culverwell's New
Giant Marrow will be a standard sort when
cheaper. John Bull, which pleased us so much in
1880, did not turn out so well in 1881

;
probably

this was omng to the seed being imperfectly
ripened, and we will certainly give It one or more
trials, as it is a very fine Pea when seen at its
best. From Messrs. Sutton we had a batch of new
Peas to try last spring, and the one now to be in-
troduced under the name of President Garfield
will do credit to that firm and the name which it
bears. One in this batch, named the Mammoth
Marrow, is a promising kind. Others we had
from the same firm were only under numbers.

Radishes.—These may be grown all the year
round, but variety, not culture,'mustbe depended
on for a supply. The red and white Turnip varie-
ties are the best for early work. For coming in
from October until spring the China Rose variety
is the best. Black Spanish is also hardy, but it
does not swell quickly enough in cold weather tv>
please us.

Savoys are most valuable in winter, and should
always be included amongst winter greens. Drum-
head is a very large sort. Green-curled is more
choice, and Tom Thumb is very small. Spinach is
one of our most valuable vegetables, and the
Round-seeded is the best for spring, summer,
and early autumn, while the Prickley sort is the
most useful in winter.

Tomatoes.—These are now so popular that
they must be included in all seed lists. Their
numbers are many, and good distinct varieties
few. Drumlanrig is a new kind, which will have
few equals. Crossling's Glamorgan is prolific and
good. Carter's Green Gage is high flavoured and
yellow, and Red Currant and Yellow Plum, from
the same firm, are ornamental.

Turnips must also be had all the year round.
Snowball is the best early sort. Carter's Jersey
Lily is a beautiful kind for summer, and Chirk
Castle is decidedly the finest for winter. For this
season we have gxown some yellow and other
colours, but the Chirk one is now the only kind

;

it is black in the skin, and snowy white inside.

Potatoes have been left to the last, but then-
selection is not by any means of the least import-
ance, as variety here differs as much as in any-
thing else. Apart from quality, those which will
resist the disease best are always favourites ; and
for this and other qualities, the following are our
selections from amongst some dozens of kinds

:

Gloucestershire Kidney, Mona's Pride, Improved
Peach Blow, Schoolmaster, Magnum Bonum, and
Scotch Champion.

—

Field.

Earliness of vegetables in 'Wales.—In a garilen
at I'ishijuard, S. Wales, there are three rows of Peas 2J ft.

high in blossom, likewise Broad Beans in pod, and a good
dish of Asparagus was cut in the open yesterday.—J. W.
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SPINACH IN SMALL GARDENS.
I WOULD like to see this more generally grown in
small and middle-class gardens than it is. Of all

vegetables it is one of the easiest to gi'ow, and the
quickest to arrive at maturity. Seed of it is

cheap and generally good, and it will often gi'ow
luxuriantly, even in cool, shady corners where
most other vegetables would fail. On this ac-
count we have sometimes grown it in the worst
parts of the garden, but we find it to be so much
appreciated that it cannot be too well grown, and
now we put it in some of our best soil. It may be
had all the year round from the open air, and
this is more than can be said regarding any other
choice vegetable. In summer it becomes ready for
use in a mouth or so after sowing the seed, but
at this season it takes a week or two longer. Seed
sown at once would supply fine succulent leaves
by Whitsuntide or earlier, and bj' sowing more seed
every fortnight until the end of August, a supply
might be had weekly until far into next spring.
Where ground is scarce, it may be sown broadcast,
and when the plants are a few inches high part
of them may be drawn out and used, the re-

mainder being left to grow and form as it were a
successional crop. Where ground is more plenti-
ful, it is best sown 1 ft. or so apart. Here, again,
the plants may be thinned in the rows and used
before the others are ready.

Another plan with Spinach is to sow it in small
fruit plantations, such as between Gooseberries,
Currants, Raspberries, Strawberries, and similar
crops. We have also had it between Asparagus
rows before the latter required all the ground, but
it is well worthy of a piece of soil to itself, and I
only mention these extra places for the benefit of
those who may think they cannot give up one of
their main quarters to it. In hot, dry weather it

is rather inclined to run early to flower, but this
«ccurs more readily and oftener on poor soil than
on that which is good. It is the round seeded
variety which is best for summer use, and the
prickly one is the most suitable for winter. The
drills for the reception of the seed need not be
more than 2 in. deep, and for the winter crop the
plants should always be thinned out suificiently
to stand clear of each other before the shortest
flays. J. MuiR.

SHOET JJOTES-KITOHElSr GAEDEN-

Sowing Tomatoes.—When is the best time to sow
Tomatoes for winter produce ? and what is the best mode
of treating (hem ?—G. H.

Large smootli red Tomato.—This is described in
the Bulletin d'Ai-boricultui-e as a variety of e.\ceptional
merit. It was obtained from the large early red, the favouiite
of the French market gardener, but unlike that kind it is

not in the least channelled, the whole surface being as
.smooth as the skin of a Plum, a fact wliich adds much to
Its value, especially fi-om a commercial point of view. It is

being distributed by llessrs. Vilmorin, of Pai-is.— J. Cokn-
HILL.

Heights of Peas.—Ml-. Gilbert says (p. 244) that Pride
of the JIarket and Stratagem are both good where 6-ft.

stakes and plenty of room is no object, a statement not
strictly con-ect, as these two varieties only grow about
from 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, and can absolutely be grown -nith-
out any stakes at all.—James Carter Jb Co.

Messrs. Carter, speaking of Stratagem in their list

of novelties, say it gi-ows to a height of 2 ft. On referring to
their description of Pride of the Market, they say it grows
from IS in. to 2 ft. high. I should be glad to know what
height these Peas reaUy reach, as I intend sowing both
sorts in a few days, and I want to know whether I must
proi-ide stakes 6 ft. high or only 2 ft.—J. C. C.

Aigburth Brussels Sprouts.—Mr. Muu- (p. 157)
just hits the right nail on the head when he says large

Sprouts are weak points ; nevertheless, people differ in
opinion on this matter. One likes large Sprouts ; another
says, " Don't send me any more semi-Cabbages instead of

Brussels Sprouts ; I like them small and handsome ; don't

you know small Brussels Sprouts are much sweeter than
large ones ? " I did not then, but I do now.—K. Gilbekt,
Burghley.

FRUIT GARDEN.
POT STEAWBEEEIES.

One of the most important points in connection

with the forcing of these frequently fails to receive

due attention, viz., timely thinning of the fruit.

One dish of fine, uniform fruit is worth half-a-

dozen of small deformities, and if some adequate

return is looked for to compensate for the time

and care bestowed on the plants, it is absolutely

necessary that thinning be attended to, for it is

just as requisite in the case of Strawberries as it

is in that of Grapes or any other choice fruit. As
soon as a suflicient number has set, all superfluous

flowers should be at once cut off, leaving about a

dozen, more or less, of the most promising accord-

ing to the strength of the plant. Strong plants in

a perfect position and well nourished will perfect

that number easily. I find a pair of strong shred

scissors to be the most expeditious tool for the

purpose, and even where large quantities are grown
at a time, two active operators can soon thin a

large number. AVhere the pots are placed upon
some moist material into which the plants can

root it is a great advantage, inasmuch as it assists

the plants and lessens the attention needed as re-

gards watering, but the plan often recommended
and practised of placing them on a bed of manure
kept on the shelf by means of zinc on wood side

pieces tacked on is often inconvenient. Thus
treated, they cannot; be moved after rooting

through has taken place without injury ; whereas
here quantities have often to be moved from house
to house to hasten or retard their ripening in order

to meet some impending occasion. It is of im-
portance that the material under the pots be
moved with them. Square pieces of turf are somC'

times used, but if the plants are up on sunny
shelves (where they ought to be), I find that these

turves are apt to get parched, the roots made in

them perish,'and more^harm is then done than good
as the plants receive a check when they can least

withstand it. Where saucers are procm'able, a

better plan is to fill them with good decayed
manure, and upon that place the pots. We have
some that were so treated when first housed, and
the saucers under them now contain such a mass
of roots that the pots can be lifted out of them
with every particle of manm-e adhering to them.
The saucers should not be larger than the pots em-
ployed, or the plants may suffer from stagnant
moisture. Complaints are general in this neigh-
bourhood as to first batches of Vicomtesse Hericart
de Thury coming weak and short-stemmed, but
succession lots look strong and promising. Will
anyone kindty state their experience of La Grosse
Sucree as a sm'e setter for very early forcing 1 Is

it as reliable as the Vicomtesse 1 or does it possess
that firmness which makes that variety so admir-
able for travelling } A. Mooee.

Oranmore Hall.

STANDARD PEACHES.
I QUITE agree with" J. C. C." (p. 209) that subjects
like this should be laid before the public in all

theirbearings,but if I am not mistaken your corre-

spondent has more than once condemned the
system without furnishing a single particular as

to the results of his practice, while several cor-

respondents, including myself, have furnished
accounts of years of successful practice with
standard Peaches, giving particulars of crops,

quantities and qualities, and I would like to ask
what anyone wants besides ? When we hear of

single trees (like those at "Whitehill, mentioned in

The Garden some time since) that produce fifty

dozen Peaches in a year, and that have gone on
bearing in that proportion, less or more, for about
a dozen years, the fruit being pronounced to be
large and of the best quality by competent
judges, fruiterers and others, I think the public
cannot complain of want of testimony on the
subject, remembering the system is in its infancy.

For purposes of experiment, I planted a maiden
standard Peach tree exactly a year ago now that
had only two buds, not shoots on it, and at the
present time it bears about seventeen dozen fruit

fairly set, and about as large as Peas.Whether they

will stay on or drop, I cannot say, but if they do

swell, I have not the least doubt that I can both

ripen and colour them perfectly. As to houses, I

know important gardens where large span-roofed

houses are built for trellised trained trees, and if

" J. C. Cr desires it, I will undertake to procure

him estimates for houses for standards, and

neither very wide nor very lofty, as cheap as he

can build them by any other plan. I have no doubt

I can find plenty of hothouse builders who will

do this. The standard tree is designed,^ unless I

am much mistaken, to supersede the trained tree

for late crops under glass, and not a few are

planting them now whose experience by and by

will probably demolish the theories of objectors to

the practice. J- S. W.

GRAPE GROWISG IN SHEFFIELD.

Herewith I send you a photograph of a vinery

in Sheffield, belonging to Mr. Nowill, an amateur

gardener of some four years standing, who does

all belonging to the Vines himself in his leisure

hours—pruning, training, and thinning. The

vinery, it will be seen, is filled -with plants as

well, including Ferns and Orchids, the latter in

baskets suspended under the Vines. I have

thought it might interest your readers as an ex-

ample of most successful culture under difficulties.

There are two houses photographed, and the other

shows a crop equally as fine as the one sent,

which shows one of the heaviest crops of Grapes

1 have ever seen. The idea of having the Vines

photographed was not suggested to Mr. Nowill

till after one or two of the Vines at the near

end had been pretty well cleared of their crop,

but they still seem more than enough even there.

He cut one hundred and fifty bunches on Christ-

mas Day last for his friends. The Vines are four

years old, have filled the house, and have been

fruited more or less during that time. The divi-

sion shown is only 25 ft. long, and the appearance

of the crop tells its own tale. It is remarkably

regular, bunches nicely thinned, and berries

large. Mrs. Pince is his favourite Grape, which

does well with him. J- S. W.
_

[The photograph sent fully bears out all that is

here stated.]

Gro-wing Pines for profit.—" D." tells us

(p. 209) that Pines can be grown profitably by

simply forming a bed of leaves in pits for bot-

tom heat, a method which he has adopted

with success for over 40 years. This I

am glad to hear, but, seeing that leaves can

only be collected in quantity in autumn, and that

n'hen employed for active bottom-heat they be-

come useless through fermentation in say four

months, where, let me ask, does " D.'' get his

supplies from for the rest of the year in order to en-

able him to keep up a continuous brisk bottom-

heat so absolutely necessary as regards ensuring

a quick and profitable return ?—T. Cowburn,
Sunhnrtj Park.

Scion influence on seedling roots.
—Mr. Charles A. Green once mentioned in the

Xcn- York Trilune a phenomenon -n-hich most nur-

serymen have observed, namely, thr.t of different

varieties of Apple all grafted in the same way on

one lot of seedling roots, there is found when they

are dug for the orchard after three or four years'

growth a uniform character of root in each row

of different sorts, the seedling roots nqt showing

their individual habits, but assuming one habit

—

that of the variety grafted on them—a row of

Fameuse or Oldenburg being twice as hard to dig

as the Red Astrachan with its shallow and fibrous

roots. Mr. Green might have added the Siberian

Crabs as notable examples of tough, strong, far-

reaching roots. Mr. Alfred Smith, Monmouth, Me.,

has, however, after careful experiment come to the

conclusion that scions do not affect the roots in

the way intimated, but that a sort like the Red
Astrachan, which emits fibrous roots readily,

will, when the point of graft junction is sufficiently

below the surface, rely on these roots of its o-wn
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altogether, the seedling nurse roots standing still.

The Fameuse and Oldenburg do not emit roots so

freely, consequently they depend upon the seed-

ling nur.-e roots, which are therefore extended, and
grow with long coarse prongs after the manner of

seedlings. Niirserj-men, on the other hand, who are

in the habit of budding their seedlings above the

surface aver that their experience coincides with
Mr. Green's. The case is therefore still question-

able.

Standard Figs in Kent.—In tliis locality

there existed for many years prior to the severe
winter of 1880-81 some very fine and prolific stan-
dard Fig trees, that yearly produced not only
great quantities of fruit, but ripened it off of ex-
cellent quality, and, by coming in after the late

house fruits were over, made a very acceptable
addition to the dessert. I may mention Wierton
House, near Maidstone, where some excellent
examples of open-air culture are to be seen ; but
after the severe winters mentioned, the young
wood all perished. However, last year, when I saw
the trees early in summer, thej' were just pushing
out shoots from the old hard stems and branches

;

and if we get a series of mild winters, the open-
air standards will doubtless be as prolific as ever.

If the wood is well ripened, it will stand an or-

dinary winter without injury. In Suffolk, near the
coast. Fig trees on walls did well without any
protection, and old open-air standards had been,
according to the testimony of the oldest garden
men, looked on as the most certain fruit-produc-
ing trees in the garden. The large fruits of the
Brunswick and similar sorts were put into muslin
bags to protect them from wasps and flies in the
days when glass houses were not so plentiful as
now. Trees growing in rich garden soil make
sappy, luxuriant growth, that is sure to suifer

from only a moderate degree of cold, while those
with short-jointed wood usually escape ; therefore,
it is e.specially desirable to plant in rather poor
hard soil, and, when the crop is swelling, to give
copious supplies of liquid manure. In the case of
standards, pruning is not required— in fact, the
most prolific trees I ever s.iw were left entirely to
Nature. I may mention a notable tree gi'owing in

Kent at Boughton Place. It was originally a wall
tree, but had been allowed to grow over a potting
shed and stoke-hole until it became a large tree,

and produced such fine fruit that its produce took
the first prize wherever e.'chibited. The variety is

now sold as the Bougliton Place Fig, but it is in

reality a well-known kind. Its roots are in the
hard gravel path, but extend to better soil beyond
it. For open walls, if the height is not very great,
the root space should be limited ; but on old man-
sions or castles, where the extension system of
training can be freely indulged in, there is no
more certain cropping fruit tree than the Fig. Of
late years great attention has been directed to the
production of improved varieties for pot and house
culture ; but my object is to induce those living in
ordinarily mild localities not to forsake the open-
air or wall culture of Figs. In the place just re-

ferred to, shelter from glass was out of the ques-
tion.—J. Groom, Linton.

GARDEN STRUCTURES.

SHOET NOTES-FEUIT.

Fruit weights.—Wliat is the average weight of a

hushel of each of the followhig : Apples, Cherries, Currants,
Damsons, Gooseberries, Plums, Raspberries, and Straw-
berries?-M.

Effect of gas-tar on roots.—I purpose gas tarring a
wooden trellis that forms tlie pathway in my vinery, but
my gardener tells me that if I do so the gas-tar will kill all

roots that come in contact with it ; would such be the case ?

-J. UK.

Ants in Peach houses.-For some time past I have
been greatly annoyed by ants in my Peach houses. Their
number is something astonishing, and I know of no way
of getting rid of them without injuring the trees Their
liidiDg-places are innumerable, and I cannot use boiling
water or pai affin oil. Iherefore any information as to the
best means of get'.ing rid of such npleasant pests will be
tha kfully rec ived.—AjtATEUU.

SHADING PLANT HOUSES.

Few practical men are in favour of what may be
called permanent shailing—that is, shading put
on at tlie commencement of the summer and al-

lowed to remain as long as shading is required,

except in the case of such structures as ferneries

and perhaps conservatories, but many have never-

theless to adopt it because it is the cheapest. It

may therefore be of some service to point out one
or two substances that are available for that pur-

pose. For those who do not require a dense shade
" summer cloud " is in every way satisfactory. It

is not expensive, and it is easily applied. The glass

must be quite clean and dry, and it must be put
on inside. I have used it for greenhouse and other

plants that do not require very thick shading, and
I find it to answer. I find that it will remain on
the glass the whole summer, and, when necessary,

it is not difficult to remove. Tiffany affords a very

good shade for most plants ; it diffuses a fair

amount of light and has not an unsightly appear-
ance. It is also easy to fix on the inside of all

wooden framed houses. Fi-^i; it to the rafters, a
plan which allows a current of air to pass between
the shading and the glass, thus allowing the heated
air to escape more readily than when the shading
is fixed to the sash-bars. Some kinds of tiffanj' is

subjected to a chemical prej)aration, which is said
to make it more durable, but I have not found it

better in that respect than the ordinarj' material.

I have found the following mixture a good sub-
stitute for either of the above, though not quite
equal to them, viz., three quarts of skim milk, one
pound of whiting, and .1 oz. or 4 oz. of glue
dissolved, the milk being heated, but not boiled,

and the whole mixed together and applied to the
inside of the glass while the mixture is warm and
the glass dry. I may remark, however, that this

mixture is not so easily removed in the autumn as

plain limewash or " summer cloud." For per-

manent outside shading perhaps nothing is better

than a netting manufactured for the purpose b}' a
firm in Cornwall. This is white in colour, com-
posed of small meshes, and made with a strong
thread. Its appearance, therefore, is light, and it is

also durable, and affords a fair amount of shade
without obstructing too much light. The best
form of shading is, however, blinds and rollers,

and where expense is not taken into considera-
tion, these should be used in preference to any
other material, as they enable the cultivator to treat

his plants in a proper manner. Where there are
roller blinds to be drawn down at pleasure, there is no
necessity to sliade the plants when it is not wanted
but with shading fixed either inside or out-

side it must of necessity remain there on dull

days as well as when the sun shines brightly.

Therefore the plants are shaded, taking a 1 average
of seasons, a very much longer time than is abso-
lutely necessary. A good deal depends of course
on the consistency of the permanent shading

;

but one can hardly estimate the extent of injury
which overshading does in the case of a mixed
collection of plants. Dealing with a houseful of

Camellias or Ferns that require dense shade is

much more easy than a houseful of stove plants
consisting of hard-wooded and flowering plants
and tender foliaged exotics mixed together.

Movable blinds should always be employed for

such houses, but something may be done by plac-

ing at one end of the house such as require the
most shade, always bearing in mind that the
farther plants are from the glass the less shade-

ing is necessary. The farther plants are from the
glass the larger is the vacuum of air through which
the sun's rays have to travel, and their force is

moderated in proportion. Therefore the nearer
tender foliaged plants are to the glass, the greater
should be the thickness of the shade to maintain
their leaves in a healthy condition. J. C. C.

Hot-water pipes.— " Hartwell" (p. 18."))

must be very careful in using pipes coated with
gas tar inside hothouses. Of the two lots he has

to select from, the rusted ones will be preferable.

After the pipes are fixed and ready for filling, get

half a bushel or so of fresh lime (according to the
quantitj' of piping) and put it in a large tub or

hogshead with sufficient water to bod it well.

When finished boiling fill the tub up with clean

water and stir the contents well together ; let this

mixture stand till clear, and then put it into the

feed cistein and fill up with clean water. Allow
the water to circulate pretty freely for a few days,

when the rusty water may be run off, and refilled

with rain water, which may be safely used for

anything. If the outside of the pijaes is rusted,

take a soft brick and rub it off, and put on a coat-

ing of lampblack and boiled linseed oil. Lime
wash is better where it is not objectionable, as it

preserves the iron and leaves the pores oper.

—

James Smith, Wuterdale.

Ventilating plant houses—Mr. Fawkes
tells us (p. 207) that from a scientific standpoint

there must be an inlet for the outer air and an
outlet for the inner air, but the assertion is value-

less, because we cannot prevent the outer air from
rushing in at the outlet as well as at the inlet

;

in fact the basis of this theory is that the warm
air ascends and passes out at the apex, while the

colder air enters at the base. But if on the one
hand the outer air, being heavy, will force itself in

at the ver.v aperture out of which the warm air is

to pass, it will have to descend through the

warmer air in its course, getting partially warmed
in its passage and partiallj' cooling the -warmer

air also. Thus by the simple process of ventilating

from the apex only the air is being renewed and
yet no current is caused. But in glass houses it is

too much the rule to overlook the fact that every

lap is a ventilator, and one of the best kind, and
by means of the laps air is being constantly

changed. Air is never stagnant ; it is ever in mo-
tion, and the assumed necessity for cold currents

of air, as founded on the bottom system of venti-

lation, arises not from the internal atmosphere
becoming stagnant, but because in sunshine it

becomes overheated. For this a little artificial

shading is the best corrective. We find in the case

of Orchid, and indeed of forcing houses of all

descriptions that plants may be grown in the

greatestluxuriance without special contrivancesfor

the introduction of air, or even of its expulsion.

The process of change goes on gradually and
most satisfactorily through laps and other trivial

apertures ; indeed, the now vast experience of

market plantsmcn as well as that of Mr. Cannell

shows that an ample provision for top ventilation

is all that is needed to keep plants in good health

and perfection as regards bloom.—A. D.

Anthracite coal.—I do not think " Pompa-
dour " will be able to burn this coal in a saddle

boiler furnace. I once tried it in the case of a
llued saddle set as an auxiliary to an upright tu-

bular boiler, and it failed to burn it economically,

there not being sufficient draught for its perfect

combustion. In upright tubular boilers or where
a very strong draught can be had I prefer it to

coke for several reasons : it does not clinker, and
there is not so much sulphur in it as there is in

coke ; a large quantity can be stored away in a
small space, and it does not appear to be any the

worse for exposure to the weather. Coke I always
think seems to be stronger and to give out more
heat when fresh from the factory. Lastly, but

not least in importance, is the fact that it is

smokeless. For boilers that will properly burn it I

consider it cheaper than coke, unless the latter

can be had at a very low price.—W. Simpson,
Eastn-ood, Falfcld.

1 have been using anthracite coal in an
Independent Star boiler for the last six months,
and have found it both cheaper and more reliable

than coke. It never "bridges." The stove can be
left for twenty hours with the greatest certainty.

The only point to be observed is that it must not

be larger than, say, lumps of 2 J in. to 3 in. square.

This rather troubled me at first, it being difficult

stuff to break, but now the dealers supply it in a
size fit for use.—F. P. CoLLiNGS, 22, Balfovr Road,

Hirjhhvrij Ncm Parlt.
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INDOOR GARDEN.
IPOMtEA bona-nox.

Although this is a most interesting and really

beautiful stove climbing- plant, yet, singular to

say, one seldom meets witli it except in botanic

rpomcea, hona-nox.

oardens. It is a plant which has been long
under cultivation, having been grown as far

back as the middle of the last century. It is

a rapid growing plant with slender stems,

furnished with heart-shaped leaves. The flowers

are tubular, and the corolla, which measures
from 4 in. to 5 in. across, is pure white, with
five green streaks on the outside. It expands
about nine o'clock in the evening, and remains
open tm daylight. It is an easUy cultivated

plant in a moderately warm stove, grown either

in a large pot, or planted out in soil consisting of

equal parts loam and peat, with a little sharp
sand. It is a native of Jamaica, where it festoons
the trees along the banks of the river in a
beautiful way. It may be raised from seeds, pro-
curable in almost any seed shop.

NEW CHINESE PRIMROSES.
I HAVE no desire to travel over the beaten track
in regard to this flower—to tell of time for sowing,
of suitable soil, of pots and shifts, and of other
stereotyped detail, matters with which almost
everyone now is familiar. I rather wish to refer to
what is being done in the way of producing new
colours, securing greater substance allied to size,

and good fringed margins. A blaom of a Chinese
Primrose, be it ever so large or so stout, if devoid
of a fringed margin is wanting in beauty, and
therefore there is little prospect that what-
ever improvements may yet come to the flower
they will [be in the direction of smooth edges.
On the other hand, there is a marked ten-
dency on the part of some flowers to exhibit
not merely large, overlapping petals, which give
fullness and body without detracting from the
beauty of the flowers, but an excess of them, so
that the blooms present a crumpled appearance.
In no case do these prove so attractive as smoother
flowers ; indeed, all the rare beauties seen in a
fine Chinese Primrose bloom are only visible when
the flower is bold and flattened. We therefore find
the best features of these flowers to be size, sub-
stance of petal, bold flattened form, and an ample
fringe. But we are now, more than in the past,
labouring to secure that great charm of all the
Primrose variety—a clear, well defined, lemon or
yellow eye. In many flowers the eye is almost
green, in others it is shaded or mottled, and in
others it is clear and well defined. Even in these
Primroses the florist's fancy a thrum ej'e is found
prominent more or less, and the undoubted charm
of this feature lies in the comparative finish that
the prominent anthers seem to give to the throat
that is thus closed, and in the most pleasing way.
Pin-eyed flowers are of course very useful for]

crossing purposes, and they are always abundant,
but the pistil often projecting, and the anthers
lialfway down the throat are not refined proper-
ties ; they must be endured because inevitable.

Habit and. leafage.—Putting aside for the
present reference to colour, an important element
in a good Chinese Primrose is a good habit. Some
of the old kinds, the JIarket White especiallj', have
been marked by the compact growth of the foliage

and the well-rounded head of bloom thrown up
well above it so as to constitute a natural bouquet
of flowers. Many sorts that have good flowers are
wanting in habit, but it is a matter that must not
be lost sight of. Few kinds recently exhibited
have shown this pyramidal form more admirably
than Princess of Wales, shown by Mr. Cannell at

South Kensington last December, but that was
doubtless bred from the Old White kind ; indeed,
if anyone will take the trouble to cross the Old
White with the Chiswick Red, they mostlikely will

get similar kinds. The Fern-leaved varieties are
less popular than formerly, perhaps for the excel-

lent reason that the foliage, though handsome, is

too protruding and brittle, the plants needing
much more space than the old kinds require. As
the Fern-leaved flowers are in all cases but repro-
ductions of those on kinds with more compact
leafage, little is gained by their culture. A veiy
pleasing feature is seen in Williams' alba magni-
fica, and in an interesting kind sent outby Messrs.
Vilmorin, of Paris. Alba magnifica has leaves with
partially curled or crested edges, whilst in Messrs.
Vilmorin's kind the foliage is singularly marked in

this way, and the basis of a new style of leafage
is presented that should be worthy the attention
of the hybridist. A very curious leaf novelty has
just been produced in Messrs. Carter & Co.'s nur-
sery, at Forest Hill. A variety having dark foliage
and producing purple-flaked flowers of great size
and substance has unusually stout flower-stems,
and each one just beneath the truss of bloom pro-
duces four leaves set round the flowers as though
aiTanged for a bouquet. This promises to make a
fine decorative kind. Incidents like this and the
crested leafage show that in foliage as well as in
flower there is much room for the enterprising-

florist to experiment for useful purposes.

Kinds and colours.—Almost a revolution
has been produced in the colour of the carmine and
purple flowers since the introduction of Vilmorin's
Red, the parent of Chiswick Red, Swanley Red,
and other intense colours. This French variety was
first flowered at Chiswick, and from thence has
spread through the trade. By crossing with this

the old, but large flowered carmines and pale
purples, the brilliant hues of to-day have been
evolved—intense reds or deep madders, rich

magentas, such as Mr. Little's Magenta Gem, and
brilliant rosy purples, like Swanley Purple or
Carter's Royal Purple. But no greater novelty has
been produced in the matter of colour than Hol-
born Gem, the lavender-blue variety, so singular
and so distinct. This kind, again, is proving to be a
fertile parent in the way of giving hues and
colours of the most beautiful kind. Perhaps the
most marked of its progeny is tlie fine flaked

flower alluded to above. This is the result of cross-

ing the old Village Maid with Holborn Gem, and
will well serve to perpetuate the rarer, but not
least beautiful, of Chinese Primroses, the flaked
flowers. Indeed, there is growing up so strong a
rage for deep coloured flowers that many other-

wise truly fine kinds are being stigmatised as
washy, a term too often applied deprecatingly to

delicate hues that are trul-y lovely to those whose
tastes have not been demoralised by rich colours.

The old carmines would often fade as the blooms
aged ; but that fault has been overcome. There is

one peculiarly pleasing kind, the flowers of which
open pale pink, and deepen to a rosy pink that is

very beautiful. Another has flesh or salmon-
shaded flowers, such as Cannell's Princess of

Wales. It is a delicate tint that is exceedingly
lovely. A very distinct kind is sometimes known as

marginata, because the ground colour of rosy lilac

is bordered -with white round each petal. This
kind comes -with pale green foliage and is closely

allied to the pure old white, one of the very best

of all kinds, for it has a model habit, compact
leafage, and a perfect head or pyramid of
bloom. The true old white never shades or
pinks. Some kinds that open pure white colour
with age. These are good of their kind, but they
are not to be confounded with the pure white
forms. Some very pleasing introductions from the
Continent are found in the punctated or speckled
flowers. None of these are large, but Mr. Cannell
has them in the best form I have yet seen—the
flowers stout and bold, and in carmine, deep red,
and rich purple hues. In using these as pollen
parents on our larger kinds some very striking
flowers will result ; indeed, so many are now
cross-breeding the Chinese Primrose, and in so
many and various ways, that it is not possible to
imagine what its'future will be. Probably in four or
five years the new kinds will cause us to open our
eyes to some pvirpose. One tiling which seems
pretty evident is that raisers will have to give
over naming their progeny, except in the case of
something marvellously fine. It is one of the best
properties of the Chinese Primrose that, if not
cross fertilised, it will reproduce its kind from
seed, but when we get 50 or perhaps 100 diverse
forms in commerce no one will be able to sow
stock of each, and the gardener will prefer a
mixed lot of seed that he may have, as in his
Cinerarias, Gloxinias, &c., as much variety as pos-
sible. The true double kinds -will always be too
troublesome to displace single kinds, whilst they
are never one-half so effective. The semi-double
kinds simply present to us a good flower spoiled.
The eye of the Chinese Primrose is its light and
charm. The semi-double kinds simply obliterate
that and give nothing in compensation. They can-
not easily be fertilised, and do not seed freely. The
Chinese Primrose is and will long remain our
most beautiful and easiest grown winter green-
house plant. A. D,

SALVIA SPLENDENS COMPACTA.
A coMPACT-GHOWiNG Variety of this favourite
old winter-flowering plant has long been a de-
sideratum, for, beautiful as the ordinary form
of the plant is, its growth is somewhat straggling,

a circumstance which considerably detracts from
its merits as a pot plant. In the variety com-
pacta, represented by the annexed woodcut, we

Salvia splendens compacta.

have a dwarf, neat plant of dense growth, yet
very floriferous. It is one of the plants now being
distributed by Messrs. Vilmorin & Co., of Paris.
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BROMBLIA PINGUIN.

The accompanying illustration represents a huge

Bromeliaceous plant, which flowered some time

ago in the Botanic Garden at Brest, where it had

been grown for upwards of forty years under

the name of Bromelia Karatas; when it flowered,

however, it was pronounced by M. Morren, of

Liege, to be B. I'inguin of Linnseus, a rare cul-

tivated plant; whereas B. Karatas is com-

paratively common, at least in this country. M.
Blanchard, in an account of this remarkable

plant given in the Revue ILirticole, says :
" Like

all the other species belonging to this genus, it is

stemless, throwing out sometimes, but rarely, a

few strong stolons of about 3 ft. in length. It

I'equires a large house to enable it to develop

itself properly. In the open air, on rocks, lawns,

or on the margins of an artificial stream it is

very effective. Young plants of it in pots may be

used for room decoration, their only rival for

such a purpose being the Pandanus. A turfy

peat suits it well, and the pots should be rather

check, any deficiency of nourishment or moisture,

must seriously affect the embryo flowers ; there-

fore, little and often should be the rule, thus

keeping the soil as nearly as possible in an
equable state as regards moisture. There are,

however, other causes for the imperfect develop-

ment of Cyclamen blooms, such as greenfly,

which, finding its way into the folds of the half-

formed corolla, feeds upon it and arrests the

flow of sap, causing the blooms to become twisted.

Then, again, imperfect root action, caused by a too

retentive soil or a too confined atmosphere, accom-
panied by atoo high temperature, when thedays are

at their shortest, will hinder the perfect develop-

ment of the fiowers. Good, well-formed blooms

can only be secured by a course of gentle treat-

ment from the time when the first blooms are

thrown up above the foliage until all have be-

come developed. Many err in subjecting their

plants at mid-winter to a hurrying temperature.

From the end of October 5.5° by day with a

maximum of .50° at night, giving as much air

as the weather will permit, are the highest arti-

ficial temperatures admissible. Just a word with

g^'^'.r

small than large." The annexed illustration -shows

well the noble port of this plant, which, though
we cannot grow it in the open air in this

country, might be advantageously grown in large

houses. The allied species of B. Pinguin are B.

3C3ptrum, Commeliana, antiacanths, and the

handsome B. Binotiana, a plant which, when
shown in London a few years ago with its bril-

liant crimson bracts in perfection, elicited gene-
ral admiration.

respect to soil. Eather of the two err on the side

of lightness ; if a good fibrous loam is not ob-
tainable use but little loam, letting leaf-mould
predominate, and add plenty of silver sand
and a little peat in small lumps.

J. COKNHILL.

DEFORMED CYCLAMEJT BLOOMS.
These, let me tell your Darlington correspondent,
are frequently caused through deficiency of

moisture at the roots. The Cyclamen i.i a tender-
rooted subject, and should never be subjected to

heavy waterings, but at the same time the ball of

soil should never become dust-dry at any period
during its growth. When one takes into considera-
tion the fact that generally three iq.onths elapse
from the first formation of the flower-bud to its

expansion, it will at once be seen that any sudden

BOUVAKDIA CUTTINGS.
I SHOULD be greatly obliged if any of your
readers who are successful in striking cuttings of

the above would give me some assistance. I have
been putting in cuttings since the end of Feb-
ruary, and up to the present time out of a hun
dred or more about half-a-dozen appear to have
struck. I placed three or four in a 3-in. pot, in fine

sifted leaf mould and plenty of silver sand. The
pots were plunged in Cocoa-nut fibre in a hotbed
of about 75° or more, the cuttings were gently
syringed once and sometimes twice every 2i hours,
were kept well shaded all the time in the propa-
gating case, and yet they have kept damping
oif ; the leaves go black, the stems also—in some
cases a day or two after being inserted, while

others have remained perfectly fresh for three
weeks or so, having every appearance of striking,

and yet in the end have damped off. The plants
from which the cuttings were taken were subjected
to a sort of short rest and partial drying off after
fiowering. They were afterwards placed in the
forcing house to produce the cuttings. I ought
to add that, owing to a fair amount of sun heat
which we have lately had, fires were let out, so

that the hotbed cooled down somewhat during
the day. Verj' little, if any, air his been given
the cuttings for fear of causing them to flag, and
the propagating case has alwaj's been kept fairly

moist. 1 should be glad to know if my treatment
in every respect has been right or only partly so,-

and where it is that I have done wrong.
A. E.

A packet of Gloxinia seed.—In Feb-
ruary, 1881, I purchased a packet of Gloxinia seed,

which was sown in the third week of that month
in a well-drained 6-in. pot, filled with equal parts

of peat, loam, and silver sand. The soil was well
watered and the seeds sown on the surface, and a
little silver sand was sprinkled over them. They
were then placed in bottom-heat and a piece of

glass was put over the pot. Under such conditions
the seed soon began to germinate, and as soon as

the young plants were large enough to handle they
were pricked off in a pan, and from thence into

3-in. pots. Out of the 6-in. pot I have now 124 fine

bulbs, some as large as hens' eggs. I may mention
that some of the seeds did not come up for three

months after the first seedlings were taken out.

They were all pricked oH as fast as they appeared,
and they have all flowered in 3-in. pots, most of

them having had from four to six flowers on each
plant. The first flower opened in August last year,

and I have scared}' been without a Gloxinia bloom
from that time till now, with the exception of the

last week in December, when 1 was not able to cut

one. The first of them are coming along finely for

the second time ; they have been repotted into

4J-in. pots after having had a good rest. The
variety of colour amongst them has been very
good, and some of the fiowers the largest I have
yet seen, and quite equal to those of any named
sorts. I should have shifted them into larger-sized

pots, but the leaves so covered the pot that it was
almost impossible to disturb them without danger
to the plants. I therefore advise all who try the
raising of seedlings to put them in their flowering

pot when started. I do not know who would be
without a Gloxinia when they can be obtained so

easily. If I had not any old plants by me the seed-

lings in question would have served me all the
winter, and I think there is not a much more
valuable flower in midwinter than a Gloxinia,

either cut or on the plants.

—

Geoege Carpenter,
Walton-on-Tliames.

PLANTS FOE HANGING BASKETS.
Few plants look more ornamental in hanging
baskets than Ferns, especially the drooping kinds.

One of the most elegant for this kind of work is

Pteris scaberula, which does well in a greenhouse
temperature, and is of moderate growth ; it has
beautifully divided fronds and creeping rhizomes,

that soon travel over the surface of a small basket
or pot, and clothe them with therichest of drapery.
Davallia Novce-Zelandia; is also a very choice
Fern, something after the manner and character
of the preceding, but rather more dense in habit

and darker green. Adiantum setiilosum is quite a
gem, and requires so little soil that it will grow in

a Cocoa-nut shell or small perforated Orchid pot,

through the holes of either of which the J'oung
fronds find their way, and have a very pretty
appearance. Acrophorus immersus it another Fern
well adapted foi- baskets ; it has creeping stolons

that traverse the soil and send out fronds above
and below, thus forming a complete globe of
elegant drapery. This .species, being deciduous,
dies down early in the autumn ; after which it

should be kept rather dry till February or March,
when, with a gentle watering occasionally, the
roots will soon start again into growth. Asplenium
flaccidum is remarkably gi'aceful in a basket or
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vase ; the fronds are pendulous, and range from
2 ft. to 3 ft. long ; like most of the Aspleniums, it

is viviparous, besides which it seeds freely, and
therefore admits o£ ready increase. Where a fine

bold plant is required, and room can be afforded

it, there is nothing equal to AVoodwardia radicans,

the fronds of which being not only broad, but

long and bold, and when in an elevated position

produce a very striking effect. Being a strong-

growing plant, it needs plenty of root space, and
all through the summer an abundant supply

of water to keep it in health. "Woodwardia
orientalis is also a handsome kind, but, being

of a stifEer habit, not so well adapted for baskets,

unless used for the centre, with others of

a drooping character around it. W. radicans is

almost hardy, and, with slight protection, will live

outdoors in any favoured spot, the most suitable

covering for the crown during the winter being a
few dry leaves, kept in place by a handful of

bracken. Nephrolepis tuberosa is an exceedingly

ornamental Fern, and will cover a basket quicker

than any other with whicli I am acquainted ;
it

sends out its long wiry stolons in all directions,

and each of these forms a plant at the end, which
emits a number of elegant-looking wavy fronds,

that have a light and graceful appearance. The
foregoing are all greenhouse sorts ; among the

stove species there are several, one of the neatest

being Nephrolepis pectinata, which is a miniature
form of the other. The most striking species of

Nephrolepis, however, is N. davallioides, which
has fronds from three to five feet long, and so

persistently drooping that they can only be seen

to advantage when much elevated, as the plants

may be in baskets suspended to girders or rafters

or in high pockets on rockwork, one or other of

which positions this Fern should always have

;

Groniophlebium subauriculatum, which has much
the same habit of growth, should be treated in a

similar manner. Lygodiums, too, such as L. scan-

dens and L. palmatum, form exceedingly graceful

objects in baskets, the first named being quite a

climber ; under favourable conditions it grows
several yards in length, and may be led about in

almost any direction desired. These only need
greenhouse heat. There are several of the Lycopo-
diums, too, such as Galleotti and uncinatum, that

make lovely basket plants, the last-named being
quite unique in character, as, besides being very

trailing, the colour of its fronds and leaves is of a

glaucous metallic-looking green, which renders it

very distinct, and gives the plant a charming and
interesting appearance. All that is necessary in

starting with any of the above-named is to line

the baskets in which they are to be planted with
moss, and then fill them with rough peat andfibry
loam, in which they will do well. Ferns and
Selaginellas in baskets, being so much exposed to

the air, require frequent watering to keep the soil

moist ; but so ornamental are they that they are

deserving of any attention that may be bestowed
on them. S. D.

Imantophyllum miniatum.—This still

well deserves a place in every collection, its dark
green leaves and conspicuous flowers rendering
it striking even amongst the most brilliant of

its associates, and it is also useful for cutting.

It requires very little attention as regards treat-

ment ; the less indeed it is disturbed .it the
roots the better. The plants of it which we have
here have not been repotted for these last five

years, and the roots have become so matted that
to all appearance they have no feeding material

on which to exist except what is given them in

the shape of liquid manure, which they receive

copiously, and thus treated they have gone on
flowering profusely year after year, and as long
as they do so I think it best to " let well alone."

Aechd. MACKIB, Woodlands, Darlington.

DwarfCockscomb President Thiers.—This is a

very distinct and pleasing variety, admirably adapted for

pot culture. It has been recently introduced by ilessrs.

Vilmorln & Co., of Paris, and gives a pleasing and novel

hue of purple-crimson wliich we have not previously seen

in the Cockscomb. It is of dwarf growth, and the combs
very fine, therefore well adapted for exhibition purposes.

-K.D.

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

G. J., SUP>EEr.

A LARGE and brilliant bouquet, all yellow and
golden, is made of Berberis, yellow Wallflower,

yellow Polyanthus, Kerria japonica and Jonquils,

with some of the bright Daisy-like blooms of

Doronicum caucasicum, and foliage of Golden
Valerian. Myosotis dissitiflora, with the young
growth of Woodruff gathered in tufts, combine to

make a charming table bouquet in white china.

The fresh lively green of the young Woodruff
agrees well with the colour of the Forget-me-not,

and the two together in the clean white porcelain

give a pleasant impression of the bright young
growths of spring. In another table bouquet, one
or two clusters of Pnlmonaria virginica, with
its fine broad leaves, rise from a group
of double white Wood Anemone. Wild Marsh
Marigolds fill a large bowl on a hall table. A
silver cup, broad and shallow, has Stephanotis

and Gardenia ; the former, for its better preserva-

tion, kept low in the water, A twig or two of

Portugal Laurel makes suitable foliage, the leaves

not too large, but of the darkest green, and most
brilliant polish. Cydonia japonica, pink and rosy-

scarlet, now well clothed with its own foliage, is

beautiful in cream-coioured ware. A tall glass

holds whole shoots of Dielytra spectabilis, flowered

indoors. Alpine Auriculas in pots are grouped in

large china bowls w-ell mossed over— purple and
lilac in one bowl, and yellow and golden bronze in

another.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKPIELD.

Coprosma Baueriana variegata.—This
is an evergreen greenhouse shrub with a bushy
trailing habit of growth and foliage richly varie-

gated—bright green and cream colour. It is har-

dier than most kinds of summer bedding plants,

and well deserves a foremost place amongst them.
It has not yet become very popular, probably
owing to the difficulty supposed to exist with re-

gard to its propagation, a difficulty soon overcome
when the cuttings are made of new growths and
inserted in saucers of sand, which should be kept
saturated with water and placed in a close moist
temperature of 75°. Under such conditions they
root in less than a week, when thej' require pot-

ting in sandy loam and replacing in heat till the
roots have got hold of the new soil, when ordinary
cold frame treatment suits them perfectly. They
can be planted out with safety any time after the

middle of May, the soil in which they do best

being moderately rich sandy loam. Owing to the

distinctness of the variegation and the ease with
which the growth is regulated, this New Zealand
shrub is one of the best plants we have for form
ing divisional lines in beds that are to be planted
with dark coloured foliaged or flowering plants,

and it is equally suitable for edgings to large beds
or to encircle lines of dark Lobelias, Ageratums, or

Violas, and it has no rival when used as a central

plant in small panels of dark-leaved Alternan-
theras.

Spring flo'wers.-The present may, indeed'

be termed a floral spring, for never in my re-

collection has there been such a continuous
display, lasting ever since the Snowdrop season to

the present time. Wallflowers, Primroses, Hya-
cinths, and Tulips have been most abundant

;

such a season must increase the demand for

spring flowers, and in order to meet it (whilst

these are yet in flower) notes should be made of
the most popular kinds in order that their pro-

pagation may be undertaken at the proper season,
and the approved varieties of bulbs ordered early.

Wallflowers, Primroses, and Polyantlin.fes may be
sown now, and good varieties of tl;c two last

should be increased by division as sco'i as they
have done flowering. New plots of Viokt-: should
be made as soon as runners can be had ; from
these early plantings good flowers are frequently

produced in quantity throughout the autumn and

winter. The Czar and Victoria Regina are the
best winter bloomers, simply because they are the
hardiest. In order the better to insure a long
succession of flowers in spring different aspects
should be chosen. We plant a few at the foot of

the fruit tree walls in every asjject ; from the south
we gathered quantities of blooms in January, and
from the north and east aspects they have not yet
done flowering. Lily of the VUley is amenable
to the same mode of culture, and the season of
flowering is also proportionately extended. Beds
of this Lily should now be top-dressed, and new
beds made by dividing the roots that have been
forced. Plant single crowns in lines 9 in. apart and
?i in. asunder in the line

;
press them firmly into

the soil, and then mulch with cow manure, which
should remain on the whole of the summer ; next
season some good flowers may be expected, and
the following one they will be as fine as those
from imported crowns.

General work.—This, to a large extent, still

consists in the preparation of plants for summer
arrangements. We arc at present busy making up
hotbeds, consisting of stable litter and lawn
mowings, for Alterantheras

;
putting in cuttings

of Mesembryanthemum cordifolium variegatum
in boxes, which are placed over the pipes in

vineries to strike
;
pricking off seedling Tagetes,

Pyrethrums, Zinnias, Asters, and Stocks, also pot-

ting off Coleuses, Iresines, Heliotropes, and Petu-
nias, and planting out Lobelias and Verbenas in

turf pits, and Calceolarias and Violas in the open
air. Dahlias and sub-tropical plants require the
extra space thus gained, and some of these need
larger pots, our rule being never to let them get
root-bound, as that cripples the growth of the
plants for the whole season. The outside opera-
tions now are principally mowing and sweeping

;

preparing beds and borders for planting
;
pruning

and tying up, or nailing in climbers ; sowing hardy
annuals, and making successional sowings of

Sweet Peas, Mignonette, and Virginian Stocks

;

weeding, and in mossy places, salting walks and
roads.

FLORAL DECORATIONS.

J. HUDSON, GUNNEESBIJBT HOUSE.

Okce more we have a liberal supply of flowers

from hardy shrubs and trees that cannot fail to be
acceptable as well as useful in a cut state. Of
these we are now using sprays of the single white
Cherry in association with those of the Siberian
Crab. I flnd these group well together and make a
pleEising contrast. Another useful early flowering
plant is the double blossomed white Peach, which
looks exceedingly well against a background of

common Laurel, as seen in the shrubberies here.

In a cut state it will look well with the golden
yellow Kerria japonica. The foliage of Berberis

Aquifolium would do nicely as a background for

an arrangement of this kind. Pyrus japonica and
its white variety make a nice change. When using
these flowers secure a few fresh green growths
also to arrange with them. The early flowering

hardy Rhododendrons are always valuable. Like
the Pyrus, these arrange best by themselves. I

find three or four trusses of two distinct colours of

these hardy American plants to group well

together for a sideboard decoration. Besides all

these there are Laurustinus, Ribes sanguineum
and its white form, and other shrubs which, for

cut pui-poses, ought to be morevalued than they are:

and where a supply can be thus got, as at the

present time, from the open air, less pressure

should be put upon that from the houses. Of hardy
bulbous plants, the Bluebells (Scilla campanulata
and patula) are valuable aids in floral decorations.

A few spikes look pretty arranged with Hoteia
japonica, or in a dinner-table arrangement they
associate well with the Amazonian Lily. Of plants

easily grown under ordinary greenhouse treatment,
Choisya ternata is a valuable shrub, as are also

the Eriostemons (B. linearifolium in particular).

We have these in flower now, the latter plant be-

ing in that condition nearly all the winter. Both
of these shrubs are most valuable for bouquet
work. A few pots of Musk will be an agreeable
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change in the house where this plant he s been for-

warded ; so also will early Stocks and small plants

of Heliotropes and forced Pinks, not forgetting

Mignonette from autumn-sown seed.

INDOOE PLANTS.
T. BAINES, SOUTHGATE.

Stephanotis and. Gardenias.—Plants of

these two fragrant white flowers started in a

brisk heat some time back will now come rapidly

forward. The Gardenia is a sun-requiring plant, as

however much heat it receives the flowers do
not make much progress until the sun gets

some power. Use every means to keep down scale

and mealy bug which will now increase apace. If

the growth of the Stephanotis was well ripened

last autumn, the plants will generally show
flower freely on the young shoots as soon as

formed. Do not use too much atmosphericmoisture,
as where subjected to an over-humid atmosphere,
the bloom is usually proportionately deficient.

Perpetual flowering Carnations.—
Where there is a well-managed stock of these, the

principal lot should now be fast pushing up tlieir

flower-stems, for, althougli from their perpetual
blooming habit with a sufficient number of plants

their flowers may be had all the year round, still

they come much finer and in greater abundance
during the spring and summer. The plants will be
much benefited by the application of manure
water once a week. This will not only assist the
earliest flowers, but also the successional bloom.
A little soot added to the manure water will be
found an advantage, as besides its manurial pro-

perties, it tends to banish worms, and there is no
insect that appears to like depositing its eggs on
plants that have tlie odour of soot about them.

Tuberous Begonias. — If not already
started, the old bulbs of these should at once be
set to work, repotting them in good, fresh soil,

and giving root-room proportionate to the size of

the bulbs, for though they may be considerably
assisted by liquid stimulants, yet with free-grow-
ing subjects like these Begonias, that form large
heads in little time, a good amount of space is

requisite for the roots ; if too" much confined the
amount of growth and flowers forfchooming will be
limited.

Tender annuals.—Even in gardens where
plants of a permanent character are made the
principal feature some of the handsomest annuals
suitable for pot culture may be grown with advan-
tage. Such things as Balsams, Globe Amaranthus,
Rhodanthe Manglesi, Celosia pyramidalis, and the
old-fashioned Cockscomb, when well managed, are
amongst the most effective plants that can be
grown for summer decoration, and when in flower
they can be placed about in conservatories and
similar structures where it would not be ex-
pedient to set plants of more value. The feathery
plumes of the Celosia are unequalled as regards
efEeot when grouped with plants of more bushy
habit. The principal matter to be kept in view in
the cultivation of these things is to give them
sufficient room and keep them close to the
glass from the time the seed germinates until
they are in bloom. It is not advisable to place
the seeds in too much heat; an intermediate
temperature, such as that obtainable from a
moderate hot-bed composed of leaves and manure
in about equal quantities, answers best. Pits or
frames now occupied with bedding plants will
in most places be at liberty in a short time,
and will be available for them in their subsequent

Linum trigynum.—Where yellow flowers
are prized, combined with a plant that occupies
little room, this old-fashioned Flax is deserving
of cultivation. I£ seeds of it are sown at once
they will make nice blooming plants before
autumn. It is somewhat liable to the attacks of
red spider ; consequently a constant nse of the
syringe will be necessary, dewing the plants over
every day. 6-in. or 7-in. pots are large enough,
stopping once or twice to iuduc» a bushy con-
<}itioij.

Lisianthus Russellianus.—This deserves

a place wherever there is the means of giving it

intermediate warmth, as so treated it does much
better than where it receives more heat. The seed

should be sown on the surface of the soil in a
pot, covering it little or none, with the exception

of a piece of glass, which should be placed over

the top of the pot. The latter should be set in a

pan containing a little water, that will be absorbed

lay the soil, thereby obviating the necessity of

watering overhead, which displaces the seeds and
retards their vegetating. It is biennial in habit,

plants raised from seed sown now blooming in

May, June, or July the ensuing year.

Todeas and Triclionianes.—Many who
have attempted the cultivation of these elegant

Ferns have failed through keeping them too

warm. No heat is required except simply to keep
out frost. They require to be confined within a

glazed case, for though they will live exposed to

the atmosphere of an ordinary cool fernery, yet

they do not get on so well as if less air was given

them. Any that need more root room should be
repotted, being careful not to disturb the roots

more than is unavoidable, as now when growth is

commencing any mutilation of them will interfere

with the development of the young fronds. Keep
the soil well supplied with water, as the least

approach to dryness is most injurious at all times,

but much more so during the early stages of

growth than at any other time. In giving water
be careful not to wet the plants overhead, as if

this is not avoided they always have a brown,
shabby appearance.

Lygodium scandens.—Where large stands

or baskets are required to be filled with flowers

tliis climbing Fern should be grown in sufficient

quantity to admit of its being used freely, as its

elegant long sprays have a beautiful effect when
entwined amongst flowers and other green
foliage.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Vf. COLEMAN, EASTNOE CASTLE.

Vines.—By this time the Vines in the latest

houses win be fit for stopping if the operation
has not already been performed. Syringe well

twice a day until the branches become prominent,
encourage a short-jointed, sturdy growth by ven-

tilating freely through the early part of the day,

close with brisk sun heat to save firing, and allow
the temperature to range about 60° at night. If

the inside borders have not been watered since the

Vines broke, now will be a good time to give them
a thorough watering—if gross, with pure water ; if

weak, with liquid orguano added—which will carry

them on until after the fruit is set, when they may
be again watered and mulched with short manure.
Pay regular attention to daily details in succes-

sion houses, and on no account let the thinning of

the berries get behind, otherwise a tedious opera-
tion of this kind, which requires great patience, is

sure to be hurried over and imperfectly performed.
Fertilise Muscats now in flower, also Black Mo-
rocco and other shy-setting kinds, using Hamburgh
pollen if it can be obtained or has been preserved

in a dry, warm place. A camel's-hair brush should
be used in preference to drawing the hand down
the bunches, and the atmosphere of the house
should be dry and warm when the operation is

performed.
Examine the foliage in out-of-the-way corners

in the early house, and if a suspicious-looking leaf

is found, either sponge at once with weak Tobacco
or soap water, or apply the usual remedy to the

pipes for the destruction of spider. At the same
time look well to inside borders, and if found
dry, a condition under which spider makes rapid
strides, water freely with guano water and mulch
with short stable manure which has been well
worked as for a Mushroom bed. Damp this fre-

quently to keep the atmosphere charged with
moisture, maintain a low night temperature by
giving front air, and,most important of all, see that

the Vines are not carrying more fruit than they
are likely to swell up and finish. Many people
overcrop and suffer, but we never hear the grower

or the consumer complain when a moderate crop
colours and ripens well.

Peaches and Nectarines. — The most
trying and critical period in Peach culture is the
stoning process, wliich lasts about five weeks, and
so great is the strain upon the trees that during
that time no outward change is perceptible in the

size of the fruit, but good work is going on within,

and as soon as the old lime rubble, so often re-

commended for Peach borders, has been converted
into bony foundations for the luscious pulp, the
last swelling for ripening will be very rapid, and
forcing may be pushed on under a much higher
temperature than would be safe through any of

the preceding stages, but it must be borne in mind
that hard forcing is not recommended, as trees

placed under high pressure are short-lived, and
the fruit they produce is generally small, flavour-

less, and deficient in colour. To have the fruit fine

and well coloured, low temperatures, ranging from
i5° at the commencement to 58° at the finish,

Trith a free circulation of air on all favourable
occasions, are points which must have attention,

and where they are neglected the mediocre fruit

so frequently met with will be the result. Having
kept the trees regularly syringed and ventilated to

prevent fluctuations through the stoning period,

the first sign of a move forward will denote the

time for the final thinning, an operation upon
which many fruit growers disagree, one man
asserting that his trees carry twelve fruit to a
foot, while others, myself amongst them, find one
good Peach to every square foot of trellis covered
with foliage is a heavy crop for trees to carry for

a number of years in succession. Pinch the points

out of all growths which will be removed after the

crop is gathered to throw size into the fruit. Tie

down the young shoots where a free and easy
style of growth has been adopted during the
stoning process, and elevate the fruit well above the
foliage, point upwards by the use of short pieces

of lath placed across the trellis. Give another

'

watering to inside borders, and mulch well to keep
the »urface roots moist and active during the time

the fruit is ripening. If soft water cannot be
obtained for syringing, water free from lime

should be used, otherwise the sediment will mark
the fruit and detract from its appearance when
ripe. Follow up the usual routine in succession

houses and keep everytliing in order by the timely

performance of the various operations now crowd-

ing upon each other. Disbud, tie down the shoots,

and thin the fruit in late houses. Use the syringe

freely all round, and give all inside borders copious

waterings with water at the mean temperature of

the houses in which the trees are growing.

Figs.—Favoured by an unusually fine season,

the most forward fruit on pot trees will soon

begin to ripen, when watering may be gradually

reduced, but at no time mvrst the trees feel the

want of water, neither must syringing be en-

tirely discontinued, otherwisespider will speedily

follow the check and give much after trouble.

From this time forward the house may be freely

ventilated in favourable weather, and the tem-

perature may range from 60° to 65° at night

and 70° to 75° by day with a rise to 80° after

closing on bright afternoons. Maintain a circu-

lation of warm air through the night. Keep the

young growths neatly tied down to give the

ripening fruit the full benefit of light and solar

heat, and as ripe Figs can be kept for a few days

laid on a hair-sieve in a dry room, make a point

of gathering all that are ready at short inter-

vals, and immediately give a good watering
with tepid liquid, and syringe copiously to help

forward the advancing crop. In succession houses

where the trees are planted out, pinch or remove
the side shoots and tie down leaders to prevent

overcrowding, but do not stop the latter until

they have reached the extremity of the trellis,

as the Fig, unlike many other kinds of fruit

tree, keeps producing a succession as long as it

continues growing. In some parts of the tree

stopping is quite necessary to prevent the fruit

from being too much shaded by the foliage,

but stopping should not be practised after the

turn of the summer or when the trees are
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weakened by forcing and unable to push young
growths from the eye nearest the point at which
the shoot has been stopped. Trees in late houses
may now be well syringed and watered to help
the crop along ; ventilate freely to insure a

firm, short-jointed growth, and close early with
sun-heat to save firing through the night.

Examine spring-struck cuttings and shift them
on as they requke more pot room. If kept in or

over bottom-heat with their heads near the glass,

they may be got into 12-in. pots by the autumn
and strong enough to bear fruit nest year.

Stra"wtaerries.—If these plants still occupy
shelves in Peach houses and vineries, lose no time
in getting them removed to safer quarters, and
thoroughly cleanse the houses or the parts in

which they are likely to have left the nucleus of

a colony of spider before it has time to extend to

the permanent and more valuable occupants,
where it will do more mischief than the Straw-
berries are worth. If a hot-water pit, in which the
plants can be placed near the glass, is available,

this will be found the best place for their re-

ception, as there they can be copiously syringed
and shut up early with sun heat to swell the frait,

and the pots being less exposed to bright sun and
draughts of air, feeding can be more effectually

and economically carried on than when elevated
on shelves in lofty houses.By this time the stock
will have been reduced to the late kinds occupying
7-in. and 8-in. pots, and as these will now be
making an abundance of foliage and throwing up
their flower-scapes, see that they have plenty of

air and water and syringe well when the pit is

closed for the day. If the plants have not been
disturbed since they were stored away in the
autumn and space is available, a general turn over
and partial replunging, giving the best more room
by turning out the weakest to form a later batch
by themselves, the crop will well repay the time
and trouble expended upon them. Let the crocks
be examined as the work proceeds, and correct
any derangement that may have been cat»ed by
worms ; also ram the soil well back to the sides of

the pots to insure the even passage of water, and
top-dress the surface with a mixture of rich loam
and rotten manure. To secure extra fine fruit,

thin off weak blossoms before they open, fertilise

those left when ready, and tie up to light sticks

when they begin to swell.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
K. GILBERT, BUEOHLEY.

Of Celery, which is always useful and enjoyable
when well blanched and well grown, our early
sowing now pricked out ia boxes for second or
for main crop is well above the ground ; for the
last crop of all we sow in the middle of this

month ; this proves most useful for soups in
early spring. Early Broccoli, such as Veitch's
Autumn Giant, good old Walcheren, and White
Cape should, if not already done, be sown at once
—under glass if possible. To sow seeds outside,
even this fine season, is not a good system ; the
young seedlings do not grow and flourish in the
same manner as if raised under glass, and weakly,
crippled plants are not the thing if success is a
consideration. Defer sowing the later kinds until
the 1st of IMay. Scarlet Runners I grow in minia-
ture trenches, the same as Peas ; the trenches
should be taken out at once, well manured, and
dug deeply, breaking the soil well as the work
proceeds. We then put an inch deep of burnt
refuse on the top of the broken soil, and wait
until the second week in May ; then with a cultiva-

tor we mix the ashes and the soil in the trenches,
draw a shallow drill down the middle, and in
th.d plant the Beans, in single rows, earthing
them up, when large enough, until the ground is

level before staking. This method of planting
Scarlet Runners makes them to a great extent
independent of dry, hot weather. Peas that are
suflSciently grown should be staked after slightly
earthing them up ; and here I must remark that
Peas are very much benefited by staking ; it keeps
that worst of all enemies—the surface wind

—

ai

bay. I consider wind far more dangerous than
frost for all outside Peas. Our earliest Pea, Ring-
leader, is showing flower, but I have Minimum
in pod, grown in boxes under glass, no fire-heat
being used. While speaking of Peas I must
say that in last weeis's Calendar I described
Stratagem and Pride of the Market as 6-ft.

Peas, meaning Telegraph and Telephone. We are
just finishing planting Potatoes, for which the
land is in fine condition and the weather per-
fectly glorious ; therefore, if these two important
matters have anything to do with raising good
crops, I venture to prophesy that success is certain.

We begin this day (April 8) to cut our sjiring

Cabbages
; they are not large, but fairly solid,

and good in flavour. Hicks' and Black-seeded
Brown Cos Lettuces, both good winter varieties,
we have been cutting for use all winter, and just
now we have a very good supply. I like Hicks's
Hardy, the best so far as colour goes. Tomatoes
grow apace just now. Keep the side shoots thin,

and supply them with water abundantly, but no-
thing more at present. When a good crop is well
set, treat them to a little manure water, but not
too much—1 qrt. of manure water to 3 galls, of
clean soft water. French Beans should now be
sown in small pots, and planted out under south
walls or in warm corners for an early supply out-
side.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

AucuBA BBEKiES IN LoNDON.—Among the
plants that fight best with London smut are the
various forma of the Aucuba ; their leathery,

smooth leaves seem to let the soot fall off. At
Ilampstead, in the gardens of Golders' Hill,

bushes of the common Aucuba are quite brilliant

with berries, which look extremely pretty in

the bright sun.

Nabcissi at Belvoie.—The various Narcissi

have been and are still strikingly handsome. N.
Emperor and Empress are conspicuously attrac-

tive. Though less massive the delicate and
refined varieties that belong to the medio-coro-
natus group, of which N. incomparabilis is an
example, are eminently pleasing and satisfac-

tory. Altogether they give a feature to the spring
garden that should not be omitted.—W. I.

Pansies feom the noeth.—Seeing the
large and many coloured Pansies from W.
Hooper, of Bath, at Kensington on Tuesday,
one natural!}' connected their size and freshness

with those western hills where flowers grow so

happily. A basket of very large Pansies from
the Rectory at Dlmsdale-on-Tees, however, cor-

rects the impression and shows the wide range
of country over which these bold and richly

coloured flowers bloom early in the year.

Cbeeus Mallisoni.—This beautiful Cactus,

which is now flowering in the collection of suc-

culent plants at Kew, is one of the most valuable
of the whole tribe of Cacti, as its flowers are

large and showy, and the plant never fails to

produce a numerous crop of flowers, which open
in succession at intervals of a few days. The
Kew plant is grafted on one of the slender

stemmed and consequently pendulous-growing
Cacti, which adds to its beauty. It is of easy
culture in a warm, dry stove.

Double Pbimeoses ox the eock garden.—
Blessed is the man who invented rockeries ! The
double yellow Primroses were nearly all kUled
down in the open border last winter, but the
few survivors were carefully divided and planted
in shady nooks of the rookwork- They have been
blooming in a quiet way since February, and
are now magnificent. The other Primroses have
also come much larger and fresher than in the
borders. Keen frosts on Saturday and Sunday
nights have cut off all Ehododendi'on blooms.

—

M. E. C, Ai/r.

Camellias out of dooes near London.—
Many of us know how hardy the Camellia is,

and how it may survive where the Laurel
perishes. We have, however, not before the
present year noticed it in good bloom close to
London. In Mr. Spencer Wells' garden at Hamp-
stead a bush out three years has now forty
flowers and buds on it. Perhaps the unusually
gentle spring has favoured the flowering, but
as regards hardiness the plants seem to fear
nothing.

MusA ROSACEA.—The chief distinguishing
character of this species from others of this

noble genus are the bracts that subtend the
flowers ; they are of a beautiful rosy pink
colour, quite distinct from those of any other
cultivated kind. When seen just unfolding these
delicately coloured bracts the plant has a fine

effect in C(mibination with its stately growth. It

is now in flower at Pendell Court. Another
beautiful flowered Musa (M. coccinea) will

shortly be in flower at Kew. It is remarkable
for the brilliant scarlet hue of its floral bracts.

Dog's-tooth Violets in Grass.—This year
some of our flowers go out of bloom a little be-
fore their usual time. We rather regretted to

see a nice batch of the Dog's-tooth Violet in seed
the other day growing in the Grass, thinking the
flowers must have looked charming. But stand-

ing over the spot and looking down on the foliage,

we were charmed to see how well this looked
on the Grass from which it sprung. The Dog's-

tooth Violet would appear to be one of the
plants that do well in the Grass, if properly
placed and not destroyed by the mower. The
mower must be looked after for the future.

Veronica Hule3?ana.—This New Zealand
Speedwell, when well grown, is one of the most
beautiful of greenhouse plants, few being able to

compare with it as regards delicacy of tint. It is

a good deal like some of the hardy Speedwells,

having tall branching clusters of small blossoms
of a soft pale mauve. It is as valuable in a cut

state as in the shape of a pot plant, and, being

easily cultivated, makes it all the more desirable.

It is somewhat surprising that such a lovely

plant as this is not more generally met with in

nurseries than it is. It is now in flower in the
conservatory (No. 4) at Kew.

The Grape Pear (Amelanchier Botryapium).
—Whenever a selection of shrubs or trees is

made for a garden, this in all cases should be
included, for there are few more beautiful trees

that flower in early spring. For the past fortnight

or three weeks the trees of it in the parks and
gardens about London have been literally sheets

of white blossom. It differs, too, from other trees

in flower at this season by its peculiarly grace-

ful twiggy growth, which is slightly pendulous

and always spreading. There are several kinds of

Amelanchier in cultivation, but this is no doubt

the best, and in reality represents all the beauty

of the others. It reaches 30 ft. high in North
America, its native country.

Neviusia alabambnsis.—This new shrub,

now in flower against one of the open walls at

Kew, somewhat disappoints us, for, judgingby the

dried specimens of it which Mr. Saul sent us

from his nursery in Washington, we thought

that it would prove to be very ornamental. 'The

colour of the feathery clusters of flowers is a

yellowish green, and certainly not attractive,

but the flowers are produced plentifully, which
compensates a little for their want of colour.

Botanically, it is no doubt highly interesting,

but from a garden point of view some of the

Spirjeas are much superior to it, particularly S.

mollis, now loaded with white blossoms.

Fine specimen of the Coffee plant.—
In a general sense the Coffee shrub is not in-
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change in the house where this plant hrs been for-

warded ; so also will early Stocks and small plants

of Heliotropes and forced Pinks, not forgetting

Mignonette from autumn-sown seed.

INDOOR PLANTS.
. BAINES, SOUTHGATE.

Stephanotis and Gardenias.—Plants of

these two fragrant white flowers started in a
brisk heat some time back will now come rapidly
forward. The Gardenia is a sun-requiring plant, as

howeyer much heat it receives the flowers do
not make much progress until the sun gets
some power. Use every means to keep down scale

and mealy bug which will now increase apace. If

the growth of the Stephanotis was well ripened
last autumn, the plants will generally show
flower freely on the young shoots as soon as

formed. Do not use too much atmospheric moisture,
as where subjected to an over-humid atmosphere,
the bloom is usually proportionately deficient.

Perpetual flowering Carnations.—
Where there is a well-managed stock of these, the
principal lot should now be fast pushing up their

flower-stems, for, although from their perpetual
blooming habit with a suflicient number of plants
their flowers may be had all the year round, still

they come much finer and in greater abundance
during the spring and summer. The plants will be
much benefited by the application of manure
water once a week. This will not only assist the
earliest flowers, but also the successional bloom.
A little soot added to the manure water will be
found an advantage, as besides its manurial pro-
perties, it tends to banish worms, and there is no
insect that appears to like depositing its eggs on
plants that have the odour of soot about them.

Tuberous Begonias. — If not already
started, the old bulbs of these should at once be
set to work, repotting them in good, fresh soil,

and giving root-room proportionate to the size of
the bulbs, for though they may be considerably
assisted by liquid stimulants, yet with free-grow-
ing subjects like these Begonias, that form large
heads in little time, a good amount of space is

requisite for the roots ; if too" much confined the
amount of growth and flowers forthcoming will be
limited.

Tender annuals.—Even in gardens where
plants of a permanent character are made the
principal feature some of the handsomest annuals
suitable for pot culture may be grown with advan-
tage. Sach things as Balsams, Globe Amaranthus,
Ehodanthe Manglesi, Celosia pyramidalis, and the
old-fashioned Cockscomb, when well managed, are
amongst the most effective plants that "can be
grown for summer decoration, and when in flower
they can be placed about in conservatories and
similar structures where it would not be ex-
pedient to set plants of more value. The feathery
plumes of the Celosia are unequalled as regards
efEect when grouped with plants of more bushy
habit. The principal matter to be kept in view in
the cultivation of these things is to give them
sufficient room and keep them close to the
glass from the time the seed germinates until
they are in bloom. It is not advisable to place
the seeds in too much heat; an intermediate
temperature, such as that obtainable from a
moderate hot-bed composed of leaves and manure
in about equal quantities, answers best. Pits or
frames now occupied with bedding plants will
in most places be at liberty in a short time,
and will be available for them in their subsequent
stages.

Linum trigynum.—Where yellow flowers
a-re prized, combined with a plant that occupies
little room, this old-fashioned Flax is deserving
of cultivation. If seeds of it are sown at once
they will make nice blooming plants before
autumn. It is somewhat liable to the attacks of
red spider

; consequently a constant use of the
syringe will be necessary, dewing the plants over
everyday. 6-in. or 7-in. pots are large enough,
stopping once or twioe to indue* a bushy con-
dition.

•'

Lisianthus Russellianus.—This deserves
a place wherever there is the means of giving it

intermediate warmth, as so treated it does much
better than where it receives more heat. The seed
should be sown on the surface of the soil in a
pot, covering it little or none, with the exception
of a piece of glass, whicli should be placed over
the top of the pot. The latter should be set in a
pan containing a little water, that will be absorbed
by the soil, thereby obviating the necessity of

watering overhead, which displaces the seeds and
retards their vegetating. It is biennial in habit,

plants raised from seed sown now blooming in

May, June, or July the ensuing year.

Todeas and Trichomanea.—Many who
have attempted the cultivation of these elegant
Ferns have failed through keeping them too
warm. No heat is required except simply to keep
out frost. They require to be confined within a
glazed case, for though they will live exposed to

the atmosphere of an ordinary cool fernery, yet
they do not get on so well as if less air was given
them. Any that need more root room should be
repotted, being careful not to disturb the roots

more than is unavoidable, as now when growth is

commencing any mutilation of them will interfere

with tlie development of the young fronds. Keep
the soil well supplied witli water, as the least

approach to dryness is most injurious at all times,

but much more so during the early stages of

growth than at any other time. In giving water
be careful not to wet the plants overhead, as if

this is not avoided they always have a brown,
shabby appearance.

Lygodium soandens.—Where large stands
or baskets are required to be filled with flowers

this climbing Fern should be grown in sufficient

quantity to admit of its being used freely, as its

elegant long sprays have a beautiful eSect when
entwined amongst flowers and other green
foliage.

FRUIT GARDEN.
TV. COLEMAN, EASTNOE CASTLE.

Vines.—By this time the Vines in the latest

houses will be fit for stopping if the operation
has not already been performed. Syringe well
twice a day until the branches become prominent,
encourage a short-jointed, sturdy growth by ven-
tilating freely through the early part of the day,
close with brisk sun heat to save flring, and allow
the temperature to range about 60° at night. If

the inside borders have not been watered since the
Vines broke, now will be a good time to give them
a thorough watering—if gross, with pure water ; if

weak, with liquid orguano added—whichwillcarry
them on until after the fruit is set, when they may
be again watered and mulched with short manure.
Pay regular attention to daily details in succes-
sion houses, and on no account let the thinning of
the berries get behind, otherwise a tedious opera-
tion of this kind, wliich requires great patience, is

sure to be hurried over and imperfectly performed.
Fertilise Muscats now in flower, also Black Mo-
rocco and other shy-setting kinds, using Hamburgh
pollen if it can be obtained or has been preserved
in a dry, warm place. A camel's-hair brush should
be used in preference to drawing the hand down
the bunches, and the atmosphere of the house
should be dry and warm when the operation is

performed.
Examine the foliage in out-of-the-way corners

in the early house, and if a suspicious-looking leaf

is found, either sponge at once with weak Tobacco
or soap water, or apply the usual remedy to the
pipes for the destruction of spider. At the same
time look well to inside borders, and if found
dry, a condition under which spider makes rapid
strides, water freely with guano water and mulch
witli short stable manure which has been well
worked as for a Mushroom bed. Damp this fre-

quently to keep the atmosphere charged with
moisture, maintain a low night temperature by
giving front air,and,most importantof all, see that
the Vines are not carrying more fruit than they
are likely to swell up and finisli. Many people
overcrop and suffer, but we never hear the grower

or the consumer complain when a moderate crop
colours and ripens well.

Peaches and Nectarines. — The most
trying and critical period in Peach culture is the
stoning process, which lasts about five weeks, and
so great is the strain upon the trees that during
that time no outward change is perceptible in the
size of the fruit, but good work is going on within,
and as soon as the old lime rubble, so often re-

commended for Peach borders, has been converted
into bony foundations for the luscious pulp, the
last swelling for ripening will be very rapid, and
forcing may be pushed on under a much higher
temperature than would be safe through any of
the preceding stages, but it must be borne in mind
that hard forcing is not recommended, as trees
placed under high pressure are short-lived, and
the fruit they produce is generally small, flavour-

less, and deficient in colour. To have the fruit fine

and well coloured, low temperatures, ranging from
i5° at the commencement to 58° at the finish,

with a free circulation of air on all favourable
occasions, are points which must have attention,
and where they are neglected the mediocre fruit

so frequently met with will be the result. Having
kept the trees regularly syringed and ventilated to
prevent fluctuations through the stoning period,

the first sign of a move forward will denote the
time for the final thinning, an operation upon
which many fruit growers disagree, one man
asserting that his trees carry twelve fruit to a
foot, while others, myself amongst tliem, find one
good Peach to every square foot of trellis covered
with foliage is a heavy crop for trees to carry for

a number of years in succession. Pinch the points
out of all growths which will be removed after the
crop is gathered to throw size into the fruit. Tie
down the young shoots where a free and easy
style of growth has been adopted during the
stoning process, and elevate the fruit well above the
foliage, point upwards by the use of short pieces

of lath placed across the trellis. Give another
watering to inside borders, and mulch well to keep
the lurface roots moist and active during the time
the fruit is ripening. If soft water cannot be
obtained for syringing, water free from lime
should be used, otherwise the sediment will mark
the fruit and detract from its appearance when
ripe. Follow up the usual routine in succession

houses and keep everytliing in order by the timely
performance of the various operations now crowd-
ing upon each other. Disbud, tie down the shoots,

and thin the fruit in late houses. Use the syringe

freely all round, and give all inside borders copious
waterings with water at the mean temperature of

the houses in which the trees are growing.

Figs.—Favoured by an unusually fine season,

the most forward fniit on pot trees will soon
begin to ripen, when watering may be gradually
reduced, but at no time must the trees feel the
want of water, neither must syringing be en-

tirely discontinued, otherwisespider will speedily

follow the check and give much after trouble.

From this time forward the house may be freely

ventilated in favourable weatlier, and the tem-
perature may range from 60° to 65° at night
and 70° to 75° by day with a rise to 80° after

closing on bright afternoons. Maintain a circu-

lation of warm air through the night. Keep the
young growths neatly tied down to give the
ripening fruit the full benefit of liglit and solar

heat, and as ripe Figs can be kept for a few daj's

laid on a hair-sieve in a dry room, make a point

of gathering all that are ready at short inter-

vals, and immediately give a good watering
with tepid liquid, and syringe copiously to help
forward the advancing crop. In succession houses
where the trees are planted out, pinch or remove
the side shoots and tie down leaders to prevent
overcrowding, but do not stop the latter until

they have reached the extremity of the trellis,

as the Fig, unlike many other kinds of fruit

tree, keeps producing a succession as long as it

continues growing. In some parts of the tree

stopping is quite necessary to prevent the fruit

from being too much shaded by the foliage,

but stopping should not be practised after the

turn of the summer or when the trees are
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weakened by forcing and unabie to push young
growths from the eye nearest the point at which
the shoot has been stopped. Trees in late houses
may now be well syringed and watered to help
the crop along ; ventilate freely to insure a
firm, short-jointed growth, and close early with
sun-heat to save firing through the night.

Examine spring-struck cuttings and shift them
on as they require more pot room. If kept in or
over bottom-heat with their heads near the glass,

they may be got into 12-in. pots by the autumn
and strong enough to bear fruit next year.

Stra'wtaerries.—If these plants still occupy
shelves in Peach houses and vineries, lose no time
in getting them removed to safer quarters, and
thoroughly cleanse the houses or the parts in
which they are likely to have left the nucleus of
a colony of spider before it has time to extend to
the permanent and more valuable occupants,
where it will do more mischief than the Straw-
berries are worth. If a hot-water pit, in which the
plants can be placed near the glass, is available,
this will be found the best place for their re-

ception, as there they can be copiously syringed
and shut up early with sun heat to swell the fruit,

and the pots being less exposed to bright sun and
draughts of air, feeding can be more effectually
and economically carried on than when elevated
on shelves in loftj' houses.By this time the stock
will have been reduced to the late kinds occupying
7-in. and 8-in. pots, and as these will now be
making an abundance of foliage and throwing up
their flower-scapes, see that they have plenty of
air and water and syringe well when the pit is

closed for the day. If the plants have not been
disturbed since they were stored away in the
autumn and space is available, a general turn over
and partial replunging, giving the best more room
by turning out the weakest to form a later batch
by themselves, the crop will well repay the time
and trouble expended upon them. Let the crooks
be examined as the work proceeds, and correct
any derangement that may have been caoBcd by
worms ; also ram the soil well back to the sides of
the pots to insure the even passage of water, and
top-dress the surface with a mixture of rich loam
and rotten manure. To secure extra fine fniit,

thin off weak blossoms before they open, fertilise

those left when ready, and tie up to light sticks
when they begin to swell.

bay. I consider wind far more dangerous than
frost for all outside Peas. Our earliest Pea, Ring-
leader, is showing flower, but I have Minimum
in pod, grown in boxes under glass, no fire-heat
being used. While speaking of Peas I must
say that in last week's Calendar I described
Stratagem and Pride of the Market as 6-ft.
Peas, meaning Telegraph and Telephone. We are
just finishing planting Potatoes, for which the
laud is in fine condition and the weather per-
fectly glorious

; therefore, if these two important
matters have anything to do with raising good
crops, I venture to prophesy that success is certain.
We begin this day (April 8) to cut our spring
Cabbages

; they are not large, but fairly solid,
and good in flavour. Hicks' and Black-seeded
Brown Cos Lettuces, both good winter varieties,
we have been cutting for use all winter, and just
now we have a very good supply. I like Hicks's
Hardy, the best so far as colour goes. Tomatoes
grow apace just now. Keep the side shoots thin,
and supply them with water abundantly, but no-
thing more at present. When a good crop is well
set, treat them to a little manure water, but not
too much—1 qrt. of manure water to 3 galls, of
clean soft water. French Beans should now be
sown in small pots, and planted out under south
walls or in warm corners for an early supply out-
side.

STOTES OF THE WEEK.

AUCUBA BERRIES IN LoNDON.—Among the
plants that fight best with London smut are the
various formo of the Aucuba ; their leathery,
smooth leaves seem to let the soot fall off. At
Hampstead, in the gardens of Golders' Hill,

bushes of the common Aucuba are quite brilliant

with berries, which look extremely pretty in
the bi'ight sun.

KITCHEN GAEDEN.
R. GILBERT, BURdHLBy.

Of Celery, which is always useful and enjoyable
when well blanched and well grown, our early
sowing now pricked out in boxes for second or
for main crop is well above the ground ; for the
last crop of all we sow in the middle of this
month ; this proves most useful for soups in
early spring. Early Broccoli, such as Vsitch's
Autumn Giant, good old Walcheren, and White
Cape should, if not already done, be sown at once—under glass if possible. To sow seeds outside,
even this fine season, is not a good system ; the
young seedlings do not grow and flourish in the
same manner as if raised under glass, and weakly,
crippled plants are not the thing if success is a
consideration. Defer sowing the later kinds until
the 1st of May. Scarlet Runners I grow in minia-
ture trenches, the same as Peas ; the trenches
should be taken out at once, well manured, and
dug deeply, breaking the soil well as the work
proceeds. We then put an inch deep of burnt
refuse on the top of the broken soil, and wait
until the second week in May ; then with a cultiva-
tor we naix the ashes and the soil in the trenches,
draw a shallow drill down the middle, and in
th.o plaut the Beans, in single rows, earthing
them up, when large enough, until the ground is

level before staking. This method of planting
Scarlet Runners makes them to a great extent
independent of dry, hot weather. Peas that are
sufficiently grown should be staked after slightly
earthing them np ; and here I must remark that
Peas are very much benefited by staking ; it keeps
that worst of all enemies—the surface wind—at

Narcissi at Belvoib.—The various Narcissi
have been and are still strikingly handsome. N.
Emperor and Empress are conspicuously attrac-
tive. Though less massive the delicate and
refined varieties that belong to the medio-coro-
natus group, of which N. incomparabilis is an
example, are eminently pleasing and satisfac-

tory. Altogether they give a feature to the spring
garden that should not be omitted.—W. I.

Pansies prom the north.—Seeing the
large and many coloured Pansies from W.
Hooper, of Bath, at Kensington on Tuesday,
one naturally connected their size and freshness
with those western hills where flowers grow so
happily. A basket of very large Pansies from
the Rectory at Dimsdale-on-Tees, however, cor-

rects the impression and shows the wide range
of country over which these bold and richly
coloured flowers bloom early in the year.

Cehbus Mallisoni.—This beautiful Cactus,
which is now flowering in the collection of suc-

culent plants at Kew, is one of the most valuable
of the whole tribe of Cacti, as its flowers are
large and showy, and the plant never fails to

produce a numerous crop of flowers, which open
in succession at intervals of a few days. The
Kew plant is grafted on one of the slender
stemmed and consequently pendulous-growing
Cacti, which adds to its beauty. It is of easy
culture in a warm, dry stove.

Double Primroses on the rock garden.—
Blessed is the man who invented rockeries ! The
double yellow Primroses were nearly all killed

down in the open border last winter, but the
few survivors were carefully divided and planted
in shady nooks of the rockwork. They have been
blooming in a quiet way since February, and
are now magnificent. The other Primroses have
also come much larger and fresher than in the
borders. Keen frosts on Saturday and Sunday
nights have cut off all Ehododendron blooms.

—

M. E. C, Ayr.

Camellias out of doors near London.—
Many of us know bow hardy the Camellia is,

and how it may survive where the Laurel
perishes. We have, however, not before the
present year noticed it in good bloom close to
London. In Mr. Spencer Wells' garden at Hamp-
stead a bush out three years has now forty
flowers and buds on it. Perhaps the unusually
gentle spring has favoured the flowering, but
as regards hardiness the plants seem to fear
nothing.

MusA ROSACEA.—The chief distinguishing
character of this species from others of this
noble genus are the bracts that subtend the
flowers; they are of a beautiful rosy pink
colour, quite distinct from those of any other
culti\-ated kind. When seen just unfolding these
delicately coloured bracts the plant has a fine
effect in combination with its stately growth. It
is now in flower at Pendell Court. Another
beautiful flowered Musa (M. coccinea) will
shortly be in flower at Kew. It is remarkable
for the brilliant scarlet hue of its floral bracts.

Dog's-tooth Violets in Grass.—This year
some of our flowers go out of bloom a little be-
fore their usual time. We rather regretted to
see a nice batch of the Dog's-tooth Violet in seed
the other day growing in the Grass, thinking the
flowers must have looked charming. But stand-
ing over the spot and looking down on the foliage,

we were charmed to see how well this looked
on the Grass from which it sprung. The Dog's-
tooth Violet would appear to be one of the
plants that do well in the Grass, if properly
placed and not destroyed by the mower. The
mower must be looked after for the future.

Veronica Hulkeana.—This New Zealand
Speedwell, when well grown, is one of the most
beautiful of greenhouse plants, few being able to
compare with it as regards delicacy of tint. It is

a good deal like some of the hardy Speedwells,
having tall branching clusters of small blossoms
of a soft pale mauve. It is as valuable in a cut
state as in the shape of a pot plant, and, being
easily cultivated, makes it all the more desirable.

It is somewhat surprising that such a lovely
plant as this is not more generally met with in

nurseries than it is. It is now in flower in the
conservatory (No. 4) at Kew.

The Grape Pear (Amelanchier Botryapium).
—Whenever a selection of shrubs or trees is

made for a garden, this in all cases should be
included, for there are few more beautiful trees

that flower in early spring. For the past fortnight

or three weeks the trees of it in the parks and
gardens about Loudon have been literally sheets

of white blossom. It differs, too, from other trees

in flower at this season by its peculiarly grace-

ful twiggy growth, which is slightly pendulous
and always spreading. There are several kinds of

Amelanchier in cultivation, but this is no doubt
the best, and in reality represents all the beauty
of the others. It reaches 30 ft. high in North
America, its native country.

Nbviusia alabamensis.—This new shrub,

now in flower against one of the open walls at

Kew, somewhat disappoints us, for, judgingby the
dried specimens of it which Mr. Saul sent ua
from his nursery in Washington, we thought
that it would prove to be very ornamental. The
colour of the feathery clusters of flowers is a
yellowish green, and certainly not attractive,

but the flowers are produced plentifully, which
compensates a little for their want of colour.

Botanically, it is no doubt highly interesting,

but from a garden point of view some of the
Spiraeas are much superior to it, particularly S.

mollis, now loaded with white blossoms.

Fine specimen op the Coffee plant.—
I
In a general sense the Coffee shrub is not in-
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for four, with a very fine specimen Dendrobium
densiflorum with forty spikes of flower ; Phalae-

nopsis Schilleriana, three spikes ; Odontoglossum
Alexandras, one fine spike. Sec. Mr. A. Paul was
second with D. densiflorum, Oncidium serratum,
a fine plant of Calauthe veratrifolia, &c. Messrs.
Paul, Priest (Newbattle), and M'lutyre, The Glen,
also exhibited in the other Orchid classes.

A new feature was introduced by Dr. Paterson,
Bridge of Allan, viz. : a basket of Orchid flowers,

and as it contained about forty varieties it had a
fine effect, which the addition of some Fern or
other green foliage would have greatly enhanced.
This could have been seen on Messrs. Gordon &
Sous' table, where a truss of bloom of Dendrobium
thyrsiflorum was exhibited, backed up with a
spike of Asparagus plumosus, which the pretty
feathery dark green foliage of this exceedingly
ornamental plant gi-eatly improved. However,
great credit is due to any exhibitor who will cut
forty varieties of Orchids from his houses for the
improvement of a show.

Tables of hardy spring flowering plants, four in
number, had a very pretty effect. Mr. Begg, gar-
dener at Wardie Lodge (the late Miss Hope's resi-

dence), was awarded a flrst prize for a very
nice collection of plants, predominant amongst
which were Narcissi, Primulas, Fritillarias, &c..

Anemone fulgens, A. apennina, A. blauda, A.
Robinsoniana, Sangnmaria canadensis, Puschkinia
scilloides, Caltha palustris fl.-pl., very effective

;

Ranunculus amplexicaulis, Bryanthus erectus, a
plant too little known, and numerous very pretty
things. Mr. G. McLure was awarded a second
prize for a nicely arranged and very fine lot of
plants. The society would do well to encourage by
a greater number of prizes these very interesting
displays of what are now very popular plants. The
four plants of Azalea indica exhibited by Mr.
Paterson were well flowered and very fresh. Mr.
Paul had very good plants, for which a second
prize was given. Mr. Paterson was first for two
and for three Azaleas in 8-in. pots, Mr. Paul being
a worthy second in each instance and first for a
single specimen. The Azaleas of course formed a
very conspicuous feature of the show.

That veteran exhibitor, Mr. Paterson, who has
held his own for twenty-five years and more, was
placed equal first with Mr. Paul for six stove and
greenhouse plants, but many thought Mr. Paul
should have had the prize, as his Ccelogyne cris-

tata was a very fine specimen. Two Azaleas and
Erica Cavendishi were all good. Mr. Paterson's
smaller plants showed evidence of great care and
attention having been bestowed on their cultiva-

tion.

Hyacinths, in consequence of the forward season,
were not so good as they have been in former
years, yet the twelve exhibited by Mr. R. M. Reid,
Ravenswood, were fine. Duke of Wellington had
fifty-eight pips and others were equally creditable.
Mr. G. MoLure in the second twelve had some
good flowers. Messrs. Downie and Laird took the
first prize in the nurseryman's class for eighteen
distinct Hyacinths with a verygood lot. Blr. Gordon,
Niddrie, had first prizes for some good Narcissi
and Cyclamens, unusually fine for Scotland.
Dinner-table plants were in good order, Mr.
Graham taking the first prize for twelve, and Mr.
Mclntyre, The Glen, the second.

Messrs. Downie & Laird's twelve Rhododen-
drons, which took the first prize in the nursery
class, were the great feature of the show, being
large and well flowered

; they were deservedly and
greatly admired. Messrs. Todd & Co., Maitland St.,

had a very effective and gracefully made up
bouquet of Orchids and white flowers which took
the first prize, the second prize exhibit showing
great want of taste in arrangement and waste of
choice flowers. A fair average amount of fruit and
vegetables for the time of year was also exhibited.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
has issued the following circular to its Fellows :

—

" The council think it right to communicate with
the Fellows at the earliest opportunity on the

effect of the recent decision of the Court of Ap-
peal on the position of the society. Apart from
any alteration of the views of the commissioners,
the effect of that decision may be stated to be the

placing of the society in the same position it

would have occupied three years ago if the de-

benture holders had not then compelled it to

defend the action of ejectment brought by the

commissioners againt the society, and had released

the commissioners and the society from all claims

in respect of the £49,700 secured by their deben-
tures. As was explained to the Fellows in the

annual reports for the years 1879 and 1880, and
at the general meetings in those years, the society

was forced to defend the action not only by its

duty of protecting to the utmost the interests of

the debenture holders, whose only security for the

repayment of the interest on the large sum above
named was the continuance of the society's tenure
of the Sou til Kensington Gardens, but also by the

certainty that if this duty was neglected the
debenture holders would take proceedings to

make it responsible for such neglect. These
proceedings would necessarily have resulted in

costly litigation, which, if successful, would have
rendered the whole property of the society liable

for the destruction of the debenture holders'

security. The council believe that the effect

of the decision of the Court of Appeal is

to extinguish all rights of the debenture
holders as against the society and the com-
missioners. The action taken by the council

in defending these rights was, as above stated, a
duty and a necessity, recognised and approved by
the Fellows in general meeting ; but that duty
performed, and the defence having failed, it is

obvious that the result is in some respects to the

advantage of both tlie society and the commis-
sioners, and ought to facilitate the formation of

arrangements for the future between the two
corporations. The council, believing that an ar-

rangement is possible, which would be in strict

accordance with the trusts on which the com-
missioners hold tlieir property, mutually advan-
tageous to the commissioners and the society and
beneficial to the public, are endeavouring, with
this object, to enter into negotiations with the

commissioners, the result of which will be com-
municated to the Fellows at the earliest [possible

time. In the meantime the Fellows may safely

assume that no part of the programme for this

season will be interfered with.

A CATALOGUE OF PLANTS.
Wb have had a communication from Mr. Ella-

comba as regards the plan of this, but the first

question that arises is, Do we not want two
catalogues P—one a mere list of names printed

Tery closely together for the purpose of ex-

change (synonyms and false names being omitted
as far as possible), and another, a reference cata-

logue containing every information that could

be wanted by the cultivator or amateur. It i>

impossible, we think, to produce a catalogue

that will contain a large amount of useful in-

formation aa regards each plant, and at the sams
time one that can be given away as a mere list

of names might be. Our own belief is that both
are wanted, but we wish to ask the opinion of

some of our readers on the point. 'This ones
settled, the mode of drawing up the referenc*

catalogue, and the many points involved in its

preparation, would be brought in detail under
their notice. The list might be produced at a

low price. So far as we see, there are somewhat
more than a dozen points on which information
would be required in anything like a good
catalogue of garden plants. It would be need-
less to give all these in simple catalogues used
to facilitate exchanges. An important point, how-
ever, in the concise, cheaply printed catalogue

referred to arises as to the varieties. Should they
be given? It would be difficult to name all, but
would it be well to name the principal Tarietie*

or groups of varieties ?

Crocuses and mice.—Many complaints are

made that Crocuses are destroyed by mice ; this is

easily prevented by planting them 5 in. or 6 in.

deep ; it is the acute sense of smell which distin-

guishes so many of the lower animals that enables

mice to find out where anything good is to be had.

The Crocuses will flourish as well, if not better,

at the depth suggested, and the mice will be en-

tirely baffled. The only disadvantage of this plan,

if disadvantage it is, is that they will bloom later.

As Crocuses yearly approach nearer to the surface

of the ground, by forming the young oorms above
their predecessors, they should be taken up and
be replanted every three or four years. Peas, too,

maybe effectually protected from mice in the same
way. Sow them 4 in. or 5 in. deep, and make the

ground over them solid by pressing it with the

head of a rake, and the mice will not discover

their whereabouts, which they easily do when
they are sown within an inch or two of the sur-

face, with the soil lying lightly above them.

—

J. G. N.

Seed growing for profit.—The remarks on
" Cucumber growing for profit " (p. 237) are

amusing. Although I have had no experience in

such matters myself, it is probable that such
tricks of trade exist. I have grown some novelties

in the way of Cucumbers and found them to

resemble ridge varieties, a provoking matter after

cultivating them to a fruit-bearing state. I should
much prefer such worthless varieties to remain,

as Mr. J. Gohm's did, underground. The true

Telegraph is for all purposes the finest Cucumber
we have. Some time ago a firm advertised a good
strain of Calceolaria ; they also had some seed of

an inferior strain, the germinating powers of

which were destroyed by baking, and a little

—

just a little—of the genuine strain was mixed
with each packet of the killed seed. Customers,
therefore, only obtained a few seedlings, and some
of them complained, but they were met with the
retort that the seed had not been properly sown,
as theirs had come up all right. Being all genuine,

of course it did.

—

George Potts, Surhiton Hill.

Dog's-tooth Violet (J. R. Droop).—The plant you
probably allude to is Erythronium giganteum, which, we
believe, is not in commerce, at least in English nurseries.

Mushroom bed.—Will some of your readers kindly

state in a few words how to make a Mushroom bed in an

outhouse ?—W. T. G.

Cytisus ratlsbonensis.—This is the name of a

handsome and vigorous broom-like shrub, with closely-set

lemon-yellow blossoms and downy leaves. From the gar-

dens at Byfleet.

Heracleum giganteum.—Is this poisonous to graz-

ing animals, or in any way deleterious ? If not, I would like

to plant it largely for ornament in covers.—C. M.

Polyanthuses (E. 0. Jiif]I)ij).—Youi seedlings are

vigorous and good. We do not go into fine points, as to

their lacing, &c., but we should like to see a piece of rich

flower border embellished with them.

Viola altaica.—One of your correspondents asks if

the true Viola altaica is in cultivation. It is just coming

into bloom here. I raised it from seed kindly sent me by
Dr. Kegel, from St. Petersburg, two years ago.—H. HAR-
PUR C'KEWE, Drayton-Beauchamp Rectory, Tring.

Names of plants.

—

Anon.—1, Narcissus incompara-

bills fl.-pl. (Orange Phojui.'i) ; the other double Daft'odils ai'e

the Sulphur Pha!ni.x and N. Telemonius plenus ; 4 is N.

incomp.arabilis ; the shrub 2 is Rhodora canadensis. We do

not name such things as Polyanthus, Primrose, &c.

Cwlog.—Grelogyne flaccida. J, Bawe.—A very good
Polyanthus, but we cannot name it. M. E. C—Doroni-

cum Pardialauches. W. B.—1, Odontoglossum pulcliel-

Inm ; 2, species of Epidendrum, not sufficient material to

name ; 3, ditto ; 4 and 6, forms of Oncidium sphacelatum.

A. B., Reading.— 1, Doronicum Pardalianches ; 2,

Chrysanthemum segetum. jlfac—Nepeta Glechoma ;

impossible to name the Willow from such a scrap. J.

/>r««.—Maxillaria Earrisonia:. C. C/iOfMe.—Send n

frond of the Fern when it has spores on the back of it.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.
E. B. J.—Mc. K.— J. S. & Son.—H. H. C—J. R. D.—R.

K.—W. J.- J. S.—Constant Reader.—A. M.—W. A.—W. J.

— S. £,.—H. H.-G.P. -R. D.—J. S.-G. L.—K. & Co.-J.
H.—D. I, F.—J. E.-J. C. S.—J. S. & Son.—W. C—0. 1.
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"This is an Art

Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but

The akt itself is Natoke. "—Sfiai-cs^arc

FRUIT CULTURE IN DEVONSHIRE.
In the autumn of 1880 I sent you specimens of

Apples on branches cut from the trees which
you pronounced (p. 321, Vol. XVIII.) to he most
beautiful samples, especially the Wellington or

Dumelow's Seedling. I now (April 4) send you
a few of half-a-dozf!n sorts, viz.. Cox's Orange
Pippin, Cornish Gilliflower, Sturmer Pippin,

Golden Ball,Wellington, Alfriston, and Blenheim
Orange for you to form an opinion as to their

condition after one of the worst seasons for keep-

ing Apples and Pears I have experienced, pro-

bably owing to the weather being so severe in

October and so extremely mild ever since. The
orchard (3 acres in extent) in which the fruit sent

was produced was planted seventy years ago.

The soil is a light loam, about 18 in. deep on the

red sandstone ; it slopes to the S.W. about 1 ft.

in 10 ft. and is naturally well drained. It is the
worst of the Killerton orchards, the others

being rich deep alluvial soil—what is generally

known as good Melon soil, but as the one
alluded to is in close proximity to the garden,
only divided by the public road, I have for

many years concentrated in this orchard the des-

sert and culinary sorts by regrafting rather than
gathering from different trees in the orchards
generally. Many of the original trees are gone,
through age and severe gales, but some fine

large ones are still left. These have been regu-
larly pruned, taking out all dead and small in-

side wood to prevent the head getting too thick,

and to admit sun and light, thereby increasing

the bearing surface. By keeping the heads, too,

moderately thin, we suffer less than we other-

wise would do from heavy gales. In this orchard
we only lost one tree last autumn ; it was heavily
laden with Apples, and instead of being up-
rooted, the stock (15 in. in diameter) was split up
by the sheer force of the storm. In pruning 1

never allow large branches to be lopped o£E, but
aim at getting a well balanced, spreading head.
It is the usual practice in this neighbourhood to

top-dress with soil from the sides of the highway
and road scrapings, and these are generally laid

so close to the trunks of the trees as to bury
them several inches or in some instances 1 ft.

This I had all levelled down until we came to

the first roots, an operation which has had a
very marked effect on the after growth. This
orchard has been generally well manured, and
every year any deficiencies are made up by
planting vigorous young trees, usually cider
sorts, which make good stocks for grafting on, or
pyramids which have got too large for the gar-
den. Pears and Plums are also transferred to

this orchai-d after having their side branches
pruned off and made into standards. In planting,
the pits are dug large and deep, but the trees

are planted shallow and well mulched. I grafted
a great quantity four years ago, mostly young
healthy trees, with trunks from .5 in. to C in. in

diameter, each tree being furnished with fifteen

or twenty grafts. These are now fine trees; some
of the strongest growers, such as Blenheim
Orange and Warner's King, have made branches
10 ft. and 11 ft. high. One Blenheim 1 measured
is 11 ft. 6 in. Tliey are well furnished with
bloom buds for this year's crop. They have been
allowed to go unpruned until this year, my ob-
ject being to let the natural growths grow with
the grafts until the latter have made a good

head. This keeps up a more healthy root action.

If too closely pruned, the roots, beiug dispropor-

tionate to the head, become inactive, decay, and

ultimately cause the death of the tree.

Ona FKUiT EOOM is an old cider cellar with

thick stone walls on the ground level, 32 ft. long,

18 ft. wide, and 9 ft. high. It has shelves all

round it one above the other, and a stage
^

of

shelves in the centre made of 2-in. battens with

1-in. spaces between them. A little clean reed

straw as prepared for thatching is laid on the

shelves, and on that the Apples are placed. The

windows are fitted with wooden shutters to ex-

clude the light ; in short, it is kept cool, dry,

and dark. Above it is a large forage loft. Last

year Glou Morceau Pears kept in this room

till April.

Prices of fruit.—As regards these, Alfris-

ton fetched 9s., Wellington 10s., and Golden

Balls 123. per bushel of about forty pounds, and

other sorts in proportion. Now, as it takes

seven bags, as we say in Devon, of 120 lbs., or

21 bshls., to make a hogshead of cider, to be

finished off, racked, &c., by"March, it is obvious

that at these prices it would be equivalent to nine,

ten, or twelve guineas per hogshead. Apples sent

to a good firm in Covent Garden would involve

little if any risk as regards bad debts, and there

would be carriage and commission only to allow

for ; whereas cider making involves a good deal

of labour, expense as regards cooperage, and a

good deal of liability to bad debts. We use up

the small sour sorts and windfalls, which are un-

marketable, for cider, with plenty of sweet ones

to improve the quality and to enhance its value.

1 would not advise growers a long way from a

good market, as we are, to grow mid-season sorts

of Apples. Last autumn the salesman to whom
I send my Apples wrote to me as follows

:

" The
market is glutted ; they won't pay carriage." I

would therefore advise growers to plant very

early good sorts, such as LordSufBeld.ManksCod-
lin, Hawthornden, or good late sorts and good

bearers, such as Blenheim Orange, Wellington,

and Easter Pippin. Some of the tenant farmers

in the parish of Broadclyst, one of the largest

in Devon, consisting of 9000 acres of good soil,

are going in largely for the late sorts just

named, for which they already find a good mar-
ket. I give away yearly thousands of grafts, the

applications being fully equal to the supply.

roB PROTECTING THE STEMS from shecp and

cattle I have used Furze or Thorn bound round

them, and sometimes very narrow galvanised

netting set lengthwise up the stem ; hut I have

an idea it attracts the lightning, as several trees

so protected suddenly died. 1 am now using the

thin outside scales of balk from tlie saw mills,

in strips about 2 in. wide. These I nail to the

trees with wire naUs, setting them parallel to

each other. They keep in their places, and ex-

pand with the growth of the trees until their

own bark becomes self-protecting.

Killerton, E.reter. John Garland.

Low night temperatures for Vines.—

A

good deal now-a-days is set down as new which is

in reality old. For instance, we were told some
short time back that raising young Vines by
placing a pot or slate with soil at the base of a

young shoot and allowing it to root into it was a

good plan and something new. The plan is a good
one and saves time, but it is not new, as I adopted

the same system twenty-three years ago, and pro-

bably it was not new then. Low night tem-
peratures are considerably older. I remember
when all the large fruit-growing places were
heated with flues, and when the temperatures on
cold nights could not be maintained higher than
50° without over-heating the flues, some excellent

fruits were grown considering the quantity of

glass in use ; but low night temperatures are not

all gain, as it takes longer to bring the fruit to

perfection, and time is money, particularly in the

case of those who grow for market. As I have had
the opportunitj' of practising both the fast and
slow systems for a cousiderable time, I can speak

confidently that either answers well if properly

managed, and circumstances must regulate cases
;

for instance, if Hamburgh Grapes are wanted ripe

by March 25 and Muscats by the end of April,

they must be treated accordingly.

—

James Smith,
Waterdale.

Does Pine growing pay?—" D." (p. 209)
is fully convinced that Pine growing, when pro-

perly managed, will pay. It is easy to be convinced
where no profit and loss account has to be pro-

duced at the end of every six months. Previous to

the introduction of fruit from St. Michael's, many
Pines were grown for market in Lancashire. The
time allowed from potting the suckers to cutting

the ripe fruit was eighteen months, and although
we got fuel at a reasonable rate, the prices ran so

low that it was impossible to keep the balance on
the right side. The supply of St. Michael's was so

abundant, that beautiful fruit weighing sis, seven,

and eight pounds did not realise as many shillings.

If the prices named at p. 108 could have been
realised and the demand brisk, Pine growing for

market would have increased instead of dimi-

nished.

—

James Smith, Waterdale.

Mr. Cowburn says (p. 257) the leaves can
only be collected in quantity in the autumn, and
when employed in active bottom heat they become
useless through fermentation in four months.
Allow me to inform him that I have pits filled

with leaves in autumn, spring, and during the

summer months, and that I have no means of re-

newing the bottom heat for the rest of the year
;

nevertheles !, I always manage to get a satisfac-

tory crop of fruit in twelve, thirteen, fourteen,

and up to eighteen months, and sufficient suckers

off the old stools to replenish the pits ; then leaves

are used if required.—D.

Planting Melons from their seed pots.
—This is a practice which we think should always

be adopted by growers whose means of rearing

young plants are not satisfactory. Last year we
had some which were shifted on in the usual way
before being planted in their permanent quarters,

and others which were planted from their seed

pots as soon as rough leaves were fairly deve-

loped, and we found that the latter have suc-

ceeded better than those tvrice shifted. Let the

bed be thoroughly warmed before the young
plants are put into it, then let the house be kept

close and the plants shaded from bright sunshine,

supnlyiug them with abundant atmospheric

moisture, and scarcely any check to growth will

occur; at least, if any check is sustained, it will

only occur once by adopting this system, whereas

the evil is repeated by the otlier ; some labour is

also saved, and leggy plants avoided.- -J. M. G.

Apple Rambour Papeleu.—This Apple

is apparently not yet much known either in this

country or on the Continent, I\I. Burnevich stat-

ing that neither Leroy nor Hogg make any men-
tion of it, and the Messrs. Simon Louis place it

among varieties awaiting trial. In Flanders, how-

ever, more especially in the neighbourhood of

Ghent, this Apple is largely grown, and is re-

markable for its vigorous habit and great fertility.

M. Burnevich states that it is most highly valued

as an orchard tree, and is one of the very best

kinds for double grafting. The fruit, as illustrated

in the Bulletin d'Arlioricnltnre, bears considerable

resemblance to Cox's Orange Pippin, and is de-

scribed as coming large, sometimes very large, of

good quaUty, slightly acid, ripening at the begin-

ning of winter, and lasting imtil January. It is

said to be fit either for culinary purposes or

for dessert.—J. Cornhill, Bi/fleet.

Fruit weights (p. 258).—They vary so much that an

exact answer is impossible, but the following are marljet

weights : Cherries and Currants, 48 lbs. to the bshl. ; Dam-

sons, Gooseberries, and Plums, 66 lbs. Apples never sold

by weight ; different sorts would perhaps average 40 lbs.

per bshl Raspberries and Strawberries are sold by the

pound ; they would probably be classed as Currants if sold

by the bushel.—L. A. K.
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ORCHIDS.

ORCHIDS AT LOWER NORWOOD.
At the Castle Nursery here there is an uncom-
monly rich collection of Orchids, well selected
as regards varieties, and grown in an excellent
manner. Every necessary condition has ap-
parently been studied in the construction of
the houses in which they are grown. They are
roomy, but not too large, well glazed, and venti-
lated and amply heated. In order to keep the
atmosphere moist, the stages are made water-
tight by means of cement ; in fact every part of
the stages is made of cement, so that they are
practically indestructible, and they also affoi-d no
harbour for woodlice or other vermin that often
cause such havoc in Orchid houses. The shelves
are shallow, having a raised rim round the edges
about 1 in. in depth, and on the surface is laid
a thin layer of gravel which helps to retain the
water, and give it off slowly. The paths, too,
are cemented so as to hold water, though
this is scarcely necessary, the stages holding
sufficient to maintain the requisite degree of
saturation in the atmosphere. Mr. James, the pro-
prietor of this nursery, is an advocatefor shading
Orchids in moderation, particularly the cool house
section, though the material, a kind of scrim,
is not heavy. He considers shading to be benefi-
cial, provided it is applied judiciously, but not
to such an extent as to cause drawn and sappy
growth. The plump, firm bulbs of the Odonto-
glossum and the finely developed, thick textured
leaves of the Masdevallias are sufficient proof of
the skilful treatment to which they are sub-
jected.

On this occasion there was not much bloom ; in-
deed, we doubt if at any season the visitor would
find much, for as soon as the plants flower they
are either disposed of, or the blossoms are cut for
decorative purposes. This practice of cutting the
bloom before it exhausts the plant to any appre-
ciable extent is a wise one, at least in the' case
of plants for sale. Take, for instance, the fine
variety of Cattleya Mendeli, now called Jamesiana.
Last year it developed a flower-sheath which
was nipped in the bud ; after that the plant
soon began to push another growth, and this
year the new bulb has borne the two remark-
ably fine flowers described in our report of last
meeting at South Kensington. A careful ex-
amination of the collection of plants revealed
the fact that several were treated somewhat
differently from what they are in a general way :

for instance, Oucidium aurosum, which is usually
grown in moderate heat, is here with the Mas-
devallias and Odontoglossums, and the luxuriant
health of the plant is sufficient proof that the
conditions suit it. Again, Dendrobium japoni-
cum is often grown with the rest of the genus

;

here it is with the cool Orchids and growing
admirably, with stems almost the size of those
of D. nobile. D. Jamesianum, infundibulum, and
others of the Nigro-hirsute section are succeed-
ing along with the cool Orchids in a similar
satisfactory way. Odontoglossum vexillarium, of
which there is here a fine stock, is grown with
the rest of the genus in a moist, cool house, and
this plan Mr. James has always found to be the
best for this queen of cool Orchids. Numerous
similar examples could be adduced, but those
interested in the matter would do well to see
for themselves.

Amongst Odontoglossums in this collection
we observed fine plants of 0. pardiuum grown
better than we have yet seen it. O. cordatum
aiu'eum is an uncommonly fine variety. 0. coro-
narium, an Orchid rarely seen, is doing well in
the cool house

; as are also 0. angustatum,
xantboglossum, and a host of others of a similar
stamp. The pretty little O. Cervantesi decorum,

so often sought for, but so seldom obtained, is a clear conception of the condition it really was
quite a speciality in this nurserj'. Amongst Mas- -- '

,,,....
. . .

devallias, besides the commoner kinds, of which
there are some grand specimens, there are such
varieties as M. rosea and M. vespertilio, the
plants of which in the country might be counted
on the fingers of one hand. Epidendrum vitel-
linum majus, grown in the coolest house and
coming into flower, shows how well it likes a
cool moisture-laden atmosphere, and in the same
house was a goodly batch of tlie charming little

Leptotes bicolor in flower. Among the Cattleyas
are some choice varieties of C. Mosslse, Trianje,
and Mendeli, besides the superb 0. Dawsoni,
which promises for flower this season. Cattleyas,
Lfelias, and similar Orchids form a fine col-
lection and, like the cool Orchids, are in excellent
condition. In the East Indian house we noticed
some fine plants of Odontoglossum citrosmum
apparently revelling in the high temperature
and moisture of the house. Cypripeds comprise
a fair collection, and fine plants of Clsevigatum
and crowds of C. niveum show well what Mr.
James intends to do at the coming exhibitions.
Dendrobes include the superb variety of Den-
drobium nobile which has been named nobilius.
It is very large and highly coloured, and one of
the handsomest of the genus. It is at present
extremely rare, and there are but a very few
plants here, though it had its origin in this
nursery. By placing Lselia furfacea in the full

blaze of sunshine, it is hoped that it will be
induced to flower. W. G.

PRUNING ORCHIDS.
The practice recommended by " J, S. W." of re-
moving the back bulbs of Orchids while they are
yet full of life I have tried myself more than a
score of years ago with such species as Dendro-
biums, Cattleyas, Miltouias, and Oncidiums, and
I have known and seen the result of similar treat-
ment in the hands of others, and, as might be ex-
pected, the practice turned out to be injurious in
some re.spects and valueless in every way. The
flowers of species like Dendrobium nobile, D.
moniliforme, D. Devonianum, D. transparens, and
D. chrysanthum, Cattleya intermedia, and C.
Loddigesi can be much more effectively used
when the bulbs are even partially cut away with
them, and in the case of strong, healthy plants
an occasional growth may be removed to half or
a little more of its leflgth without the ensuing
season's bulbs being much, if any, smaller ; but if

you keep on repeating the practice for even three
years, you will reduce the bulbs to not more than
half the size they attain on plants of the same
kind not so mutilated. This, at least, was the
result of my experiments, and in no case did a
bulb that was partially removed make a double
lead, which is so far a loss in the increased size
of the plants.

Most people look upon an ability to increase
the number of leads from back breaks as no
slight evidence of successful Orchid culture. It
would be a little interesting to see what sort of
growths those back bulbs that " J. S. W.'' has
cut away to within 1 in. of the bottom make, even
if they ever break at all, about which a good many
who know something concerning Orchid cultiva-
tion will, I imagine, have their doubts. My prac-
tice with most bulb-forming Orchids was to never
allow more than three, or at most four, growths
in succession to go on without putting the knife
through the connecting stem. This I did as soon
as the season's growth was finished, by which
rneans the eyes of the back pieces have all the
time until the growing season commences to
enable them to plump up ready to start with the
leading bulbs, iiut if " J. S. W.'s " method was
followed, not one of these back pieces in a dozen
with their single inch of bulb remaining would
break an eye.

The description which "J. S. W." gives of a
Dendrobium of racemose habit with six bulbs

in. Are we to uuderstand it to be a series of six
bulbs in a continuous line of single breaks ? or are
there some double breaks amongst them 1 There
is a good deal of difference between these two
conditions in exemplifying what effect cutting
away the back bulbs has had on the leading
growths. But it does not do anything to commend
the practice as regards the back breaks which are
sacrificed under the system which " J. S. W." ad-
vocates, and which if left unchallenged would be
not unlikely to have imitators amongst those who
are inexperienced, and who, like those who have
tried the practice before, would find out their
mistake after their plants were injured. The old
bulbs of Orchids are of use to the plants so long
as they have vitality enough in them to plump up
every season during the time of growth. They
may be so far back as to have little influence upon
the leading bulbs, but they can and do support
the back breaks, which those who make the most
of their plants take means to secure, but which
are non-existant under the pruning system.

T. Baines.

I see that Mr. Spyers simply deal.' with
theory as regards pruning Orchids, and by his way
of discussing the matter we shall never arrive at
a conclusion on the subject. Neither does his suc-
cess at South Kensington prove anything but
skill in other respects. I should not have the
least objection to accept his South Kensington
challenge if it was practicable and likely to serve
the purpose, which it cannot ; but I am open to
test the matter practically in any other fair and
exact way he may suggest and abide by the re-

sult. As I said before, if he will send me
two plants of Dendrobium Wardianum, by which
the experiment can be made quickest, I will treat
one to the pruning process and leave the other
unpruned, and I will afterwards send the plants
to South Kensington or anywhere else before an
impartial tribunal ; or if he will send me one
plant, take the number of old bulbs on it, and
note the length and vigour and number of nodes,
&o., I will experiment with it under the same con-
ditions. The plant need not be valuable, and I will
guarantee its value to him beforehand in case of
any misfortune befalling it. I attach these condi-
tions only, viz., that the plant be sent to me before
it sheds its leaves while they are still green. I
will ripen it, flower it, cut it over, and start it into
growth, and have it ready for view in the autumn
or winter of 1SS3 if all goes well. I do not know
that I could make a more reasonable proposal, or
one easier for Mr. Spyers to fall in with if he is

really in earnest in desiring to ascertain the truth
on the subject. He does not appear to have made
any experiments in the way mentioned himself,
while I have examples of the correctness of my
views everyday, and will be glad to show them to
Mr. Spyers at any time. With regard to cutting
the bulbs "clean away," I have not altered my
statements in any way. 1 certainly do not pare
them down to the very buds no more than I
would shave the eye of a Vine or Peach in pruning
it, but 1 in. of the base of the footstalk is

certainly all I leave, and in the case of stems
several feet long I do not think that is worth
quibbling about. For " every spike '' read " every
bulb " when speaking of flowers in my last letter.

As to " every Orchid grower " knowing when and
where racemose Dondrobiums will bloom, 1 ac-
knowledge I cannot tell at which bud exactly the
flowers will appear before they reach a certain
stage, and I do not think that Mr. Spyers can do
it either. J. S. W.

Dendrobium densiflorum.—A magnifi-
cent specimen of this beautiful Orchid is now in
perfection in the gardens at Warnham Court, Sus-
sex, the seat of Mr. C. T. Lucas. The plant referred
to is about ,3 ft. in diameter, and of nearly equal
height, and literally one mass of bloom, there
being no fewer than sixty spikes, a great many of
which carry over thirty blooms. I never saw a
finer example.— H. Haeeis.

. Oneidium nudum.—This rare Orchid, now
left and the remamder cut away does not convey ( in flower in the Kew collection, is remarkable for
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its singular fleshy, cylimirioal foliage, -nhich re-

sembles that of the Scuticarias. The flowers are

similar in colour to that of the majority of Oncids,

being yellow, blotched with brown, and about the

size of those of 0. sphacelatum. It is the same
Orchid probably as that sold at Stevens's last year

as 0. Ceboletta.

NOTES AND EEADINGS.

EOOT-PBUXING AXD EXTENSION THE SAME.

—

Tlie root-pruner is an extension trainer in prin-

ciple. The only difference between them is that

the first makes his tree fruitful by cutting off the

supplies, while the second provides additional

mouths in order that all the supplies may be

appropriated to their natural end, and -when he

cannot provide the requisite mouths for bis

purpose, be root-prunes, too, but cutting off

the roots and branches at the same time he

regards as -wbolly opposed to the principles

on which the root-pruuer proceeds, for it

leaves the tree in pretty much the same
condition as before. It is not, however, the mere
effect of any system of pruning upon the tree

which one has to consider, but its effect upon
the extension and simplification of fruit culture

generally. The Oardeners' Chronicle admits that

market gardeners have always followed the
" no-pruning " system ; and why ? Because they

cannot afford to prune after the fashion recom-
mended by scientific cultivators, and yet the

market gardener's tree,if it gets an equal chance,

will produce just as good fruit as The most
scientifically trained one, and far more of it.

No wonder such facts make reflecting people

pause and think, seeing they cannot be contro-

verted. There is only one way in which the two
systems can be proved, and that is by planting

a few varieties of trees under exactly equal con-

ditions, pruning and pinching one set in the

strictly orthodox way, and letting- the other

alone, except such thinning as may be needed
to let; the light into the branches, and comparing
the results extending over a few years, including

the cost of labour in each case. It is such an ex-

periment as any public garden should and could

take in hand, and, seeing there is so much aim-

less discussion on the subject, it is exceedingly

desirable such an experiment should be made.

Yews feom seed.—It is greatly to be de-

sired that nurserymen would propagate such

subjects as the Golden Yew and others of a si-

milar habit from seed instead of from side

branches, which never assume the natural habit,

but are always awkward and ugly, train them as

one may. Much disappointment has resulted

from planting trees so propagated, and none are

better aware than those who sell such plants

that they are not right nor what people expect

who unfortunately too often only discover their

mistake after years of culture. All the Yews
vary considerably in habit from seed, but all

grow in a shapely form ; whereas cuttings from
side branches never become anything else than
branches, and are utterly unaccommodating and
disappointing in all ways.

GoosEBEERiES.— A. friend who wanted to

plant a few real good Gooseberries says he was
referred to a standard work on gardening for

information, where he found a list of some-
thing like 80 of "the best varieties." This is

quite true, and it is true also that, notwith-
standing the number of kinds in cultivation at

the present time, all, or nearly all, of modern
raising, the best sorts still consist of those

kinds enumerated by Loudon and others nearly

sixty years ago, viz., "Warrington, Ironmonger,

the Champagnes, Green Gage, Sulphur, White-
smith, and a few others. It may l)e doubted if

a better list could be put together of the kinds

that have been raised since Gooseberry im-

provement and eultiu'e have been left to Lan-
cashh-e operatives, whose chief aim has been
to raise kinds of monstrous size, the majority of

which are unfit either for dessert or preserving

purposes. Many good judges would prefer three

or four of the old sorts named for eating as long

as the Gooseberry season lasted to all the large

prize kinds in existence. The small varieties are

not popular, though some of these are amongst
the best flavoured; but neither are extremely

large kinds desirable for dessert, while moderate-

sized varieties are preferred for jam, provided

thev are of good flavour. We doubt if there be a

better white kind than the old Whitesmith, or a

better or later red than the Warrington, and
these and the Sulphurs, early and late, and red

Champagne furnish aselection numerous enough
and good enough for any garden until we get

better ones.

The flower gaeden " phopee."—Although
even the most ardent advocates of the bedding-

out system manifest a desire to be in the " swim "

with the advocates of hardy plants and a less

formal style of gardening through fear, pro-

bably, of being accounted obstructionists to the

new and pop'xlar " departure," it is clearly with

reluctance that they lend their countenance to

any innovation of the bedding style. A writer,

wlio, ostensibly at least, advocates the merits of

hardy plants tells us, for example, that "the
flower garden 2>>'oper " must still be the ' geo-

metrical" garden filled by "summer bedders ;'

" the flower garden proper is no place for her-

baceous plants." It is not an extravagant op-

ponent of hardy plants who makes these

statements, but a writer of moderate opinions

who clearly says what he thinks, viz., that the
" proper " flower garden is no place for the

numberless varieties of the most beautiful and
effective of those productions of Nature that

we call flowers, and which first suggested a

garden to man. The flower garden " proper,"

we apprehend, is a place for Calceolarias, Pe-
largoniums, Feverfews, Lobelias, carpet plants,

and a few spring subjects of accommodating
habit, all nicely arranged in lines and patterns

just as it happens to strike the designer, whether
his tastes be good or bad. Lilies, Daffodils,

Carnations, Delphiniums, Pfeonies, Phloxes,

Roses, &c., do not come under the head of

" proper " flowers, and are, therefore, not eligible

subjects. Unless the term proper here has been

applied in the same sense that Punch's crossing-

sweeper applied it to the " proper swell,"we should

say that a reversal of the term would meet the

case satisfactorily. Call the '• bedded-out gar-

den" by its own name, and the hardy garden in

its several and interesting phases the " proper"

garden^ and there would be no objection what-
ever to the distinction. Peebgeine.

Double flo^wered Daffodils.—We hare

been charmed with the beauty of these of late.

Some that come to us from Capt. Patton, who has

made a speciality of these flowers, are verj' well

grown and beautiful. Many years ago, in Shake-

speare's and Parkinson's time, double Daffodils

were commonly grown in English gardens, and
they must have been handsome, judging by the

engravings published in Parkinson's and similar

books. Then, after many years, they disappeared,

and have to be found now often with great dif-

ficulty. They varied a good deal in form and size,

and were very showy. Jlost of the types, from the

Poet's Narcissus to the common one, became
double, some of the largest, such as Butter and
Eggs and Eggs and Bacon, as they were called,

being very handsome and bold indeed, and some
very good and broken in form. We advise our
readers who care for hardy plants to look after

the doiible Narcissi. Among "the best of the
obtainable kinds are Orange Phoenix, sulphureus

fl.-pil., aurantius fl.-pl., odorus fl-pl., and poeticus

fl.-pl. ; others are equally good and interesting,

but rarer.—V.

GARDEN STRUCTURES.

FIRE-BRICK FURNACES.
I DO not see why the fire-brick idea for furnaces

is not an agreeable one to boiler makers. It

cannot makeone jot of difference to them du'ectly.

If the heater is to be of the kettle form, sus-

pended over a well of fire, the purchaser wUl
have to buy two kettles and keep two fires go-

ing to heat the same pipes that a water-jacketted

boiler with one fire would do. Fire-bricks cost

almost as much as a wa"er jacket. If tliere is

any rule of thumb principle, it is in the advo-

cacy of putting a pan or kettle of water to heat

hot-water pipes. It is not a question of the

nature of heat and combustion, as "Peregrine
"

(p. 248) would infer, but the application of the

heat obtained by combustion. I am not very

good at logic, and my arguments may be faultily

expressed, but I am quite willing to convince
' Peregrine " by actual experiment that his

kettle theory is wrong.
Granted that you get a greater heat ascend-

ing from a fire-brick furnace than a water-

jacketed one, is that an advantage? Where is

the fiercest heat ? In the centre of the fire. The
next hotte'-.t place ? The sides of the fire, the

least heat being above it. In the outline here
given, F is the centre

I
~] of the fire, B B the——^"—^

fire-brick at the sides,

and K the kettle or

boiler. I cannot give

precise temperatures,

but approximately and
) proportionally F may

be 2000^, but at K it

will be under 800°,

while at B B it is

nearer 1200°. Where is the immense heat at

B passing to ? Does it warm the kettle ? Just a

little, bu^ most of it passes through the bricks

and faraw-ay beyond them. Now let B B be the

sides of a saddle boiler; that heat must be inter-

cepted by the water, and as you cannot get that

water up to or beyond 212°, the little heat it

can communicate in turn to the outer casing of

the boiler is infiuitessimal ; a thermometer at

on fire-brick sides indicating about 600°,

and with an iron and water-way about 150°.

The multiplication of water jackets is quite un-

necessary if you obtain the greatest heat from

the fire against your boiler of whatever it may
be. If there was no necessity for a chimney and

all the heat obtained by combustion of fuel

could be boxed in under the kettle, still it would

not be so good asthe water jacket, because of the

conduction of beat through the fire-bricksides, but

there must be an inletfor fresh air and an outlet for

the heated air above, or the fire will go out_. I

admit the heat under K may be greater with

brick sides than with a waterway there, but

look at the small area there is for that heat to

be absorbed. It must glance off above quickly

and rush up the chimney. Suppose the fire-box

to be 12 in. each way, the kettle being 12 in. by

12 in. by 4 in. deep, "and the outlet or flue 4 in.

square ; change the fire-box to 8 in. by 9 in. by

24 in. deep, with a kettle 8 in. by 9 in. by 8 in.,

and the same flue ; the contents in each case

will be precisely the same, yet how much sooner

will the flatter kettle boil than the square one

;
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and why ? Change once more, and let the kettle

form both the sides and top of the furnace, its

thickness of water being 1 in. only ; it will now
contain one-fourth more water, but it will boil

in less than half the time. In this illustration

you have the whole of the two theories put into

practice.

One more very simple test I suggested before,

which " Peregrine " or any other person of the
same way of thinking can try. Get three pokers
or metal rods of equal size, have a good fire

going (I care not whether with brick or iron

sides), place one poker in the middle of the fire,

anotiaer at one side, and the third over the fire

where a kettle would be, and observe the com-
parative time spent in getting them to a tem-
perature of 300^. My argument here may be
somewhat faulty, because the heat passed
through the sides will not be as much in pro-
portion as through the top (heat always as-
cending, and the relative value of heating
surfaces, according to engineering formula, being
100° horizontally and only 50" vertically). Let us
make one more trial. Let us suppose you are
near the kitchen fire. Put over the fire a sheet of
iron, or an old pan of the same thickness as the
side of the oven next the fire ; now place two
thermometers of high ranges one in the oven
and one in the pan, and compare notes. I have
referred to the temperature in the middle of a
fire as compared with the sides and top, because it

explains why the boiler most nearly approaching
perfection in "Peregrine's" opinion does heat
so^ well, being surrounded as it is by fire-

bricks.

A tubular boiler, whether it be a gridiron or
an upright one, is right on the fire at F, and so
it is exposed to a much greater degree of heat
than one would be at B, or a solid one at K, and
the waste of heat on the brick sides is not so
noticeable. Here, I may mention incidentally, is

the reason why tubular boilers fur up so much
quicker than saddles do with the same water.
The heat is so much more intense on a smaller
body of water, that it is continually at boiling
point, and incrustation is caused more by the
boiling of the water than anything else. The
reference to a kettle over a spirit lamp is of no
use comijared with a deep fire of coal or coke.
The spirit flame is close under and flattened out
by the kettle, but flatten out a smoky coal fire

to 1 in. thick, and press your kettle on that, and
what will be the result ? If too much heat goes
up the chimney it is mostly because there is
nothing of use to absorb it on the way, and
only partially because the fire is too big for the
boiler. What is the meaning of the common
saying that a boiler is not powerful enough for
its work ? Is it not that there is an insufficient
surface for the fire to play upon.P and not that
there is too little fuel burnt under it. Eeduce
your fire, and you reduce your heat in a greater
ratio. Keep your fire the same, and increase
your useful absorbent water-jacketted surface to
a certain extent, and you increase the heat in
your pipes. Mere extent of flue surface is a
delusion and a waste. I do not recommend, and
would not have a tubular boiler or waterway
bars, but the latter are warmed with what is
merely waste or spare heat from the fire. Many
a stoker cooks his dinner or warms his breakfast
underneath the fire-bars of his boiler. Does this
reduce the heat used for the boiler above ? On
the other hand, I would equally refuse to have
a boiler on the many-flued or shelf principle,
because the water in so many jackets cannot be
heated to the average temperature of that in
the pipes, and it would thus decrease rather than
increase the power of the boiler. I have not seen
Mr. I< awkes' new book yet, but the constant cir-
culation of air utilising the heat absorbed from
the fire through the jacket (as I understand

"Peregrine") isold enough.Ask Mr. Wright what
he does in the base of his boiler furnace. I have
had the same arrangement in principle a long
time. Look at all the " Regenerator " furnaces,

cooking stoves, and gas burners constructed in

this way. As applied to the matter in dispute
here, what is it all but an admission that an or-

dinary furnace, whether of brick or iron, is

wasteful, and an attempt to utilise the heat
which would be more profitably used in heating
water in the majority of cases.

In conclusion, I will gladly pit a water-
jacketted furnace without a single brick above or

below against a fire-brick one with the kettle

above, each boiler to heat COO ft. of pipe, the
owner of the one that consumes most fuel in

raising the temperature of water to 200° in a

cistern at the far end of the pipes to pay all

expenses and publish the results in The Gar-
den. Yet another word. It is frequently insinu-

ated (as in the opening sentence on this subject,

p. 248) that a hot-water apparatus manufacturer
is interested in advising a more expensive
article than is necessary. But who gets the better

bargain with the crudest or kettle form of boiler,

so easy to make that the maker gets 40 per cent,

out of a selling price of £10, and under which
the purchaser burns £13 worth of fuel annually

"

or with a more perfect and difficult water-
jacket at £20, out of which 20 per cent, profit

only can be made, and in which the purchaser
burns but £8 worth of fuel in the same time ?

35, Higligate Road. B. W. Wabhtjbst.

VENTILATING PLANT HOUSES.
The advisability of admitting cold air next the
pipes, and thus warming it before it reaches the
plants, is now the stalest of stale injunctions. In
some cases and where admitted with due caution,
at certain times and seasons it is an advantage to
be able to let in air through apertures in the front
or side walls as the case may be with lean-to, hip
roofed, oi span-roofed houses. But to square the
theory of those who urge the importance of this

arrangement we must admit the necessity of allow-
ing a through current of air to plants, &c., when
often none at all is required more than will find
its way into the tightest constructed houses. It

would be immeasurably better that no means of
giving air in the way under notice existed than
to let it in to the extent and at the times of the
year too often practised. The advantage urged is

that in severe weather the cold external air can
be thus brought in contact with the pipes, and in
this .way warmed before it reaches the plants.
There is none wanted at such times, either in hot
or cool houses, more than will get in of its own
accord, or can be very much better given at the
roof, thus avoiding the draught which results in
crippled foliage, and no end of ills to plants sub-
jected to heat enough to induce growth during
the cold season. Even with plants that require
only enough heat to preserve them from frost
there is a vast deal too much of this mistaken
current system of ventilation ever going on
through the deceptive months of March and
April, and often a good part of May as well, with
their bright sunny days accompanied by cutting
winds, flow often do we see house after house
filled with plants with the wind rushing in
a current at the side openings through the
plants on the stages above and out at the
ridge in a way that even a Gorse bush or a tuft
of hardy Heath could not bear without injury if so
placed. It should be ever remembered that a cold
draught in a building has a very different effect
on plants, Just as it has on animals, to that which
occurs in the open air. Plants of all kinds both
stove and greenhouse, with the exception of
Orchids, that too often get an insufliciency of air
during their season of growth, very much oftener
sufEer through having too much air than too
little. If all that has been said and written on
the subject of ventilating plant houses had been

directed in urging the very much more important
matter of making them both structurally, and in
the position where placed such as to give all the
light possible, more good would have been
effected. T. Bainbs.

EDITOK'S TABLE.

Pbimuia acaulis platypbtala.— This,
from Messrs. Osborn, is one of the prettiest of

double Primroses, the peculiarly bright purple
colour of the compact rosettes being very showy.
A good assortment of varieties of the dwarf
spring Irises, Gentianella, and other beautiful
flowers accompanied the Primrose.

EsocHOHDA grandifloba.—Miss Jekyll asks

why this hardy shrub, with its many large white
flowers, is not more grown than it is .'' It may
be because it does not succeed so well on all

soils as it does on those of a light, warm, sandy
character, such as abound in Surrey. Its graceful

strings of pearl-like buds and its white blossoms
are very pretty.

Odonioglosstjm Pescatobei.—In order to

see the real beauty of this charming Orchid, one
requires such an example as that just sent to us
by Sir W. Marriott. We have seldom seen so

fine a spike—one carrying nearly fifty blossoms
of large size and pure white, with the exception
of the edges, which are flushed with purple. The
spike in question is also widely branched and
hangs in a very elegant manner.

The white buttebcup (Ranunculus am-
plexicaulis).—This plant, with its graceful grey-
ish leaves and pretty white blossoms with yel-

low centres, is always welcome. Everybody
who cares for the lovelier hardy flowers should
try to secure a group of it for the choice border
or rock garden. It grows vigorously enough in

free, moist soil. From Munstead.

Cattleya citeina.—We always considered
this Mexican Cattleya to be one of the most dis-

tinct and beautiful of all Orchids, but never
before have we seen so fine a flower of it as one
just sent by Sir W. Marriott. It represents a
very fine form of the species, the flowers being
not only much larger, but the colour consider-

ably deeper and richer—a fine pure golden hue,
the texture being massive.

*

Odontoglossum POLYXANinuM.—This new
and rare cool Orchid comes fiooi Sir VV. Mar-
riott, Down House, Blandford. The spike sent
bears half-a-dozen flowers, each of large size and
with markings distinct and well defined. Though
not one of the showiest of Orchids, it is not
without beauty ; but with such a vast number
of attractive liinds it will, perhaps, never be
very popular. The colours are, however, very
good though quiet.

Rosejiaby in bloom.—This, we suppose, is

welcome to everybody at all seasons ; we have a

particular fondness for its delicate. Sage-like

flowers, which in some cases may seem incon-

spicuous, but we have seen bushes of it on
which they were quite effective. The variety
sent us from Munstead seems very pale. There are

probably different varieties of this, as of most
other very popular plants. It flowers best when
planted on a dry, warm bank.

RiBBS PALMATUM.—The finest of the series

of yellow flowering Currants in flower just now
is this one. It bears on its slender shoots numer-
ous drooping racemes of bright, golden blossoms,

with scarlet stamens arranged in a ring, like
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the cup of a Poet's Narcissus. These yellow

flowered Currants form a quiet contrast with

the red flowered kinds when planted in a group,

and the transition from one colour to the other

is seen iuR. Gordonianum, a hybrid variety. In

general effect this bush is like the Missouri

Currant (R. aureum), of which it is a close ally

or form. From Mr. Stevens.

Hydhangeas.—Mr. Bennett has sent us two
plants of the common Hydrangea in pots from
Besborough, Cork—beautiful specimens. The
package indeed looked as if it contained a dozen

plants instead of two, so large and bushy are

they, and every branch carries a huge head of

lovely pink bloom, in some cases measuring
fully 9 in. across. .Such plants Mr. Bennett i^nds

useful for house decoration ; they last long in

bloom and are much admired.

MiTELLA DiPHYLLA.—We had no idea of the

value of this old plant before receiving- a well-

grown bunch in flower from Miss Jekyll, who
writes, "The bunch does not give the pretty

effect of the plant as it grows. The flowers

stand up with a sort of modest dignity well

above the fresh, young leaves, and the old

leaves are a dark red-bronze, that makes the

young leaves and flowers look all the fresher." It

is a little hardy plant which grows freely in

peat borders or quiet corners anywhere.

Double Japanese chekbt.—This charming
shrub, named Cerasus japonica fl.-pl., comes
beautifully in flower from Messrs. Osborn's

nursery, at Fulham. It is one of the best of the

double flowering Cherries, the white of the

compact rosettes being so pure compared with
other kinds. It is a little tender, but the mild
winter and spring have been favourable to it. A
few good sized bushes of it produce a fine effect

in a shrubbery if placed so that the flowers are

seen against a background of dark foliage, and
not the sky.

Cheieanthus dilleni.—This is a beauti-

ful rock Wallflower, with curious buff-cop-

pery flowers. It is dwarf and distinct, and
comes into bloom some weeks earlier than the

common clear yellow alpine Wallflower. It is

very fragrant and an excellent subject for the

rougher parts of the rock garden, growing as

it does very freely and vigorously, and well
fitted for grouping with the free-growing larger

type of rock plants. It grows in good soil over
1 ft. high and spreads into tufts 3 ft. across.

Virginian cowslip (Pulmonaria virginica).

—The first flowers we have seen this season of

this beautiful hardy plant come from Mr.
Stevens, who grows it well at Byfleet. It is a
plant to be made much of, for the pretty nodding
heads of purple-blue flowers make it a beautiful

garden plant. A moist peaty border in a quiet

nook is just the place in which this plant is at

home, and certainly no hardy flower is better

worthy of .'such a spot. Have any of our readers
tried it by the waterside ?

Banksian eoses in apeii,.—We have re-

ceived from :Mr. J. C. Tallack, Prideaux Place,

Padstow, lovely clusters of the white and yellow
Banksian Koses, from plants which cover a space

on the south front of a house measuring 2.5 ft.

by 3.5 ft. They are now, Mr. Tallack says, beauti-

fully in bloom, especially the yellow kind, which
seems the freer of the two, and from which
wreaths could be cut from 5 ft. to 6 ft. in length
without showing 6 in. of wood without a truss

of bloom. Most people like the white sort best,

on account of its peculiarly sweet scent, but it

does not form such a compact truss as the other.

Both kinds, however, make charming wall plants.

Along with the Roses also came some alpine

Auricula bLioms and a truss of Pelargonium
which has withstood the winter out-of-doors in

that part of Cornwall without protection.

Cattleya skinnhei.—A cluster of this noble

Guatemalan Orchid comes to us from Sir W.
Marriott's garden, in Dorset, where it must be
grown very skilfully, as the spike carries ten

large and highly coloured blossoms. The lovely

harmony of colour in this Orchid is remarkable,
the glowing rosy purple hue being set off to

excellent advantage by the soft creamy white
of the lip. An Orchid possessing such beauty,

and being comparatively of easy culture, deserves

to be much grown.

LiELiA ELAVA.—An Uncommonly fine spike

of bloom of this Orchid bearing fourteen flowers

from Sir W. Marriott shows what a good plant

as well as distinct it is when really well grown.
It is usually seen with two, three, or at most
half-a-dozen flowers on a spike, and in such a

condition is never very showy, but this specimen
furnished with quite a crowd of flowers is very
showy. It is one of the few pure yellow-flowered
Orchids we have, the colour being good and uni-

form. In form and size the blossoms resemble
those of L. cinnabarina, a kind which bears

cinnabar-red flowers.

TuLiPA EETEOFLEXA.—Among various hardy
spring flowers from the SunburyNursery (Messrs.

Osborn's) we are glad to see this and other wild
Tulips, which combine with gay coloiU'S great

beauty of form. T. retroflexa is a clear golden
yellow ; T. cornuta has singular long petals,

yellow, feathered with red ; T. elegans has deep
red flowers, somewhat small, but elegant. Other
bulbous plants from Messrs. Osborn include the
various forms of the Spanish Scilla, S. campanu-
lata. Narcissus Bulbocodium, Fritillaria Melea-
gris. Grape Hyacinths, and Snowflakes, making
altogether a welcome gathering.

The ibebian ibis.—^An exceptionally large

and handsome bloom of Iris iberioa is sent us

by the New Plant and Bulb Company from
their nm'sery at Colchester. It is almost as large

as a flower of I. susiana, but much more at-

tractive, as the erect petals are of such a soft,

delicate lavender hue, which is in strong con-

trast to the singularly marked fall, having an
intensely black velvety blotch in the centre of

each. This Iris is assuredly one of the hand-
somest flowers in Nature, and though a little

fastidious in our gardens, its flowers amply re-

pay any trouble bestowed on it.

Fine foem of odontoglossctm ceisptjm.—
A fine spike of a lovely variety of this Orchid

reaches us from Mr. E. Fowler's garden at Ash-
grove, Pontypool, where Orchids seem to be ad-

mirably grown. The flowers of this variety are

large, pure white, and heavily blotched with
cinnamon-brown after the manner of the mark-
ings of the Chestertoni variety. It is certainly a

lovely Orchid and one of the finest forms of the

species we have seen. With it comes a flower of

a variety in the way of, if not identical with,

O. Mulus. The markings are large,' chocolate-

brown on a yellowish ground.

Rhododendron countess op sefton.—
From Mr. Isaac Davies, Brook Lane Nursery,

Ormskirk, comes a truss of this charming new
Rhododendron, of which he has now a large

number of plants in flower in hia nursery. The

truss is dense and massive, the flowers bell-

shaped, white, tinged with pink, and deliciously

scented, as are the blooms of two other kinds
sent with it named Duchess of Sutherland and
Lady Skelmersdale. These greenhouse Rhodo-
dendrons are certainly a most important class of

plants well deserving attention. Countess of

Sefton is one of the most distinct of a very fine

set of plants.

The bed taetaey honey-suckle.—Several
varieties of this shrub (Lonicera tatarica) have
reached us from Byfleet this season, but the one
now before us is the finest of them. It is called
" rubra grandiflora " and merits the name. The
colour is a rosy carmine, and the flowers are

borne copiously amidst the foliage. Other flower-

ing shrubs from Mr. Stevens are Cerasus Ca-
proniana fl.-pL, one of the double white
Cherries ; Prunus sinensis fl.-pl., a very pretty

double white Plum; Spirfea chamsedrifolia and
confusa mollis, and a golden-leaved variety of

Philadelphus coronarius.

Spib^a cham^deifolia.—The very early

flowering Spiraeas are so few, that we ought to

cherish them more than we do. The finest in

flower has been S. mollis, a variety of S. confusa,

a kind with feathery heads of white blossoms.

Now we have before us some excellent sprays of

S. chamjedrifolia, a shrub of graceful erect

growth, wi'eathed with numerous small white

blossoms, the buds of which are similar to those

of the Hawthorn. It comes from Messrs. Os-

born's, Sunbury Nursery, amongst other choice

spring flowering shrubs.

A CATALOGUE OF PLANTS.

It seems to me that it is impossible within
moderate compass to have a catalogue of names
of hardy plants to suit all tastes. One person has a
fancy for Ferns and their varieties, another grows
Polyanthuses, another Saxifrages, Sedums, Sem-
pervivums,and so on, and a full catalogue therefore

to suit one person would not suit another. As you
invite suggestions, I would say that a catalogue of

the names of species suitable for gardens with the

leading varieties only should be given, and that

it be closely printed in the cheapest manner, say
in three columns ; but besides printing copies in

the usual form as an 8vo pamphlet, some copies

might be thrown off at the same time on thin

gummedpaper on one side only, with the view of cut-

ting upandfasteninginto a blank paper note-book.

The person who grows Polyanthuses would there-

fore in this book leave a large gap after Primula
elatior for their names. The grower of Saxi-

frages, Sedums, Sempervivums, &c., would leave

spaces after each, according to the extent

of his collection. As a single copy is all that

most people want for private use, the labour

of cutting up and fastening the names in

a book would not be great, and the result in a
well arranged, compact, and easily read list would
amply repay the trouble. For those who have no
speciality, the list printed and stitched up in the

ordinary way, with or without interleaving, would
be sufficient. It would be well to include trees

and shrubs in the list. The above remarks apply

to a catalogue of names only. The reference cata-

logue you speak of would be very useful indeed,

but a much more serious matter to draw up.

P. jSTeill Fraser.
Rocliville, Murrayfield, Udinbnrffh.

For a cheaply printed " exchange cata-

logue " it would surely be best to leave blank

spaces for the insertion of species, the spaces to

vary in proportion with the known varieties of

any one species.—A. KiSGSMiLL.

Boilers.—Could any of the readers of THE Garden

assist me by recommending the best boiler to work about

600 ft. cf 4- in. piping? Also can they give any experience

of Green's Patent Tubular Saddle Boiler — C. F.W
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SOLANUM JA8JIIN0IDES FLOEIBUNDUM.
YoDB notice of this variety, which from its bloom-
ing in a small state must be a great improvement
on the original species, leads me to enquire how
it is that the latter has so generally dropped out
of cultivation. At one time there were few more
popular plants. In the small conservatory of the
amateur, as in the more ambitious houses of the
more wealthy, one or more of these plants were
often found. Now it is seldom one meets with
one anywhere. The plants were easily grown,
and when they had reached the flowering stage
the most floriferous examples of Stephanotis
could hardly exceed them in the numbers and
continuousness of their flower. The foliage is

small, light, and elegant, and few plants could yield
more flower and throw less shade than this species
of Solanum. The flowers of the species could
hardly, however, be described as snow-white, but
rather French-white, which was a slight draw-
back to their use at times in combination with the
paper whiteness of Stephanotis and Gardenias.
From the peculiar light and almost fluffy cha-
racter of the flowers, however, they formed a
most elegant finish to bouquets, either alone or
alternated with Valley Lilies or pink or white
Bouvardias. For forming rosettes or terminal
sprays in wreaths, this Solanum was also most
useful. It also looks chaste and elegant in slen-
der sprays in baskets and small vases, either by
itself or contrasted with Violets and Forget-me-
nots. At one time we grew so much of this
Solannm that hardly any of our floral arrange-
ments or combinations were considered complete
without it. But somehow Tacsonias, Clematis,
Koses, and other climbers have displaced it. No
plant can be easier grown in the usual mixture of
loam or leaf-mould, or peat and loam. Aphides
are partial to it, but they are easily destroyed, and
the plant may, by close priming, be made to rest
at any season when the flowers can be spared for a
time. They will break, grow, and flower freely,
and ma temperature of 45" or .50" it is generally
possible to cut flowers of the Solanum jasminoides
nearly all the year round, though the season of
most profuse flowering in our Camellia house
used to be from July to January. D. T. F.
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between Kinghorn's Attraction, a silver tricolor,
and a heavily zoned, green-leaved sort, at that
time known as Cottage Maid. P. Grieve.

HYBRID PELARGONIUM EMPEROR.
This, a true hybrid, is by no means new, but on
account of its remarkably free growth and shy
flowering habit when young, it has been less grown
than might otherwise have been the case. For
some purposes, however, it is an exceedingly use-
ful plant, and when fairly established in a laro-e
pot or tub, or, what is better, planted out in°a
border or ordinary good soil, and trained to the
back wall of a greenhouse, the pillars of a con-
servatory, or any similar situation, it will in a
short time cover a very large space, and bloom
most profusely throughout the spring and summer
months. Its trusses are large, and also the in-
dividual blooms, which are of a beautiful soft rose
colour, while the foliage is also handsome, bearing
a striking resemblance to that of the common Irish
Ivy. As has been said, it is a hybrid, not a cross-
bred plant, having been produced between two
distmct species. Although hybrid plants are not
invariably found to be sterile, the greater portion
of them, nevertheless, are so, and such lias been
found to be the case with the plant in question,
which cannot be induced to bear seeds, nor has its
pollen been found to produce any effect upon the
stigmas and other varieties of the Pelaigonium
family. Its ancestry, however, may be considered
interesting, and, so far as it is known, may be
worth recording. It was produced from a seed of
PelargoniumpeUatum,the bloom of whichhadbeen
tertihsed by the pollen of a strong growing zonal
vanety named Ciilford Rose. The latter havint'
been raised from the first really good white-
flowered zonal introduced, viz., Madame Vauoher
fertilised mth the pollen of Emperor of the
*renoli, a fine strong scarlet variety originated

Bouvardia cuttings not striking.—
The treatment of the cuttings, all but the syring-
ing overhead, described by ' A. E." (p.260) should
have insured their striking, as they root freely if
made from shoots in the right condition. Where
a cutting box is sufficiently close and due atten-
tion given, there should be no need for syringing
overhead

: yet even this would scarcely have
caused wholesale damping unless the unstruck
shoots had been allowed to flag. The cause of
failure is more likely to be found in the cuttings
not being right through the plants being insuffi-
ciently dried off. The short rest and partial dry-
ing off named was most probably insufficient, the
shoots being merely checked whilst water was
withheld and again starting into growth when
moisture was given, in which case they could
hardly have been in worse condition. The resting
process should be carried far enough to reduce
the plants to much the same condition that a
Fuchsia is in spring when devoid of leaves or soft
growth of any kind. When the plants have been
brought into this state, immediately moisture and
warmth are given them, the latent buds break at
almost every .I'oint, and when these young
growths are a couple of inches long they are fit

to take off, and will strike as freely as Fuchsias.
Tough, half-matured shoots, such as have been
checked by withholding water, or through a low
temperature and again started into growth, are
sure to fail.—T. Eainbs.

I have struck thousands of Bouvardia
cuttings with scarcely a single failure ; indeed, if
the cuttings are made wholly of the young growth
they are quite as easily struck as Fuchsias and
similar plants. My method is, after flowering to
give the plants a short rest, and then to start them
in a stove or forcing house

; when the young shoots
are of sufficient length, I take them off (not neces-
sarily at a joint) and insert eight or ten of them
in a 4-in. pot, well drained, and filled with light,
sandy soil. After a thorough watering they are
placed in a case in the propagating house, kept at a
temperature offrom 60° to70°,butnotplunged,and
the lights are left off until the fohage is dry, as
damp must be guarded against, but not long
enough to allow them to flag. The after treat-
ment consists in shading during bright sunshine,
in watering when necessary, but not syringing',
and in removing the lights for an hour or so each
morning to dry up surplus moisture. Thus treated
they become rooted and fit to pot off in a.bout
three weeks from the time of insertion. There
are several things which may account for "A. E.'s"
failure in regard to propagating these plants

; for
example, the cuttings must have been kept much
wetter than necessary. When plunged, syringed
once or twice a dry, and kept shaded in a close
case, they must have been always saturated,
whereas it is only necessary to keep the soil
moderately moist and the foliage as dry as possi-
ble, provided it does not flag. Again, a bottom
heat of 75° or more seems to imply that they were
at times very hot ; while if the fire was let out
during the day, and the heat of the bed cooled
down, a great fluctuation of temperature would be
the result, and, contrary to Nature, the greatest
heat would be during the night. When kept too
damp the very succulent cuttings would fall a
prey to damp at once, while those of a firmer tex-
ture would resist it for a time, but, as in " A. E.'s

"

case, would ultimately succumb.—H. P.

Stopping Chrysantliemums.-Mr. Doug-
las gave us an article on Chrysanthemum culture
for the production of large blooms for exhibition
some time ago, but he omitted to give directions
as to stopping the plants. I have grown a quantity
of cuttings according to his directions, whicli arc
now very strongin S-in.pots. I stopped them when
about 6 in. high, and they arc making some good
growths. Ought I to stop the three leaders from

each plant any more ? Is there any means of re-
tarding the blooms ? Mine were too far gone
before the show last year.—J. C. T.

Deformed yellow Daisies.—Do yellow
Daisies require any particular treatment? The
flowers in my case always come deformed.—F. B.
[The yellow Daisy requires nothing more than
ordinary greenhouse treatment, but to be in bloom
in winter it should have the temperature of an
intermediate house. It frequently happens that
individual plants of many kinds when under cul-
tivation have a tendency to produce deformed
flowers. This defect is often caused by something
adverse to their well-being either in the propaga-
tion or after-treatment. Sometimes they will out-
grow it; in other cases the malformation con-
tinues. When this occurs it is not safe to propa-
gate from such a stock. I should advise the plant
being tried yet for a month or two ; it may come
right as the season advances.—T. B.]

Nicotiana aflBnis.—Will the wonders con-
nected with this plant ever cease ? It is an uni-
versal^ favourite wherever seen, and is equally at
home in the conservatory and in the cottager's win-
dow. The elegance of its flowers delights, its
perfume is unique and very grateful, and the va-
garies of opening and shutting its blooms are a
surpri.se to all. As a tender annual nothing can
excel it, for it blooms and blooms from earlv sum-
mer until late in autumn, and if taken "up no
doubt would grow again next season. The greatest
characteristic of this plant has, however, yet to
be told. Mr. Alfred Salter made the discovery,
and I have proved it, that the roots, of which
there is a large supply, produce young plants in
the same manner as the Musk or Anemone ja-
ponica. The Tobacco pipe-like roots laid under-
neath the soil in a warm place soon yield an
abundance of small plants, but whether these will
grow equally robust as those raised from seed
time alone will show.—W. H. Cullingpokd.

Primula Sieboldi and its varieties.-
These are well suited for greenhouse decoration

;

for, although hardy, under glass their flowers are
much richer in colour than when unprotected.
Large masses of them may be grown in pots or
pans, or a very useful way is to have single-flower-
ing plants in small pots, as they may then be
used for decorative purposeswhere space is limited.
To ensure this end shake out the plants in winter
and pot all the plump eyes singly in sandy loam
and set them in a cold frame till the blossoms
commence to expand, when they should be re-
moved to the house. The small crowns may be
potted several together in a large pot, when in
cne ieason they will reach a flowering size. After
the blooming season is over plunge the pots in a
cool, shady position out-of-doors, and keep them
moderately moist during the summer, by which
means they vinll root and grow vigorously. The
following are distinct and good, viz., Clarkijeflora,
bright in colour, but somewhat small ; co3rulea
alba, white tinged with blue ; Hermia, deep
purplish lilac ; laciniata, a red with beautifully
fringed petals

;
lilacina marginata, whitish, edged

with lavender; Pink Beauty, delicate pink and
much fringed

;
purpurea, deep purple ; Vincjeflora,

a variety which in general appearance reminds
one of Vinca minor.—H. P.

SHOET NOTES -iroOOE.

Bouvardia Alfred Neuner.—Is it really the case,
as afflrmetl by some, that cuttings taken from side shoots
of Bouvardia Alfred Neuner produce single flowers instead
of double ? Messrs, Carter Iiave written to tlie gardening
papers that this is the case.—Greenock.

Meconopsis Wallichl.—Can any of the readers of
The Garden inform me where I can obtain seed of this 1 I
have looked througli several seed lists, but cannot And it.—
C. Lindsay Herford, Westbank, Macdesfield.

Seedling Pelarg-onium (W. i?.;. — Apparently
somewhat inconstant ; but, nevertheless, a lovely variety,
and one which cannot fail to be a favourite, the colour
being so bright and well contrasted.
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GROUP OF CYCAS SIAMEXSIS.

Ix order to fully realise the beauty of Cyca-
daceous plants, one needs to see them in such

|

noble proportions as those repi-esented in the

accompanying illustration, which shows a group
of the Siamese Cycas in the garden of the

J

Acclimatation Society, in the Bois de Boulogne,

Paris, -where there are about fifty large speci-

mens, some of which have trunks (U ft. in

height, and from G in. to 10 in. in diameter.

This species of Cycas is remarkable for the sin-

gular manner in which the base of the trunk en-

larges into a huge conical mass, gradually ac-

quired from the time of germination—a pecu-

liarity which adds greatly to the quaint aspect

CONSERVATORIES ATTACHED TO
DWELLINGS.

In general little effort is made to render these
structures effective ; the eye becomes weary in

surveying the orthodox formal stages or stands
upon which the plants are usually placed. I

lately, however, had the privilege of witnessing a

break or new dej^artm-e from the old system of
furnishing these useful adjuncts to a family resi-

dence. The building in question is only about
20 ft. by 12 ft., but it illustrates in a remarkable
manner how much maj' be made out of a little.

For want of a better term it might be called a
conservatory rockery, the material used being
tufa from Derbyshire, which seemed to be ad-
mirably adapted for the purpose. In the dis-

G 01 ^ of C rts a en

of this Cycad, and the same thing also happens I

in the case of the Dasylirions, Beaucarneas, and
]

Pincenectitias. The immense head of handsome
foliage surmounting the grotesque trunk gives

the plant a very striking appearance. Cycas
siamensis is decidedly the most important of the

genus to which it belongs, being remarkable for

the beauty of its foliage and stately port. Its

tenderness has been much exaggerated, as plants

of it have wintered well in the large conserva-

tory in the gardens just named, where tlie tem-
perature lias at times fallen nearly down to

zero. This Cycas is well worth attention from
its beauty of form and singularly picturesque

appearance.

position of the various subjects employed, in-

formality is the order of the day, the foliage

and flowering plants, which are in excellent con-

dition, being very judiciously arranged so as to

form a harmonious whole. A striking feature

in the arrangement is a pond into which the

water trickles from the rocks above. Amongst
the aquatics planted there I noticed the sweeth*
scented Cape Pondweed, and I must not omit to

mention how much at home a small, but select

collection of succulents planted round the bor-

der appeared to be. They consisted of small

examples of Aloes, Agaves, Haworthias, Echinop-
sls, Sedums, Eoheverias, &c. These intermingled
with Lily of the Valley produced a very pleasing

efiEect. Amongst plants known as climbers I

noted the foUomng, viz. Fuchsia fulgens. Helio-
tropes, Marechal Niel Rose, &c. : these by-aud-
by will be attractive, and hanging baskests taste-
fully planted were suspended from the roof. The
view of the whole from the drawing-room and
libraiy is charming indeed. I am indebted to the
courtesy of the owner, Mr. S Hildesheimer, of
Netting Hill, for the opportunity of seeing this
unique an'angement. X.

PROPAGATING.

PROPAGATING DOUBLE PRIMULAS.
There are some double Primulas, such as Gilbert's
beautiful varieties, which cannot be raised trm-
from seed ; the only waj', therefore, of increasing.'

them is to propagate them from cuttings, and
now is a good time to perform that operation.
With us, and doubtless with others, double-
flowering Primulas are more branching than the
single kinds ; some of our old double-flowered
plants have as many as a dozen side gi'owths
on them at the present time ; others have fewer,
but all have some, and of these every one will
be converted into a cutting. Some have naked
stems several inches in height ; other.3 are well
furnished close down to the soil. The former
are hanchest and easiest rooted ; the latter need
most care, being ratber inclined to damp off

if any excess of moisture gets about them. In
taking the cuttings each should be cut clean
through, as far down as possible, with a sharj)
knife, and if any can readily be secured with a,

little bit of root attached to them all the better.
When any of the leaves have to be removed from
the cuttings they should be gently drawn off from
the axil and not cut, as this makes an objection-
able wound. The best way of treating them is to pot
them singly in the smallest sized 24 in pot in a
mixture of sand and leaf soil in equal parts with
the addition of a little fine charcoal. This being
done, they should be plunged in a little bottom
heat if possible—from 6(J^ to 70° being enough

—

and the temperature of the atmosphere may be
aboutthe same. One waterina: may be given at first,

but little afterwards until they have formed roots,

as water is more liable to do barm than good.
Our cuttings root in about a fortnight, and as
soon as that takes place they are withdrawn from
the bottom heat, but still kept in rather a warm
house or pit until they are established, when they
are shifted into larger pots, and grown on like
ordinary Primulas. C'AMBKlAif.

Aralias.—Among the stove kinds, some such
as reticulata, leptophylla, and Guilfoylei may be
readily struck from cuttings, which are best taken
from tlie plants in a rather soft condition, as if

allowed to become in any waj- hard they remain a
long time without rooting or even callusing,
while if cut off when young and kept close and
not overwatered, they soon root. On no account
allow them to flag, or many will be lost, to prevent
which the case must only be open for an hour or
so each morning to allow the superfluous moisture
to escape, and shading must be used during sun-
shine. For such things, indeed, shading must now
be employed whenever there is the least glimpse
of sunshine. A. Veitchi takes so much time, and
is so liable to go off before rooting, that increasing
it by means of cuttings is scarcely practicable. It

mustbegraftedononeofthefree-growingkinds,pre-
ferablj' A. reticulata, mth which it readily unites

,

and on which it thoroughly establishes itself.

AHiere there are plants of the latter that have
grown too long, the tops should be taken off and
inserted as cuttings : then if it is intended to use
the plants as stocks for A. Veitchi, they may be
shortened down to a convenient heiglit, but not
below 8 in. or 9 in. from the soil, and not so low
as that unless there are. a few leaves left to keep
the sap in circulation. After the top has been off

a few days, graft, and with this plant what i.-,

known as side grafting is best : thus a slight in-

cision is made in the stem at about 1 in. above
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the soil ; then the same distance above the cut

insert the knife and make a slanting cut down to

the first incision. The graft must be fashioned in

such a way as to exactly fit the stock, and then

tied in securely ; the grafted plant must be kept

close till a union takes place, when it may be

hardened oS by degrees and the top of the stock

removed. The well-known Aralia Sieboldi is easily

struck from cuttings if the small weak shoots pro-

duced at the base or up the stems are selected,

and the Japanese Rice-paper plant (Aralia papyri-

fera) may be increased to any extent if the roots

are cut up into pieces of 1 in. or 2 in. long and
dibbled perpendicularly into well drained pots

or pans, a method that may be success-

fully employed with the large hardy Aralia

spinosa. When these root cuttings are put in

the upper part should be kept about J in. below
the surface, and the pots or pans should be placed

in a close frame.—-H. P. i

Clematis indivisa is struck from half-

ripened cuttings inserted in pots of sandy soil and
covered with a bell-glass, or the young shoots may
be grafted on pieces of the root of the common
Clematis as practised with the hardy kinds, and
treated in all respects like them. A climber that

many fail in propagating is the variegated Cobasa

scandens, owing, oftentimes, to the strong shoots

being used as cuttings. For this purpose choose

small, weak shoots whenever possible, and make
them like ordinary cuttings. If sucli cannot be ob-

tained, then take the weakest of the climbing

branches and cut them into single eyes, leaving at

the same time 2 in. of stem attached to the base

of each ; insert them so that the bud is just clear

of the soil, give a good watering, and keep them
close. Being liable to damp, the pots used should

be small, putting only about three or four cuttings

in a pot, as in this way they are less liable to

decay than when crowded together in quantities

Damp being the great enemy to guard against,

give a little air whenever there are any signs of its

appearance.—T.

Propagating Calycanthus floridus.—In arecent

number of The Gakden, speaking of tlie Calycantlius

floridus, you omit to give tlie easiest method of propagating

it, wliich is to dig dovm to tlie roots and discover an in-

cipient sucker, or one tliat has not yet made its appearance

above groimd. This taken off and buried will grow and do

nicely.—L. A. R., New York,

MARKET GARDENS.
Fruits.—There are many less pleasing sights

than that which a well-kept market orchard now
presents. The qualifying term " well kept " is too

essential to be omitted, for there are far too many
market orchards where Couch Grass and big weeds
predominate—where the soil beneath the trees is

never cleaned or cultivated, and the bush trees

below become one mass of prickly wood and
twining Convolvulus. Gardens of this kind mean
ruin. A really well kept garden orchard is

as widely as possible the converse of this

picture. I went through such a one the other

day, and from end to end not a weed was to be
seen ; the ground beneath the trees, all bush
planted, had been dressed with manure in winter,

and then lightly forked in, but ere this was done
every tree and bush had received the needful prun-

ing, and, now full of leafage or bloom, presented

a sight of which anyone might well be proud.

The long lines of overhanging trees—Apples,

Pears, Plums, and Cherries—with a row of Currants

or Gooseberry bushes beneath each line, and two
other rows of bushes beneath presented an ap-

pearance of health and fruitfulness that could

not be excelled. All these, because the soil is stiff

and cool, are planted on ridges and along the

sides ; beneath the bushes run rows of single and
double Primroses, Daisies, and various hardy
flowers, or where the bushes are younger, rows of

strong Strawberry stools full of leafage are thus
early throwing up flower buds. Gooseberries I

have never seen fuller of bloom ; Currants are not
less promising ; Plums are white a§ snow; Pears
are blooming with marvellous profuseness; so also

are Cherries ; and Apples already show their rosy

blossoms in great abundance. If we encounter
no mishap this must be a grand year for fruit.

Peas.—Some kinds of Peas are not turning out
quite so satisfactory as could be desired. In one
case some twenty bushels of Harrison's Glory, got
from a large seed house, have given a miserable
plant, one that must be ploughed in. Such mishaps
as that represent not onlj' the loss of the seed,

but also tlie contingent profits of the crop, and
some fair compensation should be given. Seedsmen
should not only give to market growers a guarantee
as to growing quality ; they should refrain from
selling a stock only 10 per cent, of which ger-

minates. The early white sorts are showing a good
plant, and are largely sown. Wrinkled kinds are

being got in rapidly, and in this district Peas not

only do well, as a rule, but prove to be one of the
bestpayingcrops. The old-fashionedway ofplanting

out winter greens between Pea rows is not now so

common as it used to be, because it is found that

the gatherers do the plants irremediable harm.
Peas will invariably come off soon enough to be
followed by breadths of Coleworts, sprouting
Broccoli for late cutting, Turnips, and Spinach.

Peas also are not a costly crop to cultivate, as they
do not take much out of the ground, whilst the

horse-shoe, one of the verj' best general imple-

ments for market garden work, will not onlj' keep
the soil clear of weeds, but will get it into a
nice pulverised condition for earthing. When there

is a good crop of pods, and the gatherers are plenti-

ful and expert, so that the produce may be soon
run into the market, all goes well ; but if gatherers

are neither plentiful nor expert, and half the pro-

duce gets hard before it can be marketed, then
profits become doubtful. Expert jDickers can not
only gather quickly, but tliey instinctively know
which are the right pods to gather, and thus

secure a good, even sample. Still further, they
don't tear and bend the haulm at the first

gathering in the reckless way in which new, un-
trained hands do.

General crops.—Except where Peas and
Broad Beans, the latter never largely grown, are

showing in rows, the ground presents a very bare
appearance, for green crops, with the exception
of Cabbages, are now cleared off, and the soil

freshly manured and planted. When speaking to

a large grower the other day as to the rapid dis-

appearance of green stuffs, he said, " It was a
good job too, for sixpence per bushel for sprout-

ing Broccoli or Kale would pay no one, and we
may be sure that few fortunes are being made
with such prices, whilst some may be easily lost.

Onions and winter Spinach, too, are over ; so are
Wallflowers and Violets ; so that light loads to

market is the order of the day. Very many Pota-
toes are being planted, the early clearing off of

green material favouring this crop greatly.
" Peregrine," I notice, thinks Potatoes are as a rule

planted too thickly ; but the space given to indi-

vidual plants must depend upon the routine of
cultivation. It is such a waste of useful soil to

give'sets 3 ft. space when the soil is worked only
some 7 in. to 8 in. in depth with the plough.
Ordinary market garden practice consists in

heavily manuring the surface soil, but not in deep
culture. In some high class gardens trenching
may be done, or where Celery is largely grown
the soil gets worked to a depth far beloW the

average. Trenching, however, is very costly, and
though its results may be thrown over several

years yet the first cost has to be met, and as cur-

rent takings cannot pay for it, capital must, and
few like to draw heavity upon capital unless there
is a prospect of an immediate return. I am not
sure that the culture of Potatoes in large mounds,
as advised, would answer for market purposes, for

all the work would have to be done by manual
labour, and if a crop so grossly grown did escape
the disease the major portion of the tubers would
assuredly be too large to give consumers satisfac-

tion. Next to getting a healthy crop it is of the first

importance that it should be a paying one ; and
clean medium sized ware is always more profit-

able than extra large and essentially ungainlj'

tubers. Generally the soil is working remarkabl3'
well, and all kinds of crops are going on well, but

the drought renders it needful that plant beds
should be looked sharply after to keep the fly in
check. A. D.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

TRANSPLANTING EVERGREENS.
This is the best month in the whole year for

the transplanting of evergreen shrubs, as with
ordinarj' care they may be moved now without
any fear of loss, the genial showers and heavy
night dews being of material assistance in keeping
the foliage fresh, and helping the plants to start

into rapid root action. In the autumn the vital

powers of evergreens are at a much lower ebb, and
thejr have the winter with its hard frosts and
scathing winds to contend with, and each day then
the earth is losing its warmth ; whereas now the
temperature is continually rising, and all vegetat
tion is waking to new life and strength. The grea-

point in the successful transplanting of evergreens
is to lift them carefully, so as to preserve all their

roots, and especially the fibi-y portions of them,
which are essential for keeping the plants alive

till they are able to form other feeders. Not only
is it necessary to lift carefully and preserve root-

lets, but they must be kept from drying, which
can only be done by covering them and the ball of

earth during the transit of the plants to the place
where they are to be planted. A wet mat is as good
as anything to lay over or wrap round ; but, pre-

vious to putting it on, it is a good plan to syringe
or sprinkle the ball of earth with water, as then
the ball and the roots will keep damp a long time.

That the plants may be out of the ground as short

a period as possible, the holes for their reception
should be dug before they are lifted, as then there
is no delay, and they can be dropped and covered
up in their places at once. In the digging of the
holes they should be broken up deeply, as it often

happens that there is a hard pan below, which, if

not disturbed, is impervious to roots, and it is

impossible-for plants to thrive if these cannot act

;

and not only should the holes be deeplj- dug, but
they should be large, that the roots may be spread
out properly at full length, instead of being
doubled up and crippled for want of room to ex-

tend. In placing the plants in position in the holes,

the balls should be kept so high that the collar of

the trees or shrubs may be on a level with the
surface of the ground, and, with the roots arranged
in the way referred to, the filling in with fine soil

may commence. Before this work proceeds far a
heavj' watering should be given, which will wash
the earth into any cavities that may exist under
the ball, as the filling of these is a matter of the
utmost importance to the after welfare of the
plants. If these happen to be of large size, it is a
good plan to slightly sway them to and fro, so
that the puddled soil may draw under and in

amongst the roots, after which it should be left

for a time to subside, when the remainder of the
earth may be shovelled in and made firm by the
foot. The nest thing is to mulch heavily with
long strawy manure ; if this be done, it is the
greatest help that can be afforded to newl_y trans-

planted shrubs, as it not only maintains an equable
temperature in the ground, but prevents evapora-
tion, and thus conserves the earth's moisture and
enables the roots to take care of themselves. What
interferes more than anything else with newly
moved shrubs and trees, and prevents them from
becoming quickly established, is wind-waving,
which causes a perpetual strain, and destroys the

young tender fibres as soon as they form. To guard
against this is therefore a matter of consequence,
and the steadying of the stems should meet with
early attention. There are several ways in which
this may be done, but the most secure is by the
use of three long, stout poles, or stakes to each
plant, which poles or stakes should be placed
tripod fashion, with the stoutest ends in the
ground and the points brought together at top, so

as to meet the stem of the tree or shrub about
three parts of the way up. To prevent chafing, it

is necessary to protect the trunk where they meet
by binding around the bark some soft hay or old
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carpet, when the stakes may be securely tied, and
the plant kept perfectly stead}'. Stout galvanised
wire used in a similar manner to the poles, and
made fast to stakes in the ground, answers the
purpose equally well, and is neater and better on
lawns where the plants come into view. For trees

or shrubs of a small size a single stake to each
is sufficient if driven well into the ground, in

doing which care should be exercised to steer

clear of the roots. S. D.

PKUNUS TRILOBA.
If any shrub merits popularity more than
another it is surely this one ; it is one of the

.r

Flower of.Pntaus triloba (natural size).

finest of all hardy springf-flowaring shrubs, and
one of the least known. We have Almonds and
Peaches in abundance, but rarely have we met
with Prunus triloba. There is a fine plant of it

against one of the walls at Kew, where it covers
several square yards, and every spring is literally

covered with rosy pink blossoms. It begins to
flower just before the leaves expand, and before
the last flowers have fallen it is in full leaf. The
blossoms, which are semi-double, are arranged so
thickly on the slender branches as to make them
quite floral wreaths. As a standard its growth is

dwarf and spreading. The only good examples
of it in this shape which we have seen about
London are in Battersea Parli, where they have
formed a great source of attraction this season.
Though a native of China, it is perfectly hardy,
but the flowers are sometimes injured by
late frosts. It appears to grow well under any
'ordinary condition, and requires very little atten-

Forsythias.—Good examples of these have
lately reached us from various parts of the
countrj' ; but, in admiring their beauty, we have
to think of the fact that walls are not the proper
places for them. Certainly we have often seen
them looking well on a wall, and it is better to
put them there than not to have them at all ; but to
get their best effects they should be planted on
sunny banks and fringes of shrubberies, and
allowed to grow in a natural manner, save a little

careful thinning of the shoots—we mean placing
them so that they could not be choked or robbed
by other things, and where at the same time grow
freely and naturally. "We never saw the plants in
the full force of their efEect till one day we obser-
ved them growing on a rocky bank carpeted with
Ivy. In this case, as in many others, it is not
enough to have a fine plant and leave it to chance
to place it where it will grow well ; we ought in
all cases to consider where it will look well, and
to place it. Those who have it on their walls
already might well try and plant a grouj) on some
spot having the advantage above mentioned, or
similar ones.—V.

BERBEEIS DAEWINI.

Flowering spray of Prunus trilola.

tion when once planted. It is also called Amyg-
dalopsis Lindleyi, W. G,

This is one of the most ornamental early spring-
flowering shrubs that we have. It is suitable
either for a wall, or for single specimens on the
lawn. It has a good efEect when planted at the
back of wide herbaceous borders at intervals, with
other flowering or ornamental-leaved shrubs.
Being an evergreen, it is effective at all times,
whether it is in flower or not. Plants of it

have a grand effect in mixed shrubberies, asso-
ciated with Portugal and other Laurels, Bos
trees. Hollies, Lilacs, flowering Currants, and
other evergreen and deciduous trees and shrubs.
We have a fine specimen growing here upon a
west wall, which has been in flower since the
second week in February, and even now it looks
as if it would continue in bloom another montli.
It would be diflicult to describe the splendid
eilect which it produces when in full bloom, its

orange-yellow flowers clothing the whole wall and
making a striking contrast with other plants,
such as Pyrus japonica, P. Maulei, Ribes sangui-
neum, Kerria japonica, and other flowering shrubs.
Bushes of this plant have a grand efEect ; when
they get large they often produce vigorous shoots,
which rise above the rest considerably, and these,

when in flower, give the bush a natural and grace-
ful fijiish. If planted upon the banks of lakes or
ponds, they have a grand appearance when large
enough to hang over the water, more especially in
spring when laden with flowers. This plant does
well if planted upon islands, either mixed with
other plants, or in groups by itself. It has a fine

appearance when in bloom early in the year, and
again in autumn, whenladenwithcoral-like berries.

Where covert for game is wanted in quantities,
this is one of the best shrubs to plant. It does
not dislike shade, and will grow as freely as the
common Barberry so much used for forming under-
wood in places where little else will grow; and
pheasants feed freely upon the berries when ripe.

Branches of this shrub, cut before the flowers are
quite open, last a long time in perfection when
put into vases filled with water, or thin sprays
may be mixed with other cut flowers. Young
plants of it may either be raised from seed sown
in rows 12 in. apart, or sown broadcast upon beds
in March. The young seedlings should be trans-
planted into nursery rows the second autumn
after sowing, or early in winter. Young plants
may also be grown from layers laid down early in
the autumn. Bend some of the outside branches
close to the ground, then partly cut them through
with a sharp knife, and peg them down with a
strong wooden peg, covering them over with some
fine soil ; they will soon emit roots, and be ready
to be severed from the main branch during the
following autumn, when they may be planted in
nursery rows until properly established, and in
the next autumn or winter they may be planted in

their permanent places. W. C.

KERRIA JAPONICA.
The double flowered variety of this Japanese
shrub is so common that it needs no description

:

the only object we have in alluding to it is to
bring under the notice of our readers a remark-
ably fine form of it that has recently been im-
ported direct from Japan by Mr. Mcintosh, of
Duneevan, Weybridge, who exhibited it at the
last meeting at South Kensington. In this
variety, which is called K. japonica major, the
flowers are not only much larger than those of
the ordinary form, but their petals are consider-
ably broader and the blossoms altogether finer.

When first Mr. Mcintosh flowered it it was
thought that high cultivation had something to
do with the production of such large flowers

:

but after growing it alon^^- with the ordinary
form it has proved to be distinct. So handsome
is it as to be a real acquisition, and we are
pleased to know that Mr. Mcintosh intends to
present plants to the Royal Horticultural Society
with the view of distributing it. It received a
first class certificate from the society last year.
The single flowered form of Kerria japonica

is likewise a very pretty shrub, but rather un-
common

; indeed, in but few gardens can it be
seen. The variegated variety of it is also a charm-
ing plant, as everyone will admit who has seen

Dottile-flowered Kerria japonica.

the plants of it which are now in full bloom in

the temperate house at Kew—dense bushes
covered with golden blossoms intermixed with
silvery foliage. It is, however, only fair to say
that we have never seen the variegated kind so

good out of doors. Both the major double variety
and the variegated single variety of Kerria or
Corchorus japonica are well worth attention.

W. G.

New Oeanothusea.—Of the many new
varieties of Ceanothus obtained of late from the
Continent, Gloire de Vaise is one of the most con-
spicuous. It produces large branching spikes of

flowers of a pale blue colour. Bleu Celeste is a
little paler in colour, quite enough to make it a
olistinctive variety, and very good also. One of the
very best of the pink- flowered varieties is Marie
Simon, the flowers of which are of a good and
striking hue of colour. Le Geant is of the same
tint, but paler, yet very pretty and attractive.

There are now so many fine varieties in cultiva-

tion that it would not be diflicult to make a selec-

tion of ten or a dozen that are quite distinct. If

these were grouped in a bed in the open air during
the summer, the result would be most satisfactory.

Mr. Barron groups them in this way at Chiswick,
and with the best possible effect. M. Victor
Lemoine this spring announces a few new varieties

among these, two or throe in which the pink tints
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have ilec'penod to violet. We shall probably liave

:in opportunity of seeing these in flower during

the summer.— It. D.

AUCUBAS SELF FERTILISED.
I KEVEK remember having seen the common
Aucuba so heavily laden with large scarlet berries

as at present. The bushes indeed are completely

weighed down with their crop of fruit. We lind

the Aucuba the best of all shrubs for planting
under the shade of trees, as its strong tlesliy

roots enable it to live where other shrubs would
starve. Being easily propagated, we have of late

years substituted it for the common Laurel where
a thick undergrowth or screen was needed in

dense shade, and by planting a few of the male
variety amongst the ordinary liinds, we find they
set their blossoms most abundantly, and generally

get a good crop of berries ; but this season the
winter having been mild, the berries have grown
to a larger size than usual. Although hardy enough
to withstand severe winters, their growth is evi-

dently arrested bj' them ; but this year, thanks to

the genial season, our bushes are really beautiful.

As an instance of what an accommodating shrub
the Aucuba is, I may state that it ma}' be safely

removed at mid-summer or mid-winter. We have
shifted it in all kinds of weathers, and have never
lost one. Last summer we moved a quantity dur-

ing the warmest weather in July from a very hot
exposed situation to a shaded spot under large

trees, and they are now in better condition tlian

if the,v had remained undisturbed. The only thing
1 find them to dislike is the full glare of the sun.
To have them in perfection they require shelter

and shade ; therefore they succeed where many
sun-loving shrubs would fail. As regards tlie pro-
portion of males to females, I may state that we
have large'clumps many yards in circumference of
the common Aucuba with one plant of tlic male
Aucuba in the centre, and our bushes are, as I

have said, laden with fruit ; but isolated bushes
10 yds. or 12 yds. off are onlj- thinly sprinkled
with berries, and at longer distances from tlie

male v ariety they cease fruiting altogether with
the exception of a few stray berries, probably
the result of insect fertilisation. Therefore, if we
wish for a perfect crop of berries without having
recourse to artificial fertilisation, we must plant
males about every JiO ft. apart among the ordi-

nary form. Aucuba berries begin to colour late
;

in fact, they do not begin to colour until those
of the Holly and other berry-bearing shrubs are
past ; nevertheless, they .add quite a distinct
charm to the slirubberj- during the spring months.

Linion. Jambs Groom.

They delight in a position where thej' can send
down their roots by the side of the perpendicular
stone slab edging in our beds, and under these
circumstances it is not at all an unusual thing to
see them attaining a diameter of 1 ft. and more.
In pots in a frame or greenhouse the plants never
gi'ow as freely as when planted out in an appro-
priate position and left to take care of themselves.
AVhether placed on a rockery or grown in an open
border, tliey require being fully exposed to the sun
to flower well. Once established they will repro-

duce themselvcsfreely from seed.

—

Fhoebel&Co.,
Zurich.

GARDEN FLORA.

Azara tnicrophylla.—This witli me occu-
pies a position on rather a dry bank, and has sur-
vived the intense frosts of 1879-80. I do not
know whether it has been tried .against a wall,
but I imagine it would bear training, and cover a
wall as well as the Myrtle or Pyracantha. The
rich vanilla-like perfume of its small, but profuse,
inconspicuous flowers greatly enhances its merit.
Its sweetness has been wafted widely over the
garden in which it grows, and has led to many en-
quiries being maile concerning the source of so
luucli sweetness.—W. Ingram, Uclran:
Arbutus procera.—A specimen of this, simie 20 ft.

in height, is now profusely laden with its greenish white
Lily-of-the-Valley-like Howers near the Broad Walk at Kew.
This Arbutns is stouter in growth and has larger foliage

than the common Strawberry Tree (A. Unedo), and is re-

markable for the way in which the outer bark cracks an,i

eventually peels oft, leaving nothing behind but the
smooth mahogany-like inner bark. In an allied species
(A

.
Andrachne) the bark also peels off, as in procera.—H. P.

Edraianthus dalmaticus. — If " F. C.
L.'s " Edraianthus was liealthy when received,
it lias simply gone back because too mucli care
has been bestowed upon it. All our Edraian-
thi, which are still in tlieir resting period, grow
in open beds and borders fully exp'csed to the
sun

; some are in sandy loam, others in a
peaty compost, and all are doing equally well.

PLATE CCCXXXIII.—BIGNONTA
VENUSTA.*

The Bignonias are handsome flowering plants,

and principally evergreen twiners, although a

limited number are low bushy shrubs. They are

mostly indigenous to warm countries, the greater

number being found in the western hemisphere,
whilst a few come from the east. Out of some
sixty or seventy known species, only compara-
tively few are adapted to the requirements of

the general cultivator, and of these it may be
said that they come under the head of neglected
plants, as, with the e.xception of two or three

kinds, they are rarely met with. Why, it would
be difficult to say, for when fairly treated they
are undoubtedly amongst the most beautiful of

climbing- plants. Possibly one cause of their

want of popularity is the fact that most of the

best sorts fail to flower freely if subjected to

the over-hot, moist, and often too much sh.aded

conditions of our modern plant stoves ; on the

contrary, I have always found them do best in

an intermediate heat, subjected to all the sun
and light it is possible to give, and not too much
atmospheric moisture ; under such treatment
they are less prone to exuberant growth, and
the shoots and foli.age attain the solidity essen-

tial to the free production of flowers.

B. venusta, the subject of the annexed illus-

tration, is truthfully represented as to form and
colour, but want of room prevents its floriferous

character being fully shown. When well grown
itproduces great wreaths of bloom,the individual
bunches being continuously developed from the
joints of the shoots so as to touch each other
like a string of epaulets. It is an old plant, intro-

duced over half a century ago from South
America, and without over-estimating its merits
it m.ay truly be set down as superior to nine-

tenths of the flowering subjects of modern intro-

duction. Its season of blooming is from autumn
up to the end of the year, more or less accele-

rated by the degree of temperature maintained.
B. Chamberlayni is a very strong-growing kind,

with yellow flowers that are very effective. It is

Will adapted for a lofty house. B. littoralis is a
free growing, but not over vigorous sort, bear-
ing pinkish red flowers. It is suitable for a
moderate sized house in which vigorous growers
would be too large. B. argyrea violescens to

those who are fond of variegated foliage will be
acceptable. It is a medium-growing kind. B.
magnifica, a new species from Colombia, has
large crimson flowers shaded with mauve and a
pale yellow throat. B. alba, a white-bloomed
species from Guiana, is also known under the
name of Jaoaranda alba. It is a small grower
and bears pretty flowers.

Of kinds that will succeed in a cool green-
house, and which are well worth growing, are
the following : B. Tweediana, a yellow-flowered
species possessing a medium habit of growtli. A
native of Buenos Ayres. With some this plant
does not flower freely, but where it gets plenty

of sun it seldom disappoints the gi'ower. B.
grandiflora, a fine kind from C'hlna, bears orange
red flowers. It is a vigorous grower and a
handsome plant either in or out of flower.

B. (Tecoma) capensis has yellow flowers and
bright, clean-looking foliage. It is a moderate
grower, and does not require much pruning. It

blooms in summer. B. speciosa is apink-flowered
species from I'ruguay, that blooms in the spring

or early summer. It is not so robust in habit as

some of the kinds, and therefore more suit.able

for a moderate-sized greenhouse. B. capreolata is

a North American kind that I have foimd to

succeed well in an airy, cool greenhouse, where
it is very effective, but it will do out-of-doors.

The flowers are reddish scarlet. B. radicans, a

hardy kind, is likewise of North American
origin. There is a large and also a small form
of this, the latter the brightest in colour, which
is reddish scarlet, the former being orange. Both
the above are deciduous, and suitable for a south
wall.

Cui.Ti'EE AND POSITION.

—

All the speclss can
be propagated either by layers or cuttings made
of the young shoots or small pieces of the roots.

Layers have the advantage of enabling larger

plants to be obtained in a given time. These are

secured by taking in spring some G-m. or 7-in.

pots, draining them well, and filling them
with a mixture of peat and sand. Into this

peg down the preceding season's shoots, which
should be notched at the joint that is covered

with soil. Keep the material moist, so as to en-

courage the formation of roots, which will be

produced during the summer in sufficient quan-
tities to admit of the layers being severed in

the autumn, after which they should be given

more pot room as required. Another season will

give them size .and strength enough to permit of

their being planted out in the bed where they

are to remain, pots or tubs being unsuitable for

them. If to be increased from root cuttings,

pieces should be selected about as thick as a

quill ; these should be cut into lengths of about
1 in. and inserted with the upper ends just

above the soil, which ought to consist of fine

sifted peat and sand in about equal proportions.

A C-in. pot is large enough to accommodate
six or eight cuttings ; they should be placed

in an intermediate temperature, where they

will soon form roots and make top growth also.

The subsequent treatment required is similar

to that necessary in the case of young stock

raised from shoot cuttings. Where the latter

mode of propagation is to be adopted, it is best

to cut back an established plant about the end
of February, which if in moderate warmth will

soon push out young shoots. When these are 8 in.

or 10 in. long, they should be taken off with a

heel, without which many plants of the nature

of these Bignonias do not strike freely. They
must be put in pots filled with sand in the

ordinary way, placed in a brisk heat, kept moist,

close, and shaded, conditions under which they

will soon form roots, when they must have ad-

ditional pot-room as they require it until large

enough for planting out where they are per-

manently to remain. They require a moderate

space for their roots, but should not have too

much room, especially the strongest growers, or

they are apt to outgrow the space .allotted to

them, and they do not like over much cutting in
;

good fibrous peat, or a mixture of peat and loam,

answers well for them. T. Baines.

' Drawnfrom specimensfurnished from Pendell Court,
Bletehintjley.

Tulips from Cannes.—The Tulips upon
which I made a few remarks at the scientific

committee of the Royal Horticultural Society on

JIarch 29 were not exhibited by me, but by Miss

Mangles, who sent them from Cannes. The small

flowered, slender-leaved variety of Tulipa pne-

cox, with very narrow petals, I believe to be
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T. Lorteti. It comes very close to T. maculata,
; oi'g-an among the wasps and bees is known as a

which, thougli common in cultivation, has now, I sting, and is constantly used as a weapon of
believe, been found wild.—H. Hakpur Ceewe,

GARDENERS' FRIENDS.

defence and offence. In the ichneumons it is

seldom used for these purposes, nor is it often

suitable as a weapon, being in many cases very
long and delicate ; it is composed of fi ve pieces, two
of which form a sheath for the other three,

which together form a boring- or piercing instru-

ment. One of these three pieces is nearly cylindri-

ICIIXEUMOXID.E.
R'HXEU.MONS.—Iloweverstrangeitmayappear,

I think I may saj^ without fear of contradiction cal, but has a deep groove reaching to its centre

that, humanly speaking, if it were not for these down its entire length ; in this groove tittheother

insects, there would soon cease to beany vegeta- two pieces, which are very delicate, and are

tion on the face of the earth. Probably no plants
[

notched transversely near their points. They
are exempt from the attacks of some insects, can be protruded beyond the other part in

which are mainly kept in check by these most which they work with a sawing motion. Down
useful allies. A\'e do what we can to reduce the

,

the centre of this borer is an opening, through
numbers of aphides and the host of other insects

J

which the eggs are passed. When the insect is

which destroy the produce of our gardens and
;

at rest the borer is inclosed by the two outer

fields. Insectivorous animals and birds kill all ' pieces, which form a sheath, and from which it

they can find, b;it the number thus destroyed is
)
is disengaged when the insect uses it. The length

Fig. 1, Tragus lutorius (natural size); fig. 2, Pimpla instigator (natural iize);

Jig. 3, Panisctis tesiaceus (natural size) ; jig. 4, Cocoon containing a number of
chrysalides of an ichneumon ; Jig. 5, Cocoons of ichiieumom.

insignificant when compared with thatdestroyed
b}' these parasitic insects, which abound nearly
everywhere, and attack other insects of all

kinds, and sometimes in all stages of their

existence. Some species attack the eggs, some
the caterpillars or grubs, others the chrysalides
or perfect insect. However secure one may fancy
<i caterpillar or grub, is ensconced in the gallery

it is forming in the stem or bough of a tree, or
however carefully it may be hidden in a fruit

or gall, some of these ichneumons will find

them out, and by the aid of their long oviposi-

tors will deposit eggs in their bodies, fromwhich
in due time little grub are hatched, which feed
on their unfortunate victim, and eventually
kill it. These ichneumons vary very much in

size, from a large insect—Trogus lutorius (fig. 1)

—

to small ones, which are no larger than midges.
The apex of the body in all members of this

ifamily is provided with an ovipositor. This

of this ovipositor varies very much in different

species; in many it is short, remaining hidden in

the body until brought into use ; in others it is

always protruding, and is sometimes three or

four times the length of the insect. Those species

in which this organ is short are parasitic in

caterpillars, grubs, &c., which are not hidden so

that the icuneumon cannot get at them. On
finding a victim it settles upon it and thrusts its

ovipositor through its skin and deposits an egg
just under it. Some species lay several eggs
within the same caterpiller (as many as sixty-

seven have been known to be laid). Sometimes
without settling on its prey the ichneumon will

bend its body beneath itself until the point pro-

jects beyond its head ; it then protrudes its

ovipositor and pierces its victim. Those with
the long ovipositors attack such caterpillars and
grubs as bore into timber and trees, or, hidden in

cracks in bark, live mostly imderground, or have

some particular protection, which would pre-

vent this ichneumon getting at them, unless

provided with some special means for that pur-
pose. Their long borers ai'e used much in the
same way as we would a bradawl, if the insect

wishes to reach a grub which is boring into

wood ; to reach their victims hidden in cracks
in trees or in the earth, the instrument is

merely passed in until they are reached,
ilany ichneumons only attack certain insects, so
that many kinds of insects have their special

parasites ; even those which are very useful to us,

such as a small member of this family which
destroys great numbers of aphides by laying its

eggs within them, is in its turn preyed upon by
grubs hatched from eggs laid in th'eu- grubs by
a small insect belonging to a very nearly allied

family, the Chalcididse. This insect (Oeraphron
(Jarpenteri) selects an aphis which has been
already attacked by the little ichneumon, and
deposits its eggs in the bodies of their grubs
which are devouring the aphides. This is a good
illustration of the truth of the old rhyme.
Great fleas have little fleas to woriy and to bite 'era ;

.\nd little fleas have lesser still, and 50onadinfnitu>n.

The grubs of the ichneumons feed upon the
fleshy and fatty portions of their victims, avoid-
ing the vital parts. In course of time the cater-

pOlar or grub succumbs to the attacks of its

parasites, which then turn into chrysalides,

sometimes within the body. Some species, how-
ever, leave their old quarters and spin silken

cocoons round themselves in which they undergo
their transformations. Some species do not kill

the caterpillar until it changes into a chrysalis,

when it dies, and the grubs undergo their change
within it. The cocoons formed by the grubs
which leave the bodies of their victims are often
loosely attached to one another by silken threads
(fig. o), and are frequently mistaken for the eggs
of insects and destroyed as such, particularly if

they are found near the dead body of some
caterpillar. This is a double mistake, as cater-

pillars do not lay eggs, and, instead of destroy-
ing them, every care should be taken to preserve
these little cocoons, which will each produce
one of these most useful insects. Instead of
making their cocoons separately, the grubs of
some species all collect together on some neigh-
bouring stalk and form a silken covering com-
mon tothem all ; within this in little cells, packed
as tightly together as possible, they become
chrysalides. Fig. 4 represents one of tfiese nests,

which I found attached to the flower-stalk of
the common Plantain. One very small and com-
mon species (Microgaster glomeratus) lays its -

eggs in the caterpillars of the common large
white Cabbage butterfly, and assists most ma-
terially in keeping this destructive insect in
check ; it only measures \ in. across its open
wings. The dead bodies of aphides may be often
found which have been attacked by ichneumons.
They may always be known by their brown
colour and globular, distended appearance

;

there is generally a round opening in their backs,

through which the parasite has escaped. These
smaller species much resemble the larger ones,

except in the matter of size.

The ichneumons may often be found sitting

on flowers, particularly umbelliferous ones, feed-

ing on their nectar, and they have been ob-
served feeding on honeydew with which leaves

are often covered. They are remarkably active

insects, flying and walking with great rapidity.

When searching for grubs in which to lay their

eggs they constantly move their antennae in

a very rapid manner, and their motions alto-

gether suggest great haste and excitement. They
vary considerably in colour, some being quite

black, others black with red, yellow, or white
markings, and others brown or yellow. Their

antennje are composed of a very variable num-
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hev of joints, some species having sixteen ; in

others as many as sixty have been counted ; in

those of some species there is a band of a paler

colour near their middle. As before stated, these

insects vary very much in size ; their grubs are

nearly cylindrical, white, soft, and fleshy; they

are generally slightly curved and taper somewhat
to each end ; they are entirely destitute of legs.

The head is furnished with a pair of very small

sharp mandibles or jaws. The chrysalides are

whitish, and through the skins in which they

seem wi-apped the limbs, &c., of the future insect

are distinctly visible. The chrj'salis is generally

enclosed in a cocoon. The IchneumonidiB is one

of the largest families among insects, and con-

tains a great number of genera and species ; all

its members are parasitic. It is classed between
the Cynipidfe or gall flies, and the Uhalcididse, a

family of very small insects, which in their

habits much resemble the ichneumons. The name
ichneumon was given to these insects on account

of their parasitical habits, after an animal of

that name which was erroneously supposed to

deposit its progeny within the bodies of croco-

diles, which were destroyed by them. Trogus
lutorius (fig. 1) is one of our largest and hand-
somest species. It attacks the caterpillars of the

Death's-head moth and Privet hawk moth. The
general colour of this insect is reddish yellow,

but the upper half of the antennae, nearly all

the head and thorax, and the end of the body
are black ; the wings are yellowish, with
brownish veins. Pimpla instigator (fig. 2) is a
common and very useful insect ; it attacks the

caterpillars of the common Cabbage butterfly

and several moths. With the exception of the

legs, which are reddish, it is entirely black ; the

veins of the wings are blackish. It, as well as

some other members of this family, emits when
handled a very unpleasant smell. It may be
found during the summer and autumn. Paniscus
testaoeus (fig. 3) is a peculiarly shaped insect,

its body being very narrow and flattened later-

ally, and is particularly deep towards the end.

Its legs and antennae are very delicate. It is of

a yellowish colour, and the wings are tinged
with the same tint and are slightly iridescent,

G. S. S.

GARDEN DESIGN.

NATURAL LANDSCAPE WOEK.
Landscape work may fairly be considered as a
branch of horticulture perfectly distinct from
gardening proper—a branch, indeed, the study
of which, although important, has been deplor-

ably neglected, whilst other branches have been
brought to a high state of perfection. The reason
is not far to seek ; too many attempts have been
made to distort Nature, which, so far as my
experience goes, have resulted in failure. Flat
surfaces, terrace upon terrace, dotted over
systematically with trees and shrubs, repetition

without end, straight roads and walks, bad
statuary, or if ornamental misplaced—these all

tend to bring landscape gardening into disrepute.

True, the last few decades have produced men
of good tastes who have been able to see the
necessity of not opposing Nature, but rather of

assisting her. Who can contemplate without
regret the amount of capital squandered in the
formation of that geometrical monstrosity yclept
the Royal Horticultural Society's Garden, at
South Kensington, with its terraces, its walks,
its surrounding architecture, its scroll work
in box, stone, and brick imitations of flower
beds, &o. ? Pirst and foremost to be con-
sidered is the natural adaptability of any par-
ticular site for the purpose of landscape work.
Ijet us take, for instance, an elevated portion of
ground, sloping regularly or irregularly towards

the south ; in very many cases the architect will

place his building upon the highest point, or,

what is nearly the same thing, but little removed
from it ; he will probably excavate but very
little on the lower side or main front of the

mansion ; consequently the ground falls away too

suddenly to be comfortable to walk upon; there-

fore the formation of a terrace with all its

attendant evils is inevitable ; the excavation of

the forecourt and foundations not giving suffi-

cient material to form a terrace of such dimen-
sions that it may work itself out into the land
beyond in a natural manner; what follows.'' The
terrace is never satisfactory until a large

quantity of material has been carted from a

distance at great cost to make up the deficiency,

the result being even then too artificial. Had the

mansion been built a few feet lower, sufiioient

material would have been found for all neces-

sary purposes, whilst the effect of lowering a

portion of the ground in front would have given

a natural and easy slope, and planting the high
ground behind or forecourt front would have
had the effect of causing an upper current which
would have effectually carried off all the high
winds. A large quantity of material on the spot

is always of value in forming mounds for diver-

sifying the surface and for planting in order to

obtain privacy, especially in the case of such

mansions as are near public roads. It may be
said that planting without high ground would
produce the upper current just mentioned, but it

must be remembered that in that case we must
wait a lifetime before we obtain practical results.

I give this simply as a typical case, and conclude,

therefore, that in order to obtain the best effects,

both the architect and landscape gardener should
consult together in reference to this most impor-
tant matter. This is unfortunately too seldom
the case, in consequence of which great difiicul-

ties are placed in the way of the latter. Very
few architects have the necessary knowledge to

enable them to arrive at correct conclusions in

respect of landscape work, being too much used
to that which is formal and measured, and having
no practical acquaintance with trees and shrubs

or the work in detail. Let us divide the con-
sideration of this matter under the following-

heads : lawns, roads and paths, plantations, and
the planting of single or specimen trees. I do not
propose in these notes to enter into a practical

account of the method of carrying out the work,
but simply to consider the matter from the view
of right positions.

La^wns.

A lawn to be effective should be ample and
level in proportion as the surrounding ground is

flat or gradually on the descent. Few things are

more offensive to the eye than a level lawn
formed upon sloping ground ; it has the appear-
ance of being tilted towards the house. Thus
upon ground which falls away—say one in ten

—

the lawn may fairly have a fall of one in twenty
and yet appear level from the windows. The
central portion of the lawn should especially be
made to conform in this respect with the groi^nd

beyond, as it does not admit of the same freedom
in regard to planting as is the case with the

ends, the space requiring to be free and open in

order to have tlie most extensive views possible

and being near the house, no obstruction of

the necessary light should occur. With regard
to the ends, undulations are most desirable,

especial care being taken that as great an extent

as is possible be within view. The rising ground
should in all cases be as easy and natural as cir-

cumstances will allow, and as these elevated

portions will in all probability be desirable

sites for planting care should be exercised in

regard to their position, the lower portions or

vistas being arranged in such a manner that

I

desirable views or objects should be distinctly

seen, as, for instance, natural groups of fine trees
upon adjoining land and water, whether as por-
tions of lakesor rivers. In the formation of the ends
of a lawn it will not be so necessary to consider
the ground beyond, and much more freedom can
be used in planting. The ground may there-
fore be made to rise in certain parts, and this

especially where it meets plantations, throwing
a carpet of Grass well up in view of the win-
dows, a most desirable feature when the levels

will allow of its being done. Nothing is more
natural than when the eye is carried through
vistas quite away until it loses itself in the dis-

tance beyond, no perceptible edge intervening.
In cases where a slope is imperative in con-
sequence of tlie rapid fall of the ground,
something should be done to screen the
formal edge of the terrace. The conventional
slope of two, or two and a half to one along
the whole length of a terrace I consider unsightly
in the extreme. I should much prefer running out
the ends of the terrace as gradually as possible,

in order that round-headed trees or shrubs
might be planted upon them and some light or-
namental structure placed along the centre, in

every case draped with the most desirable ever-
green and flowering climbers. This arrangement
is particularly admissible in connection with
certain styles of architecture. Steps may with
propriety be formed in the slope leading to is

lower level. This system generally involves ex-
tending the pleasure grounds somewhat beyond
the usual limits, as some planting is required
beyond the structure in order to break up the
hollow; properly managed, however, very happy
results may be arrived at. Terraces upon terraces

with formal slopes are, to say the least of them,-

unnatural. Secondary lawns, that is those which
are less in view of the house, and those out of

view of the windows,shouId be treated with the
greatest amount of freedom, the natural surface

of the ground only being regulated in order to

give extensive sweeps of unbroken turf. Except
here and there by the most desirable forest trees

intermingled with our most beautiful ornamental
trees to give colour, they should by almost im-
perceptible gradations pass naturally on into

wild woodlands or meadow. These portions of

the pleasure grounds when bordered by streams

or rivers may be made charmingly effective by
the exercise of a little natural talent, as the for-

mation of waterfalls, rockwork, &c. Sites may
also be found upon them without in any way
interfering with their n atural beattty for such
amusements as croquet, lawn tennis, &c. These
departments, however, should be so placed that

they in no way break up the natural sweeps of

verdure from the most desirable points of view.

The points especially necessary to be considered

in the formation of lawns arefirst todovetail them
naturally into the grounds beyond to conceal art

as far as practicable ; secondly, to form exten-

sive sweeps in the direction of desirable objects

;

and thirdly, to render them comfortable to walk
upon, at the same time maintaining a naturally

undulating surface.

Roads, paths, and forecourts.

From a landscape point of view the disposal

of these is of the utmost importance. In no case,

with the exception of the terrace walk proper

or that which is usually made parallel to and
near the mansion, is it desirable that they should

be straight ; neither should the curves be too

abrupt ; too great a length should never be seen

running directly before the eye, either from the

principal views from the mansion or any of the

principal portions of the lawn ; neither should

they be seen for too great a length from their

sides. They should be so arranged that they ap-

pear and disappear before and behind plantations,

prominences, &c., and generally only the easiest

curves should be visible. The lines which roads
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and -walks should take are those -n-hich open to

the most interesting- parts of the groimds and dis-

tant vie-n'S ; their number should be as limited

as possible consistent -with convenience, espe-

cially -where the ground is -well drained and

accessible in all -weathers, as it is much more
pleasant to walk upon turf than gravel ; it is,

bo-wever, desirable that one circuitous -walk

should surround the outskirts of the la-wn ; it

may be fringed with borders and plantations at

the ends of the lawn, but qidte hidden from the

centre. The carriage entrance will be the prin-

cipal, and in most cases the only necessary, road

within the pleasure grounds proper ; its curves

should be especially easy. It should as far as is

possible follow the natural formation of the

ground consistent with an easy gradient, in-

volving no cuttings or embankments. It is not

desir-able that a carriage road should be seen

from the house, except that portion which enters

the forecourt, which is unavoidable; even that

may be partially screened by judicious plant-

ing with overhanging trees. Tlie forecourt should

be ample, and in my opinion not disfigured by
making a plantation, as is often done, in the

centra ; this mode of treatment is only admis-
sible when the forecourt is of large dimensions.

The best form for a forecourt is an oval, or some-
thing approaching to that figure ; never should
it be round or square, except perhaps when sur-

rounded by architecture, in which case rectan-

gular forms are in character with the boundary
Trails. Thus it may be gathered that roads and
walks should never be straight except in the case

mentioned above; secondly, they should only

be made where necessary ; and, thirdly, so ar-

ranged that only well defined ctu-ves are visible.

Planting.
This important branch of the landscape gar-

dener's art requires the most matui'e considera-

tion, not only with regard to positions, but also

with respect to the kinds of trees and shrubs
used. Let us iir-st consider the planting of lawns.
Assuming the groundwork to have been carried

out in accordance with the foregoing directions,

that is, in a free and natural style, the central

portion may with propriety have two or three

trees planted tipon it, only in the direction of

objectionable objects from the principal windows
of the mansion. The choice of suitable trees re-

quires considerable judgment, only such being-

planted as will attain the necessary dimensions;
for instance, I hold that any tree planted on
a la-wn should be seen in its entii'ety, and not,

.as is sometimes the ease, with the top out of

sight, except when viewed from near the win-
dows and by uncomfortably looking upwards.
To achieve this the distance at which a tree

may properly be planted from the house
must be considered, which will be in some
measure regulated by the extent of the la-wn. I

am very much averse to planting too near
mansions, and, in my opinion, from 60 ft. to 80 ft.

is a reasonable distance; when planting in

front the ends may be more nearly ap-
proached. The trees most sidtable for this

purpose are those possessing a spreading habit,

amongst which may be mentioned as types Ce-
dar of Lebanon and C. atlautica, Abies Douglasi;
Beech, Horse Chestnuts, &c. When the lawn is

of limited extent, Cedrus Deodora, Abies cana-
densis, Pavias, Maples, and similar trees may
be substituted. Care should be taken that they
triangulate. They should never be in a line from
the principal points of view ; neither is it desir-

able that they should assume a circular or amphi-
theatre-like form. They should be planted quite
level with the tui-f, and not mounded up, as is

too often the case. A broad expanse of turf
should be seen round their base. Pyramidal trees

are, in my opinion, most objectionable on la-wns,

and really only suitable for contrast in grouping.

A few round-headed shrubs may be planted on
lawns somewhat near the ends, such as Ehodo-
dendrons. Arbutus, &c., and Pampas Grass,
Bamboos, and similar plants may properly be
introduced between trees where space admits,
always being careful to avoid that most fatal of

errors, overcrowding. In those instances where
it has been necessary to resort to an architectural

design to finish a la-wn, in consequence of the
lieight of the edge, irregular plantations of low-
growing trees and shrubs should be formed
beyond, making a secondary plea3:;re garden.
The grouping should include the most desirable

evergresn and flowering trees and shrubs, and all

wall surfaces sliouldbe covered with creepers. The
planting should be on mounds sufficiently high
to permit the tops to be seen without in any
way interfering with the view beyond. Trees of

a feathery character, as Birch, Willow, Sec, may
be sparsely intermixed: properly combined, the
effect is excellent, and forms a pleasing finish to

a lawn. This portion may be freely intersected

with walks, and will afford excellent oppor-
tunities for the formation of borders where the
most desirable herbaceous plants mav be grown ;

also suitable positions for spring flowers on the
grass, as Snowdi'ops, Winter Aconites, &c. Too
much freedom, if judicious, cannot be exercised
with regard to planting the ends of a lawn:
there should be broad expanses of turf form-
ing vistas, so as to carry the view uninter-
rupted in the direction of pleasing objects, as
groups of trees, meadows, valleys, &c. The
plantations should be irregular in form, pro-
duced by a series of natural curves, and placed
on the high ground ; they should be unlimited as
to size, massiveuess being especially desirable,

giving as it does a feeling of privacy and security.

Here the contrast of foliage and "flower should
be especially studied ; no kind of tree or shrub
will be objectionable if properly placed. This
portion of the work well managed gives colour,
xtent,and nobility to the whole picture. Natural
grouping should be especially aimed at in this
part of the garden, such, for instance, as Beech,
Holly, and Yew growing together in tangled
mystery. Many instances of this may be seen in

our native woods the effect of which is peculiarly
charming. Flowering trees, as Thorns, Labur-
nums, Cherries, &c., above shrubs are beautiful
objects during their blossoming period. Here, too,
may be grouped some of the most beautiful
Conifers, such kinds as the Eetinosporas, Yews,
Thujas, and Cypresses being very desirable.

Nearer the house masses of Pihododeudrons,
Azaleas, and other American plants may be ad-
vantageously planted. Generally speaking, these
should be placed in nooks and sheltered posi-
tions, or at the margin of woods along water-
courses, and similar positions where they
are effective at all seasons. Carriage drives
and forecourts may be freely dealt with in

respect of planting.

A^-enues may be desirable in some cases
where the length of roadway is limited and the

architecture of the mansion heavy and sombre.
I am of opinion, however, that the instances are
extremely rare where this mode of treatment is

advisable. Avenues are too formal to harmonise
with natural planting. To my mind the best way
to deal with the matter is to make plantations
at those points of the road where the curves are
sharpest and well away from the road, taking
care that vistas are formed by such planting.

Well-defined portions and easy curves of the
roadway should be open to view. Forest trees

may be planted singly or in groups of not more
than three in the more open places, always
leavhig broad sweeps of Grass perfectly free

around them. Where a forecourt has been formed
by excavation, the high ground may be utilised

for massing Conifers and deciduous trees, giving

shelter from north or north-east winds, and in
many cases shutting the house out from entrance
lodges, public roads, &c. The sloping bank should
be principally Grass, with irregular patches of
Cotoneaster, Hypericum, and double Gorse near
the top. .Specimen ornamental trees may be
planted on the Grass. This, however, should be
sparmgly done, using only those kinds which
produce large spreading heads and whose habit
is particularly free. Outer circle planting, that
is beyond the garden proper, will depend prin-
cipally upon the surroundings. It may in most
cases be desirable to break up large expanses of
Grass, and also produce contrasts. A few forest
trees should be planted to give park-like eflfeet

and to hide objectionable objects. The position of
these will be best determined from the lawn, and
planting in groups of three or five is, in
my opinion, the best method. Plantations
may be formed of dark foliaged trees as a
contrast to the forest trees beyond, which should
be

_
shut out, if necessary, by the most

invisible fencing procurable. The choice of
suitable trees and shrubs for planting opera-
tions is of the utmost importance ; -whilst for
plantations those kinds which are round-headed
or pyramidal in form may be effectively grouped.
Those planted singly or in groups of threes
should always be of a spreading and free growth,
and such as are of a feathery character. Noble
trees, of which the Beech may be considered a
type, are especially adapted for park-like effect.

When three trees are planted in the form of a
group the apex should be towards the house

;

this gives a more rounded form than would be
the case if placed otherwise, and they should be
of the same kind. Formality and" repetition
should be strenuously avoided. No two groups
of planting should be similar within the same
view. In short, variety and a studious imitation
of Nature should be the aim of the landscape
gardener. C. D.

BOTANIC GARDEN, VENICE.
There is not much land to spare for a botanic
garden at Venice, yet some ninety years ago about
two acres were so laid out at the south-west point
of the Grand Canal, The climate is humid and
warm, and it is only in very cold seasons that pro-
tection is required for even very delicate tropical
plants. The garden is approached through an
avenue of Maiden-hair trees (.Salisburia adian-
tifolia), some 25 ft. or 30 ft. high. Plants are pro-
pagated in this garden as in a nursery ; the super-
fluous stock is sold, and the money obtained in
this way helps to defray the cost of keeping up
the garden. Its most notable feature is the great
variety of Cacti, which have been grown here ever
since the garden was laid out. Prickly Pears re-
ceived by the father of the present curator when
only 5 in. high are nov/ 2i ft. in height, and they
seem still to be steadily, but slowly, growing. I
also noticed a variegated Cactus with fronds al-
ternately yellow and green, and bearing sweetly-
scented blossoms. Several other Cacti have been
seventy-five years in the garden. Cactus iuermis
is 12 ft. high and forty years old, and C. tomen-
tosus some eighty years or so old. Crotons are
well represented in this garden, andamongst them
are some handsome new sorts, or, at least, some
that I have not seen about London ; there is also
a good collection of Japanese plants. Many stones
or slabs in the footpaths bear inscriptions, seem-
ing like old memorial tablets from Venetian
palaces and churches long gone. Of Hollies there
are here more than fifty varieties, and some of
them very pretty kinds, and there are said to be
at least thirty varieties of Oleander. Conifers and
Palms are also plentiful. This garden is not, un-
fortunately, much visited by strangers, as the
ripple of the Adriatic at this point is rather un-
comfortable in a gondola, and it is not kept so
neatly as one could desire, though it contains
many objects of much interest to plant lovers.

G. W. Septimus Piesse.
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FLOWER GARDEN.
PL4.NTS IN FLOWER AT BEOCKHUK.ST.

This garden is at this time (April 8) now gay

witli I'rinn-oses of almost every shade of colour.

Last year's seedlings have surpassed all previous

efforts ; they are grand in colour combined witli

size and form, some of them being equal to the

finest varieties of the Cliinese Primnla. Fancy
Polyanthuses, too, are being improved upon year

after year : gold-laced varieties are in strong

force, there being no fewer than nineteen varieties

of the best sorts. Narcissi are a show in tliem-

seh'es, the varieties enumerated below being the

most conspicuous, especially the variety Horsfieldi,

which is planted in clumps all over the garden.

Some people, I believe, say that Empress is the

finer fiower of the two, but anyone who sees the

two varieties grown side by side in this garden
will, I feel certain, reverse that opinion. The most
beautiful of the incomparabilis or I'eerless Daifo-

dil is, I think, the variety raised by the late Mr.

Leeds (N. i. sulphureus Leedsi).

Adunis venuilis Narcissus obvallaris

Androsace Lagguri
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with roots and are showing bloom, it will be a
great help to them if they were supplied with
weak liquid manure once or twice a week, or as

often as they may require water to keep the soil

moist, S. D.

Spring bulbs.—I am afraid some of the

readers of The Gaede}? will think that our lists

of bulbs are rather de troj}, but the season is

really so extraordinary that I send you a second
list, which adds SO without counting varieties to

my list of 74 on March 5. Mr. Crewe also men-
tions 26 -which are not in either of these, so we
have a total of 180 species in flower between
JIarch 5 and April 15, which, I think, considering
that monocotyledons only are included, is a re-

markable number.
Allium neapolitanum, S.

Europe
sp. Persia, a very curious
species with bayonet-
shaped leaves, triangular
peduncle, and white
flowers

Erythronium americanum
sp. allied to this, but with
pure white flowers not
reflexed

TiiUpa Greigi, Turkestan
Greiji var lutea, with
plain leaves and yellow
flowers

saxatilis (Crete), unique in
colour and very beauti-
ful

sylvestris

Kesselringi (Turkestan),
pure yellow, pretty

Orphanidesi, Greece
Haigeri, Asia !Miuor
Kolpakowskyana, Turkes-

tan. This proves to be a
handsome and distinct
species

Clusiana, S. Europe
stellata, Himalayas
cornuta
Ocutus-solis, S. France
Eichleri, Caucasus
Alberti, Txurkestan

Fritillaria Imperialis
var. lutea
var. from Kashmir

persica
*kamt3chatkensi3
pallidiflora, Siberia
cirrhosa, Siberia
racemosa, Eiurope
pyrenaica, Europe
Meleagris

var. alba. Eiurope
latifolia, Europe. Some of

the varieties of this plant
which I had from M.
Krela^e, of Haarlem, so
closely resemble F. del-

phineusis, that I see no
difference except in size

between them.
Lycica, As'ailinor
acmopetala, Asia Minor

I think this selection includes all the best of
the Narcissi which are reall}'' hardy and free-

flowering, though, of course, there are many more
varieties and many names which are not worth
keeping.

Fritillaria Forbesi, Asia
Minor

olympica. Asia Jlinor
Ehrharti, Syra
^yale^vi, Turkestan
prseca, Greece
lanceolata, California

var. floribunda
parviflora, California
^recurva, Califr>mia

Muscari conicum(Rome), one
of the most free-flower-
ing and best of all the
genus

neglectum
Ornithogalura glaucophyl-
lum, Asia Minor

Bellevaliaromana, S Em'ope
Scilla italica, S. Europe
hispanica, S. Europe
nonscripta

var. alba
var. bracteata

Millapedunculata, California
parvifolia, Chili .

*Camassia esculenta
*Leichtlini

Leucojum sesti^-um (unusu-
ally early)

Narcissus montanus
Macleayi
biflorus

triandrus pallidus
cemuus pulcher

fl,-pl. I was not aware
tliis was such a rare
Narcissus as the editor
says it is. I have plenty

poeticus
stellaris

incomparabilis
Leedsi
argenteus
amabilis

Nelsoni major
Burbidgei
Humei albidns
bicolor maximus
lorifolius maximus (Em-
peror)

odorus
muticus, Pyrenees

Corbularia maxima

foliage comes up early and continues in good con-
dition throughout the season, and when covered
with beautiful wtiite flowers it is doubly attrac-

tive. It is readily increased by division of the
roots, and when planted in good soil it will stand
for several years with no other attention than
that of keeping it clean in summer and giving it

a top-dressing of rich soil or manure in winter.

—

J. G., LintofK

Lilies of the Valley in open-air beds.—
These are now coming into full beauty, and few
plants repay generous culture better than this

exquisite little gem. Lilies of the Valley as usually
seen are in thick masses, and planted where the

roots of trees rob them of what nourishment the
soil possesses. The flowers are therefore small,

and thin in consequence. But when planted thinly

in rich soil fully exposed to sunshine, and where
they receive an annual top-dressing of 3 in. or 4 in.

of short rotten manure in autumn, they continue
to strengthen, and to send up finer foliage and
blooms until one would almost imagine that

another variety has sprung up. Tlie blooms are in-

valuable for indoor decoration, and a few lights put
over a portion of the beds in March advance
blooming considerably. They are flowers with
which one never seems to be overstocked.

—

James
Gkoom, Linton.

Lilium Wittei.—I have read with interest

a note about this Lily by " Delta" in The Gar-
den {p. 249). I cannot, however, agree with him
that Lilium virginale and L. Witteiare identical.
" Delta " may possibly consider me to belong to

that class of people who can trace difEerences

where none really exist, but what I know myself
is that no consideration will make me say or
write anything but what I consider to be the
truth. It is possible that the Japanese sketch may
resemble the engraving given of L. Wittei, for

usuall}' sketches intended to represent L. virginale

are really those of Wittei. Therefore I consider it

probable that the Lilies offered may be L. aara-
tum virginale. As for the name imperiale, this

was given by Mr. Siebold, who considered it to be
a variety of L. speciosum or L. auratum when he
first introduced it to Leyden before it was sent to

j
England, but the bulbs sent to I^ej'den died soon
afterwards it was mentioned in Siebold's cata-

logue for 1860-61 as L. speciosum imperiale.

—

J. H. Krelage, Haarlem.

The "Wood Anemone in good garden
soil.—I was pleased lately to see the Wood
Anemone—the common kind, as I suppose—large
and full in the rich and overgrown borders of a
neglected garden. "We so often see the plant
struggling and starved in woody places, that

when grown like this it seems almost a new plant

;

or it ma}' be there are several forms of it. The
flowers struck me by their fullness and size in this

respect, coming nearer to A. svlvestris in aspect.

—V.

SEASONABLE WORK.

*Ixiolirion montanum, Tur-
kestan

Kolpakowskya ixiolirioides

(not worth groi\ing\ Tur-
kestan

*Polygonatum biflorum, V. S.

America
P. latifolium, C. Europe
*Speirantha convalla! ioides

Himala^ as

Gladiolus itilleri, C. Good
Hope

Sparaxis tricolor, C. Good
Hope

*Iris susiana (in frame), Per-

)-pur-

Romulea sp., Italy
Trillium erectum (at:

pureum, Hort.), u . H.

America
grandiflorum,IT.S. America

Colcliicum crociflorum, Sibe-
ria

Pothos foetida, U. S. America
Arisieraa speciosum (green-

house), Himalayas
conciunum (greenhouse),
Himalayas

Sieboldi (greenhouse), Ja-
pan

Arum proboscideum, N
Italy

*Cypripediumpubescen3var,
U. S America

biflorus, Italy
pumila

Those marked * are not yet quite in bloom, but
will be so by the time this list is printed.—H. J.

Elwes.

Spiraea japonica as an edging.—This
charming Hpirtea, so well known as a pot plant,
forms a gooi hardy edging, its fresh Fern-like
foliage alone rendering it very beautiful. It makes
an excellent edging for permanent beds, such as
those for Roses or hardy herbaceous plants. Its

,

SHOET IJOTES-PLOWER.

Honesty (Lunaria biennis).—ilr. Tliomas Ba'dinjr, who
grows tliis plant very well in the unffenial climate of

London, kindly offers to give seeds of the plant that has so

succeeded to any of your correspondents who desii-e it. His

address is Henley Lodge, Clapham Common, .Surrey.

Ixias.—I do not know whether these are much grown in

open borders or not, but I rarely see them. Here in Somerset
they stand our severest winters. I planted several dozen
six years ago, and they come up stronger every year and
flower well. They are planted in good, well drained soil;

for the first two years I covered them with Cocoa-nut re-

fuse, but siace then they have no protection whatever.

—

J. C. C.

Anemone3 at Belvoir —-The present early and dry
season has greatly favoured the growth and blooming of

Anemones. A. blanda was never more effective ; A. ful-

gens followed, and has bloomed profusely, and still pre-

sents a glowing mass of scarlet. A. apennina is now in

full beauty, its light blue, star-like flowers, associated with
A. nemorosa plena, give an effect only obtainable with pure,

fresh, and beautiful spring flowers.
—

"W, I., Belvoir.
\

FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.
G. J., SUREET.

Double German Wallflowers are now at their

best ; a few of their massive spikes, deep yellow
and brown, have a fine effect in a jar of brown
Lambeth pottery. A bountiful picking of Eibes is

pretty in white china, and a low basket of the
same holds Pyrus Malus floribunda. Branches of
wild Cherry stand in an upright vase of dark blue
porcelain, and a capacious glass holds a large
handful of Snowflake with its dark green leaves.

Sweet Brier, now in perfect leaf, fills a large silver

bowl with groups of the early variety of the
Poet's Daffodil (N. poeticus ornatus)—a combina-
tion that fills the room with sweetness. A broad
silver cup has flowers of the dwarf pale blue
Crimean Iris, and a dark Venetian glass holds a
happy mixture of the double white Wood Ane-
mone and A. apennina, while a bunch of scarlet

A. coronaria is a blaze of bright colour, another
bunch of the same flower being of the purple
and white colours. White and purple Fritillaries

grouped together make a good table bouquet,
and another is of the bright golden Hoop-petti-
coat Narcissus, the flowers kept rather asunder
by a groundwork of twigs of Phillyrea. A well-
flowered Gardenia is a handsome pot plant on a
drawing-room table.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKFIELD.

Dracaenas.—Most of the varieties of Dracsena
are so tender as to be onlj' suited for indoor deco-
ration, but there are a few so hardy as to render
them all but indispensable for open air use in the
summer flower garden. The kinds to which I allude
are D. australis, which has broad, bright green
foliage ; lineata, a sort with narrow green foliage

;

gracilis, a kind with very narrow striped green
and brown foliage ; and Veitchi, a species much
like australis, but stiffer in the foliage, and there-
fore better able to withstand the force of the wind.
For sub-tropical bedding arrangements these
Dracfenas are invaluable, and a very few plants
serve for a large bed, as, owing to the recurved
and drooping habit of some and the spiral and
perfectly round form of others, in order to show
them ofE to the best advantage it is necessary to
give them plenty of space, nine or twelve good
plants being ample to furnish a bed 12 ft. in

diameter. Thus planted, and the ground beneath
them carpeted either with Sedum acre elegans or
Golden Thyme, no more beautiful sub-tropical
efi^ect could be desired. They also make capital

lawn plants, and in warm, sheltered positions
stand our average winters. Several large plants of

them stood out here for years, but they all suc-

cumbed to the severe weather experienced in 1880
and 1881. They may be propagated at any season
from seeds or cuttings. Ours are obtained by out-

ting up the old stems and corm-like roots into

pieces of about 1 in. long ; these are placed in

pans of sandy soil just in the way in which Vines
are propagated, and plunged in a brisk bottom-
heat, in which they quickly form roots and break
into growth.

Summer bedding arrangements.

—

These at the present time demand all but a
monopoly of attention as regards propagation,
arrangement, and planting. Winter effect having
to be considered as well as summer, in order to

avoid much autumnal removal, every hardy plant

anything like suitable is pressed into the service
;

this to some extent excludes as unsuitable many
plants which we should otherwise like to use, and
in some degree robs the summer garden of its

gaiety, but this loss is more than repaid by the
extended season during which it is effective. Space
will not admit of giving in detail all the arrange-

ments now being made from the standpoint just

alluded to, but the following treatment of a large

circular bed may be taken as a fair example of the

many ways in which hardy and tender bedders may
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be planted in combination : It is edged with

Heruiaria glabra, green, and the groundwork, or

divisional lines, which cut up the bed into smaller

circular or oblong beds, consist of Veronica

iucaua, greyish white, the smaller angles being
filled with Ajuga reptans purpurea, and the

central and smaller beds as follows : In the centre

is a large plant of Phormium tenax variegatum,
which is quite hardy here ; this is surrounded by
Viola Blue Bell and Ageratum Cupid in mixture.
The oblong beds have for the centre small plants of

Cupressus erecta viridis, and a surrounding line

next the Veronica of Coleus, the centre being
filled in with tricolor Pelargonium Sophia Du-
maresque. The small circles have as centres small
plants of Retinospora pisifera aurea ; one half of

them is filled with Lobelias of the pumila section,

and the other half with Alternantheras. It will

thus be seen that the whole of the framework of

.the bed, including the centre, is entirely com-
posed of hardy plants, and therefore its conver-
sion to a winter bed is an easy matter. Some of

our beds have more, and others a less number of
hardy plants than that here given, so that the
bed just described may be accepted as about the
average. When determining these arrangements
and selecting plants for them, our preponderating
thoughts are length of season during which the
plants continue efEective, the reducing of labour
by propagation of tender kinds, and the saving of
house room for other and more profitable pur-
poses. Most of the plants which we use have from
time to time been alluded to ; among those now
being planted are Sedum glaucum, corsicum, and
acre elegans, Saxifraga rosularis and oppositifolia
major, Cerastium arvense and tomentosum,
Echeverias, Sempervivums, Lamium maculatum
aureum. Gold and Silver Thymes, Gnaphalium
lanatum, Helichrysum plicatum, Veronica incana
and rupestris, small shrubs, Yuccas, Chamaapeuces
(Fish-bone Thistles), Violas, and Calceolarias.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINES, SOUTHGATB.

Allamandas.—Wliere these have made very
long straggling growth without showing flowers
they may have their points nipped out; the shoots
should then be trained regularly over the trellis,

bringing the points low down. This will cause a
quantity of the back eyes to break that in due
time will show bloom. See that the plants are now
liberally supplied weekly with manure water.

Bougainvillea glabra.—Keep the strongest
shoots, which are those that must be depended on
for flowering, in an erect position, as if allowed
to droop they break back, which interferes with
the blooming. Of all the hard-wooded stove
plants that I have ever grown, this under pot cul-
ture, if allowed to got anything approaching dry
at the root, has its blooming the most interfered
with. If it gets a check in this way before the
bloom is formed, the shoots usually do not
extend further, but set a few flowers at the
points in place of the long wreaths that are forth-
coming when all goes well with the plant.
Both this and AUamandas will stand manure
water in a stronger state than most things, and
to have them in the vigorous condition essential
to profuse flowering, they must have it, as has
been stated, weekly after the roots and top growth
have begun to move freely.

Plants in small pots.—For the purposes of
ordinary cultivation it is a great mistake to use
larger pots than can be made to suffice either for
flowering plants or for those that are grown for
their efEective foliage. In the case of the former,
where tOD much loot-room is allowed, it induces
over extension of the shoots and foliage, and often
a straggling condition collectively without pro-
portionate increase in the quantity of flowers.
Where larger pots are used for fine-leaved subjects
than needful, their appearance is neither soattrac-
tive, nor are they so enduring, as gross, over-
luxuriant foliage soon loses its bright, healthy
look. In addition to these objections, where plants
are so treated as to induce extraordinary develop-

ment, there is necessarily less room for variety

;

consequently in the potting operations that take

place with the stock generally through the spring

months it is well to give no more root-space than
is requisite, trusting to the aid of surface manuring
or liquid stimulants to keep the plants in a
robust, healthy state. This particularly applies

to such plants as are wholly or .partially

shaken out, and which have their soil renewed
annually. Where plants are wanted for exhibition

purposes, and size is an object, to some extent,

this course may be departed from, especially when
grown in thoroughly light-giving structures and
kept close to the roof, conditions which directly

check over - extension of the top growth. In
the case of soft-wooded plants of quick growth a
continuous supply of manure water at short in-

tervals is indispensable at this season, and it must
never be given too strong. For quick-growing
plants like shrubby or herbaceous Calceolarias,

Cinerarias, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Hydrangeas,
Petunias, and tender annuals I have found no
better plan when once the pots get thoroughly
full of roots and the flowers formed than to use
it continuously every time the soil requires mois-
tening until the blooming is over. Hard-wooded
greenhouse plants, such as Azaleas, Aphelexis,

Boronias, Acacias, Chorozemas, Correas, Daphnes,
Myrtles, Eriostemons, Pimeleas, Polj'galas, Ple-

romas, Neriums, Hoveas, and Genistas, at this

season of the year when taxed with the develop-
ment of their flowers or with shoot growth are

greatly benefited either by manure water or the
use of some solid fertiliser applied to the surface
of the soil, which will not only assist the current
season's bloom, but its effects will be still more
apparent on the ensuing growth.

Seeding Primulas and Cinerarias.—
Those who have really good strains of these use-
ful plants, and who are desirous of saving seed
which they can rely on, should select in the case
of Cinerarias plants that posssss the best form
and colour of flower. Each plant possessing these
properties should be isolated from the inferior

stock whilst in bloom, as in this way onlj' can seed
that will produce flowers of the requisite stamp be
secured. As regards Primulas, the later sowings
made last year which have not been so much
weakened by blooming as the earliest will be in

the best state to seed freely; these should be set
on a shelf or stage under the influence of strong
light and sufficiently .supplied witli water, nipping
out the successional flowers formed after enough
for seed purposes have been secured.

Roses.—Tea Roses in pots that have been
forced and flowering for some time will,

if strong, yet keep on" making wood that will

yield flowers, but to have them of large size

and sufficient in quantity the plants must be
regularly and liberally fed with rich surface
dressings. Where any falling ofl: occurs, in this

matter, the after-growth will come too weak to
flower ; or if a portion of it does bloom, the produce
will be thin and poor. It rarely happens that pot
Tea Roses in the hands of private growers yield
nearly the quantity of flowers of which they are
capable, through want of liberal feeding. The
nature of these Roses is to keep on all but con-
tinuously growing when in a temperature that
admits of such taking place, but, unless they
receive a regular and liberal supply of manure in
either a solid or liquid form, they neither increase
in size nor produce flowers in abundance. They
require and will bear much more in the way of
stimulants than is generally supposed, and so
applied they have a much better effect than any
quantity of solid matter added to the soil which
they will bear at the time of potting. Where the
plants are turned out in beds, and their roots have
thus unrestricted space in which to extend, they
naturally are better able to take care of them-
selves, but even in this case a free use of manure
water vi^ill be found advantageous. Whether culti-

vated in pots or planted out, they should be
regularly syringed every day to keep down red
spider—not merely sprinkled in the way often
thought suflicient, but letting them have water
without stint, so as to drench the foliage. Where

Rose culture under glass is ever expected to be
above mediocrity, there must be a ceaseless out-
look for mildew, especially during this and the
ensuing month, and wherever a curled leaf is seen
sulphur should at once be applied.

FRUIT.
W. COLEMAN, BASTNOK CASTLE.

Pines.—The weather being unusually bright,
early-started Queens, now swelling rapidly, will
take more generous food than can be given in dull,

wet seasons. Keep the soil in a healthy growing
state by the use of clarified liquid and guano
water, and damp all available spaces after closing,
which should be pretty early, so as to insure a
high temperature from the afternoon sun with a
corresponding degree of atmospheric moisture

;

but guard against much overhead syringing, as it

encourages the growth of crowns and suckers, at
all times prejudicial to the full development of
the fruit. Endeavour to keep the bottom-heat
steady at 90°, ventilate early when strong firing

is needed to maintain a night temperature of 70°,

gradually increase the air until about 1 p.m., and
close in time for the afternoon sun to raise it to
90° or 95^. If any winter starters remain on hand
give them the above treatment until they begin
to colour, and then remove tliem to a dry, warm
place to ripen. Examine the roots of plants in-

tended for starting early in June, and, while
guarding against injury from drought, induce a
period of rest by withholding water for a short
time and keep them moderately cool, particularly
through the night.

Successions.— Where strong bottom-heat
is obtained from fermenting materials, spring-
potted plants soon fill their pots with roots and
require shifting on. To carry on the system of

keeping small batches in advance of each other
alwaj's have materials of all kinds dry and ready
for use at any time, and never on any account
shift a plant into a larger pot unless its roots are
in a moist state, as no amount of after-watering
will ever penetrate a hard, dry ball when it

becomes embedded in the rough turfy soil adapted
to its future growth. Keep all young stock near
the glass, shade from very bright sunshine, and
give plenty of air to prevent them from becom-
ing drawn into weakly growth.

Orchard houses.—When the stoning pro-
cess is complete make the final thinning, bearing
in mind that a light crop of fine fruit gives more
satisfaction than a heavy one. Always give the
preference to Peaches and Nectarines which point
to the sun or can be coaxed into doing so, otherwise
the stalk instead of the apex will receive the
colour so much admired, but not always attained.

A general pinching of all the strong shoots will

now be beneficial to the rapidly swelling fruit,

but weak ones will be best left alone, as the only
wood bud which they make is at the point, and
stopping would render the shoot useless for
another year. Good syringing and liberal feeding
must have daily attention, and sharper forcing
may be indulged in by day, particularly when the
house can be closed with plenty of solar heat and
moisture, but hard forcing is not advised, as it in-

variably ends in pale watery apologies for Peaches
which nobody thinks of eating. It is understood
that the house must be closed every afternoon for

the attainment of size, but night air should be
given, and the temperature should range from 56°

to 58° at banking time, and 50° in the morning,
with a steady rise to 65° or 70° by day.

Late houses.—If the trees in late houses
were clean and in good condition, the " set " of
fruit will be all that can be desired, as the days
have been brilliant, and although the nights have
been cold, we have not had occasion to light a single
fire. With such hopeful prospects, lose no time in
giving relief by timely thinning down to within a
moderate percentage of the intended crop. Disbud
by degrees, use water freely, alwaj's warm if at-

tainable ; feed with weak liquid manure for the
present, and aim at a firm, sturdy growth by giv-

ing plenty of air through the early part of the
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day, and byclosing in time for the water from tlie

last syringing to dry off tlie foliage before night-

fall. If fires are available, be ever on the watch, as

a severe frost might injure the young fruit where
blossoms would escape. Where Plums or Cherries

are grown with the Peaches, they will do best in

the coolest and most airy part of the house, as a

close, moist atmosphere often does more mischief

than dry frost. Figs require the warmest end, and
Pears, where space is limited, may be plunged on
a warm border out-of-doors when the fruit begins

to swell and there is no longer danger from spring

frosts. Look well to pot Strawberries on the side

shelves, and keep them well fed and syringed, as

it is to their culture that we are invariably in-

debted for the first appearance of spider.

Cherries.—As soon as the stoning process is

complete and the fruit shows signs of colouring

discontinue wetting tlie trees with tlie syringe,

and maintain a free circulation of air to prevent

condensation or the presence of stagnant moisture,

otherwise a large percentage of the finest fruit

will crack and become useless either for present

use or for hanging on the trees for a considerable

time after it is ripe. If very early ripening is an
object a little more warmth may be given through
the day in preference to making any alteration

through the night, but unless this is really neces-

sary the same steady mode of culture which has
been hitherto followed will give the best result.

Examine the borders and if sufficiently wet to

finish the fruit mulch with some dry, non-conduct-
ing material to keep in moisture ; but if, on the

other hand, they are likely to require another sup-

ply, choose a fine briglit morning for giving the

needful quantity at the mean temperature of the

house. See that the trees are quite free from
aphis, as smoking cannot be resorted to when the

fruit is in daily use. Tie down leaders, stop side

shoots to form spurs, and see that strong-growing
late kinds which are expected to hang are regu-

larly and evenly clothed with foliage without
being in any way crowded. Follow the usual

routine in late houses, always bearing in mind
that a low night temperature and an abundance
of air by day are the first elements of success.

Give the trees plenty of water, and syringe regu-

larly up to the time of colouring. Keep grubs
in check by picking and smoke for green-fly.

Melons.—Early Melons now swelling fast

will require liberal feeding with warm liquid

until tliey have attained their full size and sliow

signs of changing for ripening, when a moderate
quantity of pure water to prevent flagging will

keep tliem going and improve their flavour. If the

plants are well cropped, lateral growths will no
longerbe troublesome, and as the size and quality of

the fruit will depend upon the health of the old

foliage, this mustbekept cleanand free from insects

by copious syringing every afternoon at closing

time, lilorning syringing in light , bright housesmust
. now be given up, otherwise the foliage will scald

;

but all paths, walls, and surfaces may be well
damped with warm water as soon as the morning-
heat begins to rise. Ventilate early to allow
moisture to dry ofl! the foliage, then gradually
raise the heat to 85° or 90° with sun; close at these
figures, and descend to 70° for the night. Grow
on successions with plenty of heat, air, and water,

but carefully avoid producing a gross habit by
feeding until after the fruit is set and swelling.

Keep the glass clean, never shade after the plants
get established, thin out and train the young
growths, also remove male blossoms, and allow a
wild, abandoned style of growth during the time
the fruit is setting. The end of this month is a
good time to make up manure beds in the frame
ground for the growth of a summer crop of

Melons, and as a steady heat is of the greatest
importance, let the manure and leaves be well
worked and fermented before they are put to-

gether. Build the bed just large enough to re-

ceive the frame, make it very firm, and protect
from the weather. When the heat begins to de-
cline and approaches 90°, prepare the hills in the
usual way, always bearing in mind that the
strong roots should be prevented from going down
into the manure by the use of large sods of fresh

j

turf laid Grass-side downwards along the centre
of the bed. To economise compost and to facili-

tate feeding, place two broad planks on their
edges and 2 ft. apart longitudinally on the sods

;

fill loosely with compost, beat firmly when
warmed through, and turn out the young plants
12 in. apart.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
E. GILBEET, BURGHLBT.

Vegetable Makrows, ridge Cucumbers, and
Gherkins—all useful vegetables—should just now
claim attention. We make trenches 8 ft. wide
and 1 ft. deep, building up the soil at the edges
of the trench and filling it up with old material
used for Seakale and Rhubarb forcing in the
spring. Iilixing with this a few loads of fresh

manure from the stable soon gives the whole mass
a nice gentle heat. We then earth it over from
each side of the trench, and it is ready for hand-
lights placed in the centre. I always sow the
seed about the first week, in May, taking the nur-
serymen's advice to sow thick and thin early.

Early Potatoes now showing above ground should
be earthed over to keep them safe from frost

;

when caught and blackened they never turn out
so good a crop. The frost seems to paralyse and
does them much injury. Turnips, Spinach, Par-

sley, Brussels Sprouts, and a pinch of Catibage
seed may now be sown, the Brussels Sprouts being
for late use, but all spring Broccoli keep in the
seed store until the beginning of May. Beet
should now be sown ; also make successional sow-
ings of Peas. Broad Beans should be sown ac-

cording to the demand. Witloof sow at once if

wanted, but that here is very rarelj'. The ground
lately occupied with Broccoli should now be made
ready for Celery by taking out the trenches. Let-
tuces may be planted on the ridges. Well manure
the trenches and dig them up a good depth if the
soil admits of it, and by the time the plants are
ready the soil will be well pulverised through the
action of the weather. Mustard and Cress, Ra-
dishes, &c., sow in accordance with the demand.

UOTES OP THE WEEK.

Apples in flower.—Duchess of Oldenburg,
Echlinville, Early Julien, Tower of Glamis, and
Stone's Apple are among the kinds that are

flowering best this year in Kent. This speaks

well for their fitness for our climate generally.

The next meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society at South Kensington promises to be
exceptionally attractive, for, in addition to the

show of the Auricula Society, there will be other

numerous exhibits, notably a fine collection of

Clematis from Mr. Noble's nursery at Bagshot.

Hardy plants in flower at the present time

in the Plale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, include

the pretty little Iris cristata, the true I. verna,

Hellonias buUata, Hesperochiron pumilus and
californicua (two pretty dwarf alpines from
California), Epigjea repens, Tulipa CTreigi, Ane-
mone Eobinsoniaua, besides numerous Fritil-

laries and Narcissi, including among the latter

N. triandrus and varieties.

Kingcups or Marsh Marigolds.—Mr.
Sbarman has been at the trouble of gathering

some of these for us in the meadows. Truly they
are among our bravest flowers. So common,
there is no need to grow them ; but the various

double forms of this plant, of which there are

several, are really worth attention as garden
flowers, and suited for moist spots near water or

even a moist border.

The double Wistaria.—The American
papers have mislead us about this plant, trust-

worthy as they are. The flgures published in one
or two were not justified by anything the plant

shows in this country. It is a poor distorted

flower, not worthy of being mentioned at the

same time with the fine single form. We went
down to Woking to see it with the view of figur-

ing it ourselves, but on seeing it resolved not
to do so. The figure published in this country
is, like the American figures that first called
attention to the plant, false. The plant is, in
fact, a fraud.

Arabis aubeietioides.—The chief charac-
teristic of this rock garden plant, which has only
recently come into cultivation, is the delicacy of
tone in the blossoms—a faint rose-pink ; other-
wise it much resembles the common Arabis or
some of the Aubrietias. It is easily grown ap-
parently, and flowers freely and continuously
judging by the plant of it now in flower on the
rockery at Kew, where it does not seem to have
had any special attention, except planting it in
a well drained spot. We have only seen it at
Kew, therefore presume that it is not much
known yet. M. Froebel, of Zurich, we believe,

has it for sale.

Genista precox.—Under this name there
is an uncommonly attractive shrub now in full

flower on the rock garden at the Horticultural
Garden at Chiswick. It is about a yard high,
very twiggy, forming a dense rounded mass.
Every branch is completely wreathed with
small lemon-yellow blossoms, which, by their
numbers, have a very showy effect. It is one of
the best of all the early-flowering Genistas or
Cytisuses, and a valuable plant in any garden.
We are at a loss, however, to account for the
name, for we have failed to find it authenti-
cated, and it does not occur in catalogues.

The white Arabis on roofs.— In the
village of Totteridge, near London, we were
greatly surprised the other day to see in -the
furrows of a tiled cottage a goodly number of
the common white Arabis (A. albida) growing
freely in various stages, and flowering well.

Accustomed, as we are, to see Stonecrop, House-
leek, and such plants on roofs, we did not expect
to see the white Arabis quite so happy on them.
It was not an old roof ; the plant was strongest
in the furrows. Apparently a seedling had got
established on the roof, and spread its kind over
the rest.

Akebia quinata at Kew.—We have not
seen anything more beautiful or quaint in its

way than this plant on the brick wall at Kew,
where it is now in flower. The distinct and
graceful foliage, and the beautiful, though quiet,

colour of the flowers all tend to make it charm-
ing in such a position. It is one of the plants
that should not be treated as a curiosity merely,
as we fear it sometimes is, but placed where its

beauty may be seen, as in this case. It would
also adorn a slender arch very fittingly, spread-

ing from a near wall over such ; there are many
plants and climbers to which the same words
apply. Their beauty is half lost, because no
thoughtful planter has seen the need not merely
to plant them to secure their existence, but to

place them so that their beauty of flower or leaf

or foliage may tell its story best.

SciLLA AMOENA.—The tiue plant answering

to this name is one of the most charming of all

spring flowers, and now that its Siberian ally (S,

sibirica) is over, it is the brightest of bulbous

plants in flower. In order to see it in perfection

it needs to be seen in such a bold mass as is now
in full beauty in Messrs. Barr and Sugden's

grounds, at Tooting, where it forms one of the

chief attractions. This mass is growing on the

sunny side of a hedge in a bed of light soil, and,

being two or three yards square, the glowing
ultramarine blue of the flowers is strikingly

brilliant. The character that at once distin-

guishes this from any other Squill is the con-

spicuous pale green boss in the centre of the
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flower. The broad green foliage, too, is hand-

some, and sets off the flowers to advantage, but

the leaves invariably have decayed tips, caused

by cold in early spring. The place for this beau-

tiful plant is not a bleak, bare border, but a

snug, partially- shaded nook embowered in

foliage, where it could enjoy such warmth as a

March sun gives, yet be sheltered from the

cutting easterly winds. It is scarcely possible to

overrate the value and importance of this Squill

as a garden flower, yet, strange to say, it is com-
paratively little known.

Babiienwoiits (Epimediums).—Of these Mr.
Stevens brings us a selection from the collection

of them which he grows at Byfleet. They com-
prise some really beautiful flowers, the colour in

some beingade'p crimson-red, in others pure

•white, while some are white flushed with purple.

The namesof them are—E.alpinum and its variety

rubrum, Musschianum, luteum, pinnatum, sul-

phureum, Colchicum, niveum, purpureum,
Skariso, ochroleucum, candidum, Rawsoni vio-

laceum, nigrum, versicolor, and pteroceras. When
well grown these Barrenworts are very fine

plants, and they never seem to thrive so well as

in a deep, moist, peatj" soil in a sheltered, partiallj'

shaded spot, such as could be found in most
gardens. Besides their pretty flowers their

foliage is handsome, being when young of a

bronzy hue, and it harmonises charmingly with
the flowers in a cut state.

The Chinese Pear at Kbw (Pyrus spec-

tabilis).—Long as we have known this fine tree,

we have never had so much pleasure from it as

during the present j'ear at Kew, owing to the
profusion in which the beautiful blooms have
been produced. In the north of London we have
seen trees not so satisfactory, owing probably to

the coldness of the soil, which does not allow

them to ripen so well. It would be real garden-

ing to place a group of this tree so that it might
be happy in the landscape for a generation or

two. Such a group should be placed, so that, as

regards its surroundings, it would at once look

well and receive some protection from prevail-

ing winds that might hurt its bloom—we mean
so placed as regards the neighbouring groves that

it would have some shelter while being quite

free from troublesome neighbours at the root or

above.

Magnolia conspicda and Soulangbana.—
These are now at their best, every tip being
weighed down with large cup-shaped flowers.

M. conspicua, white inside and out, is rather
the earliest. M.Soulangeaua is beautifully white
inside and purplish on the outside. These Mag-
nolias should be planted as single specimens on
the Grass in some sheltered recess backed up by
dark evergreens. We have a lai'ge spreading tree

of M. Soulangeana with some thousands of

blooms on it; its branches rest on the turf,

from which spring up Daffodils and other bulbs
and now a regular bed of lovely pink Carda-
mine is in full flower there ; as these die

away the foliage of the Magnolia becomes fully

expanded and covers all with a mantle of fresh

verdure. A few Foxgloves with their towering
spikes run up through the tips of the branches
in summer and look very pretty.—J. G., Linton.

Mauica gracilis,—Considering the extreme
beauty of the flowers of this plant and those of

its allies, it is unfortunate that they are so

fleeting, scarcely remaining expanded more
than a day, a circumstance that has, doubtless,

militated against the popularity of the different

kinds of Marica as general garden plants. In
one of the stoves at Kew there are now some
fair sized plants of M. gracilis and M. ccerulea
in beautiful bloom. Both have flowers about
3 in. across, in shape like those of Ksempfer's

Iris, produced on slender stems overtopping the

long graceful foliage. The "falls " in M. gracilis

are pure ivory-white, affording a striking con-

trast with the small inner petals, which are of

a rich coerulean hue, barred transversely with
cinnamon-red. In M. ccerulea the flowers are of

a uniform purplish blue, very delicate and pretty.

These Maricas are of the simplest possible cul-

ture, as, indeed, are all others belonging to the

tribe. They like a moderately warm, moist at-

mosphere to grow in, and when once well

established in good sized pots do not like to be
disturbed ; indeed, they flower all the better

when pot-bound. Though their blossoms are

so fugitive, they are produced continuously

almost throughout the summer ; therefore, they
are for a long time attractive.

OBITUARY.

The Ebv. J. G. Nelson.—It was only in our
last issue we had to acknowledge the receipt
of a beautiful collection of the finer and rarer
Narcissi from Mr. Nelson's garden at Aldborough
Rectory, in Norfolk, and now have the sad duty
of announcing the death of one of the best known
and most universally esteemed of our true gar-
deners. Mr. Nelson's garden has long been the
home of a fine collection of hardy flowers, which
he was always happy to share with lovers of the
same things throughout the country. Mr. Nelson
came of a gardening family, so to say, his father
beiugamostexcellentgardener. AVe learnedthe sad
news in the first case from Mr. Allan, of Gunton,
who says it has " thrown a great gloom over the
neighbourhood. We all felt that we had a dear
and personal friend." Such will be the feeling of

many of the readers of The Garden to whom
Mr. Nelson was well known. He was born
July 11, 1818, and died April 14, 1SS2. He
was the eldest son of the Rev. John Nelson,
who was for forty-two years rector of Winter-
ton with East Somerton, in Norfolk, the raiser

of Phlox Nelsoni, and many good Auriculas and
Primulas, which are now in cultivation under
various names, also some good vegetables, among
which is a Pea called Vanguard. The late Mr.
Nelson was a man of sound judgment, and very
patient and painstaking in everything which he
undertook. He was the raiser of some very good
plants, among which may be mentioned some of

the best varieties of the mossy section of Phloxes,

as well as Laohenalia Nelsoni and others, also

some good Narcissi and hardy perennials. He was
altogether, as has been said, an accomplished gar-

dener, and it will be felt that his death is a great
loss to horticulture.

Since the above was in print Mr. Allan writes to

us again as follows :

—

" We had a proof of how much he was beloved
and respected by all classes by the number of

people who attended his funeral, not only from
Ids own parish, where he had been for twenty-two
years rector, but also from long distances. After
having the honour of his friendship for upwards
of fifteen years, I shall miss the stalwart figure,

genial face, warm heart, and liberal hand, that
was always ready to give portions of his choicest

floral treasures to anyone fond of flowers. He has
loft his garden in full beauty—thousands of Nar-
cissi being in bloom, and liosts of other flowering
gems only met with in the gardens of enthusiastic

plant lovers such as Mr. Nelson was."

Mr. Thomas Bayliss, seedsman and florist,

Pennfields, \Volverhampton, met with a fatal

accident the other day at Prestfield Junction, on
the Great Western Railway. The deceased had
booked for Dudley, and as the train was coming
into the station he walked on to the next line of

metals to go round the end of the train. Just then
a fast goods train, from London to Birkenhead,
came up, and he was knocked down and killed.

Charles Darwin.—We regret to learn, as we
are going to press, of the death of Mr. Charles
Robert Darwin, who has long worked, among

other subjects, in the cause of botany and horti-

culture. A biographical account of Mr. Darwin,
accompanied by a portrait, appeared in Vol. VIIT.
of The Garden. He was in his 74th year, having
been born on February 12, 1809.

THE ASPARAGUS COMPETITION.
The following are the prizes offered for the com-
petition of the present year, which will take place
in the Koyal Horticultural Gardens at South
Kensington on Tuesday, May 23.

Prizes for Gardeners in private places,
Amateurs, and others not growers
for market.

For the best bundle of Asjiaragtis grown liij

tlis exhibitor: 1st prize, £4 ; 2nd, ;E2 10s.; Srd,

£i 10s.; 4th, .£1. The bundle of Asparagus is to

consist of eighty heads. Prizes will not be given
where, in the opinion of the judge, there is m
merit. The Asparagus must be free of earth, and
the bundles will be opened by the judges in all

cases where they think it well to do so. No im-
perfect or " double " heads will count.

For the best ffty heads grown by the exhibitor,

£2 10s. ; second prize, £1 IDs. ; third prize, 15s.

For the best tiventy-p're heads grown hy the ex-

hibitor, £1 10s. ; 2nd, £1 ; Srd, 10s.

Prizes for Market Growers. — For the

market grower mho shall e.rhibit the best three

bundles, grown by the exhibitor, each containing
one hundred heads, £o 5s. This prize is offered by
Sir Henry Thompson. 2nd prize, £3 3s., offered

by Samuel Spalding, Esq.

ClAKEMONT. — Mr. Edward Burrell, late foreman at

Castle Ashby Gardens, Nurtharapton, has been appointed
gardener toH.R.H. Prince Leopold at Clarcmont.

Ants in Peacti housea.—Let "Amateur " take a few
common glazed jam pots and plunge them to the rim in the

border of his Peach house. Put into each about an inch of

treacle, and he will soon find the ants decrease in number.
—J. A.

"White-flo'weredMyosot's dlssitiflora.—Is this a

new plant? From a lot of 'M. dissitifl ra I sowed last yaar

I have a number of large plants of the pure white kind,

in all respects like the other except in colour. I prefer the

blue. Is there not also a white-flowered variety of M.
palustris?-J. S. W.

Plant exchanges (S. L.).—It you will prepare, as

you suggest, a list of specialists, we will be glad to publish

it, or otherwise assist you in what you have in view ; but

there are reasons why we should not open our columns for

the purposes of plant exchanges.

Seed growing.—Can any reader of The Garden in-

form me what is the average yield per acre of Cress,

Eadish, and Cabbage seed ? also average wholesale price

which I should'be likely to obtain for it ? Would it be difti-

cult to dispose of a large quantity ? Any hints as to manage-
ment would also be thankfully received.-A .Small Farmer.

Names ot plants.— ir. M. S.—l, Phlebodium aureum;

2, Begonia semperflorens ; 3 Brunstelsia (Frauciscea)

calycina, F. B., Bovctj jTmee;/.- Chrysanthemum fni-

tescens variety. E. Mcli/ncux.—1, Berberis dulcis ; 2,

Anemone ranuuculoides fl.-pl. ; 3, Iris pumUa ; 4, Saxifraga

crespitosa variety. J}.—Wc are tinable to name the

Tulip you send. J . R. IT. — Apparently Oncidium pliy-

matochilum.

—

~F. F., Belmont.—If you will send a lirger

piece of your plant we will endeavour to name it for you.

W. W.—A variety of Begonia heracleifolia. G. J.—
1, Globularia cordifolia ; 2, Amelanchier ovalis. H. E. B.

—Anemone pavonina fl.-pl. H.H.—It is impossible to

accurately name the Ivies from such scraps as you send •

G. L. M.—Dendrobium chrysotoxum (yellow) ; the other

D. bigibbum. J. M.—Sanibucus racemosiis (scai-let

berried Elder). J. C. i^orrf.— Labels have become de-

tached from the specimens, which are Vanda suavis, Den-

drobium Pierardi, and Maxillaria luteo-alba. (}yithoitt

name oj sender).—1, Cattleya intermedia ; 2, Dendrobium

aggregatum ; 3, Oncidium nudum, if the round leaf sent in

the box belongs to it ; 4, Dendrobium Farmeri. \V.

Thomas.—1, Pteris cretica ; 2, Onychium japonicum ; 3,

Aspleuium Adiantum-nigrum ; 4, apparently Blechnuni

occidentale. A. W. H.—l, cannot name without fertile

frond ; 2, Adiantum decorum ; 3, A. reuiforme ; 4, Nipho-

I
bolus lingua. ff.jl. £.—Oncidium leucochilum.
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"Tliis is an Art

Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but

The art itself is Natdke."—Sftotcspeai-e.

TREE-STUMPS IN THE NEW BOOK
GARDEN AT KEW.

We regret to notice a large number of these

collected for use in the new rock garden, and
strongly advise those responsible for its design

and formation not to use them. Our experience

is this, as regards tree-stumps of any kind, that

we never saw any good come of their use under
any circumstances in connection with the rock

garden, while we have seen much evil. The objec-

tions to them are their decaying and unstable

character. Everything in such a garden should be
firm as a rook. Snow, rain, wind, or the settling of

the ground should all tend to improve and moss
over the surface with flowers, but in the pre-

sence of roots nothing of the kind can occur.

Then, as regards vermin, roots are very objec-
tionable ; they give the best protection in

their many interstices and in the dry-rot which
soon takes place. Koots, too, are wrong artistic-

ally. Eock gardens are not built for herbs that

can be grown on any border, but for the choicer

alpine flowers from the higher mountains, where
no tree has a place, and where assuredly one
never sees alpine plants in connection with large

tree-stumps.

If tree roots have any just place at all in

gardens it is for wild Vinea or Clematises, or

some friendly climbing or creeping plants that
quickly cover their nakedness ; but we are not
sure that they have any fitting use at all in

gardens, having never seen any happy result

therefrom. There are plenty of stones at Kew to

give all the good effect that could be desired,

and all the situations desirable for the plants it

they are used fittingly ; and there can be no need
to mix them up with these terrible chevaux de

frise of old roots, which are wrong in every way,
both as regards effect and cultivation. Who
could place an alpine flower among these
with any hope of its finding the kind of

conditions which it requires P The thing is

impossible. The right way, and that which is

being gradually adopted at last, is placing these
flowers, like others, in a deep, moist soil ; the
old idea of the pocket and the dusty, erect heap
of burrs, varied by roots, clinkers, &c., has died
out, as it certainly ought to do. This question
ought to be beyond all discussion, for we have
already a good type in more than one garden . If

we had not, the grey rocks on the downs, the
groups of rocks in Kent, or Derbyshire, or
Westmoreland should teach us. Some of the
more recently formed bits in Mr. James Back-
house's garden, at York, are perfect ; Mr. White-
head's rock garden, quite near London, is also an
immense improvement on the common type, in

accepting the idea of rocky ground rather than
the impossible piles described above, but still it

is too stony in parts. Mr. Hammond's we hear a
very good account of, but we have not seen it

;

the best efforts in this way ought to be seen by
anybody forming such a rock garden as that at

Kew, and one of the first results would be that
they would never seek to place a tree-stump
anywhere in it or near it.

In the present state of our gardening it is

desirable that anything done in this way at Kew
ought to be rightly and tastefully done. We
offer these suggestions in no carping spirit, but
simply in the interest of gardening. Such an
extensive piece of rock gardening ought to be

thoughtfully and quietly done—piece by piece
;

the formation and planting of each portion
should be done to suit some important type of

alpine vegetation, and also considered in rela-

tion to the surroundings. In all such works
there is room for great and charming variety,

yet the tendency always has been to make them
alike in all theii' parts as regards both plants

and general effect, ending in monotony.

AURICULAS AND POLYANTHUSES.
The season has again come round when Auricu-
las and Polyanthuses attract attention for the
moment. The fashionable world crowded to see

the show at the Horticultural Society's Gar-
dens on Tuesday last, and next Tuesday the
great room at the Manchester Town Hall will

be again crowded to see the stages covered with
these true florists' flowers.

Time was when shows of this sort were held

all over the country, and when a bulky volume
was published annually giving accounts of

them, together with a careful analysis of the
winning flowers. The "Account of the different

Auricula and Tulip shows held in Lancashire,
Cheshire, and Yorkshire, and other parts of

the Kingdom in 1823" contains 104 pages
of closely printed records, that for Ranuncu-
lus, Pink, and Carnation shows 128 pages,
and the records of the Gooseberry shows, 180
pages—altogether 412 pages in one volume. This
shows how prevailing was the love of

florists' flowers and big Gooseberries in
the early part of the present century. There are
but few such shows now, and it would be well
if a few more of the gentlefolks lent a kindly
countenance to the growth of florists' flowers by
working men, and helped by a small subscrip-

tion the societies by whose aid the competition
is now kept alive. The records of the florists'

societies in Lancashire and Yorkshire form very
interesting subjects for consideration. The old

botanists and florists are fast dying out, and with
them the simple and genuine love of flowers will

unfortunately disappear in many localities. The
London show is a poor illustration of the old
ones, but at Manchester you will see many a

hard-handed shoemaker and soft-handed weaver
with his Auriculas and Polyanthuses, the joy of

his life, and if he is fortunate enough to win, it

will be his great delight for years to come. These
men are now scarce, and they are mostly old.

The youngdo not seem to follow in their footsteps.

This has been a try ing season for florists. If it could

have been foreseen that the spring would have
been so open, the Auricula shows would have
been fixed for an earlier date. Last year it was
otherwise, and both Auriculas and Polyanthuses
had to be forced, and even then there were but
few ready. The best blossoms came after showing
time was past. This year nearly all the Polyan-
thuses are over, and it will be difficult for even
the large growers to stage the requisite number
of plants, and thej' will probably be past their

best even then. Those who have not grown their

plants in pots will have the best chance. It is a

pity that this is the case, as it should have been
a brave campaign, and there was keen rivalry, but
the day is past and the fight postponed for a

year. Auriculas have been similarly placed in

many districts, and there are large growers who
will bepuzzled to find any plants fit for showing.
In other cases, however, the season has proved
favourable, and even small collections of plants

furnish a large proportion in showing form.

The mild season has had a peculiarly marked
effect in many instances with the best Auriculas.

Prince of Greens appears to have come badly

everywhere from rank growth. Instead of having
a clear black ground it has come blotched with
purple, which has flashed through the green edge

to the very verge. It is grander in the truss than
ever, but scarcely one pip fit for the judge.
Smiling Beauty is just the same; its fine black
ground has run to excess, aud monopolised also

the clear white edge, which is the strong
feature of this lovely flower, so that scarcely any
plants of the sort are fit to show in true charac-
ter from this sheer exuberance of growth. On
the other hand Richard Headly has seldom been
seen so good. "When it comes early itcomes well,"
is a saying with growers of this Auricula, andhav-
ingfloweredatarunthisseason,itisthusunu3ually
good. We have half-a-dozen pots of it all fit for
staging- with perfectly formed golden tubes,
clear black ground, solid flat even paste, and a
grey edge of exquisite flnish. It will be hard to

beat this year. George Lightbody was similarly

good, and so was Acme, but it is an early sort

and will generally be over. Acme is by far the
most vigorous of the Auriculas, and always
comes good. One of our plants had a truss of

autumn bloom, which was taken away. The same
plant also had a strong offshoot, which was taken
off ; both plant and offshoot have bloomed splen-

didly this year, showing the extraordinary vigour
of the sort. Frank Simonite has also an extraor-

dinary constitution. We took six good plants

from one last year, and it now carries two
splendid trusses of grand flowers, each with
thirteen pips. Selfs are unusually flne this

season, but the bright sunshine makes short

work of them. Altogether, however. Auriculas
look well, and it has been a grand year for them.

Wm. BaOCKBANK.
Brockhurst, Didshury.

TULIPS ON THE GRASS.

We have many of these in flower, or coming
into flower, at present at the margins of the

lawn and shrubberies as well as other things.

The Tulips beat the Crocuses wholly for such

purposes, but they come in later, and both are

very useful for the purpose. The Tulip affords

so many bright colours, they stand up well, last

a long while, and are wonderfully effective.

Ours are planted without any sort of order

wherever they are likely to succeed permanently.

The common bedding Tulips are quite equal to the

best for such purposes. On one stretch, perhaps

.50 yards long and of irregular outline, there are

several kinds, each sort by itself, scattered pro-

miscuously to suit the situation. One glowing

mass, Gloria solis, something like the Tournesol

variety, backed up behind with dark shrubs, and
the shaven lawn in front of it, is conspicuous and
telling just now a long way off. Beyond a mass
of the Duke qf York, flaked white and ciimson,

is just showirig colour, while in another recess

among the bushes and Daffodils, still fresh, is the

vivid RexRubrorum and the whitish RosaMundi
in separate patches. A purple-crimson variety

fills up the space below an old tree, where the

evening sun casts its beams, and here and there

among the clumps are other colours appropri-

ately distributed in masses of 100 or 50 or so.

On a bank among flowering Currants, Pyrus

Mains floribunda and other shrubs planted wide

enough apart to let the Grass grow between

them are Crimson King Tulip, the canary-yel-

low Chrysolora, Duke of Parma, and white

La Candeur scattered indiscriminately by them-

selves—one of the prettiest little spots in the

garden just now. Primroses are also at their

best, and Daffodils are not yet over, so that alto-

a-ether these produce a pretty effect.
^ •

S. W^

Single Daffodils becoming double.—A
few words only are all I have to add to what I

have already said on this subject. 1. If the soil of

G. L.'s" garden really has the remarkable pro-
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perty of turning single wild Daffodils into double,

she may turn gardening to very good account, for

the double wild English DafEodil is a choice plant,

rare in catalogues, and finding a ready sale at Is.

a bulb. 2. If " G. L." will send me a double Daf-

fodil which she is sure has been transformed in

her garden from a single one, I will send her in

return some choice hardy herbaceous plants, be-

sides acknowledging the error of my opinion, but
the flower sent must be the double N. Pseudo-Nar-
cissus of English botany, and not the large double
N. Telamonius (why will people spell tliis Tele-

moneus ?) so common in English gardens.—C. \V.

DOD, lidge Hall, Maljms.

ORCHIDS.
PRUNING ORCHIDS.

Me. Baines confounds the subject of back breaks
with cutting down. Severing the rhizomes on
which the bulbs grow and cutting the back bulbs
ofE are two different things. I admit that you may
weaken the leads by dividing the plant, not be-
cause you out the portions ofE from the back bulbs^
but because j'ou cut them off from a portion of
the roots and the stem on which they .grow, and
along which passes the supplies. Mr. Baines admits
that " in the case of strong, healthy plants an
occasional bulb may be removed to half or a little

more of its length without the ensuing season's
bulb being much, if any, smaller." Would he be
surprised to learn that a moderately strong plant
of D. Wardianum here, from which not a portion,
but the whole of the bulbs were shorn clean away
at the starting of the gi-owth, has now a strong
lead from all the last year's bulbs, and in one case
a double lead (a thing which Mr. Baines says " in
no case " happened with him in his experiments),
and that most of the growths are already nearly
18 in. or 2 ft. long, with evidently ever so much
reserve growth in them yet and a long season be-
fore tbem ? It is not what happened so many
years ago, but what Mr. Baines can see and
handle now, if he likes, that he has to explain.
I claim from this that my experiments so far
have been a great deal more successful than his.
Does Mr. Baines mean to tell us that this is the
result I should expect from such severe pruning ?

and if not, will he explain wliy the plant con-
tinues to thrive so well ? It must not be forgotten
that the opponents of the pruning system believe
not only in old bulbs of the past year in plants
like D. AVardianum, but in the bulbs three and
four years old {vide Mr. Spyers, in The Gardener);
whereas my healthy experimental plants have no
old bulbs on them at all. Furthermore, the roots of
old cut-away stems are not dead, but continue to
grow and absorb food from the soil. What do they
do with it 'I It can only go into the young shoots,
since the old ones have been removed. Before,
they had the old stems to support ; cut away, they
have them not, but they still live to work. If
these remarks on this subject lead to the certain
conclusion that reserving so many old bulbs
is useless, even if some are left, thus saving the
trouble of staking, cleaning, and caring for them,
an improvement will have been effected in the
culture of the plants. J. S. W.—— I am sorry that your correspondent
"J. S,^ W." does not quite see his way clear
to exhibit one of his severely pruned Dendro-
biums at South Kensington. I was led to suggest
his doing so by the trouble he had taken in send-
ing a bulb over to Dublin and a plant to the
Garden oflice. I feel certain myself that the
number of scientific and practical men which
meet at Kensington would take the greatest
interest in any plant that proved beyond all doubt
the uselessness or otherwise of allowing Dendro-
biums to rel ain their bulbs. No men could be more
fit to judge "J. S. W.'s" productions than these, as
they have njany times seen the best efforts of us
old-fashioned cultivators. I would suggest also
that as we have exhibited the same plants year
after year, " J. S. W." ought to do the same, as, like
Mr. Baines, I think the back breaks from the 1-in.

stumps would be an interesting .sight. There is not
the slightest need for " J. S. W." to manipulate on
one of my plants to prove his theory. Indeed, after

the series of experiments I have made and told

"J. S. W.," he could scarcely expect me to think
much of one year's cultivation, and must give him
credit for making experiments which few people
think of doing. No doubt if people would keep
their eyes open, and mark well what is passing
and happening every hour around them, there
would be far less need of experiments. In the
matter of pruning I am prepared to follow the
advice of such men as the late Mr. Thomas
Rivers, that is " never out away unless you have a
reason for doing so." " J. S. W." prunes far too
much for me. I cannot suppose that Nature requires

it ; on the contrary, I believe she hates it. Severe
pruning sends more fruit to the rubbish heap than
we ever see on the trees, and if applied to Orchids
we shall presently find the better part of them
there too.—J. C. Sptees.

EDITOR'S TABLE.

The bltte wood anemone fbom wales.—
Mr. Webster sends a very interesting bunch of
this from N. Wales, where, he says, it grows in a
patch by itself. It is interesting to us to know
that this pretty form is wild in Wales. Our gar-
dens are certainly the richer for it.

*

The double st. julian chebry.—From
Mr. Eawson comes this large, handsome, semi-
double pink Cherry, one of the best of our
flowei'ing trees, though, perhaps, never forming
so good a tree as the double white Cherry, at
least not so far as we have noticed.

Labbador tea (Ledum palustrey—This
modest shrub, which we once undervalued, now
comes occasionally to remind us that it is re.ally

a good and distinct hardy bush, which will
grow anywhere where the Sweet Gale will
grow. Its brushy-looking white blooms are very
pretty. .

Trillium grandiforum.—From Mr. Ware's,
at Tottenham, we have this plant in three
different states—green, green blotched with
white, and the normal white form; Mr. Perry
tells us that after a mild winter some of the
flowers always come green, and that they are
whitest and best after a hard one.

*

Hawthorn in bloom. — A little box of
Hawthorn in vigorous bloom comes from
" Mark," Kedhill, who says :

" The May trees

are in full blossom ; I have not been able to
gather any until to-day, April G, but it has
evidently been out a week or more." They are
also coming into.flower, we observe, in Kensington
Gardens. ^

The bird's-foot violet.—One of the sweetest
flowers we have seen is the bioolor form of this,

sent by Col. Stuart Wortley, and alluded to by
him elsewhere. The curious richness and yet
delicacy of the colours is quite new, even among
alpine growers. Mr. William Ingram sends a
good drawing of it, which we hope to have re-
produced in The Garden,

American cowslips.—Always among the
most welcome flowers of spring, these do not
seem to thrive everywhere; indeed, a good
bloom or batch of them is not often seen—why
we do not know, and yet their beauty should
encourage us to grow a variety of them and to
grow them well. Warm loams and light soils
fairly enriched seem to suit them best. They
are novel and pretty as cut blooms with their
graceful h^ads leaning over the edge of a vase. I

SoLANUM crispum.—We have received this
from Mr. Ellacombe, who speaks of it else-

where ; but there is another and more beautiful
bush which bears the same name, and which
used to be very fine at Glasneviu. It is distinct
from this, and of a mucli bluer colour with a
larger flower. We believe the Glasnevin plant
suffered during severe winters.

Hoop petticoat narcissus.—What a lovely
species this is when well grown ! Often on cold
soils it is seen dwarf and dwindled, but some
from Munstead are tall, and bold, and handsome.
In the warm, sandy soil of the garden it seems
to find what it wants in oar climate. Those
with similar soils will like to have a line or a
little bed of it. It is not only an excellent addi-
tion to the later Narcissi, but one of the most
charming flowers of the open-air garden.

St. bridgid's anemones.—"St. Bridgid" must
kindly tell us how she grows these huge, almost
Pfeony-like Anemones on the Hill of Howth.
We are in any case grateful for so many plea-
sant reminders of the fine form and splendid
colour- of the Poppy Anemone, so long a ne-
glected flower, and seldom seen well grown even
where not forgotten. It is the semi-doubles which
have the grandest forms. The satiny bosses in
the centre of the cups, when grown as well
as these, add greatly to the beauty of the

Polyanthuses from the north.—We have
received from Mr. E. S. Kesteven, Thorn Q,uay
Gardens, Yorkshu'e, many rich Polyanthuses,
two-yeai'-old seedlings, of which he says he has
some twenty thousand now in full bloom—

a

pleasant sight. They have been in flower for
nearly a month, and for spring gardening either
in town or country he justly asks, "What could be
better—at least for the more northern parts of
the country ?" This is the statement of a grower
who has made Polyanthuses a speciality for some
twenty years or more.

Late narcissus.—Still these fair flowers
blossom for us after a long season, some types
being now at their best, such as the Poet's
Narcissus, the Cyclamen-flowered, and the
Hoop Petticoat. These are amongst the species

sent by Mr. Ware during the week, and all are
well grown. The Narcissus is the most perfect
flower as regards lasting. In its various races it

blooms sufiicientlj- long to gratify our love for
it, and to mark the long Enghsh spring, not
passing quickly like Cherry bloom, or flowering
when asked, like Pelargoniums.

Iris van houttei.—A fine bloom of this

rare hybrid Iris comes from the New Plant and
Bulb Co., Colchester. It was raised, we believe,

by Mr. Max Leichtlin between I. susiana and
I. iberica. It is distinct from either, but more
.ikin to I. susiana, the flowers having more of

its markings. It is a very handsome and at the
same time a curious flower, and the fact that it

is earlier to flower than I. susiana makes it the
more valuable. We have no information as to

whether it is a free grower or not. A bloom of

the Iberian Iris sent with it shows what a beau-
tiful hardy flower it is.

Tulips.—The hardness and garishness of the
commonly grown Tulips are telling against them.
To get any idea of the value of the Tulip races

one must go to the species. Among these, owing
to differences of size of bloom and stature and
form of the flower, one may get a really striking

group, such as Mr. Ware sends us, composed of

Greigi, our yellow wood Tulip, the green tinged
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form of the same, and three or four of the spe-

cies at present in flower. They form a singularly

varied and bold group. Tulips that please the

florist least, will please the artist most. Thus, it

is to be hoped, we shall secure variety of form
as well as colour.

*

South eukopean okchids.—A most interest-

ing series of these reaches us from the New
Plant & Bulb Co.'s nursery, at Colchester, where
they evidently are well grown and flowered.

They include Orchis papilionacea, a pretty

species with pink blossoms ; 0. pauciflora, yel-

low, with a dash of green on the labellum ; 0.

proviucialis, primrose-j'ellow ; Ophrys exaltata,

fusca, apifera, all with most curiously shaped
blossoms, and with indescribable colour ; and
the singular Aceras authropophora, very finely

grown.

ViEGiNiAN COWSLIP (Mertensia virginica).

—

This most lovely plant has, we are glad to see, be-

come a little more common. At Munstead it is

in perfect condition iu warm, .?andy soil and
a not very sheltered place, and now Mr. Ware
Bends it to us from the valley of the Lea, good

—

not quite so large as the Surrey specimens.

We believe the plant has been partly lost in

putting it in situations that were too dry for it,

and wish some of our readers would try it by
river banks and moist places, though that these

are not essential for it is very clear from its

thriving in rich borders. When one stands over
a good plant in flower and looks down upon it,

t.he effect of the pretty bloom and graceful leaf

is charming, and the plant is good in every way.

The pasqub flower.—Among all the beau-
tiful Anemones that adorn the northern and
alpine world where is there one that can surpass,

even if it equals, this lovely old English garden
flower and native plant ? The gold and purple
of it make, in the well grown plants, a combina-
tion the like of which we do not know in any
other plant. We are w'ell aware that it is not
rare ; its slowness of growth accounts for our
not often seeing good plants of it. A few years

ago, like hundreds of other good things, it had
been hurried out of the garden, and no doubt it

will be some years before we again see good
plants of one of the fairest of all rock and bor-

der flowers. Those who have a chance should
increase it and grow it well.

Vameties op odontoglossum pescatohei.
—Among a series of varieties of this charming
cool house Orchid, sent us by Messrs. Shuttle-

worth, Carder, & Co., of Clapham, we notice

what a wide range of variation there exists

among them as regards size, form, and mark-
ings. Some are exceptionally large, measuring
nearly 3 iu. across, as large as those of the
variety grandiflorum, while others are exquisitely

marked and blotched with bright purple on the
labellum, which is more ample and more con-
spicuous than in 0. crispum, and the flower-

spike is altogether more elegant. The pure white
flowered forms, without any markings whatever,
are chastely beautiful, and it is a pity that they
do not occur more often. It is when a plant is

imported by the thousand, as this firm does,

that such a number of varieties occur, which
often are more valuable than new species.

Lily op the valley.—A lovely bunch of

this, nobly grown, from Mr. Hawkins, Twicken-
ham, who manages it so well—always fair to

see. When the plant is well cultivated it is fine

indeed, the flowers on long spikes and the

leaves models of beauty of form. The perfect

culture of a beautiful native plant like this is

surely worth as much attention as one with-
out half its grace or beauty or fragrance, which
happens to come from Africa and requires a hot-
house

;
yet we never knew anyone to take any

pride in growing it well in the open air before
Mr. Hawkins. If our readers could see his speci-
mens it would probably lead many to consider
whether the cost and skill expended in our gar-
dens were always devoted to the worthiest ob-
jects.

FRUIT GARDEN.

Effect of tar on fruit bloseoms. — I

should feel greatly obliged by having the opinion
of some of the readers of The Gaedbn on the
following : We have an Apricot house, and had a
wood grating for the pathway. It received two
coats of tar, in which was turpentine, but the
grating was well dried and saturated with sand
before being taken into the Apricot house. Hems-
kerk was well set with fruit as large as Peas,

and they are all right ; but in the case of the large

Early Apricot, which was in blossom, nearly all

the fruits have fallen. They all received the same
treatment—plenty of water and air. What we
want to know is, did the blossoms fall off from
the effects of the ta; acted on by the sun J—
E. S.

Pine gro'wing for projBit.—Although " D."

(p. 267) still adheres to his assertion that leaves

alone will produce sufficient bottom heat through-
out the year to ensure satisfactory results, and
this by forming beds in autumn, spring, and sum-
mer, yet he evades my question as to " Where and
how he obtains his supply for the summer." Even
now leaves exposed to the weather, either in heaps
or still lying beneath the trees from which they
fell, are useless for such a purpose, unless some
other extraneous matter is employed along with
them. Further, " D." now saj's that by his method
he obtains satisfactory fruit from suckers in twelve
months—practically, a doubtful matter. Suckers,

I know, are sometimes taken from the parent
plant with fruit already forming and potted, but
these, not having sufficient time naturally to form
adequate roots, cannot, therefoi'e, produce Pines
fit for either table or market.

—

Thos. Cowbuen,
Suubury Park.

StraTSTberries and the past winter.

—

I should be glad to hear from the readers of The
Gaeden how their Strawberries look in the open.

Several complaints have appeared of the weakness
of forced plants. We have little complaint to make
on that a;ore, but our plants in the open have
fewer and weaker crowns than usual. Fortunately

we left a few thatwould have been dug down in the

ordinary course, so that we may have a sufficient

supply from a wider area. The weakness extends

to the forced plants put out last season, as well as

others of different ages and character. The delug-

ing rains of the late autumn seemed to wash the

strength out of the plants. Possibly, too, the slugs

were abnormally busy during the frestless winter.

Be the causes wliat it may, the result here is what
is stated, and it would be interesting to know if

these symptoms are general or merely local.—D.

T. Fish.

Muscat Romain Grape.—As "Peregrine"

(p. 248) has endeavoured to correct me iu my
description of this Grape as being a synonym of

the Iiluscat of Alexandria, I would refer him to

the March number of The Florist, where he will

find the White Komain, which was sent out by
Messrs. Rivers, described as " an oval, white
Sweetwater Grape of second rate quality." This is

" Peregrine's " Grape, but not the Muscat Komain
to which I alluded in the December number of

The Florist, which was imported by the Eoyal
Horticultural Society from the nurseries of

M. M. Baumann, of Bollwiller, and grown at Chis-

wick for many years. It may be found in their

catalogue as Muscat Eomain (Muscatello romano).

Hogg, in " The Fruit Manual," agrees with me in

saying Muscat Romain is a synonym of the Mus-
cat of Alexandria, and the story quoted by " Pere-
grine " as to the origin of the name White Eomain
is also given.—A. F. Baebon.

Prices of Apples in Devonshire.—In
Mr. Garland's interesting account of fruit culture
in Devonshire (p. 267) I observe that the prices
of Apples are nearly double what we can get in
London for the sorts named, and possibly many
who read of lOs. per bushel being obtained for
Wellingtons when they have onlj' received Cs.

will think they have been victimised iu some way.
Those, too, who take to Apple growing with the
expectation of obtaining such prices will be disap-
pointed. I find that 10s. per bushel is quite a fancy
jjrice for kitchen Apples ; it might be realised

now bj' any one having good samples of Frencli
Crabs, Norfolk Beefings, or Sturmers, but not for
Wellingtons after a plentiful crop like that of

last year. The majority of our fruit growers would
doubtless like to sell all their crop of selected

fruits at .5s. per bushel, as at that rate they could
make Apple growing profitable. I may add that
last year more cider was made in this locality

than had been for years, and unless Apples could
be bought for less than 2s. 6d. per bushel, no one
would think of cider making ; only growers who
have large quantities of indifferent market sorts

go in for its manufacture. With other matters be-

longing to Mr. Garland's account I quite agree.

The advice as to what to plant and the after

management is excellent.— J. G., Linton.

Bees in Peach houses.—I am glad to see
" Peregrine "

(p. 248) protesting against putting
hives of bees into early Peach houses when iu

flower with the view of fertilising the blossoms.

Such a practice is wholly unnecessary, and cer-

tainly ruinous as regards the bees. If perfectly

developed flowers arep)resent in sufficient quantity,

and the trees are treated according to the ordinary

routine of gently progressive temperatures, there

is really no more difficulty with early than with
late Peaches as regards setting. On the other

hand, if these conditions are not secured, neither

bees, brushes, nor the wet or dry system of treat-

ment will make imperfect flowers set. I have
grown two or three hoiises of Peaches for a good
many years past, and usually have the earliest

pretty full of bloom at Christmas, and, notwith-

standing the uncertainty of the weather, have
invariably had more thinning of fruit to do in the

earliest than in the latest house, or on the open
walls to which bees have full access. Our mode of

procedure is simply that followed by the majority

of cultivators, viz., keeping the foliage clean in all

stages of its growth, avoiding overcropping, and
letting the old leaves drop of their own accord.

Under this treatment the young wood becomes full

and abundant, and after keeping the house as cool

as possible in October we shut up in November,
more or less early, but are careful as regards

applying fire-heat until the buds are fairly started.

AVe avoid extremes or sudden fluctuations of

temperature, especially at night. A rise with sun-

heat strengthens the buds, but fire-heat, if applied

to raise the temperature to the same height, may
cause them to drop. We keep the roots moist, and
when the flowers expand keep a dry, buoyant

atmosphere of from 45° to 50° by night, and from
55° to 65° by day. At mid-day we touch each blos-

som lightly with a camel's-hair brush, commencing
with the small petalled ones, like Stirling Castle,

and using their superabundant pollen to fertilise

the large flowered ones, such as the Noblesse,

which, as a rule, is less abundantly supplied, and
consequently more uncertain setters. We follow

up this process daily for a week or ten days, and
with excellent results. Putting bees in houses is a

clumsy plan of doing what is more easily done by
other means.—J. Gboom.

Vine Leaf (S. 0.).—The leal sent seems in perfect

health. The little green excrescences on its under side do

no harm.

Diseased Vines fBce).—The Vine leal sent -was so

tolded up, smashed and torn, and so enveloped and perme-

ated with wool, that we could make nothing oi it. Kindly

{orwar another.
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JTOTES OP THE WEEK.

DoBON'icuji AUSTKIACUM is One of the gayest.

and hardiest of early-flowering perennials at

present, standing all the cold winds without

suffering. Is not Doronicum Clusii of nurserymen

a misnomer ? The plant sold as such is quite

unlike the true Doronicum Clusii.—J. B. H.,

Aighurth.

A EABE WALL FLOWEB.— There is now at

this place on a garden stone wall, belonging to

Mr. Kennerley, a Cineraria in full bloom, and in

fine condition as to colour. The seed of it is sup-

posed to have escaped from a neighbouring
greenhouse, and to have settled in a small cre-

vice between the stones. The wall faces a public

road, and the plant has had no care or protec-

tion.—M. J. B., St. Mmves, Cornwall.

Dyed Pampas plumes.—We are indebted to

Messrs. Carter for some examples of these, but
though softer in the hues than usual, we do not
think they are very desirable. The silvery hue
which Nature gives this noble Grass is the fairest

that it can wear, and the dyed blossoms indeed

look poor beside it. The aim should be to secure

plenty of well grown silvery plumes from dis-

tricts or countries where they are fully developed
ia autumn.

Viola pbdata bicolok.—I send you flowers

and leaves of this Viola, a charming spring bed-
ding plant, which has flowered freely with me
this season. I brought it from the United States
last year. The graceful way in which it throws
its blooms above the leaves, and the great free-

dom with which it produces them, makes it

most desirable. As I gave Mr. Ingram, of Belvoir,

several plants of it, he may perhaps tell you
more about it.—H. Stuaet Woktley.

A GEEAT Rose show is to be held on June 20
at the Mansion House, in aid of one or two of

the London hospitals. It will consist of 10,000
Roses from the gardens of the principal growers
arranged with Ferns and other accessories in an
artistic manner. There will also be an exhibition
by amateur growers, among them some of the lead-
ing citizens. The arrangements have been en-
trusted to Mr. J. Forsyth Johnson, horticultural
director to the Alexandra Palace.

Beamley's Seedlino Apple.—CanonHole
sends us a specimen of this which he says is the
best kitchen Apple they know of in Notting-
hamshire. On trial we find it a good Apple even
80 late, and this is worth saying, inasmuch as
during the present year Apples of any kind
have been very diflicult to get in Covent Gar-
den for a good many weeks past. Some of the
American kinds at present have very little

flavour left. Bramley's Seedling is a very large
Apple.

ELiEAGNUS LONGiPES.—This belongs to the
deciduous section, and just as the foliage is on
the point of bursting forth every part of the
plant becomes thickly studded with bunches of
sweet-scented,! ube-shaped flowers of a greenish
white colour, sprinkled over, as is the rest of the
plant, with small brown scales. Towards the end
of the summer the flowers are succeeded by
orange-coloured berries about the size of small
Cherries. Several bushes of it are now in flower
near the temperate house at Kew.—H. P.

Finely ploweeed Dendeobium.— From
Perth Mr. Macdonald sends us a photograph
showing a lovely specimen of Dendrobium densi-
florum, concerning which he writes as follows

:

" It is one of the four Orchids with which I won
the first prize at the Edinburgh sljow last week
—a well flowered plant for its size. It measures
about 2i ft. through and bears forty spikes,
with an average of forty flowers on each spike,

and very evenlj' flowered all round." Mr. Mac-
donald adds that he has a plant of Camarotis
purpurea coming into bloom with about 100
spikes on it.

Plants in flowbe at Tottenham.—The fol-

lowing are among the choicer plants now in

bloom at the Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham,
viz :

—

Erythroniura revolutum
SciUa Liljo-hyacinthiis
Tulipa Haageri
Uvularia grandiflora
Kanunculus amplexicaulis

(extra fine)

Iris stylosa
Hyacinthus fastigiatus

Trillium recurvatum
Dentaria tenellus
Diantlius Fisclieri

Silene virginica
Lilium roseum
Tulipa Kolpakowskyana

reflexa
Ixiolirion Pallasi

montanum
Orythia dasystemon
Fritillaria pallidiflora

Meleagris alba grandi-
flora

M. elegantissima

Fuchsia boliviana.—In one of the houses

at Chiswiok a fine example of this Fuchsia in full

flower is now a beautiful sight, a square yard or

so of the plant under the roof being hung pro-

fusely with drooping corymbs of rich crimson
blossoms. This is certainly one of the most
satisfactory plants to grow in a greenhouse, as

seldom it fails to produce a beautiful crop of

bloom. This garden is particularly rich in

Fuchsias, and from time to time we have had to

notice some kind in flower. They are of easy

culture, either in large pots or planted out in

free soil, and their slender shoots trained under-
neath the roof have a pretty effect.

Tulips at Alpha House, Regent's Paek.
—The magnificent collection of Tulips grown
here by Capt, Patton has been and still is most
beautiful. They number quite 3-50 varieties, of

which the following- are some of the best:

—

Joost van Voudel, the largest
and most beautiful Tulip,
pure white

Proserpine, maseuta-pink
Keizer Kroon, red, mar-
gined yellow

Orphird'Or (new), large dwarf,
pure golden yellow

Purple Crown, deep crimson-
scarlet, var. fol.

Mialus, fiery red, painted
with yellow

Commandant, scarlet, suf-
fused with buff

President Lincoln, charming
mauve

Cardinal's Hat, scarlet,

fringed oriinge-yellow
De Keizer, crimson-scarlet
Perle Blanche, pure white
Califorian. beautiful bright
yellow

Chrysolora. yellow
Wouvennann, purple
Drapeau Rouge, deep rose-
pink

Joost van den Vondel (new),
crimson, feathered white

Mon Tresor, yellow
iXfoli^re, lilac, suffused white
Rose Luisante, white, flaked
pale rose

Thomas Morus, orange-yel-
low, feathered scarlet

Lac d'Asturie, magenta, mar-
gined white

Hecla, bright deep scarlet
Belle Alliance, rich scarlet

Due d'Orange, red, margined
orange

Pottebakker, tall white
tall yellow
tall yellow, feathered

light red
Yellow Prince, yellow
Bacchus, deep scarlet
Cottage Maid, yellow
Samson, crimson, slightly
marked orange

Feu de Moscou, salmon, fea-
thered crimson

Princess Helena, pure white,
very dwarf

Le Matelas, pale pink, fringed
white (the earliest of all,

and has lasted more than a
month)

Rosa Mundi, white, suffused
pale pink

Rachel Ruish, white, fliiked

pale rose
Singleland, rosy crimson,
base of petal nearly white

I'euEclante, brilliant flamed
scarlet

Globe du Rigaut, purple, fea-
thered white

Carolus, a small Keizer
Kroon, but brighter In
colour

Moli^re, deep rose, salmon
base

Caaymans, lilac, white edging
Vesuvius, scarlet
Grootmeester, scarlet
Vermilion Brilliant, scai'let

These come all among the earliest varieties.

There are many other fairly good ones, such as

Standard Royal, gold and silver varieties. Belle
H^lene, Due Major, Moucheron, Van Goyen,
Rose Gris de Lin, Paul Maureelse, Goltsius,
Grand Duchess, Duchesse Due, Duchesse de Par-
ma. Thesedonot include any of the later varieties.

Of the new varieties the best are—Joost van den
Vondel, a very large rather dwarf Tulip, crim-
son feathered with white ; Von Schiller, a me-
dium-sized, but perfectly formed Tulip,red mar-
gined with yellow; Adelaide, rose ; Orphird'Or,
large, pure golden yellow. Of the best unknown
Tulips we should select Netscher SatiniSe. It is

very large, very dwarf, and strong in growth
;

colour, purplish lilac. Altogether a grand col-
lection.

The fiest Gloiee de Dijon glows, like the
morning star of the rosarian's festal day, on the
chancel wall of our church, and the mural
Marechal Niels are filling their big buds with
beauty. Purple Gentians and scarlet double
Anemones contrast charmingly with the sheets
of white Arabis in the rock garden, but the belle
of the garden just now is the lovely Pyrus Mains
floribunda. It was a grand sight and a grand
sound which I saw and heard last Sunday when
I preached to the soldiers at A.ldershot, and
the organ was played by a colonel of dragoons
in his uniform, and was accompanied by
several of his band, but the colours of my
Auriculas, Tulips, and Myosotis, and the
thrushes singing amid the blossoms of the fruit

are brighter to the eye and sweeter to the ear. I
have had the best box of Tea Rosea which I have
ever seen from the gardens at Eaton.—S. R. H.

The Pink "Wood Sorrel found by Mr.
Archer Hird also grows between Dorking and
Leith Hill. I saw it for the first time last sum-
mer and have been since asking various botanists
if they know it, but none do. It is not mentioned
in any flora of British plants ; I think the flowers
are larger than those of Osalis Acetosella. There
is also a very large white Wood Sorrel growing in
abundance on the top of Betchworth Down. I
fancy the white Wood Sorrel just named is a va-
riety of the pink one, and quite distinct from the
normal Oxalis Acetosella.

—

Maek.

Maples in the flower garden.—Few
hardy plants are so well adapted for permanent
use in the sub-tropical garden as the many
beautiful forms of the Maple. The well known
Acer Negundo variegatum with its white variega-
tion, in the shape of small standards planted thinly
with a groundwork of Coleus or Amarantus, forms
an exquisite bed. Then there are the many beauti-
ful forms ofAcerpolymorphum,such assanguineum

,

atropurpureum, and septemlobum, and many
others with leaves of varied colouring, and most
delicately fimbriated ; these, if planted as centre
or dot plants on a suitable groundwork, are really

lovely, and, unlike most of the plants used in the
sub-tropical garden, their young foliage lends a
charm to the spring garden. Where we had a hardy
framework to our carpet beds, such as Sedums,
Golden Feather,&c., we simply removed the tender
Alternantheras and similar plants in the autumn,
and filled in the pattern with hardy spring flowers,

such as Primroses, Pansies, Forget-me-nots, &c.

The spring foliage of the little specimen Maples,
which were left undisturbed, is now most beauti-

ful. Acer Negundo variegatum rising out of a bed
of Dell's Beet is equal to any Coleus, and the

brilliant tints ofAcerpolymorphum atropurpureum
look lively rising from a bed of Myosotis dissiti-

flora edged with Golden Feather, and one wishing
to have really suitable plants for all the year
round bedding cannot do better than obtain a
collection of Acers ; when too large for the beds
they can be planted in permanent groups on the
lawn or in shrubberries, where their varied foliage

will be ever welcome.

—

Jambs Groom.

Notes from Bromley.—I am glad to see
that the Epimediums are still cultivated, for no-
thing can exceed the beauty of their leaves just

now and the quaintness of their flowers. In the
list given (p. 284) of those sent by Mr. Stevens, I

see he has one of my hybrids (Rawsoni violaceum)
raised among others some twenty years ago, and
handed over to Messrs. Henderson. I have Gla
diolus tristis in bloom. I do not think this is at

all common, though figured above 100 years ago.

It is in the seedsmen's lists occasionally, but I

have never seen a flower, and I find it an obstinate
one to compel into bloom. I made, I think, a mis-

take about Cerasus Kliexi last week. The double
blossomed one, of which I sent you a branch, was,

I believe, C. Ehexi. Another most beautiful shrub
just now is Berberis ilicitolia, perfectly hardy,

and a mass of bloom.—A. Eawson.
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WALLS FOR ROSES.

CoNSiDEEiNG the extreme beauty, exquisite fra-

grance, and the high commercial value of the
Rose, it is surprising that so few walls are wholly
devoted to its cultivation. In travelling up and
down the country one finds mile on mile of per-

fect brick walls variegated rather than clothed
with skeleton trees of Peaches, Nectarines, Apri-
cots, Plums, or Pears. Here and there, too, one
meets with walls admirably furnished with such
trees in perfect health and full bearing, but it is

doubtful if such es-er at their best yield anything
like the amount of either pleasure or profit that
might be reaped from the same area equally well
clothed with Roses, whereas in regard to those
walls, on which such trees as Peaches, Apricots,
and Nectarines fail to thrive or fruit freely, there
can be no doubt that the substitution of Roses in
their stead would prove a most gratifying change
to all concerned. For it is a fact to be carefully
noted by all cultivators that while Roses are rising
in value day by day, that of most fruits, through
changes of taste and of fashion, and the
increasing imports of foreign produce, is

declining. So much is this now the case that a
perfect Rose is now worth as much or more than
a good Peach. And as to pleasure, gratifying and
beautiful as a wall covered with healthy Peach
trees in fruit is, yet who can deny that a wall
clothed with the fresh foliage and glorious blos-
soms of the finest Roses is a sight far more plea-
sant ? Many of our finer Roses would no doubt
be yet finer if grown on walls. Their shelter and
their shade would prove alike useful to them. The
blooms would be protected from tarnishing winds,
and also at least partially from the dashing rains
and storms of hail that so often play havoc among
the most perfect of Roses. The plants themselves
might also readily be made frost-proof on walls.
In the case of tlie majority of that magnificent
family of Hybrid Perpetuals, the mere shelter of
a wall would suflice to carry them safely through
the most severe winters ; while as to more tender
varieties, what more simple and easy than to protect
them with boughs, nets, or canvas as we do now
the trees that usurp the places of their betters, the
Roses. By clothing bothsidesof our walls with Roses
a great deal could be done to prolong the blooming
season. On the northern and on the eastern
sides most fresh and fragrant Roses might be
gathered in the end of July and through the
major part of August. Thus by the time the east
side of the wall had finished flowering the Roses
on the southern face of the wall would be yield-
ing their second harvest of bloom, so that by the
simple expedient of clothing both sides of a wall
with Roses of the same or different varieties, verj'

much might be done to make the Rose harvest
continuous from 5Iay to November instead of in-
termittent, as at present. Not only this, but dur-
ing hot, dry weather Roses full of freshness, sap,
and sweetness might be cut from the shady side of
walls as superior, in fact, as cheese to chalk in
all those qualities that give value to the Rose,
such as form, substance, size, fragrance, to those
gathered from the sunny sides of walls, or dwarfs
or standards in the open that have had to hold their
own as best they can against withering droughts
and the "midday sun's broad glare."

In advocating more walls for Roses one of my
main objects is to increase the number of varieties
or classes grown on walls. While readily admit-
ting that far more Teas, Noisettes, Chinas,
Hybrid Chinas, Hybrid Teas, and Banksians
should be grown on walls, I should also strongly
advise the liberal use of the best Hybrid Per-
petuals for the same purpose. Fancy the magnifi-
cence and grandeur of a wall, say 10 ft. high, and
a hundred to two hundred yards or more long,
planted with such Roses as Charles Lefebvre, La
France, Alfred Colomb, Annie Laxton, Camille
Bernardin, Baroness Rothschild, Beauty of Wal-
tham, Comtesse de Serenye, Duke of Edinburgh,
Frangois Michelon, Etienne Levet, Ferdinand
de Lesseps, John Hopper, Hippolyte Jamain,
John Bright, Madame Victor Verdier, Marie
Baumann, Miss Hassard, Pierre Netting, Miss
Laxton, Prince Camille de Rohan, Madame

Lacharme, Sultan of Zanzibar, Scnateur Vaisse,
Star of Waltham, Victor Verdier, &c. Most
of these are robust growers as well as free
flowerers, and would speedily clothe a wall of any
height or length, and there are others in plenty
almost equally good, and probably some better
omitted, for this list is merely written out at ran-
dom on the impulse of the moment. Close planting
3 ft. or so apart, and something like multiple cor-
don training with three or five vertical shoots in
the way that small Currants are mostly trained,
would probably be the quickest mode of furnish-
ing high walls, while on the lower ones oblique
or horizontal training would be best. Happily the
Rose readily yields to any mode of training, and it

also fiowers well close spurred on walls. The
wall culture of the Rose, especially of the Hybrid
Perpetual sections, would, however, probably de-
velop new methods of pruning and training

hardier varieties. Thus walls may be half fruit,

half Roses, or Roses of different degrees of hardi-
ness on their two sides.

This variety of site, aspect, climate within such
small compass is another great advantage, and
almost a new power conferred on cultivators by
the wall culture of the Rose. A good beginning
has been made in various directions, notably by
Mr. Cant, of Colchester, who has enclosed a large
portion of the northern side of his new Rose farm
with a wall furnished on its southern side with
Tea Roses. This wall is, as far as I remember, about
6 ft. high, and will be a sight to see when clothed
from base to summit, with all the best and
sweetest Teas, and other more or less tender
Roses. But Rose culture on walls on a large scale
may be said to be yet in its infancy, and has
doubtless a great future in store for it. It may be
said in a sense to be a new departure in horticul-

Croton Baron Franck SsUU>re, raised by Mil. Chantricrfrira, at MorlCjontiin

to ensure a continuous supply of vigorous
young wood as well as a sufiiciency of flowering
spurs. Of course Roses on walls would need
good root runs. Bat in cases of clearing ofE worn-
out fruit trees and the substitution of Roses, the
old borders with a liberal dressing of manure
would be found sufficient. But some would be
ready to object that the Roses would be roasted
on the sunny and starved on the shady sides of
walls. No doubt they would in certain localities,

but in such no one would be compelled to furnish
both sides with Roses, nor with Roses of the
same class. For example, the southern side of the
wall might be furnished with the choicer Tea
Roses, and the northern with such hardy Teas as

Gloire de Dijon and vigorous Hybrid Perpetuals;
or in warmer climates where Peaches thrive
on south walls the west aspects might be devoted
to tender Roses, the eastern and northern to the

ture, which is likely greatly to improve and vastly

'

to extend the cultivation and popularity of the
Rose. D. T. F.

INDOOR GARDEN.
CROTONS AND THEIR CULTURE.

These handsome inmates of our stoves rank
amongst the most valuable of decorative plants,
not even excepting the Dracaenas, amongst which
there is now so much variety. Not many years
back the only Crotons we had were C. variegatus,
angustifolius, and pictus, all stereotyped kinds,
so to speak, both for home decoration and exhibi-
tion, and they are still worthy of general cultiva-
tion, especially the two last. But lately large ad-
ditions to the genus have been made both from the
South Sea Islands and elsewhere, and also thiouo-h
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the skill of the hybridist. Many of these new
varieties possess such marked distinctiveness of

character as to at once attract the attention of even

the casual observer. Amongst the first of these

newer introductions were 0. interruptus andir-

regulare; these were followedby C.Johannis,uudu-

latus, and Veitchi, the forerunners of others almost

too numerous to mention, but foremost amongst
them may be named C. Weismanni, majesticus,

Queen Victoria, and the comparatively new and
valuable kinds Warreni and Baronne James de

Eothschild. This latter promises to prove one of

the very best of Crotons for general decorative

purposes, havingleaves of great substance,brilliant

in colour, and of a deeper shade than that of

pictus.

Varieties.—The following kinds I have had
an opportunity of seeing, and that many of

them will, when better known, be grown I have

not the least doubt. First comes C. Hawkeri, a

most distinct kind with foliage creamy-yellow

underneath, edged with bright green ; C. recurvi-

folius, dense in habit with recurved leaves, the

midribs and veins of which are crimson and the

border yellow ; C. Dayspring, with foliage of a vari-

able colour, but always brilliant when well grown

;

G. Sinitzinianus, with deep olive-green leaves, varie-

gated with straw-colour like interruptus, but of

greater length ; C. Sunset, more brilliant even in

its markings than 0. Queen Victoria ; C. Morti,

with broad leaves, variegated with yellow
;
and C.

Comte de Germiny, somewhat similar in gi'owth,

hut with a dash of crimson in the markings of the

midribs and veins. Two new kinds, not yet I

believe in commerce, but which promise well, are

Cronstadti, a variety with long pendulous foliage,

and a likely subject to make a good table plant

;

and C. Bragfenus, with foliage even longer than

that of Youngi, and apparently a better kind,

colouring more freely.

The variety which forms the subject of the

annexed engraving was raised by MM. Chan-
trier frferes, and received, I believe, a first-class

certificate when exhibited at South Kensington.

It is of robust yet dense growth, and has deep
green foliage, variegated with straw colour.

Of the various forms that are at present under
cultivation the following are the best, viz.

:

C. angustifolius and Johannis, well known pen-

dulous-leaved sorts, with golden-yellow and deep
green,foliage ; C. majesticus, nobilis, and Warreni,

with similar habit, but having more or less

markings of deep orange-yellow and crimson

;

C. Weismanni and aneitumensis, with long nar-

row foliage and a somewhat drooping habit. Of
the tri-lobate type, Disraeli and Earl of Derby
are two of the best. C. Evansianus partakes some-
what of this character also, but is more robust.

Of the forms of which the accompanying illus-

tration is an example, C. Veitchi, Hookerianus,

and Nevilte are well worth growing. Amongst
varieties with foliage broad in proportion to its

length may be named C. Morti, Comte de Ger-

miny, Baronne James de Kothschild, Williamsi,

Andreanus, and Hendersoni, all well worthy of

general cultivation. C. undulatus, with its distinct

undulated foliage and brilliant colours, is also

one of the best. The aforenamed C. Hawkeri also

has a distinct character peculiar almost to itself.

C. Queen Victoria and Sunset (both with foliage

after the type of the old C. longifolius) are the

best of their class. Of the recurved varieties C.

volutus and recurvifolius are both distinct kinds.

Propagation.—This is easily effected where
a close pit or propagating frame is at command,
with a brisk bottom-heat to induce the cuttings to

strike root quickly. If young plants, for table de
coration or other purposes for which thej' are to

be used in a small state, are required, select cut-

tings with clean, straight growth, well-developed
and finely-coloured foliage, and single stems. It

the object is to grow plants into specimens
quickly, the better plan is to choose cuttings of a
larger size with three or four growths or even
more ; these when struck will make a better
beginning from which to start a specimen plant

;

indeed, by making a good selection for this pur-

pose a season may thereby be gained. My practice

is tu throw the cuttings into a tank of water for

an hour or two when first severed from the plant,

in order that they may absorb as much moisture

as possible. When inserting them make them
firm in the pots ; and if of large size, a support or

two may be of service. 1 generally find them
rooted and fit to withstand ordinary stove treat-

ment in a month or six weeks.

Culture.—As soon as the young plants have

filled their cutting pots with roots, they should

be shifted into larger sized pots. This ought

not to be overlooked, for if by chance they

happen to be allowed to suffer from want of

water at this early stage of their existence they

will often succumb to it, or, perhaps, lose some of

their leaves, and this they should not do to any
extent if due attention is paid them. In fact, it

is essential, in the case of small decorative plants,

that they should be clothed with foliage down to

the pot. Those intended for specimens should be

again shifted as soon as they require it, in order

to maintain a free vigorous growth. We find

them do well in a compost of good sound fibrous

peat (such as one would select for Ferns) and turfy

loam in about equal proportions ; to this we add
a fair amount of leaf-mould and some half-inch

bones or bone meal. Charcoal is an assistance in

the case of specimen plants if the loam is of an
adhesive character. A liberal supply of silver

sand should be added, and abundance of drainage

should be given, so that the plants can always be
freely supplied with water, of which they can take

a good deal. They also revel in a moist atmosphere
and a maximum stove temperature. The syringe

should at all times be plied vigorously among the

foliage. We use it at thi.s season of the year at

least three times daily ; later on, when the

weather is hot, another turn will be given them at

nightfall. Under this treatment ordinary tying

material sooti becomes rotten ; our practice, there-

fore, is to use tarred string, which lasts longer.

In training specimen plants we have found

a pyramid form to be about the best, and
in my opinion preferable to that of a bush. In

the pyramidal form the height ought to be about
one-fourth in excess of the width. This shape I

think displays their beautifully-marked foliage

to the best advantage, but a too formal outline

should not be adhered to ; on the contrary, the

points of all the shoots should project in order to

give as much diversity as possible, and admit
light to the young leaves. Some kinds do not

make much lateral growth, and where this is the

case pinching must be frequently resorted to.

Shading is unnecessary even during bright sun-

shine, unless the weather is excessively hot, and
it should not then be used for any length of time.

The best plan is to arrange the Crotons so that

they do not receive the shade that is necessary in

the case of most other ornamental foliaged stove

plants. Their rich colours will then be intensified.

Insects.—Crotons afford a refuge for insect

pests, against which an incessant war must be

waged if the cultivator wishes to produce plants

that will do himself credit. In the case of mealy

bug, brown and white scale, we use nothing but

the Chelsea Blight Composition. Other insecticides

are doubtless also effectual, but we adhere to the

one that we have found from experience to be so.

For black and white thrips, famigation • will

answer if repeated two or three times in

rapid succession. Eed-spider is also a great

enemy to Crotons, and I found another insect

closely allied to it, but even smaller, to give al-

most endless annoyance for some time, causing

the young leaves to fall before they were half

grown. As a remedy for this and red-spider, I was
advised to keep a bag of soot in the tank from
which the water was drawn for syringing. This

had the desired effect. Having found this remedy
so beneficial, we make it a practice to always keep

a small quantity in the tank from which the water

is used both for watering and syringing. Soot is

not only valuable in a manurial point of view, but a

great deterrent to many insects, and even the

fronds of the tenderest Fern are not injured by it.

I would strongly advise any one to try the soot-

bag remedy and watch the result.

James Hudsoh.
GunneTshii/ry Hovse, Acton, W.

THE NICOTIANAS, OR TOBACCOS.
Beautiful as some of these are, I can scarcely

recommend them to those whose taste is only for

brilliant colours. They are, nevertheless, lovely

plants, and have besn charmingly conspicuous

in certain collections -which I have seen,

notably one at Worcester, where in a greenhouse,

half -wild, I remember having found N. un-
dulata flowering beautifully—here and there,

perhaps, in a pot, but as often rooted in soil, on or

below the stages, and pushing its flowering

stems up through the foliage of the specimens

above. They are practically of annual duration,

and are best so treated as a rule, though some-
times strong plants of them may usefully be
kept a second year. The greatest fault they have
is a usually lank habit, but this may often be
turned to advantage in the arrangement of house
plants. Their names are in some confusion, but

I shall take them as follows :

—

N. afiflnis.—This species has lately received

much attention. It was introduced by Mr. W. H.
CuUingford, and is one of the two best, the other

being N. undulata. The name does not appear in

the older books, but was authorised last year by a

figure in a contemporary. We have at present no
information as to its native country. It grows
about 2 ft. high, and by pinching may be induced
to be most floriferous. The flowers, which are

snow-white, emit a delightful fragrance ; they
measure 3 in. across, and have a tube of about the

same length. They open at night and last long in

perfection. The lower leaves are numerous and
about 6 in. long, somewhat ovate in form. Mr.
CuUingford says that it blooms well out-of-doors,

but that taken care of as a pot plant through the

winter it develops into a splendid specimen for

summer!'

N. acutifolia is a handsome kind, though,
perhaps, a little coarse, and it is scentless. It was
distributed by Max Leichtlin.

N. undulata is an old favourite which we
have known for years. It is slender and graceful,

and bears lovely white flowers, which may be had
all the year round. Their fragrance, too, at night

is delightful. In summer it may be planted out-

of-doors with good efliect. It is also called N. fra-

grans and N. odorata. It is a native of Peru.

N. longiflora is a name often given to N.
undulata, but the right plant, according to De
Candolle, is by no means so handsome. It is pro-

bably not in cultivation. Sweet's figure is said to

show that N. affinis is allied to this variety.

N. suaveolens is rather a charming plant.

It was sent last year to the Cambridge Botanic
Garden from Sydney as native Tobacco, and was
recommended as useful for cutting from, a pur-

pose for which it certainly appears to be valuable.

It is sometimes also called N. undulata. The
leaves are lanceolate, tapering to both ends, the

flowers large, in loose panicles, white and fragrant.

It is a native of New Holland.

N. noctiflora, introduced a few .years ago,

does not appear to have been valued for garden
purposes. It has lanceolate, viscid leaves and
flowers with long pinkish corolla tubes. It is a na-

tive of the Argentine Eepublic.

N. tubiflora.—A plant under this name
received a high character some time ago. It was
suggested to be either N. aflSnis or N. noctiflora.

It may be the former, but it is not likely to be the

latter.

N. Tabacum is also a fine plant for pot cul-

ture, as anyone can testify who has seen some of

the flowering specimens in the economic house

at Kew. Not only is it handsome in foliage, but

the red flowers when in good masses are extremely
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ornamental. A good variety is that sometimes met
with under the name of grandiUora. N. glauca,

though sometimes seen in botanic gardens, cannot

be recommended for general culture. It is arbores-

cent, and is furnished with long branches, having

cordate-ovate leaves on long petioles and very

iflaucous. The iiowers are yellowish green with a

small cup-shaped limb, and are not very freely

produced. It is a native of Buenos Ayres.

Many other Tobaccos have been cultivated,

but the preceding have all come under notice

NicotiancL nua

within the last few years. As to culture, little

need be said. All the kinds may be successfully

raised and grown without heat, but where
warmth is available it is best to raise them about
the middle of March or a little later, and grow
them on to meet the best summer weather for

growth and flowering. They like rich soil, and
should not be allowed to become pot-bound.

Water may be given as in the case of other soft-

wooded plants. R. I. Lynch.

Calliphruria subedentata.—I should be
much obliged for information as to the cultiva-

tion of this plant. I bought a pot containing eight
bulbs of it at a sale ; they are about the size of

pigeons' eggs, and have leaves 15 in. long. The
gardener who had had the cultivation of them said
they had never flowered during the sis years they
had been under his care.— li.

Camellias in pots.— In The Gaeden
(p. 228) a correspondent writing on Camellias in

pots says, the soil that suits them best is good
tibrous loam and peat in equal parts. Now,, no
doubt this mixture answered well in this parti-

cular case. But why is the chemical character of
the loam not stated ? This has far more to do with
successful Camellia culture than the mechanical.
And your correspondent need not consult a
chemist in reference to this matter; the vegetation
from whence he obtains his supply is sufficient. I

have had to do with various loams, some of which
to casual observers would be considered excellent
for Cumellia culture, but, mixed with peat, or
even unmixed, their roots would not touch it. I
have seen them turned out of pots after having
been in them for two years, and scarcely a root
had entered the new material in which they were
potted. The plants were sickly and the leaves
spotted and dying—poisoned, in fact. If writers
would state the chemical composition of the soils

they recommend instead of the mechanical,
fewer debilitated and dying plants would be the
result. I believe that failures in nearly every
instance could be traced to bad material in the
way of soils.—J. Easier, Bothdaire, Ireland.

Production of roots.—I send you a Cauli-
flower plant potted three weeks ago. One half of
the pot is filled with pure sand, such as we use
here for all common propagating purposes and
composts, and the other half with a compost of

loam, leaf-mould, and Standen's manure. The
plant was dibbled straight down between the
two composts. Kindly note which side contains
most roots—the sand, or the compost of rich ma-
terials ?— J. S. W. [The sand contained no roots
comparatively, while the rich compost was fall of
them ; but we think the experiment would have
been more conclusive had plants of equal strength
to begin with been placed in different pots and
had soil, however poor, been used instead of
sand.]

GARDEN DESTROYERS.
The following extracts are from a paper on in.

jurious insects read at a late meeting of the
Richmond Athenaeum by Miss Ormerod :

—

Oak galls.- Referring first to a few of the
more noticeable forms of abnormal growths known
as galls, which insects give rise to on our Oaks,
Miss Ormerod said : The Oak suffers from at least
forty kinds of galls formed by small four-winged
flies of the genus Cynips or nearly allied genera,
which may be described as very like small wasps,
but furnished with an ovipositor instead of a sting.
With this they puncture the unexpanded leaf-
bud (sometimes months before the leaves unfold)

;

or the growing leaves, or the inflorescence, or the
bark, or creeping under the surface of the ground,
even the root fibres are not secure from attack.
One or more eggs are inserted at the attacked
spot, and from the irritation caused by the pre-
sence of the egg, or by some process accompany-
ing egg-laying, the diseased growths arise which
we know as Oak galls, in which the maggots or
larvEe hatch, and feed, and in due time go through
their transformations to the perfect insect. Of
these the well-known Oak Apples are almost the

Nicotiana acutifoUa.

first to appear. Early in May these may be seen
sprouting like irregularly-formed rosy-tinted balls

amongst the expanding leaves. When fully grown
the gall will be found to be of a spongy tissue

with many cells, each containing, according to the
stage of development, a whitish, legless maggot or

a chrysalis, or the perfect Cynips.
The Marble Oak gall, which is to be found so

plentifully on our Oak hedges in autumn, is of

considerable interest, from the great attention
directed to it—not to say the sudden alarm caused
by it some eight and twenty years ago. Previously
to that time it had been little observed, but then
either from its occurring in unusual numbers, or
from some cause unknown, an idea arose that it

was a new-comer, which was rapidly spreading
over the country, and would occasion serious loss

to us by diminishing the amount of the Acorn
crop. It was proposed to utilise the cause of the
disturbance by collecting the galls for the manu-
facture of ink, instead of Aleppo galls, and it was
even suggested that we should export them, but
trial and analysis have not encouraged this ink
manufacture, and observation has showed that
these galls chiefly occur on the low-growing Oaks
or on Oak hedges, and consequently the crop of
the large Acorn-bearing trees is not likely to be
diminished.

Daddy-longlegs.—Passing on to 1880, Miss
Ormerod remarked that the chief insect attack in

that year was from larvae of the Tipulaj or crane-
flies, also, and more commonly, known as daddy-
longlegs grubs. These two-winged flies, like

gigantic gnats, were most prevalent amongst
moist vegetation and on wet land, such as was
caused in many parts of the country by the con-

tinuous rains of 1879. The legless larva;, which
by their peculiar shape were well fitted to travel

about through the earth from one plant to

another (injuring far more than they entirely

destroyed), were a widespread trouble—yet not
without benefit, for it was shown by careful

experiments how much may be done to support a
crop temporarily attacked in this way by such
applications and such preparation of the ground as

were calculated to cause and encourage a healthy
and heartj' rate of growth, such as would counter-

balance the in j ury caused by the feeding of the grub.

Turnip fly or flea beetle.— In some
cases this destructive insect was present in

1881 to such an extent that scarcely one field

of Swedes or Turnips escaped throughout whole
counties. As to the results of this attack. Miss
Ormerod said : The amount of acreage under
Swedes and Turnips in 1881, of the counties from
which I had reports of attack (as given in the

Government agricultural returns of Great Britain)

amounted to 1,343,872 acres. In my estimate

I have only calculated half this area as attacked,

that is 671,936 acres, and although in many cases

re-sowing took place twice, in some cases three

times, and some four times, I have only estimated

it as occurring once, and I have also calculated

the amount of seed used per acre and its price at

the lowest which could bo considered a fair aver-

age. This estimate shows that for seed alone

for one re-sowing of half the acreage of the

twenty-two English and eleven Scotch coun-

ties considered the cost would be £75,592 16s. :

the cost of one re-sowing, including the

seed and some necessary recultivation of

the ground, sowing, &c., at the rate of 15s. per

acre, would amount to ^503,952 ; at 20s. per acre,

T.hich would often be much nearer, and even this

would sometimes be too low, it would, of course,

be the same in pounds as the number of acres

—

£671,936. That is, a definite and clearly calcu-

lable sum of more than half a million wasted by
this pest.

PoAwers of destruction. - 1 should like to

add a few words more on this subject as shown
in the returns sent me of loss in 1881. The Bean
aphis destroyed on a field at Maldon, Essex, at the

rate of not less than 4 bushels, or a money
loss of about £1 per acre. The Beet fly at a
locality in Cumberland caused a loss per acre of

from two to ten tons. The daddy-longlegs grub
caused loss at Baldock, Herts, of quite £100 on
forty acres of wheat. The Sitones, or Pea weevils,

whose work we know so well in our gardens by
the semi-circular scoops eaten oat of the young
leaves, injured, near Stevenage, at the rate of at
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least £10 on twenty acres o£ Peas. The maggot
of a two-winged fly, a species of Oscinis, of wliich

the life history as yet is not fully worked out,

destroyed at the rate of fifteen bushels per acre

on about fifty acres of wheat, near Tewkesbury,

by feeding within the young plant. These are

only just a few of the notes of the ravages con-

stantly going on year by year, and which call for

attention. We have our natural history and
our entomological societies throughout the

country, and we publish " transactions " and
"proceedings'' of more or less use, but we
record more than we are aware of. The in-

jurious insects have associations also, and we
publish tlieir results for them : may I so far play

on the words as to call them their "transactions '

their "proceedings," and where do we find them ?

^Ve find them recorded on the payment pages of

the account books of tlie landed proprietors, the

farmers, the foresters, and the gardeners through-

out the country, and they form a total beyond all

general supposition in the amount of the annual
expenditure of tlie nation.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS.

The following are a few of the many good shrubs
that are not half so much planted as the}' should
be : Clethras have Lily of the Valley-like flowers,

and bloom through August and September. C
alnifolia is the best of them ; it has foliage like

that of an Alder, and blooms in spikes like those
of a Veronica ; it grows fast, flowers freely, and is

quite hardy. It likes peaty i;oil. Berberis Jamie-
soni is a very ornamental evergreen Barberry,
with yellow wood and strong spines ; the leaves
are long and shining and somewhat hairy. It

grows very fast, and gets somewhat injured in

severe winters, but soon recovers in spring. We
have this Barberry under the name of Jamiesoni,
but I cannot find it in any work on trees and
shrubs. It is, however, known under that name in
some large shrub nurseries. It deserves to be
planted in company mth the ever beautiful B,

Darwini, or the lovely B. dulcis. Escallonias are
useful, especially the old E. macrantha, where it

stands the winter uninjured. The new E. philip-

piana is exceedingly pretty, with its long shoots
covered their whole length in spring with pretty
white flowers. It is very hardy. E.xochorda grandi-
flora, or Spirsea grandiflora, according to some, is

a charming shrub with Willow-like shoots and
while flowers, produced in April and May in
slender racemes. It grows fast, and is even orna-
mental when notin flower. Although a beautifully
coloured plate of it appeared in The Garden, one
seldom meets with it.

Ilex Fortunei (crenata of some, although I
am inclined to think the two are distinct) is a very
fine evergreen shrub, which few would take to be
an Ilex. It grows compact and erect, the leaves
somewhat resembling those of Box, but prickly; the
berries, which are about the size of those of the
Privet, are black. Ilex japonica is quite distinct,

being much dwarferand lessfastigiate. The former
would make a grand plant for hedges to orna-
mental gi-ounds, inasmuch as it grows 18 in. or so
in a season, and the berries mixed with the red
and yellow-berried kinds might prove useful for
house decoration.

Gaultheria Shallon, which grows from 3 ft.

to i ft. high, has white flowers and purple fruit
G. procumbens, which is a small, low-growing
plant, being not more than 6 in. high, has red
dish leaves, white flowers, and bright red berrie:

about the size of small Peas. This would prove
serviceable for wreaths and similar ornaments. It
is a most suitable plant for edging Rhododendron
or Azalea beds with, and I ought to add that its

fruit is said to be edible. Ledum palustre is an
evergreen which mixes well with American plants,
but grows best in a damp situation. Its flowers
are white, not unlike tliose of a \xhite I'imelea
(sometimes they are purplish white), and are
freely produced. The leaves are rusty beneath.
L. latifolia is similar to L. palustre. Osman-

thus ilicifolius, with its Holly-like leaves and
bushy habit, is one of the most distinct of shrubs,

and O. myrtifolius is a dwarf.growing, but distinct

form of it. This small kind is most useful for

filling beds in winter or for placing in front of

shrubberies or in window boxes. The silver and
gold variegated varieties of 0. ilicifolius are de-

sirable shrubs, especially the former, which grows
as fast as the green form. Both are very hardy

;

they have not been injured here during the two
last winters, and they withstand being planted in

a drj' situation better than many things. Vac-
ciniums mix well with American plants. Of these
there are several sorts, but V. ovatum is the best

for the purpose just named. It has an upright
habit and Phillyrea-like leaves, which assume
quite a reddish hue in autumn and winter, ren-

dering it a valuable hardy, ornamental-leaved
shrub. Pernettyas, too, deserve more attention
than they receive. They are small evergreen
shrubs, furnished with narrow coriaceous leaves

and white pendulous flowers. Spirsea angustifolia

and mucronata likewise merit attention. This
last is the best ; they ought to be planted in a
somewhat dry place.

The well-known Andromeda floribunda is found
everywhere and needs no comment, but I never
remember to have seen it so well bloomed and so

little injured by frost as this season. Several
others of them also deserve to be grown, and
amongst them I may mention the neglected, but
beautiful, A. pulverulenta, which is quite distinct

from A. floribunda. It has long straight shoots
when young and brownish wood ; the blooms,
which appear in June and July, are much larger
than those of A. floribunda. A. angustifolia is like-

wise distinct. Skimmias are very ornamental when
covered with red berries : thej' are low growing
little shrubs which do best in the shade, a fact

which makes them valuable. The finest I ever saw
were overhung with large trees. S. japonica is the
best of them and most grown ; the shoots would
be useful for the decoration of churches, kc, the
berries being so bright. S. oblata is also a fine

kind. Prunus triloba deserves to be more fre-

quently met with than it is. It has pretty pinkish-
white flowers, and is quite distinct from its com-
peer, the white P. sinensis. J. Ceook.

I'amboro'.

Kibes pumilum aureum.—This is a pigmy
shrub of prostrate, wiry growth, thickly furmshed
with small leaves of a golden yellow colour, as
bright as that of the golden-leaved Valerian or the
Spiraea opulifolia aurea. Some highly tinted
branches of it come from Messrs. Osborn, who are
distributing it from their Sunbury Nursery.
Growing only from 9 in. to 12 in. high, it is a rock
garden plant, and if placed in an exposed position
and so that it may be seen in contrast with green-
leaved plants, it is very effective.—W. G.

Aucuba berries.—" Reader " (p. 2il) asks
how often Aucubas will bear berries. I can assure
him that they will give a good crop every year if

properly attended to. A friend of mine has a plant
which he fertilises every year, and it always bears
him a fine crop of berries ; this year they are in
unusual numbers. Aucubas well covered with
fruit are very handsome shrubs, and well repay
the trouble of fertilising, which is really very
slight, and the plants are much more certain
to bear berries when the pollen is applied by hand
than if left to insects and the winds. The pollen
from the male flowers may easily be collected by
brushing it on to a sheet of paper with a camel's-
hair brush, and can be kept if the female flowers
arc not open until they are If they are then
touched with a brush covered with the pollen,
so that a few grains are left on each flower, which
is very quickly done, a good crop of berries will

be the result.—G. S. S.

Apples In shrubberies.—Those wishing, as many
must wish, to plant beautiful floweringApple trees in tht-ir

shrubberies and on their lawns should not forget the Gol-

den .Spire. It flowers and bears every year, but it is for

the foliage that it is particularly valuable. It is quite dis-

tinct in growth, and indeed peculiar, having a willowy ap-

pearance.—L. A. K.

GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCCXXXIX.—MESOSPINIDIUM
VULCANICUM.

Of the now very numerous class of Orchids that

can be grown in what is termed a cool house
few, if any, have a greater claim to popularity

than the one which we now illustrate. It is, in

fact, everybody's plant, for it may be bought
comparatively cheap. It does not require much
skill to grow it well, and it never fails to pro-

duce in early spring such graceful bloom as that

here represented. It is not what is generally

termed a new Orchid, for ten years or so have
elapsed since the first record of it as a cultivated

plant appeared, and it bad previously been long
known to botanists. It is a native of the volanic

mountains of the Tungaragua district of the
Upper Amazons, where it was first discovered

by Spruce about twenty years ago. There is one
other cultivated species of Mesospinidium named
sanguineum, which is likewise a charming,
but less showy Orchid, and, according to

the latest revision of the genera of Orchidaceas

there is a third cultivated, Mesospinidium, viz.,

the orange-coloured Ada aurantiaca. Cultivators

generally will,however, object,we think, to sub-

stituting the long for the short name, and, more-
over, the Ada is in some respects very dissimi-

lar to the two generally known species of Mesos-
pinidium. Another plant greatly resembling M.
vulcanicum is Odontoglossum roseum, but the
two differ in structure, though not much in

colour. The Mesospinidium is, however, the bet-

ter plant, and it is generally better grown than
the Odontoglossum. The plant from which our
plate wasprepared—an exceptionally wellgrown
and highly coioured one—we found in Mr. Lee's

rich collection at Downside, Leatherhead, where
the air and other conditions are so favourable

to the culture of cool Orchids, especially in
bringing their colours to the highest perfection.

CuLTUBE.—With regard to this we cannot do
better than quote the words of Mr. Woolford,
Mr. Lee's gardener. " This cool Orchid," he says,
" is one of the easiest to cultivate ; it grows well

either in pot, pan, or basket and, when grown
strongly, its drooping spikes have a striking

efifectassociatedwith those of Odontoglossum cris-

pum, although the Mesospinidium flowers often

at a time when there are not many of the latter

in bloom. We grow it best in shallow pans in a
mixture of fibrous peat and Sphagnum, with
charcoal and crocks for drainage, and suspended
about 18 in. below the top ventilators, through
which in mild weather the wind often blows
strong enough to make the pans swing ; when,
however, the temperature outside is under 40°,

we give more air at the bottom of the house and
less at the top, so as to drive the warm air up to

the plant—treatment which we find suits Odon-
toglossum Rossi majus. In hot weather the pans
are taken down and dipped before they get
quite dry."

CHEMICAL INTENSITY OF DAYLIGHT.
As " London Stone ''

(p. 236) raises the important
question of the actinism of vegetative power, or

chemical intensity of the sun's rays, and states as
his own opinion that the actinic power of the

sun is, except in high latitudes, very nearly equal
all over the world, I have thought it possible

that a few notes, taken chiefly from my work on
" Horticultural Buildings," would be interesting

to him as well as to some of your other readers.

As every one knows, the solar rays may be said

to possess three distinct powers—lighting, heating,

and producing chemical action. So distinct are

these powers, that we can separate the light from
the heat, and both, in a certain degree, from the

chemical rays. The annexed table shows the re-

sults of experiments by Drs. Rosooe and Thorp,
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carried out at Lisbon, where the sun attains a

higher altitude than in England :
—

Mean altitude
of sun.
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berries in pots is as follows : The pots, which
should not exceed 2i in. in diameter, are filled

with the soil in which the Strawberries are grow-

ing, and " plunged '' or sunk to the level of the

surface ; the layer is then laid on the pot,

and held in its place by a small stone ; the

stone not only serves to keep the plant in its

place, so that its roots will strike into the soil of

the pot, but it also serves to mark where the pot

is, for, being sunk to the level of the surface, rains

wash the soil around the pots, so that they could

not well be teen unless marked by the stone. Any
good workman, after a little experience, will layer

2000 per day. In ten or twelve days after the

Strawberry layers have been put down the pots

will be filled with roots ; they are then cut from
the parent plant, taken up, placed close together,

and shaded and watered for a few days before

being planted out. If so treated, not one plant

in a thousand need fail. We grow only an acre or

so each year for the purpose of testing varieties,

but I am so convinced of the value of the plan,

that if I grew largely for market I would prefer

it to any other. It will be understood that by
this method the plant-, only occupy the ground
about ten or eleven months from the time the

plants are set out in July or August until the fruit

is gathered in June. As I have before said, we
alternate the Strawberry crop with vegetables.

Our samples of Cabbage, Cauliflower, Radishes,

Lettuce, &c., in our trial grounds occupy the same
space, so that when the ground is cleared of these

in June or July the Strawberry layers are planted
in their place, while a crop of Celery takes the

place of the Strawberry crop that had fruited, so

that the ground is never allowed to lay idle.

The question of fertilisers for the use of

the market garden is now becoming a very
serious one for the market gardeners in such
cities as New York, where the manure from the

stables does net increase in the ratio of the lands
cultivated, as perhaps half of the products grown
are shipped to adjacent towns and cities. Still

there are few market gardeners who do not use
stable manure, which costs, when fit to go on the
land, from 8s. tolSs.perton. Thisisputoninspring,
at the rate of from fifty to seventy-five tons per

acre, which is often supplemented by half a ton
of Peruvian guano or bone dust, sown on the
land and harrowed in after the stable

manure has been ploughed in. A great variety

o£ fertilisers are used besides Peruvian guano
and bone dust, such as fish guano, dry blood ferti-

liser, blood and bone fertiliser, together with the
various brands of phosphates ; but the majority
of cultivators prefer pure bone meal or Peruvian
guano to all others. I saw a list the other day
wherein was enumerated no fewer than sixteen
separate kinds of special fertilisers for thirty dif-

ferent crops, with the chemical elements of each
split down to even one-half of 1 per cent. Now,
I know nothing whatever about agricultural che-

mistry, and it may be presumption in me to cri-

ticise such a list, yet when I am told that one kind
of fertiliser is needed for Cabbages, and another
kind for Turnips ; one for Sugarcane and another
for Corn ; one for Wheat and another for Grass,

I am forced to the conclusion that science, so-

called, is taking the place of common sense, and
is in direct opposition to the experience of

the practical farmer or gardener in his operations
in the soil. In our market gardening and green-
house operations we cultivate largely nearly every
known family of plants, and in my long experi-

ence I have yet to see a fruit, flower, or vegetable
crop that was not benefited, and nearlj- in the
same degree, by a judicious application of pure
bone dust, and I would here suggest to the advo-
cates of special fertilisers that in their experi-
ments they try equal weights of pure bone
dust to the half of the crops of Wheat,
Potatoes, Cabbage, or Strawberries, being experi-
mented on by the " specials," and note the results.
I do not moan to be understood that these so-
called special fertilisers do not answej: the purpose
of the crop to which they are applied ; but what
I protest against is the hair-splitting distinctions
claimed for them, confusing and troublesome to

the cultivator, if of no practical value. American
commercial florists have for the past quarter of a

century utterly discarded the various formulas for

the preparation of different soils, for the various

families of plants cultivated, so dogmatically in-

sisted upon even yet by most European gardeners,

and instead of a dozen different mould heaps,

usually one only is used, composed of three parts

rotted sods and one of rotted stable manure
;
yet

who will say that our results have not been as

good in consequence ? I believe the same fate will

soon overtake the " specials " in fertilisers. They
may hold their own, perhaps, for a time among
a few amateur cultivators of 7 ft. by 9 ft. garden
patches—men usually glib with the pen, and who
get into an ecstasy over their success with a dozen
Tomato or a score of Strawberry plants—but few
of the hard-fisted gardeners or farmers who live by
the soil are likely to become converts. My busi-

ness as a seedsman brings me in contact with

many hundreds of farmers and gardeners each
season, but I have known of few who think it

necessary to use special fertilisers for special

crops, it would certainly be a misfortun for the

Orange grower of Florida, the Cotton pin ter of

Louisiana, or the Wheat grower of Ohio if he
was induced to freight a special manure for his

particular crop 1000 miles if he had as good a
material in bone dust at his door. If our law
makers at Washington had given that attention

to agriculture that its importance deserves, we
would long ago have had suitable grounds there

to test such questions, on a scale large enough
and broad enough to determine whether or not

the manure suitable for a Potato was equally suit-

able for a Cabbage.

FLOWER GARDEN.
SPKING NOTES.

My last notes (March 11) concluded with a fear

l6st we might suffer from the luxuriance of an
early spring, and the month which has since

passed has been a season of cutting frosts, cold, dry,

easterly and westerly winds, lack of moisture,

and much sunshine ; so that in one way or other

it has always been against the gardener, and
kept him both anxious and busy. Nevertheless, it

has been a bright and enjoyable season, and we
must take the bitters as well as the sweets. On
the whole the gardens have prospered, and I

cannot find anything much the worse for the

cold weather, and very few plants have suc-

cumbed; the blossoms have not been nearly so

fine, and their ^ duration has been shortened.

Wallflowers have been, and still are, very beauti-

ful, and after losing them for two seasons their

grand form this year is doubly welcome. I never
saw them so fine

; singles and doubles, browns
and yellows, reds and purples, are alike good,
giving depth of tone and richness to the bright-

ness of the spring flowers. Many of the early

Daiiodils still linger, and the later ones are in full

bloom, especially the ineomparabilis group. Mr.
Burbidge kindly sent me a few bulbs of his

great Irish Daffodil last autumn (N. maxinuis
the Golden OaflFodil), and I willingly admit its

pre-eminence. It is now blooming alongside the

Emperor, and it bears the palm. It is taller,

richer in colour, and a more striking plant, but
at the same time they are so different, that each
may be placed first of its class. N. maxlmus is in

colour like his earlier brother, N. obvallaris, the
Tenby Daffodil, which is also a prime favourite

here. In the bicolor section I must again give the

first place to N. Horsfleldi ; It is not so tall as the
Empress, but it has a sturdier habit, carries its

head more erectly, and has a larger flower and
handsomer foliage. For forcing purposes it is the

very best Daffodil, and when its merits are well
known it should come into extensive cultiva-

•tion. Mr. Leeds's N. bicolor maxlmus, which
was figured in the Magazine of Botany iot 1851,

is also a grand flower, very like the ordinary
N. bicolor, but differing by having larger

perianth petals and a longer tube. It is not so

fine as Horsfleldi, but it comes a fortnight later-,

and is now In its prime. The N. ineomparabilis

group have been most interesting, and here the
Leedsl section hold their own against all the

Narcissi I have seen. N. Frank Miles is a good
bold flower, but It has not the rich orange margin
to the tube which characterises so beautifully

N. Leedsl and the other Longford varieties of

the peerless Daffodil. The white forms of N.
ineomparabilis Leedsl are also extremely beauti-

ful and still unsurpassed. N. angustlfolius, a

slender variety of N. poeticus, comes into flower

at the same time as N. bicolor, and so also

the Jonquils, N. Macleal, and many of the
Tazetta group. N. poeticus comes last of

all, and its double form lingers almost until

summer. There Is no flower so enjoyable as the

Daffodil, and every gardener should endeavour
to have a good collection. They are llftle trouble

and their increase is rapid, so that in a few
years you can enjoy the pleasure of cutting a
bouquet of them for your visitors. The Grown
Imperials are just beginning to fade. The cold

winds are fatal to their stately beauty, and they
are soon withered. Their little bretbren, the

Fritlllaries, are more hardy, and seem to care

little for frost or drought. They are quaintly

pretty plants, and the white variety is especiallj'

pretty. The Pyrenean form has its outer coat of

sober brown, and the inner surface chequered
brown with blotches of bright green instead of

having its chequers outside, as in F. Meleagris.

Leucojum sestivum is now in full beauty, and
another lovely white flower, Ornithogalum nu-

tans. Is worth a place on every rockery border.

Erodlum hymenodes, which flowered last

year almost up to Christmas, is again in flower,

like a lovely little spotted Pelargonium. I think

this is one of the most persistent bloomers we
have amongst hardy plants. Arnebia echioides,

which blooms thrice a year, is now bearing its

first crop of pretty yellow flowers. Lychnis al-

pina, grown here from seed, is now flowering

vigorously, and Campanula alplna, quaintest of

alpine flowers, is carrying seven large Bluebells

upon a tiny stalk not 4 In. in height. The Gen-
tians (acaulis,verna, andbavarica) are in bloom,

all of the same lovely blue.

Primula denticulata amabills, a variety raised

by Herr Max Leiohtlln, is very beautiful. It

bears spherical trusses of purple-pink flowers,

reminding one rather of our P. farinosa in

shape and beauty. I consider this a great ad-

vance upon P. denticulata. P. cortusoides does

very well on the rockeries, and is exceedingly

pretty there. Even at the top of dry limestone

it thrives in crevices, and seems at home either in

moist or dry places. Primroses and Polyanthuses

are now in their glory, and form our chiefest

splendours at this moment, and as we grow
Auriculas also both in frames and out, we are

just now enjoying the supreme beauty of this

lovely class of florists' flowers— the prime
favourites of all true florists.

Of the new Iberises I think well of I. gibral-

tarlca hybrida. It is a very floriferous plant, and
has all the beauty of its parent, with a stur-

dier habit. I. Pruitl is also an excellent Candy-
tuft for the rockery, having smaller trusses of

bloom, but a hardy, vigorous habit. Smelowskia
alplna is another excellent rock plant, having

Cress-like foliage and small ivory-white flowers.

The Anemones have done well and are still

beautiful. A. fulgens is a grand scarlet, whilst

A. blanda and apennina are of a lovely blue.

Of A. nemorosa we have the single and double

forms of white, and a lovely pink variety sent

by Miss Owen, and lastly, the beautiful blue A.
Roblnsoniana. The Anemone-like Adonis ver-
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nalis has also been very pretty with its large,

bright yellow lustrous blooms. The Pulmoriarias

are still in their full beauty, and seem likely

to last a long time yet. Trolliuses are com-
mencing to flower, and many Saxifrages are

showing their tiny flowerets of white, pink, and
yellow on the rockeries. The big Saxifrages of

the cordifolia type are very beautiful, and I am
not surprised to hear of the grand effect they

have produced under Mr. Ingram's care at Bel-

voir. Here we have them placed along our

rockery steps at each side, and the effect is ex-

ceedingly good. The large clusters of rosy pink

flowers crowning the big green leaves are seen

to perfection in such a position. It never occurred

to me that they would do equally well on the

borders as Mr. Ingram has used them.
Bidshury, April 15. Brockhdrst.

IPOMQE.A. PURPUREA.
(morning glory.)

Beautiful as the old Convolvulus major is

—

a name by which this plant is often known—it

is seldom met with in gardens, combining, though
it does, brilliancy of flowers with elegant growth.
What more charming plant is there for adorn-

ing a garden trellis or festooning shrubs in com-
pany with such climbers as the Canary Creeper,

Indian Cress, or Sweet Peas ? One of the most
satisfactory ways in which to grow the Morn-
ing Glory is so that it will ramble over a fully

exposed trellis, such, for instance, as should form
a background to mixed borders of choice hardy
flowers. In such a position, mingled with other

twiners, it is seen to perfection, and when once
started in good soil it needs no assistance, the

slender stems reaching 10 ft. or more in height.

It is often treated as a hardy annual, but, in

general, it is of stronger growth, and produces
finer flowers when raised from seed sown in

heated frames. The time to sow it in frames is

about the beginning of April (but now even is

not too late), and the seedlings should be planted
out in good light soilwhen about 6 in. high. The
varieties of I. purpurea are very numerous, and

Ipomcea purpurea.

occur in a great variety of colours, some being
pure white, others deep violet, rose, blue,

crimson, and some even prettily striped. It is

also known as Pharbitis hispida, a name under
which it occurs in some seed catalogues.

W. G.

Ranunculus amplexlcaulis.—This beautiful But-

tercup has lately been in charming condition in the bor-

ders of the College Gardens at Dublin Its pure white colour

and good form, combined ^vith distinct and graceful foliage,

make it one of the loveliest plants of spring. It may be
said to be an alpine or rock plant, but it has the good
property of thriving in good soil anywhere on the level

ground,—P. P.

nULBOCODIUM TRIGYNUM. .

This little bulbous plant is a pretty addition to

early spring flowers, blooming, as it does, as

early as February, even before its better known
congener B. vernum. It is of small stature, be-

many of them have a biennial tendency, and need
renewing every two or three years from seed, a

statement which I believe has a good deal of truth

in it. Of the Arabis family, there are the beautiful

white sheets of the indispensable A . albida ; also

A. arenosa, a pretty, and neat lilac-flowered kind.

ing but a few inches high ; it forms a tuft of

three broad leaves, from the centre of which
spring two or more flowers of a pretty pale

lilac tint. Being a new plant, not much is known
as regards its culture, but it is apparently quite

hardy. It is a native of the Caucasus and sur-

rounding countries. Our woodcut was prepared

in February last from plants growing in the

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham. W. G.

PLANTS IN FLOWER AT SOUTHWOOD.
Last month was the finest for alpine plants

I have known for many years. What we too often

unfortunately get in March is a dry, cold north-

east wind with frost at night and sunshine dur-

ing the day—the worst weather we can possibly

have. Under such circumstances alpines, which
have a rooting and trailing stem, such as the

varieties of Sasifraga oppositifolia and many
others, have no chance at all. Anemones have
bloomed finely this year j A. fulgens and its varie-

ties, A. f. stellata, .bracteata, purpurea, and alba

have been unusually bright. They have bloomed
indifferently until this year, and I am not sure

whether it is the very dry weather experienced
during the early summer months of last year, or

a complete upheaval and replenishment with
peat which has caused this marked improvement.
A. apenniua and the Poppy kinds have been very

fine. I cannot fully make up my mind that A,

ranunculoides is a species. We have several varie-

ties and intermediate forms between it and A.

nemorosa ; one is called A. r. pallida, another A. r.

major, the flowers of which are as large as those

of the Wood Anemone. The true A. ranunculoides
has much smaller flowers than the latter. A.

thalictroides is another relative of the Wood
Anemone group, very pretty, with bracteated
flowers. Then comes the best of all—A. Kobin-
soniana, with noble flowers of sky-blue. A. vernalis

is just past, and its relative, A. Pulsatilla, is com-
ing on. All the Anemones mentioned, with the
early A. blanda, ought to be in every garden.
Androsaces with us this year are a failure, that is

to saj', the earlier kinds, such as A. carnea, A.

Lagged, and A. brigantica. They are flowering,

but weakly ; and I am not prepared to say
whether that is the result of the hot weather of

1881, or the mild winter which we have had,

or whether, as according to Mr. Hammond's
experience, they are "dying out." It is said that

I

which sows itself freely without becoming ob'

j
trusive ; A. blepharophylla, A. rosea, and A. An-

I

drosace, forming neat woolly cushions, from which
spring delicate scapes of white flowers— all being
alike desirable, Arenaria balearica , also called A.
multicaulis, looks charming, showing its pretty
white stars to the sun from under a rock, a place
which it has itself taken up, for we never would
have thought of planting it in any but a shady
situation.

Oq a new hardy fernery with a northern aspect
we intend planting the little Sandwort freely, and
hope to see it almost cover the stones. Aubrietias
are all nearly alikeand very beautiful. A. Columnae
and A. croatica are late flowering kinds, the
latter being dwarf and distinct. The following are
also in flower, viz., A. Campbelli, Hendersoni,
grandiflora, hesperidifolia, spathulata, Pinnardi,
Bougainvillea, olympica, Eyrei, and tanricola. Bry-
authus erectus is a beautiful American undershmb
well worth notice. It belongs to the Heath family,
as does also the Epigsea repens, and enjoys similar
treatment, growing in a moist, but well drained
peaty soil. Its habit is similar to that of our British

Empetrum nigrum, to which it is nearly allied, and
it carries now a number of beautiful umbel-like
bunches of good sized, pale rose, half-drooping
flowers. In the cultivation of these American
undershrubs, the late Mr. J, C. Niven used
to consider that, taken into account the
difference between the climate of this country
and that of the United States, permanent
shade here was unnecessary. If they could only
be shielded from spring frosts when blooming,
and a scorching sun when making their young
leaves (say, during our hottest months, and then
only a very slight screen from the mid-day sun
would be necessary), that, he thought, would be
all that would be needed to secure success, pro-
vided they were kept moist during summer. The
indispensable and beautiful white flowered Car-
damine trifoliata does not like a calcareous soil.

I need only mention the popular Glory of the
Snow as ha^dng been very fine in masses of thirty,

forty, or fifty bulbs. The Hoop Petticoat Narcissus
has been beautiful, and seems to get stronger
year after year, but yet we can scarcely hope to

see it thoroughly establish itself. A miniature and
rather scarce Broom is Cytisus Arduini ; it creeps

along the ground, forming beautiful sheets of

clear yellow. Of the Daphnes there are D. Fioni-

ana, a good evergreen bush ; D. Blagayana, just

past, is very sweet, but straggling, and not oma-
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mental compared with D. Cneorum and ita neat,

but scarce, little relative D. rupestris.

Drabaa have been flovrering for more than a

month. D. cuspidata and its allies D. lasiocarpa

and aizoides are now producing seeds. These
yellow-flowered Drabas of the aizoides type enjoy

Beta vulgaris hrasilunsis.

a hard calcareous loam in the full sun, where
they sow themselves freely. Other yellow-flowered
kinds whose afiinity is more doubtful are D. Sau-
teri, D. brunifolia, which forms pretty cushions;
D. baeotica, a strong form resembling D. cuspi-

data, but carrying a neat, drooping scape, instead
of an erect corymbose raceme ; and D. glacialis, a
miniature kind. Thereis, moreover, D.aurea, nearly
as coarse in habit as Alyssum saxatile. Some of

the white-flowered ones are equally, if not more,
beautiful ; of these, D. ciliata is the best. There
are also D. contorta and a little group having
very close relationship, of which D. rupestris may
be taken as the type. These are D, confusa, D.
incana, and D. stellata ; also an odd, but not orna-
mental one, D. altaica, and a beautiful and dis-

tinct biennial one, D. tridentata.

The Erysimums aje all yellow and much alike,

neat, desirable, and easy to grow in calcareous
loam. Dog's-tooth Violets have not flowered well
with us this year ; they enjoy more moisture and
shade than we have hitherto given them. In peaty
soil B. albidum, a species from North America, is

'unusuall3' fine. It is later than the Dens-canis
group. There is also the plain-leaved twin, golden-
flowered E. grandiflonim and E. americanum.
Ficaria ranunculoides grandiflora is a good bog
iplant. Amongst the Fritillaries the best open now is

F. Meleagris in many varieties. F. pallidiflora is in

habit precisely what we could call F. pyrenaica
major floreo-pallida. It has sulphur - coloured
flowers mottled with green, and is far from orna-
mental. F. Moggridgei is just past, while F. Bur-
nati is in flower. Besides the well-known Gen-
tians, G. verna and G. acaulis, I have only to

record G. excisa.

Houstonia cosrulea and its white and stronger-

growing vatiety are apparently trying to exhaust
themselves in the process of flowering. They are
at home in company witli Bryanthus erectus and
Epigfea repens, which latter has now commenced
to make its new growth. Hutchinsia brevicaulis

has, with many others, proved to us the necessity
of furnishing a soil entirely free from lime. Its

sessile heads of pure white flowers are very pretty.

Iberis gibraltarica hybrida is coarse in habit ; if

the proper place for it, a dry sunny bank, be not
given it, it can scarcely be looked upon as worth
growing. In such a position it hangs nicely and is

induced to flower freely. Though annual in itself,

through the successional flowering of difiEerent

plants, a patch of lonopsidium acaule has been
beautiful since last November. Of Linarias I need
only name L. alpina and L. hepaticfefolia, as
flowering about the walks and anywhere we can
afford them space. Lychnis alpina has flowered
abundantly. This sows itself freely with us, but is

liable to be attacked by wireworm. The beautiful
JVIyosotisrupicola is in bloom in thousands. So freely
does it grow with us that we use it for bedding pur-
poses. Many Narcissi have been in flow^, but they
scarcely come within the arena of rock gardening,
Vetrocallis pyrenaica shows its appreciation of a

dry position on limestone. Mr. Whitehead lately

sent home from the Alps a nice piece of the purple
Milkwort (P. Chamaabuxus atro-purpurea) in flower.

Of Primulas, P. marginata has been fine on lime-
stone. Eomauzoffia sitchensis is a pretty little

plant for a damp situation. It has white Saxifrage-
like flowers, to which family it belongs. Of But-
tercups we have Eanunculus amplexicaulis, K.

montanus, and E. anemonoides, very fine in

damp soil, with small stones, on limestone. We
have only lately found the way to grow the Ameri-
can Bloodroot (Sanguinaria canadensis). It is at

home in a shady spot, growing in retentive loam,
with a few bits of chalk amongst the soil, which
is covered with Liverwort.

Amongst Saxifrages there are many flowering

;

the best are S. aretoides var. primulina, on lime;
S. conifera, on lime ; S. irrigua, moist situation on
lime ; and S. Wallacei. Tulips are represented by
T. Clusiana, with deep rose markings on the outer

surface of„the perianth segments, and an almost
black blotch at the base of each on the inner sur-

face. T. stellata also has a black blotch on the
inner surface. Veronicas of various kinds are

now open, V. saturej^folia being the earliest and
best. T. D. Hatfield.

Southwood, Bichley.

ORNAMENTAL BEETS.

Apart from the culinary value of the garden
Beet it is really a fine foliaged plant in the

fulle.st sense of the term, few other outdoor

plants surpassing it as regards rich, deep crimson

colour. For several years past some of the

brightest leaved sorts have been used with good
effect in gardens in combination with' other plants,

the colour of the Beet being uniform throughout

the season, a valuable character in ornamental
gardening. One of the beat sorts for ornamental

purposes is a variety lately distributed by
Messrs. Haage & Schmidt, of Erfurt, under the

required expressly for decorative purposes, they
should be raised in slightly heated frames early
in spring, so that by May they will be good-
sized plants, capable of producing an immediate
effect. What is known as the Chilian Beet is a
variety of B. Cicla, a showy plant. When well
grown its leaves are often more than 3 ft. long,
and produced in erect tufts ; the most attractive

parts of the foliage are the brightly coloured
stalks, midribs, and veins, which in one variety
are deep magenta-crimson, in another deep yel-
low, colours that contrast strikingly with the
shining deep green of the blade of the leaf. Such
plants are very effective, and the fact of their
being almost, if not quite, hardy, renders them
all the more valuable. Though the Beets in the
London parks have, during the present winter,
retained their freshness unharmed either by wet
or cold, yet it is best to treat them as annuals,
raising them in heat in early spring and plant-
ing them out when of good size in May.
The seedlings vary considerably with respect to

colour, but the best may he easily distinguished
even in a young state before they are planted
out permanently. On account of the colour of

their foliage being very pronounced. Beets should
be used sparingly in ornamental gardening, and
with discretion, a remark which also applies to

all plants of a similar character. W. G.

Petunias and their uses.—Of late years
Petunias have not been so largely used for sum-
mer bedding as formerly—owing, doubtless, to

the great increase that has taken place as regards
bedding varieties of Pelargoniums, and the more
general use of fine-foliaged plants. They are,

however, in every way so well suited forplantingin
large vases and in baskets of mixed plants, also

against low trellises, under windows and walls,

that their culture is well worth attention. In cer-

tain positions some of the varieties produce a

Bet-a hortensis metallica.

name of the Victoria Beet, or Beta hortensis me-
tallica. In this the growth is uncommonly robust,

the foliage ample, and of a rich, deep metallic
crimson hue, which no weather affects. It will,

therefore, be found to be an important plant for

sub-tropical gardening, or for use in any way
where plants possessing ornamental foliage form
the chief attraction. It is as easily grown as the
ordinary garden Beet, though when plants are

charming effect when planted in masses, but it is

necessary that the spot chosen for them be open
and sunny, and the soil deep and rich. In low,

damp situations they mildew and canker as soon
as the first cold nights set in. The best bedding
varieties are Spitfire, dark purplish crimson ; Dr.

Hogg, purple, with white throat ; Miss Amj-,

crimson and white ; Countess of Ellesmere, rosy

crimson, with a lighter throat ; and Delicata,

white, striped with purple. Seedlings, too, now
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come so good that they are frequently planted in

mixed borders for cutting. If sown in heat in

February or March, good plants may be had for

putting out at the end of May, and earlier than

that it is not safe to plant them. The named kinds

must be propagated from cuttingsputininAugust

;

at that season they strike quickly when placed on
a bed of leaves or other fermenting material

where the temperature ranges from 70° to 75°,

and where there is a top heat of 65°. As soon as

rooted they should be taken out of the bottom
heat, and placed in cold frames till frosty nights

set in ; they should then be removed to an inter-

mediate house and be placed on shelves near the

glass, there to remain in store pots till spring,

when they should be potted off singly, and grown
on as sturdily as possible till planting-out time.

The roots are so brittle that, however well they
may be rooted, the soil does not adhere to them
•—a circumstance tliat renders it necessary to pot
them singly ; if put in pans or boxes, and trans-

planted from them to the beds, they suffer greatly,

and are a long time in getting re-established.

—

W. W.

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

G. J., SUEEEY.

DouBLE-FLOTVEEED Gorse is now at its best, and
has an imposing effect in a room if good-sized

boughs are thickly heaped in a large gilt or

polished brass bowl and stood rather high against

a dark background. Pale sulphur -coloured Spanish
Broom stands in a tall glass by itself. Yellow
Polyanthus, pale and dark, with deep yellow Wall
flowers and Hoop-petticoat Narcissus, make a
brilliant bouquet in a transparent blue Venetian
glass. The pure blue of Virginian Lungwort com-
bines happily with alpine Auriculas of a clouded
dusky white. Flowering sprays of Exochorda
grandiflora spring from a mass of the delicate

newly-developed foliage of Epimedium alpinum,
a few sprays of Exochorda being chosen in bud.

A large bowl is filled with Myosotis dissitiflora

with the fresh green foliage of wild Whortleberry.
Wallflowers still provide dinner- table decorations
unsurpassed for richness of colour. In pots bedded
in Moss in polished Italian coppers are Indian
Azaleas, white and pink, and a large ImantophyHum
miniatum ; this has its own mossing of growing
SelagincUa.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKMELD.

Flowering trees and shrubs.—As was
the case with all kinds of fruit trees except
Apples, flowering trees and shrubs are this year
morethan usually floriferous, and by way of memo-
randa fcr future planting, the present is the time
to decide the varying merits of each, both as to
the position for which they are best suited and
colo\irs of blossom. The wild Cherries, the
Almonds, and Laburnums are all excellent for
planting as standards in large shrubberies for
distant effect ; and the double and single blos-
somed Gorse, Broom, both white and yellow
flowered, Lilacs, Syringas, and Weigelas are
suitable for forming groups, either alone or in

combination, but Syringas and Weigelas look
best when well backed up with evergreen shrubs.
Horse and Spanish Chestnuts, False Acacias, and
Hawthorns seem most at home perhaps when
planted singly on the turf, but this is purely a
matter of taste and the character of the ground
formation to be planted, which obviously can
only be satisfactorily decided on the spot. Be
that as it may, every place haring any pretensions
to gardening should have a collection of flowering
trees and shrubs ; and now when they are in full

beauty is the time to note and decide to what
extent it may be desirable to use them.

Rock garden and hardy fernery.—
Pick off seed vessels and decayed flowers from the
earlier flowering plants, and keep the whole free

from weeds. Couch Grass and Spergula are at

this season very troublesome, and unless de-

stroyed betimes quickly overrun the weaker grow-
ing plants. The dwarf Phloxes, Aubrietias, Myo-
sotis, Omphalodes, and two or three varieties of

Saxifrages are now finely in flower, but, hand-
some as they are, they shouldnot be permitted to en-
croach on others, which like weeds they quickly
do if permitted to grow unrestrictedly. Keep the
walks free from weeds, but not too dressy ; Moss-
grown or heathy are the most appropriate. For-
mal walks or edgings do not harmonise well with
the surrounding irregularities of a rock garden,
but where these exist keep the edgings clipped and
the walks hard and clean. Ferns from which the
old fronds have not yet been removed should have
that attention at once, and additional soil should
be given to all that need it ; transplanting, too,

may yet be done. When there is not sufiicient to

well furnish the ground, plant at long distances,

and fill the intervening spaces with the common
Wood Mosses, Sedums, and Stonecrops. The com-
mon wild Hyacintlis, Wood Anemones, Violets,

Primroses, Snowdrops, and Daffodils are all in

their season most effective as undergrowths for

Ferns.

General 'work.—Lawns should be mown
and Grass verges clipped. Apart from the untidy
aspect of uncut edgings, it is desirable to cut

these regularly to prevent seeding Grasses making
weedy walks, and the same remark applies to

Grass margins of shrubbery clumps. Continue to

plant out all the hardy section of bedding plants,

also thin out hardy annuals sown in the open bor-

ders, and plant out those sown in warmth. Stake
Sweet Peas and make another sowing. Place in

sheltered positions, easy of protection, out-of-

doors all the hardiest kinds of bedding plants
;

such as Pelargoniums, Ageratums, Lobelias, Ver-
benas, &c., which will allow of the potting on of

recently struck plants of the same kinds, and also

the tender sorts, such as Coleus, Amarantus,
Iresines, and seedling subtropicals, which to do
them justice require plenty of space and warmth.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINES, SOUTHGATE.

Shrubby Olerodendrons.— Old plants of

these, such as C. fallax, C. K:empferi, and C.

fragrans, started early will now be pushing up
their flower-stems, and should have their heads
kept well up to the glass near the roof ventilators,

as, although they like a brisk heat and a moist
atmosphere, they do best where subjected to less

shade and more under the influence of a consider-

able amount of air for a time daily than most
things. For ordinary decoration C. fallax and C.

Ka^mpferi are the most useful the first year of

blooming after being raised from either seeds or

cuttings ; these, with their large, single, erect

panicles of the brightest red flowers issuing from
broad, massive foliage, have a telling effect inter-

spersed amongst Caladiums and other fine-foliaged

subjects. Keep the undersides of the leaves regu-

larly syringed to preserve them from insects,

especiallj' thrips and red spider.

Thunbergia Harrisi.—Plants of this that

have been blooming throughout the winter should
now be cut back ; they are free rooters, soon ex-

hausting tlie soil. If planted out, as much of the

top soil as can be got away without too great a
disturbance of the roots should be removed and
replaced with new material ; if in pots, they ought
to be partially shaken out and repotted, giving

them more room. This Thunbergia does not require

the warmest stove treatment, as if kept too close

and hot it is apt to run over much into growth at

tlie expense of flower, and it is not suitable for

training as a specimen ; it both does and looks

much better when trained to the roof. Its pale
lilac or mauve flowers, in form and size not unlike
those of the major variety of Achimenes patens,

produced freely during winter and spring, do
much to embellish any house in which they may
be grown, but they are not the best for cutting,

as they soon flag when severed from the plant.

Aphelandras.—Large plants of the useful
autumn blooming A. cristata kept cool through
the winter and started some time back should, if

not alreadj' done, be now partially shaken out,
replacing the old effete soil with good loam, to
which has been added a moderate quantity of
rotten manure and sand. Large plants require
large pots, or the bloom will be comparatively
meagre. A moderate heat is sufiicient with plenty
of air and a liberal supply of water when growth
has fairly started. A. elegans is a handsome
free-flowering kind that needs comparatively
little room, and should be found wherever
stove plants are cultivated. Small plants of
it should now be pushed on by giving them
larger pots and encouraging free growth. Like
most of the genus, it is an erect grower naturally,
and can only be induced to branch out sparely by
stopping, yet the points should be once at least
nipped out. A. Roezli is a small habited species,
and will bloom freely in little pots. Than this few
more effective plants have been introduced of late
years, its brilliant orange-scarlet spikes being
often produced by examples in l-in. or 5-in. pots.
It is most useful for standing on the side stages of
an ordinary stove.

Shading.—Position and other local circum-
stances go to determine how soon in the year it

becomes necessary to shade stove plants. A hip-
roofed or lean-to house facing the south naturally
requires the use of shade sooner than a span-
roofed structure standing with its ends north and
south, a position in which the bars and rafters do
much to break the sun's rays when most powerful

;

no more shade should on anj- account ever be
used than is absolutely necessary to prevent the fo-

liage of the plants from being injured. Soft foliage,

the result of indifferent cultivation, is much more
susceptible of injury from direct exposure to the
sun than that of the same plants would be if well
managed. All sorts of makeshifts are often used
for shading, from the colouring laid on the glass
down to flour-paste and whitewash; all these
are objectionable, and the further the obscuring
material is from white the more is it undesirable.
Where a high standard of cultivation is aimed at,

nothing but blinds on rollers will suffice, the ma-
terial used being no thicker than will break the
sun's rays without excluding them.

FRUIT.
W. COLEMAN, EASTNOE CASTLE.

"Vines.—Take advantage of every ray of sun-

shine in the management of late houses by closing

about 3.30 with moisture, when the fire-heat may
be kept shut off until the temperature falls to

within 5° of the night heat, -which need not ex-

ceed 60° for the present. If inside borders are

well drained they may be copiously watered with-

out fear of injury ; indeed a large percentage of

iuside borders never get half enough water ; the

roots go out in search of that which is denied to

them at home, and many people imagine it is the

position of the border and not their own bad treat-

ment which drives them downwards and outwards,

often into deep subsoils too crude and cold for

anything less hardy than a common Oak. Another
mistake which many people make is the giving

their late Vines too much root room, particularly

in low damp situations where ever3'thing but the

moisture-laden atmosphere is unfavourable to

good Grape growing. In such situations I have
always found that internal borders 6 ft. wide,

and external borders 9 ft. wide, will give a maxl-

mum of good Grapes at a minimum of cost, simply

because they are full of active roots which can be
fed without watering half the garden, and being

warm the Grapes invariably set, swell, and colour

well. Another advantage is the alternate system

of taking out and renovating the borders vrith

new soil without having to sacrifice a crop, when
too much vigour is unfavourable to the proper

ripening of the wood, and as the latter means un-

ripe Grapes, growers of late kinds who complained

so much last winter will do well to look to their

borders, and if they are wide, deep, rich, and cojd,
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steel forks must be brought into use before they
will again be successful in the Grape room.

Early houses in which the Grapes are ripening
may have more air on fine clays, but draughts
must be avoided, and if the inside borders are
suflBciently moist the usual damping down may
be continued, as spring Grapes require more
moisture than can be given to late ones. Let
laterals grow without a check if they seem in-
clined to start, and keep a sharp eye on the old
foliage, as spider is almost sure to be present,
and injury to the primary leaves at this early sea-
son is very often the cause of early Vines break-
ing_ prematurely in the autumn, and covering
their unfortunate owners with glory by ripening
up new Grapes in Januaiy. AVith many the usual
remedy for spider is flowers of sulphur, but, inde-
pendently of the fact that Frontignans and other
thin-skinned kinds are often rusted and ruined
by its use, timely sponging of the upper and
undersides of the leaves with soapy water is un-
doubtedly the most eifectual, as it is the most
economical mode of dealing with this trouble-
some pest. Another troublesome marauder is the
spider, as it thoroughly enjoys the dry warmth
and security which it finds in a bunch of Grapes,
but it must be destroyed, otherwise the delicate
bloom will be disturbed before it is properly set.

PeachoB and Nectarines.—Assuming that
the final thinning of the fruit in the early house
has been brought to a close, and the shoots have
been properly regulated, give every Peach the full
benefit of sun and light by elevating it above the
foliage and pinch the points out of the strongest
growths where their vigour is likely to detract
from the size of the fruit wlien ripe. Feed well
witli warm liquid and syringe freely with soft
water, twice a day until the fruit begins to ripen,
the first time before the ventilators are opened,
and again after they are closed, when with sun
heat the temperature may run up to 75°, and
gradually descend to 60°for the night when mild,
and 56° when cold, and sharp firing is needed to
admit of a little front air. Ply the' syringe well
in succession houses in which the fruit is stoning,
mulch the borders with good rotten manure to
keep in surface moisture, and feed witli warm
diluted liquid at every watering, or guano water
where the growths are weak and the foliage is
deficient in size and substance. Open the ventila-
tors early on fine mornings, and increase the air
as the temperature rises to 70°, reduce in a similar
way, and close about 1 p.m. with a good syringing.
Continue to disbud the shoots and thin the fruit
in late succession houses, leaving a small percen-
tage to be taken off at the final thinning. Heel in
the young growths as they advance, lay in no
more wood tlian is actually required for the pro-
duction of the next year's crop of fruit. Fumigate
on the first appearance of green flj', and encourage
a .short-jointed, vigorous growth by the free admis-
sion of air and timely closing to save fire heat.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
R. GILBERT, BURGHLEY.

Vegetables.—Brussels Sprouts should now
be ready for pricking out. Get a load or two of old
Mushroom manure, spread it on the surface of any
out-of-the-way corner (1 in. deep is ample), and
finish off with another inch deep of fine soil. Burnt
refuse is the best of all mixtures for young plants,
say four barrow-loads of soil to one of refuse

; on
this prick out tlie young plants 4 in. apart, and
when planting out finally force the spade under
the bottom of the bed, and each plant will come
up with a ball. 8et your line across the site to be
planted, and take out one side spit, and at every
3 ft. apart lay in your plant, pressing the soil
firmly round it. Nothing more is needed except
keeping tlie ground free from weeds. As regards
spring Broccoli, before my next calender appears
the time will be slightly past for sowing this
really paying crop. I sow on May 1, and find that
date, or about that, preferable to any otlier time
I always sow in drills 1 ft. apart, and plant out
the plants from the seed beds to their permanent
quarters, the site being that occupied by early

Potatoes. When the Potatoes are all lifted we give
the land a rough rake over with an implement
called the agitator, set the line across the site, and
make the holes with a crowbar ; one man drops in
the plants while another fills the holes with water.
The work of planting is then complete. For a
selection of Cauliflowers and Broccoli to span the
year, see former calendars as to the early Broccoli,
such as Veitch's two varieties, good old Walcheren,
and Early Dwarf Mammoth, leaving me on this
occasion to mention the winter and spring
varieties, which I have found to do best at Burghley.
Of all winter Broccoli iliave ever seen I pronounce
Snow's (when true) to be the very best. Tlie best
to make its appearance here this season is one
sent for trial called Hoskings' Broccoli, a most
useful addition, growing compact and dwarf,
followed by those two really fine varieties Leam-
ington and Watts', both too well known to require
further remark. For the latest I find Burghley
Champion and Cattell's Eclipse to be the very
best. We have the two latter now coming into use.
Keep plenty of Lettuces tied up for blanching.
Black-seeded hardy Cos is the thing to grow for
the winter. In these Lettuces one finds something
crisp and good, but French Cos Lettuces grown
under clotches are soft, like tissue paper compared
with brown paper as regards thickness and sub-
stance of leaf. They are really handsome Lettuces,
but never did the old proverb, " Beauty is but
skin deep," apply better than in the case of these
French Lettuces.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Broccoli.-For these three years past Broccoli

has been scarce, but this season gives us once
again a good supply. The varieties which we grow
here are Snow's Winter White, which we begin to
cut in November, and they last well up to Feb-
ruary

;
we then commence with Osborn's, Watts'

Excelsior, Leamington, Burghley Champion, and
last, but not least, "Cattell's Late White. We find
this selection to last up to the middle of May,
when the handlight Cauliflowers succeed them,

—

Pi. Gilbert, Bunjlihtj,

Badlyflavoured Mushrooms..-My Mush-
rooms are thin and badly flavoured. What is the
cause ?—M. [On referring this question to Mr.
Gilbert, Burghley, he says, " The great jDoint to be
kept in view in growing good Mushrooms is to keep
all the ammonia possible in the manure, instead of
drying it out under sheds, as so many do. Ours
are grown in lean-to beds, on which they make
their appearance in huge clusters ; but remember
our spawn is good and fresh. It can be bought
good, but may. be made. One bushel of sheep
droppings and one bushel of horse droppings
well worked up with a small drop of manure
water, and well beaten down in the corner of a
damp cellar is the way to produce what 1 term
natural spawn." That at least is my way.]

Mushroom culture in meadows.-The
following mode of growing Mushrooms in mea-
dows by one of our customers may be interesting
to your readers : In March lie begins to collect
droppings from the stables. These, when enough
have been gatliered together, are taken into the
meadow, where holes dug here and there, about
1 ft. or 18 in. square, are filled with them, the
soil removed being scattered over the surrounding
Grass. When all the holes have been filled and
made solid, he then places two or three pieces
of spawn, about 1 in. square, in each hole, treads
all down firmlj-, replaces the turf, and beats it
tightly down. Under this system in August
and September Mushrooms ajipear without fail
in abundance and without any further care.
Tlie method is simple and the result certain.
Therefore, all who happen to have a meadow,
paddock, or Grass field, and are fond of Mush-
rooms should try the experiment. Now is a good
time to do so, and, of course, the more holes
spawned tlie greater the crop. In the case in
question fresh holes vere spawned every year,
though that operation may not be absolutely
necessary.—James Carter & Co., High Holborn.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

April 25.

The following new plants were awarded first
class certificates by the floral committee :

—

Masdjsvallia Hahrtana imperialis. A
magnificent variety, the finest that has yet ap-
peared in cultivation. The flowers measure fully
2^in. across, tlie colour,a glowing magenta-crimson,
deepening intensely towards the hook-like tails of
the sepals. Shown by Mr. R. Warner, Broomfield,
Chelmsford.

Alsophila Rebecc-'E.—A handsome tree Fern,
with broad fronds from 2 ft. to 3 ft. in length,
bipinnate.the upper surface of a glossy deep green,
which with the almost black stipes makes a strik-
ing contrast. From Mr. W. Bull, Chelsea.

Gymnogramma Lauchbana grandiceps.—
An extremely elegant variety of a gold Fern,
differing from the typical form in having the tips
of the bronds broadly tasselled, as in G. Wetten-
halliana. It is a valuable addition to stove Ferns,
and one that probably will be much sought after.
Exhibited by Messrs. G. Dixon & Co., TheNurseries,
Hackney.

Rhododendron Alice Mangles.—A splendid
hybrid, raised by Mr. Mangles, 'Valewood, Hasle-
mere, between K. Auckland! and the common R.
ponticum. The progeny is intermediate between
the parents,and distinctfrom both . The flowers, pro-
duced in a huge loose truss 9 in. high and as much
across, are between 4 in. and 5 in. across, shal-
lowly bell-shaped, of a most delicate rose-pink,
flushed with a deeper hue. The foliage is large
and very vigorous, indicating a fine constitution.
This variety is certainly one of the most beautiful
of all Rhododendrons, and probably hardy. Shown
by the raiser.

Pansy Mrs. Llewellyn.—A bedding variety
of dwarf, robust, and free flowering habit. The
blossoms are some 2J in. across, of fine form
and of a rich golden j'ellow with almost black
centre. Exhibited by Mr. Hooper, Vine Nursery,
Bath.

AUBEIETIA VIOLACEA.—A bright and very fine
variety of the dark flowered section. The flowers
are above the average size, and most profusely
produced on dense spreading tufts, and they vary
from the most intense purple to a paler hue.
Shown by Mr. R. Dean, Ealing.

Viola Mrs. Laing.—One of the bedding sec-
tion, very free in growth, dwarf, and extremely
floriferous. The blossoms are creamy white, with a
conspicuous dark centre. The fine symmetrical
form and firm texture of the flower add a good
deal to its high quality. Mr. Hooper, Bath.

Other new plants from Messrs. A^eitch included
Croton chrysopoccuUis and C. Dragfeanus, both
robust and handsome plants ; Azalea indica Eliza
Licher, with large semi-double white flowers

;

Deutzia Pride of Rochester, with elegant racemes
of pure white double flowers ; Caladium Princess
Beatrice, and Zephyranthes macrosiphon.

A few plants from Mr. Bull's nursery comprised
two pretty forms of Cattleya Mendelli, named
conspicua and elegans, two forms of Odontoglos-
sum Halli, called pictum and leucoglossum, the
latter remarkable for its wliite labellum, and an
elegant dwarf Maidenhair called A. Paootti.

Cut blooms of Calceolaria bicolor came from
Messrs. Dickson, Chester, which showed well
what a pretty plant it is, and being such a con-
tinuous flowerer makes it all the more desirable.
The new Iresine formosa was again shown by
Mr. Goldsmith, the raiser, the colours being
brighter than when shown in the winter. A new
variegated Violet called Viola Watsoniana, said
to have been found at Battle, came from the Rev.
H. Watson, Malberbe, Maidstone. It so much re-

sembles some of the silver-edged Pelargoniums,
that it might be readily mistaken for one. It is

an interesting jjlant.

For a superb specimen plant of Masdevallia
Lindeni, the committee awarded a cultural com-
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mendation to Mr. F. Horsman, Kosc Mount Nur-

sery, Ilkley. It bore about sixty blossoms all fully

developed amidst a sheaf of heathy green foliage.

It is evident that Mr. Horsman knows how to deal

with this lovely Orchid. Besides the variety certi-

ficated, Mr. Warner exhibited two other forms of

Masdevallia Harryana, one named rosea-violaoea

with flowers of a delicate rose-pink, very distinct

and beautiful, the other reflexa, which is remark-

able for the peculiar manner the sepals invariably

reflex.

A basketful of choice cut blooms of hardy

plants from Mr. G. F. AVilson, Heatherbank, Wey-
Ibridge, included a very finely grown Trillium

'grandiflorum, as finely developed as we have ever

seen it ; the superb Primrose Hermann AVilson,

and other Primroses and Polyanthuses, and Ra-

nunculus Heldreichianus shown on a former occa-

sion. From the Pioyal Horticultural Society's

Gardens, Chis^Yick, came excellent specimens of

Iberis Pruiti and I. gibraltarica, a very dwarf
white Candytuft, Myosotis elegantissima, the new
variegated leaved Forget-me-not, and a bunch
of the handsome Genista pra3cox, alluded to last

week.
Fetjit.—There were but very few exhibits.

Mr, Lyon, Sundridge Park, sent a dish of

Keen's Seedling Strawberries, of good size and
excellent colour. A cultural commendation was
awarded. Mr. H. Harding, Orton Hall, Peter-

borough, showed four dishes of Apples of the fol-

lowing varieties, all in good condition : Welling-

ton, Norfolk Beefing, Striped Beefing, and Bald-

wins. Mr. K. Veitch, Exeter, sent examples of

Murton's Late "White Broccoli, which was not

considered of sufiicient merit to receive an award
Mr. W. Gallop, Badford Deverell, sent a seedling

scarlet-fleshed Melon, which was considered by
the committee fairly good for the season. A dish

of John Apples from Chiswick were considered of

very good flavour.

Promenade Show.—The large conservatory

presented a very gay appearance on this occasion,

being filled with hosts of beautiful plants, and we
,could hardly risk an opinion as to which attracted

the most attention, the splendid show of the

Auricula Society displayed on one side of the

building, or the magnificent groups of flowers ar-

I

rayed along the other, for both were as fine as

could well be. Leaving the Auriculas for a
' separate-iotioe, there were a few things among
'the miscellaneous collections worthy of note.

KosES,—Probably there never has been such

a marvellous exhibition of pot Koses at such an
early date as was shown on this occasion by
'Messrs. Veitch, Paul, and Lane, and these were
'supplemented by some highly meritorious cut

'blooms from Messrs. Piper, of Uckfield, and Mr.

'Hooper, of Bath. The group from Messrs. Veitch,

'numbering some three dozen plants, was arranged
!in a semi-circular mass, and consisted entirely of

standards, but in order to obviate the naked ap-

pearance of the stems there was a dense under
mass of small plants of Acer dissectum, so that

the Hoses appeared to rise out of a carpet of

most elegant leafage, wliich besides lent a charm
to the flpwers. Every plant in the collection was a

marvePof cultural skill, so different from the usual

i

stamp of standard Roses, for each carried a huge
spreading head of vigorous foliage and numerous
'flowers—some as many as a score—of really high
'quality as regards size, form, and colour. The
most remarkable point about this collection is

!the extremely small size of the pots compared
with the large plants, and the fact that the ma-
jority of tlie plants had not been repotted for

I four Nu.a-j renders it the more remarkable,
' but the plants, in order to develop so finely, have
been sustained by the judicious application of

Clay's Fertiliser, a fact which speaks well for that

manure. Some of the most noteworthy plants in

this collection were La France, Mens. Neman,
Mdlle. Lacharme, Philip Bardot, Jean Liabaud,
Marquise de Castellane, Magna Charta, Mar^chal

,
Niel, Prince Camille de Rohan, Marchioness of

: Exeter, Paul Verdier, and Edonard Morren, all of

f
which seem to be well adapted for early flowering

I in pots.

The Waltham Gross Roses were also very fine,

and Messrs. Paul sho'n'ed some of the Roses of

their own raising to perfection on this occasion,

particularly Magna Charta, Pride of Waltham,
Countess of Rosebery, all Hybrid Perpetuals of

the highest quality and excellence for early

flowering. Among other sorts very fine were
Fislier Holmes, Duke of Edinburgh, Marie Van
Houtte, La France, John Hopper, and Charles

Lefebvre, all of which formed dwarf spreading

specimens. Besides these Messrs. Paul showed a

very fine new seedling with very dark crimson

flowers, which will, no doubt, be heard more of

later in the season. A new Tea-scented variety

called Etoile de Lyon was shown. The flowers

are of beautiful form and of a delicate primrose

yellow, 'which, with the deep and reddish-green

foliage, makes a charming contrast.

The collection from Messrs. Lane & Son, Berk-

hamstead, was a fine one, comprising some two
dozen large specimens superbly flowered, amongst

them being excellent examples of Marquise de

Castellane, Madame Victor Verdier, Etienne

Levet, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Perfection de

Monplaisir, Hippolyte Jamain, Madame La-

charme, and Souvenir d'un Ami.

Among the cut Roses the collection fi'om Mr.

Piper, Uckfield, was superb, and showed well

what the climate of mid-Sussex can do in bring-

ing out the high qualities of Roses in spring
;

such Roses, in fact, as would not be inferior to those

at shows in July. A splendid trayful of Tea varie-

ties included such charming sorts as Madame
Bravy, Madame Willermoz, Marie Van Houtte,

Niphetos (particularly fine), President, Madame
Hippolyte Jamain, Catherine Mermet (very fine),

and Reine Marie Henriette, a most beautiful

Rose, and may be best described as a red Gloire

de Dijon with a climbing habit. All these were

excellent, and indicated high class culture in a

remarkable degree.

A fine display of Amaryllis was made by Mr.

B. S. Williams, consisting of two or three dozen

superb varieties, for the most part characterised

by that brilliancy of colour and exquisite form of

flower which has so long occupied the attention of

Mr. Williams. The beautiful variety Dr. Masters,

which we have bad occasion to note previously,

was shown to perfection in various stages of ex-

pansion, a fact which shows plainly what a long

flowering season the variety has. Such kinds, too,

as Firefly, Mrs. Rawson, Prince of Orange, Rubi-

cunda. Scarlet Gem, Loveliness, Eclipse were also

of the highest quality.

A group of Clematis from Mr. Noble's nursery

at Ascot was a great attraction, though scarcely

so fine as shown by this exhibitor last year. The
collection, numbering some two or three dozen

moderate sized plants, included several new
varieties. Among those with white flowers the most

noteworthy were Duchess of Albany, Miss Bateman,

and Maud Branscombe, the latter having a delicate

flush of pink in theflowers.Purplevarieties included

Duke of Albany, very fine ;
Harry Richmond,

and Lord H. Lennox ; and among violet-purples

were Daniel Deronda, Madame Torriana, both

superb sorts. A new double named Darwin is one

of the finest kinds we have yet seen, the colour

being a soft violet-purple, and similar to it but

darker was one called Elaine. Judging by this

collection, we presume that Mr. Noble's finest

sorts, such as W. B. Gladstone shown last year, are

not yet in condition.

From Messrs. Barr & Sugden, Covent Garden,

come an extensive miscellaneous display, consist-

ing for the most part of Narcissi, Anemones, Fri-

tillaries. Tulips. The Narcissi were well repre-

sented by the latest varieties, such as the poeticus

group ahd the hybrid races obtained therefrom,

and the fact plainly illustrates the long time over

which the flowering season of the Narcissi now
stretches, for it is some two months since the

first exhibition was made by this firm. A nume-
rous group of named Tulips from Captain Patton's

garden. Alpha House, Regent's Park, was an at-

traction, as it- showed well what could be done

even in a town garden. The Tulips were supple-

mented by some excellent specimens of Astilbe

barbata (Spiraea japonica)and Dielytraspectabilis.

A collection of new perennial flowering Carna-

tions was shown by Mr. C. Turner, of Slough ; and
the following varieties were selected by the com-
mittee of the National Carnation and Picotee

Society as worthy of certificates of merit, viz.,

Rufus, a rich scarlet self, slightly shaded with a
dark tint, large, full and fineform; Whipper-in, scar-

let flaked with black, very fine; Enchantress, pale

rose or deep pink, flaked with dark purple, distinct

and very fine ; Hector, pale red, fine petal, full

substance, extra fine ; Conqueror, salmon-rose,

slightly striped with purple ; Juliette, pale bright

rose, very fine, and full substance, good petal

;

Nimrod, clear pale red, very fine smooth petal,

large and full ; Premier, bright crimson, fine in

colour, a little rough ; and Flambeau, pale ground,

the petals deeply edged with a dull dark red, fine

petal. In each case the habit of growth was all

that could be desired.

A highly attractive group of Primula Sieboldi

in named varieties was shown by Messrs. Cannell

and Sons, Swanley, besides cut blooms of Zonal

Pelargoniums, Mimulus, and an extensive and re-

markably fine group of the large white Marguerite.

Some well flowered specimens of Azaleas came
from Mr. Bown ; a large collection of Pansies,

consisting of about fifteen dozen blooms of the

finest varieties, from Mr. Hooper, Bath, who like-

wise showed a good collection of Auriculas and
Tea Roses. A large group of miscellaneous plants

from the society's garden at Chiswick added
largely to the effect of the show, being bright and
tastefully arranged.

SCIEKTIFIC coilMiTTEB—Sir J. D. Hooker in

the chair.—Larches attacked by larvas.— Mr. Mac-

lachlan reported on some specimens of Larch

twigs received from Mr. R. Glutton, of Hartswood,

Reigate, who stated that thousands of young
Larches were attacked by larvje at Box Hill. The
affected trees swarmed with little grubs, which

move about in their cocoons and seem to suck the

juices from the young foliage, leaving it dead, and

so kill the trees. They proved to be the larva3of

a minute moth(Coleophora laricella),which lays its

eggs on the twigs or buds. The larv» hatched in

autumn construct cases of cuticle, &c. The young
autumn larvaj attach their cases to the young leaves

in spring, which they soon mine and destroy. Mr.

Maclachlan remarked on the genus Coleophora, of

which there are about 60 species in Britain, that

it is remarkable for the intimate connection

between particular species of moth and particular

species of plants. *He is of opinion that the

damage done by this insect is not likely to seri-

ously injure Larches any more than the familiar

case of the leaf-mining larvje of Cemiostema
laburnellum, which attacks the Laburnum. The ap-

plication of remedies, such as sulphur, Paris green,

or smoke from burningrubbishonthe weather side,

might be too difficult or expensive, or, in the

latter case, probably ineffectual to prevent future

attacks. He remarked that Box Hill, being chalk

and dry, was probably not well suited to the

growth of Larches. Maggots at the root of plants.

— These were received from Mr. Slogrove, Rei-

gate, and were referred to Mr. Maclachlan to

examine and report upon. Fertilisation of Hoya.

—Mr. W. G. Smith exhibited flowers and a draw-

ing to show how flies extract the pollinia and

transfer them to other flowers. Their feet get

fixed to the glutinous disks ; by struggling to

free themselves they extract the pollinia. These,

having elastic caudicles, clasp the feet of the fly,

which then on alighting on another flower in a

more advanced state, as the Hoya isproterandrous,

stamps them down on to the stigmatic surfaces.

If it be a weak fly, it often perishes on the flower
;

if a strong one, it usually escapes, but sometimes

leaves part of its leg behind. Rhododendrons.—

Mr. Mangles exhibited a collection of species and

hybrids, of which the following were particularly

worthy of note : Hybrid between R. Griffithianum

and R. ponticum, partaking much of the character

of the former species in flower and foliage, with

ten very large pale pink flowers arranged in a

pyramid, the stamens varying in number. The
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leaves are very large, of a rich dark green. This

hybrid blossomed for the fir^t time and is eight

years old, and is hardier and dwarfer than R.

Griffithianum. It is the first of a large series

of plants raised from similar crosses. Hybrid

between Azalea mollis (male) and R. ponti-

cum (female), having the hairy corolla of the former,

but with evergreen leavef

—

the co iverse cross will

not succeed. Hybrid, raised by Mr. Parker, the

offspring of the hybrid Countess of Haddington,

crossed by R. Edgworthi.—It has large, white,

scented flowers, tubular, with a dash of lemon at

the base of the corolla. Of species, he exhibited

R. glauoum, dwarf, and densely covered with pink,

bell-shaped flowers, and highly aromatic. E.

Thomsoni and R. Chamsecistus.—An alpine species

received from Mr. Otto Forster, from the Aus-

trian Alps. It is a lime-loving plant, with pink

flowers. Mr. Mangles also showed interesting

hybrids from Mr. Luscombe's gardener (Mr. Dawe),
also E. Falconeri (?) from Capt. Rogers, of River

Hill. Gentiana verna.—Mr. G. F. Wilson showed
flowers of this plant, grown with and without

lime. In the latter case they were grown in all

kinds of soils, but never succeeded. The colour

was darker, but without the white centre. With
lime the plants throve well, and at once acquired

their true alpine character. Sir. J. D. Hooker sug-

gested similar experiments should be made with
Primula farinosa. Bifurcatiug leaves of Narcissus

poeticus.—Mr. G. Bunyard forwarded leaves whicli

had their apices split and curled. It was suggested

by the chairman that they had received some in-

jury when young, possibly having been pinched
by birds.

AWARDS.
Silver-gilt Flora medal to Messrs. Veitch & Sons for

Roses.

Bronze Banksian medal to Mr. B, S. Williams for Ama-
ryllis.

Silver Flora medal to Mesrs. Wm. Paul & Son for Roses.

Silver Banksian medal to Mr. C. Bown for Azaleas

Silver Flora medal to Messrs. Lane & Son for Roses.

Silver Flora medal to Mr. Noble for group of Clematis.

Bronze Banksian medal to Capt. Patton for Tulips.

Bronze Banksian medal to Messrs. Cannell tfe Son for Pri-

mula Sieboldi, &c.

Bronze Banksian medal to Messrs. Barr & Sugden for

Narcissi, &c.

Bronze Banksian medal to Mr. Piper for cut Roses.

Bronze Banksian medal to Mr. Hooper for Pansies, Auri-

das, &c.

NATIONAL AURICULA SOCIETY.
Southern Division.

April 25.

The Auricula and its allies are again to the fore,
and the society devoted to its interests might
well be proud of the fine exhibition that was held
under its auspices in the conservatory at South
Kensington on Tuesday last. It was generally
admitted that it was one of the best and most ex-
tensive shows of the kind that has yet been seen
since the society originated some few years ago.
Every class in the schedule was well represented,
particularly the classes for single specimens,
which as usual were numerous, so numerous, in
fact, as to lead to no little confusion in the matter
of judging, and particularly in reporting, and it

would be better for all concerned if some little

readjustment of the existing system was carried
out before another show took place. As may be
seen by the prize list below, exhibitors from the
north carried off the leading prizes in most of
the classes, a result doubtless due in some mea-
sure to the mildness of the season being against
the southern growers.

CERTincATES OP MERIT were awarded to the
following new varieties : Agamemnon (Horner),
Jumbo (Douglas), Mrs, Moore (Douglas), Blue Bell
(Horner), George Rudd (Woodhead), Luna (Hor-
ner), Mrs. Dodwell (Woodhead), Rev. Godfrey
Horner (Horner), Brunette (Pohlman), Duke of
Albany (Douglas), Amelia Hardwidge (Douglas),
Princess Waldeck (Douglas), Ada Hardwidge
(Douglas), and Amazon (Turner), the last four
ftlpiue varieties.

Prizes for new Auriculas.—The prizes

offered for seedling Auriculas had, as might tie

expected, a peculiar interest for cultivators, and
a goodly number of new flowers were staged,

generally of fine character. In the class for green-

edged varieties the first prize was awarded to a
verj' large flower named Agamemnon, raised and
shown by the Rev. F. D. Horner, having a bright

green edge with a slight beading of meal on the

margin ; body colour dark and well defined, dense
white solid paste, and golden tube, very fine pip

and truss ; 2nd, a bright green, raised and shown
by Mr. J. Douglas, named Jumbo, edge clear,

distinct, and of a lively green, body colour olaret-

black, good white paste, and medium tube, fine

truss. In the grej" class the place of honour was
awarded to Mrs. Moore, raised and shown by Mr.
J. Douglas, smooth grey edge of good sub-

stance, fine pip, black body colour, well defined,

golden paste, form a symmetrical truss ; 2nd, the

Rev. F. D. Horner with his Blue Bell, a very

pretty and attractive flower, having a bright

violet-purple body colour, good paste, large circu-

lar pip and excellent truss, with handsome
mealed foliage

;
equal second, George Rudd, raised

and shown by Jlr. Woodhead, Halifax, golden
tube, pure white solid paste, black body colour,

and good edging, pip circular and truss well dis-

played ; also awarded a first-class certificate of

merit. The best white edge exhibited was
Mrs. Dodwell (Woodhead), pale in the tube, good
paste, dark body colour, large and refined pip,

well defined edge, even in all its parts ; 2nd, the

Rev. Godfrey Horner (Horner), a flower of su-

perior quality, rich golden tube, dense and
smooth, white paste, dark body colour, well
defined edge, and finished pip. The best self

Auricula was Brunette, raised and shown by
Mr. H. Pohlman, of Halifax, a superb flower,

having a broad and well defined black margin,
good paste, scarcely so circular as could be desired,

pale tube, very distinct, fine pip and truss, hand-
some mealed foliage, and vigorous grower ; 2nd,

Duke of Albany (Douglas), a rich, dark self, solid

white paste, golden tube, circular and smooth in

all its parts, and with unmealed foliage.

In the classes for seedling alpines, the best

variety with golden centre was Amazon (Turner),

bright golden centre, a maroon base to the mar-

ginal colour, edged with bright rosy cerise, smooth
and very finp, a first-rate shaded flower ; 2nd,

Princess of Waldeck (Douglas), clear golden
centre, dark base to the marginal colour, shaded
with deep cerise, a very pretty and effective va-

riety. Amelia Hardwidge (Douglas),a fine golden-
centred flower, having a dark base to the margin
shaded with bronze and cerise ; very pretty and
striking. In the class for white centres Charles
Darwin (Turner) was placed first ; it has a clear

white centre with a base of dark velvet and a
slight edge of bright purple ; small in the pip as

shown, but a variety capable of being seen first

rate in all respects ; 2nd, Ada Hardwidge (Dou-
glas), pale centre, with a dark velvety base to the
marginal colours, edged with pale bright lilac-

purple ; a little small, but very promising. There
were many other new alpines, but the foregoing
were the cream of those shown. Prizes were
offered for new gold-laced Polyanthus, but none
were deemed good enough to merit them, though
a few seedlings were shown.

The classes for twelve, six, four, and two plants
were all numerously represented. In Mr. Horner's
dozen were Erebus, Heroine, Ajax, Excelsior, Luna,
all raised by the exhibitor ; Moonlight, Frank
Simonite, Mrs. Douglas, Lancashire Hero, and C,

J. I'eny, all with finely developed trusses and fine

pips. In the second best collection were Brunette,
Blackbird, Confidence, Colonel Taylor, Prince of

Greens, and Acme in superb condition
; and in the

other collections the most remarkable plants were
Charles Turner, Frank Simonite, Ne Plus Ultra,

Pizarro, George Lightbody, and Lancashire Hero
Mr. Horner was also first with six, showing John
Daltry, Heroine, Prince of Greens, True Briton
Lord Clyde, and O. Lightbody. There were five

other collections shown in this class. In the
class for four Mr. Penson was first with Eliza,

F. Simonite, Lancashire Hero, and George Light-

body. Some half-a-dozen other collections were
shown. Pairs of plants were very numerous,
and Mr. Penson was first here also with George
Lightbody and Lancashire Hero.

Single specimens.- In the class for a grey
edged variety George Lightbody was shown for

the whole of the prizes with the exception

of the fifth prize, a fact that speaks highly

for the variety, Prince of Greens was shown
by Mr. Horner for the first in the class for

green-edged sorts. Col. Taylor, Imperator, Prince

of Greens, Talisman taking the other prizes. The
selfs were shown splendidly, the prizetakers being

the varieties Ringdove, Blackbird, Topsy, Pizarro,

Garibaldi, Lord of Lome, and Sapphire in the

order named.

There were three collections of fifty plants,

which of course made an extensive show, Mr.

Douglas was, as last year, first with a capital

collection, remarkable for the uniform quality of

the plants together with a great number of varie-

ties, the selfs being particularly fine, such as

Metropolitan, C. J. Perry, Topsy, Lord Lome,
Pizarro. The Slough collection which was second,

was also noteworthy for the excellence of the

sneoimens, though perhaps inferior to the other as

regards size of truss. It contained, moreover, more
self varieties than that from Loxford Hall. The
other collection from Wales, was a good one, espe-

cially having regard to the long journey it had
undergone.

Alpine varieties.—The improvement that

has been effected in this section has made them
very popular, and on this occasion they seemed
to attract attention more than any other class.

Mr. Turner, who has done more in improving

these charming flowers than any one, showed
them splendidly. In the collection of twelve

which won the first prize the following beautiful

kinds were in fine condition : Unique, John Bull,

Philip Frost, Sensation, Fred. Copeland, William
Fowle, King of the Belgians, Dr. Denny, Ethel,

and Superb, all of which were among the cream
of the numerous varieties that have been raised

at the Slough nursery. These varieties were also

shown in the collection for six. The classes for

single specimens of alpines were large. In that

for gold centred varieties Amazon, Princess Wal-
deck, Amelia Hardwidge, and King of the Bel-

gians took the prizes in the order named, the new
Amelia Hardwidge, raised by Mr. Douglas, taking

the third, fourth, and fifth prizes—a proof of its

excellence. In the class for white-centred sorts

Charles Darwin, Mentor, Queen Victoria, Gladia-

tor, and George Lightbody were the prizetakers.

The fancy Auriculas were not numerous, and they

evidently do not find much sympathy with gene-

ral Auricula fanciers, though some of them are

extremely pretty, particularly the laced varieties,

which show a beautiful transition of colour in

their flowers from almost white to the most in-

tense purple.

Polyanthuses.—These were not numerous,

though what they were were of high quality and
represented the old florists' varieties to perfection.

In Mr. Barlow's collection of six, which was first,

were Prince Regent, Cheshire Favourite, Exile,

Firefly, and Sunrise, a most charming variety, and
likewise the finest red gi-ound varieties in the

show, being good in every point. Among other col-

lections were Buck's George IV., President, and
Lancer.

Hardy Primulas were as usual poorly shown,

only one collection being worth mention, and in

this the most noteworthy plants were varieties of

P. Sieboldi, or P.cortusoides amcena. On the other

hand. Primrose were very good, particularly the

collections from Messrs. Dean and Brookbank,

which showed the beauties of the flower to per-

fection.

Lecture.—In the course of the afternoon Mr.

Shirley Hibberd delivered an interesting lecture

on the " Early History of the Auricula," for a full

account of which, however, we regret we have no

space.
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LIST OF AWARDS.
12 varieties.—1, Eev. F. D. Huiner, Kirkby Malzeai-d,

Kipon ; 2, Mr. E, Pohlman, Halifax ; 3, Mr. T. Woodhead,
Rhebden, Halif.ix ; 4, Jlr. J. Douglas, Loxford Hall, Ilfoid-

( varieties.— 1, Mr. Hoi-ner ; a, Mr. Woodhead; 3, Jlr.

Douglas
; 4, Mr. Pohlman ; 6, Messrs. Cannell, Swanley

;

6, llr. LlewelljTi, Pellergare.

4 varieties. -1, Mr. R. K. Penson, Dinham Hall, Ludlow

;

2, Rev. E. L. Fellowes, Wimpole Rectory, Royston ; 3, Mr.
R. Gorton, Eecles, Manchester ; 4, Mr. S. M Robins, Lewis-
ham

; 5, Mr. T. Fife, Reading ; 6, Mr. W. Brockhank,
Broekhurst.

2 varieties —1, Mr. Penson ; 2, Mr. W. Bolton, Warring-
ton

; 3, Mr. Brockbauk
; 4, Sir. FeUowes ; 5, Rev. H, Dom-

brain
; 6, Mr. S. Barlow.

Single specimen, green-edged —1 and 2, Mr. Homer

;

3, Mr. Woodhead
; 5, Mr. Brockbank ; 6, Mr. Horner.

Grey-edged specimeu.—1, 2, and 3, Mr. Penson ; 4, Mr.
Pohlman

; 5, Mi-. Penson ; 6, Mr. Pohlman ; 7 and S, Mr.
Horner,

White -edged specimen —1, Mr. 'Woodhead; 2, Jlr.

Douglas
; 3 and 4, Mr. Pohlman ; 5 and 6, Jlr. Douglas

;

7, Mr. Homer ; s, Mr. Penson.
Single specimen, self variety.—1 and 2, Jlr. Horner ; 3, 4,

and 5, Jlr. Douglas ; 6, Jlr. Bolton ; 7, Jlr. Homer ; S, Jlr.
Douglas.

60 plants.—1, Mr. Douglas ; 2, Jlr. Tm-ner, Royal Nursery,
Slough

; 3, JIi-. Llewellyn.
12 alpine varieties.—], Jlr. Turner; 2, Mr. LleweUyu;

3, Jlr. Douglas.

6 alpine varieties.-l, Jlr. Douglas; 2, Mr. Turner; 3,
Mr. FeUowes

; 4, Mr. Llewellyn ; 5, Mr. R. Dean, Ealing.
Single specimen, alpine gold-centre.— 1, JIi-. Turner; 2,

3, 4, 5, and 6, Jlr. Douglas.
Single specimen, alpine white-centre.-1 and 2, Mr. Tur-

ner
; 3 and 4, Jlr. Douglas ; 5, Jlr. Turner ; 6, Jlr. Douglas.

6 Polyanthuses.—1, Jlr. Barlow; 2, Mr. Bolton; 3, Jlr.
Douglas.

3 Polyanthuses.—1, Jlr. Barlow

;

R. Dean.

12 fancy Auriculas.-
Jlr. Dean.

12 Polyanthuses —1, Mr. R. Dean.
12 single and double Primroses.- 1, Jlr. Brockbank.
12 hardy Primulas.—1, Jlr. LleweUyn.

Jlr. Bolton ; 3, Jlr.

Jlr. Barlow ; 2, Jlr. Bjlton ; 3,

EOi'AL BOTANIC SOCIETY.

April 26.

The second spring show of this societj-, which was
held on Wednesday last, was neither so extensive
nor of such high character as corresponding shows
of previous years, and as with the last spring show
so with this, it partook of the general character
of the show on the previous day at Soutli Ken-
sington

; in fact, the majority of the exhibits were
the same at both places. Wo will, therefore, con-
fine our remarks to those of the exhibits that
were not shown previously.

EOSES.—The principal feature of the show was
the Roses, which were, indeed, very fine. There
were the superb groups from Messrs. Paul & Son,
Lane and Son, Piper, supplemented by the col-
lections in competition for the prizes. In the nur-
serymen's class there was only one exhibitor
(Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt), who sent a splen-
did collection of nine plants of large size, though
in comparatively small pots. There were fine ex-
amples of Mrs. Laxton, La France, Edouard
Morren, John Stuart Mill, Mad. Lacharme, Magna
Charta, Juno, and in addition to these Messrs. Paul
showed acoUection of smaller specimens, andsome
glorious baskets of cut blooms of Marechal Niels
from the same plant as the blooms shown last
year, so much admired. Messrs. William Paul, of
Waltham Cross, likewise had a superb display of
cut blooms, among which the glowing deep
colour of Duke of Edinburgh stood promi-
nent from all the rest. The amateur's class
was, as usual, not well represented, there being
but two exhibitors, and in both of the collections
the plants were small, but very healthy, with
blooms of good quality, the varieties being Mrs.
Bosanquet, Marquise de Castellane, Marguerite
Brassac, Baroness Rothschild, and Hon. George
Bancroft.

pure crimson ; Gloire de Bourg-la-Reine, very deep
crimson ; Mad. Angele Jacquier, a large Tea variety,

blush tinted ; Jules Finger, pink ; Comtesse
Comondo, very deep crimson ; and Guillanme
Gillemot, deep rose.

Pelargosiums were well shown considering
the early date, Mr. Turners collection being
uniformly very fine. His plants were large and
extremel3' well flowered, the varieties being La
Patrie, Duchess of Bedford, Princess Hortense,
Digby, Grand Sappho, JIaid of Kent, La Grande,
Venus, and Duchesse de Morny. Most of these
belong to what is called the decorative class, a

race of Pelargoniums that deserve to be largelj'

grown for early flower ; the varieties mentioned
include some of the best. In Mr. Little's group
were good plants of Kingston Beauty, Mad.
Thibaut, Bracelet, Enchantress, Admiration, Piosy

Morn, and Emperor of the Pelargoniums, the last

an uncommonly bright and attractive variety.

Auriculas.—There was an extensive display

of these, large groups being shown by Mr. Turner
and Messrs. Cannell besides the competing col-

lections. The best twelve, from Mr. Douglas, con-
sisted of Lord Lome, Blackbird, Ne Plus Ultra,

John Waterton, Alexander Meiklejohn, George
Lightbody, Lancashke Hero, Dr. Horner, Jumbo,
Smiling Beauty, and Mrs. Moore, all superb
specimens. In the other three collections, from
Messrs. Turner, Llewellyn, and Cannell, were
such beautiful sorts as Topsj', Beauty, Vulcan, Mr.
W. B. Brown, Imperator. Confidence, Col. Champ-
neys. True Briton, Lovely Ann, Glory, Charles
Perry, Sultana, Complete, all of which may class

among the finest varieties.

Azaleas and Ehododendeoss.—The only
exhibitors of twelve Rhododendrons were Messrs.
Lane, who had a dozen grand bushes, including
such fine varieties as Atrosanguinea, Illuminator,
Bodartiana, Guido, Sir Robert Peel, Broughtoni,
Queen of the West, Favourite, Columbus. Azaleas,
on the whole, were poorly shown, the only credit-

able collection being one from Mr. Turner, whose
plants, though not large, were densely fiowered,
and the varieties were well selected, being Mdlle.
Lemoinier, Queen Victoria, Reine de Pays-Bas, Roi
Leopold, Duo de Nassau, and Ferdinand Kegel-
jan.

Stove and greenhouse plants call for no
special comment, save that one of the exhibitors
was disqualified for having a plant in a 13-in. pot
instead of 12-in. With but two exceptions the col-

lections were much below mediocrity ; indeed,
were scarcely admissible to an exhibition tent.

The best collection, from Messrs. Peed, included
some excellent Azaleas very densely flowered

; A.
Jean Vervaene, a new sort with bright salmon-
tinted flowers, was particularly fine ; as, also,

ApoUon, large and pure white
; and Roi de Hol-

lands, a deep crimson-red. In the disqualified

group from Mr. James, Lower Norwood, were
some excellent plants, including a pair of Anthu-
rium Andreanum, very fine. Cinerarias were very
good for such a late date—particularly- the nine
from Mr. Odell. There were but two collections of
Amaryllis, Mr. Little again showing the finest,

which included the varieties Princess Dagmar,
Fairstar, Galatea, Mdlle. Titiens.

Among the miscellaneous groups from Mr.
B. S. Williams, consisting of Amaryllis, Orchids,
and fine-foliaged plants, was highly attractive
likewise the collections of cut and pot Tulips from
Capt. Patton, the Pelargoniums and other things
from Messrs. Cannell, the Pansies from Mr.
Hooper, and the tastefully-arranged group from
Mr. Wheeler, consisting of an admixture of
Coleuses and Maidenhair Fern principally, which
had a very pleasing effect.

New plants.—These were not so numerous as
usual, though on this occasion were far from few.
Mr. B. S. Williams showed Dendrobium rhodop-
terygium, Coelogyne Parishi, C. Massangeana,
Alsophila RebecCEe, Crinum Makoyauum, Imauto-
phyllum cruentum, Ronubergia Morreniana,
Amaryllis grandidens, A. Mrs. B. S. Williams, A.
macrantha. From Mr. Bull came Cereus dasycanthus,

New Eoses.—Messrs. Paul, Cheshunt, were the _„„„„„
only exhibitors of six Roses sent out in 1879 and I Cattleya Mendelli elegans and conspici^7 Odonto.
1880. They included Madame Isaac Perifere, large,

|
glossiun HaUi pictum and leucoglossum, Anthu

rium ampliatum, Davallia fijiensis plumosa,

Azalea Furston Bariatinski. From Mr. Turner,

Royal Nursery, Slough, Tree Carnations Flambeau,
Burgundy, Hector, Whipper-in, Rnfus, Marksman,
Enchantress, Nimrod, Autocrat, Premier, Con-
queror, and Juliette ; also Azalea Phoebus and
Pelargonium Triomphe de St. Mande. Mr. Little

contributed three new Amaryllis named Fairstar,

Galatea. Messrs. Lane, Berkhamstead,had Deutzia

gracilis variegata. Mr. Noble, Clematis Duke of

Albany, Duchess of Albany, Darwin, Maud Brans-

combe, Daniel Deronda, Princess Beatrice, and
King Arthur. Messrs. Paul & Son showed a new
Rose called White Baroness, and Messrs. William
Paul, Waltham Cross, a Tea variety named Etoile

de Lyon. New Auriculas were numerously shown
by Mr. Turner, all of the alpine section, the names
of which were Superb, Pollie, Lady Aitchinson,

Mentor, Gladiator, Charles Darwin, Sappho, Hec-
tor, T. D. T. Llewellyn, Amazon, and Imperial.

Botanical certificates were awarded to

CcELOGTNE MASSANGEANA, a handsome species

with long, graceful spikes of flowers with primrose-

yellow sepals and petals, and a chocolate-brown

labellum. From B. W. Williams.

Medinilla amabilis.—Similar in growth and
appearance to M. magnifica, except that the

flower clusters are borne erect and not drooping.

The foliage is large and handsome. Exhibited by
Mr. W. Bull.

Crinum Makotanum—The splendid species

alluded to a short time since as being certificated

at South Kensington. Mr. B. S. Williams.

Gtmnogramma Laucheana gbandiceps. —
The same as shown at South Kensington. Messrs

Dixon.

Odontoglossum Halli pictum.—A form with

rather deeper and more defined markings than

ordinary. Mr. Bull.

Adiantum Pacotti.—A dwarf Maidenhair form

with small dense fronds, in the way of A. cunea-

tum, of which in fact it is a variety. A. Victorise,

the handsome variety certificated a short time since

at the Royal Horticultural Society. Mr. Bull.

Davallia fijiensis plumosa.—A very ele-

gant Hare's-foot Fern, having the long graceful

fronds tasselled at the tips. One of the handsomest
of stove Ferns. Mr. Bull.

Floricultural certificates were awarded to

Auricula Gladiator, Mentor, Charles Dar-

win, Amazon, and T. D. T. Lewellyn, all varieties

of the alpine class with creamy white centres. Mr.

Turner.

A'^ioLA Mrs. Laing and Mr. Llewellyn,
the same as shown at South Kensington by Mr.

Hooper.
Pelargonium Bridesmaid.—A very showy

variety of the decorative, having all the good

points so much sought for in this type of Pelar-

gonium. Mr. Little.

Amaryllis Mrs. B. S. Williams.—A variety

with finely formed flowers and pure white without

any markings whatever. Mr. B. S. Williams.

Auricula Mrs. Moore and Jumbo, both of

the edged flowered class, and perfection as regards

the points of a good Auricula. Both from Mr.

Douglas.

Clematis Charles Darwin, Daniel Deronda,

and Princess Beatrice, alluded to in R. H. S.

report. Mr. Noble.

Azalea pontica narcissiflora.—A most
beautiful variety, having double flowers like some
of the Narcissi, pure rich yellow, delightfully

scented. Messrs, Veitch,

LIST OF awards.
12 stove and greenhouse plants (open).—1, Messrs. Peed

<t Son, ITorbury N^urseries, Streatham ; 2, Jlr. G. Wheeler,

gardener to Lady Goldsmid, Regent's Park ; 3, Mr. H.

Eason, gardener to Mr. Noakes, North Hill, Highgate.

12 Rhododendrons (open).—1, Messrs. H, Lane & Son,

Great Berkharastead.

9 Roses in pots (nurserymen).—1, Messrs. Paul & Son,

Cheshunt.

6 Roses in pots (amateurs).-1, Mr. Wiggins, gardens

to Mr. Little, Hillingdon Place, Uxbridge.
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6 new Roses of 1879 and ISSO (nurserymen).—!, Messrs.

Pa\il & Son, Cheshunt.

6 greenhouse Azaleas (nurserymen).—!, Mr. Turner,

Slough ; 3, Messrs. Peed.

6 greenhouse Azaleas (amateurs).—2, Mr. G. Wheeler
;

3, Mr. Eason.

6 Amaryllis (open).—1, Mr. J. Wiggins ; 2, Mr. Butler,

gardener to Mr. Gibbs, St. Dunstan's, Regent's Park.

6 Cinerarias (open).—1, Mr. T. Odell, HiUingdon ; 2,

Ml'. Wiggins.
'

P Pelargoniums (open).—1, Mr. Turner ; 2, Mr. Wiggins.

!2 Auriculas (open).—1, Mr. J. Douglas, Loxlord Hall,

Ilford ; 2, Mr. Turner ; 3, Mr. llewellyn.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Mr. Turner, silver medal lor Auriculas.

Mr. Noble, Ascot Nui-sery, small silver medal for Cle-

matis.

Mr. Wiggins, small silver medal for collection of plants.

Mr. G. Wlieeler, small silver medal for collection of

plants.

Mr. Hooper, bronze medal for Pansies.

Messrs. Lane & Son, large silver medal for Roses.
Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, small silver medal for

pot and cut Roses, &c.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, small silver medal for standard
Roses, Maples, &c.

Messrs. W. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, silver-gilt

medal for pot Roses.

Mr. B.S. Williams, large silver medal for collection of

plants.
Mr. Young, gardener to Capt. Patton, for collection of

Tulips, &c.

Mr. G. W. Piper, TJckfleld, certificate for cut Roses.
Messrs. Cannell & Sons, S wanley, certificate for gi'oup

of Primula Sieboldi ; large bronze medal for Auriculas

;

certificate for cut Pelargoniums.

CHARLES DAEWIN.
Among the many eulogies that will be written on
the life, works, and death of Darwin perhaps few
will be more honest or sincere than those that are
penned by practical horticulturists. At first sight
itmight appear that the theory of "Evolution "and
the " Origin of Species " had but little relation to
practical horticulture. But tliis would be to take a
very narrow view of the scope and aim of the latter.

Besides, the wonderful array of facts which Dar-
win has gleaned from the wide field of botany
and horticulture is in itself the most valu-
able contribution to the advancement of the
science and practice of horticulture. Whatever
advances our knowledge of vegetable life or en-
larges our conceptions of its marvellous a iapta-
tions and forces likewise increases our power over
it. Hence Darwin's facts, apart from the theories
they establish, and with which his name will be
for ever associated, are so much more accumulated
force and power overNature placed within the reach
of cultivators. In view of such facts as are mar-
shalled before us in overwhelming force and num-
ber in such works as the " Origin of Species " and
the " Variation of Animals and Plants under
Domestication," plants are no more like dead
chessmen to be moved hither and thither on an
unchangeable road of stereotyped modes of pro-
duction, but rather so much living- raw material
to be moulded into new forms and liigher
types at the bidding of cultural advancement
or commercial necessities. If, as seems pro-
bable, so much of beauty, usefulness, value
have been evolved from the simple and
primitive forms of past ages, how much more
may yet be developed from the more perfect
plants and products of the present day. Granting
the truth of the theory of evolution, it follows, as a
matter of course, that we have not yet reached
the end of it. Hence the horticulturist must
never rest and be thankful with present attain-
ments. " Forgetting the things which are behind,
reaching forward to those that are before," must
ever be his motto. From good to better, from bet-
ter to yet better still, and on towards an unattain-
able best, his watchword. Our material is plastic

;

not fixed. Forms, colours, statures, sizes, sub-
stances, qualities, products, all go to be altered,
changed, enhanced, improved. This is our first,
most valuable, and far-reaching lessons from Dar-
win's teaching. Well learned it will show that the
best of us are only on the threshold, and not on

the top stone of our victories over Nature. Plant
life and its powers are a great deep in which each
of us have been dropping his short line, with
which we may have drawn a few prizes. It re-

mained for Darwin to reveal to us how fathomless
and wide was the great sea of life from which we
have all been trying to filch our finished products.
With this expansion of our \'iews of the nature of

the plants we cultivate will come larger knowledge
of new and more rapid waj's and means of pro-
duction. The truism thatknowledge ispower is never
more true than when applied to plants and their
culture. Ignorance rather than indolence is the most
fruitful cause of failure in horticulture. Nor is the
possession of knowledge all that is needful. A
willingness to learn is almost equally valuable.
In this, also, Darwin Kas shown us a perfect
example. Perhaps the most learned man of this or

any age, he was to the last one of the most dili-

gent of scholars. He took lessons from everything,
anybody. With a store of facts suflicient to stock
a cyclopaedia, he was ever gleaning more, from
the pure book—Nature. Neither was he ashamed
to accept or acknowledge facts from the humblest
l^ractical gardener. Beasts, birds, plants, insects

were all his instructors. He, whose intellect was
so keen and lofty as to grasp the theory of evolu-
tion, solve the problem of the origin of species,

and propound a great fmany other theories,

could sit quietly down after these marvellous
achievements and learn from the earthworm how
the bald, bare earth was covered with vegetable
mould, and thus prepared for becoming the home
of those plants which his wonderful discoveries

seem to have clotlied with fresh wonders and en-
dowed with new powers. Always learning and
never coming to the full knowledge of the trutli

was his attitude from first to last ; and the more
we can imitate him in this, the more shall

we surely know, and the more perfect shall our
practice become.
One more lesson all of us may well learn at

the feet of our dead teacher before lie is gathered
to his rightful place in the great Abbey at West-
minster. Perhaps no scientific or practical man
so fully fortified with facts ever made a more
humble and reverent use of them. His self-asser-

tion and dogmatism were in the inverse ratio of
his knowledge. It would be more correct to

say he had none of either of these quali-

ties. So reticent was he in drawing logical

inferences fTOm his facts, that he almost lost the
credit of the discovery of tlie theory of evolution
by withholding his conclusions for several years
while he buttressed them anew with fresh facts.

This reticence and humility in drawing con-
clusions characterised liim through life. Perhaps
no man ever made so sure of his ground before
taking a step into the disputable and unknown as

Darwin, while it is certain that none ever based
fewer theories on such huge mountains of facts. It

may be said the theories were giants, and needed a
broad basis of facts to rest upon, and tliis is true, but
in this age of bold assumption on slender premises
it is refreshing to turn to Darwin's array of facts

in such works as " Tlie Variation of Animals and
Plants under Domestication," where the facts alone
are left, as with the consciousness that they are
sufBciently strong to make their own impression.
How much more pleasant and profitable reading
our horticultural and other literature would be if

each speaker and writer would try to follow in

the footsteps of Darwin in this respect. The
greatest want of horticulture and all other arts

and sciences is facts, more facts. Darwin's enor-
mous and valuable supplies have but whetted our
appetites for more. We have opinions ad naiiseum
on most subjects, and they are often as useless
as they are nauseous. But facts, however trivial,

are vital. It was by such facts gleaned in all

available fields, and piled up with infinite indus-
try, that Darwin evolved tlie doctrine of evolution,

earned for himself the name of the chief savant
of his age, and exacted the gratitude of all hor-
ticulturists by giving a new departure to the art
that they endeavour to illustrate and the science
that they love so well, but can never fully under-
stand. D. T. Fish.

OBITUARY.

Jean Baptistb (Juillot died on the 18th
instant, aged 81. He was one of the oldest Eose
growers of France, contemporary with LafEay and
Victor Verdier, of Paris, and the earliest of thej

Lyons Piose raisers. He has for some years retired

from active work, but amongst the varieties he
raised and sold are to be found some of our best!

Roses. Hybrid Perpetual Senateur Vaisse in

1859, Monsieur Neman in 1866, Madame Neman
in 1867, Comtesse d'Oxford in 186'J, and Baron
Gonella in 1859 are amongst the Roses which he
raised andwhich arestillin cultivation. M. Guillot's

son has well maintained his father's reputation.

We are indebted to him for La France, Horace
Vernet, Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier, and Catherine
Mermet amongst other good Roses.

Double Cineraria (J. Archell, N. Mm.ham).—1he
flowers you send evidently belong to an uncommonly fine

variety—one of the best we have seen.

Show Dablias. -I shall be obliged by any reader of

The Garden telling me the names of twelve good large

Dahlias to grow for exhibition; also twelve fancy ones.— Q.

Honesty.—Kindly state that my stock of Honesty is

quite exhausted, and also allow me to thank my correspon-

dents for the way in which they responded to your notice.

1 am very glad to think that I have been able to supply all

the applications that I have had for the seed.—THOMAS
Baluing, BenUtj Lodge, Ctapkavi Common.

Overhanging trees.—A and B having kitchen gar-

dens by the side of each other, and the fence dividing the

two belongs to A, if B plants a row of trees in his garden,

what distance ought he to keep from A's fence ? Will some
of your readers kindly answer this question.—Constant
SUESClllEER.

Craig-y-nos Castle gardens. -Commenting on the

work of others is very far from pleasant to us, but when
that work is pubished as an example, we think we may say

a word in the interests of our art. A contemporary pub-

lished on April 8 two illustrations of a residence belonging

to Madame Patti at Craig-y-nos, in Brecon, which are about

the most hideous types of the garden art that we have seen

for many a day. The main features are a series of hard, un-

meaning terraces, looking like lines in a sloping brickfield.

The dinner and presentation to Mr. Thomas Moore on

his retirement from the Gardeners' Chronicle will, we imder-

staud take place at the Cannon Street Hotel on Tuesday,

May 23. Ticlcets(21s each) maybe obtained on application

to the Hon. Sec , 15, Erownswood Pai-k, London, N.

Notice to quit C^. T. <fc SoiiX—Will some of your

readers kindly infonn us what length of notice a yearly

tenant is entitled to from his landlord for nurseries, and
also for market gardens ? and if the landlord is compelled

by law to take permanent crops at valuation, such as

Gooseberry bushes. Strawberries, &c. ?

Names of plants.—i!. zr.—Amelanchier ovalis ; the

Judas ti'ee is Cercis Siliquastrum. M. W.—Narcissus

odorus fl.-pl., Aubrietia deltoidea, Vlyosotis sylvatica.

N. Howard.— I, Corydalis lutea ; 2, Primula denticu-

lata ; 3, Centranthus ruber ; 4, Pulmonaria angustifolia ;

6, Celsia .cretica. T. B. Watson.—!, Doronicum Pard a-

lianches ; 2, Pulmonaria mollis variety ; 3, Andromeda
Iloribuuda. Fc^ienfa'ne CTuse.—The Aucuba flowers you
send are female. J. Ha)/.-Rhododendron Paissellianum;

the double Auricula is a very fine one and worth per-

petuating. .E.G. C.—Mitellacordifolia. H.O.Walker.

—Doronicum Pardalianches, one of the Leopard's-bane.

.EvHi)!i/.—Anemone sylvestris, Coronilla glauca. Mae.

Staphylea piunata, Narcissus biflorus. WreTcin.—We
doubt if your surmise is correct, seeing that Euphorbia

splendens is anative of the Isle of France.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.
H.B. F.—J. C—W. T.—C.-J.H.-S. L.—B. W. W.—T.

B.—J. C—R. G.—W. W.—G J.—B.—C. W. D.—J. G.—J.
S. W.—1. & N.—R. & Co.—F. A. F.—W. B.—R. R. C—
Mac—.T. T.—T. B.—A. F. B.—E. W.—P. N. F.—K.—F.—
T. B.—W. T.—S. B.—A. K.—F. F. C—C. F. W.—W. H. C.

—G. M. D.—W. W.—J. C. T.—J. C—S. A.—M. G.—W. G.

—C. B.—G. S. S.—C. B.—G. L.-T. D. H.—J. K.—J.A.—S.

—W. A.—J. C. C—C. L. H.—T. P. C—W. B. R.—D. E.—
F. C. F.—.T. S.—H. S.—W. A.—S. L.—T. S.—R. J. K.—J,.

II.—S. E. P.— .T. &B. A.—N. M.^r. D.—E. P. H. H. &Son.
—B. G.—E.—W. B.—M.—P. G.—W. M.—G. .T.—J. S. W.
-Subscriber.—W. W.—R. G.- J. C—B.—J. S. W.—W. P..

R.—W. J. M.—J. T. H.—J. & E. A.—J. C. & Co.—S. & 0.

—C. Mc. D.—D. & W.—11. & Co.—J. W.—A. M.-R. D.—
Mac—J. G.—A. M.—T. W.-T. S.—W. H M.—M. E. C.

—S. D.—D. T. F.—M. J. B.—T. C. L.—.T. O.—Cambrian.—
J. H. W. T.—J. G.— r. W. L.-M.—H. Q.—H. L C—W. T^

—H. B. H.—J. S. & Son.—A. R.—P. N. F.—W.' P. ift Soiu

W. T. B.—A Constant Subscriber. I
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"This is an Art
Which does mend Nature ; change it rather : biit

The art itself is Saivre."—Shakespeare.

NOTES FROM GUNNERSBURY HOUSE.
The quiet sweep of lawn surrounding this

charming suburban residence was lately en-

livened by a glorious tree of the Yulan (Mag-
nolia eonspicua), a perfect mass of snowy-white
blossoms. This tree is an exceptionally fine one,

and as old, we should consider, as any about
London, its trunk having a great girth. Further

down the lawn, across the pretty little lake is a

remarkable specimen of the Chinese Crab (Pyrus

spectabilis) in full flower, a huge mass of deli-

cate tints, which, with the various greens,

browns, and yellows of the unfolding foliage of

the ornamental deciduous trees by which it is

surrounded, has a very fine efiect. In the houses,

which are filled to overflowing with ornamental
plants of various classes, we noted some excep-

tionally fine specimens of Crotons—plants not
only large, but possessing foliage with all its

characteristic colouring highly developed.

Amongst these the most noteworthy were C.
undulatus and C. Hookeri, two of the finest of

Crotons, and scarcely surpassed by newer
varieties. In the cultivation of all fine foliaged

plants Mr. Hudson is particularly successful,

for, besides Crotons, Alocasias, Marantas, and
similar plants, there are some marvellous speci-

mens of Ferns; for example, we noticed a plant
of Davallia buUata fully 5 ft. across, huge plants

of Gleiehenia flabellata and Mendelli just de-

veloping their new fronds, and a remarkable ex-

ample of Dicksonia antarctica, with a huge
stem compared with the head and size of the pot
in which it is growing. In order to produce this

size of stem, ^Ir. Hudson places a layer of Moss
round the crown of new fronds annually, so as

to keep constantly moist the new roots that are

developed. The other houses are chiefly devoted
to fruit culture. In the vineries are excellent

crops of early Grapes, particularly of the

Madresfield Court variety, which is found to

force well along with Black Hamburghs for an
early crop. In all the houses the most Is made
of the space. The vineries are filled with flower-

ing and other plants, and in the Peach houses
are Strawberries and Roses in pots; nevertheless,

both Peaches and Nectarines bear excellent

crops. In the fruit garden Mr. Hudson is carry-
ing out some interesting experiments with re-

gard to the pruning of Pear and other trees, the
results of which we hope to deal with on some
future occasion. Adjoining the mansion is a con-
servatory, which is kept perpetually gay with
bloom, and in this one thing particularly at-

tracted us, and that was the free way in which
the plants were growing—we mean free from
any training and tying, which so often destroy
all grace and beauty. For instance, here is a
fine plant of Chorozema Chandleri hangingfrom
a transverse box in a most charming way with-
out a tie, and without the branches being
pinched and trimmed, as is so often the case in

order to get what is called a symmetrical plant.

The same want of sticks and ties characterises

Eriostemons and other hard-wooded plants, as

well as Azaleas, which are so often tied and
trained in the conventional, conical, or balloon-
shaped form. Here the bushes are free, yet not
unsymmetrical, and every bloom, as it were,
tells its own tale and i? set off to advantage by
the foliage which crops out here and there.

Such plants as are seen at exhibitions are gene-
rally all flower and no leaves. W. G.

TREE STUMPS IN ROCK GARDENS.

It is to be hoped that your timely warning in last

week's GARDEN respecting the use of tree stumps
in the construction of rock gardens will have its

due infiuenoe with those in charge of the impor-

tant one now being formed at Kew. Only the

other day I was requested to visit a lady's garden

in the north of England to advise what was best

to be done with an old rockery. I found it to be

composed of several cart-loads of tree stumps in

various stages of decomposition and burrs, i.e.,

hard burnt and deformed bricks. 1 at once

recommended entire reconstruction— carting away
all roots and tree stumps, and burying the burrs

several feet below the surface. We are now making
a new rockery with rocks of millstone grit, from

4 ton to li ton in size. When one considers the

important"position the gardens at Kew hold in

relation to the horticultural world and the vast

number of people who go there for instruction,

everyone must desire that the rock garden there

should not only be equal to anything already

existing, but that it should be a good head and
shoulders above any other work of the kind

in the country, so that it may have a stimu-

lating eifect upon this most interesting branch of

gardening. If we consider for a moment the

numbers of plants that can be cultivated even on

a moderate-sized rockery, and the difEerent parts

of the globe from vi faich they have been brought,

the importance of the work will be apparent.

Even on the small rockery in front of my house,

where only about 6 tons of stone were used, I

have representatives from the Pyrenees, Switzer-

land, Italy, India, and America, &c., and where
several hundred tons of rocks are used, the variety

of plants employed must be very large indeed,

clearly indicating the amount of thought and
careful study that ought to be brought to bear on
the construction of such a rock garden as that at

Kew, and also in the preparation of the soil for the

successful cultivation of the plants. For instance,

for many years I failed togrow the rare little Primula

glutinosa until I was informed by Mr. Churchill,

who had seen it in its native haunts, that it was
always found on porphyry. I at once planted it in

granitic soil, and the change was at once apparent.

It would be out of place here to go minutely

into the compositions of soils, but after many
years' experience I am persuaded that this is most
important, especially as regards plants that are

rare and difficult to cultivate. Some will not

thrive in the ordinary soil of our gardens. Let us,

therefore, hope that the rock garden at Kew,
when finished, may be all that the gardening

public could wish. B. POTTEE.
Holr/ate, York.

MUSHROOMS AND THEIR FLAVOUR.
Wb think it was Sir William Jenner who told

a friend of ours who was suffering from some of

the inconveniences of indigestion to omit the

Mushroom and other doubtful products from

hisfood. Whether Sir William's advice related

to the ordinary London Mushroom or not, we
cannot say, but, bearing the fact in mind and ex-

perimenting on these esculents, we made up our

mind that he was right. The Mushroom of

Covent Garden in the winter and spring is one

of the most unsatisfactory of esculents as regards

texture and flavour. It is generally light in

weight, fluffy and leathery, and crowned by a

few straws of manure embedded in it. Of the

unpalatable and unjuicy character of these

products as we generally have them, it would

be difficult to give an idea ; and whether

people suffer from indigestion or not, de-

cidedly they are best omitted. Broiled cordu-

roy fittingly describes the quality of some we
have tried on the gridiron. Our friend Mr. Gil-

bert, of Burghley, has lately given us evidence,

however, that all Mushrooms are not of this

character. Those he grows are heavy, juicy, and

extremely well flavoured. Why there should be

such a great difference is not so clear. Is it

owing to the common way of making the beds

of light manure and litter only ? It may be that

tur friend owes his success to the admixture of

bam, which the late James Barnes and many
other good growers employed. It is reason-

able to suppose tliat a solid bed, partly com-

posed of healthy earth, would give a better re-

sult than one wholly made of stable manure.

In any case all growers should be as particular

about the quality as about the abundance of their

Mushrooms. Thissubject reminds us that many
country gentlemen and others in estimating the

return from their gardens do not allow for the

superior flavour and excellence of the home-
orown products. At one time we had much
greater admiration for the market goods than at

present. The excessive use of manure, which
costs little or nothing in London, tends to make
all vegetables of the London market gaidens
" ranker " than is desirable. We are often sur-

prised to find coarse and poor flavour in well

known and otherwise excellent vegetables, and
can only attribute it to over-manuring and the

staleness incidental to vegetables bought in the

market. It is not fair to ask our friend Gilbert

to divulge all his secrets, even in the interest of

the art of gardening, but we think we must

draw him out on these fat and well-flavoured

Mushrooms.

FRUIT GARDEN.
FRUIT CULTURE IN DEVONSHIRE.

If fruit culture will pay anywhere it ought to do
so in Devonshire, that county being exceptionally

favoured in the way of climate. Often when theblos-

soms of Apples and Pears get cut oS in other parts

of England they escajpe there. Growers in Devon-
shire therefore stand a better chance of being

remunerated for their outlay and labour in plant-

ing there than elsewhere. Wherever orchards are

to be formed, the situations chosen should be
sheltered from north and east wdnds by high trees

or hills, and if surrounded or shut in on those

sides by one or the other, the trees are not only in a
much better position for escaping spring frosts,

but they are also partially protected against

gales, which in the autumn tear ofE the fruit and
dash it to the ground long before it is ready to

gather. The nature of the soil, too, is of import-

ance. It is useless to plant Apples and Pears with

a view to profit unless they can have agood deep loam
with a free and natural drainage, conditions under
which they seldom or never suffer from excess or

want of water, and the roots and bark always re-

main healthy and clean. Why trees canker or

become covered with Moss in the way so frequently

seen is because the soil or subsoil is unsuitable

to them ; it may be from poverty or excess of wet,

and a profitable crop under such circumstances is

quite out of the question. Drains, to be effectual,

must be made deep, as it is not the surface

water that does the injury, but that which lies be-

low, and it is only by draining this off that land

can be kept in a sweet, wholesome condition. If

Moss and stunted growths result from poverty,

the only remedy is to top-dress heavily with

manure, or feed the Grass off with sheep and
pigs ; but if cattle of any kind be grazed among
the trees, they must be protected by having the

stems encased in some way.

Tree guards.— I note that Mr. Garland
says he is having strips of wood nailed to his,

but that probably is a slip of the pen : and though

wood securely fastened so as to form a sort of

guard may answer well, it is likely that guards

made of iron would be the cheapest and best in

the end. Anyhow, sheep must be kept off in some
way, for though they do not bark the trees, they

rub violently against them, and the grease from
their coats seems to have a very bad effect on the

rind. Stiffstemmed trees may be securedfrom harm
by having Gorse or sharp Thorn bushes bound
round with wire, protection which lasts a number
of years and renders them safe.
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Varieties.—In forming orchards for profit

it is useless going in tor many varieties of Apples
and Pears

; tlie best way is to keep to the very

early and late softs, as there is generally a glut at

mid-season, when only poor prices are obtained. It

may be objected that the storing is against late

sorts, but the greater part of ali produce has to

be stored, and nothing pays better for keeping
than Apples and Pears. With a suitable place

they give little or no trouble after they are

gathered, as all that is necessary is to look them over

occasionally and pick out any going to decay be-

fore they affect others they are lying in contact
with. The most valuable Pears are Glou Morceau,
Winter Nelis, Passe Colmar, Bergamot Esperen,
and .Josephina de JIalines. These all require a
warm, sunny spot, and when thus situated, the
whole of them do well either as espaliers or

pyramids, and finish up their fruit in a way that
when ripe it is highly coloured and of first-class

quality.

Pinching and pruning.—To expose the
Pears as much as possible to the sun, the branches
should be thin and the spurs kept close to them
by judicious and timely pinching, as by an early
removal of the young shoots, light and air are let in,

and the strength concentrated in the formation of

blossom buds. To get the trees up to a good
size quickly, they should be allowed to grow
pretty much as they will, and not pruned or
cut hard in, as is too much the fashion, the doing
of which retards and throws them back for

years. The more top they form, the more
root they make, and the quicker they esta-

blish themselves and become profitable. AH that
is wanted in the regulating and training young
trees is to nip out any shoots that are misplaced or

not wanted for furnishing the frame, and let the
others go to become as long and strong as they
like. They want no stopping or cutting back, as

they are sure to break full of buds up their entire

length and form plenty of spurs. The same
remarks apply to Apples, which only need thinning
out in the winter by removing any shoots that are

inside and likely to crosj and fill up the centre.

The best kinds for market growing are Blenheim
Pippin, Cox's Orange, Wellington, and Sturmer
Pippin ; and for summer use, Keswick Codlin,
Lord Suffield, and Gravenstein, all of which come
in in the order in which they are named.

S.D

Prices of Apples.—" J. G." (p. 287) takes
exception to the prices I quoted for Wellington
Apples, but at the same time says they might
have been realised for good samples of French
Crab, &c. Now, the price which good French
Crabs were making in Covent Garden the second
week in March was from 6s. to 7s. per bushel
Northern Greenings the same price ; Wellingtons
from 93. to 10s. ; Blenheims from 10s. to 12s. ; and
rough Apples from .Ss. to is. per bushel. One
tenant farmer here realised 12s. per bushel for all

the Apples he sent to Covent Garden, but they
were a fine sample sent last month. I have grown
French Crab and Wellington twenty-five years,
but I cannot agree with "J. G." that the former
is the better sort, nor do the London prices sup-
port that view of the case. I doubt much if Stur-
raers would fetch so high a price. I quite agree
with him that unless Apples could be bought for
less than 23. Cd. per bushel, or £2 12s. 6d. per
hogshead cider making would not pay. Small
growers here had a difficulty to get rid of their
fruit at 9d. and lOd. per bushel last year, sorts
that would make better cider than the Kentish
Apples. I had something to do with gathering
Apples and making cider for some years in Kent.—John Gablakd, Killcrton, Extter.

Foster's SeedlingGrape.—Amongst white
Grapes adapted for early forcing, Foster's Seedling
is deservedly a favourite. It is a strong grower,
shows plenty of bunches, and sets freely. It makes
a good companion to the Black Hamburgh, suc-
ceeds admirably under the same conditions, and
is fit for cutting rather earlier than that variety.
We have lately adopted it for early work in place

of the Royal Muscadine, which for flavour and
general good qualities is probably unexcelled, but

of late years the demand for large bunches and
large berries has put out of the question all

preferences as to flavour. Foster's Seedling pro-

duces handsome, well-shouldered bunches, with
berries equal in size to those of the Hamburgh.
The smaller l\Iuscadines and Frontignans are now
but in little demand, and if I were planting an
early Vinery I should certainly include amongst
white sorts Foster's Seedling. When ripe it has a
beautiful golden tint, and keeps well after it is

ripe.

—

James Geoom.
Stra'wberries and the past winter.- -

t think Mr. Fish (p. 287) will find that the weak-
ness of his open-air Strawberry plants is local

rather than general. We have at present in bloom
a quantity of James Veitch Strawberry that stood

out-of-doors in pots plunged in ashes all winter,

and I never saw finer trusses of flower than they

are bearing, and whether wintered in frames or

in the open, all kinds have flowered freely and
strongly. Open-air beds are now looking well, the

early kinds on warm borders being in full flower

and some even well set (April 29). The open beds of

main crop sorts are al.so looking well, the trusses

of bloom coming up plentifully among healthy
young foliage. Our beds were all heavily mulched
with fresh stable litter in April, and the heavy
rains which we are now getting are washing the

manurial properties of the litter down to the roots.

I may add that nearly all our beds are on strong

soil, sloping gently to the south; therefore all

superabundant moisture runs off the surface, and
theplants get a maximum of sunheat. Even beds of

late-planted runners put in solely for yielding a sup-

plyof runners forlayering inpotsareproducingfine
trusses of bloom. We never cut the old foliage off

our Strawberries, as is done by some after the

fruit is gathered—a practice which weakens the

crown for the next season.—J. Groom, Linton,

Kent.
Mr. Fish complains of forced Strawberry

plants put out last season being weak. Did he
take a crop off them in the autumn ? If so, the

reason is not far to seek. Forced plants doubt-
less always bear a large quantity of fruit, but it

is generally inferior in size. If quality in this

delicious fruit is a consideration, layer the plants

in pots as for forcing, plant them in good land,

and they will produce large and fine fruit that

will fetch twice the money and give twice the

satisfaction which that from forced plants will

give. All my Strawberries, both indoor and out,

are perfectly satisfactory.—R. Gilbert, Bnrghley.

Strawberries here, although I only force a

few, have been quite a failure ; more than half of

them have not flowered at all, and those that have
flowered have been weak—hardly worth saving.

Outdoor plants are quite the reverse ; they aje

strong and healthy and furnished with fine crowns,

with the exception of a bed made last year in

which the plants are weak.

—

Geo. Carpenter,
Uijden, Walton-on-Thnmes.

Qro'wing Pines for profit.—I can confirm
" D.'s " statementthat Pines can be grownin frames
with leaves for bottom-heat. The late Mr. Barnes,

of Bicton, used to grow r.U his sucker and succes-

sion Pines in pits heated by leaves. There was no
other means of heating either for top or bottom,

and the Pines were perfect, Mr. Barnes being

second to none in his day as regards Pine cultiva-

tion. I assisted him to manage them for four

years.

—

Eromegnae.

Stra-wberry La G-rosse Sucree.—I find

this to be one of the best varieties for a second

early crop to come in after Vicomtesse Hericart de
Thury and Keen's Seedling, still the most reliable

for very early forcing. I^a Grosse Sucree is a dis-

tinct variety with large, somewhat sparse foliage,

and it also keeps to one good crown, and sends up
one or two large bold trusses of flowers that pro-

duce fine brilliantly coloured fruit on long foot-

stalks. It is apparently rather a tender variety

for out of door culture, for we have usually a good
many gaps in beds of it in spring. Where, however,

pot Strawberries are largely grown, it is indis-

pensable, and as it makes runners slowly compared
with some robust varieties, it is a sort that requires

more than ordinary care to keep up a suflicient

supply of plants.—J. G. L.

Fruits for market.—Mr. T. Mason, a Chi-

cago commission merchant, named the following

as being good market Apples : He said a bright

red was most popular, and Baldwin, Jonathan,
Winesap, Red Canada, and Willow Twig sold

better than fruits of a dull or rusty colour. Well-

coloured Baldwins will sell 50 per cent, better

than such as are dull or imperfectly reddened.

But the Red Astrachan, with its showy appear-

ance, does not sell well because it is a poor

shipper, its fine texture tending to rapid decay.

Among Pears, the Bartlett will probably take the

first rank for a long time to come. Among the

most saleable are Clapp's Favourite, Flemish
Beauty, Seckel, Louise Bonne of Jersey, and
Duchesse d'Angouleme. Black Tartarian is the

most saleable Cherrj', followed closely by Early

Purple Guigne, Gov. Wood, and Napoleon, and
Early Richmond and May Duke among the sour

varieties.

EDITOR'S TABLE.

SHORT NOTES-PRUIT.

MuBcat Remain Grape.—Permit me to state that

in the original description of this Grape in the " 'f'ruit

Manual " it is described as synoDynious \vi*h the white

Romain, but not with the Muscat ol Alexandria. I have
not the later edition. The Grape I was familiar with was
named Muscat Roma.in.—Peregrine.

Sulphate of ammonia.—Will some one kindly in-

form me it this is a good manure for Vines ? and with

about wliat proportion of water should it be mixed ?—T.

Seedlingr Apple trees.—I have an Apple tree a])out

ten years old grown from a Pippin, but t has never borne

any liloom. What can I do to induce it to bear fruit?— S. 0.

Peach leaves CjEm/iiirer).—They are sun burned, the

little drops of moisture forming lenses and killing tlie

tissue under them. Giving air early in the morning, so as

to dry the leaves, will probably stop the mischief.

Gooseberry caterpillar. — Gooseberry trees are

very much infested with caterpillar this season, and had

better be examined ; in some places the leaves are perfectly

riddled.- J. E. W. GRANOE.

Berbebis hookeriana.—To a lover of the

Barberries (and who that can appreciate

beauty of tree or shrub does not care for them,

whether evergreen or summer leafing .'') the

beauty of the above named kind is refreshing.

It is distinguished by larger flowers than usual,

which, in the bud state, are like little Banksian

Roses. Younger still in the green and gold state

they are scarcely less pretty. From Mr, Stevens,

with other shrubs of the season.

FoTHBRGiLLA ALNIPOLIA.—This rare shrub

reaches us from the Cambridge Botanic Garden,
where it is one of the things treasured by Mr.
Lynch. It is a low, wiry branched shrub, the

twigs of which at this season are tipped with a

dense feathery tuft of white blossoms that are

sweet scented, and as they appear before the

leaves unfold, they are somewhat showy. It is

nearly allied to the Dogwood, and is one of the

many undershrubs that have their home in the

woods of North America. It occurs on the sides

of hills in moist soil from Virginia to Carolina.

We lately saw it at Kew, and were pleased with

its attractive and distinct aspect.

*

British orchids in gardens.—Mr. Webster
sends us from Wales a spike of Orchis mascula

and one of O. Morio, which he states at present

look charming when in clumps of a score or

more plants together. I have, he says, some spikes

of the former G in. in length, the total length of

the plant being 17 in. The Bee and Man Orchises
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are also in flower, but too few to bear cutting.

"We know from experience that some of the more
free of our native Orchids treated well look

charming in gardens, particularly in deep,wettish

soils and in the moister parts of the country,

where perhaps things from sunnier climes do not

succeed. We believe that some of our native

Orchids well grown out-of-doors would be not

much less effective than fairly grown plants of

exotic Orchids indoors. The spikes sent by Mr.

Webster were very fine.

Habrothamnus pasciculatus out -op -

DOORS.—From the Isle of Wight Mr. Ewbank
sends us many flowers in great dense clusters

of this Habrothamnus. It is not generally hardy

enough to succeed out-of-doors, but it appears

to do so in Mr. Ewbank's garden, at Kyde. He
says " it has been growing in the open border

for some years. The plant has not been protected

at all beyond a handful of coal-ashes thrown
over tlie roots in winter. It has been in blossom

a fortnight, and now looks more like an impor-

tation from Mr. Hanbury's garden at Mortola
than anything else. At any rate, the Isle of

Wight and the Riviera are not so very far apart

in point of climate. I should be happy if I could

only get Bougainvillea glabra to flourish in the

same way, and I do not quite despair of it." The
flowers sent seemed richer and deeper in colour

than those produced under glass.

Amaryluds pkom madeira.—Flowers of

two very brilliant Amaryllis come from Mr.
Kingsmill, who brought them from Madeira. He
says, " The dark kind, one bulb only, had twelve

flowers ; the enclosed is part—the best. Of the

other I brought part of a clump, and crammed
it into a 16-in. pot ; it has ten spikes, averaging

six blooms each, and this morning twenty-five

flowers were expanded ; not so bad, seeing it had
been twelve days packed tightly after separation

with a pickaxe from the clump, which was about

6 ft. through." What these Amaryllises really

are, we cannot say, but, judging by what Mr.
Kingsmill states, and the large size and bril-

liancy of the blooms before us, we think that

they are most valuable garden plants, and should

be known more about.
«

Anemones and theib colours. — Messrs.

Carter send us a bunch of very large and bold

single Anemones, which they intend to send out

in autumn under the name of Eoapress. While
admiring these for their size and for their

colour, we notice among them colours that

would please neither the artist nor the gar-

dener, and we would say rigidly exclude these.

The Poppy Anemone is so rich in good colour,

that there is no excuse for having varieties in

which dingy and unpleasant colours are shown.
We are not, we need not say, sticklers for only
showy flowers ; colours may be beautiful, and
yet quiet and low. But colours of various kinds

are confessedly bad and weak, and it is not
worth while keeping them in the case of a
plant rich in good colour. But we should take

trouble to secui'e that good colour by selecting

races really refined or brilliant, and destroy with-

out mercy the brick-red, poor white, bad blue,

and other colours that occur among these plants.

The common way of trusting to a batch raised

promiscuously is as if one were to be content
with a lot of mongrel curs when he might as

easily have fine races of dogs. Consider our ad-

vantages as compared with the artist, who can-

not always get the colour he wants, even if he
has the rare art of colour ; whereas we, by selec-

tion and increase, can get a fine range in this one
bold spring flower alone, and without trouble.

Consider, too, how much a gardener could do

with a plant of this sort if selected into dis-

tinct races compared with what he can do with
indefinita seedlings. So many distinct, telling, or

delicate colours may represent so many distinct

effects in the garden. Messrs. Carter, or any
other good house, would confer a bene-

fit on us by really mastering, so to say,

the range of beauty in such a plant as this,

and offering it in such distinct forms as we
speak of. It is not a question of the old

florists' double kinds, which were somewhat
delicate and slow and not always good in

colour, however their form might satisfy the

florist. What we desire is a number of hardy
free forms, double, semi-double, or single, as the

case may be. But no one can do justice to the

family who does not take notice of what is

already done. The French Anemones of Caen
are a very remarkable and vigorous series, which
ought to be considered in making a selection.

Private individuals who like to cultivate their

own tastes may do so profitably by raising

shades of colour and types that please them-
selves. The same remark applies to many other

flowers, the value of which is greatly neutralised

by the common bed of mixed seedlings.

Auriculas.—From Mr. Charles Dennis come
some large and good seedling Auriculas. What
we wane among such flowers is quality and
distinctness of colour. Poor, washed-out-looking

flowers are of no value, and give such plants a

bad effect. Mr. Dennis's kinds embrace fringed

forms, which are very desirable indeed, so far

as we can judge without seeing the plant. Low,
quiet colours are as welcome as others if they

are good of their kind. Once good colours in each

section are obtained, they should be increased

for use in the garden, and the seed bed kept at

work if need be. If the known kinds are not

good enough, by all means raise more, but drop

the unrest and monotony of a mixed bed of

seedlings. If the good races were represented,

one could then tolerate an example of the in-

definite mixture of kinds, but the fact is it is

the colourless mixture one generally sees. The
point is of much importance in the case of

many plants. We may treble the value of a

plant that suits our soil or climate by selections

of the colours that please us, and by having

enough of each.

" From the wild garden, among trees

and shrubs in Sir G. Maoleay's garden at Pendell

Court, Bletohingley," so writes Mr. C. Green in

sending samples of what he does in wild garden-

ing. We are glad one who knows so many plants

is interested in this, as he knows so well how to

place a hardy exotic so that it may increase and

multiply. Among the flowers sent are Trillium

grandiflorum. Poet's Narcissus, Globe Flowers

(Trollius), Leopard's-bane (Doronicum), Scillas,

Myosotis dissitiflora. Wood Anemones, single

and double mountain Centaurea (C. montana).

Periwinkles in variety, Kanunculus amplexi-

caulis, Solomon's Seal, Fumitories (Corydalis),

Orchises, various ; Scillas in variety ; Violets,

various common kinds, besides Viola gracilis and

Snowflakes ; Orobus aurantiacus, and the single

and double 0. vernus. Among shrubs are the

Pontic Daphne, Rubus spectabilis, excellent for

naturalising. Among them also we notice plants

of the type for which the wild garden is parti-

cularly fitted, i.e., species pretty when in flower,

but coarse in aspect for long months afterwards

in the border garden.

thing else. A list of synonyms after the names of

those plants which have them would surely be of

the greatest help in avoiding mistakes. A list of

the best varieties would often be as useful as of

species. I hope you may decide on including them,
too, in the catalogue.— C. M. O.

A plant catalogue.—May I say a word in

favour of giving synonyms in the catalogue of

names which you propose to publish ? More dis-

appointments, seem to be caused by the synonyms
both in buying andexchanging plants thanby any^

FLOWER GARDEN.
SINGLE DAHLIAS.

Everyone must now have seen or heard more or

less of single Dahlias, either at the various flower

shows, or through the numerous articles and
coloured drawings that have appeared in the
various horticultural papers of the past season.

Many pages have been filled with descriptions of

this or that variety, and various have been the

comments made upon them. Though many of the

old Dahlia growers ridiculed them, they are now
turning their attention to them. What a change !

For years raisers strived to make them double
and as large as possible; now they are going back
to Nature's production, pure and simple ; and who
knows how many lovely forms have been cast

away to give place to double flowers. So impor-

tant liave these single Dalilias become, that I see

one nurseryman, Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, has de-

voted a catalogue expressly to them, and from
this I have extracted the subjoined selection of

varieties. Some of the old varieties of single

Dahlias, such as variabilis, gracilis, mexicana,

coccinea, &c., have been cultivated for 'many
years, but it is only during the last two or three

"that any attempt to improve them has been
made, and the result has been a number of beau-

tiful varieties, which for years will be cultivated,

and which will become far more popular than the

double kinds. In colour, the most fastidious can
be pleased, as they possess every shade of scarlet,

crimson, purple, mauve, yellow, and white, and
some have two colours, as, for example, the lovely

Paragon. From the catalogue just alluded to I see

there are several of this type, so that we may ex-

pect to get a race of these lovely edged flowers.

For decorative purposes single Dahlias are pre-

eminently useful, their large, bold flowers stand-

ing up well above the foliage, defying both wind
and rain far better than the double ones, as the

rain cannot rest among the florets, and, being

much lighter in structure, they bend to the wind,

instead of breaking off, as is too often the case

with the massive double varieties. As a rule, too,

the single ones are more profuse blooming, flower

earlier, and are appreciated by everyone for cut-

ting purposes. There is another advantage be-

longing to the single varieties : that bane to flower

picking, the earwig, finds no hiding-place among
the petals; whereas double flowers often contain

this objectionable pest. For cutting purposes late

in the year, single Dahlias are the most valuable

group of plants in cultivation ; and the fact of the

Covent Garden florists buying them by hundreds

proves the value set upon them for that purpose.

In making a selection, I havebeen careful to avoid

all those with incurved petals, as Ihey are very

inferior to the thick, flat, imbricated petalled

kinds, such as White Queen. All the following

were carefully noted when in bloom, and will be

found the finest in cultivation :

—

Aurantiaca, bright orange, fine well-formed

flowers ; Beauty of Cambridge, bright fiery crim-

son, very large, flat and circular; Ceoie Tegner,

bright rosy pink, clear and distinct ;
Darkness,

very deep, rich, bright mulberry ;
Duke of Teck,

rich mauve, very dwarf ; Gracilis perfecta, rich

velvety crimson, good si laped flower, a first-class

variety; Harlequin, deep rich rose, striped with pur-

ple through the centre of each petal; Le Baron, rich

mulberry, shaded with crimson, with a dark centre,

one of the finest"; Lovely, bright crimson clouded

with gold, a very novel and effective flower

;

Lutea grandiflora, rich golden yellow, fine form
;

Mauve Queen, this will be difficult to beat, being

exquisite in form, and of a most lovely mauve

colour ; Paragon, rich velvety maroon, each petal

edged with a broad band of rosy purple ;
Paragon

(•purple), a fac-simile pf the above, but without the
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central marking, a first class variety ; Ruby, rich

ruby red, flushed with crimson, a very telling

variety ; Scarlet Gem, bright scarlet, shading to

orange, a bold and very conspicuous variety

;

Thalia, bright amaranth, fine, well formed flower

;

White Queen, the finest white Dahlia in existence

—perfection, in fact, in every respect (an illustra-

tion of this variety appeared in The Garden a

short time ago) ; Yellow Queen, rich yellow, extra

fine habit, very free flowering, an exact counter-

part of White Queen, except in colour.

In addition to the above, a few species demand
attention, which scarcely come into the category
of florists' flowers, yet are very useful for decora-

tive and other purposes. Glabrata, a pretty dwarf
growing species, covered with myriads of small
lilac blossoms with yellow centres, a gem for cut-

ting. It is synonymous with D. Meroki and De-
caisneana, both fine in their way, but more
adapted for winter flowering than any previously

mentioned ; Juarezi, the Cactus Dahlia, a curious

double variety, resembling in flower Cereus spe-

ciosissimus with the brilliant colouring of a Poin-

settia ; there appeared to be several new varieties

in this way; Viridiflora, the green flowered Dahlia;
Zimapani, the Black Dahlia, flowered deep crim-

son, almost black. D. imperialis, arborea, and
Maximiliana are best grown under protection; all

the others require similar treatment to ordinary
Dahlias, and as the time is approaching for plant-

ing them out, no time should be lost in securing

them. G. W.

Stem bulbs in Tulips.—In taking up some
Tulips I found two or three with stems on which
small bulbs had formed in the axils of the leaves.
As I have never noticed this before, I should be
glad to know if it is of frequent occurrence. I
have a bed of Turko-Persian Eanunculi which
is looking very well. Will some of }'our readers
tell me what is the proper treatment after flower-
ing ? Do they require to be harvested ? or may they
be left to take care of themselves ?— C. B.

Ranunculus alpestris.—Walking through
a town garden in York the other day I was de-
lighted to meet with tliis high alpine plant grow-
ing and flowering really well, although the garden
in question is almost entirely surrounded by houses
and not far from the railway works. Having seen
quantities of this pretty alpine Buttercup in its

native habitats, it was truly gratifying to see such a
fine tuft, putting forth its numerous slender stalks
a little more than 2 in. high, surmounted by large
solitary snow-white blossoms. It was growing in
a mixture of peat and loam, amongst which was
a considerable quantity of old mortar, &c , and
there were also large lumps of magnesian lime-
stone lying about. This, I believe, is the second
year in which it has flowered in its present posi-
tion, the owner, Mrs. Thorpe, having originally
brought it herself from the Alps.—R. Potter.
Trillium grandiflorum.—There is a sug-

gestive note on this flower on page 286, from
which it may be inferred that it Tikes a severe
winter, and that it is one of many plants which
have suffered from want of rest during last winter.
I have grown it here in sheltered peat beds with
success for four years. Last year some bunches of
it were the pride of the garden ; this year the
same bunches have come up weak, in some in-
stances without flowers, or the flowers hardly half
the size of those of last year. I was wondering
whether the tubers, which can only be divided by
cutting with a knife, were suffering from ex-
haustion, and whether di\iding and moving would
give them new life, but I have planted imported
tubers every autumn for three years and none are
doiiig well this year. On the other hand, Trillium
sessile and T. atropurpureum, which flower much
earlier, have been finer than ever. It would be
interesting to hear from the experience of others
whether occasional division and transplanting are
good for T. grandiflorum.-C. WOLLEY DOD, mof
Sail, Maljms.

''

Tritomas in spring.—The Tritoma Uvaria
and Its varieties are usually looked on aS autumn-
llowenng plants

; but this season, thanks to the
mild, open weather, they have continued to grow

and flower more or less daring the whole winter,

and are now, with the return of bright sunshine,
starting again into full flower. I find the variety

called T. Burchelli to be the most constant
bloomer, and superior to the pale-flowered variety

that only flowers once in the season. I find Trito-

mas excellent subjects for the backgrounds of

large borders where they are backed up by shrubs,
the shelter of which is very beneficial to them and
similar plants that need a little protection in

very severe weather. The old foliage is also a
great help, and if removed on the score of tidiness,

the first severe frost will most likely kill or greatly
injure the crowns

;
plenty of foliage, with the

few dry leaves that drift about the plants, will

prove an efficient protector against ordinary win-
ters.—J. Groom.

White Myosotis dissitiflora.—"J. S.W."
(p. 284) inquires if this is a new plant. I should
say. Yes, decidedly. I have grown the species for

many years, and have never known it to vary from
the type till this year, when a white seedling
dissitiflora came up self-sown on a spot where
the dissitiflora had grown last year, and which
has also been shown at South Kensington. No
doubt the blue is best bj' far ; but a white
would prove valuable in many places and by
way of contrast. By the way, will the raiser

of Myosotis dissitiflora splendens kindly say
whether that variety is a seedling or a sport ?

There is no doubt of its being a larger and
stronger growing variety than dissitiflora, and,
being later, it is now in great beauty. The white
variety and ^alendens are likely to be sought
after, and so made valuable. Until this year I

have never seen a white dissitiflora; nor have I

seen a white palustris. Myosotis sylvatica is the
most common white, and is the true sylvatica

of a perfect white colour.—D. T. Fish.

Oentiana acaulis as an edging.—This
lovely Gentian when seen in established lines or
masses has few equals amongst blue-flowered
plants. It appears to grow best in fii'm soil. We
have it as broad bands inside the brick edgings of
our kitchen garden, where the soil does not get
disturbed at any time very close to the roots

;

when transplanted it does not take kindly to its

new situation unless the soil is well consolidated
about its roots. We usually tread it in if it gets
loosened in any way by the action of frost. After
it gets rooted it gives no further trouble, and
yearly increa=ies in floriferousness. Some lines of
it that have been planted several years are now
a complete mass of flowers, which when fully
expanded in the sunshine, have a striking effect,

unequalled by that of any of the tender exotic
plants which we possess. I may here remark that
common brick edgings associate well with this

and many similar plants, such as Saxifrages, Se-
dums, &c. ; and anyone wishing for a good substi-

tute for Box or tile edgings should give ordinary
bricks a trial. Lay them in so that one side slopes
from the walk, and then plant anything desired
just inside. Such edgings will last for many years,
and give scarcely any trouble. When the plants
are in bloom they have a cheerful effect, and
when the old flower-stalks are cut off, they look
neat and trim during the whole year. Many early
spring flowers make excellent edging.';. The Alys-
.sums, Aubrietias, Daisies, and plants of similar
habit may be utilised in this way, but anyone
giving this Gentian a trial for such a purpose will
be sure to wish to increase the stock of it every
year.—J. GROOM, Ziirtoit.

SHOKT NOTES-PLOWER.

Bu-ds and Crocuses.—It may interest your readers
to know that birds break down the yellow Crocuses to get
the saffron that is contained in the flower, of which birds
are especially fond.—K., Staines.

Cow Parsnip (Heracleum giganteum).—Thij plant is

in no way injurious to animals: therefore "C.JI.'" may safely

employ itfor ornament in covers. Planted near the mar-
gins in deep moist soil, and where it can enjoy light and air,

its ample foliage and large umbelliferous heads of bloom
certainly produce a striking etfeot.—.T. Knight. Epsom.

NOTES Of THE WEEK.

SciLLA CAMPANULATA VAES.—Some of these

come to us from Messrs. Osborn. They are -well

worth looking after for the spring garden and
wild garden. They grow anywhere where the
wood Hyacinth will grow, and are also good
garden plants.

White Wistaria.—This is really a beauti-

ful variety of the well-known blue Wistaria

—

tbe finest and most distinct of any we know of.

The flowers are pure white, and produced, as in

tbe original, in pendulous racemes, but longer. It

is now beautifully in flower in Messrs. Veitcb's

nursery at OoomlDe Wood.

Chrysanthemum segetcm.—This yellow
annual of the cornfields is used by Mr. Bolas,

gardener at Hopton, Wirksworth, for the em-
bellishment of the conservatory, and he says
that its golden blossoms look very gay just now
associated with Azaleas and other plants ; be
adds, too, that he has had it in bloom through-
out tbe winter. The flowers sent are very fresh

and bright.

New Trop-eolums.—Mr. A. Dean, of Bed-
font, sends us flowers of two of the finest va-
rieties of climbing Tropseolums that we have
yet seen. One called Arthur Veitch is an intense

velvety maroon, the other named Brilliant well
deserves its name, being more fiery than any
Tropseolum with which we are acquainted.

Nevertheless, Mr. Dean thinks that the colours

will be deeper and brighter when produced in

the open air.

IxiOLiRiON tataricum.—One of the finest

plants in flower in the open air at the Hale
Farm Nursery, Tottenham, is this handsome
bulbous plant, which has proved to be suffi-

ciently hardy to withstand such a winter as the
last. The rich violet-blue flowers produced on
such slender graceful stems make it a valuable
garden plant. The best position for it is in full

exposure in light rich soil thoroughly drained.

A GREAT DESTRITCTION OF TREES, aS will be
seen by referring to another column, has taken
place around London in consequence of the late

storm. A sad sight is tbe death of the young
shoots and leaves which the fine spring had
induced to come out before their usual time. We
fear fruit trees will suffer very much. The hills

around Lancaster, Kendal, and the lake district

are said to be heavily covered with snow.

DiANTHUs FiscHEEi.—This is one of tbe most
beautiful of the alpine Pinks, but one about
which little appears to be known. We saw it

tbe other day finely in flower in the Hale Farm
Nursery, where on a raised mound it formed
spreading cushion-like masses, each bearing deep
rose-pink blossoms the size of a shilling above
the short grassy foliage. It appears to be a
more vigorous grower than either the Glacier

or Alpine Pink (D. glacialis and alpinus) and if

so will be welcome on many a rockerj'.

Cydonia japonica nivalis.—The ordinary
white flowered Japan Quince is a beautiful plant,

but for purity of colour it is eclipsed by this

variety, which has flowers of snowy whiteness,

a colour which does not change from the time
the flowers expand till they decay. Hence it is

useful for contrasting with the deep coloured

Quinces, among which the finest we have seen

is one called princeps, tbe colour of which is au
intensely rich crimson. Both of these varieties

are among others now in beautiful bloom in the

Coombe Wood Nursery, Kingston Hill.

Narcissus Bulbocodium.—In order to ob-

tain an adequate idea of the real beauty of this

Daffodil it must be seen in such perfection as it

is now in in Mr. Ware's nursery at Tottenham,
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where several square yards of it are covered

with its golden Hoop Petticoat-like blossoms. In

the rock garden there is a spreading mass of

it on a sloping bank that is simply perfection,

the foliage being so healthy, and the flowers

nestling so profusely amongst it. The soil in

this nursery is of a stiff loamy character, and
evidently suits the plant admirably, though
probably the mild winter and spring have con-

duced to make it so fine this season.

Ledum palustke.—Just now this little

marsh shrub is a mass of snowy blossoms, every

tiny twig being terminated by a dense cluster

of them. L. latifolium is similar, but less

floriferous, and alto^rether larger in growth, and
not nearly so compact, yet it, like L. palustre, is

an admirable shrub for a rock garden where
there is a peaty soil kept rather moist. In the

Coombe Wood Nursery both of these shrubs are

very charming now, and contrast beautifully

with the deep pink cushions of Daphne Cneorum,
which is also in fine condition.

Eeemuhus Olgje.—A good deal has been
written about this new Liliaceous plant, and no
doubt botanically it is an interesting object, but
from a garden point of view it is not worth
growing—such at least is our opinion after see-

ing the plant now in flower at the Hale Farm
ISfursery, Tottenham. It has the appearance of

the old Asphodelus albus, but is not so attrac-

tive. The leaves are long, narrow, and very
glaucous, and the tall flower-spikes bear dull

cjloured flowers, whitish striped with brown.

Grevillea suLPHtJHEA.—This is probably
the hardiest of the introduced GreviUeas, and is

one that not only grows, but flowers profusely

in the open garden. In the Coombe Wood Nur-
sery, against one of the walls of the houses,

there is a good sized bush of it literally covered
with yellow blossoms of singular shape, but
withal attractive. It has occupied its pleasant
position for several years, and produces an
annual crop of bloom. G. rosmarinifolia is an-
other species that thrives under similar treat-

ment.

Celsia cretica.—This showy old-fashioned
plant is too often relegated to the curious or
botanical garden, notwithstanding the fact that
it is one of the most useful plants we have for
adorning a greenhouse or conservatory in' early
spring, or in fact during the greater part of the
year. We met with it the other day at Gun-
nersbury House, where Mr. Hudson pays some
little attention to it, though he intends" to fur-

ther test its capabilities as a decorative plant
for the conservatory. Very few seem to know
much about its culture, but it is high time that
such a handsome subject should receive more
attention than it hitherto has done.

OiiPHALODES Keameri.—In this Japanese
species we have a beautiful addition to hardy
plants, and one. which will doubtless take rank
with the old but charming O. verna and the
newer O. Lucilise. It is larger in growth than
either of these, the leaves being ample and the
flowers, too, as large as a sixpenny-piece, and of

a glowing rich blue. When exhibited last year
by Messrs. Veitch it was doubtful if it would
prove hardy, but the plants now in flower in

the Coombe Wood Nursery are evidently quite
at home in the open border. There is also, we
believe, a pure white-flowered variety of it

introduced.

Antheeicum LiLiASTErji.—It is not often
that one sees the flowers of this beautiful moun-
tain bulbous plant before midsummer; therefore
it is well to know that it lends itself kindly to
forcing gently into bloom early. In the large
conservatory at the Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, it is largely grown in pots for the purpose

of getting it into early bloom, and just now it is

one of the most beautiful of the flowering plants

in that establishment, the delicate white flowers

on the tall slender spikes being very charming.
It contrasts finely, too, with the yellow Day
Lily (Hemerocallis flava), which likewise forces

well.

Double Petunias.—We have some of these

from Mr. W.Hartland, Cork, which ar'.-' certainly

very rich—one might say splendid—in their

respective colours and variations. The odour of

these flowers, at least when handled, is not at all

agreeable. A^'e have no doubt if their leaves were
a little larger some improvement on the virus of

Tobacco could be extracted from them ; never-
theless, they are bold in form, and so rich in

colour that they will long remain popular. No
idea of their colours can be given by description.
" The true secret," Mr. Hartland says, "of having
a good result from a packet of seed is to save all

the weakly plants, and nurse them on by stages.

They are always the doubles."

The Fire Pi>fK (Silene virginica).—The
flowers of this Catchfly are unsurpassed as re-

gards brilliancy by those of any other plant,

and on this account are extremely showy. In
one of the cold houses at the Hale Farm Nur-
sery, Tottenham, there is now a fine plant of it,

on which a score oi more of its showy blos-

soms are expanded. They measure some 2 in.

across and open in succession for several weeks.
The plant itself is perfectly hardy, and when
grown in the open is much more compact
than under glass, but it does not flower till

nearly midsummer. Another showy Silene in

flower at this nursery is S. pennsylvanica, a kind
with large deep rosy blossoms in the way of S.

Elizabethae. It likewise is quite hardy in the rock

Blandfordia flammea eleuans. — The
Blandfordiag are a beautiful class of psrennial

greenhouse plants, though by far too little

known in a' general way ; indeed, it is only in

botanical collections or the best nurseries that

one meets with them. Yet they are without
exception all showy in the fullest sense of the

term, and they combine gracefulness of foliage

and growth with attractive colours. One of the

finest of the family is now in beautiful bloom
in the Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale, where
there may be found a full collection of the

species belonging to this genus besides some
handsome hybrids. The variety in flower is

named B. flamraea elegans. It bears its short

flower-stems well above the grassy foliage, and
they are terminated by dense umbels of pendent
bell-shaped blossoms, which are some '2h in. in

length, rich canary yellow, margined round the
mouth with a pale crimson tint—a striking

combination. Other species will soon be in

flower in this nursery.

The rock garden at Chiswick is just now
as attractive as we have ever seen it, since it was
made some two or three years ago. Its surface is

aglow with broad spreading masses of alpine

plants, amongwhich Saxifrages, Arabises, Primu-
las, and Aubrielias are conspicuous. Among the
latter one called erubescens is distinct from any
of the others. It has delicate bluish pink blos-

soms, plentifully produced, and as large as those

of the ordinary kind. Among Saxifrages Wal-
lacei is by far the finest ; its pure while flowers

are larger than those of any of the group in

which it is placed, and are profusely borne in

dense tufts. It is a plant that should adorn every

rock garden in spring. Gentiana verna seems
quite at home, and is flowering beautifully in a

snug cranny of moist, deep, loamy soil, the

brilliancy of its flowers contrasting strikingly

with the prevailing white blossoms of the other

plants. Springing out of a dense carpet of mossy

Saxifrage is a mass of a glowing crimson Tulip,

the effect of which is charming indeed, and well
deserving the attention of rock gardeners, the
appearance of the Tulips being thereby much
improved. Among other hardy plants in flower
at this place are Myosotis elegant issim a, a varie-

gated-leaved Forget-me-not, very charming, and
a first-rate rock garden plant ; Iberis Pruiti, a
dwarf Candytuft, about 4 in. high, with broad
flat clusters of white blossoms produced in

abundance ; also I. gibraltarica, the species that
is not so hardy as could be wished. The charming
Scotch Primrose (Primula farinosa) is grown to

perfection here, there being some scores of plants
of it in bloom, and exe?ptionably fine. Some of

the open borders are filled with a fine collection

of seedling Polyanthuses, amongst which there
is a wonderful variety of both habit and colour,

while of Auriculas there are the beautiful alpine

and fancy kinds, particularly the laced edged
section, all the varieties belonging to which have
a charming appearance.

AzAUIA PONTICA NARCISSIFLOEA.—Among
the numerous varieties of the Pontic Azalea we
have seen none so distinct as the one which has
come into notice within the last year or two. It

is aptly named narcissiflora, for the blossoms
are pure yellow and duplicated much in the same
manner as the cup of the common double Daf-
fodil (Telemonius). They are produced in loose

clusters amidst the delicate green unfolding

foliage, and the whole plant has a charming
effect at this season of the year. It is now one
of the most noteworthy plants in flower at

Messrs. Veitch's tree nursery, at Coombe Wood,
where it is grown largely in pots for decorative

purposes.

Chassula jasxiixea.—It is a singular fact

that some plants long introduced, but only
known in botanic gardens, sometimes becoma
suddenly popularised. Such is the case with this

Crassula ; till within the last year or so it was
scarcely known to the general cultivator, but
since it was exhibited so finely as it was at one
of the shows at South Kensington, it bids fair

to be a popular decorative plant for the green-

house in spring. Its growth is dwarf and com-
pact, the erect stems forming a dense mass.
The flowers, which are white, are in size and
shape like those of a Bouvardia, and have an
agreeable perfume. In a cut state they last a
long time in perfection. They are excellent for

button-holes, or for any small bouquets. There
are some excellent flowering plants of it in the

fine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale.

Indian Azaleas out-of-doors in Wales.
—At Glyn-y-garth, a beautifully kept residence

on the banks of the Menai Straits, I was not a

little surprised to see the Indian Azaleas

—

optima and floribunda—in perfect health and
showing abundance of bloom in the open
ground. Some half dozen Camellias were also

planted out, which last season produced quan-

tities of excellent well-formed flowers. Here is

also the finest specimen of the Banksian Rose I

have yet seen. It covers an almost perpendicular

rock for nearly .30 ft. in height, and 18 ft. in

width. When in full bloom during summer this

is an object of general admiration, the clusters

of small yellow Eoses being produced in rich

profusion. I may mention that the flower garden

in which these are growing has a southern as-

pect, and is well sheltered from all other points.

ElIEEGO.

Magnolia Soulangbana nigra.— This

beautiful variety must be included among the

most valuable additions that have been made of

late years to the list of hardy flowering trees.

It belongs to the early-flowering section, but

though it has been Bamed as a variety of M.
Soulangeana, we are inclined to think it a
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natural variety, seeing that it was introduced

by the late Mr. John Gould Veitch direct from
China, whereas M. Soulangeana is said to

have been artificially produced. Nigra is one

of the finest of all the coloured flowered kinds,

the flowers being not only about twice as large

as those of the others, but the colour of the

greater portion of them is of a most intense

purple-crimson ; in fact, almost black. In the

Coombe Wood Nursery there is a fine example
of it in full flower against one of the walls, and
in order to put its hardiness to the test, Messrs.

Veitch have had some plants placed in the most
exposed parts of the nursery, and these have
been uninjured during the past three or four

winters. These plants in the open quarters,

though perhaps not so fine as the one against

the wall, are still very good, being covered with
large and deeply coloured blossoms, which con-
trast strikingly with the more delicately

coloured kinds, such as Norberti and Lenne,
both of which are likewise in beautiful blos-

som at this nursery. Another early Magnolia
in flower here is M. purpurea, but it is very in-

ferior to either of the others just named.

Calceolaria blooms from Messrs. Cannell
& Sons, Swanley, represent an uncommonly fine

strain of this showy greenhouse flower, the blos-

soms all averaging from Ij in. to 2 in. across the
pouch, and they embrace a wide variation in

respect to colour, some being of an intensely

deep crimson and prettily marbled, while there
is every gradation of shade to clear yellow and
creamy white, most of the flowers being copiously
speckled and blotched. These blooms, Messrs.
Cannell assure us, were picked from plants
averaging about 1 ft. in height, and they have
one of their 100-ft. houses full of them, which
must indeed be a fine sight.

Fuchsias in Devon.—I send you sprays of

Fuchsias of various sorts, viz., Rose of Castile,

Guiding Star, and Arabella Goddard, gathered
among others from a south wall in the open air,

where they have stood unprotected for eight or
nine years. We have already cut pieces from
them for table decoration, and shall continue
to do so until late in the autumn. This being an
exceptionally mild winter, they have sustained
no injury but in severe winters they get killed

to the ground. In future I hope to protect them
with straw and mats, a? they would well repay
it by blooming so much earlier. They grow in a

well prepared border of light rich soil, and were
deeply planted close to the wall, fo that even in

severe winters frost does not reach the necks of

the plants. In the same border we grow our
early Lilies of the Valley.

—

John Garland,
Killerton, Exeter. [The sprays sent were beauti-
fully in bloom, and looked in every way as if

they had come from under glass.]

Barhnghonia californica.—A fine speci-

men of this singular Pitcher-leaved plant is now
flowering at Kew. The flowers much resemble
those of a Sarracenia, and are not very attractive.

The leaves of this specimen are about 3 ft.

high.

THE LATE GALE.
A viiKY early spring is usually harmful to all ouv
hardy trees and shrubs. We never saw, we think,
greater destruction than is now visible in the
hardy trees around London, and last Monday the
leaves of the Limes, a hardy tree enough (one
sees its lovely green high on the cliffs of some of
the coldest mountains in Europe), seemed as if

thoy had been scalded in boiling water. So of
other hardy trees. The Chestnut avenue in the
Regent's Park presents a most pitiful,sight. The
poor trees seem to be out of a latitude where they
have any chance of developing either flower or
leaf. Probably nowhere near Loudon was such

destruction caused by Saturday's gale as in the
magnificent avenue of Chestnut trees in Bushey
Park, which the public are informed by the usual
notices are " now in full bloom." From Tedding-
ton at one end to Hampton at the other the scene
may be described as one of wreckage. Many
large trees were uprooted, while some hundreds
of others have suffered severely.

The Commissioner of Works has been fully
justified in felling some of the trees in Kensing-
ton Gardens, if we may judge by the numbers
that were felled by the wind on Saturday last.

Twigs and branches are strewn about in all di-

rections, wliile at frequent intervals great trunks
are lying on the ground torn up by the roots. The
three great winds of the last nine months have
dealt us as much destruction among trees, not only
in Kensington Gardens, but throughout England,
as nine years had done before.

On Saturday, April 29, we were visited by
one of the most destructive gales I ever remem-
ber at this time of the year ; in fact, it was a re-

petition of the great gale of October last, except
that it set in from a more southerly quarter and
worked round to the west at sunset, when it blew
with great force. Many large limbs of Cedars
were blown off, while young tender shoots and
cones lie thickly under the trees. Many large
forest trees were blown down bodily or sadly
broken, while those that weathered the gale pre-
sent a battered appearance, the foliage being la-

cerated and blackened. Horse Chestnuts in full

beauty are especially disfigured. In the iiower
garden spring flowers have been brought to an
abrupt termination. Myosotis dissitiflora, a lovely
carpet of soft blue, was, in exposed places, cleared
of every bloom. It is, however, in fruit gardens
where we find the greatest amount of mischief
done. Pears, C hemes, Plums, &c., completely
laden with tiny fruits, are blackened as if by fire

;

and although the little fruits from being firmly
set held on bravely, I fear the check experienced
by the trees tlirough loss of foliage will cause
most of the fruits to drop. Even Potatoes a few
inches high were cut off by the wind. Our esti-

mate as regards fruit crops may be said to have
sunk 50 per cent, since Saturday morning.— J.

Gkoom, Linton.

On Saturday last between 3 and .5 p.m. we
were visited by one of those destructive gales,

which happily are not of frequent occurrence in
this country. Many large trees were uprooted
and considerable damage was done to the
branches of others, but probably the most damage
done is amongst fruit trees. Many Apple orchards
were in full blossom, and have suffered severely,
the wind and rain beating about the bloom and
seriously injuring it. In the kitchen garden early
Peas and Potatoes were much damaged ; indeed,
all young and tender growths on all kinds of
plants are more or less injured. As to Eoses,
owing to the season being early, they had com-
menced to grow very fast, and the result is the
loss of many of the first growths and ragged and
battered foliage.—J. C. C, Oothelstune.

The gale on Saturday was probably the
wi;rst we have had since October, 1878. Owing
to the land being so wet, we have lost a great
many trees, principally Kims, in the low grounds
and in the hedgerows where they were more fully
in leaf than the very large trees in the park, which
fortunately withstood the gale, although some
large branches of Cedars, Larch, and Aspen
Poplars (the latter two being in full leaf) have
been snapped off. In one case a large old Ash
broke off at 8 ft. from the ground. In the very
highest ground in the park some of the crow's
nests and young were blown from the trees and
scattered on the ground.—John Garland, Killer-
ton, Exeter.

In the Thames valley the damage to fruit
trees is deplorable, and in fact not yet recognis-
able to its full extent. Young fruit-bearing shoots
of Apples, Pears, Cherries, and Plums lie in heaps
on the ground. Horse Chestnuts, too, are a sad
sight, their young flower-spikes and leaves being
torn and battered till they are black and shrivelled.

Limes, also, the pale green foliage of which
lately looked so pleasing, are now almost leafless.

The damage to buildings, sheds, and temporary
structures is likewise very considerable.

—

Thos.
CowBtJRN, Siminry Park.

The district around Dorking suffered
severely from the effects of the gale which swept
across the country on Saturday last. Large trees
might be counted by the score lying in all

directions, many of them tearing up masses of
earth along with them consisting of from ten to
twenty cubic yards. All Saturday night and
Sunday men were actively engaged in clearing
the roads, vehicular traffic having been in some
cases suspended. The Netley estate, I hear, suffered
heavily, as many as twenty-seven large trees
having been blown down by the side of a public
road in a distance of half a mile. Strange to say,
although the trees stood on both sides of the road
and the wind blew across the road at nearly right
angles, not one fell in the roadwa}'. On the
Wooton estate, amongst other trees blown down
was a very fine Beech— the finest in the district.

In some cases lawn trees are completely divested
of foliage, and several weeks must elapse before
the damage can be repaired. Plantations and
woods present the appearance of having been
exposed to a scathing fire, the Oak, Horse Chestnut,
and Birch being greatly damaged

; none, indeed,
seem to have stood unharmed. Climbers and
creepers on exposed walls have been whipped to
fragments ; many cannot possibly recover this

season. In the herbaceous border, too, very much
damage has been done. Tulips, Anemones, and
similar flowers are broken off by the hundred,
whilst very many plants present the appearance
of Dahlias after a severe frost in autumn. In the
kitchen and fruit gardens damage is apparent to a
great extent. Peas have bsen destroyed ; Cabbage
and similar plants have been twisted off at the
neck by the score ; Apples, Cherries, and other
fruit trees are damaged beyond recovery so far as
a crop of fruit is concerned ; Gooseberries and
Currants are lying thickly on the ground.
Altogether the damage done is incalculable.

—

C. D.

The effects of Saturday's hurricane on the
fruit crop in Mid-Kent are serious. Many Apple
trees, especially the older ones, have been blown
down. The tender young leaves of the Cherry and
Apple trees, and especially upon the side exposed to
the fury of the gale, have been so bruised that
they have turned black, while the young fruit has
also suffered in like manner. In many places the
Gooseberry bushes have received much injury

;

leaves have been blown off, and many bruised and
blackened, while the young Gooseberries have
either disappeared, or have been so injured that
they will shrivel up and fall off. Both Black and
Red Currants are injured. It is indeed difficult to
estimate the damage that has been done. One
large grower puts his loss at present at £200,
though it is possible that in a day or two it will

be found to be much larger. An equally unsatis-
factory report comes from East Kent.

Hail storm In Ireland.—While walking
with some gardening friends through one of our
best fruit gardens in this vicinity yesterday we
were overtaken by a hailstorm of unusual violence

;

so large were the frozen hail-stones, that they per-

forated leaves and sent fruit and flowers flying in

all directions. We examined the standards and cor-

dons thus exposed, and came to the conclusion
that the prospect of fruit has, from this cause
alone, been seriously jeopardised. The hills around
are white with snow ; so the prospect of a smart
frost any clear night is not encouraging for the
prospects of the fruit or vegetable crops, not to

mention the flower garden.—W. J. M., Clomnel,

Fungus (T. S. 0. E.).—1\k two white fungi about the

size of small hen's eggs, and to which you refer as pu(f-

balls, and possibly truffles, are the egg condition of a most

otTensive, highly foetid fungus. If you look for it, no doubt

you -wWX And it in its perfect state, with a tall white stem.

The odour it gives out when mature is most disagreeable.
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PUYA GIGAS AND ITS DISCOVERY.
On May 2, 1876, I left Pasto to cro8s the

eastern Cordilleras and explore the Lake Cocha,

a subalpine lake to the south of Columbia,
whence rises the Rio Guamues, one of tlie

principal tributaries of the Amazon. Of this ex-

pedition,! published a description in the Tour du
Monde (Vol. xxxviii., p. 332). I will now there-

fore only give an account of one of the plant dis-

coveries then made. We were proceeding on our

way in file through water up to our knees, in

underneath, provided with formidable black
spurs diversely hooked. From the centre of the

leaves sprung the stem, varying from 20 ft. to

30 ft. in height ; the colour a greyisli black,

covered with wool, which was most abundant
near the top. This wool protects the flowers

from the inclemency of a zone, the altitude of

which is more than 3000 metres (10,000 ft.) above
sea level. The disposition of the flowers on the
stalk gave it the appearance of an enormous
club. I did not see the flowers, but I was assured

Piiya gigas in its natioe kite (sketched at Laguna Cocha, New Granada).

the midst of rushes, which form a vast marshy
circle round the Cocha, and between the small
hillocks, on which Cassias, Osmunda cinna-
momea, and pretty rosy Cardamines grow, when
I suddenly perceived rising up before me a kind
of mast like a telegraph post set up in this

singular landscape. Having approached it, I

found it to be a gigantic Bromeliad, the strangest
that any botanist had ever seen ; on small hillocks,

just out of the swampy ground, rise up, or rather
spread out, rosettes of sharp-pointed hard leaves,

of a green colour above and white and furry

by the natives they were very beautiful, being
at first white, and then passing to rose and
violet before fading away. I had already met
in the Cordilleras many species of Paja', from
the occurrence of P. lanuginosa (Schult.), with
flowers of blue or verdigris, to P. chilensis, with
yellow outside petals, but nothing of the kind
had been so striking to my eye either for size,

habit, or manner of flowering as this Puya.
Several months after this, when at Lima, M.

Raimondi, the celebrated Peruvian traveller,

spoke to me of another giant Bromeliad which

he had discovered in the department of An-
cachs. This plant, which grew in the Que-
brada de Cashapampa, and on the road from
Iluinac to Cajamarqtiilla, not far from the
little town of Iluaraz, had stems 33^ ft. iu

height (nine metres), and its flowers, which
were disposed in panicles, he reckoned at not
less than 8000 on each slalk. He found it at

an altitude of 3800 metres above the sea level.

M. Rairaondi's plant is still unknown to bota-
nists.

Puya gigas, which I have introduced into

Europe, will be a grand plant for temperate
hoiisis and conservatories under our climate.

Out-of-doors it would produce a fine effect on
the shores of the Mediterranean, where we have
every reason to hope we shall be able to cultivate

it, from Toulon to Genoa. The position to which
it is indigenous proves it to be a plant with a

vigorous constitution, and encourages our hope
of success. Everything tends to make us believe

that it will thrive like the Dasylirions,of which
it has the habit, and which form such flne

specimens in the south of France. It would give
me great satisfaction to see, one day, on the
slopes of the picturesque ravines of Cannes and
Nice the prodigious stalks of this inhabitant of

the colder regions of the most beautiful moun-
tains in the world. Ed. Andkb.

A CATALOGUE OF PLANTS.
What is wanted in this way by the majority o£

amateur gardeners is, I should say, a simple list

of hardy plants introduced and known to be in

cultivation. Varieties of florists' flowers must of

course be omitted, for the nurserymen's catalogues
supply these already " to suit all tastes," but i t might
be well to admit certain flowers thathave acquired
a distinct character by hybridisation, such, for
instance, as some of the Bellflowers or the lead-

ing varieties of the Iris germanica. Only the lead-

ing varieties of Saxifrages, Sedums, &o., should
be given ; those who are curious in such matters
would, of course, be able to fill in their own lists

in some such manner as suggested by Mr. N.
Fraser, while the fact of their omission might
serve as an intimation to common-place people
that their interest is " merely botanical." I would
suggest that if such a catalogue be printed, the
plants should be arranged separately according to

the Natural Orders, under which headings they
would of course be placed alphabetically. A
synopsis, so to speak, of the " possibilities " of

each Order is the best way to enable one to judge
of the weakness of one's own collection, or to dis-

cover what one might wish to grow. There are, I

take it, few people who care enough for gardening
to read such a catalogue who are not possessed
of sufficient elementary botany to know their way
about it. While on the subject of " lists," let me
say that I am inclined to agree with Mr. Elwes
that some of the readers of The Gakden (other

than the very esoteric) may, perhaps, be getting

tired of reading the names of other people's

flowers. Most of us, here in England at any rate,

are agreed that it has been and is an exception-
ally fine spring, and if there is any question of the
luxuriance and brilliance of spring flowers, sohatur
amJmlando . Comparatively few, however, can
afford the money to buy all the new bulbs, and
perhaps not very many more could afEord the
room to grow them in if they had them ; conse-

quently the value of these lists to ordinary people
is greatly enhanced when the sender will, as Mr.

Elwes has done, call attention to those that are

especially excellent or worthless. I wish he had
extended his criticisms to some more of the

species, especially the Tulips and Fritillaries.

J. C. L.

Painting iron fencas.—These are usually
painted green, whicli is supposed to be the best
colour from a landscape point of view, because
least discernible, showing no boundary line to

arrest the eye and limit the extent of the place
;
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on the contrary, the whole surroundings thus

fenced as far as the eye can reach appear to be

one undivided whole ; but although green is the

best colour to give that effect, it is about the least

enduring ; before the season is far gone it fades

and looks as if it had never been put on for years.

This year we have painted our fences white, and
where too long a stretch is seen of them at a
time the colour is certainly objectionable; but
where the f^cc loses itself behind a tree or

Juts out and in among shrubs, or appears on
the top of a hill and loses itself again in a
hollow, to be seen hereafter in the distance, it is

quite in harmony with the landscape, and the

effect in contrast with the tender leafage at the

present time is very cheerful. Straight fences

should never be painted white ; they are often

very objectionable in themselves, and to paint

them white only aggravates the evil. Before
using this colour on any fences they should all be
gone over and put into thorough repair ; curves

should be well defined, as the white makes any
little defect in that or other ways very easily

seen.—A. Mackie, Woodlands, Darlington.

ROSE GARDEN.

NIPHETOS OR MARECHAL NIEL.

Which of these two Roses is the better ? Why
enquire ? cries one ; there can be no manner of

doubt about it. The Martehal, as MarSchal Niel

is called by way of pre-eminence, is, without doubt,

the finest Rose in existence. In size, form, colour,

and sweetness it is the one Rose beyond compare

—

a full head and shoulders beyond all others. But
stop, my dear Rosarian ; that is the very point in

dispute. Another is equally positive that no golden

Rose, however perfect, can compare with a white

one. A white Rose can be worn always, at any
time, and under any circumstances, and anyhow,
anywhere. It is exquisite in the hair or dress,

and is just the thing for bouquet, wreath,

or vase ; while gold can neither be worn
by bride nor mourner, and is not to be com-
pared with white for church decoration nor
affection's tribute on the graves of loved ones. But
these are the decisions of taste, preference, or cir-

cumstances. They must be confirmed by the

monetary estimate of shops and markets. These
two Roses come into sharp competition with each
other in both, and the result is decidedly favour-

able to Niphetos. Assuming that the samples of

both Roses are of equal quality, the white as a
rule commands the higher price, and so far is thus

said to be the better Rose.
Possibly, too, the market standard is right. In

scent Niphetos hardly equals the Marfichal, but
in all other respects it is its equal or superior.

The form of a perfect Niphetos is all that can
be desired. Its substance also makes it one of the

most durable of Roses. Its odour is different and
less full than that of the Mar^chal and many other

Roses. But the purity of its white, the perfection

of its foliage, its excellent habit, and strong
flower-stems are strong recommendations in its

favour. The weakness of the neck and stem of

the Marechal is a great drawback to it in many
ways. True, it may be strengthened, but a Rose
that needs a wooden or wire prop to support it

can hardly be pronounced perfect. Niphetos, too,

being a true Tea, is a perpetual bloomer. It may,
therefore, be had in flower at almost any season,

and is thus an all-the-year-round Rose. The
Mar^ohal flowers indoors but once, as a rule, though,
singularly enough, it may be made to flower in the

open air twice with tolerable certainty. But when
all is said for or against each of these two
splendid Roses, the general verdict will probably
be that either is best, according to taste and the
purposes tliey are wanted for, and that they are
amongst tlic finest and most indispensable Roses
in cultivation. Judging generally by provision
made for the culture of the two Roses, it must be
admitted that the Mar^chal has more houses
devoted to it than Niphetos, but that arises pro-
bably from the older Rose being really the least

known, as well as from the fact that, like its

golden rival, it needs a rafter, wall, or house to

reveal or unfold the rich fullness of its purity and
beauty, and its useful power of continuous bloom
ing. D. T. Fish.

THE AMERICAN ROSE-GROWING CRAZE.
By Peteb Hendebson.

Dwellers in remote rural districts are uncon-
scious of the extent to which the culture of Roses
is extending in and around our large cities. In
consequence of the extraordinary prices obtained
for Rosebuds during the past two or three years
not only have the regular florists used their large
profits in extending their greenhouse structures

for that purpose, but the fabulous reports of the
profits of Rose-growing have excited the cupidity
of many capitalists in the vicinity of New York,
Boston, and Chicago, and in all probability in the
other large cities of the Union. These men have an
abundance of means, and begin on a scale usually
at which the ordinary florist, who had to climb his

way up, ends ; so that we have already in the
vicinity of New York at least a dozen establish-

ments for the forcing of Rosebuds in winter
owned by men who count their capital by millions

These gentlemen, of course, know nothing practic-

ally about the business, relying altogether upon
their gardeners for success, for who ever heard of

a millionaire florist 1 Whether they do succeed or
not in making a profit of a few hundred pounds
a year is not vital to men who count their income
by tens of thousands, yet it is curious with
what interest the rise and fall of a few pence in

the Rose market is regarded even by them. New
Jersey has more than her quota of these million-
aire florists. Already we have four in Madison, one
in Summit, and two in Orange, New Jersey, and ic

is said that there is as much interest manifested
by them in the prices at which, in the technical

slang of the flower shops, " Cooks," " Jacks,"
" Mermets," and " Perles " are quoted in Broad-
way as is evinced in Wall Street in " Wabash,"
" Lake Shore," " Erie," or " Central." It is true
that one at least of these gentlemen give all the
profits that accrue from his Roses to charituble

purposes ; but it is feared that he has few imita-

tors among his compeers in this particular ; for

the motive is the same as in all other invest-

ments—to get the largest profit possible from the
smallest amount of money involved.

A wholesale dry goods merchant, or a manu-
facturer, doing a business of ;£200,000 a year
is amply paid by a net profit of 5 per cent.

;

but when he is given to understand that some
illiterate digger of the soil, by an investment in

Rose -growing of i'2000, gets a net profit of

25 per cent., he foolishly imagines that a
larger amount of capital invested will bring cor-

responding profits. Such, at least, seems to be the
opinion of many capitalists, for within the past
twelve months I have been consulted by at least

a score of gentlemen about to embark in the busi-

ness of Rose-growing, and I have no doubt others

in the trade have had the same experience. Only
last week a gentleman entered into negotiations
with a greenhouse builder in Jersey City to con-
struct at his country residence, some sixty miles
from New York, 600 ft. by 20 ft., or nearly 1.5,000

square feet of glass as a beginning, which, fur-

nished, heated by hot water and stocked, will cost

not much less than iJSOOO. It is true that many of

these amateur florists will get their fingers burnt,
and will not only never realise a dollar on their

investments, but will work at a loss
;
yet enough

of them will succeed to give zest to the risk, for

at present prices, when success is attained, the
profits are so great as to produce the present
craze on the subject—a craze that probably will

result exactly as the Morus multicaulis did in

1840, or the Grape Vine fever in 1865. We all

know the disastrous results of these speculations.

Hundreds thought there were "millions" in them,
but found, to their sorrow, that they were thou-

sands out. So, we predict, will be the result of

the Rose mania, for an over supply may quickly
change the fashion. All experience shows that,

in the perishable commodities of fruits, flowers,
or vegetables, whenever an over-supply floods the
market and brings down the prices below a pay.
ing level, less is sold than when they bring fair
prices. Two years ago, in June, Strawberries and
Cabbage in the New York markets got so low as
not to pay even the cost of marketing. The result
was that hundreds of loads had to be taken back
to the manure yards, as they couid not be disposed
of at any price. Some thirty years ago Peaches
one day fell down to 6d. a basket in Wash-
ington Market, New York, and would not sell at
that. In those days the crop was perhaps held by
a score of dealers only. They got their heads to-
gether and decided to destroy every Peach in the
market. It was done. A scarcity was produced,
and in twenty-four hours Peaches went up to
4s. per basket. The leader in the movement
had no doubt been a disciple of Adam Smith, and
had wisely studied the laws of supply and de-
mand.
The present excitement in Rose growing is no

doubt largely due to the unprecedented prices
realised this winter, caused in a great measure by
the unusual heat and drought of last autumn,
which weakened in many cases, and in others en-
tirely destroyed, the plants that would have been
used to produce the crop of flowers. This, together
with a brisk demand, has resulted in profits which
it is unreasonable to expect can ever be long con-
tinued in any legitimate business.— Gardener's
Monthly.

Rose" growing In vineries. — We grow
many different kinds of Roses here, both indoors
and out, but none are so worthy of note as a fine
specimen of Mar^chal Niel, which covers one end
of a vinery and part of the back wall. It is grow-
ing in a raised border, where it has ample space
for its roots, and where the hot-water pipes do not
interfere with them as they run along the front of
the vinery. This Rose is quite a sightjust now; its

beautiful bronze foliage is changing to pale green,
and it is thickly clustered with rich, golden blooms.
We first com menced to cut them in March ; the
flower-buds then numbered 375. We expect it will
continue blooming for at least two months yet.
The soil for Mar^chal Niel cannot be too rich ; a
mixture of good turfy loam and well decomposed
manure in equal portions suits it best. Before prun-
ing it should be allowed to run over the space in-
tended for it to fill. If the blooms are required in
March and April, it should be pruned at the end
of December. It should be syringed well on bright
days, and if mildew makes its appearance the
foliage should be dusted with flowers of sulphur.
When the flower-buds have formed, feed plenti-

fully with liquid manure. Roses succeed best in
late vineries where the temperature ranges from
50° to 55° at night.— S. Bbien, Gilltomn, Nen-
iridge.

Early Rose blooms and cuttings.—
I gathered my first outdoor Rose on April 20, a
Perle de Lyon, not a real beauty like my first

from the same tree in 1881, for it had been
slightly touched by those ubiquitous pests, the
brown and green aphis. The former has been un-
usually troublesome, attacking indiscriminately
both vigorous and weak shoots. That little toiler,

the ant, has kept them frequent company, and I

have noticed that the two are generally found
together in roseries. My cuttings that I planted
in October I am happy to say are doing tolerably
well ; those which have been most successful are
Thfir^se Levet, Duke of Connaught (every one
taken), Gloire de Dijon, Souvenir de la Mal-
maison, Marie Finger, Perle de Lyon (worthless,

I read, on its own roots), Cel'ne Forestier, Madame
Nachury, Pierre Netting, Fisher Holmes, &o. I

suppose, though, I may yet meet with further dis-

appointment in this part of my rosarium
; so wait

nath anxiety the proverbial 25th of May. A few
words about my stocks for this year's budding. I

keep my small establishment supplied withyoung
trees by planting and budding on English Briers

every season, as well as own-root Roses. They
are very forward now, some of the shoots being
already more than 1 in. in circumference, that I
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believe I shall be able to commence budding the

second week in May.—H. J. G., Lewes.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
EARLY FLOWERING MAGNOLIAS.

The Yulan (Magnolia conspicua) forms a con-

spicuous object amongst spring flowering trees,

especially when viewed against a background of

evergreens, which as the blossoms are produced

before the leaves serve to show them o2 to ad-

vantage. The only drawback is the havoc made
by spring frosts, which sometimes destroy the

whole of the flowers in a single night. Notwith-

standing this, however, this Magnolia is well

worth attention. It forms a fine conical shaped

tree, grows freely, and in mild springs remains

for a long time in beauty. Though introduced

nearly a century ago, it seems to have been

plantad but sparingly, but, judging by the num-
bers of it which one now sees in nmsjries, a

0/ Magnolia coyispicua.

greater demand appears to be anticipated. Of
quite a different habit is the purple Magnolia (M.
purpurea), which assumes the shape of a loose,

spreading shrub, 6 ft. or S ft. high ; its stems
are generally somewhat crowded, but not much
branched, and as they acquire solidity press out-

wards, so as to attain at times a semi-procumbent
position. The flowers are not so globular as those

of M. conspicua, and seldom open fully until a

day or two before they fall off. In colour they are

deep purple outside and white within, and they
open about a month later than those of the Yulan.
M. purpurea is a native of Japan ; several varie-

ties of it are met with in different lists, but as

they resemble each other very closely, for all

practical purposes they are the same. Between M.
conspicua and the Yulan several hybrids have
been raised, the best of which is Soulangeana,
for although it was an accidental seedling

from M. conspicua, there is no doubt that the
latter was crossed with M. purpurea, a plant
of which stood close to it. Soulangeana is

in all respects intermediate between its two
parents. It forms a somewhat spreading tree,

the flowers of which are tinged with purple out-

side, and about a fortnight later than those of the

Yulan ; thus it often escapes frost, and thereby
prolongs the flowering season till M. purpurea
opens its blossoms. M. Soulangeana nigra

has flowers much deeper in colour than those

of the common form, being deep purple on the
outside, and Norbertiana is about intermediate
between the two. Magnolia Lenne is of Italian

origin, and resulted from crossing the two
species, from which M. Soulangeana was derived.

Like that kind, the flowers are intermediate in

colour, but very large, globular, and freely pro-

duced even on small plants. Its rate of growth
is rather slower than that of the last named

kind, and it is also at times injured during

severe winters. M. stellata or Halleana is very

beautiful, and so distinct from any of the above,

as to suggest a good field for the hydridist in

regard to the production of new forms. It is

quite a small growing kind, bearing pure white,

highly fragrant flowers composed of a number
of strap-shaped petals, which reflex after opening.

Although quite hardy, it is well adapted for

pot culture, and flowers freely under that kind,

treatment. This Magnolia was introduced from
Japan by way of America, under the name of

M. Halleana, and was figured in Vol. XIII. of

The Garden. Alpha.

Berberis chinensis.—Without in any way
being so showy as Darwini or stenophylla, this

species is really very handsome, and so distinct

that when better known it will doubtless become
a favourite. It belongs to the deciduous section,

but is one of the first of our shrubs to burst into

leaf; it is at present, therefore, clothed with foliage

and also in full flower. The shape of the plant is

that of a compact twiggy bush, from the under-

sides of the arching shoots of which the flowers

hang in great profusion. They are of a greeenish

sulphur tint inside, and brownish crimson outside.

The foliage is small, almost round, and bright

green, dying off scarlet in autumn. It is quite as

often met with under the name of B. Thunbergi
as B. chinensis. A fine mass of it is now in

flower in the dell near the flagstaff at Kew.—H. P.

Pyrus Malus floribunda. — Amongst
shrubs now in flower none are more showy and
beautiful than this, its branches being clothed

their entire length with rosy pink blossoms. As
a lawn plant nothing can be more graceful or

beautiful ; the shoots being naturally pendulous,

it forms a good standard, and for shrubberies it is

equally valuable in the bush form. I have not

yet tried it in pots, but have no doubt it would
force well, and if so would be very ornamental in

any greenhouse. The way to propagate it is to

put in cuttings made of the ripened shoots. This

should be done in autumn in the same manner as

Gooseberries and Currants are managed, and they

will be found to strike almost as freely.— S. D.

Genista prSBCOX.—I can give an account

of the Genista, but without answering for its cor-

rectness. It must be more than a dozen years ago

since I first saw it at Mr. Wheeler's,' of Warmin-
ster, and I have always understood that it origi-

nated there as an accidental variety. It is a most
beautiful shrub and perfectly hardy, but certainly

should not be grown against a wall, as its natural

habit is a round low bush. I send you flowers ol

another beautiful spring shrub, the Solanum oris-

pum. The flowers are exactly like those of a Po-

tato, but when a large bush is covered with them,

the effect is very pretty. It is perfectly hardy.

—

H. N. Ellacombe, Bltton Vicarage.

Some years ago I obtained a plant similar

to the one you describe from Messrs. Saunders

and Sons, Cork. The name given to it by them
was Sparto-Cytisus albus aureus. It is now in

great beauty.— J. H. W. T., Selmo)it, Garlon.

The Genista prfecox mentioned (p. 283)

as growing on the rocky garden at Chiswick I

see in Messrs. Backhouse's catalogue. I presume

it is the same as we have under the name of

sulphurea, received from Mi. Ware two or three

years ago. 'We find it not only beautiful in the

rock garden, but very useful as a pot plant for

flowering early in the greenhouse.—J. G. N.

Clipping hedges—The only way to keep

hedges of any kind thick is frequent clipping. We
usually clip our hedges of Yew, Privet, Thorn, or

Laurel about the first week in May, again in

July, and again in September ;
therefore there _^s

little to cut at anyone time. In the case of decidu-

ous plants, such as Privet, if the shoots are allowed

to get long the lower leaves drop ofE, and when
out the hedge has a bare, stubby appearance

;

whereas if clipped while the shoots are soft, short,

and green, the leaves are retained so long, that

such hedges become nearly evergreen. Other ex-

cellent plants for hedges are the Hornbeam and
common Beech. These, if kept clipped close in,

become very thick and stubby, and the leaves,

instead of dropping, dry on the shoots, and do not
drop until the rising sap in spring loosens their

hold. Keep the base clear of weeds by frequent
hoeing, aud the top dense by frequent clipping,

and such hedges will prove both ornamental and
useful. In the case of Hollies, and^ fn fact, that of

all evergreens adapted.for hedges, iSIay is perhaps
the best month in the year for planting them.

—

J . G., Linton.

NOTES AND EEADINGS.

CoLOUKS OF spEixG FLOWEBS.
—

'^Vhat a rich

kaleidoscopic appearance these present at this

season ! Given only enough of each variety or

species, and they will excel, or at least equal,

the very best display tliat can be produced
by summer bedders of the flower garden. We
have the purest of whites in such subjects as

the Arabis and perennial Candytufts, which last

in perfection for weeks ; bright blues, deep blues,

and purples in the Scillas, Grape Hyacinths, and
Myosotis, &c., and these and many more colours

in the Crocus ; crimsons, purples, golden yellow?,

vermilion, whites, and bizarres in the Tulips

;

pale yellows and whites in the DafiEodils ; reds,

blues, and pinks, &c., in the Hyacinth ; crimson,

yellow, and maroon in the Wallflower; numerous
unique shades in the fragrant AuriciJas; rich

purples, yellows, and whites, and intermediates

in the Pansy and Viola
;
yellows, whites, rose,

crimsons, and many more in the Primrose and

Polyanthus; red and white Daisies, blue Hepa-
ticas, and Anemones, and Aubrietias; pretty

Phloxes, Saxifrages, Stocks, and Pyrethrums
aud others. All these, with a few exceptions,

are in flower with us at the present time under

different aspects. One begins to see possibilities

m the way of flower gardening by the liberal uso

of hardy plants, such as were not even dreamt

of by the masters of the bedding-out art a few
j'ears ago, and all of which may be accomplished

in a comparatively easy manner by gardeners of

all degrees. The main thing is to propagate and

to plant. One cannot help lamenting now the

years that have been lost not only in neglecting to

plant, but in many cases in actually robbing our

gardens of the very flowers that ought to grow
in them and which we all want so much now.

The irequent complaint of the want of flowers

in the garden in spring and before the summer
bedders appear has no force, for now that

the notion is got quit of that a spring garden

must also be a formal one, like the summer par-

terre, there is no excuse for the absence of

multitudes of the brightest and best gems of

the garden, the majority of which will grow
permanently on the lawn and in the shrubberies

aud borders with little or no artificial culture
;

only let them be planted where they can hold

their heads up to the sun and leave the rest to

Nature.

St. Michael's Pines.—The prices of these

certainly make it extremely diiEcult for all but

the most successful home growers to compete

against them, but we must say if " beautiful

fruit weighing from 6 lb. to 8 lb." home grown
" do not realise as many shillings"—say perhaps

9d. per lb., as stated in The Garden last week

—things are worse than I imagined. I have

beard of St. Michael's Pines selling cheap at the

ship's side occasionally, but nothing like this,

although I believe they grow both cheaper and

more plentiful. Eight shillings or less for an

8 lb. beautiful home-grown Pine-apple -wLQ

not pay, but we never knew a fruiterer either
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in Covent Garden or ovit of it offer so little

and we iiave had to do -with the trade. Of

course the St. Michael's season is the worst for

home-grown fruit, which must he sent to the

market at the right season ; hut there are many
things which are far surer and better than Pine

culture now. How good these St. Michael's

Smooth Cayennes are ! In every way equal to

the best home-grown ones, from which they can-

not be distinguished. They are now imported in

a riper condition than formally.

A'^ENTiLATiON.—For all ordinary purposes

the common system of ventilation is good

enough, but for tender subjects like Orchids and
others for which a volume of fresh air is

necessary summer and winter, the plan now com-
ing into general use for ventilating schools,

public buildings, and private mansions is by far

the best. This is Tobin's

system, au extremely
simple one, by which the

air is brought into the

building from the floor

level hy a pipe, which de-

livers it above the heads
of the inmates, whether
the building be high
or low. Neither side

nor top ventilation is

needed. In a span-roofed
plant house the aii', by
an elbow-shaped tube or
line of pipes, can by this

system be brought into

the house from the floor

line and delivered under
the apex of the roof

or anywhere else, from
which point it spreads
and mingles with the
lower air in a manner so

gradual that the most
sensitive person cannot
feel a current or draught,
and except in extremely
hot weather, when or-

dinary ventilation would
be quite safe, there is

no occasion to open either

side or top shutters;

the Tohin current will

continue to flow in, and
the air will escape in

its own fashion by the
chinks and crannies of

the roof. The most emi-
nent Loudon architects

are adopting this plan
now in private houses, 'i- "

either in the window-
sills or in the windows
themselves, which, when
consisting of a top and bottom sash, can be
transformed into a Tobin ventilator any time by
simply pushing up the bottom frame and fitting a
board, provided for the purpose, into the bottom
vacancy, thus causing the air to rush upwards
between the two sashes at the middle. Upright
sashes in conservatories may be made to venti-

late the house in the same way.

Application op manuubs. — Among gar-

deners and farmers there is a growing realisa-

tion of the fact that in the application of arti-

ficial manure especially, a more intelligent and
practical system must he followed. The waste
attending the indiscriminate method of giving
the same kinds of manure to all sorts of crops is

beginning to be understood, to some 'extent at
least, and to those who are working so earnestly
to this end all credit is due, if they are a little

over-zealous at times. "Where ordinary farmyard
manure from all sources is used, it is perhaps not
of so much consequence under a judicious system
of rotation of crops, but it will not do in the
case of expensive artificial manures, which are
becoming more extensively used every day, and
when even our large corporations are turning
their attention to their manufacture and sale on
an extensive scale. Until we realise fairly that
plants, like animals, need different kinds of

foods, or at least different proportions of the
same food, we shall not be able to feed them pro-
perly or economically. Both plants and soils vary
in their wants in this respect, and it is really an
analytical knowledge of both that is required by
the gardener and farmer more than anything
else. It is not prepared manures that the culti-

vator wants so much as a recipe for their pre-
paration, in order that he may be able to

GARDEN FLORA.

DoiiW.e Cineraria, showing habit oj growth.

make them himself to suit his purpose, if such
a thing be practicable, which may perhaps be
doubted. At present there is nothing connected
with gardening concerning which the gardener
is so much in the dark, for in the application

of many manures he really does in many cases

not know whether he is doing right or wrong.
A handy book on this subject would be of much
value. The wants of cultivators are not so varied
or complicated thattheymightnotbeprovided for

that way. It seems too much to expect either the
gardener or farmer to become a walking cyclope-
dia of chemistry, geology, and physiology, with
the object of cultivating a few rods or a few acres

of land, and still fewer crops ; it is not worth his

while. " Johnstone's Agricultural Ohemistryand
Geology " is good in its way, but not popular

;

probably not one farmer or gardener in a thousand
ever heard of it. Pebeghine.

PLATE CCCXXXV.—DOUBLE
CINERARIAS.

The double Cineraria is comparatively a recent
addition to greenhouse plants ; it is only a year
or so ago since the first variety, Mrs. Thomas
Lloyd, raised by Mr. Greenfield, of The Priory,
Warwick, was exhibited at South Kensington.
Since then numerous varieties have been raised,

and now we have as many colours amongst double
as amongst single Cinerarias. There are various
opinions about double-flowered Cinerarias ; some
think them less beautiful than the single kinds,
while others consider them a valuable acquisi-

tion, and peculiarly well adapted for button-hole
and other small bouquets, as they last in a fresh
condition for a great length of time. On the plant,

too, they last much longer
than single flowers ; for

instance, while the single

kinds are nearly past,

double sorts are still in

perfection. When well
grown they are doubtless
valuable plants, but if

indifferently managed the
flowers do not close fully

up in the centre as they
should do ; it is indeed
a singular fact that the
flowers when first ex-
panded have open black
centres, the florets grow-
ing and closing up the eye
afterwards. The flowers

from which the annexed
plate was prepared
were selected last year
from-plants in the Swan-
ley Nursery, where there

is an exceptionally fine

collection of them, and
Mr. Cannell has kindly
favoured us with the fol-

lowing notes in reference

to their

C u L T u n E. — " Al-
though," he says, "they
can easily be raised

from seed, like the single

varieties, yet it is de-

cidedly better to propa-
gate the best named
kinds from side shoots,

which strike freely in

a shady situation, for

they have from seed

a greater tendency to

degenerate than even
the single kinds. The
main point is, the mo-

ment they have done flowering to fumigate

thoroughly and to afterwards place them out-of-

doors in a situation where the sun never shines

upon them. Thus treated, they wUl break up
from the old roots with clean, healthy foliage,

and may in this way be easily increased from
year to year. When well grown and in full

blossom mixed with other plants they form quite

a striking feature, differing as they do from
all other plants with which they are usually

associated.

"The best sorts are Ada, very deep blue,

flowers fine and double ; Kate, beautiful pure

white tinted with delicate lilac-pink, flowers very

double and of good form ; Phoebe, pure white,

mottled deep pink, large and double, dwarf and
effective; Mary, light magenta-rose, flowers

medixmi size, exceedingly floriferous and showy

;

Sophia, deep magenta, flowers fine and double,
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Tery free ; Lizzie, pure white, margined witli

deep lilac; Mr. Thos. Lloyd, very deep purplish
blue, tipped with bluish lake, flowers large in

size, one of the finest ; Mr. Sims Reeves, bright
magenta - crimson, fljwers large and very
double."

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CUCUMBER GROWING BY EXPRESS.

" rEKEGRINK " (p. 218) is Certainly on the wrong
tack as regards this matter. He need have no fear
of the Cucumbers breaking down under express
culture, or of the plants appearing before the
scientific committee as the result of growing them
in a semi-saturated atmosphere and a high tem-
perature. I may add that it was the Cucumber
disease and my inability to cure it with the help
of all the scientific and practical advice that the
press and practicals could afford that converted
me to the express mode of growing Cucumbers.
With the aid of twenty or more degrees of heat
than that commonly applied to Cucumbers we
outgrew the disease and have kept it out ever
since. The Cucumbers were also produced so much
more rapidly and of better quality, that we have
adhered to the system for some years past with the
happiest results. But there is now nothing novel in
the system, as it has spread and is spreading
rapidly ; in fact, it hardly differs from the old-
fashioned high-pressure system of growing Cucum-
bers in manure pits. These were hot and moist
within, and kept warm without by aid of manure
linings made and weekly renewed.with reeking
hot manure. Tbe surface of the glass was covered
with several mats, and worked in between was a
layer of dry hay or straw. These coverings were
removed tentatively a few inches at a time, and
the glass was so hotat times that one could scarcely
bear the hand upon it, the thermometer indicat-
ing from 80° to 90°. Under such forcing by ex-
press treatment I remember certain infant
Cucumbers wanted for an early show making
1^ in. of growth in twenty-four hours. I question
if this has yet been beaten. Nor was the art of
early closing to catch a pit, frame, or houseful of
sunbeams unknown to experts in express culture
thirty years ago. These very pits in which the in-
fants that reached the goodly length of 27 in.
grew were shut up in what 1 fear "Peregrine"
would call a scalding atmosphere, that nearly, if
not quite, touched three figures at times, and just
as the sun-heat ran up the temperature to its
highest, the all but impervious and impenetrable
night coverings were clapped on, and the plants
neither lost health, strength, nor fertility under
this forcing treatment. In fact, express culture
is quite natural to Cucumbers and such plants.
Their constitution and habits are truly tropical,
and the more degrees of heat within the limits of
those indicated in the article animadverted upon
by " Peregrine," the more vigorous the plants and
the more fruitful. Such, at least, is my ex-
perience, and I am no novice in what has happily
been termed express culture. Even were its
effects as disastrous to the plants as " Peregrine"
assumes, it will still be the best course to pursue
in regard to such plants as Cucumbers. The seeds i

of these are of little value ; cuttings cost even less

;

and good plants may be had ad libitum from the
latter for the mere trouble of insertion, but the
produce is valuable; and as without doubt
double, treble many times the produce may be cut
from a given area in something like a tithe of the
time by express methods than by cooler systems
of cultivation, the former would prove far the
most satisfactory, even did it hasten the plants
before the scientific committee or to the rubbish
heap. The plants can be easily replaced. But
while asserting this I by no means admit that
the growing of Cucumbers in high temperatures
and semi-saturated atmospheres—in other words,
forcing the plants to do their best in the least
time—either weakens Cucumber plants, induces
disease, or shortens their lives. The testimony of
universal experience would also be that the

quicker Cucumbers are grown the better their
quality. D. T. Fish.

American Wonder Pea.—Tliis is a valu-
able variety either forced or out-of-doors. It is
earlier and more prolific than any kind with which
I am acquainted. I have at the present time fifty
pots of it literally covered with pods in diflterent
stages, and I hope to commence my first gather-
ing in the course of a few days. They were sown
on February 8, and were under cool treatment un-
til they had fairly started

; then they were sub-
jected to gentle forcing, and the result is most
satisfactory. When better known this variety
cannot fail to be a favourite.—J. Clarke, Bryn-
hinaU.

Brussels Sprouts.—This invaluable winter
vegetable can hardly be grown too strongly, or
too well ; no matter how long the stalks may be,
they are (if of a good strain) sure to be covered
with firm little sprouts. For the early winter sup-
ply we usually sow a pinch of seed between rows
of Potatoes under glass in January, prick the
young plants out under temporary glass coverings
in February, and plant in the open air in April
on deeply cultivated land in rows 3 ft. apart and
2 ft. asunder in the row. We keep the soil stirred,
and have stalks yielding an unlimited supply in
October. We rely on English saved seed, and find
the produce quite equal to the finest imported
strains with which we have yet met.

—

James
Groom, Linton.

Mulching- newly planted Asparagus
beds. — I have for many years mulched newly
planted Asparagus beds, and I am satisfied that
the plan is a good one. Towards the end of May
when the plants have started well into growth
and the ground dry, I tread all the surface over
with the feet between the plants, and after the
first storm of rain in June I apply the mulching.
If I have some half-rotten manure to spare I use
that in preference to anything else, laying it on
between the plants about 2 in. thick. If I have
no manure I use short grass from the lawn, scat-
tering it over tlie surface rather thickly. As soon
as the first lot gets at all withered up by the sun
another lot is put on.' This treatment is continued
until the end of July when the plants will have
got sufficient hold of the soil to take care of them-
selves.—J. C. C.

Pettigrew's Cardiff Castle Cucumber.
—This, I feel sure, would be grown by many
could they see it as we have had it here. The seed
was sown on the 26th of December; we cut the
first Cucumber in the end of March, and since
then the three plants we have confined to one
side of a small span-roofed house have been loaded
with Cucumbers excellent in flavour and about
15 in. long. They come two and three at each
joint, but they should be reduced to one. From
the plants just named we have cut eighty Cucum-
bers, and there still remain fifty more of different
sizes. The plants are well supplied with rich
material at the roots, which enables them to
finish ofi heavy crops without showing any signs
of exhaustion.—A. M., Ticerne Minster, Dorset.

Johnston's St. Martin's Bhubarb.—
Thisis now excellent in open-airbeds, and it is also
one of the best of sorts for forcing, as it produces
large numbers of medium-sized stalks, which,
whether forced or in the open air, are always crisp
and succulent. We have had this variety in excel-
lent condition both earlier and later than most
others. The large kinds so popular for market are
hard and stringy comparatively early in the sea-
son, whilst this sort keeps sending up fresh stalks
as tender as those of the first crop. Rhubarb is of
such easy culture, that it frequently gets ne-
glected. In order to yield a continuous supply of
tender shoots, it must have an unlimited supply
of rich soluble food within reach of its large
fleshy roots. We give it annually a heavy dressing
of rich cow-yard manure, and" liquid manure as
often as it can be spared. I find that a few crowns
liberally treated are more satisfactory than double
the quantity half starved. The more rapid the

,

growth, the better the Rhubarb will be. When
plants with strong crowns for early forcing are
required, they should not be gathered from late
the preceding season; on the contrary, they should
be allowed to perfect their foliage, and go to rest
as early as possible, in order that the crowns may
be fully developed and ready to start immediately
lieat is applied to them. We lift the crowns with
large balls of earth attached to them, plant them
in warm, dark houses or sheds, and when done
with they are planted out until required again.—
J. Groom.

Making Mushroom beds.—Allow me to
tell " W. T. G." (p. 266) that I have made these in
different ways and in various places, oftener in
outsheds or outhouses than in a properly con-
structed Mushroom house, and have always suc-
ceeded. We beat a bed down on March 15 without
inserting any spawn beyond what had already
generated in the manure, which had stood in the
Mushroom house longer than it usually does before
being beaten down. This bed is now showing
abundance of Mushrooms. Let " W. T. G." satisfy
himself that the manure is so dry that he cannot
squeeze any moisture out of it before he attempts
to make the bed. Do not reject the short pieces of
straw. The manure may be got into a suitable
state of dryness at this time of year if laid about
1 ft. thick in an open shed. Avoid excessive fer-
mentation in preparing the material. Should it be
wet and in quantity, put it in a heap sufliciently
large to ferment. In a few days the top will be
very wet

; rake that portion off, turn the rest over,
and do the same a second or third time. Maintain
a steady temperature in the bed after the spawn
is inserted, say from 60° to 65°. To accomplish
this it may be necessary (though perhaps not at
this time of the year) to resort to a covering of
hay. If the shed is an open one, a covering of hay
will be beneficial at all times. In a month after
spawning the spawn will show signs of spreading ;-

then cover the bed over with 2 in. of soil. Chopped
turfy loam beaten firm is the best. The soil should'
not be moister than the manure when put on, but
may be sprinkled in a few daj's sufficient to-
moisten the surface, and give it another beatina-—W. P. R.

^

In answer to " M.," allow me to say that
to the Mushroom house proper belong, in many
cases, two great evils ; it is too hot and too wet ;.

from 45° to 50° is ample. Never water Mushrooms
when uncovered

; always water the top of cover-
ing. If good firm Mushrooms are wanted, keep all
the ammonia possible in the manure

; do not dry
the droppings in sheds until all the nourishment
is gone out of them, and then expect good Mush-
rooms. Another most important point is spawn

;

never use a brick of spawn which requires a ham-
m,:r to break it ; when you can break it with your
hands it is fresh. It should have the appearance
of mouldy bread. Mr. Barter's spawn I find ex-
cellent.—R. Gilbert, SurghUy.
Oattell's Eclipse late Broccoli.—This is-

one of the most trustworthy of late white Broccoli
for becoming fit for use in May. Although our
locality is what may be called mild, we cannot
depend on a full supply of Cauliflowers until the
end of the month ; consequently a really late
Broccoli forms a'valuable aid, as regards main-
taining the supply, where either Cauliflowers or
Broccoli are in request the year round. Last year
we sowed Cattell's Eclipse and other late sorts
the first week in May, and as soon as the plants
were large enough to handle, they were pricked
out in beds 3 inches apart, and planted out finally
as fast as crops of Peas, Beans, &c,, could be
cleared off the ground. Some were put out
between rows of Potatoes planted at wide in-
tervals to accommodate intermediate cropping.
No fresh manure was added in any case, but the
surface of the soil was kept frequently stirred.
They made nice sturdy plants, with heads close to
the ground, and, favoured by a mild winter, we
had no losses. In February a little short manure
was spread between the rows and lightly forked
in

; since then they have made rapid progress
and very fine heads have been the result. In the
case of all the early kinds, and even alreadv of
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some of the reputed late sorts, a goodly per-

centage has been cut ; Cattail's Eclipse, however,

still shows unbroken ranks, with abundance of

foliage to keep the heads from getting discoloured

by exposure. As the sun gets power, it is neces-

sary to break the leaves down thickly over tlie

heads to keep them perfectly white, for although

a sulpbur-coloured Broccoli may be quite as good,

pure white heads are always most highly prized

either in market or for private use.—J. Ghoom,
Jjinton.

Veitch's Dwarf Curled Borecole.—
This produces the latest supply of sprouts of any
of the Brassica tribe that we grow. This season

Cabbage Sprouts, Brussels Sprouts, and most other

kinds of winter greens ran up to flower early

;

most of them were in bloom by the beginning of

April, but Veitch's Late Curled continued to yield

excellent sprouts throughout April. It is also

one of the hardiest, and, being dwarf, escapes

injury when tall-growing varieties like the Cot-

tager's Kale are cut up by violent gales of wind.

This season, owing to the plentiful supply of

Broccoli, and spring Cabbages coming in early,

the demand for sprouts has not been so great as

usual ; but, even for the sake of variety, it is well

to have abundance of this useful vegetable. Sow
the seed now, and plant out between rows of

Potatoes ; stir the soil well after the Potatoes are

lifted, and this Kale will prove a reliable winter

and spring crop.— J. Geoom, Linton.

HIGHGATE AND BARNET NURSERIES.

Anyone interested in plants might spend a

pleasant day in the var'ous nurseries belonging

to Messrs. Cutbush & Son, whose headquarters

are on the crown of Higbgate Hill. As in the

case of other London nurseryman, the rapid out-

growth of London has driven this firm farther

into the country, and therefore the nursery at

Highgate is now supplemented by others at

Barnet and Finchley, where a better atmosphere

exists, and other conditions more favourable

to the growth of nursery stock, though the in-

convenience of intercommunication between
widely separated nurseries must be a serious

drawback.

The Highgate Ndesbey is one of the most
picturesque about London, occupying, as it does,

an eminence facing the south, whence can be
had a wide panoramic view, embracing a large

portion of London. This branch of the establish-

ment is mainly devoted to the growth of plants

required for decorative purposes. Here are house-

fula of Palms, Cycads, Cordylines, Ferns, and
other fine foliaged plants, among which are some
noble specimens of great age, which for many a

season have helped to adorn the halls of the

City companies on festive occasions, a privilege

which this firm has long enjoyed. We happened
to visit the establishment just when the Dutch
bulbous plants for which this nursery is famous
were at their best. One house was entirely filled

with Hyacinths, Tulips, and Narcissi, creating,

as may be imagined, a brilliant array of colour,

and yielding an almost overpowering perfume.
Amongst Hyacinths were scores of varietie?, the

most beautiful amongst which in their respective

colours were the following : Under single reds

we may class Fabiola, or Florence Nightingale,

Howard, Garibaldi, Macaulay, Queen Victoria,

and Von Schiller ; lilac or mauve—De Candolle
and Sir W. Mansfield, both very fine ; whites

—

Gigantea, La Grandesse, Mont Blanc, and
Grandeur ;'i Merveille ; blues—Blondin, Marie,
Duke of Connaught, Grand Lilas, Leonidas, Lord
Palmerston, Czar Peter, and Charles Dickens

;

yellows—Ida, I'Or d'Australle, and Bird of Para-
dise. An intensely deep blue, called black in

trade parlance, is represented by such sorts as
General Havelock, Prince Albert, and The Sul-
tan, a fine new variety. The double flowered

sorts seem to be losing favour, and justly so,

for more ungainly flowers, compared with the

singles in some cases, could not be. The best of

them here were Duke of Wellington and
Koh-i-noor (red), Garrick and Van Speyk
("blue). The above selections include the very

best, all with large massive spikes and decided

colours.

Single Tulips have been particularly fine this

year, the most prominent in the collection of

about a score of varieties being the scarlet,

yellow, striped and white Pottebakkers, Proser-

pine, Fabiola, Roi Pepin, Rose Luisante, Ver-

milion Brilliant, Van der Neer, and Keizer

Kroon. The double kinds were not in perfection

at the date of our visit. There is one other

feature in the houses of this nursery worthy of

note, and that is the collection of double-

flowering Chinese Primroses, which include

some that have not become so prominent as

their value and beauty entitle them to do. They
differ from any other race of varieties we have

seen—quite distinct from Mr. Gilbert's, of Burgh-
ley. Their names are—Emperor, with Fern-like

leaves in dense tufts, and with a profusion of

large, very double, rosette-lLke blossoms, of a rich

purplish crimson ; Stewarti, similar in habit, but

rosy purple ; and Princess of Wales, with pure

white, fine double blossoms. These sorts we saw
in perfection. Other double Primulas finely repre-

sented in the collection were Earl of Beacons-

field, Marchioness of Exeter, Blushing Beauty,

Eva Fish, and Alba Plena.

The outside department of this nursery is

occupied by a miscellaneous collection of trees

and shrubs, among which we noted some remark-

able specimens of Sweet Bay, symmetrical in

form, and clothed from top to base with foliage.

A fine stock of standard Mulberries and of

evergreen Oaks in pots was likewise noteworthy,

particularly the latter. The collection of Ivies is

one of the specialities of the firm, consisting of

about fifty distinct sorts, the latest addition to

which is the beautiful variegated-leaved form of

Hedera maderiensis. This is really a valuable

decorative plant, and we happened to see it in

fine condition, though scarcely so fine as when
shown at South Kensington last year, when it

received a first-class certificate.

Thb Baenbt Nuesbey, the largest and most
important, contains numerous glass structures,

all well adapted for the classes of plants culti-

vated in them. One of them, some 80 ft. in length

by 20 ft. in width, is filled with Camellias, a

speciality with this firm. The plants, which are

all in pots, range from about 1 ft. high to huge
specimens in bushel pots and some 8 ft. or 10 ft.

high. At the time of our visit they were
covered with bloom. Amongst whites the most
prominent varieties were Fimbriata, Alba
plena, Candidissima, and Mathotiana alba,

the last a lovely variety, possessing all the good
qualities of the red Mathotiana. Commandatore
Betti is one of the finest of the rose-coloured

sorts, and one which everybody should include,

even in a small selection. Countesses Derby and
Orkney, the latter white striped with carmiue

;

Queen of Beauties, with flowers of a delicate

blush-pink, we saw in perfection ; also Lavinia

Maggi, Auguste Delfosse, Bonomiana, and Val-

tevaredo. These include some of the cream, so to

speak, of the cultivated varieties, and are among
those that seem to do best in this nursery. The
old Camellia reticulata was beautifully in bloom,

and a really fine thing it is when grown in the

form of small standards. Azaleas, too, of which
there are here nearly 100 varieties,havea house

specially devoted to them. Besides the Ghent
kinds there is a small collection of hybrid vane-
ties of the amoena type, all of which have
been found valuable for early forcing.

AuSTEALiAN PLANTS.—The extensive collec-

tion of this class of plants, and the skilful way
in which they are cultivated, constitute the chief

attraction of this nursery. It was gratifying in-

deed to see such a healthy stock of a class of

plants that are, unhappily, now-a-daysso much
neglected. A span-roofed house is filled with
these hard-wooded plants, a large number of

which were in flower. Here were Correas, con-

sisting of about half-a-dozen different kiuds, a
larger number of Eriostemons, Gompholobiums,
Dracophyllums, Diosmas, Leschenaultias, Pul-
tenias, Croweas, Chorozemas, Iledaromas,

Hoveas, Grevilleas, and a host of other beauti-

ful genera. Hedaroma tulipifera was particu-

larly well represented. Of Boronias there were
some half-a-dozen species in flower, consisting

of B. elatior, pinnata, and serrulata, and the

delicious fragrance diffused by the flowers of

B. megastigma filled the whole house. Two of

the most striking plants in the collection were
Coleonema rubra, and Hypocalymna robustum.
The former, which belongs to the Diosma family,

is graceful in growth, and bears a profusion of

small rose-pink blossoms in long elegant wreaths.

The Hypocalymna is likewise an extremely
pretty plant of the Myrtle family ; indeed, the

Rosy Myrtle would not be an inappropriate

name for it. It has slender foliage and dense

clusters of rosy pink blossoms thickly set on
slender erect stems. Other plants in this house

that attracted attention were Aotiis gracillima,

one of the Pea family, with long slender shoots

profusely clad with blossoms of a bright yellow

and dark red colour; and Eutaxia myrtifolia,

another beautiful plant of a similar character.

The propagation of all these Australian plants

is practised here on a large scale. In the long

narrow houses devoted to the purpose, cuttings

of the various kinds may be seen by the

thousand, ranging from tiny twigs just inserted

to sturdy young plants ready for removal to the

established stock department. There seems to

be a large demand for such plants as Iledaromas
judging by the quantity propagated, though if

this class of plant received due appreciation,

even such a large quantity as one sees here

would be small compared with the number that

should be grown.

Hbaths.—As in the case of Australian plants

the reputation which this nursery has acquired

for Heaths is proverbial, and certainly the col-

lection is a grand one, both as regards the num-
bers of particular sorts grown and the number
of distinct kinds represented. A house is set

ai^art for the specimen and half-specimen plants,

all now more or less in flower. The chief kinds

grown on an extensive scale are E. hyemalis,

gracilis, persoluta alba, caffra, and Wilmoreana,

and less numerously, thougli still plentifully,

kinds belonging to the aristata, Hartnelli, jas-

miniflora, and tricolor breeds. The yellow-

flowered Cavendishi is grown unusually well

here, as those who saw the plant of it that was
exhibited at South Kensington last year can

testify. The popular kinds are grown in the

usual way in long frames till the weather per-

mits of their being arranged on the Heath
ground. The other houses are filled with the

usual kinds of nursery stock, including a good

collection of fine-foliaged plants, such as Oala-

diums, DracEenas, &c., while the outdoor de-

partment of this nursery contains good col-

lections of trees and shrubs.

HoLLiBS.—At the tree nursery, a short dis-

tance from the chief Barnet nurseiy, the main

feature is the grand collection of variegated

Hollies—certainly as fine a one as any we have

seen. The soil and situation appears to suit the

growth of Hollies admirably ; the position is high

and airy, and the soil a good deep loam, which

well suits Evergreens. The collection contains
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about balf a hundred different kinds, ranging

in size fro'n plants of 1 ft. high to pyramids
8 ft. or 10 ft. high. The most noteworthy of

the variesated kinds are Silver Queen, Golden
Queen, Handsworth, and Waterer's Variegated,

lutescens, Gold and Silver Milkmaid, ferox

argentea, aureo-marginata, aureo-aurantiaca,

and albo-marginata. Amongst green leaved

kinds are Douningtonensis, Hodginsi, scotica,

ferox pendula, Dahoon, dipyrena, and bale-

arica, the last three distinct species.

At the Finchley nursery there are uncom-
monly well grown collections of fruit trees and
Roses, the soil in the neighbourhood being evi-

dently well suited to their growth. W. G.

GARDEN STRUCTURES.

VENTILATING PLANT HOUSES.

Much confusion often occurs from the mixing up
of ventilation with matters belonging to heating.

Ventilation is needed primarily for the removal of

vitiated heated air and the substitution of cooler
fresh air, and is obtained most readily by means
of one or more openings at the highest point. For
the greater part of the year and in most glass-

houses this is all that is required whether from a

scientific or other standpoint. Nothing is gained
by an opening below, because the cold air which
may enter there merely replaces that up to the
level of its inlet. If the occupants of the place to

be ventilated are too tender to have the chill air

falling on them, as is the case in very cold weather,
then it becomes necessary to bring into use heat-
ing appliances. The exit must still be above, and
we should have (but seldom get) another inlet be-

low the heating apparatus in order to warm the
fresh air entering from the outside. It then be-

comes a question of heating, not of ventilating.

If the inner air was cooler than that outside, it

might be necessary to warm it to procure ventila-

tion, that is, the discharge of the impure air

above ;
but if we could draw the bad air out above

without admitting any cool air there, we should
suck up from below on to the plants a far colder
air (if hot-water pipes were not in use) than could
possibly fall down. Can Mr. Fawkes possibly
prevent the entry of cold air from above either

by the opening at the ridge horizontally, or
diagonally down the roof, whether he opens his

bottom ventilators or not ? or can he ventilate the
house from the bottom at all any more than he
can heat it from above ? Mr. Fawkes singles out
especially, as open to question, a system of ventila-

tion " which has one aperture for outlet as well as
inlet extending parallel with the rafter "; but if

he had ever seen a Paxton roof he would know
there is never less than two openings, and he
would also see that these openings extend higher
up and as low down as those in a house of the
ordinary construction, with the extra advantage
of being able to open the reverse of which ever
way the wind may blow. I should not trouble to

refer to this but for its being an instance of
prejudice against this system of ventilating shown
both by some professional men and by some old-
fashioned gardeners, notwithstanding the direct
evidence of other equally good men as regards its

advantages.

"A. D.'' speaks (p. 258) of the experience of
large nurserymen showing that top ventilators
are sufficient—many inslances of which I could
give ; this was also the belief of Sir Joseph Pax-
ton, In order to obtain a more equal distribution
of fresh air over the whole roof, these sideway
openings at intervals were found efiicient, especi-
ally for vineries and fruit houses, ensuring a
gentle movement at all times; while with ordinary
top lights open, the air inside and out was often
comparatively and equally stagnant, and often
with bottom ventilation a strong draught of cold
air was produced. For forcing houses, small shut-
ters or grating inlets near the pipes were always
recommended, chiefly to check that entry of cold
air which usually takes place by the laps and

which were by that means turned into sufficient
exits or top ventilators.

Let me now revert to the question originally
asked by" Fenman," and suggest a way to make the
wide gutter he proposes to have, and at the same
time (if he wants it) secure an inlet for cold fresh
air low down, whatever construction of roof above
he may adopt.
The annexed section

shows two half-brick
walls at 9 in. apart, the
upper courses being
wider ; on the top are
laid concrete slabs 3 ft.

by 2 ft., and on the
outer edges the sills or
platen of the glass roof

:

a little Portland cement
at each of the joints

3 ft. apart and along
the edge of the sills will form the cheapest and
most durable 18-in. wide gutter "Fenman" can
get. Now for the air inlets. Leave out a few half-

bricks here and there in the walls (W), then by
having a shutter at each end of the walls a cur-

rent of cold air will be drawn in and be observ-

able for a distance of 50 ft. in length. One of the
hot-water pipes could be laid in the air space
when building the walls, and so warm the fresh
air as it enters.

A useful arrangement for storing rain water
(usually a difficult and costly affair) can be made
by building the 4|-in. walls at 2 ft. apart, and
lining them with concrete slabs laid in cement.
A chamber 100 ft. long so built would hold over
2000 gallons—a fine reservoir, taking up less

space than the path Mr. Fawkes advised, avoiding
the wide gutter (as such), and allowing for
opening of side lights if wanted. I have tanked in

several stoke-holes in this way economically,
which are now as dry as possible.

Highgate Boad. B. W. Waehukst.

To heat hot-water pipes to raise the tem-
perature of a house, and then admit outside air

to pass over them, is about as mischievous a theory
as ever was established. When there is a great
disparity between the external and internal atmo-
spheres, a constant change is going on through
the laps of the glass even of the best glazed
houses, and currents of dry heated air are un-
doubtedly the foreranner of many of the ills

which plants under glass are heir to. If anyone is

sceptical on this point let him take a given num-
ber of plants, pot them, and treat them in every
respect alike, but set one half in a thoroughly
ventilated house on a stage with air uninter-
ruptedly passing in at the bottom and out at the
top, and set the other half in a frame, pit, or
sunken house with no ventilation except at the
top, so that there can be no drauglit, and see after
a month which is in the best condition. After this
experiment he will, I think, probably take as much
pains to exclude draughts as he has hitherto taken
to get fresh cold air down to the lowest level,

with all the elaborate precautions for wanning it

before allowing it to come in contact with the
plants. Even the hardiest bushes have to struggle
for existence when the atmosphere is always in
motion. I am no advocate for coddling plants,
but I look on over-ventilation as a positive evil.

It is not only wasteful as regards fuel, but in-

jurious to plant health. Orchids are frequently
cited as examples of subjects that require elabo-
rate systems of ventilation. I could, however,
quote notable examples of .successful culture
where no air whatever was admitted for months,
except such as came in when the doors were
opened and shut. I may point to a stove at Hen-
ham Hall which contained a lovely lot of Phalje-
nopsis, mixed Orchids, and stove plants, all in ex-
ceptional luxuriance, although no air whatever
was admitted except during very hot weather. I
have known the lights on this house to be nailed
down for safety for months, yet Mr. Fish and
others have frequently alluded to the health and
beauty of the Phal^nopsis and other inmates.
Ample ventilation is needed in fruit houses at the
flowering and resting periods, but for plants to be

kept in good health, I believe that when the air
is so cold as to need warming before it can be
admitted to them, it will be safest to keep them
shut up as closely as possible— otherwise the main
object for which the house was built will be
frustrated.—J. Groom.

GARDEN I N TH E HOUSE.
A Leopard's-bane bouquet.—When an

effective bouquet of one colour is required for a
hall or staircase landing, dressed high and flat,
only the front requiring to be seen, there is no
better flower to use than Leopard's-bane, or
Doronicum Pardalianches. It looks best in a
moderately high flower-glass, and requires to start
from dark leaves, such as Heuchera sempervirens,
and some stiff greens are necessary to keep the
flower-stems straight. I use a coarse river Grass,
which is light and effective. As Leopard's-bane
grows with long stalks (which must be stripped
of their own green leaves), you cau mount up the
bouquet as high as you like, always bringing the
flowers to the front, and showing no stalks. The
shade of yellow is excellent; ladies look at it, and
murmur, " Old Gold," which settles the question.
Also it opens to lamp or gas light, improves in size,
and lasts a long time in water. This plant grows
well under trees and shrubs, and its pale green
leaves are useful for dressing with other flowers.
It has been flowering here since February.—

Ivy in corridors.—Inquiries are often
made as to what kind of creepers to plant in cor-
ridors or covered ways where light is deficient.
After trying all manner of subjects for such posi-
tions I find that Ivy excels them all for the length
of time during which it will keep fresh and green
where few other plants would even live. We have
along the entire south front of the mansion a
covered way or corridor with a balcony above

;

consequently the lower rooms that open into the
corridor only get the light that comes through the
arches in front, and these are covered with Mag-
nolias and a selection of choice creepers. This cor-
ridor was originally used as a plant room in win-
ter and promenade, the arches being closed by
means of 'movable lights. Ivy was planted to
train over the roof, but in course of time the cor-
ridor was not required for plants, except on special
occasions, and of late years the Ivy has had all
the space to itself, and a really beautiful effect it
has, forming, as it does, a bower of living foliage.
The only attention it requires is an occasional
pruning, plenty of water at the roots, and above
all a good deluging overhead now and then with
the garden engine to dislodge insects and dust.
Any one having a similar place to cover should,
instead of attempting the growth of ordinary
creepers, devote their attention to Ivy, the prince
of creepers for semi-dark positions.—J. Groom.

NOTES FROM DUBLIN.
Me. Smith, of Newry, brought some very fine
hardy flowers in pots, consisting of Trilliums,
Saxifrages, Hoop Petticoat Narcissus, hardy
Orchids, &c., to our spring show last week. So
also did that " learned clerke," Mr. Tymons, who
had a lovely group grown in pots in a frame or
cold house. All the afternoon people buzzed
around them like bees ; indeed, complaints were
made to Mr. Balfe that the man with the "old-
fashioned flowers" was blocking up the whole
show. Azaleas about half the size of Jiimbo were
neglected. I never saw any plants affect people
like a potful of the Emperor Narcissus. I can--
not keep it inside the gate here unless I lock it
up. Mr. Smith sold all he had of it at a high
figure, too. No doubt we are coming pretty ni^h
" touchirg the hem of the garment ' so far as true
gardening is concerned, and yet it is sad to see
and feel and know that of all men the gardeners
themselves have been the last to get a bare
notion of what gardening really means— a beau-
tiful covering for bare earth in return for her
ample gifts of food and clothing to us.

F. W. B.
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INDOOR GARDEN.
THE TONGA PLANT.

(EPIPKEMNUM MIEABILE.)

It is now between two and three years since the

public began to inquire what the meaning could

be of the mystical word " Tonga," which appeared

at every rail-

way station

and upon
every hoard-

ing in and
about London
and our prin-

cipal towns.
Itwassoonan-
nounced,how-
ever, to be a
specific for

neuralgia,and
since that
time it has,

unlike most
othernovetliei

introduced in

such a conspi-

cuous way, not
only main-
tained its re-

putation, but
increased it.

When first in-

troduced.Ton-
ga was to be
had only in

the form in

which it was
sentherefrom
Fiji, namely,
in small bun-
dles or balls,

measu ring
about 4 in. or

5 in. by 3 in.

in diameter.
The wrapper
in which the

substance was
contained
consisted of

portions of

the fibrous

spathe of the
Cocoa-nut
Palm, and the
contents ap-

peared like

jjieces of bark,

leaf, and
woody fibre

broken so

small as to

make it ex-

tremely difltt-

cult to identi-

fyany portion
ofitbotanical-

ly. The in-

structions as

to its use were
as follows :

"The bundle,
without being
unfastened, to
be steeped in

1 alf a tumbler
of cold water for ten minutes, then squeeze
the liquid from the bundle back again into the
tumbler, and take a claret glass of the infusion
three times a day, about half-an-hour before each
meal ; dry the bundle and hang it upin a dry place
to prevent its getting mouldy. It will answer for
twelve months." Since this, however, the medicine
has been prepared in a more elegant form.
The only record of its use was that which accom-

panied it when first brought to this country, that

it had " been used for several years by the

aborigines of the Fiji Islands, and a European,

who married a chief's daughter, learned the secret

from his father-in-law, in whose family the know-
ledge of the compo.sition of this remedy had been
an heirloom for upwards of two hundred years."

From a careful microscopical examination of

the fragments contained in these bundles, Mr. E.

The " Tonga ^' f^ant (Epipremmwi mirabile).

M. Holmes, of the Pharmaceutical Society, arrived

at the conclusion that they belonged to some
Aroideons plant, and probably to Ehaphidospora
vitiensis ; some portions, however, clearly belonged
to a plant of a totally different Order, but there

was no doubt that the active principle of

Tonga was to be found alcne in the Aroid. Mr.
Holmes' discovery, both as to the botanical

afiinity of the plant forming the principal portion

of the drug, and the absence of any active principle

in (he substance accompanj'ing it, has since been
borne out by other observers, some of whom have
shown that this foreign matter, so to speak, can
confidently be referred to Premna taitensis, a
plant belonging to the Verbenaces. The true Tonga
plant is now referred to Epipremnum mirabile
(Schott), and this identification has been made by
Mr. N. E. Brown, of the Kew Herbarium, in whose

hands a leaf

of the plant
- was placed,

and wlio im-
mediately re-

cognised it as

being identi-

cal with a
plant in Mr.
Bull's posses-

sion, which
had been re-

ceived from
the Fiji Is-

lands by way
of the Botanic
Garden, Syd-
ney. As will

be seen from
the figure, the
plant is a

climber of a
very orna-
mental cha-

racter, bear-

ing, as it does,

large, shining,

dark green
leaves, more
or less ob-

lique, and
having nume-
rous pellucid

spots scatter-

ed along the

region of the
mid - rib. In
young plants

the leaves are

white, but as

the plants get

older they
gradually be-

come more
split up until

they are final-

lypinnatisect.

The plant
seems to have
a wide distri-

bution, being
found not
only in the
Fiji Islands,

but also in

Java, Suma-
tra, Amboyna,
Timor, and
tropical Aus-
tralia. Epi-
premnum mi-
rabile seems
to have other
uses than that
for which it

has become
famous in this

country, for

we are told

that in Java the internal portions of the terminal

buds of the flowering-stem are, after being

bruised, used as a poultice for sprains. They
are also, as well as the leaves, eaten by horses

and cows. J. E. J.

Bouvardia Alfred Neuner.— If your
Greenock correspondent will again read our state-

ment with regard to this pretty Bouvardia, he
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will observe that we distinctly say that side

shoots taken from the original plants imported
by us direct from the introducers in America pro-

duced single flowers. If " Greenock " requires

additional evidence upon this head, we should

say there are plenty of cultivators ready to con-

firm our statement, which was made purely in the

interest.3 of growers generally.

—

JAMES Cabtkb
&Co.

Chinese Prlmroae seed.—Chinese Prim-
roses are now increasing at the rate of some half-

dozen kinds every year, and they bid fair to in-

crease far more rapidly presently. Were they
plants that, like Pelargoniums, could be propagated
easily by means of cuttings, the increase of kinds
wouldnot matter ; but every fresh kindof the Chinese
Primrose means another trouble added to seed
purchasers, not one in the hundred of whom wants
packets of twenty kinds, as are sometimes adver-

tised, but rather a good mixed packet of seed that

includes a dozen well contrasted sorts. I am dis-

posed to think if seedsmen would offer mixed
packets of seed that would produce all their best

kinds at moderate prices, they would sell far more
and give much more satisfaction than by offering

so many varieties.—A. D.

STOVE VINCAS FROM SEED.

These beautiful flowers used to be frequently

met with in collections of stove and greenhouse
plants at exhibitions, but now one seldom sees

them, though they may be raised as annuals from
seed. We usually sow early in January in pots or

pans, and as soon as the young plants are up and
large enough to handle they are potted off into

2i-in. pots, and replaced in a moist heat of about
60°. There they soon commence to grow, and
when they have made two good pairs of leaves,

we pinch the growing point out to induce them to

push side shoots, which they do with such regu-

larity that finely formed plants may be produced
without any tying or training whatever. They
must be kept regularly shifted before they get

pot-bound, until they have reached the desired

size, when stopping must be discontinued and
the flowers allowed to expand. At all times the

atmosphere in which they are grown must be kept
very moist; red .spider is their greatest enemy,
and the safest remedy is to keep the plants

growing freely in a rich compost, with plenty of

liquid food at the root. Thus treated, for summer
and autumn decoration they are exquisite, and in

addition to the kinds called rosea and alba, there

is a white variety with a red eye which is very
pretty. If large plants are required they must be
kept rather dry when done flowering and stored

in an intermediate house. If out back in spring

and grown on as ordinary stove plants, they make
most effective subjects either for exhibition or

decoration. J. Geoom.

Calanthe Sieboldi.—This is not one of the
.'howiest of Orchids, but when well grown it is a
handsome plant and curious, inasmuch as no other
has such peculiarly marked foliage, which is spot-

ted with white. The flowers—about 1 in. or so across,

and produced in long, loo.se spikes, well above the
broad leaves—are pale yellow, the labellum being
margined with chocolate brown. It is a native of
Japan, and the most noteworthy point about it is

that it is nearly, if not quite, hardy. It is now in

flower in Messrs. Henderson's nursery, Maida
Vale, where it is grown among cool house Orchids.

Epidendrum bicornutum.— One could
scarcely overrate the beauty of this charming
West Indian Orchid, which is now in flower in

some of the best collections of Orchids about
London. It is one of the loveliest of the family to

which it belongs, and it is a matter to be regretted
that it does not yield so willingly to the cultiva-

tors skill as most other kinds do. There are grand
specimens of it now in flower at Kew, one plant
being furnished with several flower-spikes. The
whiteness of the blossoms and their wax-like tex-

ture render them extremely pretty, and their

beauty is enhanced by their being borne on slender
stalks. At one time it was a very scarce Orchid,
but now it is imported s6mewhat largely. Only
the other day an importation of it arrived at the

Pine-apple Kursery, Maida Vale, in fine condition
and in large masses. There are likewise some ex-

cellent flowering specimens of it in the nursery

just named.

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

G. J., StJKEET.

A large bouquet of double yellow Tulips is held
in a jar of paleblue Dutch pottery, and a capacious

tureen-shaped vase of Italian faience has a good
effect filled with a mixed bunch of large Tulips

—

scarlet,single and double, crimsonand brown striped

with yellow. A simple, but very brilliant dinner-

table decoration is of single rosy-scarlet Tulips

(Gesneriana) in baskets of cream-coloured Leeds
ware. Boughs of Spanish Broom, pale yellow and
white, stand in a tall jar, and the earliest purple
German Iris and the white Iris florentina are

grouped together with their own leaves. A brass

bowl holds a large bunch of white Lilac with its

own pale green leafage, and a silver punch-bowl,
on a groundwork of darkest greenery of Ivy

boughs, has wreaths of Clematis montana piled

over and twined about the dark foliage. A good
effect on a rather large scale is got by some mas-
sive spikes of purple Wallflower (double German),
with pure white double Tulips and large fre.=^h

leaves of Saxifraga crassifolia. a delicale

Venetian finger-glass has double yellow Banksia^i

Roses. In pots are various Amaryllis and Strepto-

carpus biflorus, a good room plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKFIELD.

Eucalyptus.—Of this there are numerous
varieties, but not more than four or five kinds
that are generally cultivated, and these mostl}'

as conservatory plants in the way of climbers for

pillars and rafters, and for such positions in cool

houses they do very well for a year or two, but
after that time the plants get naked stemmed and
require renewal. Owing to its supposed sanitary

and medicinal properties, E. globulus, the Blue
Gum tree, has of late years become well known,
and great has been the disappointment to find

that it was not sufficiently hardy to withstand
the severity of the winter of 1880 and 1881. It is,

however, hardy enough to stand our ordinary

winters, plants of it here having stood without
any protection for four years previous to 1880.

The variety E. alpina has proved perfectly

hardy, growing, as it does, to a height of 6 ft. in

the season; and being so uncommon both in

colour and habit, it may be classed among the

very few kinds of comparatively hardy plants

that can be usedassubtropicals, a not less recom-
mendation being that it is very easily raised from
seeds. Our plants of it, sown in February last

year, are now 6 ft. high, and they were not at all

injured by the sharpest frost of last winter—15°

occurring between December 20 and 24. They
look well as central plants in large beds of other

tall growing subtropicals, but perhaps their most
appropriate—certainly their most telling—position

is as foreground plants to shrubberies in which
there is a preponderance of dark coloured foliage

such as that of Portugal Laurels and Tews.

Sub-troplcal garden.—The beds may now
be edged and raked down ready for planting, but
previous to doing this give such beds as are to be
filled with plants that require abundance of manure
agood scattering of guano or other fertiliser, which
will thus get covered with soil at once. A com-
mencement may then be made to plant out the
hardier kinds, such as ornamental shrubs, Austra-
lian Draca:nas, Eucalypti, Hemps, Funkias, Fish-

bone Thistles, and also the hardier edging
and ground-work plants, such as Cerastiums,

Ajugas, Sedums, Veronicas, and Harrison's Musk

;

the last is a fine ground-work plant for large
growing dark-leaved plants in the way of Gibson's
Ricinus and Canna Van Houttei, and the par-
tial shade which these afford seems to be just
what is needed to keep the Musk in continuous
flower from early in summer until late in autumn.
The tender section of plants will still need
attention indoors ; it will not be safe to plant
them out till quite the end of the month, and
some of them not till June. They should not be
allowed to get root-bound, but be grown on freely,

being given plenty of space and air. A single
plant well grown affords more real satisfaction,

and does as good service when planted out as do
a dozen that have been huddled together in heat.
Tobacco, Chilian Beet, Love-lies-bleeding, and
Perilla do best when planted in a very young
state ; they will now be ready to prick out into
boxes, which when filled place in frames, and
keep them rather close till the roots have begun
to work in the new soil, then give air freely, and
plant out in the last week in this month.

Mixed flower borders. — The present
showery weather affords a good opportunity for
getting these completely furnished for the summer.
Asters, Stocks, Marigolds, Larkspurs, Zinnias, and
indeed all kinds of annuals may be utilised for
filling up vacancies. They should be planted in
clumps containing five or seven plants each, taking
pains to have the taller growers at the back part
of the border ; not that uniformity of height in
such a border is desirable—far otherwise, but
simply that the arrangements may not look too
'.op-sided, owing to the tallest plants being too
much in juxtaposition with the shortest. The
commoner kinds of plants may still be sown for

late flowering, viz.. Delphiniums, Pyrethrums, and
Dielytras. Tall Veronicas will now need tying up,
in doing which endeavour to avoid a bunched-up,
broom-like appearance, On the contrary, tie them
as loosely as is compatible with their freedom
from injury by wind or heavy rains. If continued
gaiety of the borders be desired, and time can be
devoted to the matter, many of the earliest kinds
of spring flowers, such as Primroses, Daisies, and
Arabis, that have now done flowering, may be
taken up and planted in the reserve garden, and
their places filled with any of the annuals men-
tioned above, or with ordinary kinds of bedding
plants, such as Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Pe-
tunias, and Verbenas ; single and double Dahlias,
Hollyhocks, Marvel of Peru, and any spare Cannas
and Castor-oils that there may be will look well at
the back part of the borders.

General work.—Weeding and, after rain,

rolling walks and mowing with the scythe for the
first time new lawns that are being formed will now
need attention. Get vacant beds in readiness for

the reception of bedding plants. Transplant spring
flowers and bulbs to the reserve garden, and at the

same time increase the stock of desirable kinds by
division and offsets. Clear Roses of green-fly by
syringing the plants with soap-suds, and in bad
cases with Tobacco water. Tie up climbing Roses,
and direct the growth of recently- planted
climbers, such as Ivy, &c., by tacking in the
principal shoots.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINE.?, SOTJTHGATE.

Boronia elatior.—This is such a profuse-

flowering subject and so easily managed, as to

make it deserving of general use wherever a
greenhouse or conservatory exists. It will last in

flower for over two months, and from its graceful

habit of growth it is a pretty object even when
not in bloom. As soon as the plants have done
flowering they should be slightly cut over, shorten-

ing the last season's shoots about one-third

their length ; if this is done the plants will keep
for years without getting straggling or too large

for ordinary purposes.

Hydrangeas.—A sufficient stock of cuttings

of these should, if not already put in, be seen to

at once, using the young shoots, which the spring-
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flowering plants usually produce freely. If the

cuttings are kept moist, close, and in a little heat,

they will root in a fortnight. More plants in-

tended to bloom should be pushed along to pre-

cede those that have been retarded, giving them
plenty of manure water as growth progresses.

Quick -growing, gross -feeding plants, such as

these, are only seen in their best condition

when liberally supplied with nutriment. Dip them
in Tobacco water or fumigate as soon as aphides

appear.

Lilies.—As the shoots of these extend keep
the pots well up to the glass ; for the summer and
autumn flowering kinds a cold frame in a light

position, with the lights olf in the daytime, will

favour stout, sturdy stems much more than if

kept in a plant house. If the stems are at all drawn
up quickly the lower leaves will be proportion-

ately thin in texture, rendering it impossible to

keep them on until the plants bloom. As the

earliest will now be growing freely supply them
regularly with manure water, so as to get them
strong, as on this to a great extent depends the

quantity of flowers which thej- produce. It is the

nature of some Lilies to form a quantity of roots

from the lower joints of the stem above the bulb
;

means should be taken to preserve and encourage
these by adding soil, so as to cover them, or by
potting them lower in pots a size larger; these

stem - roots may not assist the growth of the

bulbs, but they have a marked influence on the
flowering.

Chrysanthemums.—Late struck cuttings
should at once be placed in 5-in. or 6-in. pots, and
treated so as to get them on, stopping the shoots
of those that are intended to be grown bush
fashion. Do all that is possible to keep them
sturdy ; if they are at all drawn up in their earliest

stages it is useless to expect the lower leaves to

stand until blooming time. To this cause quite as

much as to inattention in the waj' of giving with
water through tlie summer is attributable the
naked condition these plants get into before
flowering.

Achimenes, Qloxiniag, and Gesneras.
—Achimenes started some time back should not
be allowed to make too much growth before they
are transferred to the pots or baskets in which
they are to bloom. It is well not to overcrowd
them ; if this is done, their flowering will be com-
paratively short-lived, and the leaves will be al-

most certain to have a sicklj' yellow colour. Few
summer-blooming plants are so bright and
effective as these when well managed ; where it is

desirable to have them in bloom over as long a
season as possible, they ought to be started into
growth in succession, or else a portion should be
subjected to less warmth than the rest, but they
are heat-requiring subjects, and will not do well
if deprived of a sufficiency of warmth during the
early stages of their growth. Gloxinias that were
started early will now be pushing up their flowors,

and need all the light that can be given them so

as to keep the foliage stout and give strength and
substance to the flowers and the stalks on wliich
they are borne. Tlie flabby, weak, half-prostrate
condition in which these plants are often found
destroys the character of both the foliage and
flowers. The solid tubered species and varieties

of Gesnera, such as G. Cooperi and others, are
beautiful and most useful summer-flowering
plants, not nearly so generally grown now as they
deserve to be. They succeed with moderate stove
heat, and occupy comparatively little room ; and
where sufficient quantities of them are grown a
succession can be kept up. G. Cooperi will flower
twice in the course of the season if well treated,
the second crop of shoots yielding a head of bloom
little inferior to the first. The variegated section
is handsome both in leaf and flower, but unless
means are taken to keep them free from such pests
as mealy bug and thrips, their leaves soon lose their
beauty, the means that have to be employed to rid
them of the insects destroying their velvety,
lustrous appearance.

Camellias and Sparmannia.—Camellias
that flowered earliest will now be in active

growth, and if at all deficient in vigour through
want of root-room, soot water should be given
once a week ; this will speedily show its effects in

the increased size and deep colour of the leaves.

Sparmannia africana is another plant easily

grown, and one of the freest of free bloomers.
Its white flowers, set off witli quantities of

singular filaments, have a distinct appearance un-
like anything else, and being produced during a
considerable part of the winter and spring, render
the plant doubly useful. To secure large speci-

mens of it, cuttings ought to be struck in the
usual way in a moderate heat about the beginning
of ]\Iarch, and grown on with plenty of room, as
required in summer. For such plants 12-in. pots
will not be too large in which to bloom, but cut-

tings put in now will make good flowering ex-

amples in 8-in. or 9-in. pots. Ordinary sandy loam
will suit them, and they like plenty of light, the
foliage standing more sun under glass than that
of most things.

Forced shrubs and bulbs.—As has
before been pointed out, the too common prac-
tice of allowing shrubs, such as Andromedas,
Lilacs, double-flowering Plums, Ghent Azaleas,
Laurustinus, and Rhododendrons, after having
been forced to remain comparatively uncared
for is wasteful. Although such plants usually
require a second season to bring them up to the
condition they were in previous to forcing, it is

well to recollect that in most cases the warmth to
which they have been subjected has caused them
to make a quantity of young growths in addition
to their roots also being set in motion, and unless
they are gradually inured to the open air before
,b^ing turned out of their pots, they suffer so
'jDiuch as to be reduced to all but a state of worth-
lessness ; whereas, if duly cared for, with, after
blooming, a year's rest, they will again do good
service. The course of treatment they have
undergone tends to check all inclination to exu-
berant growth, in place of which a disposition to
flower profusely is secured. If the latest bulbs,

such as Hyacinths, Narcissi, Tulips, Crocuses, and
Scillas, which will have bloomed without much
forcing, are similarly well cared for by being
turned out in the reserve ground and sufficient

water given, they may be made useful in different

ways, as all but the Hyacinths will, after an in-

terval of a year, bloom in the open ground as well
as if they had never been svrbjeoted to pot cul-

ture.

ORCHIDS.
,J. DOrCLAS, LOXPORD HALL.

East India house.—Sufficient instructions
have been given (p. 242) as to shading this house
and the best positions for the different sections of

Orchids. It may, however, be well to again allude
to the Angiajcums. They require a warm, shady
position, and a constant watch must be kept
for thrips ; they get into the axils of the leaves,

and are often not seen until traces of their work
are observed on the leaves. It is a good plan to

have a small vessel filled with diluted Tobacco
water placed in the house, andasmallcamel's-hair
brush at hand with which to apply it to the leaves

whenever traces of the insect are to be seen. If it

is possible to fumigate the house, that may be
done on successive evenings ; it will kill both
thrips and aphides. In our case there are plants
in the house that will not stand Tobacco smoke
strong enough to kill thrips, and therefore we
must be content to dip or wash them. Plants of

Odontoglossum lloezli in this house have been
much infested with thrips. Thej' ought now to bo
clean, for the flowers just opening will be injured

by dipping; even flower-buds are injured by the
operation, and do not open well. We also

grow our Calanthes in this house, although one
5° lower would probably be better. The ever-

green section, such as C. veratrifolia, Masuca, and
Dominii, were surface dressed with good loam and
rotten manure nearly two months ago, and thick,

healthy white roots are now running up into the

loam. If not already surface dressed, that opera-

tion may yet be performed, and as the flower-

spikes are well advanced (indeed, in some cases
the flowers are open), it is necessary to watch them
in order to destroy any of the yellow aphis, which
sadly mars the beauty of the pure white blossoms.

We remove the pest with a camel's-hair brush, but
it ought to be destroyed by dipping in some
solution before the spikes are seen above the
foliage. The temperature of this house should not
fall below 65° at night, and often it will be 70° at

10 p.m., falling perhaps a few degrees before morn-
ing.

Cattleya house —I remarked (p. 243) that

Cattleyas should be shaded as soon as the leaves

felt warm to the hand, through the sun acting on
them in the morning. Since then I have seen a col-

lection where they are scarcely shaded at all, except
by the use of a partially opaque glass. I felt the

leaves between 2 and ?> in the afternoon, when the

sun was shining on them, and they felt very warm
indeed. The plants were syringed overhead,

and many of them seemed to succeed remarkably
well, G. Skinneri making the best growths I had
yet seen on this species, I am still,however, of the
opinion that the safest way in which to grow
Orchids of any kind is to shade them from the

sun, but I would let them have as much light as

possible. Cattleyas, such as C. Mossise, Warneri,
i\Iendelli, &c,, are pushing rapidly into bloom, and
ought to be in a light position near the glass, so

that when the flowers open they may be good in

substance and colour. The only way bj' which G.

gigas may be flowered satisfactorily is to suspend

it near the glass in baskets. Large specimens
ought to be raised in pots, so that the tops of the

leaves may not be more than 1 ft. from the glass.

Odontoglossum Phala^nopsis should now be in

flower. This is a very desirable species, and one
which lasts long in perfection, but it seldom does

well unless suspended near the glass. It requires

to be dipped frequently in weak Tobacco liquor to

destroy red-spider, which attacks it, and often

does much mischief before it is observed. The An-
guloas are now coming fast into flower, and as

roots are being formed at the same time, they also'

require considerable supplies of water. See that

no yellow aphides are lurking in the wrinkles of

the leaves. As large importations have recently

been made of Dendrobium Wardianum and cras-

sinode, those who have plants requiring to be
potted should use small shallow pans. They are

light and can easily be suspended from the roof
;

as soon as roots are emitted from the base of

the new growths, watch for slugs and give water
freely.

Cool house.—With hardly any artificial heat

the thermometer seldom falls in this house below
55° at night, unless perhaps an hour or two before

daybreak, when the thermometer is low outside
;

under these circumstances it is desirable to re-

move any cool-house plants that have been win-

tered in the Cattleya house to their summer quar-

ters in the cool house. Such Masdevallias as M.

.

tovarensis and all those of the Chimreroid section,

also M. Wagneri, &c., would now do better in the

cool house. Indeed our plants of M. tovarensis

were removed long ago, as we found, by trying

half of them in the cool house and the

other half in the Cattleya house, that they

did best where they were coolest. It may be,

if the winter was more severe, that they
would succeed best in warmer quarters. Numbers
of plants of the IM. chimiera section of Mas-
devallias have been recently imported, and all of

them, except the true chimsera, which produces its

flowers from an upright stem, should be potted in

baskets, the flowers being produced from the base

of the plants, the flower-stems having a down-
ward tendency. Thej' like a position near the

glass, but require a moist atmosphere, and, like

the rest of the Masdevallias, plenty of water at

the roots. The cool house is now gay with flowers

of Odontoglossums, and the earliest-flowering Mas-

devallias, such as M. Veitchi and M. Chelsoni,

are in flower, and form a striking contrast to the

wealth of white, blush, and variously spotted

forms of Odontoglossum cirrhosum, Pescatorei,

and Alexandras. While there are so many plants

I
in flower we are anxious to keep them in good
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condition as long as we can, and are careful not
to sprinkle too much water about at night. The
flowers do not damp off so much when there is a
little heat in the hot-water pipes as they do when
these are quite cool. A circulation of air night and
day promotes the health of the plants and tends
to the better preservation of the flowers.

FEUIT.
W. C0LE3IAS, EASTSOE CASTLE.

Cherries and Plums.—Examine the trees

and fumigate if necessary before the fruit changes
colour. Green fly may easily be eradicated, but
the black and brown aphis often give a great deal
of trouble, and it is not always convenient to cut

off and burn the points of the shoots : but if taken
in time, regular dipping in Tobacco water will

soon clear the trees. As the ripening period
approaches, see that the roots are in nice condi-
tion and properly mulched to keep in moisture.

Go over the trees and stop all superfluous shoots
at the fourth leaf, tie in leaders, discontinue
syringing, and protect from birds by hanging fish-

ing nets over the ventilators. If trees in pots are

too thickly set, they may now be thinned. Feed
well and mulch to lieep the surface moisture in the
pots and to prevent the constant use of water.
Syringe Plums twice a day with soft water until
the fruit begins to ripen, thin well when stoned,
and feed with liquid at every watering. Plums will

stand more heat than is good for Cherries, but
nothing is gained by its application. Fumigate for

fly. Keep the trees pinched and tied in, and see
that Golden Drop and other late kinds intended
to hang are not distressed by overcropping.

Melons.—Where the pot system is followed
the first batcli of plants will soon be ripening off

their crop of fruit, and, time being an object, see

that another set is thoroughly established in

fruiting pots ready to take their place. Although
cleansing after the first crop is not absolutely
necessary, cleanliness is an important item in good
culture, and always pays for the small outlay in

quicklime and sulphur. When the fruit in succes-
sion houses has attained the size of ducks' eggs,
select the fittest for swelling away, evenly together,

cut off duplicates and all lateral growths, top-

dress with heavy loam, bone dust, and dry cow
manure, and feed liberally. Avoid wetting the
foliage at the morning syringing, but damp all

paths, walls, and surfaces ; ventilate freely until

noon, and syringe overhead after closing for the
day. Pay particular attention to plants in pits and
frames, and carefully avoid producing a check by
stopping or cutting during the time the fruit is

setting. Fertilise all female blossoms, and at
the same time draw them up above tlie foliage to

the influence of solar heat and light. When a good
set has been secured, pinch two joints beyond the
fruit, elevate those intended for the crop on in-

verted flower-pots, and trim awa}' all surplus
growths. If the bed of soil has been made between
two planks placed 2 ft. apart, the advan-
tage of the plan will now be discovered in the
facilities oiiered for top-dressing, ramming, and
feeding. Melons in pits and frames should never
be shaded, neither should the soil at the outset be
enriched with manure, but food of the richest
quality may be given to them during the time they
are swelling their fruit.

Hardy fruit.—Never perhaps have fruit

trees of all kinds broken away in a more satisfac-

tory way than they have done this spring, and up
to Sunday morning, the 16th instant, when nine
degrees of frost followed a wet, sleety day, our
prospects were unusually promising. Plums and
early Pears on pyramids and bushes have been
much injured. Currants, too, have suffered, but
Gooseberries, -where protected by their leaves,

seem to have escaped, and trees on walls are
quite safe. Owing to the earliness of the season,

the performance of some operations, notably that
of disbudding, seems to require prompt attention,

but considering that we are just out of April,

the little-and-often system of taking oS. a few
shoots at a time should be strictly adhered to

;

and although the trees maj' be the better for

having the covering removed, it should be kept
within easy reach, and temporary copings should
remain on the walls for some time longer. Give
regular attention to the thinning of Apricots,

which are an immense crop, and wage incessant
war with the active grubs, which soon do serious

mischief, particularly where the trees are heavily
cropped and tliere is a dearth of foliage. Wash
the trees well with clean water when days are

mild and cloudy. Mulch the borders witli good
rotten manure and old lime rubble, as calcareous

matter will be in great demand at stoning time,

and water copiously to insure its reaching
everj' part of the soil in which the roots are
embedded. Take the foreright growths off

Peaches, also the small fruit from the shoots.

M'ash well with clean water, and always have the
usual insecticide ready for application to parts af-

fected on the firstappearanceof green fly. Examine
theborders andseethat the recently root-pruned or

old trees do not suffer from the want of good
mulching and feeding. The usual mode of train-

ing a Peach tree against a south wall or within a

few inches of a glass roof, so as to expose every
leaf to the sun, is a most trying position,;and unless

a liberal supply of water is given to the roots and
foliage, insect life will soon be abundant, and
heavily cropped trees will ripen the fruit pre-

maturely if they do not cast it when stoning Look
over CheiTies and Plums on walls, destroy the

grub by pinching the points of the shoots,|and dip
or syringe witli Tobacco water on the first appear-
ance of black or brown fly. The latter soon
paralyses;the young growths, and the grub makes
very short work of a crop of Cherries ; hence the
importance of thoroughly cleansing the trees and
walls when the tree? are unnailed in winter.

Maiden Strawberry plants from which the current
year's supply of runners is to be obtained may be
divested of their flowers, well mulched, and watered
if necessary, and autumn-planted beds may be
made very firm by treading when the ground is

dry. If fresh stable litter is plentiful and at ha nd
all the fruiting beds will be the better for a good
covering after rain and before the flowers and
foliage get too forward. In due time the rain will

carry the ammonia down to the roots ; sun and
wind will bleach the litter and render it equal to

new wheateu straw long before the fruit is ripe.

Cucumbers.—Where the Cucumber house is

divided into several compartments, sections in

which the plants have been longest in bearing
should be cleared in regular succession to make
room for young plants which come into bearing in

a very short time, and the necessity for constant
fire-heat having ceased, a clean, healthy growth
will be secured throughout the summer. It will

be necessary to clear away all old soil and
plunging material prior to scalding, cleansing, and
washing with quicklime, otherwise the usual
pests—spider, woodlice, and worms—will soon re-

establish themselves. Make the hills or lidges for

summer use as far as possible from the top-heat
pipes, and endeavour to secure a steady, lasting

bottom-heat from fermenting materials in prefer-

ence to having constant recourse to firing, for

much as the Cucumber can and does often yield

good crops for a time under high pressure, all

practical growers are agreed that a top-heat
ranging from 70° to 8.5°, with air when draughts
can be avoided, and a bottom-heat of from 80° to
90°, will keep them vigorous and fruitful as long
as daily details are properlj' attended to. If old
plants cannot be dispensed with, cut them over
and ply the syringe well, using water at the tem-
perature of the house at the time of closing.

Shade for a few days, and let the heat on fine

afternoons run up to 90° to economise night
firing. Avoid the use of solid manure for the roots,

but feed well with tepid liquid and earth with
rough fibry loam from which the fine particles

have been separated, and a liberal mixture of old
limerubble, which will absorb and give off moisture
when most needed by the foliage. Spring-sown
plants in pits and frames will now be in bearing
and in some danger of being over-cropped. Dress
over as often as the weather will permit, peg out

tlie young Vines, and carefully guard against
getting the foliage too gross by constant stewing
in a vapid atmosphere, but keep it stout and
healthy by giving a little back or front air,

according to the direction of the wind, on fine

mornings. Shut up about 3 p.m. with a flush of
sim-heat and moisture, and let it gradually
descend to 70° for the night. If all the heat is

obtained from fermenting materials, renovate
back and front linings alternately. Cover well
witli dry mats, and provide for the escape of
noxious gasses by giring a chink of air after
covering up for the night.

MARKET FRUIT GARDENS.
J. GROOM, LINTON PARK.

AVheke these have been roughly dug during the
winter, as is the custom about here, many strong
rooting weeds will now be pushing up strongly,
even though they have been buried for months.
Coltsfoot, Docks, Couch Grass, &c., will find their
way to the surface if only buried one spit deep,
and experience proves that in this stiff soil, unless
spring and summer cultivation are stricth' carried
out, the land soon gets into a foul condition, as
in autumn, ovring to the press of work connected
with harvesting the fruit, the weeds generally
make rapid headway, more especiallj- if the sea-

son be wet. At the winter cultivation it is there-

fore difficult to clean the ground properly. It is

dug as roughly then as possible, so that the frost

may act on the lumps of soil and pulverise them.
Now, therefore, is the time when workmen, armed
with stout three-pronged hoes like little forks set

on a handle like a rake, proceed to pull over the
lumps just named, and work them down to a fine

tilth, bringing as the work proceeds the large
weeds to the surface, when in their blanched
state they quickly wither up. When quite dry
they are collected and put in heaps to burn ; this

thorough stirring destroys all the seedling surface
weeds and renders the work of destroying succeed-
ing crops a light matter, as with a well pulverised
surface hoeing with draw hoes is performed at a
trifling cost per acre, and when the bushes or
trees are wide enough apart, the horse hoe and
harrow are used instead of manual labour.

Gooseberry caterpillar.—A sharp look
out must now be kept for Gooseberry caterpillars,

for if allowed to get established, they not only
spoil the crop, but the bushes as well. In this

locality acres of bushes divested of foliage last

year are looking very weakly, and are bearing
very liglit crops, while those carefully cleared of
caterpillars are hearily cropped. There are many
remedies for this pest, and many ways of applying
them, but the general plan is to dust powdered
hellebore on the bushes when the first signs 'of

caterpillar appear. The hellebore kills all it

touches, and if followed up a few times, will

usually keep the bushes quite clean. Tin canisters

with holes made in them, like flour-dredgers, are

employed for dusting the trees, and as the cater-

pillars usually start from the centre, and clear

the leaves off the tips of the shoots, it is neces-

sary to lift up the outer branches and carefully

inspect the centre of the bushes, for they
multiply so rapidly, that if allowed to remain
many days undisturbed, their destruction is almost

hopeless.

Grafted trees.—All kinds of grafted trees

will now need frequent inspection, as the heavy
showers we are now experiencing will loosen the

clay coverings, and if not replaced quickly, the

drying intervals between the showers act most
injuriously on the graft, and that, too, at the most
critical stage of its existence. Any coverings that

have given way must therefore be replaced at

once, and those that are cracked must have some
fresh clay worked into the fissm-es, as the more
thoroughly air is excluded, the more certain will

be the success of the grafts.

Recently planted trees must be kept

firmly staked and tied to prevent wind-waving,
for as the leaf gets heavy, the strain will he even

greater than it now is. See that they do not get
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chafed
;

put plenty of soft material round the
stems before tjdng, as unless the top is kept
steady, the young freshly formed rootlets get
broken, and the tree thereby considerably checked.
Look to top-dressings

; see that they are not only
ample, butalso frequently stirred. In the case of old
orchards on Grass, this is a good time to remove
Nettles, by forking them up by the root, also
Docks, Thistles, and other coarse growing weeds.
Keep an extra supply of sheep grazing under
the trees now, as in addition to the abundance of
Grass there is usually green garden crops that
can be spread in orchards to supplement their
food. All kinds of the Brassica tribe, such as
Cabbage stalks, winter greens, &c., when running
to seed are far better put into the orchard for
the sheep than on the rubbish heap, as the little

they leave of the hard stalks can be raked up
and burned when dry. The season for gathering
fruits will soon set in. About here vast quantities
of Gooseberries are picked green, and those who
get them forward enough for the Whitsuntide
market usually get a high price for them. See to
the stock of baskets, packing paper, labels, sticks,
&c., so that when required, no delays may arise.
Many of these can be prepared on wet days when
outdoor labour is at a standstill, and the profits
of fruit growing demand that economy of time
as well as of other resources be practised if the
cultivator would live by his labour.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
R. GILBEET, BURGHLEY.

Herbs.—Sweet Basil should be sown in a
frame under glass, and for a very early supply in
pots in heat. When fully grown and just showing
flower, it should be dried, powdered, and kept in
bottles corked up tightly

; in fact, all herbs retain
their flavour when kept in this manner. Mint
should now be planted, both the Spearmint and
Peppermint. The usual system pursued is to lay
in three roots in a shallow drill, but the better
plan is to take cuttings of them, i.e., the shoots
that come away from the old roots with a small
piece of white stem, and which are sure to grow
if bedded in nice light land. Concerning Sage, the
old proverb, " Plant Sage in May, it is sure to
pay," is literally true ; slip the side shoots from
the parted plant, and plant them with a dibber
This herb makes a good edging plant where trim
Box edging cannot be had. Borage needs but little
attention

; where once grown scores of seedlings
make their appearance, and supply all our wants
gratis. Perhaps the most useful of all herbs is the
knotted Marjoram; this should be sown under
glass, and planted out in small tufts the latter end
of May. Tarragon is a useful herb, but in many
places does not do well. Here it grows fine and
strong. We part the old plants yearly, and replant
them in a different place, giving them a few bar-
row-loads of burnt refuse. Such herbs as Savory,
Thyme, Marigold, and all the more common
varieties do well sown outside the first week in
May. Lavender we strike from cuttings under
handlights, and also Rosemary ; both are very
useful. Lastly, our good friend Parsley must not
be neglected.

Tomato plants ought now be 1 ft. high, and
should worthily occupy 6-in. pots before the 15th
of May. They will be showing flower, and when
planted by the side of south walls, will begin
fruiting at once. President Grant Tomatoes and
similar monstrosities are not what is wanted,
either for exhibition or private use. Tomatoes
should not be large

; on the contrary, about six to
a pound is above the right size. Speaking of
Tomatoes, 1 may add that the green fruits gathered
in autumn, and laid on shelves under the glass to
ripen, certainly become red, but as regards flavour
It can only be compared with that of box trait
from our neighbours across the Channel. English
Tomatoes fetch from 2s. to 2s. 6d. per lb., while
French ones only realise from Is. to Is. 6d. Hoe
between all growing crops whenever the weather
IS suitable. Plant double rows of Lettuces on the
top of Celery ridges. Keep a sufficient quantity
tied up in the winter quarters to meet all de-

mands. Sow successional crops of Turnips, Let-
tuces, Radishes, Mustard and Cress, &o. Now is a
good time to thoroughly clean walks, cut Box
hedges, and finish by putting a little gravel on
the walks, so that all may be smart and trim
for the summer.

THE LATE AURICULA SHOW.
With the exception of Mr. Cannell, we see no new
southern growers enter into Auriculacompetitions,
and therefore must conclude that growers do not
increase

; whilst of western and northern growers
the same names constantly crop up. It therefore
would seem that, charming as the show Auricula
is, it will always remain the favoured flower
of a few specialists, and will never become
in the fullest sense of the word popular.
The richly coloured and finely formed flowers
of the alpines seem much more largely to at-
tract public attention than those of the show
Auricula proper. More than once I overheard the
remark, " The show flowers are no doubt good,
but I prefer the alpines for beauty and effect.''

However, there is room enough for both sections.
Judging by the competitions, it seemed that the
alpines are in fewer hands than the show flowers.
This may be because the old florist yet looks
somewhat askance at them. Indeed, had it not
been for Mr. Turner and Mr. Douglas, the alpine
display at South Kensington the other day would
have been but poor. Although ordinarily known
as alpines only, and not particularly classified,
yet there is a minor division of them into golden
centres and white or creamy centres, whilst there
is also an obvious distinction not made at the
show, but made much of by the northern florists,

who divide the alpines into shaded and self
flowers, and whose proclivities are entirely in
favour of shaded flowers. A good shaded alpine
should always have a golden centre—that is

almost the crown of glory of any alpine. Then
the ground colour must be darkest and clearly de-
fined round the centre, and should shade or pale
off into a lighter hue towards the edge, not
abruptl}', but regularly. Self flowers are easily dis-
tinguished by the density of the ground colour

;

there may be a little shading, but it is indistinct.
Probably, however, most persons who are not
initiated into the points of alpine Auriculas would
prefer the self or unshaded to the shaded flowers
if they have a golden centre, the contrast between
the golden and dark hues being so clear and
pleasing.

For the edification of inquirers I have arranged
a list of twenty-four kinds of alpines made at
the exhibition of the various sections—golden-
centred shaded flowers and golden-centred with
self grounds ; also shaded and unshaded flowers
with white or creamy centres. Probably some of
these are new and not yet in commerce, but if

obtainable they would make a very fine collection.

Golden-centred ssZ/s.—Fred. Copeland, John
Bull, Dr. Denny, Wm. Fowle, Mercury, and Fairy
Ring. Golden-centred shaded.—King of the Bel-
gians, Superb, Mrs. Micklejohn, Amelia Hardwidge,
Sappho, and John Leech, the latter very dark
shaded and large. Creamy or lohite-centred selfs.

—Charles Darwin, Mentor, J. D. T. Llewellyn,
Ethel, Philip Frost, and Florence. Creamy or
white-centred flmrers.—Queen Victoria, George
Lightbody, Sensation, Unique, Imperial, and Dia-
dem. One marked feature in the golden-centred
flowers is that they retain this rich colouring to
the last

; on the other hand, creamy-centred
flowers open with a yellow tint, which generally
fades off to white, so that centres of two distinct
hues are thus seen on one plant. This is one of
the peculiar defects of the creamy-centred sec-
tion.

The new and singular section of fancy Auriculas
calls for little comment, except to deplore that a
body established to promote the improvement of
the Auricula should encourage the exhibition of
sucli sorry material as the floral abortions are
which come under that head. The newer forms of
laced varieties are permitted to appear under the
heading of fancy flowers, but the permission

is a questionable honour. These laced varie-
ties have in them the forms of much that
is promising and beautiful. Duly encouraged
and removed from contaminating association
with the " fancies,-' they maj' make in time a very
pleasing section, and become exceedingly popular.
Of fairly robust habit, easily reproduced from seed,
and not at all difficult to cultivate, they may be
grown by anyone who can find a spare frame and
a few other necessaries. The lacing which should
mark the flowers needs fining down, the centres
need enlarging and enriching, and the grounds
deepening. It. should be not the least pleasing
feature of this laced section that it is thus open
to considerable improvement. A. D.

Theroyal parks and pleasuregrounds
were the subject of a little free discussion in the
House of Commons the other evening. On the
motion in Supply to complete the sum of £110,921
for royal parks and pleasure grounds, Mr. Labou-
chere complained of the cutting down of trees in
Kew Gardens, and proposed that the cost of
Battersea, Kennington, and Victoria Parks should
be transferred from the public treasuiy to the
metropolitan rates. Mr. Ritchie said nothing
could be more astounding than such a proposal,
for it meant that the parks of the rich might be
supported out of the Consolidated Fund, and the
parks of the poor were to be supported by the
ratepayers. The moneys required were eventually
voted.

Beana and Peas for exhibition.—When should
Peas, Broad Beans, and Scarlet Runners be sown to show
in the first week in .September ?—S. C.

Worms on lawns.—How can I best get rid of womis
on my lawn ? I have tried several remedies, but still they
are troublesome.—T. E.

Bhubarb wine.—I would feel obliged it any reader
of The Garden would give me a good recipe for making
Rhubarb wine.—J. H.

Pasteboard boxes.—Can anyone inform me if paste-
board boxes for packing plants in are to be got in a flat

state, prepared for gumming together ? and if so, where ?

They are convenient for carrying in going abroad.—
W. H. M.

Emigrating (Gardener).—Ivy Mr. Peter Henderson,
Courtland Street, New York, or Messrs. EUwanger and
Barry, Rochester, New York.

The frost running up to 12° has done much damage
to Potatoes in this district. Both foliage and bloom have
suffered much from the severe and sudden changes that
have taken place lately in the weather. — J. E. W.,
Grange.

Diseased leaves (C. A. C). -The leaves of your
plants have probably been injured to some e.\tent bya small
insect ueaily allied to the common froghopper; there
were no insects on the leaves, but I found two cast skins of
the iu:ect alluded to. Examine your plants, and if any
small insects rather larger than green-fly, which jump when
disturbed, are present, fumigate well or syi-ingo with some
insecticide.—G.S.S.

Books (F. W. JIf.J.—Baltet's " Art of Grafting," prlca
3s. 6d. ; post free, 3s. lOd. Published at this office.

Fruits (J.A(ld!j).—Yes, when the great fruits come ; but
ordinary fruits people do n .t care for.

Names ot plants.— 7". A. P.—l, Sedum carneum
variegatuiu ; 2, Fuchsia corditolia ; 3, Kalosanthes coccinea

;

4, Bnuvardia Humboldti. A. A'.—1, Oxalis cernua; 2,

Orchis papilionacea ; 3, Ophrys fusca. IF. U., Thornton
lleatli.—0\!dii floribunda. K. ffj'i'oDC.—Berberis dulcis.

^. t/^. fl.—Coronilla Emerus. J. Cfeios.—Oucidium
luridum ; 0. bicallosum (the largest flower). A. A'.—
Serapias lingua ; Staphylea pinnata (shrubJ.

By inadvertance we stated in our report of the last week's
exhibition that Mr. Noble's nursery was at Ascot ; whereas,
as is well known, it is B.agshot Nursery, Sunningdale.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.
W. B. H.—T. E —T. G. K.^T. B.—J. A. F.-R. P.—R.

D.—0. & Son.—F. G.—O. T.-T. W. H.—L. K.—G. F. N.—
T. R. J.—S. H. & Co.-E. B —R. P._T.-G. J.-J. O.-J.
5. W.—R. D.—T. B.-G. S .S.—C. N.-R. G.—W. W.—V.
W. 1).-J. S. S J. E. W.—D. R. & Co.—P. E.—A.^r. W.
S. C—T.D. F.-W. E. O.—E. F.—,1. G.—J. C. C—K. G.—
A. H.—J. V. & Sons.—T. G.—J. C—F. W. M.—W. J. M.
r.-,T. C—G. C—T. S. W.—C. B.—C. D.—F. T. G.-N. H.
P.—J. W.—T. F. K.—F. & A. S.—H. P.—Dr. P.—C. M. O
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"Tills is an Art

Which does mend Xature : change it rather : but

The akt itself is Xatoke."—SAaScspeore.

HEREFORDSHIRE ORCHARDS.
Mn. Groom is quite sorrect as to the prices

of Apples obtainable durinp: tha past season,

for in this part of Herefordshire plenty of

Blenheim Orange, the principal variety grown
for sale, could be bought for 8s. per csvt. We
bad a quantity of ordinary cooking varieties

that Tvere not saleable at any price sufhciently

remunerative to pay for the extra care and
trouble needed in gathering for the market, so

they vrere mixed with the cider fruit. It is a

question if making cider does not pay better than
marketing the fruit, unless the varieties are

very good, for the expenses of gathering are

light compared svith hand-picking for market,
and, as a rule cider Apples are better hearers.

The Blenheim Orange is not a good bearer when
young, and will frequently miss a season alto-

gether. AVe have three Ribston Pippins in an
orchard with heads .30 ft. through. In the year
187-5 we gathered 6 cwt. on an average from
each tree, but we have had none since. I give
below the result of making the produce of thir-

teen acres into cider, and leave your readers to

judge if it does not pay. I may mention that
the fruit is very ordinary, and the cider only
of poor quality, but there is always a ready sale

for it at Cd. per gallon. Of the thirteen

acres of orchard ground, one -half is grass

and the other tillage ; the trees are 36 ft. apart,

with many gaps among them ; in fact, this year
it took sixty-seven trees to fill the vacant
spaces. "We made 2600 gallons of cider, which,
at 6d. per gallon, is £69, or £.5 per acre. The
expenses amounted to .5s. per hogshead of 100
gallons, which included gathering and every-
thing connected with making the cider ready
for use or sale, except the horse for grinding, so

that it leaves a profit of £4 lOs. per acre, and
the Grass under the trees is worth as much as

any other, coming early in the spring and con-
sequently useful for ewes and lambs. Another
orchard, four acres in extent, in which the trees

are only 18 ft. apart (so thick that it is difficult

to rear a ladder amongst them) produced 2.300

gallons of cider, which, after deducting the ex-
penses of making, leaves £12 18s. 9d. per acre

as profit. The above is the exact cost, for it was
let to a man to make for the price mentioned

;

but OS. per hogshead is too small a price for

making
; 7s. would be nearer the actual cost, in-

cluding horse and everything. There are other
expenses, such as depreciation of casks, &e., but
after that there is a good profit left. Of course
good fruit grown on good, strong land will
make much superior cider, worth Is. per gallon

;

but our fruit is of poor quality.

I have come to the conclusion that orchards
planted thickly arebetterandmoreproductivethan
when further apart. The trees afford each other
shelter from the wind, and invariably produce
a greater quantity of fruit per acre. We planted
an orchard of seven acres last autumn. The
trees, consisting of about twenty varieties, were
placed 25 ft. apart ; one-fourth of them were
Worcester Pearmain, and the remainder of the

most popular sorts. Our method of planting and
protecting is as follows : We set out the first line

on the square, then drive in a Larch stake for

each tree, leaving it about 6 ft. above the ground.
These stakes are previously prepared by having
the ends that go into the soU plunged up to

above the ground level in a large heap of quick-

lime to harden them. The stakes areof nine years'

growth, thinnings out of Larch plantations, and
2i in. in diameter at the top. We then dig

the holes ready for the trees and plant them
to the stakes—a much better plan than driving

the stakes in afterwards ; then we fasten them
with tar twine, using twisted haybands to

keep the ties from cutting the trees ; 3 ft. of

wire netting, 3 ft. high, are now put round the

trees and fixed with wire staples to the stakes

to protect the trees from hares and rabbits. Two
additional small stakes would protect them from
sheep, but we have planted Gooseberries -5 ft.

apart each way, so that no sheep or cattle will

be near the trees for some years.

The last few years has witnessed a great im-
provement in this coimty in the way of filling

up old orchards and planting new ones, the im-
petus given being in a great measure through the

efforts made by the Woolhope Club to encourage

the growth of better varieties both of Apples
and Pears. Its annual exhibition held at Hereford
enlightened growers of Apples to a great ex-

tent as to what varieties to grow. There are,

perhaps, more bad sorts grown here than in any
other county in England, although according to

returns there are 2-5,000 acres of orcharding.

Previous to the Woolhope Club taking up the

matter, many owners of orchards had no idea of

such varieties of Apples as Cellini, Echlinville

Seedling, Lord Suffield, Peasgood's Nonsuch.
Loddington, Warner's King, Worcester Pear-
main, Yorkshire Beauty, and others. Blenheim
Orange is the kind most largely grown of any
really good Apple here ; of course there are

some who grow, as is well known, all the best

varieties in the best style, but the Woolhope
Club has popularised the culture of the best

kinds to a great extent by bringing the speci-

mens of such growers before the public at their

exhibitions.

The methods of planting and protecting need
improvement. One old plan prevailing here is

to buy and plant Crab stocks, let them grow
for a year or two, and then graft them. A
much better way is to buy good, clean, healthy

young trees from the nursery, as they are pro-

perly worked, and in that case there is no dan-
ger of grafts being blown off ; moreover, they
are no dearer than Crab stocks, reckoning the

cost of grafting and the loss of time. One
of the main points should be to grow the trees

on as quickly as possible out of the way of

cattle before the protecting materials have
rotted, for cattle often injure them before the

protection is replaced. One of the most common
methods of protection is Thorns or Gorse bound
around the trees, but such protections only last

about two years. A better plan probably would
be Oak pales bound together with hoop iron, or

slabs from the saw-mill would do very well
;

but perhaps scarcely 7-5 per cent, of the trees

planted in old orchards ever get established

from one cause or another. In the case of new
orchards, if possible, it is always best to have
proper protections for the trees.

Bryngwyn, Hereford. W. Nash.

Daphne Cneorum.— One of the sweetest

and most showy hardy plants now in bloom is

this Daphne, which on account of its procumbent
spreading character is well adapted for banks or

rockwork, or other elevated fiositions ; when so

plantedand grown it rues about, droops over rocks,

and seems to be quite at home. Many appearto have
a ditficulty in managing this Daphne, but with us

it grows freely in light, sandy soil, and by layer-

ing the branches they root after being buried a

yearorso.and maybetakenoffiiuthespring. Sofiori-

ferous are the plants here, that the tips of every

shoot bloom ; and as they cover a large space,

they are a mass of gay blossoms. I shall be glad
to hear if anyone has tried this Daphne in pots
for forcing, and how it behaves under glass. As it

flowers naturally in April, it would appear to bo
valuable for starting early for cutting and work-
ing up in bouquets.— S. D.

TREES AND SHRUBS AT GRASMERE.
Mr. Stevens' interesting garden at Grasmere,
near Byfleet, from which we have received so

many specimens of haidy plants of all kinds,

is now most attractive, at least so far as regards
trees and shrubs, which abound here in wonder-
ful variety ; for, after having collected every
comeatable plant of a herbaceous character,

Mr. Stevens has of recent years set about enrich-
ing his garden with trees and shrubs, the result

being that it contains by far the most representa-
tive collection that we know of in any private
garden, and can only be compared with that of

Mons- Alphonse Lavallee, whose arboretum at

Segrez (Selne-et-Olse) is considered to be one
of the most complete in Europe. There are few
classes of plants from which an amateur can
derive so much pleasure as from a good collec-

tion of flowering trees and shrubs, particularly

if it embodies, as Mr. Stevens' does, not only
the typical species, but as far as possible

every variation from it, and it is siu'prising

what variety there is among them ; for

example, one would scarcely credit that the

named varieties of the Lilac number a score or

more, and so with the majority of the genera.

Individual specimens are for the most part small
compared with what they will become in the
course of a few years. When we take into

account the size of the Grasmero garden, the
number of species and varieties which it eon-

tains is marvellous ; between 10,000 and 11,000
are represented, but we will confine our remarks
to the most prominent at the present time.

Lilacs.—As has just been remarked, the

varieties of these ai'e numerous, but only about
half of the number that have been named can
lay claim to distinctness, the shades of colour,

the chief distinguishing character in many of

the kinds, being remarkably alike. The majority

belong to the common LUao (Syringa vulgaris),

and it is a remarkable fact that there are com-
paratively few varieties of the Persian Lilac

(S. persica). One of the very finest varieties in

flower is called Prince Camille de Rohan, a

kind which stands out prominently from all the

rest on account of its dense panicles of blossom,

which in the bud stage are a deep rosy-crimson,

but lighter in the expanded state. A slm.ilar,

but not such a fine, sort is one called sinensis

rubra, and next in merit is Professor E. Stoc-

kaert. Rosea graudiflora is a very fine variety,

which has exceptionally fine panicles, lighter in

colour than those of either of the kinds named,
but very pleasing:. The foregoing comprise some
of the most distinct of tlie dark coloured

varieties. Among those that are but little dif-

ferent from the type of S. vulgaris are those

named Goliath, purpurea, rubra, ccerulea, and
media. The major variety called also Charles

the Tenth is well known. It is an excellent

kind for forcing, and should be included among
the best of the dark varieties, as should also the

double flowered sort, which possesses the advan-

tage of remaining in flower longer than the

rest. The best of the pure whites is Ville de

Troyes, which is much superior to tlie common
white (S. vulgaris alba), having lai-ger flowers

and denser panicles. Another called Jacques Cal-

lot is but little diiierent from Yllle de Troyes.

The most noteworthy varieties of the Persian

Lilac arethewhite (alba),now becoming a scarce

plant, even in the best nurseries, and the cut-

leaved variety (laciniata), an elegant shrub called
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also pteridifolia. The Eouen Lilac (3. rothama-

gensis) is an extremely pivtty shrub that de-

serves to be better known than it is. It differs

from the Persian in being neater and more com-
pact in growth, and in having narrower leaves.

We found it here under its synonym S. dubia.

There are a few varieties of it, the white (alba)

sanguiuea and Gloire de Moulins being the most
remarkable. Among other distinct species S.

Josik»a, a Hungarian LUac, wiU shortly be in

bloom, and later on the Himalayan S. Emodi,
also very distinct from any of the commoner
Lilacs.

Barbeeeies and other sheihbs.—Amongst
Barberries now in flower were the popular, but
very beautiful, Darwini, stenophylla, dulcis,

cratfegina, Fortunei, buii^olia, Jamesi, Wal-
lichiana, and several varieties of the common B.
vulgaris. These all have yellow blossoms, borne
more or less profusely, but the most uncommon
and distinct is B. Hookeri, which, in the shape
of a dense bush of shining evergreen foliage, pro-

duces along the undersides of the branches
numerous golden - yellow blossoms. Pyrus,
Prunus, and Cerasus, genera largely represented,

were for the most part past their best ; but such
beautiful kinds as P. Malus floribunda and
spectabilis show how gay they have been. In P.
TorLngo we have a charming companion for the
common P. spectabilis, and being in full bloom
it prolongs the flowering season some weeks. It

appears to be intermediate between P. spectabilis

and floribunda, having the gi-aceful growth and
profusion of bloom of the latter with larger

flowers. P. ilaulei is in perfection, and seldom
have we seen such a glowing sight as

that presented by a hedge of this shrub
a hundred yards or more inlengtli, everv portion
of it being wreathed with orange-scarlet blo--

soms, which later on will be succeeded bv brightly
coloured fruits. Uerasus Watereriana is a very
beautiful tree when profusely hung with its

blush-tinted rosette-like blossoms, as is also C.
Caproniana multiplex, here called by its synonym
ranunculiflora. Several varieties of C. Avium and
sylvestris, both single and double, though all

beautiful, call for no special mention. Prunus
triloba has been extremely showy this season,
and a white flowered variety of it is a very fine

shrub, which differs in no way from the" type,
except in the flowers being white.

Gexista hispaxica is one of the showiest
shrubs in the garden—a veritable mass of yel-
low. I- grows about 2 ft. high, and forms dense
rounded bushes, which succeed in any soil. G.
prascox, likewise a mass of bloom, but of a pale
yellow coloui^ is also a remarkable shrub. It

remains long in blossom, and emits a strong and
pleasant perfume. It would be a good shrub for
planting near an apiary, for bees seem to be very
fond of it.

CvTisrs PUEPUHErs is a dwarf prostrate
shrub with long wiry shoots, proceeding from
trailing underground stems, and wreathed with
purple blossoms in the type, but with pure white
flowers in the variety called albus. Both are
admirable rock garden shrubs, as they never
grow tall, and they do well in any soil. C. ratis-
banensis, considered as a variety of C. purpureus,
has yellow flowers produced numerously on long
shoots, and is highly attractive. C. albus and its

varieties are likewise remarkable for their pro-
fuse bloom and the long time during which
they keep in perfection.

TrBrnxrM PLiCAicit, one of the finest of the
genus, is represented by a large bu.sh, which in
a short time will be a mass of white, sd
numerous are its flower-heads. On Recount of the
texture of the sterile flowers thev last in good
condition for an incredibly long" time, but not
so the typical species, which has fertile flowers.

The Wayfaring tree, V. Lantana, is really a fine

shrub when seen in the perfection in which it

is to be found here, the broad corymbs of white

bloom being very attractive.

LoxiCEEA TATABiCA 13 represented by several

varieties, two of which are particularly note-

worthy. One, virginalis alba, has pure white

blossoms very distinct from those of the ordinary

white-flowered form of the Tartarian Honey-
suckle; the other, called rubra grandiflora, has

deep purple-redblossoms, which, being numerous,
make a fine display.

In the- course of a week or so the shrub

garden will be gay with the numerous varieties

of Weigela, Eubus, Helianthemum, Philadel-

phus, and genera of a similar showy character,

in fact, from early spring till late in autumn
such a collection as this is more or less attrac-

tive.

EDITOE'S TABLE.

Stephanotis PIGMIES.—We were greatly

surprised at getting little 2-in. pots of this

from Mr. Crowe, with a strong truss of bloom on
each, a mere cutting with two leaves or three,

well rooted, and growing into a sturdy truss of

bloom instead of sending up the shoot of green
which wUl; come by-and-by. Mr. Crowe states

that when these cuttings were put in, there was
no sign of fl jwer, but the wood was well ripened,

and when that is so, it is as sure to produce
flowers as a well ripened Hyacinth bulb.

IsiOLiEiox sroxTAxuii.—One of the brightest

flowers we have received lately is this, from the
New Plant & Bulb Company, Colchester, and,
judging by the specimens sent, it must be grown
there to perfection. The slender stems are 2 ft

high, and bear a dense cluster of bright bluish

purple Adwers, both large and showy. It is excellent

for Cutting, and, being so graceful in growth, is

well suited for vases. Like all bulbous plants of
' a similar character, it requires a light, warm
soil to develop finely.

The fiee bush (Embothrium coccineum).

—

From Mr. S. Randall's nursery, at Exe Bridge,

Exeter, comes a splendid flowering branch of

this brilliant tree, which thrives so well in the
genial climate of Devonshire, but which in the
neighbourhood of London requires the protec-

tion of a wall, and then rarely attainsperfection.

It was figm'ed in The Gaedex some six years

ago, though the colour of Mr. Kandall's specimen
is much finer than that in our plate. Another
species of Embothrium has recently been intro-

duced through Messrs. Henderson, in whose
nursery at Maida Xale we saw plants of it the
other day. It differs entirely from E. coc

cineum in foliage, the leaves being larger and
not glaucous, and it is said to even surpass the
Fire bush in the beautv of its fiowers.

CypEiPEDiust MOXTAxrii is a pretty little

hardy Lady's Slipper from the mountains of
California. Its blossoms are smaller than those
of any of the other hardy kinds ; the sepals are
of a chocolate-brown colour, the side ones being
singularly twisted. The most conspicuous part
of the flower is the pouch-like labellum, about
the size of and much resembling in form a

sparrow's e^^. It is pure white, streaked with
purple, while the staminode which dips into

the pouch is bright yellow spotted with brown,
a strange combination of colour. The flowers

ai-e borne three and foiu' on a slender stalk,

rising 1 ft. or more high. It is the same as C.

occidentale. Some fine specimens of it come
from the Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham ; like-

wise from the New Bulb and Plant Company,
Colchester.

Japanese maples.—It would be difiicult to

name another class of shrubs that eombice so

much elegance of growth with such brightness
of colour in their foliage. Some cuttings of them
from the iSew Plant and Bulb Company, Col-
chester, show well their beautiful and varied
forms and their delicate and rich hues. In about
a dozen varieties sent there is a deal of varia-

tion, some leaves in Acer dissectum being
very finely cut, others, such as in japonicum, be-

ing only lobed. In colour, too, they vary from
the deep blood-red hue of atrosanguibeum to a

pale pea-green tint. Such elegant shrubs as these

are a real gain to our gardens, as mosf of them
are hardy, at least in the south of England.

Cantua dependexs.—Some glorious flower-

ing sprays of this Peruvian shrub reaches us
frOEi Bryngwyn, Hereford, where, Mr. W. Nash
infoiTus us, it is growing against a pillar some
15 ft. high in the conservatory. It is plantedout
in a border of ordinary loam. He adds that it

flowers freely in an ordinary greenhouse tern

perature in a position where it can get plenty
of light. It has been in flower for a month, and
will continue so for another month. Mr. Nash
has never experienced any difficulty in flower-

ing it in pots, but, in order to see its beauty to

perfection, it should be planted against a sup-
port, such as a piUar, or depending from the

roof. It is a plant which, so grown, really de-

serves the (as applied to flowers) too hackneyed
term, magnificent.

«

Mat tulips.—A gathering of Tulips from
Capt. Patton's garden, at Alpha House, Regent's
Park, shows well what may be done even in a

London garden, most of the flowers being as good
as those from the country, the whites mainly
showing indications of the impurities of the

atmosphere. They consist chiefly of forms of the

late flowering T. Gesneriana, among which there

IS such a wide variation in colour laid on the
petals in the quaintest way possible. There is a
good deal of unpleasant colour and hideous form
among double Tulips closely examined. No doubt
some of this is owing to their running back, but
some to the selection by raisers of things with
no claim to beauty. Of colour or form, with few
exceptions, the single Tulips are far before the

doubles, and we look to their greatly increased

use as soon as their endurance and beauty in the

cut state are well known.

Single pyrethbums.—As in the case of

single Dahlias, there seems to be a growing
taste for single-flowered Pyrethrams in pre-

ference to double kinds, and well they deserve

it, combining, as they do, brightness of colour

with, in a striking degree, elegance of form. A
bunch from Mr. Wave gathered from the open
border is very charming, there being every varia-

tion in colour from white to the richest crim-

son. In a cut state they last well in water, and
the clear colours of the flower are brouglit out

brightly by artificial light. Some call them
coloured Marguerites. With them came a bunch
of a charming Clove Pink, one of the finest

sorts we know of, the colour being a bright

rose-pink. The exquisite fringing of the petals

adds much to their beauty. This sort has been in

flower in the open border throughout the past

winter.

White axemoxes.—Pure white Anemones
coming to us wrapped in cotton wool as usual,

and thereby losing; half their juices and beauty,

are varieties really worth attention of the old
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Poppy Anemone ; they are a good -n-liite vrhh

the stamens cream coloured, and are certainly

flowers which anyhody would be proud to have,

both form and colour being: so good. These

come to us from Mods. Tan Velsen, of Haarlem,

and we are very much obliged to him for them.

They justifv curiously enough what we said last

week about the need of finding out and increas-

ing the good races of all sorts of beautiful

flowers lite this. This fine white Anemone
would have uses in the hands of an intelligent

man quite distinct from the various coloured

kinds we know of. Although Mons. Tan Velsen

put a bit of cotton wool inside these noble

flowers, as well as bedding them in it, still they

came very well, and we hope some day to see

a good bed or two of them in this country. "We
trust he will increase them, and not seek to

make this really fine single variety double.

FLOWER GARDEN.
TKOPJZOLUM TOWNSOXI.

I CAK fully endorse all that was stated in The
Gaepes a few weeks ago with respect to the
beauty and usefulness of T. Townsoni as a winter-
blooming variety in a greenhouse. I have cut
thousands of its brilliant crimson flowers all

through the past winter from a plant struck in the
autumn, and now in a 9-in. pot. I do not know a
flower to compare with it in colour and general
utility for bouquets and table decoration. But I
would especial:y draw attention to its qualities

as a bedder. I had a large oval bed planted as the
raiser suggested, viz., by taking out the soil and
filling the space with sand, in which I plunfed
the cutting pots, and as they grew I pegged their
shoots down, pinching out the leading growth

:

by July they were a mass of glowing crimson,
scarcely a leaf being visible, and so they con-
tinued until the frost came and robbed me of
my prize, which had been the admiration of
visitors and a source of pleasure to myself. I

cannot speak too highly of this Tropfeolum, and
would recommend every one having a greenhouse
to grow it for winter blooming. If planted in rich
soil it grows very rapidily, covering a large space
quickly, but it does not flower so well as when its

roots are confined. It is very lovely grown in com-
bination with another fine species, Canariense
Improved. I am told Mr. Townson has raised a
dwarf variety of this Tropaeolum which blooms
equally well, and which will be a good addition
to our bedding plants. J. W.

The Mayflower (Epig^a repens).—In your
issue of the 1st inst. you say you think that Epi-
gaea repens is in flower earlier in England than in
New England. All I can say is that it is in flower
much earlier with you than with us in Xova Scotia.
The Hayflower, or E. repens, is the emblem of
Nova Scotia, with the motto, " We bloom amid the
snow." This is literally the case this season, for
the snow is still from 2 ft. to 3 ft. deep in our
woods, and the ice is not yet all melted on our
streets. The Mayflower will not be in general
bloom here for about a fortnight ret.—Petee
Jack, Halifax, April 29.

Seedling Primrose (A. K. O.^.—The Poly-
anthus Primrose sent is an undoubtedlv novel
form of the ancient Jack-in-the-Green. We have
seen numerous seedling forms in red p.nd similar
hues, very fine flowers, and having the abnorm-
ally green calyx. Tours is of a sulphur or pale
primrose colour, and of good form and of great
size. The chief objection to this sectio i of the
Polyanthus as decorative plants is that when
the flowers die away they leave exposed the large
green calyx, which is curious, but not beautiful,
whilst in the common forms of the Polyanthus
and Primrose when one flower decays another
pushes in and takes its place.

Pink "Wood SorreL—Another locality for
this pretty British plant is in the lake district

I at the east end of Ullswater, where I found it

plentifully several years ago in a wood near
Pooley Bridge. There is no doubt about its being
a variety of the common Osalis Acetosella, but
one which is fortunately constant, and, so far as
my experience goes, it shows no inclination to
revert to the ordinary type, and is worthy of a
place in every collection. I once saw it described
in a work on botany, the name of which I forget,
as Oxalis Acetosella rosea, and as being a variety
of the common Wood Sorrel. — J. M. Bubtox,
Bighfield, GainsboroujA.

Carex pendula variegata.—I send you a
leaf of a fine British plant found by me last year in
Bitholmes Wood. It is uniformly marked, as" in the
leaf sent, and, being evergreen, will be a welcome
addition to cold greenhouse plants or the bog gar-
den. In the same wood I have this year foimd a
pure white variegated variety of Luzula sylvatica
and MeUca nniflcra argentea, a larger variety than
the one in the nursery trade, but in other repects
simUar.—J. Elliott.

Perennial w^hite and red Candytufts.

—

Of these the first is Iberis corifolia, obtained
some time ago from 5Ir. Cannell, Swanley, and
for cutting or decorative purposes, or for contrast
in beds, I know of no ptire white perennial during
the spring months to compare with it ; indeed,
outdoor white flowers at that time are by no
means plentiful. At present here it is finely con-
trasted in one bed with Eex Eubrorum Tulips
and Iris reticulata, and in another with Pansies
in the centre and an edging of Alpine Auriculas.
For this purpose it should be kept dwarf by
yearly propagation from cuttings. The red or
crimson variety is exceedingly rare, so far as I

know, and not to be found in the usual catalogues
of perennials. I do not mean I. gibraltarica, which
is a tinged white. It is verv difiScult to propagate.
—W. J. M., Clonmel.

Seilla bifolia.—Referring to the note onthi o

plant in The Gaeden (p. 211), we beg to observe
that we have always regarded Sqtdlls in general
with particular favour, and have collected an
assortment of Seilla bifolia, which was offered in
our catalogue in 1872. The varieties mentioned in
the catalogue in question, of which we regret to
say we have no copies left, are S. bifolia and its

varieties alba, atro-ccerulea, carnea, coerulea, com-
pacta, grandiflora, pallida grandiflora, maxima,
metallica, nivalis, palUda rosea, rosea prsecox,
major, and virescens. These Squills are rather
diflicult to grow, and at present some of the varie-
ties just named are scarce. Our metallica is de-
scribed as a very fine and distinct variety, flower-
ing in March. The flowers are of a fine blue with
darker shades and a beautiful metallic sheen.

—

E. H.-Krelage i: So>-, Haarlem.

Eremurus Olgse—The plant described un-
der the above name in your last issue (p. 307)
cannot, I think, be really this variety, but is pro-
bably either E. tauricus or E. spectabilis, as Max
Leichtlin, of Baden-Baden(who may be considered
as the introducer of these plants into Europe) in-

formed me when first he received this variety
from Dr. Kegel, of St. Petersburg, that it was
one of the handsomest and most conspicuous
flowered of its family, which the plant you de-
scribe certainly does not seem to be. I am the
more confirmed in my opinion as above stated,
from the plant in quesrion being at the Hale
Farm Nurseries, where I was informed when last

there that their stock of Eremurus had by some
accident got unxed, so that they were unable to
tell me the name of one of the varieties then in
flower.—W. £. G.

NOTES or THE WEEK.

SHOET NOTES-FLOWEE.

Pansies (B. IT.).—The blackest Pansy we have seen,

and wofth preserving on that account alone ; otherwise of

no paitieular merit.

Cinerarias (F. ik A. Smith, Dultcieh) —As regards
form, colour, and substance, the flowei^ yon send are all

that could be desired, especially having regard to tlie late

date at which the plants are flowering.

BeodlsEA HowrELLi.—A delicate and elegant

Californian bulb, bearing the above name, ccmes
tous from theXew Plant Company at Colchester.

We think that when well grown it will be a

very pretty plant.

C'YPEiPEDinr MACEANTHUii.—This hardy
Orchid comes to us from the I\^ew Plant
Company. We hope they may succeed in

making it better known and more generally
grown in this coimtry than it is at present.

Glostxias.—From Mr. F. Gilbert, Fetcham
Rectory, Leatherhead, come some large and fine

blooms from two-year-old seedling Gloxinias.

Each plant is .stated to be now carrying from
thirty to forty flowers, and some of the leaves

measure 9i in. long and 7 in. broad, although
not fed with manure, or otherwise treated out of
the ordinary way.

We learn that the floral decorations at Ching-
ford Station on the occasion of the visit of the

Queen to Eppingr Forest were done by Messrs.

Paul .t Son, The Old Nurseries, Cheshiint. The
tree planted at High Beech in commemoration
of Her Majesty's visit was a specimen of the

Scarlet Oak (Quercus coccinea), from the nur-

series of Messrs. William Patil & Son, of Wal-
tham Cross.

Abisiolocttta Goldieaxa.—This wonderful
African plant is now in flower in the Victoria

R'.>gia house at Kew. Its blossoms are larger

than those produced on the same plant two
years ago, the dimensions being li ft. from tip to

tip of the tail-like appendages. The bell-shaped

perianth is 1 ft. in depth. This, which is one of

the largest flowered plants known, is worthy of

a visit to Kew to see.

Anemone palmata alba.—We do not
know that we have seen anything more interest-

ing or beautiful than tnis wind flower, as sent

to us by the Xew Plant Company. It is

called alba, but it really has a delicate tinge of

straw colour in it that makes it charming. It

would make the Daisy-loving people quite

happy to see the way in which it opens in a

room ; leaves and flowers and buds and all are

good when the plant is well grown.

ADiANTUii PALiiATra.—A Very fine speci-

men of this handsome Fern appeared in a col-

lection of plants shown at Manchester on the

2nd inst. by Mr. George Smith, gardener to

J. Rylands, Esq., of Stretford. It was admirably
grown and in the best possible condition. It

is a striking species, distinct in character, and
very handsome. It was the central figure in a
well-grown group of miscellaneous plants.

—

R. D.

Among haedt flowees from the Eastcott

Cottage garden come the white Camassia (C.

Leichtlini), with greenish-white blossoms, not

nearly so showy as the blue Quamash, which,

however, does not flower tUl later ; Iris Sisyrin-

chium, a little gem with violet-purple flowers

having a pure white centre; the Welsh Poppy
(Meconopsis cambrica), which attains rank
growth apparently with Mr. EingsmUl ; and the

charming little alpine Toadflax (Linaria alpina)

with its rich contrast of colours, orange-red and
deep purple.

LoNG-spuBBED VioLET (Viola Tostratal.

—

This modest little Ivorth American flower comes
from Mr. KingsmLll"s garden at Eastcott. It is

distinct from any other Violet we know on
account of the long spur, which projects from
behind the flower fully i in. The colour is a

pale violet, beautifully pencilled towards the

centre with a deeper tint. It is rare in gardens,

and Asa Gray states in his North American
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plant book that it is a rare native. It grows

en the shaded hillsides over a wide tract of

country.

Varibsatbd Hawthorn.—Among the many
things we regret to see nurseryQjen sending out

variegated forms of is the common Hawthorn,

which of all trees perhaps is least in want of

that alteration. The variegation of this, like the

variegation of many other trees, leads to disease

one way or the other, and therefore we tlie more

willingly say that a specimen of variegated

Hawthorn in flower brought us by Mr. Stevens,

of Byfleet, strikes us as being very beautiful

owing to the curious harmony between the

variegation and the colour of the flowers.

Teeb P.-eonies.—A. series of these seen in

Covent Garden during the week were the most

striking things imaginable. Large in size, fine

in colour, and perhaps finest of all in their noble,

unbroken forms, they seemed to come from some

better world of flowers. They were grown near

Paris, at Chatenay, and sent to Messrs. Hooper,

who showed them in their window. On high

ground where frost does not bite hard they do

well with us, and nothing better repays atten-

tion. Few would believe the splendid variety of

form and colour that exists among them with-

out seeing some such collection as we now
allude to.

Clianthus Dampieei.—This showy New
Holland plant, generally considered so difficult

to cultivate, is very successfully grown at Messrs.

Carter c& Co.'s nursery at Perry Hill, where it

is one of the most attractive plants now in

flower. A fine specimen of it in a huge pot, and

with its branches trained to a trellis, is laden

with numerous clusters of brilliant flowers,

brighter even than we have hitlierto seen them.

This plant is evidently well understood at this

nursery, as the stock of healthy plants testify.

It will be remembered that Messrs. Carter gave

an account of how their plants were treated at

the time when a coloured plate of this Clianthus

was given in The Garden last year.

Garden appliances.—An exhibition of

these is to take place at the Agricultural Hall,

beginning on July 24, and ending August 5. It

is expected to represent every requisite in con-

nection with the garden, such as glass structures

of all kinds, heating apparatuses, garden statuary

and fountains, Fern cases, aquaria, window
boxes, vases, flower-pots, and fancy tiles,

rockeries and waterfalls, summer-houses, garden

seats and furniture of all kinds ; also lawn
mowers, engines, gardening tools, wire netting,

dried flowers. Grasses, artificial plants, flowers,

and fruits, seeds, bulbs, roots, plants, and cut

bloom, manures, insect destroyers, &o. Regula-
tions and conditions connected with this exhibi-

tion can be obtained from the manager, Mr.
J. H. Raffety, at the Hall.

West Brighton Gem Pelargonium.—For
brilliancy of colour, fine habit, and extreme
freedom of flowering, this new claimant to

public favour surpasses any other variety with
which we are acquainted. Even the well known
and popular Vesuvius must pale before it,

though the new variety bears some resem-

blance to it. We have rarely seen such brilliant

colour as that represented by some hundreds
of plants in flower of this zonal Pelargonium
in one of the houses in Messrs. Laing & Co.'s

nursery at Forest Hill, where it is a great

favourite, supplanting all others of the same
type. It is extremely valuable for«cutting, and
as a conservatory plant it has few equals.

Both truss and flowers are large, and the
colour a vivid vermilion-scarlet. •

The Habrothamnus in Ireland,—As you
mention in your last issue having received

blooming specimens of H. fasclculatus from a

Ryde garden, flowered in the open air, I may
mention that this very handsome shrub has

been for the last fortnight in full bloom on the

outside of my kitchen garden wall, having only

had the slight protection of a Cocoa-nut fibre

mat hung over it on frosty nights during the

past winter. Two other varieties of this family,

II. Newelli, with dark claret-coloured flowers,

and H. corymbiflorus, deep rose colour, are also

coming into bloom on either side of the first

named on the same wall. The last named va-

riety is by far the hardiest of the three, not re-

quiring any protection, and is also a most abun-

dant bloomer, though the individual flowers are

not so large as those of H. fasclculatus.

—

W. E. G., Belgrove, Queenstoivn, Co. Cork.

Lily of the Valley.—Amongst the vast

quantities of flowers now brought from France

one sees thick bunches of Lily of the Valley

with poor little yellow flowers looking some-

what like yellow seeds, so small are they. This

lovely plant, which all admire, should be grown
well by our own market gardeners and others,

like Messrs. Hawkins and Bennett, of Twicken-

ham, to whose fine bunches we alluded last

week. We might have said by the way that

their specimens were well figured (life size) in the

last volume of The Garden (p. 56.5), to which,

if our readers will refer, they will get some idea

of what the Lily of the Valley is when fairly

grown.

Tree Carnations.—We vvere charmed to see

some of these from Mr. Charles Turner, at the

Botanic the other day, they looked so large and

full of fine colour, particularly one called Rufus.

It is well to know that such flowers,that all like

for their scent, form, and associations, may be

had so well early in the year before we begin to

enjoy our Cloves and Carnations out-of-doors.

Dwarf as well as tall specimens may be grown
with ease in pots. Of the dwarfs, Mr. Crowe,
Boleyn Nursery, Upton, Essex, sends us speci-

mens full of buds and blossoms. "\'ulcan,he says,

is one of the best winter flowering varieties, and
produces fair sized flowers ; Fusilier has blooms

a little inferior as regards quality, but for free-

dom in the way of flowering and habit it is one

of the best.

Saxipraga purpurascbns.—This beautiful

Saxifrage, at present in bloom in the rock garden

here, is most attractive and distinct. It belongs

to the Megasea section, and produces its flowers

in pendent masses, both calyx and corolla being

alike as to colour, a lovely combination of red

and purple. The leaves are considerably smaller

than those of any of the other varieties of

Megasea ; they are broadly ovate, perfectly

glabrous and shining, with a smooth margin,

neatly edged with red, as is also the mid-rib. It

is a native of Sikkim, where it grows at an alti-

tude of from 12,000 ft. to 14,000 ft. Though by
no means a rapid grower, it possesses a vigorous

constitution, and is perfectly hardy. When in

flower it reaches a height of from 10 in. to

1:^ in.

—

David A. King, Fettes Mount, Lass-

Plants at Colchester.—The winds last

week sadly disfigured many plants out-of-doors,

spoiling the flowers and bruising the foliage.

However, I send you to-day a flower of Cypri-

pedium macranthum from a plant badly knocked
about, the stem and foliage being so brittle

;

also two varieties of Dodecatheon. These
" Shooting Stars," as they are called, are

very effective. Brodiaea Howelli I cannot say

much for ; I have had bad bulbs to commence
with, and until next year I will not have a

good sample of flower. Two forms of Iris iberica

—superior to the ordinary form, and which we
grow separately—you will, we think, admire.

There is no difliculty in growing any form of

this Iris or Iris ^^an Houttei if people will select

a spot for them fully exposed to the sun, and give

them plenty of sandy grit. You see how easily

we do them—not one year alone, but every year.

I feel sure that I could plant them in any part

of the country and that they would succeed

well. The great point, as I have said, is a suit-

able sunny situation and plenty of gravelly soil

(gritty) about the roots. I once tried to grow
some in a slightly shaded place (very slight

shade), but never succeeded in getting a flower.

—F. HOBSMAN.

Gloxinias at Edinburgh.—Gloxinias are

grown to great perfection in the Lawson
Nurseries, some of the leaves measuring from
7 in. to 9 in. across. Amongst the prettiest kinds

are Francisoa Honemarin, pure white, and Bang-
holm Beauty, deep purple, throat spotted at the

base, and the rim pale lavender. Both these kinds

were raised here, as were also three fine red

varieties, viz., William Ross, Mrs. Wills, and
Marquis of Lome, purple veined with red, and
James Drewett ; all except the last are erect

flowers.—C. M. 0.

Hesperalob yucc.bfolia.—We first saw
this remarkable new North American plant in

flower in July last at the Hale Farm Nursery,

Tottenham, and we noticed the other day that

the same plant (the same flower-spike, in fact),

was still producing crowds of its small orange-

red blossoms. The plant has, therefore, been in

continuous bloom since July last, and the spike

promises to produce flowers for another month
or more. It may, therefore, be aptly called an
all-the-year-Tound flowering plant. It belongs

to the Liliaccce, and in its habit of growth and
rigid foliage much resembles some of the Yuccas.

The flower-spike proceeds from the centre of a

tuft of erect leaves, and is some .'1 ft. or 4 ft. in

length and slender. The flowers, which are

borne in clusters at short intervals along the

upper part of the stem, appear to be numerously

produced in succession from the same point, a

circumstance which accounts for the extraordi-

nary length of time during which the plant re-

mains in bloom. It is really an interesting plant,

particularly to a botanist, though it cannot be

termed very attractive—at least, judging by the

solitary example we have seen of it.

Broom and Furze.—When I was at Milne

Graden, near Coldstream, the other day, I saw
in the grounds there a number of beautiful

bushes of three diflfereut kinds of Broom, grow-

ing on a steep bank by the side of the Tweed.

The slope of the bank was to the south, and the

bushes seemed to have been greatly benefited

by the full exposure to the sun, for they were

completely covered with flowers, so much so, that

none of their leaves could be seen. I observed

several fine bushes of the double flowering Whin
(Furze) amongst the Broom, and the deep

golden-yellow of the Whin contrasted beauti-

fully with the light colours of the Broom.

Amongst the Broom and Whin bushes several

beautiful varieties of Cowslip were flowering in

large clumps, and there were also to be seen here

and there the blue wood Forget-me-not and the

evergreen Alkanet. Mr. Milne Home (the pro-

prietor of Milne Graden) displays great taste in

the arrangement of his grounds. In them are to

be seen many rare and beautiful flowering

shrubs and trees which he has planted. I send

to you with this flowering branches of the

different sorts of Broom which I saw, as well as

a sprig of the double Whin. Kindly give me the

name of the light yellow Broom.—G. MuirheAD.
[With this came the common and white Broom
and double Furze, the latter beautifully in

flower ; the one the name of which is requested

is Genista prsecox.]
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COUNTRY SEATS AND GARDENS.

PEXBELL COURT.
Nbab the quiet old Surrey village of Bletching-

ley is Pendell Court, Sir George Macleay 'a beauti-

ful residence, situated in the midst of one of

the most charming gardens that it has been our

good fortune to see—a garden that one cannot

iielp admiring for its simple beauty and for the

wealth of varied plant life which it contains.

Here one finds no costly terraces, but a grand old

house, embowered in perpetual greenery, rising

direct from the pleasant lawn, which slopes

gradually down to the edge of a small, but
cleverly-formed lake. No intricate parterre cuts

up the turf into plots ; on the contrary, there

best use made of hardy vegetation, especially

that of a herbaceous character, and the want-s of

the plants being thoroughly well known they
are placed under conditions most conducive to

free growth. For instance, near the edge of the

lake are colonies of the .Japan Primrose in the

most luxuriant health imaginable, indicating

that such a position suits it well, though it is

often relegated with other things to the dry
open border. Again, in spring the lawn and ad-

joining meadow are lit up with hosts of spring

flowers, consisting of Crocuses, Daffodils, Poly-
anthuses, Meadow Saffrons, and similar things

which have done their work before the Grass
grows so high as to need mowing. The massive
beds by the sides of the carriage drive are filled

with perennial plants of a showy character, such

ample, masses may be seen of the OrientalPoppy,
consisting of over a hundred plants, all of large

flowering size, obtained from seeds sown three

years ago. The effect when inflowerof such amass
as this may be better imagined than described

;

so, too, in the case of other things this massing
system is well carried out ; on either side of an
avenue of Deodars are alternating beds, each

about a square rod in area, of such things as

Sweet Williams, Canterbury Bells, Foxgloves,
Pseonias, Eschscholtzias, Limnanthes Douglasi,

and Rudbeckia Newmanni. In an isolated

shaded corner of the grounds a charming wild
garden has been formed in which revel in the
greatest luxuriance in close company a great

variety of such beautiful plants as Epimediums,
Doronicums, Anemones, Narcissi, Periwinkles,

are only a few beds of the simplest possible form
fillrid with permanent subjects, and these with
a few fine old trees are the only interruptions to

one continuous roll of lawn from the walls of

the house to the boundaries of the garden on
nearly all sides. Beyond the lawn in front of the

house and across the lake the eye is carried to

some rich, undulating pasture land covered with
fine tree growth, arranged in picturesque groups

by Sir George Macleay since he acquired the pro-

perty ; looking towards London the view em-
braces the white clifEs of Caterham with a rich

tract of arable land intervening, so that, though
the house lies somewhat low, it has nevertheless

the advantage of extensive prospects and shelter

that a high position would not afford. Everj--

where about this delightful garden one sees the

as Tritomas, which produce a grand effect in

autumn ; others contain Roses, pegged down so

as not to interrupt the views from the house
across the lawn. Hardy herbaceous vegetation of

a bolder type, particularly that having large

handsome foliage, is made much of here, and is

strikingly effective. By the margin of the lake

are grand specimens of the two Gunneras (G.

manicata and scabra), both of which delight in

the moisture obtained from the water-loggei
subsoil. Such plants, too, as the Giant Cow
Parsnip (Heracleum), placed in sheltered nooks,

have a fine effect, and the same may be said in

reference to the larger Rheums, Ferulas, and
plants of a similar character.

Grouping the more showy type of hardy
plants is carried out on an extensivescale ; for ex-

Saxifrages, Dentarias, and a host of other less

conspicuous things, including a wide spreading

mass of the modest little Linnaea borealis. The
glasshouses, too, teem with plant life, and
afford a source of perpetual interest, for there

is scarcely a day in the year during which
one or more plants of more than ordinary

importance are not in flower. As, however,

we lately gave a full account of the

houses and their contents, it is unnecessary

to advert to them further, except to say that

since our la^t visit considerable additions have

been made for the accommodation of an ever

increasing collection of plants. A spacious span-

roofed house has been built, to be devoted to the

culture of such plants as require protection, but

not mucli artificial heat, such as Australian, New
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Zealand, Cape of Good Hojie, and Chilian plants,

and no doubt this house will in course of time

be one of the most remarkable of all. We noticed,

too, that in most of the houses a more natural

style of arranging the plants is being carried

out—one in which pots and stages are done away

with. We have previously described the delight-

ful fernery here, which is planted in the most

natural manner conceivable, and now a similar

plan is being carried out with regard to the

Bromeliaceous plants ; instead of being grown in

pots, baskets, &c., they are made to clothe a wall

of Moss, placed so as to represent a natural

bank, not a flat mass, but one abounding with

irregularities and intricacies ; on this mass of

Moss the plants are 'dotted about in a most
charming manner. The health and vigour of the

plants in that part of the house already arranged

in this way contrasts in a marked degree with

the abortions one often seesgrown in pots. When
finished, this house, which is a large one (three

small structures having been thrown into one),

will be as picturesque as the fernery. The
aquarium, too, has been considerably enlarged ;

over the tank, grown in the greatest luxuriance,

is the rich collection of epiphytal Orchids, con-

sisting of such kinds as Vandas, Aerides, Sacco-

labiums, and Dendrobiums, thus fully showing

that this class of Orchids delights in an atmo-

sphere perpetually laden with moisture.

Throughout all the houses the planting out

system is observable, and the successful results

of the practice are evident to everyone who has

seen the place or any of the productions from it.

We have only to say that this garden, with
its hosts of plant treasures, is kept in an admir-

able condition by Mr. Charles Green, now,
happily forallplant lovers, gardener here. When
we first went to see that richly stored botanic

garden of Mr. Borrer, at Henfield, he was then

in charge of it, and had there, well cared for,

many things we have never seen since, as well

as many which are now getting better known.
Then, with Mr. Wilson Saunders, he had charge

of a most interesting collection ; and now Sir

George Macleay has in him one in whose hands
such a large collection of valuable plants is in

the safest keeping. W. G.

ROSE GARDEN.
SPRING CULTURE OF THE ROSE.

With such rough boisterous winds cutting the

tender leaves of Roses into shapeless shreds, and
storms of hail alternating with floods of rain, it

may seem like cold or bitter irony to write of

culture of any sort. The poor Roses have been so

badly whipped by Saturday's winds, that many
leaves have been riven clean off, and more have
been beaten and battered into blackened masses

;

and yet all these and other hardships but
strengthen the need of as much culture as pos-
sible. That given to the roots is perhaps the
most valuable. A good many Rose breaks this

season have caused disappointment. Theyhavebeen
weaker, far more so than was anticipated . Whether
this weakness has arisen from their precocious
growth, the unripeness of the wood, or other causes,
the fact has to be reckoned with all the same.
More difficult still, the weak growths have to be
converted into strong shoots before the latter get
into bud. Is this possible 1 Well, to some extent it

is, and few things tend more powerfully to bring
about such welcome transformation scenes to
rosarians as the conversion of weakly breaks in-

to strong flowering shoots as the application of
manure water to the roots of Roses. It may
seem absurd to talk of watering Roses after the
recent deluging they have had ; but, nevertheless,
if you want prompt effects,liquid stimulants are the
shortest cuts to such. Solid dressings may be even
more sure, but then their slowness is fatal just
now. Prompt effect, rapid action, are now all im

portaut. Unless weakly breaks are forced into

strong shoots within the next fortnight or so, a
season is sacrificed. Hencethereisnot a momentto
lose. Whether the weather, therefore, shine or

shower, give theweakly breakingRosesagood delug-
ing of manure water or sewage. Of course it is as-

sumed that Rose beds or borders are well drained

;

if so, there need be no fear that our artificial

waterings will produce any excess of water at the

roots. It takes a heavy watering to produce 1 in.

of water, such as fell in many districts last Satur-

day week. As soon as the surface becomes dry run
a hoe over it : this not only keeps the strength of

the manure in the soil, but also keeps down
weeds, and the mere looseness of surface seems in

itself an aid to increasing the number and
strength of the roots. If the latter can be done, the

weak breaks will in a short time become strong

shoots as a matter of course. The disbudding and
thinning out of weakly shoots is another most
important branch of the spring culture of the Rose.

That the reduction of the number of Rose shoots

if made in time will strengthen those left is just

about as obvious as that twice two are four. Dis-

budding on a large scale is tedious work ; so also

for tbat matter is budding, especially of dwarfs
on your knees, with the sun threatening to broil

one's brain, if not scald one's fingers. But if it is

worth while to bud, buy, and grow Roses, it is

surely also worth while to disbud or cut out

every weakly, worthless shoot that but robs or

weakens its betters. On the majority of Rose
trees and bushes sufBcient buds or breaks might
yet be selected to produce fine blooms were many
of the earlier and weaker ones at once removed. On
not a few plants the upper buds are the weaker. It

almost seems as if part of the sap that ought to have
gone to fill them had oozed out of the rank and late-

made wood above them ; hence their thinness and
learmess. Be that as it may, if these are promptly
removed, some of the lower ones will come away
more vigorously. The recent storms of wind, rain,

and hail furnish additional reasons for vigorous

and prompt disbudding. The leaves of not a few
of the forwarder shoots are ruined past re-

covery. It will, therefore, greatly improve the

appearance, as well as add to the strength of the

shoots left, if many of these whipped, disfigured

shoots are at once removed.
Other operations, such as disbudding, may be

done at once, and these and the destruction of in-

sect pests should proceed together. Nothing as-

tonishes us so much as the consideration with
which not a few amateurs treat insect pests on
Roses. They see them and allow them to thrive

and fatten while they purchase or prepare their

remedies. They seem to make a field day of a
grub or an aphis hunt as a farmer does of a sheep
washing or a harvest home. All such tactics are

fatal. The true rosarian is down upon fly, grub,

or caterpillar the moment he espies either, and
he reaps the reward of his promptitude in having
probably no second. It is the first catching alive

and killing on the spot that keeps the plants

clean and strong throughout the season, and it

cannot be too clearly seen and acknowledged that

only clean plants are strong. It is not only what
the insects eat that is to be regretted, but the en-

tire Rose tree or bush is soiled and weakened
by the presence of maggots and aphides. Hence
there must be no waiting till they form a colony
—the colony a myriad—but the moment a grub,

a fly, or a caterpillar is seen let it be squashed.
With such Rose shoots thus fully exposed to light

and air, and carefully guarded against the attacks

of insects, and the root border refilled with liquid

and every immediately available food needful,

not only will the individual blooms be perfect, but
the foliage clean, and the shoots so strong as to
relieve all anxiety about the present and future
supply of Roses. D. T. Fish

A 'failing Marechal Niel Rose.—I have
a Marechal Niel in a lean-to greenhouse ; it is

planted in the centre of the house, and spreads
itself over the roof, the size of which is about
26 ft. by 15 ft. There are seven vines in the house,
and very prolific, too, they are, and under them

the Marechal, which is about six years old, has
bloomed splendidly for several years. I cut last
year about 1500 blooms off it, and exhibited a
few of them at Rose shows on several occasions,
and each time obtained prizes. Being attacked by
canker in 1880, 1 scored the cankered part with a
knife, and the diseased excrescence subsided. This
year the blooms, whichnumberaboutTOO to 800, are
very small and sickly. I give the tree every attention
in my power, and feed it yearly with rotted cow
manure and fresh mould. I would be much obliged
if any of your readers would kindly tell me the
best thing to do to restore the tree to its former
health and vigour. It has been suggested by some
friends not to let it bloom at all next year, but to
pick off all buds as they appear. The main stem is

about 1^ in. in diameter, and yearly until this
season it has sent out fresh wood ; this it has not
done this year.—Eblanensis.

NOTES FEOM NEW ENGLAND.
Virginian Poke.—" H. P.'s" remarks on the

Poke Weed (p. 179) remind me that at Dalvey,
Moray, we used to grow this same plant—Phy-
tolacca decandra—in a pot in the old Victoria
Regia house, then used as an intermediate stove.

The fact is, we did not know much about it,

otherwise it would not have been there. In
America it is a rough weed, appearingabundantly
on recently burned grounds. The farmers
around here call it Garget plant. Some folks

have one dish of Poke Weed " greens " a year.
They take it in the springtime as a blood puri-

fier. It is far from being palatable, nor is it cus-
tomary ; modern patent " bittei s

" and other
nostrums are displacing the herbs of our fore-

fathers. In cooking it blackens and soils the
utensils very badly.

Nblumbium LtJTBTiM.— Considering how-
plentiful this Nelumbrum is in our western
waters, it is wonderful how scarce it is in the
east. It is naturalised in a few places on the
Atlantic board, but only a few. It is a deep
water plant, and the roots are harder to set than
those of our eastern Nymphseas, and when we
do get them, by carelessness, and often through
ignorance of tlieir importance, the long buds are

not unfrequently broken off the tuberous roots.

When this is the case one may as well plant

Banana fruits as Nelumbium tubers with broken
buds; neither will grow. When in the neighbour-
hood of Chicago in August last year I observed
people on the railroad trains bringing in armful
bundles of these gay Lilies to the Chicago mar-
ket, in like manner as is done with the fragrant
Nymphaea in the Eastern States.

Nymph^a tctbbhosa.—I think it was in The
Gaeden sometime ago ' I observed a word of

praise for Nymphsea tuberosa. Well, this is a

very fine Lily no doubt, but its excellence is

peculiar to the west rather than the east. In the

West and South-western States it grows and
spreads most thriftily, and blossoms lavishly.

Here we have lots of it in our pond, and it grows
rankly, throws its leaves up out of tlie water like

a Nelumbium, and has large white blossoms, but
not many of them. Although the flowers are

larger than those of N. odorata, they are

scentless ; hence, not to be compared with the
fragrant species. What is the use of making a

fuss about how to plant Water Lilies—heaps of

rich loam to grow them in, and stones on the top
of that to keep the roots m their places ? The
way in which 1 have always planted Water
Lilies is to tie the root to a piece of moist sod,

and drop it into the water where I want it. The
sod will sink to the bottom and stay there, and
the fastening keeps the root firm to the turf

for a season ; after growth begins, the rootlets

themselves bind it firmly to the soil. Nor do we
want heaps of loam to grow our Water Lilies in

;

the mud andsediment that accumulate in ordinary
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ponds are all that they need. Our pond has a

brick-clay lining with 2 in. to S in. of accumu-
lated sediment over that, and in this the Lilies

thrive as well as any one could wish.

Tagbtes Pakryi.—I have seen this now and
then noticed in The Garden. Now what there

is in this plant to elicit commendation I know
not. It is vilely malodorous; a rough, rank grow-
ing, weedy thing with poor blossoms, and very
few of them compared with what we should ex-

pect from a Tagetes. It is perennial in character,

but not hardy, nor nearly so. I have grown it on
the topmost plot and driest nook in our rockery

bank in the open garden and stunted in pots,

and everywhere its rankness is apparent, and
there seems nothing in it to commend it Uorti-

culturally, and yet Dr. Palmer tells me that in

the mountains of Northern Mexico, where he
discovered it (it was Palmer who first discovered

Frank Miles tells us (p. lUo) that the early forth in spring stronger than before. It requires
Cyclamens and Ilepatioas are past their best, some '2o° of frost to strip it of its leaves. It

To us here that seems strange, considering that usually retains its foliage green and healthy
the only outdoor blossoms in our garden to-day
(April 8) are Crocuses, Snowdrops, Siberian
Squills, Hellebores, one bloum of Iris reticulata,

and Cornus mas. You are ahead of us just now,
but by the end of J une we shall be ahead of you.

Berberis tbifoliaxa.—Your note (p. 104)
on evergreen Barberries reminds me of B. tri-

foliata, a native of Texas. It is not hardy here,

but in its native wilds I have known it to bear
with impunity 20'^ of frost, and as it is such a
pretty Holly-like bush, and will thrive so bravely
on the hottest knolls one can afford it, surely it

should be of importance in England. It is quite
unlike the Mahonia section.

Hovtby's Camellias.—At this time of year
a good deal is said and written about Camellias.

it, and not Parry, as the name might suggest), i I -wish you could see Mr. Hovey's Camellias
it formed a perfect golden sheet

EoMNEYA CouLTEBi.—I lost this ; a
destructive and unexpected frost visited

us on the 5th of October last, and in our
hurry the night before to get all tender
plants under cover the Romneya was
lifted, stored, and, when its turn came,
cropped and potted. Yes, the "great
rough thing " was cropped over as if it

were a Hollyhock or a Larkspur, and
thus what I had been guarding so care-
fully was murdered through ignorance.
Weil, how to get another puzzled me
tiU I saw that seeds were advertised by
Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich. Sixpence
was the amount expended, and now
I have four or five nice little plants in

thumb-pots, and they are Romneyas,
too.

A NEW Columbine.—If last autumn
I sent to any of our correspondents in
Europe a Columbine marked " Aquilegia
sp., from Mexico (Dr. Palmer), flowers
white and yellow," it is a new species,

named by Sereno Watson A. longissima.
Dr. Palmer discovered it in 1880 on
the mountains of Northern Mexico, and
secured dried specimens for the herba-
rium and a few seeds for the garden. I

raised a nice lot of plants from these
seeds, and wintered them in a cold frame
where they were bound in a cake of
ice from last December tiU March 1,

Apparently they are as hardy as our
other Columbines, and hardier than A.
olynipica and pyrenaica. I expect them
to blossom this year. Dr. Palmer tells
me the flowers are white and yel-
low, tinged with pink, and the spurs
from 6 in. to 8 in. long and very
narrow. Indeed, judging from the herbarium
s|)ecimens, it will hold as striking a rank among
Columbines as Cypripedium caudatum does
among Lady's Slippers.

" No vegetabi;es " in England is certainly
amusing and ridiculous. Speaking of Corn, the
Pall Mall Gazette correspondent says, " that
best of all earthly vegetables, greenlndianCorn,"
and " W. R." pronounces it to be an excellent
vegetable. Well, perhaps that depends upon taste.
For myself, I am very fond of Corn—green,
canned, hulled, and popped, or as meal made
into hominy and eaten with milk, or, as I have
it frequently, as Johnnie cake, eaten with butter
and molasses

;
yes, even in its simplest bread-

state, I prospered rarely in the South on
" dodgers," eaten with buttermilk. But there are
many people here, particularly those of European
birth, who do not like Corn in any form, and
will not eat it. The same with Tomatoes and
Squashes, but, as a rule, foreigners take more
kindly to Tomatoes than to the other two.

just now. Y'ou have finer specimens in England,

looking till Christmas, and often later.

William Faxconbr.
Botanic Garden, Cambridge, Mass.

Use ofhardy jine-folia-ged plant ingarden landscape (p. 325)

but certainly not better kinds. I have no hesi-

tation in pronouncing Camellia C. M. Hovey
to be the finest Camellia extant. In a recent

Garden a rather favourable allusion was made
to the indentation at the end of Camellia petals

;

in my opinion this indentation is a fault.

Begonias.—Apropos of your note on Begonia
semperflorens rosea (p. 196), I may say that in

close or shaded greenhouse quarters the pink blos-

soms are pale, and often the pink border is

prettUy defined, but if you want to see this Be-
gonia in the fulness of perfection, sturdy vigour,

and with glistening deep pink waxy flowers,

plant it out as you would a Pelargonium or

Heliotrope. I have grown it for two years and
am well pleased with it.

Akebia quinata.—Is it possible that this

Akebia is generally recognised and treated as a
cool greenhouse plant in England ? Here it is

one of the best of our hard-wooded Vines on

GARDEN I N TH E HOUSE.
DINNER-TABLE DECORATION.

At this season of the year the table decorator has
abundant variety to work with ; in addition to his
ordinary material in the way of exotic plants, or
flowers grown or forced under glass, he has what
is even more effective and pleasing—viz., the
hardy garden and wild flowers, now springing up
abundantly on every piece of waste ground, while
in the woodland garden a carpet of the freshest
foliage and flowers is spread out for this selec-

tion. Then there are evergreen and deciduous trees

and shrubs that flower in spring, beginning with
catkins, and increasing daily until the
wild Cherries look as if clad with snow,
and Ribes sanguineum like veritable

burning bushes. But it is amongst those
not so conspioaous that the table deco-

rator will find his most effective material.

The young foliage on the Sycamores and
Maples, delicately tinged with colouring,

is exquisitely lovely, and the drooping
tassels of fringe-like flowers, of quiet

colours, are really beautiful by artificial

light. An account of a few tables lately

decorated may be interesting. For the
centre we use circular tins with a rim
about ^ in. high. These are employed for

pot plants, or groups of plants, lifted

with their roots, so that they can be re-

planted. Daffodils.vrild Primroses,coloured
garden Primroses and Polyanthuses,
Aconites, Hepaticas, Lily of the Valley,

Pansies, Violas, Feras, Lycopods, and
Mosses make excellent groups. If for

large tables, a central Palm or other

graceful-foliaged plant is added ; and
when the group is set on the table a little

Moss is laid round it to hide the rim of

the tin, and some foliage and flowers are

inserted in the Moss, only one kind of

flower being used at a time. Some kinds
of flowers look best on the white cloth,

and in this case a bordering of flowers

and foliage is placed just within the

space required for the plates, glasses, &c.,

and a design of some kind is worked
around the candelabra. But in the case

of white or yellow flowers a bright

groundwork of coloured satin is placed
over the white cloth to cover the

centre of the table, the margin being
covered with flowers and foliage ; and in

the case of the flowers and foliage of

trees or shrubs being used, some soft

clay is placed in the tins and covered with green

Moss. Into this sprays are fixed, to .form groups

of a height and size to suit the table. We have
lately used the catkins of the common Alder, the

drooping flowers of the common Sycamore, Ribes

sanguineum, common Laurel, the wild Cherry,

the snowy Mespilus, and many others—in fact,

there is a constant succession of material through-

out the year, but none so rich in variety as that

obtainable in the spring. The Magnolias are now
in fine condition, and Banksian Roses are just

expanding. Many other wall plants, such as the

Wistaria, also look lovely trained on arches over

the table ; but always bear in mind that, to look

well, the flowers must appear as if growing in the

positions in which they are placed.

Linton. J. Geoom.

"Wallflowers in table decoration.—We
have often spoken of the greater need in all

artistic gardening of " unity of expression," that
the low land and high land alike, bearing un- is to say, of allowing us to see one thing at a
protected at least 20" below z.iro, and budd'.ng time instead of the usual mixture of plants and
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labels. Lately we were observing how much better

the effects in dinner-table decoration are when one

plant is wisely used. A simple and effective

arrangement we saw the other day was composed
of a ring of Wallflowers in low, simply formed
glasses—a small one alternating with a large, a

bunch of Wallflowers in each. This formed a ring

varied in height, owing to the smaller and larger

glasses being alternated. We never saw flowers to

better advantage. The most costly arrangement of

cut flowers could scarcely have equalled it.

—

V.

FLORAL DECORATIONS.

Last week 1 received a basket of flowers from an
old-fashioned Devonshire garden, and truly sweet
they were ; and when arranged in a large old blue
china bowl, it would have been a ditKcult task

to have made a better effect with their tender
rivals grown in heat under glass. There were
China and other Roses in bud and more fully

blown, many-hued Anemones, dark brown and
light golden Wallflowers, gold-laced Polyanthuses,
the mealy Auiicula, many-coloured Pansies, blue
Borage, blue and white Forget-me-nots, the starry

white Clematis, Lily of the Valley, Silene, sweet-
scented Stocks, Pheasant's-eye Narcissus, Scillas,

London Pride, red and white double Daisies,

Southernwood, Rosemary, Lavender, Fern fronds,

and trails of small-leaved Ivy, and last, but not
least, some large pieces of a charming Fern-
like Moss. This I placed on a large oval dish
and made a perfect mat-like foundation, into
which I arranged dark purple Pansies, Lily of the
Valley, the white star-like Clematis, a few light
flesh-coloured, half-blown Roses, and some small
Fern fronds. The other flowers which I placed in
the bowl I tried to arrange as boldly as possible,

so that they stood out well, each bloom being
kept clear of its neighbour, and I placed a spray
of Ivy in the form of a handle across the whole.
The Fern-like Moss just mentioned is to be found
in many woods round about London and in Kent

;

and it may be useful to some of the readers of The
Garden who live in London and other large
towns to know that this Moss can be kept fresh
for weeks, I might almost say months, in sitting
rooms, even where there are fires and gas burnt,
by keeping it well soaked with water and
sprinkled over-head every night, moving it the
last thing into some cool place. A dish of this
Moss takes but few flowers to dress it. A handful
of Cowslips and spikes of the purple Orchis
maculata with a few Ferns interspersed look very
pretty, and will remain fresh for quite a week if

treated as I have just stated. A small-growing
hardy Fern, placed in the centre of the dish or
taz2a, looks well, and gives light to the arrange'
ment. Annie Tybebll.

Tlie Cottage, Smith Norwood Park.

Nearly all the plants I have mentioned were in
full bloom and in perfect health. Besides all

these there were Coffee, Mangoes, Loquats,
Bananas, and many others in full fruit, and
such plants as Stepbanotis, the foliage of which,
I was told, would be quite hidden by the flowers
in July. Amongst the many lovely Eoses I was
most struck with the single Macartney Rose; of

half a dozen blooms carefully measured, not one
was under 4} in. in diameter. The return to the
quiet beauty of an English spring was almost a
relief after such a rich floral exhibition.

Eastcott Cottage. A. K.

NOTES FROM MADEIRA.
This charming island is well worth a visit for
the scenery alone. There is, however, no " alpine
vegetation " at all, and but few hardy plants,
and those not by any means new to our English
gardens. At and around Funchal, however, some
of the private gardens are really magnificent, and
the wealth of stove and greenhouse plants, all,

of course, grown without the slightest protection,
is simply wonderful. In one garden I noticed the
Judas tree, about .30 ft. high, in bloom, festooned
with scarlet Passion-flowers, Solandra, with its

immense Datura-like flowers, and Duranta, a mass
of yellow berries. The general effect of this luxu-
riant growth and mass of colour was very grand.
There were also fine specimens of Poinsettias,
India-rubber trees, Grevilleas, Jacarandas, Al-
pinlas. Bottle Brushes, large Hibiscuses, three
kinds of Strelitzia, a group of one variety being
some 12 ft. to l;"! ft. high

; a Dragon tree, nearly
as large as that lately figured in The Gabdbn,
masses of Bougainvilleas, just a little past their
best; large clumps of very fine Amaryllises,
flowering Pine-apple, and flowering Banana.

leaves were almost perfect, and every species
could be easily identified. Chief among them
were the Egyptian Willow, Acacias, the blue
Water Lily of the Nile, Larkspurs, Water Melons,
Palm leaves, k.c. Dr. Schweinfuith preserved the
leaves and flowers by moistening them in alcohol,
and he afterwards dried them in his herbarium.
Two of the garlands were found on the breast of

King Aames I.

—

Science r

AN AUSTRALIAN MAMMOTH FERN TREE.
" My first Fern tree "is to all travellers as wel-
come and ever-to-be-remembered a sight as " my
first snow mountain,'' and the first glimpse of its

dark red-brown trunk rising from a bed of Maiden-
hair and other Ferns to the height of 20 ft. or so,

with its glorious crown of long feathery fronds
spreading in every direction from the summit, and
falling outwards and downwards in a graceful
fountain of green, is sufliicient to bring to the
lips an expression of delighted surprise. Fern
trees, the Palms of tlie Fern world, are amongst
the loveliest productions of Nature, and Austra-
lians may well reckon themselves fortunate in
having such things of beauty almost at the very
doors of even the dwellers in great cities. Adelaide
and Hobart are perhaps the most favoured of the
capitals, having eacli bowers of Fern trees grow-
ing within about an hour's drive of the heart of the
city. In the great Huon Forest, which clothes the
southern and western slopes of Mount Wellington
at the back of Hobart, are whole groves of Fern trees
growing so thickly together and so luxuriantly
that as one passes up their long cool aisles it is

only here and there that a stray sunbeam pierces
the ceiling of pendulous greenery overhead, whilst
beneath one's feet are the decaying trunks of
thousands of their predecessors which have suc-
cumbed to old age and the fury of the mountain
storms. I measured a frond from a gaint specimen
in one of these groves 14 ft. in length; another
Tasmanian giant grew within a few yards, a
mighty Gum tree, 240 ft. in height, whose massive
weather-beaten bole 6 ft. above the ground it took
five lengths of my Fern frond to encompass. The
Blue Mountains of New South Wales furnish
superb specimens of Fern trees, especially in the
Yosemite valley of Australia, the world-famous
gorge of the Goose River below Govett's Leap
Fall. The perpendicular cliffs, from 600 ft. to 1200 ft.

in height, which hem in this grand ravine, keep
off the winds, and a sub-tropical vegetation is

thereby prompted, the still, damp, warm air caus-
ing the finest of the Fern trees to attain a height
of 30 ft. But Victoria deserves the palm for pro-
ducing the Mammoth Fern tree. In the Dande-
nong Ranges, some forty miles north of Mel-
bourne, there was recently discovered a specimen
growing in a secluded gulley which was of such
dimensions that it was determined to uproot and
convey it to the capital. It was consequently
stripped of its hundred fronds and dragged from
its bed by a team of oxen to be placed in the Mel-
bourne Botanical Gardens, whence came the
monster which has formed so great a source of
attraction at Kew. The weiglit of the colossal
trunk of this Fern tree when deprived of its foli-

age was found to be more than a ton and a quar-
ter, and those who know the porous, fibrous nature
of a Fern tree's stem may be able to form some
slight idea of the gaint. This is undoubtedly the
mightiest Fern that has been brought under
the observation of botanists, and Baron'Von Muel-
ler estimates its age at a century or thereabouts.
—A. G. GUILLEMAKD, in Journal of Forestry.

An ancient herbarium.—Garlands of
dried flowers have been found on the breasts of
mummies at Deir el Bahari, which must be 3500
years old. The flowers were so well preserved that
the colours of the petals and the green of the

GARDEN FLORA.
PLATE CCCXXXVI.— WINTER-

BLOOMING SALVIAS.
The accompanying- plate accurately represents

five varieties of this beautiful and free-blooming
family, which is one of the moit numerous in

the vegetable kingdom, somewhat over four
hundred distinct varieties having, I believe, been
described by botanists. As will be seen from the
portraits of the varieties here represented,

they vary greatly from one another in both
form and colour of flower and in habit of

growth. The robust-growing, pink-flowered
variety is the improved form of the well-known
S. involucrata, raised by Mr. Bethell, and
known as S. involucrata Bethelli; it is a most
abundant bloomer. The variety next it in the
plate is S. leucantha, most inadequately figured

in the Botanical Magazine, vol. Ixxiii., tab.

4318, and almost more remarkable for the con-
spicuous beauty of its purple-plush calyces than
for the flowers themselves, which are a dull

white. This species is a quick grower, easy of

propagation, and an abundant bloomer, almost
every branchlet being terminated by a spray of

bloom. Cuttings struck in spring, and planted
out in a border for summer and autumn, will

make good plants for lifting into pots about mid-
September, afford abundant bloom, and prove a
most welcome ornament for the winter green-
house. Care should be taken, however, to lift

them before there is any danger of frost, as they
are extremely sensitive, and are quite spoiled,

just as Heliotropes are, by the first frost of any
severity. The little blue-flowered variety at

bottom of plate is of a much more slender and
delicate habit of growth, and is named 8. caca-

lisefolia ; it is indigenous to the Pine forests of

Mexico, and is stated in the Botanical Magazine
to be probably hardy, but on this point I can
say nothing, as I have always grown it as a
greenhouse plant ; it is a free-blooming and veiy
pretty variety. The scarlet-flowered kind is

the improved form of the well-known S. splen-

dens, raised by Mons. G. Bruant, of Poitiers,

and known as S. splendens Bruanti. It re-

quires the temperature of a cool stove, but
is a most brilliant and beautiful variety

when well bloomed. The other kind figured

is a fixed sport from the last named, raised

by a Mons. Issanchou, after whom it is named,
but is unfortunately extremely delicate in con-
stitution, the first plant I had of it, though
it reached a good size aad bloomed with
tolerable freedom, having died immediately after

blooming without any apparent reason. Its

flowers are pure white, but soon fall after fully

expanding, leaving, however, the extremely

pretty pure white calyx, striped with scarlet,

which ornaments the bloom-spikes for a consider-

able length of time. This pretty varitty was, I

believe, first introduced into this country from
France, its bii'thplace, by Mr. C'anneU, of

Swanley, who exhibited it at one of the

meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society

in the course of last summer, where it was
much admired. It is figured in the twenty-

eighth volume of the Illustration Ilorticole,

but not very accurately as to shades of colour,

there being no yellow shading in the calyx,

or red in the base of the flower-tube, as there
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depicted. I stated at the commencement of this

note that over rtOO varieties of Salvia liad been

described. I see that the exact number is 407, of

which above half are said to be ornamental, and

worth the attention of florists.

W. E. GUMBLBTON.

INDOOR GARDEN.
PENTAS C.4.ENEA.

This pretty evergreen stove plant has never

become so popular as it deserves to be, though

it has been some forty years in cultivation.

When grown as it should be it is remarkably

handsome, robust, and very floriferous. The
flowers, produced in terminal clusters, are a

delicate soft pink, when iirst expanded, but

gradually deepen on exposure. In the variety

Kermesina, which is the finest, the flowers are

Pentas carmea.

of a uniform deep rose-pink, very bright and
pleasing. The plant itself is such a rapid grower
that it will form a good sized bush in one season
from a cutting, and if kept under favourable
conditions will continue to flower throughout
the greater part of the year. To grow it well it

requires a rich soil ample pot-room, and abun-
dant waterings, with an occasional dose of

manure water when in active growth. It may
be grown in a moderately warm greenhouse,
but as it is a native of Western Tropical Africa
it is most at home in the high temperature and
moisture-laden atmosphere of the stove ; though,
of course, like similar subjects it will take no
harm while in flower in summer in a house
having lower temperature. It is easily propagated
by means of cuttings, which, if taken off the ex-

tremities of the young shoots as soon as they
have become firm, will strike root in a week or

so if inserted in sand under a bell-glass in heat.

W. G.

SUMMER TREATMENT OP CAMELLIAS.

Camellias as a rule will now be iu full growth,
and the quicker and more robust they can be made
to grow the better, as this will ensure a thorough
ripening of the young wood before the short days
set in, and be a great advantage to them at the
blooming period. Nothing equals well developed,
thoroughly matured wood for producing blooms
abundantly and of the finest quality. Some
object to

Pruning Camellias, but I presume it is only
those who have not much growth to cut away who
do that. In many instances it is necessary. We are

often obliged to do it, and in no stinted way.
Some of our trees which are growing in a cool

house became so oloi^e in growth last year, that it

was impossible to see into them or through them.

As soon .-is they had finished hloomingin spring, and
just before they had got fairly into growth, we
pruned great armfuls from each of them, so as to

admit light, air, and sun into them, and since then
they have gone on growing in a most satisfactory

way. From some of the old shoots there are six and
eight growths about 1 ft. in length each, and
they all look like bloom-bearing wood. Had
they not been pruned, they would have been
one intricate mass of shoots with small chance
of ripening properly ; now their chances are

much better. As a rule it is now too late in

the season to prune, but were I beginning to

take Camellias in hand which would be benefited

by pruning, I would even now be inclined to

let daylight into them. This might check them
for a little time, but before the end of the sea-

son they would be in better blooming condition

than if left too thick as regards wood and
leaves. The main growtlis need not be removed,
but where there are many small weak branches
clustering together many of them may safely be
taken off. This is the first thing which should
be seen to in beginning the summer culture of

tlie Camellia, and secondly the

Cleaning.—Where the leaves are close and
the brandies massed together, ordinary syringing

may not have kept the foliage quite free from
dirt and insects, but as soon as pruning is over

a thorough cleansing must take place. The wood
may be brushed with a hard hand brush, and
all the dirty leaves cai-efnlly sponged. Once
thoroughly cleaned in this way, they may easily

be kept in that condition by frequent syringings.

Plants which may not want pruning should also

be cleaned before growth has much advanced.
Then comes

Root attention.—Camellias are not bene-

fited by having their roots upset annually ; on the

contrary, once they get into a thorough growing
state they are better undisturbed for years, but
they must be well supplied with water. It is of

-much importance that all the soil about the roots

be in a sweet moist condition before growth
begins. Without this their progress will never be
satisfactory. Those in pots should be plunged in

some material at this time, as plunging lessens the

chances of their becoming at any time too dry.

Soot water may be given at the roots once weekly
with advantage, and from the time the shoots

can first be seen until the bloom buds are visible

they should be syringed overhead once or twice

daily according to the weather. Respecting the

Temperature in which Camellias should

make their growth, there are great differences of

opinion, some putting their plants into a vinery or

Peach house, but ours are never out of tire house in

which they bloom, a structure where artificial

heat is never introduced except to keep out frost.

In some cases much shade is applied, and in others

none at all, and under both modes of management
the plants succeed, but our experience causes us

to prefer no shading. When once subjected to

shade, it takes careful treatment to harden them
up to stand the sun-heat again, and a little of this

is necessary in order to ripen the wood well in

autumn. After growth has been completed, and it

is seen that the flower-buds are well set, syring-

ing may cease, and water may be more sparingly

applied at the root, at the same time avoid drying

them off in any way, or withholding water until

the roots or leaves shrivel. Plenty of air should

also be given them at that period ; anything like

a close, moist atmosphere and mucli shade must
not be encouraged. Flower-buds falling off before

they open is a complaint often heard ; but this is

only the result of some severe check or change
in the state of the soil or atmosphere. Immature
wood never holds its buds or opens them so freely

or well as that which is hard and sun-ripened,

and this all should do their utmost to secure from
now until well into the autumn. Cambrian.

Propagating double Primulas.—I have
seen (p. 273) an article by " Cambrian" respecting

the propagation of double Primulas, and should

like to state the way in which I have been success-

ful with them, as it is a much safer mode and may
not be generally known. When the plants have
done flowering [ pack some damp Moss round tlie

stem and side shoots, keep them in a moist
situation in a gentle heat, and in a few weeks the
Moss is full of white fibrous roots, when they may
be parted and potted off at once.—T. W. Herbert,
Bletcldngley.

LATE AUTUMN FUCHSIAS.
In order to have nice little plants for blooming
late in autumn cuttings should be struck now.
Put them iu sharp sandy soil and keep them for a
week or two under a hand-light or bell-glass in

any house or cold frame, where they can have
shade and be kept moist by an occasional syring-
ing, and they will soon strike root. The shoots
that form the best cuttings are those that are
strong and short-jointed. As soon as rooted it

will be necessary to pot them on at once in order
that they may have no check. For growing Fuch-
sias nothing answers better than rich fibry loam
with a little leaf-soil or very rotten manure added.
In this they should be potted somewhat loosely
and kept in a close pit or frame to give them a
start. As soon as they get well hold of the soil

they may at once be moved to a shady situation
out-of-doors, as though the growth will not be so
rapid, what they make there will be shorter and
firmer, and compact little plants tliat flower
freely are always the most valuable for general
decorative purposes, as they come in for vases iu
rooms and window embellishment, purposes for
which small Fuchsias are specially well adapted.
To keep the roots uniformly moist when the
plants are grown out-of-doors, it is a good plan to
plunge the pots in littery straw or some otlier

non-conducting material, which should be wetted
from time to time by watering the Fuchsias over-
head after the drying heat of the day. This damp-
ing will refresh them greatly and help to keep
them clean, as well as assist them in their growth,
and to make them compact and symmetrical,
they should be stopped once by having the points
of the side shoots nipped out, when they will soon
branch and form perfect little pyramids, a shape
which is the most suitable for Fuchsias. Plants
raised from cuttings now and treated in the man-
ner here specified will not only be most valuable
for the autumn, but they will be of great use for
starting early to make compact specimens the
following spring. S. D.

HYBRID GREENHOUSE RHODODENDRONS.
It cannot be doubted that the exceedingly fine

strain of these obtained from seed by Messrs.
Veitch supplies to plant growers a race of the
greatest value for blooming in a stove or warm
greenhouse during the spring months. It is to

the introduction of R. Lobbi and R. javanicum
that we owejthese fine hybrids; these were crossed
with each other, and both were made seed parents.

R. retusum, also introduced from the Java moun-
tains, has been used as a seed and pollen parent
and Princess Royal, Princess Alexandra, Princess
Alice, and others have been the result, the
newer shades beingDuchess of Edinburgh, Duchess
of Connaught, Aurora, Favourite, &c. An early

hybrid named R. Taylori, having pink and white
flowers, has also been used as a parent with
marked success. It is during these last ten years

that these results have been in course of realisa-

tion. Two main objects have been sought for in

making crosses in later years, viz., the production
of larger and brighter coloured flowers, and also of

greater vigour in the plants. Those who have seen
atthe meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society

the newer and later seedlings raised by Messrs.

Veitch must admit that both objects have been
attained in a remarkable degree. The flowers

have nearly doubled in size ; they are of fine form,

of rich and distinct colours, borne on large and
imposing looking trusses, and the orange and red
shades are particularly striking. A strain of double
flowering forms is not improbable, but the

double character does not always enhance the

decorative beauty and usefulness of plants, and
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it is doubtful if it would do so in the case of

these Rhododendrons. When fertilised, the plants

seed somewhat freely. The seed ripens in three or

four months after it is sown, and it germinates

readily; but the raiser has to wait a time ere

he reaps the reward of his exertions, as four or

five years pass by before the seedlings flower and
reveal their true character. R. D.

Double Petunias.— These are evidently

gaining favour with cultivators in the west of

England. Mr. Randall, of the Ese Bridge Nur-
sery, Exeter, has raised some fine kinds, nine in

number, distinct from anything I have yet seen
amongst double Petunias. The individual flowers

are large in size, their centres being made up of

stout well marked petals. The colours, too, are

well varied, and many of the varieties have fully

developed guard petals which give a finished

appearance to the blooms. Mr. Randall, I feel sure,

would interest many by relating how he manages
to get such large individual flowers upon such
small plants.— J. G. C.

Trillinm grandiflorum.—My experience of

this beautiful plant leads me to doubt Mr. C.

WoUey Dod's theory that " it likes a severe
winter." I planted a Trillium on the slope of a
rookery here, rather shaded by trees and about
300 ft. above the sea level, in the autumn of 1880.
In the spring of 1881 it was nowhere ; in fact,

never appeared at all after the severe winter of
1880-1, and I quite made up my mind that it was
killed by the frost. I had forgotten it until this

spring, when I was glad to see it make its appear-
ance above ground, growing vigorously and dis-

playing three or four of its snow-white flowers.
The last winter has been exceptionally mild here,
and I have come to the conclusion that the
Trillium has no objection to a warm winter, but is

much checked by a severe one. The Edelweiss,
on the contrarj', planted on the same rockery, and
which survived the arctic winters of 1879 and
1880, has succumbed during the last mild winter.
Probably it has missed the snowy mantle which
usually protected it during the alpine winters on
the slopes above the Trift back near Zermatt,
or in the Engadine, where it is most at home.—J.

P. MULCASTBB, Benwcll Park, Northumherland.

FRUIT GARDEN.
SELECT GOOSEBERRIES.

" Pbebgrinb " (p. 269) speaks of 80 varieties of
Gooseberries being recommended in a standard
work on gardening. I have a fruit list from a
nurseryman in Staffordshire in which over 270
varieties are named. I take great interest in Goose-
berry culture, and cultivate about .SO select varieties.

In addition to the sorts named by " Peregrine," I

would recommend Crown Bob, Pilot, Bloodhound,
Green Glenton, White Eagle, MoUrow, Brecka-
more, and Industry. For quality and size. Crown
Bob has stood in the foremost rank for more
than half a century. Although some of the small
varieties are of the highest flavour, large sorts
claim attention for appearance on the dessert
table. Pilot is large in size and comes in well
after Golden Ball (Early Sulphur) ; Bloodhound is

a good early red ; Green Glenton is of fair size,

and also of the highest quality. It hangs long and
fresh on the bush, which is of the best form.
White Eagle when well grown has a fine appear-
ance and is of good quality, but the habit of the
bush is not good. Mollrow is a late sort, of a fine
red colour, very hairy, and for dessert superior to
Warrington, and the habit of the bush is good.
Breckamore, a local variety, is somewhat like the
Warrington, but its fruit is not so hairy, and it

does not split when kept late, which the Warring-
ton is apt to do ; the habit of the bush is excel-
lent—like that of a miniature Oak. Industry is a
comparatively new sort, and merits all that can be
said in its favour ; it is a large red, handsome Goose-
berry, and of the highest value as a ha'rdy market
sort. In speaking of quality, Greengage is named
(p. 269), and no doubt the Pitmaston variety is

meant. There is a dark Greengage in fruit lists, a
very inferior sort, not worth attention compared
with the Pitmaston Greengage.

StoTiedey. Chas. McDonald.

FACTS ABOUT UNPRUNED FRUIT TREES
AND FLOWERDsG SHRUBS.

It is interesting at this season to note the be-

haviour of trees and shrubs that have not been
pruned. The flowering season is the period to note
which trees are fertile and which are not. Any-
thing may happen to the crop of fruit afterwards,

and I always regard the flowering season as
best illustrating the fertility of the trees or

otherwise. It is true that the tree that bears the
most bloom may not, after all, produce the most
fruit ; but, nevertheless, it is the most prolific,

and, as likely as not, its very barrenness in the end
may be the result of its over-fertile disposition.

I have made the following notes on several sub-

jects this spring and will take them as they come.
No. 1 is a Gooseberry (Red Warrington)—shoots

thinned out, but]not shortened ; one shoot, measur-
ing fully 2 Jft. in length, has forty-two buds upon
it, all well and regularly broken, and bearing one
and two fruits each. Had it been shortened it

would have pushed several strong wood shoots and
a proportionately less quantity of fruit, and several

of the wood shoots so produced would probably
have had to be cut out at the next pruning, thus
wasting the resources of the tree. No. 2 is a
Gooseberry shoot of the same variety, but is a
gross sucker produced from a bud underneath the

soil, such as are usually wrenched out at the winter
pruning. Had it been pruned, it would have broken
strongly, and made more wood shoots ; allowed to

extend, it has grown about 2J ft., and produced
about a score of berries at its extremities. In
other words it has exhausted itself in fruitfulness

and all its shoots next year will be fertile. No. 3,

a Black CuiTant shoot from an old bush, about
forty years of age, two years old, 2 ft. long, un-
shortened, bearing twenty-six buds all broken,

and bearing from seven to nine fruit each on the

raceme. No. i. Red Currant shoot, unshortened,
1 ft. long, bearing sixteen racemes of fruit. No. 5,

shoot from a standard Cherry—young tree a few
years planted, never been pruned nor root-pruned,

shoot 2|ft. long, branched, with twenty-six spurs,

bearingintheaggregateaboutfourhundred flowers.

Pruned wall Cherries growing in the same garden
producing nothing comparatively. Pyramids in

another garden the same. The Cherries vary
greatly in habit, some being much shorter jointed

than others, and more floriferous. The straggling
kinds will stand shortening at the winter prun-
ing to keep them within bounds, but need no
summer pinching whatever. Other varieties grow
perfectly symmetrical and fruitful, and need no
pruning of any kind. Standards make the most
beautiful, natural, compact shaped heads. Those
trees that wantpruning will indicate it themselves.
They make long wand-like shoots that are flori-

ferous enough, but if not occasionally shortened,
the heads grow straggly in a few years. No. 6, an
Apple tree about 20 years of age, a Codlin, been
tojiped when young, but never pruned ; has always
flowered freely, and borne abundantly in good
seasons, is usually studded with flower-buds. One
shoot, an example of the others, 18 in. long,
branched, has twenty-seven clusters of flowers,

or 162 single flowers altogether ; bore a great crop
last year. This tree has been removed once since

it was planted, and never been root-pruned. Had
it been treated as a pruned tree in the orthodox
manner, it would probably have been half the size

and half as fruitful. No. 7 is an unshortened
shoot from a young Apple tree on the Paradise
stock; a two -year -old bearing shoot 15 in.

long, and bearing seventy-two flowers—a rather
prolific variety, but a sample of hundreds like

it, according to the habit of the tree. No. 8,

Pyrus japonica.—This shrub affords a fine ex-
ample of the effects of extension, provided the
shoots are matured. Two plants on a south wall were
fine objects this spring. They are young, and have
grown fast, the shoots having been laid in their

entire length. One example, a shoot 20 in. long,

uncut or pinched, has broken every bud, and
produced forty-two fine flowers. In training the

branches thinning only should be attempted, and
what shoots are left should be laid in all their

length, giving the extremities full scope, and
tying the breastwood shoots to the older limbs.

Treated thus, the lateral eyes make fruit buds, and
the shoots extend at their points only the follow-

ing year. No. 9, Crataegus pyracantha.—This tree

succeeds under exactly the same treatment as the

Apple and Pear, and illustrates the effects of

pinching and pruning v. extension quickly and in

a striking manner. We have a number of quite

young plants, 5 ft. or 6 ft. high, growing against a
south wall, and which have never been root

pruned. They are trained on the horizontal and
fan methods, and invariably bear freely and
principally at the extremities of the branches,

which are never shortened. As the branches
lengthen, spurs (breastwood) near the centre have
of course to be pinched during the summer, but
bear fruit very sparingly or not at all. Root prun-

ing would no doubt throw these into fruit also,

but the true way to induce the tree to bear all over

would be to allow the central shoots to extend
like the horizontal branches. In fact the way to

grow this truly ornamental berried shrub is to

treat it as an unpruued standard, in a young state

occasionally root pruning it. On many of the latest

formed extremities about 1 ft. long that the knife

has not yet touched every bud bears a cluster of

flowers, some containing as many as eighty flowers.

This plant is a shy bearer when in a young state,

but root-pruning and unlimited top growth will

throw it into fruit almost as soon as planted, and
it is well worth the trouble, for it is the most
brilliant of all winter berry-beai-ing shrubs.

It is impossible in the face of such examples
such lessons, one may say, to approve of abor,

tions, artificial, after the Rivers and De Breuil

pattern. If such are advocated on the ground of

their ornamental appearance, then I claim that a

clipped Tew, Holly, or any other shrub is equally

so ; and if they are advocated on the ground of their

utility, I say that there is a vestige of proof in

support of it. It is no more use pruning and pinch-

ing branches of fruit trees severely in the way
commonly practised to cause them to produce
fruit than it is to prune our Hawthorns or Hollies

with the same end. Any and all of them may be

benefited by having their roots cut in now and
then, but not their branches. I have frequently

seen both the latter produce an unusual crop of

fruit after having been lifted and necessarily root-

pruned in the operation, but fertility in either by
cutting the branches, either much or little, I never

did see, but the reverse. There are no class of trees

and shrubs that flower or fruit so freely and so

certainlj' as Hollies, Hawthorns, Crabs, Lilacs

flowering Currants, Laurels, &c., and many other

subjects, deciduous and evergreen, and all with-

out the aid of the knife in any shape or form.

J. S. W.

APPLES ON THEIR OWN ROOTS.

I have an idea that Apples would succeed best on
their own roots, be less subject to canker, and
perhaps longer lived. Are there any sorts that

strike more readily than others from cuttings 1

and what are the best modes of procedure ?—M.
Wallinpoed. [There are only a few varieties

of the Apple which strike freely from cuttings,

hardly enough to make the process profitable,

but it is certain that some sorts can be propagated
in this manner, thus, Burr Knot, Bide's Walking
Stick, and some other kinds of which I had at one
time some half-dozen sorts will strike from cut-

tings, but the process is so slow, and the plants

so meagre compared with a strong and healthy

one year's graft, that one would hardly be tempted
to carry out the experiment on a large scale.

To put the matter coramerciallj^ one thousand
one year's healthy and well-grown grafts would
be worth j£50, but 1000 cuttings of Apples on the

same ground for three years would not be worth a
tenth part of that sum, as the plants would not be
equal in size or strength. I say three years, because
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that is the time required for the graft, i.e., two
years for the growth of the stock, and one year

for the graft ; the cutting would take the same
time to develop into the same sized plant. There

is another way by which one might obtain plants

on their own roots, and that is by root grafting.

The scion of the Apple of the same size as the

ordinary grafting scion should have a small piece

of root of Crab or Apple grafted on it, and
planted deep in the ground. This should be done
in November. The piece of root will retain vitality

in the graft, which will strike root assisted by
the added rootlet, and ultimately form a tree on
its own roots. This process is, however, more
tedious than that of the stock and graft, and I

would rather plant the grafted trees. The Stur-

mer is a seedling fi-om the Nonpareil, and pos-

sesses the bad constitution of its parent ; the

Blenheim is a very slow grower, and the steed will

certainly starve while this sort is coming into

bearing. It is a good sort for posterity, but it is a
question whether posterity will not be able to

care for itself without our help.—T. Francis
ElVEES.]

STOPPING VINE SHOOTS AND LATERALS.
As all kinds of Vines, both early and late, will

now be in active growth, it would be both enter-

tainirg and instructive if cultivators who have
tried various plans of restriction or extension
would detail their practice and its results. While
some recommend stopping at from one to four or

iive joints beyond the bunch, others do not stop at
all until the Grapes are set. And it would be in

teresting to hear how those who let them run out
to any length, simply because they believe stop-

ping or pinching can only be practised with safety
at a given stage of growth, treat them when the
time comes for stopping. Do they cut them back
to any given number of joints beyond the bunch ?

or do they follow the plan of pinching with thumb
and finger, so that there is really notiiing to cut
away ? I always look upon a floor strewn with
healthy shoots cut away from any kind of tree
as so much loss ; and until I am more firmly con-
vinced than I am of the beneficial effects of allow-
ing a quantity of superabundant growth to
monopolise the sap and then to be cut out as use-
less, I shall continue to follow the course pursued
by many good cultivators, viz., in the case of Vines
planted from i ft. to 5 ft. apart, to stop the side
shoots at from two to fom- eyes beyond the bunch,
so that when tied down to the trellis the shoots
from the opposite Vines meet each other, and with
the laterals that make two or three leaves before
being stopped completely cover the trellis with
large healthy leaves. What we want settled is.

Are these large leaves fully exposed to the light

best able to sustain the Vine with or without a
crowd of lateral growth ? My own impression is

that, except in any open space not originally oc-
cupied by the first crop of leaves, they do more
harm than good by overshadowing the larger
foliage. If it were any advantage tothe fruit
to have a large quantity of wood growth beyond
it, the leading shoots ought always to produce the
finest bunches ; but this is rather the exception
than the rule, for although the leader from being
most favourablyplaced usually shows finerbunches
than the weaker side shoots, yet it will generally
be found that those on the side shoots finish best.

If the stopping is done as soon as the shoots have
made three or four leaves beyond the bunch, it

cannot cause much check to tine Vine, as there is

scarcely any growth to remove. The laterals will
be pushing out before the Vines are in flower, and
by the time the setting is over they will be ready
for stopping ; after that, if fairly well cropped,
the swelling ofE of the fruit will arrest growth, so
that little more stopping will be necessary.

J. G. L.

Stra-wrberry forcing'.—Mr. Moore (p. 257)
wishes to know how La Grosse Suoree succeeds as
an early forcing Strawberry. I have it coming on
well with Marguerite, Comte de Zans, Dr. Hogg,
British Queen, and Elton, all setting good crops.
Marguerite seems a wonderful cropper. Comte de

Zans produces its fruit nearly erect. Eighteen years
back I only grew Keen's Seedling and British

Queen, but I find variety an advantage. I am
gatliering good fruit and heavy crops from Comte
de Paris, Auguste Nicaise, and Vicomtesse H6ri-

cart de Thnry. Amongst these there is little dif-

ference as regards the time of ripening. Comte de
Paris is a heavy cropper inside and out, large,

and makes little foliage. Auguste Nicaise is some-
what in the way of Vicomtesse Hericart de
Thur , but larger. President I grow to succeed
these . I have to grow my Strawberries on shelves

in the back and front of vineries. I filled 360 yds.

this year of shelving with plants all in 7-in. pots,

except Black Prince (for an early crop), which
was in 5-in. pots. I pot solid in nothing but turf,

with one crock placed convex for drainage. I keep
them as they flower near the ventilators till set

;

then they are placed in a Muscat house, on port-

able shelves over the inside border, 2 ft. from the
ground. Here they ripen, and are all that one
could wish for, the plants being perfectly clean. I

attribute my success to careful watering. I go
over them as one would a batch of Ericas in

winter, tapping the pots with a small wooden
hammer, and using weak liquid manure water
from the time the fruit is set up to the time when
the least tint of colour is visible. I have grown
Strawberries plunged in other pots, &c., but never
with such good results, nor so clean as now. I

have seen very poor crops this year in houses
devoted to them.—G. B.

THE MUSCAT ROMAIN GRAPE.
This Grape fruited here some twenty years ago,
and proved a small light amber Grape vrith little

or no Muscat flavour ; as it presented no special
points of interest, after growing and fruiting it

for two or three years, it was discarded. The
term Muscat is not always used by French
Vine growers as signifying a Muscat in our
sense of the term, that is taking the Muscat
of Alexandria as a type ; and when the
Grape proved to possess a small modicum of
Frontignan gout, it was not considered desirable
to continue its cultivation. My father did not
consider that he had received a sort incor-
rectly named, but that the sender of the Grape
was catholic in his opinions. The Muscat Remain
is given in some French catalogues as a synonym
of the Alexandrian Muscat, but I cannot help
being of the opinion that the Muscat Romaiu
which I remember, and which was renamed White
Romain as an honester title, was the sort sent to

this country as Muscat Romain, and decidedly not
identical with the Muscat of Alexandria. The
berries of the White Romain were small, a
bright amber when ripe, very rich and juicy, skin
thin and the oval berries closely packed on the
bunch when not thinned. T. Francis Rivers.

Stra^wberries omt-of-doors. — In reply
to Mr. Fish's inquiry respecting Strawberries out-
of-doors, I may say that here (about 15 miles
north of London on a cold clay) I have never seen
a better show of trusses than there is this year, but
then I never plant forced plants. I have three rea-
sons for not doing so : 1, I consider it a waste
of labour hardening off and watering the plants
before they are planted out ; 2, it is a crop lost

to do so
; 3, I can never get such early or good

runners from forced plants as I can from runners
planted the year before. My mode of Strawberry
growing is as follows : I have the quarter trenched
and manured in winter, after the Savoys are cut,

and plant it in spring with Ashleaf Potatoes
(Veitch's Improved). These I lift towards the end
of July ; the quarter is then levelled and planted
with runners from 3-in. pots. I plant them in
rows 18 in. apart, and 12 in. asunder in the rows.
When I have one crop off them, I destroy every
other plant in the first row, entirely destroy the
second row, and so on, leaving the rows 3 ft.,

of the plants in which are producing eight
trusses. They will average five to a plant, and I
expect to get from ^ lb. to | lb. of fruit from each
truss. As I planted 1200 plants on a bed 8 yds.
by 25 yds., I expect to get from 600 lbs. to 900 lbs.

of fruit. As I intend to keep an account of the
weight, I will send at the end of the season what
it amounts to. The kinds I have on this piece of
ground are seven rows of President, four rows
Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, two Keen's Seed-
ling, and one each of James Veitch, Sir Joseph
Paxton, and British Queen.—A. Grant, Brooh-
man's Parlt, Hatfield.

The Alexander Peach.—I fruited this
sort for the first time on May 25, 1878—forced, of
course. I was much pleased with the result of my
speculation, as I imported the variety entirely on
the good faith of the raiser, hardly crediting that
a Peach existed earlier than the Early Beatrice.
In the same house and under the same treatment
the Hale's Early did not ripen until June 26, and
the Grosse Mignonne and Royal George in July

;

the Alexander therefore effects a considerable
saving in heating material. The fruit is large,
brilliant in colour, very juicy, and good in flavour.
The flowers are also large and handsome, and the
growth of the tree compact and fruitful. I antici-
pate a brilliant future for this Peach. Another
Peach, almost as early, was sent to me with the
Alexander ; tliis is named the Amsden. It ripens
almost at the same time as the Alexander, and is

as large, but the fruit is sometimes bitter and is a
clingstone. I consider the Alexander the better of
the two ; the Amsden is, however, superior in size

and earliness to any other forced Peach.—T.
Francis Rivers.

PRIMROSES IN THE BOTANIC GARDEN,
EDINBURGH.

Though the earliest Primroses are now out of
blossom, their place is taken by some that are
both rare and beautiful, including many selected
seedlings of P. ciliata, which will be a valuable
addition to alpine Primulas. Most of these are
much larger than the type, and possess great va-
riety of colour. There are purples of many tints,

and some also with shaded flowers ; others with a
clear white eye are perhaps the most beautiful,
and there are c ream-coloured kinds fully 1 in.

across. Some of these seedlings have flowers
entirely different in character from those with
which we are acquainted—indeed closely approach-
ing alpine Auriculas b oth in form and colouring,
so that these, at least- appear to be hybrids. The
leaves of some of the later kinds are serrated,
like P. ciliata, and amongst them one or two
possess considerable beauty. There are also some
excellent seedling forms of P. intermedia and one
seedling of P. villosa alba, dark red with a pure
white eye. This collection shows that as much
can be done by a careful s election of seedlings
to give a greater variety of beauty amongst
alpine Primulas as has been done amongst alpine
Phloxes, of which some very pretty new forms are
now coming into blossom in these gardens. No alpine
flowers are better worth careful cultivation than
Primulas of the best kinds. P. platypetala, a
light purple double Primrose of the Polyanthus
form, is quite distinct from ordinary double
Primroses ; P. farinosa alba, also P. farinosa
superba, a bright purple variety of the Bird's-

eye Primrose, are now in flower in the new bog
bed. A dwarf form of P. denticulata purpurea
of a peculiarly pretty shade of lilac is nearly out
of blossom ; it was at flrst sent out as P. purpurea,
from the true form of which (Royle's) it, however,
differs entirely. P. Stuarti, with an umbel of droop-
ing yellow flowers, is now in blossom, as is also P.

sikkimensis. If the latter, with its yellow cup-
shaped flowers, is to be called the Himalayan
Cowslip, P. Stuarti might well be called the Hima-
layan Oxlip, its salver-shaped flowers being very
like those of the Oxlip, with the exception of their

drooping habit. P. floribunda is also in blossom.
Some plants of it lately planted out in the rockapart, and 2 ft. plant from plant. After the

third crop I plant Broccoli between the rows and
|

garden have not been killedby 7° of frost on April
destroy the Strawberries. I planted a quarter in 22, but Mr. Lindsay does not think it will prove
this way on the 29th and 30th of July last, some to be a hardy kind. C. M. Owen.
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ORCHIDS.

PKUNING ORCHIDS.

Mk. Spiers is wrong in saying that I decline to

meet him at South Kensington. I am willing to do

that under the conditions named in The Garden

(p. 268). Hiswayof settlingthematterwouldnotbe

proposed by any
scientific man,
either at South
Kensington or

elsewhere. Mr.

Spyers now dis-

tinctly shifts his

ground to "back
breaks," and a

more lengthened
experiment in the

face o£ my speci-

mens that he is

invited to see.

What back breaks
would do under

the circumstances
I cannot say at

present, but I

have a Dendro-
bium primulinum
with thirteen
good breaks,some
of which had not

moved when the

•old bulbs were
cut off, and this

seems to me to

be pretty much
the same thing,

i.e., dormant buds
pushing without

the assistance of

old bulbs. Whe-
ther Mr. Spyers

chooses to accept

my challenge or

not, I maj' pro-

bably, by-and-by,

confronthim with
a problem he will

have to answer
in some form
or other, that is

if he wishes to

maintain his pre-

sent position.

J. S. W.
"J. S.W,."

in his anxiety to

uphold the inju-

rious practice of

cutting away the

bulbs, ignores the

effects which it

has on back
breaks, to the en-

couragement of

whichtheincrease
of the plants is

largely due, and
to secure which,

if for no other

purpose, the re-

tention of all

bulbs in a living

state is desirable.

I venture to say
that it is a little

too soon, when
his Dendrobium
Wardianum has
only made some 18 in. of growth, to proclaim

the' success of the system. The question is not one
to be dismissed on half evidence of that kind.

Even the effect which it has on the current

growth can only be determined at the end of

the season. And to prove the result of the practice,

the plants so treated need to be seen after being
several years subjected to it. Allow me to remind
" J. 8. W." that people have more faith in what

they see than in that which they only hear of,

and although the results of his Orchid pruning are

too incomplete to tell their full tale, yet there are

plenty of Orchid growers who, if they saw the

plant.s even when not in bloom, would be able to

judge correctly of its effects. If "J. S. W." has
faith in his pruning practice, and wishes to con-

vince others of its merits, let him send a few

Ci/pripedium alho-purpureum,

A hybrid Ladi/'s Slipper raised by ^fr. Seden.

plants that have had their bulbs shorn off, as he

describes, for, say, a couple of years to the next

Manchester show. There is always to be met with

there a gathering of growers of these plants whose
judgment can be trusted. As I have already said,

there is no necessity for the plants to be in bloom.

If " J. S. W." will in this way give those who are

interested in these plants an opportunity of judg-

ing of what are so far the results of his pruning.

it will do much more to settle the question than if

he were to write a volume on the subject.

T. Baines.

ORCHIDS FROM SEED.
In The Garden (p. 54) reference is made to

raising Odontoglossums from imported seeds, a
matter I was pleased to see noticed, as I be-

lieve in the near
future Orchids
will be extensive-

ly raised from
seeds. Those,
however, who
intend carrying

out this branch
of horticulture

will have to give

it their careful

study first, and
afterwards work
for some definite

purpose. It win
give no satisfac-

tion , and far less

will it pay to

raise Orchids
from seeds that

may be imported
in any quantity
from their native

country. Nothing
is easier than to

get good seed-

pods of Odonto-
glossums. I tried

some years ago
to cross O. Alex-

andras with a
good form of O.

triumphans. The
cross was made
both ways, and
I obtained good
pods after wait-

ing ten months
from the time
when the cross-

ing was effected.

The pods opened
well, being quite

full of seeds,
which were sown
in many different

ways in the cool

house, but not

a plant appeared,

although, as re-

gards the places

where they were
sown, they were
not disturbed for

two years. As I

do not know of

any Orchids of

this genus having
been raised in

England at all,

very probably it

has not been
done. Many have
tried to hybridise

the charming
Moth Orchids
(PhaU-enopsis) in

this country;
but although
there is no diffi-

culty in getting

pods of seed to

ripen, the attempt to produce plants has hitherto

been a failure—the seeds do not vegetate. It does

not follow, however, that because we have been un-

successful so far, we are always to be so. The

attempt ought to be made again and again until

success crowns our efforts. It may be useful,

perhaps, to relate my own first attempt, made
some ten years ago, at raising hybrid Orchids.

I was anxious to possess a plant of Cypripedium
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Harrisianum, but the price at that time was more
than I felt justified in paying. Mr. Dominy,
however, was good enough, not only to tell me
what the parents of this variety were, but also

showed me how to cross them. We had both

parents in flower at the same time, and I crossed

them both ways, with the result that in less than

twelve months we had ripe pods containing

plenty of seeds. They were sown at once,

merely shaking the seeds out of the pods on

the surface of the pots in which the parents

were growing. The young plants appeared in

less than sis montlis (for Cypripediums vege-

tate sooner than some other Orchids). The
tiny plants clung to bits of charcoal, or

attached themselves to roots that were above the

surface. They also sprung up among the Moss
where it was not too thick. It was nearly twelve

months before any of the plants were ready to be

pricked o£E in small pots, but they grew rapidly

afterwards, and in less than six years from the

time of hybridising the flowers we had strong

flowering plants. I learned, too, that the best

varieties were produced when C. barbatum
was the pollen pai'ent. Besides hybridising Or
chids to obtain new varieties, it might some-
times be desirable to save seeds from some very

rare or choice species set with its own pollen. It is

well ^own that there are some Orchids that have
been sold at prices for many years sncli as placed

them beyond the reach of all, but the very

wealthiest. Cypripedium Spicerianum, for instance,

it might be desirable to cross some other species

with the pollen of this, but if good plants of it

are to be sold at fifty or a hundred guineas for a
number of years, surely it would pay to raise good
flowering plants of itself; being a distinct -species

it would undoubtedly come true from seeds.

Mr. Seden has been good eno'igh to furnish me
with a list of all the cross-bred Orchids which he
has raised during the last fifteen years. Where Mr.
Dominy left off Mr. Seden began, and the list,

with the parentage of each hybrid given below,

testifies to the success which so far has attended

his efforts. The list may be useful also, inasmuch
as it will show others desirous of working in the

same field what has been done during those years.

handed me the above list in November last,

Messrs. Veitch have exhibited Cypripedium micro-

chilum, a cross between C. Druryi and C. niveum.

A new L.-Blia has also flowered at Chelsea, a cross

between L. purpurata and Cattleya gigas, and has

been named Lrelia callistoglossa ; both have been

raised by Mr. Seden. J. Douglas.

Cattleya Chambei-laini
Mardelli
Mastersoniffi
fausta
alba
aurea
crispa
delicata
radicaus
superba

Calanthe Sedeni
Chysis Chelsoni

.Sedeni

Cypripedium Sedeui
Marshallianum
selligeruni
major

eui-yaudrum
tessellatum
porpbyreum

cenanthum
superciliare
mamioropbyllum
porphyreum
calanthum
porphyrospilum
vemixium
Morganiie
ealuruni
gi-ande
liitens

pycuopterum
lucidum

Dendrobium endocba-
ris

Rbodostoma

splendidisslDium

mioans
Lmlia flammea

Sedeni
Pliilbrickiana

^Masdevallia Chelsoni
Phajus irroratus pur-

pureas
Zygopetalum Sedeni

Seed parenth.
C. Leopold!
C.speciosissima
C. Loddjgesi

C. Veitdii
C. bractescens
C. Limniinghi
C. Schlimi
C. veuustuni
C. barbatum

Po^.len parents,
C D .wiana
C. dftvoniana

labiata
C. exoniensis

C. ves'ita
C. aurea
C. bractescens
C. lonyitolium
C. concolor
C. la;vigatum

C. Harrisianum
C. barbatum
C. Hookera;
C. Roezli
C. biflorum
C. Lowi
C. argus
C. Veitchi
C. longifolium
O. Eoezli
C. viUosum
C. venustum
C. ^illosum
D. japonicum

D. Huttoni
I lentum

D.heterocarpum D. macropbyl-
lum

D. Wardiauum D. lituiflorum

L. cinnabarina L. Pilcheriaua
Cattleyasuperba' L. de'

Aclandia; ' e'

C. insigne llaulei
C. Veitchi
C. barbatum
C. Schlimi
C. Lowi
C. Hookerro
C. villosum
C. Stone'i

C. Sedeni
C. caudatum
C. insigne Maulei
C. Lowi

D.heterocarpum

D. sang

It may be well to state that Cattleya fausta and
the six distinct forms of it were all raised from
the produce of one seed-pod. Since Mr. Seden

CYPRIPEDIUM ALBO-PURPUEEUM.
The annexed illustration represents one of the

finest hybrid Cypripediums raised at Messrs.

Veitch & Sons' nursery by Mr. Seden, who ob-

tained it from C. Schlimi and C. Dominil, the

latter, itself a hybrid, being the pollen parent.

There are now four hybrid Lady's Slippers

which wear a family likeness ; these are the now
well known C. Sedeni, C. calurum, C. porphy-

reum, and the one under notice, the flowei's of

which are a good deal larger than those of the

lovely C. Sedeni. They are whitish with a pur-

plish tinge on the borders of the lip with many
spots of the same colour under it. The sepals

have a slight purplish (pinkish) tinge on their

borders. The petals are purplish and twisted.

The ivory whiteness of the Incurved rim of the

pouch contrasts beautifully with the prevailing-

hue of the flowers. It has been exhibited on

several occasions, but is not yet widely dis-

tributed.

Orchids in flower at Dr. Paterson's, Fern-

field, Bridge of Allan :—

Cliysis Limminghei Oncidium serra'.um

Camarotis purpurea Krameri
Cypripedium caudatum "Weltoni

c. roseum fle.xuosum
barbatum nuljigeuum
b. superbum PhalKnopsis Parisbi
Lawrencianum Luddemanniana
Ho jkeri Cattleya Mendelli ^thu-teen
longiflorum spikes)

Dominii Skinneri
Argus citrina

Dayanum Aerides Keldingi
villosum suavissimum
hirsutissimum var. maculatum
caudatum Maxillaria Harrisoniffi

roseum Vanda Denisoniana
Dendrobium thyrsiflorum suavis (Wingate's and

"Walkerianum (twenty- other varieties)

thi'ee spikes) tricolor Patersoni
chrysotoxum Anguloa Clowesi
Bensonife Saccolabium geramatum
Dalhousianum Trichopilia lepida
pulchellum coccinea
Devonianum Epidendrum bicornutum
flmbriatum oculatum erectum
f. giganteum rhizophorum
nobile exaltum

Odontoglossum Ptoezli album crassifolium
vexillarium prismatocarpum
Klabochorum vitellinum majus
maculatum superbum Lycaste Skinneri

Halli macrophylla
membranaceum Gongora atropurpurea
cirrhosum ilasdevalliabtUa
Cervantesi amabilis
Rossi majus L'ndeni
Pescatorei ignea
Alexandra Harryana carulescns
triumphans Veitchiaua

Oncidium crispum var. superba
concolor Ccelogyne odoratissima
altissimum ilesospinidium sauguineum
sphacelatuni majus Ada aurantiaca

Masdevallia rosea.—The first to exhibit

this new species was Sir Trevor Lawrence who
showed a plant of it in fiowcr at South Kensing-
ton last week from his garden at Burford Lodge,
Dorking. It has a dwarf tufted growth and leaves

broader in proportion than those of several other

species. The flowers slightly overtop the foliage,

being produced on slender stalks. In the plant

shown two flowers proceeded from one leaf-stalk.

The flowers are of moderate size, bright rose-pink

within and darker on the exterior. This plant, we
are inclined to think, has been somewhat over-

rated compared with other beautiful kinds which
we possess. It gives us no new colour, and it re-

mains to be seen what claim to merit it possesses

—W. G.

The Man Orchis in North Wales.—A
statement has appeared in The Garden lately

that the Man Orchis is found wild in North Wales.

It would be interesting to botanists to hear more

about it, and to know what plant is meant by the

Man Orchis, and especially to have it identified

by the editorial stafE of The Garden. The Man
Orchis of British botany (Aceras anthropophora) is

generally supposed not to be found within several

counties' breadth of North Wales ; but Listera

ovata (Tway-blade), sometimes erroneously called

the Man Orchis, is as common there as in most
other parts of the kingdom. On looking for the

passages to which I refer, I can only find on page
304 that Mr. Webster has the Bee Orchis and Man
Orchis in flower in his garden; but I certainly recol-

lect that in a former number it was said, I think

on the same authority, to be a wild plant in the
neighbourhood. I by no means deny it. It is not
generally known that the Bee Orchis is wild in

North Wales, but I have found two spots within
ten miles of Llandudno in opposite directions in

which it is abundant.—C. Wollet Dod, Etge
Hall, Malpas.

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

G. J., SUKEET.

A GREAT bowl filled with Sweet Brier and single

Poet's Narcissus fills the room with sweetness, and
though there are in the same room a large Gardenia
and a bouquet of Stephanotis,the Sweet Brier is the

winner in the competition of sweet smells. A
bunch of Parrot Tulips, some all yellow, some
yellow flamed with scarlet, are in a tall Dutch
jar; they are of high decorative value, brilliant

in colour,and fine in form with their richly fringed

and jagged petals tossed about in a lawless

fashion, thrown across one another or flung right

open ; some have stalks standing stiiHy upright,

but often twisted about in a way that makes it

easy to dispose them gracefully over the edge of

the jar. An upright glass holds a large bunch of

Narcissus biflorus with pale green foliage of the

yellow Day Lily. Alpine Auriculas are valuable as

cut flowers, lasting in good condition quite a
week, and retaining their sweetness to the end.

From their many varieties of colour many beauti-

ful combinations may be made, such as pale yel-

low, delicate lilac and white, and lilac blotched

with purple ; another of tawny and copper coloured

with crimson and deep maroon, observing that it

is generally best to keep those together that have
the same coloured central ring, whether white or

yellow. A white China basket has blue Pansies,

pale and dark from vigorous border sorts ; the

shoots of flowers and leaves are cut whole, and
hold themselves much better than any arrange-

ment of the flowers and foliage cut separately.

With the Pansies are some long-stalked single

blooms of Clematis montana, and a well-chosen

spray of the Clematis with short-stalked flowers

winds round the handle and droops over the front

of the basket. A storm-broken branch of Apple
gives material for filling a brass dish 15 in. across

;

the twigs of wide open flowers are in a large group
towards the centre and one side, the rest is of the

rosy buds and half-open flowers ; between and
among the blossoms, not stiffly arranged, but as if

growing up here and there, are shoots of the

highly polished and brilliant green young leaves

of Ivy. From the greenhouse come blooms of a
charming rose-coloured Ixia, Lady Slade;thesc are

placed quite alone in a slender and fragile-looking

Venetian glass. An oval silver basket is arranged

with pale pink and rosy Indian Azaleas ; these

Azaleas are still among our most valuable pot

plants.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKFIELD.

Euonymuses. — The variegated Japanese

varieties of Euonymus are among the best of the

many introductions of late years that can be
effectively used for flower garden purposes, not

their least recommendation being that they are all

but quite hardy. The two recent severe winters

somewhat injured plants of them in this district,
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but none were killed outright, and after such a

trial it may safely be inferred that they will

withstand our ordinary winters. The small-leaved

kind, radicans variegatus, is, in habit of growth,

half bushy and half climbing, and can therefore

either be used as a covering for low walls and

trellises, or with a little attention to trimming, be

grown as a hedge. As a permanent edging plant

to large beds cut and trimmed, as is usual with

Box edgings, few plants are more suitable. The
varieties aureus marginatus and argenteus mar-

ginatus are stronger growers, and ha\"e large and
richly variegated foliage ; the growth of both kinds

is somewhat loose or straggling, a defect that is

easily remedied by occasionally pinching out the

points of the longest or unevenly developed

shoots. Plants grown in bush or standard form
make excellent and permanent centres for beds

of high coloured Pelargoniums or dark foliaged

plants, and for intermixing -with bright green

foliaged plants in the outer lines of shrubberies

they are invaluable. They strike best from cut-

tings made of the well ripened wood of the cur-

rent year's growth ; hence autumn is the time to

propagate them. Light sandy loam or peat, the

cuttings well firmed in it, and the pots plunged

in ashes in a cold pit protected from frost,

are all that is needed to ensure a successful

strike.

Bedding out.—With the exception of the

most tender, such as Coleus and Alternantheras,

all other kinds of summer bedding plants may
now be planted, and in arranging them the less

elaborate the designs and the quieter the colour-

ing the greater and more lasting will be the en-

jo)Tnent of the garden. Another thing to avoid

in the arrangements is excessive formality or flat-

ness; this is easily prevented by using at regular

intervals over the beds such kinds of standard
plants as will best harmonise wiWi the other plants

in the beds, such as, for instance, standard varie-

gated Abutilons in a bed of scarlet Pelargoniums
or the Fish-bone Thistle as a centre to a small

circle of Lobelias, or standard Fuchsias in beds
of dwarf foliaged plants. These examples will

suggest others, the only point to be borne in

mind in selecting these standards being, as I have
said, that they contrast in both colour and habit
with the plants forming the groundwork of the

bed. Yuccas, Australian DraciBnas, Grevilleas,

tree Sempervivums, and Acacia lophantha are all

suitable for this purpose. Taking into account
the shortness of our summer season and the con-
sequent transitory character of flower gardening
when tender plants are used, every effort should
be made to do without this section, or at all events

to use them as sparingly as possible. Unfortu-
nately, the rich chocolate colour which we get in

Coleus, and the bright purple and orange in Alter-

nantheras, are not to be had in hardy plants
;

hence, if we must have these colours, and they
are all but indispensable, we have no choice in

the matter. Another consideration to be taken
into account when making these arrangements is

the appropriation or association of various classes

of plants together. There is to my mind such an
inexpressible degree of incongi-uity in mixing,
for instance, succulents with any of the ordinary
kinds of bedding plants, that one marvels that
such an error should ever be perpetrated. Used
in moderate proportion to other kinds of bedding
plants succulents form an interesting feature in
summer flower gardens, but under no circum-
stances should they be mixed with Pelargoniums,
Petunias, &c., but only with nearly allied plants
such as Mesembryanthemums, Kleinias, Echeve-
rias, and Sedums.

General -work.—The tying up of plants in
mixed herbaceous borders, weeding, and filling

up vacancies in the same, thinning out and plant-
ing out annuals and biennials, such as Stocks,
Asters, Phloxes, Wallflowers, Pentstemons, Antirr-
hinums, and Aquilegias, and the planting out of
spring bedding plants and those that have been
forced for cut flowers are operations all of which
must now receive attention. Indo'ors the prin-
cipal work is giving abundant spaje to sub-tropi-
cals, and moving out to sheltered spots all those

that can safely be risked out, giving Alternanthe-
ras and Coleus full exposure to the atmosphere
whenever the weather is favourable, and potting
up the last batch of cuttings of Coleus and Ire-

sine.

FEUIT.
W. COLEMAN, BASTNOE CASTLE.

Pines.—Now days are getting a nice length
and the resting period is comparatively short,

early-started Queens may be subjected to a higher
temperature than has hitherto been advised, that

is, assuming that very early fruit is wanted, and
necessity leaves no choice, but it must be under-

stood that express speed is not recommended or

approved. To secure the greatest amount of good
without doing much harm when plants are kept

at 70° on cold nights, 75° when mild, and 9.5° after

closing, they should be plunged with their heads
close to the glass; some kind of covering, if only a

shading blind, should be placed over the roof at

night, and ventilation at this treacherous season

should be confined to the apex of the house. If the

fermenting beds are in good condition and the

plants well plunged, root watering will not be a

heavy item, but they must be regularly examined
and supplied with a sufficient quantity of good
liquid or guano water, and air moisture, so essen-

tial to the swelling of the fruit, must be secured

bj' damping the walls, floors, and surface of the

bed with the same, pure water being used for

dewing the plants with after the house is closed

for the day.

Successions that were shifted in March will

now be growing freely, and will require careful

watering and ventilation to keep them in good
condition. A great number of Pine plants are

much injured and often ruined by having too

much water, by heavj' syringing when the slightest

dewing over would suifice, and by the barbarous
practice of opening the front ventilators on a
bright lUay morning, and so exposing the tender

young growths to a cutting draught, when a
moist, genial atmosphere would be better secured

by keeping them closed and giving more air at

the apex of the house. The temperature in this

compartment may now range from 60" on cold

nights to 68° when mild, and early ventilation,

when the pipes are heated, will require attention
;

when the morning rise reaches 75°, gradually in-

crease the day heat to 85°, and close in time for a

temporary rise above these figures, with solar heat
andmoisture. If plants intended for starting in June
have been kept dry and cool the opposite extreme
of heat and moisture will cause the greater part

of them to throw up. Bring the soil into a nice

growing condition by the use of warm generous
liquid, and feed the stem roots by forcing a little

into the axils of the leaves with the syringe, but
guard against excess, and defer overhead syring-

ing until the plants are out of flower. Where
hot-water pits are getting crowded and young
plants require more room, a good feimenting bed,

made of one-third manure and two-thirds Oak
leaves with a deep Cucumber frame placed over

it, will be found all that can be wished for

the rapid propagation and growth of new
stock.

Figs.—The fruit on early forced pot trees now
ripening fast will be greatly improved in colour
and flavour by full exposure to sun and light, as

well as by a more liberal admission of air. The
latter condition will naturally tend to a general
lowering of the night temperature, which will do
no harm provided it does not fall below 60°, and
the maximum heat is secured once in twenty-four
hours. Keep the trees clear of all useless spray,

and pinch the points of strong shoots where there
is no room for extension. Never allow the roots

to feel the want of water, as, unlike all other
fruit trees, the Fig when growing is furnished
with an advancing crop in various stages of

growth, which must be kept progressing. Syringe
the stems and lower parts of the trees, and damp
the floors every day, and after gathering all the
fruit that is ripe, as I have previously directed,

give the trees a thorough washing and shut up

with sun-heat at a temperature of 85° to 90°.

Thin the fruit in succession houses, stop or cut

out side shoots, and lay in leaders. Mulch with
good manure, water and syringe copiously, and
while ventilating freely through the early part of

the day, see that the house is closed in time
for solar heat to raise it to 85° on fine after-

noons.

Vines.—T^Tiere late houses have been brought
on in accordance with former directions, all the

best winter and early spring kinds may now re-

ceive Muscat treatment until after the fruit is set,

when 65° to 68° by night, and 80° to 85° by day,

with a flush of sunheat after closing, will keep
them well in advance of the season, and allow
time for cooler night treatment, by the admission
of more air when the Grapes begin to colour. If

Hamburghs are not likely to be in flower when
shy setters require artificial fertilisation, a good
suppl3' of pollen may now be shaken into a box,

which must be kept in a dry, warm place until it

is wanted for use. Endeavour to keep the work
well in hand in midseason houses in which the

Vines are now making rapid progress. Eemove all

surplus bunches from free setting kinds, discon-

tinue stopping during the time they are in flower,

and take advantage of early morning and dull

days for thinning out the berries as soon as those

which are properly .?et show signs of taking the
lead. When all the bunches are thinned, give the
inside borders a thorough watering with tepid

liquid, mulch well with good manure, and en-

courage robust growth by giving plenty of air

through the earl_y part of the day, and by closing

with sun-heat and moisture every afternoon.

Early Grapes now ripe, or approaching that stage,

maj' have less fire-heat than they have hitherto

received, but they must have sufficient to keep up
a circulation of diy, warm air, and to prevent the
temperature from falling much below 60° at

night. Gradually reduce moisture, particularly to-

wards night, but damp the walls and floors on fine

mornings, and syringe the foliage copiously as

the crop is cleared for the twofold purpose of

cleansing it from dust and insects, and to induce a
fresh break of laterals.

Peaches and Nectarines.—As the fruit

in the earh- house approaches ripening be very
particular in the selection of pure soft water for

syringing with. Turn aside any leaves which in-

terfere with the free passage of sun and light, and
give more air on fine mornings when the roof-

lights can be let down without exposing the fruit

to drops of rain, which bruise and spoil the deli-

cate skin. Give inside borders the final watering,
mulch with some dry non-conducting material,

and litter the floors with sweet soft hay. Many
people at one time used to suspend nets or canvas
under the trees to catch the falling fruit, but, in-

dependently of the fact that they spoil every
Peach which falls into them, they are always in

the way, and unless the fruit is wanted for home
use, every Peach and Nectarine should be gathered
before they are dead ripe and in danger of rolling

ofE the supports whicli have been placed under
them. Wlien the Peaches begin to soften main-
tain a dry, warm atmospliere with a constant cir-

culation of air; retard if necessari' by shutting

off all fire-heat at night. Never wrench the fruit

off the trees with the naked hand, as the slightest

pressure produces a bruise, but with a pad of wad-
ding in the left hand gently grasp it near the base,

sever the stalk with a pair of Grape scissors, and
place it on squares of silver paper spread out in

shallow-padded baskets. Piemove it to a dry, warm
room to ripeh, or pack it at once in soft, well-

beaten Moss if intended to travel.

In succession houses the growth of wood and
fruit is unusually rapid, and as the numerous
operations will closely follow each other let good
syringing and copious watering have the firstcare.

If the roots are entirely under glass and the bor-

ders are well drained no one need be afraid of

overwatering a healthy-growing tree, provided the

water used is clear and its warmth is eq-ial to the

mean temperature of the house ; neither need they

[ allow i'., to carry more than a very small percentage
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of surplus fruit to compensate for dropping. Where
the roots are outside tlie drenching rains we have re-

cently had will have ponctrate<l to the drainage,

and all that is now needed is good mulching to

keep in moisture and to draw tlie surface feeders

up to the influence of solar heat. Follow up dis-

budding, tying down, and thinning in late houses.

Syringe well about 6.30 every morning, ventilate

abundantly, and ply the syringe again after clos-

ing for the day.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINES, SOUTIIOATE.

Azaleas.—These are amongst the most ac-

commodating plants we possess, for with suffi-

cient stock and a suitable selection of kinds that

have a natural disposition to bloom early, with

others to follow and some that will bear being

kept back, tliere is no difliculty in keeping up a

succession from the latter end of the year until

the middle of summer, but to do this it is neces-

sary to vary the season of growth, encouraging

the plants that bloomed earliest to make and
complete their growtli correspondingly early.

Although this section of Azaleas will make growth
and set their buds in an ordinary greenhouse tem-

perature, still when so treated they make slow

progress in gaining size, the wood being weak
compared with that which is obtainable witli a

little warmth and a moist atmosphere ; moreover,

where considerable quantities of these flowers are

wanted for cutting there is much gained by keep-

ing them warm, as so managed the season's shoots

attain double the length they otherwise would do,

and can be used so mucli longer when cut, an advan-

tage which those who have floral decorations to ar-

range cannot fail to appreciate. An intermediate

temperature, with a moist moderately confined at-

mosphere, secured by not giving too much air, and
this only for some six or eight hours in the day, is

what they like. All hybrids of Indian and Chinese

origiu take more water at the root, especially

whilst they are making growth, than most other

hard-wooded plants would bear, and at the same
time they ought to be freely syringed daily to keep
down thrips and red spider. When those which
flowered first have set their buds and got the

current season's shoots well matured, they should

be removed to a house or pit, where they can be
given a plentiful supply of air, so as to be quite

cool. Those that have recently bloomed should at

once have the seed vessels picked off, and be
treated in every way like those already de-

scribed.

Epacrises.—Such of these as after blooming
had their shoots cut well back, and have now
made some growth, should be moved into pots a

size larger, but it is well to bear in mind that

none of the varieties can bear so much root-room
as many things ; they are very impatient of the
soil getting too wet, a condition that is much
more likely to happen in the case of large than
in that of small pots ; a ;2-in. shift is quite enough
fo r any tliat are already in from fi-in. to 10-in.

pots. Epacrises will do with peat a little closer

in texture tlian some things ; but it must have a
liberal addition of sand in it, for if at all of a

spongy character, so as to have a tendency to

hold water, the roots are sure to perish. Pot
hard, and do not give water sooner after potting
than is absolutely necessary, to avoid which see
that the roots are sufficiently moistened before
potting. The liability which these plants have to

die suddenly when they appear in the best of
health and there is no apparent cause is in

most cases attributable to too much water at the
roots ; they need to be allowed to get drier before
water is given than Heaths. If the young soft

shoots droop slightly prexdous to its being ap-
plied it rarely follows that much harm is done.
A slight sprinkling with the syringe on the after-

noons of bright days will be an advantage.

Cyclamens.—Young stock of these raised
from seed sown last summer will now require es-

pecial attention. To bloom them well in fifteen

or eighteen months after the seed is sown there

must be no time lost. The old metliod of manag-
ing these plants with cool greenhouse treatment

was slow and unsatisfactory. The best results

are obtained by keeping them growing from the

time the seed germinates without rest in a.n inter-

mediate temperature. Now, when the sun has

got much power, they must not be fully

exposed to it, or they will not grow kindly, the

leaves never attaining their full size and being

much more susceptible than they otherwise would
be to attacks from red spider. See that the soil is

kept pretty moist ; any that were sown late and
not yet removed from the pots or pans in which
they were pricked out should at once be put into

small pots. Plants that have done flowering

should be got together and placed in a pit or

house where they can be properly attended to

with water; the system of drying them off is

altogether opposed to their well-being. Means
ought to be taken to keep them free from insects,

so as to preserve the old leaves in healthy condi-

tion. By this means when the time comes for

tlicir pushing up a fresh crop of foliage they will

be much more vigorous, and bloom again propor-

tionately better.

Lapagerias. — These finest of greenhouse

climbing plants are to some extent exceptional

in their requirements. If grown in houses where

any warmth is used further than is sufiioient to

keep out frost, they are excited to earlier growth
and under such circumstances I have found the

young shoots and leaves very impatient of

exposure to the full force of the sun, -which not

unusually has the etfect of stopping the shoots

from attaining their full growth, and causing the

leaves to be deformed. Any aspect seems to suit

these plants better than the south, yet if in too

dark a position they rarely flower, however strong

they may be, so freely as when more favourably

placed in this respect. Now, whilst the young
growth is in its tenderest condition, a thin shade

of some kind should be applied and the soil should

be kept well moistened, especially if the plants

are grown in pots or tubs and the roots fully

occupy the soil ; but where small or medium sized

examples have been recently turned out in beds

of considerable extent the earth must not be made
too wet, otherwise it will get into a soddened
condition, under which the plants do not thrive.

Syringe every afternoon, getting the water if pos-

sible well to the under sides of the leaves ;
if this

is attended to regularly, thrips, to which these

plants are ,so subject, will be kept down, an essen-

tial point, for thougli the hard texture of the leaves

prevents their being killed outright, still the

insects feeding on them shortens their duration

—

a sad mishap when used for covering back walls

and similar places in conservatories, for which
purpose Lapagerias are well adanted.

Heliotropes.—The small examples of these,

such as are used for ordinary greenhouse decora-

tion, are well enough in their way, but where
quantities of these fragrant flowers are required

for cutting late in autumn and during the early

mouths of the year, and the houses are cal-

culated to accommodate them, some large plants

should be grown either planted out on a back
wall, if such is available, or trained to a pillar, for

covering either of wdiieh few subjects can be
more profitably used, as grown thus they will

yield a plentiful supply of flowers. Should the

new large white v.ariety. White Lady, prove equal
in freedom of blooming to the old kind, which
has hitherto not been surpassed for general use-

fulness, it will be an acquisition. Its large size

and decided colour commend it for a trial.

Habrothamnua elegans and Oestrum
aurantiacum.—These nearly allied plants do
well on the back wall of a conscr\-atory. The
Habrothamnus is scarcely e\cr out of bloom, and
the Oestrum flowers freely for a considerable time

in the late summer and autumn. To do them
justice they should be planted out, but it there is

not room for this, they must have good-sized pots

and be regularly supplied with manure water
when their roots get full hold of the soil, other-

wise the quantity of flowers forthcoming will be
proportionately reduced.

Plumbago capensis.—Few plants are more
effective for greenhouse walls or pillars than
this ; anil where it can be planted out so as to

allow of its getting strong, it produces abundance
of its lovely pale blue flowers for several months
at a time. It should be grown in pots until it has

attained some strength, or else the soil gets out of

condition before sufficient roots exist to take

possession of it. For decoration in 6-in. or 7-in.

pots this Plumbago is an excellent plant. The
present is a good time to strike cuttings of it for

this purpose, as they will get nicely established

before autumn.

Large-flowered and fancy Pelargo-
niums.—It is well to see that plants of these

coming into flower are free from aphides ; if

not, they should be fumigated twice within six or

eight days, so as to free them from these pests
;

for if affected with them when the flowers are

expanded and fumigation has to be resorted to

then, it will cause the blooms to drop in quan-
tity. These, as well as Calceolarias now in

flower, should be shaded from the sun, or their

flowers will fall quickly. If a few cuttings of

Pelargoniums are at the present time put in to

strike, they will be good plants by the autumn, and
will make large bushy specimens before the time

of flowering next spring. Such cuttings can gene-

rally be obtained from the plants that are about

to flower without waiting until the usual time of

cutting down after they have done blooming.

Arum Lilies.—Plants of these that have

been forced, especially if large, may now with

advantage be split up into single crowms, putting

some into pots to be grown on in them and
planting the weaker portion out-of-doors. They
will do well in ordinary soil in an open situation,

and if a shallow trench is prepared for them it

will be found to suit them. In this way they are

easily kept supplied with water, of wdiich in dry

vi'cather they can scarcely have too much ;
and so

treated, they make more compact growth than in

pots. In autumn they must be taken up and potted

singly. They will flower in succession after the

pot-grown examples are over, which latter are

best for forcing early.

Fuchsias.—If the stock consists of early

flowering varieties and others that naturally

bloom later, there will be no difficulty in having

plants of these in bloom from the present time up
to late in autumn. Those not wanted to come in

until considerably later should be no more ex-

posed to the sun than is necessary to keep their

growth stout, otherwise it is difficult to get them
to grow much, so inclined are they to bloom after

this time. Pinching the points once more of the

shoots of the later portion of the stock helps to

retard the flowering, but the plants so treated

must have pots large enough to give them an in-

crease of root room, or they will not bloom strongly.

Let the whole stock be frequently well syringed.

This is necessary to keep down both aphides and
red spider, either of wliich will much interfere

with their growth, as well as with the healthy ap-

pearance of the foliage.

Bouvardias.—In whatever way the young
plants, struck from cuttings in the winter, are to

be grown through the summer, in pots, or planted

out in frames, they should be attended to in the

way of stopping the shoots to prevent their getting

long and straggling, studying the natural habit

of the sorts grown ; the close habited B. Vreelandi

grows bushy naturally. Do not let any small

stock of these suffer through confinement of the

roots in little pots, as if this happens they get

into a stunted state. Where there is a large con-

servatory to furnish, some of the oldplants that have

been cut back may with advantage be grown on

to a consideriiblc size, as if given plenty of root

space, say 12-in. or 13-in. pots, and the points

of the shoots pinched in once or twice between

this and the end of June, they will make large

bushes that will bear a profusion of bloom through

the latter part of the summer, at which time inde-

pendent of their always acceptable flowers, they

will help to give variety at a season when bloom-

ing greenhouse plants are not plentiful.
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KITCHEN GARDEN.
B. GILBERT, BUEGHLBT.

We are now planting early Celery, and also a

kind of Fennel highly recommended by " Cam-

brian," who states that when well grown and

earthed up like Celery it is a good addition to

salad plants. Early Potatoes should now be care-

fully hoed and earthed up at once. It is said by

many that when not earthed they are earlier.

Should that, however, be so, which 1 doubt, the

lar^e quantity of green-ended tubers occasioned

through not being earthed diminishes their value
;

therefore, I always earth up my Potatoes, and get

them early, too. Fill up all vacancies in Seakale

beds. What we use for this purpose are the roots

of those taken up for forcing ; cut them into 6 in.

lengths and place them upright in pans or pots,

and fill in with light soil
;
place them in a cold

frame, and every jjieoe will become a plant. Be
careful to rub all the eyes away, but two. These

root cuttings make fine strong plants during the

summer. The first fine day go through Onions,

Carrots, Parsnips, &c. My system is to use draw
hoes instead of Dutch hoes, walking in one row
and hoeing the other. In this way no footmarks are

left, and all the weeds lie on the top of the ground;

in fact, all hoeing here is done in this manner.

Asparagus beds will be greatly benefited by a

small sowing of salt on the surface. I never saw
salt injure Asparagus after the tops appear. It,

however, kills all seedling weeds, and keeps the

beds clean for the summer. Scarlet Runners sow
now in shallow drills 6 ft. apart, and cover

with burnt refuse. Early Broccoli may be

planted between each row when ready. Dwarf
Beans (Osborn's and Canadian Wonder) may
also be sown at once.

We had a terrific hailstorm on Wednesday
evening. May 3, accompanied by loud peals of

thunder and vivid flashes of lightning. I have

taken special notice of all our fruit trees, but

with the exception, perhaps, of a few Gooseberry

bushes, I can see little harm done at present

;

doubtless some of the young fruit have been hit

hard, and if so will be blackened ; still, I live

in hopes that but little damage has been done.

SOCIETIES.
KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

May 9.

At this meeting the following plants were
awarded first-class certificates :

—

Oncidium teebtifolitjm. — A species hav-

ing peculiar, fleshy, cylindrical foliage about
1 ft. in length. The flower-spikes, produced from
the base of the leaves, are compactly branched,
bearing a profusion of small, but bright yellow
flowers. As shown, it is a highly attractive Orchid,

and well deserved the distinction accorded it. Sir

Trevor Lawrence.

Pbscatorea Lbhmanni.—This likewise came
from Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden at Burford

Lodge, Dorking. It is similar in habit of growth
to other species. The flowers are large, of waxy
substance, the interior white, streaked and pen-
cilled with purple, while the singular labellum is

covered with dense thick hairs. It is one of the

most distinct of the genus in cultivation.

Muscaei armeniacum.—One of the finest of

all the Grape Hyacinths, the flower-spike being
largeand dense, and thecoloura clear azurean blue.

It is likewise valuable for being so late, coming,
as it does, after the majority of other kinds are

past. Eev. Harpur Crewe.

Azalea kubieloea fl.-pl.—An attractive

Japanese shrub, having double rosette-like blos-

soms some 3 in. across, of a deep rose-pink colour.

If it proves hardy it will be a welcome addition.

Messrs. Veltch & Sons.

Rhododendron Foetunei.—An extremely
handsome species, having large loose trusses of

flowers shallowly cup-shaped, about 3 in. across,

and of a pleasing rose tint, a colour that con-
trasted beautifully with the luxuriant green

foliage. It was exhibited by Mr. G. Aslett, War-

ren Wood, Hatfield, under the name of R. Mrs.

Chas. Butler.

Davallia GeipfithianA.—a very handsome
Hare's-foot Fern from Northern India. From a

creeping rhizome furnished with whitish scales

arise large-spreading, triangular fronds, of thick

texture and finely divided. This elegant form will

no doubt become popular. Shown by Mr. Howard,
Southgate.

SCOLOPENDRIUM Kelwayi dbnsum.—A form

of the very variable native Fern, S. vulgare. The

plants, as shown in small pots, had more the

appearance of globular tufts of Par?ley than

Ferns, so dwarf and compact were they. We have

never seen similar growth among Ferns. From
Messrs. Kelway & Son, Langport.

Carnation W. Howard.—A very fine variety

of the tree section, having large flowers of fine

globular form and of a brilliant cherry colour.

It appears to be a very free bloomer, and is alto-

gether an excellent variety. Mr. Howard.

Rose Ulhich Beunnee.—A second-class certi-

ficate was awarded to this new Hybrid Perpetual

Rose, shown by Messrs. W. Paul & Son, Waltham
Cross. The flowers are large and full, of a beautiful

rich rosy crimson colour.

Miscellaneous exhibits consisted of a small

group from Messrs. Veitch, which included Vanda
teres, with six fine spikes ; Cypripedium microchi-

lum, an interesting hybrid between C. Druryi

and C. niveum ; Primula oboonica, the new
Japanese Primrose, Coronilla Emerus, a dense

growing shrub profusely covered with yellowish

red blossoms ; Pratia angulata, the little creeping

New Zealand plant like a white Lobelia ; a fine

basket of Azalea altaclarensis, one of the best of

all the early hardy Azileas ; Astilbe Thunbergi,

a plant in the way of Spiraea Aruncus : Eurybia

Gunni, a showy shrubby Daisy from New Holland

;

and a few new Gloxinias named The Czar, Purity,

Nydia, Diadem, and Marmion, all good varieties.

Mr. B. S. Williams, Paradise Nursery, Upper
HoUoway, showed a very fine specimen of Gloneria

jasminiflora covered with pure white blossoms

;

some excellently flowered plants of Hydrangea
paniculata grandifiora, with huge heads of pure

white bloom. These, with a few choice varieties of

Amarryllis, made an attractive group. Among the

latter those named Edith and Firefly were par-

ticularly fine in every respect, but most remark-

able for their brilliant colour. A gigantic spathed

variety of Anthurium Scherzerianum from the

same firm was likewise a noteworthy plant.

Cut flowers of Dendrobium thyrsiflorum and
Sobralia macrantha were brought by Mr. Green

from Sir George Macleay's garden at Pendell

Court, Bletchingley, for which a vote of thanks

was accorded. Pansies in fine variety and

in excellent condition were exhibited by Mr.

Perkins, Beckenham ; amongst them was a new
sort called Ada Perkins, a rich, deep purple kind.

Some excellent seedling Carnations were shown
bj' Mr. DuiHeld, AVinchmore Hill, which on the

whole were scarcely inferior to named kinds and
embodied a great variety of colours, A sort named
Canary, with soft, yellow flowers, from Mr. Free-

man, Farnboro', was a conspicuous object.

A few bright things came, as usual, from Messrs.

Cannell, notable among which was a fine collec-

tion of cut blooms of zonal Pelargoniums, fiowers

of a fine strain of Mimulus, called Beauty of

Sutton, a new hybrid Fuchsia called Mr. Rundell,

and blooms of some very fine double Begonias. A
vote of thanks was accorded. A basket of Myosotis

called alpestris compaota was shown by Messrs.

Hurst & Son, though it by no means agrees with

the true M. alpestris, which is scarcely more than

1 in. high.

Among new Roses shown by Messrs. Wm. Paul

were four fine varieties named Mdlle. Marie

Gurnier, deep rose ; Violette Bouyer, blush

;

Camoens, fleshy crimson ; and Queen of Queens,

pale rose. All these bad large and full flowers,

except Camoens, which was remarkable only for

its pretty colour. Mr. H. Bennett, Shepperton,

showed a new hybrid Tea Rose named Duchess of

Albany. It is large and full, of a pleasing soft

pink hue.

Fruit and vegetables.—A first-class cer-

tificate was awarded to Mr. Ledsham, Tarvin

Road, Chester, for a new Broccoli, called Ledsham's

Latest of All. It has firm heads of moderate size

and of good colour. Messrs. Veitch showed Model
Broccoli, which is said to be very hardy and
dwarf. Mr. Draper, Seaham Hall, Sunderland,

sent what he called Draper's Selected Broccoli,

which the committee thought good. A variegated

leaved Broccoli came from Messrs. Hurst, which

was considered valuable as a decorative plant.

Some excellent samples of a Cucumber called

Selborne Rival came from Mr. C. J. Salter, Sel-

borne, Streatham, which, though good, were not

considered superior to others in cultivation. As-

paragus Kale, shown by Mr. R. Campbell, Oak-

mere Hill, Cheshire, which proved to be the

Purple Buda or IHilan Kale. Mr. May, Barnet,

sent a Melon called Duchess of Albany, a large

oval fruit netted and fairly well flavoured. Mr.

Divers sent Salt's Crimson Perfection Rhubarb,

an excellent sort, remarkable for its high colour,

and several varieties of Apples, including Norfolk

Greening, Hanwell Souring, French Crab, Goose-

berry Apple, and Golden Harvey.

The general sho'w on this occasion was
held in the Western Arcade, the chief of the ex-

hibits being from the Society's garden atChiswick.

The groups,some half dozen in n umber, consisted of

about a hundred excellent Calceolarias, represent-

ing a high-class strain, large in flowers and truss,

and varied as regards colour. A tastefully-arranged

miscellaneous groupoonsistedofsmall,but densely-

flowered Azalea bushes. Gloxinias, white Margue-

rites, interspersed with Palms and Maiden-hair

Ferns, forming a dense carpet, from which arose

numerous tall white spires of Saxifraga pyra-

midalis, the whole forming a mostattractivegroup.

This was margined by alternate plants of the

golden Selaginella Kraussiana and S. Poulteri.

Another group had a pretty margin of Saxifraga

Wallacei in pots— one of the prettiest plants for

such a purpose that we could name. A collection,

numbering some fifty kinds of species of Pelargo-

niums, was of exceptional interest, as it showed

what diversity exists in this numerous family.

Some huge specimens of Rollisson's Unique and a

scarlet form of it stood out prominently from all

the rest. Among other noteworthy kinds were

Shrubland Pet, quercifolium, superbum, cuculla-

tum, also P. zonale and inquinans, said to be the

parents of the hybrid races.

Roses.—A grand display of dwarf pot Roses

came from Messrs. Wm. Paul and Sons' nurseries

at Waltham Cross. They consisted of about half a

hundred well-gi'own plants, including some of the

finest sorts, such as Marie Baumann, Mdlle.

Marie Rady, Francois Michelon, La France, Juno
(a fine plant). The snowy whiteness of the fine

blooms of Mabel Morrison contrasted beautifully

with the rich deep velvety crimson of the superb

Duchess of Bedford, a Waltham Cross Rose and

one of the best of new Roses of recent years.

Among other Roses raised by Messrs. Wm. Paul

and Son were Masterpiece, bright rose-crimson ;

Lady Sheflield, a glowing cerise, the blooms large

and'fine in shape; Star of AValtham and Little

Gem, a pretty new Moss Rose with compact rosette-

like blooms of a rosy cerise. This group of pot

Roses was supplemented by half-a-dozen boxes of

cut blooms equal in quality to those which one sees

in July. Among them a large tray of about three

dozen blooms of Magna Charta showing that

superb Rose to perfection ;
noteworthy among the

others were Paul Verdier, Princess Marie Dolgo-

rousky, Beauty of Waltham, Duke of Wellington,

Crown Prince, and Dupuy Jamain, all of which

are excellent for early flower. A silver-gilt medal

was awarded. A collection of about nine dozen

trusses of cut blooms came from Mr. W. Rumsey,

Joyning's Nurseries, Waltham Cross ; some of the

finest among which were Mdme. V. Verdier, Niphe-

tos, Marie Van Houtte, Marguerite Brassac, Gene-

ral Jacqueminot, Safrano, Isabella Sprunt, and

Innocenta Pirola. Awarded a silver Banksian

medal.
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A group of Japanese Maples, consisting of some
thirty kinds, was shown by Jlessrs. Veitcli from
their Coombe Wood Nursery. These, for the most
part, were varieties of the extremely variable A.

polymorphum, exhibiting every variation of tint

from the deepest sanguineous crimson to the

most delicate tone of green, and also every de-

gree of laoiniation of the foliage from the thread-
like leaflets of dissectum to almost entire or un-

divided leaves. The most remarkable kinds in

this collection were among the dark - leaved
sorts, septemlobum elegans, atro-purpureum, ele-

gans purpureum, linearllobum atro-purpureum,
latifolium atro-purpureum, and sanguineum.
Among the green-leaved type were palmatifidum,
decompositum, flavescens, septemlobum. Other
species included A. japonicum, with foliage of a
very pale tone of green, cratasgifolium and its

variegated form. Awarded a silver flora medal.

A large collection of Pyrethrums, both double
and single, came from Jlessrs. Kelway & Sons,

Lahgport, who showed this beautiful hardy flower

to perfection. About fifty double kinds were
shown, and about a score of single sorts. Among
the latter there were some beautiful flowers,

varying in colour from pure white through pink to

the deepest crimson. A selection should include
Romulus, Demo, Themis, Rusticus, Melon, Damia,
Dyris, Dacius, and Carbo. A representative selec-

tion of the doubles are, among crimsons and
pinks, J. N. Twerdy, Sefton, Nemesis, Progress
Gloire d'ltalie, Hobart Pasha, Duchess of Edin
burgh, and Captain Nares ; and among light

coloured kinds, Niveum plenum. Album roseum
Mont Blanc, Vance, Cleopatra, and Solfaterre. A
silver Banksian medal was awarded.

For an extensive and well grown collection of

Calceolarias, numbering about a hundred plants
a silver medal was awarded to Mr. Salter, Sel-

borne, Streatham. These added largely to the
attraction of the show, and represented a superior
strain.

Seientiflc committee.—Sir J. D. Hooker
in the chair. Rhododendrons.—Mr. Mangles ex-

hibited some interesting species and hybrids as

follows : R. nilagiricum—In the Botanical Maga-
zine, 438 1 , R. Campbells, which comes from Nepaul,
is described under this name. R. Fortunei—re-

markable for having seven petals and usually
fourteen stamens. It is pink with corrugated
petals, bearing a yellow centre. It has no spots and
is regular in form. R. bigeuer, the original hybrid
of Dean Herbert, between R. maximum and
Azalea viscosa. It has glaucous foliage, a pink
corolla with wrinkled edges. R. californicum.
Botanical Magazine, iS63—this is said by Professor
A. Gray not to stand the climate on the east side

of the States, but has proved to be hardy with
Mr. Mangles. R. calophyllum, a true .'r-peoies from
Bhotan, white and sweet scented. It produces
many varieties. R. Edgeworthi—which is an
epiphyte, having leaves rugose above and tomen-
tose below. It is the parent of many beautiful
kinds. R. blandfordifeflorum, a most remarkable
form from Sikkim, resembling the flowers of the
genus Blandfordia. It bears short, tubular, and
scarlet corollas. A species received from Mr.
H. Hudson, near Cork, apparently resembling
both R. Roylei and R. cinnabariuum. Larches
attacked by larvEe.—Sir J. D. Hooker alluded to
the report of Mr. Maclaohlan read at the
last meeting, who considered the injury to

be local and transitory, and remarked that
he had received communications to the effect

that whole trees had been stripped of their foliage,

and that the disease was really much more ex-

tensive than had been supposed. Fungus in dilute
sulphuric acid.—Mr. W. G. Smith exhibited a
specimen of the vinegar fungus (Penicillium
crustaceum) growing in dilute sulphuric acid. Sir

J. D. Hooker suggested that it should be ascer-
tained what nitrogenous substance was present
in the acid, as the acid alone could not support
life. Proliferous Mushroom.—He also exhibited
a specimen in which one pileus was inverted and
adherent to the summit of a Mushroom growing
ordinarily. Foliage injured by the gale.—Dr. M.
T. Masters exhibited specimens of leaves injured

in various ways by the late severe gale, which by
destroying the growing parts showed at a glance

how different leaves were differently developed.

The question was raised whether a generally re-

ceived idea of salt being the cause was true, but
it was thought that, excepting in certain localities,

the destruction was due to the duration and the

coldness of the gale. Mr. Mangles observed that

Beeches withstood the blast much better than

Oaks. Plants exhibited.—Rev. H. H. Crewe ex-

hibited Muscari armeniacum, a species believed

to come from Trebizonde, a species of Scilla from
the Escurial Mountains, the old but little grown
white Persian Lilac and Pteonia Witmanniana.
Mr. G. F. Wilson exhibited a terrestrial Orchid
which was referred to Kew for the purpose of

identification.

Lecture.—The Rev. George Henslow took

Maples as the subject of his lecture, as Messrs.

Veitch exhibited a fine series of new forms from
Japan, remarkable for their coloured and dissected

foliage. He first called attention to the fact that

Maples abounded in the Miocene epoch, nineteen

species having been found fossil at Quingen, near

Lake Constance. They were even attacked by a

fungoid disease much resembling the Rhytisma
acerinum, which forms black spots on the Syca-

more. Maples were well known to the ancients

for the value of their wood. Theophrastus, Virgil,

and Ovid often alluded to the markings on the

wood, for which it was highly prized, as it is now.
Maples are found in Europe, North America, North
India, and Japan. Of the European, the common
Maple (Acercampestre, L.) is a well-known British

shrub or small tree, the wood of which is valuable

for cabinet work, and makes one of the best char-

coals. A. pseudo-Platanus—L. (the Sycamore).

—

The wood is also valuable for cabinet work, while

the knotted roots are used for inlaying. The sap
has been made into sugar and wine in the West
Highlands of Scotland. Of American species, A.

saccharinum (the Rock Sugar or Bird's-eye Maple)
is one of the most important. It was introduced

here in 1735. The timber is valuable, and used
instead of Oak where the latter is scarce. The
fibres sometimes show peculiar arrangements,

being undulated, like those of the Curled Maple
(A. rubrum, the red flowering or scarlet Maple),

or in spots, which give the name of Bird's-eye.

It forms excellent fuel, and the ashes are rich in

potash. Sugar is extracted from the sap by boil-

ing, the flow of sap being peculiarly sensitive to

climatic changes. Of the Japanese Maples lately in-

troduced, Acer palmatum or polymorphum is one
of the most important, being remarkable for the

great variety in the form of the leaves as well as

colour. It was first introduced in 1822, but for the

beautiful varieties named ampelopsifolium, atro-

purpureum, dissectum, &c., words which describe

the various characters, we are indebted to Mr. J.

G. Veitch and Mr. C. Maries, and the species Acer

distylum and A. carpinifolium, both from Japan,

are remarkable for the leaves being without lobes,

the usual number of lobes being five, though they

vary from three to seven. The last named species

much resembles the Hornbeam, whence is derived

its specific name. Another called cratsegifolium,

as well as a variegated form, brought by Maries,

is like the Haw'thoru. Several other beautiful

forms were exhibited, introduced by Mr. Maries,

but which have not yet received special names.
They will undoubtedly become favourites for

shrubberies.

NATIONAL AURICULA SHOW.
NOETHEEN DIVISION, AT MANCHESTEB, MAT 2.

This was considered generally to be one of the

best exhibitions held in the north for a long time
past ; the flowers were on the whole good, the ex-

hibitors numerous, and the competition keen. The
Rev. F. D. Horner, the hon. secretary to the society,

did not exhibit, and has not exhibited for a few
years past, but all the leading growers in the north

were present. The plants were arranged on tables

round the sides of the spacious Town Hall, and,

we were pleased to note, in better order and regu-

larity than hitherto.

In the leading class for six varieties there were

nine exhibitors, Mr. William Bolton, Warrington,

being first with very good and even examples

of Prince of Greens, green edged ;
Lancashire

Hero, George Lightbody, and Alexander Meikle-

john, grey edged ; Frank Simonite, white edged

and Mr. Douglas, blue self. 2nd, Mr. H.

Wilson, Halifax, with Prince of Greens and

Colonel Taylor, green edged ;
Alexander Meikle-

john and George Lightbody, grey edged ;
John

.Simonite, white edged, and Sapphire, blue self. 3rd,

Mr. J. Booth, Failsvorth, Colonel Taylor, green

edged ; George Lightbody, Alexander Meiklejohn,

and Dr. Horner, grey edged ; Acme, white edged
;

and Lord of Lome, self. 4th, Mr. Samuel Barlow,

Stakehill, with Lovely Ann, green edged; Lan-

cashire Hero, a very fine example, indeed, and

Frank Simonite, grey edged; and Erebus and

Ringdove, two of the Rev. F. D. Horner's first

dark selfs. 5th, Mr. H. Pohlman, Halifax, with

some good flowers, including a splendid Alex.

Meiklejohn. 6th, Mr. B. Simonite, Sheffield. Two
other prizes were awarded. In the class for four

varieties there was a good competition also, the

first prize going to Mr. Henry Wilson, Halifax,

who had Prince of Greens, green edged; Alexander

Meiklejohn, grey edged; Acme, white edged; and

Ringdove, self. 2nd, Mr. Shaw, Bury, with Alexan-

der Meiklejohn, George Lightbody, and Dr.

Horner, grey edged ; and Ellen Lancaster, self.

3rd, Mr. H. Pohlman, Halifax, with Colonel Tay-

lor, green edged ; George Lightbody, grey edged

;

Acme, white edged; and Topsy, self. Mr.W. Bolton,

Warrington, came in fourth with Lancashire Hero

and George Lightbody, grey edged ;
Acme, white

edged ; and Topsy, self. In the class for two va-

rieties a large number of plants were staged, Mr.

Robert Lord, Todmorden, coming in first with

Colonel Taylor, green edged, and George Light-

body, grey edged ; 2nd, Mr. J. Beswick, Middleboro',

with Anna, green edged, and C. J. Perry, self. 3rd,

Mr. W. Bolton, Warrington, with Alexander

Meiklejohn, grey edged, and Ringdove, self. 4th,

Mr. J. Booth, Failsworth, with Dr. Horner, green

edged, and Ellen Lancaster, self. In the class for

pairs, shown by maiden growers, some fairly good

flowers were exhibited, but nothing of special

merit.

In the classes for single flowers there was, as

usual, a large number of specimens. The premier

green-edged flower was Lancashire Hero, in its

green form, shown by Mr. H. Pohlman; then

came in order of merit Colonel Taylor, Talis-

man, Mayflower, an old, but bright looking variety
;

Laurel, also a bright looking and attractive

flower ; George Lightbody (Trail's), &c. In the

grey-edged class the premier flower was a superb

Alexander Meiklejohn, shown by Mr. H. Pohl-

man ; then came in order of merit the same

variety, George Lightbody, Lancashire Hero,

Samuel Barlow, one of Mr. B. Simonite's new
greys, and Dr. Horner's. In the white-edged class

the premier flower was Acme (red), shown by Mr.

R. Lord ; then came Richard Headly, in a white

form and very attractive indeed ; John Waterson,

Acme, Frank Simonite, Catherina, and Trail's

Beauty. In the class for selfs, the premier flower

was Mr. Douglas, a fine blue self, from Mr. B.

Simonite ; then followed C. J. Perry, Mr. Sturrock,

Ellen Lancaster, Lord of Lome, and Lord Clyde.

The matter of selecting the premier flower

was one of some difficulty. Eventually a " dead

heat " was recorded—Lancashire Hero, shown by

Mr. Samuel Barlow, and Alexander Meiklejohn,

shown by Mr. H. Wilson, being declared equal

in point of merit. Two very fine flowers

marked "not for competition" attracted much
attention. They were Richard Headly, grey-edged,

a superb specimen sent over from Dublin by the

Rev. F. Tymons, of Drumcondra, carrying a truss

of twelve pips, and to which a first-class cultural

commendation was unanimously awarded ; and

one of the Rev. F. D. Horner's new selfs Sapphire,

also with twelve pips. Richard Headly was un-

doubtedly the premier flower in the show, so per-

fect was it in all its parts.

In the classes for alpine varieties there was a

good competition, but the judgment in a few in-
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stances was scarcely satisfactory. The best four

plants came from Mr. J. Booth, Failsworth, and
consisted of George Lightbodj', Elcho, Queen Vic-

toria, and Brilliant. 2nd, Mr. Adams, with Queen
Victoria, Diadem, Mrs. Llewellyn, and Colonel

Scott. 3rd, Mr. Prescott, with Neatness, Qaeen
Victoria, Diadem, and Seedling. 4th, Mr. Shaw,
with Conspicua, John Leech, Diadem, and
Spangle. The premier yellow-centred alpine

was Diadem, from Mr. Booth ; then followed the

same ; then a seedling laced variety, Colonel
Scott, Spangle, and Diadem. The premier white-

centred variety was a seedling laced flower from
Mr. H. Pohlman ; then followed Elcho, another
laced variety ; Sunset, a pale coloured flower

;

Tenniel, and George Lightbody.

In the Polyanthus class there was a good com-
petition, and the custom is to keep the red ground
flowers distinct from the dark ground varieties.The
best three black grounds came from Mr. James
Beswick, Middlesboro', who had Lancashire Hero,

a second-rate variety ; Exile, and a good darlc

seedling in the way of Cheshire Favourite, but
paler in the golden centre. 2nd, Mr. James
Bolton, with Lord Lincoln, in excellent form

;

Exile, and a very promising seedling named Zoe.

3rd, Mr. S. Barlow, with Beauty of England,
Exile, and Harbinger, one of Mr. Barlow's new
seedlings. In the class for three red grounds
Mr. Barlow was well ahead with Model and Fire-

fly, two good seedlings raised by himself ; and
the true form of Cox's Prince Eegent. 2nd,
Mr. J. Beswick, with George the IV., Lancer,
and a seedling. 3rd, Mr. Bolton, with
President, George IV., and a seedling. In the class

for the best red ground varieties. George IV. was
first and second, then came Model, Cox's Eegent,
and seedlings. In the black ground class. Lord
Lincoln was first, then followed Exile, Lanca-
shire Hero, Cheshire Favourite, John Bright, and
President.

Mr. Barlow was the only exhibitor of twelve
fancy Auriculas, and received a first prize for a
meritorious collection. Mr. W. Brockbank, was
first with twelve Fancy Polyanthus, and also with
twelve Primroses.

In making sometliing akin to a summary of the

flowers staged, it may be remarked that the green
edges were, as a rule, poor by comparison, the best

being Prince of Greens, Colonel Taylor, Talisman,
Lancashire Hero in its green form, and Laurel

;

grey edges—George Lightbody, Alexander Meikle-
john, Lancasliire Hero, John Waterson in its

grey form, Sykes' Complete, sliown in good condi-
tion, and Queen Victoria ; white edges—John
Simonite, Smiling Beauty, Acme, John Waterson,
Trail's Beauty, True Briton, and Catherina ; selfs

—

Ringdove (Horner), Mr.Douglas (Simonite), C. J.

Perry, Erebus (Horner), Garibaldi, Mazzini.Topsy,
Pizarro, and Sapphire (Horner).

Harrach were represented by a collection of
Azaleas and Rhododendrons, and especially by a
large specimen of R. Falconeri in full bloom. A
group of Crotons from Ritter von Neuberg's garden
formed quite a striking feature. From the same
place came also a collection of Alocasias, amongst
which the most attractive were Colocasia Neo-
guinensis, Alocasia Thibautiana, A. zebrina, and
A. macrorhiza fol. var. Mr. Forster, of Lehenhof,
showe:l a plant of Rhododendron Forsterianum
in excellent condition. From the Imperial Gar-
dens of Innsbruck came a collection of Tyrolese
alpines, which were much admired. In the garden
a collection of the hardier Palms for open-air de-

coration during summer and autumn contained
good specimens of Chamrerops excelsa, C. humilis.

Phoenix dactylifera, P. leonensis, P. canariensis,

P. sylvestiis, Pritchardia filifeia, and Dasylirion
longifolium and glaucophyllum. Mr. Roezl, from
Prague, sent drawings in natural size of Nepenthes
Northiana, N. Rajah, Cattleya aurea, Dowiana,
and Andreaua. Louis Keopatsch.
Laxenhurg.

THE GREAT SPRING SHOW AT VIENNA.
This was held from April 21 until April 24. It was
chiefly remarkable for large Palms, Cycads, and
tree Ferns. The Imperial Gardens, Sohonbrunn,
occupied a large space with huge Palms, tree
Ferns, Banksias, Philodendrons, Anthuriums,
grouped with Heaths, Epacrises, Azaleas, forced
Tea Roses, and some plants of Clianthus Dam-
pieri finely in bloom. Orchids in flower, hung in
prominent places, gave the whole a very natural
appearance. From the gardens of Baron Nathaniel
Rothschild came a grouj^ of Palms, amongst which
were Areca rubra, Acanthophoenix Herbsti, Kentia
Forsteriana, and tree Ferns. Associated with these
were also Anthurium Andreanum, with three good
flowers

; some Orchids, noteworthy amongst which
were Phalienopsis grandiflora, Odontoglossum
Andersoni, Trichopilia crispa, and Angrteoum
sesquipedale. From the same establishment came
also a collection of hybrid Coleuses, ijossessing
very gay colours ; likewise several pots of trained
Marguerites, Tropajolum azureum. Cineraria amel-
loides, and Cornflowers. From Wie gardens of
Prince Lichtenstein and Prince Schwarzenberg
came groups of miscellaneous fine foliaged and
flowering stove plants. The gardens of Count

Hardy flo'wers at the Auricula sho'w
at Manchester.—On this occasion Mr. W. Brock-
bank staged a small, but select collection of plants

of a particularly interesting cliaracter. Foremost
was a basket of some of the newer forms of

Primula Sieboldi, such as laciniata purpurea,
Mauve Beauty, &c., together with some finely

coloured examples of the type. There were also

Orchis mascula in fine bloom ; a charming ever-

green Candytuft of a hybrid character named
Iberis gibraltarica hybrida, the result of a cross
between I. gibraltarica and I. corifolia, and de-

cidedly intermediate between the two, the flowers

about the size of those of the latter, and of a pale

lilac in colour ; the rich blue Gentiana acaulis,

TroUius napellifolius, a very fine form having
well coloured orange-yellow double flowers ; Cam-
panula alpina, with its downy foliage and deep
blue flowers, a plant that is seldom met with

;

Primula japonica alba, a very pure white form of

fine quality, probably one of the best yet seen
;

the pretty purple Viola Munbyana, which makes
a charming pot plant ; and the interesting Sal-

mouskia alpina. During the day groups of visitors

gathered about these plants, and it is always no-

ticed that when well grown and shown they com-
mand great attention.— R. D.

THE ASPARAGUS COMPETITION.

All entries for this should be made to Mr. A. F.

Barron, Royal Horticultural Gardens, South
Kensington, not later than May 19. Exhibits re-

ceived up to 8 o'clock on the morning of Tuesday,
May 23.

The following are the prizes offered for the corn-

petition of the present year, which will take place

in the Royal Horticultural Gardens at South
Kensington on Tuesday, May 23 :

—

Peizes foe gaedbnbes in peivatb places,
amateues, and othbes not gr0wee8
foe market.

For the best Mmdle of Asparagus groivn hy the

e.rhihjtor : 1st prize, £i ; 2nd, ^2 10s.; 3rd, £1 10s.;

4th, .£1. The bundle of Asparagus is to consist of

eighty heads. Prizes will not be given where, in

the opinion of the judges, there is no merit. The
Asparagus must be free of earth, and the bundles
will be opened by the judges in all cases where
they think it well to do so. No imperfect or
" double " heads will count.

For the best fifty heads grown by the exhihitor,

£2 lOs.; second prize, £i lOs.; third prize, 15s.

For the best tmenty-fire heads grown by the

exhibitor, £X 10s.; 2ud, £1 ; 3rd, 10s.

Peizes foe market growers. — Vor the

ir.arVet grower n^ho shall exhibit the best three

bundles, grown by tlie exhibitor, eaeh containing

one hundred htiads, £5 5s. This prize is offered by
Sir Henry Thompson. Second prize, .£3 3s., offered

by Samuel Spalding, Esq.

The Tonga plant.—In reference to the in-

teresting article in The Garden for last week,
entitled " The Tonga plant," we desire to make a
few observations. When the medicine was first

brought to us it consisted of chips of bark and
wood with fragments of leaves, and, supposing all

of them to be portions of the same plant, we sent
a sample to the authorities at Kew, asking if they
could determine the plant from which it was de-
rived. Subsequently, we learned that parts of

several plants entered into the composition of the

medicine, and it no longer seemed surprising that
our reference to Kew had proved fruitless. More
recently we have learned from the gentleman who
sent the remedy to England that the extraordi-

nary relief which he had derived was only ob-

tained by a mixture of native remedies, and this

mixture it was whicli he sent, in the ordinary
form of the native medicines, and to the fluid ex-

tract of which we applied the word "Tonga" as an
arbitrary name. From these facts it is evidently

inexact to speak of the Tonga plant. Several

plants enter into the composition of the remedy,
and we have no information as to whether amongst
them are either of the plants indicated by Mr.
Holmes and Mr. Brown.—ALLEN & HanbuETS,
Plovgh Court, Lombard St.

OBITUARY.

Wb have to record the death on the 8th inst. of

Me. Anthony Olivee, lategardenertotheEarlof
Ravensworth, at Eslington Park, Northumberland.
He had reached the ripe old age of eighty, and until

within the last year or so had taken an active

part in superintending the place where he had
been head gardener for the long period of fifty-

seven years. He was the oldest gardener in the

district, and was widely nown and respected.

His practical acquaintance with tlie best kinds of

fruits and vegetables enabled him to be of much
service to cottagers and others ; so much so, that

his name became a sort of household word amongst
them. In the course of the long period during
which he served the Raveuswortli family, garden-

ing became, as it were, revolutionised ; and it was
interesting to hear the old man describe the

difficulties that had to be overcome before the

first flower shows in the north of England could
be started. At these, when once set agoing, he was
a regular and successful competitor.

Dracsena Goldleana (TcipJ.—We are not aware of

any cliauge having been made in the generic name of this

plant.

Blue Hydrangeas.—How can I turn the colour of

pink Hydrangeas into tlue ? If I use oxide of non, when

should I commence, and what quantity should I give ?—
VV. W.

Tne late storm has greatly injured fruit trees ; stan-

dards hereabouts are quite black, and look as if they had

been burned ; the ground underneath them too is covered

with fruit. In the case of Rose trees every leaf has been

stripped off them ; Peas are also very much damaged.—0.

T., Uounshm:

Names of Plants.—ilfCI. JIf. If.—Hesperis tristis.

E. D.—t , TiareUa cordifolia ; 2, Cynoglossiun serapervii-ens

;

3, Geum rivale ; i, Lamium maculatum. .diny.—Boronia

elatior. H. i.—The Alyssum you send is of a paler yel-

low than usual, but we cannot say if it is the compactum

vai'iety of A. sa.\atile without seeing the entire plant.

G. Muirhead.—Gematai priccox, supposed to be a hybrid.

A. B.—Dendrobium chrysotoxum (the yellow) ; D.

pulohellum, apparently Maxillaria albo-lutea, Cardamine

pratensis fl.-pl. T. E, F.—Franciscea eximia. T. £.—
Cannot name Mithout flowers ; 2, apparently a variety of

Lxliapurpurata ; 3, Adiantum Sancta Catheiina;. H. L,

ir.—Cynoglossum sempeivirens, rrogagated by seed or

division. Jfrs. S. tF.-The Holly is Hex aquifolium

pliityphyllum ; the other, Euonymus radicanavaviegatus.

—

ir. R. J/.—Zygopetalum Mackayi. 1, apparently Sar-

canthus densiflorus ; 2, Lycaste fulvescens ; 3, probably

Chy&is bractescens, but cannot n.ame without further

material ; 4,AeridesFieldingi ; prebably the Dendrobeyou

sendis D. pulchellnm. W. £. /J.—Diplacus glutinosuB.

Q. Pim.—Apparently Tamarix gallica.
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"This is an Art
>\liich does mend Natxire : change it rather : but
IHK ART ITSELF IS :SAiURS."—Shakespeare.

SPEING NOTES.
Gabdens wliere spring flowers are largely

grown have aSorded a rare treat this season.

Never do I remember so beautiful a show as

some of the gardens in this neighbourhood pre-
sent. Our soil is very light, and the absence of

rain in the early season made the plants very
floriferous. Recently we have had an abundance
of rain, which has brought out the flowers
quickly, so that all is blossom of the loveliest

colours. Some of the border plants are not so

good as usual from the same causes. The Globe
flowers are much smaller, and so are the
Columbines, some of which are very noor. A.
glandulosa has not been suited by the dry sea-
son, and is very dwarf. On the other hand, the
Wallflower tribe is in splendid order, and espe-
cially Cheiranthus ochroleucus, which we use
largely, is one mass of the purest lemon-yellow
and exceedingly effective. The Geums are also

unusually fine, but I fancy that some of the
double scarlets have reverted to the single

form, probably owing to the dryness of the soil

this season. The Violas, again, are exceedingly
good, being completely covered with flowers.

There are a great many noteworthy plants in
bloom on the rockeries. Erinus alpinus is a lovely
gem, with lilac-pink flowers, and the variety E.
hispanicus is lovelier still, its flowers being of a
bright -gink. These and Erinus alpinus albus we
have raised from seed in quantity, and they are
very effective. My friend, Mr. Wolley Dod,
writes that the Trilliums have not done well
with him, but we never had them better than
this season. They like a shady place, and should
not have full sunshine for more than half the
day. Onosma taurica is beautifully in flower.
One plant carries about thirty heads of bloom of
the loveliest yellow. We pinned all the branches
down last autumn, and each struck root and
sent up a flower-stalk for the next season. Viola
Munbyana is another rookery gem. It is literally

covered with blossoms of blue, the upper petals
a shade darker than the lower ones. This Viola
will probably be found to hybridise well with
our ordinary Violas, which are fast becoming
Pansies in size and habit. Phyteuma comosum
is coming into flower. One plant has about half
a dozen trusses. It is said to bediflicult to manage
but seems to grow weU between broken lime-
stone cubes. Our plants have grown where they
are for three seasons and flourish. The Edelweiss
is the same. We have a plant now flowering for
the third season and this year it carries nine
trusses of bloom. This plant is quite adapted to
our climate. The only requirement with these
true alpines is to keep the winter rains and
fogs from them. To attain this we use three
pegs, in two of which a deep notch is cut
about 3 in. above the plant, and the third peg is

so arranged as to carry a bit of glass, which rests
upon it at top, and just clears the plant, the bottom
edge resting in the notched pegs. This keeps out
the rain, but does not rob the plant of the
moisture which it needs at its roots. In its native
habitat the snow forms the cover which we thus
imitate with our sheet of glass. The Androsaces
all need this treatment in winter. Eamondia
pyrenaica is another fine alpine which appears
at home in England. We have a large plant
which is four years old, and which is again
flowering profusely. We foUow the same treat-

ment with it, as the thick leathery leaves are

apt to damp away with heavy rains. Draba
aurea is now very pretty with its deep golden

yellow flowers, and Gypsophila cerastioides is

another charming little alpine, having pure

white Sorrel-like flowers, striped with lines of

purple. Saxifraga Macnabiana is now flowering

with us for the first time, and merits all that was
said in its favour when first distributed. It has

beautiful spires of white flowers like its parent

S. pyramidalis, but each petal is thickly spotted

with purple at its base. Of the Primulas we have

most enjoyed the varieties of P. Sieboldi this

season. They do perfectly well in shady situa-

tions in the open garden, and are exceedingly

pretty. The wild garden is most lovely_ at

present with Hyacinths, Primroses, Orchises,

Aquilegias, Calthas, Trilliums, and hosts of wild-

lings. Beockhhrst.
Bid^lury, May IS.

THE BEST KINDS OF MUSCARI.
Herb and there one species of Musoari is

apparently mistaken for another ; allow me,

therefore, to describe a few of. the best from a

horticultural standpoint. The very first that

comes out in February is M. lingulatum, a gem
of tlie purest water ; the conical shaped spikes

of bright turquoise-blue bells braving frost and
snow, and delighting the heart by their early

greeting, clad in brightest colour. After this, in

the beginning of March, appear M. amphilobis

and M. azureum, with somewhat larger andmore
open bells of a peculiar greyish sky-blue colour.

I havii not yet seen these in full beauty, my
bulbs being rather small, and these species be-

ing both very rare, yet I think they will become
favourites. Towards ihe end of March M. Hel-
dreichi is out, and a very bright and beautiful

pale ultramarine it is. Amongst blues its bells

individually are the largest, and the points of

the segments of the corolla are pure white,

which gives this species a conspicuous and showy
outline. The true plant is still rare. After this

comes M. Szovitzianum, M. atlanticum, and M.
Argaci, all three being well worth cultivation

;

their spikes [of flower are a very bright deep
ultramarine ; those of M. atlanticum are rather

small, hut nevertheless very pretty. The two
others produce the largest spikes among the

blues. M. armeniacum is a little later than the

above named kinds, and its ultramarine spikes,

which are large and numerous, have a slight

tinge of violet in them. M. moschatum and M.
flavum are two Musk-scented sorts, and their

spikes being yellow look not unlike those of a

Lachenalia ; the former is of a dull ochreous

hue, the latter bright canary yellow, very showy,
and when more plentiful will be sure to become
a favourite. Both flower from the middle of

March onwards. M. paradoxum, the spikes of

which are of a singular dull blackish colour, is

very interesting, but to my mind not worth a

place in a very select collection.

Baden-Baden. Max Leichtlin.

Primulajaponica alba.—In Mr. E. Dean's
notice of our alpine plants at the Manchester
Auricula Show he especially commends the Pri-

mula japonica alba. This is a very pure and beau-
tiful white Primula, and the most remarkable
thing about it is that it comes true from seed.

This is the third year we have shown it, and each
season seed has produced exactly the same plant,

so that there is every prospect of its becoming
common. I may take this opportunity of recom-
mending that Primula japonica be always planted
in moist situations. It does admirably in clear

spaces in woods in marshy spots, either in snn or

shaded. Some of the finest plants I ever saw
were along the shady side of a high Beech fence.

Its colour is much richer in the shade, and there

it grows more than 2 ft. high. This plant should

be grown much more largely and planted out

more freely than it is. It is easily raised from

seed, and may be pricked out in permanent situa-

tions from the seed boxes. When once established,

it sows its own seeds widely if suitable prepara-

tion be made for their reception.—Bbockhuest,

ROSE GARDEN.
GEAFTED EOSES.

Me. Fish, in an article on this subject, does not

regard grafting with any favour now, although

he admits the fact that in earlier days he had
been an admirer of it. It can scarcely be said

that the practice of Rose grafting has had need

of a revival in any sense of the word, practised as

it is by all trade growers of the Rose. The root-

grafting of dwarf Roses on various kinds of

stocks was, and still is, in spite of the sensible

desire of the public for plants on their own roots,

the usual method pursued amongst growers of

quantities of Roses, and must continue so to be

so long as the demand for dwarf Roses remains

so great as at the present time.

Cuttings it would be impossible to get in suffi-

cient quantities. With reference to Mr. Fish's

beliet that Roses grafted on stocks of the Dog
Rose for standards are short-lived, I have direct

experience to the contrary, having worked in this

way for private use over 500 plants annually.

There were some hundreds of examples in about

300 kinds of all classes of the Rose family;

many of the plants would be from ten

to twenty years old when I took charge of them,

and which had withstood the extreme vicissitudes

of a climate much more trying to Roses than that

of the British Isles. So much for the durability

of grafted Roses. Perhaps much would depend

on the care with which the operation was done.

Chinese and whip and rind grafting were all em-
ployed with equal success, although the last

method was that usually preferred. Good, ripe,

sound scions of the current year's wood were taken

off in October and inserted in boxes of sandy

loam, as if for striking, till grafting time came,

which is late in December and onward till the end

of January. Later than January grafts do not

succeed so well ; they grow, but their growth is

more attenuated, making the time required to

form a plant much longer. I will give an instance

of an advantage that accrued from grafting. Last

December some Roses were purchased in pots,

some kinds rather new, others being old, well-

known ones. Stocks had been got from the hedge-

rows in October, and had been potted and kept

in a Peach house ; there they were grafted with

scions from the bought-in Roses, and many nice

blooms have been cut from them. Neither the

mother plants nor the grafts have undergone the

hardships of forcing, the latter having been stand-

ing in an unheated greenhouse for four weeks.

These plants, with the little pruning back they

get when the blooms are cut, will make good

bushes by the autumn, suitable for planting then

or later, or for forcing a little for conservatory

purposes, such as standing amongst large ever-

green plants where their stems and pots would be

hidden, &c. By grafting a whole year was saved,

for had I waited till the summer to bud these

same stocks there could have been no flowers till

1883, and these produced out-of-doors ; and had

I required them for indoors not until 1884.

I may remark, in conclusion, that the best re-

sults follow when the junction between scion and

stock is made to match as closely as can be—two
edges, not one ; rind grafts of too large a

size should not be inserted, as in that case you

have a curve opposite to a plain surface, thus ren-

dering a union almost impossible. So soon as

growth begins, which in a close, moist air of from
60° to 70° is in fourteen days, the scions should

be made secure to a stake or to a neat stick of

about 1^ ft. long, tied to the stock. To this the

growths must be fastened loosely, as they develop
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themselves. Mastio Lhomme Lefort is the best

wax, and raffia the best tying bast.

Sylvesteis.

the beautiful feathery covering which for some

purpose Nature has thrown around it.—H. L. W.

Rose Reine Marie Henriette.—Accord-
ing to my experience this Rose has been over-

praised. I cannot see that it is in any way worthy
of being named as a counterpart of Gloire de

Dijon ; it is in no way like it. That it will prove

o be a good climbing Rose, I do not doubt, but

compared with Gloire de Dijon its growth is weak
and sprayey. As to its flowers, when placed upon
an exhibition table they may look very well, but

when allowed to open and hang from the plant in

their own way they are loose and flimsy. Treated

like Gloire de Dijon, Reine Marie Henriette grows
vigorously and flowers freely, and that is all that

can be said in its favour. The colour afiords a

change certainly, but a deeper and in every way
a higher coloured and more useful Rose is Ches-

hunt Hybrid, and I would plant three of Cheshunt
Hybrid for every one of Keine Marie Henriette.

—

J. C. C.

Cottage Rose growing.—I send you the

following particulars of a cottager's success in

Rose growing, thinking you might be inclined to

insert them to encourage others. The tree to

which I allude—a Marechal Niel budded on the

Brier—is growing in a village in Dorsetshire onthe
front of a cottage, facing S.W. Its life was begged
by its present possessor, about eight years ago,

when it was about to be thrown away as a failure

by a gentleman living close by who had had con-

siderable experience and success in Rose growing,

and it was found when uprooted to have made
scarcely any roots. When I saw it a fortnight

ago it covered a space of 29 ft. by 15 ft., and bore

over a thousand jblooms, six dozen having pre-

viously been cut. The decreasing size of the blooms,

however, and increasing scantiness of leaves

corroborate the theory that this species has but a
limited life—on the Brier, at least. Assuming its

age when discarded by its first owner to have been
three years, and placing its death about four years

hence at the soonest, this tree will have had a life

of fifteen years.—W. W. Dayman, Gheam,

Roses at New Orleans.—There is no
region where Roses grow in such abundance,
variety, beauty, and sweetness as about New
Orleans. Here

,
Lamarque grows 80 ft. long ; its

stem is 8 in. through. The particular tree to

which I allude was planted seventeen or eighteen

years ago. It is twined around a verandali, and its

gorgeous clusters of cream-tinted Roses are lovely

to behold. MariSchal Niel grows 50 ft. long. I

have seen shoots of this Rose that long in the

north, but they were scraggy and under glass. At
New Orleans they run wild ; the blossoms grow
in gorgeous clusters of half a dozen or more, and
they are so large that they would more than cover

the top of a large-sized coSee-cup. They are as

plentiful here as White Top in a northern meadow.
In even some of the small gardens in New Orleans

there are sometimes as many as a hundred different

kinds of Roses all in bloom at once, atid many
bloom more or loss all the winter through. The
Rose which the French inhabitants of New Or-

leans are fondest of for decoration is called the

Gold of Ophir. The bud is especially prized for

its beauty. It is a smallish Rose, of a very pale

pink, shading off toward the heart to a deep, rich

gold colour. Paint streaks of crimson touch the

outer petals. Another favourite here is Madame
Duprez, the purest white Rose known. It almost
glistens with whiteness like a Lily. It is a small

Rose, growing in clusters. Still another lovely

Rose, unfamiliar to northern eyes, is the climbing
Safrano. Like the Lamarque and the Marechal
Niel, it roams and revels around columns and
along porches, opening its rich salmon-hued buds
by the hundred to the warm southern sun. The
Louisiana region is the fortunate land of Tea
Roses ; bub our hardy Hybrid Perpetuals, the main-
stay in the way of Roses in the north, do not do
well here. Then, too, in the south the Moss
Rose does not flourish. It speedily loses its Moss,

KITCHEN GARDEN.
LATE CROPS OF VEGETABLES.

All of us attach too much importance to early

crops, forgetful that in an ordinary way a regular

and continuous supply is what should be kept in

view. When the soil is in good condition cultiva-

tors are apt to hurry their seeds into it in too rapid

succession, thereby creating a glut at one time

acd scarcity at another. Many kinds of vege-

tables, such as Peas, Beans, Cauliflowers, &c.,must

be used a few days after they come in
;
even if an

attempt is made to retard them it is only at the

expense of quality; they are never so good as

when freshly gathered, and it is only by frequently

making small sowings and plantings that a regu-

lar succession can be maintained. Among the

most highly prized of all vegetables are

Early Potatoes, but as no difficulty is ex-

perienced in keeping them after they are fit for

use, I need only remark that a selection of sorts

should be grown that are of good quality, both

late and early, and for this purpose, while grow-

ing various sorts of Ashleaf Kidney forthe earliest

supply, equal attention should be bestowed on

those that will keep in good cooking condition

until early crops come in the following season.

Peas are perhaps the most popular of all sum-

egetables, and to have them in perfection

coli of such varieties as Snow's Winter White,

Veitch's Self-protecting, &c., which, from being

fit for use at a season when they are liable to be

attacked by severe frost, are best lifted when

nearly fit to cut with balls of earth attached to

the roots, and planted under glass where they are

free from all danger : for except in mild winters

like the last, when we cut good Broccoli all

through the winter daily, it is not safe to leave

heads nearly fit for cutting without some protec-

tion. Early' sorts will come in by the end of

February, and March and April are the months

in which Broccoli may be had in quantity. It is

May that proves the value of late Broccoli. The

seed should be sown the first week in that month

;

the young plants should be planted out in July

or August, and they should have plenty of space

in which to grow. Cattell's Eclipse is now in fine

condition, and promises to last until the

early Cauliflowers are fit for use. These are

sown the last week in September, wintered in

cold fi-ames, and planted out in March. Early

London and Stadtholder make a good succession

to each other, and after these are finished, those

sown under glass in January come in, and from

that time Walcheren is one of the best until in

the autumn Veitch's Autumn Giant furnishes a

long supply of excellent heads. We sow a few in

a box under glass in February and on a warni

border in March, and never fail to have a good

supply.

Cabbages should be young, crisp, and succu-

lent. The main crop for spring should be so-oti m
July and planted out in September ;

it will be fit

for use in April and May. Plants from a later

sowing wintered in seed beds and planted out m
March will become fit for use in June, and after

these the spring-sown small varieties of Cabbage

or Coleworts keep up the supply. It is a good plan

to sow a few rows where they are to remain in

May and June, thinning them out to 6 in. apart

;

great care as to date of sowing is necessary. We
usually sow in the latter part of November for

our earliest crop out-of-doors, but those sown in

February are but little behind them, and after

March sets in we sow about every fortnight quanti-

ties in accordance with the demand, so as to always ^^^^^ ^___ ^

have well filled pods of young Peas. About the
^j^gy make an agreeable autumn vegetable, and

end of May or first week in June a large sowing ^ee,^ up the supply until Savoys and Kales come

of some of the tall late sorts may be made, such ^^ These are best sown in March and April, and

as Ne Plus Ultra and British Queen. They will planted out as soon as ground is vacant for them ;

keep on bearing as long as Green Peas are pro- tj^gy ^^w tggp in good condition for a long time

curable,

Dwarf or French Beans are not safe until

all danger of frost is over ; we find the last week

in April or first week in May early enough to make
the first sowing. Another may be made in the

end of May, again in the middle of June, and the

last on a warm, sheltered border in July. The

earliest and latest crops should consist of the

dwarfest varieties, such as Osborn's Forcing, and

the mid-season ones of Canadian Wonder or Black

Negro, both excellent and prolific sorts.

Broad Beans are much in request in some

gardens, and the dwarf, small-podded, prolific

sort called Beck's Dwarf Green Gem is really a

gem, for the quantity of Beans which it bears in

proportion to the length of the haulm is surpris-

ing. Sow this sort in November and again in

February, and in March make two sowings of

Wonderful or Early Hangdown Longpod. In April

a sowing of Broad Windsor should be made. From

these tall sorts the points should be pinched off

when they get 3 ft. high—an operation which

causes the pods to swell out much more rapidly

and well than if allowed to grow to any height.

Scarlet Runners well repay good cultiva-

tion. Sow them in the end of April in a patch of

good light soil, and in May take out trenches 6 ft.

apart and transplant them, putting at once straight

poles for them to cling to. Another sowing should

be made in the end of May or early in June for a

late supply, as in favourable autumns when frost

keeps off they continue to bear until very late

indeed. For Scarlet Runners we usually select a

place sheltered by high trees or a hedge, as in

addition to warding off slight frosts the shelter

afforded against high winds is of the greatest

service.

Cauliflowers or Broccoli are in request

the whole year round, and, except after severe

frost, are procurable, i.e., if there are some cold

pits in which to winter the plants, and also Broc-

and are useful as a reser%'e when severe frost

renders more tender greens scarce.

Brussels Sprouts are in request from

October until April, and in order to have fine

large stalks covered with sprouts as firm as

cricket balls, the best plan is to sow a pinch of

seed in Januarj' in a cold frame, pricking the

young plants out as soon as large enough, and

finally planting out a yard apart in good soil in

April for the first crop ; and seed sown in the open

border in March and planted out 2^ ft. apart will

come in well from Christmas onwards.

Carrots are in request at all times of the year,

from the tiny ones pulled from seed beds until

fully matured roots can be had from the store

room, and the longer a succession can be kept up

in all stages of growth the better. The Short Horn

or French varieties are much superior to the hard

cattle Carrots one frequently finds offered for sale

from want of anything better. For very early

supplies glass frames are necessary, but, fail-

ing these, sow on warm borders in February in

the lightest and most sandy soil available ;
it need

not be very rich, but it must be light and friable.

The earliest sowing in spring may be made in

February and for this the Early Nantes is an ex-

cellent sort. Sow again in March for succession,

and in April sow the main crop in open quarters.

James's Intermediate is the best garden Carrot

grown. In July sow a good breadth of Short Horn

for use in the form of young Carrots, to be drawn

from the ground as required during the winter.

Onions are not much in request in a young

half-grown state ; and to have a good supply of

fully-grown bulbs in spring and autumn, one

sowing in spring will generally be suflacient. For

the main crop sow in March after Celery in

rows a foot apart, and to stand the winter sow

again, as a rule, in August. These can be

used from the seed bed in a green state or

transplanted on fresh soil 1 ft. apart, when they
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will grow nearly as large as imported Spanish

Onions if well supplied with liquid food in hot

weather. The Globe, Flat Tripoli, and Giant Kocca
are good sorts for the purpose.

Turnips, another all-the-year-round vege-

table, are best when grown quickly on quite fresh

soil. Make small sowings in February and March
on warm borders, but they are very liable to run
to seed early, and about once a month for a regular

supply afterwards until the beginning of August,

when the main winter crop may be sown. Like
most other vegetables, Turnips are best pulled for

use direct from the ground; they should only be
stored on the approach of severe weather, or for

the latest supply iu spring, when, if left longer in

the soil, they would start into growth.

Spinach is divided into two classes, the

Eound-seeded or summer Spinach, which is usually

sown in drills between rows of Peas, and if sown
at the same dates as the Peas, there need be but
little fear of ever being without a dish of this ex-

cellent vegetable. The Prickly-seeded or winter
Spinach is a much hardier kind, and is usually

sown in beds containing five or six rows each, some
time in August. When up, thin out to 6 in. apart,

and keep the ground clean by frequent hoeing

;

in winter protect with evergreen branches laid

over the beds.

Celery is essentially a winter crop, but for kit-

chen use it is more or less in demand at all times.

Sow for the first crop in boxes of light soil in

February, and prick out under glass hghts as soon
as the young plants are read}-. About 3 in. of soil

spread on some hard foundation is the best place
for it. Plant out iu trenches in April and May, and
from later sowings in June, July, and August, as

the latest of all will be valuable in spring for

flavouring soui:)S, and for other culinary uses. B_v

taking up some of the latest and laying it in by
the heels in a shady place, it may be preserved
until that sown in spring is fit to keep up the
supply.

Vegetable Marrows should be forwarded
by getting the plants as strong as possible under
glass for planting out in April on hotbeds, using
hand-glasses or cloches for sheltering them until

the middle of May. Another sowing made in the

end of April and planted out in May will keep
up a succession until frost cuts them off.

Lettuces, Endive, and other salad plants
require great attention as to dates of sowing.
Lettuces may be sown from February to Septem-
ber for a supply all the year round ; in summer
they are best sown where they are to mature.
Good rich soil and plenty of moisture form the
best antidote against running to seed, and a small
sowing every fortnight will keep up a better sup-

ply than double the quantity sown once a month.
Endive is prized most in autumn and winter, but
it may be had at any time if required. Sow from
May to August, plant out 1 ft. apart, and blanch
by tying it up or covering it with inverted flower-

pots, or lift the plants and replant them in a dark
shed or cellar. Eadishes should be sown once a
fortnight from February to September, as they
quickly become hard and astringent. Jloist, fri-

able soil of a sandy character is best for Eadishes,
Chervil, Parsley, Mustard and Cress, and other
herbs ; all require forethought in sowing a little

and often, so as to always have enough for use
without waste, as waste soon brings want in gar-
dening, as in other matters, and when once a cor-

rect estimate of the demand is made the supply
can be easily regulated. J. Geooji.
Zinton.

Hardy's Northern King Cos Lettuce.
—This proves to be a valuable addition to our
hard}' winter and spring Lettuces. In colour, size,

and quality it is superior to anything I have
seen. Should its perfect hardiness be established,

it will doubtless become a standard sort for

general use. We have for some time been cutting

large heads of it grown in the pure loam of a
recently renovated cold Peach case border, in

which they were planted in January after the
house and trees had been cleaned. The seeds were
sown August 31 on a fully exposed bovder, and

the young plants were well thinned out to induce
perfect sturdiness. Here they have stood what
winter we have had (20° being our lowest point)

equally well with Hardy Hammersmith and the

Black-seeded Bath Cos. This variety is nearly

self-hearting, after the manner of a Summer Cos,

but when the plants have attained full size they
are mucli improved by having a slight tie put
round them. In quality they are excellent, crisp,

sweet, and of great substance.—A. MoOEE, Cran-
more.

Asparagus has pushed forth rapidly here in

spite of the sharp frosts which we have had of

late and are still experiencing. The thermometer
on several nights has registered from 6° to 7°;

notwithstanding this, however, we have cut some
good dishes of Asparagus from outside beds,

dishes averaging from 80 to 100 sticks, not puny,
but good. I attribute its earliness in some mea-
sure to having removed the winter covering and
applied a good dressing of salt, which acts as a

stimulant and has a beneficial effect on the plants.

—J. Clabke, Brynhinalt.

Seed saving.—Will some of your correspon-

dents kindly inform me of the mode of saving
Cabbage seeds ? If saved in a garden, are they not
likely to get hybridised with the various kinds of

Broccoli 1 When is the correct time to plant out

for seed'? after cutting the Cabbage, or should
they be left in the same ground ? Would it not be
better to remove the roots or stumps intended for

seed to one of the fields on the farm than to let

them remain in the garden, where I have a lot of

bees which might hybridise them. Any informa-
tion on the subject would be very acceptable.

—

W. D., Devonshire.

Early spring Cabbages.— There have
lately been considerable complaints as to early

Cabbages running to seed, some attributing it to

a mild winter, and others to early sowing. Any
decided check to growth, such as starving iu the
seed bed, a severe drought, or severe frost, predis-

poses them to run to seed. We are now cutting

nice heads from plants the seed of which was
sown in the last week in July. They were planted
out in September, have grown on without check,

and scarcely any losses from running to seed
have been experienced. The varieties are Atkins'

Matchless, Wheeler's Imperial, and Heartwell
Early Marrow.—J. Geoom.

Broccoli.—In this locality Broccoli has been
more or less a failure the last two years, probably
owing to the unusually severe winter ; indeed, last

year the only green thing that safely escaped
was Carter's Perfection Brussels Sprouts and
Ragged Jack. This year cultivators were fortu-

nate who planted a variety of Broccoli, as all were
a success, and came in gradually. At present I

know some gardens where Mammoth Spring

White, Leamington, and Sprouting White, with the

pink and purple varieties, are so plentiful and
large that they are divided with hosts of friends.

A strong, cool soil and a long season for growth,

with earthing up around the stems if a severe

winter threatens, are special items towards achiev-

success with this delicious and wholesome
vegetable.—W. J. M., Clonmel.

Early Cauliflowers.—There appears to be
some misunderstanding as to what may be really

called early Cauliflowers. Some say they have them
fit for use iu April, but even in the best managed
market gardens Cauliflowers have not yet been
cut before the mouth of May

;
premature or but-

ton-heads will not do for market. Here we are well

satisfied if we get a good supply of Cauliflowers

from autumn-sown plants after the middle of

May, as we can count on Broccoli, such as Cattell's

Eclipse, up to that date, and then if the spring-

sown plants take up the supply in June there is

not much more to be desired. Happily this season
Broccoli, both early and late, has stood so well

that there has been no break in the supply.

—

James Geooji, Linton.

Easy method ofstaking Beans.—'Wlien

Beans are grown luxuriantly, as they should always
be, there is no garden product more liable to

damage from gusty winds. The storm of the 29th

ultimo did me some harm by snapping ofE the
stems of Early Leviathan and Mammoth Long-
pod, which are now about 30 in. high. I could not
lose time in staking each, and if I did, the blow-
ing of the leaves and stems against the stakes, and
consequent blackening and serious injury, would
not be as good as the following expeditious plan :

Say a drill is 20 yards long ; at each end place two
stout stakes, say 3 ft. high after going into

the ground sufficiently. Soft twine, attached to

rings, put on these, and carried to a central stake,

and then to the other end on both sides of your
Beans, will act as a support ; allow them to sway
gently in the wind, while the rings enable you to

move the t-nine up as they grow—the work of a
few minutes.—W. J. M., Clonmel.

Flavourless fruit and vegetables.—
My attention has been called to a remark in The
Garden that a Mushroom sent you measured

9J in. We have had them 11 in. and excellent in

flavour. Cauliflowers that you get in Covent Garden
Market are both tough and l5itter. I know that

for a certainty, and the reason is they are grown
in semi-manure heaps. But this is not the grower's

fault. If the people will have big Cauliflowers and
big Grapes without flavour, cultivators must pro-

duce them. At this moment Vicomtesse H^ricart

de Thury Strawberry is only worth 4s. per lb.—

I

suppose because they are sweet and good, while

Kapiers are worth 9s. per lb., because they are

large, but sour. How can we help the tastes and
the ways of the great metropolis ? It takes a good
half of a lifetime to get at the fringe, so to speak,

of what people want, and two or three ordinary

lifetimes to get at the whole of their require-

ments.—E. GiLBEET, Burghley.

Transplanting Scarlet Runners.—The
Scarlet Eunner comes in well for ground that is

cleared of Broccoli and other spring crops, and it

can be got up to a good size while the preceding

crop is yet occupying its quarters. We usually

spread a barrowful of rich light soil. 3 in. in thick-

ness, on some hard gravel or coal-ash foundation ;

on this we lay the Scarlet Eunner Beans, and
cover them with another inch of fine soil. For the

first crop we sow about the middle of April, and
for succession the middle of May. If the soil is

moist they will require no water, and, being in a
small compass, are readily protected on frosty

nights with mats or branches. As soon as the

plants are ready to move we dig out trenches, as if

for Celery, but not quite so deep, and after digging

in some good manure return nearly all the soil

taken out ; we then lift the plants carefully, and
put them in the centre of the trench, about 1 ft.

apart. Straight poles, 8 ft. or 10 ft. high, are

placed at once on each side of the row, and
fastened to others placed horizontall}' about 6 ft.

from the ground. In the case of Broccoli one can

get the trenches ready, even before the crop is

cleared, by digging them out between every third

row. After the Eunners begin to cover the poles a
mulching of manure will be of great benefit to

them.—J. G. L.

SHOET NOTES- KITCHEN GAEDEN-

Day's Early Sunrise Pea.—'We sowed several rows

of this Pea on December 12 along with several other early

varieties, and it not earlier than they are, it is certainly a

stronger grower, being dwarf, sturdy, and very much
branched. For a general crop or for market work I believe

it to be one o£ the hardiest and best ol early Peas.—

J. G. L.

American "Wonder Pea.—I quite agree with Mr.

J. Clark (p. 313) as to the value of this Pea. I sowed it in

pots, and placed them in a cold pit on February 4, and

commenced gathering on May 6. The Peas are of good size,

and the pods fill well. I have do doubt that when better

known this variety will be largely grown for forcing.—

J. P. N.

Suttons' Late Queen Broccoli.—In July last you

published a short account which I sent you respecting the

good qualities of this Broccoli. This year it is even better

than last, and I therefore send you a head in order that you

may test it.—Thos. Oldham, Friem Watch, Finchley.

[An e.xcellent Broccoli, quite free from that bitter taste

which Covent Garden Broccoli often has.]
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Lily of thb rALLBT. — We have been

pleased to see during the week Mr. Poupart's

flowers of this of a variety large and graceful,

but different from Mr. Hawkins's, beino; whiter in

the bells. These Lilies are grown in the open air,

and just protected a little at the blooming time.

As brought to the market, they are beautiful,

large, and fragrant, but they do not last long in

water.

Edwardsia grandiflora. — This distinct

and handsome shrub comes from Linton, where
it does well on the terrace wall. It is one of the

noblest of the Pea flowers as we know them in

our gardens, although it is not so much distin-

guished for freedom or grace as for size and dis-

tinctness. Probably it will always be a some-
what rare bush.

Hardy lady's-slippees (Oypripediums)
come to us in excellent condition from Col-

chester ; they seem to last well when cut,''and

their foliage and flowers are graceful. We have
no doubt that they will some day be better

grown. The many importations enable us to get

frequent glimpses of them now-a-days, but few
really cultivate them as free-growing border
and rock flowers. We want them established

in strong, healthy tufts to enjoy their beauty.

Double scablbt anemones.—A world of

beauty in themselves, the single and semi-
double varieties of the Poppy Anemone, we
have to add to them some brilliant double kinds.

A quantity of one of these is sent to us by Mr.
Gilbert, of Bourne, and they are as fine in colour
and form as one could desire. The finer double
scarlets of the Poppy Anemone are better than
the double of the scarlet Anemone (A. fulgens),

more constant, finer in colour, and hardier. Mr.
Gilbert may be proud of his Anemones, and we
hope he wiU always keep a good stock of them

*

The white anemone palmAta.—This little

hardy plant, from the Hale Farm Nursery, is, like

the original, pretty, though the whiteness is not
very pure ; in fact it is intermediate between
white and yellow. Not so, however, the charm-
ing A. sulphurea, also from Mr. Ware. In this

case the flowers are elegant and cup-like, and of

a uniform soft sulphur yellow, set off by the
finely cut Fern-like foliage which clothes the
stem. It is one of the true alpine Windflowers,
though it grows 1 ft. or more high. It is a plant
that requires to be more widely diffused.

*

Calochorti flowers from the New Plant
and Bulb Company, Colchester, include the
pretty C. lilacinus, with rather large cup-shaped
blossoms of a soft pleasing lilac colour, and C.
Benthami, with bright yellow flowers in the
way of the less rare C. pulchellus, likewise sent.
These Californian bulbous plants, though re-
quiring a little attention to grow them well, are
so beautiful, that they well merit any care be-
stowed upon them; a warm light soil in a sunny
position, with slight protection in winter, is all

that is needful to make them succeed.

Primula rLoniDDNDA.—We have received
from Mr. T. Shortt a coloured illustration of a
Primrose under this name, growing in Messrs.
Dickson ifc Sons' Newton Nurseries, Chester.
The drawing represents a dwarf plant with
rather long leaves in a loose tuft, from which
proceed numerous flower-stalks furnished at in-
tervals with whorls of small bright yellow blos-
soms. The profusion of the flowers fidly justifies

its specific name. It is very distinct from any
other Primula with which we are acquainted.

It is probably the P. floribunda of Wallich.

Camellias and azaleas in kent.—Any-
one who has witnessed the destruction of our
orchards and woods of late can, perhaps, best

appreciate the fact that Camellias and Azaleas
are now blooming very well in the open air in

some places. The white Indian Azalea is really a

hardy shrub, as has been proved again and again

by our correspondents. It is hardy, not only at

Castle Martyr, or in Cornwall, but, as we now
see, on the bills over the weald of Kent—not

by any means a favoured spot we should say,

though Linton has the advantage of elevation

and shelter.

Violets.—The Violet season may be said to

be past, especially as there are so many flowers

less modest claiming our attention, but some
from Aswarby Park are large, fresh, and very
fragrant. Mr. Nisbet says the samples sent are

from the third crop of bloom, gathered from one
row since September, 1881, and he expects
another in June or July from the same plants.

It is instructive to notice the power this plant

has of prolonged blooming under varying con-
ditions. The whole of the past fine winter and
spring it has been a delight in all the cities of

Europe, and still it comes young and fresh from
our English gardens.

The quamash as a cut tlower.—To us one
of the most charming plants we know of for a
room is the blu3 Camassia, and as we lately

spoke of the pleasant way which some bulbs

have of lasting a long time in a cut state, this

illustrates it well, every flower opening along

the spike. Bringing it near the eye the irides-

cence of the buds is well seen, and the gold of

the stamens against purple stars. We do not

speak of " night work," as the florists call it,

but there is no reason why all cut flowers should

be considered in relation to effects under gas

only. No doubt, like many purple and blue

flowers, its colour would be ineffective at night,

but its form is always good, and when the stars

open fresh and each purple division has its op-
posing dot of golden stamen, the effect is lovely.

The New Plant and Bulb Company send us
from Colchester a variety which is called atro-

ccerulea, but it differs very little from the older

plant, and yet it is worth growing for the deeper

shade of colour.

Lilac blooms.—Mr. Kivers has sent us some
fine Lilacs, large in truss, larger in the pip than
usual, and very rich in fragrance. Those who
have a chance anywhere where there is fresh

air should treat themselves to a little grove of

Lilacs, large, well grown, distinct as possible,

fairly thinned out to encourage bold flower-heads,

and not robbed of light or food by coarser

neighbours. It is our finest flowering shrub, and
notwithstanding the serious destruction of the pre-

sent year, it is now blooming bravely. Mr. Rivers
says :

" The kinds sent are Gloire de Moulins and
Philemon. I think you will admire the size and
beauty of the former. My trees are pictures.

Philemon is evidently a seedling from Rothama-
gensis ; it is very solid and compact, and later in

bloomingthan the ordinaryLilac.L. Josikgeaand
Emodiare interesting varieties, but the flowers are
small and not to be compared with the garden
Lilacs, which, by the way, have been excep-

tionally luxuriant this year. I send you also

some flowers of Magnolia cordata, gathered from
a standard tree, which is now probably sixty

years old."
*

Fine Mbdinilla magnipica.—I send you a

photograph of a plant of Medinilla magnifiea

grown at Belsfield, Windermere, which when
at its best was really magnificent, though
"through being nearly round and flowered equally
well on all sides the photograph does not show
it off to the best advantage. It is six or seven
years old, and this year has produced 169
bunches of its rich pink-coloured flowers, the
greatest number that has ever been produced
on one plant here—130 being the nearest ap-

proach to it. Last year it had 86 clusters of

bloom, also very fine, and if it continues to

grow as it has done for the last twelve months,
the present number will be very much exceeded
next year. The plant is in a 22-in. tub, and
is 8 ft. 6 in. high from the tub and 10 ft. in

diameter. Some of the bunches of flowers were
over 2 ft. in length and 13 in. across.

—

John
NicoL. [The photograph fully confirms all that

is here said of the plant—evidently a magni-
ficent specimen.]

FRUIT GARDEN.
Pine growing (p. 187).—In answer to Mr.

Cowburn, I still adhere to my assertion that 1 do
grow Pines without any other bottom-heat than
that obtained from a bed of leaves, and always
have satisfactory results from beds made in

autumn, spring, or summer. Of course the leaves

are collected in the autumn and stowed away in a
shed or any other convenient place. Again I say
that from rootless suckers 1 obtain fruit fit to set

on any table in six, seven, eight, or nine months.
—D.

Blenheim Orange Apple.—Allow me to

correct an error in my remarks on this Apple
(p. 331). I did not intend to convey the impression
that the Blenheim was a slow grower, but that it

was slow in bearing fruit ; the tree grows rapidly

here, but it is some years before fruit is produced
either on the Paradise or on the Crab stock. Some
years since I had some trees grafted on the Keswick
Codlin, thinking that this fertile sort might have
some effect in inducing fruitfulness, but the re-

sult has not been satisfactory.—T. Francis
Rivers, Sawlridgeworth,

The Gooseberry caterpillar has made
its appearance in this district in great numbers.
I find no better plan of getting rid of it than cut-

ting a sack in halves, and thickly tarring it with
gas tar. Two men, one at each piece of sack, draw
it carefully under the bushes ; then by tapping
them the caterpillars fall on to the tarred sack,

and are dead in an instant. About twice going
over the bushes in this way clears them. Growers
will find this plan much cheaper and better than
either hand-picking or dressing the bushes with
poisonous powders.—G. Williams, Peasmarsh
Place, Sussex.

SHOET NOTES-rEUIT.

Gooseberries.—These are an unusually heavy crop

in some places this yeiir. At High Grove, near Pinner, they

might be gathered in haudfuls, so crowded together are

they on the bushes. Everybody surely will be able to have

Gooseberry tarts this year, aud the thinning for that pur-

pose will greatly benefit the trees.—M.

Fruit prospects in East Sussex.—We have

escaped much of the damage done by the late gale through

being well sheltered from the southwest; therefore I would

E.ay to all about to plant fruit trees, protect or select shel-

tered places and plant atterwards.-G. WILLIAMS, Pcos-

marsJi Place.

Strawberries.— I am happy to Inform Mr. Fish

(p. 287) that Strawberries out-of-doors here are, up to the

present time, evorythiug that can be desired. The plants to

which I allude were forced and turned out early last

summer. The sorts are President and Vicomtesse H(5ricart

de Thury. The bed in which they .are planted had been

trenched and manured just previous to planting, and I do

not think I ever remember seeing such a profusion of

bloom before on Strawberry plants as on those in ques-

tion.—J. WoOLFORD, East Thorpe Heading.
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Q-rowing Pines for profit.—I can con-
firm " D.'s " statement that Pines can be grown in

England in pits witli a bed of leaves for bottom
heat. At the Eoyal Gardens, Frogmore, all Pines
are grown in brick pits of various depths on firm

beds of leaves, from 3 ft. to 5 ft. deep. The top-

heat is supplied by means of two pipes in eacli

pit. Many fancy there must be pipes for bottom
heat, but as I assisted in mailing all beds in the
Pine pits during my stay at that place, I can state

positively that at Frogmore Pines are grown with
leaves for bottom heat and nothing else. As to the
results, I think they are well known to both
English and foreign horticulturists.—EehST Hin-
DBRUCH, A'ew Palaco, Potsdam.

Stra'wberries and the past winter.—
I stated in The G-akden a few weeks back that
my forced Strawberries werestamenless. The same
thing has happened in the case of Vicomtesse Heri-
cart de Thury in cold frames—that is, all tlie first

flowers are without stamens. The second flowers,

are, however, much stronger and perfect in that
respect. I notice the same thing out-of-doors ; all

the early sorts are stamenless, but late kinds are
looking strong and well. A friend of mine, an expe-
rienced Strawberry grower, thinks the mild winter
brought the bloom on so fast, that the first flowers
were weak and stamenless—in short, what is

called " blind," an occurrence which often takes
place when Strawberries are subjected to too
much forcing and allowed an insufBoient supply
of air.—G. T.

Packing fruit.—We have received from
Messrs. Christy & Co., 15.5, Fenchurch Street, a
sample bos made to hold a dozen Peaches or
other valuable fruit desired to be sent away by
rail as presents or otherwise. It is made of stout
wood, planed and hinged, with fastening and
holes, through which a string can be passed and
sealed on the top. Movable wooden divisions keep
each fruit in its place. The box in question
measured lOJ in. long, 7 in. wide, and 8 in. deep,
and might prove useful for the purpose of trans-
mitting fruit by hand, but the experience of sales-
men in Covent Garden Market is that Peaches or
other fruits seldom arrive in good condition if

packed in partitions, the latter not being, as a
rule, large enough to admit of a good springy bed
of packing material, such as moss or bran, which
surpass any other materials for packing fruit.

Wadding, not being elastic in thin layers, is con-
sidered to be the worst, as it becomes hard through
the weight of the fruit, and so bruises it.

the yellow kind occupies about one-third of the
space, but of the two is the most effective. No
better covering for a wall could be found than
these Bauksian Roses, which even when out of
bloom are by no means unattractive. Perhaps
Mr. Mundell will tell us how he treats them to
have them in such excellent condition.

NOTES or THE WEEK.

HosE-iN-HosEPolyanthuses.—Somepretty
flowers—yellow, purple, crimson, and other
colours—belonging to this class of Polyanthus
come to us from Bletchley. Some of them are
very dark and rich in colour, and the orange
centres and double corolla give them additional
interest.

CaHNATION SotJTENIR BE LA MaLJIAISON.—
This, at a little distance off, is not unlike the
Bourbon Kose of that name, so large and fine
are its blossoms. We saw some well-flowered
plants of it the other day at High Grove, near
Pinner, where it is a favourite, and where it is

found to strike very freely from cuttings. Some
put in lately were rooting most satisfactorily.

Decaisnea insignis, flowering now for the
first time, at Kew, is by no means a showy
plant, the racemes of flowers, which are as long
as those of the Laburnum, being of a dull,
greenish yellow. It is, however, said to bear
handsome fruits in its native habitat in the
Himalayas. Doubtless it is a plant of exceptional
botanical interest, but to horticidturists it does
not promise to be of much value.

Banksian Roses.—The whole front of the
gardener's" house at Moorpark— a two-storey
one—is covered with Banksian Roses, now liter-

allyone mass of little white and yellow blossoms;

Calceolarias.—The extensive collection of
these in the Messrs. Sutton & Sous' London
Road Nursery, Reading, is now in great beauty,
represeutiugthese popular greenhouse flowers in

their finest character, as a gathering from the
collection now before us fully shows. The flowers
are large and bold, and embody a great variety
of colour, the self-coloured sorts being particu-
larly lovely. Such a display of Calceolarias as
that at Messrs. Sutton's must be well worth
seeing,

Encbphalabtos villosa.—This is one of
the hands^omest Cycads ever introduced, and one
which promises to be widely distributed, judg-
ing by the large numbers of plants that have
recently been imported by Messrs. Carter & Co.,
in whose nursery at Forest Hill we lately saw
them in all sizes, from great unwieldy stems
1 ft. or more in diameter to mere pigmies. The
majority of these are just developing leaves,
which as they emerge from the stems liave an
extremely handsome appearance, being of a
cheerful green and very perfect in form ; some of
these young leaves are 3 ft. or more in length
already.

Clematis Montana.—In order to get a fair
idea of the real beauty of this hardy climbing
shrub, one needs to see it in such perfection as
a plant of it now is on the walls of a cottage
near Mr. Seeley's garden at Furzedown, Tooting
Common. This plant covers the entire south side
of the cottage and the greater part of the east
with snowy blossoms so thickly set as to almost
hide the foliage. We have rarely, if ever, seen
such a large and perfect plant as this, and it

must be of great age. Surely there are few hardy
shrubs more desirable for covering walls or trel-

lises than this Clematis, and as it flowers before
the majority of the other kinds its value is

thereby increased.

The Saxifkages.— By a systematically
arranged catalogue sent us by Mr. Potts, Fettes-
mount, Lasswade, we are pleased to see that he
is making a thorough study of Saxifrages, not
only from a botanical, but from a horticultural
point of view, as he gives full weight to the
numerous varieties. The catalogue is arranged
under various sections, such as Megasea, Robert-
sonia, headed by descriptive characters of each
section, and followed by a list of the species
and varieties in cultivation. If other important
classes of garden plants were taken similarly in
hand by amateurs, it would lead to good results.

The tuberous Begonias, for which the
Stanstead Park Nursery, Forest Hill, has now
become so famous, promise to be even better this
season than hitherto, the collection, numbering
some 100,000 plants, being much richer in new
varieties and the individual specimens finer.

They occupy a large portion of the glass houses,
to which has been recently added a capacious
structure about 100 ft. or more long by 20 ft. in
breadth. The house, which is filled with the
larger plants, will, in the course of a few weeks,
be worth a long journey to see, for nowhere can
the Begonia be seen in such perfection as here.
The house in question is span-roofed, with an
additional smaller house running at right angles
to one of its ends, thus giving the entire structure
the form of a T. The stages are so arranged as
to display the specimen plants to the best advan-

the broad centre one being capable of
accommodating several hundred plants, and
those running round the sides the smaller ones.

Though it is yet somewhat early for tuberous
Begonias to be in bloom, several of the earliest
Viirieties are in full beauty, and the majority of
these appear to have more of the B. boliviensis
type in them than the Pearoei, rosaiflora and
crassifolia types being later. Most prominent
amongst kinds now in full flower are Mrs.
Robert Whyte, deep rose-pink; Consul Darling-
ton, a rich, deep crimson, and one of the largest
flowered sorts of all ; Arthur Soames, an in-
tensely deep crimson ; Hon. Mrs. Brassey, Stan-
stead Rival, and a few seedlings, which partake
strongly of the characters of the latter variety,
but of a deeper crimson colour; Commodore
Foot, one of the deepest and richest coloured
forms of the Davisi type, and remarkably free in
growth and flower. Among the best doubles may
be mentioned as being very fine now Mdme.
Canaassa, Mdme. Dumas, and Comtesse de
Choiseul. Besides these there are hosts of others
flowering, some not named, including a very fine
double white, said to be the finest of all. Among -

single whites we are told that a better sort even
than Mrs. Laing is to be found this season.

Night-scented Stock (Mathiola tristis).—
It is so seldom that one meets with this old-
fashioned flower in quantity, that the fact is

worth recording. At the Stanstead Park Nur-
series, Forest Hill, Messrs. Laing grow it largely
and well, the plants being very healthy and
covered with flower-spikes. It is grown in an
airy house, along with Pelargoniums and a simi-
lar class of plants. To those who are unacquainted
with the Night-scented Stock, we might mention
that it is a dwarf perennial, having tufts of
hDary leaves, from which arise spikes of flowers
of a singular colour, a sort of livid purple, not
at all showy, but the delicious fragrance ex-
haled by the flowers at night amply compensates
for their unattractiveness.

EcHiuM ABBOREUM, now in flower in the
temperate house at 'Kew, is one of the hand-
somest of the genus, and, indeed, of the Borage
family. Like E. fastuosum, giganteum, candicans,
fruticosum, and others, it is of shrubby growth,
the stems and branches being rigid, the latter
diverging in a candelabrum-like manner. The
plant in question is about 5 ft. high, and has
ample foliage on the upper parts of the branches,
which are terminated by a dense spike about
1 ft. in length. The blossoms are of a violet-blue
colour, and therefore showy, though neither it

nor its allies can be classed amongst popular
garden plants ; they better beflt a botanical col-
lection. It is, we believe, a native of the Canary
Islands.

Alpine flowers at the Botanic Gah-
DENS.—The Botanic Society give prizes, very
properly, for alpine flowers, and they had some
pretty groups on Wednesday last, but the in-
terest of each was marred by a curious rulewhich
compels each exhibitor to bring two of each
kind in a dozen specimens. Thus if an exhibitor
happened to have several beautifid species of
plants he could not show them in his group,
being obliged to show two specimens of each of
six kinds. The rule mars the beauty and interest
of the groups, and seems to us to have no justi-

fication whatever. We hope the society will
change it. Alpine and hardy plants are usually
caricatured in shows by the wretched way in
which they are grown in pots. Miserable dots of
plants of half-a-dozen flowers of things that,
thrown on a sandy bank, would have a thousand
flowers, ,do no good, but hurt the movement.
Unwise rules in schedules should be changed, so
that the exhibition of such things in pots may
be improved a little.

Ibeeis superba.—Those who want to grow
but one perennial Candytuft, and that the very
best, should be recommended the superba va-
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riety of I. Garrexiana, which far surpasses any

other in every good quality, being free in

growth and an abundant flowerer, the flower-

heads being large and of snowy whiteness. As
a first-rate border plant, a plant for the margin
of a shrubbery, or for planting on bold rock-

work, where it could fall over the ledge of a

rock, it is alike to be recommended. It delights

in a warm situation and a light, dry soil, such

as exists in Mr. Stevens' garden at Byfleet,

where there are masses of it a yard or more
across.

EscHSCHOLTZiA TBNTTiFOLiA. — Sometimes
plants suffer by comparison with their kind. We
are apt to make comparisons without judging of

the uses of the individual plant placed by itself.

No plant we have ever judged lightly of has

produced such a change in our mind as that the

name of which is at the head of this note. See-

ing it the other day in Mr. Whitehead's garden
in a good broad patch by itself, the charm of

colour—a delicate lemon—was indescribable ; it

was quite isolated from anything else of the

same kind, and at some distance was not recog-

uished by its habit or foliage, as the stronger

kinds of the same family are. The plants we
refer to had been sown in autumn, and thus

gathered strength through the winter. They
have been a long time in flower, and would make
a Very pretty carpet for choice beds of sprin_

flowers ; the effect of the flower is that of a Cru-
cifer, but prettily cupped.

MusA cocciNEA.—This species is one of the

most ornamental of the several Musas in culti

vation, on account of the brilliant colour of its

inflorescence. A plant of it is now in flower in

the Victoria Regia house at Kew. It is some
4 ft. or .5 ft. high, and has small leaves compared
with those of the Banana or Plantain. The
inflorescence which terminates the stem consists

of a large dense cluster of broad bracts of a

bright scarlet-crimson, a colour which contrasts

strikingly with the foliage. One great advantage
this species has, not possessed by other Musas, is

its small growth, which admits of its being

grown even in ordinary stoves. It apparently

delights in a warm, moist atmosphere, judging by
the Kew specimen.

ErnYCLES CuNNiNGHAMi.—We met with
this handsome bulbous plant in flower the other

day in Mr. G. F. Wilson's garden at Heather-
bank, Weybridge, where it was in excellent

growth in one of the Orchid houses. It is very
distinct from the commoner E. australasica and
E. amhoinensis. The leaves are broad, like

those of the Eucharis, to which the plant bears

a great resemblance. The flower-stems, some
18 in. high, are terminated by a dense cluster of

from six to a dozen blossoms, pure white, and
about Is in. long. This plant is well worth cul-

ture, as it is not only fine in flower, but in

foliage. It grows naturally in the Araucaria
woods, on the banks of the Brisbane River,

Moreton Bay, where it was first discovered

by Allan Cunningham.

Haudy plants in ploweh at Grasmere,
Byfleet, include the following, all of which are
worthy of growing generally : Iris nudicaulis,

one of the flnest of all the early Irise.s,

grows in tufts .about 1 ft. high, and bears
numerous deep violet-purple blossoms. It is a
free grower in a warm, dry soil, and is excellent
for edgings, being compact in growth and so

uuiform when in flower. Uvularia grandiflora
has large, showy, bright yellow flowers, drooping
from slender stems about 1 ft. high. It grows well
in a shady peat border. lanthe bugulifolia, a Mul-
lein-like plant, has the strangest coloured
flowers we know of, being a mixture of yellow
and green, with a suggestion of purple. It has
erect flower-stems about 1 ft. high. Fritillaria

I

recurva, a beautiful Californian species, has
showy bell-like flowers of a rich orange-red

colour. It is rather tender, but succeeds well in

a light, warm soil, especially during such mild
winters as the last. Euphorbia pilosa, about the

only hardy Spurge worth growing, is very at-

tractive, large plants of it being quite aglow
with clusters of pale yellow flowers. It blooms
earlier than any other, and is useful for cutting

from the beginning of April till the middle of

May. Myosotis elegantissima, the variegated-

leaved variety of Forget-me-not, is a pretty

plant, its blue flowers contrasting charmingly

with the variegated foliage. Other good hardy
perennials are Houstonia ccerulea, which has

been in flower here throughout the winter ; also

Dianthus multiflorus, one of the best of hybrid
Pinks ; Isopyrum thalictroides, Auhrietia eru-

bescens, with pink flowers ; Saxifraga Wallacei,

one of the finest, if not the very best, of all

mossy Saxifrages ; lonopsidion acaule, a charm-
ing little annual that no rockery should be with-

out ; Anthyllis montana, Dielytra spectabilis

alba (not so good as the type), numerous kinds

of Globe Flower (Trollius), Epimedium, Iberis,

Cheiranthus, and Pseonies.

Cortusa pubexs, a pretty little plant

rather new to cultivators, is now finely in bloom
on a shady rockery at Grasmere, Byfleet. Any-
one knowing the older and better-known C. Mat-
thioli would at once recognise C. pubens. It

differs in being clothed with a dense, short,

downy pubescence and being more tufted in

habit. 'The tiny magenta bell-like blossoms
drooping from erect stems about G ft. high, and
well above the foliage, make it a pretty rock

garden plant. Like C. Matthioli, it seems to

prefer a shady spot to an open one, probably on
account of the position being moister. It may
now be procured in nearly all hardy plant

nurseries.

Oechids at Regent's Paek.—A fine bank
of Orchids at the Royal Botanic Gardens was
very much marred on W^ednesday last by being

placed right in front of a line of stiff Azaleas,

very raw and hard in colour, as usual. The Aza-
leas were somewhat higher than the Orchids, so

that a person standing on the Orchid level saw
this glare of colour through the Orchids so far

as he could see anything in such a jumble of

colour and form. This jarring of colours and forms
—about.as happy as it would be to have aguard's

band and half a dozen Scotch bagpipers perform-

ing face to face—shows as well, perhaps, as any-

thing can show how little art is studied in the

arrangement of flowers ! People are content with
the individual only, and do not care what harsh

surroundings mar their groups of plants. If such

a thing be done and tolerated by the Royal Bo-
tanic Society, what are we to hope for in country
shows and gardens .'' A line of sage green baize

behind the Orchids would have been infinitely

better, supposing green plants or a quiet back-
ground were not obtainable.

TIabdy plants at Chiswick.—There is

always something to interest lovers of hardy
plants on the rockwork at Chiswick. Just

now Tiarella cordifolia is a conspicuous object,

being furnished with many spikes of pure white
flowers, like a pure white Mignonette. It grows
about the same height, but more compact and
with the green leaves marbled with dark brown
—a pretty and effective plant. Valeriana sibirica

is a pretty rock plant, bearing pale lilac flowers

borne in small trusses. A few of the Veronicas

are also pretty. V. prostrata is a charming little

species, with spikes of lavender coloured flowers.

V. Guthrieana is very charming, bearing spikes

of large violet flowers of a bright colour. V.
pectiuata is very dwarf and compact, the flowers

pale blue with a white centre. V. serpyllifolia,

the Thyme-leaved "\^eronica, is white flowered

and very pretty. Saxifraga Wallacei is a charm-
ing root plant, dense and dwarf in growth, and
throwing up numerous white flowers on erect
stems; it also makes a good pot plant. S. mus-
eoides purpurea is also dense in growth, and
throws up a profusion of bright magenta flowers
of a good hue of colour. There are several other
Saxifrages in bloom, but these are quite distinct

and most useful. Anemone sylvestris, with its

white flowers, is in such marked contrast to the
usual gay-coloured Windflowers found in gar-
dens, that it ought to be much commoner than
it is. A. narcissiflora is very distinct, throwing
up strong stems, each with four small yellow-
eyed white flowers at the top. lonopsidion acaule
looks exceedingly well on the higher parts of the
rockwork, where it grows in little tufts sur-

mounted with numerous small white flowers. Mr.
Barron has a large quantity of it in pots, and
grown in this way it is very useful indeed for

conservatory and greenhouse decoration. The
dwarf Phloxes of the setacea, subulata, and
verna types are charming just now ; a variety

of subiilata, named violacea, shows a marked
advance in the way of securing a greater depth
of colour in the flowers. P. stolonifera and P.

divaricata are pretty mauve-coloured types, and
very pleasing just now. Arenaria balearica is a
very dwarf subject with small white starry

flowers, and A. multicaulis has a compact growth
also, and white flowers, larger than those of the
preceding, but both are little gems for the rock-

work. Gypsophila cerastioides represents a very
pretty and distinct species, with pure white
flowers distinctly marked with red lines ; it is

also of very dwarf growth. Saponaria ocymoides
splendens is a decided improvement on the type,

larger in the flower, and in every way most de-

sirable. Then there is Campanula nobilis, with
its large reddish-brown flowers, growing well at

the base of the rockwork on the sunny side.

The Aubrietias are charmingly gay, especially

Eyrei, which is the best of all the lilac or purple
varieties ; and Hendersoni and violacea are by
far the best of the violet-coloured types.

Cineearias and Calceolarias now form
the leading feature in Messrs. Carter & Co.'s

nursery at Forest Hill. As in the case of other

classes of plants which this firm takes in hand
for seed-saving purposes, they are grown by the

thousand, and the sight of such an array of

bloom may be better imagined than described.

A careful system of intercrossing is carried out

so as to secure the finest possible strains, and for

this purpose particular sorts are isolated from
the rest, so as to ensure a better safeguard against

the plants being fertilised by sorts of an inferior

type. The great diversity of colour and size of

bloom in both classes of plants is very remark-
able. Primulas, which are likewise grown on a

very large scale, were just passing out of bloom,

but the collection still shows what a grand sight

such an extensive display must have afforded.

Petunias, consisting of some 14,000 plants,

representing a large number of sorts, will soon

be worth a long journey to see. The plants

for the exhibition of annuals in Regent's Park
are now receiving attention, and, judging by
their appearance, the show of bloom this year

will be most satisfactory. Another noteworthy
feature in tliis nursery is the collection of

Coleuscs, which number over 100 named kinds,

including the beautiful v.arieties raised by Mr.
King when at Wray Park, and which have re-

ceived such higli commendation. Colcus fanciers

may find here every variety of any value, but as

to the distinct characters of a good many of them,

they are difficult to discover. The collection is,

however, a remarkable one, and the most com-
plete that we know of. We are pleased to see

that hardy plants are receiving attention at

this nursery.
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NARCISSUS BULBOCODIUM.
AVe give an eDgraving of this distinct Nar-
cissus from a plant grown in the gardens at

Munstead, where it does well on the light, bnt

enriched soil. It is one of the best of all the

plants that perished during the period of neglect

of our garden flora. "\Ve do not even remember

them with their stamens ruptured, some of them
having more or less developed into petals.

Two seasons afterwards I found that the single

kinds had entirely disappeared, and that the
double sorts had greatly increased. There, however,
still remain a few semi-double, but I cannot find

any with their stamens in such a low stage of

development as I observed the first season, and I

am quite prepared to see these semi-doubles dis-

appear next season. Now, the question arises, have
the double kinds crushed the single sorts out ? or

^~TT~^"^

The Hoop Pelttcoat Xarchsus. (Natural size.)

if it were ever common in onr gardens, but the

prevalence of its English name, and the illus-
|

trations of it in old books, make us believe that
[

it was. We are glad to see it now becoming
commoner, and feel sure there is nothing among
the later Daffodils more worthy of cultivation.

On heavy soils we never noticed it progress,

but even care there might make it happy. On
the many warm soils throughout the country
there should be no difBculty in growing it

freely.

Double Daffodils.—I haveoarefuUy followed
the discussion as to the jiossibility of single

Daffodils becoming double. 1\'e planted a number
of single and double kinds round a shrubbery bed
here, and at the same time a number amongst the

Grass on the lawn. Those round the bed have be-

come double, whilst those on the lawn have
remained much the same as when they were
planted. My attention was first directed to them
three seasons ago. I then observed a number of

have the singles been once double and only now
returning to their original form 1 My own opinion
is that when the single forms get into a situation
where they find plenty of food, the stamens have
to give place to petals, as is the case with all
double flowers which we have managed to get
into that state by cultivation. The double stock
affords an example of the way in which stamens
are converted into petals by cultivation, as does
also the Eose—the two former having but few
stamens are soon made double ; whereas the Eose
having a great number can well afford a few to
form a double flower, and still retain enough for
purposes of fertilisation.—T. S. Glenmachan,
£e//ast.

Dielytra, or Dicentra spectabilis.—
This lovely plant is now in full beauty in the
sheltered nooks and corners of shrubberry borders,
where it is quite at home along with Solomon's
Seal, Honesty, and similar plants, and, like them, it

is effective only in clumps orgroups of several yards
square. As it commences to grow very early, and

is liable to suffer from .spring frosts, or more
especially cold winds, we select sheltered recesses
where large trees or overhanging shrubs afford
it shelter, and plant strong roots of it about 2 ft.

apart, digging out large holes, and if the soil is

poor, filling them with good fresh soil or manure.
We find February a good month in which to
transplant, as the crowns are then just beginning
to grow, and even the smallest piece will make a
plant. Any broken off in the process of removal
are planted in nursery beds where they make
good plants for potting.—J. G., Linton.

GOLD-LACED POLYAilTHUSES.
Many have but a dim idea of what constitutes a
good Gold-laced Polyanthus. It cannot be too
strongly urged that if a flower is to be regarded
as at all presentable in this section it must have
a centre of clear yellow and a well-defined ground
colour dense and perfect ; the lacing must be of
the same colour as the yellow centre, rather
narrow than broad, and in each segment cutting
right through the ground to the centre. If any
amateur grower happens to raise flowers that have
these requirements, thrum eyes, and a good formed
truss, they may then have good reason to rejoice,
but such flowers as are too often grown as gold-laced
are literally miles away from such refined mark-
ings as are here indicated. I do not know which is

the. oldest good show variety in cultivation, but
we may from its name pretty well judge of the
time when Prince Eegent was raised, and thus
calculate that it is at least sixty years old. Now,
this kind was perhaps next to Cheshire Favourite,
which is the best black ground kind we have, the
very best shown at South Kensington last month

;

indeed, there were flowers on Mr. Barlows
plants that were literally perfect. It must
therefore be obvious to sanguine raisers that
if after sixty years such a kind remains one
of our best sorts, that progress in the production
of gold-laced kinds of high quality must indeed
be slow.

Gold-laced Polyanthuses are divided into two
sections—black grounds and red grounds, although
there are some kinds in which the distinction is

not too clearly defined. Prince Eegent, for in-
stance, being so dark as to be almost one or the
other. On the other hand, Lancer is a well-deflncd
red, and Cheshire Favourite a pure black ground,
so that with these, as with many others, the line is

clear enough. Black grounds are in the ascendant,
the dark hue showing much more largely in the
Gold-laced Polyanthus than the brighter hue
does. Of the

Black section, Cheshire Favourite does
now and will probably through many years stand

ualli) 'jrotrn.

as one of the best, if not the best. Certainly it was
by far the best staged at South Kensington, and
wherever the eye lighted upon a dark flower o£

superior quality, it was sure to prove to be Che-
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shire Favourite. The centre is of a clear 3'eUo-w,

very round and defined, the ground black and the

lacing narrow and perfect. Exile ranks high as a

black ground kind, and though not so certam as

Cheshire Favourite is when 'good a striking and

beautiful flower. Lancashire Hero is a newer kind,

a large bold flat flower, with lacing somewhat

broad, but good. It was exhibited in good form

the other day at Manchester, but at South Ken-

sington the ground seemed to lack body. Lord

Lincoln is a somewhat difficult kind, but when
caught good is very beautiful. Beauty of England

is also a high class kind, and Formosa is worth a

place in every collection.

Red grounds, if hitherto less abundant

than black, are at least receiving, through Mr.

Barlow, some valuable additions; amongst them

his Sum-ise must rank high, being one of the

)nost richly coloured and perfectly laced. It seems

to possess a fairly robust habit, and it is hoped will

.soon get widely distributed. Firefly, another of

tliis raiser's seedlings, if less perfect, is hardly less

beautiful. The lobes of the petals are less rounded

than those of Sunrise, but that seems to be a

feature too common in gold-laced flowers, and

sadly wants eradicating. Lancer is a fine old red

ground, having clear colours and refined lacing,

fieorge IV. is a favourite sort, and when well

bloomed is a telling flower, but in the south it is

almost always shown coarse, the ground especially

being ill defined. Prince Eegent, a beautifully

defined flower, having a dark chestnut red ground,

comes into this section. It is when well grown a

strong kind, either in its own section or in a mixed

class. Two other good red grounds are Model and

Red Rover, sorts rarely seen in the south and pro-

bably scarce.

Culture.—There can be no doubt that over-

potting or gross culture tends to produce coarse

flowers. The plants should always be rather under

than over-potted, and at the flowering season

should have a good potful of roots, feeling, so to

speak, the sides of the pot. The plants, too, like a

cool temperature, heat tending to demoralise

Bowers of high quality. That is one reason why
the gold-laced Polyanthus is always shown from

the north in such superior form, and southern

growers if they would besuccessful must endeavour

to secure similar favourable conditions. A. D

ANEMONES AND THEIR COLOURS.

Could you have seen the bed of single Anemones
which I have had blooming here during the spring

you would have found no reason to complain

(p. 305) of the want of more brilliant or distinc-

tive colours. I regret I did not send blooms, but

anxiety to secure all the seed of such beautiful

tilings stayed me. Yet for brilliancy of colouring,

especially in the case of scarlets and blues, and
also for excellence of form, I have never seen them
excelled. The seed was given me a year or two
since by a gentleman who brought it from the

Continent, and I raised it under the impression

that it was of the stellata strain. There can also

be no doubt that the double forms of the Anemone
do at least furnish not only rich colours, but they

may be so grouped as to present striking masses
of colour. I obtained from Messrs. Carter last

autumn roots of several kinds for the purpose of

testing the merits of the double Anemone for pot

culture. The result, though not altogether success-

ful, would perhaps have been much more so could

I have grown them in a cool frame where the

flowers would have come near to the glass. Then
they would perhaps not have become so much
drawn. This defect, however, was most prominent
in the ricli coloured Chrysanthemum kinds, but it

is not one of much importance. Ontheotherhand,
the roots being planted, some half dozen in an 8-in.

pot, have bloomed most freely, and certainly have
been exceedingly beautiful. The Anemone always
furnishes a good base of finely-cut leafage, out of

which its flowers rise, so that beauty of a certain
kind is not wanting, even if there be little or no
bloom on the plants. The richest colours are
.seen in the crimson and vermilion Chrysan-

themum-flowered kinds. The blooms on these

from good roots are large, exceedingly double, and
when fully expanded in the sunlight of fine form.

The outer or guard petals are slightly pointed, but

perfectly placed ; whilst the centre mass of minor

florets is exquisitely arranged. The colouring, too,

is intense. The ordinaiy Chrysanthemum kind has

smaller blooms, the outer petals reddish white,

and the smaller florets of a bright carmine hue.

This kind blooms with great freedom, and is most

useful for furnishing cut flowers. Somewhat re-

sembling single Poppies, but having in the base of

each flower a dense mass of little florets, is the

section, of which Feu Superbe, Lord High Admiral,

and Joseijhine are examples. The colours are

charming, the prevailing hues being rosy pink

and rich carmine. These are both large and late.

Then the blue and purple section makes a very

effective and distinctive display. These are of even,

compact growth, stems firm and erect, and bloom
produced in abundance. The shades and other dis-

tinguishing features are not very diverse, but all

are very pleasing. Of these I have Azure Incom-

narable, Lord Nelson, I'Oracle du Si^cle, and La
Ornament de la Nature. Patches of these double

Anemones, consisting of about a dozen roots,

planted in sunny spots, would produce brilliant

efEects in a garden. Probably they only want to be

better known to be more widely cultivated. The
real double forms do not seed, but those having a

semi-double 'character will do so. I have found

in my own bed of last years seedlings several

really fine doubles that came from semi-double

flowers, and I have now some semi-double seed

plants on which may be seen only about one-lialf

that will produce fertile seed.—A. D.

As a grower of Anemones, permit me to

note that I have tried experiments, as you suggest,

on plants grown from Messrs. Carter's seed, which

produced admirable specimens, large in size and

rich in colour. I saved the seed from those I wished

to perpetuate, say deep red, crimson, and velvety

scarlet, stripedcrimson,deepblues, andso on, includ-

ing the fine semi-double'!. Strange as it may seem, in

no'instance did they come true from seed, and much
more than ordinary care was exercised. Hybridisa-

tion is extremely easy by wind, bees. Sec. There is

hardly a garden in this locality where beds and
borders of this Anemone are not largely and

deservedly grown.—W. J. M., Olonmel.

"White MyOSOtis.—" J. S. W.'' is doubtles;

wrong in regarding the white Myosotis which he

possesses as M. dissitiflora. Probably he has only

the white form of JI. sylvatica, which is common
enough I have grown M. dissitiflora for some

twelve years very largely, and have never got from

it a white seedling ; but the other day I found a

tiny piece sported from a large plant carrying

white flowers, and if I can get seed from that it

may produce a true white race. I do not know
whether the plants recently shown at South

Kensington were seedlings or propagated from

cuttings. The wlrite JI. sylvatica will often throw

out blue flowers, and perhaps a white dissitiflora

will do tlie same. Still,'it may be fixed if grown
remote from blue kinds. It is well known that no

white-flowered Lobelia will produce all white

progeny ; indeed, as a rule, two-thirds come blue.

If the Myosotis were to exhibit the same fault, it

would be very disappointing. Mr. Fish remarked,

the other day, that all the larger forms of dissiti-

flora produced flowers in which the blue tint was
less marked than usual. This is, I think, strictly

true ; but it is possible that 'constant seeding and
saving from the bluest flowers would bring on

large-flowered forms a return of the much prized

colour. None of the so-called large forms have

really larger flowers than is found on well-grown

clumps of the old kind, but the petals are broader

and more symmetrical. I find this feature particu-

larly marked in the selection which I have, and I

think that it will be enduring.—A. D.

Select Dahlias (p. 302).—" Q." wiU find the

following a really good selection of show and
fancy Dahlias, viz. : Alexander Cramond, maroon,
shaded crimson ; Chris. Ridley, glowing crimson

;

John Wyatt, crimson-scarlet ; James Cocker,
large, purple ; Henry Bond, rosy-lilac ; James
Service, dark crimson ; John Neville Keynes,
yellow ; John Standish, bright red ; Mrs. Hen-
shaw, white ; Rosy Morn, clear rose ; Prince

Bismarck, puce, shot with purple ; and Ovid, rich

puce, a superb flower. Fancies : Oracle, deep
yellow, striped with crimson ; Mrs. Saunders,
yellow, tipped mth white, a lovely flower ; Lucy
Fawcett,pale yellow, spotted with crimson ; Fanny
Sturt, red, tipped with white ; Florence Stark,

white, striped with purple ; Henry-Glasscock, buff,

striped with crimson; Gaiety, yellow, striped

with red ; Frederick Smith, deep lilac, striped

with purple ; Monsieur Chauviere, lilac, spotted

with dark crimson ; Peacock, purple maroon,
tipped with white

;
Queen Mab, white, with

scarlet edge ; and Robert Burns, lilac, flaked with
crimson.—A. D.

Miles'a Hybrid Spiral Mignonette.—
I am glad to find that this Mignonette is receiving

the notice it so justly deserves, as unquestionably

it is one of the best, if not the very best, of the

varieties in cultivation, and of great value for

pot culture, sending up, as it does, fine spikes

of flowers, the odour of which is delicious. The
old Reseda odorata, so great a favourite years

ago, is eclipsed not only by Miles's Spiral, but by
Parsons' and R. odorata grandifiora and pyra-

midalis, all of which are larger and stronger and
quite as sweet scented. By sowing any of these

in the open ground at once, thej' will flower and
seed in time for sowing in pots to stand the

winter, and come in early for the embellishment
of greenhouses or conservatories, and for afford-

ing cut bloom. The way to have Mignonette
good for either of these purposes is to well drain

the pots with broken crocks, and scatter among
them a good pinch of soot, which not only keeps
out worms, but stimulates the roots, and causes

the plants to become deep green in colour, main-
taining them healthy and strong. The soil best

adapted for growing fine Mignonette is rich fibry

loam, which should be put into the pots very

firm, and the seed sown thinly on it, and slightly

covered; when up, all weakly plants should be
pulled out, so as to leave the others as regular as

possible, and about five or six in a 7-in. pot. The
most suitable place for Mignonette during sum-
mer and autumn is in an open sunny spot out-

doors ; but, when heavy rains set in, it is neces-

sary to have it under cover of a cold frame,

where the lights can be tilted, so as to aiford it

plenty of air and prevent it from drawing. The
thing to be most particular about is over-watering,

which Mignonette is very impatient of till the

pots are well filled with roots, when it will take

more, and is greatly benefited by frequent appli-

cations of clear liquid manure. Dm'ing winter,

the best situation for it is on shelves near the

glass, where it can have full light, and a degree

of heat ranging anywhere between -10° and 50°.

— S. D.

Purple-flowered Wood Sorrel.-In one
or two notes which have lately appeared in The
Gakden this has been mentioned as a new or

rare variety. It may have been neglected and lost

sight of, but was well known to botanists many
years ago. I thmk I have heai'd of it as long as I

have noticed wild flowers, and when collecting

plants for rockeries two or three years ago I re-

ceived it from a neighboiu-, who did not offer it as

anything new. It increases fast, and I find that

many to whom I have offered it know it well

already. This week I have been staying in

Worcestershire, and came across a book on local

flora, at least twenty years old, which mentioned

a wood in the neighbourhood in which it was to

be found. I went there to look for it, and at once

found it in plenty within a few yards of the

turnpike road. In travelling from Shrewsbury to

Worcester I was sui-prised to obseiTe the abund-

ance of Myosotis sylvatica along the side of the

Severn nearly the whole distance ; most of the

woods were quite blue with it, though it is stated

in Sowerby's " English Botany " that Derbyshire

and Staffordshire are its southern limits in

England.—C. Wollet Dod, Edge Hall, Malpas.
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INDOOR GARDEN.
SOME SPECIES OF FUCHSIA.

Besides the endless number of Fuchsias which

come under the head of florists' flowers there are

many original species that deserve attention ; for

ymUJio:

although possibly not so showy as the florists'

Fuchsias, yet many of them possess both grace
and beauty, and others, such as procumbens and
escorticata, quaint and curious flowers, while large
and showj' blossoms are furnished by such kinds
as corymbiflora and fulgens. Some of them, too,

flower in winter, noteworthy amongst which are
splendens and serratifolia ; some hybrids, too,

lately raised are very valuable in this respect. Of
the kinds of which the annexed are illustrations,

F. corymbiflora is stout and vigorous in growth,
producing great pendulous bunches of long-tubed
scarlet flowers, rendering a well-grown plant of it

a bold and striking object when in blossom, and
scarcely less so when the flowers are succeeded
by large oblong reddish purple berries. Being a
strong grower the most suitable place for this

Fuchsia planted out in a cool house in which
there is plenty of room for it to develop itself ; it

may also be grown as an upright bush secured to

a single stake, or used for covering pillars, roofs,

and similar places. F. fulgens is likewise vigorous
in habit, but more compact than F. corymbiflora,
therefore it may be grown in pots ; but it, never-

Fuchsia fulgens.

theless, flowers much more freely where it has
sufficient top and root room to enable it to attain
a good size. Of this there is a variety called mul-
tiflora pumila that is very compact and free
flowering, and therefore more suitable for pot cul-

ture than the common form. The old F. gracilis is

generally looked upon in the light of a hardy her-

baceous plant, being killed as a rule down to the

roots in winter, and pushing up fresh shoots

again in spring. Huge bushes of it may be
seen out-of-doors in the south and west of Eng-
land, and very beautiful they are, but even where
not hardy, it would be difficult to select a plant to

surpass it for covering the pillars or roofs of con-

servatories. Under such circumstances the blossoms
hang down in the greatest profusion, and as they
continue to be produced during the whole of the

summer, even few Fuchsias approach it as regards

duration of flowering. There is a form of it in

which the leaves are edged with creamy wliite, but
on the whole the ordinary kind is the best ; this

may be seen any time during the summer in the

Xo. 4 greenhouse at Kew. F. microphylla is a
veritable pigmy, but, nevertheless, when grown in

pots in the form of compact little bushes about
18 in. high and thickly studded with miniature

blossoms, it is very pretty for covering pillars.

A nearly allied species (F. thymaefolia) is to be
preferred, as it is of stronger growth, although the

flowers and foliage are as small as in the case of

microphylla.

Other notable kinds are F. Boliviana, a fine

showy plant, nearly allied to F. corymbiflora, and,

like it, very suitable for training under roofs

;

indeed, mention was recently made in The
Garden of the beautiful sight afforded by
this Fuchsia so treated in the gardens at

Chiswick. F. excorticata may be classed as a

curious rather than as an ornamental species.

Its shape is that of a somewhat spreading bush,

and the flowers are in form very much like those

of the betterknown, but more recently-introduced

F. procumbens ; the colour of the tube is green
and purple, and the petals bluish. The flowers

are produced from the old wood, and not on the

young growth, as in the case of most kinds. F.

pendulseflora is in habit free ; indeed, almost
rambling ; its leaves are large with a pinkish mid-
rib, and the bright crimson pendulous flowers

measure S in. or 4 in. in length. For covering a

large space quickly this species is well adapted,

and it flowers freely in most situations. The
trailing habit of F. procumbens renders it very
distinct from all others ; it is most effective when
grown in a suspended pot or basket, from
which the branches hang gracefully down for

some distance. The flowers though small are

interesting, the tube being yellowish, and
the reflexed upper portion bright blue.

Its fruits however, form its most prominent
feature ; they are large, oval, and magenta-crimson
in colour, and remain on the plant during the

whole of the winter. It also succeeds planted out

on rockwork, and if sheltered a little frequently

surrives the winter. F. serratifolia is stout and
tree in habit, and like corymbiflora, better adapted
for planting out than for growing in pots. A great

point in its favour is the fact that it flowers during
the winter months at the same time as F. Domi-
niana. The latter (a hybrid raised between F.

serratifolia and spectabilis) where planted out,

and growing freely, is very attractive. F. specta-

bilis at one time common, is now seldom seen,

although it is really a handsome plant. Like F.

sen-atifolia, it is almost too vigorous for pot culture,

but there are some of the same class latelj- raised,

which have short compact growth, and which
flower freely in a small state. They are, Charles

Darwin, Dr. Gordon, and Edouard Andre. F.

splendens is also a winter bloomer, but very dis-

tinct from any of the others. The leaves are cor-

date ; the tube of the flowers is bright crimson
tipped mth green. This does well either planted

out or in pots, but if in pots it flowers much better

if from the time the cuttings are potted off t'-iey

are kept growing freely, but cool, and then on
the approach of winter introduced into a tempera-
ture rather above that of an ordinary greenhouse.

Thus treated they will continue to flower for a long
time. H. P.

The electric light and vegetation.—
Zes Mondes, in a paper on " The Illumination of

Conservatories by the Electric Light," states that

the naked rays were found to be injurious to the

plants, but the light having passed through glass

globes did not appear to affect them. Nocturnal
illumination is not fatal to plants, but there is no
proof that it is beneficial. Upon the whole, M.
I'Abbe Moigno says, the results obtained at the

Palace of Industry were not favtur..ble.

BEGONIA FUCHSI^OIDES.
When well grown this is one of our best and
most free flowering Begonias both in pots and

1 1 c! sia gracih'.

planted out. It is an excellent plant for cover-

ing trellises or pillars in greenhouses or conser-

vatories. It succeeds in almost any position,

provided it gets a certain amount of sunshine to

ripen tbs young shoots. During the winter
mouths this plant is seldom out of flower ; in

short, it keeps flowering more or less during the

whole year round. Cuttings of it may be
rooted at any time of the year, but early in

spring is the best time for propagating tbis

plant. They may either be placed singly in

small pots, or several together may be put
into larger pots. The soil, which should be
finely sifted, should consist of loam, leaf mould,
and a little peat, adding plenty of sand to keep

the whole porous. After filling the pots with
soil loosely, put in the cuttings, making them
firm, and watering them with a pot furnished

with a fine rose. Place the pots in a house or

pit in which there is a temperature of from 60°

to 65°, and in bottom heat if convenient. Thus

Fncfuria mic-ropJutUa,

treated, the plants wiU root in a few days.

Later in the summer they wiU root in a cold

pit or frame, and make good plants for flower-

ing early the following spring. Pinch o£E the

tops of the young shoots several times during
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their gro-wth to induce them to become hushy.

Cuttings rooted early in small pots should be

potted onvrards as soon as they are ready for a

shift, and in the case of those which have been

rooted several together in one pot, they will re-

quire to be potted separately. When well rooted,

the soil which I find suits them best is a mixture

of equal parts of good turfy and peat, broken

into pieces about the size of Walnuts, some

sifted leaf mould, and plenty of sharp silver

sand to keep the whole compost open. The roots

of this plant are very impatient as regards wet or

sour soil. They will need a shift as often as

they fill their pots with roots, until they are

transferred to those in which they are to bloom.

Good sizes for general purposes are 6-in. and

Si-in. pots.

The flowers of this Begonia withstand the

effect of gas better than those of other plants

which I have used for house decoration. When
well cared for in summer the plants will begin

to bloom early in autumn. Where boxes are

used for plants on trellises they should be made
18 in. deep and 2 ft. wide ; the length must
depend upon the space at disposal. If only

one plant is to be put into each box, 3 ft. will

be a good size, and will be found to be large

enough for a number of years. Holes must
be made in the bottom of the boxes in

order to ensure efficient drainage
;

place

4 in. of crocks or broken bricks in the

bottom, and cover them over with some thin

sods,partly rotten, or piecesof rough peat,which
are equally good. The compost for boxes should

consist of old turf, chopped pieces rather lumpy;
peat also in lumps, and a portion of sifted

leaf-mould. The turf and peat may be used in

equal portions, adding a good quantity of sharp
silver sand. Plants one or two years old should

be planted if at hand, as thej' soon cover the

trellis ; but if not, young plants bought from a

nursery will answer. The tops should be pinched
several times the first year after they are

planted in order to induce them to produce
plenty of strong side shoots. Where borders

can be used they are better than boxes, which
are often objected to, as being unsightly in

a well-kept conservatory.

In making the border it should be 2^ ft. deep
and 2 ft. wide. The bottom should be made
to slope gently to one end, laying a row of drain

pipos the whole length, and carrying them into

a drain or other outlet, bottom with broken
bricks 12 in. deep, and cover them with some
rough material. Then fill up with the same
compost as that used for boxes, only a little

rotten manure may be used and a less quantity
of sand. When well cared for the plants will

soon reach the height of 20 ft. to M ft., and
will be a grand sight when in full flower. I saw
several plants lately about 2.5 ft. high growing
upon pillars, one it the grandest floral sights

anyone could wish to see. Moreover, bushels of

cut flowers can be cut during the season for

house decoration. Wm. CiiniSTisoN.

HYDRA.NGEAS IN CONSERVATORIES.
Two beautifully flowered Hydrangeas having
been sent to us a short time ago by Mr. Charles
Bennett, from Besboi'ough, he was asked to fur-

nish an account of how they were grown for
The Garden—a request with which he has
kindly complied as follows: The common
Hydrangea makes a useful and showj' decorative
plant for the spring months, and one that
possesses the advantage of being, as it were, in-

sict proof— a great recommendation. Cuttings
struck in March or April make handsome plants
in twelve mouths, and are useful in the conser-
vatory or for other indoor work. A good way to
produce satisfactory plants is to take cuttings

during the months named, selecting the sliort

stout growths (with plump centre bud) which
spring from the base of old plants in heat

;
place

each cutting in a 2|-in. pot in a mixture of light

soil in which there is plenty of sand, plunge

them in a propagating house or hot-bed, and as

soon as rooted lift them out of the plunging

material a day or two previous to potting them
into 4-in. or 5-in. pots—those in which they are

to flower. A good compost for them is two parts

loam,one leaf-soil, and a dash of.coarsesand.When
potted keep them close for a few days in an in-

termediate temperature, increasing air given

gradually until May or June, when they may be

set out in full sunshine plunged in ashes. The chief

aim must be to keep them dwarf and sturd}', as on

that, combined with the wood being well ripened,

depends their flowering in a satisfactory man-
ner. The central growth bud should while

growing in suvomer be as plump as one's thumb,
and the leaves stout and leatliery in texture.

While out-of-doors the plants will require an

abundance of water, and when the pots are full

of roots, weak manure water should be given at

every watering in preference to strong doses at

intervals. I am of opinion that the roots of

many plants are ruined by .administering too

strong doses of liquid manure to hard pot-

bound plants. Towards the end of summer the

supply of water may be lessened and the ma-
nure water entirely dispensed with; the growths
being thus encouraged to ripen will cast their

foliage, and the plants will go to rest ; then re-

move them to a cold frame, or, better still, a cool

dry house, such as a vinery at rast, keeping them
rather dry.

If reqviired to be in perfection in March, start

a few of the plants in November ; the pots being-

well washed, place them in an intermediate

temperature close up to the glass ; there they

will make slow, but sure progress, and the

flowers will acquire a beautiful pink colour.

Hei'e alto they will need the same attention as

regards keeping them sturdy and giving them
manure water. Where it is desired to have only

a single stem, the side shoots springing from the

base must be removed, and may be used to in-

crease the stock. Full energy will thus be thrown
into the centre growth. Treated thus, we get

very large heads, and find them most valuable

for boxes and placing in groups in halls, Szc,

but for conservatory work the whole of the

shoots had better be retained, and, provided

they have been judiciously grown and ripened

the previous summer, they will each produce

a head nearly as large as the central one. We
have plants here now treated as above with a

dozen or more heads of bloom on them of a

beautiful pink colour, set off by handsome green

foliage—in short, specimens admired by all who
see them.

Abercorn Nursery.—Amongst the various

hardy plants grown b.v Mr. Munro in the Abercorn
Nursery, near Edinburgh, are the following, viz.:

Arabis blepharophylla superba, a varietj' with
bright purple flowers ; Calceolaria Kellyana,
Cineraria maorophylla, Gentiana ornata and
excisa, the true I'rimula viscosa, a beautiful
little Primula, and quite distinct from P. helvetica

(villosa) ; and P. Lindsayi, with deep purple
flowers, an excellent hybrid, from P. oiliata pur-
purata crossed with an alpine Auricula ; associa-

ted with these were also the old blue Polj'anthus,

perhaps more curious than pretty, but worth grow-
ing ; Callixene polyphylla, with Lily of the Valley-
like flowers (not yet in blossom) ; Parnassia
nubioola, an Indian species ; Euphorbia am3'g-

daloides variegaia, with pretty foliage; Narcissus
cernuus fl.-pl., rarer, but less pretty than the
single form ; and a little white quilled
double Daisy, tipped with rose, a very distinct

variety given to Sir. Munro by tlie late Miss Hope,
after whom he has named it. The Abercorn white

Viola seems to be an excellent bedding kind
already be.ginning to flower ; the blossoms are

very white and of good size and shape. Bulbs of

Pleione Wallichi, P. Hookeri, and P. maculata,

which were sent when dormant by Oriental parcel

post from Parjeeling, arrived i^erfectly fresh, and
are now growing well in an unheated greenhouse

.

Mr. Munro mentioned a curious instance of the

hardiness of Dahlias growing in a neighbouring

garden. Accidentally they had been covered by
about 1 ft. of earth ; the roots are probably now
about 2 ft. deep, and the plants have lived out-of-

doors for about fifteen years, and begin to flower

in July ; but only red Dahlias survived this treat-

ment, some of other colours having died.—C. M.
Owen.

GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCCXXXVII.—CATTLEYAGIGAS.
Anent this plant a successful collector tells me
the following story :

" I was on its track I knew
well, and I stopped that night at a little road-

side posada, and for once in South America I

fell among people who were the reverse of pil-

ferers. At sunrise I was awakened by a sturdy

old rooster, and soon found my way outside the

hut. A few minutes' walk through the little

compound brought me to the forest I had riddeu

so far to explore. I followed a little path evi-

dently used by the residents of the hut, and soon

reached a waterfall tumbling over a mossy rock.

On a little low tree before me I suddenly saw a

sightlshall neverforget—a Cattleya of the most

lovely flesh tints flashing and fluttering in the

early sunlight. The gnarled old dwarf of a tree

was completely covered with plants of all sizes,

and nearly all were in bloom. The plants were

in all positions, firmly held by great thong-like

roots to the rough bark. My flrst resolve was to

go back to the hut and bring assistance to cut

down the tree and secure the plants. AVhat

an act of sacrilege it seemed ! No ; I would go

back to breakfast first. A morning's walk in a

New Granadian forest alive with birds_ and in-

sects, when every twig and leaf is dripping with

dew, is an experience no pen could describe.

Elated by good fortune, and invigorated by the

fresh air,'l madeshortworkof my breakfast. Icou-

gratulated myself on being the only collector who
had everseenthispartofthecountry,when,chanc-

ing to turn my head, I was surprised to see a

straight-limbed European with a troop of native

followers entering the forest. ' Who is that ^
'

said I to my man Pedro. ' Gentleman look for

tree jplant, sir.' Alas, it was too true ; while I

flattered myself that I was the only collector

within a hundred leagues, here was a man had

lived for a whole week on the spot, and, hearing

of my arrival, he (as he afterwards told me)

only waited for the sun to lick up the dew a

little ere he went to fetch in the Cattleyas off

the little tree which I fancied I had discovered

this morning, but which he had really seen and

purchased from a native a week ago. The plant

was Cattleya gigas, and I often wonder under

whose glass roof those identical plants are living

now."

Cattleya gigas was originally discovered by

M. Roezl, and is a native of New Granada,

being, moreover, of comparatively recent intro-

duction. When in bloom it is undoubtedly one

of the finest of all the Cattleyas. It is fortunate

that recent importations have been so plentiful,

that it is now within the reach of all who grow

Orchidaceous plants. It is a plant easy to establish

if tied firmly on a block of Apple, Pear, or

white Thorn, and hung in a warm, airy tempera-

ture where it can be syringed frequently. Roots

soon protrude, and the eyes swell up gradually,

and so produce good, sound growths. Just before

roots .are emitted by the young growths
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themselves the hlocks should be inserted flrnily

into pots, using crocks and charcoal with which
to fill up the pots very nearly to the rim. Then
cover with about 1 in. of peat fibre and living

Sphagnum Moss, torn up into shreds, and settle

it over the surface by a good watering. When
finished, the bases of the young growths should

^e level with the top of the compost, and too

much water should not be given until the young
roots have acquired some degree of growth and
hardiness. Treated in this way, the plant soon

establishes itself. Some growers prefer teak

baskets to pots, the roots fixing themselves like

-thongs in and around the bars of wood of which
they are made. The plane likes a decided season

of rest. A plant here has rested since last Oc-
tober, and has only lately pushed up a stout

flowering growth. It is growing on a block in a

pot, but is suspended near the roof.—F. W.B.
Mr. E. Fowler, of Ashgrove, Pontypool, who

aent us the specimen from which our illusti a-

tion was prepared, thus describes his mode of

treating this species :

—

"We grow this lovely Orchid in a pot placed
on a shelf near the glass, in company with C.

Dowiana, in a span-roofed cool stove, where, in

the growing season, there is a day temperature
of from 70° to 7-5°, and on suuny days 8o",

falling at night to 6-3'^. The only shading used
is a thin scrim canvas roller-blind, just sufficient

to break the sun's rays. Plenty of ventilation is

given on warm days both at top and bottom,
and less on cool, dull days. A moist atmosphere
is maintained by damping the floor and stagins.

In winter we remove it to the Cattleya house,
so as to give it a long rest, returning it to the
stove when it shows signs of growth in spring.
The plant which produced the flowers sent was
.an imported one bought of Messrs. Low in

April, 1880. Its first growth produced two
flowers ; last year it broke double, giving two
flowers on each growth."

NOTES AND READINGS.

Informally tbained gbkenhousb plants.
—At the last Edinburgh show Messrs. Downie
& Laird displayed a collection of free and
naturally grown Azaleas that are said to have
cast the formally trained specimens one has
been accustomed to see at that and other ex-
hibitions into the shade, as had been predicted
would happen when any exhibitor was bold
enough to enter the lists with good informally
trained plants. Messrs. Downie & Laird deserve
thanks for showing the way in this direction.

For once let it be understood tliat formal pyra-
mids, balloons, umbrellas, and other fantastic
shapes are not essential in exhibition specimens,
and cultivators will only be too glad to avail
t hemselves of the privilege of showing plants in
their natural shape, more especially as it is well
known that that shape permits of a healthier
and better development of the plant in every
way. What has for many years been condemned
as bad taste in the garden cannot surely, on any
pretence, show itself on an exhibition table
where one expects to find the best examnles of
everything.

Orchid coiipo.st.s.—It is an open question
whether the kind of compost used for potting
Orchids is a matter of so much importance as
some think. No doubt Orchids must'have some
kind of rooting medium, but what it is they
subsist upon actually nobody seems to know.
T-he success of some growers with certain
popular composts will no doubt be pointed to
as proof of their value, but it is probably true
that more fail than succeed with the same com-
post. It seems to be more a question of the quan-

tity of the compost used and after-management
than any particular virtue in the compost itself.

No cultivator can see those splendid imported
masses—Dendrobiums, for example, with fifty

and sixty magnificent bulbs upon them—that

seem to have subsisted for j'ears upon nothing
more than the air and their own decaying roots,

without asking themselves such questions as

the above. Few, or none, of the fine masses
imported lately had as much mould about
their roots as would have filled a tobacco pipe

—nothing but an interlaced mass of roots that

had been severed from their naked seats on
the bare limbs of the trees. Masses of bulbs
of Deudrobium formosum giganteum of this

description were incomparably fine and strong,

and had flowered most abundantly. It cannot
be right under our dull skies and artificial

conditions to pot such plants in a spongy mass
of peat and Sphagnum, as nine out of every
ten Orchids are potted, resulting in ill-ripened

and barren bulbs, of which one hears so many
complaints. Provided epiphytal Orchids have
a firm seat, it does not seem to matter much
what the rooting medium is like, provided it

is clean, wholesome, and will hold moisture.
A bulb set upon ^ bare board, covered by a thin

coating of Sphagnum Moss, seems as much at

home as anywhere else, and is much better

under command both at the growing and resting

periods. The pot system of Orchid culture re-

ferred to before is convenient, but the pot itself

is not essential ; any other contrivance better

adapted to the purpose would do just as well.

The true Mycsotis dissitiflora.—A seed
grower writes me, " I send you examples of the

true Myosotis dissitiflora, which is a real gem.
Unfortunately, a great deal of the M. dissitiflora

put in circulation is only sylvatica, and it is a

great pity it is so." This, there is good reason to

believe, is true of more popular hardy flowers

than the Myosotis. There are, however, good
and bad varieties of M. sylvatica—like many
plants propagated from seed—some varieties

being both larger and brighter in the flower
than others, and some of a denser habit of

growth and more effective when in flower.

FoRSYTHiAS.—" Walls are not the proper

places for these" (p. 275), but an exception

should be made in the case of F. suspensa,

which is probably more at home on a south
wall than anywhere else. It is a rapid grower,

making long, supple, wand-like shoots o ft. long

in a season, that need support, which they
have on a wall. The finest specimen of the kind

I have ever seen was grown on a wall and
freely trained, covering a great expanse of sur-

face in the space of a very few years, and
flowering profusely from top to bottom, coming
in almost before anything else in the way of

early flowering shrubs, and lasting weeks in

perfection. Some years ago it was highly re-

commended to us by Mr. Parker, but it is not

grown so often as it should be. It beats the

Jasmine completely.

Hardy, but not outdoor plants.—In a

garden in the midlands where the fine old

Dielytra spectabilis has been grown in the open
borders for ten years, it has not once brought
its flowers to perfection, owing either to late

frosts or cutting winds. Its tender flowers and
foliage cannot stand either. It is one of those

subjects for Mr. Burbidge's " cool houses

"

that he wrote of once. In such quarters it forms

a magnificent object during March and April,

growing tall, stately, and graceful—worth a

house to itself, but outside it is a sorry spectacle.

Spiraea japonica does very little better outside.

and is probably never seen out-of-doors in a
form that one would recognise it to be the same
as the beautiful forced plant of that name, with
its snow-white plumes and feathery foliage.

Their roots will stand our coldest winters with
impunity, but our springs are too cold and
biting for the flowers. The best thing that can
be done with both is to grow plenty of roots

outdoors and force the plants under glass'; they
need no other preparation, as both are floriferous

enough in the coldest localities. Tliere are not a
few other subjects of the open border to which
the same remarks apply.

Grass lawns.—IIow much the pleasure of
some gardens is lost at this season of the year
through ill-kept lawns. The Grass should look
its freshest and best in spring, provided the
lawn mower is not allowed to rust in idleness,

which happens more frequently than is desir-

able at the busy season from want of labour. In
a large garden not long since—an example of not
a few, 1 am afraid—we saw a spacious lawn in

front of the mansion, and surrounded by orna-
mental plantations in that condition so vexa-
tious to the gardener's heart—uncut, rough, and
littered over by the broken twigs and sticks of

trees and full of wormcasts. " No time to cut it,

and do not see any prospect of getting at it till

.lune," was the gardener's lament. A great mis-
take is this neglect of the Grass, entailing so

mijch scythe work and after-clearing before

the lawn mower can get to work. It is the least

economical plan too, and a sure way of in-

creasing the Daisies and other noxious weeds

—

for a Daisy is a weed on a lawn, and thrives better

there than anywhere else, once it gets a footing.

The w.ay to keep the sward clear of weeds is to

start the mowing machine in time and keep
them froai seeding. The scythe work should be
abolisUed as far as possible. It has no business

to be wliere the lawn mower can get to work.
Probably nine lawns in ten are formed of the

turf of the locality, and on the red sandstone
and limestone formations the turf is often of

very uniform quality and clean, but on other

soils it is as a rule coarse and never makes
a good sward. By seed is the only way of ac-

complishing this, and wherever this plan can
be adopted it is the preferable one—always
provided that the seed is good and the ground
well prepared. The advantage of a good bot-

tom, deep and rich, is seen in winter and
spring more than at any other season, for the

Grass under such circumstances is always
thickest and greenest. Poverty is the common
cause of bad lawns, and the best soil will be-

come exhausted in time under the lawn mower
unless the cuttings are left on the ground, an
excellent plan and no way objectionable when
the lawn is cut as often as should be. Without
this dressing periodical manuring is absolutely

necessary.

Extemporised wild gardens.—I see that

at one of the fashionable watering-places in the

south a furzy down has been converted into a
" wild garden " in name and reality, and is de-

scribed as a most pleasant haunt for visitors. It

is one of the advantages of wild gardening that it

does not entail much planning and making ; at least

there are wide limits to the scope of the operator in

thatdirection. There arenumbei'sof parks, andeven
gardens, public and private, where a little wild

gardening might be attempted with great

advantage and at little cost. At one rising

watering - place on the west coast a private

speculator in the horticultural line first

planted a vinery to grow Grapes, and on second

thought leased a considerable extent of the

sand-hills that form such a bold feature of the

coast, which he turned into a little paradise to
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attract visitors to eat his fruit, all the garden-

inn- effects having been produced by the simple

and cheap process of planting thesand-hills with

suitable subjects. By-and-by the designing of

parks and gardens will not tax the landscape

gardener so much as the planting of them with

suitable hardy trees and flowers. There is no

fault to be found with the design in many
instances, but the poverty of the furnishings

cannot fail to strike the most casual observer.

Single r. double Tulips.—According to our

thinking, single Tulips quite surpass double ones

for all outdoor purposes. They are earlier, bold

their heads up better than the double ones,

which become top-heavy and haggard looking,

and stand the weather better. The ideal Tulip of

the florist is an open cup, concerning the shape

of which there has been a century of discussion

;

but the single Tulip is oftener seen with its

petals folded in the shape of a cone or a bud,

in which state it is one of the handsomest of

border flowers, and a perfect gem on the Grass,

for which purpose we should recommend no
other kind to be employed.

Pebeghine.

PROPAGATING.
Fine-foliaged Begonias.—Wherever shoots

can be spared for cuttings they root without diffi-

culty, but if it is desired to propagate them exten-

sively, or the stock is limited, they may be easily

increased by means of leaves, and for this purpose
mature leaves are best, as if too succulent they
are apt to decay. After separating them from the

plant lay them on tlie bench and cut them up into

several pieces. In cutting them up commence at

tlie leaf-stalk and continue outwards to the edge,

taking care to have a prominent vein in each
wedge-shaped piece. The parts of the leaf thus
divided sliould then be inserted in well-drained
pots of sandy soil after the manner of cuttings,

that is to say, in a perpendicular position, and
with about 1 in. of the base or pointed end buried
in the soil. Then water and place them in a close

case, shaded during sunshine, when after a time
buds will be formed on various parts of the cut
edges, and tliese in their turn will produce young
plants, which, owing to the moisture in the case,

will push fortli roots even when not in contact
with the soil. When strong enough thej' sliould be
taken off and potted singly. Anotlier method
about equally good is laying the leaf on a pan of
sandy soil, or, better still, on Cocoa-nut iibre, in

the case, pegging it down in three or four places,

so that the whole of the underside may rest in

the soil or fibre as the case may be. After this is

done, take a knife and divide the principal ribs

at intervals of about 1 in., when from the di

vided parts young plants will be produced and
root at once into the soil.

Begonia Rex and its varieties are easily
propagated in this way, but the many fine hybrids
between Rex and B. discolor, of which A. Carri^re
and Edouard Andre may be cited as examples,
produce buds but sparingly. Having, however, the
branching habit of B. discolor, shoot cuttings may
be easily secured, and theseroot readily. If leaves are
kept too moist they are liable to decay ; therefore
it will be necessary to give air at times ; indeed, I

liave seen good results from some that were never
[jlaced in the propagating case at all. They
were treated as follows : In a stove set aside for
I'alms, plunged in a bed of Cocoa-nut fibre, there
was plenty of space between the pots ; the leaves
.nccordingly were placed thereon, and but little

attention p.aid to them. They were well shaded by
the overhanging Palms and damped two or three
times a day when the place was syringed; yet
withal they struck beautifully, thus affording an-
other instance of an often recurring fact that at
t imes cuttings with which the least pains are taken
the most successful.

"Winter-flowering Begonias.—The pre-

sent is also a good time for striking shrubby winter

flowering kinds, such as fuchsiajoides, hj'brida,

floribunda, foliosa, &c. For this purpose choose

young shoots, put tiiem in sandy soil, give a good
watering and Iceep them close, when they will soon

root if not overwatered. The first watering should

be a thoroughly good one, to settle everj'thing in

its place, but afterwai'ds beware of keeping them
too wet. Where tuberous kmds have been pushed
on in a little heat, cuttings may be secured, which
will root under tlie treatment usually given to

soft-wooded plants, viz., cut them off just above
a joint, so as to leave an eye to break from, and
put them in up to the base of the leaf, keeping
them, of course, close till rooted.—H. P.

Double Primulas kept somewhat close for

the last fortnight will now be in good condition

for cutting up where that method of increasing

them is carried out, and it certainly possesses one
great advantage over layering, inasmuch as every
shoot can be made into a separate cutting, thereby
admitting of a more rapid, increase than layering,

although where but few inconveniences exist the

latter method will be tlie safest. In cutting up
the plants turn tliem out of their pots and shake
the soil carefully from the roots; then with a sharp
knife divide them into as many pieces as there are

crowns, and wherever possible leave some of the

roots attached to them. If care be taken, a great

many rooted pieces will be thus obtained, which
should be separated from the ordinary cuttings.

All decaying matter must be carefully removed
before putting in the cuttings, as the closer atmo-
sphere will induce it to spread. For soil use two
parts leaf-mould, one of loam, and one of sand,

all well incorporated together, and pots as small

as possible; 2-in. ones are the most convenient.

They should be clean and well drained. Insert the

cuttings up to the bottom 'leaves, but on no ac-

count bury any of the leaf-stalks ; if the buried
portion of the stem is not sufficient to support
the head, it should be tied to a small stick; indeed,

for the sake of safety, it is better to secure the

whole of them in that way. Each pot must then
be separately watered, but do not wet tlie

lea^'es or crown more than is necessary, and
after the superabundant moisture has drained
away set them in a close case in a temperature
ratlier warmer tlian that ofan ordinary greenliouse.
The lights must be taken oif for a time every morn-
ing, and, unless the foliage shows signs of flagging,

may, if the house is somewhat close, be left off

during dull weather, but when the sun shines they
must be put on and shading applied. Damping, if

it occurs, is often arrested by giving plenty of air to

the cases during the night when the atmosphere of

the house is sufficiently close. All the rooted pieces

should be potted in the same soil, and treated
much as the others, except that it is not necessary
to keep them so close, and as soon as they start

they must be hardened off. Before layering, give

the plants a good cleaning, then earth up the

stem as far as possible with fibrous loam to which
a liberal amount of sand has been added. The soil

may be kept in its place by means of a few pegs,

and a slight incision in the stem will be of service

in inducing the formation of roots.—T.

Propagating sho-w Pelargoniums.—

I

find there is no better time in the whole year for

propagating what are called show Pelargoniums
than tlie month of Itfay. The young growth at

this season is in the best possible condition for

emitting roots. The side shoots should now be
taken off and made into cuttings ; three joints

will be ample for eacli cutting. The pots for their

reception should be 1 in. in diameter, and a few
crocks should be placed in the bottom of each for

drainage ; any light soil in which there is a fair

proportion of sand will serve for a compost. When
putting in the cuttings press the soil firmly about
them ; then they should be gently watered. A hot-

bed is the best place in which to strike them

;

they should have a temperature of from 70° to 80°,

.and should be shaded from bright sunshine until

rooted. They also strike freely in a propagating
frame if not kept too dark and too damp ; I mean
such frames as are inside another structure. I

have omitted to sa}- that three cuttings may be
placed in a 4-in. pot, but where there is plenty of
room I should prefer to put them singly in 3-in.

pots. When rooted they must be shifted on or
potted off as the case may be, but it is not advis-

able in doing this to use very large pots ; at no
time, indeed, do Pelargoniums like being over-

potted. After they are potted off a warm close

pit or frame is the best place for them for a few
weeks—in fact, until they have grown sufficiently

to require topping ; when that is done they may
be taken to a light, airj' pit or greenhouse stage,

and as soon as they have made side shoots 1 in.

long they should be shifted into larger pots and
topping the shoots must be continued. In this

way fair-sized specimens may be obtained for

flowering next year.—J. C. C.

Caladiums, of which cuttings were taken a
month or more ago, will now in many cases

have thrown up shoots from the buds which were
then dormant, and if required for purposes of in-

crease, they should be taken oS and treated as
before. If the old corm is covered up with soil and
replaced in heat, it will soon break out again.—P.

Rubus rosEefolius fl.-pl.—This beautiful

flowering Bramble, especially if it has been
kept lat'-ier warm during the winter for the sake
of its blossoms, will now be starting freely into
growth and pushing up from the base Easpberry-
like shoots, which strike readily if taken off at a
length of 8 in. or 4 in. while still young and soft

and inserted singly in small pots. They must be
kept close, but beware of too much heat, or it

will be imjiossible to keep the foliage free from
red spidei, while on the other hand a little heat
is necessary, or instead of rooting they will damp
oflt.—T.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
DWAEF CONIFERS FOE POTS.

A GREAT many Conifers are suitable for pot cul-
ture, especially the dwarf forms, and the uses to
whicli they may be put are endless ; they are, as
it were, always in season, fresh and cheerful look-

ing, and constituting a reserve to fall back on
whenever required. In window boxes, balconies,

or corridors their hardiness enables them to suc-

ceed whore more tender subjects would perish,

and that they are often selected for such purpose
is sliown by the numbers brought into Covent
Garden Mai'ket during autumn and winter. Most
of tliem are, however, i-oughly lifted from the
open ground and placed in pots without any care,

and therefore they soon become unhealthy and
often die. The better way is to confine them en-
tirely to pots in which, owing to the slow rate at

which they increase in size, they may be kept for

a long time without requiring increased root room.
In potting, use good loam, and pot firmly. As they
will be principally required during winter, in sum-
mer they should be plunged up to the rim of the

pot in the oijen ground, but not deeper, as in that

case it would be difficult to ascertain their condi-
tion as regards moisture. When phmging,
place a handful of ashes at the bottom of the-

hole to keep out worms. Amongst Pinuses
there are several miniature forms, but they
are not well adapted for pot culture ; of the
genus Abies, ericoidcs, pygmrea, clanbrasiliana,

and gregoriana, all dwarf varieties of the Norway
Spruce (A. exoelsa), do well. It is, however, prin-

cipally among the Cupressinea3 that kinds suitable

for pot culture occur. Thuja occidentalis Elwan-
geriana, and Hoveyi are well adapted for that pur-

pose. They are two dwarf forms of American
origin. To these maybe added T. Verveeneana. It

can, however, scarcely be called dwarf, being of

medium habit of growth, but it is invaluable on
account of the golden and brown tints of its

foliage. T. plicata dumosa or nana, a little dense
globularbush resembling a pigmy form of theAmeri-
can Arbor-ritse (T. occidentalis), makes a good pot

plant as does also Biota orientalisaurea, the golden
Arbor-vitse, of which the form known as semper-

aurescens retains, as its name supplies, its golden
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hue the whole of the season. The dwarf bnglit

o-reen Zuccariniana is also worth attention for the

sake of variety. Several dwarf forms of Cupressus

Lawsoniana are likewise suitable for pot culture,

the deep green Lawsoniana nana ha-ving a glaucous

counterpart in nana glauca, while a light ashen

green colour is afforded by C. nutkaensis compacta,

a globular growing bush. Of the Junipers, escelsa

stricta, from its upright form and greyish

colour, is very distinct ; and of the others,

Sabina, chinensis aurea, and japonica are all

suitable. The Retiuosporas as a class suc-

ceed better than any other Conifers under pot

culture, and fiurnish plenty of vai'iety both as re-

gards form and colom-. As an example of the

various tints to be found amongst them, mention

may be made of the brownish pm-ple winter hue

of R. ericoides, of the extremely glaucous look of

R. squarrosa, the light gi-een colour of R. obtusa,

compacta, nana, and pj-gmsea, and the bluish grey

aspect of the fastigiate R. leptoclada. R. pisifera

-am-ea and alba, and the same varieties of R. plu-

Bloia orientalis av.rm.

mosa are also very bright and effective when the

young growth is first formed, but as it attains

maturity it becomes greener. The golden R.

tetragona am'ea is distinct from any of the others

and very pretty. This list might be largely ex-

tended, but sufficient have been named to show
the great variety that exists among this class of

plants to choose from ; still, the Thujopsis must
not be omitted, especially the dwarf form of T.

dolobrata (Isetesirens), and the distinct bronzy
Cryptomeria clegans nana, both of which succeed
well in pots. Alpha.

Berberis Darwini.—This Berberis is show-
ing itself in fine form this year, bushes of it

everywhere being all aglow with blossoms. It is

so accommodating in habit that it may be grown
almost anywhere ; if wanted for a house or build-

ing it may be trained to a wall and made to cover

a large space, or it may be grown as a bush in the

foreground of shrubs, or on rockwork or banks,
positions in which the gracefully drooping
branches are shown off to the greatest advantage.
Not only is this Berberis an object of great be.iuty

when in flower, but it is exceedingly ornamental
afterwards when it becomes full of berries, the

rich blue-black of which makes them very con-
spicuous. The leaves, too, are of a very pretty

green, bright and polished looking, and the plant
altogether has a cheerful aspect. Being difficult

to transplant, as most Barberries are, it would be
well if nurserymen kept it in pots, as then it could
be had at any time with a certainty that when
planted it would grow. The season in which I

have always been most successful in moving ever-

green Barberries is April, or immediately they have

done flowering, the point being to catch them
before they begin to form their young shoots,

which, if made first, are so tender and soft that

they flag and become injured thereby. Being

early this year, I moved some large plants before

they bloomed, and though they have not opened

their flowers freely, they are all doing well. In

planting at any time the soil should be thoroughly

washed in about the roots by using plenty of

water during the filling in, and when this is com-

plete it is important that the soil be mulched to

prevent any cracking of the earth and to keep in

the moisture.— S. D.

The Blue Gum Tree out of doors.—
This is the first winter I have been able to grow

this Eucalyptus out of doors ; even young tender

plants of it used in last year's bedding are fresh

and growing rapidly, and if we get a succession

of favourable winters, so that the stems may get

hard, we may yet see this Eucalyptus attain

goodly proportions in the milder parts of the

kingdom. Whatever the virtues ascribed to this

purifier of the atmosphere may be, its peculiar

grey tint renders it well worth a place in gardens

where a great variety of foliage is appreciated.

Anyone wishing to give it a trial should now get

a few seedling plants of it if they have not taken

the precaution to sow seed. They should be

planted out in good soil at the end of May ; or,

better still, if they have a large old plant in a pot,

get it gradually inured to the open air, and plant

it out in a position sheltered from cold winds, but

open to full sunshine. Do not give it very rich

soil, as the object is to get short-jointed, well-

ripened wood. The young plants require excep-

tional precautions as regards staking and tying if

it is desirable to get them up to a maximum
height, but for flower garden decoration they are

more serviceable out down in autumn, and the

old stump protected by means of a covering of

Bracken or littei% the roots being made safe with

dry ashes. Thus treated, they make excellent

centres for large groups, after the manner of

Canuas and other fine-foliaged plants now used

with such good effect in the flower garden.—

J

Ghoom.

GARDENING WITH COVERED SOIL.

Some interesting experiments have been made in

one of the public gardens in France in what may
be termed excessive mulching—that is, covering

the soil with some material to prevent evaporation.

Ordinary mulching with straw, chips, small stones,

and other materials is often used to keep down
weeds and preserve moisture, and is largely prac-

tised in Strawberry culture. In England tiles

were at one time employed for Strawberry beds
;

but they did not answer well, inasmuch as they

afforded a comfortable home for vermin. They
were in pairs, with a semicircular piece cut from
one side of each ; when put together they sur-

rounded the plant completely, the bed being thus

closely paved with the exception of circular

openings for the plants. We had heard of some
experiments in this country with boards similarly

arranged. Many years ago we passed a few hours

at Key West, Fla., and noticed that the most
flourishing of the small flower gardens were won-
derfully clean. An examination showed tliat the

whole surface of the gardens or front yards was
covered with a layer of mortar or cement of some
kind, perhaps 3 in. thick, leaving, of course,

sufficient openings around each bush, cfcc. Here
were Roses and other flowering shrubs in great

perfection under a tropical sun, while the

surface covering was swept as clean as a floor.

The French experiments were made with market
garden crops—Carrots, Cabbages, Lettuces, &c.

Among the articles used to cover the soil was
sheet zinc of two kinds, mentioned as white and
black ; in most cases a largely increased product
was obtained from the covered as compared with

the uncovered soil, in some instances more than
double. In seeking a cheaper covering material

than zinc, boards were tried with fair success, but

the cheapest of all, it is thought, will be parch-

ment paper. Many are doubtless aware that when
unsized paper is dipped for a few seconds in oil

of vitriol of the proper strength, and then soaked
in water to remove the acid, the paper is changed
in appearance and texture ; it becomes tough,

water-proof, and greatly resembles parchment.
Old newspapers thus " parchmentised '' will,there-

fore, probably prove to be the cheapest material

with which to cover the soil. The advantages
of covering are: 1st—greater rapidity of growth.
2—Lessening of the enormous cost of watering.
3—Avoidance of hard work in weeding, and flnallj'

double the crops from uncovered soil. While we
do not expect gardeners to at once cover their

soil witli parchment paper, this matter may offer

some useful suggestions.

—

American Agricv'ttiirist.

NOTES FROM HEATHERBANK.
No matter at what season of the year we visit

Mr. G. F. Wilson's two gardens at Weybridge
Heath—the one on the hill, the other in the
valley—we invariably find much to interest us,

so rich are they in hardy plants of all descrip-

tions, and particularly those of a herbaceous
character. These seem to make the gardens in

question their home, and need but little attention,

for if they fail on the hiU they are generally at

home in the valley. Both gardens just now are

highly attractive, the chief feature being

The Lilies.—Three, massive clumps of L.
tigrinum in the upper garden have come up un-
usually strong, thus indicating that last season

was a favourable one for the growth and ripen-

ing of the bulbs. The other hardier Lilies, such
as L. auratum, monodelphum, the Martagon,
Californian, and European types, are likewise

breaking strongly, and do not appear to have
suffered from the violent winds which have
lately dealt out such havoc in the case of other

things. We have never seen the occupants of

Mr. Wilson's Lily houses wearing such a uni-

formly healthy appearance as now, particularly

the speciosums, the collection of which, con-
sisting mainly of huge specimens in pots,

occupies the principal part of a spacious house.

These have thick stems some 4 ft. to o ft. high,

clothed with healthy ample foliage, which must
evidently precede a grand array of bloom later

in the summer. Mr. WUson is no doubt quite

right in giving L. speciosum and its varieties the

protection of an unheated glass house, for do
what one may, this class of Lily can never
attain real perfection in the open, at least near
London and in corresponding climates. Another
Lily that is afforded the kindly shelter of a
glass house is L. longiflorum, which is to all

appearances chankful for it. As might be ex-

pected, the Lily houses are crowded with LQies
of all descriptions that have not reached the

adult stage, both those from seeds and those

from bulb scales, two methods of propagation

carried out largely by Mr. Wilson. .Vs soon as

the young plants are capable of taking care of

themselves they are transferred to the wild gar-

den, some few miles away at Wisley, there to

take their chance with crowds of hardy exotics

that are undergoing naturalisation in the shady
wood and on the sunny hillside. The only Lily

in flower just now is the charming little L. tenui-

folium, a kind with brilliant vermilion turban-

shaped blossoms, borne on elegant stems 1 ft.

or more high. Everyone who likes Lilies should

possess this beautiful harbinger of the Lily

season, and fortunately it is not one of the

drfficult-to-manage class.

Haedy flowers, as we before remarked, are

everywhere to be seen thickly carpeting the

ground, so thickly indeed that there is but little

chance for weeds to exist, a plan which should

be oftener followed than it is, for when properly

carried out it constitutes one of the greatest

charms of a garden—very different from the

ordinary stamp of mixed border. The main thing
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required is a sufficient kaowledge of the plants,

so as to place them at the outset where they

may he able to hold their own. la some parts ol

the garden liere they are allowed to havepvetNy

much their own way, a capital plan, for through-

out the year these parts are never without bloom.

Now there are colonies of Forget-me-nots (par-

ticularly of Myosotis dissitiflora), Columbines,

Wallflowers, Narcissi, spreading masses of

Lithospermum prostratum, Areuaria grandiflora

(a beautiful plant with large white blossoms),

Candytufts, Violets, hundreds of seedling Prim-
roses and Polyanthuses in large beds, associated

with the lovely hues of the border or alpine

Auriculas, which form a special attraction. The
Virginian Cowslip (Pulmonaria virginica) attains

will only dwell on those of exceptional interest.

These include the following :

—

OuBlsiA cocciNEA, a pretty little Chilianplaat

with brilliant scirlet flowers, but seldom seen on
an ordinary roclfvvorli. It requires either to be
grown in a pot so as to become pot-bound, or

planted hard aga'nst the foot of a wall, so that

its roots may creep along the face of it. When
in flower i" is one of the most distinct as well

as one of the prettiest of hardy plants.

IIyacinthus amethystinus is one of the
best hardy bulbous plants that we know of.

Though somewhat resembling the common Wood
Hyacinth, it is more elegant, and the tiny bell-

lilce blossoms are of the brightest azurean blue.

A fine plant of it here forms a strikingly pretty

flowering Larkspurs, its early flowering is a great
gain.

Saxipraga peltata.—The huge specimen
of tliis, which in summer bears foliage rivalling

that of the Rhubarbs, is just now attractive,

owing to the numerous spikes of blossom which
it is bearing. These are from li ft. to 2 ft.

high, as thick as a man's thumb, and terminated
i)y a broad flat cluster of pinkish flowers,

which appear before the leaves are produced.
Daphne CNEonrM.—We often hear com-

plaints of this exquisite little shrub being a
rather miffy subject to deal with, but here is a
fine bush of it growing on the rockwork taking-

its chance with other things, and now covered
with its pretty rosy-pink sweet-scented blooms.

' Borncan plant—Leea amaliUs. (One qtiaytrr natural size)

true development in semi-.shady spots in rich,

moist, peaty soil, and so does the large white

Wood Lily ^Trillium grandiflorum), than which
we have rarely seen finer specimens. It also

luxuriates best in a partially shaded spot, not in

heavy shade, but such as that afforded by a thin

row of tall Hazels. Besides the common Colum-
bine (Aquilegia vulgaris) the pretty A. canaden-
sis, with its scarlet drooping blossoms is also

prominent, and a singular fact is that one of the

plants of this species, a very large one, has oc-

cupied the same place for some years, and has
not been supplanted by its stronger growing
relative, A. vulgaris, from out of a thicket of

which it raises its graceful growth. Hardy
plants in flower here being so numerous, we

object that cannot fail to attract anyone. There
is a white variety of it, though rare, in culti-

vation.

Delphinium tbicornb.—The more weseeof
this new dwarf perennial Larkspur, the more
are we inclined to consider it one of the most
valuable additions to hardy plants that have been
made of late years. Never have we seen it so fine

as in Mr. AVilson's garden, where it is growing
on low rockwork, having been planted some two
or three years since. At the present time it has

flower-spikes 1 ft. or more high, each carrying a

dense cluster of blossoms of a rich deep violet-

purple colour. It is apparentl}^ a plant of simple

culture, and quite hardy. Tliough it cannot be
compared with the stately growth of the later

It is, as is often said, a plant that should be in

every ga;den.

Among other plants that struck us as being

exceptionally fine were Corydalis nobilis, which
grows admirably here in the valley garden

;

Xerophyllum asphodeloides,which will,we think,

be finer than it has hitherto been here ; Mertensia

paniculata,not so fine as virginica, but still a good
plant ; Saxifraga Wallacei, one of the best of all

the mossy Saxifrages ; also S. muscoides pur-

purea, an exquisite little gem, and an indis-

pensable plant in the rock garden ; Tiarella cor-

difolia, an elegant plant with white feathery

flower-spLkes,admirable for cutting; and Primula
japonica, of which some grand specimens are

already in bloom.
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LEEA. AMABILIS.

This forms a most valuable addition to garden

plants and one as regards foliage unsurpassed in

beauty by any other we know of. Its leaves, as

will be seen, are compound, each leaf consisting

of from four to six sharply pointed, opposite

leaflets and a terminal one ; they are fully 6 in.

long and from 1^ in. to 2 in. broad, with pro-

minent midribs and numerous oblique symme-
trical veins branching from them. When first

expanded, the leaflets are bright crimson tinged

with a rich shade of brown and marked with a

pale rose band along the midrib ; when mature
they are of a deep bronzy green shaded with

brown, relieved by a broad silvery white central

band. The novelty of the colouration of this

plant and its striking aspect cannot fail to

recommend it to cultivators of ornamental stove

plants, to whom it may perhaps be appropriately

described as resembling a shrubby Cissus discolor.

It has been exhibited this year for the first time,

and has invariably been awarded first-class

certificates wherever it has been shown. It is one
of the new plants offered for the first time by
Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, who intro-

duced it from Northern Borneo through their

collector, Sir. Curtis.

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

Gf. J., SURREY.

A LARGE table bouquet is of full-sized shoots of

Solomon's Seal and Dielytra spectabilis, with pink
herbaceous Pjeonies ; another of tall white FlO'

rentine Iris, rising from the handsome leaves of

"Veratrum, with bold groups of double Poet's Daf-
fodil cut their full length of about 22 in. A large jai
of palest green pottery holds Moutan Pasonies,

pale and deep pink ; and a wide brass bowl is full

of Lilacs. A sunny wall gives a bunch of the
large, loose, coppery flowers of Fortune's Yellow
Eose and of Safrano, which are arranged with the
abundant young red-coloured foliage of the latter,

A broad blue china bowl is brilliant with orange,
yellow, and white—Alpine Wallflower, Cheiran-
thus Marshall!, Welsh Poppy, and double Saxi
frage (S. granulata). A large bunch of Lily of
the Valley, with plenty of leaves, is held in an
antique engraved glass. Clematis montana is

thickly grouped in a shallow bowl with red-tinted
young foliage of Berberis. A low white china
bowl of basket pattern holds pink China Koses
and an early pale yellow Honeysuckle ; a bunch
of Weigela rosea is also in white china. There are
still gatherings from the greenhouse of Rubus
rosffifolius, a most useful plant that has been con-
tinuously in flower since Christmas, The dinner-
table is dressed with Azalea mollis, deep orange
and rosy salmon-coloured, in baskets of cream-
coloured Leeds ware. A state dress of ivory white
satin and lace is harmoniously completed by bou-
quets of the lovely rosy pink Daphne Cneorum;
the ornaments being of pearl and diamond.

FLORAL DECORATIONS.
J. HITDSON, GUNNEESBTJET HOUSE.

Lily oE the Valley can now be had in abund-
ance. Large handfuls of it may often be seen
bunched up together and placed in a vase with
but a small proportion of foliage. A better way
in which to arrange these lovely flowers is to first

place a goodly amount of their own foliage in any
vase sufficiently deep to avoid shortening the

spikes, which should then be inserted one at a
time till sufficient have been arranged to allow
each individual spike to show itself off to the best

advantage, and somewhat after the manner in

which they are seen growing. I have found a few
growths of Myosotis dissitiflora to harmonise ex-

ceedingly well with them, being likewise very
durable where the receptacle holds a fair amount

of water. For a somewhat bold arrangement, and
one adapted for a sideboard or entrance hall,

select the graceful arching spikes of Solomon's

Seal ; a vase with a black or dark ground would
suit well for these. Sprays of Laburnum are very

pretty used along with Wistaria sinensis. The
former also looks well associated with the foliage

of the purple Beech. Trusses of the yellow Ghent
Azaleas are now very useful ; we employ them in

many ways. In specimen glasses with a few pieces

of Forget-me-not mixed witli them they are most
attractive. A leaf or two from the young growths
of Berberis Aquitolium with its fine bronzy colour

is a valuable addition. Violas and Pansies can be
turned to good use by way of variety in the

arrangements. These look well in a flat dish with

Moss to keep them fresh ; a few pieces of cither

ground Ivy or of any other creeper may be inter-

spersed amongst them. Rhodantho,pink and white,

can now be had, and the)' make excellent subjects

for cornucopias of centre-pieces for the dinner-

table when used in conjunction with any of the

ornamental Grasses either wild or cultivated. For
the bases of centre-pieces just now the bold showj'

flowers of the Clematis, both white.'pale'^blue, and
lavender, and also deeper shades, are all excellent

adjuncts wliere variety in arrangement is indis-

pensable. These flowers may also be recommended
for their durability. Tea-scented Roses are at all

times appreciated for their lively tints ; when
arranged by themselves, I think they displaytheir

beauty to the best advantage. When carelessly

grouped together in a trumpet vase (using their

own foliage), nothing looks better. Pieces of

Clerodendrou Baltouri in flower have a pretty

effect when used in conjunction witli a few spikes

of Begonia nitida odorata. A straj' blossom of

Datura Knighti (the double form) we recently cut

and placed in the entrance hall, where its perfume
was not found to be too powerful, as might have
been the case if placed in a close room.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKPIELD.

Ferula (Giant Fennel).—For planting by the

side of water and in other moist positions there

are few hardy herbaceous perennials equal to the

Giant Fennels ; certainly none excel them in ele-

gance of foliage and habit of growth. The varie-

ties communis and gigantea are those most gene-
rally cultivated, and indeed they are the only
kinds worthy of a place in ornamental gardening.

They are of the easiest culture ; the seeds sliould

be sown in February in heat, and as soon as ger-

mination has taken place the young plants should

be grown on in an intermediate house and planted
out in permanent positions in May. The soil

should be a stiff, deep loam, and if not naturally

moist, abundance of water should be given during
the summer time. The first season the plants will

not grow more than 3 ft. or 4 ft. in height, but in

the course of a year or two they will reach 8 ft.

or even 10 ft. We have a large bed of the variety

gigantea and Bocconia cordata, another hardy her-

baceous perennial, planted alternately, and the

effect is all that can be desired, the tall flower-

spikes of the Bocconia being shown off to the best

advantage by the giant Fern-like foliage of the

Ferula.

Roses, climbers, and annuals.—Roses

being so forward, owing to the mild winter, the

wind storm of the 29th ult. terribly injured the

tender foliage and shoots, an injury which it is to

be feared will render the plants an easy prey to

the attacks of fly and mildew. It will, therefore,

be advisable to keep a strict out-look for the ap-

pearance of both of these pests in order that

remedial measures may be at once taken. To destrojr

fly, there is nothing better than clear water, ap-

plied with force through a syringe or garden
engine ; for mildew use soap-suds, and whilst the

plants are still wet dust them over with sulphur.

Should leaf-rolling maggots be troublesome, the

only sure cure is to pick them off and burn the

leaves in which they are ensconced. Keep all that

have been recently planted thickly mulched, and in

dry weather water freely. Brier stocks' should be

kept clear of all shoots except those that are to be
budded, and root suckers should be destroyed as

soon as perceived. The foregoing remarks are

equally applicable to Roses on walls and veran-

dahs, with this addition, that where there are pro-

jecting eaves that prevent rain reaching or washing
the plants, artificial watering will be more fre-

quently requisite. Clematises and other climbers

now need weekly attention as to direction of

growth and training ; sticks or strings should be
placed to such annual climbers as Canary Creepers,

Nasturtiums, Convolvuluses, Scarlet Runners, and
Sweet Peas before there is any danger of the

growth getting matted together. Seeds of all these

may still be sown, and also of the quickest grow-
ing dwarf annuals, such as Virginian Stocks,

Candytufts, Clarkias,Limnanthes, and Nemophilas,
and finish planting out Asters, Stocks, Phlox
Drummondi, Zinnias, Indian Pinks, Frencli and
African Marigolds, ornamental Grasses, and Ever-

lastings,

General 'work.—At the present time there

is no lack of this, and good generalship as to the
direction of work is necessary if the varied opera-

tions are to be done at the right time ; with this

object, let each day's work be arranged the pre-

ceding evening, and be done in the day, even
though the usual hours of work be exceeded, for

only by such persistency can we hope to keep
pace with the daily increasing labours of this

season of the year. Just now bedding out is the
principal operation—work that whilst it lasts too

often monopolises the entire labour of a garden,

but for which there is no occasion if an early be-

ginning be made, say early in May, and the

hardy kinds be planted first, finishing up the ten-

der sorts early in June. In this way time may
intermittently be spared for hoeing and weeding
shrub'oeries, picking off dead flowers and seed

vessels from Rhododendrons and Azaleas, tying up
perennials, clipping verges, weeding walks, mow-
ing, and any other jobs that tend to the perfec-

tion of neatness.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINES, SOUTHGATB.

Pentas.—Free-flowering, quick-growingplants

like this well deserve cultivation. P. carnea

strikes freely in the usual way in warmth if kept
moist, close, and shaded. If cuttings are put in

now they will make good flowering plants by the

end of the summer. Old examples well cut back
now, if given moderate pot room, will push up a
quantity of shoots that will flower in a short time,

as every shoot produces bloom. It succeeds in

any kind of tolerably good soil that is not too

heavy.

Panicum variegatum.—Wherever there

is a stove or intermediate house, a good stock of

this prettily variegated drooping plant should be
grown ; it looks well in hanging pots or baskets,

and is never seen to better advantage than when
forming an edging, so as to hang down in front

of the side stages. A sufficient quantity of cut-

tings should be put in from time to time, as old

plants get too large for some purposes.

Reidia glaucescens and G-revillea ro-
busta.— These are two of the most elegant of

all plants for table decoration or similar uses.

The Reidia is somewhat tender, and on that ac-

count best adapted for summer use ; it strikes

freely from cuttings, provided they are taken off

with a heel when about 3 in. or i in. in length.

They are best obtained by cutting off the heads

of such old plants as have got bare atbottom ;
thus

treated, they will quickly push out young growths

if kept in a warm house ; as the shoots get large

enough to strike and are taken off, the old stems

will go on breaking out afresh, thus affording a

considerable stock before the end of the season.

The Gre^dlleas, of which the variety just men-
tioned is the best for use in this way, will strike

from cuttings procured and treated like those of

the last named plant, but they are nevertheless best

grown from seed, as in that way they make more
elegant plants in a comparatively short time
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Their leaves are not so persistent as those of some
things ; on the contrary, they fall off at the bottom
and leave the base of the plants bare ; on this ac-

count the stock shovikl be kept up by successional

sowings. Seeds put in now will soon germinate,

and if well supplied with warmth and moisture

will grow apace.

Daturas.—Old plants of these cultivated in

pots and wintered out of the reach of frost will

have now broken into growth. If tliey are in want
of more root-room they must be shifted at once
into larger pots or tubs, giving them good, rich

loam. AVhere there is a large conservatoiy to keep
furnished, several of these sho^vj' plants may with
advantage be grown so as to give a succession of

bloom, which can easily be obtained by starting

them at intervals. Those that commenced growth
and which were potted earlier will now have got
hold of the new soil, and should have plenty of

air and light to prevent the shoots from becoming
drawn, a condition in wliich they do not flower
fi'eely.

Mignonette.—In large greenhouses and con-
servatories large examples of this plant are often
preferable to small ones, and in order to have
them of the required size and with the requisite

amount of healthy foliage, they will require pro-
portionate pot room, but with this plant I have
not found it well to give too large shifts. It is

better to move them frequently. Mignonette
likes fairly rich soil, keeping the plants stopped
as they require it ; a good place in a light house
or pit and plenty of air to insure stout leaves that
will maintain a healthy condition are indispens-
able. Plants with indifferent foliage are unsightly
however full of flower they may be. A little more
seed may be sown now, and if well attended to
the produce will yet attain a useful size. The
new white variety is very beautiful ; the
flowers are individually very large and so double
that it produces little, if any seed ; it has there-
fore to be propagated by cuttings. For pot cul-

ture, however, this is no serious obstacle, and the
plant has such a tine appearance that it deserves
all the attention needful to insure success.

FRUIT.
W. COLEMAN, EASTNOR CASTLE.

Orchard nouses.—The weather at the pre-
sent time is highly favourable to the colouring
and ripening of Peaches and Nectarines in the
early forced houses, and under the judicious use
of water and liberal ventilation the flavour also
should be good. When the fruit begins to soften
for ripening, syringing may be discontinued and
the supply of water to the roots considerably re-

duced, but at no time must watering be discon-
tinued, as a flagging state of the trees will soon
destroy the sprightly flavour if it does not lead to
the premature ripening and dropping of the fruit.

As safeguards, trees which have rooted into beds
or borders should not be disturbed, as feeders of
this kind always send up a steady supply

; and
the pots after being well watered should be heavily
mulched to keep in moisture. When the time
arrives for gathering the fruit, remove every Peach
before it is ripe enough to fall from the, tree, place
them in shallow boxes well bedded with soft, dry
Moss, and convey them to a dry, airy fruit room
for use when in condition.

In the late or general house fruit of all kinds is

now swelling away ft-eely, and good syringing
twice a day will be indispensable. Always use
soft water if it can be obtained, and see that
every part of the tree is well bathed, otherwise
aphis and spider will soon attack the Peaches,
Plums, and Cherries. Pay daily attention to
pinching and thinning where strong upright
growths are robbing the lower parts of the trees.
Give an abundance of water to the roots, and add
stimulants where feeding is considered necessary.
As the fruit gets more advanced and the stoning
process begins to draw upon the trees, frequent
additions of the richest material to the mulching
and constant feeding with warm, diluted liquid
may be indulged in without fear of forcing a gross

habit, as is sometimes the case when this treat-

ment follows immediately after the flowering
period. Thin out the fruit of Peaches, Nectarines,
Pears, and Cherries where too thickly set, always
bearing in mind that light crops of fine fruit give
the greatest amount of satisfaction to producer
and consumer, and pay best when sent into the
market. If Strawberries still occupy the shelves,

an effort should be made to keep them quite clear

of the trees, and in a position favourable to
copious feeding and good sjTinging without fear
of injury to the permanent occupants of the
house.

Figs.—When all the fruit has been gathered
off the early pot trees, the foliage must be regu-
larly and copiously syringed to ensure the de-
struction of any red spider wliichmay have gained
a footing. Old mulching may be removed, as far
as practicable, without disturbing thesurface roots,
and a fi-esh supply of rich manure may take its

]ilace, to be washed in at future waterings. With
the exception of the daily ventilation, which will
be more liberal, the treatment of bringing on the
second crop will be precisely the same as that
recommended for the first. As there is now little

danger of fairly well-managed trees casting their
fruit, a liberal hand must be directed to the thin-
ning of the second crop, otherwise the Figs will be
small, and they will ripen in a glut instead of
giving asuccessionof full-sized fruitupto theendof
the season. Trees permanently planted in succession
houses will now take an abundance of water
through the syringe, and good feeding with
generous liquid will be imperative. Go over the
trees once a Aveek and thin out all superfluous
growths. Keep all leaders neatly tied in, and
guard against shutting out solar heat and light
by allowing the foliage to become crowded. Many
people make a rule of pinching the point out of
every shoot to induce a fruitful habit ; but this

end can be much easier attained by annual lifting

and replanting at the fall of the leaf by thinning
out all shoots which liave reached the extremity
of the trellis at the winter pruning, and by laying
in at full length the young growths of the current
year. When treated in this way prolific kinds be-
come perpetual bearers, as they are constantly
growing and producing a young Fig at the base of
every leaf.

Hardy fruit.—With the exception of Peaches
and Nectarines, which are unusually clean and
good, fruit trees of all kinds are terribly infested
•nith grub—no uncommon occurrence after a mild
and comparatively frostless winter. In many dis-

tricts these troublesome pests have been swept
away by devastating storms, but where thej'" have
escaped, timely and continuous hand picking, sup-
plemented by frequent washings with the engine,
must be followed up until they are brought into
subjection. By this time the disbudding of Peaches
and Apricots will have been brought to a close,

and heeling in and the stop23ing of gross shoots
will require attention. It is a common mistake to
suppose that trees trained upon the full extension
principle are very liable to rush into a too robust
habit of growth, but such is not the case, at least

in my experience, and it rarely happens that we
find a single watery shoot in a tree which requires
pinching to maintain the proper balance of the
sap. If the broad copings have not been re-

moved, frequent syringing will be necessary
and highly beneficial to the fruit and foliage, and
copious waterings on well-drained borders will be
found a powerful aid in keeping the trees clean
and healthy. Pears on south and west walls, also

the most forward pyramids, will now be suffi-

ciently advanced in growth to require attention
to stopping and thinning. In years gone by it was
the practice to allow a free and unrestricted
growth of breastwood until the middle of July,
but now we find the continuous pinching of the
strongest shoots invigoi'ates the weak ones and
leads to the formation of blossom-bearing spurs,

whereas the Julj' pruning produces a violent check
at a time when the half-swelled fruit is in the
greatest need of encouragement. The early thin-
ning of the fruit on Pear trees should not be
entered upon rashly, as many promising fruits

fall off after the inexperienced have set them
down as safe

;
but heavily cropped trees may be

relieved by the removal of all badly formed and in-
ferior fruits, which cannot grow into value if

allowed to remain.

SOCIETIES.
BOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.

May 17.

One of the finest early summer shows which this
society has ever had Jtook place on Wednesday
last. The capacious tent, with its picturesquely
undulating banks and mounds, teemed with floral

productions of the highest excellence, the only
fault, if fault it be, being that the arrangement
has settled into a somewhat stereotyped affair,

which, to habitual visitors, is monotonous, and
which would be obviated by a little variation now
and then in tlie permanent design. Every part
of the tent wore a bright appearance. In the
central portion were large and beautiful grouj^s

of miscellaneous plants from the Holloway and
Forest Hill Nurseries, including numerous new
and interesting objects. These took up one side,

the other being occupied by a superb group of
Roses, both in pots and in a cut state, from the
Waltham Cross Nursery, while from Coombe
Wood Messrs. Veitch contributed a large and
most effective group of the elegant Japanese
Maples, the delicate tones of which (the deep
reds and varied shades of green) had a charming
appearance in contrast with the brilliant coloured
Rhododendrons and Azaleas, which formed a mar-
gin to the grovip. Around the tent inside, the
mounds were clothed with huge stove and green-
house plants and Azaleas, each group being toned
down by an alternating group of fine-foUaged
plants. The competitive classes were, as usual,
well represented, and throughout the exhibits
were of exceptional excellence,

Clematises were magnificent, and formed one of
the principal features in the show. Of these there
were two collections, one from Messrs. Jackman,
Woking, the other from Mr. R. Smith, Worcester.
The Woking collection was extremely fine,

consisting of about two dozen plants, all superbly
flowered, trained on balloon-shaped trellises, and
measuring some i ft. or 5 ft. high. The varieties
were principally of the lanuginosa and florida types,
the most prominent being Alba magna, a grand
variety, with pure white flowers over 9 in. across
and of good substance ; Blue Gem, pale blue, very
fine ; Duke of Norfolk, deep mauve ; Purpurea
elegans, an extremely fine deep blue kind : Lady
Caroline Neville, pale mauve, of which there was a
huge specimen shown ; Henryi, creamy white

;

Excelsior, deep mauve ; Mad. Van Houtte, white
suffused with blue ; Princess of Wales, bluish
mauve, very pretty

; Robert Hanbury, bluish lilac;

Sensation, pale mauve ; and William Kennett, a
deep lavender and with the petals beautifully
crested. These are all of the lanuginosa type, and
represent some of the finest yet raised. Among
the double or florida type were Countess of Love-
lace, bluish mauve : Duchess of Edinburgh,
pure white ; and Lucie Lemoine, white—three
charming varieties. Mrs. George Jackman, one
of the patens type, was also beautifully shown

;

the large satiny white flowers, borne in pro-
fusion, rendering the plant very conspicuous.
The collection from Worcester, numbering two
or three dozen plants, though much smaller
than those from Woking, made, nevertheless, a
fine display, the most noteworthy varieties among
them being Lawsoniana, with very large, deep
ni.auve flowers ; Grand Duchess, lanuginosa Can-
dida, Verschaffelti, Marie Letebvre, Lord Neville,

and hybrida perfecta, a new variety with flowers

of a delicate lavender shade, produced very freely

even on small plants.

Roses formed a grand feature, especially nine
plants from the Cheshunt Nurseries, which were
marvels of high-class culture, being all of large

dimensions and superbly flowered ; rarely, indeed,

have Roses been shown so finely. A specimen of
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Charles Lawson, some 6 ft. or 7 ft. across, was an
exhibition in itself, Ss were also plants of Anna
AlexiefE and Madame de St. Joseph ; the smaller

specimens consisted of Cheshunt Hybrid, Dr.

Auolry, Beauty of Waltham, Marquise de Castel-

lane, Perfection de Monplaisir, Madame Victor

Verdier, and Victor Verdier, all of which were
uniformly fine. This was the only noteworthy
collection in the class for nine plants, but a very
remarkable collection of twenty plants in S-in.

pots was shown by Mr. Turner, of Slough, all of

which, though mere pigmies compared with the

monsters from Cheshunt, were models of skilful

culture, being superbly flowered and furnished
with such healthy, ^^gorous foliage. A plant of

Madame Lambard, nith its beautifully formed
flowers of a peculiar reddish tinge, was admired
by everybody, as were also Madame de St. Joseph
and other Tea varieties. The collection was tho-

roughly representative of a selection of the finest

Koses. A similar collection from the Cheshunt
Nursery was likewise a prominent feature in the
show.

Oeohids.—The mound set apart for these beau-
tiful plants was well filled, though individually
the plants were not so fine as at previous summer
exhibitions, one or two celebrated collections be-

ing unrepresented. There were four collections of

twelve plants, all excellent in quality. The first.

from a new exhibitor, Mr. Coningsby, gardener to

Mr. Dorman, Sydenham, was exceptionally fine

It consisted of Odontoglossum vexillarium, a huge
mass of six plants in a bushel pot, and a fine

dark and uniformly-coloured variety. This potful
was an exhibition itself, being fully i ft, through
and a very healthy mass. Dendrobium Falconeri
on a Tree Fern stem showed this superb
Orchid off to perfection, the gracefully pendent
stems being laden with large and highly coloured
flowers. A mass of plants of Cattleya Mendelli
made a fine display, one bulb bearing four very
large flowers representing a remarkably fine va-
riety, and a small plant of the white Cattleya
Skinneri bore five flowers. The others in the col-

lection were Oncidium conoolor (a fine mass),
Masdevallia Harryana, M. Veitchi, Odontoglossum
citrosmum, 0. Alexandrfe, several plants all of
good form ; 0. Halli leucoglossum, and Cypripe-
dium barbatum giganteum. The next best dozen,
from Loxford Hall, consisted of bona fide speci-

men plants, i.e., not "bedded out." The most
prominent plants were Cypripedium villosum
and Dendrobium nobile, large and fine, and
smaller examples of Cattleya Mossiie, Dendro-
bium Wardianum, Cj'pripedium caudatum, Ca-
lanthe veratrifolia, and three small, but superbly
flowered, plants of Odontoglossum Eoezli and its

white variety. The third collection, from Mr. Cobb,
contained Vanda Denisoniana, with two spikes

;

V. cceiulesoens Boxalli, a potful of plants bearing
five spikes, large masses fastened to a block
of Oncidium conoolor, Saccolabium ampuUaceum,
a mass of about a dozen plants of Odontoglossum
vexillarium, and a good Oncidium Marshallianum.
The fourth collection, from Mrs. Torr's garden, in-

cluded an excellent Saccolabium retusum with
five spikes, two of which were fully expanded ;

Masdevallia ignea, with about thirty flowers ; On-
cidium ampliatum majus, and Cypripedium Stonei.
In the nurserymen's class for twelve plants, Mr.
James, of the Castle Nursery, Lower Norwood,
showed the finest dozen, which included fine
masses of Cypripedium niveum, Oncidium con-
color, Cattleya Mendelli (one variety of which
was exceptionally fine), Masdevallia Veitchi and
Lindeni, Odontoglossum citrosmum, 0. crispum,
Oncidium Marshall!, Cypripedium barbatum (a
grand mass), Dendrobium Paxtoni, and D.
nobile. The other collection, from the Kingston
Nursery, had also some well flowered specimens,
especially of Saccolabium ampullaceum and re-

tusum.

Stove and gekenhousb plants were of
uniformly high quality, especially those shown
by amateurs. One of the finest collections of
ten plants that it is possible to see now-a-days
came from Mr. Greswolde "Williams, Henwick
Grange, Worcester, whose gardener, Mr. Tudgey,

is certainly to the fore in the culture of this class.

The collection included huge specimens of Azalea
magnifica, a superb white kind, and Criterion,

delicate pink ; equally large plants of Erica
Cavendishi, grandly flowered ; E. ventricosa
magnifica and the variety coccinea minor ; also

well-fiowered plants of Clerodendron Balfouri,

Franciscea confertiflora, Pimelea decussata, Draco-
phyllum gracile, and an admirable specimen of the
Flamingo Flower (Anthurium Scherzerianum)
Other collection of ton plants from amateurs
included one from Mr. Spode's gardener, Mr
Chapman, whose Hedaroma tulipifera, Erica
Cavendishi, Acrophyllum venosum, and Ixora
coccinea were marvels of cultural skill, bein

large and densely fiowered. Hedaroma tulipifera,

Aphelexis maorantha, Bougainvillea glabra were
the most noteworthy plants in the third collection

shown by Mr. Eann. The best six for amateurs
came from Hawkesyard Park, Rugeley, amon:
which were grand examples of Erica Cavendishi,

Anthurium Scherzerianum, and well-flowered plants
of Aphelexis grandiflora and Ixora Dickiana. A
plant of the new Anthurium Andreanum with
four fine spathes was shown by Mr. Tudgey in the

next best collection ; also a moderate sized plant of

Ward's variety of A. Scherzerianum with a dozen
large spathes. This collection, which also included
6rica Cavendishi ventricosa magnifica, Aphelexis
macrantha purpurea, Clerodendron Balfouri, all

very fine, was scarcely, if at all, inferior to that

placed first, and certainly contained more novelty.

In the third collection, from Garbrand Hall, were
huge plants of Azalea Iveryaua, Bougain-villea

glabra, Hedaroma tulipifera, Clerodendron Bal-

fouri, and Anthurium Scherzerianum. The nur-

serymen showed stove and greenhouse plants
well, especially Mr. .1, Cypher, of Cheltenham,
who was first with twelve and second with six

plants. In the former he had some grand Azaleas,

Magnificent and Holfordiana being the best.

Erica Cavendishi, Aphelexis macrantha purpurea.

Ward's variety of Anthurium Scherzerianum,
Dracophyllum gracile, Stephanotis floribunda, all

of high quality, were also included in this dozen
of fine plants. Among the half-dozen were excel-

lent specimens of Erica depressa (the finest in the
show), Eoi de Doubles Azalea (a very fine plant),

and Anthurium Scherzerianum, likewise fine.

The best in the second collection of twelve plants
from the Kingston Nursery were Ehododendron
Dalhousianum, Pimelea mirabilis, and Epacris
Eclipse ; the others were of average quality. In the

collection of six plants from the Norbury Nursery,
Streatham, were grand examples of Erica Caven-
dishi, Statice profusa, Anthurium Scherzerianum
(with about forty spathes), Hedaroma tulipifera,

Ixora Prince of Orange, and the semi-double
Azalea Souvenir du Prince Albert. Anthurium
Scherzerianum was likewise shown from the same
nm'sery in the collection of twelve plants from
nurserymen. The Heaths and Gloxinias called for

no special comment.

FiNB-rOLlAGE PLANTS, including Ferns, were
represented by some excellent examples of high
cultivation, particularly the exhibits from
amateurs. In the class of six plants, Mr. Eunn
brought from Handcross Park his huge specimens,
which far surpassed any others. They consisted

of Latania borbonica, Areca sapida, Cycas revo-

luta, a monster Croton interruptum, Avell coloured,

a rathersmaller plant of C Andreanum, and a fresh
and large plant of Gleichenia Mendelli. In the
next best six was a grand plant of Croton Andre-
anum from Mr. Tudgey, who had also fine

examples of those two very elegant Palms, Cocos
Weddelliana and Geonoma gracilis. Of the three
hardy Palms, Chamajrops humilis, Fortunei, and
excelsa, fine healthy plants were shown in the
third collection, which came from Lady Gold-
smid's garden, Eegent's Park ; and another collec-

tion, shown by Mr. Butler, was also creditable,

especially considering that they were' grown
in almost the heart of London. Amongst
nurserymen, the competition in fine-foliaged

plants was not strong, there being but
three exhibitors. The best six, from Mr. Cypher,
included a fine example of Croton magnificum

and C. Sunset, a handsome variety not often
seen ; Palms and Cycads, and a fine plant of
Gleichenia Mendelli. In the next collection, from
the Castle Nursery, Lower Norwood, was a grand
plant of Stevensouia grandifolia, Macrozamia
Denisoni, Pandanus Veitchi, Anthurium crystalli-

num, and Alocasia. macrorliiza variegata ; indeed,
this collection was but little inferior to the
other. Mes.srs. Hooper showed the other collection,

which likewise represented some large and ex-
cellent specimens. The Ferns were neither numer-
ous nor very remarlcable. Only one collection was
shown in the nurserymen's class, viz., that from
Mr. James, who had small, but healthy, fresh-
looking plants. Three collections of six plants
from amateurs were shown, the best by Mr.
Douglas, from Loxford Hall, who had grand
plants of Adiantum concinnum lastum and A.
cuueatum, Dicksonia antarctica and fibrosa, and
Gleichenia Speluucai. In the other collections
Adiantum farleyense and DavalliaMooreanawere
conspicuous, and another exhibitor showed a re-

markable half dozen plants of Adiantum cunea-
tum, all about a yard through, and perfect speci-
mens in every way.

Azaleas formed a brilliant feature, and, as
usual, were of huge dimensions and densely fur-

nished with flowers. The best six from amateurs
came from Mrs. Torr's garden, and were superb
examples, perfect cones of bloom some 5 ft. high.

The varieties were Iveryana, white ; Criterion,

salmon-pink ; Model, deep rose ; Mad. Vcrvaene,
rose-pink ; Reine des Pays Bas, pink and white

;

Concinna, reddish purple ; all excellent sorts. The
next best, from Lady Goldsmid's garden. Regent's
Park, were fine, especially plants of Duke of
Devonshire, Stanleyana, and Punctata, which
were in every way excellent. A strikingly fine

group of six plants in 12-in. pots was shown by
Mr. Eatty. Amongst these Stella, Due de Nassau,
Criterion, and Juliana stood out prominently.
The same exhibitor also showed a fine group of a
dozen plants in the open class. Mr. Turner, of
Slough, had a grand collection in 12-in. pots

;

among these the finest were Mons. Cuvellier,

Stella, Eoi Leopold, Ferdinand Kegeljan, Due de
Nassau, Duchesse de Nassau, Mdlle. Marie
Van Houtte, Eeine des Fleurs, and Etandard de
Flandres, all of which rank amongst the cream of
Indian Azaleas. The}' were remarkable for their

large size and the fine quality of the flowers,

especially having regard to the comparatively
small size of the pots in which they were growing.

Pelabgoniums were not so fine as they usually
are at the first summer shows. Mr. Turner, who
generally shows well, had to give place to Mr.
Cypher, who brought from Cheltenham half a
dozen large plants, chiefly of the decorative or
market type, such as Duchess of Edinburgh, Miss
Bradshaw, Triomphe de St. Mande, Kingston
Beauty, Mdme. Thibaut, Eob Eoy, Edward
Perkins, which, though fine in their way, do not
possess the refined appearance as the true show
varieties, which were wont to be shown so finely

from Slough. Mr. Turner's collection, though
small, was superior in many respects to that

which was j^laced first, being neater and brighter
in colour. The amateurs' class likewise was not
particularly good, Mr. Little's gardener (Mr.
Wiggins) being, as usual, to the fore with a fine

collection of six plants, including Snowflake, Miss
Till, a very bright and pleasing variety ; Sultana,

Digby Grand, Miss Bradshavr, and Duchess of
Bedford. There were but few remarkable plants in

the other two collections.

Haedt plants were not numerous, but better

shown than usual. There was a class for twelve
plants, but only six kinds were to be shown, a
singular restriction productive of monotony. More-
over, many exhibitors do not possess two creditable

plants of six kinds, and are thus debarred from
showing. In the best collection from Loxford Hall
were some fine plants of Saxifraga Wallace!,
Myosotis rupicola, and Phlox setacea, Armeria
cephalotus, Saxifraga rotundifolia, and Veronica
entianoides. Two other collections were shown

—

one from Messrs. Hooper, the other from Messrs.

Carter. In the collection from the former over
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couple of plants of the charming little Eritrichium

nanum, one of the most alpine of plants, also of

Arenaria balearica, Armeria alpina coccinea. Gen-

tiana verna was shown beautifully by IMessrs.

Carter, who likewise showed a large collection of

hardy plants, numbering some 1 oU plants, thereby

indicating that the new awakening to the beauties

ef alpine and hardy perennial plants is stimu-

lating nurserymen to extend their culture. This

collection included many a bright little plant, for

the most part well grown, though some, such as

the Trollius, were very poor. If tire regulations in

the schedule of the society were re-adjusted and
made favourable for exhibitors, we feel sure that

alpine and hardy plants would form an interesting

if not a showy part of these grand summer ex-

hibitions.

l\IisCELLANEOUS EXHIBITS included an exten-

sive display of Tansies fxom Mr. Hooper, of Bath,

who grows these beautiful flowers to perfection,

and exhibits them in London finer than anyone.
The collection consisted of some hundreds of

blooms and were altogether superb. Another ex-

hibitor from Bath (Mr. Meddicks) also had a large

show of Pansies, and a fine exhibition of the old

florist's type of Tulip, so seldom shown now-a-
days in the south, though very beautiful. An ex-

tensive show of cut blooms of Pyrethrums, both
single and double, from Messrs. Kelway, were
greatly admired for the rich colours and elegance.

From the same nursery also came a fine group of

Tree Pisonies in variety, which were also much
admired.

New plakts.—The following new plants were
shown besides thoseawarded certificates mentioned
below : From Messrs. Veitch—Acer septemlobum,
elegans, purpurea, ampelopsifolium, linearilobium,

atropurpureum, cratjegifolium. From Mr. B. S.

Williams—Cattleya Mossife Eothschildiana, Odon-
toglossum angustatum. Calamus clensus, Dief-

fenbachia majestica, Kentia costata, 8agenia
irregulare. Asparagus plumosus nanus, raoemosus,
Leea amabilis, Miltonia spectabile, roseum, and
radians. Begonia Diadema, Acer polymorphum
versicolor, Massangea musiaca, Odontoglossum
cuspidatum xanthoglossum, Anguloa Dodgsoni,
Anthurium Dicker. Messrs. Paul & Sou, Ches-
hunt — Ulmus Dampieri VVredei. Mr. B. S.

Williams—Amarj'llis Edith, Azalea Miss Buist.

Messrs. Laing & Co. — Caladium ornatum,
cardinale, Luddemanni, Souvenir de Mdme. Ber-

nard, Begonia Marchioness of Bute, Pelargonium
Mrs. Miller. From Messrs. Carter & Co.—Iberis

Tenoreana, Antennaria tomentosa, Candida, and
Mimulus Euby. From Mr. Richard Smith—Clematis
Princess Beatrice. From Mr. T. Wiggins—Pelar-

gonium Fire King, Decorative, and Goliath. From
Messrs. Wm. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross— Eoses
Miss Helen Paul, Tatiana Oneguine. Mdme.
Jules Grevj', Ernest Prince, Ulrich Brunner,
Mdme. Marie Garnier. From Mr. Meddicks, Bath

—

Pansy James Cadby, Countess of Derby, Lord
Granville, Princess of Wales. From Mr. Hooper,
Bath—Pansy A. J. Way, Miss Franklyn, Lady
Woodhouse, Lady Eosebery, Paragon, Zulu King,
Mrs. Siddons. P"rom Mr. Odell, Gould's Green,
Hillingdon— Pink Empress. From Mr. Eason,
Gloxinia Mrs. B. Noakes.

Botanical ceetificates of merit were
awarded to

—

PELLiEA DONIANA.—A handsome Fern, with
fronds from 6 in. to 12 in. long, erect, simply
pinnate, and of thick texture. It will probably
prove to be a valuable warm greenhouse plant. Mr.
B. S. Williams.

Pbatia angulata.—A neat little New Zealand
alpine plant, much resembling a white flowered
form of Lobelia Erinus, except that it is dwarfer
and more prostrate. The plant shown, measuring
about 1 ft. across, was a mass of white bloom. It

is perfectly hardy, and an excellent rock garden
plant. Messrs. Veitch.

Pbscatoeea Klabochoeum.—A handsome
Orchid, having large blossoms of waxy texture,
pure white with sepals tipped with violet-purple,

as is also the singularly formed labellum. Mr. B.

S. Williams,

Teichopilia Backhousiana.—An Orchid
similar in growth and flower to T. suavis, but the

blossoms are of firmer substance and pure white.

It is a handsome plant, and very distinct. Mr.
Dorman, Sydenham.

ACEE JAPONICUM AUEEUM.—A variety of

Japanese Maple having broad palmate leaves of

a uniform pale golden hue which is said to be
constant; it contrasts prettily with thegreen kinds.

Messrs. Veitch.

Croton Baeon Scheodee.—A handsome and
distinct variety, having oblong leaves of a bright
golden yellow broadly edged with a rich deep
green, and with a crimson midrib, an effective

plant, and a good addition to the already long list

of Crotons. Mr. B. S. Williams.
Adiantum DOLABEIFOEME.-Similar to A. lunu-

latum, but said to be evergreen. It is certainly
an elegant Maiden-hair, having long, gracefuUj',
pendent fronds and crescent-shaped pinnas. A
valuable acquisition to greenhouse Ferns. Mr. B.

S. William.?.

Acer poltmoephum vars. decompositum,
lineaeilobum, and eibesifolium, three hand-
some varieties of this extremely variable Japanese
Maple. The first has decplj- cut foliage, the next
leaflets very narrow, while ribesifolium has leaves
much resembling those of some of the species of
Eibes. All from Messrs. Veitch.
Kentia costata.—An elegant Palm with long

gracefully arching pinnate leaves, which make it

highly ornamental. Mr. B. S. Williams.
CoEYLDS Avbllana AUEBa.—A variety of the

common Hazel, having leaves of a bright golden
yellow hue ; being very distinct, it will form a fine

contrast to the purple-leaved variety. Messrs.
Paul & Son, Cheshunt.
Agapanthusumbellatusauebus.—A variety

of African Lily, in which the leaves are marked
longitudinally with stripes of yellow. Mr. B. S.

Williams.
Acee CEAT.a!;GiroLiu-M Vbitchi.—A Japanese

Maple, which differs from the type in having
larger and more entire leaves of a pleasing green
hue. Messrs. Veitch.

Pbscatoeea LBiiMANNi.---The same species as
that exhibited at South Kensington at the last

meeting, and there certificated. It is a very hand-
some Orchid. M. Vavaert, Ghent, Belgium.
Phalangium blegantissimum.—a plant re-

embling some species of Anthericum, having long,
narrow, refiexed foliage, handsomely striped with
yellow and green. A fine addition to greenhouse
plants. Mr. B. S. Williams.
Scolopendeium Kelwayi dbnsum.—The sin-

gular variety shown last week at South Kensing-
ton. Its growth is dwarf and tufted, like curled-
leaved Parsley, and altogether it is a distinct and
interesting hardy Fern. Messrs. Kelway & Son.

Flobicultueal ceetificates were awarded
to—
Caladium albo-lutbxtm.—A large-growing

variety, having leaves of a pale greenish yellow,
distinct from any other we know. Also to C. Ibis
Eose, a pretty variety with foliage beautifully
coloured and marked. Both from Messrs. Laing &
Co.

Eeseda odoeata peolifera alba.—a very
fine Mignonette, having large, dense spikes of
white flowers, distinct from any other kind. Shown
by the raiser, Mr. Balchin, Hassock's Gate, and
also by Mr. B. S. Williams.
Calceolaria Cloth op Gold.— An ex-

tremely fine variety with huge trusses of flowers,
the pouches of which measure fi'om 2 in. to 3 in.

across, and clear golden yellow. The habit of
growth is good and the plant very floriferous. Mr.
Eapley, Bedford Hill House, Balham.
EosB QuBEN op Queens.—a beautiful Hybrid

Perpetual, having flowers of large size, full, and
of a pleasing rose-pink colour. It will probably
prove to be a first-rate variety both for the gar-
den and the exhibition table. Messrs. Wm. Paul,
Waltham Cross.

Begonia Wm. Bealby. — A double-flowered
variety, having large and very full blossoms of a
rich cherry-crimson colour. B. Aethue G. Soames
and Maequis of Bute, extremely fine single-

flowered tuberous varieties, both with large
flowers almost circular in form and firm in tex-

ture ; the former is a very deep sanguineous crim-
son, the other brighter in tint. All from Messrs.
Laing & Co., Forest Hill.

Pansies Geneeal Gaefield and Eclipse.—
Two fine sorts, the former a bedding variety with
large handsome flowers of an intensely rich deep
l^urple, and verj- free in growth and flower ; the
other a show variety with very large blossoms of
a peculiar reddish-brown colour. Both from Mr.
H. Hooper, Bath.

A full list of awards will be found in our adver-
tising columns.

THE ASPAEAGUS COMPETITION.
All entries for this should be made to Mr. A. F.
Barron, Eoyal Horticultural Gardens, South
Kensington, not later than May 19. Exhibits re-

ceived up to 8 o'clock on the morning of Tuesday,
May 23.

The following are the prizes offered for the com-
petition of the present year, which will take place
in the Eoyal Horticultural Gardens at South
Kensington on Tuesday, May 23 :

—

Prizes for gardeners in private places,
amateurs, and others not growers
FOR market.

For the best hundle of Asjmragtis grown by tlie

exhibitor : 1st prize, £i ; 2nd, £2 10s.; 3rd, .£1 10s.;

4th, ^1 . The bundle of Asparagus is to consist of
eighty heads. Prizes will not be given where, in
the opinion of the judges, there is no merit. The
Asparagus must be free of earth, and the bundles
will be opened by the judges in all cases where
they think it well to do so. No imperfect or
" double " heads will count.

I'or the best iifty heads grown by the exhibitor,

£2 lOs.; second prize, £1 lOs,; third prize, 15s.

For the best tnenty-iive heads grown by the
exhibitor, £\ 10s.; 2nd, £1 ; 3rd, 10s.

Peizes for market growers. — For the
inarhet grower wlw shall exhibit the best three

bundles, grown by the exhibitor, each containing
one hundred heads, £o 5s. This prize is offered by
Sir Henry Thompson. Second prize, .£3 3s., offered

by iSamuel Spalding, Esq.

On Air. Miller's retiremeut lately from the management
of the gardens at Clumber, a few of his friends and well-

wishers met at Worksop and presented him with a purse

of gold as a maik of their esteem and respect for him. He
has been for some twenty years in that neighbourhood,

and all regret his leaving it, but it is hoped he may soon

meet with something to suit him.

Names of plants.— (?. PoKs.—Saxifraga Sohmidti
appears to be but a large form of S. crassifolia or cordi-

folia, OHe that is known in some collections as purpurea
;

S. speciosa is a variety of S. ligulata ; S. purpurascens

is correct ; S. hirsutifolia is S. ciliata ; S. ciliata minor
we do not recognise, but probably is a form of S. crassi-

folia. (?. jV.—Cypripedium barbatum ; 1, apparently

Platyloma rotxmdifolia ; 2, send a frond with spores on
the back. G. B.—l is aspecies ofEpidendrum, but can-

not name without better material ; 2, E. macrochilum
album. W. W.—Claytonia perfoliata. Consta7it

Reader.—1, Acacia armata ; 2, Cytisus racemosus ; we can-

not name the others from such scraps. Botanist.—
Please send better specimens. B. deB. M.—Edwardsia
gi-andiflora (Xew Zealand). J. C.—Leucodendron argen-

teuni. J. Cousens.—Next week. W. Watson.—1,

Geranium phffium ; 2, Centrantlius ruber.

communications received.
Mr T.—W. H. J.—L. & B.—A. G.-J. C. C.-L. W. G.

—J. P. M.—R. G.-G. T.-.7. S. W.—W. G. S.—W. W —D.
T. ¥.—a. S. S.—W. J.—G. P.-de Ve.-H. L. W.—R. H. S.

—A. D.—W. D.—W. J. M.—K. & Co.—H. F.-R. P. M.—
E. H.-,T. i\—U. E.—T. C—M. B.—R. H. S.—W. E. G.—
T. B.-J. E. I'.-J. K.-,T. T.—C. P.—J. r.—W. N.—C. W.
D.—W. J>. it .Ion.—J. C. T.—J G.—.T. W.—W. B.—A. &
H.- K. it Co.—n. L.—Amy.-A. B.—E. D.—H. P.- J. S. &
Sons.—D. A. K.—P. G.— W. W.—W. B. F.—.1. C.-J. C—
O'C.-J. C. L.-J. H.-W. B.—E. M. Bell—W. C—A. S.—
E. T.—W. J. M.—C. W. D.—A. D.—W. W.—J. B.—B. P.—
J. S.—J. P. & Co.—W. W.—E.G —J. C. C—B.—S. &.Sons.
—G. .T.—W. J. M.—A. D. W.—A. M.—A. H.—A. U.S. C.

—K. & Co.—Max L.—F. F.—D. T. V.—W. B.—C. M. 0.—
W. H. F.—E. W. C—T. F. E.—G. S. S.—D. T. F.- G. J.—
J. S & Sons.-DeUa.—L, W. S.-T. H,—J. (.'.—¥. Q. H.—
A, P.-J. S,
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•'This 13 an Art

Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but

The akt itself is Nature. "—SAateajjcarc.

ENJOYABLE WINTER GARDENS.
Several articles have lately appeared in The
Gaeden on the subject of conservatories of a

more enjoyable kind than those one usually sees,

and it is to be hoped that a good deal more will yet

be said about it. Certainly the ordinary conserva-

tory with its weekly-arranged potted plants, is

enjoyable only in a limited degree. One is grate-

ful for any flowering plants in winter, but there

is a sense of discomfort in knowing that they are

just brought in for a few days to be looked at and
must then go away to make room for others; and
for a day or two after each arrangement there

is an uneasy look about the plants, till they have
arranged themselves according to the light and
settled into their new positions. One also feels that

there must be costly plant houses and pits in the

background to serve as feeders, and that the fre-

quent removal and replacing takes much time
and labour. Then it is not a picturesque thing,

perhaps not even a pretty one, if the colours, as

they often do, come badly together ; and no one
can expect the average gardener, however well
he may grow plants, to be a man of taste, or to

understand the grouping of colours and foliage.

This seems to be proved by the strong family
lik.;ness in the ordinary run of conservatories,

where may be seen over and over again the same
common-place effect of a quantity of flowers

spottily arranged. Many people are, no doubt,

content to have their flowers like this, but
those who have most sympathy with plants re-

quire their companionship in some more enduring

form. The ordinary conservatory only invites

them to look and pass on, hardly to linger, cer-

tainly not to stay. It has not the powerful
attraction possessed by any perfectly sympathetic

piece of gardening. The true winter garden, as I

understand it, would have shrubs and plants

chosen with the utmost care and deliberation,

and resolutely planted where they are to remain.

They must be beautiful in foliage, winter-bloom-
ing, and as many as possible fragrant ; rareness

or novelty of introduction should give do claim

to admission without these qualities. They should

be planted on varied and very slightly raised

mounds with an irregular path, and there should

be at least one bower-like mass rather away
from glare of light where would be a seat ; not

a seat of porcelain or rustic cast-iron just to

perch upon, but one of stone, marble, or wood,
well designed and reposeful. My ideal seat is

such as one comes upon in a Roman garden,

bowered with Olive or Ilex, with, perhaps,

clumps of Acanthus at the returns, and Violets

and Cyclamens growing out of the shattered

pavement underfoot. Everything should be for

quiet rest and sweetness ; nothing aggressive.

For my own part I should even banish all spiky

growths. Aloes, Palms, Phormium, and the like,

as less restful to the eye, and should avoid any
kind of straining after a tropical effect. I am
supposing a moderate greenhouse temperature.

The choice of plants would be simply of those

most beautiful and enjoyable, whether rare or

comxon. The large masses would be of such

bushes as Lemon, and, perhaps, others of the

Citron tribe ; but Lemons are, on the whole, the

best ; then Loquats, Myrtles, Bays, Laurustinus

(common and black). Rhododendrons of the East
Indian section, such as jasminiflorum, and Veitch's

splendid hybrids, Azaleas, American and

Chinese, Daphne indlca and Mezereon, and An-
dromeda floribunda. Then bold groups of foliage

of Acanthus and Aspidistra, and of other plants,

such as Solomon's Seal, and Schizostylis

coccinea, with undergrowths of small Ferns and
Mosses. What a pleasant thing to see, fringing

larger plants, and running into little half-hidden

bays, would be a widespread growth of one of

the smaller kinds of Maiden-hair, such as the

common kind so abundant in the Mediterranean
district, with groups of the tall fragrant Narcissi

and Roman Hyacinths shooting up some-
where in the more backward part of the

Ferncarpet, and another wide stretch of Sela-

ginella carpeting Lily of the Valley. Then a

mass of Parma Violets or Primula denticulata,

or Sieboldi, and perhaps a bordering group of

bolder type like the African Cyclamen with its

finely-marked leaves 7 in. wide. The path should

be of some smooth, quiet-coloured asphalte or

concrete ; no crunching gravel or aggressive eye-

torture of encaustic tiles, and the living carpet

would be encouraged to grow unevenly over the

edges. Any wall-space could be clothed with
Camellias or Ficus repens

;
pillars and rafters

with some of the winter-blooming Clematises,

indivisa lobata and cirrhosa, with Lapagerias
and Lueulia gratissima, Jasminum grandiflorum,

and Solanum jasminoides ; and the lower parts

of the pillars, where the taller climbers would
be bare, with Smilax, Myrsiphyllum, and Rus-
cus androgynus for foliage, or sweet Geraniums
trained as pillars for sweetness.

Surely such a winter garden is reasonable

and would be the most enjoyable, and yet would
take the minimum of labour, and next to no
costly behind-the-scenes arrangements to keep it

going ; or, if it be thought that it would not give

show enough of flowers, there might be one or

two spaces of Cocoa fibre for plunging plants,

such as a group of Hyacinths or Chinese Prim-
roses, carpeted with small Ferns or Mosses to

suit the rest. In such a house none of the usual

ugliness would be seen, stages and paved walks
would not exist, and the necessary pipes would
either be hidden by shrubs above-ground or

sunk in under-ground areas also behind the

shrubs. The house would be so constructed that

the top lights could be slid right down and
taken away in summer to give the plants the

benefit of sun, rain, and fresh air. The painting

of the woodwork is of some importance
;
pure

white lead is generally unobjectionable, but is a

little too conspicuous, and all direct colour should

be avoided. I have seen conservatories painted a

cold pale blue picked out with white, with

disastrous effect to the plants, the eye being

always caught by the cold bright paint. I am of

opinion that the safest colour to recommend is a

cool stone colour, something like weathered

Portland stone ; a house painter would describe

it as a white lead with black, and a very little

raw umber as stainers, not dark enough to be

dull-looking, and yet well away from white.

G. J,

SHADY AND SUNNY GRASS WALKS.
In our climate when the seasons are fine, it

is well to have some shady walks near the

house on sunny days. So, too, it is delightful

in taking a walk around the grounds on warm
May days to do so on a sunny Grass walk, just

a strip of the turf mown without any further

preparation, going here and there through the

shrubbery and by groups of Lilacs and fragrant

bushes. Even where a bold and well-planned

walk goes ? around ' the garden or pleasure

ground, it is easy and desirable to have this.

Should occasion arise through absence or other-

wise not to mow the strip, it might be let

alone with the other lawn Grass. In these days

when people begin to see the advantage of put-

ting some pretty free hardy flowers to grow in

the Grass such walks would be all the more
delightful. Not less precious is the shady
wallf, which is of course cool in hot weather,
and which enables us to grow Ferns and
shade-loving plants, offering a complete re-

lief to the open sunny walks just alluded
to. Examples of both, very good of their

kind, are in two neighbours' gardens, those

of Professor Owen and Mr. Chadwick, in which
we had the pleasure of a pleasant stroU in
Lilac time.

A GARDEN OF ANEMONES.
A rnETTY garden near the sea, sloping south-
wards ; it is suony and warm betimes, but not
always so, as the Hill of Howth—breezy Howth
—is often relentlessly wind-swept. Yet flowers

luxuriate there, for the climate is a genial one
when the tired winds sleep. When Bluebells

ring out a thousand welcomes to the mossy
woods, and Daisies spread themselves over the

lawn like a lace veil, an embroidery of pearls

on a carpet of living green, then is this hillside

garden fair to see. All is genial and lovely in

the first flush of spring. Iris buds and latest

Daffodils shine amongst the Bluebells beside

the drive, and there are little mysteries—early

leaves and peeping buds of a hundred kinds be-

low the trees where chequered sunlight plays.

Young leaves shimmer overhead, and on the crest

of the sloping hill above the little wood Gorse

bushes throw their wealth of golden blossoms

right up against the deep blue of an April sky.

All is now peace, as silver wavelets ripple play-

fully around a wreck in the bay ; and yet the

wintry storm which swept the argosy ashore

tore leaves of Hollies and other evergreens to

shreds, leaving the naked twigs sighing and
shivering in the bitter blast. On a soft spring

day like this, however, one may forget

the storm fiend, since even the tenderest

earth star may rear its little head and look up
frankly at the sun. Anemones, fine and full of

fluctuating colour, dance and sparkle in the

breeze, for this, albeit a lady's pleasaunce, a

garden of flowers of many kinds, is essentially a

garden of Anemones in all their subtle variety

and beauty. Apennina, sulphurea, sylvestris,

alpina, japonica, Pulsatilla—all are here, with

others not less beautiful. Indeed, a garden of

Windflowers seems most appropriate, just such

an one as seems fitted best to nestle on the breast

of such a breezy hill. How comes it that such a

classical, such a beautiful flower as theAnemone
is so seldom grown even in good gardens ? That
tlie species are both variable and numerous, and

that they naturally girdle the year with flowers,

must not be forgotten. A bed of A. coronaria

raised from good seed is like a kaleidoscope, so

varied are the colours and shades of the flowers

which stand up boldly from the fresh Fern-

like leaves. In sheltered, sunny spots near the

sea they bloom freely from October until May.
As it is generally allowed by many of the best

judges that "St. Bridgid" grows Anemones in

her hillside garden better than anyone else, her

mode of culture (an account of which you inti-

mated in a recent issue of The Gaeden you

desired) will doubtless be gladly read by those

who wish to grow such showy blossoms for

themselves.

" Having saved the seed the preceding

May, in March, or in April, 1 select,"

says ' St. Bridgid,' " a piece of good

ground in a warm situation. A layer of fresh

cow droppings is spread over the surface, and

dug into the bed to a depth of 5 in. or 6 in. Then
on the surface leaf-mould is spread, and mixed

with the upper soil to a depth of 2 in., the whole

being then raked fine, and so made ready for
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sowing. The downy seed is then nibbed gently

with moist sand, so as to separate it thoroughly,

and then it is sprinkled (sown) oyer the surface

of the bed, but not too thickly. A little fine soil

is then shaken over the bed to cover the seeds,

but not to bury them. As weeds appear, they

should be pulled up while they are yet so

small that their removal will not disturb the

Anemone seedlings, which are tardy in appear-

ing and slow in their first growth; but
August they should be sending up flower-stems,

a few only at first, but increasing every week,
until, by the end of October, the bed is well
filled with blossoms. During mild winter
weather fresh blooms will open, but in early

spring, in March and April, they come at their

brightest and best."

Much as all of ushave admired cut flowers of "St,

Bridgid's " Anemones—fine as they undoubtedly
are—they give but a poor idea of their general
effect aa seen at home in her garden. In the first

place, the finest of blossoms are not cut ; they are

for home friends to admire, and are cherished

even after their beauty is over for the sake of

the precious seed which they produce. No seed
is or has for years past been saved except in this

thoughtful and careful way ; hence it comes that
nearly every flower in a bed, or on the sunny
fringe of the Vine borders, is perfect in its form
and colouring. Nearly all are semi-double, and,

as before indicated, their colour is perfectly
bewildering in variety, and their beauty indes-

cribable. Tulips and Hyacinths look pallid and
tawdry beside them in spring, just as a handful
of them made our Chrysanthemums look poor,
washed out, and flimsy in November of last year.

Lovely as are these seedling Anemones as
seen dancing in the cool, fresh air and bright
sun of an Irish spring—beautiful as they are
undoubtedly in beds and borders—they have
yet another use. For vases indoors they are
most satisfying and cheerful, and if cut in the
bud state, soon after the colour shows in the
petals, they endure fresh and bright for at least
a fortnight, the stout stalks being recut and
fresh water added to the vases occasionally.

As to " St. Bridgid's " garden, it must not be
supposed that although essentially a garden of
Anemones, it is entirely devoted to them. They
strike the highest and brightest note of colour,
but there is room and shelter and thoughtful
care extended to many another lovely flower. If

Anemones betimes make this pleasaunce "blazing
with light," so Violets and Wallflowers breathe
perfume tliere. Large white Christmas Eoses,
Snowflakes, and many other old favourites grow
there in profusion, and one chief charm of the
place is the gentle way in which the lawn creeps
up into the Gorse, Heather, and Bramble of
the breezy hill above. A glimpse of such
a garden will teach how one type of flower
beauty well and thoughtfully grown is sufli-

cient to give emphasis and interest to even the
most beautiful of surroundings, for no home can
well be in a prettier place than on the sunny
side of Ilowth Head, where the rocky meadows
run down to the bay, and one's eyes are filled

with the beauty of sky and hill, and mountain
after mountain rising into the ever-changing
clouds beyond the strip of opal sea. But then it

is an old garden, and it has been kept with
thoughtful carefulness. Newer kinds of Blue-
bells and finer Anemones are lovingly planted
beside the Bluebells and white Anemones
which naturally grew wild there. The true idea
of the wild garden has been grasped and held
precious

; a few treasures of Alps and Apennines
have been brought to live with home wildlings.
Gardening is thought to be not inferior as an
art to painting, and so is this hillside pleasaunce
a garden picture fair to see. W.

EDITOK'S TABLE.

Cape pondwebd.—The Cape Pondweed is

huge, coming from Cornwall. People in Devon-
shire and Cornwall should take care to have
so fragrant and interesting a flower in their

ponds and fountain basins, and to grow it well.

*

Wild Quince.—What Mr. Ross calls in

another column " the wild Quince " is a hand-
some large flowered tree that reminds one of

the Hawthorn, and is often seen about Lon-
don. It is Mespilus grandiflora, and a very
hardy and handsome tree it always makes.

A NEW WHITE SOCKET.—As the double kinds
of Hesperis vary, so do the single, though taken
less notice of. Mr. J. Wood sends from Kirkstall
a pure white single Eocket, with dense-set,

small flowers, like those of a large Iberis, in

close, but handsome heads. It is worth in-

creasing

Gkchismasculapbomhighclebe.—Scented
like Black Currant leaves, a bunch of the
flowers of this from Highclere served to show
that while people there pay such successful
attention to the brilliant shrubs of the New
World hardy in our country, they are not
oblivious of the charms of our modest little

Orchids which fleck the cool lawns of that
famous tree garden.

Hollies in blossom.—I never saw the Hol-
lies so well flowered as now. I send you a few
sprigs, which, however, are past their best.

These are in no way selected ; on the contrary,
the whole tree is similarly furnished.—J. Wood,
Kirlcstall. [The fragrance of the densely-
flowered shoots is remarkable. There is a good
deal of interest as regards the blooming of
various kinds of Holly. The flowers are pretty
though they generally escape notice ; all the
praise is given to the fruit and foliage of this

our most precious evergreen.]

*

Cbanothus AZTTEBtrs.—Wewelcome in"San-
guinea" a correspondent who sends us a few
flowers from Truro that look very much as if

they had come from Mentonc by quick train.

Among them is this pretty Californian bush,
which cold winters have destroyed in so many
places near London. " Its flowers were cut
from a standard plant 20 ft. high, and now
a perfect mass of blossom. 'The plant has stood
in its present position fully ten years without
the least protection, and has flowered freely
every spring."

" Sanguinba " likewise sends us strong
shoots of the handsome Celsia cretica, which
we shall soon figure in The Garden, and
which seems emerging out of the obscurity of
the Botanic Gardens into some fair degree of
appreciation. Its golden buds are very pretty,
and of it our correspondent writes :

" I enclose
some flowers of a very showy Verbasoum, known
here by the name of Moth Mullein ; it is a hardy
perennial, and grows freely from seeds, which
are produced in abundance, and flowers fully nine
months out of the twelve."

The most remarkable thing that"Sanguinea"
sends us, however, is a great panicle of the
flowers of the red Habrothamnus—such a
panicle as we never saw indoors ! Presumably
this was grown out-of-doors against a wall, but
although he sends notes about other things, he
does not say a word about this, and perhaps he
will tell us how it does in tlie genial district
whence it comes.

Babianas ebom guebnsey.—It is well that
these islands of ours have small satellites called
the Channel Islands—at least for us it is so.

We feel it whenever we see a package coming
from Mr. C. Smith, of the Caledonian Nursery,
Guernsey. This time he sends us some of those
strange Babianaswhich one soseldom sees intheir

beauty in our English gardens. There is a deep
rich crimson, a delicate purple and white, and
a very flne deep rich purple, one of the choicest

purple flowers we have ever seen, if not the
finest, as regards the depth and purity of its

colour.

Anemones indooes.—Valuable as are the
double scarlet Anemones in the open garden,
we did not know how precious they were for

the house until those bright blooms came from
Mr. Gilbert, at Bourne. Five or six of them in a
small Violet glass placed alone on the chimney-
piece have been a little picture. The fine inten-

sity of their colour, and their beautiful form
changing hour by hour, was a revelation. The
true value of our hardy garden flora will never
be felt until every one of the' many flowers be-
longing to it, suitable for the house, have become
familiar to us on the breakfast table or in our
rooms.

*

Teeb PiEONiES.—It is pleasant to see some of

those beautiful tree Paeonies from Highclere,

where they grow so well, and where, being high
up, they escape the frost that destroys them so

often in the valley. A large single white one
with a crimson base is very lovely ; so are the
double ones. We should like Mr. Boss to look

after the good collections of tree Paeonies, such
as those that are grown in some Continental gar-

dens. We know nothing finer, and where a
garden is found to suit such a noble shrub as the

tree Paeony, it is good policy to get all the fine

varieties which are raised in countries that suit

the plant better than this.

*

Azaleas.—The Azaleas must be very fine

at Highclere, just as they are in their native

woods in America, and so are the many Ehodo-
dendrons, including some unnamed seedlings.

Mr. Miles has some of Osborn's fine old plants

in his garden at Chelsea, and very well they
look dotted naturally in the Grass. Each bush
shows the fine broken form which belongs na-
turally to the Azalea, but which the notion
that good specimens should be pudding-headed
has done so much to conceal. Overcrowding,
too, is a common cause of the beauty of the

hardy Azalea being somewhat obscured from us.

There are too many kinds. It would be well if

someone who knows them well would select the

boldest forms—free growers and best bloomers.

Lilies of the valley.—Seeing this favoiu'ite

plant veiy often in a starved and almost flower-

less condition in our gardens, and seeing it also

of late very strong in the markets when grown
by market gardeners around London, we sup-
posed it was some skill in the way of cultiva-

tion or selection of the roots that enabled the
market growers to show it so well. This may
be so to some extent, but we are pleased to see

specimens from Aswarby Park gardens which
seem even better than the market plants—not
in the sense of being larger, but stouter and with-

out all the pips being open at once—a condi-

tion in which the market plants are often seen.

Mr. Nisbet says, " A few years ago I com-
menced to gather some of the strongest crowns
from the Lilies growing wild in the plantations

here for forcing, and for a number of years

threw the roots away after gathering the flowers.

Two or three years ago I planted the old crowns
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out on a -warm south border in a fine, rich, dark

brown loam, top-dressing in the autumn -with

some good rotten manure. Early in March
some of the manure is raked off, and this is

the whole of the treatment which they receive.

I intend trying some mild stimulants in the

spring. The flowers grow in the open air and

hare no protection whatever."

SoLANUM JASMINOIDES.—I Send some flowers

of this beautiful old creeper which Mr. Fish

recently wrote about, giving particular instruc-

tions how to grow it. It may interest Mr. Fish

and others to know that the flowers sent were
taken from a plant that has been growing against

a wall for the last three years without the least

protection, and which has withstood 17° of

frost. We have it growing in three different as-

pects, viz., on south and east walls, and trailing

over a partially shaded rockery. During the past

mild winter scarcely a day has passed without

more or less flowers appearing on it, and it is at

present one sheet of bloom-buds.

—

Sanguinea,
Trelissick, Truro,

#

Vanda suavis.—One is so accustomed to re-

gard Clovenfords as devoted to well-grown
Grapes, that one does not consider it as an

Orchid garden ; but such appears to be the fact,

judging by a huge spike of one of the finest

forms of this grand Orchid, of which Mr. W.
Thomson, jun., fays :

" We have a large plant

with two spikes on it, the one has twenty fully

expanded blooms, the other eighteen. The spike

I send was from a small plant with only eight

leaves; it had two spikes, the one sent, and the

other with ten flowers on it. We sold a plant of

this lately for fifty guineas. 1 wonder that

Vandas are not more grown than they are. A
houseful of good Vandas is a noble sight. It is a

rare one, too."
*

Ahum lilies pbom coenwall.—^Naturally

one expects these to do very well in that county,

and very fine they are. " Sanguinea," who sends

them from Truro, says, " These flowers were cut

from a pond, where they grew beside an embank-
ment which divides the sea from the fresh

water of the pond, and forms a pleasant car-

riage drive of about 200 yards long. On the
pond side of this embankment grow great
numbers of Arums, Aponogetons, Mimulus,
Nuphars, &c. The Arum commences to flower
before Easter, except in severe winters, and con-
tinues flowering through the greater part of

the summer, many hundreds of flowers being
frequently open at one time. In severe winters
they get cut to the water's edge, but soon
recover under mild weather. Aponogetons grow
like weeds, and are often finely in flower at

Christmas.
•

Lilacs.—We are indebted to Messrs. Veitch
for a charming series of varieties of Lilac, which
we are glad to see they have taken up as the
plants deserve. Having so often spoken of the
desirability of paying more attention to such
beautiful shrubs, we need only say that these

consist of the following kinds, of which the best

are forms of the common LUac, viz., alba,

grandiflora, purpurea fl.-pl., oblata, Aline
Magueris, Charles X., Dr. Lindley, Gloire de
Moulins, Triomphe d'Orleans, La ViUe de
Troy^s, Valletiana, and Le GSant des Batailles.

Along with these also came Syringa Emodi
and its variegated variety, S. Josiksea, and
persica and its white variety. Our country
suits these plants so well, and their flowering
makes such an epoch in the early summer gar-

den, that we should make it a point of having
groups of the best kinds well grown. Anyone
who could prolong the season by raising earlier

or later varieties would be conferring a great

boon on our gardens.

Phyllocactus imperatob.—From Mr. Pea-
cock a handsome bloom of this noble Cactus,

which we should be tempted to try to depict

were it not that the iridescence and depth of

colour of such a flower cannot be shown in a

coloured plate with any success. The beautiful

passing of the scarlet into crimson, and the

violet-stained base of the petals, can only be
shown by the form and flesh and blood of the

flower itself. A great deal of the effect of such
brilliant flowers, too, depends on their form,
which is so seldom well drawn or well engraved.
We often desire to see the really finer Cacti

more commonly grown, but are persuaded that

only those that flower well in their season will

be welcome to gardeners ; the merely curious

kinds, curious for their spines and form of the

stem, being always about the same in aspect,

become monotonous, but those which burst into

splendid flower in their season should have
charms for many.

;tom melloe, a lancashike florist.

On Friday afternoon, the 5th inst., a procession of

about fifty persons, mostly florists, and wearing
flowers in tlieir . button-holes, and a few women,
relatives, who carried two wreaths of white
flowers, interspersed with fine trusses of Auriculas

and Polyanthuses, followed the remains of Tom
Mellor to the graveyard at Christ's Church,
Ashton-under-Lyne. After the cofi&u was lowered
into its resting place, flowers were strewn upon it

by loving hands, quite covering it over. Such was
a florist's funeral. Tom Mellor was respected by
everyone, and beloved by many : he may be said

to have died amongst his flowers. He had long
been ailing, and the physicians wished him to go
into the infirmary a fortnight before he died, as

they hoped his life might be prolonged by an
operation : but Tom declined to follow their

advice. He felt sure that he would never leave the
infirmary alive if once he entered it. The Auricula
show was at hand. He had a lot of pet plants in

preparation for it ; and amongst these a fine John
Simonite, which he hoped might vnn the. premier
prize, and he said : " If I die I shall die amongst
my flowers ; if I live, I mean to be at the show."
So he remained at home, visited his garden daily

as long as he was able, and gave a trusted friend

instructions for the show in case he was unable
to attend it himself. The show was on Tuesday,
but poor Mellor passed away early on the Monday.
His plants were staged and won. Thus passed
from us a good old, florist, one of a class of which
Lancashire has reason to be proud, and of whom
thereare now but few remaining.

Thomas Mellor was born in Ashton-under-Lyne
in 1826. He had a fair education for a working
man, being able to read and write well. His taste

for flowers was acquired in early life tlu-ough an
acquaintance with S. Fish, a noted Auricula

grower, and he was encouraged to begin on his

own account by the late W. Chadwick, of Dukin-
field, who started him with a lot of Auriculas,

amongst which were six or seven good sorts. His
garden was on the Moor, about a mile distant

from his home, and here he gradually extended
his operations, by preparing home-made frames
and simple erections for wintering his plants.

These florists' gardens are quaint places, some
of which would form capital subjects for a painter,

and Mellor's was of this class.

Mr. Prescott, of Leigh, advised him never to

buy any plants but what he could win with. "Have
none o' their second-rate stuS, Tom," he used to

say. " Have summat that'll win, or it will be o' no
use to thee." This ad^iace Mellor followed, and to

obtain a good plant he would travel far and wait
patiently. One of his favourite Auriculas was
Walker's John Simonite, and for this plant he
went to the raiser's house at Sheffield many times.

Mr. Walker had promised him a plant a long while

before he got it, as this famous Auricula passed
through its vicissitudes and was for a time nearly
lost by its raiser. At last, however, Tom got Ms
l^lant, and was so successful in its culture that he
was able to raise and sell a good many
from it. It was this very Auricula that he was so
anxious to show at Manchester, and if he had
been in good health it would in all probability
have carried off to its owner the premier prize for
the second time. He won the premier prize in 1880
with a grand plant of Alexander Meiklejohn.
He was so proud of this that he had a beautiful
water-coloured drawing of it made by a pattern
designer, and it formed the chief ornament of his
parlour. He was very successful in raising new
varieties. His seedling Lord Salisbury, a very
fine maroon self, received a first-class certificate

in London in 1880 ; his white-edged Reliance
received a first-class certificate at Manchester the
same year, and is one of the very best of its class

He has left behind him a large number of very
fine seedlings, which have not yet been shown,
but which are of the highest quality, and it was for
these he was so anxious to attend the Manchester
show.

As a Tulip gi'ower, Mellor was quite as famous.
He acquired his early knowledge of Tulips from
S. Cock, who started him with a few bulbs, and
taught him how to manage them. The late Benja-
min Haigh, another leading Tulip grower, lent

him a friendly help, and he was thus trained in a
good school and soon made his mark. He won his

maiden prize in 1856, and thenceforward became
a regular and very successful exhibitor.

In Pinks and Carnations he also was a noted
grower. His maiden prize for Pinks was won in

1852, at the great South Lancashire Pink Show,
and from that time he became an ardent sup-

porter and exhibitor at all our local shows, and
frequently acted as steward. He was a successful

raiser of seedling Pinks, his Reliance (purple

laced) and Bertha (red laced) being especially

good. In July, 1855, he was first at Idacclesfield,

with Black-Eyed Susan (purple laced). Pinks were
very good that year. He had a special liking for

this simple flower, and told many good anecdotes
about it. One of his axioms was, that if his Pinks
were good, others would be good also ; and if his

were poor, it might be the same with those of his

competitors ; andheusedtoiUustrate by this prac-

tical instances. One }'ear when the shows were
coming on he could only find thirteen decent
flowers upon the whole of his stock of Pinks. He
took them home to dress them, and had no sooner
begun than he thought the whole lot not worth
taking to the show, and so he threw them in the

window bottom and left them there lying in full

sunlight for about three hours. Happening again

to cast bis eyes upon them whilst busy at shoe-

making, he thought, " Well, if I dunnut tak 'em
to th' sbow, I'se miss an out " So he took them up
again, and was surprised to find them improved
by their rough treatment. He dressed them, and
took them to the Rochdale show, where they won
three prizes. Next day he took the same despised

flowers to the Oldham show, where they won six

prizes out of the thirteen.

In Polyanthuses also Mellor was a capital judge

and grower. He had some excellent seedlings,

amongst which his red ground Prince Rupert
received a first prize in 1880 at Manchester, and a

black ground seedling won in its class at the show
this year. Several other seedlings left behind are

of sterling quality. The secret of that lost Polyan-

thus Kingfisher is lost vnth Mellor, as he alone

knew where this famous old flower was to be
found, and this knowledge he does not seem to

have imparted to any of his friends.

Some curious old hardy plants were amongst his

treasures. He had the old double white Rocket,

the white variety of the American Cowslip, a lovely

grey-blue Fritillary, a grand lot of Narcissus

Horsfieldi, obtained from old John Horsfield him-

self, a huge variety ofthecommon Dandelion, which
grew nearly 2 ft. high, and which was indeed a

glorious flower, and lots of old-fashioned plants

of every sort. His garden was a meeting' ground

1
for florists in the blooming season, and in it his
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happiest hours were spent. It was his last wish
that the Eev. F. D. Horner, that true florist and
friend of simple florists, should visit him at the
last. On hearing of his wish, Mr. Horner left by
the very next train from Eipon, but on arriving at

Mellor's humble home he found it too late—he
had died a few hours previously.

W. Beockbank.

XOTES Of THE WEEX.

Fruit crops.—The prospect is very bad.

Apples must be very short. Cherries pretty

good. Plums settled by wind and vermin. Black
Currants not good, the backward sorts good.

The Whitesmith Gooseberries got cut early by
the cold winds. There is a better prospect of

Cobs.

List op Oechids in flower.—We regret
that our space does not permit us to publish
several of these, for which we have to thank
our correspondents. Besides, mere lists of names
have no interest for the majority of our readers,

and while we shall be happy to announce the
flowering of rare or new species, or to publish
illustrations of them, we do not propose to pub-
lish long lists of names only.

Rare hardy plants at Tottenham.—The
following are among the more noteworthy of

the plants in flower in the Hale Farm Nursery :

Ixiolirion tataricum. Pancratium illyricum,
Brodisea gracilis, Calochortus coeruleus var.
Maweanus, C. Benthami, C. (Cyclobothra) pul-
chellus, Ornithogalum lacteum, O. tbyrsoideum,
Haberlea rhodopensis. Orchis fusca, Cypripe-
dium acaule, C. montanum, C. pubesoens, C. arie-

tinum, Sarana kamschatica, Orchis spectabilis,

]\Iertensiapaniculata,M. sibirica,M.sibirica alba,
Lilium carniolicum, Iris Tolmieana, I. ensata
var. oxypetala, 1. longipetala, Allium vallidum,
Iris Sisyrinchium, Stenanthium occidentale,
Cistus florentinus.

TR0P.aE0LUM Hermine Grashoep.— This
new double flowered Nasturtium, of which a
coloured illustration was given in The Gaeben
a short time ago, maintains the high character
given it on its introduction, and is, we are pleased
to see, becoming widely distributed. It is a free
flowerer, and continues to produce its large
rosette-like blossoms of a brilliant scarlet-ver-
milion for several months in succession, a cir-

cumstance which makes it highly desirable for
a conservatory or for cutting from. A large
number of plants of it in the Stanstead Park
Nurseries, Forest Hill, are just now finely in
flower, and from them one can obtain a good
idea of the worth of the plant.

Alpine plants are so seldom seen in gardens
unaccompanied by stones that the idea prevails
that the two are inseparable. Now and then,
however, one finds these mountain plants
growing vigorously even in ordinary garden
soil on the level, but, as a rule, they are b«tter
when raised a little above the surrounding
ground. One of the most successful examples
of alpine plant-growing in this way we met
with the other day in the pretty hill-top
garden at Pyrford Rectory, in Surrey, where
Mr. Ridsdale grows some hardy plants ex-
tremely_ well, the position of the garden being
well suited to them. It contains a low mound,
some 2 ft. high at its highest point and
occupying some dozen or so square yards. This
Las a foundation of ordinary ashes, and on it is a
thick layer of common garden soil. This mound
is so completely covered with alpine plants that
scarcely a particle of bare earth is to be seen,
and the plants are in the best of health,
spreading widely and flowering profusely. There
are Helianthemums, Lithospermum prostratum,

Sedums, Saxifrages, including the beautiful S.
Wallacei, Gentians, and the tiny starry-flowered
Arenaria balearica, all growing together in the
sweetest harmony, forming a most interesting
spot in this quiet garden, which abounds with
hardy flowers in great variety. Mr. Ridsdale
carries out the propagation of hardy plants from
seeds very successfully, and by this means he has
stocked his garden. He sets aside a part of his
kitchen garden as a hardy plant nursery, in

which he sows the seeds in lines ; he thins the
seedlings out as they grow, and afterwards
transplants them to the border.

Azaleas and Rhododendrons here are
present quite grand; indeed, the American
garden looks one mass of flowers, and early in

the morning the perfume given off by the
Azaleas is most agreeable. Some unusually large
ponticums growing by the lake will be one mass
of flower in the course of a week or so. The gale

which we had on April 29 destroyed the foliage

of a good many trees, especially that of our fine

large Chestnuts
; their sides facing the wind

are perfectly black, looking as if burned. Pear
leaves suffered very much, but I do not think the
fruit is at all injured, and we have a plentiful

crop of all sorts, especially of stone and bush
fruit.—W. C, The Rookery, Bromley.

Hardy flowers in masses.—The fine effects

produced by grouping hardy plants in large
masses may be seen to perfection just now in
Battersea Park, where, in the newly-opened
part skirting the Victoria Road, Mr. Rogers has
clothed a spacious knoll with plants of the
perennial Lupine (Lupinus polyphyllus), now
in full beauty. The grand effect of such a mass
of bright purple is very telling at a distance, and
near at hand the tall stately spikes have a beau-
tiful appearance. How different this from the
dotting system usually seen in mixed borders,
where a Lupine or some other plant loses half
its beauty by being part and parcel of a hetero-
genous mixture, degenerating into confusion.
We hope to see Mr. Rogers and others carrying
out this system more extensively.

Tea Roses when seen in such large housefuls
as'may now be found in the Vineyard Nursery
at Forest Hill, recently acquired by Messrs.
Laing & Co., are truly charming. Here in a
long, narrow, span-roofed house may be seen on
either side of the central pathway fine bushes of
the lovely Niphetos, whUe overhead, trained to
the rafters, are vigorous plants of Mar^chalNiel,
two Roses perhaps the most popular that can be
grown for furnishing cut flowers. The bushes of
Niphetos are quite a sight, being profusely laden
with buds in all sizes, but few, if any, are
allowed to reach the fully expanded state, as the
real beauty of this Rose lies in the stage just
before expansion, and, in order to prevent the
budsfrom opening, each is tied with a strip of
matting which allows it to swell, but not to
open. All the bushes are planted out in a good
loamy soil, and the vigour of every plant, and
the_ quantity of flower which they furnish, are
indications that such treatment suits them. Buds
are cut daily by the hundred, and the demand
being always in excess of the supply, a good
price is obtained. In this nursery Messrs. Laing
carry out Vine culture on a large scale, both as
stock plants and for a supply of fruit for market.
Some half-dozen houses are filled with young
Vines of numerous sorts, now carrying a heavy
crop. The much criticised Alnwick Seedling has
a fair set of berries this season, and all the
others also look well.

Plants in flower at Highclere.—I send
flowers of a few varieties of Rhododendron
and Azalea, which are all flowering finely
here this season. The early varieties of Rho-
dodendron, such as altaclerense and Noblea-

num, were, owing to the mild winter, in bloom
early

; consequently the Rhododendron display
will be of long duration this year, and we have
not had frost here for the past few weeks to
injure the blossoms, a mishap which often occurs
in the case of the early flowering varieties. The
tree Pseonies, too, are making a grand show
at present, the mild season^ having been very
favourable for them. They make early growth,
which is often destroyed by frost late in spring.
I also send a bunch of the wild Quince, which
grows here upwards of 30 ft. in height. It is

spreading and pendulous in habit, and is at
present covered lavishly with white flowers. It
is remarkably effective by the side of copper
coloured Beeches, and it comes into flower when
that fine spring-flowering tree Pyrus spectabilis
is over. I send, moreover, some wild Orchid
flowers, which are plentiful here, and have a
charming effect associated with Cowslips and
other wild flowers. They are an interesting
class of plants, and worth encouraging. They
grow abundantly here in damp loamy soil. The
Rhododendron bloom will continue good for the
next week or two."—Ross.

Herbaceous Calceolarias—now the one
great feature in Mr. Brand's garden, at Bedford
Hill, Balham—have for some years received
special attention from the gardener, Mr. Rapley,
who has, we imagine, reached the acme of per-
fection with these beautiful plants ; indeed, it

would be difficult to conceive how his strain
could be more improved, being characterised by
vigorous growth, extreme floriferousness, large
size of both truss and flower, and possessing
wonderful diversity of colour. Nothing could
show more plainly what a careful system of
selection can effect when carried out for years
than these Calceolarias, the high quality of
which is remarkably uniform ; in a collection con-
sisting of some 400 or 500 plants, of course
there are a few that are exceptionally fine, and
these have been singled out for distinctive
names, the most noteworthy of which is one
called Cloth of Gold, than which we have never
seen its equal. It is of comparatively dwarf and
sturdy growth ; the flowers are very large and
dense, and the pouches measure fully 2j in.

across. The colour is a rich glowing yellow, so

bright as to enable the variety to be singled out
at a glance. Some plants of Cloth of Gold in

8|-in. pots are very fine. The whole of the col-

lection is in pots ranging from 4^ in. to 83 in.,

and forms one long unbroken mass in a narrow
lean-to house, having on the back wall some
grand specimens of Camellia as healthy and as
floriferous as can well be imagined. It is when
such men as Mr. Rapley take in hand any
particular class of plants that one sees them pro-
perly cultivated.

s,'
Crying for " honours."—The waylin which

some of our friends are calling out to be honoured
is not pleasant from any point of view. Keferring
to the baronetcy bestowed on Mr. Lawes, a con-
temporary writes :

" We could wish that the State
could devise some special order of merit for such
recipients as Sir John Lawes, and not put them on
a level with political partisans, municipal digni-
taries, or successful traders." Special orders of
merit are not thought much of by the wise. We
thought that even to simple folk the right view
would be that doing good work was its own
reward ! Especially so it should seem to the
scientific mind when the point concerns such all-

important and noble work as agriculture. It is

open to question if the whole tag-rag and bob-tail
of honours and distinctions from F.R.H.S. to
K.A. and F.R.S, do not do harm to progress. A man
is best known by his work. He is at best a poor
creature who attaches importance to any other
" order of merit,"
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INDOOR GARDEN.
GLOBBA COCCIXEA.

This handsome plant, belonging to the Ginger
family, is another new introduction from
Borneo, and is likely to prove in many respects

very valuable. It is free in growth, elegant in

habit, showy as regards flower, and possesses

the rare quality of being an almost perpetual

flowerer. The stems are about as thick as a goose-

quill, from 12 in. to 18 in. long, and gracefully

arch on all sides, giving the plant au elegant

appearance. They are furnished with deep

glossy green leaves, and terminate in a dense

STEAM HEATHsG.
In the monthly report of the New York Horti-
cultural Society occurs the following remarks on
this subject by Mr. John Thorpe : Whilst the
heating of horticultural structures by means of

steam is not a new idea, it has not until within
the last few years been successfully applied.

This was not because steam was any more diffi-

cult to apply than hot water, but from the fact

of its not being thoroughly understood. I believe

I am right in stating that in the eai'lier stages of

steam heating, high pressure, carrying from
oO lbs. to 75 lbs. of pressure on the steam gauge,
was the principle adopted. I well remember
when an apprentice that a costly experiment as

the apparatus is put up correctly the condensa-
tion is bound to return to the boiler and main-
tain sufficient water, whether the apparatus is

supplied by automatic trap, or works by gravity
alone. Messrs. Taber inform me that their

apparatus has been worked during the whole
winter by an ordinary greenhouse workman.
After the steam gauge is set at 2 lbs. or 10 lbs.,

when that pressure is exceeded the valve
opens and the steam escapes. As regards cer-
tainty of operation, as sure as you confine water
in any vessel and subject it to sufficient fire heat,

so sure will you have steam, and if this steam is

properly conducted to the desired points, so sure
will you have heat, and it becomes as tractable

A new 2Jl(t''it from Borneo : Globba coccinea.

raceme of flowers, of which the bracts are

scarlet and the perianth yellow. The singular

structure, peculiar to all plants belonging to

this family, is well shown in the engraving,
which liliewise well represents the habit of

growth of the plant. The showy scarlet and yel-

low blossoms are very effective in a cut state

for bouquets, vases, &c., being so uncommon
looking. It is of easy culture if grown in a

warm and moist stove, and it flowers freely in

a small state. It is one of the numerous intro-

ductions made by Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons from
Borneo through their collector, Mr. Curtis. It

has received certificates of the highest degree
from both the Royal Horticultural and Botanic
Societie?. W. G.

regards steam heating ended in entire failure

;

this was on the high pressure principle, and,
until five years since, I believed, as many do
to-day, that steam heating could never be suc-

cessful. As regards cost, for a small establishment
consisting of two or three houses, there would
not be any great difference between steam and
hot water, but where there is more than 5000 ft.

of glass surface there is a great saving in the use
of steam, and in establishments of 12,000 ft. of

glass surface and over it amounts to more than
one-half as compared with the hot-water system.
This includes all the conveniences of a return
trap, damper, regulator, and safety guards. There
is, too, absolute safety in the use of steam, unless
from criminal carelessness or gross stupidity. If

and certain of operation as any heating medium
can well be. As to any danger from steam pipes
setting fire to paper, wood, or any other material
coming in contact with them, I may say that
unless steam is heated to 400° Fahr., there is not
the slightest possibility of their so doing, and to
heat steam to 400° requires a pressure of at
least 120 lbs., which is an impossibility. The
actual heat of pipes carrying from 2 lbs. to
15 lbs. is 125° (o 140° only

; so it will be seen
that there is no more liability of fire than with
hot water. The actual difference in working
expenses is in comparison with the number of
fires used by the hot-water apparatus. "Where
there are four or more fires this is quite an
object, as in this system only one fire or stoke-
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hole 13 necessary, and we all know the more fires

the greater the loss from slow combustion and
unburnt coal finding its way into the ashes in

spite of the best management. In the actual con-

sumption of coal Messrs. Murdoch claim a saving

of from 2.5 to 30 per cent. Dry heat is one of the

objections raised against steam, but how the

heat can be dry I cannot tell, as when the

atmosphere of a greenhouse is heated to a certain

temperature, whether by steam, hot water, or

flues, the humidity will be precisely the same.

Steam pipes radiate heat, not moisture ; hot-water

pipes and flues do exactly the same in ratio to

their temperature ; this heat so radiated will

absorb a certain amount of moistui'e according to

the degree of temperature of the atmosphere of

the house, and not according to the heating

medium.

Distribution of heat.—One would expect

that the heat from steam pipes would be more
violent than that from hot water, and such is

the fact, but actual experiments made by myself

with hot water, and by Mr.Bochman with steam,

«how how quickly the heat diffuses and mixes
with the atmosphere after leaving the pipes. Mr.
Bochman's test is as follows, with the outside

temperature at 37° Fahr., no sun, and windblow-
ing almost a gale, steam gauge recording SJ lbs.

pressure, on account of the high wind, otherwise

2 lbs. of steam would have been sufficient to

maintain the following temperature in the houses

:

1, house temperature, 76^ Fahr. ; temperature
-2 ft. above two lines of 2-in. steam pipes, 81°.

2, house 58°, temperature 2 ft. above two lines

of 2-in. steam pipes, 65°. 3, house 79°, tem-
perature under bench, confined all around by
boards for purposes of bottom heat, and 2 ft.

above one 3-in. steam pipe, 98° ; and in same
house 2 ft. away from steam pipe not, so con-

fined, 84°. Test of temperature made by myself
in houses heated by hot water—outside tempera-
ture 47°; no sun or wind. 1, house, 71°, tem-
perature 1 ft. C in. above four lines of 4-in. hot-

water pipes, 90°. 2, house temperature, 60°; tem-
perature 14 in. above three lines of 4-in. hot-water
pipes, confined by boards for purposes of bottom
heat, 102° ; actual temperature of hot-water pipe,

128°, the bulb of thermometer being placed

immediately on the pipe. At the present there is

some diversity of opinion as to the size of pipes

best adapted for heating, some preferring 1-in.

and others 2-in., or even larger pipes, and I am
also informed that even the hot-water pipes

already in use can be successfully used by de-

taching a portion of those where too much
radiating surface exists, and making the required

steam connections. If this can be accomplished
it will undoubtedly make the system all the more
popular. It would seem, however, that where an
entirely new apparatus is to be erected that 2-in.

pipes will be best, as less condensation and fric-

tion occur in 2-in. pipes than in pipes of smaller
size. It is important, too, that the steam should
be alive along the whole circuit—that is, itshould

pass from the boiler through the pipes and back
to the boiler as steam, and not as condensed
water. Messrs. Taber inform me that they have in

USB one I-in. pipe only,butforall future erections

they will use 2-in. pipes, as being cheaper, and
to prevent condensation. As to maintaining the
same levels of piping in the apparatus as in hot
water, there is not the slightest advantage in so

doing ; in fact, you can take the pipes wlierever
you please, and on as many levels as required
without the slightest detriment, provided the
•condensation can get back to the lowest point.

The greenhouses of Messrs. Reinemanns, of
Alleghany City, erected in 1877, are heated by
steam ; there there is a difference of nearly 40 ft.

between the highest and lowest le*el of pipes,
and the pipes of five lOO-ft. houses are actually
several feet below the water level of the boiler,

and yet every drop of condensation is carried

back to the boiler by means of an automatic

trap. Whilst on the subject of levels of pipes

allow me to offer an idea which will be of bene-

fit in severe weather, and also in very foggy,

damp weather, when the atmosphere is almost

at a point of saturation, and that is to run along

the roof one or more lines of 1-in. pipes, imme-
diately underneath the sash-bars ; these pipes

could form a support to the roof as purlines.

This is no experiment, as I have grown in mid-

winter in the midland counties of England by
this method—except that the medium was hot

water—some of the finest Pelargoniums ever

seen.

Location of boiler.—It is best that the

water line of the boiler shall be below the lowest

steam pipes, and for every 26 in. of difference m
height the condensation will overcome one

pound pressure of steam against the check

valve, admitting it back to the boiler. In this

case the steam-trap is not required ; but it is

generally conceded that an automatic trap is a

most desirable safety-guard against the possi-

bility of an impediment to the proper return of

condensation to the boiler, and by attaching a

water supply to the same it insures the requisite

amount of water for the boiler at all times. This

also disposes of one of those terrible expenses in

hot-water apparatus, especially in badly drained

districts—a deep stokehole. I may be asked how
much water will be required per week for the

boiler ? To this I may answer that Messrs. Taber
have no trap, and so have to supply the water
directly to the boiler twice a week, at the rate

of about six gallons per day ; but where a trap

is used and the water supply lies in the vessel, it

takes care of itself. A damper is not absolutely

necessary, but quite desirable, the principal

benefit being its insurance against overheating,

if properly adjusted, and the cost would be saved

in fuel in two years. After the steam is turned

on it does not take long to raise the temperature

of the house ; from ten to fifteen minutes at the

longest the temperature can be raised to the point

desired, and this can be relied upon even where
the pipes are quite cold; whereas in the case of a

hot-water apparatus and cold pipes it would
take six or seven times as long. Another advan-

tage is, that after a cold night succeeded by a

very sunny morning, you can immediately shut

off the valves and maintain a much more equal

temperature, where you have not the great bulk

of hot water to cool and the sun to contend with

at the same time. This would apply more parti-

cularly to temperate houses or cool houses. As to

cost of wear and tear, that is very light indeed
;

proprietors of establishments in which steam

has been used from three to six seasons declare

there has not been a penny outlay. An establish-

ment at or near Pittsburg was rebuilt and
enlarged last summer, the location of pipes

changed, and after five winters' use there was
not an imperfect joint in the whole lot ; the

pipes were used again and proved equal to new
ones. The wear and tear of boilers will be some-

thing, of course, but my conviction is that it will

not be any more, or even so much, as hot-water

boilers. Many hot-water boilers that I have
known depreciated at the rate of 10 per cent, per

annum, which is extremely high, and it is

claimed that a well constructed steam boiler

will not depreciate more than 4 per cent. As to

boilers, I may say the best is the one that gives

the largest amount of steam for the smallest

amount of fuel consumed. Boilers of all shapes

and patterns are now in use, and work generally

satisfactorily ; so there is no doubt of those

intending to use steam finding suitable boilers.

The horse-power required for each 5000 ft. of

glass is from four to five, according to the

exposure, desired temperature, and construction

of houses. Whilst on the subject of boilers, and
to provide against any possible accident, I would
propose in large establishments to have two or

more boilers set in such a position that the steam
from all be conveyed to one steam hose, and dis-

tributed through the whole circuit. This would
be a saving of fuel, as in the early fall, and
again in spring, only one of the boilers need be

used. The advantage of this can be appreciated

at once, not to mention the actual saving. Hot
water so generally in use has done good service,

but steam heating, I firmly believe, to be far

more satisfactory.

CHINA ASTERS INDOORS.

ASTBES are so well adapted for pot culture,

that those who may not have seen a collection

of them flowering under glass would probably
be surprised at the effect which they produce.
The best time to sow the seed, either for pot
culture or for flowering in beds in the open
air, is during the early part of April ; and when
required for pot culture, a second sowing may be
made fully a month later, with the view of

furnishing plants for succession. The seed may
be sown in pans or in shallow boxes, which should
be placed in a slight hotbed, or in a temperature
not under 60° or 65°, where, if the seed is good
it will soon germinate. When the young plants

are large enough to be handled, they should be
pricked into other pans or boxes and kept close,

and, if necessary, shaded for a time, or until they

have again become established. They should then
be gradually hardened off, or inured to the open
air, and when large enough, those intended for

pots should be planted out in rich light soil, in a
frame if convenient, or in a sheltered situation in

the open air. They should be planted at a distance

of 8 in. or 9 in, from each other, and should be well

attended to as regards watering and shading during
intense sunshine.

Early in June the young plants will have
attained considerable dimensions. In most cases

it will be advisable to stop or pinch back the

leading shoot, in order to strengthen the lateral

ones ; the plants may at the same time be care-

fully lifted, with good balls of earth adhering to

them, and they should be firmly potted in pots

some 5 in. or 6 in. in diameter. Larger pots will

seldom be required. But the plants, being profuse
flowerers, are also somewhat gross feeders, and
should be potted in rich soil ; when the pots are

well filled with roots, which will soon be the case,

they should have frequent doses of well-diluted

liquid manure. The habit of growth of some of

the varieties is somewhat dense ; it may, therefore,

be found necessary to slightly thin out the more
weakly shoots, and in some of the sorts which
grow rather tall a few stakes may be found
necessary ; the majority of them, however, being
of dwarf growth, will need no supports.

As soon as the blooms begin to expand the

plants may be moved into the greenhouse, or

even into sitting-room windows, situations in

which they will be found to remain in good
condition for a considerable length of time,

and, being strictly annual plants, they should

be thrown away as soon as their beauty has

faded. The blooming period may, however, be
considerbly prolonged by removing the flowers

as soon as they begin to decay, unless seed

be desired, the saving of which is seldom
worth the trouble, as it can be so reasonably

obtained from seedsmen. The latter generally

have it from Continental growers, who make
specialities of certain families of plants, and
devote unwearying attention to the obtaining of

improved and distinct varieties, as well as to the

preservation of the purity of those already

obtained. All the sections of the French and
German Asters are exceedingly beautiful, and all

are suitable for pot culture. Tlie pyramidal or tall

varieties form fine specimens in pots. They grow
about 2 ft. high, and require to be neatly staked,

while the Victoria variety (one of the most beau-

tifal) does not exceed in height 10 in. or 1 ft.
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and seldom requires that attention. The Dwarf

Diamond is new, and an excellent pot variety;

the blooms are also very useful for cutting,

remaining intact for a long time. The dwarf

Obrysanthemum-flowered Aster is likewise very

suitable for pot culture ; while the ilowers of the

miniature Asters are small, but exceedingly pretty,

remaining long in bloom, and the plants are well

adapted for pot culture. Peter Grieve.

litiry St. Edmunds.

THE IMPERIAL DAHLIA.
Dahlia imperiaus is too well known to need

any detailed description. Owing to its attaining

a large size it is, however, probably gjrown in but

few places, yet from the grandeur of a plant of

it when in full blossom, and the fact of its

flowering during the autumn months, it should

Bloom of Dahlia imperlah's.

certainly be grown wherever sufficient space
exists for its accommodation. In one of the octa-

gons of the temperate house at Kew that was
kept slightly warmer than the main building this

Dahlia last autumn was very effective, there being
sis or eight plants of it in large pots, and they
reached a height of from 10 ft. to 15 ft. They
seemed just at home there, and flowered beauti-

fully, thereby showing that an intermediate house
rather than an ordinary greenhouse is the proper
place for it. Various suggestions have been made
as to dwarfing this giant among Dahlias, one
being to graft it on a tuber of one of the Lilipu-
tian varieties, which has been done, and it is said

to have been successful to some extent, but in

many cases the graft pushed forth roots of its

own and then assumed its true character. Such
a result would lead one to think that if a shoot
were grafted on a young shoot of some dwarf
form at a sufficient height to be above ground
when potted, it might be possible to accommodate
this fiie plant in less lofty structures than are
at present required for it ; at all events, it is

worth trying. Its cultural requirements are but
few, all that is needed being to keep it cool and
moderately dry, but secure from frost during wiU'

ter. A good way is to allow it to remain in the
pot in which it has flowered, and when ready to

start shake it out and repot it in good turfy loam
mixed moderately with manure

; then, when all

danger from frost is over, to place it out-of-doors
and allow it to remain in the open air till the end
of the summer, when, as the nights get cold and
the flowers become visible, it should be removed
under cover, where it would display its pure
wliite flowers in abundance. To allow of its

full development, pots of 18 in. or 20 in. in dia-

meter must be used. For this Dahlia we are
indebted to M. Roezl, by whom it was intro-

duced from Mexico in 1862. H. P.

covered with a layer of Sphagnum Moss. This

drainage is still efficient, but the growth of cer-

tain fungi and a tendency to rust on the growing

fronds of Trichomanes, kc, show that something

s not right. To replant would check and spoil

the Trichomanes, which runs half over the case.

Would lime do any good f— SIGMA.

Worms in manure.—Can any of your

readers instruct me how to rid some well-rotted

manure (three-year-old spent hotbeds) of what I

believe to be a small worm? These pests are

about 4 in. to | in. in length, and are nearly

white, or the colour of a gentle, and exactly the

shape of a worm. I lately potted off some Mimu-
luses ; some of the plants did not get on so well as

the others, and on turning them out of the pots I

found about a dozen or more of these little worms
around the pot and at the roots.—F. J.

OLD-FASHIONED PLANTS.
It is frequently remarked that the plants which

our forefathers delighted to cultivate are yearly

becoming scarcer, and that were it not for botanic

gardens, many of them would probably become
extinct. Hard-wooded plants, such as Heaths,

Epacrises,Pimeleas,Boronias, Eriostemons,Hoveas,

&c., are only seen now-a-days in comparatively

few places, and many take it for granted that

gardeners cannot now grow them. A few facts

may, however, serve to, dispel that illusion. In the

first place, gardens have multiplied of late years

at a rapid rate, and glasshouses have been erected

in many places out of all proportion to the labour

available to keep them, or their occupants pro-

perly in order. On that account, plants that are

quickly and easily grown have taken the place of

hard-wooded ones. Masses of colour are wanted
not only in the flower garden, but in the conser-

vatory, in the dramng-room, and also on the

dinner-table, and these and other decorations have

compelled the gardener to grow such plants as he

stove plants, for the former are always ready for

use, and stand rough usage better than their

flowering associates, for, let the weather be what

it may, or the situations they are to occupy ever

so draughty or ungenial, at the appointed time

they must be there.
.

Plants are not valued as they used to be for their

individual worth so much as for the effect which

they collectively produce. Of course there are ex-

ceptions, as the high prices given for some rare

plants prove, but the general tendency is to use

flowers as one would a manufactured article

—

worth so much per hundred or thousand, accord-

ing to the effect which they produce. Intrinsic-

worth is not taken into account in these days, and:

small indeed is the interest taken in sombre, quiet

colours, exquisite perfume, &c. Fashion rules as

arbitrarily in regard to flowers as in other matters,

and gardeners soon give up the culture of plants

that are not appreciated, no matter how highly

they may personally value them. The demand for

cut flowers has greatly increased; consequently

plants that yield a maximum of flower according

to time and the space which they occupy are the

ones that commend themselves to cultivators, and

those that can be hastened or delayed as to fheir

season of flowering have precedence over those

that are impatient of fire heat. It is not, therefore,-

surprising that hard-wooded plants are but poorly

represented in even large places, as the resources

of most gardens are far more severely tested than

formerly. It must not be forgotten, too, that the

practice of selling what is called surplus produce

is now well nigh universal, and therefore every

bit of space is occupied with crops that are easily

convertible into money. Hard-wooded plants are

discarded, not because gardeners cannot grow

them, but because it would be folly under the

circumstances to do so. When grown by speciahsts-

they are produced in as great perfection as ever,

and it is in some respects well that tastes are

varied, otherwise we would have endless monotony

and repetition. J- *^-

"Wardian cases.—Can anyone tell me of

any method for removing sourness of soil from a
Wardian case without replanting with fresh

earth ? I replanted the case two years ago, secur-

ing good drainage through blocks of charcoal

Dahlia impcnalis, shoicijig hahit of growth.

can trust to produce the desired effect at a given

date. He now finds that his novelties or pets

(that are more difficult to manage) are but little

appreciated, even if he could find time to still cul-

tivate them, so he reluctantly exchanges them for

plants that are capable of spending half their

period of existence in apartments, or on the hand-

barrows, travelling to and fro to the houses. It is

for this reason that Palms, Crotons, Dracienas,

Pandanuses, Ferns, &c., have superseded flowering

FLOWERING OF BOUGAINVILLE AS.

I SEND a flowering spray or two of Bougainvillea

speciosaandglabra.lventuredtostate in TheGar-

DEN(p. 394, Vol. XVII.) that B.speciosa flowered

on the previous year's growth, and B. glabra on

growth of the current vear. My statement was

contradicted by ".J. S. W." (p. 416 of the same

Vol). I have never had an opportunity of seeing

B. speciosa in bloom since until this year, and I

submit that what I stated is correct. It is true

that B. speciosa will now and then produce a few

stray blooms on the ends of young shoots like B.

glabra, but the proper way to flower it success-

fully is to get a sufficient quantity of the pre-

vious year's growth well ripened, when
^

almost

every eye will produce a bunch of flowers like that

sent. I have seen the old Bougainvillea speciosa

at Swyncombe produce wreaths of bloom from 2 ft.

to 3 ft. long quite as good as that on the small

branch which I send. One plant of B. speciosa I had

charge of for three years in a house by itself be-

came very badly infested with mealy bug ;
as soon

as the flowering season was over I pruned it

back close to the main shoots, as one would do a

Vine, and dressed it with a composition similar

to that usually applied to Vines in winter, and the

shoots which it made that year bloomed splendidly

the season following. Had I done the same thing

with B. glabra I never should have seen a flower.

W. K.

SHOET NOTES-DTDOOE.

The double Bouvardla.—We understand that in

increasing this from cuttings it comes double, hut if in-

creased from bits of the root, it comes single, which

throws a curious light on the origin and nature of some

double flowers.

Drac^na leaves (Snb.).-We can see no fungus on

the leaves sent, and do not know of any fungus that

attacks Dracwnas. The leaves present the appearance of

fungus work at first sight, hut the damaged places are

transparent, and that indicates eating away hy larvce, or

sometliing of the Eoit.—F.
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FRUIT GARDEN.
FLOEIDA OB.INGB GROVES.

It is only withia the last few years that Orange
culture has come to be recognised as productive

of Tery large, in some cases fabulous, profits ob-

tainable from a small outlay, and attended with
few risks, where some experience is combined
with careful attention. Before the rebellion, ex-

tensive natural sour Orange groves, which would
be now worth hundreds of pounds were cut

down and cleared for cotton plantations. Now
young groves are being set out by hopeful settlers

all over the State; speculators and others have
taken up nearly all available State lands in

the most desirable portions of the country, and,

in some favoured sections, prices for improved
and unimproved places have advanced 500 per
cent, within the past eighteen months. A few only
of the old settlers look upon the " boom " which
is now going on as an ephemeral inflation des-

tined to subside as quickly as it has arisen ; but
they belong probably to the limited number of old

time-croakers who ridiculed tliose who were iirst

far-seeing enough to turn attention to Orange-
growing for profit. They now fall back on the
assertion (hat a few years will make the supply in

excess of the demand—a contingency that seems
impossible to anyone who has studied the subject,

and knows accordingly that at present Florida
does not furnish more than one-fourteenth of the
annual oomsumption of Oranges in America, the
balance coming from the Mediterranean and West
Indies, neither of which can approach Florida in
the quality of the fruit. Taking into consideration
again the annual increase in population and pur-
chasing power of the United States, together with
the fact that there are many large cities where an
•Orange never finds it way, there can surely be no
fear that the Orange business will be overdone.
The State can as yet supply only a very limited
market, of which New York is the chief. Oranges
will net about a halfpenny apiece ; a bear-
ing grove, therefore, of ten acres containing, say,

800 trees, bearing each .500 Oranges, will produce
a nett annual income of not less than .£800.

It takes not less than five years to bring budded
trees to good bearing : seedlings take a few years
longer ; but when that point is reached there is

a rapid annual increase until good trees will bear
as many as 4000 Oranges, and the owner can look
forward with satisfaction to the certainty of his
income swelling every year, while his trees are
becoming stronger and hardier and far better
able to resist any insidious attacks from cold
or insects to which they may be by perchance
subjected.

Many yoimg settlers have come to Florida, in-

vested their little all in land for a grove, and
under-estimated the expenses of working it and
bringing it to bearing; until, just when they
should be beginning to reap the fruits of their
patience and labours, they find themselves penni-
less, and forced to sell out and start afresh with
the proceeds on a loss ambitious scale. Again,
since the rebellion there has been, and still is, so
little hard cash amongst the southerners, that a
considerable proportion of the older and more
valuable groves are heavily mortgaged, and their
owners indebted in other ways. Money can be
safely placed here at from 7 to 15 per cent, per
annum. For these reasons there is no lack of bear-
ing groves for sale ; and for a man with a little

capital at his command it is a better investment,
provided the price be right, to buy a grove already
bearing, or started, than to set to work clearing
land and setting out trees, from which he can
get no returns for some years. Bearing groves
can now be bought at about .£200 per acre, more
or less, according to condition and location. A
stranger in Florida will, before lie has travelled
much, have heard more misrepresentations than
he had probably heard before in his lifetime.
Wherever he goes he will hear the same story.
Each section has the richest soil, produces the
best Oranges, is the most healthy in the State, and
has a railroad coming for a certainty right through

it 1 Then there are land sharks everywhere, elo-

quent and plausible, eager to catch the unwary.
Unless, therefore,'an intending buyer have reliable

friends in the State who will give him the benefit

of their knowledge and experience, he must be
very careful as regards the selection of a site for

his grove. Florida is flooded with pamphlets
extolling the claims of the different counties and
localities to the consideration of settlers ; and each
agrees, as is usual with publications of that

nature, in representing as a veritable Eden the

particular section in whose interests it may be
written. One point on wliich they all insist with
much emphasis is the salubrity of Florida ; but
the truth is that this blessing is unfortunately far

from being universally extended. In many sec-

tions malarial and bilious fevers are very preva-

lent, especially during the aiTtumn ; and although
these are rarely of a malignant type, such locali-

ties should be avoided by all those who rightly

consider health to be of primary importance. With
a little care and circumspection there is no difiB-

culty as a rule in finding a healthy site for a

house, which can be located on a few acres of

Pine land, perhaps a mile or so from the grove, if

the settler should prefer to have that on the richer

but more sickly " hummock " soil. The winter
climate and its eflicacy in healing all kinds of

pulmonary complaints are too well known to

render it necessary to enlarge upon it here. The
weather is, with few exceptions, quite perfect

throughout the winter months—warm, sunny days,

like a cloudless July in England, invariably a

pleasant breeze and cool nights. The summer,
although very long, averages no extreme heat,

which is always tempered by a breeze, either from
the Gulf or the Atlantic. In some localities mos-
quitoes and sandflies are a great pest, but these

can be avoided.

The country may be briefly described as consist-

ing of Pine forests, flat or rolling, dotted with
lakes large and small, intersected in certain sec-

tions with dense and rich tracks of " hummock,"
heavily timbered with Live and Water Oak,
Hickory, Magnolia, Red Bay, Sweet Gum, Cedar,

&o., bound together with tangled Vines, and
draped with long grey Moss. Marsh lands and
Cypress swamps cover also a large acreage. Many
of the lakes are very beautiful, and their shores

offer charming sites for residences. The sunsets

alone are a " joy for ever " to the lover of the

beautiful. Then, there are few prettier sites than
a thrifty Orange grove, the dark green leaves

forming a fitting background for the juicy fruit,

which hangs in golden clusters from every

bough. To the man possessed of youth and health,

but only moderate means, say £500 to £2000,
who likes an outdoor life in a pleasant climate,

and does not mind giving up the ball-room for

the pruning knife, few parts of the world can
ofEer him so many opportunities for obtaining
large returns from a small investment as Florida.

With a ready-made grove as a nucleus to start

upon, he can go on clearing more land, and set-

ting out trees, until after a few years he will find

himself from a small beginning the possessor of a

valuable property.

—

Field.

GRAFTING AND ITS EFFECTS.

The art of grafting is doubtless of very great

antiquity, and the date of the discovery of the fact

that some plants, under certE,in circumstances,

will not only grow, but will also thrive better,

upon the roots of others tlian upon their own, is,

like the name of the discoverer, hidden in ob-

curity. The influence, however, which the stock

exercises upon the scion, and the scion to some
extent upon the stock, as regards vigour of

growth, productiveness, quality of fruit, &c., opens

up a wide field for research, into which I can
hardly attempt to enter further than to show how
the health and fertility of some plants may be

affected by grafting, and how, in order to secure

desired results, care should be taken to select

suitable stocks for particular varieties. If weakly
constitutioncd scions are grafted upon strong-

growing or vigorous stocks, the scions will not, as

may be at first sight supposed, be always
strengthened or invigorated by this process. It

must be borne in mind that the feeding power of

the root is regulated by the leaf development of

the plant which it supports ; and if this is insufli-

cient, the stock will for a time expend its surplus

energies in the production of shoots under its

junction witli the scion, and these, if persistently

repressed, as they necessarily must be, will ulti-

mately render the roots inactive and the

plants unhealthy; but on the other hand, if

the scions of vigorous varieties are worked
upon less vigorous kinds, the strong-growing scions

compel, as it were, the roots of the stock to exert

their utmost energies for the support of the

scions ; and precocity and fruitfulness are gene-

rally the result. This is exemplified in the case of

the Pear worked upon the Quince, the Apple upon
the Pommier du Paradis, the Cherry upon the

Mahaleb stock, &c. But in carrying out this prin-

ciple it is necessary to take into consideration the

character of the soil. In light poor land it will

generally be found that the Quince and the Para-

dise stocks will fail to maintain in anything like

a healthy and fruitful condition, for any length of

time, vigorous varieties of the Pear and the Apple.

It may indeed be doubted if these stocks can with

advantage be used upon such soils, unless they

are liberally enriched by the addition of clay,

loam, and possibly some fertiliser. As has already

been said, what are called restricting stocks are

in many cases found to be exceedingly useful

;

but they cannot be indiscriminately used on all

kinds of soil. It should also have been mentioned

that in the case of raising seedlings, with the

view of obtaining new and improved varieties, the

Quince and Paradise stocks can be used with

great advantage ; for, although seedling plants of

the Pear and Apple will, in the course of time,

come into a fruitful condition upon their own
roots—some in the course of a few years—yet

others will take a lifetime almost to prove them
worthy of cultivation or otherwise.

Effects of grafting vigorous fruits on
weakly ones.—As a remarkable example of the

influence of the scion upon the stock may be men-
tioned the case of an old Eibston Pippin Apple

tree, a much-esteemed variety, but known to suc-

ceed indiflierently on some kinds of soil and in

some situations. The tree in question occupied

what may have been considered a favourable posi-

tion, viz., the west end of a south wall in an old

garden. The original soil was not of good quality,

being light and gravelly, and the tree, although

annually producing some good fruit, was at the

same time in an unhealthy and cankered con-

dition. It covered, however, a large portion of

wall, and, being trained horizontally, each alter-

nate rod or branch was removed to within a few

inches of the stem, and these were grafted with

scions of a strong-growing culinary Apple, nanied

Alexandra, vi'hich grew rapidly ; and the intention

was to have, in the course of a few years, re-

moved the remaining branches of the Eibston and

re-grafted them also with the sort just named.

This intention, however, was very willingly

abandoned, as the portion left of the Eibston im-

proved so greatly in condition that it was gladly

retained. It is also quite possible that many of our

weakly-growing, but finely-flavoured, dessert

Apples, when grown in the standard form, might

be invigorated by this or similar means, which

might prove more satisfactory than the old

plan of heading down and re-grafting, as

trees so treated are seldom found to remain

healthy for many years afterwards. A similar

practice might also be advantageously followed

in the case of some of our finest, although weakly

growing. Pears and other fruits, whether on walls

or in tlie standard form. Even in the case of the

Grape Vine, some of the finest and best finished

bunches I have seen of the Muscat Hamburgh
and Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat were produced

upon rods which grew upon a stock that also sup-

ported rods of the Trebbiano and the Alicante va-

rieties. It is thus evident that the feeding power

of the roots of plants is regulated by the foliage

or leaf growth. But in order that plants may de-
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rive the full benefit of increased feeding power,

it is necessary that the soil in which they are

growing should be judiciously enriched, as it

would be impolitic to create or excite an appetite,

and at the same time withhold the wherewithal

to appease or satisfy it. In alluding to the

influence of the scion upon the roots of the

stock, a writer in the Xoiv York Tribune lately

said that, in the case of different varieties of

Apples all grafted in the same way, when the

plants were moved after three or four years'

growth, a uniform character of root was found in

each sort—that is, the stock or seedling plants in

rooting did not show their individual habit, but

assumed that of the variety grafted on them.

Whether this is always the case or not, I am
nnable to say ; but in more than one instance in

this country the scion has been known to induce

certain distinct pecnliarities in the stock, such as

that of variegation.

Grafting Leguminous plants. — Some
years ago, being anxious to ascertain the influence

of the stock upon the scion, and vice versa, I

chose for experiment plants not usually grafted

viz., the Leguminosre. Green Marrow Peas were
worked upon early white varieties, such as Ring-

leader, with the view of ascertaining if anything
like an increase of early development would be
the result in the case of the Green Marrow. The
large green Windsor Bean was in like manner
grafted upon the early Mazagan, the common
Scarlet Kunner upon the dwarf French Bean, and
the latter upon the Scarlet Runner, &c. All these

grafted plants grew freely enough, with the ex-

ception of the dwarf Bean, which, so far as I can
recollect, did not appear quite happy upon the

roots of the Scarlet Runner, while the latter grew
in all respects as freely upon the roots of the dwarf
Bean as other runners did upon their own roots.

As regarded the Mazagan and the Windsor Bean,

no result which could be ascribed to the operation

of grafting could be perceived, nor yet as regarded

the early and late varieties of Peas. But in every

case the seeds produced by the grafted plants

were carefully labelled, preserved, and sown
during the following season, at the same time

and in juxtaposition with seeds of each of the

respective sorts not so treated, and anything like

deviation from the normal type was carefully

watched for. In no instance, however, did this ap-

pear, with the single exception of the Green Mar-
row Pea (Yorkshire Hero), which had been pro-

duced upon the roots of Suttons' Ringleader, a

very early variety. Instead of the produce of the

grafted plant being earlier than that of the or-

dinary stock of this variety, it was, if anything,
later, and grew quite 1 ft. higher. This peculiarity

the seed descended from the grafted plant main-
tained from year to year ; but in no other respect,

such as colour or quality, did it differ from the

normal type. Petek Grieve.

ORCHIDS.

Melon disease.—I should be glad of any in
formation which your readers can give me respect-
ing its prevention or the w&y to cure a disease
that has befallen my Melons. I only became
acquainted with it last season, and it was not
confined to our place alone ; on the contrary.
Melons in other places in this neighbourhood also
suffered, and this season I know of one place in
which the early Melons have gone clean off after
appearing in good health for some time. Our beds
were properly made, and we had plenty of bottom
heat ; since the disease has appeared I have gone
over the plants daily with lime and sulphur mixed,
and have dusted every place affected. In this way
we have been sometimes able to keep the plants
lingering on until the fruit was nearly ripe. I

recollect closing in atliree-lightpit with six good
Melons in each light just done swelling ; the
plants looked in good health, but, alas, the next
morning when I called to see them, it was all over
with them

; on examination the stems were found
to have completely rotted through. This disease
is not the canker, as sometimes seen on Melons, for
it will break out sometimes 2 ft. from the base of
the plant.—A. M., Dorset.

BRITISH ORCHIDS AND THEIR
CULTURE.

Few native plants are more interesting', or

better repay the bestowal of a little care on their

cultivation, than the several species of hardy
Orchids. The peculiar construction and mimicry
of the flowers, combined with their delicate

colouring and rare local distribution, all serve

to make them favourites with cultivators of

British plants. Of hardy British Orchids thera

are sixteen genera, or in all about forty species,

some of which are extremelj' curious and pretty.

Their cultivation seems, however, to be to a great
extent neglected, and for what reason it would
be difficult to say, more especially as the floral

beauty of many of them far more than compen-
sates for the little trouble incurred in their cul-

tivation ; notwithstanding this, however, we
know of only a few persons interested at all in

their growth, or who make Orchid growing a

speciality. A useful hook might be made on
British and other hardy Orchids, the want of

which I have no doubt forms a serious draw-
back to their successful cultivation. In Bentham
and Sowerby's botanical works passing notice is

certainly taken of the different hardy Orchids,

but that is hardly sufficient for the amateur
who wishes to cultivate and classify the

different species and varieties. It is also a diffi-

cult matter to purchase the dififerent British

Orchids, as only a few nurserymen keep them,
thus placing another barrier in the collector's

way. The plant exchange system, however,
remedies this to some extent. We have derived
great pleasure from a bed of hardy Orchids in the

garden here, and I may add that it has been
greatly admired by most visitors. It was formed
in a shady corner by simply digging into the

loamy soil of which the garden is composed a

quantity of peat and leaf-mould, and when plant-

ing the tubers giving lime rubbish to those re-

quiring a calcareous soil. Excepting, perhaps,
the species of Ophrys, hardy Orchids are not
at all fastidious about soil, a good example of

which may be seen in our two commonest
kinds. Orchis mascula and O. maculata, these

being found in soils of the most opposite de-

scriptions.

The following list of Orchidaceous plants
found in this neighbourhood is taken from
Griffith's " Flora of Carnarvonshire and Angle-

Malaxis paludosa
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has bloomed unusually early, the first flowers

appearing in the beginning of April, and nearly

two months before their usual time. The broad-

leaved Epipaotis (E. latifolia) is pretty gene-

rally distributed throughout our woodlands. It

is a tall handsome plant when well grown, and
thrives luxuriantly in rather damp, shady
woods, in rich fibrous loam, producing spikes of

purplish green flowers loosely placed on' one

side of the stem. The Marsh Epipactis (E. palus-

tris) is a rarer plant than the above; it has
pinkish white flowers, and is found in damper
situations. The several species of Cephalanthera
are closely allied to Epipactis both in habit and
foliage. We have not grown any of this genus,

having been unable to procure specimens. Orchis

maculata superba seems a more robust and finer

form than O.maculata; ithas stiff foliage,thickly

covered with small purple spots. The flowers are

also, I believe, superior to those of 0. maculata.

For my plant of this 1 am indebted to the Kev.
H. Harpur Crewe.
With Cypripediura Caleeolus we have been

singularly unsuccessful both last year and this,

having had nice healthy specimens when several

inches above ground cut over and destroyed in

a single night. We do not attribute this to

the work of slugs, as the plants were cut over
just below the ground level, but to a smallworm
which enters the stem near the bulb, and gradu-

ally works its way upwards. Anticipating
better results in future, we have purchased
another specimen, and so far our perseverance
has been rewarded by a strong plant that will

probably flower during the present season.

The above is a list of the principal Orchids
worth growing ; we have, however, several

others in cultivation, as Listera ovata, Llparis

Loeseli, Goodyera repens, &c., all of which are

more interesting as specimens of British plants

than remarkable for any individual beauty of

foliage or flowers which they possess.

A. D. Webster.
Penrhyn, Bangor, Korth Wales.

Odontoglossum cltrosmum.—This beau-
tiful plant is one belonging to the list of Orchids
that should be grown by everj-one who has a small
greenhouse, for it is one of the loveliest and
sweetest scented of the genus. It bears from large
liighly polished bulbs long and slender flower-
spikes, consisting of from a dozen to twentj- pure
white blossoms with yellow centres, arranged in

a large cylindrical drooping cluster. The perfume is

delicious enough to scent a large house. It is not
ii difficult plant to manage, succeeding even in a
warm greenhouse. One of the finest flowered
specimens we have seen of it is a plant in Mr.
8oper's garden in the Clapliam Eoad, a garden
which, having regard to its being within three
miles of St, Taul's, contains an unusual number of
interesting plants.

Dendrobium barbatulum. — This is a
charming Orchid, and one that is far too uncom-
mon, for few Orchids have such delicacy of colour
and elegance either in or out of bloom. The
flowers are rather small compared with those of
the majority of Dendrobes, but are produced in
dense clusters along slender pseudo-bulbs, which
on well grown plants are upwards of 1 ft. in length.
The flowers are pure white with a faint blush tint
oa the labellum, which is long and pointed and
furnished with a tuft of dense, short hairs. It
grows well on a block or suspended pan in a warm
greenhouse, and remains for several weeks in
perfection in early summer. AVe lately saw it

beautifully in flower in Mr. W. Soper's garden, in
the Clapham Road, in a small house containing a
mixed collection of stove plants.

Cattleya Sanderiana. — This charming
new Cattleya is now in flower a,t Lake House,
Cheltenham, the residence of M'r. G. Neville
Wyatt, who writes that even in the case of a small
plant it is very grand and distinct. It resembles

Cattleya gigas, but varies from it in the deep

crimson in the lip, running almost entirely up the

throat, and in not having the two yellow eyes of

C. gigas on the lip. The latter is also opener and
flatter, and the sepals and petals of a deeper rose

than those of C. gigas. The tube of the labellum

is much shorter than that of C. gigas, and the

plant altogether is an improvement on that

species. We shall doubtless get some splendid

forms of this Cattleya when the strong plants,

which showed that ten or twelve flowers bad been

borne on a spike in its native habitat, come into

bloom. At present only two have flowered to my
knowledge, the one under notice, and the other

with Mr. Schofleld, of Manchester, but Mr. Perci-

val, of Birkdale, has some well advanced.

—

James O'Beien.

The Man Orchis in North "Wales.—In
the remarks on hardy British Orchids (p. 158), to

which Mr. WoUey Dod referred in your last issue,

I did not state that I had found the Man Orchis

(Aceras anthropophora ) in this district. If, how-

ever, Mr. Dod has a copy of GriSith's " Flora of

Carnarvonshire and Anglesea," he will see that

this Orchid is there mentioned as a native plant

;

and this was my authority for including it

amongst the list of Orchids found in this neigh-

bourhood. On asking Mr. Griffith about it a few
days ago, he was doubtful if he had ever found it,

and thinks he must have confounded this plant

with some other species. I ha\e never heard of

the Tway-blade (Listera ovata) being called the

Man Orchis, nor is such a synonym recorded in

any catalogue or botanical work in my possession.

We have Aceras anthropophora in the garden here

IZii in. in height, with a iiower 2.} in. in diameter

at "the base. Listera ovata, which is a nuisance in

the park here, will not be in full flower for some
time yet ; therefore, it was impossible foi' us to

have confounded these two plants. It may interest

Mr. Dod to know that a friend of mine has found

the Bee Orchis within a much less radius than

ten miles of Llandudno.— A. D. Wbbsiee,
Penrliyn, North Wales.

Pruning Orchids.—We have, I think, almost

heard enough of Orchid pruning for the present

;

but if " J. S. W." succeeds so well in pruning
Dendrobium Wardianum, how is it he has not
tried it on some other species? I quite agree

with " J. H. W." that by cutting away the old

bulbs of D. Wardianum he will increase its

breaks ; but I think he will find that by a con-

tinuance of the practice year after year the

growths will get weaker, and in a few years be
worthless. Why does he not tell us about some
other Orchids on which he has tried the sj-stem 1

take Odontoglossum, for instance. I have now in

full flower an Odontoglossum Alexandras of the

Andersonianum type, but superior in every respect

to that well-known variety. It has two spikes

from one break ; one spike has thirty-two flowers

on it and the other twenty-nine. The same break
showed three spikes, but I pinched one olf. I

fancy " J. S. W." with all his pruning will not

exceed that. "J. S. W." says (p. 268) that he
should have no objection to accept Mr. Spyers'

challenge if it was practicable, or likely to serve

any useful purpose. Well, if he would show, say at

Manchester, two or three of his plants that have
been subjected to, say, two or three years' pruning,

I think he would find most gardeners interested in

Orchid culture there to see them. From my own
experience I should not like to try the system at

present. All back bulbs, I think, have a function

to perform during the resting period, and I trust

"J. S. W." will see his way clear to show us an
example to the contrary.— F. F.

and weakened by the presence of maggots and
aphides. Hence there must be no waiting till they
form a colony—the colony a myriad—but the

moment a grub, a fly, or caterpillar is .seen, let it

be squashed." Your correspondent may not have
read the sentence pronounced on such detestable

practices by the Lord Chief Justice of England,
Baron Coleridge: "What would our Lord have
said ? What looks would He have bent upon the

unoffending creatures which He loves dying under
tortures deliberately inflicted " {Fortnightly Ih-
vien; February, p. 236) ? True, this appeal was
addressed to the men who usually kill animals on
the pretence of being able so to cure our own
diseases, but it is obviously as applicable to the

dreadful crushings of these poor animals (which
the learned Mr. Hutton has proved to be our fellow-

creatures) solely under the pretence of the health

of Eoses and other plants. We cannot believe the

estimable and compassionate Canon Hole can
lend any countenance to the wholesale cruelties

of Mr. D. T. Fish.— P. F. C, Victoria Street.

GARDEN FLORA.

Anti-vivisectionistS.—At a ladles' sub-

committee here our worthy secretary laid before

us your last number of The Gaeden, with the

following passage scored and underlined ;
" The

true rosarian is down upon the fly, grub, or cater-

pillar the moment he espies either ; it is the first

catching alive and killing on the spot that keeps
the plants clean and strong throughout the

season. It is not only what the insects eat that is

to be regretted, but the entire Rose tree is soiled

PLATE CCCXXXVIIL—CAMPANULA
ALLIONII.

A CHARMING addition to rock garden plants

from the high Alps of Central Europe is this

little Bellflower, which must find its way into

all good gardens. As to its beauty and dis-

tinctiveness from other cultivated kinds, the an-

nexed plate, which is a good representation of a

plant of this Bellflower growing in the York
Nursery, speaks for itself. It belongs to that sec-

tion of the genus Campanula known as Medium,
of which the Canterbury Bell is a familiar

example. The plant under notice belongs to a

subdivision of the section numbering some half

dozen species, all characterised by the root-

leaves being crowded into dwarf tufts, and by
the flowers being solitary on short, erect stems.

The species allied to C.Allionii,in cultivation, are

C.dasyantha and C. altaica, neither of which are

so showy or valuable garden plants asC.Allionii.

This Bellflower was in cultivation some sixty

years ago, but until lately was lost to gar-

dens. A few years ago Messrs. Backhouse re-

introduced it in quantity, so that there is little

likelihood of its becoming again extinct. The
collector of this beautiful plant speaks of it as

" forming tufts from 1 ft. to -3 ft., or even more,

across, smothered with brilliant, bluish-purple

flowers, borne solitary or in pairs on stout

stalks 1 in. to 3 in. high. The flowers (measured

on the spot) were IJ in. long, and Ih in. in

diameter at the mouth of the corolla. It was
found growing at an elevation of from 50(X) ft.

to 7000 ft., and completely covered a bank of

shale and strong loam with its showy flowers.

It creeps with underground runners, and only

grows about 2 in. high. The individual blossoms

are nearly as large as those of the Canterbury

Bell." It appears not to be at all fastidious un-

der culture, inasmuch as it grows freely iu

various soils and situations ou well-formed

rockwork in full exposure, and it possesses the

desirable quality of flowering freely in a small

state. A full account of the alpine Campanulas
will be found in a monograph of the genus by
the late Mr. J. C. Niven in Vol. VIII. of The
Garden. W. G.

Production of roots.—There can be no
objections whatever to trying the experiment on
this subject in the way suggested in The GARDEN
(p. 291). I have tried the plants in diflierent pots

before with a similar result, but it was suggested

then that the plant in the pot of rich soil would

make the most foliage, and consequently the

most roots, as the leaves are also acknowledged to

help in the production of roots. I therefore tried

the experiment with the sand and soil, half and
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li.ilf in the same pot to get over this difficulty, as,

whatever influence the leaves might exert, it was

optional on the part of the roots to take which

side they liked best. I choose a very poor soil—

-sand—and a very rich one for this reason, viz.,

the theory of the poor soil advocates is that the

poor soil produces the most roots, because they

have to hunt more industriously for food and

multiply accordingly. The poorer the soil, there-

fore, the more roots there should be, and sand is

poor enough. It is the misfortune of the opposite

side that they have not yet defined what a poor

.soil means.—J. S. W.

K.OIBLES OF A PLANT COLLECTOR.
( Continuedfrom 2}- 10.2.)

I LEFT Shamani at dawn (I suppose about half-

past three) and rode to the mountain. After we
left the sea-beach we followed the rocky bed of

a mountain torrent some dii.tance and then oom-

inenced to climb. We left our horses at a wood-
cutter's hut, about 1000 ft. up the mountain, my
object being to see what species of Firs were
forming the distinct black band round the top

;

but my object was not to be fulfilled to-day, for

1 found after 1 had ascended l'100 ft. that it was
perfectly impossible to get up that way ;

I there-

tore returned leisurely, and I came upon two
fine Junipers ; one was J. japonica, the other in

the way of J. rigida, but creeping along the

ground. 1 also found magnificent specimens of a

deciduous Magnolia, with flowers as large as

those cf M. grandifiora, and deliciously scented;

in fact, in some of the valleys which we
crossed the scent was quite overpowering. A
beautiful Styrax abounded everywhere, and
masses of pink aod reddish Rhododendrons.
Large Umbelliferse, some of them 15 ft. high,

spread out their heads over the confused masses of

Actinidia, Glossocomia, and Artemisia. Aralia

Maximowiczi and other plants were here, as

1 saw them at Sapporo, perfect giants, and here

and there was growing the feathery, blue Pinus
parviflora. I cama back to Shamani and took

fresh horses. On returning we passed some
glorious places for plants— deep ravines, with
water rushing down the middle over huge boul-

ders, and under continual shade from the dense

Firs and Pines growing on the banks ; rocks

covered in masses with Mosses, Ferns, and Saxi-

frages ; in other places. Vines and Actinidias

stretched out like long ropes to the tops of large

Beech and Oak trees. Magnolias appeared every-

where.
Making BLoridzumi my headquarters for the

time, in a few daj s 1 was rambling over the

mountains, now within a distance of six miles.

Look where I would at the back of the town,
mountains, range after range, appeared. In front

of the village was a pretty harbour with two
reefs of rocks running out on each side, formin^
a safe retreat for Japanese junks, the entrance

not being wide enough for large vessels. High
bluffs run along the coast for about seven miles,

On each side the town numerous small streams

emptied themselves into the sea along the bluffs,

running from the near mountains down ravines,

forming splendid places for all kinds of plants.

The mountains generally on the N.E. side were
not thickly wooded, but on the S.E. side 1 never
saw such thick forests of Pines and Firs. After

a short rest we made preparations to descend the

large range of mountains between Horidzumi
and Shamani. We ascended about 1000 ft. on
the road to Shamani, then we turned off alon^

a ridge leading to the top of the mountains, and
•we were soon in the thickest of the forest; we
came out from amongst the trees when we had
risen about another 500 ft., and there our path

was open, having struck the barren ridge lead-

ing to the top. The scenery here was grand in

the extreme ; we had a view of the whole of the

S.E. Cape Sjerrimo. Here and there were clumps
of an Abies, supposed to be a ^•ariety of

sachalinensis, and White Bark and Birch. The
hillside to the east was covered with a dwarf

Bamboo, and was evidently the feeding ground

of immense herds of deer. I found a beautiful

little Thalictrum, with leaves like Adiautum
cuneatum, but of harder texture ;

this will make
a pretty rock plant. Woodsia Veitchi was grow-

ing everywhere. Pteris aquilina was also \ery

plentiful. When we had ascended 2500 ft. we
came to a sheltered valley on the east side, and

one portion of it was nearly covered with very

fine speciniens of Pinus parviflora. This is a

longer leaved variety than the Pine mentioned

by Siebold, but only a variety. I took it to be

Cembra at first, but 1 found the seeds winged,

therefore differing from those of Cembra. In this

vallev was also growing Abies Glenhi, a Spruce

not unlike A. orientalis. I did not think this

worth introducing, as I only saw one or two
good specimens, and the tree was evidently a

very slow growing one. Two species of Juniper

were also growing higher up the mountain

amongst the rocks, with a very beautiful dwarf

Pine (Pinus Cembra pygmea). This was about

4 ft. high, spreading along the ground, and as

the tops of the branches formed a level surface,

they looked like some of the trained flat-top

specimens in the Japanese gardens. The foliage

was bluish. I took specimens, and came in Sep-

tember to get seeds, but the bears had been

there before me, and taken them all. At iiOOO ft.

the forest trees ended, and the hills were rather

bare of vegetation, nothing but a few stunted

Pines, Bamboo scrub, and tufts of Grass. We
came to the top at last, about 3500 ft.

As we returned I turned off the ridge of

the mountains, and as 1 walked amongst the

dwarf Pines I came suddenly upon a bear about

half-grown, and before he had time to run I

brought him down with a bullet through the

lungs. 1 established at once my fame as a shot.

This, of course, was the talk of the town for

days. We saw numerous ground squirrels,

pretty reddish furred animals, with yellowish

and black bars down the back. We left the

track by which we came up the mountain, as our

Aino told us he knew a nearer road through the

forest. He led the way, and we sent another

Aino home with the bear. As we were pa.ssing

down a beautiful sheltered valley filled with

monster Oaks, Willows, and Alders, we came

upon an old dead Oak lying on the ground

covered with a yellowish fungus. This was a

prize, and the tree was soon stripped of the

fungi. I had them fried and in soup, and found

them excellent. They grew in masses, and were

shaped like little cups. My gun was a double-

barrelled muzzle-loader, one rifled barrel. 1 had

now nothing left but snipe shot No. 8, and I

used to take a short walk every morning to

shoot a woodcock or a snipe for my dinner.

1 could have shot dozens if I had wished, as the

little brooks and springs about were swarming
with them. I had even shot them in the hotel

garden. One morning I took my usual stroll

into a little gorge with a spring at the head,

about J mile from the hotel, and as I neared the

spring amongst low Alder scrub, something

rushed about the bushes. 1 thought it was only

a fox, for I saw foxes frequently. I went up,

however, and the moment I arrived at the end

of the gorge a bear stood up on his hind legs,

and opened his mouth at me ready for a hug.

My gun was loaded with f charge of snipe shot,

sol levelled at his breast just where the lower

ribs join. I shot, and down fell bruin. To make
sure he was dead, I gave him a knock on the

head with the butt of my gun, and of course

broke the stock. I was delighted, however, with

the unexpected sport, and went down to the

hotel and fetched some Ainos to bring in the

game. 1 was feted and praised without end
botli by Japanese and Ainos. One day I was
rambling up a river-bed looking for beetles,

when I came suddenly upon an Aino villiage. 1

had a good look around, for all the dogs and
women " cleared out," as the Yankee says. 1

found a rude sort of a rack at one house, on
which there were about a dozen bear skulls

;

each skull was stuck on a forked pole and sur-

rounded with shavings. My boy told me that

the Ainos worship them. I never saw any signs

of religion amongst them, except a dance on the

beach one stormy night when somebody was
drowned. They made fearful howls. 1 was in-

vited to dine with one of the government officers,

and met at dinner some dozen Japanese gentle

men. 1 went about 5 o'clock. Fish was brought
in on magnificent blue and white porcelain

dishes. A large salmon roasted was carved up
with chopsticks, and set before us with pickled

Radish leaves and other delicacies. The leading

.Japanese then said they wanted to know what
my religious ideas were, and if 1 would explain

Christianity to them. 1 did as well as 1 was
able. They then told me what their ideas were,

and I found that these people were not quite

the heathens we take them to be ; in fact, if the

people in England only knew what sort of

beings the Japanese generally are they would be

a long time before they sent missionaries there.

One of the Japanese told me, " It is of no use

sending men out here who don't know any-

thing else except their Bible ; we want doctors,

and thoroughly well educated men that can talk

to us." The gentleman in question worshipped a

great spirit, and every night his two sons knelt

down before the little shrine in a closet in the

principal room (such shrines are in every Japa-

nese house), and prayed to the great spirit for

health, protection, and prosperity. What could a

man do more ? After religion, our next subject

was women. A woman is considered inferior to a

man in every way in Japan, and it is only of

late years that she has been educated. My com-

panions were astonished when I told them of the

freedom and social standing of a woman in

England. This conversation lasted till about 8

o'clock, during which time we ate a little fish,

and had a cup of wine with each other. I was
presented with a cup, and the gentleman who
wished me to drink poured it out, but did not

drink with me. I then presented the cup to some

one else, and poured out the wine for him. I

knew that when I asked for Rice the conversa-

tion would cease, and dinner proper would then

commence. I then asked for Rice, and we had

several sorts of soups, more hot fish, pickles. Rice,

and finished up with washing out our Rice cups

with Tea, an operation that invariably finishes

all Japanese meals.

When 1 had thoroughly explored all the

mountains within a day's journey from Ho-
ridzumi, I thought I should like to see a little of

the N.E. coast, so on August 3 I started with

my boy and journeyed as far as a place called

Sara-ru. As we passed over some mountain

1700 ft. I was rewarded by finding a beautiful

blue Hydrangea. The flower opens green and

afterwards changes to a beautiful dark sky blue.

This was in very large masses about 2 ft. high

in all the sheltered valleys. Hydrangea pani-

culata, too, was everywhere, particularly on the

sides of the mountain streams. Enormous quan-

tities of AraliaMaximowiczi and Magnolias were

in the forest of deciduous trees, Sambucus with

large bunches of scarlet berries, and here and

there bushes of the very free flowering Clero-

dendron trichotomum, with it large bunches of

white and pink flowers. I was delighted to see

this in fuUflower; it is a strongly scented shrub

;

some of the heads of flowers measured 1 ft.
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across. The following day I passed through the

same kind of forest I had seen before at Sap-

T)oro, and I found the Black Currant growing

wild. Raspberries were also very plentiful, with

a kind of Blackberry, all very acceptable to us.

"We gathered large quantities and had them
boiled down with sugar, and they made excel-

lent preser\-es. The heat has been rather oppres-

sive of late ; to-day the thermometer stood at

00° in the shade at an elevation of 1000 ft. The
nights were always cool, so that we could sleep

comfortably. I kept on my journey till I came
to a large Aino town called Tocats. I could see I

was getting away from the mountains and that

the vegetation was the same as that I had seen

before 1 therefore decided to return. Ishouldhave

had a journey of about 200 miles before I should

bave metwith any more mountains.This informa-

tion was given mebyour host atthe hotel; he had
been with an exploring party of Japanese officials,

and knew the country. Here the Ainos came in

a crowd to see me, called me their brother, I

suppose because I had a good crop of beard
;

they gave me stone arrow-heads, a bow and
quiver, and invited me to a hunting party,

which proved a failure. I bad a ramble in

the forest, and found exactly the same
plants I found in other localities. I was
rather frightened here. Two Ainos and a bear

were brought in dead just after we arrived.

The Aino and his son were hunting, and while
walking through the tall Eulalia and Bamboo it

is supposed they came suddenly upon a bear, for

when found the boy's head was nearly off, hav-
ing had a paw from the bear. The old Aino was
dead in the embrace of the bear, though the

latter was stabbed to death by the Aino in the

struggle. Such are the dangers of Yesso travel. I

returned in three days to my head-quarters, and
commenced preparations for the seed season,

making my paper bags, &c. Time was rather

heavy on my hands, so I used to go fishing for

trout in the mountain streams. We used salmon
roe for bait. A line was made from our horse's

tail in a few moments. I alwayscarried fish-hooks

;

and, once ready, trout weighing from 2 oz. to

1 lb. were pulled out as fast as we could prepare
our lines. I never saw so many trout in one
stream. I also shot three red kingfishers and one
large barred kingfisher. Game at this season is

rather scarce ; the snipe and woodcock have gone,
and grouse are difficult to find, so that we have
not much to eat, except fish. Rice, and vegetables,

plenty of green Peas, young Potatoes, and young
Indian Corn ; the latter Is an excellent vegetable,

and ought to be used more than it is in England.
I had also by this time made a large collection

of dried plants, having specimens of nearly all

the wild plants growing round here. One day I

found an old rubbish pit in the cliff on the sea-

shore, and I dug in with my stick and found
obsidian clappings, arrow-heads, flakes, pottery,
and shells—a nice little collection. I often used
to find obsidian arrow-heads on the hills In the
rain washes. The Japanese gentlemen here gave
parties several times a week, to which 1 always
had invitations ; sometimes a concert, sometimes
dances, always amusing, and sometimes I used
to give them a tune on the shamisin (a sort of
banjo). C. Maries.

The gale at Claremont.—I am pleased
to say that the violent gale of April 29 left us
comparatively uninjured. Our Peach wall (E.S.E.)
would doubtless have felt its full force had not
the cross walls in a great manner afforded it most
welcome protection. The foliage in some instances
is slightly injured, but this is the exception, not
the rale

; the fruit, a heavy crop, has escaped
altogether. The majority of Pears are on a west
wall, and these retain full vigour. One of my first
visits was paid to our fine specimen of Salisburia
adiantitolia, the delicate leaves of which show no

signsof injury. A good specimen of Lauras Sassa-

fras in its immediate vicinity, however, has been
unmistakably injured.—E. Bubrell.

ROSE GARDEN.

THE DEVONIENSIS ROSE AT HOME.
Visiting the pretty conservatory of an amateur
the other day, I was much struck with the ex-

treme floriferousness and fragrance of his Roses,

running up and quite covering two of the roof

rafters. At first sight I took it for Lamarque at

its best, only it had a soft, creamy look not pos-

sessed by that useful variety. The buds, too, had
a soft pinky hue, while those of Lamarque are

white as driven snow. On approaching nearer, I

was delighted to find the free-growing Roses
covered with fine flowers were two noble plants

of the Devoniensis—the common, not the climb-

ing variety. Would that the designation common
indicated that it was really generally grown ; but
it is really not so. In most gardens it is more or

less miffy in the open air, and few seem to grow
it well under glass. Grown as I saw it the other

day, it can hardly be said to be second in merit to

Niphetos or Marechal Niel, while in beauty of

bud and fragi'ance it surely surpasses both the

soft pink of the outer petals, melting, as it were,

into the delicate cream or buffi of the inner. Fully
expanded it loses its beauty of form, but nothing
can rob it of its sweet fragrance and soft colour.

Those fine plants were grown in 12-in. pots. It

seems they were hardly ever pruned, and kept on
flowering throughout most of the year. The soil

was rich loam, and they were mulched over with
manure, and seemed to like, as they assuredly

luxuriated in the rich food. Huge shoots with
fine spreading leaves were rising up in all direc-

tions, and promising to give a perpetual feast of

Devoniensis throughout the season. This is just

what their owner assured me they had done for

several seasons past, ever since he got Devoniensis
true. Before this he had grown some miflcy,

mangy varieties that would not gi'ow, and also

the climbing one, which grew too much and
yielded few flowers. But now he had got and
meant to keep the right sort, and would not ex-

change it for all the Marechals in the world. This
was doubtless the language of honest pi-ide and
enthusiasm, but it suggests the inquiry, Are there

more than two Devoniensis, the common and the

climbing variety ? The widely varied experience

realised at diffierent times and places would sug-

gest that there were. Though the Devoniensis is

claimed as an English seedling from the original

yellow Tea-scented Rose introduced from China,

yet this claim has been disputed, and the French
have also claimed the merit of originating this

charming Rose. Can it be possible that they sent

a duplicate—a weaker and less valuable variety ?

Will some one rich in Devoniensis experience tell

us all they know about how to make it grow like

a weed, to use the expressive phrase of my ama-
teur friend 1 D. T. Fish.

INVIGOURING ROSES.

So far the growth on our Roses is not at all satis-

factory, and the dry, cutting winds by night and
hot, scorching sun by day do not improve it. With
a view to stimulate it a little, all Roses should
now have several good soakings of manure water.

It is a good plan to stir up the surface soil a few
inches deep or remove some of the earth from tlie

roots, so as to form a basin about IS in. wide. This

will enable the roots to get the full benefit of

what is given in the shape of liquid. When water
is poured upon a hard, flat surface, a good deal of

it runs to waste out of the reach of tlie roots. If

strong vigorous growth is required, the roots

should have plenty of water from the time they
commence to grow until the trees come into

flower ; and if the manure water given be made
from animal manure, the growth will be stronger

and the flowers larger and of higher colour than
when only plain water is given. Two good

soakings every week will be of great service to
the plants. Pillar Roses and those trained to walls
with their roots in narrow and shallow bord<?r.i

are often overlooked as regards watering. All

through the summer months such plants should
be watered as often as it is necessary to keep tht^

soil moist about the roots the whole depth of the
border. I am no great advocate for using arti-

ficial manures for Roses ; but still there are
some which I have employed in a moderate way
with advantage. When I have been short of manure
water, I have given our Roses one dressing in May
either of Amies' chemical manure or Clay'.t

fertiliser, at the rate of two tablespooufuls to each
plant. The soil being first removed to the roots,

the manure is then applied, the soil is put back
in its place, and then each plant is gently watered
with about two quarts of water. I find after several

years' trial that this answers very well. It is sufii-

oient to promote a steady growth without creating-

undue luxuriance, for it should be borne in mind
that it is soft, luxuriant growth that is the first to

succumb to severe frost. All manures may be said

to be beneficial to Roses up to a certain point, and
so I have found it in practice. It therefore behoves
us to be careful in the use of them. I have never
known the free use of good, well rotted maaurt-
from the farmyard or the hotbed do any harm,
but I have had to repent using diluted guano and
similar stimulating manures. True, the Roses
made extraordinary growth, but it was so suc-

culent and immatured when winter came that tho
first severe frost killed the greater portion of it.

Mulching Roses.—Some half-rotten manure
is very beneficial. A mulching of 2 in. or 3 in. thick

is not too much ; the surface should be pricked

over with a fork 1 in. or 2 in. deep, and if the soil

is dry it should be watered thoroughly before tbi?

mulching is put on. Under such treatment the

plants will take care of themselves for a week or

two, i.e., if they are only intended for garden
decoration. But growers for exhibition will need
to keep constantly watching the state of th(r

weather ; if it should continue dry, root watering
must not be neglected, although the surface may
be mulched over. In watering mulched Roses it is

a good plan to draw the manure aside first ancl

then replace it when the watering is done.

Rose maggots are unusually plentiful, and
we have had to set vigorously to work to pick

them off. We do not stop to examine every curled

leaf to find the maggot, because we know if it is

not there at that particular moment that it has
been, and that the leaf will be permanently dis-

figured, so we pick off every one that we find

curled—a sure sign that it does or has contained

an enemy to our Rose buds. Green-fly is also

beginning to increase. The simplest remedy for

this is to dissolve half an ounce of Gishurst com-
pound in a gallon of boiling water. When cold,

we fill a saucer with it and dip the shoots that

have green-fly upon them in the liquid, which
soon settles the fly. J. C. C-

The outlook among the Briers. — If

Roses are not all we could wish, the Briers are. 1

never remember seeing them so strong and early.

With mild weather and suitable buds it may be
possible to bud some of them in May. They seem
to have profited much by the dripping autumn-
tide and mild winter. Anyhow, the breaks may be
described as prodigious in strength and numbers.
The trade seldom leave more than two buds on a
Brier. Amateurs need never leave more than three.

If a Rose will not form a good bush from three

centres it will hardly do so at all ; and
it takes so much more time to insert three

or more buds on a tree than one or two only.

By-the-by, the superiority of the trade Briers

to those of amateurs is marked and striking.

It almost seems as if they whipped off all

the cream and left only sky-blue Briers for

amateurs. It would be wise of the latter to buy
their Briers where they buj- their Roses—from th(!

trade. And as the more Roses amateurs purchase

the more they want to bud, neither party would
suffer by this arrangement. The number, excep-
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tional excellence, and earliness of the Brier is one

of the brightest spots in the Rose prospects of the

year.—D. T. Fish.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CHICORY.

AXTHOUGH Chicory is known to be a -wholesome

and palatable salad, it does not appear to be

grown to any gi-eat extent iu English gardens

generally, the milder flavour and more attrac-

Chicory. (One-third nathral size.)

tive appearance of Endive causing it to be pre-

ferred. It is probable that our forefathers ate

more Chicory than we do, for I remember to

bave seen in a very old gardening work elaborate

instructions for its culture ; whereas even in

Abercrombie's time it could not have been held

in much esteem, seeing that he does not even

mention it. The French have been wiser in this

respect, for although Endive may be said to be
extensively cultivated and much more largely

consumed in France than with us, being in the

true sense of the word popular, Chicory has not

been lost sight of ; on the contrary, its culture

has increased in an equal ratio with that of Endive
and other salads, and varieties have been raised,

one of which, the large-rooted Chicory of com-
merce,hasgivenrise to an important industry iathe
north of France, whilst another, although ob-

tained half a century ago, and largely grown for

market around Paris and other large towns, is

apparently but little known in this country. It

may encourage some to undertake the culture of

Chicory to know that it is held in high esteem

by the medical fraternity in France, and I was
assured by a friend (a chemist in a large way of

business) that it is invaluable as a tonic, and
invariably forms an ingredient in medicines
^irdered in cases of debility and impaired

Chicory improved, (One-third natural size.)

appetite. It is also valuable mixed in a dried
state with forage. It will thus be seen that in

Chicory we not only have a pleasant addition to
the salad bowl, but an exceptionally wholesome
esculent. I ought, I think, to mention that
Chicoiy, when growing in the open air, is called

Chlcor(5e sauvage,but when blanched as a winter

salad it becomes, owing to a fancied resemblance

of the young growth to a man's beard, Barbe de

Capucin, whereas Endive is commonly called

Chicor(Se. Those who may object to Chicory on
the score of its bitterness will find the improved
variety, of which an illustration is here given,

more to their liking. This diiiers from the type

in having large, entire, pale green leaves almost

devoid of hairs. It also turns in much in the way
of Lettuce, and is only slightly bitter.

Culture.—This presents no difficulty, but
one or two points attending it must be borne in

mind if good blanched produce is desired in

winter. In the first place sowing must not be
attempted much before the middle of May, or

there will be a danger of the plants bolting

before they have attained anything like half

the size and substance which they should do.

The best way is to sow in driUs 1 ft. apart,

thinning out to about 9 iu. apart in the rows
;

the soil should be rich and deeply stirred. The
French market gardeners add plenty of old hot-

bed manure, and,what is quite as important, the

situation should be sunny, as when grow in

partial shade the roots lack substance when
taken up, and the after produce is not so crisp

as it would otherwise be. The Parisian growers
believe that heat and rich food, accompanied by
abundant moisture at the roots, is absolutely

necessary for the summer culture of this escu-

lent.

Blanching.—"When the roots are taken up
on the approach of winter they should be stored
away in a shed, or some cool place, where they
are easily comeatable when needed ; but they
should be laid in so that they do not dry or
lose any portion of their stored-up vitality.

Any warm, dark place will do to blanch them
in, such as a Mushroom house, or a tub may be
half filled with light soil laying the roots
therein and covering the top over so as to

exclude light, placing them in a warm house.
Any such simple expedient will suffice to ensure a
supply of blanched heads all through the winter.

When, however, first quality and some quantity
is required, there is nothing like a mild hotbed.
The gentle botton-heat pushes the young growth
along very quickly, and the more rapid the
progress of the leaves the more tender and
delicate they are. A common way of blanching
Chicory on the Continent is to make up a hot-
bed in the usual way, placing thereon a frame-
work and covering the same with boards, with
the addition of staw mats in severe weather.

John Coenhill.

MUSHROOMS AND THEIR FLAVOUR.
The inferior quality of Mushrooms got from the
London and other markets is doubtless attribut-

able to their long exposure to the drying influences
of the shop. Another thing that militates against
market Mushrooms is their slow growth out-of-

doors under a covering of straw. To be of good
quality, Mushrooms require a temperature ranging
between 50° and 55°, in which degree of heat
they always become juicy and succulent, that is,

provided the atmos]phere is right as regards mois-
ture, for in that much depends. Snug, close houses
or cellars underground, where the air is close,

damp, and still, are the places for them, and where
these conditions can be secured there is no diffi-

culty whatever in obtaining fine Mushrooms and
in any quantity desired. The manure is quite a
secondary matter, and it is of little consequence
whether there be straw or not with the droppings,
but the less these have been washed by being ex-
posed to the rain, the better they are, as rain
takes out the ammoniacal salts which they contain.
The most suitable manure for forming Mushroom
beds is that from horses which have plenty of
com and hay, as it ia dryer, and contains vege-

1

table matter in just the right stage for spawn to

run in. In mill tracks or loose boxes in yards where
the manure lays and accumulates slowly,and gets

into a gentle heat, spawn generates naturally. I

have seen layers of such manure full of it. In
making up beds the great thing is to have them
firm, and as a little fibry loam helps to consoli-

date them when being beaten down, it is useful,

and it also assists in moderating and regulating

the heat. For spawn to run freely and for Mush-
rooms to come stout and good, the manure should
never get very hot, for if it does its quality is

spoiled, as the strength is driven oS. in steam, and
the vegetable fibres to which the spawn attaches

itself are burned. A fertile bed under such cir-

cumstances is quite out of the question.

S. D.

SPROUTING BROCCOLI.

This, being grown both by gardeners and market
growers as well as by cottagers, could ill be
spared during the winter and spring months, as it

survives often when other kinds of Broccoli are
killed, and it comes in at a time when other green
crops are generally scarce. When well grown and
properly attended to, it is one of the most pro-

fitable crops one can have. To grow it to perfection,

the seed should be sown from April 11 to 20, and
in very early places the end of April will be quite

early enough. Choose an open piece of ground for

the seed bed in order that the young seedlings

may grow short and stocky. Sow either in rows
3 in. apart and 1 in. deep, covering the seeds with
some fine soil, mixed with soot and lime, or broad-
cast upon beds -t ft. wide ; sprinkle soot and lime
upon their surface, and rake them into the bed
before sowing. When the seedlings have two or

three leaves, transplant them into a rather poor
piece of ground, so that the plants may grow
dwarf and compact—the great secret as regards

their standing the winter. When large enough to

be planted out into their permanent quarters,

select an open, sunny position for the plantation,

the rows iu which should be 2 ft. apart and 18 in.

plant from plant, distances at which they will

have ijlenty of room to grow strong, and to fully

develop their leaves, and ripen their stems in

autumn before the frosts set in. Early in Novem-
ber lay them down with their heads towards the
north as thus placed they getthawed gradually, and
thefrosthaslittleeficcton them. Carter's Improved
Early Purple Sprouting is much earlier than
the ordinary sprouting variety, and it stands
the frost equally well. It comes into use in mild
winters about the middle of January or early in
February, and produces plenty of finelarge sprouts.

If well gr,own the centre head will be as large as

that of an ordinary purple Cape. When boiled it is

of a palegreen cblour,and quite as tender and melt-
ing as an ordinary Broccoli or Cauliflower. Purple
Sprouting comes in later and makes a good succes-

sion to the Early Sprouting. This variety is hardy
and stands the winter well if the stems are ripened
in autumn. It will produce plenty of fine sprouts till

late in the spring, when there will be abundance
of early Cabbages and the first breadth of early

Cauliflowers fit for use. Wm. Cheistison.
Bromley.

Cucumber gro-wing by express.—I had
not the pleasure of reading the origin of the
slight difference in opinion between Mr. Fish and
" Peregrine " touching Cucumber growing by ex-

press, but imagine it arose in a question of tem-
perature. So far from putting this at too high a
figure, it is an undoubted fact that Mr. Fish might;

have gone still higher, and said with perfect truth

that fhe Cucumber will bear for, say, some three

hours in the day a temperature of 100° to 110°

with perfect safety, so far as its own welfare is

concerned and profit to its grower. Circumstances

rendered it impossible for me to plant earlier than
April 24 this season, and even then the plants

were not all that one could desire. For a few days

they were kept cool and shaded, but as soon as

thefoliage told that roots were forming rapidly,

a double express system was brought to bear on
them. A temperature of 80° was obtained as early
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as possible, retaining this until about two o'clock,

when the ventilators were closed and the glass ran
up to 90°, 100°, 110°, and occasionally even higher
when the ontdoor glass stood high. There is no
fear of scalding if a slight shading is retained un-
til the direct rays of the sun have left the house
or pit. Let the temperature fall slowly, even to a

minimum of 65°, and the plants will be benefited
thereby ; they will ingather rare vigour during
the hours of darkness to renew the fight on the
coming day.—E. BtJEBBLL, Clarcmont.

Glass cloches.—I find these invaluable for
all outdoor propagating purposes and far better
than liand-lights. One would not suspect without
a trial what a difference they make to the plants.
Lettuces sown under the cloches without any
other protection whatever are three weeks earlier at
least than those sown beside them without protec-
tion. I should advise buyers to procure cloches
with holes in the tops, however, like a bell-glass,

as those without holes get rather hot on sunny
days, and are not so easily handled. The latter are
best for very early work, however. The cloche is a
puzzle as regards ventilation. From the day the
seed is sown or the cuttings put in ours are never
lifted o£E except at long intervals to give water

;

they have no holes, and are set close to the soil, so
that any air the plants get mast come out of the
ground. No moulding or mildewing is observable
under such conditions, but all is sweet and clean.
Great destruction may, however, happen to the
cloches themselves during sharj^ frosts if their rims
are sunk any depth in the ground. On one occasion
after a thaw I was very much surprised on lifting
some of the cloches to find that about 2 in. of rim
remained in the soil perfectly entire, and as cleanly
severed as if it had been cut round by a diamond
just at the junction with the soil. It was, of
course, unequal expansion and contraction that
was the cause of the mischief. Since then we have
been careful to set them on the surface of the
soil.—J. S. W.

To destroy slugs.—When I began gardening
as an amateur I was pestered with slugs. I went
in for keeping my garden as neat as possible, and
picked every weed off as soon as it made its

appearance, but I found that while I was picking
the weeds as fast as they came, something else
was picking the plants just as fast and as
thoroughly. Tlie slugs were at work ; and when
there was nothing on the beds but the plants they
soon made a clearance. I was advised to try lime,
and I tried it, and for a few days it was effective

;

but as soon as rain came and it was thoroughly
slaked, the slugs marched over it with impunity.
I then adopted the following plan : I put some
lumps ot quicklime, fresh from the kiln, into a
l)arrel of water—say half a bushel of lime or
thereabouts—and left it till the effervescence
ceased and the water became clear and limpid
again, the lime having sunk to the bottom. I gave
the young seed beds a good watering with this
solution, and the results were as amazing as they
were gratifying ; the lime water suited my young
plants to perfection, helped on their growth, and
did for the slugs completely. By day slugs bury
themselves in the beds which they lay waste by
night, but the lime water follows them into their
lioles and destroys them. Let your readers who
are troubled with slugs try this plan when young
.seedlings are appearing, and they will not be
much troubled with slugs. If their gardens are
watered all over a few times in spring, I think it

very probable that they will be free'from slugs
for ever ; otherwise it is not a bad plan to let the
weeds grow along with the plants till the plants
are strong enough to defy the slugs, and then
clear the beds. Whether it is that the weeds hide
the plants, or the slugs are not particular in their
eating, X do not know ; but I have seen the plants
in neglected beds safe while on clean beds they
were cleared off almost as soon as they showed
above ground.— J. A. McMULLEN.
Bean flowers and Taeea(W. tTofsonJ —The perfora-

tion of tubular flowers by liumble bees and hive bees taking
ailvantase thereof is well known ; and crc^s, not only of
eomnioa Beans, but also of .Scarlet Runners, are often
seriously injured thereby.

BOOKS.
INSECTS INJURIOUS TO TREES.*

The United States Entomological Commission
have recently published a very valuable report
on insects injurious to forest and shade trees.

The insects treated of in this report are 1024 in

number, and 51 different kinds of trees are men-
tioned as suffering more or less from them. Not
only are the insects enumerated which really in-

jure the trees, hut even those whose presence
can hardly be felt by them in any way. A
volume of 375 pages, devoted to insects which
attack trees only, is really appalling, and one
notices with much relief that of the entire num-
ber but few are inhabitants of this country.

Among the most destructive insects alluded to

in this work are the grubs of various Longi-
cornes, a family of beetles whose representatives

in this country are neither numerous nor com-
mon, the boring caterpillars of moths, of which
fortunately we have but few examples, and the

grubs of beetles belonging to the family Bupres-
tidse, which with us is represented by a few
small and mostly rare species. The book is well
printed and profusely illustrated.

As before mentioned, the total number of in-

jurious insects dealt with is 1024, belonging to

seven different Orders, namely : beetles, saw and
gall flies, butterflies and moths, flies, crickets,

aphides and scale insects, bugs. The Oak has
unfortunately to contend against 214 of these

pests, or more correctly 2l3, as one insect is

counted in twice ; the Elm, 43 ; Hickory, 87
;

Maple, 37 ; Poplar, 39; Lime, 23 ; the Sycamore
(Platanus occidentalis), or what we call the
Plane, 9 ; Pine, 102 ; Spruce, 24. These numbers,
however, are not large when compared with
those enumerated by Kaltenbach in his work on
the insect enemies of plants ; he mentions 537
species as living on the Oak in Central Europe,
107 on the Elm, 39G on Willows, 264
on Poplars, and so on. The Hemlock is

said to be more exempt from insects than
other coniferous trees. The Spruce Firs in

Northern New England were destroyed whole-
sale from 1878 to 1881 by various boring beetles,

particularly a species nearly allied to our Elm
bark beetle (Scolytus destructor).

Some interesting information is given about
the common Longicorn Pine borer (Monoham-
nu3 confusor), which is a very long-lived

insect, and this and two other species of the

same genus are the most pernicious borers
which occur in the Pine timber of New York.
On a still summer's night, as well as in the day-
time, the peculiar grating or crunching noise

which the larva makes in gnawing the wood
may be distinctly heard at a distance of

40 yards or 50 yards. One of these beetles, pre-

sented to the Peabody Academy, came from
a Pine bureau about the year 1876. The bureau
had been in the owner's house for about fifteen

years previously, being newly made when pur-
chased; the family had heard the creaking noise

for some time before the insect appeared.
Another case of longevity is mentioned of a
beetle belonging to the same family, of which
three specimens came out of a leaf of a table

made of A.pple wood the first twenty, and the
last twenty-eight years after the tree had been
felled. Another insect with curious habits, and
in this case it is the beetle, not the grub which
is the offender, is the Hickory twig girdler,

which attacksthe Hickory, gnawing deep grooves
round the shoots and small branches, which
causes them to break off in the first wind. A
figure is given showing five adjoining twigs

* Bulletin No. 7, "Insects Injurious to Forest and Shade
Trees." By A. S.Packard, jun., M.D. Washington Govern-
ment Pi'iuting Oflice. 1881.

girdled by this Insect ; the eggs are laid by the
beetle above the groove, so that the exterior

portion dies and the grubs feed on the dead
wood. This beetle is also a Longicorn, and
called Oncideres cingulatus. Yet another member
of this family is the Sugar Maple borer (Glyco-
bius speciosus), whose grubs are very injurious

to Maples, and in places are said to be gradually
destroying them. Theremediesrecommended foi-

thisinsectwillequally applytootherboringgrubs
or caterpillars, which are—cutting the grub out,

killing it by inserting a stiff wire into the
gallery until it is reached, or injecting kerosene
oil into the hole ; rubbing the trees with soft

soap is recommended as a means of preventing
the beetles from laying their eggs on them.

The publication of these reports by the United
States Government is most useful work, and
it must be confessed that our American
cousins are far more enlightened in such mat-
ters than we are. We have several books on
noxious insects which are very good as far as
they go, but they are wanting in completeness.

Considering the amount of loss to the country
annually by the destruction of vegetable pro-
duce of all kinds by insects, it is a great pity

that we should not have an entomological com-
mission, empowered to carry out experiments in

destroying injurious insects, and to publish re-

ports of a similar character to that under notice.

G. S. S.

INCEEASINGTHE DUEABILITY OF LABELS,
STRAW MATS, AND STAKES.

Now that the question of rendering wooden
labels more durable Is under discussion, it may
be of interest to state that M. Huet, of Boult-
sur-Snippe (Marne), claims to have achieved con-
siderable success in this direction. In a com-
munication addressed to the French National
Horticultural Society j\I. Huet writes as follows :

—

" Weary of having so often to undertake the
manufacture of straw mats and flower sticks,

I resolved, in 1878, to subject tliem to a pre-

paration which had already succeeded well eight

years previously in the case of ordinary woo(1

with the result that my straw mats made four

years ago, and in constant use from October to

May, are scarcely to be distinguished from new.
I am convinced that they will never be rendere<l

useless through the material decaying. Peeled
nut sticks prepared at the same time, and which
have remained in the earth ever since, do not
show the slightest signs of decay. I prepare

them in the following manner: In a cemented
tank containing a solution of sulphate of copper
I put the mats, preventing them from floating

by means of a lover fixed on the edge of the
tank provided with a weight at the other end,

and which bears on two pieces of wood placed
crosswise on the mats. They are left for about
twenty-four hours in the solution, when they
are withdrawn, and when half dry they are

steeped in lime water. Iprepare in the same manner
stakes, flower sticks, trellis-work, wood-work for

frames, &c , but with this differeuce that these

remain in the solution from eight to fifteen days,

according to the dryness and thickness of the
wood. For the straw mats, fifty grammes of

sulphate to a litre of water will be necessary,

doubling the strength for the other materials

mentioned. In order to quickly dissolve the

sulphate of copper it should be put into a closed

wicker basket, keeping it near the surface of the
water. As an instance of the duration of wood
tlius prepared, some stakes fixed in the ground in

1870 are still in a good state of preservation.

Similar stakes, but unprepared, last only two
years." M. Huet adds that string, straw for

thatching, certain kinds of wood for building,

and many other things may be similarly pre-

pared, but care must be taken that no nails are

in the wood, or they will be promptly dissolved.

Wood having received the double preparation of

sulphate and lime takes paint very well. It would
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appear that the use of sulphate of copper is, to a

certain extent, known amongst the Vine growers

of France, but JI. Huet claims that the lime water

bath is so great an improvement as to render the

process of real value and for this reason, that

when the sulphate bath alone is used the eifect of

tJie dipping soon wears off ; whereas the lime,

combining with sulphuric acid, disengages insolu-

ble oxide of copper and sulphate of lime but

slightly soluble. J. COENHILL.

Jiyfieet.

FLOWER GARDEN.
SINGLE DAHLIAS.

These deserve a place in every flowerborder, either

grouped with double flowering sorts or planted by
themselves. They flower more freely than the

double varieties, and are more graceful in appear-

ance ; they also look better in fiower-vases,

especially the scarlet and white varieties, colours

always in demand for decorative purposes. A good
stock of plants may easily be secured by obtain-

ing a packet of mixed seed, which germinates

freely, and soon produces strong plants, which, if

properly treated, will flower in five or six months
time. The seed should be sown early in February
in order to produce strong plants to flower early

in summer; make the soil fine for the reception of

the seed. It should consist of turfy loam, leaf-

mould, and a small portion of peat and sand, into

which the young seedlings will root freely. Sow
either in pans or 6-in. pots, using plenty of

drainage ; sow the seeds thinly, and cover

them lightly with fine soil, watering them
through a fine-rosed pot. They should be
raised in heat, in which they will soon ger-

minate. As soon as the 3'oung seedlings have
three leaves, pot them singly into 3-in. pots, filled

with light ordinary potting soil ; replace the plants

in the same temperature until they get established,

when they may be removed to a lower one ; keep
them as near the glass as possible, to induce them
to grow short-jointed and what is termed stocky.

As soon as they have filled their pots with roots

transfer them to 4i-in. pots, placing them in a

cold frame, in which they may remain until the
end of May, when they may be planted out-of-

doors, being careful to harden them well off before

they are turned out. Shift into larger pots as soon
as they fill those they are in with roots ; if kept
in small pots, they get starved and are late in

flowering.

Distinct colours.—If these are required,

the plants must be propagated by means of stock
roots placed in a brisk bottom-heat about the
middle of February. They soon send up strong
shoots, which should be cut off with a heel and
placed singly in 3-in. pots filled with light soil

;

plunge them in a brisk bottom-heat, and as

soon as they require shifting, use ij-in. pots
;

they like a good compost, which may be formed
of turfy loam, leaf-mould, and a good portion of
rotten manure, such as that used in making Mush-
room beds, and a good sprinkling of coarse silver

or river sand. They require to be well hardened off

before being planted out ; this must be done by
removing the sashes during the day and tilting

them during the night-time until the plants are
safe from late frosts.

Planting out is one of the most important
parts of the work ; the ground should be deeply
trenched and heavily manured. Dahlias, being
gross feeders, require plenty of good feeding to

bring them to perfection. Sufficient space ought
to be left between the plants, if planted in beds,

to admit of their being staked and tied. From
3 ft. to 4 ft, apart each way is a distance which will

allow them to receive plenty of light and air. Both
in single rows and in groups the colours should
be properly blended. A grand effect is produced
by planting several plants of different colours

in groups in shrubberies or mixed borders.
Dwarf Dahlias form an effective back row for

a wide ribbon border, using plants of different

colours alternately. In planting, a pit should be
dug and some fresh turfy loam and rotten ma-

nure placed in it, mixing them well with the

soil dug out; thus circumstanced, they soon start

into growth and require staking. Use stakes

according to the height to which the different

varieties grow, and tie the shoots to the stakes

loosely as often as they require it until they

reach their height. When the plants begin to

show flower use liquid manure once a week.

Treatment after flowering.—When the

stems must be cut off, owing to their having be-

come blackened by frost, leave from 6 in. to 9 in.

of stem upon each root ; then let them remain a

few days in the ground before lifting them. After

they are lifted place them in an airy shed or room
until they get dry, when they may be stored in any
dry place out of the reach of frost'; look them over

occasionally to see that there are no decayed roots

all of which should be cut off witli a sharp knife.

They keep best when stored in some dry material,

such as leaf-mould or burnt wood ashes, in which
I have found them to keep fi-esher and plumper
than in any other material. Care must be taken

to give newly-purchased plants protection in some
way for a few days until they are sufficiently

hardened off to withstand the open air. Such
plants are often taken out of a warm house or

pit, and if placed out-of-doors at once they receive

a shock from which they seldom recover, and often

lose all their foliage.

Varieties.—The following are kinds which
will give satisfaction if well attended to during
their early stages of growth, viz., Lutea, a fine

variety with 'pure yellow flowers, fine in form,

grows about 5 ft. high, and flowers abundantly
;

Glabrata, very floriferous, producing rather

small rich lilac flowers ; Cervantesi, beautiful

orange-scarlet with a bright yellow centre ; Alba,

one of the most useful in a cut state, producing
abundance of large white flowers ; Paragon, one
of the best, a free flowerer, producing blossoms
of a rich plum colour margined with bright
magenta, and furnished with a bright yellow eye

;

Coccinea, one of the oldest known species, produc-
ing finely-shaped flowers of a bright orange-
scarlet ; White Queen, a fine white sort with large
flowers of good substance, one of the most desir-

able whites we have. Wm. Cheistison.
Tlie Rooltery, Bromley Common.

Peeonia tenuifolia fl.-pl.—What a hand-
some flower this is when well grown I The long
and finely cut leaves and fine bright flowers offer

a complete contrast to the usual race of PjEonies

—not better, perhaps, in flower, but quite distinct,

and extremely graceful as regards foliage. A very
fine bloom was brought to us by Mr. Stevens the
other day, the plant growing well on his free

sandy soil. It is one of the finest hardy perennials
we have.

—
'V.

Cheirantlius ' Dilleni.—This is a Wall-
flower, but a Wallflower of a peculiarly distinct

tone of colour—a kind of coppery buff, delicately

scented, and spreading into very wide handsome
tufts on a dry bank, or on the rock garden. We
have lately seen several 3 ft. across, and been
much impressed with their fine and novel effect.

It is a plant wholly distinct from the common
Wallflower, much dwarfer, and actually more free

and vigorous in its bushy nature.—Q.

Arenaria balearica.—It is impossible to

praise too highly the beauty of this South
European Sandwort, with its little starry flowers

and growth, which is more compact than that of
Thyme—more compact, in fact, than many Mosses.
Its way is to grow almost anywhere it is planted,
and to spread over rocks, rooting on them as a
Moss would, whether they are dry or moist, but
preferring those that are moist and somewhat
shady. For weeks past it has been charming to

see it in rock gardens or rock ferneries, where it

has the chance of running about.—E.

Gentiana verna.—This well-known alpine
flower is now found, as we have often said it

would be, easy to cultivate, doing very well
indeed in any moist soil where thoroughly exposed
to the sun, and not encroached upon by coarse

neighbours. Its place is the rock garden, but it is

not necessary to have a rock garden to grow it

well. Anybody with a little artificial bog, kept
free from the rampant plants that sometimes get
into bogs, or in beds kept moist, can grow it well.

Its tufts for the last few weeks have been
charming to see in gardens where it is grown, and
these, we are glad to see, are now many.

Lathyrus splendens.—I am not sure that
1 am right about the name of this Pea, but it is

the name I had with the plant. A root I got from
a friend v/as planted out among the shrubs here
some years since, and looked so effective climbing
over the Rhododendrons and flowering freely in

July and August, that I ordered a lot more of it for

similar purposes, sending a flower as an example.
It grows about 5 ft. high and produces a profusion
of erect flower-spikes of a bright pink hue, and is

very effective among shrubs when these have
for the most part given over flowering for the
season. It is excellent for cutting, too, and I think
it cannot be planted too extensively in the wild
garden and among trees and shrubs, to which it

readily attaches itself. It seems to be easily esta-

blished, andsucceeds in any common soil. I should
be glad to hear the history of it.

—

Chef.

Forget-me-nots in Grass.—One of the
most effective plants on the Grass margins here
at present is the Forget-me-not. It seems to
thrive uncommonly well among the Grass, and
the situation seems more natural to it than any
other. Having a large quantity last autumn from
seed sown outdoors, some thousands of plants
were stuck in up and down the grounds, and they
have been in flower for a long while, and are just

now coming to their best. Tliey are most effective,

for the blue of the Forget-me-not beats, I think, all

other blues. It should be dibbled in thickly. M.
sylvatica sows itself in the borders here, but it

remains to be seen if it will do so in the Grass
;

I hope it will. Tulips of many colours are grow-
ing up through it, and Primroses, and other things,
for the latter, especially the wild one, are in bloom
yet, and it is early for us. I mean trying the
Arabis and Iberis corifolia along with the Myo-
sotis, &c., and have little doubt they will do well.

We have some thousands of cuttings of_the Iberis

and other things coming on under cloches just

now for that purpose.—J. S. W.

Iris susiana.—This, the prince of Irises, is

generally considered somewhat difficult to grow,
and still more difficult to flower satisfactorily. It
is, therefore, I think, worth recording that a neigh-
bour of mine has it flowering well and strongly,
planted in common soil—the stiff cold soil of mid-
Kent—and without having bestowed the smallest
care or attention upon the plants, which have
been in the ground for the last three months.
The tubers are planted on the south side of the
house, which has been the only protection they
have received. By the way, I wonder if there are
any readers of The Garden who have succeeded
in establishing (on the rockery or elsewhere), and
likewise flowering, the I. iberica. The general
directions for the cultivation of this plant is to
keep it absolutely without water for some six
months (January to July is, I believe, the time),

which, of course, greatly destroys its interest and
value as a garden plant. I have myself known it

flowered without care or protection in the open,
but the plant has since disappeared. Any infor-
mation or experience on this point would be in-

teresting.—J. G. L.

The red, white, and blue Wood Hya-
cinths.— The cultivated forms of these are
attractive border plants just now, the pink and
white varieties in particular, and especially the
last, which is a Hyacinthus candicans in miniature.
Good plants on the border here are not surpassed
by any other herbaceous subject. The flowers are
large and numerous and pure white, the bells

measuring nearly an inch across when fully ex-
panded and the spikes are produced in such mas-
ses as to render the plant very conspicuous. It

succeeds alike on the border, the Grass, or on the
rockery. The pink kind is almost ^facsimile of the
white kind except in colour. Neither appear to be
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commonly grown, for I seldom meet with them
from bome. I do not know how the plant would
force, but if it will succeed in that way I am sure

it would beat the Eoman Hyacinth, for it is far

superior to it. Neither the white nor the red kind

can be too extensively planted. All the varieties

do well in cool and rather heavy soils. In the

woods here where the soil is damp and rather

clayey the ground is a sheet of azure at present

as far as the eye can reach. For succeeding the

Tulips, Daffodils, and Polyanthuses, &:c., the

Hyacinth must be reckoned one of our best

plants.— J. S. W.

LATE-FLOWERING SCILLAS.
The cultivated species of hardy Scillas, number-

ing about a dozen, are conveniently divided

into two groups, viz., the early kind.s, such as S.

sibirica and bifolia, and the late sorts, such as

S. Eonscripta (S. nutans), S. campanulata, and

S. peruviana. These two sets of species, though

widely separated from each other as regards

season of flowering, are, nevertheless, connected,

as it were, by the charming little S. amcena and

two or three others which flower just after S.

sibirica is past, and continue in beauty till the

first flowers of the Spanish Squill expand. S.

amcena is a charming plant that may safely be

associates is the pale green boss which exists

in the centre of each flower, and which is dis-

cernible even from a distance. We have never
seen it so fine as we saw it this year in a par-

ticularly shaded part of a garden, in the shape of

a patcli a yard or mora square, growing in light,

rich soil, and one compact, glowing mass of

colour.

After S. amoena comes the Spanish Squill,

S. hispanica (or S. campanulata, as it is oftener

called) and the common Bluebell of our shady
woods, S. nonscripta, called also S. nutans. The
types of these species are too familar with most
people to need any description, but some of the

beautiful varieties of both species need to be
better known, ranking as they do amongst the

most beautiful of early summer flowers. S.

liispanioa, the kind with the open bell-like

flowers, sports into numerous colours. The finest

named sorts are Emperor, a variety with very
large spikes of flowers of a delicate porcelain

tint ; Empress, similar in size, but white lined

with blue ; atro-coerulea, very deep blue

;

major alba and rosea, two fine varieties, one
pure wliite, the other a delicate rose ; aperta

major, light hlue ; and minor, pale blue. These are

all distinct and beautiful, and vary a little in the

recommended to the notice of everyone, being

distinct from all others. It is dwarf and tufted

in growth, and for two or three weeks in April

literally covered with large, shoWy blossoms

of a rich Tyrian purple. One character above all

others which singles out this species from its

period of flowering, some expanding quite a week

earlier than others. All are strong growers in

almost any soil, but they have a preference for

a light soil rich in decayed vegetable mould,

and a position sheltered and partially shaded,

though they do well in the open border.

S. nonscripta, or S. nutans, is so common that
it is scarcely necessary to cultivate it, but some
of the varieties are distinct and beautiful enough
for any garden. They number about a dozen,
that is, including the Portuguese variety, S.

ScUla amcena.

cerniia, which has reddish lilac blossoms, and S.
patula, which is intermediate in size between S.

hispanica and S. nonscripta. Of S. patula there
is a pure white flowered kind (alba), a dark blue
(atro-co3rulea), a pale blue (cosnilea), a rose

(rosea), one earlier than the others, called

prrecox, and one larger, grandiflora. These are

all sufficiently distinct to justify separate names.
Grandiflora has deep blue-white and rose coloured

flowers ; carnea, flesh coloured ; alba,pure white

;

rosea, rose; and, like the Spanish Squill, the

forms of S. nonscripta are valuable border
flowers, and particularly suitable for naturalising

near woodland walks and in semi-wild places

and, in fact, anywhere where the common Blue-

bell thrives. The finest collection of these plants

that with which we are acquainted is in Messrs.

Barr & Sugden's trial grounds at Tooting, from
which the above notes were taken.

W. G.

Pansies.—I have been requested to forward
you the enclosed Pansies, as we have not seen any
like them before

;
you will, therefore, oblige us

by stating in The Garden what you tliink of

them. I know their form is not that which would
please a florist, but I think the colour is good.

—

G. Caepentbr, Walto»-on-T/iames. [The colour

—a warm rich brown with a considerable amount
of velvety black round a bright yellow eye—is cer-

tainly uncommon ; but we think if you sent a
bloom to Messrs. DIcksons & Co., Waterloo
Place, Edinburgh, they would probably be able to
match it.]

SHOET NOTES-PLOWEE.

Dianthus neglectus.—I have tried to grow Ihis

several times ; liut after flowering the first year, the plants

have begun to go hack, and at last have died. Can anyone

give me a hint as to its cultivation?—J. C. C.

Eremurus Olgee.—Allow me to corroborate Mr. Guni-

hleton's statement about this species ; it is a very stately

pure white flowered plant somewhat in the way of E.

himalaicus. It was introduced about Ave years ago by Dr.

Kegel.—Max Leichtlih, Baden-Baden.

Cannas.—Kindly oblige me by giving in The Garden
the names of a tew good Cannas.—ALI'HA. [Annei, bicolor,

Bihorelli splendeus, compacta elegantissima, dentata, ex-

pansa, grandis, limbata, discolor, Sellowi, variabilis, and

sublata rosea. These are mostly old sorts, and have been

well tried.
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SEASONABLE WORK.

LOWERS AKD PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

G. J., SUKEET.

An important table bowquet is composed of the

larce single wliite Columbine and Florentine Iris,

both cut from 2 ft. to 3 ft. long, with double

Poet's Narcissus and Solomon's Seal ; another of

Oriental Poppies with leaves of orange Day Lily.

These large flowers absorb a considerable quantity

of water, and we have given up the use of the old

trumpet glasses, that held very little, in favour of

capacious shapes that hold from two to three

quarts. A large bunch of Tea Rose Rubens comes

from a south wall, and another of yellow and

white Roses, Marechal Niel, Lamarque, and

C^lme Forestier. A slender glass holds Narcissus

gracilis, one of the latest and loveliest of the

Daffodils. Austrian Copper Brier is arranged in a

low silver-gilt cup with small twigs of Sweet

Brier. A broad, shallow bowl of white china is

filled with some of the earlier blooming Clematis,

white and lilac, with foliage of dark-leaved Ivy.

A jar of brown pottery has a bunch of Globe

flowers, yellow and orange ; the latter is the

splendid TroUius japonicus. A long dinner table

is decorated with three bowls of herbaceous

Pseonies, red and pink, the colours grouped together

in each bowl, the centre bowl rather largest. Pots

of Musk now in use for sitting-rooms are grown
in the green glazed pots commonly used in France

and Svritzerlr.nd.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKFIELD.

Funkias.—There are but few fine-foliaged

plants, even among the tender section of bedders,

that excel in effectiveness several of the va-

rieties of Funkia. No wonder, therefore, that

when a few years ago foliage summer bedding
came into vogue they were in request, but not
nearly to that extent whichtheireasy culture, hardi-

ness, and general adaptability to foliage gardening
would warrant—recommendations that will be
confirmed by all who have seen the magnificent

bed of the variety Sieboldi in Hyde Park
during the past two or three summers, or the

marginal lines of the same in Battersea Park.

Sieboldi and Sieboldi variegata are the strongest

growers, and are the best kinds for forming
large clumps or beds. The varieties albo-mar-
ginata, ovata elegans, and subcordata are ex-

cellent for edging beds of tall sub-tropicals, and
for planting, either singly or in groups of three,

in mixed herbaceous borders. All the kinds are

readily propagated by division in early spring,

and should be planted in deeply trenched and
well manured soil. Annual transplanting should
never be thought of, for their full beauty, both as

to foliage and flowers, is not developed for at

least a couple of years after planting.

Summer bedding.—All kinds of summer-
bedding plants may now be planted with safety

;

of course the most tender should be left till all

the hardier kinds are finished. Moreover, as few
tender kinds should be used as circumstances
admit of, for even our longest and most favourable
summers are far too short to repay the labour and
anxiety connected with this branch of gardening

;

and, as we have no control over the seasons, it is

only by a freer use of hardy plants that we can
hops for a lengthened period of beauty. This is a
busy time in all departments of a garden, and in

our anxiety to get over the work quickly, there is

some danger of its being done carelessly, because
hurriedly ; an evil that will be avoided, if it is

remembered that unless the soil be well firmed
round the roots, they will be a long time in start-

ing into growth, and will thus be the cause of

far more anxiety than would have been the case
if treble the time had been expended in first

planting them. Another certain way of contribu-

ting to expeditious effectiveness is, to mulch the
beds as soon as planted with Cocoa-nut fibre. The
labour of applying this is saved by there being

less watering needed, and, what is of greater

importance in most gardens, neatness is at

once assured. The moment planting is done
and the attendant litter cleared up, those

plants that require such attention should be tied

to supports
;
groundwork plants should be pegged

down, and the edgings—Box and Grass—should
be neatly trimmed. Where the mulching just re-

commended is not practicable, the next best sub-

stitute is to keep the surface soil well stirred, and
particularly after heavy rain.

General work.—In showery weather com-
plete the planting out of Asters, Stocks, Zinnias,

Phlox Drummondi, and all other kinds of summer-
flowering annuals and biennials. A good way to

plant them is in shallow drills ; by this means they
are not only more easily watered, but the drills

being levelled in as soon as the plants have got
well established, form a mulching which is at

once a protection from draught and a safeguard

from in j ury through friction by wind. Of course

this drill mode of planting is recommended on the

supposition that beds of such plants are in re-

quest, as obviously the plan could not be adopted
when they have to be planted out in clumps
amongst Roses or in mixed flower borders

;

even then, however, deeper planting than is usual

will be found to be advantageous. Roses,

now need much attention to keep down fly ; syring-

ing with clear water is about as good a remedy as

anything. There are, this season, many malformed
and green-hearted buds showing, and all such
ought to be cut off at once. Clip Box, Ivy, Euony-
mus and other shrub edgings ; and Grass verges

and edgings ought to be cut once a week. In dry
weather hoe amongst shrubs, and keep recently

planted ones thickly mulched. Weed the rookery

and hardy Fernery ; Couch Grass and the common
Bracken at this season soon overrun the Ferns, as

do also the stronger-growing rock plants their

less robust neighbours, unless timely curtail

ment of growth be practised. Seed-stems
should be cut off Arabis, Saxifrages, Myosotis, and
any others that have done flowering. Lilacs also,

should have their old flowers cut off and be pruned
into shape before they make new growth. Rhodo-
dendrons and Azaleas ought likewise to be cleared

of their old flowers, both for the sake of neatness,

and also for the welfare of the plants.

ROSE GARDEN.
W. H. FKBTTINGHAM, BEESTON.

Roses having had no rest during the past mild
winter have been naturally veiy forward, and, as
was anticipated, received a severe check during the

past three weeks, especially from the gale, the re-

sult being that the young shoots looked as if boiled

or scorched. Good early blooms are gone, and, as

some have predicted, also Rose shows in May.
Grubs, aphides, and Rose beetles are plentiful, and
are busy destroying the new growth. The beetle,

though known to us in this neighbourhood for

some twelve or fifteen years, has not been noticed

by many who contribute to The Garden. Canon
Hole, however, in his book on Roses mentions it.

In the daytime it shelters itself in the ground, as

if the light of the sun was more than it could en-
dure, but it rises as soon as darkness sets in and
drills out every available eye on Rose or stock in

the night. It is about the size of an ordinary house
fly, in colour like that of mother earth, and so

destructive is it, that whole quarters of dor-

mant eyes and standard Brier stocks have been
completely ruined by it in a few nights. Taking a
trip last June into Lincolnshire, and calling on a
well-known nurseryman in that county, I noticed
that none of his Briers had broken into growth,
although green looking in the stock ; he was him-
self at a loss to account for the fact, but on close

examination I soon discovered the cause ; and
having pointed out to him that it was the work
of the Rose beetle, he confessed, although in busi-

ness all his life, he had never noticed it before.

Cases of its destructiveness in private gardens are
also not uncommon. The only remedy is to take a
light and pick the beetles off at night and destroy
them ; if this be followed up for a few nights,

both Roses and stocks may be saved. Grubs may
be picked off in the daytime

;
green-fly syringed

with any good insecticide or brushed carefully off,

the former being the most effective method. Cut-
backs may be thinned out where the shoots are
too plentiful, thereby concentrating all the
strength in the most reliable shoots. Where Roses
are forward enough, disbudding may be proceeded
with.

FRUIT.
W. COLEMAN, EASTNOR CASTLE.

Melons.—When the fruit in the early house
has attained its full size, feeding must be dis-

continued ; but watering with pure water to pre-

vent the plants from suffering may go on until

the Melons change for ripening, when a dry,

warm atmosphere, with a constant circulation of

air, will greatly improve the flavour of the fruit.

If the pot system of growing throughout the sea-

son is adopted, the young plants intended to

succeed the first batch must be kept constantly
growing until they get established in the fruiting

pots, otherwise they will become infested with
spider, and most likely lose their stem-leaves long
before the fruit is ready to draw upon their valu-

able assistance. One of the great advantages de-

rived from pot culture is the facility which it

offers for overlapping the succeeding sets

of plants, as the latter, established in fruit-

ing pots, and 2 ft. to 4 ft. high, can be moved
from the succession to the fruiting house with
safety, when bottom-heat and all other conditions

being favourable they will commence throwing
out female blossoms by the time the last fruit of

the preceding crop has been used. Plants now
swelling off fruit must be well fed and syringed
every afternoon, and they must be closely divested

of all lateral growths as they appear. Board the

Melons before they begin by their weight to strain

the Vines. Pay great attention to the old foliage,

which should now be as firm as a board, and care-

fully sponge for the destruction of insects, as

Melons are so easily checked and ruined by the
use of insecticides. Never neglect plants in pits

and frames, as the loss of a single day may lead

to the loss of a fine set of fruit. Keep the laterals

thin and well up to the light, fertilise every flower

when the atmosphere of the frame is dry, reno-
vate linings back and front alternately, and follow
up covering with mats at night.

Strawberries.—These will now be reduced to
the late kinds usually potted in the largest sized

pots and grown on in pits and frames, to fill up
the period which intervenes between house forced
fruit and the earliest from the open borders, and
it not unfrequently happens that this batch under
good management gives the most acceptable and
certainly the most enjoyable crop of the season.

As light and air, full exposure to sun, and plenty
of water are the first elements of success, the
lights may be thrcn-n off the pits on fine days and
replaced early in the afternoon with good syringing
and feeding to swell the fruit under the influence

of solar heat alone. To economise time in watering
it is a good plan to half plunge the pots in leaf

mould before they throw up their trusses, and to

leave them undisturbed until the fruit is ripe ; they
then have time to send out an abundance
of feeders, and commence a luxuriant abandoned
state of growth by the time the fruit begins to

swell. To an experienced eye the breaking loose of

imprisoned roots can be measured to the day, and
so important is the aid thus obtained that ama-
teurs and professionals, wliose time is heavily

taxed, allow them to go, notwithstanding the fact

that they condemn the system as bad. Maiden
plants from which the stock of rimners is to be
obtained will require good mulching and watering
to keep them progressing through dry, parching
weather ; and where it is the practice to turn out
forced plants, the balls should be well soaked in

tubs of water before, and heavily mulched after

they are planted. Under the best of management
the system is not a good one, as the plants fill a
garden with red spider in dry seasons, and the
fruit is never equal to that obtained from maiden
plants,
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SOCIETIES.
CRYSTAL PALACE.

MAT 20.

A CONSIDEEABLE falling off in the number of
exhibits was noticeable at the annual summer
show here, on Saturday last, though, on the whole,
there was a fair display. Large quantities of the
exhibits were the same as those shown at Regent's
Park a few days previous, though here they were
not shown to such advantage as they were there,

owing to their being arranged on long formal
benches. The neighbourhood of the Crystal Palace
abounds in good suburban gardens, and from these
came the greater part of the exhibits.

Azaleas made the greatest display
; they

were placed in the central transept. There
were, however, but two or three collections out of
the dozen shown that were noteworthy, one or two
being decidedly below mediocrity. The group of
nine plants from Mrs. Torr's garden, at Ewell,
was grand in the extreme, each being a huge
homogeneous mass, cone-like in shape ; the varieties

Iverj-ana, Criterion, Concinna, Magnet, and Juliana
were particxilarly fine, and won many admirers.
A somewhat smaller group from Mr. Thornton's
gardener was likewise good, but we noticed that
this collection contained two plants of the variety
Reine de Pays Bas, which is contrary to the rules
of the schedule, wherein it is stipulated that the
kinds are to be distinct. The collection in the
class for six plants, also, from Mr. Batty, was good,
containing huge masses of such sorts as Criterion,
Magnet, Juliana, Trotteriana, and that fine semi-
double Souvenir du Prince Albert. The only other
Azaleas calling for special comment were those in
the collection of a dozen-and-a-half of plants in
9-in. pots from Mr. Turner, Slough. Unlike the large
speciruens of the older kinds, these vigorous
young plants represented for the most part the
newer sorts, and that to perfection, the flowers
being large and full, and the colours bright and
fresh. The following are a few which are singled
out as the best, viz., Baron de Vriere and Mad.
Marie Lefebvre, two lovely white varieties, both
with large flowers, the former with crisped petals

;

Grandis,orange-red very fine ; Comtesse de Flandre,
clear rose ; Charmer, bright amaranth ; Mons.
Thibaut, orange-red; Mrs. Turner, bright pink,
edged with white, spotted with purplish-crimson,
particularly fine ; Apollo, a good white striped
with carmine ; Jean Vervaene, deep salmon pink

;

Eugene Mazel and Souvenir de M. R. Abel. These
are all beautiful varieties, and form a representa-
tive selection as regards colour. The plants shown
all ranged from li ft. to 2i ft. high, and were
trained in a conical shape. In the collection of
eighteen plants from the Norbury Nursery there
were also some good varieties.

Stove and greenhouse plants were not
very numerous. In the best collection of nine
which came from a neighbouring garden (Mrs.
Tredwell, Lower Norwood), the most noteworthy
specimens were Epacris Eclipse, a huge symetrical
bush completely covered with its elegant and
beautifully coloured blossoms ; Erica Cavendishi,
likewise a large bush ; E. veiatricosa ooccinea
minor, the perfection of what a well-grown Heath
should be ; Azalea Murrayana and Roi Leopold,
both grand plants

; Clerodendron Balfouri, and
Statioe profusa. Not much inferior was the group
from Hawkesyard Park, Rugeley, particularly hav-
ing regard to the long journey such large plantshad
to overcome. It contained a grand plant of Heda-
roma tulipifera ; Ixora coccinea and Williamsi

;

a well-flowered Erica Cavendishi ; a couple of
fine Aphelexis and Dracophyllum gracile. In the
nurserymen's class were two collections, that
from Messrs. Peed, Norbury Nursery, Streat-
ham, being the best, containing, as it did,
amongst others, fine specimens of Hedaroma
tulipifera

; Erica Cavendishi, and Anthurium
Soherzerianum. The other group from Mr. James,
a good one, contained a fine plant of the new
Anthurium Andreanum, with five .large spathes,
and two plants of A. Soherzerianum, which, ac-
cording to the conditions of the schedule, is un-
allowable. The circumstance was, however, over-

looked by the judges, though on what grounds we
are unable to say. Why is it that exhibitors think
it right to enwrap the flower stalks of the An-
thurium Soherzerianum in cotton wool ? It cer-
tainly cannot be for the purpose of improving their
appearance. Tlie spathes are not so tender as the
flowers of many Orchids, which never appear be-
fore the public in their travelling dress. In this
exhibition there were several plants of this Aroid
shown, but only one free from wadding wraps.

Pine-foliaged plants were numerous,
owing to provision having been made for special
collections of such things as Dracaenas, Crotons,
&c., which at most other metropolitan shows are
included in collections. In the class for nine
plants the collection from Handcross Park that
was so prominent at the Regent's Park show was
also the finest here, having, in addition to the
half-dozen shown last week, grand plants of Prit-
chardia pacifica, a noble Palm when well grown,
Anthurium crystallinum, and Croton multicolor.
The second collection from Canon Bridge's garden,
Beddington, contained-smaller but newer plants
for instance, there were fine specimens of Carlu^
dovica Drudei, a Palm-like plant not much known
yet but very handsome ; Anthurium regale, a noble
Aroid ; and Aralia monstrosa, a fine variegated-
leaved shrub. In the third group, from Mr. James,
a grand plant of Stevensonia grandifolia was
prominent ; also a handsome example of Macro-
zamia Denisoni. Dracaanas were shown well,
there being four collections of nine plants. The
best from Mr. Causton included plants with
highly-coloured foliage of Cantrelli, Tellingi,
Gladstonei, Salmonea, amabilis, voluta, Bausei,
and Witzchenei, and terminalis alba. These have
for the most part, had their origin in the Anerley
Nursery, and represent some of the finest of Mr.
Pause's hybrids, all being characterised by highly-
coloured foliage, vigorous habit, and graceful
growth. In the other collection were such beau-
tiful kinds as vivicans, superba, Thompsoni,
Mooreana, pulcherrima, Baptisti, and Cooperi,
the latter still one of the best. The distinct D.
Goldieana, with its zebra-striped foliage, was
shown well, likewise D. Lindeni, with golden-
striped leaves—a good plant, the best we have
seen, came from Canon Bridges, Beddington.
There were three collections of nine Crotons,
and there was but little diflterence in the groups
shown by Mr. Bird and Mr. Rann, except that
that from Mr. Bird comprised plants of more
uniform size, and perhaps of higher colour than
those from Jlr. Rann. A more representative nine
could not have been selected. They consisted of
Williamsi, volutus, Morti, Andreanus, undulatus,
Disraeli, Weismanni, pictus, and Evansianus,
which represented the various types well. The
plants were not large, but well coloured and indi-
cated robust health. In Mr. Rann's group were
youcgi, undulatus. Prince of Wales, all fine speci-
mens, the latter particularly so ; Princess, Chal-
lenger, albicans, picturatus, and chrj'sophyllus,
Queen Victoria, and Earl of Derby, both fine sorts,
were also in the other collection.

Ferns were not remarkable, there being but
two collections, the finest including large speci-
mens of AdiantumWillsianum,'Davalliapolyantha
(divaricata), very fine ; D. fijiensis, Microlepia
anthriscifolia, and Cibotium Schiedei, all excel-
lent and beautiful Ferns, especially for exhibition.
A fine plant of Blechnum braziliense was in-
cluded in the other group, likewise of Gymno-
gramma chrysophylla.

Orchids were poorly shown, at least so far as

'

regards numbers, there being but one exhibition in
each of the classes set apart for nurserymen and
amateurs. The amateurs collection came from Mr.
Southgate's garden at Streatham, whose gardener,
Mr. Salter, had a very effective group of nine
plants, the most conspicuous being a fine mass of
Cattleya Mossire, with twenty blossoms ; Mas-
devallia Lindeni, and a pinkform called pallida; M.
ignea

; a beautiful basketful of Oncidium conoolor,
with its clear gqjden-yellow racemes of blossoms

;

0. Marshalli and Cypripedium barbatum were like-
wise well shown. Mr. James, of the Castle Nursery,
Lower Norwood, showed the other collection, the

finestplants in which were Odontoglossum crispum,
a mass of several fine varieties

; Cattleya Mendelli,
Masdevallia Veitchi and Lindeni, Cypripedium
barbatum, and a very fine panful of the white C.
niveum.
Miscellaneous exhibits were not numer-

ous, but added much to the attractiveness of the
show. A large collection of hardy and alpine
plants from Messrs. Carter & Co., High Holborn,
seemed to be a particular attraction for the
visitors, who crowded round it throughout the
day. The group, which occupied the whole of one
end of the central stage, contained many a fami-
liar flower which the general public could recog-
nise, besides numerous others less known. A large
collection from the Swanley Nursery of Pelargo-
niums and other flowers, edged with Maiden-hair
Fern-like plants of Thalictrum adiantoides, and
Nertera depressa was also an attraction ; likewise a
large collection of Pansies from Mr. Hooper, Bath,
who shows these favourite flowers so finely. Messrs.
Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, sent a large collec-
tion of Tree Pieonies, which made a bright display,
as did also a collection of Pyrethrums from
Messrs. Kelway.
Among other exhibits were two collections of

Clematis, one from Messrs. Jackman, Woking,
the other from Messrs. Smith, Worcester, but as
these were particularly alluded to in our report
of the Regent's Park Show, we will pass them by,
except to mention that fine as they were they did
not look so beautiful here as on the turfy banks
in the Regent's Park tent. Calceolarias were
rather numerous, and on the whole very fine. Only
one collection of tuberous Begonias was shown,
and that was not very remarkable though it con-
tained a good plant or two, one particularly of
Paul Masurel. Mr. Turner, of Slough, showed his
beautiful collection of dwarf pot Roses which
won so much admiration last week at Regent's
Park, and the same exhibitor also showed the best
nine Pelargoniums, which, though very large,
were very beautiful, especially such varieties as
the brilliant Illuminator, Lady Isabel, Quadroon,
Claribel, Digby Grand.'and Captain Raikes, one of
the brightest and best of the Regal type. Two
other groups of show Pelargoniums were shown
but were not remarkable, but a bright collection
of fancies, also from Slough, was quite up to the
usual standard of excellence of exhibits from Mr.
Turner. The prize for the best arranged group of
plants, on a space of from 150 sq. ft. to 200 sq. ft.

was awarded to Messrs. Laing & Co., Stanstead
Park Nurseries, Forest Hill, who made a most
effective group in a spacious tent lighted by the
Standard Electric Light Company. The group
consisted of large and graceful Palms, Ferns,
Crotons, and Drac£enas, here and there lighted up
by a flowering bush of Azalea, or the brilliant

hues of tuberous Begonias. The effect of the
group by the electric light was very fine, showing
the beautiful characters of the plants to great
advantage.
Ne'W plants.—The principal exhibitors of

these were Messrs. Laing, who had a group of
new Begonias, Caladiums, &c., the following,
among which received first-class certificates:
Caladium albo-luteum, Ibis Rose, Mad. Majolin
Scheffer ; Pelargonium, Mrs. Miller (a beautiful
new silver tricolor) ; Begonia, Arthur G. Soames,
and Marquis of Bute, and Asparagus plumosus
nanus, all of which, as well as.the others, have
previously been described in our columns. Mr.
Hooper, Bath, received a first-class certificate for
Viola Mrs. Laing ; and Messrs. Kelway, Lang-
port, for Scolopendrium vulgare densum.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
Gbeat Summer Snow.

Both as regards extent and high quality the ex-
hibits at this show, which opened on Tuesday
last, were not equal to those at corresponding ex-
hibitions that have taken place during recent
years at South Kensington. The main cause of
this no doubt is the fact that three days, the
period during which the show was held, is con-
sidered by exhibitors to be too long in early sum-
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mer to risk valuable plants under canvas, and until

the length of time is curtailed the society cannot
expect to have a representative show, which that

held this week certainly was not. The large Lon-
don nurseries, such as those at Chelsea and Upper
HoUoway were scarcely represented. In some of

the other departments, too, particularly the

Orchids, there was a remarkable falling off, the
finest Orchid collections being only conspicuous
by their absence. Moreover, the show lacked com-
pactness, there being a good deal too much room
provided for the exhibits under canvas ; there-

fore, the large tent was rather scantily filled,

and consequently recourse had to be had to Chis-

wick in order to make the show more complete.

The main features in the large tent were the mag-
nificent groups of Eoses from the Cheshunt and
Slough nurseries, which occupied the banks at

either end, positions which showed the plants off to

perfection. Two of the corners were devoted to

groups of plants arranged for effect whi le, on the un-
dulating banks around the margin and in the cen-
tre were the stove and greenhouse plants. Azaleas,

and fine-foliaged plants. The long tent connect-
ing the council room with the large tent was very
gaj'; it contained Pelargoniums and Orchids which,
however, would havebeen shown off to much better
advantage on the undulating banks in the big
tent than on a formal stage with the white can-
vas for a sky line against which the delicate
colours of the different kinds were not seen to

the best advantage. The long tent also contained
the hardy flowers, of which there was fine dis-

play ; the fruits and vegetables ; and, at the en-
trance, an extensive and tastefully arranged group
of miscellaneous plants from the Society's garden
at Chiswick. The large permanent exhibition of
horticultural structures, implements, &c., in the
grounds added, much to the importance-of the ex-
hibition.

Roses.—Without the magnificent groups of
Eoses, the show would have been shorn of much
of its attractiveness; they were not only numerous,
but as fine as the most skilful cultivation could
make them. It would be difficult to say which
showed the Eose to the greatest perfection, Messrs.
Paul or Mr Turner, both collections were so mar-
vellously fine. Messrs. Paul had, however, the
largest plants, and to them the highest award
was given. The group included a specimen of
the yellow Celine Forestier, fully 7 ft. across and
well flowered, Charles Lawson and Madame Vic-
tor Verdier some 6 ft. across ; but little smaller,
too, were plants of La France, Beauty of Waltham,
Victor Verdier, Mad. Margottin, Souvenir d'un
Ami, and the old oentifolia. The corresponding
group from Slough consisted of perfect models of
what pot Eoses should be ; they were not very
large, but bright looking and in the best of health.
The central and most prominent plant in this
group was a wonderfully fine La France, about
5 ft. across, as good at the back almost as in front.

Others consisting of Edouard Morren, J. S. Mills,
Therese Levet, Camille Bernardin, Sir G. Wolseley,
Mad. VictorVerdier.Mad.Lacharme.and Marquise
de Castellane. There was but one collection in the
class for twenty plants in 10-in. pots. This
also was from Cheshunt. Prominent amongst
the varieties which it contained were Ches-
hunt Hybrid (a small plant having a score
of fully expanded blooms representing this
beautiful Eose finely). La France, Camille
Bernardin, Fran9ois Michelon, Mrs. Laston (a
splendid dark variety), Avocat Duvivier, Perfec-
tion de Montplaisir, President, and Mdme. de
Montcheaniveau. Surrounding Mr. Turner's fine

group of nine specimens, at the opposite end of
the tent, was an uncommonly good collection of
small plants, mostly in 10-in. pots and admirably
flowered, the most conspicuous being Egeria, J.
Bright, Eoyal Standard (three fine English-raised
Eoses), Mons. E. Y. Teas, Marie Baumann,
Edouard Morren, Duchesse de Valombrosa, and
Avocat Duvivier. There were two classes provided
for amateurs, but only two collections of six were
shown, neither of which was very remarkable for
high quality, the second best being the best
flowered.

Stove and greenhouse plants.—In
neither of the three classes set apart for these
was there a strong competition ; indeed, this de-

partment of the show has seldom been so scantily
represented. As in the case of the other metro-
politan exhibitions this year the amateurs were to

the fore, a really fine dozen being shown by Mr.
Tudgej' in the open class. Amongst them were
huge specimens of Erica Cavendishi, Pimelea de-

oussata, Dracophyllum gracile, Clerodendron Bal-

fouri, all superbly flowered ; also grand globular
bushes of tlie white Azalea magnifica, and of A.
Criterion ; smaller plants of two varieties of Erica
ventricosa, named magnifica and coccinea minor

;

Franciscea confertiflora, Aphelexis macrautha pur-

purea, a fine Anthurium Scherzerianum, a plant of

A. Andreanum with a couple of spathes. The same
exhibitor also showed the best eight, amongst
which E. Cavendishi, Clerodendron Balfouri,

Erica ventricosa magnifica, Dracophyllum gracile,

were especially remarkable for large size and trim
appearance. A good plant of Anthurium Scher-

zerianum Wardi, the finest of all the varieties of

the Flamingo flower, was also shown by Mr.
Tudgey. Other noteworthy plants in the open class

were Acrophyllum venosum. Erica Cavendishi,

Anthurium Scherzerianum (a grand plant, with
about fifty spathes), Allamanda grandiflora, all

in the collection from the Norbury Nurseries.

Messrs. Jackson's plants were not at all up to

their usual standard of excellence, being some-
what small and below the average, a circumstance
accounted for by the fact that they had disposed
of their large specimens. The two other amateur's
groups, from Garbrand Hall and Handcross Park,
contained a few grand examples, but high quality
did notrun through the whole collections- Twohuge
Heaths, Erica Cavendishi and depressa, were nota-
ble in Mr. Child's group, as were also two or three
finely-flowered Azaleas. In the nurserymen's class

for eight plants, Messrs. Jackson had an excellent

group of small but very healthy and well-flowered
plants, Pimelea mirabilis, Clerodendron Balfoari,

and two or three Azaleas being especially fine.

There was nothing remarkable about the other
collection, except a good plant of Anthurium
Andreanum with five spathes, from Mr. James,
who has shown the finest examples of this new
Aroid about London, his plants being remarkable
for their fine healthy foliage and well developed
spathes

;
yet, handsome as these specimens are,

they cannot compare with the grand examples of

A. Scherzerianum, shown from the same nursery.
After our remarks upon the Azaleas at the Eegent's
Park and Crystal Palace shows, there is but little

need to say much concerning the groups shown
here ; as, except a few collections, they were much
the same. Mr. Turner's were even finer than they
were at either of the other shows this season, par-

ticularly the collection of fifteen plants in 12-in.

pots, which were well grown, and profusely
flowered, and represented some of the finest kinds
in cultivation. The only sort that we have not
previously noticed is Bernhard Andi-eas alba,

one of the finest double whites that we
have seen, being simply the beau ideal of
what a white Azalea should be. The very
large plants from Garbrand Hall made a grand
display on one of the central mounds, as did also

a good group from Lady Goldsmid's garden,
Eegent's Park. A fine collection of eight Heaths
from the Kingston Nursery represented this beau-
tiful family in a way that is highly creditable to

the growers ; they were not only large but
uniformly and profusely flowered, notwithstand-
ing that several of the species shown are among
the most difficult to do well. The collection from
the Norbury Nursery, though considerably smaller,

was likewise good ; and Mr. Tudgey's group,
which was second best, contained some superbly-
flowered plants of E. ventricosa and its varieties.

There was but one exhibit of thirty plants of
tuberous Begonias, and that came from Mr. Coppin.
It contained some excellent varieties, particularly

thoseJnamed Little Willie, Sir P. Eoberts, Olympus,
Orion, Midas, Venus, Mrs. Hodgson, Lelia, Flame,
and J. Bright, all brilliantly-coloured sorts. The
best ysllow flowered kinds in the group were

|

those named Mrs. Coppin and Reve d'Or, the
latter represented by several fair-sized and well-
flowered plants, as indeed were most of the ex-
amples shown.

Fine • foliaged plants were not nume-
rous, there being only two collections of eight
plants. These came from Handcross Park and
Henwiok Grange, and both were as fine as could
well be desired ; the group from Handcross was
placed first, and well it deserved it, for the plants
were all grand specimens of high class culture.
It comprised Areca sapida, Cycas revoluta, Pan-
danus Veitchi, Pritchardia pacifica (a grand
plant), Latania borbonica, a huge bush of Crotou
interruptum, and smaller ones of C. Youngi and
C. Heudersoni. In Mr. Tudgey's collection some
higlily-coloured Crotons were a noteworthy
feature, particularly C. Andreanum, Morti, and
Queen Victoria, which latter is one of the hand-
somest Crotons amongst the many now in culti-

vation. Cycas circinalis was also prominent, being
an rincommonly fine specimen ; and likewise the
true Cordyline iudivisa, a plant that should be
more grown than it is. ITerns, like the other fine-

foliaged plants, were not numerous, their being
but three groups of six from amateurs. Of these
the best came from Mrs. Terr's garden, at Gar-
brand Hall ; it included a marvellous specimen oE
Davallia Mooreana, some 6 ft. or 7 ft. through,
and in the most vigorous growth ; and Microlepia
hirta cristata, a Fern that will, in course of time,
probably surpass the preceding as an exhibition,
plant. These two formed the chief merit of the group
for neither of the Gleichenias (G. semivestita
and dicarpa), or the two tree Ferns (Dicksonia
antarthica and squarrosa) were very remarkable.
The finest plants in the group from Mr. Warren's
garden were two excellent Gleichenias, both large
and fresh and in the best of health. They were G.
rupestris glaucescens and . Mendeli, two of the
finest in the genus. A grand plant of adiantum
concinnum latum, one of the loveliest of Maiden-
hairs, was in the third collection from Loxford
Hall, and likewise a good plant of Todea Fraseri,
one of the Filmy Ferns, a class not often seen
exhibited, but which would add an important
and interesting feature to a show if a class were
provided for them. Some Ferns also came from
nurserymen, but amongst them there was nothing
remarkable.

Orchids made a fair display though not so
extensive as one would expect at such an exhi-
bition, and the quality was decidedly not of the
highest standard. Nearly all the collections
consisted of " made up " plants which, though
attractive, afforded no criterion of good culture.
The judges with the view, apparently, of dis-

countenancing this practice, awarded to the most
attractive collection in the class for fifteen the
second prize, and gave the first to a much less

showy group but which contained only a few
" made up " plants. This collection was shown by
Mr. Child, of Garbrand Hall. It comprised a
very fine example of Aerides Fieldingi, with six
branching spikes which hung gracefully in front
of the foliage ; Saccolabium retusum, with five

excellent spikes ; a fine Cypripedium Stonei, with
two tall spikes

;
good masses of Masdevallia

ignea ; Cypripedium barbatum ; Dendrobium
Farmeri, with eight spikes ; and Oncidium
ampliatum majus, also a good specimen. These
all showed skilful cultivation, though somewhat
marred by inferior plants of Odontoglossum vexil-

larium, Ljelia purpurata pallida, L. cannabarina,
and Cypripedium niveum. Other exhibitors in

the open class for fifteen were Mr. James,
of Lower Norwood, and Mr. Douglas, of Lox-
ford Hall, whose collections were placed equal
second, though that from Mr. James was
much the showiest, and should have been first

had it not contained such a large number of
varieties—for instance, some half dozen forms of
Odontoglossum crispum in one pot. Other note-
worthy specimens in the group was a grand mass
of Cattleya Mossije with sixteen blooms represent-
ing some of finest forms, also Cattleya Mendelli
with eighteen flowers ; Dendrobium nobile ; Odon-
toglossum citrosjnum,aflnemass principally of the
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roseum variety ; L^elia purpurata, the variety, with

pure white sepals andpetals, and a richly coloured

lip ; a good mass of Masdevallia Veitchi ; Onci-

dinm concolor, and an uncommonly fine panful,

some 2 ft. across of well-flowered plants of Cypri-

pedium niveum. The best amongst Mr. Douglas'

plants were a remarkably fine Dendrobium nobile,

large and profusely flowered ; Gypripedium villo-

sum, a beautiful specimen ; Calanthe veratri-

folia, good ; Dendrobium Wardianum, and
some small but well-flowered plants of

Odontoglossum Eoezli, Cattleya Mendelli, and
Mossije, the latter representing an uncommonly
fine variety— one of the finest. The only collec-

tion of ten plants from amateurs came from Mrs.

Sonthgate, Streatham, whose gardener, Mr.
Salter, showed an attractive group similar to that

exhibited at the Crystal Palace a few days ago,

and alluded to in our report of that show. There
were but two groups of ten plants shown in

the nurserymen's class, Mr. James being first

;

his group contained remarl^ably well-flowered

plants of Oncidium Marshallianum, Cattle.va

Mossia;, with ten flowers, a fine Gypripedium bar-

batum, C. lajvigatum, with five flowers, and On-
cidium macranthum maximium (a fine variety).

The other group from the Kingston Nursery con-

tained a few creditable plants, mostly lona fide
specimens.

Pelargoniums.—As is usually the case at

these large summer shows Pelargoniums we^
wonderfully fine—better, in fact, than we have
ever seen them—and though there were only twO
exhibitors in the two classes for show and fancy
varieties, there was a grand array of bloom
occupying a third of one side of the long tent.

Both Mr. Little and Mr. Turner showed very fine

collections, those from the former being the
largest and finest, the nine show varieties being
magnificent examples of high-class culture. They
comprised Prince Leopold (a plant fully 5 ft.

across). Prince of Denmark, Isabella, Mary
Hoyle, Jeannette, Pericles (very fine). Snow-
flake, Kingston Beauty, and Sultana. Mr. Turner's

plants, though fine, were not so uniform.
They consisted of Illuminator, Prince Leopold,
Maid of Honour, Viscount, Claribel, Despot,
Charlemagne, Kingston Beauty, and Patroness.

Fancy varieties were finely shown by Mr.
Little for the first, and by Mr. Turner for

the second prizes. The Hillingdon group consisted

of large plants, but not so profusely flowered as

the somewhat smaller collection from Slough.

The latter were literally covered with bloom, par-

ticularly KUen Beck, Princess Teck, Mrs. Hart,

Roi des Fantaisies, and East Lynn. Fanny Gair,

the Shah, Mrs. Porter, and Thos. King, were like-

wise shown in the group. The varieties compris-
ing the collection shown by Mr. Little's gardener
(Mr. Wiggins), were Mrs. Alfred Wigan, Lucy,
Princess Teck, Mary Goddard, Mrs. Hart, Goliath,

Mrs. Porter, Pioi des Fantaisies, and Duchess of

Edinburgh.

Hardy flowers were, as has been stated

shown better on this occasion than they have
hitherto been, though there were but two compe-
titors in the class for thirty plants in pots. These
collections were from Loxford Hall, and from
Messrs. Hooper's nursery, Twickenham. The
group from Mr. Douglas, which was the finest,

consisted wholly of showy plants, amongst which
were Lupinus bicolor, a scarce variety of L. polj'-

phyllus, but very showy ; a few varieties of double
Pyrethrums,in well flowered specimens; Centaurea
montana alba ; Saxifraga Wallacei (a fine plant)

;

the pretty early-flowering Lilium tenuifoIium,Aqui-
egia coerulea hybrida, a most delicately-coloured

Columbine ; Lychnis diuma fl.-pl. ; twoorthree va-

rieties of Phlox setacea, all very finely-flowered

masses ; Saxifraga Cotyledon pyramidalis (S. ne-

palensis) ; very fine Gypripedium acaule ; Armeria
cephalotus (excellent) ; Anthericum Liliastrum,

and the double Barbarea vulgaris. In Messrs.
Hooper's group were beautiful plants of Armeria
alpina coccinea, one of the finest of all the
Thrifts ; Campanula Barrelieri, on^ of the best of
all the dwarf Hairbells ; Aquilegia cosrulea hy-
brida ; Delphinium nudipaule ; Saxifraga nepa-

lensis ; and the charming little Eritrlchum na-

num. The same exhibitors also showed thirty

bunches of hardy flowers well, but were surpassed
by Messrs. Barr & Sugden, who had an ex-

tensive display, some 50 ft. in length, consist-

ing chiefly of cut blooms of Pyrethrums, in

very fine variety, interspersed with boxfuls of

plants of Sedums and Sempervivums, among the
latter the very handsome and rare S. Reginse-
Amaliaj and S. triste were prominent, being shown
in quantity and to perfection. An extensive group
of hardy plants was likewise shown by Messrs.
Carter and Co., in which was a large number of

pretty and interesting hardy perennials and alpine

plants. Messrs. Osborn and Sons likewise showed
a collection from their Sunbury Nursery. A fine

group of Ixias and Sparaxis was also shown by
Messrs. Barr and Sugden, and these beautiful

flowers were also well shown by Messrs. Veitch in

numerous variety. Pansies made a good show,
there being three collections of sixty blooms, the

finest from the Sunnypark Nurseries, Aberdeen,
being indeed excellent.

Groups of plants.—There were two com-
petitors for the prizes offered for a group of mis-
cellaneous plants in pots, occupying a spfvce not
exceeding 300 square ft. The premier award was
taken by Messrs. Cutbush, who had a very tastefully

arranged collection. It occupied one corner of

the tent, and took the form of an undulated,
sloping bank, having for a background tall Cor-

dylines. Palms, &c,, rising out of a groundwork
of smaller plants. The front portion was dis-

posed in crescent-shaped masses, the plants being
in rows. The most noteworthy plants were Erica
Cavendishi, candidissima, ventricosa, and Boronia
elatior; other hard-wooded plants in the group
were also well grown and flowered. The colours

of the various classes harmonised admirablj', as

did also the varied forms ; the whole group, in-

deed, had many admirers, and well deserved the

distinction accorded it. The other group con-

sisted chiefly of ordinary market plants, the ar-

rangement of which was entirely different from
that just alluded to. Other groups included one
of flowering and fine-foliaged plants from the

Norbury Nursery, the only one in competition for

the prize oifered for 100 plants. The chief merit
of the group was the great excellence of the

hard-wooded plants, such as Heaths, which through-
out were finely flowered though small.

An extensive group of Rhododendrons from the
Berkhamstead Nurseries made an attractive dis-

play, as also did one of Clematises and Rhodo-
dendrons from Mr. Noble, of Bagshot. Groups of

miscellaneous plants from Messrs. Laing, B. S.

Williams, and others, added considerably to the

attractions of the exhibition, as did also some
beautiful collections of cut flowers, notably
Pyrethrums from Messrs. Kelway, Pelargoniums,
Petunias, and various other bright plants from
the Swanley Nurseries.

Hollies and Ivies were well shown, though
of the Hollies there was but one group. This came
from Messrs. Cutbush's, Barnet, and comprised
a very flne dozen bushes ranging from 6 ft. to

10 ft. high, representing such fine varieties as

Watereriana, aurea regina, ferox argentea, Hand-
worthensis variegata, argentea marginata. Medio
picta, among the variegated leaved kinds, and
scottica Hodginsi canadensis among the greens.

The best dozen specimen Ivies came from the

Slough Nursery, and made a handsome uniform
group, the plants being trained in a tall globular

form. It included such excellent varieties as

dentata, marmorata minor, heterophylla, lucida

poetica, lobata major, rhomboidea obovata, mar-
ginata grandis, pedata and arborea aurea, the

last a tree Ivy with bright golden foliage. In the

other group from the Berkhamstead Nursery,

dentata, baccifera^aurea, taurica, hibemica, macu-
lata major and minor, bimalaica and speotabilis,

were noteworthy kinds all being distinct and with
handsome foliage.

New plants.—Considering the importance
of this great annual show one would have thought
that new plants would have been well represented,

but such was pot the case, there being only ope

collection of a dozen plants from Mr. W. Bull.
The finest plant in this group was Spirasa Aruncus
astilboides, a plant similar to the Goat's Beard,
but finer, having dense feathery plants over-top-
ping the foliage in a beautiful manner. The other
plants were, Wallichia nana, Diefltenbachia re-

gina and rex, two handsome-leaved plants,
Anthurium digitatum, and A. nitheroyense, Dra-
csna australis marginata, and D. aureolus, Sela-
ginellainvoluta variegata, Sarracenia erythropus,a
handsome Laurus Gamphora variegata, and Illi-

cium religiosum variegatum, two very handsome
foliaged shrubs. The special prizes usually com-
peted for at this show were not offered this year.

Fruit.—There was a small, but good display
of fruits. The only pair of Pine-apples came from
Lord Carington's garden, Wycombe Abbey, Mr.
Miles showing an excellent Charlotte Rothschild
and a good Queen. A flne Charlotte Rothschild
was also first in the class for a single fruit of any
sort ; but Queen and two smooth Cayennes were
the other fruits shown in the class. Owing to the
early date, the Grapes were not a great feature,

though a finer three bunches of Black Hamburghs
are seldom seen in May than those shown by Mr.
Loudenfrom The Quinta, Chirk. The bunches were
large, the berries also, and as black as Sloes. The
bunches from Bayham Abbey and Warren Wood,
Hatfield, were likewise good, but some of the

other exhibits were below mediocrity. Black
Grapes of any other varietywere fairly well shown,
there being some creditable bunches of Black
Prince and a set of three bunches of last year's

Alicantes, which were bottled on December 28.

These from Mr. Wallis, of Keele Hall, were placed
third, being in an excellent state of preservation.

The only presentable White Grapes were the
Buckland Sweetwaters ; others, especially Alexan-
drian Muscats, being quite green, though the

bunches and berries were fair. Foster's Seedling
and Buckland Sweetwater were the kinds shown
by the four exhibitors, the judges selecting the

fine bunches of the latter variety from Bay-
ham Abbey for the first prize. Peaches and Nec-
tarines werenot numerous, butsomewereexcellent
in quality. A dish of Grosse Mignonne from Blen-

heim were very fine fruits, large and well coloured,

andwelldeservedthehighestaward, thoughthe next
best dishes consisting of Grosse Mignonne and
Stirling Castle were not much inferior. The latter

variety was shown by two or three of the other
exhibitors, and promises to become a prominent
early variety, being of fair size and of high colour

and of excellent flavour. The best dish of Necta-
rines, out of the five shown, was one of Lord
Napier, which contained fine large fruits of good
colour. Violette Hative was shown in excellent

condition for the second, and Hunt's Tawny for

the third prizes. Cherries were few, but excellent

in quality ; Mr. Miles, of AA''ycombe Abbey, show-
ing the best two dishes, consisting of Black Cir-

cassian and Governor Wood ; while the same ex-

hibitor also showed the best single dish, whichwas
of the Black Circassian variety. Strawberries, like-

wise, were few, there being but one exhibitor of

three dishes; but these wer2 asfineas could well be,

simply perfection as regards uniformly large size

and colour. They consisted of the President, Sir

Joseph Paxton, and Sir Charles Napier varieties,

and were shown by Mr. Norman, gardener to the

Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield House. The same
exhibitor also showed the finest single dish, which
contained uncommonly fine fruits of the Presi-

dent, which was also shown by three of the other

exhibitors, a proof of its excellence, being large

and of fine appearance and flavour. Melons, as

usual, were a numerous class, single fruits being
shown by a score or so of exhibitors. The fruit

selected by the judges was a fine specimen of

Sutton's Hero of Lockinge, grown by Lord Car-

ington's gardener. It is a round, finely netted,

white-fleshed variety, of most delicious flavour, hav-

ing an aroma seldom possessed by Melons. The
second best was a good fruit of a new scarlet-

fleshed variety named William I., raised and
shown by Mr. Howe, gardener at Benham Park,

Newbury. The excellence of this variety is esta-

bIished,forit notonlywon theprize in the class butit
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was alsoawarded a first-class certificate on the same
day b}' the fruit committee, a distinction likewise
accorded it lately at the Reading- Show. It will no
doubtbe a coming Melon, being of delicious flavour
and ofhandsome appearance. The stock of this new
Melon, we learn, has been secured by Messrs.
Sutton, of Reading, for distribution. The third
prize was won by Carters Blenheim Orange Melon,
a fine fruit, shown by Mr. Austen, of Ashton
Court, Bristol. Other prominent varieties were

—

Victor of Bath, William Tillery, Lockinge
hybrid, High Cross hybrid, and Best of All.

There was a good competition for the special

prizes offered by Messrs. Carter & Co. for the five

best fruits of their new Blenheim Orange Melon

—

the variety that won so much admiration last

year, being the best out of a large number shown.
It is a handsome, round fruit, well-netted, and
with scarlet flesh and of an excellent flavour.

Vegetables.—In the class for ten kinds of
vegetables the prizes ofEered brought what, for the
time of year, must be regarded as an excellent
display. Mr. Miles, gardener to Lord Carington,
Wjxombe Abbey, who was placed first, had a col-

lection of marked excellence ; it included a fine

bundle of Asparagus, handsome Stamfordian
Tomatoes, early-forcing Cauliflower, Laxton's
Unique Peas, the best sample in the show ; Globe
Artichokes, Prince Albert Marrows, Intermediate
Carrots, White Queen Onions, Lady Paget Lap-
stone Potatoes, and Tender and True Cucumbers.
The second prize was taken by another first-class

cultivator, Mr. Austen, gardener to Sir Greville
Smythe, Bart., Ashton Court, Bristol, whose As-
paragus and late White Broccoli were fairly good,
while Marrows of the true vegetable cream strain
were of the handsomest ; Carter's Model Cucum-
bers, William I. Peas, early French Carrots, Cana-
dian Wonder Beans, Ashleaf Potatoes, early
Munich Turnips, and Excelsior Tomatoes, were
also all excellent. Mr. H. W. Ward, gardener to
Lord Radnor, Longford Castle, Salisbury, came
third with some fine Lapstone Potatoes, early
Nantes Carrots, good London Cauliflowers, &c. A
really excellent collection from Mr. Haines, Lord
Radnor's gardener at Highworth, was very nearly
equally meritorious. Messrs. Suttons' prizes for
four dishes of Peas of their own sorts brought but
two competitors ; of these Mr. H. W. Ward had
samples fairly good, and, for the season, not
unworthy of the first prize. He had Emerald Gem,
Ringleader, Day's Early Sunrise, and William the
First. Messrs. Daniel's prizes for the best brace of
their Defiance Cucumber brought only one exhibit,
and that a very poor sample, from Mr. Nettle-
burgh, gardener to Colonel Rous, Worstead House,
Norwich, and we were surprised to find that the
judges had awarded a first prize to such poor
fruits. Mr. Ward exhibited, not for competition,
some good Tender and True Cucumbers and Lap-
stone Potatoes. Tomatoes made a very good class

;

Mr. Mclndoe, gardener to Sir J. Pease, Bart.,
M.P., of Hutton Hall, Yorkshire, being placed
first with fairly good Stamfordians. Mr. Douglas,
Loxford Hall Gardens, was second with a very
good sample of Filbasket, though uneven in size,

and Mr. Miles came third with medium-sized,
even, and handsome sample of Stamfordian. This
same variety from Longford Castle was most
grotesque in form, presenting the very antithesis
of Mr. Miles pure strain.

Asparagus.—The exhibition of this now
popular vegetable was perhaps as good as could
be expected, and showed a slight improvement as
regards cultivation. The best samples came from
the market gardens at Colchester, and Mr. Lob-
joifs, near London. These latter seemed of the
freshest, cleanest growth. Mr. Harwood's (Col-
chester) specimens were very fine, but did not
seem to have the perfectly straight clean growth
of the Putney Asparagus. To us, any that is curly
or wavy towards the top never seems so good.
Really well-grown Asparagus should be perfectly
straight and vigorous in the uprising shoot. The
best private exhibition was a very successful one
made by Mr. Allan, of Gunton, an excellent
grower of many things besides Asparagus. He, as
our readers know, has long ago adopted the open

planting system, and swept all before him at this

show. The more experience he has of the system
the better, he says, he likes it. The question of
climate is to some extent settled by Mr. Allan's
experiments, because Norfolk can scarcely be
said to have as good a climate as the Thames
Valley for the growth of this vegetable. So much
for those who think it is a question of climate.

On all alluvial and sandy soils, of any depth or

quality, as good results as those attained by Mr.
Allan could be got. The old question of green and
blanched comes up in the conversation of many
people, and those who have least experience of

the matter venture the hardest expressions,

generally taking no notice of the fact that high class

Asparagus cannot be produced at all without
blanching. This is the experience of every grower
in this country, and every other. If it were not
blanched it would quickly break into scales and
buds, and once this is the case cooking with
any degree of success is out of the question.

The vegetable is of so agreeable a flavour,

that if one cuts it in any state fresh

from one's own garden and boils it at once,

one enjoys it; but only those who experiment
with it in cooking every day in the'season, or

grow it extensively, and who send it largely to

market, who are obliged to study the conditions

under which it can be produced in a succu-

lent state, and in the best condition for

selling or for eating, know how needful the
blanching is. Tried under equal conditions, and
properly cooked, as soon as possible after

being cut, there can be no question whatever
as to the superiority in delicacy and succulence of

the "grass'' which is blanched nearly to the top,

i.e., which is cut just as the pink head emerges
above the soil, but before it breaks into a green
scaly bud. Most people seem to enjoy Asparagus,
and this promises much for its eventual fate in

this country, for assuredly what is sold in London
and throughout England for Asparagus is a very
poor commodity compared with what it should be.

We speak from careful trial of every variety of

growth that comes to the London market ; some-
times the French is good, but deficient in quality
through age. The best English grown is far too
high in price. The second quality of French has a
good deal of inferior Asparagus only fit for

"sprue;" it is sold in enormous quantities in

our markets long after Asparagus is in full

growth in this country.

There was a very fine specimen of Asparagus
sent from France, by Mon.sieur Girardin-CoUas,

6, Rue des Gobelins, Argenteuil, but it came too
late for the competition. It was of great size,

but somewhat unequal, and some of the stems
approached the monstrous. To suppose, as many
would, that such large Asparagus is necessarily

deficient in quality, generally shows that we have
not eaten it fresh and properly cooked. The very
large is not the most desirable, but the size just

under the largest is the perfection of Asparagus.
When properly cooked its flavour is a new revela-

tionl Thecontrast between the Argenteuil "Grass"
and the usual type was great indeed I The best
size for general use, and what the gardener should
aim at, is something between the two, but not in-

ferior in size to the best grown London market
garden produce. We need not be afraid of having
it too big. The finer specimens at the show were
no doubt the very biggest of a careful picking
over the whole area cultivated by each exhibitor.

Implement Esihibition.

Adjoining the exhibition tents there is an exten-
sive exhibition of horticultural structures and
appliances, which, owing to the success that
attended a similar exhibition last year, will remain
open until July 5. The show is a fairly representative
one, every class in the schedule being represented
more or less largely, besides numerous miscel-
laneous exhibits. There were twenty classes pro-
vided for in theschedule, two or more prizes being
awarded to the most meritorious exhibits in each,
consisting of a silver and a bronze medal repre-

senting respectively the first and second prizes,

besides certificates of merit to particular objects.
|

The following are among the most prominent ex-

hibits as they occur in their respective classes :

—

Glass structures.—These include houses,

pits, and frames of all descriptions. The first prize

(a silver medal) for the best house was awarded
to Messrs. Foster k. Pearson, Beeston, Notts, for

an excellent structure 50 ft. long, fitted with very
efiicient and simple ventilating gear. The bronze
medal was won by Messrs. Boulton& Paul, Norwich,
with a larger structure ; also an excellent one, but
of a different class. The same exhibitors were also

awardedabronzemedal for movablepits and frames;
the silver medal in the same class being secured

by Messrs. Foster & Pearson, for frames of various

sizes, fitted with a capital arrangement for adjust-

ing. Messrs. Messenger & Co., Loughborough, were
also awarded a bronze medal for pits and frames,

which well merited the award. Mr. B. War-
hurst, Highgate Road, is a large exhibitor of glass

structures, and to him was awarded the only
medal for an improved system of glazing without
putty. This system consists in having bars of

lead grooved so as to allow of the glass being
let in, the edges are then simply pressed

together, thus holding the glass firmly. The
plan is efficent, light, and durable ; the

rate of oxydization of the lead being very slow

;

in fact, it may be considered almost indestruct-

able, thus possessing a great advantage over
zinc. Other exhibitors of improvement in glazing,

ventilating, &c., are Mr. Parham, Bath, who also

exhibits several structures ; Messrs. W. E. Rendle
& Co., Westminster Chambers, show their patent
Acme glazing ; Messrs. Horley, Toddington, Beds.,

have their Premier and Paragon greenhouses ; and
Messrs. Johnson & Bros., Pall Mall, are exhibitors

of an excellent curvilinear Peach case, glazed on
their imperishable system. They also show,
among other things, a capital arrangement for

protecting wall trees, which are glazed frames
made to swing so that the trees may be exposed
or protected at will.

Boilers.—These, as is generally the case in

such exhibitions, were numerous, and it would be
a diflicult matter indeed to speak of the merits of

each. The boiler that the judges singled out for

the premier award (the silver medal) was that

called Ben's Boiler, shown by Mr. B. Warhurst,
Highgate Road. It is a ribbed and flued saddle,

possessing great power and efiiciency, and economi-
cal in working. Another advantage possessed by
this boiler is that it can be set in the least depth
of stokehole—a consideration in some districts.

The peculiar construction of the boiler combines
all the advantages of the ordinary saddle form
with the quick-heating property of the tubular
kinds, without their objections. It is no doubt
a boiler that will have a good future. A bronze
medal is awarded to Messrs. Foster and Pearson,
Beeston, Notts, for a boiler called the Monarch,
which may be best described as an upright tubu-
lar, entirely surrounded by a water jacket, welded
top and bottom to the vertical tubes. It takes the
form of a truncate cylinder, and may be set inde-

pendently of brickwork or otherwise. It is said to

be a powerful and quick working boiler. Messrs.

Foster and Pearson also exhibit several forms of

boilers, notably the Imperial Crown, Conical, Ter-

minal End, Gold Medal, and New Upright.

Messrs. Jenkins & Co., Masbro' Boiler Works,
Rotherham, who show a large collection of their

welded boilers of numerous designs, from the up-

right slow combustion to powerful saddles, such as

the " Chatsworth," were awarded a bronze medal

;

aswere also Messrs. Kinnell k. Co., Bankside, South-

wark, who show Rochford's horizontal tubular

saddle boiler, which is highly spoken of as respects

great power and quickness of action, combined
with simplicity of construction and economy in

working. The same exhibitors also show their

Acme slow combustion coil. Terminal End, and
Chambered Saddle, and Independent Horse-shoe

boilers. Messrs. Green show their new tubular

addle boiler (not for competition) which won the
premier prize last year.

Other heating appliances.—Like boilers

the various appliances for heating purposes form
an important feature, being numerous and varied.
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In the class for the best mode of heating a small
conservatory attached to a dwelling house there
are some seven competitors; the first prize was
awarded to Blessrs. Messenger, Loughborough,
and the second to Mr. Keith, Edinburgh, both
systems being good, but each having their respec-
tive merits. Messrs. Messenger likewise had a sil-

ver medal for the best mode of fixing hot-water
piping, valves, &c. The bronze medal in the same
class was won by Messrs. Appleby, Chesterfield,
who show their system of fitting the sockets of
hot-water pipes by means of India-rubber joints.
Mr. Warhurst is also a large exhibitor of removable
pipe joints, valves, &c., likewise Messrs. Kin-
nell & Co. and Messrs. Foster & Pearson, the
latter receiving a special certificate of merit for
a new removable throttle valve.

Lawn mo'wers.—These were shown by about
a dozen exhibitors. The premier awards (silver
medals, offered for the best hand and best horse-
power machines) were won by Messrs. Crowley &
Co., Shefiield, who exhibited Edward's Patent,
which for some years has proved to be one of the
most eflicient lawn mowers we have, being a
strong, yet light, working machine, and one
which outs smoothly. Both the hand and horse
machines have reversible rollers, that is, the
roller placed either before or after the cutter.
Messrs. Crowley's exhibits included all sizes of
machines, from 12 in. to 40 in. A silver medal
was also awarded to Messrs. Deane & Co., King
William St., E.C., for the Excelsior lawn mower,
likewise an excellent machine, possessing the ad-
vantage of the four cutters being removable if
necessary. Messrs. T. M. MoKenzie & Co., Holborn
Viaduct, took a bronze medal for their President
mower, also an excellent working machine. All
the competing machines had a fair trial on the
lawns in the gardens. Of the horse mowers,
Edward's Patent, shown by Messrs. Crowley, was
the only machine awarded a prize. Others are
exhibited, including Green's Patent Silens
Messors and Multum in Parvo, which, however,
did not compete. Messrs. Nettlefold, High Hol-
born, showed the Coventry, and Messrs. "Rollins
& Co., Old Swan Wharf, the Archimedean.

Pottery, statuary, &c.—In garden pot-
tery the largest exhibitor was Mr. Matthews,
Eoyal Potteries, Weston-super-Mare, who has a
large and varied display of all kinds of pottery,
including statuary vases. Orchid pans, rustic
work, &c. A special certificate of merit was
awarded to this exhibitor for a grooved' rim pot,
soas to admit of a bell-glass standing on it, and
alike useful for propagating purpose, filmy Ferns,
or other plants, requiring a moist confined atmo-
sphere. These grooved pans or pots have hitherto
been only made in expensive ornamental ware, but
this new one is like an ordinary pot, and but little
more expensive, Messrs. Stiff & Son, Lambeth, are
large exhibitors of pottery, statuary, &c., and
are awarded the bronze medal. Messrs. Kosher &
Co., Chelsea, have a large display of flower stands,
edging tiles, and conservatory decorations, and are
awarded the silver medal, the bronze medal being
awarded to Messrs. Kessell & Sons, Southwark
Street, for fountains, fountain aquaria. Fern and
flower stands. The Colebrooke Dale Company
receive a silver medal for an extensive display of
conservatory furniture in iron of a highly orna-
mental description.

Wirework garden chairs, &o.—The
largest exhibitors of wirework are Messrs.
Thomas & Co., 285, Edgware Koad, who have
a very extensive and attractive display consist-
ing of every conceivable kind of wirework
wrought in the highest class of workmanship
some of which is the same as that shown at the
last Paris Exhibition. These exhibits take up a
good deal of space in the entrance corridor as
well as in the grounds. They are awarded the gold
medal for the most extensive and best general
collection of exhibits in the show, and are
awarded a certificate for a new sectional wire
conservatory stand, and a silver medal for the
best garden chair, an ingenious combination of
chair and table, folding up compactly when not

in use. They also exhibit a large assortment of
chairs and seats. Mr. Warhurst is awarded the
bronze medal for chairs and seats, and similar
exhibits are shown by some half-dozen other
firms. Mr. Holliday, Chelsea, is also a large exhi-
bitor of wirework in great variety, to whom a
bronze medal was awarded.
Garden engine syringes. — Messrs.

Warner & Sons are large exhibitors of these,
and are awarded the silver medal. Messrs.
Arnold, West Smithfield, being awarded the
bronze medal for their new patent simplex garden
and fire pump, one of the most efScient, easy
working instruments we have yet handled. They
also show their improved syringes. Messrs. Ap-
pleby exhibit a large collection of pumps, both
chain and force, and Messrs. Nettlefold and Sons
are awarded a certificate of merit for their new
shielded syringe, a greatly improved instrument.
Garden tenting, shading material,

&c.—In this class Mr. B. Edgington is awarded the
silver medal and a certificate of merit for Willes-
den waterproof canvas tent ; Messrs. Thomas &
Co. and Mr. Unite, Edgware, being awarded bronze
medals for similar displays. Lawn tennis appara-
tus is shown by Mr. Unite and Mr. Parham, the
latter being awarded the silver medal.
Garden cutlery and tools are shown ex-

tensively by Messrs. Nettlefold & Sons, who are
awarded a silver medal in each class, and for
meteorological instruments Messrs. Davis & Co.,
Kennington Park Eoad, who have a large display,
are awarded a silver medal. No award is given
in the class for plant guards, supports, fiower
stakes, labels, &c., though numerously exhibited.
Among miscellaneous subjects a bronze medal

is awarded to the Pall Mall Lawn Edging Com-
pany for their capital little instrument for trim-
ming lawn edges, and a certificate of merit is

awarded to Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood, Eedhill, for
hip new spray distributor, an ingenious con-
trivance for distributing insecticide or other
liquids. Mr. Bertram, Newgate Street, is awarded
a certificate of merit for chemical fire liquids,
which are said to be most • eflicient for the pur-
poses of fire extinction.

Floral Oommittee Meeting.—Several ex-
hibits were placed before this committee, and
among them the following were awarded fijst-

class certificates.

Sblaginblla platyphylla.—A distinct and
handsome species, having gracefully arching
fronds of deep green. Messrs. Veitch.

Hydeangea japonica teicoloe.—A variety
having the foliage prettily variegated with white
and pale green, and conspicuously margined with
golden-yellow. Messrs. Lee, Hammersmith.
Adiantum dolabbifoemb.—A Maiden-hair

Fern, resembling A. lunulatum, but evergreen.
The fronds are long and elegant, having orescent-
shaped pinnfe. Mr. B. S. Williams.

Odontoglossum Alexander giranteum.—
Truly a gigantic-flowered variety, the blossoms
being some i in. across, the sepals and petals
broad, beautifully crisped, and white. The plant
shown bore a long arching spike carrying a dozen
or so of flowers. Mr. Warner, Broomfield.

Oncidium lamilligeeum.— A handsome
species in the way of 0. macranthum, but with
finer flowers, the lateral sepals being very broad,
and of a clear rich yellow. Mr. Dormau, The Firs,

Sydenham.

Veeonica Hulkeana.—a New Zealand
species, having long wreaths of small blossoms of
the most delicate lavender shade possible. A most
desirable plant, and one that must become popu-
lar. Mr. Douglas, Loxford Hall, Ilford.

Pelargonium Eueydice.—An Ivy-leaved
variety, having double flowers of a deep rose-pink
colour, produced copiously in large trusses. One
of the finest of the class yet exhibited. Messrs.
Cannell & Sons, Swanley.

Teichopilia Backhousiana.—An Orchid
bearing the appearance of T. suavis, but the
flowers are pure white and very lovely. The plant
exhibited was freely flowered, and well showed
what a fine plant it is. Mr. Dormau.

Speegula pilipeea atjeea.—A golden variety

of the Lawn Pearlwort, which no doubt will prove

useful for many purposes, particularly for working
designs in carpet bedding, as it is so compact in

growth and so uniform in colour. Mr. E. Dean,

Ealing.

Begonia Ball op Fiee.—A very fine variety,

having large, finely-shaped flowers, produced
plentifully on small plants, of a vivid scarlet-

vermilion colour, one of the brightest yet raised,

Messrs. Laing & Co., Forest Hill.

Adiantum Bouenbi.—A very distinct Maiden-

hair Fern, having fronds densely furnished with

pinns, so as to appear of several thicknesses ; a

valuable addition to greenhouse Ferns. Mr. Bourne,

Eltham, Kent.
Lavateea aeboeea vaeiegata.—A variety

of the native Tree Mallow, with the foliage varie-

gated with several shades of green, white, and
yellow, which makes it an effective plant of its

class. Mr. T. Smith, Lydney Park, Gloucester.

EosB Maeia Heneiette.—A beautiful climb-

ing Eose, having large full blossoms of fine globu-

lar shape, in the half-expanded state, and of a

rich crimson-lake colour. A valuable addition to

the list of beautiful Eoses. The flowers shown
were cut from a plant against a wall having a

S.S.W. aspect. Mr. E. Veitch, Exeter.

Masdbyallia Veitchi geandiploea.—One
of the finest flowered forms of this lovely Orchid

we have seen, the blossoms being nearly twice as

large as usually seen, and very beautifully

coloured. Mr. Dorman.
Statice ploeibunda.—Somewhat resembling

S. profusa and Butcheri, 'but finer than either,

being more profuse in flower, and of higher

colour. The plants shown were small and dwarf,

but were completely covered with large spikes of

rich, purple blossoms. Messrs. Lee & Sons.

Fruit Committee.—A first-class certificate

was awarded to Mr. C. Howe, Benham Park,

Newbury, for a new Melon called William I., a
hybrid between Bead's Scarlet Flesh and Queen
Emma. It is a round, scarlet-fleshed variety,

excellent in flavour and finely netted. Messrs.

Daniels Brothers, Norwich, showed thirty or forty

fruits of their Defiance Cucumber, all large and
good. Mr. D. Goldsmith, The Gardens, Polesden
Lacey, has some fair examples of Eoyal Ascot
Grape. Mr. Taylor, gardener to J. Mcintosh, Esq.,

Duneevan, showed a fruit of Blenheim Orange
Melon of good size and depth of flesh. Mr. W.
Elphinstone, Shipley Hall, Derby, was awarded
a cultural commendation for some fine brown
Turkey Figs, and Mr. W. H. Ward had a similar

recognition for a number of fine Citrons. Mr.

Wells, of Earlswood, was accorded a vote of thanks
for samples of Wells' Telegraph Cucumbers. Mr.

Eoss, gardener to C. Eyre, Esq., Welford Park,

sent a collection of well kept Apples.

A list of the prizes awarded at the foregoing

shows will be found in our advertising columns.

Names of plants.—Seotney. Mentha Eequienl.

T. C.—l, Thuja Lobbi ; 2, Libooedrus decurrens ; 3,

Thuja occidentalia ; 4, Juniperus chinensis. 0. F.—
Double-flowered Narcissus poeticus. A. K.—Apparently

Ipomopsis elegans ; Smilacina racemosa ; Chrysanthemum
coronaria. M. JR. Feriikurst.—Limnathea Douglas! ;

Sanguinea Heuchera rlbifolia. W. D.—Cytisus odoratus.

T. Slade.—Saxifraga grauulata fl.-pl. J. Atjield.—
1, Eibes aureum serotinum ; 2, Spiraja callosa ; 3, Aspho-

delus albus ; 4, Kerria japonica fl.-pl. W. Barkei:—
Apparently Gladiolus byzantinus. E. D.—l, Erinus

alpinus ; 2, Berberis stenopliylla ; 3, Sedum Aizoou ; 4,

send a flower. R. V. iC- S'.—Silene Zawardski ; otlier

cannot name. J. W. Longfoot.—1, Diplacus glutinosus
;

2, Asplenium prajraorsum ; 3, A. bulbiferum ; 4, A. laser-

pitufolium ; 5, send with spores on fronds.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.
C. V. B.—J. D.—yy. L.—J. C. C—G. S. S.—Scotney.—

J. W. W.—G. H.—A. D. \f.—Vr. G.—J. O. B. -Y. G.—A. K.
—W. H. F.—S. F. P.—A. & Co.—S.—S. D.—S. E. H.—
J. S. W.—K. H. S.—G. J.—W. W.—W.—J. G.—W. D.—
J. McK.—K. & Co.—T. M. B.—W. G.—W. H. F.—T. C—
J. C. B.—A. D.—F. E. S.—F. M.—A. G. C—T, S. W.—A. P.
—J. H.—J. C. S.—H. C—,T. L. S.—H. C—J. L. S.—J. E.—
E. D.—W. N.—A. -J. McK.—J. C—\V. C—A. P. T.—A. D.
E. D.—A. J J. C. & Co.
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"This is an Art

Which does mend Nature : change it ratlier : but

The akt itself is Nature."—

S

GAEDEN THOUGHTS,

Most people have seen or read of the great

Bafaitle des Fleiirs, which is fought by the

occupants of two lines of carriages, meeting each

other on the Promenade des Anglais at Nice.

This vigorous interchange of bouquets, consisting

chiefly of Roses and Violets, is one of the

prettiest sights of the carnival, and far more
agreeable than those showers of confetti, which,
containing a large element of plaster, are neither

pleasant to the eye nor good for food; but we
were reminded of something much more distaste-

ful than these confetti, when, during one of the

floi-al engagements—the last I had the pleasure

of witnessing—and while Russian princes (in-

cluding the Grand Duke Nicholas) and French
marquises were pelting each other with posies,

half-a-dozen French men-of-war were firing

salvoes of artillery, and we knew that just

behind the projecting cliff towards the east

there were great fighting ships of the Russians,
and that no long time ago the armies of these

two nations were at war by land and sea.

I thought of sad Jeannette's wise wish, and
wished it

—

Oh, but were I King of France, or, still better, Pope of
Rome,

I'd have no fighting men ahroal, no weeping maids at
home;

All the world should be at peace; or if men must show
their might.

Why, let those that make the quarrels be the only ones to
flght.

e.g., let the two premiers, when governments are
bellicose, be " put up " with pistols at the usual
French distance of 300 yds., retiring ten paces
every time they miss. Better still, to have no
duelling, no rivalry, except in the industries,

commercial and agricultural, and in the arts

—

music, painting, and horticulture.

These memories and hopes, these pensSes
d'lme entente cordiale parmi les nation.$ du
monde, came into my mind the other day on
receiving from my American friend, Mr.
Ellwanger, his treatise on "The Rose." Not that
I am afraid of any fratricidal fooleries between
John and Jonathan ; the voice which whispers
to the hearts of both, " Sirs, ye are brethren,"
will keep us from such a sinful calamity. But
though we have believed from childhood that

It is a shameful sight

"\^^len children of one family

Fall out, and chide, and fight,

we cannot extend to Dr. Watts's ornithology the
faith which we have in his morals. When he
tells us that " birds in their little nests agree,"

we cannot close our eyes to indisputable evidence

that they occasionally heave each other out, and
we are constrained by painful observations to

admit that their behaviour in the mealtime is,

to say the least of it, decidedly self-asserting.

Even so, there be family quarrels in nations as

well as in nests, and animal implume will open
his beak in a wonderful width for the worm,
and will close it to peck his brothers and sisters

for presuming to do as he did.

What is the remedy ? In the nest, a worm
for each nestling ; in the private family, a gar-

den for each child ; in nations (I speak in The

Garden to gardeners), horticulture. Let the

Dutchman glory in his bulbs, the Frenchman,
Italian, and Spaniard in his Vines and Olives,

Oranges and Figs, the American in his Orchids

and Apples, the Englishmen in his lovely gar-

dens, the Scotchman in his accomplished garden-

ers, the Irishman his verdure and his hopes, the

Guernseyman in his Lilies, the Jerseyman in

his Pears, and all of us in our admiration of the

Rose ! There is welcome and abundant evidence

of this cecumenical loyalty to the queen of

flowers in these books, which are written with

so much thoughtful love to extol her sweetness

and her beauty. France has a monthly magazine.

Publication Mensuelle Speciale, devoted entirely

to the Rose. Prussia has recently sent to us a

magnificent volume, sumptuously ornate and
profusely illustrated, Bie Rose, von Th. Nietner,

and now we have this neat, handy little treatise

from Mr. Ellwanger, of the Hope Nurseries,

Rochester, in the State of New York.

And though the author refers in his preface to

the difference of climate on his side of the

Atlantic and on ours, which necessitates certain

changes as to culture and selection, it is grati-

flying to find, as we read his book, that, as a

rule, and in all esssntial particulars, the princi-

ples of treatment are the same ; and that

the Roses to which we award precedence in

England, such as Alfred Colomb, Baroness

Rothschild, Catherine Mermet, Charles Lefeb-

vre, Devoniensis, Etienne Levet, Francois

Michelon,La France, LouisVan noutte,Madame
Bravy, Madame Lambard, Marie Rady, Marie
Baumann, Jlarie Van lioutte, Marquise de

Castellane, Messrs. Noman and E. Y. Teas,

Niphetos, Perles des Jardins, Pierre Netting,

Rubens, Victor Verdier, and Xavier Olibo, are

equally admired in America, and declared to be

"lovely," " beautiful," " invaluable," "magni-

ficent," and " grand," in the very words which

we sigh at our Rose shows, exhausted by oxa

adorations, and faint with aromatic pain.

If some Roses thrive better with us, such asCa-

mille Bernardin, Dr. Andry,Duke of Edinburgh,

and other glorious Roses of that family raised

at Cheshunt (Including my namesake Reynolds

Hole, a Rose which, lilie certain racehorses, runs

and wins, or stops and kicks, defying an archer

jockey than Archer himself to stir them) ; if

Duchesse de Morny succumbs to mildew, and the

Duke of Wellington evokes no praise ; if

Dupuy Jamain, which is with us one of the

most reliable and robust, lacks fulness ovar the

water, and Emilie Hausburg seems never to

attain in America the soft, lovely freshness of

complexion which it so soon loses with us ; if

Mareohal Niel, now in grand and golden beauty

upon my walls, and certainly the most boun-
teous of all beautiful Roses in^our couservatories,

"is of such delicate constitution in the States,

and requires such careful treatment to produce

satisfactory results, that it is only adapted for

culture under glass, and the inexperienced would
do better to substitute other varieties;" if Niphe-

tos is entirely unsuited for growing in the open

air ; our brothers are consoled with other Roses
which prefer their climate to ours, some of them
unknown to us, even by name. For example,

Mdlle. Marie Berton (I am told by one who
knows and loves Roses as thoroughly as any
rosarian alive that Mdlle. Marie Berton attains

an exquisite beauty, both of flowers and foliage,

in the south of France, and should be more gene-

rally and carefully cultivated here) has never

shown herself to me as "a magnificent yellow

Rose," and we should not include in a very

select list of " the most beautiful Roses for

exhibition Cornelia Koch, Princess Louise Vic-

toria, Ellse Boelle, A. Geoffrey St. Hilaire,

Charles Margottin, Mabel Morrison," and
others.

#

With these few exceptions, we can congratu-

late and sympathise with each other in our joy-

ful admirations of the Rose. Alas ! we must
share our sorrows also. The same etymological

and vegetable aifiictions—ants and aphis, bugs

and beetles, chafers and caterpillars, grubs and
slugs, and spiders, mildew fungus, and thrips

—

come to both of us as sure as measles. " No one,"

writes Mr. Ellwanger, " can be more profoundly

impressed with the curse entailed on Adam and
his descendants than the reverent rosarian,

for all that is hostile and bad, animate and in-

animate, seem to combine in greater degree to

prevent the successful cultivation of the Rose
than is the case with any other well-known
flower. The price to be paid for beautiful Roses

is eternal vigilance, inspired by love."

In both countries alternations of drought and
damp have the same influence upon the Rose,

so that you can never tell which varieties are to

be the belles of the season and the swells of the

park. At the show, as in " the Row," you hear

it said this year, " never saw Annie, or Emilie,

or Eugenie, or Louise, or Margue rite, or Marie,

or May, or Therese, or the Baroness, the

Duchess, the Marchioness, the Princess, looking

so lovely," and next year, " what has become of

them ? " So with the beaux also. Alfred Colomb,

and A. K. Williams are abroad; Captain Christy

has retired on half-pay ; Charles Lefebvre is

occupied in a law-suit against Paul Jamain,

and Marguerite Brassac for obtaining money
under false pretences. Edward Morren has

something the matter with his " eye." Horace
Vernet does not exhibit this season. Jules Mar-
gottin declares that he is too old, and PaulNi5ron

that he is too stout for society. The Sultan of

Zanzibar and the Shah excuse themselves on the

plea of distance. But, in all gravity, can anyone

tell us how it happens that, in different parts of

the country, in different sites and soils, and
under different methods of cultivation, certain

varieties of the Rose in certain seasons will all

fail or flourish together ?

The Americans share with us another dis-

appointment—I mean as to those "pedigree

Roses " which were raised with so much care by
Mr. Bennett at Stapleford, and which, from
their parentage, from their apparent healthful-

ness of habit, and from their early efflorescence,

seemed to justify all the encomiums of the

raiser and all the hopes of the rosarian. I, for

one, confidently anticipated a new and distinct

family of Roses, and I tended them anxiously

out of doors and in. There were times when
hope told a flattering tale—I fondly thought it

true—that they would be a great success ; but it

was only the hectic flush which accompanies a

rapid decline. Then my own failure was solaced

by the report that in America these Roses had

found a genial home—that Jonathan walked

about with them in his button-hole about the

size of Cauliflowers, and pitied the disappoint-

ment of poor old John. But this book by Mr.

Ellwanger makes a dissolving view of that in-

teresting picture, telling us that in America, as

in England, these Roses want vigour, power of

development, and depth of colour—that they are

" muddy," " soon sullied," " inclined to malfor-

mation," and " subject to mQdew." The excep-

tions are Duchess of Connaught, which resem-

bles La France, and Michael Saunders, full and

finely formed. May the exceptions change places

with the rule, and may perseverance and

experience bring triumphant issues to Mr. Ben-

nett and his pedigree Roses !
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I liave to announce two other publications
which will interest and edify the rosarian. A
select committee of the National Rose Society (" of

which," as Mr. Swiveller said of the " Glorious
ApoUos," " I have the honour to be Perpetual
Grand ") has prepared a list of the Koses most
suitable for exhibition. As this committee in-
cludes many of our most successful exhibitors,
professional and amateur, and as these gentle-
men at their numerous conferences have had the
advantage of written annotations from those
experienced brothers who could not attend in
person, the result of their long and loving labour
will be a most complete and reliable guide. The
catalogue will be descriptive of shape, size, and
colour, giving the raiser's name and the date of
introduction, and adding remarks as to habit, &c.
It will be followed, I hope, by a second list,

comprehending the best Roses for all purposes
to which Roses may be applied, for beds, hedges,
pillars, bowers, walls. Rose houses, conserva-
tories, &c. Our society will not deserve to be
called " national " if we restrict our experiments
and instructions to one section of Roses only, and
the greatest happiness of the greatest number
should be our rule in floriculture, as in all
things else. *

And the readers of Thb Garden will be
pleased to hear that the editor proposes, after
the example of Birch and Houbraken, in their
" Heads and Tales (biographies) of Illustrious
Personages," and of more modern publishers in
their " Men of Mark," to give us portraits, with
brief descriptions, of the most beautiful Roses of
our time, and that certain painters, royal
academicians of the queen of flowers, have
promised their co-operation. If this commence-
ment is premature, the editor must place it on
his " index expurgatorius ; " but I hope it may
appear as certifying his intention.

Finally, I would felicitate the lover of the
Rose on the prospect of a glorious efflorescence,
which is suggested by the healthful growth of
leaf and bud upon our trees. I anticipate a grand
display at the National exhibition of Roses in
the gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society,
South Kensington, on July 4 prox. May the
winners chant their "Non nobis, Domine," in all
humility

;
may the losers go home with new

hopes and helps; and may victors and van-
quished, may the warriors, and those who have
come to see the wars (of the Roses), know more
and more of the happiness of those who, by
their loyal and faithful service, win the smiles
of the Garden Queen. S. Reynolds Hole.

who can grow the commonest alpine flower on
the border or rock garden. It is most effective
in a group of seven or eight plants. Poor soil
and full exposure suit it best ; in rich soil the
growth is too vigorous.

A WHITE jacob's-laddee (Polemonium
coiruleum) with purple throat, and a very deli-
cate flower too, charming in foiTu and in colour.
A variety of an old borderplant worth growing,
and yet one requiring a little care to place it so
that it may not be in the way when out of
flower. A carpet or spreading group of it in
some quiet part of the borders will be the best
way. From Mr. Stevens and the Rev. WoUey
Dod.

#

BuDDLEiA GLOBOSA.—This quaint old shrub
one seldom sees good about London, no doubt
because it likes the west country air and sea-
shore districts. It is very common and very
vigorous on the coast in Ireland, and apparently
the same in "Wales, judging by some sent from
Llandegai by Mr. Jackson. It is a bush of fine

character in districts where it succeeds, but
fighting against fate is not more hopeful than
trying it where ripped in the winter.

*

Fuchsias raoM noeth wales.—All round
the coast of Wales and many other coasts in
our island one is often struck with the beauty
of Fuchsias in autumn, and far into the
autumn, too. We see now how early they
begin by good specimens from Tan-y-bwloh.
Where such things are grown without care, a
beautiful garden comes with little trouble to
the natives ! Fuchsias and Tea Roses, and a
few dozen spikes of Gladioli, and the Stocks
and Carnations that love the sea-rocks—these
in plenty, and we have a garden for a queen.

"Helenium hoopesi.—I do not know
Tvhether this is grown much about London. It
is very fine here, growing 4 ft. high, with five or
six stalks like that sent." A fine Daisy-like
flower, orange yellow, the rays wide apart, and
the flower picturesque. It has an advantage
over the rather numerous yellow composites in
flowering earlier, even in the cooler country
whence it was sent, fresh and vigorous from the
gardens at Edge Hall, Cheshire.

EDITOK'S TABLE.

Lychnis double iunds.— An interesting
series of Lychnis comes to us from Mr. E. Jackson,
from the double form of the Ragged Robin of our
riverside meadows to the old red wood Lychnis

;

the handsomest of them all is the double rosy
form of Lychnis Viscaria, which is a very
handsome plant when well grown.

"Flowees of a remarkably floriferous and
strong orange-flowered Geum, sent out by
Clibran." So says the Rev. Wolley Dod ; and
the colour is a really fine and peculiar orange—
a mixture of gold and Wallflower, so to say.
The plant should not be lost sight of. The
flower IS large, and good both in form and
colour.

Edelweiss.—This little plant, comes to us
trom Llandegai, sturdy and healthy as it is on
Its native hills. Mr. Jackson finds no trouble in
growing It any more than any other person need

Onosma TAuaicA.— This plant we should
have thought best on warm soils of the south of
England, judging by what we have seen of it,

and indeed in these it is very fine, but some sent
us by Mr. Jackson shows that it is equally at
home in Wales.A handsomer plant we have" not
got, if well placed on the rock garden, or a finer
thing in both form and colour. It is a noble
rock or bank plant, and does'admirably,too,on a
dry border. We say dry to save it in the winter,
but that is not an essential to its growth.

A
^

noble odonto&lossum.—A wreath of
0. crispum, with the single blooms well over
3 in. across, shows, if any further proof were
needed, the admirable qualities of this Orchid
so really fine in form. The variety sent is marked
by its fine fringing as well as size, and it is the
largest we have seen. There are a good many
Orchids so rare and so dear that they suit best
the men who like to have and can afford to
have things "no one else has." This Orchid,
like the sun and air, may be enjoyed by all.

From Mr. A. G. Soames, Waltham Old Hall,
Grimsby.

OnNiTHORALUM AEABicUM. — The largest
specimens we have seen of this extremely fine
Star of Bethlehem come to us from Mr. C.

Smith, of the Caledonian Nursery, Guernsey. It
is a noble plant in form and fiower, and with a
distinct and pleasant odour. The individual
flowers on the flower-spikes are nearly 3 in.
across when spread out, and in these the black
centres and golden stamens set off the creamy
white flowers well. This fine plant seems with
us only growable well in the imported state,
though there is no reason why it should not be
weU grown as a greenhouse bulb. Mr. Smith's
specimens are admirably grown.

Pinks.—The white and red fringed Pinks of
the London market gardens are now in bloom,
and pretty they are on the table. They are good
in any state. They Are so easily grown, and so
.profuse in fragrant blossom, that everybody
should have an edging or a large clump or two
of them, putting in cuttings every year in case
some of the old tufts disappear. They are grown
in large quantities in Mr. Lobjoit's garden at
Putney and in other gardens about London, and
it is pleasant to- see the lines and masses of
them bursting into bloom at this season.

«

PamrLA faeinosa.—The Bird's-eye Prim-
rose seems as scarce as ever in a well grown
state

; the plant may be seen often, but people
have not yet got the knack of growing it freely.
It is to be hoped they will, because there is no
prettier plant of the early summer. At one time
the Indian Primroses were only seen weak in
pots ; now one sees sometimes a bed of them
reminding one of young Cabbages in their
vigour. Though we cannot get the same vigour
into the Bird's-eye Primrose, it is desirable that
it should be well grown, and out of the pot stage,
so to say, though few gardens have the cool boggy
spots where it delights to grow.

Bbebeeis nepalensis peom wales.—This
handsome evergreen bush is a test to some ex-
tent of a garden or a climate where a variety of
beautiful evergreen things may be grown.
Where it is stiff and slow in growth or yellow-
ish in hue we should not try many half-hardy
conifers or rare evergreens in the open air.

Where free and graceful it promises much, and
is a shrub of great character and use to the
tasteful gardener. It comes to us in free con-
dition from the gardens at Tan-y-bwlch, in
North Wales. It is a fine plant for a wide area
of the Welsh country and coast country gene-
rally, at least for sheltered gardens there.

A caenation !—There are pleasant surprises
for us among fiowers, but we did not hope to see
a Carnation as big as a Cauliflower. Such is,

however, the fact, and the flower comes to us
from Colonel Hagart's garden, near Guildford.
"Carnation Souvenir de la Malraaison, which I
send," says his gardener, Mr. FuUigar, "is
nearly 6 in. across. This I cut from a plant in
an 8-in. pot, with four other blooms not quite
so large, and ten buds looking well are left. 1
have cut several blooms measuring 5 in. and 5i in.

across from other plants, but the one sent I
think is the largest I have grown." It is a
perfectly-formed flower with a flne odour.

COLUJIBINBSPEOM CAMBEIDGE.—When thoSe
delicious Pansies came from the Dioksons of
Edinburgh, they seemed to us the type of all

that is pure and beautiful among the many
flowers of the northern world, to which these
terms might well be applied ; but just before
going to press a little box of seedling Columbines
from Jlr. AVilliam Farren, at Cambridge, puts
before us another series of colours which we do
not know how to describe ; they appear seedling
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kiuds, raised by Mr. Farren, and he would re-

quire a good "knowledge of colour who could

describe them, let alone paint them ! We adhere

to our opinion, expressed more than once in

these columns, that the geographical and other

conditions which have resulted in giving ussnch

fine, distinct forms in this family, have left us a

precious legacy, which we should not be too

quick to des'troy. "We think that one of the best

ways for those who care about the Aquilegias is

to 'keep the grand American, Siberian, and

European types as distinct as may be and as

pure. Nevertheless, these singular hybrids or

varieties are of endless beauty and novelty of

colour. The curious salmon-pinks and odd and

new violets in this series would make the Daisy

people desert their loves ! We welcome in Mr.

Farren, of Cambridge, a new disciple who, we
hope, will go on and give that place a new
home of hardy flowers as well as Hoses.

Rhododbndhons feom wales.—The Rho-
dodendron is no partial plant in our country.

Happily, neither mild coasts, nor inland hills,

nor any particular condition of the atmosphere

are necessary to secure its perfect health, an aver-

sion to limestone being its only weakness. Mr.
Roberts, in sending us a very interesting series

of five kinds from Tan-y-bwloh, describes them
as " our latest batch of Rhododendrons as

with few exceptions the latest are now opening

their buds. The past has been the longest

Rhododendron season I ever remember, for we
have not been without bloom outdoors since

early last November. As the bushes are dis-

tributed over some acres of land, they have

proved effective and enlivening during the

whole time."
*

Mbktbnsia sibibica.—This elegant plant,

which we figured a year or two ago, and which
resembles so much the old blue Virginian Lung-
wort, comes to us from Grasmere graceful and

fresh. We notice this year that in certain gar-

dens where it was very attractive when first

introduced it seems to have lost its vigour and
continuity of bloom. This may be owing to the

plants getting too large and old. The freedom

and contimiity of bloom which some plants

show in the young state, that is to say the first

year after they are put out, should lead to a

modification of our culture of perennials in

various cases. Some should be replanted often

and put in fresh ground.

The teee lupine.—We have had no ex-

perience of this plant on wet soils, but the most
agreeable impressions of it as seen on warm
ones, where it beai's a profusion of yellow
flowers. A good big bush of it scents the neigh-

bourhood like a field of Beans. Mr. Stevens

sends a long spiked variety of it ; there is no
genus, perhaps, of plants which hasbeen oftener

named in our catalogues than Lupinus, but the

number of good things that have come from it

are really very few. This stands out among
them as one of the three or four best and most
distinct. It forms a good sized shrub, and though
it may perish in very cold winters, is worth
raising again. ^

Caxochoetus PtJLCHELLUS.—This charming
plant comes to us from Mr. Rawson, of Bromley
Common. It is a little Californian plant, with
pale greenish leaves and very curiously made
golden flowers, with as graceful a toss of the

flowers as a Snowdrop. They keep a good
while in water in the house. It wants a warm
soil and snug spot to be happy, as it is one of

the pretty bulbs that .sparkle among the gi'ound

herbage in the warm soil and under the genial

sun of the Pacific coast of North America. Of

all the Calochorti at Kew it is the only one that

is anything like satisfactory ; it is perfectly

hardy in the light soil there, and never fails to

flower freely.

Trollius loddigbsi.— From Mr. Wolley

Dod " a giant form of the European type, with

handsome foliage and flowers," a beautiful Globe

flower, which we should like to see growing in

rich moist soil in a cool district. In such it must be

admirable. How do the Globe flowers keep in the

house ? They are now grown pretty largely by

the London market gardeners, who bring them

in large bunches. We trust Mr. Dod will take

good care of this large form, because it is a plant

that will grow anywhere, and is well worth

while naturalising where there are opportunities.

No choice border is needed for a stout Globe

flower. Give a few plants a fair start in a spot

usually left to the Grass and weeds by the pond

or river-side, or anywhere soil is of a heavy

character, and they will take care of themselves

for a good many years.

Bedding pansibs and violets.—We have

much pleasure in sending blooms of about a

hundred varieties of bedding Pansies and Violas,

to show you the great variety of shades of

colour that can be got in this class of hardy

flowers. Many of them that appear much alike

when cut are entirely distinct in habitof growth.

In spite of the cutting east winds and scorching

sun, they have been flowering profusely for a

long time, but some genial showers would im-

prove the size of the flowers very much now.

—

DiCKSONS & Co., 1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

[We wish we could describe the rich and deli-

cate beauty of many of these flowers from

Edinburgh, a very home of the loveliest flower

of our northern gardens. We should try to get

some of the beauty of which these flowers are

capable of properly used in bold groups and

masses.]

" Menziesia polipolia alba and some
flowers of bicolor.—This variety often produces

flowers entirely purple and entirely white on

the same spike, and is very curious and pretty. I

find the Menziesia polifolia the most useful

plant for carpeting peat Lily beds, growing

neither too coarse nor too dense." We have never

seen the white flower so free and regular in its

pretty bells. We think the white is the best of

the varieties, and it is one of the plants full of

character which a tasteful gardener might make
a charming use of. In a moist and cool district,

and on a peaty soil it will grow, of course,

better than in the lowland garden in the

southern counties, where it sometimes becomes

scraggy. The hill moistm-e, that is its right, is

not found everywhere, even in these water

blessed islands. From the Rev. Wolley Dod.

*

Steange eoses.—George Paul, who must

be a busy man, sends us some single and

other curious Roses, which are fragrant and very

welcome. If one had nothing else to do, growing

single Roses on a sunny bank would be a not

wholly unprofitable way of passing one's days.

There is a good deal more in single Roses than

people suppose. We should like to have all the

single seedlings that have been thrown away
as useless to select from, and it would be very

charming, too, to have all the species, especially

the free-growing and hardy ones. If there were

little more than the Dog Rose, as it shows its cup-

laden wands in our own lanes, one would be well

rewarded. Mr. Paul writes, " I send Rosa rugosa

alba, the strong climber R. polyantha, with its

many flowers, the single or typical form of the

Boursault, R. alpina, and whatwe believe to be R.

spinosissima, the single yellow Scotch. There is

also a flower enclosed of the most perpetual

Rose we have, Stanwell Perpetual, one also of

the most richly scented."

" Theee forms of Veronica gentianoides

—

now past their best—one nearly pure white
being far the best, and as far as I know less

common than the others." Yes, the white one is

pretty. Another old border plant which is only

worth growing where it grows freely, as it does

at Edge Hall, but, being short-lived and without
much character, it should always be used in

some incidental waj'. Where any variety of

hardy plant gardening is carried out it might be
used as a ground or carpet plant for a small

space. For instance, we often see 20 ft. or so of

a so-called mixed flower border without a par-

ticle of life on it. At midsummer a plant of

this kind might well occupy such a space, and
improve the effect of the more important plants

behind it or coming up through it. The white

variety that Mr. Dod speaks of is very elegant

with its pencilling of porcelain blue and curious

blue stamens.

ORCHIDS.
Dendrobium Falconeri. — One of the

handsomest of all Dendrobes may now be seen

beautifully in flower at Kew, where there is a

well flowered plant attached to a block, represent-

ing the finest form wc have seen, and but little

inferior, if at all, to the variety of giganteum
which has been exhibited of late. Such a beauti-

ful Orchid is certainly worth a little extra atten-

tion, though it is a pity that it does not thrive so

well under ordinary culture as others.

Triehopilia coccinea is one of the hand-
somest of the genus, and it produces larger flowers

than any. They have very large lips compared
with the other parts, and are of a rich deep red

colour, bordered by a broad recurced band of

white. The sepals and petals, not so much twisted

as in T. torlilis (which the species somewhat re-

sembles), are reddish brown, bordered with a

lighter colour. A really fine variety of it, such as

we saw the other day at Jilessrs. Shuttleworth &
Carder's, is very desirable, and may be grown in a
moderately cool house.

Varieties of Cattleya Mossiae. — No
lovelier or more useful Orchid can be grown than

the true Cattleya Mossias. True, it is one of the

most variable of Cattleyas, but we were never so

much impressed with the great range of variation

belonging to it as we were when looking over the

nm-sery of Messrs. Shuttleworth & Carder, in Clap-

ham Koad, where Cattleyas, especially C. Mossise,

Trianfe, gigas, &c., are imported from their native

habitats by the thousand. In this collection at

the present time one may feast their eyes on these

gorgeously beautiful flowers, and yet not be

wearied, on account of the wonderful variety of

tints to be found|among the blossoms. In some
forms they have very deep rose-pink sepals and
petals and an intensely deep amethyst tinted

labellum, which is also invariably marked with a

large blotch of golden yellow, more or less deep in

tone. In others the tints are very delicate and

pale, while in others again the flowers are remark-

able for their large size, some of them measuring

6 in. or more across, and with very broad petals

and sepals; in fact the varieties of this Orchid

seem endless ; consequently exhibitors who show
their plants on the " making-up '' system ex-

perience no little difliculty in endeavourieg to

match the colours. Any would-be cultivator of

Orchids should on no account omit this beautiful

Cattleya, and now that it can be procured cheaply,

and not being difficult to grow—well, there is no

reason why it should not be seen in every

garden.

Changes among Orchid names.-^A
great revolution appears to be taking place with

regard to the nomenclature of Orchids, judging
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by what one sees in the Kew collection, in which
there are some startling changes, as, for example,

the following : Odontoglossum vexillarium is now
altered to Jliltonia vexillaria, and 0. Eoezli and
O. Phalsenopsis are both put under Jliltonia. The
short and easily-pronounced name of Ada auran-

tiaca is changed to Mesospinidium aurantiacum.
Lfelia Perrini is called Bletia Perrini, while other

alterations are no less remarkable. This revision

is, we presume, carried out by Mr. Bentham, who
lately has turned his attention to Orchidacese, and
there is no doubt that such a careful botanist has
good reasons for making the changes in question,

but whether they will be adopted by cultivators

or not remains to be seen. It will certainly be a
long time before one gets used to Bletia (LEclia)

Perrini or Mesospinidium (Ada) aurantiacum, but
Miltonia vexillaria will be considered more
euphonious than Odontoglossum vexillarium, and
apart from that we think that everyone will ad-

mit that the species of Odontoglossum now placed
under Miltonia have more affinity therewith,
even as regards their superficial aspect, than with
the generality of the species. Changes in nomen-
clature are, however, in most cases to be re-

gretted, tending as they do to render confusion
still worse confounded, especially as regards long-
established names.—W. G.

Orchids.—Those interested in these flowers
must be pleased to see their rapid growth in

favourof late years; the.y promise to become every-
body's flower in a sense. It is no longer a
question of Eucker or Day, or a few more, as it

used to be a dozen years ago. Many new and
admirably managed collections have sprung up
around London and our other large cities of late

years, and among them that of Mr. Marcus H.
Voss, of Streatham, is one of tlie best managed.
Some noble Orchids, all rare examples of the best
culture, come to us from his garden. They include
some very fine spikes of the Manilla Moth Orchid
(Phalsenopsis amabilis), which, though it has been
grown for nearly half a centuiy, is still one of the
most highly prized of the family, for there is not
a more lovely flower in the whole of the
vast tribe, and it continues so long in blossom.
The pendent character of the graceful racemes
displays the blossoms in fi-ont of the dark green
foliage to great advantage. Of the noble and
seldom-to-be-seen Dendrobium Dalhousianum
there is a huge raceme with about a dozen flowers.

The large size and fine form of these flowers with
their delicate colouring make it a charming plant,
though it is not one of those that flower well
with little attention. On the contrary, it does
not, as a rule, make good growth in our climate

;

consequently the flowers cannot be produced fi-eely.

The colour of the blossoms, which measure i in.

across, is a sort of nankeen-red, but at the base
of the woolly-surfaced lip are two large and in-
tensely rich purple blotches, which are a strong
contrast to the rest of the flower. Another fine
Dendrobium sent is D. Calceolus, which is like-
wise a handsome species, having large blossoms
curiously beautiful in form. It is, we think,
handsomer than the preceding species.

Asparagus ofQcinalis.—Plants of tliis

obtained from the Cornish coast, and growing in
my experimental garden, have their stems hori-
zontal, or rather so procumbent as to almost clasp
the ground, and, singularly, in contrast with the
tall, erect-growing, early Argenteuil cultivated
variety, which last year made growth 8 ft. high,
and seems not unlikely at times to exceed it. As
the procumbent growth is evidently a natural pro-
tection against the injurious effects of wind, it

shows the desirability of securing the " improved "

plants by stakes, or other artificial means from
liability to such injuries. Some of the English
authorities describe the wild plant as having an
erect stem, but Decaisne, in his " Flore des Jar-
dins et des Champs," identifies it as having the
stem horizontal, Perhaps there may be more than
one variety known to some of your readers. My
plants are all unisexual (staminates).—T. Lax-
ton, Bedford.

NOTES AND EEADINGS.

DiNNEit TABLE DECOBATION.—The descrip-
tion of table decoration given a week or two ago
in The Gaudbn affords an idea of the elaborate
character of the work involved in not a few
establishments, but it is not by any means the
rule to clothe the table with Moss, flowers, and
plants in the profuse manner there described.

In many of the noted West-end mansions the
table decorations are of the simplest description,

yet effective enough. It is chiefly a matter of

taste, perhaps, but the extravagant use of

flowers on the table and their arrangement is

but an outcome of the bedding mania in the
flower garden, and some of the objections that
have been urged against the one might also be
urged with equal force against the other. The
plan mentioned by " V." of using only one kind
of flower at a time is, we believe, advocated on
sesthetic principles, and is coming into vogue
pretty commonly. It has some advantages, and
greatly simplifies arrangement. A table set out
with yellow Marigolds one would suppose was a
rather vulgar conception, but they have been
procured for the purpose, and when set off pro-
perly with foliage they look, in tlie light of the
burners, as well as any other flower. Indoor
gardening of this and other descriptions is ex-

cusable in London houses during the season,

but in the country it is less so, and in many
instances interferes a great deal with the
gardener's duties.

Informal gaudens.—That view of the gar-
den and house at Pendell Court is one of the
most charming that w^e have seen for a long-

time. It is for the owners of gardens more than
their gardeners to study such pictures, and con-
sider how far they could follow the example of

Sir George Macleay in adopting a less formal
style, and filling their flower beds with subjects
of a more permanent character than fitful bed-
ding plants. It wants courage to make the
attempt and resolution to carry it out. How
many landscape gardeners would have com-
passed Pendell Court with terraces and intricate

flower patterns ! But there are none there, and
they are not missed in the least. It would al-

most seem an outrage on good taste to place
them there in the present aspect of the place.

Any other castle or mansion might stand just

as fairly and beautifully in the same situation

as Pendell Court; and probably, if all imposing
terraces and useless wallswere swept away, walls
and balustrades broken up, and sent to mend
the roads, and replaced by pleasing lawns and
natural groups and beds of plants, those who
think so much of such gardens now would pro-
bably be the first to recognise the improvement.
Bedding plants might still be used to promote
variety and prolong the display simply planted
among the permanent subjects or by themselves;
but these are comparatively few, and they could
undoubtedly be done without all the year
round.

Pansies and Violas.—It is interesting to
compare these at this season of the year when
both are perhaps at their best, for although
both, in some situations, bloom from spring to
autumn, the first flush of bloom is the best, and
the popular Viola cornuta furnishes a good ex-
ample of the disposition of the species in this

respect. But much depends on culture. A rich
soil and attention to picking the seed pods-off
as fast as they are produced will greatly prolong
the flowering season in localities where it is most
wanted. Speaking of comparing Violas and Pan-
sies, the difficulty is to tell now where the one
ends and the other begins, but it is pretty evi-
dent, even to the most casual observer, that the

farther we get from the Viola and the nearer
to the Pansy the profusion of flower grows less,

while the size increases, and vk-e versa. For hardy
border purposes we prefer the mean between
the two, as affording not only the greatest

quantity of flowers, but the most telling colours.

There are richer shades among the Pansies, bet-

ter outline, from a florist's point of view, greater

substance and size of bloom, but for bright
blues, yellows, whites, and a free habit and
hardiness, one must have Viola blood. Seedlings

afford varieties without end, but there is a dan-
ger of running into sameness by relying on
these exclusively unless " strains " are selected

and preserved. Good " selfs " will always be
valued in any class of flowers, and in the Viola
we have some beautiful shades that are well
worth preserving and fixing for seed. The Pan-
sies are deficient in variety of colour, all the

shades, except yellow and white, being too much
alike, except in the " fancy " section, which is

wrongly named.

Anti-vivisectionists.—^We shall wait with
interest for the " compassionate Canon Hole's

"

reply to the plaint of " P. P. C," of Victoria

Street (p. 366), but there is no harm in men-
tioning here that his reverence is currently re-

ported to have been seen perpetrating the most
frightful atrocities among " P.F. C.'s " unoffend-

ing creatures—the grubs and flies—if he has not

actually incited others to follow his example
when they found any of these gentry on or

near their Eoses—that is to say. Canon Hole
" squashes " them, as Mr. Fish suggests. I do not

suppose any gardener would take pleasure in

drawing and quartering a caterpillar or a bug,

being pretty well satisfied already concerning

their nature and habits, but if he is to be classed

with vivisectionists for destroying these vermin
on his plants, it may interest the society to

which " P. F. C." belongs to know that the

Hellebore powder season and massacre of the

innocents is just about to begin, not to speak
of the constant warfare waged by means of

Tobacco smoke, liquor, horrible insecticides, &c.,

against such interesting darlings as mealy bug,

scale, slugs, grubs, and beetles, including our
Colorada friend. Could some means not be taken

to punish Miss Ormerod, for example, for

aiding and abetting in the " squashing " of the

Turnip fly, as well as the vendor of the "Per-
sian flea powder "and other compounds designed

to incommode these unoffending subjects and
friends of humanity. PEnEQEiNE.

Fish nets as protectors.—There is noth-
ing new in using fish nets as protectors, but in

these days of cheap glass we are apt to despise

these old-fashioned precautions, yet anyone using
them once will soon be convinced of their utility,

not only as safeguards against frost, but more
especially as a screen to break cold, cutting cur-

rents of wind. In a season like the present when
vegetation is well advanced for the time of

year, a double fish net over tender wall trees or

any tender crops is a great advantage. Its effect

is like that of a hedge in breaking wind currents

which are often so harmful to vegetation. Early
crops of Potatoes, with a net over them and a few
long evergreen branches laid on at niglit and re-

moved in the morning are quite safe, and many
other crops are equally benefited by this slight

protection.—J. G. L.

His gardening fiieuds will be interested to learn

that " Mr. F. Miles's picture of a girl called ' For
Pity and Love are Akin,' bought by the Prince of

Wales, and to be engraved by Josey, is in the

large room at the Royal Academy, and the picture

of the garden at Bingham in room No. 8. The
large study of falUng water is hung on the line

at the Salon in Paris."
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EASTCOTE COTTAGE, PINNER.
Such a charming g-arden as Mr. Kingsmill's,

just now teeming with flowery wealth, is a rare

exception to the ordinary run of gardens, and
teaches much as regards the way in which a

garden may be made enjoyable even by simple

means. To the lover of hardy plants it abounds
with interest, for they are everywhere. Even
the trim little lawn, about the only flowerless

spot in the garden in summer, is lit up in the

early days of spring with myriads of gay
coloui-ed Crocuses, which push their way through
the turf, flower, grow, and decay before the

mowing machine is required. This garden lies

within an easy distance of London, but far

beyond the reach of its smoiie or even the

rattle of the railway train. It is surrounded

by some of the choicest bits of Hertford-

shire scenery, richly wooded, and diversified.

suclile (Lonicera sempervirens), which one sel-

dom sees outside a greenhouse, but which here
is flowering beautifully against the cottage, the
scarlet clusters of Ijlossoms being very pretty. .

In this little garden may be found a little of

everything. It has its rockeries, artiflcial bogs,
aquatic pond, frames, and pits for half-hardy
plants, and last, but not least, its little wild
garden, to which are relegated all such plants
as are apt to encroach upon their weaker neigh-
bours, such, for instance, as the wide spreading
Polygonum cuspidatum, P. Sieboldi, the big
Cow Parsnip (Heracleum), and others. At
no season of the year is a garden lilie this

without flowers; in spring, summer, and autumn
they are in abundance ; even in the depth of

winter and in the earliest of spring days
Christmas Roses (of which there is a good col-

lection), winter Aconites, Snowdrops, Meadow

little garden by those who are ever complaining
of weeds ; here there is no room for them to

grow, for every border is so carpeted with low
growing plants that weeds have no chance to get
a start. That this plan of surfacing the ground
entirely with low spreading plants is the
best way cannot be doubted, though there
are some who -contend that no individu-
ality is given to the plants when surrounded
closely by other things. Such is not the case,

however, if the system is carried out properly,
for with care each plant may be arranged so as

to tell its own tale, as it were, and yet be closely

carpeted with a variety of ground plants. Of
course in the case of rare plants, or those tb at
require special looking after, Mr. Kingsmill is

careful to place them where their wants 3an
be readily attended to, and where they seem to
be most at home, but nowhere in the garden

Eastcote Cotta^je, Pinner.

by hill and dale. The pretty cottage shown
in the accompanying illustration is embowered
in greenery on aU sides. One wall is almost
entirely covered with a fine plant of Hedera
Eoegneriana, one of the very handsomest of

all Ivies, having bold, heart-shaped leaves
of the brightest emerald green. Part of the
south front of the cottage is covered with
Clematis montana, at present profusely covered
with snowy blossoms. A fine Gloire de Dijon
Rose, now in full bloom, and a Wistaria are do-
ing their best to clothe the west side, while in

front the walls are covered entirely with Oarrya
elliptica (which in autumn is profusely orna-
mented with its long graceful catkins), an early
flowering Clematis, and a fine variegated Honey-
euckle, while an isolated building is completely
embowered with the common Honeysuckle in full

bloom. Another Honeysucklebythe way isworthy
of note; it is the North AmericanTrumpet Honey-

Saffron, Snowflakes, and other plants bestrew
the borders, while among shrubs manv are
winter or early flowerers. With regard to

soil, Mr. Kingsmill has to contend with one
that is not the best for a general collection

of hardy plants, being a stiff, clayey loam,
apt to become somewhat water-logged during
winter and in rainy seasons. Some things,
however, such as Delphiniums, Columbines,
Poppies, and the larger types of perennials, do
uncommonly well in it. We obs3rve that Mr.
Kingsmill makes free use of Cocoa-nut fibre

refuse as a surface mulching, and the majority
of the plants seem to enjoy it; each digging tends
to incorporate it with the stiff soil, and so in

course of time will make it lighter. Most of the
beds, too, are raised considerably above the
general level, and have sharply sloping fronts, so

as to throw off water.
A profitable lesson may be taken from this

is that system of coddling carried on which, as

a rule, results in the death of so many rarities.

Some happy combinations of plants we noticed
here ; for instance, on one of the little lawns
are a few beds filled chiefly with Pansies, but
one has Tulips in the centre mixed with the
double-flowered variety of the Meadow Saxi-
frage (Saxifraga granulata) and edged with a
purple Pansy—an uncommonly pretty mixture.
Another group, several yards square, consists of

some well grown and finely flowered purple
Pansies, from amongst which arise the graceful
leaves of English and Spanish Irises, which in

summer will be aglow with almost every hue.
Some bold and good effects are obtained by

grouping the large types of plants so that they
make a harmonious whole ; as, for instance,
perennial and annual Sunflowers and single

Dahlias, a striking mixture, some of the Dahlias,
especially the beautiful Paragon, by the way,
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being nearly in flower. Another fine group is

formed by a row of tall-growing Delphiniums

(huge clumps of the finest sorts) in front of

Clematises and Roses, which festoon horizontal

chains attached to tall posts, some 10 ft. or 12 ft.

apart.

Just now the trees and shrubs, of which there

is a good collection of the more uncommon types,

have a beautiful aspect. The various kinds of

Thorns and Laburnums are in flower. Amongst
thelatter is the golden-leaved variety,which con-

trasts strikiugly with the purple-leaved Beech

and the Barberry, which latter colours much
better here than we have seen it elsewhere. The
white Broom and a sulphur-coloured Cytisus

with flowers as large as those of the common
Broom are very fine, as is also a large rounded

bush of Genista hispanica, literally a mass of

golden flowers. The Lilacs are past, but the

Weigelas are very fine ; likewise the various

kinds of Mock Orange. The beautiful Aus-

trian Brier, whose flowers are among the

loveliest yellows we have, is one of the shrubs

o'je cannot pass ; the double variety of it is not

so fine, the colour being paler, and the form

spoUt by the semi-duplication. Roses here are

pegged down and make effective beds. To enu-

merate a tithe of the plants in flower here that

interested us would indeed be a task, but we
must mention a few of the most noteworthy. Gyp-
sophila cerastioidesis one that is not much known
yet, but no one would regret to add it to their

collection if they could see it as it is here. It

forms a spreading mass studded all over with

heads of tiny white flowers, pencilled with

purple. It grows almost anywhere, at least it is

not at all fastidious. The fine mass of it here

grows by the side of an articifical bog close to

some healthy tufts of the Mocasson Flower
(Cypripedium spectabile), which here apparently

finds a congenial home.
Amongst Aquilegias the lovely A. ccerulea

apparently seeds itself, for it is everywhere about

the borders, and charming the delicate hued
. and graceful flowers look ; there are evidently

some hybrids between it and chrysantha, for

there are flowering plants exactly intermediate

between the two. The scarlet A. canadensis

makes a good show, and contrasts charmin,

with the clear yellow of A. chrysantha. These

Columbines everybody should try to have in their

gardens, as they are so different and so much
handsomer in colour than the varieties of the

common A. vulgaris. In a part set aside for

American plants are some good tufts of the hardy

Lady's Slippers, notably Cypripedium Caloeolus,

a handsome tuft of flowers. In this part the

American Lilies are pushing their way through
the peaty soil strongly, and the new canary

yellow L. Parryi, which so few have yet flowered,

will be in bloom in a few weeks. It grows
well here on a sloping bed of peaty soil.

Tropajolum speciosum and T. tuberosum are

two " miffy " plants with which Mr. Kings-

mill succeeds well. The first occupies a shady
position among Ferns against the walls of

the little greenhouse, while T. tuberosum has

already made good progress in the season's work
allotted to it, in covering the low sloping roof of

an unsightly stokehole. The long wreaths of the

beautiful Nasturtium that Mr. Kingsmill has

brought to The Garden ofiice showed well

how finely the plant does with him, notwith-
standing the fact that it is reputedly diflicult to

grow successfully. Among other plants in flower

are Sieversia triflora, a scarce Nortli American
plant, not showy, but interesting ; Ilyaciuthus
amethystinus, one of the prettiest of hardy
bulbous plants ; Euphorbia Cyparissius, a very
effective plant, having bright yellow flower-
lieads and graceful feathery foliage, and a very
desirable plant to grow ; Papaver umbrosum is

one of the showiest plants in the garden, and
produces seeds in abundance. Its deep, rich

crimson cups, marked with jet black spots, make
a great show scarcely less gorgeous than the

Oriental Poppy, which here asserts itself pro-

minently. Primula Sieboldi, though not robust

enough to do well in the full open, is grown un-

commonly well in a frame, with just the lights

to protect, it when in flower. It is just

past its best, but the decaying flower-spikes

show how fine the framef ul must have been a

short time ago. Another frame plant that

attracted us was Ranunculus Ileldreichianus,

one of the South European Crowfoots, which
has large and handsome flowers of the brightest

glossy yellow, and if quite hardy will be worth
general culture. Among the rare shrubs is

Jamesia americana, than which we have not

seen a finer bush, it being about 2 ft. through,

and covered with clusters of white blossoms. We
were pleased to see that the Japanese Maple
(Acer polymorphum) proves itself hardy here, a

bush of the deep red-leaved vai'iety (atro-

sanguineum) being as fresh as if grown under
glass. We noticed, too, a good plant of the rare

Xanthoceras sorbifolium, the beautiful shrub

figured in The Gabdbn some six years ago

;

also Exochorda grandiflora, the Pearl Bush,

one of the finest of the Spiraja tribe, and a shrub

that should meet with general appreciation.

The little pond (the rustic boundary fence of

which is shown in the illustration) affords a

quiet place for the queenly Water Lily to dis-

play its lovely white blossoms, while the steep

jjanks are clothed with a great variety of

moisture-loving plants, to which lately has

been added some plants of the feathery-leaved

Ferulas, which ought to grow well in such a spot,

The several pits and frames are filled to over-

flowing with a variety of plants, chiefly bulbs

and terrestrial Orchids which have been collected

by Mr. Kingsmill himself in Corsica and Ma-
deira. Already these gatherings have yielded

many rare and beautiful plants, including the

peculiarly handsome Orchis Robertiana, figured

a short time ago in The Garden. At the pre-

sent there are several interesting things in bloom
among them, some fine tufts of one of the most
beautiful Oxalises we have seen, the large

flowers borne in numerous umbels, being of a

glowing clear yellow, which when the flowers

fully expand in the sunshine is very effective

The little greenhouse is a veritable multum
in jmroo, for rarely have we met with a small

house filled with such a heterogenous mixture,

yet for the most part in perfect health. At the

end is a rustic screen densely clothed with Fern
growth of all kinds, principally Maiden-hairs,

while various kinds of Begonia intermingle

with them charmingly. The roof is draped with
the feathery foliage of Asparagus tenuissimus,

Myrsiphyllum asparagoides, the variegated Abu-
tilon vexillarium, and the beautiful twinin^

Lygodium scandens, which all combine to pro-

duce a charming effect. Under the stages, the

unsightllness of which is taken off by rustic cork

bark, are Ferns of all descriptions—Adiantums,
Polypods, Davallias, and Pterises, including the

delicate-fronded P. scaberula, the little New
Zealand Fern, winch everyone should grow for

cutting from. A few Orchids are grown uncom-
monly well in this little structure, chiefly

of the cool section. A lovely variety of Masde-
vallia Ilarryana was in bloom, also Odonto-
glossom Haili (two tine spikes), while strong

plants of Disa grandiflora, Odontoglossumodora-
tum, Ccelogyne cristata, Dendrobium nobile,

and others fully show what may be done with
Orchids under not very favourable circumstances.

Among other plants flowering and doing
well in this house are tuberous Begonias, the

favourite old Diplacus glutinosus, and Tritonia

crocata and fenestralis, two very showy species

of Cape bulbs that deserve to be grown exten-
sively for greenhouse decoration. W. G.

FLOWER GARDEN.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS IN KLOWEK.

I AM inclined to think that the lists given of these
from time to time are to some extent unsatis-

factory, inasmuch as nothing is said concerning
the size of the garden and other matters which
materially affect it. When my friend, Mr. WoUey
Dod, gives us his interesting lists, I know, but
many perhaps do not, what an extensive garden
he has, and how liberally he fills it. Again, Mr.
Stevens, of Byfleet, has a large garden ; so has
Mr. G. F.Wilson, and ample means for filliDg it, and
so with many others. But there are a number of
small growers who, in a limited space and with
limited means, endeavour to gratify their taste, and
these lists are to them very Tantalus-like ; they tell

of a standard to which they cannot hope to reach,

because thej' display means which are not at
their command. Perhaps, tlien, I may not be
uselessly employed if I notice from time to time
such plants as I have in flower, ]\Iy house is

in Kent; my garden is small; "my principal

rockery is only 100 ft. long by about -1 ft. wide.
Here it is I have my choicest alpine plants. I

have several longish borders for herbaceous
plants, and along the drive up to my house
I have a narrow rock border in which the com-
monerand more easily-grown plants are placed. My
object is to grow a selection of such things as
may always afford me from earliest spring (indeed,

from mid-winter itself) something to gratify the

eye and it inay be afford blooms for cuttings for

decoration.

During, then, the first fortnight of May I have
had in bloom on the rockery a charming little

clump of Eamondia pyrenaica, which I received

tliree years ago from my friend, Mr. Hammond,
of St. Alban's Court, and which sheltered fi-om the
sun has grown well, and has commenced flower-

ing somewhat early this 3'ear, owing, I suppose, to

the mild winter. It will continue in bloom for

some weeks. Then there are some large clumps of

Phlox setacea atropurpurea and Nelsoni, the two
former giving a rich glow of colour, as does also a
good clump of Aubrietia purpurea (Mr. Ingram's
variety), given me some years ago by that worthy
and excellent gardener. Arenaria balearica, with its

little whi te star-like flowers, has clambered over the
stones in all directions, andpeeping outfrom it here
and tliere are Erinus alpinus, Gentiana acaulis.

Primula farinosa, &c. I see that Mr. WoUey Dod
says it does not make itself at home on limestone,

but my rocks arc Kentish rag, which is a bastard
limestone, and to it they cling very freely.

Phlox divaricata is very pretty, but how the
slugs and snails do punish it ! My plant has hardly
a leaf left. Mertensia sibirica is a very pretty shade
of blue ; close by is a good plant of iEthionema
cordifolium, .a lovely little thing with its pink
flowers ; while Iberis corre^folia is a mass of

purest white. In a dip in the rockery, where there

is more moisture, and where a nice clump of Cy-
pripedium spectabile is pusliing its way, Dodeca-
theon Meadia and Jeffreyanum, and a small plant
of D. integrifoliura have tiowercd well, and are still

displaying their curious blossoms. Androsace sar-

mentosa has also flowered well, and is now sending
out its long runners to form fresh plants ; while
the delicate blue of Omphalodes Lucili^ is very
pleasing, although the number of flowers on the
truss being so few tends rather to disappoint-

ment. Saxifraga Wallacci holds its own against

all of its class. Gentiana bavarica, not distinguish-

able in flower I think from G. vcrna, and much
more easy to m.anage, delights me with its

intense blue, reminding one of pleasant days
on alpine heights, never to come again. Some of
the smaller plants would be only regarded as

weeds by a great many people, but they are very
beautiful for all that ; such, for instance, arc the

delightful little Veronica repens, with its veiy
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dwarf foliage entirely covered with its white

flowers ; Linaria hepatica;folia,very pretty, although

not so striking as Linaria alpina, not yet in

flower ; Saxifraga atro-purpurea, with its soft

dense cushion of foliage supporting its bright

coloured flowers ; Tussilago alpina, pretty in its

foliage rather than in its flower ; Gypsophila

cerastioides, very dwarf and chaste ; Hutchinsia

alpina, another pure white flower, very small. All

these have been profusely in bloom during the

period named. Primula Sieboldi has quite esta-

blished its right to be considered hardy, and its

colour is very effective. Lithospermum prostratum

is in flower, but it has not succeeded well with

me. Does it not like limestone or chalk 1 The foliage

assumes a pale and sickly hue, which indicates

indifferent health. Flowing over, if I may use the

expression, the back of the rockery are masses of

Forget-me-nots, rook Roses, Ajuga reptans varie-

gata, which give a pleasing background, and
altogether my little rockery has given me and
others much pleasure.

Turning to the herbaceous borders, I have had
in bloom Papaver umbrosum, a very showy Poppy

;

the seed of this I had from Mr. Wolley Dod last

autumn. It was sown in pots and transplanted

into the open in the spring, and is now blooming
profusely. Tulipa Gesneriana is very striking with

its tall stems and brilliant flow-ers, and especially

as a background to the double white Narcissus

and some of the later blooming varieties of Kar-

cissus poeticus. A few Irises at the back of the

border are very fine, but they take up so much
room that I can only grow some half dozen.

Some of the Aquilegias have been, and are, in

flower, notably the hybrid variety of californica

and pulchella. The alpine Wallflower is a dense

mass of the purest gamboge yellow, while the

tufts of the variegated Thyme are very bright.

Geum coccineum ttore-pleno is a bright coloured

flower for the border. Pyrethrums, single and
double, are just opening their blooms, and will be

fine daring the latter half of the month. Erodium
Manesca-sd (an overrated plant) is, as usual, in

flower, while Scilla campanulata is abundant in

any place where it can get a root-hold. Anthericum
Liliastrum has begun to flower

;
pretty and chaste

it undoubtedly is, but unfortunately it does not

open many of its flowers at the same time, and
so the spike looks poor.

One piece on my front rockery pleases me very

much ; the flowers are common, and I have allowed

them to have their own way, and a very good way
it is. Large masses of Forget-me-not and Sweet
Woodruff, with clumps of alpine Wallflowers and
rock Roses peeping up through them, make a
most pleasing group ; so does also a mass of

Lithospermum atropurpureum. There is one large

mass of Veronica prostrata just coming into

flower, which will be very fine shortly. Dielytras

are just passing away.

I have thus rapidly gone over what I have
had in flower during the first fortnight of May,
and hope that it may encourage others who are

perhaps disheartened by the overpowering lists

of large growers, and let it be remembered that

if I had given way to the mania (now passing

away) for bedding out, I should have had none
of this pleasure. My borders would have been
bare, waiting for their summer occupants, and my
small greenhouse, instead of giving me the

pleasure which it has done during the winter
and spring, would have been entirely given up
to the bedding plants with which it would be
necessary to fill the borders. I am no indiscrimi-

nate decrier of the system ; it is admirably suited

for our public gardens and for large places, but
for small places like mine—no ; alpine and her-

baceous plants give the most pleasure and for the

longest time. Happily, the taste for them is in-

creasing, and it may well do so without indis-

criminate abuse of the system to which it suc-

ceeds. Delta.

Ne'W G-olden Feather.—Under the designa-

tion of Pyrethrum aureum laciniatum nanum,
Messrs. Carter & Co. have, at Forest Hill, a new
O-olden Feather that seems to have at least one

novel and desirable feature, and that is it does

not bloom ; therefore it must be propagated by
cuttings or division. It is really a sport from
Osborn's laciniate variety, but seems to be
always dwarf and tufty. Therefore, with such

a habit it should prove a boon to carpet bed-

ders. Like its parent, it is not quite so golden

as the old form, or as is Williams' pretty leaved

selaginoides, but then the yellow in the

Golden Feather always seemed to need some
toning down, especially as planted in suburban
gardens. It is when these leis pronounced kinds

are planted with deep greens and reds that their

more pleasing hues become effective. I notice

that tiie new golden Spergula is being used this

year at Heckfieid as a margin to Alternanthera

paronychioides ; Mr. Wildsmith thinks it will prove

a valuable addition to yellow-foliaged carpet

plants.—A. D.

LILIUM DAVURICUM.
This is one of the earliest and showiest of Lilies,

but the typical form of it is far from common
;

there are, however, many fine varieties of it,

which, from their early flowering properties, cheap-

Lilium davuncum.

ness, and the success with which their culture is

attended, whether planted out or in pots, are

grown extensively in many gardens. These va-

rieties are by some classed under the head of bul-

biferum, and their close, compact bulbs certainly

more resemble those of that kind than the looser

and oftentimes jointed scaled bulbs of L. davuri-

cum, which should always be handled very care-

fully, being easily broken. L. davuricum is alto-

gether more slender than its so-called varieties

;

the flowers are frequently solitary, the petals

narrower, and, when wide open, star-like. The
variety here figured (umbellatum) bears on a
single stem a large head of blossoms of a bright

red colour, shaded in the centre with orange. Be-

sides the above there are others, all of which differ

from the type either in habit or colour. Thus in

incomparabile the blossoms are rich velvety crim-

son ; in fulgidum or Sappho they are equally rich,

but of a lighter and more glowing tint, while in

erectum they resemble umbellatum, except that

they are individually more cup-shaped, and form
a more compact head. In all of the above the in-

terior of the flowers is more or less marked
with black dots, but in immaculatum, deep reddish

orange in colom-, the spots are entirely absent.

These varieties are all of easy culture, and
thoroughly capable of withstanding severe frosts,

provided they are in well drained soil, but in low,

wet places they are liable to rot. In planting, the

common error should be avoided of placing the

bulbs too near the surface, a depth of from 4 in,

to 6 in. according to the nature of the soil, being

the most suitable.

Within the last few years, these varieties have
been largely brought, during the season, into

Co-s-^nt Garden Market, where they meet with a

ready sale. They possess one great advantage Over

the later flowering kinds, inasmuch as they are

in full bloom during what is termed the London
season, while L. speciosum unfolds its blossoms

when the demand for Lilies is to some extent

over. The bulbs of the different varieties of davu-

ricum are largely imported from Holland, and
should be potted as soon as received in good,

sandy loam, lightened, if too hea\y, by the addi-

tion of a little leaf-mould or decayed manure. '

One bulb may be put in a 5-in. pot, or

several together in a larger one, so as to

form a mass, but in general potting singly is to be
preferred. Place the bulbs at a sufiicient depth
to be able to cover them with at least

1 in. of soil. This done, set them out-of-doors in

a sheltered position, and cover the pots with
Cocoa-nut fibre, leaf-mould, or some such material,

removing it when all danger from severe frost is

over ; but the plants themselves may be allowed

to stand out-of-doors till they bloom. The only

attention they will need is keeping them well

watered. Of course, if a part of them be wintered
in a frame, and kept therein till flowering time,

they may be had in bloom earlier, and under this

system of management a succession will be kept

up. Another way of wintering them is to lay them
in beds of Cocoa-nut fibre, and pot them as they

start into growth in spring, but although they will

flower well the first season, the bulbs suffer much
more severely than when treated as just described.

The latter method will, however, do for market
growers, who only flower them one season and
then throw them away. The bulbs should, how-
ever, be planted out after flowering, as they will

in many cases bloom again the next season, and
the majority the year after that. H. P.

HARDY PLANTS IN YORKSHIRE.

On the night of the 12th and 13th ult. we had

here over 3° of frost. Roses, Alpine Rhododen-
drons, Andromedas, Spirreas, Azaleas, Laurels,

Acers, Aucubas, and many other things were badly

damaged, and the sunshine which has prevailed

ever since has aggravated matters. At present we
are suffering from a long drought ; otherwise our

gardens are fairly well furnished with hardy

flowers. Trilliums have been good, though the

aspect in which they are growing here is rather

too dry for them ; Arnica montana is grand ; Galax

aphylla is in good form, and sending up many of

its naked bloom spikes ; Ranunculus amplexi-

caulis has been a subject of admiration for a

month past; Dodecatheons I never saw better;

the early flowering Gentians, with the exception

of S. verna, have done badly as regards bloom,

but the later species seem to promise better;

Soldanellas in leaf soil and in a moist situation

have grown well, but the flowers have been
sparse ; Roses, through frost, fly, grub, mildew, and
honeydew combined, are anything but satisfactory

;

the drought of the past week has burnt up the

Irises. Linums have stood the past winter better

than heretofore, according to my experience, and

now promise well ; Ranunculi in general are going

back from want of rain, otherwise they are good
;

Aquilegias (young plants) are fine ; older speci-

mens have a hungry appearance. What a lovely

flower is Lychnis Hookeri ! It bears a single blos-

som 2J in. across, delicate rose or flesh colour,

deepening in the centre ; its petals are three-cut,

deeply and widely divided, each segment being

nearly 1 in. long and one-eighth broad, but rather

uneven ; the • tips are sometimes notched and

shade off to a pure white. It has endured two

winters with me fully exposed, and it has the ap-

pearance of proving perennial. Helianthemums,

of many colours, are all aglow, and a lovely sight

in the mornings ; dwarf Phloxes are also good,

but not so densely flowered as I have seen them.

I think the way in which they are relieved by

their green parts a gain to their beauty. Wall-

flowers are yet fine in this part of the country.

Ourisia coocinea was never before so well

flowered here as it is this season. It is on an

east aspect in stiff loam. The various Tiarellas,

Tellimas, and Heucheras are also in fine form. The
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different species of Iberis grown near together are

not only ettective, but their somewhat slight dis-

tinctions can there be more easily seen. I cannot
get I. gibraltarica to grow in my garden ; it is

hard to explain why this should be, but I have
frequently heard of the commonest flowers re-

fusing to grow where large and choice collections

were cultivated. Everything belonging to the Pri-

mula genus not in frames is prostrate from drought,
even plantings in north and west aspects. Exactly
twenty species or varieties of Aubrietias are
dazzling. Anthericum Liliastrum is chaste and
beautiful. Ononis rotundifolia is exquisite.

Of the hundreds of Saxifrages one scarcely likes

to venture to single out particular species, but for

good and useful pure white flowers S. Wallacei, S.

psdatifida, S. aquatica, and H. globulifera are sure
to prove acceptable to an3'one who has not yet
tried them. S. Wallacei proves better for wear. Well-
established plants, arranged as an edging, are 1 ft.

in diameter and nearly as much in height ; the
flowers are 1 in. across, and have been abundantly
produced since the beginning of March, and they
promise to keep good for at least a montli longer

;

they have, moreover, a rich Hawthorn perfume.
These plants are in good rich loam, and to prevent
their being blown over (being very slender at tire

collar) they are supported with a rich mulching

;

and S. pedatifida, from its neat habit, good colour
and fine foliage, as well as large and pure white
flowers, ought, I think, to come to the front. For
lofty and handsome panicles of flowers S. pyrami-
dalis, S. lingulata, S. longifolia, S. nepalensis, S.

mutata, and S. Macnabiana are of first-class merit.
For stately scapes and foliage there are S. peltata,

S. hieracifolia, and S. pennsylvanica.

The present dry season is hard on the Anemones;
still A. sylvestris, A. sulphurea and A. decapetala
are good ; the last-mentioned I never cared for
nntil this spring, but its numerous straight and
well-flowered stems help to make it distinct. The
flowers on well-established plants are rich cream
colour. A. coronaria never does well with me,
and I have tried it in several soils and situations.

I think the aspect is too dry and sunny. I have
lost many species of Pentstemon during the past
mild winter ; it would be useful to know if others
have experienced similar losses. We have still

plentyot the double and single Narcissus in bloom.
Lithospermums, especially L. prostratum, are fine,

and Kamondia pyrenaica is lovely. To see the
pleasing tints and forms of the Sempervivnms at
the present season makes one wonder why these
plants are not grown in every rock garden. Daphne
Cneorum in loam at the base of a small rockwork,
with a south aspect, has flowered abundantly for
four years. The old-fashioned and true Bache-
lor's Buttons, yellow and white (Ranunculus
aconitifolius fl.-pl. and R. acris fl.-pl.), are richly
in blossom, as are also such little gems as Viola
pedata,Houstonia albiflora, Vesicariagrasca.Dryas
octopetala, Trientalis europa^a, and others.

Kirltstall. J. Wood.

Myosotis dissitiflora splendens.—Mr.
James Allen, of Shepton Mallet, the successful
raiser of this plant, informs me that it was not a
sport, as some have supposed, but a chance seed-
ling; also, that he has others, and what he con-
siders better and hardier varieties. He certainly
deserves congratulation on hio success in break-
ing through the hard and fast lines in which
M. dissitiflora has hitherto bound itself. We
have raised tens of thousands of seedlings, chance
and otherwise, and until our supposed white we
have neverhad adivergenoeof ahair's-breadlhfrom
the normal type. The more I see of Jlr. Allen's
splendens the better I like it, as it succeeds the
other nicely, and for some positions its additional
stature and size would also prove advantageous.
A hardier variety of this species would also be
hailed witli warm welcome, for there is no deny-
ing that in cold situations and during severe win-
ters the true dissitiQora is miffy. By the way, it
lias been stated somewhere that no white dissiti-
flora has yet been raised. Will someone whose
practical or botanical knowledge will carry

authority with it state if the white shown, and if I

remember rightly, certificated at South Kesing-
ton was or was not a veritable Myosotis dissitiflora

alba? or, as usual, an improved or common strain

of the common-enough white Forget-me-not, Jil.

sylvatica ? All that haveeverbeensenttomefor the
true dissitiflora alba are assuredlj' the sylvatica
alba, and I have had scores sent from first to
last. Surely the floral committee ought to know.
— D. T. FISII.

Ranunculuses in market gardens.—
Although aware that some of our market growers
continued to cultivate these beautiful spring
flowers, I was not prepared for the really grand
display of them, perhaps half-an-acre in extent,
that I saw the other day at Twickenham. Mr.
Poupart has kindly planted his roots just inside
a gateway where all passers-by could get a sight
of tlie flowers, and a most charming sight it lias

been. The kirds grown were Turbans, scarlet and
yellow, the yellows having the larger flowers, and
as double flowers certainly of the most perfect
form. Perhaps the exceeding roundness and per-
fectness in form which characterises the Ranun-
culus proves to many to be but objections. With
many others culture is not an easy matter, but
they grow strongly and flower freely at Twicken^
ham. The chief need seems to be a light, free-

working soil and plenty of manure; indeed, I

should not be surprised if the spot where I saw
these Ranunculuses growing has often been used
for the deposit of manure heaps, and hence it is

rich. There were no attempts seen to form beds,
as is the common rule ; the rows appeared to be
about 12 in. apart, and the growth being strong,
the ground was fully occupied. Because the Ranun-
culus has so largely dropped out of general culti-

vation few people comparatively know anything
about its culture, and although florists of old have,
with that elaborateness peculiar to them, laid
down rules and regulations as to culture that are
most exhaustive, j'et there is little need for special
skill if the soil is naturally light and well manured.
About the second week in February is considered
the best planting time, but the operation must be
more or less guided by the character of the season.
Shallow drills are drawn, the tubers, with the
claw-like roots downwards, are placed in them,
about 6 in. apart, and gently pressed into the soil.

If the sorts are specially choice, sorce sharp sand
may be thickly strewn in with the roots, but other-
wise the soil may be gently drawn over them and
levelled down, leaving the rest to Nature.—A. D.

SHORT NOTES—FLOWER.

Seedling Cowslip (J. IToodJ.—singular
;
probably

the result of hybridising. SVe have not seen such a ease
before.

Malformed Tulip (T. J. IFJ.—Not uncommon, but
nevertheless interesting. The petaloid bracts, normally
green, in your case are undistinguishable from the leaves ol

the perianth.

To destroy worms on lawns.—Some
twenty years ago I converted a piece of land
which had long been used as a vegetable garden
into a bowling green. The turf for it was taken
from an adjoining pasture field. After the sods
were laid, well levelled with a hard-wood beater,
and well rolled, I gave it a top dressing of nitrate
of soda. The quantity of land was about 20
perches, and I used 1 cwt. of nitrate, which for
that area was a heavy dressing. A few days after
it was spread there came a copious rain, which
melted the nitrate and washed it into the soil

Next morning I found the whole lawn covered
with dead worms, and I never saw a worm in the
lawn afterwards ; the cost of the nitrate was
14s. 6d. Now whether tlie previous beating and
rolling had anything to do with the destruction of
the worms, or the heavy dressing of nitrate was
the sole cause, I cannot say. The ordinary
dressing of nitrate— 1 cwt. or 2 cwt. to the acre

—

has no effect on worms that I am aware of ; but if
" T. E." (p. 320) will try the plan all round, he will
probably find it satisfactory.—J. A. McMullen.

GARDEN FLORA.
PLATE CCCXXXIX.—ODOXTOGLOSSUM

HEBRAICUM.
This rare Odontoglossum was first flowered by
Messrs. E. G. Henderson, of Maida Vale, and is

supposed by Professor Keichenbach to be a wild
hybrid between the two well-known species O.
crispum and O.gloriosum. The bulb, foliage, and
habit are the same as in either of its parents ; the
spike intermediate, as regards its formation—less

branched than 0. gloriosum, and more so than O.
crispum. The buds, and also the freshly-opened

flower (see flower and bud on the right side of

plate) are in formation, and also colour,like those

of 0. gloriosum, but, being expanded a few daj'S,

the yellow gives place to white, or is so mingled
with it that O. crispum is at once suggested as

one of its parents. When this plant first flowered

it was not thought, even by Mr. James O'Brien,

who is well acquainted with Orchids, to be a
" gem of the first water," but, as something out

of the common, it was priced very moderately.

Its first essay at flowering at Burford was aLo
moderate, but the following year the plant,

without apparectlyhavinggainedmuch strength,

produced two spikes, one of which is figured on
the annexed plate. Although I was well aware
that as regards the markings or spots on such
Odontoglossums, that no two years' flowers are

exactly alike, I certainly had no idea that they
could vary so much in quality as regards size,

formation, and substance as they do in this

species. People in possession of weedy-looking
hybrids would therefore do well to keep them a

year or so, or they will be likely to regret not

doing so. The annexed representation of 0. he-

braicum will be much appreciated by lovers of

this class of plants, for so many allied forms
have sprung up as to defy botanical or any other

form of grouping. "With this illustration of

hebraicum, showing clearly the Hebrew-like
characters on the side petals, they will have less

need to listen to the charming descriptions of

those who have an Odontoglossum with one-and-

a-half more spots than any other. The cultivation

of this plant does not diiler from that of its two
parents. J. C. Spyehs.

Tree Pseonies.—Nothing can possibly be
grander thanbushesofthese Pseonies, either grown
as single specimens or planted in groups, and,
varying as they do in foliage when a well-selected
collection is got together, bushes, even when not

in flower, are attractive in early spring and late

in the autumn. They make fine plants for the

backs of wide herbaceous borders, planted at

intervals with flowering shrubs, and they are

equally suitable during the summer montlis for

planting in mixed shrubberies, where, when in

flower, they have a fine effect. Planted as single

specimens upon lawns they also look well, as
they can there be seen to full advantage when in

flower; besides, they ripen their wood better than
elsewhere, having the advantage of the full rays

of the sun. When fully matured, they produce
plenty of their large showy flowers, of which they
are often deficient in shady positions. One of tlie

be.^t situations for them is the American garden,

in which they come into flower at the same time
as the Azaleas and Rhododendrons, and, being

jjerfectly hardy, they will withstand even severe

frost. Plants of them here suffered but very little

during the severe winters of ISSO and 1881, and
flowered as freely as usual the following springs.

We had a fine plant a few days ago, on which
there were 180 blooms, all open at one time, its

fine large double light rose-coloured flowers pro-

ducing a fine effect. A large plant of the single-

flowering variety is just opening its flowers, and
being of a light rose colour, with a bright dark
crimson centre, they are very ornamental ; they

measure from 9 in. to 10 in. across. The single

flowering varieties last but a very short time
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compared with the time during which the double
flowering sorts last.after opening. The soil in

which I find they grow strongest and flower best

is a mixture o£ good turfy loam and peat in equal

portions, to whicli is added a little rotten ma-
nure, to give them a good start. There is a num-
ber of different varieties, some of which possess

most striking colours, and will be found.Aiseful in

a cut state for filling large vases, or the flowers

may be used with good eilect singly in specimen
glasses on the dinner table.—W. Ciieistison,

The Eoohery, Bromley.

GARDEN DESTROYERS.
THE TUENIP SAW-FLY.

(athalia spixaeum.)

This insect is the real Turnip fly ; unfortu-

nately, however, this name is oftener applied

to the small beetle which attacks and is so fre-

quently the cause of great injury to the Turnip
crop, whose more correct name is the Turnip

Fig. 1, the Turnip Saw-fly (about double its rcaV^aize)

;

tig, 2, the Grab (wxtu^al size).

flea, or beetle. The grubs of the Turnip savr-fly

are called niggers, black grub, black caterpillar,

black canker, or black slug, according to the
part of the country in which they are found.

In some years these grubs are very common,
and have often been known to entirely strip a

crop of its foliage, leaving nothing but the mid-
ribs of the leaves and a few of the larger veins.

They are, perhaps, oftener destructive on farm
lands than in gardens, but in the latter if they
attack a crop they will probably destroy it un-
less some means be taken to destroy them.
Like many other insects, they are not com-
mon every year

;
perhaps for several seasons

they win be quite scarce, and then will

suddenly appear in large numbers, and be
most destructive for a few years, and
then again become scarce. This insect is gene-
rally distributed over England, and is occa-
sionally found near the seashore in enormous
swarms, from which it is inferred that they
come to us from the Continent, where they are

said to be very common. Many years ago, at

Uromer, in Norfolk, they appeared in such
swarms, that they were seen to " arrive in clouds,

so as to darken the air," and that "they lay upon
the cliffs 2 in. deep, and might have been re-

moved by shovelfuls." The late Mr. Frederick
Smith, who was a very accurate observer, men-
tions finding them on the sandhills near Deal in

a huge swarm. He says " On nearing the hUls,

I observed that they were partially obscured by
a dense cloud, shifting in the sunlight occasion-

ally, of a light orange tint, and then became
quickly of a bright, glittering silver hue as the
sun gleamed on the wings of hosts of Athalia
spinarum. The cloud was borne seaward by a

gentle south land breeze." Wishing to bathe, he
" plunged into the water, and hoped by swim-
ming from the shore to free myself from their

annoyance ; but finding that at a distance of

300 yards the surface of the water was covered
with them, I returned, and made my way to the
west of the hills, where I was free from them."
Probably in the cases of huge swarms found
near the coast the insects were bred on the Con-
tinent ; but when found inland, particularly if

not in very extraordinary numbers, they have
emerged from chrysalides, which have laid

all the winter in the ground near where they
are found.

To protect crops from insects when they ap-

pear in the numbers they sometimes do is very
difficult, if not impossible ; something, however,
may be done, and in the case of the Turnip fly,

as thegrubs particularly like warm, dry weather,
watering the crop well with liquid manure is

very beneficial, or even plain water is better

than nothing. The watering is best done on a

dull day, as the moisture does not evaporate
so quickly as when the sun is shining, and it is

better for the plants. Strewing ashes, soot,

quicklime, or powdered chalk on the leaves is

also very useful. Knocking the grubs off the

leaves with a light bough has been found very
serviceable, for if the grubs are brushed off the

leaves while they are changing their skins, an
operation they undergo about once in seven days,

they are almost sure to die. Turning fowls and
ducks among infested Turnips has been tried

with great success, as they are very fond of the

grubs. Thick sowing is recommended, as there

are more plants to bear the brunt of the attack,

and the plants growing closer together prevent
the moistiu'e, which the grubs detest, from
evaporating ; therefore, the crop should never
be hoed when suffering from these pests.

Thimderstorms and heavy rains are most fatal to

them, the damp leaves appearing to disagree with
them. When a crop has been attacked, after the

Turnips have been removed, care should be taken

to turn the soil well over, so that any chrysalides

which are in the ground may be exposed to the

air and the birds, or buried deeper in the

earth than they naturally would be. Rooks
and other bh-ds are very useful in de-

stroying the grubs, and swallows kill large

numbers of the flies. It is very desirable that the

flies, which appear early in the season, should be
destroyed, as every female will probably lay

200 or more eggs, so that killing a female

before she has laid her eggs is equivalent

to destroying 200 grubs. Unfortunately there

are very few parasitic insects which prey

on these grubs, so we do not receive the assist-

ance we often do from them in keeping this

enemy in check.

The flies, which are produced from the chry-

salides which survive the winter, usually make
their appearance in May, but they have been

found as early as the latter end of March. There
are sometimes three broods in the course of the

season, which shows the benefit of doing all in

our power to destroy both flies and grubs on
then- first appearance. The flies are most abun-
dant in July, August, and September, but some
may be found in the month of October. The fe-

males lay their eggs at the back of the leaves

underthe outer skin, in slitswhich they form with
their saw-like ovipositor ; five or six eggs are

laid in the course of twenty minutes, and about
twenty on a leaf. The eggs generally hatch in

about five days if the weather proves favourable.

The young grubs lose no time in beginning their

depredations, and soon pierce the leaves through
and through with holes. When about a week old

they change their skins ; they again moult in the

com'se of another seven days, and again when they
are three weeks old ; they increase considerably in

size and voracity at each change of skin. They
seem to delight in warmth, often lying curled

up on the leaves in the full sun. ^^^len many are

feeding on one leaf they soon cause it to disap-

pear with the exception of the harder portions.
When fully grown they assume a slaty colour,
and then soon descend from the leaves and
bury themselves in the earth, at a depth of
about 2 in., and then form round themselves a
silken cocoon. The silk at first is rather sticky, so
that small portions of the earth adhere to it.

Within this shelter they become chrysalides. The
perfect insects leave the chrysalides, which are
formed tolerably early in the season, in about
three weeks' time, but from those of the last

brood the flies do not emerge till the following
spring.

The Turnip saw-fly is a member of that very
destructive family, the Tenthredinidfe, or saw-
flies, of which I have already drawn attention
to several members in these articles, so that it

is unnecessary to again allude to the peculiarities

of the formation of their ovipositors, &c. The fe-
male saw-fly is about three-tenths of an inch in
length, and measures rather more than i in. across
its expanded wings ; the females are larger
than the males, and their bodies are stouter in
proportion than those of the other sex ; other-
wise they are much alike, and may be described
as follow-s : Head and antennje, black ; thorax,
dull orange, with two oval black patches, one on
either side of the back, which join in the centre
of the thorax, and two black marks at the base.
The body is of a pale dull yellow ; the wings are
large, of a slightly yellowish hue, with brownish
veins ; the front edge of the upper pair is much
thickened, and is black in colour. The legs and
feet are yellowish, with the tip of the shanks
and each joint of the feet black. The grub
when full grown is often f in. in length, but
it sometimes measures as much as 1 in. The first

three joints of the body have a somewhat swollen-

appearance. When young, the grubs are nearly
black, with a pale stripe on either side. Later
on they are of a grey slaty colour, with a white
stripe on either side, and are yellowish beneath
with black heads. They are provided with eleven
pair of feet, each joint, with the exception of"

the fourth, bearing a pair. The cocoons are oval,

about J in. in length, and of a brownish colour^
G. S. S.

FRUIT GARDEN.
SUMIIER PRUNma WALL TREES.

This is a good time to prune wall trees of any
kind that have been neglected. I never yet saw
any ill effects arise from pruning when the trees
were in active growth, as cuts made then heal
rapidly ; and stone fruits may be thinned out to any
extent without fear of bringing on gumming and
other evils that follow a free use of the knife in winter
or spring. In fact, in the case of Peaches, Necta-
rines, Apricots, Cherries, Plums, &c., on open walls
or under glass, I like to do most of the cutting re-

quired for the year between the middle of May
and the middle of June, as then one can thin out
the crop of fruit and all exhausted or fruitless
wood at the same time, thereb)' diverting the-
whole energies of the tree to maturing the crop,,

or ripening the current years wood, as upon that
depends greatly the success or failure of the next
years crop.

Apricots, owing to their earliness, should be
taken in hand first; as they bear well on the spur
system, it is best to leave a fair proportion of
spurs on the tree, but not in the way one too often
finds them, viz., sticking out like horns a foot or
more away from the wall, from which the fruit in
that case can receive but little benefit. The finest

fruit is either borne on the preceding year's growth,
or the spurs that have been kept in quite close to the
wall. On examining trees but slightly pruned, I find
that most of the long spurs have one or more
growing buds at the base, though weak through
being overshadowed by leaves and shoots at the
tips of the spurs. Now, if these old spurs are cut
back to these weakly buds, they will quickly
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strengthen, and probably be fruitful next year,

after which they must be kept close in by timely

pinching early in summer. As a rule Apricots

are thickly set this year, but do not be tempted
to leave too many. The fruit, if evenly distri-

buted over the tree, should be at least 6 in. apart

;

the green fruits taken off before the stones are

bard make excellent tarts. Look out sharply for

the caterpillar or grub that rolls itself up in the

leaves ; hand-pick and wash the trees frequently.

One of the great drawbacks to Apricot culture is

the liability of shoots, and even large branches, to

die ofE suddenly as if paralysed—a branch being
healthy, and perhaps full of fruit one day, and
the next drooping and dying, and no remedy or

very correct explanation of the cause has yet been
offered. On this account the fan form of training

is most in favour ; as soon as a branch fails it is

cut out and the remaining ones are spread out to

fill up the gap. The spurs of a well-managed
Apricot ought never to project more than 2 in.

from the wall ; close training is the best safe-

guard against frost, and certainly produces the

finest fruit. In short, show no mercy to long
spurs, and rest not until the last one is shortened.

Cherries of most of the dessert kinds, such
as May Duke, Black Circassian, &o., grown on
sunny aspects, are amongst the earliest of dessert

wall fruits, and in some places are highly prized,

but unless great care as regards pruning is exer-

cised, they are liable to produce long horny spurs,

on which, from want of a supply of young wood
they bear, in the case of old trees at least, most of

their crop. It is somewhat difficult to get such
trees Into good condition. But as finer fruit is

borne on young wood, no pains should be spared
to secure every young pliable shoot, and to re-

move either partially or wholly a corresponding
number of old bard spurs. Prune off atj once all

fruitless spurs, and as soon as the crop is gathered
go over the trees again. Not the least amongst
the advantages of having the fruit and foliage

close to the wall is the fact that when aphides or

other insect pests attack the trees, the engine can
be made to act on them much more effectually

than when spurs stand out in a semi-wild state.

Morello Cherries boar their crop mostly on wood
of the preceding year, and any that is fruitless

re ay now be cut out to make room for young
growths coming on from the base. We use tough
Birch twigs for fastening the shoots to the wall,

slipping the ends in behind two stout branches.
The Morello suffers much more than any other
Cherry from overcrowding ; therefore thin out the
branches well now ; the produce will be large
and fleshy, and the trees will require but little

pruning next vanter.

Peachea and Nectarines are by many
considered to be hopeless fruits on open walls, but
there can be no question as to the possibility of
growing good crops where the requisite time and
labour can be bestowed on them at this usually
busy season of the year, and no fruit trees that
are cultivated are more benefited by judicious
summer pruning than these are. Presuming that
the garden engine has been vigorously applied
and disbudding attended to, both fruits and
shoots will now bo ready for final thinning. Pro-
ceed by unfastening and removing with a sharp
knife all fruitless or weakly wood, cutting back
to a young shoot of the current year's growth,
that will be trained to the wall "as the season
advances. Be always sure to keep the lower parts
of the tree well filled with young wood, the ten-
dency of which is to rush to the top of the wall.
An equal balance of leaf-growth is a great point
to aim at in fruit tree culture. Keep the engine
well plied to encourage growth, which should not
be fastened too tightly to the wall for some time
to come. Mulch the roots with partially decayed
manure, and water liberally when the fruit is

swelling.

Plums of various sorts grown on walls are
about the easiest of all fruit tress to cultivate.
Not being so tender as the preceding, they escape
many of the ills from which they suffer, but the
same remarks apply as to cutting in the spurs

and training the young wood, as in the case of

Peaches and Nectarines. They bear both on spurs
and on the preceding year's wood, and the spurs
should never be allowed to extend more than from
2 in. to 3 in. from the walls. The Early Orleans,
Goliath, Kirke's, Jefferson's, Green Gage, and Coe's

Golden Drop are well worth a place on walls as

dessert fruits.

Pears are frequently unfruitful on walls, wMle
on espaliers they bear excellent crops

;
yet we

set our losses down to spring frosts. My im-
pression is that the wood is left much too thick
and (hat the buds do not get properly ripened.

If the old spurs are left year after year untliinned,
they present a solid mass of foliage that keeps
the sun's rays from the wall ; consequently the
more open espalier, or even standard, gets its buds
better matured than those on a wall. Trj-, in the
oace of a few trees, cutting out half the spurs on
which there is no fruit. They will break again
at the base, and next year cut out the other half.

Plenty of flower-buds will soon be formed. No
fruit tree occupies so much space to no purpose as

the Pear ; a few stray fruits on the points of the
shoots, where the wood is free from old, hard,

knotty spurs, may sometimes be seen, and that is

all. Now is the time to let daylight and the
fructifying rays of the sun in amongst them.
With a sharp, strong knife and a small fine-

toothed saw thin out all old fruitless spray, treat

the trees liberally as to mulching and watering,
for it is poverty rather than over- richness of soil

which renders them sterile. Try this plan at least

three years and carefully note the result.

Pigs on open walls are greatly benefited by
summer pruning. Now, when one can discern
which fruits will swell up and which not, the use-
less wood can be cut away entirely, and the points
of shoots that are bearing fruit stopped unless re-

quired to extend as leaders, for in the open air it

is only the crop that is formed at the tips of the
preceding year's growth that is of any use, at

least as regards ripening. The leaves of the Fig
being large, it follows that the wood must be kept
proportionately thin, as it takes all the sun-heat
we can get in ordinary summers to ripen the
fruit. Therefore all weakly shoots should be re-

moved as early in June as possible. Tie the bear-
ing shoots in lightly to the main branches so that
the fruit may get the benefit of sun-heat.

G-ooseberries and Currants when grown
on walls must have the fore-right shoots pinched
at mid-summer, for if left on full length, all the
under leaves drop off, and the fruit does not keep
so well as when shortened in early in the season.
The mulching of the roots of all kinds of
wall trees should receive immediate attention,
after which a good soaking of water and liquid
manure will help the crop to swell, and, above all

things, promote clean, healthy growth in the case
of young wood that is destined to carry future
crops. Keep the foliage clean and healthy, and so
disposed by pruning and training that every leaf

gets the full benefit of all the sunlight that our
climate affords. James Groom.

ing now than in previous years, because I aim as

much as possible at keeping the temperature at that
particular time comparatively cool. I find for

that short time that even the Muscat of Alexan-
dria growing in the same house does not take any
harm, i.e., if the temperature at night does not go
lower than 55°, and on dull days from 65° to 70°.

I also tffte care to secure a circulation of air both
night and day, and to reduce considerably the

atmospheric moisture, for scalding no doubt takes

place through the internal air becoming suddenly
heated at a time when it is heavily charged with
moisture. Jly observations apply wholly to lean-

to houses; it would, however, be satisfactory to

hear how Lady Downcs behaves in this matter in

span-rocf houses.

Shanking.—This is another matter as regards
Grape cultivation difficult at all times to account
for in a satisfactory manner. Broadly speaking, I

shall not be far wrong in saying that it is caused
by weak root action, which may result from dry
borders, overcropping, or from theroots comingin
contact with unsuitable soil. I feel satisfied that

where shanking takes place it arises from the
existence of one or other of these unfavourable
condidons. In my own practice by giving an in-

creased supply of water to the roots, I completely
got rid of shanked berries, but I cannot say that

the same remedy would under all circumstances
produce the same result. No one remeay indeed
is a panacea for all cases of shanking ; each indi-

vidual case must, in short, be treated in accordance
with the symptoms which it presents.— J. C. C.

NOTES ON GRAPE GEOWING.
Lady Downes scalding.—All who culti

vate Lady Downcs Seedling know that it is subject
to scalding, but I never heard the cause of that lia-

bility satisfactorily explained. Many attempts
have been made to prevent it, but I have not yet
heard of a trustworthy remedy. My own opinion
as to the cause of scalding is that the air of the
house becomes heated above the point that the
very tender skin of the berry is able to bear at
that particular time of its growth. Scalding only
takes place during a period of ten days or a fort-

night, just as the stoning process is completed

;

neither before nor after that do the berries scald.

Why the}' should be so susceptible of injury just
at that particular time seems difficult to explain,
for bunches which are most shaded sutler as much
as others more exposed, while other varieties of
Grape in the same house take no harm. The Vines
under my own management suffer less from scald

Fruits for walls.—^How many cottages and
villas have boundary walls from i ft. to 6 ft. high
that, not being considered high enough for choice

or tender fruits, are left bare or only planted with
some non-productive creeper, while the owners
hardly get a dish of fruit at any time of home
growth. In such cases would it not be better to

have the wall covered with some kind of fruit

that with very ordinaiy care and attention would
bear crops instead of wasting one's efforts on ten-

der subjects that seldom produce anything? After

trying all sorts of fruits for such positions, I find,

taking the average run of seasons into account,

it is best to plant walls of this kind with good
dessert Gooseberries and Bed and White Cur-

rants ; such fruits never fail to produce a crop,

bear well on the spur system of pruning, and are

very easily managed. The foreright shoots should

be pinched at three or four joints from the base,

for when the leaves on the points get curled up,

they make a secure refuge for fly, grub, kc. If

caterpillars appear, hand-picking is the safest

remedy ; but the trees should also be washed
with soap-suds. As soon as the fruit colours, put

a net over it, and if on a north wall it may be
preserved until very late, and wiU be found to be
invaluable for dessert after other crops are over.

—J. Geoom.

Distance between Vine rods.—I am glad

to see "J. G. L.'' advocating (p. 331) the care of

the first crop of leaves on the Vine. I have more
than once insisted in your pages on the importance

of taking care of these, regarding later lateral

growth of exceedingly little good to the crop of

fruit if it be any use at all when the original or

first leaves have perished or been injured from any
cause. With regard to the distance between the

Vine rods, "J. G.L." is, however, mistaken in

assuming that good cultivators generally train

their Vines from 1 ft. to 5 ft. asunder, and train

the branches to meet between. I do not believe

one Vine grower in twenty adopts this prac-

tice, except where Pines or other plants are

grown under the Vines ; nor is it necessary to train

so wide ; on the contrary, it is a sheer waste of

valuable space to do so. "J. G. L." should have

2 lbs. of Grapes to the foot run of his Vines in

such wide training, unless ho is behind his neigh-

bours, who give less room. I would consent to

3 ft. in the case of strong Vines, but for weak
varieties 2 ft. is enough. It does not pay to train

much wider than that. It is not the extra amoont
I of space that we have to consider so much as the
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care o£ the shoots and leaves on the Tine, and I am
quite sure Black Hamburghs or Muscat Vines with

a lateral space 2.} ft. wide have room enough ; the

shoots being trained about IS in. apart on the A'ine

have room to carry as much foliage on the

principle laid down by " J. G. L." as will sustain

a heavy crop of good "fruit if tlie foliage.»is kept

in good health. This is about .50 square: feet of

leafage to a Vine 20 ft. long, and surely that is

enough for the proportion of crop generally re-

recommended.—J. S. W.
Rusty Strawberries.—A gardener some

time ago sent me a few Strawberries from pot

plants asking what was the cause of the rusty

appearance oi the fruit, which was only hr.lf ripe.

This rustiness is caused by the sun, and is preva-

lent at this season of "the year in hot, sunny
weather, where free vontilatio i is not afforded or

a little shade ; the last is preferable, and it is also

a good plan to turn the plants with their faces to

the sun. There is so much light at this season,

that the fruit after a certain stage will ripen per-

fectly well in this position. I cannot say that the

Strawberry crop here inside has done worse than in

former years, although I hear of many complaints.

Indeed, I think I never knew jhe pot plants fruit

more aiiundantly, except in the case of the earliest

batch ofVicomtesseHericart deThury,a number of

which produced fasciated flower-stalks that were
useless of course. Black Prince did well. Out-
of-doors there is abundant promise, but here, too,

De Thury has shown an unusual number of fas-

ciated stalks. An odd plant of this variety will

do this here and there any season, but there are

many this year. I see a note this week on the

benefits of " covered soil," another term for mulch-
ing. All that is there stated is true, but I fear

the paper idea is not a practical one. Strawberries

are, perhaps, more benefited by mulching than
any other fruit crop, for it causes the berries to

swell larger and greatly increases the weight of

crop while benefiting the plants for another year.

The usual layer of straw put on to keep the fruit

clean acts as a mulching, but I never used it. In
spring we apply a thick mulching of fresh stable

manure between the rows close up to the collars

of the plants, and in a short while it is washed as

clean as straw by the rains, all the manurial ele-

ments having gone into the soil. For some little

while we have had dry, sunny days and parching
eastwinds, which comingafter battering rains have
baked our soil quite hard and dried it as well ex-

cept between the mulched crops, where it is so

sweet and moist that the roots are pushing up to

the surface under the mulching. Where stable

manure is scarce I prefer short Grass to straw for

Strawberry rows.—J. S. W.
Colouring of Grapes.—The persistent re-

moval of the lateral growth from Vines, practised

by not a few cultivators, is, I feel sure, a fruitful

source of Grapes not colouring well. It is a marvel
to me that the restricted conditions under which
many Tines are grown Grapes colour so well as

they do, and I think it is plain they would not
do so were it not for the well-made border and
rich feeding which is usually given them. My im-
pression is that it is a mistake to cut oif laterals

too severely, unless the Vines are young or parti-

cularly vigorous. I think it best to let the greater

portion of the laterals remain from the time the
berries begin to stone until they are ripe, unless
it be one or two of the leading laterals near the
end of the Vine. It is often necessarj' to shorten
these in order to prevent too great a rush of sap

to that quarter. I have not found that a few
laterals running about in their own way over the
first formed leaves do any harm ; on the contrary,

I am satisfied they do good by keeping up a ne-
cessary amount of activity between the roots and
the branches which is not the case when the
lateral growth is constantly cut away ; and further,

I believe that a healthy and active root action is

a prime necessity as regards colouring Grapes.

This is, of course, assuming that the Vines are

otherwise properly managed. If they are over-

cropped, or the roots allowed to suffer from want
of water, or otherwise mismanaged, the retention

of laterals will not wholly prevent failure.

—

Chef.

ROSE GARDEN.
KAMANAS ROSE OF JAPAN.

(ROSA EUGOSA.)
A 5IAEKED feature of the present time is a grow-
ing taste for single flowers. Dahlias, which a few
years ago would have been thrown away because
they were single, are now eagerly sought after.

Eosa rugosa, a single-flowered Kose, continues
year after year to become more popular, and
deservedly so, for its large, showy, crimson blos-
soms, or snow white in the variety alba, are the
first among Eoses to expand, and a rich succession
of them is kept up till late in the summer. Its
fruit, too, is large and very ornamental. The
white variety is also equally handsome. A good
deal of discussion has taken place as to tlie possi-
bility of obtaining this Eose true from seed, it being
asserted that seedlings from it, instead of resem-
bling their parent, were more like those of the
common Brier. That, however, to a great extent
has been disproved, and probably originated in a
mistake, as I have raised a great many seedlings,
and in every instance the true Eosa rugosa has been
the result. It may be readily struck from cuttings
put in in winter in the open ground ; or, where an

' Rosa i-ugosa.

established plant exists, rooted suckers may often
be obtained. If there, however, are none, and it

is desired to increase the stock, bend down a
branch or two and layer them, making at the same
time a few incisions in the buried portion from
which roots will be produced. Alpha.

ROSE PROSPECTS.
These are not so brilliant as we had anticipated.
During the winter we had few or no deaths. This
was an experience so rare of late years that it

raised our hopes high. But the early growth has
assuredly left our Eoses much weaker than we
expected. How far this is the result of late prun-
ing it is diflScult to say. Cutting back this year
meant cutting off a great deal of strength as
well as wood. The growth already made and lost

epresented vigour wasted, which could not be re-

placed. Neither have the succeeding breaks and
growths equalled or at all matched the first. All
this has a \-ital relation to the time to prune,
which will probably have to be readjusted in
future according to the season, and probably
altered every year.

Apropos of this, I have heard of some wonderful
growths now showing bloom that were pruned

last November. But the Eoses have suffered sorely
fiom the terrible wind whippings on the last day
of April, and several biting nor'-easters since.
These have seared, blasted, riven, or pounded the
tender leaves in many cases to a pulp. On the
heels of the east winds have come, as usual,
or at least shown themselves, host of creeping
maggots, caterpillars, and even aphides, and
these have been busy on the somewhat scant
foliage left on the Roses, as if there were not
surely enough to damp the ardour of rosa-
rians. Red rust and mildew have also made their
appearance

;
the former is much earlier than usual

here, and the latter has seldom affected us much.
These have somewhat marred our Eose prospects,
and I shall be glad to hear that such contretemps
are local rather than general. We grow Eoses
in many places a good way apart ; but the symp-
toms I have indicated are more or less manifest
among them all, and it is to be feared that the
Rose harvest of this year will prove less perfect
than our bouyant hopes and fervent anticipations
had encouraged us to expect. D. T. Fish.

Old double yellow Rose (Eosa sulphurea).—In this age of discoveries and improved cul-
ture, have any rosarians learned the art of growino-
and flowering this Eose to perfection 1 If so^
doubtless their experience and the record of their
victories would be welcomed in The Garden.
I tried it on a wall for years where it flowered,
but would not grow, becoming less and less year
by year till it disappeared. A note of my loss and
failure in The Garden brought a fresh stock
from Italy, and now we grow it as a standard,
but it flowers sparsely, and the blooms are seldom
perfect. It is like, or even worse, than the Sou-
venir de la Malmaison in the early summer the
flowers a medley of green leaves and coloured
petals, the form not unlike a hip turned inside
out. A few times at long intervals a model flower
comes forth and shows one how superbly beautiful
they all might be, and then they suddenly revert
into mere abortions ; the petals seem huddled
and crushed together, as if they had not room
enough to expand full}-, and either do not open
at all, or open in mere hard, irregular masses. All
sorts of soils and the utmost possible variety of
climate that the country provides have been tried
for this Eose with but little success. The best
samples I have seen of this Eose have been in
Devonshire. But the most hopeless thing con-
nected with its culture is that like conditions by
no means produce like results in relation to this
fine Rose. Some have held that great age of in-
dividual plants is essential to its free flowering,
and it seems certain that some old plants have
flowered more freely than young ones ; but then
many old plants have also refused to flower, or
flowered in the most useless and erratic manner.
If the few readers of The Garden who have
managed to grow thisfiueold Eose freelyand flower
it well would kindly record their experience in re-
gard to soil, site, culture, whether the plants were
budded and on what stocks, or on their own roots,
as they mostly are, with any other particulars
that may occur to them, they would do us a service.
One quality this Eose seems to possess beyond all
others—tnat is, sweetness of leaf and shoot, for
no sooner does it appear in the garden than every
sort of grub and fly fasten upon and devour it
to the utmost of their capacity.—D. T. Fish.

SHORT NOTES—ROSES.

Climbing Boses.—Will some Eose grower kindly
give in The Gakdes the names of twelve of the
hest Tea and Noisette Eoses for training along the wires
of a span-roofed greenhouse ?—T. if. B., Bowdon.

Green Koses.—I have a plant of Isabella Gray, the
flowers of which are green rather than yellow. It is planted
out in a border at the south end of a span-roofed green-
house ; all the roots are inside. I should think there have
been 300 or 400 hundred buds on this phint, and not one
opened properly. I should be glad of some hints as to its

treatment from some of your readers, and some explana
tion, if possible, as to the flowei'S coming green.—W. S.
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INDOOR GARDEN.
GRIFFINIAS AND TIIEIK CULTURE.

All the nieniliers of tliis small genus are lovely

and choice ; they rank, indeed, amongst the best

of bulbous plants, owing to the delicacy and

purity of colouring wliich the flowers present. In

foliage, too, they are mostly handsome, and have

the advantage of being evergreen. It Is this latter

circumstance which separates them from Ama-

ryllis, a genus to wliich they arc related. That

several of the kinds are not more commonly culti-

vated than they are is surprising. True, they do

not increase very fast, and they also require in-

telligent cultiva'tion ; but many things less clioice

need equal care and attention. Certain kinds are

prized for their peculiar blue colour, and all of

them for their prolonged blooming season, and

for their coming in at a time when such flowers

are specially valuable. All of them are stove bulbs.

When at rest they may be kept in an inter-

mediate house, but although this change of

position is to be recommended, it is not essential.

Wherever placed for the resting season they

should be allowed some moisture, wliich must

be regulated always according to the degree of

activity the plants jire in. The potting of these plants

should always bo approached with reluctance ; sc

long as they do well it is best not to disturb them.

The roots arc fleshy and persistent, so fleshy,

indeed, that potting cannot be done without in-

juring them more or less. In potting, be careful

not to i>lant too deeply ; they require to be

firmly fi.xed, but should be well elevated. The
best time for the operation is after the flowering

season, just when growth commences. Fibrous

loam, with a little leaf-mould, forms the best

compost, though peat may be added with advan-

tage when the loam is not good and fibrous. All

GrifTinias like shade, and in stoves in which shrubs

are grown in fibre beds, the right place for them

is along the margin by the front wall. In potting,

it is essential to drain very carefully, and particu-

larly to use pots of the right size, not larger than

is necessary. As offsets are produced slowly, it is

well to save every seed that is perfected. They

arc fleshy, and, like some other seeds of a similar

character, should not be buried in the soil. If

buried they are liable to decay. When germinated,

the seedlings may be put into small pots, still

leaving the fleshy part of the seeds out of the

soil. Certain Crinunis are raised most successfully

in this way, and it is the one to be adopted gene-

rally for seeds of the same structure. Let us now
note the kinds that have been introduced, all of

which arestill in cultivation, unless it be G. Libo-

niana, concerning which we have no information.

a. liLUMENAViA.—This is one of the most

charming and freest- flowering of all the Griflinias.

Its leaves are i ft. long or more ; the scape is still

longer, and boars from six to eight flowers, each

about 3 in. in diameter. The colour is pure white,

and every segment except the lowest is traversed

by broad rose-tinted veins. It was distributed some
fifteen years ago by Messrs. E. G. Henderson and
Messrs. Haagc and Schmidt, and was figured in

Tub Garden, Vol. XIX., p. 528. It is a native of

Urazil, where it was disooverod at St. Catherine's

by D. Blumonan.

G. iiYACiNTiiiNA.—This is perhaps the best

known species of the genus, and the one that is

the most generally cultivated. All its forms are

extremely pretty. The scape is about 1ft. in height

with a cartilaginous margin on opposite sides.

The flowers are almost sessile. They are blue, and
the two upper segments, which converge and arc

larger and broader than the rest, are the most
deeply tinted. This species has long been a
favourite. It is a native of Brazil.

G. IIYACINTIIINA MICRANTUA.—The varietal

name by which this plant is known should by no
moans convey the impression that the flowers are

poor. They are of fair size, and some of the finest

are quite equal to those of tlKj type. It is

apparently a strong grower, and apjiears to possess

a florifcrous habit. A bulb 1 in. in diameter has
produced throe flower-stems. We are indebted to

Messrs. E. G. Henderson for its recent introduc-

tion. In their nursery it presents a striking variation

as regards colour, every gradation i^rom deep

violet-purple to white being obs°rvable. Like

others belonging to this genus, the blossoms last

long in beauty—a decided acquisition.

G. IIYACINTIIINA MAXIMA.—This is a large

form of the ordinary G. hyacinthina, and one

which may be considered to be an improvement

on the type. The ujipcr segments are azure-blue

with white rays proceeding from the base. Of this

the annexed is an illustration.

G. DRYADES.—This is a very robust species

with large leaves, the limb being 1 ft. long by
.5 in. broad. The scape is as thick as one's finger,

and bears from ten to thirteen flowers of a clear

blue-lilac colour, and about 4j in. broad. It is one

of the rarest of Griflinias, and also one of the

most desirable. It is a native of the maritime

forests near Rio, whence it was introduced by Mr.

Wilson Saunders.

or prolonged to a point. The scape is about 1 ft.

high, and bears palo blue self-coloured flowers. It

is a native of Rio do Janeiro.

G. LiBONlANA.—With this species I am not

acquainted. It is said to have narrow, flaccid leaves,

mottled with pale blotches on a dark green

ground. The flowers are small, of pale ultra-

marine colour, and the segments arc narrow and

whitish in the lower part. It is a native of Brazil.

G. PARVIFLORA.—Of all the species this, per-

haps, is the least lovely ; nevertheless, the flowers

are not unattractive. They are of a pale violet

colour, and about twelve of them are borne on

each scape. It is a native of Bahia.

In making a selection it would be necessary to

include G. Bluirenavia, G. hyacinthina and its

varieties, and G. dryades. E. I. Lynch-.

Daphne Cneorum for forcing.—I can

assure " 8. D." that this little Daphne is an excel-

G.OBNATA.—Thisisaveryfinespeoies,thelargest

of all, and valuable on account of its flowering in

winter. Its blossoms are white when young tinted

with lilac, and grow in spreading heads about

9 in. across. The stems are from 1 ft. to 1| ft.

high, and bear from twenty to twenty-four flowers.

It is quite distinct from all previously introduced

species; with G. dryades it has the closest re-

semblance, but dift'ers from it in foliage, the

leaves having only about twelve nerves on each

side of the midi-ib, wliile those of G. dryades have

eighteen or twenty. Moreover, there is consider-

able difference in form, the leaves of G. ornata

being narrower and having a convex surface. It

is a native of Rio de Janeiro, whence it was in-

troduced by Mr. Wm. Bull.

G. INTERMEDIA.—When this was introduced

there wore only two species in cultivation, and it

happened to be exactly intermediate in character

between them. These kinds were hyacinthina and

parviflora. From the first it differs in having a

regular expansion of the floral segments, and from

the latter in not having the segments acuminated

lent subject for forcing, as, owing to its bloom-
ing naturally at an early date, it does not require

so much artificial heat as many other hardy sub-

jects do. The great point is to secure healthy
plants that have been grown liberally, and to pot
them about thcmiddleof October or the beginning
of November at the latest. Take care to shield

them from hard frosts and heavy rains until the

middle of December, when a portion of them niaj'

be placed in heat. I do not think this Dajihne will

bear so much heat as Deutzias or Rpincas. It rather

prefers an even temperature of about 55°. It opens
its flowers well when subjected to about the same
treatment as one would give to Camellias, Laurus-
tinus, Abutilons, or Cyclamens. In a large trade

establishment we used to forc-.o this fragrant little

plant extensively, and both )ilants and cut bloom
always found a ready sale.—J. CORNIIILL.

Winter blooming plants.—Will some of your
rcnilcra kindly tull mc linw to stock a forcing pit witli nliout

8i.i dozen pot plants Omt will flower during the dull montlis

of winter, niiil whicli cannot be grown efiually well in a

warm couservatory l—V. C. B.
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TRANSPLANTING Sl'EING FLOWEES.
Where spring gardening is practised in the same
set of beds or borders in which summer bedding
is carried on, the phxnts emploj'ed that are

required for anotlier season must now be lifted

and replanted, or summer bedders will have but

a short season in which to grow and flower. This

has been the best year for spring flowers that has

occurred lately, as, in addition to the hardiest

plants that can pass unscathed through any win-

ter, we have had this year many half-hardy plants

that have done good service—notablj' the Brazilian

or Chilian Beet, with its brilliantly-coloured leaf

stalks, that did duty last summer round large leaf

plants as an edging, and during the winter and
spring as central groups for beds of ordinary

spring flowers. Dell's dark-leaved Beet, too', has

been most effective in conjunction with flowering

and flne-foliaged plants, its foliage being quite

equal to that of Coleus VerschafEelti. These
Beets are best raised from seed every year, also

Wallflowers, Honestj', Silcnes, Limnanthes Doug-
lasi, Nemophilas, Saponarias, &c. ; but the follow-

ing must be carefully planted in partially shaded
positions in the reserve garden, or in spaces be-

tween bush fruits. Pansies and Violas of the
early-flowering varieties should be planted in lines

1 ft. apart until suflicient cuttings are secured for

purposes of propagation ; then cut away the old

flowering wood, and they will soon develop shoots
from the base. They may then be parted, and
every piece with a root planted 1 ft. apart. They
will make good plants by October.

Myosotis dissitiflora is the only Forget-me-not
we now rely on for bedding, It must be laid in until

leisure can be found to part it, when each piece
with roots may be dibbled in beds ; they will

make nice little stocky clumps for planting, but
old plants with long straggling shoots are sure to

die off should we have a severe winter. When
laid in with flower and seed-pods intact, a good
many seedlings will soon spring up between the
rows, and if pricked out as soon as large enough
to handle, they make the best of plants. Seed
should be sown at once for early flowering. This
Forget-me-not has been the gem of the flower
garden for the last few weeks. Primroses and
Polyanthuses of all kinds must be parted at once

;

keep them moist and shaded by means of branches
of Laurels or other evergreens. We usually plant,
at the same time, Stocks and Asters between the
lines, as by the time the branches get withered up
and removed, the Stocks and Asters begin to give
shade, and they make the beds look gay in autumn
when the Primroses are at rest. The yellow Hose-
m-hose Polyanthus has been the most continuous
and effective of tlie whole family this year, its

golden yellow trusses completely hiding the foli-

age, and producing successional trasses for weeks
in succession. Stachys lanata and Santolina
incana, two valuable silvery-leaved hardy plants,
have been excellent for lines and silver-white
groundwork. If not required for the summer
bedding, they must be parted, the flower-stalks cut
off, and planted in nursery lines 1 ft. apart ; they
are readily, to any extent, increased by division.

Aubrietias, Arabis, Alyssums, Daisies, Auriculas,
and hosts of similar plants may be temporarily
laid in some partially shaded position until a more
leisure period allows of their being divided and
replanted in beds about 1 ft. apart. Seedlings of
many kinds will now need pricking out, and cut-
tings rooting under glass must bo hardened off by
degrees, ready for finally planting in nurserj- beds.
Plants of a bulbous character, the foliage of which
has not yet died down, must be carefully laid in
until the foliage ripens off naturally. Small
shrubs, dwarf conifers. Yuccas, &c,, employed for
winter and spring effect, must be planted in beds
and kept moist at the roots.

Seeds may be collected and sown of Anemones,
Primroses, Polyanthuses, Pansies, &c, ; the sooner
they are in the ground after they are ripe the
better. Seedlings of Wallflowers should also now
be fit for transplanting from the seed beds into
lines 1 ft, apart and 9 in. asunder in the row ; if

the points are pinched out as soon as they begin

result. There are now many hardy plants used in

bedding that may be termed all-the-year-round

plants, and are presentable at all seasons, as, for

instance, the various sorts of Sedum or Stonecrop,

the Sempervivum or Houseleek, several varieties

of Saxifrage, &o. Where there is a limited quan-
tity of glass, these should be largely grown, as,

with a plentiful supply of them for the ground-
work, it is surprising what effect may be produced
b}' skilfully contrasting their colours, and intro-

ducing a few half-hardy flne-foliaged plants to

relieve the monotony of the flat surface. J. G.

Pruning Camellias.—It may occasionallybe
necessary to prune these with the object of re-

ducing their dimensions, but pruning the plants
with the purpose simply " of seeing into them or

through them," as stated lately in The Gaeden,
is what I never heard of before. I have been
familiar with collections of Camellias as good as

any in England, I daresay, consisting of large

plants in vigorous health, and I never knew them
to be pruned in any way where they had room
to grow, nor to need it in the least either to induce
flower or promote the ripening of the wood. The
Camellia grows very much like a Portugal Laurel,

and although I have seen these clipped to make
them dense, I never knew them have their

branches thinned out. The natural habit of the
Camellia is to form a dense bush, and it never
looks better than when it is in that form— a mass
of glossy leaves all the year round and a sheet of

flowers in its season. A bush if well exposed to the
light and air will grow and flower in the most satis-

factory manner as long as it lives, I should think,

and never need the knife. Some of the finest trees

I have known were of this kind. The best kind of

structures for Camellias are those lofty old-

fashioned conservatories, more like barns than any-
thing else, with lofty back walls, a glass roof, and
upright fronts. They seem to admit the right degree
of light without its being too intense. Twenty
years ago a friend of mine put out a number of old
Camellia trees in a house of this description, and
they soon filled it, the tallest being perhaps 20 ft,

high, and quite hiding the lofty back wall to the
top. They were pictures of health so long as I

knew them, and never were pruned, though they
had met and interlaced each other, so that one
could not tell where one plant began and the
other ended hardlj'. They formed one grand bank
of foliage. Thousands of flowers were disposed of in

London from these plants besides what were used
at home. Pruning to cause big flowers I do not
see the utility of at all. Very large Camellia
flowers are not preferred either for button-holes
or bouquets, and the smallest are always large
enough for such purposes. One of tlic most jiopu-

lar Camellias grown is Lady Hume's ]51ush ; it is

preferred because it is small and neat as much as
anything else.— J. S. W.

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWBPiS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

G. J., SUIiUEY,

With regret we say good-bye to the Daffodils.

The last bunch of double poeticus is picked this

week and arranged in a clear glass with some
early leaves, dark and shining, of Acanthus spi-

nosus. Foliage of Bocconia cordata is useful
with many flowers ; it grows vigorously and can
well spare whole young shoots for cutting. We
have it in a large table bouquet of pale pink
Columbines, and, cut shorter, with a bowl of pink
China Roses ; its colour suits most delicate pink
flowers. In another large and high bouquet tall

spires of Asphodel rise above the great ribbed
leaves of Fuukia Sieboldi, with a large white
Clematis (itfadame Van Houtte) arranged between.
Other upright-shaped bouquets are of yellow Day
Lily, with its own foliage, and of Siberian Iris,

some blue and some white, with their own straight

sword-shaped leaves. St. Bruno's Lily is beautiful
in a glass by itself ; rosy i^ink Rhododendrons are
•with boughs of Guelder Hose in a large gilt bowl.
A few sprays of Choisj'a ternata are placed in a
blue Venetian glass. Every one who desires to

grow the best flowers, both for garden decoration

and cutting, should have this lovely shrub ; the
flowers are better than Orange blossoms, and the
leaves brilliant and of good substance. In pots

we have Amaryllis, pink Pelargoniums, and Epi-

phyllum truncatum. Seedling Ferns have been
allowed to grow up with the latter ; their golden-

green fronds suit well with the rosy flowers of the

Cactus, and also serve to furnish the lower part

of the plant, making it a graceful and pretty table

ornament.

SHORT NOTES—INDOOR.

Single Dahlias for early flowering. — During
this lust fortniglit I have l)een cutting dozens of beautiful

Ijlooms of Paragon, struck m February and grown on in

5-in. pots in a cool greenhouse.—G. Williams.
Bust in iron pipes.—Can I do anything to prevent

this? The water is piunpcd from the lake through Iron

pipes and used for plants, fruit, &c. Can auytliing Ije

pumped tlnougli the pipes to prevent rust and obviate the

taking of them up?—J. H.

Boronla serrulata.— P. B. S.—This is still to he

met with in greenhouse collections here and there, and it

may be procured from any flrst-class nurseryman. Unfor-

tunately, it is not easily kept in a healthy, thriving state,

owing to which probably it has gone very much out of

favour of late years, there being now so many plants of

equal beauty and fragrance which are far less difficult to

manage tlian this Boronia.—B.

Pelargonium leaves.—J^. McK.—Theve is no fun-

gus upon the Pelargonium leaves sent. Is not the disco-

louration simply owing to the natural decay of the lower
leaves, their work being done ? One always sees a few
fungus threads and perhaps spores on decaying leaves, but
these mean nothing ; they have settled on a dampish de

cayed spot where they can grow mth more ease than on a
to grow, neat stocky little bushes wUl be the ' dry, firm leaf,—F.

FLOWER GARDEN,
W. WILDSMITH, HECKFIELD,

Gynerium argenteum.—This is one of the

noblest and most graceful of all the large orna-

mental Grasses, but, unfortunately, it is not per-

fectly hardy, scores of plants having died from
the effects of the severe winters of 1880 and 1881

;

therefore, in such exceptionally sharp frost a little

protection is necessary, and there is nothing

better for this purpose than Bracken, worked
round about the base and crowns of the plants.

In deep, loamy soil this Grass attains a height of

from 10 ft, to 12 ft., the spikelets of flower

growing even taller than that. The most suitable

positions in which to plant it are single specimens
in front of evergreens. The plumes of flower are

thus shown off to the best advantage. Another
equally good position is on the banks of a lake

and in large clumps in woods, especially in such

spots as can bo seen from the windows of the

mansion or the walks of the pleasure grounds.

It is easiljf raised from seeds sown in heat in

spring, and by division of the roots at the same
season.

Sub-tropical plants. — Having finished

planting ordinary kinds of bedding plants, sub-

tropicals should now be put out without further

delay. As to arrangements, necessarily they must
be varied according to plants at command, posi-

tion of garden— sheltered or exposed—and size

and shape of beds. My own opinion, confirmed by
practice, is that an entire bed of a species looks

better than the incongruous mixtures that one some-

times sees ; but this is a point that is best settled

by each planter for himself. The following were
among our most effective arrangements last year,

some of which it is intended to repeat this : A
large, oval-shaped bed of Kicinus Gibsoni, with

central plant of R. Obermanni, undergrowth of

Gnaphalium lanatum, and edged with Chamas-

peuce Casabonie, or Green Thistle. A large

circular bed had as a central plant Eucalyptus

globulus, Wigandia caracasana over the whole bed,

and an undergrowth of Salvia argentea and Perilla

nankinensis alternated. Another round bed had
for a centrepiece a plant of Solanum giganteum,

next three plants of Solanum marginatum, then

filled out with Solanum robustum, the edging and
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groundwork being Lamium maculatum. Beds of

Cannas are planted in mixture, care being taken

that the tali kinds have the central j^laces ; an

appropriate edging plant for tliese is Centaurea

caudidissima. Palms, Draca;nas, Acacia lophantha,

and Yuccas look well in mixture, and a bed or two
of these is desirable by way of variety. As soon as

planted the plants should be staked and the sur-

face mulched; there will then be no risk of a check

either from drought or wind.

Herbaceous and mixed flower bor-
ders.—These are now very gay with Pyrethrums,
Aquilegias, Campanulas, Delphiniums, Geums,
Pseonies, Potentillas, &c., all of which need an
occasional overlooking as to ties and supports,

the removal of dead flowers and weeds. Any
open spaces should be filled up by the planting-

out of seedling biennials, such as Wallflowers,

Sweet Williams, Canterbury Bells, and Delplii-

niums, or, failing these, with Asters, Stocks, Zin-

nias, and Everlastings, and in back part of bor-

ders with single Dahlias, Sunflowers, and Holly-

hocks for autumn flowering. Bulbous plants that

have matured their growth should have their tops

cleared away, and if time can be spared for such
work—which, unfortunately, is very rarely the

case—the bare places thus made should be refur-

nished by planting surface-rooting Sedums and
Saxifrages.

General "work.—This now principally con-
sists of mowing, clipping turf verges. Box edgings,
the watering of lately-moved shrubs and Roses,
and the sjTinging and washing of the latter to

free them fi-om blight, which is this season very
prevalent. Keep bedded-out plants well supplied
with water, and peg into form all that need such
attention. It will be an aid to quicker establish-

ment and more profuse flowering of the plants
if the flowers now showing on Calceolarias, Violas,

Ageratums, Heliotropes, Pelargoniums, Verbenas,
and Petunias be picked oS., and the straggling
growths of the plants pinched back.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINBS, SOUTHGATE.

Hard-'wooded plants. — These in most
cases will new be either carrying a crop of flowers
or making growth vigorously, and will therefore

need proportionately more moisture than in the
winter, when they are comparatively dormant.
With bright sun and drying winds, moisture gets
quickly dried up independent of that which is ab-
sorbed by the roots, and where the latter lie

thickly packed against the inner surface of the
pots, they are sure to suffer if there is an absence
of moisture if only for a few hours. Cape Heaths
potted a short time back must be carefulty watered
until the roots have fairly entered the new soil

;

still they must not be allowed to get dry, or the
leaves will turn brown. Give plants growing
freely, or that are bringing forward a crop of
flowers, enough water to support them. The
freest growers require most moisture ; but all

should have sufiicient during the active season
of growth to Iceep the roots moving well, being
careful never to give any until enough is required
to moisten the whole ball.

Winter-flowering plants.—Amidst the
many things that occupy one's time at this season
it not unusually happens that the winter-flowering
stock of such subjects as are annually ijropagated
fi'om cuttings does not get proper attention in
the matter of pot room, the result being that the
plants through getting cramped at the root do not
grow freely afterwards. The different kinds of
Begonia, Plumbago rosea, Thyrsacanthus rutilans,
Eranthemums, Serioographis Gluesbreghti, Salvias,
and others of a similar character should, imme-
diately they require repotting, have prompt atten-
tion

; the dimensions which the plants are re-
quired to attain will necessarily determine the
size of the pots they are to occupy at the time
of flowering. In the case of most things of a
quick growing character, like the different plants
under notice, it is not advisable to move them too
often

; consequently as soon as the young stock
has fairly filled with roots the 3-in. or 4-in. pots

they may now be supposed to be in, they may
in most cases be moved to those in which
they are intended to remain. Mucli may be
effected by the constant use of manure
water from the time the soil gets pretty well

occupied by the roots, provided there is no fall-

ing oif in its application ; in this way compara-
tively large, well-fnrnished plants can be grown
and flowered in pots no bigger than would barely

sufiice to keep them alive without the aid of liquid

manure, and if grown under favourable conditions

as regards light, they will make stout, bushy
growth that will often yield a greater quantity of

flowers than larger plants in bigger pots less

favourably circumstanced. Attend to stopping the

shoots of all those things that require to be so

treated in order to insure a bushy condition that

will do with the least amount of sticks and ties,

which sliould always be looked upon as necessary
evils to be used as sparingly as possible.

Poinsettias.—If some of the old plants that

were dried off after flowering were started a short

time back, they -will now have made shoots large

enough for jDropagating; they should in all cases be
taken off with a heel of old wood attached to

them ; cuttings thus secured will root in a fort-

niglit in a brisk heat, but they must be kept
sufficiently close and moist to prevent flag-

ging. If very large heads are required, some
of the old stools should be placed in larger pots,

say 10 in or 11 in. in diameter, and gro'wn on with
single stems, keeping them all through the season
with their heads close to the glass, otherwise they
get very tall. Smaller examples will often be
found preferable to larger stock grown in the way
described ; but "where there are large stoves to

keep gay through the autumn and %vinter, big
plants with their large heads associate best with
other things amongst which they are placed.

Euphorbia jaoquiniesflora.—Everything
necessary to insure free growtli should be done
vfith the stock of tliis most useful winter-blooming
plant, for tlie quantity of flowers forthcoming is

dependent on the size and strength which the

plants attain, and especially then- ability to pro-

duce a second crop of bloom. Plenty of light and
heat, with a little shade in the middle of the day,

are essential to their well-being.

Amaryllids.—Every needful attention should
now be given to Amaryllids after they have
flowered. Comparatively little pots suffice ; but
still, root cramping must not be carried too far,

or the bulbs will not attain their wonted size,

and their increase by means of offsets will be less

than if more vigour was infused into them.
Wliere additional room is required, give pots an
inch or two larger, using good yellow loam if it

can be got, in all cases ramming the soil hard in

the pots and adding sand sparingly. Keep the

stock suflSciently siipplied with water at the roots,

syringing freely every day to keep down insects,

and let the plants be fully exposed to the sun.

Panoratiums, Crinums, and Hymeno-
callis.—Amongst these many will now be making
new leaves ; where large spikes of flowers are

looked for the plants must have liberal culture,

but with these no amount of attention in other

matters will compensate for a deficiency of light

;

yet the foliage of some of the Crinums I have
found to be less able to bear full exposure
to the sun in the middle of the day than that of

the Panoratiums, which is tougher, but in all cases

use no more shade than is found to be requisite to

prevent scorching.

Cinerarias.—These, like Calceolarias, Primu-
las, and some other plants that used to be all but
exclusively propagated from suclcers or by divi-

sion, are now so much improved that varieties

good enough for any purpose can be had from
seed. Amongst these it often happens that a few
plants of unusual excellence make their appear-
ance. In such cases it is well to preserve them.
When the seed which they bear is ripe the flower-

stems should be cut away and the plants turned
out in light soil mixed with vegetable mould, se-

lecting a place where they will not be exposed to

the mid-day sun. So treated they will make

abundance of suckers that can be taken off and
potted.

ORCHIDS.
J. DOUGLAS, LOXFOED HALL.

Bast India house.—Perhaps there are no
more interesting, beautiful, or easier grown plants
than the East Indian Dendxobiums. Most of them
have now gone out of bloom and are making their

growths, and as these push rapidly from the base
of the pseudo-bulbs, new roots also push freely

from them, and whenever this occurs anj' plants
that require shifting should at once receive that

attention. In doing this all decayed composts ought
to be removed without disturbing the roots.

Nearly all deciduous Dendrobes may be subjected
to this treatment, and those that should be in

every collection are D. nobile, D. lituiflorum, D.
Bensoni^ (this species is always later than the
others), D. Falconeri, D. Wardianum, and D.
crassinode. In repotting or placing them in fresh

baskets, see that the potting material (good fibry

peat, Si^hagnum, broken pots and tits of charcoal)

does not cover the young roots, as they like to

run out on the surface and strike downwards
themselves. The plants will require to be freely

watered, as they would be injured if allowed to

get dry. If any shoots start fi'om the upright

stems they will also root freely. They should be cut

off with a portion of stem attached, and be planted
in small pans or baskets. They like a high, moist at-

mosphere while they are making their growths, and
up to the timewhen the growths are completed. Den-
drobium Dalhousianum and the allied species, D.
moschatum, are not so much grown as they ought
to be ; they form noble pendulous sjDikes, and if

the plants are removed to a cool house when the
spikes open they will last nearly a fortnight. If

left in the warmest house they will not last more
than flve or six days. They require good supplies

of water while developing tlieir spikes. It is not
necessary to repot them often, as they make the

best growths when rather pot-bound. Much
artificial heat will not now be required. It is easy

to keep the temperature up to 70° with a little air

on all night. Atmospheric moisture should be keiDt

regular by means of evaporation from the stages

and paths. The young growing shoots of Deudro-
biums, such as D. devonianum and D. Falconeri,

may be syringed every day to keep red spider in

check.

Cattleya house.—There will now be a great

wealth of bloom in tliis house, and it must be kept
in good condition as long as possible. A very moist
atmosphere, especially if there is little or no
warmth in the hot-water pipes at night, causes

the flowers to spot. We do not care to throw any
water about in this house, say, after three

or four o'clock p.m., and if the pipes are kept
comfortably warm with sufiicient air on all night,

the blooms will last a long time if the plants are

also kept drj' at tlie roots. Treated in this way,
Cattleya flowers will last for three or four weeks.
Odontogiossum citrosmum is also in great beauty,

but the flowers of this have even a greater ten-

dency to spot than those of the Cattleyas. They
require much the same treatment. I ought to say

that letting sucli Orchids become comparatively
dry at the roots may be slightly injurious to them.
Odontogiossum Eoezli is also now in great

beauty ; the flowers of these last well on the

plants. As soon as removed, dip the plants in the

solution previously recommended to kill red

spider and thrips. The same remarks apply to 0.

vexillarium. The different species of Anguloas
are now coming into bloom, and with the flowers

the young growths will be pushing strongly, and
also the roots ; they will, therefore, require plenty

of water. The yellow aphis, wliich is very trouble-

some, must be eradicated very speedily on its

first appearance, or it will get into the insides of

the flowers and will be diSicult to dislodge with-

out spoiling them. On Vanda suavis flower-spikes

are now showing themselves freely. This is a very

showy, nay, a grand, species when well clothed

with foliage and flowers. It succeeds best in a

Cattleya house, and when it is found that plants

of it retain their foliage in any one part of
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the house better than another, and grow more
freely, it is best to leave them there. One of the

best "of the Aerides is the Indian Fox-brush, now
in flower, or nearly so ; its long-branched flowers

spikes, usually very freely produced, are gene-

rally admired." Its leaves are sometimes infested

with thrips, which must be cleared off with soap-

water to which a little Tobacco liquor has been
added. Greenfly will also get amongst the flowers

when they are opening. Brush it ofE before it

does any injiuy. If the Sphagnum is kept in a

healthy growing condition on the surface, the

plants usually do well. In potting we fill the pots

well up with clean drainage ; the potting material
consists of about equal parts broken pots, char-

coal, and Sphagnum, finishing ofE with clean live-

chopped Sphagnum on the surface. The tempera-
ture of the house will range about from 60° to 65°

at night.

Cool house.—The largest proportion of the

choice Odontoglossums, such as 0. orispum, 0.

cirrhosum, 0. Pescatorei, &c., will have now
passed through the flowering period ; of course,

some are yet in flower, and others will bloom at

intervals thi'ough ^the summer, the great value
of 0. crispum being its tendency to produce flowers

all the year round. We have had plants which
produced fine, strong spikes for three or four
years in succession, and out of a dozen plants we
had some of them in flower every month in the
year. After flowering so freely for that period, tlie

sti'aiu upon them seemed to be too much, for they
did not make strong growths, and produced very
weak flower-spikes for the nest two or three

years. The question is, should not the plants be
prevented fi'om flowering so continuously, espe-
cially when the flowers are allowed to remain on
them until they fade ? I think they should ; the
ultimate result would be more satisfactory.

Odontog'lossum vexillarium will flower itself to

death in a period of four years, or at least become
so exhausted, that the plants are not of much
value afterwards. We have a few plants in this

house that ought to have been potted early in the
year, but for several reasons they did not receive
that attention. These will be seen to at once, or
if they cannot be potted before May is out, per-
haps it will be better to leave that operation until

the autumn. The beautiful Oncidium macran-
thum is quite a featm-e in the cool house ; its large
golden flowers are so diflierent from those of any
other kind. It seems to Uke a good supply of water
when making its growth, and the slugs are ijarti-

cularly fond of the young roots which are formed
above the surface of the compost. The flowers are
now opening on some of the plants, but as a rule
this species does not flower until the end of June
or July. Every night the plants ought to be looked
over for shags or small snails.

FKUIT.
W. COLEMAN, EASTNOK CASTLE.

Cherries.—When the fruit on the early-forced
trees is ripe, keep a free circulation of air through
the house and damp the floors and walls every
day, but discontinue wetting the foliage in near
proximity to the fruit, which must be^kept per-
fectly dry. If the house is light and bright, and it

is thought advisable to keep the fruit in a plump
condition for a considerable time, it will be
necessary to shade lightly when the sun is very
powerful, but shading must not be overdone,
neither must it be left on the roof where it is not
wanted, otherwise the fruit vrill soon mould and
perish. The best shade of all for ripe Cherries is

the tree's own foliage, and to insure this, great
care should be devoted to stopping, tying in, and
regulating the young growths, so as to have a regu-
lar spread over every part of the house. This re-

mark applies to permanently planted trees, as
trees in piots, which soon leave ofE making much
growth and only form spurs, can be removed to
other houses, or even a dry, airy fruit room at
pleasure. When all the fruit is gathered, good
syringing will be necessary, and if the roof-lights
are portable they may be taken ofE the house with-
out delay, while pot trees may occupy a light,

open, but sheltered situation in the open air

where the roots can be protected with Fern or
litter to economise watering, and the heads can
be washed with the engine to preserve the foliage
and keep it free from insects.

Plums.—If Plums and Cherries have been
grown together, the difiiculties which I have often
pointed out will now be felt. All goes well with
these two valuable additions to our early dessert
until Cherries, which come in quicklj^ begin to
ripen, and it then becomes imperative that we find
fresh accommodation for one or the other, hence
the importance of growing the Plums or Cherries
in pots or tubs, and as either of them submits to
pot treatment, the choice is a matter which may
be governed by circumstances. If the two are only
divided by a glass partition, then the Plums may
have more heat than would be good for Cherries,

provided a liberal supply of air be admitted, and
the swelling of the fruit is helped forward by
early closing on fine afternoons. Continue the re-

gular syringing of the trees until the fruit begins
to change colour, using clear, soft water, or water
which will not deposit sediment, for the purpose.
Mulch permanently planted trees, and water
copiously with tepid water, but avoid producing a
too gross habit in vigorous young trees by feeding
before they begin to feel the weight of the crop.

Top-dress pot trees with rich materials, and feed
with good Uquid at every watering. Stop all strong
and surplus growths at the fourth or fifth leaf, and
guard against overcropping, particularly where
the best late kinds, like Golden Drop, .are ex
pected to become very fine, and to hang on the
trees for a considerable time after they are ripe.

Pines.—A long period of bright dry weather
having been highly favourable to sharp forcing
without the aid of over-heated pipes, early started
Queens have made rapid progress, and successions
are throwing up clean vigorous shows, as is gene-
rally the case after a mild winter. In the fruiting
department, maintain the temperature ranging
from 70° at night to 85° by day, and give mois-
ture in proportion to the amount of fire-heat

required. Also, keep the evaporating pans regu-
larly charged with water, to which strong liquid

or a pinch of guano may be added twice a week,
and lightly dew the plants over with tepid water
after closing and when the axils of the leaves be-
come dry. If not already done, see that each fruit

is properly secured to two sticks, mth cross ties

for keeping the crowns upright. Kub ofE all gills

and ofEsets, and reduce the suckers to one, unless
the stock is scarce, when two may be left without
robbing the fruit. As the greater portion of the
September iDotted plants will now be showing fruit,

increase the supply of stimulating liquid, and it

not previously done make them firm in the pots
by placing pieces of fibrous turf round the stems.
If any have missed fruiting, clraw them out and
submit them to a month's rest by plunging in a
bottom heat of 75° with a free circulation of air.

Dispense with fire heat as much as possible ; let

the temperature range from 65° at night to 80°

by day ; discontinue overhead syringing, and only
give suflicient water to prevent the roots from
feeling the ill-efliects of drought. Keep succes-
sional plants growing on without a check until

the pots are well filled with roots. Pot up small
batches of suckers at short intervals, and divide
the whole stock into small sections where a con-
tinuous supply of fruit is expected from a limited
number of plants.

Vines.—Gradually reduce the temperature in

early houses in which the Grapes are quite ripe,

and maintain a fresh, healthy atmosphere, by
damping the floors, and by giving just enough
gentle fire-heat to admit of a free circulation of

air. Cleanse the foliage with clean water as the
Grapes are cut, and stop any extra strong growths
to encourage a general break of laterals all over
the Vines. Succession houses in which the fruit is

now colouring may have more air whenever the
weather is favourable, and a nice circulation
throughout the night will be highly beneficial to

the Vines, particularly where they have been

Hamburgh, see that the roots at the time they
commence colouring are in a nice growing border,
neither too wet nor too dry. Mulch well to keep
in moisture, as moisture after the skin is set
causes many of the berries to crack, and allow all

the laterals to grow to their full extent until after
the fruit is cut. It will then be necessary to shorten
back, and give more water to plump up the buds

.

Look over the main crop of Muscats, also
the choice late kinds intended for autumn
and winter use, and if any of the berries
show signs of remaming small, let them be re-

moved while there is yet time for those
properly fertilised to fill up the weakest parts of
the bunches. In the selection of the bunches of
Gros Colman and other sorts intended for bottling
always give preference to medium-sized taper
bunches of good outline, as they generally set
well and keep better than larger clusters through
which the air cannot pass so freely. Persevere
with thinning the latest crops as they become
ready. Mulch and water the inside borders as
soon as this tedious operation is finished, stop
gross laterals where they are likely to rob the
fruit and weaker growths, and then help them
along to the stoning period with plenty of heat,
air, and atmospheric moisture. Notwithstanding
the fact that a very early spring was contemplated,
my latest house of Hamburghs is later than it

has been for some years. This is an advantage in
one respect, but a gTeat difiiculty arises when the
time arrives for ripening up the wood, as we are
obliged to give more dry fire-heat than is good for
the fruit, and we have not yet attempted to prove
that a shrivelled berrj' is better than a plump one.
If late spring planting has not been finished free
young Vines from this year's eyes may be put out
up to the end of this month with every chance of
their filling the trellis. Two points are essential
to success : the borders should be made inside the
house, and the temperature of the compost should
not be less than 70° when it is placed in contact
with the roots. For this kind of planting Vines
struck in sods of turf are preferable to those
which have been grown in pots.

MARKET FRUIT GARDENS.
J. GROOM, LISTON PAEK.

GoosEBEBElES are now one of the principal crops
requiring attention, not only as regards gathering
and marketing in a green state, but also as re-

spects warding off the attacks of caterpillars

which have for the last few years been very de-
structive. In plantations in which they were
allowed to strip the fohage ofE unchecked last

year there are very few. Gooseberries to gather
this season. Hand-picking, dusting with Hellebore
powder, fresh slaked lime, and other remedies,
such as placing under the bushes sacks smeared
with tar on which the caterpillars are shaken, are
being used. A good crop of Gooseberries, even at
a moderate price per sieve, is a very remunerative
one as the yield per acre is very great where the
land has been well treated. Small starved berries

on bushes that look yellow and make hardly any
young wood are useless for market ; large berries

grown quickly on bushes that look deep green in

colour, owing to high feeding at the root, are the
ones to pay. The rich manurial mixture that
comes down in trucks or barges when apjolied to

Gooseberry bushes in winter, soon shows its effect

when the active growing season comes round,
especially on poor light land where roots are
plentiful. A neighbouring fruit grower, having
such a plot, gave a portion of it all the
night soil and sewage he could collect for miles
round in the winter, applying it liberally all round
the bushes, and one can see at a glance how far

it was appUed. Where good rotten farmyard
manure can, however, be obtained there is pro-

bably nothing to surpass it as a winter dressing-

forked in lightlj- about the roots. It is a common
practice to gi-ow bush fruits under standard
Apples, Pears, Plums, &c., and thus situated they
do very well for a few years, but if really first-

hard pressed and perfect finish is doubtful. If class bushes are wanted to yield annually heavy
Madresfield Court Muscats are growing with the

J
crops, there is nothing like letting them have the
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land to themselves. On good land, planting them
9 ft. apart each way is not too much space. Red
and White Currants should now have the tips of

the growing shoots pinched off, an operation

which greatly helps the swelling of the crop,

and assists the buds on the spurs to swell

up and ripen well for next year. There is

at present a great quantity of caterpillar, fly, and
other pests on fruit trees and bushes. Washing
with soft soap dissolved in water so as to make a

mixture like strong soap-suds, and applied with
force from a powerful engine, s\icb as is employed
for washing Hop bine, is the usual remedy in this

part ; even if the foliage gets partially destroyed

by vermin the chance of next j'ear's crop is gone,

as well as the present one, that invariably drops

prematurely if the foliage is injured to any extent.

Hoeing by manual labour, or scarifying with

a horse or pony is now being actively carried on,

for, in addition to the need for destroying weeds,

the production of a mellow, friable surface-soil is

of great benefit to the growth of both trees and
bushes. Large, heavy horses are not required for

this operation ; a pony, or even donkey, will draw
a light set of hoes set in a frame, and, with a

careful driver to avoid injury to the trees, a
large amount of surface-soil may be stirred in a

day, and as the trees or bushes are planted in

straight lines each way, there is very little ground
left unstirred, except close to the stems, where a
man following with a draw hoe completes the

work.

Grafted trees require frequent attention,

for where growing strongly the trees will need
loosening before they cut the bark. As soon as

the shoots get long enough to sway about with
the wind they must be staked on both sides and
loosely tied with stiff bast ; this will keep them
from snapping oS. Trees grafted last year will

now need divesting of all shoots produced by the

stock, so as to concentrate the energies of the

tree in the grafts ; take them off close to the stem
with a sharp knife. Espaliers and wall trees,

whether on farm buildings or other walls, should
have all surplus shoots pinched back to three

or four leaves wliile they are yet soft, removing
all curled or blighted foliage, and washing the
remainder with soft soap or Gishurst compound,
consisting of about i oz. to the gallon.

KITCHEN GABDBN.
K. GILBERT, BUEGHLEY.

Theeb is no operation in this department
so useful or so profitable as mulching. We are

now busily mulching Peas, which it renders inde-

pendent of the weather. It keeps the ground
beautifully moist, smothers all weeds, and forms
the finest path possible to walk on to gather the
produce. Spring Cauliflowers are also mulched,
and so strong and healthy are our plants, that
after the heads are cut they send up strong off-

shoots, which in due time form small heads just

the size for table. We are now sowing a north
border with Peas, mostly trial varieties, including
some fine dwarf seedlings from Mr. Laxton. Hoe-
ing the land among all growing crops is the very
life of vegetation. On the 9th of this month I

had my acre of Ashtop Potatoes hoed all through,
and the difference in their look now and before
they were thus treated is truly surprising. Onions
have come well. No more early sowings for me.
This spring is, of course, an exceptional
one, but during the last sis my Onions have
always turned yellow, occasioned by the sharp cut-

ting east winds. I now sow them in the last week
in March. It is a great mistake to sow small
seeds outside early ; they come up weaklj', get
stunted, and genenlly end in failure. Young
Broccoli and other plants now making their ap
pearance will be much benefited by being slightly
damped the first thing in the morning and dusted
over with a little soot and dry sand ;

small plant
beetles play sad havoc among them„except such
attention is paid to them. Sowing Lettuces (White
Cos) on the Celery ridges where they have to
gt^nd is a step onwards. I never grew such fine

examples of Lettuces as those sown with the
Onions and allowed to stand and come to matu-
rity

; in fact, this practice of sowing seed where
the plants are to stand is creeping slowly, but I

hope surely, to the front. The very fine sample of
Brussels Sprouts exhibited by Mr. Wildsmith, and
treated in the manner I try to describe, speaks
volumes as regards the desirability of doing like-

wise. Of Broccoli, we are now cutting very fine

specimens of Cattell's Eclipse. Proof of the
statement that late Broccoli is not required when
spring-sown Cauliflowers can be had by the end of

April has not yet reached me, and until it does I

shall continue the good old plan of growing late

Broccoli.

NOTES Of THE WEEK.

New piCTtJEE GALLEEY AT" Kew.—We are

informed that the new gallery of pictures repre-

senting tropical vegetation, painted by Miss
Marianne North, who has presented the col-

lection to the nation, will be opened to the public

on and after June 8.

Messes. John Watbeee & Sons, of Bag-
shot, will again exhibit their Rhododendrons in

the gardens, Cadogan Place, Sloane Street ; the
exhibition will be on view throughout the month
of June, and a more than usually varied and
grand display is expected, on account of the
present being a most favourable season for Rho-
dodendrons.

OiENKOwSKiA KiBKi.—This highly attractive

stove plant, of which we gave a coloured illustra-

tion last year, is again in flower in No. 7 house at

Kew. Though at present not so fine as last sea-

son, it is still, however, very handsome, the

rich rose-pink of the large blossoms being more
like the delicate tones of such OrchidsasOdonto-
glossum vexillarium than any other plant we
know. It is a free grower, and remains in flower

throughout the summer.

BoMAEEA CONFEETA.—This new species of

Bomarea, which is said to be very beautiful, will

shortly be in flower in the nursery of Messrs.

Shuttleworth & Carder, Park Road, Clapham by
whom it was originally imported. Though pro-
bably the first flowers will not show the beauty
of the plant such as we may ultimately expect,

they will at least give an idea of the nature of

its colouring and decorative value.

ViBUBNUM PLicATUM IN POTS.—This Guel-
der Rose is a capital subject for pot culture, for

even in a small state (a foot or so liigh) it bears

numerous heads of snowy blossoms. At the

Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith, Messrs. Lee
have it largely under pot culture, and the speci-

mens now in full beauty in that nursery are ex-

tremely pretty. Thus cultivated it may be had
in flower considerably earlier than in the open
air, for it bears forcing into flower early, and
lasts a long time in perfection.

Fabiana imbeicata, an old-fashioned shrub,
now in flower against one of the open walls at

Kew, is a very neat and pretty plant, reminding
one of some of the finest of greenhouse Heaths
rather than a member of the Solanum family,

to which it belongs. In growth and foliage it

is like a Heath, and the long tubular white
blossoms are arranged all along the branches
for nearly 1 ft., so that a good sized plant is

very showy. Though a native of Chili, it is quite

hardy even away from a wall, and it is a plant
that deserves general culture.

CoLUTBA halepica is a very handsome shrub,
one of the finest in the genus. The flowers are

large and showy, being of an orange-red colour,

and having a conspicuous yellow blotch on the
dorsal petal, which is called the standard in Pea-
shaped blossoms. There are some fair sized bushes

of it in the Kew Arboretum now laden with
blossoms. It is one of those flowering shrubs that
one ought to buy cheaply in nurseries. It is the

same as C. Pococki.

Fkagabia indica as a hanging basket or pot
plant is a very elegant object just at this season,

when its long pendulous slender branches are
laden with bright red fruits about the size of

those of the Hautbois Strawberry, though quite

insipid in taste. The small yellow flowers are

borne at the same time as the fruit, the two
making a pretty combination. We saw it used with
excellent effect in a greenhouse in Mr. Peacock's
garden, Sudbury House, Hammersmith, where
it is grown well in hanging pans.

Arnebia Geiffithiana. — The second
species of Arnebia that has come into cultiva-

tion is this one, now in flower at Kew. It even
rivals the beauty of the better-known A.
echioides, of which we gave a coloured plate

last year. Griffith's plant is of about the same
stature and bears its flowers in a similar man-
ner. The latter are rather smaller, but the
yellow is brighter, and the spots are much
larger and darker ; hence the blossoms are more
attractive. But for all that A. Griffithiana is

much less important than A. echioides as a gar-

den plant, as it is only an annual, while the
latter is a good perennial and perfectly hardy.

ECHINOCEEEUS PECTINATUS.—It WOuld be
difficult to accuratelj' describe the extreme
beauty of this succulent plant when in flower,

its colour being so lustrous and bright. In Mr.
Peacock's collection there are some plants of the

variety rufispinus, one having the whole surface

of the globular stem densely covered with
stellate spines of a reddish-brown colour. The
fiowers are produced from the top of the stem,

and are some 3 in. or so across, and of a fine

magenta colour, shining in bright sunshine with
an iridescence rarely seen in flowers. It is cer-

tainly one of the most beautiful of all the Cac-
taceous family, and one that well merits

cultivation even in gardens where no specialty

is made of this class of plants. At Mr. Peacock's

it thrives well in a warm dry greenhouse on
shelves exposed to the full glare of the sun.

The tEuiTiNG Duckweed (Nertera depressa),

when well cultivated and thickly studded
with its bright orange berries, is really a little

gem among decorative plants, but some little

skill and attention are required in order to attain

perfection. About this time of the year it looks

at its best, for now the foliage is fresh and
green and the berries at their brightest. It

is now largely used in London for what is termed
"furnishing." For this purpose it is extensively

and admirably grown in our large nurseries,

though some seem to succeed with it better than
others. In the Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith,
we lately saw a large quantity of it, each pot

being literally surfaced with bright berries. Here
it is said to need close attention just at the

season of blooming in order to get a good " set

"

of berries.

Allium pedemontanum."— This beautiful

alpine bulbous plant is now in flower in the col-

lection of hardy bulbs at Kew, among which it

stands out prominently from all the rest of the

Alliums in point of beauty, or indeed any of the

other bulbous plants now in bloom. One would
scarcely take it for an Allium, being so very dis-

tinct from the rest of the cultivated kinds, with
the exception perhaps of one or two of its

nearest allies. It has slender foliage and flower-

stems from 6 in. to 12 in. high, each of which
terminates in a drooping, dense umbel of well-

shaped flowers of a lovely reddish purple colour.

It makes a beautiful border or rock garden plant,

and remains long in perfection, even in a cut
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state. It is a plant with which no one would
be disappointed, for it is of the easiest culture
m light warm soils, and though perfectly hardy,
is an excellent subject for pot culture. Con-
trasting with the Piedmontese Allium in point
of colour, there is at Kew some fine tufts of

the lovely white A. subhirsutum, the kind that
Ls sent to Covent Garden Market so largely
in a cut state, also a new one called A. Os-
trowskianum, which is similar to A. acumi-
natum or Murra;yanum, but finer than either. A.
falciforme, a curious little species, is likewise in
bloom.

LiNUM FLAVUM.—Rarely have we seen this
bright yellow Flax so fine as this year, particu-
larly a large plant (nearly a yard through) in

the herbaceous ground at Kew, where the light
warm soil is evidently favourable to its well-
being. No doubt the exceptionally mild winter
has done a good deal to make it so fine, as it is

liable to be injured by severe cold. When well
grown and flowered, no brighter hardy plant
exists, and no plant is more attractive. There is

a little confusion with regard to these yellow
Flaxes, but the one we mean is that having a
woody base and glaucous spoon-shaped leaves.
It forms at Kew a dense rounded mass com-
pletely laden with flowers as large as a penny-
piece,

white and rose, white and orange, with the

colours softly shaded into each other. It is not
easy co imagine anything grown outdoors re-

quiring so little care so beautiful and brilliant.

Those beds are not merely brilliant now ; they
are also utilised effectively for Lilium auratum,
&c., for blooming later—a practice I submit
deserving imitation.—W. J. M., Clonmel.

Showy Phyilocacti.—The genus Phyllo-
caotus probably contains more species adapted
for general cultivation than any other among
Cactaceous plants. Some half dozen of them
are reaUy valuable plants. We lately had an
opportunity of comparing them side by side in
the rich collection of succulent plants in Mr.
Peacock's garden at Sudbury House, Hammer-
smith. Here all the known species of Phyllo-
cactus are represented, and all, or nearly all

are in flower. They are characterised by flat^

tened stems, from which are produced numerous
large and showy blossoms, that open in succession

for several weeks at a time. Among the finest

in this collection are P. Jenkinsoni, Acramanni,
multiflorus, and Imperator, all with brilliant

deep scarlet blossoms of large size, while another
called Imp(Sratrice is more rosy and very beau-
tiful. P. crenatus, also in flower, has very large

blossoms of a yellowish white colour, very
distinct and handsome, and P. phyllanthoides

do not know Mr. Jloore will receive a curious im-

l^ression of his character, we fear, from these

prints. To be saved from falling into the hands of

the " woodcutter " may some day become an essen-

tial part of life's endeavours. To have worked
hard whether in the cause of Ferns or one's fel-

low creatures is no reason why one should be
"handed down to posterity," as in the sketches

referred to.

SOCIETIES.

A NATIVE Ohchid.—Enclosed you will find Jif
numerous small flowers of a salmon-pmk.

a beautiful little wilding, Cepalantheraensifolia.M-'^j*:®^ P^^°*^ ^i'<^ ^"- °^ ^^^I culture m an

which I found growing here. I think it must be I
oi'^m^iT greenhouse, provided the house is not

very rare, as I have never seen it elsewhere. I
i

*°°
T'^]

atmospheric moisture. The

discovered it five years ao-o, and very delio-hted '

i''"°'^°
°^ ^^'^ during which they continue to

I was when I saw it. It grows on a hard dry
^°'^®'' ^'ei^ders them highly desirable. These andgrows on a hard dry

bank. I was wondering if I could get it to grow
in my garden, but there is so little of it (only
seven plants), that I have never attempted to

remove it. Do you think I might try a plant of
it ?—John Harpek, Annick Lodge, Breghorn,
Ayrshire. [A graceful native Orchid, as pretty
as some of the smaller forms of the finer tro-
pical genera. It is found from North Scotland
to Sussex and Hampshire. Better leave it where
it is

;
we have never seen it established in a

garden.]

A BEAUXIFtTL NEW STOVE PLANT is ExaCUm
macranthum, belonging to the Gentian family
and a native of Ceylon, whence it has been
recently introduced to Kew. We were much
struck with its extreme beauty when we saw it

in flower the other day in one of the stoves,
being so unlike the generality of stove plants.
This specimen is about 1^ ft. high, has a few
slender branches, each terminated by a cluster
of blossoms, closely arranged, and which open
successionally. The flowers, which are 2 in. across,
have five broad petals of an intensely rich, deep
indigo-blue, overlaid with a satiny lustre. The
centre is bright yellow, as is also the cone-like
mass of stamens, which form a strong and
beautiful contrast to the blue petals. Not much
is as yet known as to its culture, as Kew is the
only place, we believe, in which it has been
grown, but probably it is similar to that of the
beautiful Lisianthus Russellianus, also one of
the Gentian family.

Ghent Azaleas at Marlfield.—One of
the sights of this locality at present is the large
beds of these here—some, planted fifteen or six-
teen years, perfect masses of bloom, and others
more recently planted out in the pleasure
ground on a gentle southern sloping bank on the
edge of the Suir form a good succession to
them. They seem to luxuriate in the rich, deeply
made soil of peat, Sphagnum, decomposed tree
leaves and Grasses obtained from the slopes
of the opposite hill. The colours are rich and
wonderfully varied, from deep red and pink to
white and yellow, with variations of cerise,

maroon, orange, rose, and many of them, as

other equally showy Cactaceous plants are
among those that the present race of cultivators

seem to ignore, though in times gone by they
formed one of the most striking features of our
metropolitan exhibitions.

HoYA Paxtoni.—All the Hoyas in gardens
bear flowers more or less beautiful, but this one
is, we think, one of the finest of all, being not
only lovely in bloom, but extremely graceful in
habit. Notwithstanding this, however, the sight
of a well-grown and flowered specimen of this

Hoya is a rare occurrence. We were, therefore,

pleased to meet with it in fine condition in Mr.
Peacock's garden, at Sudbury House, Hammer-
smith. Here a large plant of it growing in a
suspended pot in a moist stove is at present
a beautiful object. It is liberally furnished with
pendulous branches, each of which terminates
in an umbel of from six to ten blossoms. The
latter measure | in. across ; the corolla is five-

angled, pure white, and of wax-like texture,
while surmounting it is a crimson star, set, as

it were, in frosted silver, the two colours having
a charming effect. A near ally to this beautiful
plant is H. bella, also in flower here, but which
is a stouter and less graceful plant. H. Paxtoni
is certainly a plant that ought to be grown
everywhere where a moderately warm and moist
stove exists, for everybody admires its delicately

beautifid blossoms, so unlike ordinary flowers.

EoYAL Horticulttoral Gardens, South
Kensington.—The number of visitors admitted
on Whit Monday, at 2d. each, was 11,158.

Mr. Thomas Moore.—We have the plea-
sure of recording, and it speaks much for the
esteem in which Mr. Thomas Moore is held, that
last week a very important testimonial, compris-
ing a substantial gift of money and of plate, was
presented to him at a dinner at the Cannon Street
Hotel. The proceedings were of a pleasant cha-
racter, and showed that Mr. Moore's long services
to gardening had won him the gratitude of his
fellows. The ferocities of which the art of engrav-
ing is capable were very well illustrated in por-
traits of our esteemed friend published in two of
our contemporaries last week. The public who

THE MANCHESTER FLORAL FETE.
This was opened on the 29th ult., and continued
open for a week. In almost every respect it is one
of the richest and best shows ever held at Man-
chester. The Whitsuntide shows, under the
energetic management of Mr. Bruce Findlay, the
curator of the gardens, are telling events in the
horticultural progress of the age. The Great
International Fruit and Flower Show last autumn
has never been equalled ; and it was the general
opinion of those most competent to judge that
the show opened last Friday week was at once the
most richly varied, and brilliant that has been seen
in England. Just sixteen years ago I first had the
pleasure of meeting Mr. Bruce Findlay, in the
council room at South Kensington. We were both
fired with the same ambition—the advancement
of provincial horticulture. I succeeded in making
the Royal Horticultural Society take and keep the
road for a few j-ears in holding a great show in
the provinces, and thus opening up for it a new
career of usefulness. The dates on which the great
shows fell at Bury St. Edmunds and Manchester
were likely to clash, and Mr. Findlay, anxious to

avoid tliis, sought an interview with the council on
the subject. The latter body rather pooh-poohed the
idea of any of the doings at Manchester affecting

their great show. But to-day. and for many years
past, I venture to affirm that the Manchester Bo-
tanical Society is doing as much or more for the
advancement and popularisation of horticulture
as the Royal Horticultural Society, and while the
latter, which never took kindly to its provincial
work, is now about to lose its garden, the Manches-
ter Botanical Society is rebuilding its houses and
daily extending its well-merited influence and
power. It is impossible to over estimate the ele-

vating and ennobling influence of such a great
centre of light and leading in the midst of our
manufacturing industry. Manchester, through
its botanical society, its beautiful parks, museums,
pictures, free libraries, and noble public buildings,
is certainly doing its best to link art and beauty
to profit and utility, and of all the potential in-

fluences at work in this direction, assuredly the
most powerful is Whitsuntide floral fetes which
extend through the week, and are visited by
thousands and tens of thousands of the working
classes.

Doubtless the Orchids were the grandest fea-

ture of the show. It is doubtful if ever such plants
of Odontoglossum vexillarium had been seen be-
fore anywhere. There were several specimens of

this—no doubt made up, but made up with such
skill—as to look one only, with between 200 and
300 blooms on them. Such Dendrobes as War-
dianum, with 300 flowers; clavatum, with 150;
Jamesianum, with over 50 ; Masdevallia Harryana,
with 70 ; Cattleya crispa, Warneri, Mossife, and
others, Lslia anceps, Vanda tricolor, Odontoglos-
sum crispum, 0. cirrhosum, Anguloa Clowesi, &c.,

laden with their glorious blossoms and pictures of

perfect health were sights to see—but once, pro-

bably ;
but to be remembered and admired ever

afterwards.

Nest to the Orchids were the splendid Clematises
shown by Mr. Jackman, of Woking. His twenty
plants were models of culture and training as well
as of the best varieties. They were trained on
globular trellises, and it is hardly too much to

affirm that the surface was covered with the huge
flowers, not only to the hiding of the trellis, but
to the covering of the leaves ; the flowers ranged
from 6 in. to nearly 1 ft. across. These Clema-
tises occupied a raised bank at the end of the large
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iron-roofed tent, in which were the magnificent
groups of plants for effect—Heaths, Rhododen-
drons, Roses, and other plants, yet there was
nothing so extremely showy as the Clematises. Mr.
Smith, of Worcester, showed a lot of twenty that
would have seemed fine but for Mr. Jackmaa's
wonderful specimens. Among the finer varieties
were the Duchess of Edinburgh, choice double
white ; lanuginosa Candida, Blue Gem, Miss
Hope, Mrs. Moore, Princess of Wales, Lady Caro-
line Neville, Fairy Queen, .Sensation, Lawsoniana,
Alba Magna, Mrs. Hope, Gloire de St. Julienne,
Duke of Took, Duchess of Norfolk, Otto Froebel,
and Madame Page.

The plants arranged for effect were remarkably
well done. Messrs. Ker, of Liverpool, and Messrs.
Cole & Sons, of Withington, being the chief ex-
hibitors in the nurserymen's class, taking the
prizes in the order here named—Messrs. Rylance,
Agnew, and Schloss being the competitors among
amateurs.

The stove and geeenhouse plants were remark-
ably well shown, the finer specimens being
Stephauotis floribunda, a complete globe of
bloom, an enormous Erica Cavendishi, a perfect
ball of gold ; the crimson and wlrite Clerodendron
Balfourianum, a huge mass of the Anthurium
Scherzerianum, Bougainvillea glabra, Aphelexis
maorantha purpurea, Azalea Holfordi, Dracophyl-
lum gracile. Fine-foliaged plants and Ferns were
also remarkably well done. Seldom have finer
Crotons been seen or a richer variety than those
gathered together at Manchester. Pelargoniums in
the different sections of show, fancy, and zonal were
well produced. Roses were not numerous, nor
Azaleas, but the want of these was compensated
for by the prodigal profusion of Rhododendrons,
hardy and greenhouse, the Messrs. Fisher, Son,
and Sibray, of Sheffield, filling a large portion
of a tent with an extremely rich and varied col-
lection of the latter. Messrs. Waterer, of Bagshot,
were the chief exhibitors of hardy Rhododendrons.
Those who delight in hardy plants had much
to please them in the wonderfully well-done col-
lections of Pansies in pots, and the well-filled
classes for hardy herbaceous plants. Among the
latter we noticed the pretty Myosotis Weirleigh
Surprise, Saxitraga MacNabiana, the alpine
Edelweiss, the yellow hardy Cactus, Opun-
tia Raflnesquiana, Verbascum phoeniceum,
SpirEea palmata, the white and common form of
the American Cowslip, Dodecatheon Jeffreyanum,
Cypripedium candidum. Phlox subulata, Silene
acaulis, exscaj^a, alpestris, Saxifraga muscosa, the
variegated Lily of the Valley, the St. Bruno's
Lily (Antliericum Liliastfum), Phyteuma comosum,
Lilium Krameri, &o.

Bouquets and dinner table decorations were
shown well at Manchester. There were seven com-
petitors in the dinner tables for twelve, and most
of them were well done. The one fault, and it is

one difficult of cure, is overcrowding. There is an
excess of glass and of flowers as a rule, though
several of the tables, especially that of Miss
Williams, of Holloway, possessed the three

great merits of simplicity, freshness, and light-

ness. Mr. Cypher, of Cheltenham, was first with a

centre of the elegant Palm, Cocos Weddelliana,
supported with sprays of Orchids and Maiden-hair
Ferns. The two end glasses were elegantly fur-

nished with sprays of the seldom-seen gloriosa

superba, Spirtea japonica, Eucharis amazonica,
climbing and Maiden-hair Ferns. The front was
not overdone, and the finger-glasses prettily filled.

The third prize table had a profuse display of

Orchids, but the judges, who were ladies, justly

preferred liglitness of touch to mere costliness

and rarity of decorative material.

The groups of new and rare plants were also

choice and numerous, prominent among them
being new Ferns, Crotons, Pitcher Plants, &c.
In the rich and rare collection of Mr. Williams,
of the Victoria Nursery, Holloway, the rich

blush white Amaryllis Mrs. Garfield, the small
white Azalea Miss Beust, and the strikingly rich-

looking Anthurium Andreanum are likely to have
a useful and brilliant future.

Some capital fruits were shown for the season.

It would be difficult to show at any season finer

Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, and Figs than those
exhibited in the first collection of eight dislies.

Black Grapes were also well shown, and were far

superior to white, in the latter class two indif-

ferent bunches of the Duke of Buccleuch carry-

ing off the first prize from hardly ripe samples of

Foster's Seedling.

Some good Blelons were shown, the samples
being Best of All and two others unnamed.
Though the former were good, an unnamed
single fruit, very much like the scarlet strain of

Queen Bmma, was certificated as the best Melon
in the show. Strawberries in pots were remark-
ably well and numerously shown, nearly all the

exhibits deserving prizes, though that was impos-
sible among so many. Altogether, the show

—

horticulturally—was a brilliant success.

A list of the [chief ^prizes and prize-takers will

be found in our advertising columns.

FLOWER SHOW IN PARIS.

This show, which was open from the 23rd to the

.50th ult., was in all ways successful—in short, one
of the best ever held in Paris. It took place in the

building known as the Pavilion de la Ville de
Paris, in the Champs Elysees, the ground for it

being laid out by M. Andre. 'JA. Chantin, the well-

known nurseryman, was awarded a first prize for an
important assortment of Palms of different kinds.

Amongst the best exhibits were the Gloxinias of

M. Duval, of Versailles, which were both well

grown and flowered. M. Bleu, the Caladium
raiser, had also a good group of these plants, but
not so attractive as that of last year. Orchids
were shown by two exhibitors only. MM.
Thibaut and Keteleer, of Sceaux, had Pilumna
fragrans, Cj'mbidium Lowianum, Ada aurantiaca,

Trichopilia crispa, Odontoglossum vexillarium,

prasnitens, Roezli, Pescatorei, cirrhosum; Onoidium
concolor, Cattleya Mossias, Warneri ; Cypripedium
Boxalli, Lawrenceanum, villosum ; Aerides japoni-

cum, Epidendrum vitellinum majus, &c. M. Lud-
demann had in his group Lselia purpurata, An-
guloa Clowesi, Cattleya Skinneri, AolandiEe

; Van-
da tricolor, Oncidium concolor, Masdevallia ignea,

Harryana ; Saccolabium cmwifolium, Burlingtonia

venusta, &c. MM. Chantrier frferes, nurserymen,

of Mortfontaine, staged some very fine Crotons,

amongst which were the following varieties, espe-

cially suitable for furnishing, viz., Baronne James
de Rothschild, Bergmani, latimaculatus, Chan-
trieri. Baron Sellifere, Mortfontainensis, Truffauti,

musaicus, Droueti, and Princesse Mathilde. The
same firm showed also some new plants, such as

Draciena Lindeui, Aralia Chabrieri, Alocasia

Thibautiana, Anthurium Andreanum, &c. M.
Albert Truffaut, of Versailles, had a good miscel-

laneous group of fine foliaged plants, consisting

of Anthurium crystallinum, Dracaana Goldieana,

Lindeni, Baptisti, amabilis, &c. M. Moser, of

Versailles, had some good Rhododendrons and
Kalmias, while MM. Croux et fils. Valine

d'Aulnay, staged a large quantity of Kalmia lati-

folia, myrtifolia (well flowered). Azalea caucasica,

and Rhododendrons. In the large tent, J. Mar-
gottin fils showed specimen Roses in pots, which,

were much admired. The same exhibitors showed
also forced Grapes. M. Millet had forced Grapes
and Cherries. M. Lemoine, Angers, a striking lot

of red Dracrenas, his own seedlings, and very good
they were. The Asparagus growers of Argenteuil

came in strong force with very large examples of

that esculent; also Strawberry Dr. Morfere, a very

fine kind.

Sutton's Late Queen Broccoli.—I quite

agree with all that has been said in favour of this

valuable Broccoli. I consider it to be the best late

Broccoli in cultivation ; it does not come into use

all at one time, but continues over a long period

even where the demand is an every-day one.

During the last three seasons it has been very

valuable here. We finished cutting from it on
May 25, which is a fortnight earlier than last

I

season. In the winters of 1880 and 1881 it with-

stood the frost better than any other kind.

—

J.

Ckook, Farnhorovgli.

Early Cauliflowers.—A good deal has
been written of late as to when these ought to be
fit for use ; also as to the best method of producing
them, i.e.,whether they ought to be sown in autumn
and kept through the winter, or sown in heat in

January or February. When people talk of having
.them fit for use in April, surely they must grow
them under glass, or call buttons Cauliflowers. It

has often occurred to me that a few points want
clearing up before we thoroughly understand the

term early Cauliflowers. Are they to be grown as

an open border crop that is with protection suf-

ficient only to keep them from being destroyed by
frost ? or are they to be kept constantly under
glass 1 If the former, at what time are they fit for

use ? and can those who advocate January or

February sowing produce them as early as those

sown in autumn and with the same small amount
of labour and accommodation ? Moreover, do we
not want Cauliflowers before May, seeing that good
Broccoli may be obtained till that time ? If any
Broccoli withstands the frost it is the late sorts

;

therefore where is the gain in having Cauliflowers

in too early? Herewith I send two heads for

you to try in order to see if they are strong or

rank in flavour ; they are from a border fi'Om

which we commenced cutting on May 20. They
have not been grown on a bed of manure, nor
under glass since February last.—J. CROOK, Fa/rn-

l/oTovgh. [The heads in question were in every

way excellent.]

Spotted Cucumbers. — C. V. .B.—There
is a small fungus gromng on your Cucumbers
named Glaso'sporium, and this no doubt hastens

their injury or destruction. Other species of

Glfeosporium grow upon ApjDles, Peaches, Nec-
tarines, and other fruits. It is, however, pro-

bable that the Cucumber plants are first of all

out of health from some cause, the fimgus at-

tacking weakly individuals. The plants are fre-

quently weakened by attacks from minute mi-

croscopic worms derived from the soil, and it

is probable that if, in the fii'st instance, these

worms were destroyed the fungus could not

make its attack. It is impossible to give any
reliable opinion as to the cause or possible remedy
without being fully conversant with all par-

ticulars of the case.—F.

Large Apple bloom.—The enclosed was gathered

from a spur of an espalier Apple tree growing in the gar-

dens here. Is it not of uncommon size and beauty?
—

"W. S.,

Stockbridgc. [Yes ; it was semi-double, and measured up-

wards of 2 in. in diameter.]

The name of the landscape gaj-dener in the Madame
Patti affair being tlie same as that of our firm, an impres-

sion exists, we find, that we laid out the defendant's pleasure

grounds. Will you, therefoi'e, be kind enough to state

that we are neither connected with nor related to the firm

in question, nor have we ever been employed by Madame
Patti.—William Bakron & Son, EUaston Nurseries,

Borrowanh.

Medlnilla.—K«s.—Sic p. 1C3, Vol. XX.

Names of plants.—/. II. J.—l, Cephalanlliera gran-

diilora ; 2, Ophrys niuscifera ; 3, Acei-as anthropophora ;

4, yellow form of 3. W. R.—l, Hyoeyamus niger ; 2,

Veronica gentianoides ; 3, Campanula glomcrata speciosa

;

4, Weigela siuensis. J. S. IT.—Popnlus candicans.

5. D, /(.—Apparently Niphetos. J. W.,Berkcle!j.—3ihia-

cus Rosa-sinensis fl.-pl. (a sport from the single form).

X.—S, Abutilon Boule de Kiege ; 6, Spaimaniiia africana ;

send lar;;er and better specimens of the others in flower

if possible.—ii. V. it Sons.—SUene alpestris. H. C-

ZZadtoi.—l, Adonis vernalis; 2. Anemone alpma ; 3, A.

Halleri. J. iioiierfs.—Azalea viscosa; Berberis nepa-

lensis. F. E. S.—Boronia serrulata.

COMMUNICATIONS EECEIVEB.
A. & Co.—J. C. G.—K. V. &Sons.— K. M.—Subscriber.—

C. W. D.—W. B. & Son.—F. E. S.—B. McL.-R. J. L.-S.
H, H.—W. G. S.—E. B.—B.—W. W.— B. W.-E. H.—W.
C.^I. C—E. Y. T.—S. D.—W. H.^I. S. W.—W. J. M.—
F L.—S. R. H.—W. W.-G. J.—M. W.—3. G.—J. R. W.—
S. N.—W. S.—F. W. B.—D. T. F.—J. D. D.—E. & Co.—J.
V. & Son.—H. A. M.—D. & Sons.—J. M

—

1. C—'W.G.—A.
R.—W. & Sons.—J. R. -??". C—G. S. S.—S. D.—E. J.—S.

K. H.^r. C. C—J. S. & Sons.—S. P.—W. G. S.—J. 0.
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"This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The art itself is Natdee. "—SAa/«si)ear«.

AN UNSAFE TREE.
The destruction of the Elm trees in the parks
during the past year and for many years, in-
deed, has been of such a nature as to make one
doubt the wisdom of planting this tree exten-
sively. The common English Elm is a very fine
object when well grown, but its fragile cha-
racter makes it a dangerous tree. As long as we
can remember Hyde Park and Kensington
Gardens, trees broken oflE the way the Elm does
]u3t 12 ft. or so from the ground have been a cha-
racteristic features of these parks. To these head-
less_ giants a great many trees have been added
during the past winter and spring. A very fine
and vigorous Elm that stood at the head of the
Sepentine has given way during the present
year. It was distinguished for a meadow-like
growth of twigs all along the main stems—

a

beautiful form of tree. It is not in the London
parks alone the Elm suffers, but everywhere
throughout the country,—in the valleys, among
the Berkshire downs, on the Welsh hills, in
the midland counties, and in the Surrey val-
leys— everywhere during the past autumnal
gales the common Elm has been blown down
in great numbers. The question is. Is it worth
while planting so extensively a tree which can-
not be depended upon to stand a gale of wind ?

Other trees at the same time suffer and stand.
It is also a dangerous tree to have near build-
ings. In the late April gale and during the past
six months we have seen quite a number of
railings and walls destroyed by the falling of
Elm trees. Anything more undesirable to be
near a house, cottage, glass, or outbuilding does
not exist.

NEW PICTURE GALLERY AT KEW.
This, one of the greatest attractions ever added
to the Royal Gardens at Kew, was opened to
the public on Thursday last. It consists of a col-
lection of oil paintings, some 600 in number,
representing the characteristic floras of almost
every quarter of the globe. Every picture has
been painted on the spot by Miss Marianne
North with consummate artistic skill and with
marvellous truthfulness

; she has beneficently
placed as a free gift to the nation the entire
collection, together with the building that con-
tains it. The gallery—a handsome structure—is
situated near the entrance gates opposite the
temperate house. The principal room is 50 ft.

by 2.5 ft., and around the four walls Miss North
has herself arranged her pictureswithmuch taste,
each country's vegetation beinggrouped by itself,
so as to convey at aglance its leading characteris-
tics. Almost every quarter of the globe has been
visited by Miss North, from the lofty peaks of
the Himalayas to the Antipodes in the Old
World, and from the prairie regions of North
America to the depths of the Brazilian forests
in the New. The only continent not visited is
Africa, to vvhioh she intends to shortly repair on
a similar mission. The pictures embody a won-
derful range of variety in vegetation, and no-
thing sesms to have escaped the keen eye of the
artist. For example, on one wall hangs a pic-
ture showing the ponderous boles of the Mam-
moth trees in the Mariposa Grove, California,
and near it a representation of the seaweed
(Sargassum vulgare) so plentiful in some parts
of the Atlantic. On every picture there is that

delicacy of touch which only a true lover of
Nature can produce. There is no formality or
anything approaching it, and to one well ac-

quainted with plants the gallery is intensely in-
teresting

; it not only contains a host of plants
already in cultivation, but also many not yet
introduced that cannot fail to be welcome to
our gardens.

Lovers of Orchids will find their favourites
represented as they appear in their native
haunts, and at the same time they may have
the satisfaction to see that they can be culti-

vated to as great or even to a greater state of
perfection than the plants attain naturally.
Even the cultivator of hardy flowers may be
gratified by seeing such beautiful illustrations of

the flowery wealth of North America and Cali-

fornia
;
in fact, there is scarcely a class of culti-

vated plants that is not depicted faithfully in
this gallery. In some paintings Miss North places
before us the plants life size and in bold relief

against the clear azure tints of a tropical sky

;

in others the same plants are in miniature, as

a foreground to a beautiful landscape, while
others are grouped together in a charming
manner. The depths of primeval forests are

sometimes the theme of the artist; at others

a beautiful stretch of plain country, a fertile

valley with its tropical luxuriance of vege-
tation, groves of forest trees and glades of

Ferns, and sometimes choice glimpses of well-
kept gardens in the Tropics. These are all inter-

spersed with groups of cut flowers, arranged with
exquisite taste, each displaying its own pecu-
liarities in a charming manner. Insects, birds,

and interesting small animals enter into the

composition of a good many of the pictures, and
one called the " 'Possum up a Gum tree " is

especially interesting.

The countries of which the flora is represented

by these pictures are Teneriffe, Brazil, Jamaica,
North America (United States and California),

India, Ceylon, Borneo, Singapore, Java, Japan,
New Zealand, and Australia. The pictures are

arranged seriatim, according to the foregoing

list, and an excellent catalogue of the whole ex-

hibition has been compiled by Mr. W. B.

Hemsley. Over the entrance door the magnifi-

cent Victoria Regia that bedecks the still rivers

in South America, and now happily some of our

largest aquaria, is portrayed in her majestic

beauty, and is by far the finest picture we have
yet seen of it. Among the paintings of the vegeta-

tion of Teneriffe are some admirable representa-

tions of the Dragon tree (Dracfena Draco),

though not the famous one that till within a

comparatively few years ago stood at Orotava.

A view in the Cochineal Gardens is instructive

as well as interesting, as it shows how the little

insect is cultivated for the sake of its crimson

dye. The CherokeeRose (Rosa laevigata) is shown
beautifully with the Peak of Teneriffe in the dis-

tance. It is a charming Rose, larger than the Ma-
cartney, and should becommonamong us, as itmust
be hardy, seeing it is a native of North America.
AmongBrazilian plants the first that strike one

are the beautiful little Sophronitis grandiflora

and coccinea, the first particularly fine, with
brilliant scarlet flowers, of a size rarely equalled

in our Orchid houses. The recently introduced

Eichornia (Pontederia) azurea is shown charm-
ingly, but poorly flowered compared with what
we grow in our stoves. A species of Vellozia has

a splendid flower, being large and of a delicate

purplish blue, and would be a great acquisition

if it could be introduced. Some species of

Cattleya are shown beautifully, likewise Lselia

purpurata as it is at home. The avenue of Royal
Palms (Oreodoxa regia) at Botofogo, Brazil, is

a quaint sight, but, withal, imposing, and near

it is a splendid representation of Roupellia

grata, which, though cultivated, is far from

being so well grown as it ought to be. Perhaps
this fine illustration of it will incite cultivators

to grow it better. In the Brazilian group are

many familiar garden plants which may be
recognised at a glance. And every gardener will

be attracted by a magnificent head of the Poin-

settia pulcherrima, the Flor de Pasqua of the

Brazilians. Though so large and fine, it is the

smallest inflorescence the artist could find, and
she has caught the true glowing vermilion of

the bracts.

Jamaican plants are not so numerous ; among
them is a splendid Erythrina, which would be
welcomed to our gardens. The gorgeous Bill-

bergia zebrina, shown life-size, makes a fine

picture, and creates a desire to see it as finely

grown in our stoves. Those who possess the
Spathodea campanulata, a Bignonia-like plant,

but cannot flower it, may, perhaps, find some
little gratification at seeing what a grand thing
it is in its native dress, and the same with several

other beautiful plants, including what appeared
to us to be Bougainvillea spectabilis, which
some find so difficult to flower under glass in

this country.

To the North American group a great deal of

interest is attached, many of the plants being
familiar to us. The autumnal tints of the foliage

in Virginian forests is vividly portrayed in

all their refulgent splendour, and the Cali-

fornian " big " trees only seem to impress

upon us more deeply what mere pigmies our
largest cultivated specimens of them are com-
pared with these ponderous giants. The cut

flowers in this group are particularly attractive,

especially a vaseful of Oalifornian flowers,

among which we may recognise many that have
lately come into cultivation. It is somewhat
surprising that such a beautiful Dogwood (Cor-

nus Nuttalli(No. 204), with flowers like a large

white Clematis, has not been introduced, for it

surpasses any other of the genus. A group
of insectivorous plants is admirably shown,
though the specimens are not finer than are

grown in the gardens at Kew ; various studies

of tree growth are included in this group.

The flora of India is next in the series, and the

splendid Himalayan Rhododendrons are shown
to perfection in life-like beauty, particularly E.
argenteum, arboreum, and Aucklandi. The Coni-

ferae of Northern India have been the subjects

of various studies besides various other kinds of

forest trees. The sight of a picture of the blue

Poppy (Meconopsis Wallichiana) as it appears

at home will be interesting to cultivators of this

plant who complain of its lack of brightness and
beauty ; though whether it can be expected to

be under cultivation like the picture is another

matter. Several choice glimpses in botanic

gardens are worthy of notice, as are also a series

of paintings of the sacred plants of the Hindoos,

which include several in cultivation in English

gardens.

The Bornean group of plants is a highly in-

teresting one, as it contains so many representa-

tions of those tropical plants so highly prized

by cultivators. First and foremost we must note

the handsome Pitcher (Nepenthes Northiana),

named in compliment to the artist. The sight of

the picture of this beautiful plant induced Messrs.

Veitch to send a collector specially to Borneo to

collectliving plantsof it,which, happily,was car-

ried out successfully but, probably it wUlbe some

years before we see such fine living Pitchers as

those represented here. Various other species of

Nepenthes are represented, including excellent

portraits of the well-known N. Rafflesiana._ One
picture shows colonies of Nepenthes in a

juvenile stage, and Miss North says that in some
parts of Borneo these seedling Pitcher plants

are so thick that they form the turf. The pic-

tures of tropical fruits, such as the Durian
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Mangosteen, and others, are the subjects of

various pictures in the group. Such gorgeous

tropical plants as the Amherstia nobilis, Poin-

ciana regia, and various others are shown ad-

mirably, and make one wish one could more
often flower them in our gardens. A species of

Wormia, a beautiful shrub, makes a very fine

painting, and it is to be hoped that W. Bur-
bidgei, which Mr. Burbidge discovered and
introduced, wUl turn out to be the same plant.

Some very fine Orchids are in the Bornean and
Javanese collections, besides some splendid

Crinums, including C. angustum and the new
0. Northianum, which bears large heads of

beautiful white flowers.

Passing on to the Japanese group, we notice

a good many representations of familiar plants,

and the pictures of well-kept Japanese gardens
are likewise noteworthy. New Zealand and
Australian pictures finish the series, and these
are, for the most part, very interesting and
beautiful. Proteaceous plants, such as Banksias
and Hakeas, are numerous, many of which are

beautiful and extremely quaint in appearance.
Among the more striking paintings is one of the
Waratah (Telopea speciosissima) as it grows
in the Bush. It is a magnificent plant, but Miss
North says there is fear of its becoming exter-

minated, as the flowers are brought into Sydney
for sale in such quantities that the plants have
but little chance of perfecting seeds. The Wara-
tah, it wUl be remembered, was exhibited in

London this year in flower from Pendell Court,
though the flowers were much smaller than
in Miss North's painting. Hakea cucullata and
various other Proteads that are cultivated

in the temperate house near possess a deal

of interest for cultivators. The splendid
Water Lily, Nympheea gigantea, as it grows at

Brisbane is the subject of a fine painting. The
minor variety is in cultivation at Kew, but the
type would be greatly welcomed, as it is so hand-
some. The Glory Pea, Clianthus Dampieri, is

beautifully represented as it grows naturally.

The doors, door-posts, and various portions of

the walls have been embellished by Miss North
with paintings of plants, chiefly those growing
in the gardens, and as they are mostly familiar
they will be readily recognised. Among the less

common plants painted are Aristolochia Goldie-
ana, Anthurium Andra?anum, Canna Ehemanni,
Vanda suavis, Doryanthes Palmeri, all life-like

portraits, taken as they flowered recently in the
gardens here.

The above are a few of the principal features
of this unique gallery of paintings, which must
henceforth be one of the main attractions at
Kew, a source of instruction alike to the artist and
lover of Nature. It shows, too, in a small com-
pass more vividly than anything we know the
wonderful way in which our world is clothed in
its various parts with such extremely diverse
types of vegetation. W. Goldbing.

A GARDEN OF RHODODENDRONS
The Rhododendron season is again at its height,
and dim is that garden which is not more or less
lit up by the showy flowers of these beautiful
shrubs. Gardens in wliich they are made an
exclusive feature are, however, but few ; indeed,
we know but two in the vicinity of London in
which may be found every variety of Rhodo-
dendron worth cultivating. These are both
Surrey gardens—the one attached to the delight-
ful residence of Mr. Mcintosh, at Duueevan,
Weybridge, the other at The Dell, Eghaui,
where Rhododendrons, like Orchids, form the
special favourites of Baron Schroeder. This
charming and admirably kept garden "we visited

^ few days ago, and saw such a collection of
Rhododendrons as could not be met with else-

where, so thoroughly representative is it of

every type of hardy Rhododendron extant—not
merely solitary examples, but scores—indeed, we
might say hundreds—the whole being arranged
in the most charming manner conceivable. The
grounds surrounding the residence are many
acres in extent. They consist of one broad
plateau, almost a dead level, over which the

Rhododendrons are spread, not in formal
clumps, but in large picturesque masses in

which the different colours are tastefully

blended, the whole viewed from the windows
of the house forming a display at once rich

and striking. No monotonous glare of colour

is, however, there, owing to the skilful man-
ner in which tree growth is blended with
the Rhododendrons. The trees for the most
part consist of conifers, of which there are some
grand examples. A pair of Cedars of Lebanon
spread out their huge horizontal branches in all

directions and throw their broad, dark shadows
across the greensward ; while in contrast with
these is the columnar growth of such conifers

as the Douglas Fir, Silver Firs, Junipers, Arau-
carias. Deodars, Cypresses, and particularly

Cupressus Lawsoniana, than which we know of

few finer examples than are to be found here.

These, with various other conifers, including
some remarkable clumps of the golden variety

of Retinospora plumosa, the Golden Yew, and
the variegated Welling tonia, make together
with the Rhododendrons and the deciduous trees

and shrubs a landscape in striking contrast with
the open glades and dells in Windsor Great
Park, which abuts on the property in question.

Rhododendrons of all kinds thrive well here,

as might be supposed, for they are in the

vicinity of the great Surrey home of the Rho-
dendron atBagshot, and the size of truss, as well

as of flower, here attained is marvellous. Be-
sides named varieties there are large numbers
of unnamed seedlings, many of which are
highly meritorious, but the following selection

is confined to the named kinds.

Amongst whites few surpass The Queen,
which has huge trusses of large and finely

shaped blossoms, at first bluish, but afterwards
changing to pure white. Here it Is a favourite,

and is seen to perfection, being so grouped as to

be in strong contrast with some dark or high-
toned variety. Other established favourites
amongst whites are Madame Carvalho and
Purity, both of which have yellow spots on the
dorsal petal. Lady Olive Guinness has purple
spottings on a pure white ground, Mrs. Tom
Agnew y ellow spots, while a new variety named
the Duchess of Edinburgh eclipses all other
whites by the immense size of the truss and
ample flowers, each of which measures fully

4 in. across, and pure white with a conspicuous
lemon blotch.

Our choice amongst dark sorts would be
Baron Schroeder, which stands out prominently
from all the rest as regards colour. The latter
is a rich vinous purple, with a conspicuous
blotch of bright orange yellow, a strange com-
bination and very attractive ; both truss and
flowers are large, and the habit of growth is all

that can be desired. A fine group of this variety
forms a prominent feature here, and, being sur-
rounded by The Queen, its fine rich colour is

shown off to excellent advantage. Other lovely
dark varieties are Sir Joseph Whitworth and
Duleep Singh, neither of which should be
omitted from any good collection.

Among bright rose or rosy crimson kinds the
following are the finest, viz., Kate Waterer, a
magnificent variety bearing large dense trusses
of handsomely shaped rosy crimson blooms, with
a large yellow blotch on the back petals. This is

without doubt one of the very finest of all

Rhododendrons, but being new it is not as vet

much known. Crown Prince, after the same

style, is likewise a handsome sort, though the

yellow is not so prominent. Frederick Waterer

has flowers of a vivid crimson-carmine, beauti-

fully shaded with a lighter hue, so as to render

it very attractive, and the exquisite orimpling of

the petals, similar to that of Everestianum, much
enhances it beauty. It is, moreover, good in

habit, very floriferous, and bears large trusses.

Lady Falmouth anyone may at once single out

from all the rest by its large, clear, rose-tinted

blossoms, having such bold and conspicuous spot-

ings of an intense jet black ; and another kind

with these markings nearly equally prominent is

Surprise, the ground colour, however,of which is

more inclined to purple ; it is a very fine variety,

and one which has exceptionally large flowers

and fine pyramidal trusses. The well-known

and beautiful Concessum, with its large trusses

of delicate rose-coloured flowers, has even now
but few, if any , rivals in its colour ; and the lovely

Lady Eleanor Cathcart is still unique amongst

kinds possessing a clear Geranium tint. The
shade of colour of which Alarm is the type is

well represented by such splendid sorts as Helen

Waterer and the Baroness Schroeder, the latter

having flowers with a pure white centre broadly

margined with the brightest rose -pink. Princesa

Mary of Cambridge, another fine sort, is much
in the same way.

Among other kinds that are indispensable in

forming a good representative collection are,

John Penn, salmon-pink ; Minnie, blush white

;

Raphael, crimson, copiously spotted ; James
Mcintosh, bright rosy scarlet ; Mrs. R. S. Hol-

ford, rich salmon-pink ; Sigismund Rucker, rich

magenta, finely spotted ; Lady Clermont, rosy

scarlet; Michael Waterer, still one of the best

rose-scarlets; B. W. Currie, Papilionaceum,

J. Marshall Brooks, crimson ; W. E. Gladstone,

very fine rich rose; Everestianum, indispensable

to every collection. Princess Mary of Cambridge,

Sydney Herbert, Lady Clancarty, J. H. Agnew,
Lord Eversley, Mrs. Russel Sturgis, Lady Arm-
strong, Cljarles Bagley, and Lord Selborne are

likewise among the best.

Besides the hybrid Rhododendrons there are

capacious beds of the sweet-scented alpine

species, which, though not so showy, are very

pretty and attractive. The Ghent Azaleas, too,

though now past their best, have made a wonder-

fully bright display, and so have other kinds of

American shrubs, all of which unite in creating

one harmonious whole. W. G.

Anti-vivisectioniats. — " The estimable

and compassionate Canon Hole" presents his

grateful, but tearful, compliments to "P. F. C."

(Pretty Flattering Creature !), fearing that he
must forfeit her esteem by declaring his heartiest

sympathies with " the wholesale cruelties of Mr.
D. T. Fish." When the Canon discovers " a worm
i' the bud," he scrunches that grub into instan-

taneous annihilation. K a fat slug crosses the

path of his rock garden, he at once puts seven-

teen stone of indignation on the top of him, and
he becomes unconsciously and hopelessly blended

with the gravel. But the Canon fails to see the

resemblance between the imperceptible extinc-

tion of a caterpillar, destroying beauty, and the

slow torture of a living cat, which is doing, and
has done, no harm. If the rosarian were to

murder his aphis with the deliberate ferocity

which was suggested some years ago by that

wife-beating rascal," Mr.Punch,"as an appropriate

form of capital punishment for the convicted

flea : if, having caught him he were to take a

private box for him at some fifth-rate theatre,

and make him listen to some drear and endless

drama until he fell dead from his chair ; if he
were to shut him up in a pill-box with his
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enemy, the ant, expvessiucr sarcastic hopes that

he would profit from his close intimacy with

such a highly moral companion, and would

specially notice, with a view to imitation, his

remarltahly industrious habits ;
or if he were to

pull him to pieces, with such intervals as Nature

could support between the picliings, then the

Canon would perceive some analogy between

vivisection and insecticide,but the two processes,

as they are now practised, have (whatever may

be urged in defence of vivisection) no grace (or

disgrace) of congruity.

" P. F. C." confounds or mixes up cruelty

and killing, obviously never having heard of the

Scotch housewife's advice to her chambermaid,
" Kill 'em quick and dinna hurt 'em !

" A more

humane or painless death than the sudden and

prompt squashing of grubs or caterpillars in their

paradisiacal bed and larder combined— an up-

curled Kose leaf—it is impossible to devise. What
is objected to in vivisection is the torture in-

flicted in the dissection of living animals. No
man nor body of men have any right to inflict such

sufferings on even the lowest animals, unless it

can be shown that by doing so more and greater

sufferings may be prevented or cured among higher

animals, and thus the sum total of suffering in the

world be lessened. But killing is anecessity. Life out

of death seems.infact, the law of the universe. Inre-

gard to Koses, as in most other things, it is simply a

question of the survival of the fittest. Grubs, cater-

pillars, flies, worms—shall these or Koses prevail?

Why should " P. F. C." reserve all his tender pity

for the former and none for the latter ? Not a few

plants are sensitive to touch ; all are sensitive to

light; and who knows whether some or all of them
ra'ay not be sensitive to pain ? Be that as it may,

our duty is to stand by our Roses—help them to

vanquish all their enemies, and, like true and

loyal knights, fight to the death eveiything

that would soil their purity or mar their beauty.

Killing is by no means work to our taste
;

cruelty is foreign to our nature ; but fealty to our

Eose queen hardens our hearts and strengthens

our arms against all enemies.—D. T. Fish.

EDITOR'S TABLE.

Gaulthbria acutifolia.—This is new to us

;

it resembles our old friend G. Shallon ; has hard
leathery leaves and plenty of downy Bilberry-

like flowers in little racemes. From Coombe
Wood.

LIabtyniapbagbans.—Mr. Greenfield sends

us this, and praises it for pot culture, but it

comes so well knitted into the cotton wool that

surrounds it that we failed to get it out, and so

popped all into the waste basliet with some im-

patience.

PHII.ESIA BuxiroLiA comes from the open
ground at Coombe Wood like a little Lapageria.

It likes a nice moist, cool nook in peat soil on
the shady side of a high rock, hardy fernery,

or perhaps still better in a corner on the north

side of a wall.

The white wbigela.—A very beautiful

ehruh, with a strange and delicate purity of

colour. It should be grown with the fine series

mentioned elsewhere. A gem of purest ray,

sent from Grasmere under the name of W. hor-

tensis nivea.

Lilies ebom high beech.—From High
Beech I send you Lilies of the umbellatum type

—the spotless Sappho, and the rich bloodshot

incomparabile ; also Lilium carniolicum, very

bright and pretty, but with the disagreeable

smell of the Turk's-cap.—G. Paul. [Handsome
Lilies, nobly grown, much more vigorous than

is common with these kinds.]

The obange-pbuitbd pyeacantha. —
This, like the other forms and allies of this

well-known berry-bearing shrub, is very pretty

in flower when closely examined, and particu-

larly good at night, the little Hawthorn-like

blossoms and small pearly buds showing well

by artificial light.

The fbaxinella comes strong and bold

from Grasmere in two forms ; its fine spikes and

curious odour malie it welcome, and one would

like to see it better grown more commonly.

An old plant which in some places never makes

any visible progress, and in others grows freely

enough, particularly on the challi and sand.

Digitalis thapsus.—This plant we have

not seen for many a day. It seems to he a

perennial species allied to the common Fox-

glove, and was grown in the Garden of Plants

at Paris soma years ago. Mr. Stevens now
^
has

it, but it is said to be tender, and we know it is

difllcult to keep. A Spanish species.

Eugenia ugni taribgata.—A yellow

creamy looking variegation of this shrub with

delicate little Peach-coloured cuppy flowers.

One can only judge of it fairly by its growth as

a bush, but it does not seem to have the sickly

hue of many " variegations." The blossoms are

singularly delicate looking as they hang on the

underside of the shoots.

Pbrnettyas in bloom.—These little hushes

are almost worth growing for their flowers,

which come in such profusion and are very well

formed. The best way witli them would be to

pick out the varieties that have the largest

flowers ; for the beauty of their berry they are

none too many, but they flower so bravely that

it would be worth selecting them with that

view. From Mr. Stevens.

Phlomis fruticosa.—This is very fine in-

deed among the shrubs in June
;
good in colour

and strange in form, it well deserves to he repre-

sented in the interesting and varied garden.

From Coombe Wood Nurseries. There is a

strange charm about it in the cut state, and it

lasts long—goes on quietly opening its bronze-

golden flowers days after the many flowers that

came along with it have perished.

Cbat-^gus pybacantha.—This is pretty in a

room with its brushes of flowers, little pearly

buds ; and equally interesting is its bold variety

Zealandi which is worth growing for its flowers

alone. Near them come C. crenulata, of which

we have heard a very good account. Most im-

portant shrubs for our country. These forms

and allies of the common Pyracantha are

charming in the cut state, particularly at night.

A CEIMSON souvenir DB LA MALMAISON
carnation.—We send you a bloom or two of

our new crimson Souvenir de la Malmaison

Carnation. It is of very free habit, and makes

a fine plant for conservatary decoration.

—

Kj;lway & Son, Langport. [It seems a dis-

tinct flower, but has no marked resemblance to

fine specimens of the ordinary type, and it is

not nearly so large and has not the fine odour.

We should like to see it better grown.]

Iris de bergi.—This rich old Iris is one of

the handsomest border plants we have when
well grown. It should be represented in every

garden where hardy plants are cared for and

grown in bold tufts in deep and good soil, and

not allowed to get too thick. When well esta-

blished, it should be disturbed or transferred now
and then. Its dark velvety and rich yellow

flowers are very fine indeed under the conditions

we mention. With various Irises of the hardier

kinds from Messrs. Osborn.

Azalea van houttei.— George
_
Paul sends

us this, a double or semi-double kind, full of

flower and fine orange-yellow, from his nur-

sery at High Beech, where, presumably, it is

growing in the bog, not this time " artificial."

Most people are obliged to content themselves

with very artificial bogs, but Mr. Paul wisely

left some spots in their natural state in that

respect, and we have no doubt he will get his

reward.

Pinks.—A delicious bunch of Pinks fiom

Mr. Ware, deep fringed rose, the good old dark

centred type, fringed petals, soft intermediate

colours, bold edged kinds, large blobby flowers,

delicate modest colours, single forms—a very

considerable and charming variety of a flower,

which we hope will never cease to be popular

and well grown. Among them are the following

taken at random as good and bold : Modesty,

Ascot, Volunteer, Early Blush, Lord Lyons

Mrs. Sinkins.

The azore laurel (Laurus azorica).—

A

pleasant evergreen, with tine dark glossy old

leaves, browny green young leaves, and many
spikes of cherry-like bloom, each blossom with

an orange yellow centre, the flower-buds set like

pearls creeping up the raceme. A most interest-

ing plant, not perhaps one that we should like

to plant where the Portugal Laurel is delicate,

but still meriting the attention of all who care

for evergreens and who have gardens in which

they grow well. From Coombe Wood.

Double booivET from eglingion. — Mr.

Gray has given us great pleasure with his

double Rockets, which scent the house as some

delicious and well ripened Peaches might do,

though the odour is not quite the same.We
suppose his to be the old double white ; it is

very much broken in the spike and compact, and

also a good white and a good double, but if it

were black instead of white, and the meanest

flower in Britain, it would be worth cherishing

and growing everywhere for its delicious

aromatic breath.

Ceatjegus tanacetifolia.—This comes to

us from Messrs. Osborn, Sunbury, and reminds

us of the beautiful late flowering Hawthorns

which should be represented in every good

garden, and which prolong so well the season of

a flowering tree that everybody likes. Our own
Hawthorn in the face of storms or bad weather

sometimes disappears almost as soon as the

Lilac, and to us it is an annual pleasure to find

the North American and European species

coming into bloom after our own Hawthorn has

passed away. *

Lilies.—From Mr. Bartholomew, Park

House, Reading, a variety of the bolder and

earlier Lilies and the Mariposa Lily well grown—
davuricum, testaceum, Martagon album, and a

longiflorum malformed, I am afraid (carnio-

licum is also out), Calochortus venustus, Pentste-

mon carinatus and confertus var. cceruleo-

purpureus, and Anemone pennsylvanica. In

many parts of the country collections like this

are being made, and wiU do good in their neigh-

bourhoods.

Baphiolepis ovata.—This is known as a

fine evergreen, hut it is a pleasure to us to see it

in bloom! A prettier thing in form we hay-
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not seen for a long time ; the thick leathery

foliage is well calculated to stand our winters

and our summers too apparently, but the

downy, brown-green, young shoots springing up
around the groups of flowers give a singularly

good effect ! We should call it a first-rate

flowering shrub and good evergreen in one, and
beg of all who take any notice of us to give it a

good berth.

Mb. websteb sends us from Penrhyu,
North Wales, a couple of spikes from a white
Stock that has been flowering since last July
incessantly, and has now sixty-nine heads of

bloom, although frequent cuttings have been
made. Probably the proximity to the sea has
much to do with the production of such beauti-

ful and fragrant flowers for so long a period.

Surely no hardy British old-fashioned flowers

are capable of adding so much beauty to our
gardens as the Stock, and none are so much
neglected.

Fbbmdntia califobnica.—This comes to us
from Coombe Wood, pleasant as ever to see in

its fine rich golden cups and soft downy looking

leaves a reminder of those glorious Californian

hills, bathed in sun from January to December,
where the Mallows and Composites attain the
dignity of the shrub state. This Fremontia is a

precious plant for us, but it wants care, and no
one should try it away from a wall unless on
a very warm soil and free bottom. A good wall
plant it undoubtedly may be in many gardens,
as shown at Coombe Wood.

Viola mrs. gbay.—Having seen this week
and last the glorious and intense colour of

Messrs. Dickson's Pansies and Violets, we were
not prepared to see anything very striking in

that way, but Mr. Gray, of Eglinton garden,
charms us with a batch of his beautiful white
Viola bearing the above name. It is as if one
having seen the gold an i purple ofmanytropical

birds had come upon a flight of white doves.
We can imagine nothing more delightful than
a group or bed of these on a summer morning,
and many will thank Mr. Gray for raising a
plant likely to be so welcome and so useful.

The CAROLINA ALLSPICE comes from Mr.
George Paul, at High Beech, and he appears to
have found a good home for it in a bit of the
natural bog retained when making the nursery.
This bog is also inhabited by other curious
naturalised plants, such as self-sown seedlings
of Drosera filiformis, the hardy Sarracenia pur-
purea, and the Arctic Bramble (Rubus arcticus),
which is just now ripening its fruit. Such bogs
would be very interesting, and the more so
from what Mr. Paul appears to have done—in-
troduced some of the bog shrubs. In North
America the bogs are always graced by a dotted
growth of shrub life from the little 'creeping
Cranberries to the sweet-scented Magnolia,
M. glauca.

Saxipeaga cotyledon.— This handsome
plant, of the alpine ranges of Europe, is very
showy at this season, both in our markets and
in gardens where hardy plants are grown.
Showy is not perhaps the word so much as
beautiful, though the large plume-like pyramid
of flowers is very effective. It is perfectly
hardy, as a plant should be, which one sees
often adorning the most arid slopes of the Alps
in early summer with its fox-brush-like
masses of flowers. The market gardeners are
growing it now for the market, as it is a per-
fectly elastic plant, so to aay, as regards its
facility for being cultivq.ted in pots, cold frames,

or in the open air. Some nice specimens are

sent to us from Messrs. Osborn, at Fulham and
Sunbury.

The odoub of poppies.—It is impossible to

endure the'air of a room where the large Oriental

Poppy in all its glory is in flower. Some kind
friend brought us two blossoms that were
splendid in their form and colour and freshness,

but after a time the place became uninhabitable.

Curious this odour of Poppies, as many other

odours. The French Poppies which come in such
splendid colour and variety from Miss Jekyll

also have a deep unpleasant odour ; they are ad-

mirable for the open air. Yet the Greenland
Poppy (Papaver nudicaule) has a delicate odour,

while there is nothing more showy and fine

in the genus than its glowing golden colour.

What are our evolutionists to make of flowers

of the same family, some of which have bad
smells, some none at all, and some gratefully

scented ?

The old rocket.—I send half-a-dozen spikes

of blooms of the double white Hesperis. I have
a large bed of it about 36 yds. long and 2 yds.

broad, containing about a thousand plants ; on
some of the plants there are from ten to nine-
teen spikes, all open like those I forward to you.
They are very beautiful, and the scent is rich after

the glorious showers that we are just now hav-
ing.—R. S. EJBSTBVEN, Thome, near Donea-ster.

[The [spikes are very long and full, so well
grown as one rarely sees the double Rocket now-
a-days. The scent is not nearly so spicy as in the
more compact and branched form sent by Mr.
Gray, but the racemes are larger. They are diffe-

rent forms. We trust Mr. Kesteven will keep up
his stock of so good an old plant—one of those

that will not bear neglect.]

Fancy pansies.—We send somefancy Pansy
blooms for the editor's table. It is not surprising

that so many are fond of this class, as the variety

and brilliancy of the colours are quite astonish-

ing, and several of those sent, though not perfect
exhibition flowers, are certainly pretty border
plants, and that is what people look for.

—

Dick-
sons & Co., 1, Waterloo Piace, Edinburgh.
[They are fine fiowers, marked by the pre-
dominance of orange, wallflower, bronze, yel-

low, pale crimson, and brown. Some one has
lately preached a very silly sermon about flowers

in London. The next time a subject for a flower
sermon is wanted it would be well to thank God
for the Pansy. The only unfortunate thing is the
distinctions between Violets and fancy Pansies.
They are all really of the same nature and origin,

and though we must have names for individual
kinds, it is not necessary to throw them into

artificial groups.]

The mountain laurels.—From Coombe
Wood we have a pretty group of these hardy
shrubs which withstand our winters bravely.
The last few winters have been the test of hardi-
ness of many things ; these Kalmias have come
through well, and on the poor hungry sands of

Surrey"we have now brave bushes, in some cases,

as at Bagshot Park, 12 ft. high, huge bouquets of

pretty pink blossoms. Mountain Laurel is the
American name for them, by reason, we suppose,
of their evergreen clothing of the hills. Messrs.
Veitch send the following, the smaller kinds
especially, interesting to rock gardeners and
others, but all good: Kalmia myrtifolia, K,
latifolia major splendens, K. rubra, K. angusti-
folia, K. angustifolia pumila. The question
simply is the thoughtful arrangement of such
shrubs, so that the rain and snow and soil may
all go to add to their beauty and not making a
hash of them by overcrowding end sticking them

in thecommon shrubbery. The differences botanic-
ally in the preceding may not be thought much
of by the botanist, but for our gardens they have
much value, as the plants differ a good deal in
size and colour.

Wbigelas.—Among the shrubs not so much
neglected in our gardens as some others are
the Weigelas. Their grace and their other merits
have to some extent saved them from the com-
mon lot of our shrubs, and surely there is

nothing which we are more indebted to the
East for than these hardy and free blooming
bushes. W. Van Houttei is very fine indeed, and
very free and bold—a shrub that will last, we
should say; the colouration of the fiowers is

charming, patches of white and rose alternated
on the outside and inside, too. The variegated
Weigela is a poor thing, starved in growth, bad in
colour—should be thrown away. W. Stelzneri

seems a vigorous and graceful form, with a
deeper colour. W. amabilis alba is a large

fiowered kind, with a very delicate pink outside
and a peachy white within. A man might do
worse than make a little garden of these Weige-
las, even if he put the variegated one into the
waste-paper basket.

French poppies.—On the first of June these
are magnificent in the gardens at Munstead,
from autumn sown plants, of course. In the
winter they gain a strength which gives them
such fine colour and large size. Mr. Peter Barr,
whose business it is to know about annuals, could
not believe that such a harvest of French Poppies
was visible at this time of the year, till we
showed him their many coloured flags with the
light dancing among them, even the light of the
Strand. But seedsmen generally make a mistake
in not urging on the gardening public the im-
portance of sowing all our finer hardy annuals
in autumn. It would make a great improvement
in the open-air aspect of the garden, and all our
annual merchants, so to say, should have a good
series ready for autumn sowing. They regard,

however, the time of spring as the time of seeds,

and so no doubt it will go on, and few people
know the value of hardy annuals in garden de-
coration.

GuBLDEB EOSBS.—How effective these are

at this time of year when well grown, and how
hardy and beautiful in our country ! No children

of the too warm south, they seem to be all as

regardless of what is called our bad climate as

the common Wayfaring tree. The wreaths of

V. plicatum, from Coombe Wood, a yard long,

strong with heads of flowers as lai'ge as snow-
balls, are very effective, and mark the distinctive

charm of this species, the gradually diminishing
size of the snowballs towards the apex of the
graceful free shoot. Surprising to us, however,
is the size of thecommon Guelder Rose (V. Opulus

)

when well grown. A head from CoombeWood is

5 in. in diameter larger than some of V. macro-
cephalum sent from the same place. This is

very instructive in showing us that novelties

sometimes charm from the kind treatment they
received on their introduction to our climate.

Some of the old things replanted starting young
in the world might surprise us as this old shrub

does in surpassing in size the so-called great-

headed one.

New method of destroying green-fly
and thrips —M. Boizard, gardener to the Baroness
James de Rothschild, claims to have been very
successful in destroying green-fly and thrips by a
process probably new to your readers generally.

M. Boiza»d's method consists in boiling, by a slow
fire, tobacco juice placed upon a stove until it

evaporates. The vapour arising therefrom, being
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deposited in the form of dew upon tlie foliage,

operates with deadly effect upon any insects

which may chance to be there. It is asserted

that this is a far less dangerous system of getting

rid of green-fly than fumigating, whilst at the

same time it is more efficacious. If this be correct,

the plan is worth a trial.—J. C. B.

ORCHIDS.
OKCHIDS AT SUDBURY HOUSE,

HAMMERSMITH.
The fine collection of Cactaceous plants for

which Mr. Peacock's garden here has become
so well known is now supplemented by even a

more extensive, if not richer, collection of

Orchids, and on the whole the plants are

admirably grown, especially having regard to

the fact that the garden is situated in one of

the most populous parts of western London. It

is almost entirely covered with glass structures,

filled to overflowing with Orchidaceous, Cactace-

ous, or Bromeliaceous plants, the three classes to

which Mr. Peacock devotes particular attention.

The style in which the Orchid houses are

built is well calculated for the successful

culture of such plants. Two of the principal

houses are unusually narrow, but about
160 ft. in length. They are both lean-tos,

having respectively east and west aspects,

and among the whole of the structures the

conventional " north " house usually considered

so indispensable for growing some of the cool

house Orchids is not represented. As it is, Mas-
devallias, Odontoglossums, and similar genera do
uncommonly well in the lean-to houses with
western and eastern aspects. The others are

span-roofed, and being tolerably lofty suitably ac-

commodate tall growing Deiidrobes, Oattleyas,

and Lselias, &c. One thing strikes the visitor

at once, and that is the enormous quantities

grown of the more attractive Orchids such as

are seldom seen in an amateur's collection. For
example, such popular Orchids as Odontoglossum
crispum, Pescatorei, and Rossi may be counted
by hundreds and even thousands, consequently
when in flower the display wliich they make
is such as can be seen in but very few places.

Besides, where so many of one species are

grown, there is a wonderful variety of forms,
especially of 0. crispum, some of which are in

flower. The best show, however, just now is

effected by means of some scores of fi ne plants of

that queen of Odontoglossums, 0. vexillarium,
which forms one massive group and bristles

with flower-spikes, hanging gracefully all

around the plants, so different from the way in

which one sees them at a flower show. Such a
display as this lovely Orchid affords one a good
opportunity of seeing the differences that exist

between a poor and a fine variety. Here are
some with large flowers either of the deepest
rose-pink or nearly white, while in the case of

others the flowers are small and the colour
washy. Some of the plants here bear upwards
of half a hundred flowers.

Among- other Odontoglossums we noticed the
beautiful 0. Roezli and 0. Phatenopsis, both
doing well in an intermediate house where they
get plenty of light, some hundreds of each being
represented. Of the much-talked-of O.Coradinei
two forms are in flower, neither of which are so

beautiful as either Pescatorei or Alexandra.
We cannot but think that both 0. Coradinei and
others of a similar stamp have been over-rated,
though, no doubt, for the specialist they possess
a good deal of interest. An uncommonly fine

variety of 0. citrosmum arrested attentioirin one
of the warm houses, the flower being not only
larger than usual, but beautifully spotted like

the one that fetched such a high price (about

£27) at Stevens's the other day. There were
both the pure white and the rose variety so ex-

ceptionally fine. Another beautiful Odonto-
glosium in flower is 0. nebulosum, of which
there is a variety named guttatum, having larger

flowers and much more spotted than the type.

Thisisone of the choicestof Orchids andonethat
is easily grown.

The Cattleya house presents a beautiful

sight, there being some score of blooms of

C. Mossias, representing this grand Orchid to

perfection, and in as great variety as it is

capable of producing. It is impossible to describe

the difference between the finest and the poor-

est in this collection, though the poorest among
them are all fine. It is when seen in such num-
bers as are to be met with here that the gor-

geousness of this tropical epiphyte is seen in its

true character. 0. Warneri no one need hesitate

to recommend for general cultivation, for it is

truly lovely. It is represented finely here, as is

likewise 0. Mendelli in great variety. The Den-
drobium house is lit up with lovely flowers of

D. Parishi, Bensonife, Jamesianum, and infun-

dibulum, four of the finest species that bloom
at this season, besides numerous others, includ-

ing D. tortile roseum, an extremely pretty

Dendrobe not often grown, but which ought to

be popular. Its flowers are large, the ample lip

pale, the sepals and petals of a beautiful deep
rose, and most elegantly twisted, hence its

specific name. Among the Oncidia, 0. macran-
thumis very fine, and shows well what an attrac-

tive Orchid it is when well grown, and flowering

so late makes it all the more desirable. We
never before saw such remarkably fine varieties

of 0. Krameri, one of the Butterfly Orchids

;

we should say that there exists here the

finest forms of it in cultivation, the flowers

being very large, the colour bright, the markings
well defined, and the sepals exquisitely crested

at the edge. A score or more of plants of 0.

Krameri and Papilio made such a display as is

rarely seen.

Masdevallias form an uncommonly fine col-

lection ; amongst them are unique plants of M.
Harryana, Lindeni, and Veitchi, all of which
are making a fine display. These are grown in

a cool, shaded house in a moist, growing atmo-

sphere. In another house a plant in flower of

a fine variety of Ccelogyne ocellata was promi-

nent, and though not named, it is identical with,

if not finer than, that known as maxima, which
is so much finer than the type. A spacious span-

roofed frame outside is now filled with about

half-a-hundred specimen plants of Cypripedium
insigne and its varieties. This we were told is

the summer quarters for this Lady's Slipper, and
a good one, too, we should imagine, for well

ripening the growth for next season's flower.

W. G.

Anguloa Clowesi.—A fine specimen of

this, according to the Irish Farmers' Gazette,

is now in flower at Mount Anville. It is in a

pan, and is fully 4 ft. through and 12 ft. round.

It is in the best of health, showing thirteen or

more fresh growths, while round the circum-

ference of the leafy centre are no fewer than 6-5

flower-scapes, each capped with its great cym-
biform cup of golden- yellow, the whole forming

a picture the plantsman who has seen it is not

liliely soon toiorget. We must, therefore, con-

gratulate Mr. Roe on the possession of such a

specimen, and his gardener, Mr. Fisher, on what
must be regarded as a triumph of cultural skill.

The plant is gro-wn in an intermediate house,

the potting material fibry peat, loam, and char-

coal—good, wholesome food, which Mr. Fisher

did not care to supplement or moisten with

anything except water.

The Dove plant (Peristeria elata).—It is

a remarkable fact that though this beautiful

Orchid exists in so many gardens, it is compara-
tively seldom seen in bloom, a circumstance pro-
bably owing to the indifferent treatment which it

generally receives. We saw it beautifully in

flower in the small town garden belonging to Mr.
Soper in the Clapham Road, who grows his few
Orchids in an intelligent manner. A weeic or so
ago we had occasion to note how iinely he grew
some of his Odontoglossums, and now the beauti-
ful Holy Ghost flower of the Spaniards is the
most interesting- Orchid in his garden. It is a good
sized plant -n'ith some half-a-dozen large and
plump bulbs, and from the largest of them arises

the tall flower-spike, terminated by about a score

of waxy white blossoms, the column of which,
with its appendages, bears some resemblance to a
miniature dove. We attribute Mr. Soper's success
in flowering this plant so well to his system of

resting it by withliolding water when the bxxlbs

are matured, so as to more effectually consolidate
them, and so induce them to throw up flower-

spikes. The plant here is grown in a small, mode-
rately -n-arm house.—W. G-.

Cattleya gigas. — I saw at Whitsuntide
this fine Cattleya in full flower at Burford Lodge,
Dorking, and was much pleased with it. One.

plant bore sixty open blossoms, several of its

spikes producing- flve each. Altogether it may be
said to have been a perfect model of good culti-

vation, being well furnished with healthy foliage,

massive roots, and flowers remarkable for size

and beauty.—B. Eandle, St. Allans.

Dendrobium Calceolaria.—From his rich

Orchid collection Mr. Fowler, of Ashgrove, Ponty-

pool, sends us a fine raceme of this old favourite,

still one of the finest in the genus. The raceme bears

ten large flowers, which are a soft, tawny-yellow

suiiused with a delicate rose tint. The two large

deep blood-coloured spots on the interior of the

slipper-shaped lip are very conspicuous, and add
greatly to the attractiveness of the flower. It is

the same as D. moschatum, tliough why that name
should have been applied to it is strange, as the

perfume is certainly not musky, but suggests that

of Rhubarb root. It is one of the large growing
kinds, and wants plenty of room, but is well

worthy of culture.

Cypripedium caudatum splendens.—
This is really a distinct and very handsome va-

riety of the Long-tailed Lady's Slipper, for the

colour of the pouch is altogether deeper and
richer than that of the ordinary form. As far as

our observation goes this variety is not common
;

indeed, we do not remember seeing it elsewhere

than at Kew, where it is now in flower. One
often sees the varietal name roseum doing duty

in connection with an ordinary form of this Or-

chid, but seldom is the genuine roseum variety

met with, but splendens appears to be richer in

colour even than that handsome variety. Perhaps

some of our readers who are skilled in Orchids

can tell us something about the varieties of this

Lady's Slipper.

Broughtonia sanguinea. — This is a

pretty West Indian Orchid, which one seldom

meets with in flower, though it is not a scarce

Orchid in cultivation. Doubtless the reason why
it does not flower oftener is because the plants

do not experience the dry resting state they

naturally have in their native habitat, but are

kept moist throughout the year. We lately saw a

plant of it finely in flo-n'er in Mr. Bowring's garden

at Forest Farm, Windsor. This was attached to

a suspended block as dry as dust, and the bulbs

of the plant were shrivelling, a condition no

doubt conducive to its ^oriferousness. The long

slender flower-stems, terminated by a cluster of

rosy crimson flowers, make it well worth atten-

tion.—W. G.

Cattleya labiata Percivaliana.—This new Orchid

said to be so beautiful, and which has not yet flowered in

this country, vnW, in a few days, he in bloom in Messrs.

Shuttle-ivorth * Carder's nursery at 191, Park Pvoad, Clap-

ham.
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NOTES or THE WEEK.

Febbsias.— These plants promise to be

favourites of the future, their peculiar, but

graceful habit and fine odour being so remark-

able. We hear they are extensively grown by
Mr. C. Smith in the Caledonian Nursery, at

Guernsey, the bed in a 200-ft. house being de-

voted to them.

LupiNtrs POiYPHyLLUS.—Messrs. Wheeler,

of Gloucester, send us samples of this fine old

plant in five or sis different forms. It is a per-

fectly hardy, handsome plant, as everybody
knows, but perhaps its value is best as a wild

garden subject. It will grow anywhere, and en-

dure all hardships. In the choice border when
it goes out of flower it is rather in the way and
too vigorous, though there is no handsomer
garden plant.

Cytisus Labuknum Alschingbri is one of

the best of the numerous varieties of the Labur-
num, and, moreover, distinct from most others.

It grows closely and compactly, aud is extremely
florlferous, the racemes of flowers being longer

and narrower than those of the type and the

flowers, too, much smaller. It is about a fort-

night later than the common Laburnum. It is

now in flower at Kew in the arboretum.

LiLiuM GiGANTEUM.—The New Plant and
Bulb Company, Colchester, send us a photograph
showing a well-grown specimen of this noble
Lily which has flowered beautifully under glass

in a fernery belonging to the Rev. Charles
Walker, Hove, Villa, Brighton. So handsome a

specimen as this seems to be could scarcely be
expected out of doors, except, perhaps, in some
unusually warm and sheltered situation.

Abelia tkifloeA, now finely in flower
against one of the walls at Kew, is a pretty
shrub, and, being a rapid grower, is a capital

subject for covering a wall. Its flowers are
pale pink or almost white, and are produced in

close clusters terminating the slender twigs.
Baing a native of the high Himalayas, it is

hardier than the other Abelias, except, perhaps,
A. rupestris, likewise a pretty and desirable
shrub.

Viola Lottie, sent to us by Messrs. Osborn,
Fulham, is one of the richest coloured Violets
we have seen. The colour is an intensely deep
velvety purple, set off to advantage by a con-
spicuous yellow eye. The lower petal is almost
wholly tinted with metallic brown, a colour
which makes the variety very distinct. This
charming Viola is said to be as free a flowerer
as Blue King, and, if so, will be a really valu-
able sort, especially for masses in borders or
edgings.

Lythrum Graepfbei, one of the hardy
purple Loosestrifes, sometimesmet with in hardy
plant collections, makes an extremely pretty
object in a suspended pot or pan such as may
now be seen in the conservatory (No. 4) at Kew.
The stems, being slender and naturally pro-
cumbent, fall gracefully over the side of the pot,
and the pretty spikes of deep lilac flowers are
thus shown off to the best advantage. Those
who have a spare plant of it would do well to
treat it as a basket plant for a cool greenhouse
or room window.

Ch^nostoma hispidum is a plant we have
long known at Kew, but never have we met
with it elsewhere, though it has much to re-
commend it. It is dwarf (about G in. high

,

dense and neat in growth, and for several
months during the year bears a profusion of
flowers, small and almost white, it is true, but,
being numerously produced, highly attractive.
At Kew it is grown in pots, and is generally

placed in the cool greenhouse occupied for the
most part by Cape of Good Hope plants. It is,

however, hardy enough for the open borders
during summer. It is a desirable little plant,

and one that deserves general culture.

TheUmbbbila tree (Magnolia Umbrella) is

now a conspicuous object in the Kew arbore-
tum, there laeing several fine specimens of this

Magnolia there in bloom. It is one of the noblest
of all the North American trees ; even thesmall
specimens in cultivation in this country bear
leaves upwards of a foot in length and very
broad. It is somewhat straggling in growth,
but this does not detract from its handsome
port. The flowers, which measure 6 in. across,

have numerous white sepals, and are borne
singly at the tips of the branches, surrounded by
a tuft of huge leaves. It is perfectly hardy in

this climate, and is a tree that ought to receive
from planters more attention than it does. It is

the same as M. tripetala, a name under which it

is most frequently met.

LoNicERA SBMPERViRENS.—If the beauty
and usefulness of this North American Honev-
suckle, commonly called the Trumpet flower,

were better known, it would be more generally
grown than it is.We have rarely seen anything
more beautiful than a large plant of it against
the back wall of a cool conservatory in Baron
Schroeder's garden at The Dell, Egham. This
plant, which covers several square yards of wall
space, is now a complete mass of bloom, and
the rich orange-scarlet colour of the flowers
makes it very attractive. It lasts well in a cut
state, and is, therefore, valuable in places
where a large supply of cut bloom is needed.
Planted out in a border of good soil in a cool,
airy greenhouse, it gives very little trouble.

moral and educational influences of flowers, their
sanitary effects should not be overlooked. Every
one familiar with the country must have noticed
that, whether by accident or design, almost all
cottagers grow sweet flowers. What, for example,
could be more fragrant than Pansies and Wall-
flowers 1 And fragrancy is as much needed as an
antiseptic, shall I call it, in the country as in the
crowded town. Piggeries, house slops, &c., make
many a country village almost insupportable. The
best, and perhaps most powerful, of all antidotes
to foul odours is sweet scents, and it is probable
that Gilliflowers, Pansies, Violets, Sweet Briers,
Honeysuckles, Hoses, and other fragrant flowers
disinfect the atmosphere of feverish or other ex-
halations more perfectly, as well as more perpe-
tually, than Condy's Fluid, or McDougal's, or other
disinfectants. D. T. Fish.

A COTTAGE GARDEN IN SPP.ING.

The most brilliant sight I have seen this season
was a cottage garden which I passed the other
day full of springtide life and beauty. The latter
was found to consist wholly of Gilliflowers, as
the cottagers call Wallflowers, all single, Pansies,
and Tulips. The two first formed nine-tenths
of the whole. The prodigal wealth of colour
in the Wallflowers alone seemed to include all
shades from blood-red to deep yellow. As for the
Pansies, well, they were nothing to the florist, but
were brilliant in colour—purple, almost reach-
ing down to black in its density, to orange and
yellow of all hues, and a white with a speck in its

eye only. But the amount of flower as well as
the prodigality of colour were wonderful.
The Pansies aud Gilliflowers were wonderfully
mixed up and blended. Some of the Pansies
had even used the taller flowers as stepping-
stones to rise to their very tops and .spread out
horizontally over them, so that here and there the
two flowers were alternated, and at some places a
Gilliflower was pincushioned into and above a
bed of l^ansies. The Tulips were of the old-
fashioned sorts—a kind of claret, a pure white,
and a variegated yellow, not by any means of
either Pottebakker or Van Thol types. But they
were true show Tulips, in form perfect cylindrical
cups of beauty, though their colours were none of
the purest, nor the most brilliant. Their globular
cups crowningandrestingonthe glowingcushion of
Heartsease had a most pleasing efliect. The stemsof
the Tulips were so slender, and their flowers so
large and full in proportion, that the whole waved
up and down, or were swayed hither and thither
by_ the wind. The picture was perfect; no, not
quite, nor just yet; it wanted the coming Rose,
and the fragrant Mignonette. The cottage was
small and the tenants seemed poor, but nor prince
nor peer could hardly have a richer feast of fra-
grance and beauty than that crowded around that
cottage door.

These, and many other elements of beauty, are
within reach of every one. Independent of the

FETTES MOUNT, NEAR LASSWADE,
Is beautifully situated on the Edinburgh side of
the Esk, and commands extensive views of its

wooded banks and of the grounds of Melville
Castle. In front of the house the ground falls
rapidly towards the road ; here Mr. Potts has con-
structed extensive rockeries for his favourite
Saxifrages, Sedums, and Sempervivums. Theplanis
a series of terraces, the flat parts being, in some
instances, formed into ponds for aquatics, and in
others into beds for growing seedlings, which are
grown here by the thousand, and carefully pro-
tected from birds by nets. The nearly perpendicu-
lar rocks raised above and below the terraces are
mostly covered with huge patches of Saxifrages,
which are just now one sheet of snowywhiteness.
The oozing dampness from the natural declivity
seems to suit all the hypnoides and ceratophylla
kinds to perfection, while the higher parts are
devoted to fine specimens of S. purpurasoens, S.

cordifolia, and its many varieties. Pendent sheets
of Aubrietias and Veronica rupestris help to show
off Mr. Potts' favourites to advantage. Selected
and drier spots are taken advantage of for grow-
ing such kinds as S. valdensis, S. aretioides, S.

diapensioides, and various rare sorts, while on a
flat table of stones are grown all the varieties of
Sempervivum in cultivation. They are in excellent
condition, and admirably grouped, so as to show
the small differences in which frequently exist
specific distinctions. It is only when one has a
large collection of one or two genera, as is the
case here, that specific differences melt away into
one continuous chain, interrupted here and there
by a prominent link. Mr. Potts has raised some
fine seedlings, among others a pretty variegated
form, and one with a dense, flat, neat habit and
a profusion of bloom—quite distinct. The collec-

tion, being the largest in the country, and in first-

rate condition, visitors to Edinburgh interested
in rock plants should not fail to see it.

Robertson Munro.
Ahercorn Nursery, PiersMll, JEdinMirgh.

Antirrhinums.—Some plants of these saved
through the winter are now blooming freely, and
as border plants it is difiicult to write of them
in terms too glowing. There is just a little danger
even amongst hardy plants that in running after
novelties with hard, long names we may forget
our old favourites. The introduction of tender
plants for bedding purposes did great harm in
that direction, and gardens were heavy losers in
consequence. It would be a misfortune were we
to learn to regard certain good old garden plants
with coolness simply because they were only Snap-
dragons or Wallflowers. The Snapdragon, some-
what old as may be its ordinary application, will
vie with myriads of border plants for elegance
aud beauty, and not least in the wondrous variety
of its markings and colours. It is a border plant
for the million, that may be raised from seed
literally by the million, and it is as easily culti-

vated as any plant we have.—A. D.

Gloxinias (G. Carpenter).—Vety much bruised, bu
evidently good for seedlings with from twenty to thirty

blooms on a plant, the second time of flowering within nine

months.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.
THE BEST BARBERRIES.

Though there are upwards of half-a-hundred

species of Berberis iu cultivation, only about a

dozen amongst them are what may be termed
really good garden shrubs, for although they

differ widely in structural peculiarities,many of

them possess a striking resemblance to each

other. The genus is divided into two sections,

the Berberis proper and the Mahonia, which
sometimes ranks as a distinct genus. Among the

true Barberries a few are really beautiful

shrubs. The finest, no doubt, is B. Darwini,

first discovered by the late Mr. Darwin in

Ohili, and than which no more beautiful hardy
shrub exists. This species is now too well known
to need description. This year it has been very
beautiful, the mild winter having been favour-

able to it, though even this season it has not

shrub that is not at all fastidious as to position,

for it grows in shade as well as exposed, but it

flowers most freely when in a good light soil in

a warm, sunny situation. It is much hardier

than B. Darwini, and seldom suffers from severe

frosts. B. empetrifolia, though a fine shrub, is

not equal to either of the preceding in point of

floral beauty, but its habit of growth is elegant

and it is very hardy. B. dulcis and buxifolia

Quite distinct from any of the foregoing Bar-
berries is B. Wallichiana, a spray of which is

represented in the accompanying illustration.

We selected it from among the collection of Bar-

berries in Mr. Stevens' arboretum, at Grasmere,
Byfleet—a collection as complete as any with
which we are acquainted. This species is a re-

markably handsome one, on account of its com-
pact habit and the fresh, deep green tint of its

been so fine as it was in the spring previous to
the two disastrous winters of 1879 and 1880,
which crippled it severely. Being a native
of Chili, it will not stand any great de-
gree of cold, and it is all the better for
a mild spring. Next to Darwin's Barberry
in point of beauty is B. steaophylla, a garden
hybrid between B. Darwini and B. empetrifolia.
The long slender branches of this Barberry
droop gracefully on all sides, making the bush,
when profusely laden with blossoms, look like a
fountain of moulten gold. It is, moreover, a

Flowerinj sprat/ of Berberis Wallichiana.

are both pretty, but cannot be ranked with the
first-named kinds, and need only be grown
where a variety of Barberries is required. The
common Barberry (B. vulgaris) is really an
ornamental shrub, and, when in fruit, very
attractive, the long, drooping racemes of bright
scarlet berries being produced very abundantly.
There are about a dozen named varieties of it,

all more or less distinct ; a selection should in-
clude the white and violet-berried kinds, the
fruits of which are very beautiful—macrocarpa,
sanguinolenta, and above all the purple-leaved
kind (foliis purpureis), a very ornamental shrub,
the foliage of which is of a deep vinous purple
hue like that of the Copper Beech. It is a very
effective shrub when properly grouped, and one
not often enough met with.

evergreen foliage, with which the clear yellow
flowers finely contrast. This Barberry is a native
of the Himalayas, where it was first discovered
by Wallieh, and introduced to cultivation by
Messrs. Veitch, through their collector, Mr.
Thomas Lobb. Subsequently it was sent home
by Sir Joseph Hooker, and this circumstance no
doubt accounts for the name B. Hookeri, by
which it is known in some gardens. The name
B. Jamesi is also applied to it, but we can see no
difference between the plants under the two
latter names and the true B. Wallichiana. It is

hardy, though liable to be injured by very
severe frost ; it is, ho wever, one that is well
worthy of general culture. It thrives well in or-

dinary soil and in any position. A variety of it

called macrocarpa, well represented in the Kew
collection, differs from the type in having larger
fruits.

Of the Mahonia section of Berberis, one of
the commonest and withal the most valuable
is B. Aquifolium, than which there are
few better shrubs either for a shrubbery or for
forming dense undergrowth in perpetual shade.
It is very accommodating, for it thri ves almost
anywhere. B. fascicularis is much in the same
way, but showier when in bloom, the clusters
of yellow blossoms being more numerous. B.
japonica, also called B. Beali, is a very hand-
some leaved shrub, though rather too tender for
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our climate generally. It should, however, be
given a place in a shrubbery, as it is so distinct

from any other, except B. nepalensis, which is

in the same way, but of much larger growth
and less hardy. B. Sieboldi is ulso similar to

the last two kinds, and, lilje them, is hand-
some in foliage. B. nepalensis is particularly

desirable for planting against a sheltered wall

on account of the huge clusters of yellow
blossoms which it produces in spring amidst
the fine bold foliage. W. G.

PRUNING PYRUS JAPONICA AND
CHAT^GUS PYRACANTHA.

I OBSEKVE that " J. S. W.'' is an advocate for un-
restricted growth in the case of these two wall

shrubs, and I so far agree with him that, given

ample space for extension, I would never apply
the knife to them, but would allow them to ramble
at their own free will. The fact is, however, they
are generally confined to a limited space, and
therefore a few years puts an end to unrestricted

development, and, it must be admitted, very often

to flowering and fruiting. Wliat frequently happens
with regard to these two flowering shrubs is as

follows : Young, healthy plants being set out in

good soil make, when established a couple of years

or so, very free growth, and the branches, not being
crowded, the wood ripens well, and as the object

of the planter is to cover the allotted space as soon
as possible, he does not prune. The result is that

the long shoots of the Pyrus become studded with
bloom, and that those of the Pyracantha bear
many bunches of fruit, large in size and full of

colour. Manj' may have remarked specimens in

these stages of development, and may have
wondered why their own older plants should be
comparatively barren. For some few years, accord-
ing to the height and width of the wall space, the
shoots increase annually in strength and bloom
and fruit bearing capacity, but by-and-by they come
tothe end of the tether. Then there is arapidfalling
off, the terminal shoots being stopped and the spurs
generally being pruned back to maintain an
even surface, but few flower-buds are formed.
I have often noticed large, old plants, covering
many square feet of surface, mere walls of foli-

age, unrelieved by fruit or flower, and forming a
striking contrast to younger specimens.
A remedy for all this would be found in pruning

back a portion of the tree severely every year,

cutting within a few feet of the ground where the
available height of the wall or trellis is not great.

Thus there would be an annual production of

strong shoots, which, if allowed ample space for

maturation, and if left entire, would be studded
almost their whole length with bright blooms or

fruit. The following year the remainder might
in their turn be cut away, thus keeping up the
supply of productive wood from year to year. I

know this plan will answer for the CratEegus,

which may be pruned early in March, but
as the Pyrus is valued for its spring bloom-
ing habit, one would not care to cut away
buds already formed ; therefore, in its case
pruning would have to be deferred until later, but
in the warmer counties, at least, there would still

be time for a good growth to be made and
ripened. I know of nothing more beautiful than
the rich, ripe clusters of berries on the Pyra-
cantha late in autumn and winter, especially
when the shoots are somewhat thinly trained over
light brickwork or stonework so that berries and
foliage come out, as it were, to meet the ej'e. So
brilliant are the berries in colour, that a single
plant well clothed with them will light up a whole
street ; and, be it remembered, the Pyracantha
thrives well in the confined precincts of a town,
growing freely in a gravel courtyard or in any
position where moisture and nutriment are not
abundant ; in fact, I think it fruits more freely
under such conditions than when more favourably
placed. J. CoENiiiLL.

Deutzia gracilis as a -wall plant.—In
very few places have I seen this beautiful plant
trained on walls, but so treated it is, nevertheless.

very beautiful. It is sufliciently hardy to stand
any kind of winters ; but as an open air bush its

beauty is sometimes impaired by the bitter winds
of spring. On walls it is even more lovely than
when grown in pots ; and in good soil it makes
shoots quite a j'ard in length, and which, when in
bloom, are perfect wreaths of snowy blossoms.
For low walls, or for covering bare spaces at the
base of high ones, I do not know a better plant
than this Deutzia.

—

James Groom.
Indian Azaleas planted out.—Anyone

having a few spare plants of Indian Azaleas should
lose no time in planting them out in a bed, con-
sisting of peat, sandy loam, and leaf-mould, in a
sheltered position. Any of the strong-growing
varieties, and specially the old white called Mil-
ler's White, so largely used for forcing some years
ago, or the small semi-double pink amcena, are
excellent for the purpose. When planting, be
careful to make the fresh soil very firm about
the roots, and water freely until the plants get
well rooted. Under the shade of their branches
plant Cyclamens and Dog's-tooth Violets, and
edge the bed with some hardy permanent plant
that looks well at all times, such as some of the
Saxifrages, Sedums, or the dwarf Phloxes, such
as P. verna or subulata. Beds of this kind yield
a large amount of interest and entail but a small
amount of labour.—J. Geoom.
Conifers in sheltered hollows.—I have

just measured some Deodars planted about seven-
teen years ago—some in low-lying parts of the
grounds and park, and others in the open, where
they feel the gales that sweep over our high and
inland situation

; and although all the trees were
the same age and size when planted, those in the
sheltered places are now nearly twice as tall and
twice as broad at the base, and, besides, in much
more luxuriant health than those on the uplands.
The difference which shelter makes to all the
more tender Conifers is so great, that no one
should plant them without considering the matter
well. In this locality such subjects as Welling-
tonias make the most miserable specimens ima-
ginable, if they do not die outright, whenever they
in anj' degree catch the north-west, north, or
north-east gales ; while in the ravines, or under
the shelter of tall trees, they grow very fast and
look well. It is useless planting them anywhere
else, as some proprietors have found to their cost

in this part of the country. The Deodar, the
Araucaria, and Nordmann's Silver Fir stand expo-
sure best, the main difference between those trees

on exposed sites and those in shelter being that
the former are more stunted in their growth ; but
the past unfavourable winters and summers, which
we have bad during seven or eight years, have
greatly injured Nordmann's Silver Fir and the
Deodar, some of the latter having died. We have,
I believe, a few of the oldest Araucarias and
Deodars in England here, our plants having been
raised from the seed first distributed by the
Royal Horticultural Society ; but they are by no
means the largest, and but for their annual
growth would probably be taken to be only half
the age they are. Trees planted twenty years
later have quite overtaken them. In all cold,

exposed, high-lying localities I should therefore
advise such trees to be only planted on the south
side of old plantations, or rising grounds that are
wooded, and the nearer they are placed to the
shelter the better.—J. Simpson, M'ortley.

SHORT NOTES—TREES AND SHRUBS.

Azalea mollis.—It may not be out of place just now
to note that the Azaleas belonging to this showy section

are blooming at the same time as tlie Ghent and other

sorts, although it has been said that they would bloom too

early, and that they would get injured by late frosts ; some
of the ponticums were in bloom f'rst.—JOHN Crook,
Farnhoro\

Lilacs are flowering beautifully this year, and none
belter tlian the common Persian, the clusters of blossoms
on which are unusually large and well coloured. Charles
X. is still one of the best of the large-flowered sorts.—M.
Rhododendron caterpillars.—How can I get rid

of caterpillars in Ehododen Irjns ? They are eating all the
flowers and the new shoots.— ."K. S

FLOWER GARDEN.
HARDY PLANTS IN POTS AND PLANTED

OUT.
So many kinds of hardy plants are just now in
bloom, that perhaps more than at any other
season do we realise the enormous wealth of floral
beauty thus placed at the cultivator's disposal for
decorative purposes. Perhaps it is unwise to grow
too many sorts unless there is ample room. Not a
few things are too leggy or weedy in habit, and
these should find no place in a border where neat-
ness and good effect are appreciated. In planting,
to ensure that all the plants shall have fair treat-
ment, and, not least, that all shall have the same
liberty to display their beauty, it is impossible
to avoid some kind of uniformity in arrangement.
It is where the wild-garden style of planting is in-
dulged in, and the various suitable plants are
grouped in big clumps, that uniformity may not
only be dispensed with, but would be altogether
out of place. One day, when at Maiden Erleigh, I

was struck by a big mass of the scarlet Geum,
which Mr. Turton had raised from seed and
planted out in one corner of the kitchen garden
to furnish cut flowers. The effect was grand, and
made one long to see such things universally
grown in large clumps. A few days later I saw
plants of this Geum starving in pots in a nursery

—

miserable examples of what the plant ought to be
under free culture. I am not much enraptured with
the nursery practice of keeping common hardy
plants in pots. It is the rule of the trade, but the
result generally is that the plants wintered in
small pots get root-bound and stunted, and are
long in starting again into growth when planted
out, whilst they are so small as to be most disap-
pointing to the purchaser, who finds he has to wait
a year longer ere he can see the plant in its true
character. Such things as Japan Anemones
can be propagated freely enough by means
of root cuttings, and of these I saw large
quantities, but very stunted, in small pots.
Were these turned out now into the open ground
and then lifted and sent out strong and well
rooted next winter, they would give customers
ample satisfaction. Tiie potting system is a costly
one, and thus to the purchaser tlie cost of hardy
plants is largely and needlessly increased. The
rule may be needful enough in the case of scarce
or semi-tender things, but in that of the great mass
of plants it seems to me to be a mistake. Not
only is the cost of packing greater, but that of
transit also. I find that hardy plants lifted from
the open ground, and a little damp Moss or short
Grass wrapped round the roots, and then rolled
in a piece of paper, and packed, travel well. I

have before given some account of the admirable,
though yet small, collection of hardy plants
which Mr. Wildsmith has gathered together at
Heckfield. With special pleasure I noted just
recently the elegant Primula Sieboldi laoiniata
doing well in the herbaceous border and bloom-
ing superbly, the colour far exceeding in depth
anything I have ever been able to get from pot
plants. Several otlier kinds were also doing well.
Those fond of double flowers may find "in the
richly coloured double yellow Calt'ha a brilliant
companion to the Geum ; it is a most effective
border plant. The pretty lavender coloured
Veronica gentianoides, with variegated leafage, is

a very pleasing plant, and one which should find
a place in all collections. Iberis superba forms a
telling mass of pure white. Young plants of this

at Maiden Erleigh had heads of bloom as fine

as can be seen on gibraltarica. Large clumps of
Viola Mulberry, Pansies (Blue King and White
Queen), and of the orange Cheiranthus Marshalli,
and the Iberis superba were indeed eifective in
the latter garden. Both double and single Pyre-
thrums seem to be doing unusually well this

summer. They are blooming, not only profusely,
but are brilliantly coloured. These, however, have
not a long season, and want to be grown in good
large masses to create anything like a striking
eiiect. The blooms of the double kinds look well
and last long in a cut state. A. D.
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VE>"IDIUM CA.LENDULACEUM.

No-w that graceful sinfjle flowered Composites

have become so popular, we would direct atten-

tion to tliis beautiful plant, long ago introduced

to our gardens from the Cape of Good Hope, but

which, lilce a good many other plants, has until

lately been almost wholly confined to botanical

collections. It is, however, impossible to say

Venidium cttlendida^cnm (f^Jioiciiig hahit ofgrowth).

too much in its praise, combining as it does

brilliancy of colour with elegance of form. Like

several other plants from South Africa, it is not

sufficiently hardy to stand the full vigour of

our climate, but it flourishes admirably treated

as an ordinary half-hardy annual. There is, how-
ever, no doubt that it is a true perennial if win-

tered under glass. Plants thus treated by the late

Mr. Joad used to grow well and continued to flower
tin nearly the depth of winter. It is a free growing
plant, some 2 ft. in height and 3 ft. in breadth,

but always growing in a compact, rounded mass
covered for several months consecutively with
black-eyed golden blossoms, resembling those of

the common pot Marigold (Calendula), though
much brighter and more reflred. It is not a

difficult plant to cultivate ; seed of it should be

sown in a slightly heated frame in March, and
the seedlings should be planted out in the begin-

ning of May, in light friable soil on a warm
exposure, a position in which the plants will

continue to flower tQl October. There is con-

siderable diversity in its seedlings both as

regards habit and the size, shape, and shading
of its blossoms, and careful selection in seed

saving is needful in order to secure the best

forms. It is admirably adapted for cutting from,

as the flowers open and shut as regularly as when
on the plant. It is well worth room under glass,

as by this mei.n3 its flowering season may be
considerably prolonged, but its proper place is

out-of-doors in summer. Seeds of it may be
easily procured. "W. G.

The rockeries differently. The first should

consist of large stones, giving considerable faces

for the plants to trail over, and it may well rise

to a considerable height ; in fact, such a rocliery

fails of its full effect unless the sheets of bloom

of different colours which it is adapted to grow

—and to show—can be seen from a distance. It

should be in full sun, not shaded by trees, nor

so near to trees that their roots can grow into it

;

but it is a great advantage to have the shelter

of trees sufficiently far off not to be injurious,

but near enough to protect it from high winds,

which tear and twist the sheets of flowers from

the rocks down which they grow, and disfigure

them terribly sometimes. It should be formed

with the highest part to the south, and this

face should be as nearly precipitous as is con-

sistentwith having sufficientledgesorbeds of soil

for the plants to root in and fall over the face of

the stones in front. On this side may be

planted such plants as re(iuire as much sun as

can be got in this climate, and they are many.

It should slope gradually towards the north,

downwards, with broader beds or ledges, sup-

ported by large stones, and sloping to the level

ground. The object of this is to form suitable

places for plants which like some shade, though

the slope should be gradual enough to allow

broken sunlight to reach the plants, for there

are few plants that are not the better for some

sunlight. On the top of the roskery some small

shrubby plants will have a suitable situation,

which will give the shade, or partial shade,

needed by some plants. It is astonishing what

effective masses of colour, rising one above an-

other, mav be got on such a rockery, equally

beautiful "when seen near or from afar. The

creeping Phloxes (P. subulata) form masses of

pink, only exceeded in brilliancy by the variety

tines is the earliest and one of the freest flowerers;

but C. muralis, nestling in a corner, and the

purple C. puUa, covering- a compartment enclosed

by rock, so as not to be overrun, are very lovely.

Silene alpestris spreads into large patches

quickly, starred by its exquisitely beautiful white

flowers. Acfena microphylla is interesting and

pretty with its crimson spiny globes. The Glo-

bularias, too, succeed well on ttones facing the

south, and Dryas octopetala is suitable where it

can be allowed space to cover a large surface.

On the north side A.renaria balearica is effective

growing up the rocks where they meet the base

of the rockery, and Saxifraga opposltifolia,

Arenaria purpurascens, Saxifraga Hirculus,

and Linnaea borealis grow well on the northern

slopes, also Cyclamens and Primulas ; but these

require to be guarded from being overgrown by
the free growing plants I am advocating for such

a large rockery, and are not quite in place there,

unless aportion be reserved for them, and the same

remark would apply to Hepaticas. Ferns, how-
ever, would be very suitable for the slope facing

north. Suitable shrubs for the amount of shade

required, and beautiful in themselves, are the

Alpine Rose (Rhododendron ferrugineum), the

pretty Whin (Genista anglica), and any small

growing and not too dense shrubby plant, such,

as some of the Veronicas.

Small plant rockery.—The rockery for

the small choice alpiues should be quite different.

We have found one made as follows to answer

well, both for growing the plants and for looking

at them and tending them. Let it te about 4 ft.

high at the south side, and steep, aud about 5 ft.

broad, sloping to the north, and as long as you

like. All parts can be reached, and the small

plants seen. One end should be of limestone,

.ind the soil composed to a great extent of

ALPINE AND ROOK PLANTS.
Wb are beginning here to gather in the results

of past years' experience, some of which
it may interest such of your readers as are

beginning to cultivate these interesting plants to

hear. One of the errors we fell into at first and
are beginning to avoid—not without the lesson

of some severe losses—is planting choice and
small plants and " strict alpines " in the neigh-

bourhood of the stronger growing rock plants.

These, though they are most ornamental and
effective, are fatal neighbours to the first. I

should, therefore, never cultivate them on the

same rockery, and I should try to construct

orSaponaria ocymoides called spleidens, which
!

lime rubbish, or "the mortar from buildings

is closer in its mass of flowers and brighter in ' taken down. The general soil should consist of

colour than the ordinary variety,

beautiful as it is when it is seen in

a mass a yard or two in size, crown-

ing the large stones and covering

their faces. Veronica rupestris forms

similar bold and conspicuous sheets

of the most brilliant blue. Rock Roses

(Helianthemum) give also striking

masses of various colours—golden

yellow, rose, and salmon-coloiu-ed.

Lithospermum prostratum yields a

purple-blue. IberiscorreEefolia is very

hardy and free flowering, and soon

grows into large patches of the purest

white. The common White Rock

Cress (Arabis albida) is very effec-

tive earlier in the year on such a

large rockery, as also are the Aubrie-

tias of various shades of soft purple.

If the hardy Clematises, such as

Jackmani, and Atragene alplna are

planted at the top, so as to grow along

and hang down the face, they are

perhaps more effective, and certainly

more natural, grown this way than

trained up to walls or stakes. They

creep over the bushes at the top and

over the plants that grojv close to

the ground, or hang down the

rocks. The Woolly Thyme (Thy-

mus lanuginosus) is a good com-

panion to the plants above named.

A large sheet of it hanging over

and covering an upright stone

has a beautiful appearance; the

soft alaucous green of the leaves, relieved by the

small lilac flowers, has an effect like shot silk.

A patch of the golden Achillea aurea in the

riebt place lights up the other colours. Many o.....^- —™ =-
. ^ +i,-,t t-i,p

Campanulas grow also into masses of flower clefts and crevices, care being taken that t^he

cSnough to hide the leaves. Oa mpanula Ela- ' narrowest parts are below and outwards.so that

Flouers of rcnidiinn calendulacenm.

coarse gravel and leaf mould or peat, but there

should be part where the soil is clayey, as some

alpines only succeed in a tenacious soil. The

stones must be arranged so as to give numerous
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the soil may not fall away. In these, strict al-

pines will grow well, and generally all small and

choice plants ; but there sliould be some large

beds or spaces of soil left, as some plants which

are reckoned as '•' rock plants'' really grow better

even on a well-raided border than on a rockery.

This has rather surprised me, but I have found

it so. For instance, Acantholimon glumaceum
has grown well with me for many years and

increased, but never flowered until this year,

when some large patches which I removed from

the rockery to a well-made raised border are

showing flower plentifully. Erodium Reichardi,

.1 sweet little flower, suitable from its size and
habit to a rockery, succeeds better on a border,

and the same with the pretty Pentstemon con-

fertus and some others. By the way,

The mild open winter has proved fatal

to some plants which have for many years pre-

viously grown well. Gentiana verna has dis-

appeared, and several other sorts are looking

worse this year than they ever did before. Even
the hardy Irises are not doing as well as usual,

and Iris Ksempferi, which had flourished and

grown into splendid plants, has almost disap-

peared. The Lilies are, some of them, poorer

than usual, but very early. Usually Lilium Szo-

vitzianum is the earliest, but this year we have

had L. carniolicum and L. bulbiferum out first,

before May was over. The bog Lilies, however,

such as L. pardalinum, are finer than usual.

Primulas have been also very fine, and Narcissi

particularly so. From these instances one
would rather infer that the open,damp weather
had been injurious to all but moisture-loving

plants. But how is one, on this supposition, to

account for the fact that some moisture-loving

plants have not done so well as usual—for in-

stance, Trillium grandiflorum ? These apparent

caprices, which are really no caprices, but must
have a cause, if we only knew it, show how
much our gardening knowledge is as yet defi-

cient. Two plants that 1 have had for years

without a flower have this spring flowered

—

Astragalus monspessulanus and Hedysarum ob-

scurum. A new plant of the same genus,

obtained from Zurich last autumn, has proved
exceedingly beautiful and hardy, and may there-

fore be recommended—namely, Astragalus
adsurgens, and another new plant from the same
quarter, Linaria anticaria, is very pleasing,

with beautiful foliage and pretty white flowers,

shaped like the other Toadflaxes. L. alpina,

that brightest gem of the Alps, has come into

flower very early, and Erinus alpinus is flower-

ing and gi'owing better than I ever saw it. The
winter seems to have suited this at any rate.

Doronicum austriacum was in flower on the 1st

of February, and has yielded a plentiful crop of

cut flowers ever since, and it shows as yet not
the slightest sign of giving out. It lasts very
long in a cut state and is effective, more so than
the famous yellow " Paris Daisy." It ought to

be a popular border flower from such valuable
qualities, and it is very hardy. Lychnis diurna
flore-pleno, the double Campion, is a beautiful

border flower which I should like to take this

opportunity of putting in a word for.

All the flowers I have named are so easily

grown and so free flowering, that one wonders
to see so many gardens bare all the spring and
early summer, until the eternal round of "bed-
ding-out" plants comes back again with its

brilliant monotony. Surely it can only be be-
cause people don't know of them. And this is

my excuse for such a lengthy communication.
Surely if the public could believe how easily

gardens may be kept beautiful with a daily suc-
cession of new objects of interest, the days of
bare gardens would come to an end, even in
such an untoward climate as Lancashire.

Aiyhurth. E. IIabvey.

Ourisia coccinea.— If anyone can give me
a little more information about the cultivation of

this interesting plant than that which has already

been recorded 1 should be much obliged. The
usual direction given is to grow it in damp, shady
situations in peat or leaf-mould, but I see it stated

in The Garden (p. 3.52), that it requires to become
potbound or needs a wall or something similar

against which to run its roots. The two directions

seem scarcely compatible, for I should infer that

it is growing at Weybridge in a hot situation

with rapid drainage. Which are we to follow 1—
J. C. L.

Lathyrus splendens.—I am led to suppose

that the plant alluded to by "Chef " (p. 371) is

L. latifolius splendens, a superior variety of L.

latifolius sent out by Mr. Parker, of Tooting. The
true L. splendens is an evergreen climber from
Southern California, introduced only two years

ago ; it is in flower here and promises well, though

the plants are still too small to show their

quality. It seems to acquire lai-ge dimensions and
is very floriferous, the deep purple colour of the

blossoms being very pleasing, and different from
that of the ' other species of Lathyrus.—MAX
Leichtlin, Baden-Baden.

Geranium Endressi.—In looking over the

back volumes of The Gaeden a short time ago
I was rather surprised that I did not meet with

any allusion to one of our best border plants

—

one which was an especial favourite of mine at

York. I mean Geranium Endresti, a Pyrenean
plant of a very high order of merit. It forms a

compact, almost hemispherical mass of foliage

about 1^ ft. high, and blooms continually and
most profusely from ,Tune to October, the flowers

being of a very charming rose-pink colour. To
me it always appeared to be a more refined and
pleasing subject than the so-mnch-admired G.

armenum. G. Endressi is particularly hardy and
possesses an extraordinary amount of vitality,

as is evidenced by the wonderful profusion of

its bloom through so many months, and also by
its seeds germinating freely after being kept for

six years, a fact for which I can answer.—W. M
A tiew double hardy Mimulus, Beauty

of Sutton.—Several years, both in beds and
borders alone or in combination, single Mimuluses
in variety, spotted and blotched with the ground
colours of every shade from white to red through

cream, lemon, yellow, scarlet, and rose, have been
the most brilliant outdoor hardy flowers I had
from May onwards. They are so here now, with

this exception that my former love for them is

now largely centred in the above new rival which
I received from Mr. Cannell early in the season

;

and to test its hardiness, at once planted it out.

It has been flowering for the last month, and pos-

sesses the great merit, absent from the single

Mimulus, of the blooms holding on persistently

for a long time. It is altogether different from
the old dotted small semi-double flower of some
years since, and much more desirable.—W. J. M.,

CUmrael.

A Lupine.—A beautiful form of the old hardy
Lupinus comes to us from Mr. Stevens ; the spike

of blooms 20 in. long, and the colours of a deli-

cate shell-like, porcelain-blue. The old plant is in

every garden almost, and we only want to know
how to use it.Itis a little too much " in evidence "

after the flowering season is past perhaps, and
therefore a colony in a quiet corner naturalised

is a good way. The plant is naturalised in certain

islands in the Tweed, and may be naturalised

anywhere. We do not say that it is not worth a
place in any garden (the finer forms are so), but

the flower is perhaps rather short-lived to take

much trouble with the plant in a mixed border,

except in those excellent mixed borders where
the makers have the sense to do what we have re-

commended for many years—that is, to cover the

poor parched soil with Hepaticas, Christmas

Roses, Omphalodes, and other dwarf green plants,

which shade and relieve the surface, and then the

other plants when they go out of flower do not
seem so hard and stiff upon it as they did in the

old naixed border, and as they do now in the

ghastly borders in the Kensington Gardens by the
Bayswater side. Let anyone who desires to see

what a flower border should not be in June glance
at these.

—

Field.

GARDEN FLORA.
PLATE CCCXL.—BRODItEA LAXA.

The accompanying plate represents five varie-

ties of the most beautiful and perfectly hardy
.

North American bulb, hitherto known in this

country under the various names of Milla, Trite-

leia, and Seubertia, but henceforward, accord-

ing to recognised American authorities, to be
classed with the Brodifeas. My experience of

these bulbs proves that they resent the attempt

to grow them in pots, or anywhere but in the

open ground, where each bulb sends up a brace

of long leaves early in the spring, and from the

centre of these, usually after they have dis-

appeared, about the month of May, comes a stout

flower-stem, bearing a more or less numerous
bunch of flowers, according to the strength of

the bulb. The flowers remain a considerable

time in beauty, and usually ripen seed freely,

but the bulbs are exceedingly slow as regards

increase, seldom or never producing an offset.

Whether the varieties reproduce themselves true

from seed 1 do not know.
W. E. GUMBLETON.

THE ORME'S HEAD IN MAY.
The Headland is formed of carboniferous lime-

stone, the rounded buttresses of which indicate

beyond doubt the action of fire and fusion at some
remote period of our world's history. The flowers

are such as delight in the mountain limestone ;

Cotoneaster, Rubia, Linosyris, Silene nutans,

Hippocrepis, and Epipactis rubra are all found on
the headland. In my morning walk I noticed the

Salvia Verbenaca (Wild Sage) just opening its

spikes of purplish blue flowers on dry banks over-

looking the sea, while the rocky wall was covered

over profusely in places with the Sea Cabbage
(Brassica oleracea), the original, as we are told, of

all the varieties of garden Cabbage. Far above, in

the golden sunshine of the early morning, the

swifts were racing—chasing each other, and
screaming for very joy. All the swallow tribe make
their home on the ledges of the Orme—swallows,
martins, sand martins, and swifts. The rarer Rock
Rose (Helianthemum canum) had opened its

flowers early in May, and many were already in

capsule. Indeed, I usually find that this species

begins to seed before the common one opens its

flowers. The dark dotting of the hoary leaves is

particularly noticeable in this plant, which clings

closely to the ground by means of its woody, wiry

stems. It is a lover of the mountainlimestone. With
it, and equally attached to its home, is Potentilla

verna, which I have also gathered on the magnesian

limestone near Doncaster—one of the earliest of

the group to come into flower; it isnowfastpasslng

into seed. On nearing the lighthouse, when half

your walk is done, the notes of the Cornish chough

are heard. These birds associate in flocks of six or

eight. Their notes differ from those of the jackdaw

in being less harsh ; their call-note, too, is more
melodious. I have often observed them when feed-

ing, their red legs and bill being easily seen by
means of a good field-glass. The wheatear and

stonechat just seem to love the rock-strewn slopes

of the Orme, often greeting your ear with their

wild, solitude-loving song, the rock Pipit (Anthus

obscurus) joining in with his own peculiar notes.

Near Gogarth Abbey, on the descent back to

Llandudno, I used to gather beautiful spikes of

the Bee Orchis, but I fear now this lovely Orchid

is lost. I counted fully half-a-dozen spikes some

twenty years ago on one bank, but plunder and

pillage have done their best to eradicate it. Medi-

cago maculata finds still a home near Gogarth

Abbey. I once had this plant sent me from Dunluce

Castle as the Irish Shamrock, with a trne drop of
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St. Tati-ick's blood in its veins. One o£ the Borage

ti-ibe, the Cj'noglcssum officinale, a lover of waste

ground (as Johns says), especially near the sea,

was just opening its'lurid red flowers. I saw large

branching plants of it The Thistle, that is the

most common at Llandudno, and is just begin-

ning to Uower, is Carduus tenulflorus ; it is a true

lover of our west coast*-. Tha little Sea Stork's-bill

(Erodium maritimum) grows profusely on the Con-

way side of the Ormc's Head. You might cover

young plants, capsules and all, with a florin. It

loves warm places near the sea, hence its special

habitat. The most provoking thing is that you

can only seldom gather it in flower. The petals are

usually obsolete or inconspicuous. It clings closely

to the sandy ground, and the leaves differ in being

lyrate rather than pinnate, as in its two relations.

1 would mention one other plant that binds

together the loose, shifting sand on the coast ; it

is the Cares arenatia, that performs the same part

among Sedges that Ammophila does amon;
Grasses. Peter Inchbald, F.L.S.

Uamludiw, AWtli Wales, May 23, 1882.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
POTATO SELECTION.

Thbee are doubtless many practical men and
even more amateurs who would welcome a diS'

criminating, yet concise, list of the sorts of

Potatoes most suitable to our climate. It may be
thought that the discriptive lists issued by
specialists and the nurseiy trade generally are

.siiflicient for all practical purposes, but too fre-

quently they are misleading, and, therefore, sorts

are grown which would not be were their quali-

ties better known. The trade does not trouble

itself to any great extent to ascertain by actual

trial in a variety of soils and localities, and by
the crucial test of cooking at different times of

the year, those that best deserve extended culti

vation. A good tuber should have, 1st, good
quality, i.e. , it should not be wet, or too waxy,
but mealy and dry ; 2nd., flavour, an agreeable
nutty one being generally liked ; 3rd, croppin^

capabilities ; 4th, form, the outline pleasing, free

from unsightly knobs and deeply sunken eyes.

Colour is not of much consequence when not im-

parted to the flesh. It should also be stated at

which time of the year the kind is at its best for

table use.

It seems a tolerably well ascertained fact that
some kinds of the Potato have in tlie course of

years actually deteriorated. They do not alway
bear out what was once reported of them. The
older sorts of Kidney possessing that first of all

ijualification of a garden Potato flavour, were all

of them only very moderate bearers, at least if

adjudged by the productiveness of the later

American and English kinds, and it was in the
nature of things, that they should make way for

the more abundant food producers of to-day. But
these new sorts, although fine in form are
deficient in fiavour, and it is a matter of fact that
some of the old fashioned ugly tubers, with deep
eyes, now relegated to the garden of the cottager,
stand far higher as regards flavour than some of

the much vaunted exhibition sorts. Hybridisers
should therefore look to this. It would also be
gratifying to know which sorts produce the best
results as regards all points, in all kinds of soils,

of course without reference to the season, being
either wet or dry. The whole matter requires
classifying, and that can only be arrived at by
cultivators furnishing notes on the kinds grown
stating the sorts, the quality and character of the
soil, how manured and in what part of the country,
and more especially full particulars in regard to
shape, texture, flavour, cropping.
The last show at the Crystal Palace, although

furnishing much v.aluable data, concerning some
of these points, must preforce be silent on others.

Size and beauty of form and surface would be the
determining points, in the eye of the judges, for

we could not expect them to become a tasting

committee, so as to be capable of deciding as to

the cooking qualities. Mealiness seems too much

over-rated in choosing kinds for planting as this,

and a want of flavour, very often go together. I

think our Potatoes would be much better, and
more disease resisting if we gave them more space

at planting time, say i ft., by 2 ft. for those, with

sparse haulm ; and 4 ft. by 4 ft., for strong

growers, and by never planting in a wet furrow.

I find shallow holes made with a heart shaped

hoe, with a line as a guide, the easiest way of

planting, dibbling being about the worst method.

On wet soils, if the Potato must be grown on
such, it would be better to plant on the surface

at wide intervals, and mould up the pl.ants from
the planting time onwards, and by not covering

up the ground with the haulm from thickly

planted sets, the earth would naturally get drier

in tlie summer than it usually is.

Sylvesthis.

CAPSICUM TOMATO.

This Tomato forms apparently a connecting

link between the Capsicu,m and Tomato, hence its

name. It forms a vigorous, upright, and much
branched bush. Its fruit is regularly channelled,

dark green when young, but afterwards becom-

ing bright red ; the flesh is dry, somewhat
scanty, and rather insipid. As it does not come
to niaturity in the climate of Paris, it would

Fruit of the Caj^tdcum Tomato (natural size).

naturally require the protection of a glass roof

to ripen it in this country. A curious fact con-
nected with this plant is that secondary fruits

push from the eyes of those first formed. In the

first place, there is a sub-conical protuberance
which becomes deformed as it increases in size,

and as regards colour it differs in no way from
the parent fruit. John Cornhill.

CUCUMBERS ALL THE YEAR ROUiSID.

Although the system of growing Cucumbers in

houses heated with hot water is now half a cen-

tury old, and every horticultural journal contains

a complete calendar of operations, we still find

young men who do not aspire to express speed
asking for the most simple details which any one
year's volume of this paper would convey if they

would only read and endeavour to help them-
selves. In a letter now before me a young gar-

dener asks for hints as to training and general
management of the Cucumber, and as lie is only

one amongst several applicants for information

upon matters trifling in themselves, and all suc-

cess is made up of trifles, permit me to give him
and others a faint outline of the method I have
adopted for obtaining Cucumbers all the year
round. In our forefathers' days a bed was made
u)i for the commencement of the campaign early

in January, and the cutting of the first Cucum-
ber was an event which travelled through every
garden for several miles round. Modern growers
commence in the autumn by thoroughly cleansing

a section previously used for Melons, from which
they comincnce catting in November, and follow
on with later sowings, which give asupplj'of fruit

until the following summer, when brick pits ami
manure frames complete the round of the season.

In my own management I make a sowing of Tele-

graph about September 10 ; the plants are kept
near the glass in a frame, and receive one or more
shifts to prevent them from becoming pot-bound,
provided the house in which they are to fruit is

not ready. The latter is divided into small com-
partments with hot-water pipes for giving top and
bottomheat. The plunging pit is chambered, though
fermenting material, consisting of Oak leaves and
a small percentage of stable manure, is used in
preference to tan for plunging the pots in, and for

producing a soft atmosphere so congenial to the
Cucumber through all its stages of growth.
The bed having been prepared, cloan pots
16 in. in diameter are plunged, nearly touching
each other, .along the front of the bed, but not too
near the top-heat pipes, as the dry heat of the
latter often fosters spider, which soon enervates
and ruins the plants, now being forced dead
against Nature. The next consideration is the

Soil or compost, and as so much depends upon
the selection of a suitable material for winter use,

I give preference to a light, sweet, virgin loam
from the igneous rock,which has been stacked for
a few weeks to destro}' the herbage, a small
quantity of heavier turf from a limestone craig,

and a liberal admixture of charcoal or old lime
rubble. These are used in a rough state, the finer

particles being rejected, as Cucumbers, ranch as

they delight in moisture, soon go wrong in aclo.se,

heavy compost, from which water cannot pass as

freely as it would from an Orchid. Manure is never
used in a solid form, as it only encourages
worms, induces a gross habit which cannot
be sustained through the dark dull days
of December, and becomes exhausted before

the plants require the support which can always
be given at the proper time in the form of warm
diluted liquid or guano water. Having filled tlic

pots two-thirds full, and, assuming that the heat
of the bed stands at 100°, we defer planting out',

until the soil is thoroughly warmed through and
stands at 85° to 90°. One plant is then placed in

each pot, and trained to a straight stick leading

to the trellis, which is made of tightly strained

wires, some 15 in. from the glass. A little water
is given to settle the soil about the roots, and the

plants are slightly shaded during bright .sunshine

for two or three days. They are then grown with
an abundance of moisture in a temperature
ranging from 70° at night to 80° by day, when a
little air is admitted, at the .apex of the house
only, to prevent them from becoming "drawn.'*
This is taken off in time for the house to runup to-

85° or 90°, with sun heat, when every part of tho
structure is again syringed and the blinds are let

down at night to economise or dispense with fire

heat. When the leaders reach the trellis they arc

trained upwards until two-thirds of the allotted

space is covered ; the points are then pinched out,

and lateral growths are thinned out and tied in

horizontally 12 in. apart. If the supply from tlie

frames is still equal to the demand, these laterals

are stopped at the first joint, when every sub-

lateral shows, andisln turn stopped at the first joint

beyond the fruit ; large flakes of warm turf and
lumps of charcoal are then placed over the surface-

roots, pruning is commenced, and the plants con-

tinue in bearing until the main batch of winter

fruiters come in—.about the middle of January;
they are then destroyed to make room for e.arly

Melons, or every alternate plant is cut out to give

more room to those left if it is thought desirable

to keep tliem through the month of March, when
good fruit is most in demand and least plentiful.

The second so'wing is made about the

21st September;the strongest plants, also in IG-in.

pots, .are trained under the north roof of a Pine

stove, but they ai'O allowed more head room as

stopping is discontinued through December and
the first part of January, and a thin board is

placed in front of the pipes to prevent water from
the syringe from generating scalding steam wlieii
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inclement weather necessitates hard firing. The
pots for these plants require more drainage; light

turfy loam only is used, and fresh leaves in a fer-

menting state are incorporated with the old, and
placed round the pots as often as the bottom-
heat shows signs of descending to 80°. To prolong

the season after this batch of plants has been re-

moved, not because they are exhausted, but as a
part of our system to make room for more Melons,
the weakest of the second sowing of plants are

planted in an ordinary heated pit where the
minimum temperature frequently touches 60°, and
the bottom heat does not exceed 70°. Here winter
fruiting is not attempted, but they come into use
about the end of February and do good service

all through the spring and early summer. In the
general routine of details it is very important
that a moisture-loving plant like ' the Cucumber
should be regularly supplied with water at or a
little above the temperature of the soil in which
the roots are growing, and the same rule applies

to the water used for syringing. Of equal import-
ance is the admission of air, particularly in cold
weatlier, and, on no account should a cold current be
produced by giving back and front air at the same
time ; indeed, it rarely happens that front air is re-

quired at all, unless the weather is boisterous and
the top lights cannot be opened with safety. The
best, and perhaps the only safe, way is to fix upon
a maximum temperature of, say, 8.5° to 90°, and
then to admit air to prevent those figures being
exceeded, but never to lower the temperature, as
it is to sudden depressions that the commence-
ment of nearly all the Cucumber grower's troubles
may be traced.

Shading, in the ordinary acceptation of the
word, should not be indulged in to any great
extent. Sometimes a sudden change from dull to

bright weatlier, or the strain of a heavy crop of
fruit, may render relief to the old foliage neces-
sary ; but these causes are only temporary, and
the last-named may always be avoided, as heavy
cropping cannot be too strongly condemned. The
insects to which house Cucumbers are subject are
red spider and aphis of different kinds. The first

may be kept in check by good culture and late

syringing every evening with a weak solution of

G-ishurst compound—say, half an ounce to the
gallon of water—or clear sulphur water may be
applied with the syringe when the pipes are not
overheated. Aphis is sometimes introduced
with other plants or crude soil, and white
thrip.3 gain a footing where the plants are
kept too dry or inefficiently .syringed. The best
remedy for these is persistent, but mild, fumiga-
tion when the foliage is dry, a steady bottom heat
of 80° to 85° from fermenting materials which
throw off ammonia, and a constant and abundant
supply of atmospheric moisture, which may be
produced by damping every available space with-
out wetting the hot-water pipes when strong fires

are going. We sometimes hear of mildew, for which
flowers of sulphur is the best remedy ; of canker,
which may be checked by the application of quick-
lime to the parts affected ; and last, and worst of
all, a disease called gumming, the which, together
with all the ills I have enumerated, advanced
growers have annihilated by the application of the
Turkish bath.

Varieties.—Although a great number of good
kinds have been introduced, nine-tenths of the
Cucumbers now grown are of the Telegraph breed,
and for all-the-year-round culture I have not yet
met with anything to surpass a good strain of
this general favourite. Blue Gown and Tender
.ind True, two very handsome and excellent
Cucumbers, also occupy the first rank either for
table use or for exhibition. Carter's Champion,
Kenyon's Improved, and iMunro's Eabley are
well adapted for winter culture, as they produce
an immense number of fruit of excellent flavour,
and, being small, are most suitable for private
use where a fresh Cucumber is required every day.

W. C.

Incomparable d'wrarf white Celery.—
Though now. May 20, I have here a batch of this
excellent dwarf Celery just on the point of starting

into bloom, it would be difllcult to find a longer
standing Celery than this, and it shows that where
a long supply is wanted this kind will help to keep
a stock of Celery going almost till Celery is in

again. It is unfortunate that the true Incomparable
is not always to be got. Some years ago, when the
Celeries were under trial at Chiswick, the stock of

the Incomparable sent from here was the only true
one, some of the samples being tall and quite out
of character. I grow my own seed, and have done
so for years, and, having no other sort, can always
keep it true.—A. D.

Salting Asparagus beds.—Various are
the opinions expressed as regards the merits of

salt as a manure for Asparagus, but in determin-
ing its value it should be borne in mind that soil

plays an important part in the matter. Where it

grows naturally the soil is light and sandy, and
the atmosphere being impregnated with sea air,

salt is deposited to some extent by every shower
that falls, but to apply it to the same extent to

heavy soil in inland stations would probably be
injurious. When living' in Suffolk close to the
coast, I found the culture of Asparagus a very
easy affair ; beds that had been known to exist as

long as the oldest inhabitant could remember
were still producing very fine crops, and it was
customary to give them a dressing of salt just
before the shoots began to appear both to assist

the growth of the Asparagus and to check that of
weeds. But in this part of Kent, where the soil is

naturally retentive, I am doubtful if salt at any
stage could be given with advantage, as it tends
to make the soil damp and adhesive, and the sorts

perish in such soil in winter. Except in beds
specially prepared, a dressing of wood-ashes or

sand would have a more beneficial effect than salt.

I have sometimes applied salt when the plants
were in active growth, but care must be taken
tliat it does not lie long in actual contact with the
stems, or it will injure the tender skin and pos-
sibly destroy the shoots. If employed at all, salt,

like other strong remedies, needs to be used with
caution, guided to a great extent by the nature
of the soil.

—

James Geoom, Lirdo-n.

Late Potatoes.—In autumn and throughout
the wir.ter many kinds of Potatoes are of the
finest quality when cooked and placed upon the
table, but good eating ones are not so plentiful in

April and May. During those two months the new
ones are seldom ready in sufficient quantity to

dispense with the old tubers altogether, and in

many instances these are the only sort available
;

so that the question, Which is the best late
Potato for use in April and May f becomes a
matter of no small importance during the months
in question. This year and in former years as well
we have had good opportunities of trying diffe-

rent late Potatoes, and Paterson's Queen has been
found to be the best, as it retains its agreeable
flavour to the end, is slow in sprouting, and
always good in colour. Next to this comes Vic-
toria, and then Magnum Bonum; the Scotch
Champion at this time being quite out of the list,

as the majority of the tubers when cooked and
cut up are purple and black at the core, conse-
quently deficient in flavour and of no value as
food. Some say they cannot relish old Potatoes
after having their first dish of new ones ; but I

think there would be little occasion to say this
were Paterson's Queen in general use.—J. MuiE.

SHORT NOTES—KITCHEN GARDEN.

Lettuce Blonde d'Ete.-This variety is now much
grown in l^'rance, being held in high esteem by the Parisian

market gardeners. It is intermediate between the Cos and
Cabbage varieties, hearts in well, and is less liable to bolt

than most other kinds. -.T. C, Btjjleet.

Bean, Flageolet d'Etampes.—This appears to be

at present tlie favourite Bean of tlie French growers,

esrecially for forcing. It is of dwarf growth, very pro-

lific, and of good quality. It is much grown for market.

—

J. C. B.

Mushroom beds.—These may be formed at any
season, but the best times are September and February ; a
bed spawned in September will last through the winter
months.

FRUIT GARDEN.
SYRINGING ORCHARD HOUSES.

I QUITE agree with the greater part of "P. G.'s"
useful and seasonable remarks on the manage-
ment of the orchard house. I must, however, after
twenty years' experience of fruit culture under
glass, demur to what he says, with excellent
authority on bis side, about the vigorous use of
the syringe night and morning. I am disposed to

recommend a very cautious use of that indispens-
able instrument in sunny weather like this. A
burnt child dreads the fire, and 1 am persuaded
that a Peach or Nectarine tree in a south aspect
under glass, whose leaves have been burnt
owing to the sun scorching them after a vigorous
use of the syringe even the previous evening,
and much more in the morning, dread.s, if, in-

deed, it has feelings, the drenching prescribed.
Every drop of water is as a lens or burning
glass. The trees must suffer considerable injury
when their leaves are thus scorched, and what
can be more unsightly than a number of leaves
discoloured by burning.

A gardener I know in Sussex, who had fol-

lowed this stringent rule, tried to remedy matters
by obscuring the glass, but I need not inform
you that this was choosing a still greater evil,

for the fruit, deprived of light, ripened badly,

and was flavourless. I never syringe when I have
reason to expect a sunny morrow, and I am bold
to affirm that trees do not require such a vigorous

use of the syringe as is commonly recommended.
My trees, in a house 120 ft. long and 14 ft. wide,
do very well without it. They are, with only a

very few exceptions, looking very fresh and
vigorous. I never had less red spider than this

year, or aphides. With regard to these last I

find that prevention is better than cure, and
with this view I give my house a thorough
fumigation before the blossoms appear, and after

that the mixture of Quassia and soft soap pre-

scribed in Rivers' " Orchard House," is all that I

want to keep down this pest.

I need not say that I avail myself of every
opportunity of the vigorous use of the syringe

in cloudy or wet weather, when there is no
danger of scorching ; keep my paths well

watered, and a number of zinc palls along my
houseconstantly filled, and I believe the evapor.a-

tion from this source makes up for the absence

of dew. If 1 see red spider I syringe with a not

too strong solution of Gishurst.

H. W. Hodgson.
The JRectory, Aslnoell, Baldoch.

FRUIT GROWING FOR MARKET.
In various parts of Kent fruit growing for market
is evidently extending, and although many say

we are overdone with it already, I question if it

is as yet more than in its infancy. As we acquire

greater perfection in converting perishable fruit

into jam, we shall check to a great extent the

losses attendant on what is known as a glut in

the market, and I find that very much of the pro-

duce of the fruit trees now being planted is not

to go into the market at all, but to be made into

jam. Around Swanley, Oak woods and under-

woods are disappearing, and the land is being
trenched and planted with busli fruits and Straw-

berries, a proof that some at least have faith in

the demand becoming some day larger than it

now is. A hotion prevails that Kent enjoys a
monopoly as regards good soil and climate ; but,

after some little experience both in Kent and
other counties, I feel convinced that this is a de-

lusion. There are tracts of land in Kent specially

adapted for some kinds of fruit, I admit, but not

better than are to be found in other counties. la

the neighbourhood of Swanley the soil is any-

thing but tempting when first broken up, and
many of the tracts planted with Strawberries are
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below the average of ordinary arable land as re-

gards quality, but i£ cultivators have the neces-

sary energy and means to make the desert smile

it can be done here as elsewhere. This is proved

by the glowing beds of lovely flowers which may
now be seen in the Swanley Nurseries. J. G.

STKAWBEEKIES AND THE PAST WINTEE.

The autumn and winter, instead of being un-

favourable to Strawberries, appears to have just

suited them ; never have I seen them so full and

fresh of leaf and blossom as now, the stems of the

trusses they are sending up being stout, and the

heads crowded with large bold flowers, which, if

the present favourable weather continues, must

set well and regularly, and yield an abundance of

fine fruit. Here we never let our plants stand

longer than two years, and we always plant those

which have been forced, which we consider the

best for making beds with, as there is quite a sea-

son saved ; they are established and strong when
put out, and our experience of them is that they

always yield fijier fruit, and more of it, than tliose

got from runners. This is only what one might ex-

pect, as plants prepared for forcing have the best

treatment everywhere that can be afforded all

through the season ; they are always well watered

and cared for, have plenty of liquid manure, and
the richest of soil to grow in, and, therefore, can-

not fail to develop fine crowns. If they suffer at

all, it is after being forced ; but this we never

allow here, as all that are wanted for planting are

got into the ground at once, immediately tliey are

turned out, instead of standing starving in their

pots, and losing their roots from being dry, as

they soon do when the balls shrink from the sides.

In planting forced plants out, they should be sunk

a couple of inches or so below the ground level,

and the soil left hollow round them, so as to form

a basin-like receptacle for water, which they will

require several times during the season. Not only

is this depression in the level of great use for

holding sufiicient water to thoroughly soak the

ball of earth, but the gradual landing up'of the soil

caused by hoeing is of much benefit to tlie plants,

whichform so many fresh roots round their collars.

While on the subject of Strawberries, I would just

point out the importance of early littering down,
as it may be done in half the time now that it can

be later on, when the foliage spreads more, and
the stems are borne down by the weight of the

fruit. The greatest advantage, however, that is

derived from early littering down is the shade
the straw affords the ground ;

the plants receive

great benefit by being kept moist and cool, as the

litter shuts out the heat and prevents evaporation,

and thus enables the Strawberries to swell.

J. S.

abutting rather closely on the pleasure grounds,

has been what would usually be termed over

sheltered, for it is screened all round by a thick

belt of trees—on the south side by Scotch Firs

planted on a raised bank. In this orchard not a

leaf is browned, and it has been most prolific in

all kinds of seasons, even trees that are shaded

bearing excellent crops. Of course, in an ordinary

case, it would neither be advisable nor desirable

to have shelter so close as to shade the crop ; but

I feel more thoroughly convinced than ever I did

that shelter from cutting winds from all points of

the compass, if not afforded by the nature of the

situation, ought to be prorided in the shape of

belts of trees. We shall have in this district,

owing to the gale, very variable crops. They have
'

suffered very little from frost, but the crop will be

regulated by the amount of shelter which the

trees received from the gale. When riddled in

foliage, it is impossible for the fruit left to mature

properly. The present partial failure should lead

us to beware of cutting down or removing any
existing shelter, but rather to augment it in every

way possible. Our orthodo.x rules of planting

sheltei: only on the cold quarters have been sharply

assailed this year, half our crops being destroyed

by wind from other aspects. Last October, too,

our trees were equally roughly handled from the

points which we have usually thought best left

open ; and in periods when the temperature is

above the average we appear to be more liable to

destructive gales than when it is lower. If we
cannot avoid them, therefore, we must at least

try to mitigate their effects by planting shelter.

—

J. G., Field.

SHELTER FOR GARDENS AND ORCHARDS-
It is frequently remarked that we learn more from
our failures than from our successes ; and if this

be true, the present is a suitable time to once more
refer to the value of shelter for gardens and
orchards, while on eveiy side may be seen traces

of the eifects of the storm of April 29. Eveiy
tree and bush that was exposed to it looks
scorched, not only on the cold north or east side,

but also on the side on which we look for genial
breezes, viz., the points between S. E. and S.W. In
Kent the gale, commencing in the S.E., worked
round to the west, where it died away. The
weather during its continuance was not exception-

ally cold, and it is singular that, after congratulat-

ing ourselves that we had, for one season at least,

escaped with a minimum of northerly and easterly

gales, on nearly the last day of April our trees

were stripped not only of the crop, but of their

foliage as well, and that by a wind blowing off

the Gulf Stream. About Maidstone, where the

undulating character of the soil gives such a great
variety of aspect, the owners of the usually

favoured nooks screened from the north and east

by higher land behind are now the greatest suf-

ferers, while those on the northern and eastern

slopes have sustained but little damage. I may
mention oae of our own orchards, which, from

SIDE CLEFT GRAFTING.
In the spring of 1881, I practiced with much suc-

cess this method of grafting. I cut the scions

with shears into pieces of one, two, or three buds,

with from 1 in. to 2 in. of wood below the lowest

bud, but prefer scions with only one bud. I then

seat myself at a table, upon which a soft piece of

pine with a smooth surface has been fastened,

and with the thumb and finger of the left hand
take hold of the scion at the top bud, and rest its

lower end on the board, holding the scion nearly

perpendicularly, while with a thin, sharp knife,

I make a downward oblique cut in a straight line

five or six-eighths of an inch long, to and through

the centre of the lower end of the scion, thus

making one side a wedge. This done, I turn the

scion over, lay the cut side flat down upon the

board and shave off its other side in like manner,
but about one quarter of an inch less in length than

the side first cut, making a sharp wedge, say six-

eighths of an inch long on one side, and four-

eighths of an inch on the other side. I use a

budding knife, and scions can thus be prepared

with much rapidity and uniformity. I generally

prepare about thirty scions in this way at a time,

and put them in a dish with water, to keep them
fresh, and then immediately proceed to use them.

Inserting the scions.—If the limb or stock

is IrV in. thick or more, and suiBciently firm, I

take' a thick, sharp chisel ^ in. to f in. wide,

and with a hammer and the longest or straight

side of the chisel inside, next the stock, make a

cut obliquely downward into the stock, towards

its centre, through the bark and into the hard

wood, deep enough to receive the whole of the

wedge part of the scion. Then with the hammer
I drive the scion tightly down into the cut, with

the longest side of the wedge inside next the

stock, so that when done the scion will stand off

from the stock, at an angle of about forty-five

degrees, or about the angle that young limbs

usually make with the stock from which they

grow, and so that the cut bark on the shoulder of

the longest side of the wedge will rest firmly

against the cut part of the bark of the stock

where the chisel first entered it. Or, with a thin,

sharp knife blade and the hammer, I make a
broad out downward in the same direction, and of

the same depth, into the hard wood, and set in

this cut two scions diverging like the sides of the

letter V. It is safer not to drive the scion down
quite to the shoulder, than to drive it at all past

that point ; for if driven too far, no part of the

cut bark of stock and scion will touch each other,

and the operation will fail, while if not driven

quite to the shoulder the cut bark on each side

of the slope on the scion will cross and touch the

cut bark on the stock, and will almost always
thus form a union. If the scions are to be set in

a limb or stock too small to stand firm under the

hammer and chisel, then with a thin, sharp knife

blade I make a straight oblique cut down and to-

wards the centre of the limb or stock into the

hard wood, deep enough to receive the wedge part

of the scion, and then set the scion in this cut

precisely as in the cut made with the chisel.

Stocks and scions of nearly the same size can be
grafted in this way with great rapidity and suc-

cess. But of course, the smaller the stock, the

more nearly perpendicular will be the cut in it to

receive the scion, and when set the scion will, in

many cases, be nearly parallel with the stock.

And when the scion and stock are of nearly the

same size, I fit one side at least of the scion with
one side of the stock. When the scion is set, if

the stock is too small to close upon and firmly

hold it, I tie the stock and scion as in other pro-

cesses ; but in all large limbs and stocks, if the

operation is fairly well done, the stock will hold

the scion firmly without any ligature. The scion

being thus set, if not tied, I next with a quarter

or half-inch wide flat sash paint brush, fill every

part of the cut about the scion with melted, but
not hot, grafting wax, or with cold, liquid graft-

ing wax, and if the graft has been tied, I cover

all exposed cut parts, and then bandage with the

wax.

In root-grafting young stock I always tic

with woollen yarn and wax all the parts in the

above manner, except a line on the bark of the

stock or root, which I leave exposed to the ground
and weather to rot off as growth proceeds. In all

cases I leave the end of the stock an inch or s*

longer than the end of the scion, so that buds on
the stock may draw the sap up to and above the

point of intended union, and this greatly aids the

success of the operation. When the scion starts

to grow, I rub off the sprouting buds on the

stock, and in time cut the stock off just above the

graft, in all cases where the scion is set at or in-

tended to grow from the end of the stock. But
in re-topping large trees, and in grafting limbs, I

frequently put in a scion near the end of the limb

by this process, as in the end by other methods,

then set other scions along the limb in its sides

whenever new branches are desired, even in a limb

or trunk 6 in. or more in diameter. With care

and good judgment, a tree can thus be made sym-
metrical, and long, bare limbs can be covered with

a new growth of branches. But of course, the

scions that are nearest the end of the limb, will

push the most vigorously, and the strength of the

growth of all will depend largely upon the extent

to which the tree is headed in or cut back. To sum
up some of the advantages of this method as they

impress me, I submit : 1st. That scions can be set

far more rapidly than by any other process. 2nd.

That the operation is more imiformly successful.

3rd. That in most cases all tying and untyingas
growth proceeds, and re-tying to prevent blowing

out, are dispensed with, and the scion stands

fir-mly in the hard wood from its first insertion,

and is able to take care of itself against ordinary

winds. 4th. That limbs can be thus provided

whenever taste or utility may suggest. In all other

methods of side grafting, I believe the union is

attempted to be made only in and under the bark,

and such grafts are apt to be blown out, unless

time and care are bestowed on them while

growing.

Short scions.—Let me add that there

are great advantages in using short scions

—

one bud or joint is enough—because there is

less surface for evaporation, which is a frequent

cause of scions failing to unite with the stock.

They are also less liable to be knocked loose by
birds perching on them, or by other means ; and
the nearer the new growth starts from the stock,

the less is the leverage for the winds to act upon,

and the less the danger of the graft being blown
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out. As an additional guard against evaporation,

I always, when waxing the grafts, cover the cut

top of the scion with grafting wax. During the

past winter I have collar-grafted by this method
some twenty-five hundred pear and plum stocli:s,

and shall set them out this spring, with hopes of

much success. In cases where the stock or limb
to be grafted is more than three-quarters of an
inch thick, it will be best to set scions in the end
of it, by ordinary cleft grafting, or by crown
grafting under the bark, and at the same time put
in scions in the sides of the limb or stock as

wanted. These grafts in the end of such large

stocks or limbs will be needed to grow over and
heal the stump properly.

—

Gardener^s Monthly.

INDOOR GARDEN.
THE CYCADS.

The fast increasing demand for plants of a per-

manent, noble, and graceful habit consequent on
the improvements which have lately been made
in the style of indoor gardening has resulted in

bringing to the

fore many fine

Palms and other
plants which pre-

viously vrere ei-

ther forgotten or

unknown. The
characters most
essential in plants

intended for use
in corridors, halls,

and grouping
around statuary

in large conser-

vatories, &c., are

not to be found
amongst the or-

dinary flowering
or fine - foliaged

inmates of our
plant houses;
and, therefore,

though there are

some well-known
plants naturally
fitted for such
puiposes, there

yet remains 'an

almost endless
variety of noble-
foliaged plants

whose claims
have onlj' to

be properly con-
sidered to obtain
for them the
places in our
gardens which
they deserve. To such belong many members
of one of the noblest Orders in the vege-
table kingdom, viz., the Cycadeae, and the ob-
ject in view now is to direct attention to some
of the best and most distinct amongst these
plants. It may be well, however, to state at the
outset that the nomenclature in this case, like

that of Palms, is involved in much confusion, a
circumstance owing partly, no doubt, to the close

resemblance which many species, otherwise
distinct, bear to eacli other in habit and leaf
character, and partly to the many unauthentic
names which have been attached to some of them
at various times and by various persons. At Kew,
however, where there exists the finest collection
of these plants in the world, steps are being taken
to re-classify them on such a basis as will re-

duce the confusion just adverted to to a mini-
mum.
Cyoads are all natives of tropical or temperate

climes, none of them being found within the reach
of frost. Some, such as the genus Encephalartos,
all of which are confined to Tropical §outh Africa,
thrive in a drj' temperature and without much
water at llie roots, whilst others, such as the
Zamias and Cycases, require a moist atmosphere

and a little shade. In foliage they are a good
deal alike, though there are at least two very
anomalous genera in the group, and as regards
size we have a great range between the puny
Zamia pygmaea and the gigantic Encephalartos
and some Cycases. A collection of these plants
at least equals that of the finest and noblest
Ferns, as may be seen in the Palm stove and
other houses at Kew. In considering their re-

spective claims from a decorative point of view,
let us commence with the best known and most
graceful group, viz.

—

Cycas.—The plume-like deep green foliage

and Fern-like habit of the old C. revoluta
have always from the time of its introduction

—

150 years ago— caused this plant to retain a first

place among fine-foliaged plants, and the equally
graceful, though taller growing, C. circinalis is

almost as well known. Beyond these two kinds,
little is seen of the genus outside botanic gardens

;

and if we except one or two other species, there is

not sufficient distinctiveness in a horticultural

sense to warrant a recommendation of the other
dozen or so kinds as very desirable acquisitions.

0. revoluta., a native of China, is so well known

The Kaffir Breal ( Encephalartos Caffra, in fruit).

that a description of it need not now be attempted.
For exhibition purposes, grouping in conserva-
tories, &c., it has few rivals, while tlie graceful
character assumed by quite young plants make it

of great value as a decorative plant. C. circinalis,

which is found in South India, &c., is a tall-grow-
ing, large-fronded species, easily distinguished
from the foregoing by its broader, longer pinme
and larger size of frond and head. It grows to a
height of from 12 ft. to 15 ft., the trunk being
about 1 ft. in diameter, and crowned with a head
of fronds measuring at least 12 ft. across. Young
plants grow very rapidly, and bear their leaves in

a more erect position than they are on mature
plants. C. pectinata is a beautiful species with
the habit and appearance of C. circinalis, but
differing from it in the length of the pinnse, which
in this .species are over 1 ft. long, and gracefully
carved like a sickle. There are several fine spe-

cimens of it at Kew. It is a native of British

India, and somewhat rare. C. siamensis has
already been commented upon recently in The
Gabden. It produces a graceful head of rather
short, deep green leaves, the pinnre of which are
.short and rather closely placed on the stipes. The
stem is Onion-shaped and about 10 ft. high. It

has been stated that this species will thrive in a
greenhouse, as it has already stood for some
time in a large conservatory, the temperature in
which was ac times down to zero. Of course, this
must mean the zero of a centigrade thermometer,
which is the freezing point of Fahr. ; but even this
is lower than this Cycas is likely to bear with
impunity. A plant of this character, which is a
native of Siam, one of the hottest countries in the
world, is not likely to thrive in any house where
the temperature falls below 50°. At Kew there
are two fine specimens of this plant growing in
the Victoria house. C. gracilis is a handsome
Australian species not unlike C. siamensis, the
only difference, perhaps, being the thin texture
of the pinnae in C. gracilis. Other Australian
species are C. intermedia and C. undulata,both of
which are near C. gracilis ; C. Normanbyana, with
graceful narrow pinnre, C.Cairnsiana and G. media,
a trio of very near relationship as far as can be
judged from young specimens; C. Riuminiana,
C. Kumphi, which is perhaps a form of C. circi-

nalis; C. glauca and C. neo-caledonica, both of
which are not unlikely to prove the same species
An African species, C. Thouarsi, is a noble grow-

ing kind witli

broad pinnas, but
in other respects

resembling C. cir-

cinalis.

Encephalar-
tos, or KaflQr
Bread, is a
genus confined to

South Africa,
and possessing

characteristics
belonging to
many members of

the African flora,

namely, extraor-

dinary develop-
ment of stem,
rigidity of fo-

liage, and other
characters often
peculiar to
plants from that

part of the
world. The Ele-

phant's-foot, Nar-
ras, Welwitschia,
Aloes, &c., are ex-

amples, more or

less familiar, of

the curious
structure of some
African plants,

which, along with
others equally
striking, are to be
seen in the Kew
collection. E.

Frederici Guiliclmi is a very striking member of

the Order, here and there to be seen in gardens.

It has a conical stem, which in large specimens
is 3 ft. high by 2 ft. in diameter, and bearing a
head of rather rigid leaves, clothed with a whitish

tomentum. The pinn:c are linear-oblong with a
few teeth at the apex. E. Ghillincki is a short-

stemmed species with almost erect-growing

leaves, the pinnK of which are almost terete, and
covered with a glaucous down. E. brachyphyllus

resembles in habit the last-mentioned kind, but

differs in having green leaves of the shapj of

those of E. Frederici Guilielmi. These two last

noticed kinds thrive better in a cool greenhouse
than elsewhere. Other kinds are E. horridu?, a'

species with stiff, tortuous leaflets and very spiny;

E. Lehmanni, which is not unlike E. horridus.but

has glaucous leaves and is less ferocious looking
;

E. Altensteini, E. villosus, E.Ianuginosus,B. longi-

folius, and E. Kaffir. These are all noble plants,

well adapted for conservatory or stove decora-

tion, whilst the little trouble one experiences in

their cultivation is a point in favour of their be-

coming more popular than hitherto. The centres

or hearts are cut out of some species by the

natives, and are cooked and used as food.
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Zamias. — These plants are confined to

America and the West Indies. This genus presents

a greater diversity of form than any other of the

Order, and comprises many very ornamental kinds.

Z. Wallisi (syn., Z. amplifolia)^ is a beautiful spe-

cies, but, unfortunately, it does not appear to

have made its appearance elsewhere than in Mr.

W. Bull's collection. Mr. Bull exhibited a plant

about four years ago, which was named and de-

scribed as Z. amplifolia. Since that time, however,

it has not been seen, and we can only hope that

presently Mr. Bull will be able to advertise a

large stock of this very desirable plant. It is a

small-growing kind, with a terete curving leaf-

stalk, "bearing at its ends four pinnie, each of

which is about 1 ft. long, 3 in. or 4 in. broad at

the base, gradually narrowing to a long point.

The young leaves are of a purplish hue. Z.

obliqua, a straight, thin-stemmed species, from
•2 ft. to i ft. high, with light, shining green

leaves, the leaflets obovate, or ovate in outline,

and thinly placed on the stipes. A very distinct

kind. Z. muricata,Z. Loddigesi, Z. Sieboldi, andZ.
prasina are short, branching-stemmed kinds, with
leaves from 1 ft. to 3 ft. long, and strap-shaped,

toothletted leaflets. There is very little difference

, between them, at least in leaf characters. Z. fur-

furacea and Z. integrifolia are stifll-growing

kinds, with leaflets more or less strap-shaped, and
notched at apes, and sometimes covered with a

ferrugineous down. Z. picta is a very tall-leaved

kind, with pinnas marked with whitish blotches.

A very pretty little species with Turnip-like stem
is Z. pumila, whose small, dark green, gracefully

arching fronds are very attractive. There are

many other species not included in this list, but
which, either from their lacking any special quali-

ties to recommend them, or being known only
in herbaria, need not be included here.

Anlacophyllum Lindeni is a noble Cycad.
Few finer exhibition foliage plants are known,
the bright green of its prominently-veined leaf-

lets, its bold habit and \igorous nature being
such as should commend the plant to all cultiva-

tors.

Macrozamia is another genus which is con-
fined to Australia. The beautiful M. plumosa,
whose leaves are as graceful as ostrich feathers,

has only to be seen to be admired, while M
Fraseri, M. spiralis, and M. Mackenzii are equally
beautiful plants. M. Denisoni is a thick stemmed,
flat-leaved kind, whose leaflets are arranged on the
upper side of the stipes, so as to completely hide
it from view. It is one of the most graceful and
engaging plants in the Order. M. Macleaii is very
near, if not the same as this last kind. M.
I'erowskiana and M. Hopei are long-leaved, grace-
ful kinds, with round stipes and long, strap-
shaped decurrent pinn^.

Dion edule, a native of Mexico, Stangeria
paradosa (Natal), and Bowenia spectabilis are the
remaining plants to be noticed, the first of which
is a flat,- stiff-leaved Cycad, the leaflets of which
are almost as rigid as a knife-blade. The second
plant is a very remarkable one, the veining of the
leaves resembling exactly somo Ferns—in fact,

the plant was for some time cultivated as a Fern,
and was named Lomaria. Bowenia is a genus of
which but one species is known, but that is a very
elegant one. It is the only Cycad with bipinnate
leaves, and this, together with its fleshy root-
stock, from which the leaves spring, render it of
considerable botanical interest. There is a distinct

variety with serrated leaflets, which has recently
been introduced.

In conclusion, I must point out that on paper it

is impossible to convey anything like a correct

idea of the noble and graceful character of the
Cycad family. Such plants must be seen to be
admired, and it is therefore satisfactory to be able
to point to a collection of which we should feel

proud, namely, that at Kew. B.

selecting short, green, half-ripened tips from out-

door plants. I put them in 2-in. pots under
glasses in heat, and allow none to lose their

leaves. After they are rooted and well pot-bound,

I put them in i-in. or 5-in. pots, keeping them in

an intermediate temperature during the winter.

As soon as they show bloom, I remove them to a

cool greenhouse, where I Iiave had since March
beautiful trusses 18 in. in diameter on dwarf
plants, with good, green leaves down to the rim
of the pots.—G. Williams, Peasmarsh Place,

Sussex.

Fernelia buxifolia.—Can anyone give me
any information respecting this ? What is it .'

" Fasten ' places it in the order Cinchonacefe, and
gives as a synonym Coccocypselum busifolium.

Does it resemble the Yacciniums ? and if so, what
are the distinctions .' Is it hardy 1 How is it best

cultivated ? Any information, especially of a
descriptive character, or by a person who grows
it will be gladly received. I believe this is its

flowering period in this climate, judging from the

little I know of it.—J. Wood, Kirltstall.

G-reenhouse Rhododendrons.—I send
you a truss of a lovely Sikkim Pihododendron
now flowering here for the first time. If you can
give me its name I shall be obliged. It is grow-

ing in a 6-in. pot, and is producing four trusses of

delicately tinted blooms. Doubtless w-ith more
generous treatment and a shift into a larger-sized

pot the size and substance of the flowers would
become much improved. Ehododendron Sesteri-

anum has been magnificent, and E. Gibsoni is one

of the best of gardeners' friends where cut

flowers are much wanted. In flat dishes they look

well. The straggling growth of these Ehododen-
drons is doubtless against their extended culti-

vation, for unless possessed of good lofty houses

they soon become too large for ordinary green-

houses, but nevertheless they are well worth atten-

tion.—D. Roberts, PrestwoUl. [The species sent

was E. calophyllum.]

"CJseful basket Ferns.—Asplenium flacci-

dum may not, probably, be the best Fern for a

basket, but it is certainly a very good one. It

grows freely, and its graceful, arching fronds

render it peculiarly attractive. It is the best Fern
for brackets with which lam acquainted.Tf anyone
has a dark back wall in a fernery or conservatory

where few other plants will grow, they cannot do
better than putup afew brackets, secure some plan ts

of this Fern in pots, and put them on them. When
we required something here a few years ago to

hide an unsightly wall we adopted this plan, using

8-in. pots for the plants, which produced graceful,

drooping fronds more than 3 ft. long in the space

of three years. It may be useful to remark that

while this Fern will thrive in a moderately warm
temperature, it will do equally well in a house
where fire heat is only applied to keep out frost. I

find that it grows well in a soil composed of peat

and loam in equal parts, mixed with a fair pro-

portion of sand. When grown on brackets, as soon

as the soil gets full of roots the pots should stand

in saucers. If saucers are not used the plants v\ill

not thrive so well, unless extra attention is paid

to the watering. If the baskets or brackets are

numerous and variety is wanted, Asplenium
bulbiferum makes a suitable change. In abit

and growth it is very similar to flaccidum, and yet

quite distinct.—J. C. C.

Hydrangeas for conser-vatories. —
I find much time and trouble saved by taking my
cuttings for conservatory plants in September,]

SHORT NOTES—INDOOE.

Seedling Pelargoniums (G. C. J.).—Valueless

from a florist's point of view ; but being showy and free

flowering, it would doubtless make a good market plant.

The scarlet had dropped to pieces, but it seems to be bright

and good in colour.

Potting material CfT.J.—What you send is dead

vegetable matter, not yet arrived at a condition to war-

rant its being described as peat. Such material is of no
use for pot plants except to place over the drainage crocks.

It will hold water like a sponge ; consequently, if used in

a greater quantity than is necessary for the purpose just

named, it mil rot the roots,—T. B.

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWEES AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

G. J., StJEKET.

The dark leaves and thickly clustered bloom of

Holly are desirable additions to a large bowl of

Tea Eoses ; tlie stiffness of the Holly twigs makes
it easier to arrange the Roses i once firmly placed
they do not move, and keep their freshness much
longer than when they are allowed to fall together

without some stiff support. Nothing is much
sweeter in a room than large bunches of the old

border white Pink ; we pick a good quantity of

uneven length, with plenty of buds and tufts of

leaves, and arrange it in a pale blue and white
china bowl with a few pink China Eoses. The
Pinks will last for a week, but the Eoses should
be renewed every two days, as their colourquickly

deteriorates. Blue Cornflowers, fine and large,

from autumn-sown plants, make a pretty bouquet
with Fair Maids of France (Ranunculus aconiti-

folius). Gaultheria Shallon, with its old and new
foliage, delicately tinted stalks, and waxy flowers,

is beautiful by itself in polished silver ; its sprays

of handsome leaves are valuable for cutting at all

times of the year. The dinner table is decorated

with pots of Adiantum in silver and small

bouquets of pink Brier Roses with Venus's Navel-

wort (Omphalodes linifolia), one of the loveliest

of annuals, that should be largely grown, sown in

autumn for earlv summer use.

FLORAL DECORATIONS.
J. HUDSO^^ GUNXEESBTJEY HOUSE.

Having occasion recently to arrange a centre-piece

for a dinner table of considerable size, I selected

a glass vase with a single cornucopia rising from
its base. Its height was about 21 in., and the bot-

tom measured about 12 in. in diameter. About the

latter I placed a fringe of Fern fronds of such sorts

as Adiantum formosum, Nephrodium moUe, and
a few only of the golden and silver Gymno-
grammas with the fronds inverted. Moss being
used to cover the sand. Around the stem I placed
three orfour growths each of Cyperus alternifolius

and lasus of various heights ; interspersed with

these were ten or more fine spikes of the Turk's-

head Grass (Lagurus ovatus), all standing as if

growing. Several fronds of Maiden-hair Fern
were arranged as an undergi'owth. After this the

flowers were added. These consisted of three

blooms on their spikes of the German Iris, with

about a dozen flowers of Gloxinias with all the

length of stem I could secure; dotted amongst
these were five or six blooms of the yellow Paris

Daisy (Etoile d'Or) and a few trusses of a pale

Bouvardia. This completed the arrangement of the

base, which rested on the table-cloth. In the cornu-

copia I placed one slender spike of a small

form of Delphinium (blue) and three spikes of

Astilbe (Spirrea) japonica: dotted here and there

were pink and white Ehodanthe, and overhanging
the margin of the trumpet, spikes of Begonia
odorata resting on a fringe of Pteris serrulata.

This completed the arrangement. It will be
observed that single flowers only were used, and
a very pleasing effect was obtained by means of

them ; in fact, the addition of any double flowers

of any sort would have marred the effect of the

whole. Two small plants of Cocos Weddelliana
were placed in two soup plates without being
turned out of their pots ; sand was placed around
each and covered with Fern foliage and varie-

gated Begonia leaves. A few blooms of Eoses
were then interspersed among these, no other

flowers being used. These arrangements were
placed on either side of the centre, and on each
side of these was a well-bloomed plant of

Gloxinia in a vase. The Gloxinias were, if any-

thing, too heavy ; a smaller plant would have
been better. The same day I tried an experiment
with some blossoms of Passiflora kermesina,
having several open. I cut them early in

the morning and allowed them to float in a
basin of water till the evening, when I placed

them in a sinall glass for the drawing-room. In
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this manner th=y kept perfectly fresh and open
;

had I left them on the plant, they roould have
closed before I wanted to use them.

ROSE GARDEN.
W. H. FEETTINGHAM, BEESTON.

Nevek have I been so much troubled with insect

pests on Roses as this year ; every bush here is

completely covered with green-fly. In order to

destroy them take i oz. of Quassia chips, boil

them well, and while cooling add half the quan-
tity of soft soap to one gallon of water. Dip the
shoots where possible in the solution, as that has
a better effect than syringing. Grubs, too, are
plentiful; in destroying these unroll the curled
leaves and take out the destroyer, and do not, as

some suggest, pick off the foliage. Those who
prefer perfect blooms to a multitude of small
ones must disbud freely, leaving the centre bud
and taking off the smaller ones. In case the
premier bud gets eaten or otherwise damaged, it

win be necessary to leave the largest and most
healthy side bud. Suckers, both on the Brier and
Manetti, must be kept down ; they always come off

freshest after a shower or early in the morning. In
damp, cloudy weather liquid manure should be
applied. Where the ground has been made hard
through heavy rains, h(ieing is beneficial to the
growth of the plants.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKFIELD.

G-revillea robusta.—In a young state this is

an invaluable decorative plant for the summer
flower garden. The foliage is a rich dark green,
and beautifully cut and Fern-like ; the habit of
growth, too, is graceful in the extreme. It is really
a greenhouse shrub, being a native of New Hol-
land, but it stands 8° or 10° of frost without in-

jury, a merit of no small moment to all who have
to study how best to lengthen out the summer
bedding season. The most efEective way we ever
used it was what may be described as a miniature
avenue plant. It formed a centre in oblong blocks
and parallel lines of Mesembryanthemum cordi-
folium variegatum, blocks of Herniaria glabra
alternating, the central plant of which was the
White Fish-bone Thistle. This Grevillea is equally
telling when .used along with Pelargoniums, or in-
deed with any of the ordinary kinds of bedding
plants, effectively destroying, or rather obviating,
when planted at regular intervals over the beds,
that undesirable flatness and formality so common
in most gardens. It is best raised from seeds
annually sown in January, the produce being
planted out in May. The plants make a good
show by midsummer, and if lifted in October be-
fore the frost is too severe, they will do good duty
in the conservatory in winter.

Rhododendrons.—All seed vessels should
be picked off the earlier varieties, straggling
shoots pruned' in, and grafted kinds examined
with the view of removing stock shoots, and root
suckers. Any plants moved in the autumn and
winter should still be kept mulched, a condition
that will obviate the necessity of watering. This
remark also applies to all other kinds of shrubs
that have been lately transplanted, though no
doubt some would be the better for having a good
soaking of water as well as the mulching ; any
that look critical, and must be saved at any cost,
should at sunset be syringed overhead. Lilacs,
Spiricas, Weigelas, Broom, Gorse, and others done
flowering should, if needed, either through re-
stricted space or to ensure the keeping of the
plants equable as regards growth, be pruned into
the required form. Keep the clumps free from
weeds by means of surface-hoeings as often as an
opportunity offers.

Roses still need a large amount of attention
as to cleansing them from aphis and maggots

;

copious waterings in dry weather, and .surface
mulchings, which keep the plants in vigorous
health, will do much to prevent the attacks of
parasites. Climbing Roses should be kept well

secured to their supports, and the old flowers
should be regularly cut off, an operation which
will assist in the production of a second bloom.

Climbers. — Keep Clematises and other
climbers closely trained in ; these also need plenty
of water at both root and top, more particularly
those plants that are growing close to buildings
and under over-hanging projections where the
rainfall cannot reach them. Supports should be
placed to Sweet Peas, Scarlet Runners, Canary
Creepers, Convolvuluses, and every other kind of
annual climber before there is any risk of the
growth getting matted. Such plants are alike

useful for festooning, or drooping over ledges cf
rock or root-work, but even in these positions it

is necessary to occasionally go over them to single
out and if needs be to cut away portions of their
growth.

General -work.—This will consist in finish-

ing bedding out and in the removal of every trace
of untidiness that for a time is unavoidable wliilst

such work is in progress. Trim or peg into form
every kind of plant that will look the better for
such manipulation. Pinch the flowers of Calceo-
larias, Violas, Verbenas, Petunias, and Pelargo-
niums to ensure their earlier and more vigorous
establishment in the soil. The flowers of Lobelias
and carpeting plants we prefer to remove with
a pair of sheep shears, which at the same time
take oif any uneven portions of the plant, the
gi'owth afterwards being more dense and tufty.

In the early stages of growth, Alteruantheras and
Coleus quickly resent artificial watering by refus-
ing to grow at all

;
preference should therefore

be given to mulching the beds with Cocoa fibre

refuse ; this renders all waterings, except the
first to settle the plants in the soil, wholly un-
necessary. Mowing of lawns and weeding of
walks are now at the maximum point, ansl with
the stinted labour, now common to most gar-
dens, it is diflicult to keep abreast with such
work; where this cannot be done without neglect-
ing other and more important departments, it

would be well to consider whether or not it would
not be wise to reduce the amount of ground that
ought to be highly kept to such limits as the
labour allowed would be able to maintain in per-
fect order.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINES, SOUTHGATB.

Kalosanthes.—Young stock of these should
be propagated yearly. They strike readilj' ; in

fact, cuttings will root if merely laid on the sur-

face of the soil in a greenhouse or pit. The best
way is to put single cuttings into small pots filled

with ordinary loam and sand, selecting from es-

tablished plants moderately strong shoots that
have not set any flowers. These will root in a
fortnight if kept a little, but not too moist, as
succulent plants of this kind if too wet in the
cutting state are liable to rot. In preparing the
cuttings all that is necessary is to make a clean
cut at the base, and to strip off the leaves of the
lower portion that is inserted in the soil. When
well established in small pots move them into
others about i in. in diameter, which will be large
enough for this season. They will make good
flowering plants in two years. During summer
they will succeed in an ordinary greenhouse or
pit, giving them enough water to keep the soil in

a healthy condition. Kalosanthes are amongst
the easiest of all plants to manage, but it fre-

quently happens that they do not flower freely;

where this occurs it is the fault of the treatment.
All that is requisite is to get the shoots pro-
perly ripened the summer previous to that in which
they are intended to bloom. This can only be
done with certainty by setting them out-of-doors
exposed to full sunshine for a considerable length
of time, say from the beginning of July to the
middle of September. To have the flowers highly
coloured the plants require to be placed in the
open air just before they begin to open. The north
side of a wall where they will get plenty of light,

but not exposed to the mid-day sun, answers
well.

Rof as —Where indoor Roses are planted out
they will not require nearly so much watering as
when in pots, but care must be taken that the
beds they occupy are not allowed to become too
dry, or the foliage will be sure to be attacked by
mildew, and the crop of flowers will be much
reduced both in size and quantity. It is the more
necessary to see to this as the daily use of the
syringe keeps the surface soil moist, whilst
that underneath may be dry. When the plants
are strong and making vigorous growth, they re-

quire to be well supplied with manure water. Tea
varieties, which are much the most suitable for in-

door cultivation, are all but continuously in a
growing state the whole year round, and to main-
tain their vigour they must have the soil regularly
assisted in this way, or else have the surface
dressed with some light manure, that will be
washed down in the operation of watering. The
same applies to pot Roses that have been started
in succession to follow the winter bloomers. Where
a house is devoted to Roses it is desirable to keep
the plants on in a flowering condition, even after
a supply can be had out-of-doors, for in many
localities the Tea varieties rarely produce flowers
in the open air that will bear comparison with
those grown under glass. Plants that have given ,

two or three crops of flowers during the winter
and spring, will now show signs of requiring a
rest, however strong they may have been, but on
no account turn them out in the open air until

they have been somewhat hardened off by dis-

couraging growth through cooler treatment. Even
in the case of such plants as are being thus sub-
jected to a resting process, whenever mildew
appears it should at once be checked by the appli-

cation of sulphur.

Herbaceous Calceolarias. — Where a
good strain of these exists and they are well
grown they will have been very efEective. Any that
show marks of superiority in habit of plant or
form and marking of the flowers should be placed
by themselves and kept for purposes of propaga-
tion, as well as for seed saving. By selecting indi-

vidual plants in this way the strain may be con-
tinually improved, but in all cases remember that
a vigorous, healthy constitution is of the first im-
portance, so that the plants are able to make
plenty of stout foliage, for without this the flowers,

however perfect, are of no value for general decora-
tive use.

Oeloeia pyramidalis and Balsams.—
Another sowing should at once be made of these,

the produce of which will bloom later on after

the earliest are over. Where there is a good
strain of this elegant feathery Celosia, compris-
ing the brightest shades in yellow and pink to

deep crimson, and the plants are well managed,
there is nothing more beautiful. The small side

branches of the flower-spikes are most effective

when mixed with any combination of cut
flowers. The length of time during which they
will last either in a cut state or on tlie plant is

not the least valuable property which they
possess, but to prevent their getting tall and
leggy, they should from the time when the seed-

lings first vegetate be subjected to plenty of light

and receive as much air as can be admitted with-
out the atmosphere of the house or pit being too
much dried up. The same applies to Balsams.
Where these are allowed sufficient head room with
timely shifts into pots big enough to admit of

due extension of the roots they have a very dif-

ferent appearance from the starvelings too often
met with. Both the above plants enjoy a liberal

application of manure water after they have
begun to grow away.

Oranges.—Where these exist in either small
or large examples, and the greatest quantity of
flowers which they can be made to produce are
wanted, they should not be allowed to bear fruit,

as when the plants are in good condition and
kept a little warmer than in an ordinary green-

house, they flower oftener than when their

energies are overtaxed by fruiting. Whilst in full

growth the plants should have frequent applica-

tions of manure water, in which soot ought to be
an ingredient, as it is distasteful to worms,
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usually so troublesome in the soil. Where Oranges
are grown in more or less warmth one of the

principal things requiring attention is keep-

ing down scale and mealy bug. Where these

pests are allowed to get numerous before means
are taken for their destruction, the foliage

always suffers in a way that makes them unsightly,

and the free production of flowers is also im-

paired.

FEUIT.
W. COLEMAN, EASTNOE CASTLE.

Peach.e3.—Early houses from which the

gathering of ripe fruit was commenced in May re-

quire very careful management to keep the trees

in a vigorous state of health for a number of

years, and as the replanting of a house is attended

with considerable expense, too much care cannot

be bestowed on large, healthy trees from the time

the last Peach is plucked until the leaves fall

early in autumn. As leau-to houses are best

adapted for early forcing, movable lights are pre-

ferable to fixed roofs, particularly where gardens

stand high and airy, and the borders, as. all early

Peach borders should be, are confined to the in-

terior of the house. When all the fruit is gathered

from the earliest trees, cut away all superfluous

wood whiohhas been retained for the benefit of the

crop of the current year; remove breast-wood, and
tie in the shoots left, allowing plenty of room for

the full development of the foliage and the free ad-

mission of light and air. Syringe well to clear

away insects which may have gained a foot-

hold, and water with tepid water until every part

of the border is properly moistened. Tie down
the shoots in succession houses, and shorten back
to increase the size of the fruit where the wood
will be no longer wanted after it is gathered.

Gross shoots from behind, as well as in advance
of the frait, which will be expected to produce
the next crop, may also be pinched and the final

thinning of the fruit completed, as healthy trees

are often injured by being overloaded through
the trying ordeal of stoning. Give plenty of water
of a stimulating nature to inside borders. Syringe
early and well with clear, soft water. Ventilate
freely through the first part of the day, and assist

the fruit through the last swelling by closing in

good time with plenty of sun best. Trees in late

houses require more decided disbudding than is

sometimes bestowed upon them, as it often happens
that the fruit in these structures is kept back until

many of the wall Peaches are over, and the wood
of such kinds as Barrington and Walburton Late
Admirable does not get properlyripened. Growers
of late Peaches who have not planted Sea Eagle
will do well to give it a trial. AVith me it yields

very fine fruit, which keeps a long time after it is

gathered, and, unlike the Barrington, it always
completes its last swelling and finishes properly.

Wall fruits.—The Morello Cherry in this loca-

lity is perhaps the most profitable of all wall
fruit trees. But the wall culture of fruits of any
kind for market is by no means well done, the ex-
pense of walls and the uncertainty of tenure
rendering it impossible for the tenant to properly
carry it out. I am, however, convinced that walls
would well repay the expenditure bestowed on
them ; not onl3' could choicer kinds of Pears,
Cherries, Peaches, Plums, &c., be produced on
them, but they would also shelter other crops. It

is not every year that whole districts are blighted
by gales as this year, but we never escape some
damage in that way ; and in addition to the
greater certainty of crops that shelter walls
would give, there is a still greater one of getting
the produce from their immediate vicinity into
market a few days before that in from open
quarters, and every one in the market trade knows
that a few days even frequently make all the
difference between profit and loss in the case of
any crop. Walls of the massive character one finds

in private gardens would not be needed ; wooden
framework covered with stout felt, as one finds

at Barham Court and in other experimental
fruit gardens, would answer, and would not cost
much, a great point in fruit culture for market.

Orchard house.—Remove the early kinds of

Peaches to a cool part of the house or a separate

house altogether as they are cleared of ripe fruit

Thin out the wood from which the fruit has just

been gathered, stop exuberant growths, and
syringe well to free the foliage from spider.

Vigorous young trees, which require a shift into

larger pots, may either be potted as they are

cleared of fruit, or they may be kept well supplied

with water of a stimulating nature until the whole
of the first batch is ready for overhauling. Keep
them under glass and maintain a moist, growing
atmasphere until the roots have taken to the
new compost, then plunge in ashes in the open
air ; mulch to economise watering, and syringe
overhead on fine evenings. Pay particular atten-

tion to the watering and syringing of all kinds of

fruit trees in mid-season and late houses, and
make sure of the water reaching the roots of those

planted in the borders by mulching or forcing a

basin round the stems. The best time to ascertain

whether a tree wants water is just before the

afternoon syringing, when a glance at the pot or

the foliage will tell whether the roots are dry.

Make the final thinning and shorten back the

shoots where a sufiicient number of promising
fruits are swelling near home and the shape of

the trees can be improved thereby. Let the trees

be well syringed soon after six on fine mornings,
and not later than four in the afternoon. Open
the ventilators when the temperature begins to

rise, and let the time when the fruit is wanted be
the guide in closing for the day. Late or unheated
houses, which now in many places give a more
certain supply of fruit than can be obtained from
open walls, may from this time forward have the
ventilators left constantly open until the fruit is

ripe. An erroneous opinion prevails with some
that house Peaches ripen earlier than they do on
walls, but if judiciously selected kinds are potted,

or, better still, planted out, and a constant cir-

culation of air is maintained, with due attention

to atmospheric moisture, fruit equally late and of

finer quality may be secured.

KITCHEN GAEDEN.
E. GILBERT, BtTE&HLET.

Eaely Potatoes should now be earthed up, and if

this operation can be done after a night's rain, they
will be made almost independent of the weather,

the soil added to the rows, and the foliage together
making a capital mulch. Early Broccoli raised

under glass should now be pricked out. I use 2 in.

of Mushroom manm-e and a thin layer of soil,

placing them in the alleys left for fruit trees by
the side of the wall—generally a west one. The
bottom under such circumstances is hard, and the
Broccoli does no harm for the short time it re-

quires the ground; in fact, in dry seasons the mulch
actually benefits the wall trees. The Mushroom
house should now be thoroughly cleaned out, re-

moving all the old beds ; sweep down the walls,

and give them a good syringing, and when wet
sprinkle them and the path and roof with fresh

lime, opening all ventilators, doors, and windows,
so that a sweet house may be the result. Mush-
rooms more than anythingenjoy a pure atmosphere.
Outside beds are bearing here very well. Keep
them damp by watering the covering of the bed,
letting the water soak through the straw slowly,

bur surely. Tomatoes should now be planted out

;

bear in mind they want good sound loam, but not
much manure. It is a question whether we do not,

as a rule, use too much manure. If Tomatoes
require any assistance after the fruit is set, they
will tell you by their looks ; and if so, give them a
couple of good waterings, either with manure
water or guano ; 1 lb. of the latter to 36 gallons of
water is sufficient. Keep a good supply of Let-
tuces tied up and plenty of small salads sown.

Prince Bismarck and forest planting.
—We hear with pleasure that Prince Bismarck
is a great friend to forestry, and that he
has of late years been encouraging, and ef-

fectively encouraging, a series of measures of

much importance to forestry throughout the
whole of Germany. A planter himself on a large

scale, he is helping the State to make its forest

property a school of observation and experiment
of the highest use, each forest inspector being
enabled to assist in a series of observations and
experiments, one important aim of which will be
a test of the hardiness and utility of the various

North American trees introduced for many years
past.

ON EXHIBITING ALPINE AND HERBA-
CEOUS PLANTS.

Few will question that the revived taste for

herbaceous plants is likely to be fostered by their
exhibition at our great leading shows, and that,

considering the space they occupy, those amateurs
are much to be commended who take the
trouble of sending collections of them to be seen
by the public generally, and especially by lovers
and growers of these very varied and beautiful
plants, but it is manifest that some rules, some
standard of excellence must be arrived at if this

practice is to continue, or I venture to say ex-

hibitors will speedily withdraw and be contented
to leave to others the ungracious task. In looking
at a collection exhibited for competition, an ama-
teur naturally looks for what is new or beautiful,
and not to masses without beauty or novelty to

recommend them. I have been led into this train

of thought by the exhibits at the late Whitsun-
tide show at Manchester. There prizes were offered

for collections of alpine and herbaceous plants,

and anyone who saw them and could compare
them with what we see at our metropolitan
shows must have been impressed by the vast
superiority of the northern show. Nothing sur-

prises me more than the very poor collections

that are shown in London, and yet there are
good growers in the neighbourhood of our great
city who could surely send choicer things than
they are in the habit of doing ; but I think
many must have been surprised to see the posi-

tion awarded to these collections at Manchester,
for, unless on some unsound principle of judging,

I cannot see how Messrs. Dickson & Son and
Mr. Brockbank could have been placed second
to the collections which in the nurserymen's and
amateurs' classes secured the first honours. It is

ever an ungracious thing to find fault with any
adjudication, and I do not for one moment ques-

tion the competency or the honesty of those
men (who they were I know not) who acted as

judges on this occasion. I can only surmise that

they think differently from what most of our
herbaceous plant growers think, and were more
impressed by 'size than by rarity or beauty.

And I am not at all surprised to find that

strong remonstrances have been published in the

Manchester papers on the subject, and that such
authorities as Mr. WoUey Dod, Mr. Harvey, of

Aigburth, and Mr. Leo. Grindon should have taken
this view. I will content myself with simply deal-

ing with the amateurs' class ; the two competitors

were Mr. Joseph Broome, of Didsbuxy, a most
genial and ardent horticulturist, and your corre-

spondent, Mr. Brockbank, of Brockhurst, Dids-
bury ; the latter has, at considerable expense,

collected one of the most interesting collections

in the country, and has been very successful in

their culture. It was open to him, had he so liked,

to have sent large masses of common plants, but
he had a better idea of the situation ; he selected

from his collection of 2000 plants those which he
considered the most valuable and beautiful, and
put them up. They were as follows, viz. : Aqui-
legia glandulosa, A. coerulea hybrida, and A.
californica hybrida. Allium pedemontanum, with
pink flowers ; Anthericum Liliastrum, a fine

clump consisting of a dozen flower-stems, An-
drosace coronopifolia, Erinus alpinus, E. alpinus

albus, and B. hispanicus, these were interesting

as showing the three varieties ; Cistus algervensis,

a very beautiful plant which I had never before

seen, the flowers golden yellow with deep crim-

son centres ; Campanula Wanneri, C. thyrsoides,

a very rare and strange plant ; Corydalis capnoides

alba, Delphinium nudicaule, Globularia tricho-
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santha, Geum eoccineum fl.-pl.,Iberisgibraltarica,

Edelweiss, a fine pan of this favourite alpine plant

;

Linaria pallida, Lamium longiflorum, Lithosper-

mum proatratum, Blyosotis alpestris, Polygonatum
multillorum, P. m, fol. variegatum, Orchis foliosa,

Onosma, taiiricum, a splendid specimen of this very
difficult plant ; Phj'teuma comosum, a very
interesting and rare alpine ; Primula japonica and
alba, the latter raised at Brockhurst, and certainly

the finest variety I have seen ; Eamondia pyre-
naicaa, grand plant ; Saxifraga lantoscana and S.

Macnabiana, new and pretty ; S. Wallaoei, S. longi-

folia vera, a splendid pan in bloom ; Verbascum
Malcombei and V. phoeniceum roseum. Anyone
who knows herbaceous and alpine plants will at
once recognise the excellence of this collec-

tion, and I can testify that their culture
left nothing to be desired. Now let me briefly

notice the opposing collection. It contained
Lilium auratum, a tall plant, 8 ft. high, which
had to be placed on the floor and let through
the stage ; Spira;a Ulmaria fl,-pl., treated in the
same way, forced, and entirely out of character

;

two large tree Pasonies, forced into bloom ; Sem-
pervivum arachnoideum, Saxifraga pyramidalis, S.

granulatafl.-pl., a huge pan of double white Narcis-
sus, double purple Rocket, Saxifraga Wallacei, Del-
phinium nudicaule, Armeria cephalotes, Lamium
longiflorum, Onosma tauricum. Lychnis coronaria
atrosanguinea. Orchis maculata, and Lychnis
Haageana. Many of these had been evidently
grown in heat, and consequently were out of char-
acter and uninteresting, and I can only, as I have
said, imagine that size was the point that gained
the day.

In making these remarks I have but one object
in view ; both of the exhibitors are friends whom
I much value ; the judges, as I have said, I know
not. I am not an exhibitor myself, and so, if one
can be ever sure of the impartiality of one's
judgment, I may be sure here. Then the matter of
the prize money is not of the slightest moment to
either exhibitor, and I am confident Mr. Broome
would be the very last person who would wish for
honoui-s to be conferred which were not merited.
Of course, I may be all wrong (although I am well
supported), but I shall be very glad if this notice
may lead to some friendly discussion which may
clear the air and give exhibitors in herbaceous
and alpine plants a clear idea of what is expected
of them in regard to their exhibits. Delta.

AWARDS AT THE MANCHESTER SHOW.
As I am not, and am not likely to be, either a
judge or an exhibitor, at least so long as the
present principles of decision are followed, and as
I do not even know the names of the judges at
the Manchester show, I am perfectly impartial in
the impression which the award of prizes at that
show made on me. But as a lover of Orchids and,
if possible, still more so of alpine and herbaceous
plants, I cannot refrain from asking your leave to
appeal against what I cannot but consider a bad
practice, viz., awarding prizes which run counter
to the true object of these shows. This I take to
be (or at any rate it ought to be) to encourage
good culture and the culture of the most in-
teresting and valuable species. Now, as to
Orchids, what do we see ? Large pots, called, no
doubt, " specimens," consisting, say, of a dozen
flowering bits of Cattleya Mendelli, each of a
different variety, though selected and planted
for the occasion so as to look as like one
plant as possible. The most cursory inspection,
however, shows the imposture, and takes away all
interest from the pretended " plant," which is not
a plant at all, but several plants put together so
as to pretend to be one plant for the occasion of
the show. Does the awarding of prizes to such
exhibits tend to encourage good culture ?

Then, as to alpine and herbaceous plants, should
not the award of prizes be made with the object
of rewarding good culture of new, rare, or in some
other respect interesting plants? And is that
object effected by giving the first prize to a lot in
which the most noticeable plants consisted of
such sorts as Liliunj auratum, Spirsa Ulmaria,

Pffionies, double white Narcissus, and the like f In
what respect does a pot of plants of the latter

species, not a bit better or worse than may be seen
in hundreds of gardens, deserve a prize ? Or was
it given for some ordinary Pyrethrums, double
white Rocket, Lamium longiflorum, and such
common tilings which formed part of the exhibit?
It could not have been for good culture, for they
were apparently " drawn," through forcing, and
did not at all exemplify the character of the plants
when well grown out of doors. Another lot which
was exhibited contained some really interesting
plants, including a well-grown pot of Phyteuma
comosum not actually in flower on tlie opening
day, it is true, but full of flower-buds ready to

open. If so rare and interesting a plant was con-
sidered as disqualified because it was not actually
in flower, still there were other well-grown plants
in flower whicli made the lot much more interest-

ing in m}' eyes, and I should think in the eyes of
any true lover of alpine and herbaceous plants,

than that to whicli the first prize was given. For
instance, there were good specimens of Aquilegia
glandulosa varieties, A. californica. Edelweiss,
very good Saxifrages, including a fine specimen
of S. longifolia and S. lantoscana, Wallacei, and
Macnabiana, also Ramondia pyrenaica. Surely
tliis is the sort of thing that flower shows should
tend to encourage, though the judges do not seem
to think so. Persons who succeed in growing
good specimens of beautiful and comparatively
novel species, the exhibition of whichwould really

help to foster a taste for an improved system of
gardening, are not lilrely to trouble themselves to
give the public the great advantage of seeing such
plants if mere size and quantity of common species
is to be considered better than quality.

E. H,

Myosotis dissitiflora.—Mr. Fish may rest
assured that the white Myosotis exhibited at
South Kensington in the spring bj', I believe, Mr
Dean, of Titsey Park, Surrey, but not certificated,

is a real white dissitiflora. No one wlio saw the
variety questioned its cliaracter, for its features
were clearly defined ; but whether from seed or from
a sport I do not know^ If from the former, then
we maj' look for its perpetuation by seed ; but if

from the latter, then, judging bymy own experience
with sports, the seeding is a doubtful matter. I
find some extra fine sports do not seed, and a
small white sport also has not seeded. Perhaps
another year better results may follow, but though
sport selections may be ever so promising, I fear
none will prove acceptable for general cultiva-
tion that cannot be freely produced by means of
seed.—A. D.

brief management of The HortkuUimst, Mr. Vick
was also connected with the editorial conduct of
the Rural New Yoi-Jcer. During all these years
he had been gi-adually drifting into the culture
and importation of flower seeds and bulbs, and at
length determined to make this his sole pursuit.
Bringinginto it great energy and the experience in
gaining the public ear acquired by years spent as
a publisher, he succeeded witli remarkable rapi-
dity, and it was sufficiently obvious that he
had found his special mission at last. We need
not go into farther detail except to remark that
in all the different publications connected with
his business Mr, Vick has shown no little tact in
meeting popular needs, unprecedented liberality
and taste in illustration, and a neatness of typo-
graphy, tlie result of his own constant supervision
and skill. During his printing, binding, packing-
box making, and all other branches of work con-
nected with the business, on his own premises, he
was also enabled to bring these contingent ex-
penses down to the first cost of the materials and
labour required. Liberal always in dealing with
his customers and others—with an industry inde-
fatigable in whatever he undertook—genial and
interesting in personal intercourse-^hospitable
and attentive to all who called upon him at home—it is not strange that the deceased should have
enjoyed the respect of a large circle of widely-
scattered friends, or that he should have won to
such a degree, and held so firmly, the confidence
of the seed-buying public. His establishment
will now pass into the hands of his four sons,
who have been educated in it from boyhood.

—

Countnj Gentleman. [A portrait of Mr. Vick and
some account of his career in life are given at
p. 61 of our current volume.]

M. Lepere, the Peach grower of Montreuil, is

dead. He was a Chevalier of the Legion of Honou r,

and died in his 8.3rd year.

OBITUARY.

DE.ITH OF ME. VICK, OP ROCHESTER.
We have to record the death, at Rochester,
May 16, of James Vick, whose name has so long
been familiar in American households generally
as seedsman and florist, and at an earlier date as
an editor and publisher. The deceased was of
English birtli, coming to this country with his
parents in 1833, at the age of fifteen. Learning
his trade as a compositor, he was subsequently
employed by the late Luther Tucker in the office

of the Genesee Farmer at Rochester, where his
strong natural taste for rural pursuits was pro-
bably stimulated by the subjects constantly
brought under his notice, and where, indeed, he
occasionally contributed for the paper. Another
Genesee Farmer, established after the consolida-
tion of the original paper of that name with The
Cultivator at Albany, in the progress of time fell

into Mr. Vick's hands as editor and proprietor,
and while conducted by him it reached, though
it did not long retain, a circulation remarkably
large. After the death of Downing in 1852, The
Horticulturist, established at Albany by Mr. Tuc-
ker in 1846, was sold to Mr. Vick, who continued
its publication at Rochester for several years
under the able editorship of Mr. Patrick Barry.
At other times, before or after his comparatively

Scottish Pansy Society.—The annua exhibition ot
this society will he held in Edinburgh on June 23, and cul-
tivatois of the Pansy an invited to exhibit from all parts
of the country.

Melons at Chirk Castle.—I saw here a very good
example of Melons in 6-iu. pots in various stages of growth.
They consisted of Victory of Bith, Read's Scarlet, Eastnor
Castle, and Colston Bassett, all useful sorts.—J. Clarke,
Bri/nkinalt.

Rose WilUatns' Evergreen.—This Rose comes t >

us from Wales, and seems an iuterestlng form, with which
we are not familiar. Do any of our leaders know of its

good qualities?

Medicated Tobacco paper.—Would some of your
correspondents be kind enough to tell me if the medicited
Tobacco paper is cheaper to use than the commoner good
dipped stuff one buys at about Is. per pound, and if the one
is bettT than the other for general purposes? there is a
great difference in the price. — Enquirer.
Names ot plants.—is., JJcorfm^r.-Oplismenus is a

Grass allied to Panicum. W. D.—Aphelexis macrontha
;

Epidendrum fragrans; othL=r next weak. J. S , Merriott.

—Euonymus amerioanus is called the Burning Bush.
^Jion.—Cytisus seasilifollus sant to nam3 last week. S.
ir.—Bignonia speciosa, 1. S. Heal.—I, Oncidium uni-
corne ; 2, Onychium japonicum. IT. B. — Anguloa
Ruckeri X>. It. Rhododendron calophyllum. J.
W. L. —1, Selaginella Wildenovi ; 2, Adiantum decorum

;

3, Davallia dissecta ; 4,Platylonia rotundifolium. F.J.
iJo6frts.—Saxifraga granulata fl.-pl. J. Harper,—Vety
hands ime, well worth perpetuating ; it is near one or two
others in cultivation. 0. J'.-Pyrola rotunditolia.

E. 11. 1, Pentstemon pubescens ; -2, Lychnis diuma fl.-pl.;

3, Ii. ^'iscaria fl.-pl. ; 4, Lilium davuricum ; the seedling
Begonias are excellent.— . M. D., Dorking.—^ahenarm
bifolia. 0. B. Jones. — Habenaria bifolia (Butterfly
Orchis), Mrs. M. Coiiier.—Schrenoprasum ; Allium (gar.

den Chives) ; Orchis masoula ; llabjnarla bifolia.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.
W. G,- W, H, F,—W, G. S,—J, S, W.—B. S.- J. W.—

E

H,—J, C, C—J, C, L,—Simplex,-J. R. & Sons —E. H.—
W. G.-,I. S. W.—J. S. W.-.T. C. S.—B. H.-W. G. S.—B.—W. W.—W. J. M.—D. T. F.—S. R. H.—G. J.^I. S.—
W. W.—W. S.—S. C—R. A. G.—B. A, D,—R, G,—E, J,—J.
G.—W. B. H.—K. & Sons.—D. & Co.—W. M.—C. M.—

T

D, n,—A, D, W.—J, H,—J, D,—W, G,—K, <&; Co,—M, L,
—J, —H,—J. C. C—W. E. L.—A. G.—P. F.—J. C. B.—W.C—R. B. S.—W. J. J. M—J. S. W.—T. C.
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"This is an Art
^^^lich does mend Mature ; change it rather : but
IHE AKT ITSELF IS SATK^KE."—Shakespeare.

AN OUT-OF-THE-WAY GARDEN.
Gabdexixg is a pleasant amusement to quiet

country life, and flowei's are very good company
to those who are fond of them ; but flowers may
be excused for ILking to get admiration beyond
their own domestic circle. Here they are

rarely visited by anyone who knows a Larkspur
from a Columbine. This garden, like Horace's
volume of poems, more vain than its master,
paucis ostendi (/emit — Malpas, as may be
inferred from its name, is not on a good road
to anywhere, and if it were not lawful some-
times to sing the praises of one's flowers in The
Garden, they would live and die unknown. At
present the chief business here is tying up. Some
denounce tyiug up as giving a stiff, artificial

look. And so it does ; but it is all very well for
those who have sheltered gardens in the calm
and sunny south to object to it, but after six

hours' heavy rain from the Welsh bills, succeeded
by a westerly gale, the devastation in an untit d
garden would teach prudence for the future. I

was warned to-day of the consequence of not
tying by seeing a great plant of Papaver um-
brosum, which had been neglected, snapped off at

the base, and rolling along over the Grass.

Poppies are now the most conspicuous flowers
in the garden. Those who grow P. umbrosum
only as an annual, or who transplant it in

spring, cannot know what it is when it has the
full benefit of biennial growth. It ought to be
sown as soon as the seed is ripe, and the young
plants never crowded, and encouraged to grow
on by watering and rich soil, and be esta-

blished in their flowering place by the end of

October. A single plant so treated will be far
more showy than a bunch of plants moved in

spring, and have far larger flowers. P. orientale

and P. bracteatum, two grand plants for the
back row of a mixed border, though their
flowering season is short, have manv inter-

mediate forms both in habit and colour ; all

are best raised from seed, as they transplant
badly after they have flowered. Another rela-

tion of the Poppy is Meconopsis nepalensis,
easy to raise from seed, and prettier when form-
ing its flower-buds than when in flower, as it is

too tall and too irregular in form to be pleasing.
M. Wallichi is more difficult to rear, and is now
coming into flower here for the first time. JNI.

cambrica is a most ornamental and unobtru-
sive weed, and fringes the base of an old wall
at the side of a walk or yard with good effect.

Of white flowers the "double English Rocket
now makes the greatest show. In this rich,

moist soil it is not contented with ordinary
dimensions, but grows 3 ft. high with many
lateral branches. The plants are cut down after
flowering, and the side shoots then produced
are taken off in July, make large plants for
next year, and are finer than older plants.
The piece de resistance of the garden is at
present the Pyrethrum, double and single, the
latter always preferred here. Besides those in
the mixed beds, they have one or two beds to
themselves, for the ladies to cut at for table
decoration, and no flower looks better on a
white cloth or lights up better than a single
crimson Pyrethrum. By a selection through two
or three generations I raise as good seedlings
as I cau buy, but neither from my own seed
nor from any nurseryman can I get a pure white
single Pyrethrum roseum. Many are pure white

in catalogues, but I sent to an eminent grower
for his two purest and whitest, which have

names denoting unsurpassed whiteness, though
both are tinged with pink.

If I were asked what are the prettiest flowers

now out in my mixed borders, I certainly should

say the hybrid Columbines, though I know the

editor of The Gaeden would not agree with
me ; and I will not deny that for individual

flowers A. glandulosa and A. ccerulea may hold

the first place, but the habit of both these

would be improved by being more robust, and

by judicious crossing the plant gains in vigour

more than the flower loses in colour and form.

Some hybrids of chrysantha and ccerulea

and canadensis are amongst the most
beautiful and graceful of hardy flowers.

Hybrids of A. vulgaris and A. glandulosa have

some verv good flowers, but the seedlings require

selection, and cannot always be reproduced. For
dark purple, Campanula glomerata is now the

handsomest flower. Those who onl}' know it as

a wild flower would hardly recognise it in its

gardru forms of many names, growing 3 ft.

higi', or more, with large, heavy clusters of

flov, ers hardly able to hold up their own weight.

The white and lavender-coloured varieties are

less robust, but good in their way. Several kinds

of perennial double Ranunculus are still good.

A grand plant of Fair Maids of France, with a

well filled head measuring 5 ft. by 3 ft. through,

is nearly over. The double R. speclosus, which
has the largest flowers, is past its best. The
natives, R. acris and R. repens, are still in their

prime, and of these the latter, though less seldom
seen, is by far the best. It is very easily kept

from straggling, and 1 have several compact
plants 1 yd. across, and not more than 1 ft.

high, covered with large, double yellow flowers,

without any green centre, of far more substance

than those of R. acris. If yellow composites were
not too common, Bahia lanata would be a very

good plaut,dwarf, compact, graceful in growth,

and covered with a profusion of golden flowers.

I raised it from seed in the spring of last year,

but it is said not to survive very severe winters.

The St. Bruno's Lily (Anthericum Liliastrum)

does not increase as fast as gardeners would
like. It is much grown in cottage gardens about
Manchester, and, having got a good stock from

that neighbourhood, I have tried it in all soils

and positions, and find it does best in a moist

open soil with shelter from hot sun. The major
variety certainly deserves its rank. Many flowers

must remain unnoticed for want of room to

speak of them ; but for clear light pink. Lychnis

Viscaria, the common single form, is now excel-

lent. Its elegant spikes, nearly 3 ft. high, are

amongst the most attractive flowers in the gar-

den. Less conspicuous, but even more floriferous

and more durable, is the Daisy-like Erigeron

philadelphicum, a plant with many names.

The seedlings which come up round the plant

are most useful stop-gaps, to which recourse may
be had with good effect at any period of then-

growth, as they transplant well, owing to their

compact and fibrous roots.

It has been said to be a merit when herba-

ceous borders are so full that the soil cannot be

seen. Mine are certainly not deficient at pre-

sent in that merit, if merit it be, but I would
gladly see a little soil, for then there would be

some chance of finding room for the forests of

single Dahlias and annual Asters and such like

plants, which still beset my head-quarters; but

at present there seems to be nothing but to

move back the garden fence again and take in

another half-acre from the field, which is only

too easy.

usque proximos
JRereUis agri termines, et ultra

Limites sails.

This is all very well, but as soon as an ama-

teur's garden becomes too large for the owner to

know all its contents, the chief charm of gar-

dening is gone. C. Wolley Dod.

Edye Sail, Malpas.

A CURIOUS FACT ABOUT ALLIUM
FLOWERS.

Mr. Wolley Dod interested me very much in

his description of the increased size of the

flowers of Narcissi when cut and placed indoors.

I have now an observation for him. Some eleven

years ago I placed by chance certain flowers of

Allium ciliatum on a chimney-piece, and was

surprised to notice them a week afterwards

flowering very prettily lying on the dry slab.

Rememberiug'this the other day when two heads

of the handsome rose Allium Ostrowskianum

came here from Colchester, I placed one in a

small jar of water and the other beside it on the

shelf. The result is that the flowers left com-

pletely out of the water flowered much longer

than those in the water ! Four days after all

the pips on the head in the water were closed

and dead ; those lying on the bench beside them

were quietly opening buds and blossoms all as

fresh as if on the plant.
.

V.

MESSRS. FROEBEL ON ALPINE
PLANTS.

The article sent by Messrs. Froebel, published

in this week's Gae'dex, is an important one for

all who care about the subject on which it treats.

As our readers may remember, we have, per-

haps, troubled them more with our cwn opinion

on this subject than on any other. The ordinary

ways that have been tried to grow our alpine

plants for many years in our gardens were need-

lessly complicated, and defeated their own ends.

We pointed out in every way open to us, both in

books and journals, that what alpine plants

really wanted was protection from larger

creatures, either human or vegetable. As a

matter of fact, they were starved, and

shaded, and dried to death in the rock gar-

den, or stewed with the same result in

frames. Our own convictions in the matter have

little to do with what is called theory ;
they are

simply observations of theplantsin gardensandin

a wild state. For although it was generally laid

down in all books, botanical and horticultural,

that the choicest alpine plants could not be cul-

tiv.ated, yet any one who saw many gardens in

various parts of the country, and paid any atten-

tion to the subject, could see evidence that the

contrary was the fact ; also that a bold experi-

ment on different lines from those usually laid

down would give a very different result.

Such is the variety in the gardens of

the United Kingdom, public, private, and

commercial, and such the number of plants

tried in them, that anyone who travelled a little

had no difficulty in getting materials from

which to form a'conclusion. We remember the

late Mr. Stark, of Edinburgh, had a good many
interesting alpine plants on the level ground, in

ordinary sandv loam. So had the late Mr. Tate,

who managedfor Messrs. Dicksons, some choice

plants that we have not seen since. AVhen we
first went to Mr. Bateman's place, in Stafford-

shire, we were very much surprised to see the

little Soldanella (a true child of the mountains),

spread into a vigorous mass of tiny leaves on

the level sandy border there. Once we found

ourselves with Alfred Parsons in the midst of a

plot of Saxifrages, at Great Tew, swarming with

bloom, and the ground they grew in probably

accommodated Peas or Celeiw some short time

previously. It is a good many years now since

Mr. John Bain, in the College Gardens at
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Dublin, used to grow his choicest alpine flowers

in the soil in lires in level borders. The late

Mr. McNab, too, had many a gem in those rich

nursery beds of his. Look at that old bed of

Saxifrages in Regent's Park, the recipient of a
rain of soot, and existing in spite of every kind
of neglect for these thirty years past ; and yet
the plants always grow on steadily, if not very
fresh in growth or flower. At Kew in the old
days anything really good was in the Pink beds,
or beds of other plants of dwarf growth planted
in the full sun. Now, since people have gradually
imbibed the right idea, we have plenty of exam-
ples showing that, if we give these plants suit-

able soil, and wholly protect them from coarse
neighbours, so that they may be fully exposed
to sun and air, they may be grown as easily as any
others, so far as the great majority are con-
cerned.

FRUIT GARDEN.
FRUIT PROSPECTS.

Tna brilliant hopes of pomologists have once more
been dashed to the ground. Pmm blooms were
specially abundant and strong. The crop is well
nigh nil. Apples here did not bloom very freely,
but there were abundance of blossoms for a crop.
Now the embryo fruits have vanished, and instead
there is a crop of maggots and grubs, heavy
enough to please even " P. F. C." Pears are almost
equally thin of fruit, though they have suffered
less from insects. Thus the three most valuable
fruit crops of the year have fallen victims to
east winds or grubs. The loss is the more to be
deplored, as it can hardly be put down this
year to weather of killing severity. As far
as the weather went, the fruit crops ought to
have been safe. As a matter of fact the more
tender Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots have
escaped, while Apples, Pears, and Plums are,
writing broadly, wrecked. Cherries have also es-

caped so far, though many of the fruits are falling,
apparently through the withering power of the
east wind. The early Cherry crop is, however,
tolerably safe, and promises well. Gooseberries,
Currants, and Raspberries are also a heavy crop.
Strawberries are somewhat irregular, but seem
generally good. It has been our habit to plant out
forced plants with very marked and striking suc-
cess ; to take one heavy crop the next year, and
then dig them down. This season the one heavy
crop is not forthcoming. The partial failure is not
owing to heavy autumnal fruiting. Every cultiva-
tor knows such plants yield a few pickings of fruit
in the autumn ; but last season these Strawberries
out of season were by no means more numerous
than usual. It is also well known that such plants
seldom yield such early nor such fine runners as
young yearling plants ; neither are the individual
fruits so large

;
but for gross weight and quality

of fruit I have not yet found any plan that will
give so much fruit in so short a time as that of
planting out the forced plants, taking one crop of
fruit from them and forthwith digging them in in
time to crop the ground with Broccoli. This mode
of culture seems a good one for utilising and ex-
hausting the excess of growing force and vital
power left in the crowns of forced Strawberries
by the liberal feeding and superior cultivation to
which they have been subjecied. It is impolitic
and, perhaps, also impossible to use up all the
force in furnishing one crop. By at once plant-
ing ovit the forced plants and carefully attend-
ing to them the whole of the residuum of vital
energy is utilised in the production of the crop
of the next season. Such seems the simple phi-
losophy of the matter, which has been confirmed
by the most satisfactory practical results through
a period of more than twenty years. But this
rule of uniform success, like all others, has its

exceptions, and this year is one of them, though
the reason of the partial failure is by po means
obvious, notwithstanding the information so
kindly given in The Gabdbn by several obliging
correspondents. D. T. FISII.

POT CULTURE OP THE STRAWBERRY.
The forcing of a plant which bears the vicissi-

tudes of our climate and ripens its fruit in the
open air as early as the middle of June may
appear to the uninitiated a simple matter ; they
think they have only to provide a number of
plants, place them in a heated structure where
they can have warmth and moisture, and patiently
await the ripening of the crop, but in the majority
of instances disappointment is the result; and not
only amateurs, but professional growers more fre-

quently fail with the Strawberry, the Cherry, and
the Plum than with any other fruit to which
artificial heat is applied. In all successful forcing
places an effort is made to obtain early runners,
and as these are most freely produced by maiden
plants of one year's growth, we will assume that
a good plantation was made last August—if near
the margin of a walk and convenient for water, so
much the better—that all the flower-scapes have
been pinched out of the plants from which the
stock is to be layered, and that an abundance of
healthy runners is now growing freely. The first

step will be the filling of a sufficient number of
3-in. pots with rich, friable loam of a calcareous
nature, which has been some time cut, stacked, and
properly prepared for potting purposes. If too light
or wet, a little dry cow manure rubbed through
a sieve and thoroughly incorporated with the
loam will do good service in preventing it from
becoming plastic under pressure, while its stimulat-
ing properties will hasten the formation of roots,

no unimportant consideration when it is borne
in mind that strong crowns have to be made
and well ripened by the end of October.
Partly plunge the pots with a trowel in blocks
or rows quite clear of shade from the foliage
of the parent plants, insert the joint of the first

runner slightly into the soil, and secure it with a
small stone or peg. Cut off the point of the
runner beyond to concentrate all the nourishment
whicli the parent can give. Keep them well sup-
plied with water, and allow them to remain un-
disturbed until the pots are well filled with roots.

When the roots begin to show through the bot-
tom holes sever the runners and convey them
to a cold frame or the foot of a north wall, where
they will be protected from the direct rays of the
sun, and never allow them to want for water. As
I have before stated, time being an important
object, no delay must be allowed to interfere with
the final shift into the fruiting pots, which need
not exceed 6 in. in diameter for plants intended
for early forcing, and 7 in. in diameter for mid-
season and late kinds, which will succeed them
and carry on the supply until jipe fruit can be
gathered from the open air. If new pots are
used they should be well soaked in water before
they are taken to the bench, and old ones will be
the better for being washed, at least inside, as
cleanliness is an important point in all horticul-
tural operations. They should also be well
crocked for the twofold purpose of allowing
water to pass away freel}- and to prevent the in-

gress of worms, which soon work irreparable mis-
chief if allowed to gain a lodgment.

Compost.—Although the Strawberry will
grow and thrive in any good garden soil, it is need-
less to say that a plant which luxuriates in a solid

border and resents disturbance of its roots will

give the best results when firmly potted in a strong
loam that would gladden the heart of a successful
Melon grower. This important point—the selec-

tion of suitable soil—having been settled, it

should be stacked for some months where it can
be protected from winter rains and exposed to the
influence of the atmosjihere. When ripe and fit for
use a sufllcient quantity for one year's use should
be chopped down and wheeled into an open, airy
shed. Rotten manure, free from worms, or old cow
manure in the proportion of one barrowful of ma-
nure to five of soil, one peck of soot, and a like

quantity of bone dust may then be added and
thoroughly mixed by frequent turnings. A sound
sustaining compost in which tlie plants will thrive
without feeding, and form plump crowns and
sturdy foliage without becoming gross will then
be ready for use as it is wanted, provided it is dry

enough to bear ramming without becoming ad-
hesive ; and this important condition can always
be secured and the compost greatly improved by
making it up some weeks beforehand. But if

from any unforeseen cause this point has been
overlooked, it will be better to defer potting for a
few days and to use smaller pots than to invite

the failure of an expensive crop by using wet
soil.

Potting.—I may here inform the amateur
who has perhaps never potted a Strawberry in his

life that he must commence by casting a pinch of

soot over the crocks to keep back worms, and then
fill the pot rather more than half full of soil, and
ram it well to prevent the young plant from sink-

ing too low when all is finished. He will then
place one plant in each pot, compress the soil

firmly about the roots, and, while guarding against
burying the crown, see that it is sufficiently deep
for a small quantity of soil to cover the ball, and
yet leave plenty of room for water and future top-

dressing. It is very important that the balls of the

young plants be kept constantly moist up to the
time they are potted, as, independently of the
fact that the flagging of a plant means ruin, no
amount of after watering will properly moisten a
ball which is dry at the time it is transferred to

the fruiting pot. If the weather is very bright the

plants may be set in a shady place for a few
days, whence they must be conveyed to their sum-
mer quarters, where they may stand rather close

together for a time until the pots get covered
witli foliage. From this time forward the
great object will be the production of

robust plants with short, stout leaf-stalks

and 23lump crowns, which will throw up vigorous

flower-scapes when forcing is commenced. To
secure these conditions a light, airy situation with
a hard surface, impervious to worms, should be
selected for standing them upon. As they
increase in size more room must be given
them b)' a general turn over and rearrange-

ment: all runners and weeds must be removed,
and on no account must they be allowed to

suffer from want of water. It is the practice

with some to water overhead every evening, but
in hot, dry weather the tender foliage of some
kinds is apt to scald ; and when this is the case

I have always found it best to water each plant
witli a spouted can, as the moisture which rises

from the ground is sufficiently plentiful to keep
the foliage clean and healthy. Towards autumn,
when the nights are longer than the days, less

water may be given, but the plants must never
be allowed to get dry ; and in order the better to

secure proper maturation I always make a
point of elevating them on dwarf walls, planks,

or shutters, supported on bricks or Seakale pots,

where they remain until the time arrives for re-

mo\'ing them to their

Winter quarters.—A period of complete
rest being absolutely necessary, success or failuie

will greatly depend upon the winter treatment. If

kept at all dry the best roots perish, and as water-

ing in winter does not produce conditions most
desirable, the baneful i:)ractice of stacking the pots

on their sides in the open air, or placing them on
shelves in draughty houses, should be carefully

avoided. Confinement with other plants in houses
from which frost is exclitded does not improve
matters, as the Strawberries never go to rest, and
the latter condition being so important, it is much
better to plunge the pots up to the rim in the open
air than run tlie risk of enervating the plants by
too much coddling kindness. In my own practice I

always allow the plants to remain where they have
been grown until danger of frost bursting the pots

is apprehended ; a large cold pit now full of ripe

fruit is then prepared for their reception, and
every plant is plunged quite up to, and sometimes
slightly above, tlie rim in fresh Oak leaves. Here
they remain, never requiring water until wanted
for forcing, but instead of keeping them covered
the lights are thrown off altogether in mild
weather and only put onto protect them from heavy
rains or intense frost, when a few dry Fern ironds

are spread lightly over the crowns to save the ex
pense and trouble of covering with mats. As the
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forward plants are drawn into the forcing pit tlie
latest batch is replunged in rows 1 ft. apart, where
they root into the leaves, and set and ripen good
crops of fine fruit three weeks earlier than we can
gather from the open air. W. Coleman.

Pear Pertility.--This marketer orchard Pear
promises to maintain its name ; its crop has held
on bravely in spite of hurricanes that have caused
quite two-thirds of the crop of most other kinds
to drop. It is difficult to get really good market
Pears

:_
they must be prolific under the ordinary

conditions of market garden culture, and but very
few of the kinds we have are really suited for this
kind of work. Even young trees, however, of Fer-
tility two years planted are loaded with healthv
looking fruits, and it they go on as they have
begun, this sort will soon be "popular.— J. G.

Outdoor Figs.—In contrast to the late un-
favourable seasons for the Fig, the mild winter
and spring which we have had have suited it ad-
mirably, and the present outlook is all that can be
desired. An abundant crop has already attained
quite half its usual size. Once, and only once, I
had the gratification of picking some fair second-
crop fruit, but this was in a locality better suited
than this for the growth of the Fig, and the
autumn that year was unexceptionally fine.— C.
Masted, Xearsney Ahiey.

Syringing orchard house trees. —
Against Jlr. Hodgson's twenty years' experience
which has led himto write against syringingorchard
house trees I can bring twenty years' experience in
favour of it. We give our trees (Peaches and
Nectarmes mostly) a thorough drenching with the
garden engine in the morning between 6 and 7
o'clock, and in the afternoon between i and 5
o'clock. Under these conditions there is really no
scorching

; and when the trees have flagged a little
in excessive snnsliine, we do not mind syringing
them overhead at mid-day with the sun shining
directly on them

; even then the drops of water do
not act as burning lenses. I would not omit
syringing the trees on any account ; they seem to
enjoy it so much. That is my experience.—

J

DotTGLAS, Lowford.

SHORT NOTES—FEUIT.

Peach leaves (T. S.;.-There is no fungus on the
Peach leaves, and no trace whatever ol insects. The pale
patches arise from pallid spots where there is a deficiency
of chlorophyll. These pallid spots soon rot away through
Impoverishment. Such cases often arise from too hasty
growth

; the leaves have no stamina, and they drop oH at
their weakest point.—F.

Seedling- Apple.—I send you some Apples from a
seedling tree fifty years old. It bears heavy crops every
alternate year and floivera late. Is the sort worth culti-
vating ?-W. W. [The fruits sent, though past their best,
were fairly good ; but we should like to see them in better
condition before we can ventui-e to answer your question.
In what part of the country is the tree growing? Can it

be seen?]

Melon High Cross Hybrid.—The finest crop we
have seen of this Melon tliis season is in 31r. Boivi-iog's
garden at Forest Farm, Windsor. It seems to be a vigorous
grower and prolific fruiter, for each plant is carrying about
half-a-dozen uniformly large and handsome fruits, oval
in shape, beautifully netted, and the pale green flesh is of
the richest flavour. In fact, it possesses all that is required
to constitute a first-rate Melon.

Mealy bug on Vines.—How can I get rid of this pest
from my Vines ? I have asked various gardenei-s, but can
get no remedy so far. I have tried sjTinging with paraffin
and water, but even this seems ineffectual.—A. E. P.

Strawberry Paullte.-Withme this StrawbeiTyis
the earhest of all. We commenced gathering from it on
June 1. It is not a strong grower, but produces very large
trusses on short stalks and very little foliage. The fruit

is not of first-rate quality, but handsome and firm, and
would be useful for forcing.—H. J. E. [A good flavour- in
the sense of not being sour and a firm ben-y.—En.]
Frontignan Grapes cracking.-Can anyone tell

me how to prevent Frontignans from cracking ? They are
growing by the side of Muscats just beginning to colour.—
CoNSTiNT Reader

EDITOE'S TABLE.

Baptisia.—Poor -weak things in effect, form
of spike, not good in colour, poor by day or night.

Sweet brier.—A bunch in blossom. Most
welcome of wild Koses, with the breath of life

stored in every pore.

The iiiMORTELLB.—The true yellow dwarf
plant from N.Wales (Mr. E. Jackson). Fresh and
myriad-blossomed, but with a slightly goaty
smell. Good for rocks or sandy border.

Pteeostyeax HispiDULUii.—This graceful

flowering tree in fine condition from Bitton

:

the creamy white racemes are freely borne and
very graceful and distinct.

Bomauea salsilla. — A novelty among
hardy plants, a kind of twining Alstrcemeria,

quite distinct, and though we have not seen it

in the open air it is evidently a good plant.

LiLiuM GiGANTEUir, from Eriestane, Moffat,

but it is not stated if from the open air, in which
it looks best partly shrouded by the peat-loving

shrubs among which it thrives.

Tjaop.i;oLUM polyphyllum.—Very bold and
odd, and very graceful, too. A snake covered
with flowers and delicate leaves and buds.

Strong and free from the sandy soil at Gras-
mere.

EosE AND nosEMARY.—A buuch of pink
climbing Roses deeply fringed with Rosemary
is a novel combination, and pretty, too, from
Munstead, one of the few places (except cottage

gardens) where Rosemary gets the place it

merits. *

Sweet peas.—The finest thing of the week
—a noble fan-shaped bunch of Sweet Peas from
Munstead. They began to come out at the end of

May (sown in September) ; there are plenty of

them, four flowers on a stalk, and sometimes
five. »

The ydllow tree lupine.—We cannot say
too much in favour of this valuable plant, with
a delicious honey-like scent and clear canary-
yellow flowers. A fine form of it comes from
Mr. Stevens. A bush of it is enough to scent a

garden.

Spih.5;a aeuncds.—A poor form of this. For
years we did not know this was a good plant,

owing to the prevalence in botanic gardens of

the poor green forms. Out of botanic gardens at

that time it was not gro-wn. A noble plant if

-we can get the right plume-like creamy white
form.

Calochortus leichtlini (true).—A pale,

dove-like beauty with dark eyes. From Mr.
Rawson, Bromley Common, who will, -n-e hope,

succeed in growing it in the open air. Dis-

tinct in colour from other Butterfly Tulips or

Mariposa Lilies.

Primula capitata.—It is pleasant to meet
this charming purple Indian Primrose so soon

after our own have disappeared. Is it the

amount of sun that makes our many native

Primroses disappear so suddenly this year '? We
have had them long enough to be grateful for

them ; nothing stays so long with us.

Mackaya BELLA.—I send you a flower of

Mackaya bella, which I think a most attractive

one, produced in my conservatory. The plant is

about -5 ft. high, and is a slender evergreen
shrub, growing round a pillar. The foliage is

dense and dark green in colour. It is blooming
moderately

; perhaps more flowers may be pro-
duced.—T. L., Torquay. [A delicately beautiful
flower, figured in The Gabden, Vol. XVI.,
p. 1.50.]

Rosa nuttalliana.—A lovely Rose ; wreaths
a yard long

; peculiar shade of rose-pink. From
Messrs. Rodger, McClelland, & Co., of Newry.
Will none of the many in England who have
banks and braes at their disposal plant a few
dozens of the wild Roses of the northern and
temperate world ?

Papa-s'er alpincm.—After the glare of the
larger Poppies and their evil odours, the white
alpine comes in daintily (from Munstead), to

repi-esent the more angelic qualities of the tribe,

delicately crimped and with a yellow centre to

its pale white flowers; it is charming to be near
one.

Phlomis eusselliana.—A distinct and bold
herbaceous plant, as good in its way as the bush
Jerusalem Sage named last week ; both good in

bold vases or the larger groups of cut flowers,

though not for the table itself, which should
have all the most beautiful and delicate forms.

From Grasmere.

Rhododendron -veitchianum.—Large, pure
white vases, fringed and exhaling grateful

odour. It is among these fair and fragrant flowers
that we get the highest type of the race, admir-
able, too, as cut flowers ; whereas the hardier,

commoner sorts are not always so good indoors.

From Mr. Rawson, Bromley Common, and well

gro-wn.

Pink lord lyons and mrs. sinkins.—No
handsomer, bolder Pink than this, full of fra-

grance and fine rosy colour. Equally good, as

a white, and with a fine fragrance, too, is Mrs.
Sinkins ; both these excellent Pinks should

be grown where border flowers are cared for.

From Mr. Ware, who takes a Just estimate of

Pinks.

The BOTTLE BRUSH.—I Send some spikes ot

an old favourite of mine, the Bottle Brush
(Metroslderos floribunda), which is seldom seen

now ; the plant is carrying some thirty or forty

heads, and looks very pretty and is much ad-

mired.—H. Elsley, Stifford Lodge, Momford.
[A very welcome old flower, brilliant and dis-

tinct, and better gro-wn than usual.]

Clematis lanuginosa Candida.—A trans-

parent white flower over 6 in. across, and de-

scribed by Mr. Cornhill as the best white for

massing and groups. It has the faintest tint of

lilac in the flower. These large Clematises are

admirable for various purposes, but some of the

ismaller sorts, now little thought of, are the

most graceful.

IxiOLiRiONSFOR CUTTING.—These are charm-

ing flowers for cutting; their delicate blue

blooms look pecxiliarly well in a vase in a light

position. The beautiful wavy habit of the stem,

which nothing can make stiii or ugly, is a great

aid. We have never seen anything prettier than

a simple glass with these looking into the room
of a light-curtained window. They should be

grown for cutting as well as for other uses.

Pansies.—Mr. Forbes, of Hawick, -writes

" I send for your table for inspection some
fancy Pansy blooms. They have bloomed most
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profusely for many weeks, and 'will continue to

make a gorgeous display during the summer and

autumn months." [These are the boldest

strongest Pansies we have seen this year. Mr.

Forbes would oblige by sending us the name of

the fine Wallflower-coloured kind. Our Scotch

friends sh ould neverweary in their attention to th is

wonderful flower, which illustrates in itself all

the fine colour of alpine plants, and has even

the depth and iridescence of the Gentian in its

blues and purples. The Wallflower-coloured

kinds are a great gain.]

Phyllocactus AMCENtJS.—A Splendid thing,

beyond power of man to paint, or give much
idea of. The petals in several rows ; the hinder

ones scarlet, the front ones scarlet, too, but

bordered deeply with violet-crimson, both bril-

liant hues merging together in the end, an ex-

ample of a Cactus really worth growing. Tlie

flower 9 in. across ; a very glory of colour, and
fine in form, too. From Mr. J. T, Peacock's col-

lection.

The arboub, rose.—" The big pink Rose I

should hardly call a Brier ; it is what I have
always known as the old Arbour Rose, and 1

have no other name for it ; it has no thorns and
red stems, and a cataract of it shooting and
tumbling about is the prettiest thing 1 know."
Can any of our readers say if the above name is

known to Rose growers ? It represents an open,

but handsome Rose, stronger in colour towai'ds

the centre.

Gloxinias pbom beading.—A gathering
from Messrs. Sutton's large collections of these

beautiful stove plants shows well to what a

high state of perfection they have been brought
by that firm. The flowers sent are remarkable
for their large size, fine and varied colouring,

every tint almost from the purest white to the

richest crimson being represented. Some beau-
tifully bordered with white are very showy, and
some, again, are copiously freckled. The flowers

sent are for the most part erect, but some, and
not the least beautiful among them, are of the
horizontal flowered type.

PEONIES.—Having seen very large blooms
sent from Paris during the nresent season, we
rather doubted the fitness of our climate to pro-
duce flowers as good, but Mr. Stevens sends us
some as fine as we have ever seen. Certainly
the common herbaceous Pteony, as it is called,

in its finer forms is a wonderful flower. Some of

the varieties, as is now well known, are scented
too, but although the scent is rich, it is not
exactly the sort one likes to have much of, and
therefore, except in large halls, and for the bol-
der flower effects, the plants are better seen out-
of-doors. For a rich bed in a nook along the side
of a lawn there is probably nothing so .fine.

Where a bold and distant eifect is sought they
are admirable. It is easy to group them with
some fine autumn flowering plants which will
come in after the Pieonies go out of bloom, and
thus prevent what might seem too great a waste
of space, even for such handsome flowers. The
greatest beauty of Mr. Stevens' group is Mdme.
Calot, which is very large in size and of a most
delicate pink and white, every one of the many
petals being like some delicately tinted shell.

Delphiniums.—We wish we could give all
an idea of the glory of these with their well-
grown spikes that one has to cut or bend to get
into a basket 3 ft. long. And then the colour

;we go into raptures over alpine flowers that
produce a pip or two not nearly equal to some
of the lovely iridescent blooms that these throw
oflt so freely. They are the finest flowers of the

open air, and we often regret so little is made
of them artistically in the garden. Mr. Stevens
prows them well with the addition of plenty of

manure to a naturally light soil. Among the

kinds he sends, which seem to us excellent,

are—Eugene Verdier, Argus, Madame Pil^,

Cantab, Wilhelm Pfitzer.

Pansies north and south.— Mr. Fish

shows us by many pretty Pansies and Violets

how much he is devoted to these things, and
argues elsewhere that the further north we go
the greater the beauty of these flowers. Well,

it may be so, but they are beautiful everywhere,

and lately in walking through the market gar-

dens in the western suburbs of London, in

rapidly building neighbourhoods, we were
pleased with their vivid colour and beauty. In
these much indented isles, even in the south,

there are many local causes which benefit the

Viola race, and give them suflicient moisture

;

they do well everywhere in pure air, though no
doubt in Scotland, in great series of rugged
mountains in Wales, and the broken parts of

northern and southern Ireland they have in the

hill ground and mountain air the conditions

that suit them best.

ORCHID S.

EXHIBITION OF ORCHIDS.
A FINER display of flowering Orchids than that

which has for some weeks past formed the chief

attraction in Mr. Bull's nursery in the King's

Road, Chelsea, we have not seen. In one spacious

span-roofed house is gathered together a vast as-

semblage of flowering Orchids, same 2000 or

upwards, representing every important class of

garden Orchids in endless variety. There are

Aerides, Saccolabiums, and Dendrobes from
India, Phalfenopsids from Manilla, Disas from
the Cape, Cypripediums, Cattleyas, Laslias,

Odontoglossums, Masdevallias from the cool

regions of South America, while even the North
American Mocasson Flower (Cypripedium spec-

tabile) is represented by beautifully flowered

specimens, rendering the exhibition a thoroughly
representative one. The plants are arranged
on central and marginal stages, and are

intermixed with numerous beautiful foliage

plants, so as to relieve the glowing masses
of colour effected by such a mass of flowers.

Masdevallias and Odontoglossums are placed in

juxtaposition to such kinds as Cattleyas, the

cumbrous growth of which is thereby improved
in appearance, and their gorgeous colours are set

off to better advantage. The major portion

necessarily consis''3 of cool house Orchids, this

being the height of the blooming season, and
though it would be impossible to deal exhaus-
tively with the collection in a short notice like

this, we may mention a few of the more remark-
able plants.

Odontoglossum vexillarium, which is unani-
mously considered peerless among Orchids, may
here be seen in all its wealth of beauty, and
never before have we seen such a fine display of

it, which may be counted by the hundred. The
variety of shades of colour in this large collec-

tion is remarkable, every intermediate shade
between the almost pure white to a rich deep
rose being represented. Some varieties are

noteworthy for the large size of the blossoms,

the labellums of some of which measure 3 in.

across, while some, again, are more remark-
able for the richness of colouring. One
variety of O. vexillarium above all others is

worthy of notice ; it is one Mr. Bull has named
rubellum on account of the uniformly rich ruby
tinge the blossoms possess. The important
character of this variety is, however, its late sea-

son of flowering, which is about August, a most

opportune season, as there are but a few strag-

glers in flower of theordinary type. There can be
no mistake about the late flowering character of

this variety, for here are the plants growing side

by side and under the same conditions of treat-

ment to the ordinary forms, which are in full

flower, while those of the rubellum variety

show no sign of flower-spikes, and will not for

some time. The name for this very distinct

variety is not, we think, aptly chosen, as there

are so many deep coloured varieties to which the

name would be equally applicable. The name
serotinum would have been far more appropriate,

as well as more expressive of its valuable late-

flowering quality. The chief part of the collec-

tion of 0. vexillarium forms a massive group,

several yards square, opposite the entrance of the

house, and its effect on entering is very captivat-

ing. O.crispum, Pesoatorei,citrosmum, and other

popular species are in great numbers and in end-

less variety, some rosy tinged and spotted forms
of O. citrosmum being particularly noteworthy.

Masdevallias form an important feature,

many species being in flower, and among
them may be singled out such varieties as M.
trochilus, the true ChimKra, Shuttleworthi, and
several others ; while among the more showy type

areM. Veitchi, Lindeni, and Harryana. By far the

most important of these is the latter, of which
th»re is a wonderfully rich collection of varieties,

all more or less distinct, and several so much so

that it has been found expedient to give them
varietal names. The range of colour, as well assize

of flower, in this species is very remarkable, and

a good idea of this variation is well exempli-

fied in this collection. The principal varieties

that have received distinctive names are

the following. One of the finest and most dis-

tinct withal is named conchiflora, on account of

its exquisite shell-like form, which has the ap-

pearance of being chiselled out of marble, so

uniform is the scooping out of the flowers, and
so firm is the substance of the flower. The
colour is a delicate rose-pink, streaked with

parallel lines of a darker hue. Regalis has a very

large and fine flower, of a very deep sanguine-

ous crimson with a flush of violet overlaying it.

Brilliantissima is well named, for it is the

brightest tint we have yet met with in a Mas-
devallia and quite indescribable ; and magnifica

is of a similar brilliant carmine tint, quite

distinct in form. Bull's Blood variety is seen

here to perfection, the colour being intensely

rich and deep, though the size of the blossoms

is below that of many others ; mirabilis has

large, finely-shaped flowers, the colour of which
has a distinct suffusion of blue

;
gloriosa and

ornata are likewise very fine. The variety

acanthifolia, so named on account of the prickly

protuberance on the petiole of the leaf, is one of

the most beautiful of all, and, moreover, one of

the rarest, as we believe few plants of the true

form exist in the country. The flowers, both as

regards size, form, and richness of colour, are

simply perfection. All these Masdevallias are

mostly represented by fine specimens, each

bearing quite a sheaf of spikes, which, as may
be imagined, create a beautiful sight.

Sobralla macrantha insignis is the finest form

we have seen of this noble Orchid, the labellum

measuring from 3 in. to 4 in. across and of

such a rich amethyst tint. It is, moreover, of

very dwarf growth, attaining only from 2 ft. to

3 ft. in height.

Cattleya Mossise is represented in marvellous

variety, the forms being so distinct from others

as to have been considered worthy of naming.

For instance, aurantiaca has an unusual suffusion

of yellow in the labellum ;
magnifica is remark-

able for the intensity both of the sepals and

labellum ; in fact every intermediate shade be-

tween a beautiful pale pink variety named pur-
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cherrima aud the deepest, may be observed

Among other Cattleyas finely in flower are C
gigas, some of which have four flowers on a

spike; C. amethystiua, 0. Triana3,C. Warneri,of
which there are several forms all beautiful.

Laalias, too, are numerous, particularly L. pur-

purata, among the varieties of which the one
with the broad non-reflexiug sepals and intensely

rich labellum stands out prominently from
all the others. L. elegans alba may be seen in

fine condition, showing admirably what a lovely

Orchid it is. Among other Orchids in the superb
display that are out of the ordinary run are

Odontoglossum gloriosum album, having flowers

with a white ground ; 0. hebraioum, the hand-
some species figured a fortnight ago in The
Gabdbn ; 0. uebulosum, in beautiful variety

;

O. imperiale, a handsome new variety with a

spreading branched spike ; Cypripedium tevi-

gatum Stonei and the new 0. Mastersianum,
which is one of the most distinct of the now
numerous family of Lady's Slippers, the colours

being so soft and blended together ; C. Law-
rencianum and various other species are finely

represented. Other noteworthy species are the

new Oncidium tetracopis, Dendrobium philip-

pinense, Epidendrum falcatum, Zygopetalum
Gautieri, Promenfea citrina, Laslia majalis,

Oncidium pubes, 0. macrauthum hastiferum,

Cymbidium Lowianum, and Nanodes Medusfe,
all beautiful and interesting, and to some of

which we shall again allude. W. G.

Rare Cattleyas.—From Mr. Peacock's col-
lection of Orchids, Sudbury House, Hammmer-
smith, we have received, blooms of two very iine

Cattleyas, C. amethystoglossa and C. Schilleriana.

The former is extremely pretty, the sepals of the
flowers being copiously spotted with purple on a
pale ground, while the labellum is of an intensely
rich amethyst. Mr. Peacock informs us that this
is the first bloom from the last importation. C.
Schilleriana is likewise handsome, the dark cho-
colate of the sepals being in such striking con-
trast with the richly-coloured labellum, which
is beautifully pencilled and streaked. Both are
fine Orchids and may, without hesiiation, be in-

cluded in even a small selection.

Three forms of Odontoglossum
vexillarium. — We are surprised at the noble
variety and colour in this now famous Orchid from
Mr. Thompson, Higher Feniscowles, Blackburn,
who sends us three forms—one a fine deep rose,
another very large aud almost white, and a third
a delicate white and rose sufEused in almost equal
proportions, but with a fine andstrongly marked
eye. Of the three we think the nearly white,
except the upper part of the flower, the finest
type of this species we haveseen, and thank Mr.
Yates for letting us see so much of the beauty
of his Orchids.

Dendrobium. formosum giganteum
Lemonianum is the name given by Messrs. Heath,
of Cheltenham, to a very fine Dendrobe exhibited
on Tuesday last at South Kensington. It differs
froni the ordinary form of D. f. giganteum in
having a lemon instead of an orange coloured
blotch. The variety of Cffilogyne cristata named
Lemoniana has a labellum of a similar colour,
but in that case the variety was not named on ac-
count of the lemon colour, but in compliment to Sir
Charles Lemon which is intelligible enough

; but
the varietal name of this fine Dendrobe is not very
appropriate; citrina would have been more ex-
pressive. Both it and the other form of giganteum
that Messrs. Heath have imported so largely from
a new locality in Upper Bm-mah are so beautiful
that every Orchid lover should possess them.

—

W. G.

Mesospinidium sanguineum.— This is

certainly one of the most distinct Orchids grown,
and although the individual blooms are not large,
their brightness atones for want of size, being,
as the specific name indicates, blood-red. Wben
grown on into a large specimen, carrying a score
or so of spikes, this little species is very effective,

especially when slung in a basket near the roof,

a position which suits it best, although I have
seen good specimens grown in jjots. When pots

are used, however, great care must be taken not
to overpot, as, not being a very vigorous grower,
it quickly suffers from an overdose of water. Its

home is in the cool house, biit it will thrive in an
intermediate structure. Chopped Sphagnum and
peat and charcoal in lumps form the best compost
for it.— J. C. B.

Dendrobium formosum giganteum.
—This variety will, I think, become popular
owing to its free flowering habit aud robust

growth. Imported masses are, with us, growing
as freely as established plants. I bought two im-

ported masses, newly arrived a month since, each
with about forty strong bulbs, young and old, to

it. I chopped the two into seven pieces to induce
back breaks, and put them in separate pots, and
they are now all pushing strongly, some of them
having nearly as many breaks as bulbs. One
piece with six bulbs I pruned, cutting the whole
of the six away to within less than an inch of the

base, rubbing some styptic over the wounds, and
it is pushing just as strongly as the others,

showing two stiff breaks and a swelling bud.

When potted a month since I could not detect

a lead on this piece nor feel a bud. In all the

masses the roots were alive, more or less, and soon
plumped up, which has no doubt promoted such
an early start.

—

J. S. W.
Cattleya Sanderiana.—The first time we

saw this glorious new Orchid was in Stevens'

rooms on Thursday last, where a fine cluster of

wers, five in number, from one sheath was
shown from Mr. Brymer's collection. It is de-

scribed as a " gigantic and noble form of C.

gigas," and certainly the flowers exhibited bear

out fully this high encomium. The flowers are

very large, being fully "9 in. across the outspread

sepals. The latter are, moreover, very broad and
of a uniformly rich deep rose tint. The labellum,

which is nearly 3 in. across, is of a fine amethyst
hue prettily grained with white, while on the

throat there is a large conspicuous blotch of yel-

low, from which pencillings of orange traverse

the whole length of the throat. It is in short one
of the most gorgeous of Orchids, and we only
know of a possible rival, and that is the Burford
Lodge variety"(burfordensis) of the same Cattleya.

Upwards of 340 lots of C. Sanderiana were sold at

Stevens' on Thursday, some of the finest masses
realising very high prices.—W. G.

SHORT NOTES—OECHIDS,

Bedding-out Orchids.—The system of Ijeddiug-out

Orchids, i.e., placing several plants together in a pot or

pan and sho\idng them as single specimens, is most repre-

hensible, and should be discoxu-aged. As well might two

bunches of Grapes be tied together and shoivn as one

bunch. Good gardening is retarded rather than promoted

by such practices.—J. C. F.

Odontoglossum vexillarium.—A variety of this,

remarkable for the intensely deep ray-Uke markings in the

centre of the flower, making it distinct from any

other we have seen. From Sir W. Marriott's always in-

teresting and well gro^^^l collection.

Dendrobium moschatum.—A glorious raceme of

this fine Dendrobe reaches us from Mr. Peacock, who has

in his garden at Sudbury House a plant bearing eighteen

spikes, carrying altogether over 200 blossoms. Tliis plant

must indeed be a very fine specimen, and we should tliink

as fine as any in cultivation.

Leelia majalis.—A fine bloom of the lovely Lselia

majalis, sho^ving this Orchid in all its perfection of beauty,

the flower being large, the sepals of a rosy pink, aud the

labellum beautifully pencilled and streaked. Fi'om Sir W.
Man-iott.

Odontoglossum Halli leucogloasum differs from

the type in the labellum being white instead of yellow. It

is a handsome and large Orchid, and one tliat is much
sought. There is a land of tiger-in-a-pasiiin; 1 ;ok about

the flower. From Su- W. Marriott.

Orchids at Upper Holloway.—In the Victoria

Nurseries Mr. B. S. Williams has had for some time a very

fine exhibition of flowering Orchids, including some grand

examples of Cattleyas, Laslias, Vandas, and other beautiful

genera. We shall have occasion to refer to this exhibition

on some future occasion.

I CattleyaPercivaliana.—The first flower of
this supposed new Cattleya, which has been
waited for with so much interest, is now expanded
in Messrs. Shuttleworth & Carder's nursery at

Park Road, Glapham. The blossom, though small,

and unfortunately badly damaged by a voracious
slug, is quite sufficient to reveal the extreme
beauty of the variety. It unmistakably bears tlie

stamp of the C. Mo.=sisE, notwithstanding that it is

said to be a variety of C. labiata. The Mossia3
character is most apparent in the labellum, which
more resembles that of C. Mossiai both in shape,
colour, and markings than that of C. labiata. It

is, however, superior to any variety' of 0. Mossia;
that we have yet seen, inasmuch as the labellum
is so richly coloured, a large blotch of deep velvety
crimson being very prominent in the throat of the
labellum. The latter is exquisitely fringed and
margined with a lighter tint than the other main
portion, which, besides the dark blotch, is of a
brilliant amethyst, suffused andpencilled with a
warm orange tone ; the sepals of an uniform rosy
purple tint. Whether it be a variety of G. labiata

or Mossia is of little moment, for it is, so far as

the specimen under notice is concerned, a lovely
Orchid, and one that must inevitably become
popular. Its value will be greatly enhanced if its

true flowering season comes in between the sum-
mer and autumn varieties of C. labiata.

NOTES AND EEADINGS.

Maeket FBTJITS AND VEGETABLES.—Mr. Gil-

bert says the tastes of the great metropolis run
in favour of big fruits and vegetables, whether
they be good or bad, or something to that effect.

This is hardly correct, but it is a fact that ap-

pearance has much to do with the sale of those

otherwise bad coarse Grapes which no connois-

seur would touch could he get another, the Gros
Colman. When fairly good, fruiterers will buy
it before any other kind, aud to many of their

customers it is as good as another in other re-

spects. It is the same with Strawberries and
other fruits—the finest looking are most accept-

able in the market ; and those who supply the

market know that, and the buyers must take

what they produce. In private gardens it is

otherwise. Quality is not lost sight of, and none
Icnow better than those accustomed to home-
grown fruit the difference between it and mar-
ket samples. The market men will notalter their

ways till they get fruits that are good as well as

good-looking, when we may be sure they will

discard those that answer to the last description

only. The worst fault of most of the fruit that

finds its way into the market is that it is not

nearly ripe.' A thoroughly ripe bunch of

Grapes is the exception, while immense quanti-

ties of sour Grapes are sold, also green Peaches,

sour Plums, Apricots hard as knobs, and half-

ripe Strawberries and Gooseberries. Apples,

Pears, Oranges, and Pine-apples are the only

things one may get good examples of easily.

WiNTsa GAEDBNS.—The nearest approach to

a permanently planted winter garden we have

yet seen is the New Holland house at Kew. It

contains mostly such subjects as succeed well to-

gether, but an " enjoyable winter garden " like

that mentioned in The Gabdbn lately, con-

taining such permanently planted out^ subjects

as Citrons and Lapagerias, Camellias and

Luculias, hardy deciduous shrubs and warm
house plants, it is to be feared is not practicable.

The idea of the plants being continually changed

to keep up the display may cause " a sense of

discomfort,'' though changes are said to be light-

some rather than otherwise ; but unless per-

manently planted out collections can be pre-

served in better health and appearance than we
have ever seen them, one feels they would rather

endure the discomfort variety and change might
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cause. Banks of Violets, Primroses, Narcissi,

and other hardy plants " shooting up somewhere

'

in the background of such a garden are things

to dream about, but what we shall not realise in

a satisfactory way. tJardsners know from certain

experience that one cannot have great variety

or very successful results from permanently
planted out conservatories. The idea is good,

but iopracticable. One can conceive, as has

already been suggested in these pages, of

a perfectly cold house filled with early flower-

ing hardy plants that would afford a

paradise of bloom for three months of the

year, and such a structure might be so

managed that the flowers and plants of the

season might be displayed in it without fre-

quent disarrangement; and surely such a display

would be as enjoyable as any permanent arrange-

ment could be. By the use of plants in pots

where needed, a ten time.s more attractive dis-

play can be made, and the pots can easily be
plunged out of sight. The most fatal objection to
" G. J.'s " proposal is the necessity of keeping
the plants in any glass house free from insects.

Smoking a conservatory renders it uninhabitable

for a week after, and it would need frequent
smoking if such subjects as Lapagerias, Roses
and Azaleas, &c., were permanently plantedout..

In one of the most attractive conservatories and
winter g.irdens we have seen, much used by
the family for reading, writing, and lounging
in, there are many suitable subjects planted out,

but it is mostly furnished at intervals from
auxiliary houses according to need. So offensive

was the smoking found to be, that a shed was
attached to it for the special purpose of receiv-

ing infested plants to be there smoked and
cleaned. Not a drop of water either has been
spilled in the house since it was put up, except
to water the plants, and, being kept dry and at

a comfortable temperature all the year round,
it is a truly enjoyable resort.

Alpine gakdens v. collections.—Rookeries
or alpine gardens, if they are to be popularised,
must be planted to afford the most pleasure to

the greatest number of people. There are
thousands of lovers of flowers who would not
care a rush for some alpine collections. There
is no occasion to exclude many species that are
more curiousor interestingthanbeautiful and use-
ful, but to render a rockery garden attractive it

must be pretty, if not showy, and this can be ac-
complished easily by judicious selection, and by
planting the salient points with good masses of
the most attractive subjects, and, fortunately,
these are, as a rule, readily procurable and
easily cultivated. This can be done without in
any way interfering with the merely botanical
element of a collection ; in fact, one ifails to see
the purpose of rockeries in private gardens if

they are not made subservient to these ends. A
mere " collection " of alpines might be placed
anywhere, but a rockery means a garden. I
trust some consideration will be given to this
subject in planting the new rockery at Kew,
which the public will see and copy. The " dot-
ting system" is as objectionable in rockeries as in
the hardy flower border, or more so ; but it is

the .system followed out in not a few instances.
I was looking at a rockery in a botanical garden
the other day ; it consisted of an even bank of
stones set out in the most methodical manner, and
all the plants were dotted as methodically over
its surface. There was not a single good mass of
anything in it to show the capabilities of any
plant for such a purpose. In planting a rookery,
put in plenty of such subjects at the beginning,
and in good masses, as Arabia, perennial Candy-
tufts, Lithospermums, creeping Phloxes, Auri-
culas, Narcissi, Lily of the VaUey, double
Baisies, giant and fancy Polyanthuses, Prim-

roses of the common kind. Tulips, Forget-me-

nots, Saxifraga Wallace!, palmata, and altis-

sima, .-Vuthericums, Primula Sieboldi in va-

riety. Rock Roses, Limnanthes Douglasi, an-

nual dwarf Tropasolums, and the like—popular

and effective species and varieties that grow
fast and produce effect almost as soon as they

are planted. Other and less conspicuous plants

can be added as may be found convenient or

desirable.

The electric light.—Recent experiments

with the electric light have not been encourag-

ing. At Dr. Siemen's own garden the results

during the past year have, according to reports,

beeia next door to a failure ; and the experiments

made at the Palace of Industry, at Paris, have been
quite a failure. Without a glass screen of some
sort between the electric light and the plants

the latter, it appears, cannot stand its influence,

and this was apparent not only in the case of

plants exposed continuously to the light, but in

the case of those which had only been exposed
to it a short time or at regular intervals. When
common transparent glass globes were placed

over the lights things went on decidedly better

but, as the reports put it, the plants did not then
love the " light," but only withstood it better. It

appears to exert some feeble 'influence on the

growth of plants, but its advantages are nil

It is not, however, concluded that the electric light

will always be useless for horticultural purposes

but it is useless in its present form. It appears that

we want a more powerful radiance in the lamps,
which means additional cost—already too great

—and which, taken into consideration with the

fact that fruits, flowers, and vegetables are

imported from countries where the natur
" illuminating power" is sufficient, does not bode
well for its usefulness. In common parlance, the

game is not worth the candle. Pekbgeine,

EOCK WORK—ALPINES.
Linaria hepaticasfolia.—This is a pretty

little rock plant. Instead of the roaming habit
of the usual run of Toadflaxes, it forms a dense
tuft of small leaves thickly dotted over with tiny
lilac flowers. It has been in flower nearly a month
witli very little variation.

Horminum pyrenaicum is a capital rock
plant of a deep rich violet colour, with long spikes
of pendulous flowers. It is figured in Wooster's
" Alpine Plants" (2nd series, platexxsvi.), but that
plate does not give a correct idea of the plant, and
has evidently been drawn from a forced specimen.
On my rockeries where it is now in bloom, the
flowers are densely set, and the v/hole plant forms
a close tuft with seven flower-stalks, each 9 in.

or 10 in. high, and bearing from forty to fifty

flowers, always in couples. There are only two
species known. Wooster recommends a moist
situation for it, but here it has done remarkably
well with ordinary treatment on a low rockery
made of boulders, the soil being light and con-
taining a large proportion of leaf-mould. It is

well worth the notice of all lovers of rare alpines

Brodium Reichardi is a very tiny member
of the interesting family of Heron's-bills. It has
pure white flowers, not unlike the Wood Sorrel,

and with pale pink lines radiating from the
centre. This plant appears to have been in culti-
vation for many years (since 1783), but it is very
seldom seen in general collections.

American Violas.—Col. Stuart Wortley
wrote you an interesting note upon Viola pedata,
which he thought would prove useful for spring
bedding

; but this is not our experience. They are
most interesting and very pretty, but the flowers
are such tender morsels that they vanish very
quickly. Slugs seem particularly fond of them
and devour the blossoms and leaves alike ; perhaps
they are American tit-bits to these gourmands, for
they seem to leave all the other Violas alone.

A^iola biflora has been very pretty and floriferous,

having small yellow flowers in couples. Viola
primulaefolia has small pure white flowers, and
Viola delphinifolia has large lilac or dove-
coloured flowers, reminding me of the old Viola
cornuta. These American Violas are all worth
growing, but they require special provision on
rockwork, and I do not think they will ever be
suitable for border work.
Ramondia pyrenaica is doing well with

us this year. It evidently wants plenty of sun-
shine to raise its thick, leathery leaves, so that the
lovely trusses of pale lilac flowers can find their

way out from beneath them. One plant now bears
ten large spikes of bloom, and is our chiefest orna-
ment.
Aquilegias.—Although dwarfer than usual,

owing to the dry season, I think the Columbines
are more floriferous and prettier than ever. Mrs.
Davidson sent me a plant of A. fragrans last

autumn, and it is now in bloom. I believe this is

the true fragrans, which was thought to be lost.

It has light, flesh-coloured, or lilac blooms, as
stated in "Hardy Plants" (Johnson's "Gardeners'
Dictionary " says " yellow striped," which is cer-

tainly wrong), and has an agreeably fragrant
scent. The A. glandulosa plants obtained from
Newry have all proved to be common sorts, and, so

far as I know, we have not yet recovered the true

A. glandulosa. Gregor's variety proves to be iden-

tical with Thompson's A. glandulosa jucunda,
which comes quite true from seed. This is the most
beautiful and useful Columbine after all ; its

flowers measure nearly 4 in. across. We have a
very interesting lot of hybrids, one especially from
A. glandulosa, and alpina promises to be of value,

but my friend, Mr. Harvey, thinks it almost iden-
tical with a variety sent from the Pyrenees with
deep blue sepals and clear white petals. We have
also a very interesting double Columbine clearly

striped red and white. Our finest Aquilegias
are those growing in moist corners upon the
rockeries.

Acsena pulchella is a curious plant, very
difEerent from A. macrophylla, wliich is on every-

one's rockery, covered over with rosy balls of

spiny flowers. A. pulchella has more beautiful
leaves, like finely-cut small Eose leaves, forming
a dense tuft, from which rise numerous straight

stalks 6 in. high, each bearing a small whitish
globe of spines.

Saxifraga intermedia.—Another lovely

plant, kindly sent a year ago by Mrs. Davidson,
proves to be, as far as I can make out, a hybrid
between S. longifolia vera and S. pyramidalis.

We have all these fine Saxifrages in flower, and
S. intermedia is the finest. It carries a flower-

stalk 18 in. high and 15 in. through, much
branched and covered throughout with lovely

white flowers spotted with pink, forming a per-

fect cone of flowers. S. longifolia vera is similar,

but not so tall nor so fine, and of course the well-

known S. pyramidalis is much taller and alto-

gether more difiluse. We have also S. MacNabiana
in fine flower, and very beautiful it is with rich

purple spottings and centres. It is a great treat

to see all these fine Saxifrages in full bloom
together, and they may be seen here for some
time to come by any one interested in alpine

plants.

Eosa rugosa is again in its glory. One large

bush, 5 ft. through, is crowded with buds
and has several freshly-opened flowers daily.

Didsbury. Bkockiiurst.

People's Park, Great Grimsby.—At a
meeting of the Grimsby Town Council which took
place the other day the prize of £50, offeredby the

corporation for the best design for laying out the

new park, was awarded to Messrs. Barron & Son,

Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash. There were twenty-
four competitors. The site of the park was pre-

sented to the town by Mr. E. Heneage, M.P., and
comprises twenty-seven acres. The accepted plans
provide for an ornamental lodge at the entrance,

cricket ground, bowling green, archery ground,

lawn tennis ground, and a piece of ornamental
water about two acres in extent.
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WHITE-FLOWERED CYTISUS PUR-
PDKEUS.

AN'hen looking through the collection of trees

and shrubs at Grasmere, Bjfleet, lately we
came across one of the most beautiful little

dwarf shrubs we have seen for a long time. It

was the pure white flowered variety of Oytisus

purpureus, a shrub not uncommon m gardens,

but rarely seen in its true character, inasmuch
as it is generally grafted on a broomstick like

stock a yard or so high ; whereas its natural

habit of growth is prostrate, the roots being sto-

loniferous, and sending out shoots in all

•directions. The elegant growth of this

little Broom is well shown in the ac-

companying illustration, drawn from a

spray sent to us by Mr. Stevens.

Besides this white kind, there is

likewise a variety with rose

coloured flowers, named flDie-

roseo, which would seem
to be somewhat laie as

one seldom meets with
it. There aie othei

named varieties of

(.'. purpureus, such

asincarnatus,ra-

tisbonensis, su-

perbus, and
verai color,

but the differences existing amongst these are not
very perceptible. The peculiar prostrate habit of
the Cytisus here represented renders it desirable
for many positions for which other shrubs would
not be suitable ; such, for instance, as a large

out some of the best species in cultivation

(Erodium chrysanthum, Haberlea rhodopensis,

Saxifraga sancta, &c.), we trust that our en-

deavours to simplify the cultivation of this most

Flowering spmy of tlie whits vaHMy c

Ctitibiis jmrpitreus. Drawn in May
at Grasmere, Byjleet.

rock garden, in which its long slender branches
hanging over the face of the rock would have
an extremely pretty effect. Bath the type and its

varieties seem to like a light, sandy soil, and,
being of South European origin, they enjoy as

much sun as can be got in our climate. The
variety here figured may be readily propagated
by means of seeds, as well as by offshoots, which,
if layered, root freely. There are numerous other
species of Cytisus of dwarf growth, but few are
worth much attention. Of course the White
Broom (0. albus) is indispensable, as i? likewise

the pretty C. nigricans, which, however, is not
so much known as it deserves to be. 0. elongatus,
capitatus, biflorus, nubigenus are others which
we noticed in Mr. Stevens' garden, and are all

above the average merit of shrubs of a similar cha-
racter. W. G.

FLOWER GARDEN.

ALPINE PLANTS AT ZURICH.
Towards the end of last year there appeared in

The Gaiid2N a note on alpine plants, which
led to a lengthy and interesting discussion,

the result of which showed that alpine plants
are more and more becoming universal favourites.

But while on this point everybody seems to

agree, we find a very different state of things
with regard to their cultivation. Among the
numerous correspondents who have written re-

specting soils for alpine plants two very different

opinions prevail; according to some, alpine
plants ought to be grown in soil chemically cor-

responding with that of the locality from which
they come ; others believe that situation and a
sufBoient degree of moisture are the principal

conditions upon which their successful cultiva-
tion depends. We do not in the least pretend to
finally settle this as yet open question, but
having been asked to give our opinion, and
thinking that the purpose of popularising the
love for alpine plants is best served by making
known the results of practical experience, we
venture to publish our own method of cultiva-
tion. Having grown alpines for years, and sent

chaiming group of hardy peiennials may be of
some use, especially to beginners, who too often
are deterred from forming a collection by an
exaggerated account of the difficulties to be over-
come in establishing alpine plants on a rockery.

Soil.—Every collector of alpines knows that
some species are almost invariably found on
granite, others on calcareous rocks, and a cer-
tain number indifferently on rocks of either of
the above-named geological formations. We
shall have an opportunity of giving further on
.several Instances of exceptions to the rule as re-
gards granite-loving plants, but, recognising the
fact on the whole as being well established, we
have simply to ask: Is it necessary to have any
regard to the granite or lime-loving properties
of alpine plants under cultivation ? If not, what
are the principal conditions as regards success .^

In answering these questions we shall first have
to touch upon two points which seem as vet
not to have been sufficiently considered. Who-
ever has had an opportunity of studying tropi-
cal vegetation will agree that of all the tropical
plants kept in our stoves very few, if any, grow
in the same soil as that in which they grew in
their own country. The extensive Orders of
Ferns, Orchids, Bromeliads, and Aroids furnish
many examples of plants growing in a kind of
soil very different from the peat which we uni-
versally give them. The right temperature and
sufficient moisture are the only important con-
ditions we have to fulfil in order to see most of
these plants thrive ; soil is of secondarv or, in-
deed, of no importance. Among hardy plants
we meet with a good many similar instances.
Aquatic and bog plants, others from dry, hilly
pastures, or shady woods are often grown
together in the open border and in ordinary
garden soil with remarkable success. A
very striking case among hardy plants is

afforded by Iberis saxatills, a plant which in
Switzerland is found only on Jurassic limestone,
and yet it can be used as an edging plant in
ordinary soil and in the open border. To ciUtl-

vate a plant in soil entirely different from that
which occurs in its native locality is therefore
oftener the rule than the exception. Another
Important point is the possibility of a chemical
decomposition of the stones used for building
up a rockery. We can very well understand that
calcareous or even granitic rocks would, in the
course of centuries, be sufficiently affected by
atmospheric influence, growth of Lichens, &c., to
account for the formation of a thin stratum of
calcareous or granitic soil on their surface, but
will this explanation hold good if applied to a
rockery built up of granite blocks comparatively
recently ? Alpine plants have not been grown
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long in our gardens, and very old rockeries are

mostly overrun vrith anything but true alpines

;

indeed, most of the best alpine gardens existing

at present are of very recent date. If it is, there-

fore, hardly probable that sufficient lime would

have been deposited to form calcareous soil on

any of these rockeries, it is altogether out of the

question with regard to granite, the weather-

resisting qualities of which are well known.

The only possibility remaining is to suppose the

roots of alpine plants to be able to extract cer-

tain chemical matters from the rocks with

which they are in contact ; we doubt, however,

whether the most ardent defender of the granite

and lime theory will venture to prove, or even

to admit, such a supposition.

Alpines in flat beds.—In describing how
we discovered our present way of growing

alpine plants, we hope to establish the fact that

it was not by mere reasoning, but by practical

experience we have been led to abandon the idea

of making any difference between granite or

lime-loving alpines. The first alpine plants

we ever established in our garden were planted

in a perfectly flat peat bed situated in a shady

corner, where there were no stones or rocks

whatever. Primula cortusoides, Androsace

Chamaejasme, Gentiana phlogifolia, Silene alpes-

tris, several Soldanellas and Saxifrages have

grown and increased in this place for years, a

fact which clearly corroborates the Kev. H.
Ewbank's observations on Edraianthus, Saxi-

fraga Burseriana, and Gentians grown in open

beds. As alpine plants began to be collected

more extensively our rockeries were built. Quite

in accordance with the then prevailing ideas, the

first one was made up of limestone, the other of

granite, and the plants carefully selected to fit

either of these formations. Since we have given

up this system, well-known lime-haters are

thriving beautifully next to reputed lime-lovers

on the same rockery, and vice versa. As it very

often happens in gardening, our discovery was
due to mere chance. A certain number of alpine

plants for which no room could be found in

our cold frames were turned out into a sand bed,

taken out of their pots, and planted there in the

autumn to be out of the way. On sending away
some of these plants in spring we were surprised

to see that they all had made a good many new
roots during the winter, some of them forming

nice little clumps in the coarse sand. Following

up this hint at once, we brought together lai'ge

quantities of a mixture of sand and loam washed
down from the hiUs by a river near by, and es-

tablished several raised beds with the material

thus obtained. On these beds, which are perfectly

flat and contain no rocks whatever, most of our

alpines have been growing for some time, and

we have every reason to be satisfied with the

results. "We have thus three different styles of

growing alpine plants, viz. : 1st, plants in pots,

pans, or wooden boxes ; 2nd, plants in open sand

or peat beds ; 3rd, plants grown on rockeries. In

pots or pane we grow all our seedlings, novelties,

or rare species which we do not wish to expose

to the weather or the chance of being damaged
by slugs. It is hardly necessary to add that a

good many plants destined for sale are also grown
m pots. The soil we mostly use is sandy loam

;

Eritrichium nanum, rare Gentians, and many
alpine Primulas are grown in peat. In well-

drained wooden boxes we establish such things

as Gentiana acaulis alba and ccelestina, Polygala

Chamfebuxus purpurea, &c., collected during

the summer in the mountains. It is in these boxes
that some of the dense little clumps of Gentians
so much admired by our English correspon-

dents are grown. During winter jjots and boxes
are kept in cold frames; in summer they are

placed on slightly shaded beds made up of sifted

coal ashes.

Alpines and sand.—Our open beds are all

raised about in. above the ground, and edged
with perpendicular slabs of black slate. They
are well drained, and either filled with the mix-

ture of loam and sand alluded to or with peaty

turf. Most of the plants sent by collectors are

first established here, and granite andJime-loving
species may be seen growing very peacefully

together. The sand of these beds seems to have

a wonderful influence upon the formation of

new roots. Arriving with no soil adhering to

their roots at all, most plants establish them-
selves in a very short time, and soon form per-

fect little clamps, which cannot fail to thrive

wherever they are transplanted afterwards. O.ir

best specimens of Gentiana bavarica, for instance,

which have often been admired by our customers,

have been raised in these sand beds. Astragalus

adsurgens, which is flowering just now, forms in

these JDeds tufts 1 ft. and more in diameter, and
bears from 70 to 80 spikes of flower, the dark

purple of the Papilionaceous flowers contrasting

beautifully with the bluish tint of the spreading

branches. The value of such beds in the case of

seedlings coming up spontaneously cannot possi-

bly be overrated. Some of our best plants

(Saponaria lutea, &c.) have in many cases grown
up from seed dropped by imported specimens

after all endeavours to raise seedlings in pots or

pans had failed. The finest specimen of any
alpine plant now in flower in our nursery is a

plant of Iberis petrsea, which sprung up .from

seed in one of our sand beds ; it forms a perfect

cushion, measuring 18 in. across, and carrying one

snowy mass of white flowers, produced by over

200 spikes. Moisture-loving Saxifrages are grown
in a sand bed built on an impermeable bottom,

and retaining therefore the necessary degree of

humidity. Saxifraga aizoides, androsacea,

bryoides, mo3chata, muscoides, mutata, plani-

folia, and stellaris are grown with perfect

success in this way. In peat beds, either open

or placed amongIlhododendrons,Kalmias, Ericas,

and similar plants, we keep a good many alpine

plants, such as Androsace Laggeri, Azalea pro-

cumbens, all the alpine Aquilegias, Atragene
alpina, all large -rooted Gentians, Haberlea
rhodopensis and Ramondia, Swertia perennis,

Saxifraga oppositifolia, Wulfenia carinthiaca,

&c. Near the edging small Ferns, such as

Nothochlsena Marant«, Woodsia ilvensis, Asple-

nium septentrionale, &c., grow to perfec-

tion ; Edraianthus dalmaticus forms in such

places where the tap-roots can go down in

the deep ground, plants measuring 1 ft. and
more across, near which a good many seed-

lings are annually coming up. On our rockeries

we cultivate, without, as has been stated, any
regard to lime or granite, a certain number of

strong plants from among the best species of

our collection. The soil used is, with few ex-

ceptions, for Rhododendrons, &c., sandy loam.

There are to be found our fine specimens of

Ramondia pyrenalca and pyrenaica alba (peat)

peeping out from the crevices of perpendicu-

lar rocks, the first imported plants of

Saxifraga sancta, Lithospermum Gastoni,

Haberlea rhodopensis (peat), and similar

varieties growing side by side with Acan-
tholimon venustum, D.aphne Blagayana, Rosa
berberidifolia, &c. Judicious distribution of the

plants as regards situation, good substantial

deep soil, and perfect drainage are the only

points we consider necessary for success with

most alpine plants. If there are some species

which have repeatedly baffled the skill of most
experienced growers, there are a great many
which miiy be grown to perfection by observing

the simple rules we shall indicate. Among the

hundreds of kinds in cultivation, every lover

of alpine plants may find a selection suited

to his taste and means; and if experienced

growers delight in grappling with the difficul-

ties connected with the cultivation of Saxifraga
florulenla and other exquisite gems of great
rarity, we do not see why proprietors of small
suburban gardens should not derive equal plea-

sure from the possession of a small number of

the more easily grown, though not less lovely

,

species.

In collecting alpine plants for cultiva-

tion it is of importance carefully to note down
all particulars concerning localities, especially

as to situation of certain species. It is absolutely
necessary to know whether a plant is exposed to
full sunshine during the whole day, whether it

merely gets the morning or evening sun, or
whether it grows wholly on a north aspect. In
order to obtain all kinds of situation, the best
plan in building a rockery is to let its longest
portion run east to west ; thus very sunny, as
well as partially shaded, situations may be
obtained ; whereas the north side, if sufficiently

elevated, will form a few nooks not reached by
the sun at all.

Plants growing near glaciers, at or even
above the snow-line, must be differently treated.

Although mostly exposed to the full blaze of the
sun, they grow in soil constantly kept cool by
the melting snow, and are surrounded by the
cold bracing atmosphere known as " gletscher-

luft " by our mountaineers. Placed in the full sun
on our hot rockeries, such plants would shrivel

up at once ; it is therefore necessary to keep
down the temperature as much as possible by
frequently syringing these plants (especially in

the evening or early in the morning) and by
careful shading. The best material for this pur-
pose are pieces of light wicker-work placed suf-

ficiently high above the plants to allow the
air to pass through. From the middle of

June till the middle of August is the critical

time for these plants, which but too often

actually melt away. To acclimatise and grow
successfully plants belonging to the region of

eternal snow is one of the most difficult, yet most
tempting, tasks an accomplished alpine grower
can undertake to solve. A very common error

consists in planting alpine plants with the soil

of their native locality adhering to the roots.

This soil invariably turns sour in a very short

time, and often causes the death of a valuable
plant, which might have been saved had the

roots been brought directly in contact with the
soil in which the plant was expected to grow.
Plants are found in soils more or less deep,

according to the locality, as, for instance, Viola
cenisia often grows in pure gravel; a more
plentiful mixture of sand with the soil is advis-

able in such a case. It is, however, not to be for-

gotten that the roots, especially of carpet-form-

ing alpines, often go deeply into the subsoil,

though covered with stones or gravel. The bot-

tom of every well-constructed rockery ought,

therefore, to contain a good quantity of well-

drained loamy soil, which the roots may reach
through the openings and chinks of the surface

and from whence they may get the necessary

moisture during the heat of summer.

Slugs and worms.—The most dangerous
enemies of alpine plants are slugs, and among
these more especially the small ones, which are

detected with so much difiiculty. Fine specimens
of Achilleas, Dianthus, or Phyteumas are often

destroyed in one night by these voracious mol-
lusks. Often repeated searches (which ought even

to be made at night-time with a light) are the

only efiicaceous means of getting rid of them.
In one of the German horticul'ural papers a

correspondent is stated to have caught hundreds
of small slugs by burying among his alpine

plants a moderately deep saucer filled to the

brim with, beer, into which the slugs would fall

after having intoxicated themselves with the
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liquor. "We have not tried the plan ourselves,

and cannot, therefore, gfive an opinion as to its

efficiency. Common worms do a deal of harm
to small alpine plants by undermining the soil

and causing the fibrous roots to dry up. By
using some precautions in the preparation of

the soil, worms can easily be kept out, as the

drainage of a well built rockery must make it

impossible for them to creep up.

Winter protection.—During winter alpine
plants are best protected by heavy snowfalls

;

hard dry frost without snow causes the deatii

of many delicate species. We use in all cases

a covering of Fir branches, which, according to

the state of the weathe>, can easily be put on or

off, and they protect the plants tolerably well.

In thus stating our experiences we know per-

fectly well that we have advanced little new
to professional growers or highly skilled ama-
teurs, but we hope to have proved that a good
many alpine plants may be grown either in

open beds or on rockeries in any garden, a

fact which has not as yet been sufficiently

brought before the gardening public.

Alpines at home.—The following lists are

compiled from the notes of our collector to show
that the same plant may be found on rocks of

quite a different formation in different localities.

Of plants mentioned (Garden, Dec. 24, 1881)

as growing exclusively on granite our collector

found—Achillea moschata, on lime (Miinsterthal,

Grisons) ; Androsace obtusifolia, nice specimens
on limestone rocks (Albula) ; Anemone vernalis,

in great numbers on lime (Glarus and Albula)

;

Artemisia mutellina, old plants and seedlings,

together with Aretia helvetica and Edelweiss on
lime (Grisons), on the Bernina group often on
granite ; Campanula cenisia, always on lime,

with Arabia coerulea, Aretia helvetica, Saxifraga
oppositifolia and stenopetala, Valeriana supina,

and Viola calcar^ta (Grisons) ; Gentiana ba-
varica, on all the higher Swiss Alps on
limestone, whereas G. bavarioa var. rotundi-
folia as yet only on granite; Lloydia serotina,

fine specimens on lime (Grisons).

On granite as well as on limestone rocks are
found—Achillea moschata, on granite (Enga-
dine), on lime (PizUmbrail) ; Ajugapyramidalis,
Androsace chamaejasme, Anemone alpina and
sulphurea, Arabia ccerulea, Arbutus alpinus,

Aster alp-intis. Azalea procumbens, on lime
(Glarus), on granite (Engadine) ; Campanula
barbata, C. thyrsoidea, Draba aizoides, on lime
(Grisons), on granite (Bernina) ; Gentiana acau-
Us, G. bavarica, G. excisa, G. lutea, G. punctata,
G. verna, Geum montanum, on lime (Glarus), on
granite (Wallis) ; G. reptans (Grisons), Homo-
gyne alpina, Hutchinsia alpina, Linaria alpina,

Myosotis alpestris, Oxytropis campestris, Papa-
ver pyrenaicum, on lime ((Prisons), on granite
(Tyrol) ; Potentilla grandiflora, salisburgensis,

&c.. Primula farinosa, P. integrifolia, on lime
(Glarus), in the Grisons mostly on granite;
Ranunuculus alpestris, Saxifraga aizoides, S.

andi'osacea, S. muscoides, S. oppositifolia, &c.,

Senecio carniolicus, Silene acaiilis, Soldanella,

several species; Veronica alpina, V. saxatUis,

&c., Viola calcarata. Fkoebel & Co.
Neumi'mster Nurseries.

riantly during the last three J'ears, but never
rising many inches from the ground. It is a

beautiful tomentose plant, with a profusion of
bright yellow blossoms ; there is no other of its

family that I am acquainted with that can com-
pete with it.—B. S.

Verbascum olympicum.— I have a fine

specimen of this now in full bloom. It stands
nearly 7 ft. in height, and reminds me of one of
those gTaceful flawhoyant spires in Normandy,
or that of our own St. Mary's, at Oxford. The
seeds, got from Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, were
sown four years ago, but one only of the plants
raised from them flowered in the second year, as
reported by a neighbour to whom I gave the
plant. My own are producing flower-stalks now
for the first time, though they have grown luxu-

DOUBLE PYRETHEUMS.
If any one of our commonly grown hardy peren-
nials may be said to have become improved of

late, it is the Pjrethrum, both single and double.
The varieties of each are numerous, and an in-

ferior flower is now the exception. Take, for in-

stance, the large collection of cut blooms shown
by Messrs. Kelway, at South Kensington, on the
2ord ult.^One could not help being struck with the
size and fulness of the double varieties, their sym-
metrical appearance, and their varied colours.

From pure white, there are many ascending
shades up to deep magenta, approaching crimson.
Not less varied and bright in colour are the single

flowers, and the tints are generally soft and
pleasing. There is nothing of the rigid formality of

the Dahlia in the build of the Pyrethrum. It is

true that the flowers are full and symmetrical,
but there is an outer fringe of guard petal that
saves them from being too formal. If any one will

examine a flower of a double Pyrethrum they
will observe that the outer edge is made of a zone
or ring of long flat florets, while the centre is

filled up with a very large number of short, quilled

florets, and the thicker these are developed, the
more double is the bloom. The single forms have
one or two circular rows of large flat florets, much
larger and broader than in the case of the double
types, with a showy and striking golden disc.

Both types are very pretty, and both have their

admirers.

Varieties.—As all nurserymen grow a col-

lection of Pyrethrums, there can be no hesitation
in giving the names of some of the best varieties.

If anyone required a dozen really good flowers of

the double varieties, we would advise them to ob-
tain Andromeda, rosy purple ; Boule de Neige,
white, tinted with rose ; Capt. Boyton, crimson-
scarlet ; Capt. Nares, bright crimson ; Delicatum,
lilac-peach ; Duchess of Edinburgh, mauve

;

Hobart Pasha, maroon ; Lady Derby, silvery

flesh ; Jeannette, white ; Michael Buckner, rosy
crimson ; Placida, peach ; and Sefton, purple.

These are distinct in colour, handsome, and fully

double. Now let us take the single flowers,

and of these select a dozen varieties as follows ;

Abaris, white ; Bacchus, purplish-rose ; Calliope,

French white ; Darius, bright pink ; Fausta, deep
crimson ; Galathee, large rosy-purple ; Mars, pur-

ple ; Ophion, vermiUon-crimson ; Eoscius, blush
;

Tarsius, pure white ; Themis, cerise ; and Veleda,
rosy-lilac.

Culture.—The best time of the year to obtain
plants of Pyrethrum is spring, because those who
propagate them divide them in autumn and pot
them, and by springthey have become well rooted.

They are then in good condition to plant out in

the open ground. In order to grow a collection it

is best to plant them in a prepared bed, so that

the grower can have the plants altogether and
be better able to institute comparisons. The best
soil is a free, rich loam, made light and friable

by digging, and further enriched by the addition
of manure. The Pyrethrum strikes its roots freely
into the soil, and the better it can do this the
more vigorous is the growth and finerthe flowers.

The Pyrethrum is by no means a plant diflBcult

to cultivate, and it is perfectly hardy, passing
unharmed through the severest winters if reason-
ably dry at the roots. It is damp which kills the
Pyrethrum far more than hard frost. If the plants
can be grown permanently in a bed they can be
better cultivated ; they are greatly helped by some
mulching in early summer, by keeping the surface
soil stirred in hot, dry weather, by watering freely

when necessary, and by giving a good surface-

dressing of manure and leaves in autumn, which
can be forked into the soil in early spring just as
the plants begin to make growth. It is at this

season of the year that slugs and snails are hurt-

ful to the plants, as they find lurkingplaces under
the old leaves, and eat the young growths if not
carefully looked after. Pyrethrums are very
effective in the mixed border, and some clumps
should be dotted about in association with kindred
plants, but they cannot be cultivated so success-
fully as in a prepared and well tended bed.

R. D.

GRAMMANTHES GENTIANOIDES.
Among annuals no brighter little gem exists in
gardens than this ; it is even more beautiful than
many mountain flowers so much prized by hardy
plant lovers. It belongs to the Houseleek Order
(Crassulacese), and is about the only showy

Gfammanthes gentiarund^s.

annual in the family worth growing. It is a
dwarf plant, with decumbent stems, reaching
only about 3 in. in height, and forming dense
rounded masses thickly studded in summer with
bright orange-yellow blossoms, divided along the
centre by a line of a darker hue which takes the
form of the letter V. Altogether it is a charming
little plant and one that can be grown to per-
fection without much trouble. It likes a light

sandy soil, and should have the warmest spot in

the garden, but in all cases thoroughly well
drained, as, being a native of the Cape of Good
Hope, it is impatient of excessive moisture. The
peculiarity about this little plant is that it ex-

pands its flowers only in fine weather and widest
in full sunshine. It is a capital little subject for

the rock garden, and we have seen it used with
excellent effect as an edging for borders. It is

easily raised from seeds sown in slight heat early

in spring, and the seedlings planted out in early

May. Seeds of this little plant will be well
worth looking aftsr during the forthcoming seed-

gathering season. W. G.

WILD FLOWERS IN WALES.
The remarkable quantity of wild flowers to be
seen everywhere this season is doubtless due, in

a great measure, to the unusually mild winter
through which we have passed. Mountain,
meadow, and woodland are alike aglow with
colour of the most varied kind. In meadows are

Buttercups, Orchises, Daisies, and Cardamines.
The double form of the latter is certainly a great
improvement on the single, and, unlike most
double flowering plants, reproduces itself freely

from seed. The woodlands are literally carpeted
with Anemones, Hyacinths, and the sweet little

Wood Sorrel, which loves to creep over some mossy
boulder, or where its pretty white flowers are

shown off to greater advantage—the hoary stump
of some half-decayed tree. Large patches of the
common Wood An-emone are a sight not to be for-
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gotten, but when interspersed with brealcs of the

pink and blue forms, theypresent a treat which no
one could fail to admire. The Welsh Poj^py and Globe
flowers enliven the banks of our rivers and water-

courses, whileinneglectedspots,in sun or shade, the

great Pyrenean Valerian produces its massive pink
flower-heads. In damper situations tlie Marsh
ilarigold is unusually tine, and clothes with gold
both bog and fen, a striking contrast to the modest
little Campanula hederacea, which delights to

grow in similar situations, and covers with its

miniature Ivy-like leaves the drier knolls of the

marshy ground. The sweet-scented Woodruff
and wild Geraniums adorn the hedgerows, while
in shady nooks the flowers of the pretty blue
Forget-me-not are produced in abundance. The
wild Silene has an almost unusual dash of pink
in its flowers, and is altogether a conspicuous
plant in our woodlands.

In mountain ground the Marsh Orchis, with its

variously coloured flowers, Pedicularis, and Pin-

guicula are abundant, while streams in the same
locality are enlivened by flowers of the starry

Saxifrage and water Geum. The Daffodil season
is past, but if short, it was also sweet. Ly-the-

by, we were shown some time since a border of

the double Narcissus which had become single

This was attributed to the poor soil in wliich the

plants were growing, having been for a number of

years in the same border. The lovely little creep'

ing Toadflax (Linaria Cymbalaria) and Stonecrop
cover with a drapery of the richest green, inter-

spersed with numberless flowers, the damper
portions of some crumbling ruin or old wall, while
on high, arid banks the wild Thj'me finds a con-
genial home, and forms an excellent and beauti-

ful carpet for taller growing plants. Many more
names might be added to this list, but sufiBcient

have already been given to show how fair the face
of Nature appears even in " wild Wales."

Penrhyn. A. D. WEBSTElt.

new Tosery in which the soil was a yard deep, and
were safe from rabbits, soil cracking, &c., that

prove so fatal to Pansies. Pansies in pots indoors,

especially in the early spring, are simply
charming. Neither Chinese Primroses, C3'clamens,
nor Myosotis dissitiflora can match their brilliancy

of colouring, while their fragrance seems a
blending of the odours of Valley Lilies, Violets,

and Roses. D. T. Fl.SH.

PANSIES IN THE NORTH.
How ia it that the farther north the better the
Pansies ? In Manchester they are finer than in

London ; in Edinburgh finer than in Manchester.
I presume the dripping clouds and semi-leaden
skies have a great deal to do with it. Certain it is

that in the northern counties of England the
Pansy and Viola are the plants of the day. Next
to the pleasure derived from the Whitsuntide show
at Manchester was that of seeing so many Pan-
sies in the markets, gardens, and windows of tlie

town and suburbs. Even in the show, Pansies and
Violas in pots were wonderfully well done. But
the varieties in the market were equally good,
and of the numbers for sale there seemed no end.
The mode of offering Pansies, and so many other
hardy alpine or other herbaceous plants—with the
roots and a modicum of soil done up in Moss,
so common in Mancliester—renders the plants
cheap. And plants thus treated, planted out with
care, and at once watered home, take to the soil

sooner and grow very much faster than those
that may have been grown for a long time in
pots. Almost all kinds of plants may be purchased
in this state, and even collections of herbs, as well
as other kitchen garden and bedding plants.
This plan of saving the price of pots, as well as
the labour of potting, enables man}" to purchase
plants who could not otherwise afford to do so.

The trade done in all kinds of hardy plants seems
enormous, and would gladden the heart of the editor
of The Garden and others who have worked hard
to popularise such plants, and render them more
common and plentiful in every garden, large and
small. Objection is urged against many hardy
plants that their season of beauty is so short ; but
this does not apply to Pansies or Violas in good
soil and in favourable sites and climates. It is

astonishing how much the first alone will do to
render Pansies and Violas perpetual bloomers. I

can now cut Pansies from plants that began
to flower last October and have been a blaze of
beauty ever since, even in these arid eastern
counties, that are not favourable to the continuous
blooming of Pansies. But my plants edged a

AndrOEace lanuginosa is certainly one of

the prettiest and most interesting of the Andro-
saces. It is now in flower at Chiswick, where it is

grown in pots in cold pits. These pretty little

alpine plants do not thrive for any length of time
in the open borders near London, and I find that
even when they are grown in pots they suffer

mucli from damp during winter. I tried plants of

A. sarmentosa planted out <ind in pots, and found
that the losses amongst them were considerable

in both ways. In dry rock gardens they would
probably succeed much better. They are certainly

well worth any care that may be bestowed upon
them,— J. D.

Scilla vema.—This Squill I see is omitted_

by " W. G." in his article on Scillas (p. 372).

Though small, it is bright and fre-sh looking, and
if " W. G. " ever saw an acre of ground covered

with its pretty blue flowers, perhaps he would say
it was of some use in beautifying the earth. I

have a friend who always has a tuft of it growing
in his rock garden, and it is his opinion that it is

well worthy of the place which it occupies. Why,
think of the pretty poetical name the Welsh bards
have given it—" Serenyn y Gwanwyn " (the Starof
Spring). They at least could appreciate the
beautiful ! S, autumnalis, which is quite as pretty,

is also omitted.—E. J., Bangor.

Dianthus negleotus.—" J. C. C." enquires

(p. 372), as to the cultivation of this lovely alpine

Pink. As regards soil, no one can do better than
use good yellow loam and leaf-soil in equal parts,

adding about one-third of good sharp sand. Well
drain the pots {i.e., if the plants are grown in

pots), and pot firmly. If the plants have become
loose and straggling, shake them free from soil,

collect them into a compact tuft, and repot. In
some parts of England, frame cuK-ure is almost
an essential in its cultivation ; while in others,

warm, sunny fissures of rock seem to be the proper
place for it. At any rate, as " J. C. C." seems to

have been so unfortunate in growing this charm-
ing plant, I would advise him to obtain a fresh

supply of seeds, and when up, to grow the young
plants in pots in cold frames till they have be-

come established, when they may be transferred
to any permanent position, always avoiding a cold,

sunless spot. This species, like D. alpinus, D.
Fisoheri, D. gracilis, and manyothers, roots readily

from cuttings, which should be stripped off with a
heel, and inserted in sand under a small hand-
light, or in a pot or pan in a cold frame. When
potting, repotting, or planting, be sure to make
them firm in their respective positions.—E. Jen-
kins.

SHORT NOTES -FLOWER.

Allium Octro'wsklanum.—A verj' strange and even

liandsome species, with a head of dull crimson flowei-s

about 1\ in. in diameter. We can imagine cases in which
it might, with a free growth, prove a very useful plant.

—

F. H.

Arnebla Grlfflthlana.—In speaking of this plant

(p. 394) it seems to me that its best quality has escaped

notice. It isverj sweet scented, so much so, that, like Mig-

nonette, it perfumes the air all around it. It has been intro-

tuced to Europe by Mr. Anderson-Henry, of Edinburgh.

—

Max Lkichtun, Baden-Baden.

SHeneHookerl.—The plant referred to by Mi'. Wood,
of Kirkstall, under the name of Lychnis Hookeri, is evi-

dently the above, introiuced by me to cultivation some
ten years since through Dr. Bolander. "Wlien only

moderately vigorous, it produces not one, but several

flowers at the extremity of each shoot, each petal being
deeply four-clelt. lam glad to learn it proves hardy in

Yorkshire.—W. THOMPSON, Ipswich.

GARDEN FLORA.
PLATE CCCXLI.—IRIS KvEMPFERL

The gorgeous Iris Kjempferi, roots of which are-

imported to us now every year, is widely culti-

vated in Japan—indeed, is one of the most
favourite flowers in that land of floriculture.

Its characteristics are the large, sometimes ini-

menae, outer segments or ' falls," spreading
horizontally with small inner segmentsor" stan-
dards," and the great variety of colour into,

which it has sported. There can be no doubt
that in point of colour it far surpasses all other
Irises; various tints of purple, sometimes so

dark as to be almost black, relieved by a central

branching blotch of brilliant gold, forms of
pure white, and all manner of diversified and
intermediate hues fully justify the admiration
which its flowers have excited. In point of fornr

it is to my taste often too rigid, and lacks the
tender grace of the folds aud curves of the com-
moner bearded kinds ; and even its colour is often

not pleasing ; some of the blotched half-stained

varieties which come over to us year by year
might with profit to ourselves come to an end in

the voyage. Two forms of Iris closely allied to-

this cultivated garden form are found growing
wild in Eastern Asia. One is the I. Isevigata of

Fischer, growing in Eastern Siberia, Dahuria,
Manchuria, and Japan, with a naked stem,
inflated spathe-valves, and somewhat broad
leaves, with indistinct midrib. The other is I.

Ksempferi of Siebold, growing in Manchuria,
North China, Corea, and Japan, with narrower
ribbed leaves and pointed narrow spathe-valves
In both these the flower, though smaller, and
uniformly of a purple colour, with a golden
blotch, has the same general features as in the
garden variety ; the latter, in fact, differs chiefly

in its varied colouring and more luxuriant
growth. Klatt describes as I. violacea major a

form which seems to be identical with I. iKvi-
gata of Fischer, and is said to come from the
Caucasus, though this must surely be a mistake,

for as far as I know no traces of any Iris of this

kind has been found in Central or Western
Asia. Maximowicz states that when he examined
the wild I. Ksempferi and the garden form, in

their own country and alive, he could not satis-

factorily distinguish between them ; and Regel
found that the seed gathered from an Iris grow-
ing in North China gave him seedlings identical

with the garden forms of I. Kasmpferi, and, like

them, sporting into many varied colours ; so

that the garden and wild forms of I. Ksempferi
may be regarded as identical, and the differences

between these and I. laevigata are, at the best,

but slight.

One characteristic of the garden form m a
tendency to grow double, a tendency happily
rare in other Irises. The flowei's figured in the
plate show this feature ; each of them possesses

a double whorl of expanded " falls."

In its inflorescence, its mode of growth, its cap-
sule, and even in the form of the flower, I. Ksemp-
feri shows its affinities with I. sibirica, and their

relationship is very s'trikingly indicated in the

larger luxuriant forms of I. sibirica, which are

now to be seen, and which were illustrated in

The Gauden, Vol. XX., p. 272. On the other

hand, there are many affinities between I. Ksemp-
feri and the wide-spread I. Pseudacorus, our

common yellow Flag, as well as with the North
American I. virginicaand the Asian I.setosa. All

these are members of one group, gradually

separating away from each other. I believe that

they would be found to hybridise, and that the

result would go far to overcome the difficulties

of cultivation which beset I. Krempferi, for

there can be no doubt that this beautiful flower

is difficult to cultivate with certainty. It is true

that we find it again and again growing magni-
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ficently where no especial care has been
bestowed upon it ; but it is equally true that

the masses of roots which are now an-

nually im ported into this country often live not

only a short, but an unsatisfactory life. One thing

seems clear: the plant needs, in the summer at

least, abundance of water at its roots and plenty

of sunshine overhead. The Japanese grow it in

ponds and running streams, and in many Japa-

nese illustrations you may recognise I. Kfemp-
feri growing like Bullrushes right out of the

water, with little planl? bridges leading up to

them, 60 that the owner may tend them, and

enjoy their beauty from anear. But what I do

not feel so sure about is, whether in Japan the

plants get the same amount of water in winter

that they do in summer. Perhaps Mr. Maries
could tell us about this. I have a kind of fancy

that our miserable wet winters are their greatest

enemies. Certain it is that they may be grown
without water, for Dr. Kegel flowered his seed-

lings in an ordinary garden border. Some time

ago M. Max Leichtlin strongly recommended
peat as the proper soil for them, but 1 am inclined

to think that the value of the peat lies mostly

in its affording a soil which will readily hold

moisture ; and when the water difficulty is over-

come, I fancy they will be found to flourish best

in good, rich river mud and silt.

One thing I feel pretty sure of, and that is,

that they hate being divided ; and the exigencies

of the nurseryman is, I believe, the cause of much
of the mortality. The imported roots often flower

well the first year out of the stores laid up in

the roots under the sunny skies of Japan, and
that in spite of the imported clumps being divided

on arrival. This first flowering gives rise to many
hopes and to great activity in the invention of

new names. But, after flowering, the roots are

divided once more in order to propagate the

stock, and ttie next summer, to the grief of the
owner and the vexation of the purchaser, sees

them crumble back into mould.
I quite agree with Kegel that the best way

to get these (and many other) difficult forms
established in our trying country is not to im-
port large roots, but to raise seedlings with seed

carefully selected from the strongest and hand-
somest forms. F.

GARDEN^DESIGN.
Too many and too Ia;-ge walks.—We

observe with some regret that the walks in the
parks while becoming more numerous every day
are also in some places much too wide and con-
spicuous. Some of the finest bits of turf in the
Green Park have of late years been cut up by
bold, hard walks. If this goes on in proportion
to the desire of people for short cuts, we shall

soon have a time when each park will be like a
gridiron with walks, and many of them needless
walks. Sometimes these ugly walks are made
because of pathways being made in the direction
of the future walk ; but that is not a good reason
for spoiling a park. The right way would be to
lay down certain essential lines of walk and
adhere to them, placing the walks where they
would do least harm and allow of the largest
expanse of verdure. People often walk- on the
green part in hot weather for the sake of comfort,
and the existence of a pathway in a given direction
does not always imply that a large walk is wanted
there. It would be often better to allow the public
to beat a path than to give way and make one of
those irou-bonnd walks. As regards their width
there are certain places where they are needlessly
wide and staring. They seem to be made by
persons who wished to make roads of them. It

is well, where numbers of people congregate,
to have spacious walks ; but in the majority of

cases a six-foot walk only is required. The
greatest mistake of all is letting two walks be

near each other, cutting up the place. Parks are

not made for short cuts, and there can be no hard-
ship in having to make a little detour to get from
one point to the other, if, by doing so, the beauty
of the park is maintained or improved. Much
recent work in the London parks has been harm-
ful in these respects.

—

Pield.

ROSE GARDEN.
MILDEW ON EOSES.

What are the primary causes of mildew on house
Koses ? Can this matter be satisfactorily solved

so that we may not constantly have to fall back
upon a remedy, but be enabled to find a cure by
disestablishing the cause ? Common report

ascribes mildew to cold draughts of air playing
upon the young tender foliage, to excessive

drought at the roots, or to excessive moisture, and
also to a raw, damp atmosphere. Now I have
found mildew more than usually troublesome in

a span-roofed Rose house this season, although the

fungus afEects only certain kinds. Thus, Mar(5-

chad Niel, Mdme. Berard, Catherine Mermet, and
Souvenir de Paul N^ron are much aflEected ; whilst

Homfere, Marie Guillot, and Lamarque are quite

free from it. There has been no special exposure
to draughts; the air, owing to the impossibility of

giving top ventilation, has been at times rather

warm than otherwise ; aud though the season has
been a dry one, the roots have not suffered from
want of moisture. Of course, excessive moisture
at the roots and a damp atmosphere are quite

beside the question this year. Then I note that

on a south wall close by, where the soil has been,
I might say, almost excessively dry, the Eoses
have done well, bloomed freely and vigorously,

and are as free as can be from mildew. The sorts

there are Niphetos and Safrano. That example
should settle the point as to the influence of

drought at the roots in producing mildew. I

have, therefore, but one theory to fall back upon,
and it is one that may be correct or otherwise
just as it is found to be general or otherwise in

its application. All the Eoses most aflEected with
mildew are grown on the east side of the house.
We have had extending over a considerable time
frequent keen north-east winds, some of several
days' duration, the latest one especially haring
proved to be of great force. These winds, striking
upon the eastern side of the span-roofed house,
have found ready access througti innumerable
glass laps, and thus broken up have formed in

each case a keen, incisive current, rendered all

the keener and colder by the peculiar method
of ingress. I think it is these keen currents of

cold air playing upon the tender foliage (specially

tender on account of being the first growth after
taking ofE of the spring flower crop) which has
promoted curl and mildew so largely. If this be
the case, it would furnish a strong argument in

favour of warm aspects for Eose houses, or of such
glazing as shall exclude the air on the colder sides

altogether. I should like to learn what Mr. Fish,
who knows so much about Eoses, has to say on this

subject, and upon the best methods of coping with
mildew on Eoses generally, whether in or out of
doors. A. D.

A DOZEN PiOSES FOR A GEEENHOUSE.
I SHOTJLD prefer half-a-dozen as follows : 1,

MarSchal Niel ; 2, Niphetos ; 3, President or

Adam ; 4, Devoniensis ; 5, Lamarque or Smith's
Yellow ; 6, Solfaterre. To these may be added

—

7, Gloire de Dijon ; 8, Isabella Sprunt ; 9, Mdme.
Bravy; 10, Mdme. Willermoz; 11, Souvenir
d'Elise ; and 12, Souvenir d'uu Ami. The first

reigns without a rival among the golds. The
second is the finest white Eose under glass, with
occasionally an outer surface of a petal suffused

with the most delicate pink. The third is nearly
always in flower, and under glass is probably the
finest and most floriferous pink Eose in exist-

ence. The fourth has no rival where it thrives,

the common being far superior under glass to the
climbing, which is apt to climb at such a rate as

to forget to bloom. Lamarque is a true Perpetual

under glass, and the buds are exquisite, though
the fully expanded flowers are as useless as

those of Souvenir de la Malmaison for decorative
purposes. The sixth is a soft sulphur j-ellow, very
chaste and exquisite in a half-opened statr.

Smith's Yellow is a much longer and thinner bud,
but remarkably fine under glass and extremely
useful. It is more like a true yellow China than
any other Eose, and is not so generally grown as
its merits deserve. Of Gloire de Dijon it can only
be said that glass refines both bud and flower,

and that it flowers as persistently under glass as
in the open, and, having no frost to check it, it is

always in bloom. No. 8 is useful in bud. and an
amazingly free bloomer. Madame Eravy is a beauti-
ful cream-coloured Eose with a blush in its eye,,,

and does better under glass than in the open air.

No. 10 is of similar character, but has whiter petal.'-

with a salmon centre. No. 11 is another gem of
the samegeneralstrain,and an exquisite Eose; while
Souvenir d'un Ami is as fine as Adam or Presi-
dent, but a more decided rose self and equally
large and fine. No doubt many will miss favourites

in this list, but these Eoses do well under glass-

while not a few of the finer Teas and Noisettes-

thrive very indiflEerently and almost refuse tc
bloom under such conditions.—D. T. Fish.

Of Teas and Noisettes for training along the
wires of a span-roofed greenhouse I would sug-

gest Eelle Lyonnaise, Cheshunt Hybrid, Climbing
Devoniensis, Emilie Dupuy, Fortune's Yellow,
Gloire de Dijon, Lamarque, Madame Berard,
Madame Marie Berton, Mar^chal Niel, Eeve
d'Or, and Solfaterre.— S. E. H.

The following: Tea and Xoisette Roses are suitablf

for a span-roofed house, viz., Mar^chal Niel, Gloire di-

Dijon, Lsmarque, Kiphetos, Catherine Jlennet, Cheshunt

Hybrid (H. T.), Climbing Devoniensis, Perle des Jardins,

Keine Marie flenriette, Celine Forestier, Madame de .St..

•Joseph, and Safrano.—W. H. F., Beeston.

Rose Isabella Gray.—It seems about as

natural for this Eose to come green, or deformed,
or to refuse to open its' buds as for the old double
yellow Eose to do the same. The only means by
which I ever succeeded in flowering Isabella Gray
was to grow the plants in pots in a mild bottom-
heat. The flowers opened well under this treat-

ment, and most of them were of good form. But
there is little hope of it in a greenhouse, and 1

would advise " W. P." either to bud it with Mare-
chal Niel, Smith's Yellow, or Solfaterre if he
wants yellow Eoses, or with President or Niphetos
if pink or white. Isabella Gray in ninety-nine

cases out of a hundred is not worth growing.
—D. T. Fish.

The best Roses.—In putting a question to

Canon Hole the other day as to Eoses equal to

Gloire de Dijon he writes as follows :
" The ques-

tion with me is not, as with you, ' are there six

Eoses worthy to rank with Gloire de Dijon ?
' but

' is Gloire de Dijon worthy to rank with the first

six Eoses?' For hardihood, for the abundance of

its beautiful blooms, for foliage, it is of all Eose
trees now in cultivation the most desirable, but
for perfection of form and colour there are many
Eoses which we rosarians regard as superior. 1

like your idea ofa gallery of illustrations of Eoses,

and it would be very interesting now and here-

after, but I should not give Gloire de Dijon the

precedence. I believe Charles Lefebvre in its in -

tegrity to be still the king of the Eoses, and this

might be followed by La France, Marechal Niel,

Marie Baumann, Catherine Mermet, kc. 'Very

few are lovers at present of the glorious beauty of

the Tea-scented Eose as grown, for example, in

the Eose houses of the Duke of Westminster. I

should like to go with you to some of our Rose
nurseries in the season and your artist with us."

The most richly scented Bose-— Jlr. George

Paul's note (p. 381) is rather tantalising. He says. In send-

ing some Eoses for the editor's table, " There is also a

flower enclosed of the most perpetual Rose we have, .Stan-

well Perpetual, one also of the most richly scented." Does

the last clause mean another Rose ? and if so, which ? ov

does it mean that the Stanwell Perpetual is the most richly

8cent«d ?—D. T. FISH.
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MARKET GARDENS.
The recent rains have proved to be most advan-
tageous to market garden crops of all kinds,
especially those in open fields, because these
promise this year the best returns, and, indeed,
should other rains fall from time to time as they
are needed, all field crops can hardly be other
than profitable. The chief want this year is top
fruits. Of these it is feared that we shall presently
have to report an almost entire failure. This is

bad news at any time, but specially so now, for
though the top crops were fair last year, yet it is

a fact that we have not had a good crop of upper
fruits for several years, and the pinch will be a
severe one. The mischief began with the terrific

April gale, and although the salt-water theory is

not worth a moment's consideration in the mat-
ter, there can be no doubt that the friction

wrought by the wind amongst bloom and fruit

germs was as destructive as it was amongst the foli-

age, for the fruit of Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cher-
ries over large orchards has largely disappeared,
and behind has been left an unusual visitation of
aphis, which has done much harm to the early
growth. The recent heavy rains, though too late to
prevent a great amount of mischief, have at least
given the trees a good washing, and will specially
assist in the promotion of new, though late, growth
that will be healthy.

Under fruits.—Strawberries promise to be the
under crop of the season. A moist autumn, a
mild winter, and a spring that, though boister-
ous, has not been marked by sharp late frosts,

have unitedly helped to give the plants vigour and
a heavj' bloom. I saw a few daj^s since a vast
breadth of some 20 acres of Strawberries that
were literally a sheet of bloom, although some-
what getting over. Long litter was being got
amongst the rows to keep the fruit clean, and
even such needful work as that is not a light
labour. Probably it should have been done much
earlier, but then it is not always possible to se-

cure the required amount of litter till the season
has somewhat advanced. Gooseberries, nerhapo,
will stand next to Strawberries as a good crop

;

though these are not universally plentiful, still

they are the bush fruit crop of the season. One
grower said on Whit Monday, " I have sold £100
worth, and now have as good a crop as last year."
He finds his reward for good culture in an abun-
dant crop. I think I may assert that he has the
cleanest and best cultured breadth of Gooseber-
ries (chiefly Lancashire Lads) to be found in
Middlesex. Black Currants stand next, but these
will not produce the crop the splendid bloom
promised. Probably it will not be more than one-
half the quantity expected, but then the berries
will be very fine, and because fine will be juicy
and rich-flavoured. Small Currants are of little

value or service to any one. Popular taste runs
largely in favour of the Black Currant as a preserve
fruit, but green Gooseberries are a long way to
be preferred, not merely because the preserve will
keep better, but it is pleasanter eating. Intending
preservers will do well this year to rely chiefly
upon the under fruits wherewith to fill their jam
pots, and of all none will prove more ser-
viceable and perhaps cheaper than green
Gooseberries. Red Currants will be a mode-
rate crop, but Raspberries promise to be abun-
dant. Except ripe Gooseberries and Straw-
berries, tender fruits help the dessert but little,

but for the kitchen, whether for tarts or for the
preserving pan, they are unrivalled. From the
trade grower's point of view, under fruits are of
far more importance than are other fruit crops,
not only because they invariably market well, but
because as a rule they are reliable. For one failure
in these there are five failures in top fruits. Still,
it would be unwise to plant bush fruits only.
Large tree fruits root deeper, and do not in that
respect affect the bushes ; whilst, on the other
hand, they furnish useful protection from keen
wmds and frosts. Relatively the cost of adding
standard trees to fruit orchards is ncft great when
maidens or two-year-old trees are planted, and if
the crops produced now are few and far between,

they probably pay for the first cost of planting
and what labour is expended on the trees ; whilst
the protection they render to the bush and under
fruit is all profit.

Vegetable crops.—The earliest gatherings
of Peas from field crops were marketed about the
1st of the month—not an unusually early date,
although the spring was an open one. Peas gene-
rally look remarkably well, and the crop should
be not only a hea-vy one, but should be so cheap
as to be brought within the reach of all consumers.
How profitable Peas are is evidenced by the fact
that growers, even if now and then a bad season
comes, have so much faith in the result as to sow
as largelj' as ever the following year. Starting at
about lOs. per bushel, and the sample none too
full, the prices drop in a week to 6s. ; and then soon
come down to 4s. and lower, although 6d. per
bushel is still paid for gathering, and it costs
just as much to get the cheap bushel to market as
it does the dear one. The damage done to Peas by
the wind last April has not proved to be so severe
as was anticipated, and to no inconsiderable extent
the plants have grown out of it. Generally
I have never seen the breadths of Peas looking
better than now. Growers still favour Sangster's
No. 1, but probably William I. will entirely
supersede it in a few years. It is quite a matter
of price and hardiness. Day's Sunrise bids fair
to make a good field Pea also. The largest
quantity of any kind sown is of Harrison's Glory,
a dwarf Pea of indifferent quality, but it is so
hardy and so certain, that few care to dispense
vrith it. Runner Be ans have come very well and
promise a good plant. Those got out at i ft, apart
and filled in with Brussels Sprouts, if on good
land give two of the best paying crops. Where
made to follow upon a piece of early Tares the
change is good, whilst the fibre of the Tare stems
affords excellent nutriment for the vegetable crops.
All kinds of winter plants are being got out now
as fast as possible, but the Potatoes are some-
what late, the growth having ,been checked by
drought and cold nights. Till the rows are earthed
it is diflicult to fill up with plants, and even then,
though the rule seems almost always adhered to,

the result is seldom good, the plants suffering so
much not only from being choked by the Potato
tops, but also by the damage done when the Po-
tatoes are lifted. It is almost wiser to get the
first crops of Peas and Potatoes clean off before
putting in another crop. Of such choice crops as
early Cauliflowers, Lettuces, Asparagus, Seakale,
and Celery, few are grown in the more outlying
market gardens of Middlesex. Driven out from
Fulham and more truly town localities, the best
crops of this kind are found about Putney, Barnes,
and Kew, where the soil is deep and naturally
rich and holding. The area in the country suit-
able for these crops is fast becoming limited.

A. D.

EDGING PLANTS.
In cases where walks or drives intersect fields or
parks the greensward on either side generally
forms a suflicient edging, but in all well-kept
gardens something in the form of line of demarca-
tion is necessary to divide or to separate soil
from gravel. No plant is more generally used for
edging than the

Dwarf Dutch Box, and possibly no plant is

better suited to the purpose. In some light, poor
soils, however, it does not succeed well, and even
in soils where it does succeed it requires consider-
able attention in the waj' of clipping, in order to
keep it in proper form, as if this is not attended
to it will soon become unsightly, as well as unser-
viceable as an edging plant. The operation of
laying, as it is termed, a Box edgmg is one which,
if performed as it ought to be, requires a neat-
handed workman

; and in order to have the edging
properly laid it is necessary that the soil should be
madelcveland solid. Theclipping of an established
Box edging should be performed at least once a
year, and the best time to do this is during the
latter part of May or early in June, when all
danger from frost Inay be supposed to have passed,
for although Box is perfectly hardy when in an

i

umnutilated condition, still, when recently
clipped, a comparatively slight frost will not kill
it, but will disfigure it for the remainder of the
season. If a second clipping should be deemed
necessary, it should for the same reason be done
sufficiently early in the autumn to avoid injury
from a like cause. As has already been said, there
is possibly no plant better suited for the purpose
of forming edgings to walks in vegetable gardens
than the Bos. It requires, however, to be properly
cared for. It is impatient of being trodden upon
or roughly treated in the sweeping or cleaning of
the walks to which it forms a margin, and if so
treated unsightly gaps will soon be the result.
The plants, when neglected or allowed to grow too
high, are also very likely to become thin at the
bottom, and the soil from the borders or quarters
is washed through the edging during heavy rain-
falls upon the gravel, which it discolours. On this
account an edging should always, if possible, be
placed somewhat high, in order that the soil

should fall slightly from it instead of sloping to
it, as is more frequently the case. Some, howevei-,
are found to greatly prefer

Dead edgings to living ones, particularly
in kitchen gardens, the former having cer-
tainly the advantage of affording no harbour
for insect pests of any kind, and is less likely
to get injured. Such edgings are sometimes
formed of wood, which cannot, however, be
highly recommended for the purpose, as it seldom
remains in good condition for any length of time,
and it is possible that even an edging formed of
flints, or comparatively small stones, is to be pre-
ferred to it ; but a neat tile is very much to be
preferred to either. We would, however, give
preference to a combination of a living and a
dead edging, and thus as far as possible endeavour
to meet iesthetic as well as utilitarian require-
ments. We would in every case use a tile in the
first place ; it need not be thicker than is

consistent with the necessary strength, and
should stand some 3 in., more or less, above
the level of the walk which it borders. Behind
the tile, and as close to it as possible, should be
inserted the plants intended to form the edging,
with their roots extending into the border, and
prevented by the tile from entering the gravel
forming the walk. The advantages of this arrange-
ment will be obvious in more ways than one. The
tile will, to some extent, protect the living plants
from injury during the sweeping and cleaning of
the walk ; it will also prevent the soil, during dry
weather, from filtering through the edging on to
the gravel, and will prevent it being washed
through during heavy rainfall, and be of the
greatest value in cases where it is found necessary
to give walks a heavy dressing of salt. The latter
is frequentl}' found to be very beneficial to them

;

for, although walks may be kept free from weeds
by the hand, or by occasionally being broken up,
still it frequently happens that they become
covered with Moss, &c. When it is by no means
convenient to break them up, and where a good
dressing of salt would be quite effectual in con-
soUdating and rendering them perfectly clean,
and free from weeds as well as moss and earth-
worms, such dressings can, however, hardly be
applied with safety to walks which are margined
with living plants planted in the ordinary way

;

for althougii the greatest care may be taken in
keeping the salt at what may be considered a safe
distance from the roots of the plants, still, a
sudden and heavy fall of rain will wash the
greater portion of it to the sides and into direct
contact with, the roots, and this will generally
greatly injure, if it does not altogether kill them.
The use of a tile will prevent anything like this

taking place. Even ordinary bricks may be
effectively used for this purpose, or, better still,

the kind of bricks called bj' bricklayers " skews,''

but a light tile is in all respects better than
either, being much neater and no doubt cheaper.
If desired, the common Box may be used in con-
nection with the tile in the manner described, but
there are also several other plants which may,
with equal success, be used for the purpose, a few
of which will now be named, such as the Buxus
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jnponica aurca, an exceedingly pretty variety of

the Box family, and one of the most suitable for

an edging plant, as the closer it is clipped, the

brighter its golden colour becomes.

Various edging plants.—Someofthemany
dwarf forms of the Retinosporas are exceedingly

jiretty when used as edging plants, and they bear

clipping as well as the Bos, as does also the

Euonymus radicans variegatus ; and the Vinca

variegata is possibly one of the most beautiful of

all marginal or edging plants. The common Irish

Iv-y and some of the variegated varieties are also

very suitable for the purpose, as is the small-

leaved Cotoneaster, the Santolina incana, or

Lavender Cotton, the Golden Thyme, Veronica

Candida, and Saxifraga umbrosa, or London Pride.

Some of the Gnaphaliums and Cerastiums, Stachys

lanata, Armeiia maritima, or the Thrift, are like-

wise suitable, as are also the many beautiful

varieties of the Daisy, the Sempervivum cali-

fornicum, &c., and, where the soil suits it, the

beautiful Gcntiana acaulis. P. G.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
EARLY MUNICH TURNIP.

Wb are now using, and have been for the past

fortnight, this exceedingly useful Turnip, the

produce of seed sown on a west border on
March 9. It forms a very serviceable dish,

and now when old Turnips are useless except

for flavouring, it is much appreciated. I would
advise growers who are fond of Turnips to sow

Early Munich Turnip.

this for their first crop, and then follow with

Early Snowball, which 1 consider one of the

best "for summer use. The Munich scarcely ever

fails to give an extra, earlj', and good crop ; at

least such is my experience, and I have grown
it for my earliest crop with the result stated. I find

it to be a good and safe plan to coat with red

lead the seed for my first crops. Turnips, Brussels

Sprouts, Cabbages, Cauliflowers, and, in fact, all

small seeds thus treated are less disturbed by
vermin than when sown in the usual way.
BrynMnalt. J. Oiaekb.

INDIAN CORN FOE GREEN PEAS.

Natives of the American continent, where the

climate admits of Maize being grown to perfection,

speak always in high terms of this crop, for, like

the oatmeal of Scotland, it enters largely into the

American household economy ; but it is not the

produce of the farm that I have here to deal with,

but of the garden plot, and with one variety only,

and that decidedly belongs to the garden and not
to the farm. The early dwarf Indian Corn that is

referred to here is called " Keen's Forty-day
Maize." In cultivating this plant it is necessary

to observe well the time of sowing, and to be watch-
ful when the plant is germinating, for jackdaws
will come for miles at an early hour in the morn-
ing to get the sprouted Maize. I had to shoot one
TO warn the rest, which it did most effectually, for

none came after the dead bird was hung up to

view. "When the May bug begins to come forth,

the earth will be sufficiently warmed by the sun
to start the Maize. This seed-time has to be kept

rigorously, for, like any other bedding plant of

exotic character, this has to be started in the nick

of time. It does not succeed so well when sown
in pots and planted out ; and yet the variegated-

leaved Maize of our gardens grows freely after

being forwarded in 2J-in. pots and planted out.

It is of the easiest culture, requiring deep rich soil,

and in case of hot weather setting in water will

be needed, and a taste of manure water will be
beneficial. It is one of the boldest herbaceous
plants we grow, and gives the cottage an orna-

mental look, besides being serviceable in the

kitchen. Keen"s Maize is a dwarf variety, seldom
rising more than 3 ft. or 4 ft. The plants need not

bo planted nearer than 2 ft, by 3 ft. ; and if the
ground be well sheltered they will not require

stakes or props. I would strongly advise a trial

in sheltered gardens, but the right sort to grow is

everything, for the miller's Maize is for the field,

but the gardener's Corn, when cooked green like

young Peas, is a luxury for the table.

—

Alex.
FOESTTH, in Florint.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT OF ASPARAGUS.
Seed-beaeing tends to weaken the plants, but

picking the seeds oflc is a long job which few can

spare the time to do. If the seeds, however,

cannot be picked off before they get large in

summer the young seedlings which I see spring-

ing up on the surface of the beds in many gar-

dens which I visit (the result of allowing the

plants to seed) should be destroyed. Letting

them grow on unnoticed is the way by which such

a tliicket of weakly Asparagus is produced on the

narrow old-fashioned beds. The young self-sown

plants will transplant now with ease and cer-

tainty, and if watered and mulched will make
good growth the first year. Asparagus succeeds

best on light soils ; indeed, I know some heavy
clay soils in wliich the plant refuses to grow no
matter what may be done with it. Tet it is a
moisture-loving plant, and where the site of the

plantation is well drained artificial irrigation

will pay. No one should plant above the surface

unless in the coldest and latest districts. The
quantity and quality of the produce may be much
increased and improved by planting in trenches

and arranging the machinery for flooding them
occasionally during sharp spells of dry weather.

It is most important to do this after cutting has

ceased in summer in order to obtain strong

growths to form a basis for next year's thick suc-

culent stems. Salt is beneficial as a top-dressing

on dry porous soils, perhaps less on account of its

manurial value than from its retentive charac-

ter. Many people continue cutting far too long,

while in this, as in all other cases, covetousness

meets its reward. The beds must be verj- strong

and productive that will bear cutting after June
in any climate, and some pains should be taken
to prevent the large strong stems from being

blown over when the plants are left to themselves.

Afew stakes and a strand of tar twine stretched

along the rows will suffice, as only the longest

and strongest will require support. E. H.

CORN SALAD.
In countries where a supply of green vegetables

is not obtainable from the open ground in win-

ter, Corn salad is highly valued; in Germany
especially this little plant is much estBemed, as

there, with the exception of Dandelion, salted

Cabbage, and Beans, it is all the working man
can get in the way of green food from December
until the first crops of Spinach and Lettuce are

ready in spring. Even in England, where we are

more favoured in these respects, we ought to

think much of this esculent, as, except Dande-
lion, the flavour of which is not agreeable to

everyone, it is the only salad which can be
relied on to pass the winter uninjured in the

open air, and it does not lie in the power of all

to make sufficient provision for a supply of

Endive or of Lettuces under glass at that time

pf the year.
': Sowing the seed. — Corn Salad- may be
sown from February until June for late spring

and summer eating. The soil should be well
enriched, free and sweet, and the seed should

be sown in drills 9 in. apart, thinning out the
plants to 4 in. asunder in the rows. For the first

sowings a sunny border should be chosen, but
later almost any situation will do, even partial

Oreen Corn Salad of Etampes.

shade not being a drawback. For winter use two
sowings should be made, one in x4.ugust, not later

than the middle of the month, theotlier in the
first week in September. For these late crops it

is not advisable to make the soil very rich, but
a dressing of soot, given when the plants are
thinned out, will do good in more ways than
one. In the Vine growing districts of Germany
Corn Salad is sown as a winter crop amongst
the Vines, and it is said that it acquires a better

flavour there, on the sunny slopes late in the year,

than in gardens. In any case I would recommend
a sunny situation to be selected for the last sow-
ing, and if on a light soil so much the better.

Varieties.—A considerable number of varie-

ties, differing more or less from the type, are

now cultivated in French gardens, although up
to the present market gardeners confine them-
selves principally to the Kegente, a large-leaved

good flavoured form, apparently identical with
the New Italian of English seed catalogues,

and the Round-leaved, a compact habited,

very hardy kind. The first named is a strong-

growing variety, generally popular throughdXit

the north of France, where it has superseded
the primitive form, whilst the Round-leaved
is now much in favour with Parisian market

Rfgente Com Salad.

gardeners. Another variety now coming into use

is the Verted'Etampss (green Etampes). This has
dark green leaves, strongly veined, and forms
compact tufts mueli in the way of the last

named ; both have the merit of keeping in good
condition for some time after gathering, a fact
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which should recommend them to market
o^rowei's. Other kinds consist of Lettuce-leaved

Italian, a variety of the Ei5gente, with large,

pale green leaves and a spreading habit ; Large-

seeded, a stronger form of the type, to -whicli it

is very apt to return ; and Hearted-green, a sort

with a dwarf compact habit, merely a form of

the green Chevreuae. Some of the above varieties

are very constant, others not so much so ; there-

fore, in their case seed should only be saved from
plants in which the true character is most pro-

minently developed. Byfleet.

INDOOR GARDEN.
BILLBERGIAS.

Although the plant, of which the annexed is an
illustration, is generally known as a Quesnelia, it is

not considered by Mr. Baker—ourgreatestauthority

on Bromeliaceous plants—to be generloally dis-

tinct from Billbergia. Horticulturally the Billber-

gias may be reckoned as the most ornamental genus
in the Pine-apple family, though many of the Pit-

cairneas and some Tillandsias deserve to rank
among the first in this respect. Recently, both in

The Garden and elsewhere, much has been
written iu commendation of Bromeliads, and
there can be no doubt that they have only to be-

come better known to be properly appreciated. It

is interesting to note the popularity which these

plants have attained in Continental gardens, a fact

abundantly shown both by nurserymen's catalogues
and the illustrated magazines from abroad, in both
of which Bromeliads figure as prominently as
Orchids do with us. Many French and Belgian
horticulturists devote the greater portion of their

houses to the cultivation of these beautiful plants,

especially to Billbergias, a class of plants charac-

terised by striking and often liandsome foliage

and richly coloured flowers. Among tliese the
kinds most worthy of attention are :

B. roseo-raarginata.—A comparatively new
species described and figured for the first time in

the Revue. Horticole for 1880. It belongs to that
section which from the centre of the plant pro-
duces a stiff erect inflorescence, as in the case of

the Pine-apple. The foliage, which is sheathing at

the base, is about 27 in. long, channelled, spiny on
the margin, and marked with horizontal bands of

a greyisli colour. The flowers are borne on a
rather thick stem, clothed with stem leaves or

bracts of a brownish colour below, while those
surrounding the flowers are scarlet margined with
white, through which the long pale flowers with
deep blue tips show themselves and have a pretty
effect. The accompanying figure shows correctly
the habit of the plant, but, as a matter of course,

I'ails to convey a correct idea of the ornamental
character of the inflorescence.

B. rufa is another erect-flowered species pos-
sessing the same haljit as tlie above, but differing

from it in having leaves more accuminate and
deep green in colour. The whole of the bracts on
the inflorescence are flesli coloured, the upper
ones being variegated with white, which contrasts
very prettily witli the deep purple of the flowers.

B. zebrina is a very ornamental foliaged
plant, and also a very handsome flowered species.

Its leaves are closely sheathing for about half
their length, so as to form a sort of tube ; they are
deep green, with zones of grey, the whole deepen-
ing with age. Instead of being erect, the in-

florescence in this instance curves gracefully
downwards. The flower-stalk is clothed with
large, pale salmon-coloured bracts, the flowers
being verdigris green.

B, Vittata resembles the last as regards
character of foliage and curving flower-stalk, but
the bracts are bright orange-red, as is also the
tube of the flower, the reflexed portion being
purplish blue, through which the pale green
stamens protrude about ^ in. This is "a tall-grow-
ing species and very ornamental.

B. Morelli, both in height and floral grandeur,
is quite as noble a plant as the beautiful Canna
Ehemanni. The large, boat-shaped bracts, 4 in.

long and 2 in. wide, which clothe the long, droop-
ing flower-stalk, are of the richest scarlet, a coloiu:

which forms a pleasing contrast with the pale

green and purple of the flowers. It is, in short,

almost impossible to speak too highly of this

species as a fine foliaged and flowering stove
plant.

B. Porteana and B. Bakeri (syn., B. pal-

lescens) belong to the same group as the last ; both
of them possess characters of great beauty and
singularity.

B. bicolor is a very remarkal^le species, with
narrow foliage, so arranged as to look like the end
of a branch of some Pinus ; while the scarlet centre,

with its white, cone-like inflorescence, adds still

further to the resemblance. Other species, such
as B. EuphemiiB, B. iridifolia, B. Liboniana, B,

thyrsoidea, B. nutans, &c., also deserve mention
on account of the beauty and richness of their

flowers : in fact, it would be difficult to name anv

being beautifully and distinctly marked, and the
plant itself grows so freely, as to quickly cover
any reasonable amount cf allotted space. For
covering a back wall of a greenhouse, for clothing
pillars, and training up the rafters of lofty con-
servatories this plant has f<;w equals, and it is

also valuable as a basket plant.—J. Cornhill.

CHRYSANTHEMDiVIS FOR EXHIBITION.
Some time ago Mr. Douglas wrote an article in
The Garden on growing Chrysanthemums for
exhibition in wliich he did not give any directions
as to stopping the plants. I have followed his di-

rections up to this time, and have latt-ly potted
my plants. I stopped them once when about 6 in.

high, and I want to know whether I must stop
the main tlu-eo shoots of each plant any more.
I have stopped a few as they formed flower buds.
—J. C. T.

Our plants intended to produce large cut
blooms have lately been potted, but that operation
might be performed at any time not later than the
end of May. " J. C T.,'' who has stopped his

Billbergia (Quesnelia) roseo-marff'nata

species of this genus whose claims on the cultiva-
tor are not worthy of consideration.
The cultivation of Billbergias is so very simple

as to be within the means of anyone possessing a
stove. A moist atmosphere and plenty of sun-
light suit them exactly, while, as regards soil, a
mixture of peat and loam, or peat and leaf-mould,
with a little sand, is all they require. These are
the conditions under which they grow naturally,
and experience has taught me that such, and not
the dry, parching treatment sometime."; given, are
most likely to bring out the true characters of
these and of other Bromeliads. B.

Oobaea scandens variegata.—The varie-
gation of some plants is either sickly, inconstant,
or so ill-defined as to render them a source of dis-

appointment rather than of pleasure. In many
oases, too, the natural growth of the plant is

weakly, a fact easily comprehended, seeing that
the white portion of the leaf is devoid of chloro-
phyll or colouring matter, and can, therefore,
exercise but little influence upon the production
of roots. The variegated Cobsea is, however, in
every way a satisfactory plant to grow, each leaf

plants once, should not stop them again if his ob-
ject is to produce large blooms for cutting to

exhibit in stands. The three main shoots on each
plant must be fastened to a stout stick, and if

each jjlant produces three or four good exhibition
blooms, that is as much as should be expected
from it. Our plan is to pot one plant in an 8-in.

or 9-in. pot, two in an 11-iu. one, and tliree in a
13-in. one. Your correspondent would do well to

try some of his plants without stopping at all, and
about the cud of August or early in September is

the best time to select the buds. The plants must
be looked over daily at that time, and the very
tiny flower-buds, that are to grow into large,

symmetrical blooms, will be found with about
three growths starting immediately underneath
them. The sooner these are removed the better,

otherwise if they start into growth, the buds
will not develop into a flower at all. The side buds
underneath the main buds must all be removed.

If it is intended to grow large specimen plants
for exhibition, it is necessary to start in November
or early in December. Some varieties, as, for

instance, those of the Mrs. G. Bundle type or
Empress of India, will form large handsome speci-

mens from cuttings put in at that time, but a
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large proportion of them should be grown from
old plants, and the best for that purpose are those

that have been grown the previous year to pro-

duce cut blooms. It is expected at the exhibitions

that the plants should be single-stemmed ones, and
that the stem should be seen distinctly above the

mould on the day of exhibition. If the plants from
which the large blooms have been cut are examined,

it will be found that some of them have young
shoots starting from the base of the old stem,

sufficiently high up to leave a space between
them and the surface of the ground. These should

be taken out of the pots, and be potted at once in

6-in. or 7-in. ones, placing the plants near the glass

in a cool greenhouse. This is preferable to a cold

frame, as it is best to keep them growing very

gently through the winter.

Pompones should be all grown from cuttings

put in during November, but as some of these

have a tendency to flower in May, it is quite as

well to have a fresh set of plants from cuttings

put in some time in February, as early in the month
as possible. The best specimen Pompones we ever

had were from cuttings put in about the last week
in November. The young plants were kept gently

moving in a cool greenhouse during the winter.

All specimen plants require to have the shoots

stopped in order to render them compact and
bushy, but they must not be stopped after the

middle of Jrme. J. Douglas.

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS.

The increasing popularity of these proves their

great value as decorative plants ; but, much as

they are cultivated, they deserve to be still better

known, for not only are they of great service for

the embellishment of conservatories and green-

houses, but they are also useful for bedding, and
among the very best plants that can be had for

windows in dwelling houses, where they succeed
well, and flower in the greatest profusion. Plants

in windows generally get killed by over-kindness

in giving too much water ; but with these Begonias
there is no fear of that, as they are moisture-loving

subjects, and unless they actually stand in saucers

of water they can scarcely be kept too wet, espe-

cially when they become pot-bound and are bloom
ing freely—a time when there is a great demand
on the roots. Besides their adaptability for window
culture they are not subject to insects, like other

plants—a circumstance greatly in their favour

;

and when once they begin to flower they keep on
and last in beauty the whole season through. As
they are apt to draw if put in windows too early

it is best to start them, and get them forward in

cold frames, where they should be placed on a cool

moist bottom, and have a little shade during the
sunniest part of the day. Thus treated, their pro-

gress will be rapid, and they will keep sturdy and
strong. If wanted large, the points of the shoots
may be nipped out, which will cause them to break
back and become well furnished. If wanted for

bedding, seedlings may be purchased cheaply ; but
as these are small, it is advisable to get year-old
plants, and pay a little more for them, as they fill

the beds sooner, and give the most satisfactory

results. In preparing the beds plenty of well-de-

composed manure and leaf-mould should be dug
into them, and after turning the plants out it is

necessary to shelter and shade them for a few
days. This may easily be done by sticking in a few
Laurel or other evergreen branches among them,
and these will keep off sun and wind sufficiently

to enable them to start fairly and get a firm hold.

Although Begonias will do very well in exposed
positions, the situation that suits them best is

a partially shaded one ; but, wherever planted, it is

important that they be mulched, so as to keep
the ground shaded and the plants moist at the
roots. This can best be done by the use of Cocoa-
nut fibre, a good non-conductor of heat ; but, fail-

ing the fibre, sifted leaf-soil or broken-up horse
manure answers the purpose as well. To encourage
Begonias to grow and bloom freely they must
be supplied with water regularly when the weather
is dry ; and if they get a soaking of liquid manure
occasionally it will be a great help. Late in

autumn, when the flowering is over, the plants

should be lifted and laid in cold frames, where the

tubers can be covered with dry soil and preserved

from frost, or they may be buried in saud or dry
earth in a shed, and wintered in the same way as

Dahlias. Those grown in pots are best left undis-

turbed in the soil till the spring, when they may
be shaken out and divided, and afterwards re-

potted and grown on again. Tuberous Begonias
may also be increased by cuttings made from the

points of the young shoots, but these should be
put in as soon as they can be got after this. If

placed in sharp sandy soil in deep pans, and set

under handlights in a shady spot, they root freely,

provided they have only just enough water to keep
them from flagging. S. D

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

a. J., SUERBY.

The red-tinted foliage of Oak, plentiful in hedges

and copses, that were cut last winter is valuable

to use with Tea Roses and with many red and
pink flowers. It furnishes a large bowl of Gloire

de Dijon and Madame Falcot, and helps to form

a glowing mass of colour on the dinner-table

with French Poppies, scarlet and deep pink, in

alternate glasses. A strong hedge of autumn-
sown Sweet Peas now yields handsome bunches,

picked with old tips of leaves and tendrils ; the

so-called scarlet are best kept by themselves, and
the old colours—purple, white, and pale pink

—

put together. Two or three spikes of the pure

white Dictamnus Fraxinella are in an upright

glass with the bright green, newly-developed

fronds of Harfs-tongue and Polypody Ferns. A
tall glass holds the last of the Oriental Poppies,

with the deeper red Papaver bracteatum. This

fine Poppy, cut 2^ ft. long, fills the centre of the

glass, while the Oriental suits the outside of the

bouquet, the stalks being generally bent in one

direction, so that the great flowers can be dis-

posed in a large spreading mass. A bunch of

Spanish Iris of the blue and white colourings

stands alone with foliage borrowed from the Vir-

ginian Spiderwort. In pots we have Amaryllis

and Pelargoniums.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDSMITH, HECKFIELD.

Humea elegans.—When well grown, this

greenhouse biennial ranks amongst the foremost

of plants noted for handsome foliage and elegance

of inflorescence—drooping, feathery plumes, the

latter may be called. It is invaluable for the centres

of large vases in summer, and also for the sub-

tropical garden, either for putting out in beds or

for plunging in the pots in the turf, or near the

margins of walks in order that its rich fragrance

may the more frequently be enjoyed. It should

be raised from seeds sown on a hotbed in May,
and the seedlings should be pricked off as soon as

they can be handled and potted on before the

roots get matted together. They should be grown
in the open air, where they should be treated like

Chrysanthemums, and be housed about the begin-

ning of October and afforded ordinary greenhouse

cultivation. By the new year they will be ready
for their final shift into large pots, and about the

middle of May they may either be placed in posi-

tion in the open air or be planted out in beds.

They flower best when plunged in the beds in the

pots, but need more attention as to watering than

they do when turned out.

General work.—The showery weather which
we have had during the past week has been just

what was needed by all having much flower garden
work to do ; therefore, with due forethought and
energy, there ought now to be but little, if any,

planting out to do, nor should there be much
thinning out and transplanting of annuals of

any section. The advancing season bespeaks
how important it is that it be done quickly and
whilst the conditions as to weather are so favour-

able. This done, the next most important item
is the well-doing of the plants ; to this end and
also to the earlier effectiveness of the same, mulch
or keep the ground loosened with a small hoe, or,

where the plants are very close together, with a
pointed stick. Carpet beds we prefer to mulch
with Cocoa-nut fibre ; Violas, Calceolarias, and
the like with droppings. Sub-tropicals ate indi-

rectly mulched by pegging down the groundwork
plants as soon as practicable. Trivial and unne-
cessary as these operations may appear, they are
important factors to real and speedy success.

Staking, tying, and keeping the flowers ijioked off

Cannas, Castor-oils, &c., to aid their more rapid
growth are the only other immediate require-
ments needed by sub-tropicals. Ordinary kinds
of bedding plants should frequently be gone over
in order to remove bad foliage and fl.owers. Pan-
sies, Violas, and Calceolarias are quickly ex-
hausted, and cut a sorry figure in dry weather if

the old flowers and seed vessels are not removed
frequently. Peg down or pinch as may be requisite
all groundwork plants; high keeping and the work
ing out of every line or panel true to pattern is of
the utmost importance in carpet bedding, and
those who do not intend to take this pains ought
not to attempt it ; as for myself, though not
highly enamoured of this way of planting,

within certain limits and in certain positions I

am prepared to defend and practise it. Now is a
good time to make another sowing of biennials

and perennials, such as Brompton Stocks, Sweet
Williams, Wallflowers, Delphiniums, Foxgloves,
Aquilegias, Canterbury Bells; in fact, seeds of

these may be sown now in the open borders with
a fair prospect of success, the only real danger of

any mishap occurring to the seedlings being from
attacks of slugs, which should be prevented by
using soot or lime liberally about the seed beds.

Keep all herbaceous plants well up to supports
;

our rule is to place sticks to each plant—in size as

may be required—at the beginning of the season,

and look over the plants once a week afterwards
in order to tie or remove suckers, weeds, &c.

Finish the clipping of Box edgings and evergreen
hedges, also the cutting back of flowering shrubs
and the new growths of those that are encroach-

ing on walks. Other pressing routine duties may
be summed up in three words—mow, sweep, and
weed.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINES, SOUTHGATB.

Statices.— Blue flowers are comparatively
scarce amongst greenhouse plants, particularly

such as are of a lasting character. The different

species of Statice supply various shades of this

colour ; the flowers are most enduring, and the

plants when healthy keep on producing a succes-

sion so long as they are in active growth, added
to which, the plants last for a number of years

when well treated; but there are several matters
connected with their cultivation in which they
differ somewhat from the generality of other sub-

jects. To keep the leaves in a healthy condition

they must not be exposed to the full force of the

sun from the time it gains considerable power
until it wanes in autumn ; otherwise, they assume
an unhealthy, bleached appearance, and do not
attain nearly their full size. The plants should

not be kept lower than from 40° to 45° during
winter, or the growth becomes stunted. They are

free rooters, and reqirire more pot room than many
things which attain larger size. Good yellow loam
is the best soil in which to grow them, and when
in full growth during spring and summer they are

much assisted by frequent applications of manure
water. They require no training for ordinary uses.

S. profusa, S. Butcheri, S. imbricata, S. brassicae-

folia, and Holfordi are all deserving of cultivation.

Anyone who will keep up a stock of these need
not be without their flowers for any length of

time. If cut whilst fresh and dried quickly, they
will retain their colour and form for a length of

time. Cuttings made of moderate-sized shoots

kept in a medium heat and confined under a bell-

glass strike freely. The present is a good time to

put them in,
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Pleroma elegans.—This be^rs lovely, large,

violet-coloured blossoms, unapproached by any
flower of a like colour. It is easily managed, re-
quiring only to be turned out-of-doors from about
the middle of July to the end of August, so as to
ripen its wood. It attains a considerable size, but
is best for general use when in a small or medium
state ; it blooms freely, and will flower in 8-in. or
9-in. pots. It succeeds in peat or loam, but I pre-
fer the latter. All that is required is to see that
the shoots are frequently stopped from the time
the cuttings are well rooted until the plants
have attained a bushy condition ; by this means,
half-a-dozen sticks will give all the support which
a good-sized plant requires. Cuttings made from
the young shoots as soon after this time as the
wood has attained a little solidity will strike in
three weeks. It blooms from the young growth in
July, August, or September, according to the way
in which it is treated as regards warmth in spring.
Half-a-dozen of its half open flowers well placed
in a bouquet give an effect that nothing else I
have ever seen u=ed does. It likes a little shade
in summer, or its leaves turn red, and do not last
their full time.

Cassia corymbosa.—Although this is seen
to the best advantage when planted out and cover-
ing a wall such as the back of a greenhouse or
conservatory, yet, as geneplly grown in a pot, it

looks well and yields a succession of its bright
yellow flowers which come in during the summer
and autumn. If kept repeatedly stopped, so as to
induce the formation of plenty of shoots near the
base, it will need no sticks. Cuttings of it should
be put in about this time if they can be had 3 in.

or i in. long ; they ought to be taken off with a
heel and treated in the usual way.

General sfcove stock,—More air should
now be given to the general collection of stove
plants than hitherto, but in doing this care ought
to be taken never even at this season, whilst the
growth of most plants is yet soft and tender, to
carry this so far as to over-dry the atmosphere,
otherwise the foliage gets stunted, and the attacks
of red spider are almost certain to follow. Keep
all but the exceptionally few things that do not
like too light a position as well up to the glass as
circumstances will permit. Where this is done, the
syringe may be used freely without danger of the
soil within the pots getting too wet ; mere sprink-
ling.s on the top of the leaves are useless, as far as
keeping down insects is concerned. Instinct teaches
most of them to keep to the underside of the foli-
age

; consequentl}', unless the water reaches well
the spots where they congregate, they are not
affected by it. Close early whilst there is plenty
of sun warmth ; this is much preferable to fire-

heat. Now that the stock of bedding plants will
be cleared out from pits, where, if necessary, a
little fire-heat can be given, it will be well to thin
out sucli of the plants from stoves as can be accom-
modated in the pits during summer. This will be
of immense benefit to the whole, as, wherever
crowding exists, good cultivation is out of the
question. Attend to the timely stopping of all
young stock required to assume a bushy form, not
that it is desirable to give plants in general a too
formal, dumpy appearance, but the absence of
early and sufficient pinching back of the leading
shoots necessitates the after use of more sticks
and ties to support many plants than should be
employed.

Coronilla glauca.—This is a pretty sum-
mer-blooming floriferous plant. It is not "a large
grower, and on that account may be used plenti-
fully. Small examples of it in 6-in. or 7-in.
pots bloom freely. It requires ordinary green-
house treatment. When done flowering it should
be out back freely.

Stove twining and climbing plants,
grown as specimens for removal to conservatories
or greenhouses when in flower later on, will re-
quire frequent attention as to keeping the shoots
trained to the sticks or wire supports, but for
home decoration, where the planfe will not neces-
sarily be subjected to any knocking about such as
in conveyance to an exhibition, there is no neces-

sity for their being tied so as to have anr approach
to formality. Where to be so used all that is re-
quired is a few sticks with the shoots loosely
wound round them. Stove plants that can Avith
advantage be so used in cooler houses during
July and August may include Allamandas, Bou-
gainvillea glabra, Dipladenias, Clerodendrons,
Ixoras, Rondeletias, Vincas, Tabernremontanas,
and others of like character which are often kept
wholly in stoves at a time when they would be
most useful in conservatories to help to maintain
a display of bloom, but to enable such subjects as
above named to preserve their flowers in fair con-
dition, and not to receive injury by being thus
submitted to cooler treatment" they must have
been so treated pre-viously as will" ensure their
bearing this. It is not enough that for two or
three weeks before being taken out of the stove
they should have more air and less shade, which
will effect the necessary conditions of keeping
the atmosphere drier, but they should all along,
whilst the growth was progressing, have bee"n
kept with their heads close up to the glass in a
light house ; without this no amount of after har-
dening that they can have will enable them to
stand the lower temperature and preserve their
flowers so as to have a good appearance. It is the
want of this gradual preparation—this exposure
to light through the early stages of the season's
growth that prevents the possibility of many
stove plants being used in the way here indicated,
thereby reducing much of their usefulness. I have
found that the check thus given for a time during
the warmest part of the summer was the best
means of giving many things a rest, and much
to be preferred to the severe root-drying process
often practised.

Veronicas.—Which ever way the autumn and
wmter-flowering supplies of these useful plants are
nianaged—in pots oi planted oat for subsequent
lifting—they must be encouraged to make bushy,
stout growth. To keep them compact it is we'll
to again pinch out the points of the leading
shoots, but with the autumn-blooming kinds, such
as Andersoni, the next stopping is the last they
should receive.

Begonia fuchsioides.—This plant, not
now so much grown as it used to be, is, neverthe-
less, one of the best of all the Begonias, and where
well managed gives a profusion of flowers for a
lengthened period either when grown in pots or
planted out. Where trained to a pillar or rafter,
and it can be accommodated with intermediate
warmth, it is one of the most effective plants in
cultivation, with the still further recommenda);ion
that its flowers are well adapted for cutting.
Examples required for flowering in autumn should
now be exposed to all the light possible, giving
no more shade than is necessary for such other
things as may happen to be grown in the same
house. If treated in a way to give solidity to its
succulent shoots it will bloom in either a large or
small state

; moderate sized plants, such as may be
grown in 9-in. or 10-in. pots are generally the most
useful. Small ones that have been hitherto kept in
6-in. or 7-in. pots if now moved into others two or
three sizes larger will make nice specimens before
autumn.

FRUIT.
W. COLEMAN, EASTNOR CASTLE.

Pines.—Plants now swelling off fruit will re-
quire more water of a stimulating nature than
has hitherto been given to them ; they will also
derive great benefit from diluted liquid carefully
syringed over the sur-face of the bed and into the
axils of the lower leaves after the house is closed
for the day. Keep the atmosphere moist by damp-
ing the walls and all available spaces and by filling
the evaporating pans with liquid from the manure
tank, but avoid heavy o-\'erhead syringing, as it

increases the size of the crowns and encourages
the growth of gills and suckers. Let the tempera-
ture range from 70° at night to 85° by day. Give
a little air at 7fi°, gradually increase it as the sun
gains power, and close in time for the house to run
up to 90° with solar heat. Remove ripe fruit to a

cool vinery in which the Grapes are ripe and
withhold water, or cut and suspend them in the
Grape room until wanted for use.

Successions.—The best plants that were
shifted into fruiting pots early in March should
now be tiUing the soil with roots, and the bottom
heat being satisfactory, liberal supplies of liquid
or guano water will be needful at every watering.
Keep them well supplied with atmospheric mois-
ture by syringing the paths, walls, and surface of
the bed, and slightly dew them overhead after
closing on fine days. It the plants are plunged in
Oalc leaves and there is a sign of the heat de-
clining this is a favourable time for rearranging
and giving them more room if required, but it

will not be well to disturb or dc more than level
the surface of the bed, and place a few fresh fer-
menting leaves on the top and between the pots
as the work proceeds, as the slightest disturbance
at this season sometimes starts fresh fermentation,
and a violent heat just now might throw many of
them into fruit. Avoid strong'fire heat and dis-
pense with it altogether when 00° to 65° can be
maintained at night without it. Give air early,
gradually raise the temperature to 80", and run up
a few degrees after closing.

Figs,—Trees in the second house now ripen-
ing or swelling off the first crop of fruit will
require an abundant supply of stimulating liquid,
and good syringing where water can be applied
without wetting the fruit. Turn tlie foliage aside
where the ripening fruit is too much shaded from
sun and light, and maintain a gentle circulation
in the hot-water pipes to keep the house up to 60°
or 65° at night, and to admit of a plentiful circu-
lation of air by day, without which Figs of high
quality cannot be expected. If spider or scale
attack the leaves, and a flush of ripening fruit
puts a stop to syringing, sponge the parts affected
with soap water to keep these pests in check until
syringing can be resumed.

Early houses from which all the fruit has
been gathered will be the better for a good wash-
ing with the garden engine, and the mulching
may be repleni,shed with fresh manure, to be
washed down to the roots with liberal supplies of
tepid liquid or guano water. As the second crop
of fruit does not always come so fine as the first,

thinning with a liberal hand will be advisable,
bitt instead of taking off all the smallest, it will
be well to take off and leave some of all sizes, to
prolong the supply when the trees again begin to
produce ripe fruit. Although fire-heat will still be
necessary at times, it must be used in moderation,
particularly at night, when comparative rest will
benefit the trees, and early closing with solar heat
and moisture will redeem the time lost without
distressing them. When young trees in pots in-
tended for forcing have made their second growth,
stopping must be discontinued and stimulating
food must be withheld, in order to secure firm,
short-jointed wood, which will be thoroughly ripe
by the autumn.

Hardy fruit.—Our prospects, at one time so
promising, like our trees, are now sadly blighted.
Plums, Cherries of the Morello family, Black Cur-
rants, and, most important of all. Apples in this
part of the country are literally devoured by aphis
and grub, and it is doubtful if many of the trees
in cold districts will ever recover from the
shock which has so quickly followed one of the
finest blooms we have had for some years. Pears
are not so badly affected as Apples, and In many
places the fruit is plentiful, clean and fine.

Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots are abundant,
tolerably forward, and the trees being clean,
healthy, and vigorous, good crops of these may
now be considered quite sate. If any of the
trees remain unmulched, no time should be lost

in getting some kind of covering placid on the
borders. Where they are heavilj' cropped good
stable manure is undoubtedly the best material
that can boused; but, lacking this, anything cap-
able of checking evaporation will have a bene-
ficial effect. On all light non-calcareous snils

stone fruit trees derive great benefit from liberal

dressings of old lime rubble, which, if laid on
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the borders in the spring, forms no mean mulch-

ing in itself, as it keeps in moisture better than

many imagine, while the properties it contains

supply an important want often severely felt by
the trees at tlie time of stoning.

Before the layiug-in of the shopts of Peaches is

commenced, a thoroughly experienced person

should go over the trees to complete the disbud-

ding and thinning, and at the same time to

pinch the points out of young shoots which are

likely to become too strong, to the detriment of

weaker growths, or where "they are likely to de-

tract from the size of the fruit, and on no account

should a single shoot be laid in unless it is

wanted to carry fruit next year, or to complete

the furnishing of the tree. Pears, Tlums, and
Cherries may now have all the strongest breast-

wood cut away to the third or fourtli eye, but the

system of leaving all the growth to be cut away
at once is not a good one. It is much better to

commence earlier and carry on a regular system

of pinching. In wooded districts the early kinds

of sweet Cherries will now require netting to pro-

tect them from birds, now becoming more plenti-

ful. Strawberries, too, a most abundant crop,

will require attention. There are numerous modes
of treatment recommended for the production

and protection of this valuable fruit. The most
important points at the present time are copious

supplies of water, a ground covering of straw or

litter to keep in moisture, and protection from
birds and slugs. Where the latter are numerous,

or, indeed, where they do not exist— quantity and
quality being the first consideration—the most
economical plan is to place four short sticlcs to

every old stool and two to younger p)lants, and
form a support for the fruit by running a piece of

matting or twine round them some 9 in. from the

ground. All the trusses can then be turned out-

wards to the influence of sun and air. Slugs are

isolated, and the fruit dries quickly in showery
weather.

ORCHIDS.
J. DOUGLAS, LOXFOBD HALL.

East India house.—There are certain

varieties and species of Cypripedium that succeed

best in this house ; indeed, some that do well in a
cooler house succeed quite as well here and grow
more freely. Now is a good time to attend to re-

potting them. Some succeed best in small pots,

and amongst these may be named G. barbatum
and its varieties, C. Veitchi, C. Lawrenceanum,
and others of that type. C. Lowi, C. Stonei, C.

Dominii, and others of that class succeed perfectly

well in large pots in the form of good specimens.

These should also be potted if they have done
flowering, taking care to remove any decayed, use-

less compost from the roots. I find at this season

that it is a good plan to syringe these plants over-

head twice daily in hot weather, an operation which
does them good and has also the effect of keeping
them free from red spider and thrips. The different

species of Angrascum should now be pushed on in

a high temperature, with plenty of moisture ; they

are novr pushing out fresh roots and are growing
freely. A very small species of thrips does much
damage to the plants by preying on the young
leaves just pushing out from the centre of the

plants. It is not observed until the effects of its

presence is seen on the leaves. Tobacco water kills

it. Grammatophyllum EUisi, another iMadagascar

plant, well worthy of culture, does best in the

warmest house. It generally flowers in August,

and should now be pushing its flower-spikes from
the base of the last growth. I believe it flowered

recently at Burford Lodge. It does best near the

glass in a pan or basket. The temperature of the

house should now be 70° as a mimimum.

Cattleya house.—Many of the Cattleyas are

now starting into growth, and some have even made
considerable progress. Where plants of C. Mossia;

or C. Mendelli have flowered freely, they are not

likely to produce more than one growth from each

lead, and that is quite sufficient in the case of old-

established plants. Plants done flowering and
starting to grow ought to have a rather higher

temperature, say 65° at night, and a moist atmo-

sphere. We keep our house rather dry at present,

with a temperature of about 60°, as we want to

keep some Cattleyas and Oncidiums in bloom as

long as possible. 0. crispum, a good and distinct

species, is now in flower in this house. It seems to

do well potted and treated similar to Cattleyas,

but we allow the roots to grow over the sides of

thepots.Odontoglossumcitrosmum isover,and the

bulbs, by tlieir slightly shrivelled condition, show
the strain to which they have been subjected dur-

ing the flowering period ; they will soon plump up
in a higher and moister atmosphere, aided by a

good supply of water to the roots. The young
growths are now pushing on rapidlj'. Oncidium
Marshallianum, certainly one of the most beauti-

ful of the yellow-flowered species, is also starting

into growth, and the young roots are pushing over

and down the sides of the pots. Look over them
every night for slugs and snails, and also trap

these pests with bran or Cabbage leaves. Allow

the plants to have all the light it is possible to

give them, but do not expose them to tlie direct

rays of the sun.

Cool house.—Those who have a number of

plants of Oncidium macranthum need not be

without its flowers for the next two months at

least. This is one of the most distinct and best of

Oncidiums, and valuable because it succeeds well

in the cool house. It has one fault, a serious one,

viz., the flowers take so many months to develop,

that the plants are well nigh exhausted before

they open. Two seasons' flowering sometimes gives

the plants a serious check ; our best plant

flowered two years in siiccession, and looked all

the worse for it. This year it has not produced

any flower-spikes, but is taking a rest, we hope,

to produce better spikes next year. This species

requires treatment similar to that needed by most

other cool house species. If any plants require

repotting, this can be done when they start into

growth after the flowering period is over. The
weather has not been very warm as yet, but if it

should set in close and very hot, this house will

require extra attention, in order to prevent the

plants from being injured by the heat. Give plenty

of ventilation night and day, and use thick shad-

ing, raised 1 ft. or so above the glass, so that a

circulation of air may be kept up between the

glass and the shading.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
E. GILBERT, BUKGHLBT.

We are just now planting in their permanent

places Brussels Sprouts, the previous crop being

spring Cabbage and Lettuce. Brussels Sprouts

being strong feeders, we treat them to a

good manuring and a deep digging. Few things

are so profitable, scarcely any so hardy, as

Brussels Sprouts ; therefore, they deserve all we
can do for ihem. Our first lot of Celery is already

out and in the trenches, and the bulk of our crop

will be out before this notice appears in The
Garden. My favourite varieties are Carter's In-

comparable Dwarf and another dwarf white called

Hasting's White Celery. I also have a few rows of

Major Clarke's, which grows to a large size, and is

most useful on special occasions. Among the best

varieties of Peas to sow at this season is William

I. and Unique, both of the green marrow type,

and not so subject to that fatal disease, mildew,

as many of the strong growing varieties. Parsnips,

Carrots, Beet, and Onions will now require thin-

ning, hoeing, and cleaning. I find the smaller

Onions keep better than giants, and are better

liked by the majority of cooks. Late Potatoes

should be cleaned and moulded up at once. I may
add that we have begun lifting Ashtops from the

open ground, a capital crop. Sow at once a good

bed of Parsley for spring use. I intend next week

to begin planting in the quarters Veitch's Giant

Autumn Protecting and Walchereu Broccoli.

Speaking of Broccoli, I may add that CattelPs

Eclipse met within a week the hand-light Cauli-

flowers Walcheren and Early London—both this

year much better than usual. Never surely was

there such an abundance of slugs as this season

;

therefore, soot and lime are in daily nse. We sow

them broadcast over any kind of seeds appearing

above ground. Soil dried to dust is also useful

for sowing on small plants ;
these miniature ver-

min do not at all rolish anything gritty. Sow now
Coleworts, Early York Cabbages, and a few
Lettuces, but defer sowing Endive until the first

week in next moutli ; if sown earlier than this it

generally runs to seed. Scarlet Runner Beans
and late Peas must at once be staked. Sough,
unseasonable winds, now so prevalent, leave their

mark on all tender vegetation.

XOTES Of THE WEEK.

Cbakothus bigidus.—This beautiful ever-

green shrub is now blooming profusely at Fettes

Mount, near Edinburgh. It covers some 8 sq.

yds. of a south wall with lovely blue blossoms,

so densely packed as to almost hide the small

glossy green leaves. It is planted in a rich, light

soil, and Mr. King, the gardener at Fettes

Mount, informs us that it has withstood the

severity of many winters unharmed, while at

Chiswick in the form of a bush in the open we
remember a severe winter killed it.

Oncoba Keaussiana.—This pretty Natal

shrub is now flowering in the T range at Kew.

It has a neat habit of growth, and is said to

reach a height of 12 ft. The flowers, which a,re

white with yellow anthers, measure about 3 in.

across, and are not unlike a single white Rose.

Another species, O. spinosa, sometimes met with

in gardens, has fiowers similar to those of 0.

Kraussiana ; the stem is clothed with spines,

and the leaves are more hairy than in the

other kind just mentioned.

Passiploea cinnabaeina.—This and two

other species are the only Passion flowers whose

home is not in the New World, these three

being natives of Australia. P. ciunabarina is a

very pretty one and a free bloomer, even in a

small state. A plant of it in a 6-in. pot has

recently borne about half-a-dozen rose coloured

flowers measuring some 5 in. in length and 4 in.

across. The flowers are succeeded by round fruits

about the size of a Peach, and pale red in

colour. A thriving young plant of it is now
fruiting in the Begonia house at Kew.

LiLiuii Hansoni, as we saw it in flower in

the open air at Messrs. Barr and Sugden's

grounds at Tooting, is really a handsome Lily,

remarkable for the great substance possessed by

its flowers, which seem as if chiselled out of

wax. They are of medium size, larger than

those of the common L. pyrenaicum, and of a

rich golden yellow copiously spotted with

brown. The growth is about a yard high, and the

leaves in whorls like the Martagon. It is a Lily

that may be added without hesitation to any

collection of hardy plants. It was well figured

some time ago in The GAEDB>f.

Saemibnta eepbns.—What a beautiful

little gem this Chilian pigmy is ! Its low,

trailing habit and little roundish green leaves

with its bright orange-red, sparkling flowers,

like little Tydaea blossoms, elicit the admiration

of everyone. Somehow this little plant does not

make itself at home in some gardens—possibly

the fault of the treatment it receives.^ It likes

moisture and light, plenty of both, but it does not

like heavy soils, nor yet close heat. At Kew
there is a very healthy'patch of it growing on a

bit of Fern stem suspended near the roof in the

Heath house. Here it seems perfectly happy,

and has been flowering very freely for the last

three months. I have seen a figure of it some-

where growing on a piece of stone—sandstone,

probably—and I should think that is what it

grows on natitrally, its clinging habit and the

way in which the running branches fasten them-

selves round a bit of crock or the side of a pot
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helping one to some such conclusion. A block,

such as Orchids are grown on, or light, peaty

soil will not be disagreeable to this Sarmienta,

though if the block can be kept continually

moist I should prefer that to the soil —B.

Ornithogalum aurbutj:.—Distinct from any
other species of Ornithogalum is this golden-

flowered species, a really bright and attractive

plant, with large flowers on moderately tall,

erect spikes. The colour is bright orange-yellow,

which, contrasted with the other greenhouse
species, O. thyrsoideum, is very beautiful. It is

apparently a plant well suited for a cool green-

bouse. In flower at Messrs. Veitch's nursery,

Chelsea.

Spib^ia Abuncus astilboidbs.—It is almost
impossible to overrate the merits of this beauti-

ful new plant which Mr. Bull has lately intro-

duced to cultivation. Though botanically it is con-

sidered to be a variety of thecommon Goat's-beard

(S. Aruncus), it is so different from it, and also

so much superior to it, as to well merit specific

distinction—at leastfrom a garden'point of view.

In Mr. Bull's nursery, at Chelsea, it has for a

long time been a great attraction, and it is

still in bloom. Some huge specimens of it

in large pots are very tine objects, as the tall

plumes of pure white blossoms rise so beautifully

above the elegant spreading foliage. It is an
excellent greenhouse plant, and, what is more, it is

hardy, so that we may expect to see it some day
take the place of the common kind. .

Impatiens Sdltani. — The new Balsam
noted some time ago as being finely in flower at

Kew has recently been named I. Sultani by
Sir Joseph Hooker for Messrs. Veitch, in whose
nursery at Chelsea it is now in flower. It

is named in compliment to the Sultan of Zanzi-
bar, from which country the seeds were sent to

Kew. It promises to be a very fine garden plant,

being good in habit, a profuse flowerer, and its

brilliant magenta colour is only equalled by
that of such plants as Masdevallia Harryana
and Lindeni. We hope shortly to give a
coloured plate of this Balsam.

BoMAEEA CONFEBTA.—This new Amaryllida-
ceous plant is now in flower for the first time
under cultivation in Messrs. Shuttleworth &
Carder's nursery, 191, Park Road, Clapham, the
introducers of it from South America. It is not
only as fine as we expected it to be, but far more
so ; in fact, it is more ornamental than any
other species of Bomarea in cultivation, the
colour, a kind of soft carmine-crimson, being so

decided and pleasing. The flowers are over 2 in.

in length, producing two or three dozen together
in dense clusters terminating the long slender
stems, which twine gracefully to any support
that may be within its reach. The colour of the
blossoms iu contrast with the rich green of the
foliage is very fine and highly attractive. It is,

in short, one of the finest additions to cool green-
house plants that have been made for a long time.

B. Shuttleworthi, likewise a new species, is also

showing flower in the saraa nursery.

A PBBTTY COMBINATION.—One of the most
charming illustrations of how two plants may
be grown together, so that one may show off

the beauty of the other to advantage, is a pan-
ful of the little Sarmienta repens, with showy
scarlet urn-shaped blossoms, and the variegated
form of the British Moneywort (Sibthorpia
europEea), a delicately beautiful little trailer,

which puzzles so many to grow well. This com
bination may be seen in one of the cool " in-

sectivorous plant " bouses in the Royal Exotic
Nursery, Chelsea, where both plants apparently
find a congenial home, for both are perfection as
regards growth. The glowing colour of the
Sarmienta in contrast with the delicate varie
gated foliage of the Sibthorpia is very beautiful'

such as is rarely seen among plants. Both plants

delight in a cool, moist, and partially shaded
house.

IXORA SALICIFOLIA PLORIBUNDA.—Among
the numerous Ixoras now cultivated few are

more distinct than I. salicifolia, or more beauti-

ful when well grown and flowered, but it is not
such a free bloomer as one could wish. The
variety under notice is, however, remarkably
floriferous, producing flower-heads in pro-
fusion. It is one that has been introduced to

notice by Messrs. Veitch, in whose nursery at

Chelsea it may now be seen in full bloom,
small plants of it even being laden with large

heads of bright orange-red blossoms. The nar-

row sparse foliage, too, gives a lightness and
elegance of habit not possessed by other Ixoras,

except I. Burbidgei, likewise a beautiful plant.

Melia Azedarach.—A well flowered speci-

men of this handsome tree may now be seen in

the cool economic house at Kew. It is erect

growing, with Ash-like foliage, and bears at the

tops of its branches clusters of pale lilac and
white, very fragrant flowers, which towards
evening emit a very powerful odour. This plant,

which is sometimes known as Persian Lilac,

Pride of India, Holy Tree, &c., is a native of

China and India, but is now widely distributed

over the warmer parts of the globe, in some of

which it is cultivated for its medicinal proper-
ties. In S. France and Spain this tree is stated to

thrive well in the open air. For planting out in

conservatories, or even as a pot plant, it is

deserving of cultivation ; the beauty of the
flowers, their fragrance, and length of time
during which they last, and even the appear-
ance of the plant when not in flower, being
desirable properties in a plant suitable for

garden purposes.

Hymenocallis maceostephana.—This very
beautiful bulbous plant, it will be remembered,
was first brought into prominent notice by Mr.
Woodbridge, of Syon, who exhibited it at

South Kensington on several occasions. We are
pleased to see that such a beautiful plant is be-
coming better known, for it is certainly as fine

a stove plant as can be grown. It is somewhat
similar to a tropical Pancratium, but the web-
like membrane which connects the stamens is

much broader, and the flower-heads being of
snowy whiteness, the effect which they produce is

charming. There is a fine specimen of it now in
flower in the Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,
the perfume emitted by the blossoms of which
quite pervades the whole house. It was the
subject of a coloured plate in The Garden
last year.

Fruit trees in pots.—One of the chief
attractions, and also one of the most uncommon,
at South Kensington this week was a collection

of fruit trees in pots, all admirable examples of
what fruit-tree culture in pots should be, being
laden profusely with fruit of high quality.
These came from the well-known fruit tree

nursery of Messrs. T. Rivers & Son, Sawbridge-
worth, and consisted chiefly of Nectarines and
Cherries. Among the Nectarines the new kind
named Lord Napier, one of Messrs. Rivers'
seedlings, was shown in perfection better than
we have ever seen it, the fruits, even on small
standards, being very large for those of a Necta-
rine, and some of the gathered fruits were quite
o in. in diameter. Its merits as an orchard
house variety is thus clearly shown, and it is

among the earliest. Its colour is a pale creamy
yellow with a bright red cheek, and the flavour
delicious. Other Nectarines shown were Rivers'
Orange, a kind in the way of Pitmaston Orange,
but larger and earlier, andtheStanwick Elruge,
of which there were excellent examples. The
Cherries included among the pot trees Early

Rivers, a large black variety; Early Red
Guigne, also a large kind ; Frogmore Bigarreau,
an excellent sort ; Bigarreau de Schreken and
Guigne d'Annonay, the latter a desirable sort

and one that is beginning to find favour. A dish
of a new Peach called the Conkling was shown.
It is described as a large late yellow Peach of

good quality. It is certainly a handsome fruit,

and if of good flavour will be an acquisition.

Rare hardy flowers.—Among the plants

in flower in the Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham,
are the following : Serapia neglecta (very fine),

Lilium croceum vars. saturatum and robustum,
L. tenuifolium, Glossocoma clematidea. Delphi-
nium Menziesi, Orchis Stabiana, Habenaria dila-

tata, and Hastingsia alba, all interesting and
beautiful.

Special prizes.—We are requested by
Messrs. Carter & Co. to state that they intend
offering a series of prizes, of the value of from
10s. to £3, for their new Peas Stratagem and
Telephone and Culverwell's Telegraph, to be
competed for at the undermentioned flower
shows : Chiswick, June 22 ; Royal Horticultural
Society, June 27 ; Richmond, June 29 ; Bag-
shot, July 1 ; Twickenham, July 7 ; and Oxford,
August 2. The particulars of the competition

can be obtained from 2-37, High Holborn, Lon-
don, and the prize schedules of the societies

respectively.

Solanlt-m frageans.—Some of the species

of Solanums, such as S. jasminoides and S.

venustum, are very ornamental climbers, and
among these may be included S. fragrans, of

wliich a small plant is now in flower in one of

the stoves at Kew. It is a large, smooth-leaved
plant, and when well managed grows to a height
of from 15 ft. to 20 ft. The flowers are borne in

pendent racemes, and when in bud they might
easily be mistaken for berries, their shape and
azure-blue colour giving them more the appear-
ance of fruit than of flowers. When they ex-

pand the colour changes to a yellowish hue, and
as expanded flowers and buds are borne together

on the same raceme, they produce a singular and
pretty effect.—B.

Ibis juncea.—Of the numerous Irises that

flower at this season, none are more beautiful

than this species, one of the bulbous section

now correctly placed under Xiphion. It resembles

the Spanish Iris somewhat, but the leaves are

more slender—in fact, like the Rush, as the
specific name implies. The flowers, as regards

size, are intermediate between those of the

English and the Spanish Irises, and of the

richest golden-yellow imaginable, the yellow I.

lusitanica, itself bright, being dull in comparison
with it. Unfortunately, the Rush-leaved Iris

seems to be rare, for we seldom come across it.

We have never seen it so fine as a clump of it

which we saw the other day in Mr. Parker's

nursery at Tooting, where it seems to do well.

Even iu the extensive Iris beds in that nursery

it is a conspicuous and bright plant.

Covent Garden Market.—An anti-ob-

structionist, writing to the Times this week, says :

" The state of Covent Garden Market and its

tributary streets are a positive disgrace to the
metropolis. Well has it been nicknamed hy Punch
' Mud Salad Market.' There is such a muddle o£

carts and waggons all round it, and only an ill-

detined line kept just wide enough to allow one
cab to crawl carefully along, but certainly not
enough to admit of two meeting and passing one
another, that both yesterday and to-day it was
with the utmost dilEculty that my Hansom could
make its way from Wellington Street to Garrick
Street, and to-day, in consequence of the conduct
of an obstructionist costermonger's donkey the
single file of cabs was thrown into confusion,

regarded helplessly by a policeman, and we uar-
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rowly escaped an accident. Perhaps when the

Duke of Bedford in his own carriage has met with
what the Americans call ' a difficulty ' some im-

prorement will be inaugurated, but evidently not

till then, as, in spite of complaints from timid

residents and from a much-enduring public, this

pigstye state of things is still allowed to continue.

The hotel-keepers are afraid of publicly protesting,

lest they should injure their custom. If the Duke
of Bedford has not lost all control over his own
property let him at once take energetic steps to

cleanse this muck-heap of London."

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

June 13.

Some choice things were shown on this occasion,

and among them the following were awarded first-

class certificates :

—

Cattleta gigas buefoedensis.—The finest

variety of this gorgeous Orchid we have yet seen,

the flower being unusually large, the sepals of a
rich rose-purple, and the labellum (measuring 3 in.

across) an intense rich amethyst, margined with a
lighter hue and exquisitely crisped. The plant ex-

hibited was a fine one, bearing from one sheath
five superb blossoms. Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bur-
ford Lodge, Dorking.
Rhododendeon balsamiploeum.—A variety

belonging to the Javanese section, and having
perfectly double flowers. In colour it is a beautiful

flesh-pink, a tint particularly attractive and
pleasing. It is the only really double flowered
Rhododendron in cultivation, and is a valuable
acquisition to gardens. The plant shown bore a
cluster of eight flowers, but it will, of course,

become much finer. Messrs. Veitch.
Odontoglossum vexillaeium Cobbiantjm.

—A lovely variety remarkable for the two de-
cided and quite different colours which the flowers

possess, the labellum being pure white, while
the sepals are a deep rose. Bicolorous forms
are not uncommon, but this is the finest we
have met with. Mr. Cobb, Silverdale Lodge,
Sydenham.
Nepenthes Masteesiana.—A handsome Pit-

cher plant—indeed one of the finest in cultivation.

The plant shown was dwarf and similar in habit
to N. distillatoria, which, we believe, is one of its

parents. It produces pitchers freely, no fewer
than sis being on the small plant shown. The
largest was about 8 in. long, elegant in form,
and of a deep sanguineous red. Messrs. Veitch.
Zygopetalum expansum.—A handsome va-

riety of the Z. maxillare section. Its flowers have
broad labellums of a deep rich purple, while the
sepals are a sort of metallic green, two striking
colours when in contrast. The foliage is slender,
and the growth different from that of most others.

A cut spike bearing a dozen flowers was shown
from a large plant. Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart.
Adiantum Legeandi.—An elegant Maiden-

hair Fern, apparently a congested fronded form
of A. gracillimum. The fronds are large and broad
and covered with very fine pinnse. The gi'owth is

dwarf and compact, and the peculiar tints of the
new fronds contrast finely with the deep green
of the old. Messrs. Veitch.
Pelaegonium Comtesse Horace de Choi-

SEUL.— An Ivy-leaved variety having large
trusses of beautiful double flowers of a rich rose-

pink. It is among the finest double-flowered Ivj--

leaved varieties that has been shown. M.Lemoine,
Nancy.
Lobelia pumila Ingeami.—A beautiful new

variety possessing all the good properties of a
first-rate bedding Lobelia, heing dwarf and dense
in habit and an abundant bloomer. The flowers,

which are pure white, are very effective in masses.
Messrs. Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon.
MasdevalliA Haeetana steiata.—One of

the finest forms of this beautiful cool house
Orcliid ; its flowers are very large, and have a
ground colour of bright magenta striped with a
deep rich crimson, and broadly margined with
dark crimson. The specimen shown^was a fine one

J

bearing a dozen and a half fully-developed

flowers. Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart.

Gloxinia Gaeibaldi.—One of the most bril-

liantly coloured varieties we have seen. It is an
upright flowered sort, the blossoms of which are

large, the rim fiery vermilion, the tube white and
c ipiously spotted. It is an abundant flowerer

and vigorous in, growth ; altogether a first-rate

variety. Messrs. Veitch.

Gloxinia Robin Hood.—Another splendid
variety with larger and finer flowers than those of

Garibaldi, but not so brilliant. The corolla forms a

perfect circle, and the colour a rich, deep crimson,

bordered with a lighter hue. Messrs. Veitch.

Begonia Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawbn.—
A very fine variety of the tuberous section—among
the finest that have emanated from the Stan-

stead Park Nurseries. The flowers, which are very

large and perfect as regards form, and the colour

is a glowing deep crimson. The graceful drooping
habit of the plant and the profusion with which
the flowers are borne make it valuable. Messrs.

Laing & Co.

Caenation Chaeles Page.—A perpetual

flowering variety, remarkable for its profuseness

of blossom, the latter forming rosettes of the

richest deep crimson, and very bright and attrac-

tive. The plant shown bore a score or so of blooms.

Shown by its raiser, Mr. G. Duffield, Winchmore
Hill.

Aeeides foemosum.—A provisional name given

to a very beautiful variety, supposed to be a

hybrid between A. Larpe'ntie and A. odoratum. It

is in the way of the latter in growth, and bears

long, graceful spikes. The plant shown had a

spike bearing about two dozen flowers, larger than
thin those of A. odoratum, and the trifid label-

lum is beautifully coloured with amethyst and
spotted. Messrs. Veitch.

LiLiuM elegans eobustum.—A variety of a

very variable Lily, but one of the finest withal. The
flowers, which are large, are of a rich orange-yellow,

copiously spotted with deep brown. Judging by
the specimens shown, it is a "robust grower and
free flowerer. Mr. T. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery,

Tottenham.

Viola Champion.—A creamy - white kind,

having the centre rayed with dark lines. If good
in habit and free in bloom, it must be a valuable

variety. Messrs. Heath, Cheltenham.

Pelaegonium Gold Mine.—A variety remark-
able for the vivid brilliancy of its large, finely

formed, vermilion-coloured flowers, which are pro-

duced in large trusses. The plant is of good habit,

and otherwise so excellent as to induce the Pelar-

gonium Society to likewise award it a first-class

certificate of merit. Messrs. J. & T. Hayes, Edmon-
ton.

Pelaegonium Gratitude. — A very hand-
some variety of the show section, having large,

beautifully shaped flowers, with the two upper
petals almost black, the others being rosy purple.

Mr. G. Smith, Edmonton.
A cultural commendation was accorded to Mr.

Salter, gardener to Mr. Southgate, Streatham,for
a well flowered specimen of Cattleya Warneri,
representing a magnificent variety. The three

flowering bulbs bore respectivelj' six, five, and
four flowers, all highly developed, both as regards

size and colour, an admirable example of skilful

culture. A similar recognition was voted to Mr.
Catt, gardener to Mr. Cobb, Sydenham, for a

variety of Epidendrum vitelliuum named Cobbi-
anum. The spikes, two in number, were tall and
erect, and bore numerous highly coloured flowers,

and the unusual tendency of the spikes to branch
was also noticeable.

Among a group of choice plants from Messrs.

Veitch were Ixora salicifolia floribunda, Dracfena
Laingi, Adiantum fissum, Dendrobium Curtisi, a
new species in the way of D. .'ecundum, Phate-
nopsis sumatrana sanguinea, Sarraceuia porphy-
roneura, a handsome variety in the way of

Chelsoni ; Rhododendron Duchess of Albany, Im-
patiens Sultani, a new species of Balsam from
Zanzibar, and several new varieties of Gloxinia.

Besides the Orchids certificated, Sir Trevor
Lawrence showed Vanda limbata, a very pretty

Orchid, a miniature, we might say, of the true V.

insignis, the labellum being a deep rosy pink, the

sepals brownish chocolate ; also Calanthe sylva-

tica, a newly introduced species, but which does

not possess much to recommend it. The plant

shown bore a slender spike a yard or so long,

having about three dozen blossoms, creamy-white,

with the lip furrowed with purple. A plant of the

pretty Masdevallia tovarensis from Mr. G. F.

Wilson showed what good culture can do for this

Orchid. It bore five spikes each with three flowers

;

consequently the small plant was a mass of

white.

A group of new tuberous Begonias from the

Stanstead Nursery, Forest Hill, included some
wonderfully fine varieties. Besides the variety cer-

tificated there were Madame Comasse, a double

form, with huge rosette-like flowers of a beautiful

flesh-pink ; Glory of Stanstead, another double,

with fine, rich crimson blossoms and elegant

habit of growth; Madame Stella and Amy, two
very fine single-flowered varieties, particularly

the former, whose large flowers are rosy pink

and abundant. Besides these a gathering of cut

blooms came from the same nursery, all of

which showed to what perfection the tuberous

Begonia had attained.

A new Golden Feather, under the cumbrous
name of Matricaria eximia nana crispa aurea,

was exhibited by Mr. Hugh Gower, Tooting

Nursery. It is an excellent variety, much superior

to tne ordinary form, being like the finest curled

Parsley, but of a bright golden yellow, a colour it

is said to keep throughout the season. It is dwarf
and tufted in growth, and we should say it is an
admirable plant for bedding purposes. A varie-

gated-leaved Birch came from Mr. Geary, Egges-

ford, N. Devon, but if it does not attain a more
decided variegated condition than that in which
it was shown, its merits will not be of a very high

order.

A choice group of hardy flowers from Mr. T.

Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, made an
attractive display, and of a character not often

seen at these meetings. It included among Lilies,

besides the new one certificated, Lilium par-

dalinum, parvum, the true pomponium ; the pretty

little L. pulchellum, and the handsome L. col-

chicum. Orchis foliosa was shown in numerous
variety, one with a long spike of deep purple

flowers being particuliarly fine. Cypripedium
spectabile the North American Mocasson flower,

was likewise shown very fine ; also Bomarea
oculata and a few varieties of choice Pinks.

Cut blooms of new seedling Ivy-leaved Pelar-

goniums came from their raiser, ]\Ir. George,

Putney Heath. They were named St. George, a

beautiful rose-pink ; Mrs. George, a sport from St.

George, and Masterpiece, a seedling from Mrs.

George, one of the finest Ivy-leaved kinds yet

raised, the flowers being large, of circular shape,

and of a beautiful rich carmine-crimson colour.

This variety bears unmistakable proofs of its

hybridity with the zonal type of Pelargonium,

particularly in the foliage.

A Pelargonium of the Regal type, named Lady
Brooke, shown by Mr. Stacey, Dunmow,is a beauti-

ful sort, of a colour not common in this type,

being of a vivid rosy purple, beautifully shaded.

A bright display of cut flowers, from Messrs.

Cannell, of Swanley, consisted chiefly of double

Petunias, representing, we imagine, every variety

extant, there being some three dozen sorts shown,

and about half-a-dozen blooms of each. Every
variation, from pure white to tlie deepest purple-

crimson, was represented, and one had a singu-

lar green edge. All were large and perfectly

double, and the majority beautifully fringed. With
these were cut flowers of Begonias, Pansies, Ranun-
culi, all of the high quality usually shown by these

exhibitors.

Messrs. Vervaet & Co., Mont St. Amand, Ghent,

Belgium, sent a plant of Bollsea coelestis attached

to a block, and bearing eight flowers from two
healthy breaks, and a plant of a fine variety

of Odontoglossum nebulosum, with beautifully

potted flowers. Another foreign contribution was
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that of a flowering plant of a new Bromeliad,
named by Prof. Morren, of Liege, Tillandsia Fur-
stenburgi, and exhibited by Herr Hofgartner
Hirchkofll, Royal Gardens, Baden. The plant re-

sembles Bromelia Karatas in foliage, while the
spike is short, thick, and erect, and fm-nished with
numerous rosy pink bracts.

Fruits and vegetables.—There were but
very few exhibit.^ of these submitted to the com-
mittee. Mr. Parr, gardener to Mrs. Russell Stur-
gis, Givon's Grove, Leatherhead, was awarded a
cultural certificate for as fine a dish of Sir Joseph
Paxton Strawberry as we have seen this sea-
son, being excellent in every way. The same ex-
hibitor also showed a good dish of Brown Turkey
Figs. A Melon, named Nowton Court, was sent by
Mr. Carmichael, gardener to Mr. J. H. P. Oakes,
Nowton Court, Bury St. Edmunds. It is a round,
green fleshed variety of delicious flavour, but
ths committee wish to see it again, as the fruit
was deformed. Messrs. Sutton, Reading, sent some
excellent samples of their Late Queen Broccoli,
which is as fine as a Broccoli could well be, the
heads being very large, white, close, and well pro-
tected. Two varieties of Parsley came from Messrs.
Carter, High Holborn—one called Carter's Per-
petual, the other Carter's Fern-leaved, the latter
being particularly remarkable for its beautifully
crisped and finely cut foliage, A vote of thanks
was accorded to Messrs. John Hamblin & Co.,

Wood Green, for some excellent dishes of Mush-
rooms and a quantity of spawn, of which they
are the makers.

Evening fete.— The unpropitious state of
the weather militated considerably against the
success of the annual evening fete, though there
was ample room to accommodate the visitors in
the spacious conservatory and arcades, the latter
being well filled with displays of plants and
flowers of a varied character. Messrs. Veitch sent
a highly interesting group of plants, in which
were a good many insectivorous plants, such as
Nepenthes, Sarracenias, Darlingtonia, Cephalotus,
and Droseras, all of which were of more than
ordinary interest, and the whole group, being
interspersed with plants both fine-foliaged and
flowering, was a conspicuous feature, llr. B. S.

Williams also sent a choice miscellaneous group
of plants from Upper Holloway, consisting for
the most part of large fine-foliaged plants, sucii

as Palms, Dracienas, Crotons, Ferns, Pitcher
plants, the whole forming an attractive group. A
large display of cut blooms was shown by Messrs.
Barr & Sugdeu, consisting chiefly of Pyrethrums,
Pceonies, English and Spanish Irises, Poppies,
Ixias, and numerous interesting plants, which
altogether made a bright and attractive group, as
did also a group of cut PiBonies from Messrs.
Hooper, which were tastefully arranged with
Palms and Ferns. Mr. Charles Noble exhibited
some large bushes of new Rhododendrons, one
named Charles Noble being particularly fine.

A group of fruit trees in pots from Messrs.
Rivers, Sawbridgeworth, was an unusual feature,
the Nectarines, particularly Lord Napier, being
especially fine. Among the dinner-table decora-
tions, which were but few, there were some pretty
arrangements, particularly those which were not
of the conventional " trumpet "style. In somecases
there was a too free use of the low-toned Spanish
Irises, which, though beautiful, are monotonous if

used in excess. The space the arcades not taken
up by exhibitors was occupied by extensive
groups from the society's garden at Chiswick,and
the way Mr. Barron had them arranged was
highly creditable. The chief of these were groups
of Pelargoniums, Mignonette, Begonias, Mar-
guerites, Oleanders, Heliotropes, Gloxinias, all

intermixed with just enough foliage, such as
Ferns, Palms, &c., to balance the glow of colour
and lend elegance and lightness to the groups.
The whole of the floral display seen by the
electric light was very beautiful, the colours and
shadows being brought out vividly. The fol-
lowing medals were awarded : A silver - gilt
Knightian to Messrs. T. Rivers& Son. Silver flora
medals to Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, C. Noble,
Barr & Sugden, Phillips & Pearce, and W. Wood.

Silver Banksian medals to Messrs. W. Brown, W.
Wood, Meman & Cornish, and Hooper & Co.
Bronze Banksian medals to Messrs. J. Aldous
and Mortlock & Co.

Scientific committee.-Rev. M. J. Berkeley
in the chair. Hollyhock fungus.— The chairman
showed stems of the Hollyhock unusually badly
affected with this pest, as also with another
parasitic fungus (Fusisporivim). Mr. Berkeley sug-
gested that the spores might have been introduced
with the seed. Red stained timber.—The chair-
man showed portions of the old timber taken
from a mud-walled house in Northamptonshire
stained bright crimson by a fungus, probably
Sphsria rhodobapha. Hybrid Dipladenia.—A cor-

respondent from Newport, Monmouth, sent
flowers of a very lovely Dipladenia of a pale rose-

pink colour, concerning which the committee was
anxious to receive further information. Disease
in Cabbage leaf.—From a Dublin correspondent
were sent specimens of a Cabbage on the under
surface of the leaves of which on the nerves
were numerous small pimples of cellular tissue
ultimately cracking down the centre, the edges of
the fissure being everted and dry. Dr. Masters
described the anatomical structure, and attributed
the disease to the probable action of a mite,
though he had not discovered any such insect nor
any trace of fungus. Disease in Abies amabilis,
&c.—Dr. Masters showed specimens of the
gouty!^knobs which so often deform the branches
of A. nobilis and other conifers, and de-
scribed their anatomical construction. No
new tissues were formed, but the cells and
wood fibres were much enlarged, disassociated
and relatively destitute of thickening charac-
teristics similar to those described by Prillieux in

the case of the American blight in the Apple.
The disease in question is indeed produced by a
similar insect, and is generally considered incu-
rable ; nevertheless, Mr. Barron, of Elvaston
Nurseries, Borrowash, had succeeded in over-
coming the disease by the use of Fir-tree oil,

which killed the insect and allowed of the
growth of new wood. Thuja Lobbi and T. gigan-
tea.—The Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen brought
fruiting specimens to show that T. Lobbi of gar-
dens was distinct from T. gigantea. Iris fungus.
—Mr. 'Lynch, of the Cambridge Botanic Garden,
sent specimens of Irids afliected with this fungus,
with notes thereon by Mr. Berkeley. The speci-

mens were referred to Mr. W. G. Smith for further
examination and report. Plants, &c., exhibited.

—

Dr. Masters showed specimens of the bark of the
white Pine of China (P. Bungeana) from Mr.
Kinghorn's nm'sery at Richmond, showing the
bark peeling ofE in flakes like that of the Birch
or Plane, which is one of the characteristics of
that species. From Mr. Barron's, Elvaston Nur-
series, Borrowash, came specimens of Pinus con-
torta, Picea ajanensis, Pinus tabuliformis (referred
by Dr. Masters probably to P. Massoniana, of
Lambert), Larix leptolepis, the Japanese Larch,
and Acer nikoense, a Japanese Maple with pal-
mate leaves and long, slender racemes. From
Herr KirckhofE, of the Royal Gardens, Donaues-
chingen, came a fine plant of Tillandsia Fursten.
bergi, an acaulescent species with tufted glau-
cous leaves, dilated at the base, linear lorate,

channelled on the upper surface, and finely

toothed on the edges. The flower-spikes erect,

thickly beset with beautiful rosy lanceolate bracts,

which are covered with a whiti.5h meal.

Pelargoniums and Geraniums.—A dis-

cussion arose the other day as to which were
Pelargoniums and which Geraniums. The question
lies between those red and sometimes white
flowered plants that one makes ribbon and carpet
bedding of, with rounded edged leaves, and those
plants with serrated leaves that one never sees ex-

cept in a greenhouse. They are both commonly
called Geraniums, but what are they correctly ?

— J. R. H., Blairhill. [Pelargoniirms usually liave

irregular flowers, and the number of stamens varies

from seven to four. The Geraniums have regular
flowers and ten stamens. Both the sections to
which you allude are Pelargoniums.]

The Botanical Gardens in the House
of Commons.—Mr. Broadhurst asked the First

Commissioner of Works whether he would use his

influence with the council of the Royal Botanic
Society to induce them to make arrangements
whereby the public could have access to the Bota-
nical Gardens and ground of that society situated

in Regent's Park. Mr. Courtney.—My right hon.
friend has no relations with the Royal Botanic
Society in his oflicial capacity. That society occu-
pies its grounds in the Regent's Park under a
lease from the Commissioner of Woods, which
does not expire until 1901. It is under covenant
to use the premises as a botanic garden, but
Government has no power during the present
lease to compel the society to admit the public to

the grounds.

Parka and public gardens ot Paris.— '

The budget of the Paris municipality contains pro-
visions for the maintenance of the parks and pub-

'

lie gardens of that city, the annual cost being
estimated at rather less than £'9000, this being
exclusive of the wages jjaid to the park keepers in

the Bois de Boulogne and the Bois de Vincennes,
who number nearly 100. The area of the princi-

pal of these parks and gardens is as follows :

The Bois de Boulogne, 1880 acres: the Bois de
Vincennes, 1790 acres

; the Buttes Chanmont, 56
acres; the Place du Trocadero, 51 acres; the Pare
Montsouris, 42 acres ; the Champs Elys^e, from ^
the Place de la Concorde to the Roud Point, 40|
acres ; the Avenue du Bois de Boulogne, 26| acres

;

the Pare Monceaux, 19 acres ; and twenty-two
]

small squares formed since 1852, 26|- acres.

Exhibiting.—"Will some reader of The Garden kindly

answer the following question : Is a niai) who gi-ows for mar-

ket, and supplies the trade and private buyers to be classed

as a gentleman's gardener or as a nurseryman, taking

into consideration that he lives on a gentleman's estate ? I

ask this question in reference to a case of sliowing.

—

Con-

stant Eeadee.

Red Spireea.—How should I treat this to induce it to

flower ?—WAR'mcK,

Asparagus scandens —How should this be treated

I have a plant ot it which produces shoots about 4 ft. long,

but which fails to flower.—A. B.

Lilium giganteum.—I have this fine Lily in flower

just now. \Yould some of your correspondents who have

flowered it state the largest number of blooms produced

on a stem ? Ours has seventeen.—EwEN Cameron, Erie-

stane, Mojfat.

Ranunculuses.—A friend of mine has just brought !

me some tubers of choice sorts of Kauunculus fi-om Flo-

rence. Jlay I ask advice as to how best to treat them ?

Shall I plant them at once ? or keep them in a dry, cool

place till next February ?—"W. J. T.

Roses.—How can I induce Hoses in a conservatoiy to

bloom ? They grow well, but flower very sparingly, espe-

cially llar^chal Niel and Devoniensis.

—

"Warwick.

Spir^a Reevesl.—A pretty little double sort, not

very effective, and perhaps requiring some care to secure

its full development. From JIi'. Stevens.

Stem-roots on Vines.-"What am I to do with two

of my "N'ines which are throwing out strong stem-roots a

every fruiting joint ? Shall I cut them close off "?—T. "W.

Diseased Grapes (T. S., Chiselhitrst).—There is ho

fungus on the Muscat Grapes sent. They appear to be

slightly cracked and rusted. There is probably something

wrong in the culture, but one can only make guesses, per-

haps wrong ones, when no information as to circumstances

is given.—F.

Names of plants.—r. iS—Scilla peruviana var.

A. D. Webster,—Orchis pyramidalis. The single flower is

O. militaris.—

—

F. G.—l, Kalmia rubra ; 2 and 3, varieties

of 1 ; 4, Ehododendrc n niyrtitolium ; 6, Melia Azedarach.

H. J. G.—1, Gnaphalium arenarium ; 2, Veronica Teu-

crium; 3, Saxifraga sarmentosa. A. B. Thijnnc.—ODO-

brychis sativa. Botmess.—Odontoglossum tripudian.s.

E. C—Apparently Thalictrum aquilegifolium. Old

S^lh—'\, Lychnis "Viscaria fl.-pl. ; 2, Veronica Teucrium

variety ; 4, Silene sp. W. C—We never name varieties

of florists' flowers. We advise you to send the Pelargoniiun

to Messrs. Cannell, Swanley, Kent. A. G. T.—l, Nfpeta

Mussiui ; 2, Geura rivale ; 3, send others when in flower

J. Carter.—1, Aspidium angulare ; 2, Athyriuni Filix

tccmina; 4, Athyrium Filix-fccmina variety; 6, Aspidium

Filix-maa criatatum.
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"This is an Art
Wliicli does mend Nature : change it rather : but

IHE AKT ITSELF IS NAIDKE."—S/iatesj)eare.

SUMMER NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
After a fortnight of rainy weather the few
days of warm sunshine have revived our gardens,

and they are now putting on the glorious tints

of summer bloom. The large scarlet Popples, P.

bracteatum and orientale, are grand, and make
the whole garden gay both near and far. With
these we have grouped at intervals large clumps
of the grandest of all the early Lilies, L.

Thunbergianum, sanguineum, and umbellatum,
which flower most abundantly and vie in their

deep orange and bright scarlet with the big

Poppies. I know of no floral display equal to

this, and we have planted a portion of the

garden purposely, with a few other quieter

flowers to fill up the spaces, such as Pyrethrums,
Irises, Delphiniums, and Roses, so that altogether

there is now a wealth of colour in great con-

trast to the spring bloom we enjoyed a month
ago.

Campanuias are now beginning to be in-

teresting. We have tried several for earlier

blooming in the cool greenhouse, and find that

all the varieties of 0. persicifolia alba are beau-
tiful objects and most useful both for display and
for cutting at this season. They grow quite 4 ft.

high in 9-in. pots, and remain in bloom fully a

month. The flowers are larger and more delicate

than when in the open borders. Associated with
scarlet Pelargoniums the contrast is excellent

and effective. We have several varieties of 0.

persicifolia alba in the borders, where also it is a
most valuable plant for summer bloom where
scarlets and purples abound. On the rockeries

many of the lesser Campanulas are now
blooming. C. puUa has the deepest purple of all,

and its deeply ribbed bells are quaintly pretty.

C. Portenschlagiana (Miss Owen's favourite) is

exceedingly floriferous, forming bosses of lovely

purple bells with deeply-cut margins ; its com-
pact, low habit of growth makes it a singularly

lovely rock plant. C. garganica has a much
more rambling habit, but with its beautifidly

marked flowers it is quite as interesting. Its

prettily formed bells are much more widely
spread, and have light centres, with a distinctly

marked line of dark violet through each pale

purple petal. C.barbata, the Bearded Campanula,
is well named, and a most curious variety. We
have both the purple and white, and each has its

bell flowers thickly bearded overwith white hairs,

giving it a very quaint appearance. Our plants

are from 1 ft. to 2 ft. high. Of the larger sorts

C. grandis and C. grandis alba are effective

objects if placed where their spreading habits

are not objectionable, and the same may be said

of C. glomerata and its white variety. These are

all grand Campanulas, and most valuable for

distant effects.

Francoa ramosa is another of our stately

border plants. It grows quite 6 ft. high with
slender spikes of delicate pink flowers with
deeper pink centre. Its leaf is also pretty, as

it becomes pink edged as the plant matures.
The Geraniums are also grand border plants

when placed so as to admit of full development.
Nothing can be lovelier than a large mass of

G. ibericum, with deep violet flowers ; G.
armenium, with deep magenta ; and the rich

pink varieties, Endreasi, striatum roseum, &c.
The Cistus tribe are also now in full beauty on
sunny days, and although their flowers last

only for a single day, yet they are always to be
found when the weather is favourable. Cistus

crispus has large flowers of the richest carmine-

pink, fully '2 in. in diameter ; C. algarvensis has

similar flowers of a pale yellow with deep crim-

son centres ; and C. lusitanicus has piu'e white

flowers with purple centres. These are three of

the loveliest of rock plants, and should be in all

good collections. The Helianthemums (Rock

Roses) are also at their best, and cover large

spaces completely over with their rich blossoms

of white, yellow, orange, pink, and scarlet. We
have used them extensively for edgings where
tile borders are employed, and they cover the

tiles completely with excellent effect.

Of Dianthuses, the best with us are D. Gard-

nerianus, which is on the limestone rockery, one

mass of the brightest scarlet ; and in the borders

D. Napoleon III. is also of the most vivid

scarlet. The Mule Pinks and Lychnis Viscaria

splendens also help to make us gay, as also the

Geums, single and double scarlets. I think the

single form of these is the best. Primula rosea

is coming into flower again, and even better

than it was in the early spring ; P. capitata is

also in bloom. Roses promise well this year, but

late ; our first border Roses are only in

flower this week for the first time.

Didsbunj. Bkockhuest.

autumn sowing of annuals, a good article on
the subject is much wanted. Few know which

annuals do best sown in autumn or when to sow
them. Perhaps some of your readers will supply

the uiformation.

H. Stuabt Wobtley (Colonel),

Rosslyn House, Grove End Road.

TOWN GARDENING.
A NOTE, as promised, on a few things that have

done well with me in London. I mentioned to you

before the pretty Viola pedata bicolor ; it continued

to bloom freely long after I had written to you
about it, a charming plant for early gardening.

Another plant I brought from America has de-

lighted me—Sileiie virginica. Its free blooming

property and the very brilliant crimson-scarlet of

its blossoms have made it most useful during

the two past months. I should be very sorry to

lose it. A variety of Camassia, also from
America, has given splendid spikes of bloom
of a delicate greyish mauve. This plant is

valuable from its gradual blooming and hand-

some appearance. Erythronium albidum has

also rewarded me for bringing it over ; its

delicate white and yellow blossoms are freely

produced, and remain a long time in bloom. A
dwarf early Aster with large mauve blossoms

seems excellent for rockwork ; Ii-is caurina is

good in form and very pretty in colour, and its

blooms last well ; Dodecatheon Jeffrey! and
D. Meadia have done very well, remaining in

bloom an unusually long time. Two Veronicas

that I find very useful are V. rupestris and a

variety of V. pectinata, with delicate pink

blossoms ; they have both bloomed freely and
constantly. Are we now to call Milla lasa

Brodiaea ? It is blooming very finely with me
together with its sister Brodifeas, congesta and

grandiflora. Campanula Van Houttei is first-

rate, its large handsome trumpet-shaped blos-

soms b'^iug very conspicuous. The Gentian of

which I brought seed from the top of the

Colorado mountains is growing freely, and I

hope may prove to be something useful ; and

many other seeds brought by me from various

parts of Colorado are all doing well. To read

of " St, Bridgid's " Anemone seed in The
Gabden of June 3 makes one's mouth water;

but is it not rather like Mrs, Glasse's advice as

to cooking a hare, " first catch it ? " I have more
than once tried getting Anemone seed, but

nothing worth keeping ever resulted. Talking of

Anemones, A, caroliniana is very pretty and
worth growing, I have cut my remarks as short_

as possible, knowing the value of your space

By-the-by, one note as to colour. One per"

fectly beautiful combination I have now in

bloom consists of pale pink Foxglove against

deep blue Delphiniums, and the effect is un-

usually good. With regard to your remarks on

HERBACEOUS P^ONEES.

In his catalogue of hardy plants, Mr. Robert

Parker in speaking of Pseonies says, " These

occupy the first rank amongst herbaceous and

decorative plants," and assuredly no other class of

hardy plants so well merit such a remark, and,

moreovei', nowhere that we know of in this

country can Preonies be seen in such splendour

and variety as in Mr. Parker's nursery at Toot-

ing. Here they are just now in their highest

beauty, so beautiful, indeed, that one cannot

see them without thinking how surprising it is

that they are not to be met with in every gar-

den. The old P. oflioinalis, the common kind, is

handsome enough, but what is it compared with

the exquisite beauty that is to be found among
the majority of the'fom'score of varieties repre-

sented here ? To Frenchmen, and particularly,

we believe, to that indefatigable hybridist, M.
Lemoine, of Nancy, we owe the greater portion

of the varieties of Pseonia which we now pos-

sess, the climate of many parts of France being

better suited to the successful seeding of Pseonies

than our own. The Tooting collection shows well

the capabUitiespf the plants, for every plant isweU
grown, though they number several hundreds.

Many of them measure from 3 ft. to 5 ft.

through, and bear a score, or even more, of huge

flowers, representing every colour from the purest

white to the deepest crimson. In some there is a

mixture of tints, the large outer or guard petals

being dark, while the rosette of inner petals is

of a lighter shade. Some possess such a delicacy

of tint, as to surpass any other flower we know,

and this is more particularly the case with the

blush coloured flowers. Not the least important

characteristic of these hybrid Pfeonies is their

delicious fragrance, which, in some instances, is

similar to that of Tea Roses. To grow Paeonies

well, they require a good soil well enriched with

manure and abundance of water during dry

weather.
As a guide to intending cultivators of these

plants, we append a representative selection made
from the plants now in bloom at Mr. Parker's :

Alba sulphurea,pure white, very double ; Alice de

Jidvecourt, guard petals delicate pink, centre

a fine blusb white, slightly flaked with crimson-

purple; Ambrose Verschaffelt, brilliant reddish

purple, very double ; Artemise, guard petals rosy

pink, centre petals delicate rose and blush white
;

Beaute de ViUecante, purplish rose, with deli-

cate pink centre, very double ; Belle Douaisienne,

blush centre, petals sulphur-, tipped with white

and margined with puce ; Bossuet, glowing

purplish rose, large, and very double ; Candidis-

sima, guard petals pure white, base of centre

florets primrose, very double ;
Carnea elegans,

delicate pink, changing to white, very large and

double ;
Caroline Allain, guard petals beautiful

blush, centres of flowers sulphur tipped with

white ; Clariase, rosy pink, with delicate pink

and white centre, large and fine; Dr. Breton-

neau, outer petals rich satiny rose, centre petals

bright shiny pink, edged with light pink and

white ; Etendard du Grand Homme, brilliant

rosy "purple, flowers verjf large, beautiful in

form, very double, fine in habit, and a free

bloomer ; Eugenie Verdier, rosy pink with blush

centre, flowers large, very double ;
Faust, blush

white, large and double ; Festiva maxima, blusb

wbite, flaked with purple flowers large, fine;

Gloire de Douai, deep crimson flowers, semi-
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double, showing golden anthers in the centre

;

Gloria Patriae, pink with light centre ; Isabelle

Karlitzky, glowing purplish rose, very large and
double; Jeanne d'Arc, rosy pink with white

centre ; Lucr(5ce, guard petals rosy peach, centre

petals white ; Madame Calot, pure white, tinted

with rose on guard petals, large, and very double
;

Mdme. Furtado, guard petals deep rosy purple,

centre petals rose tinted with lilac ; Mdme. Lebon,
rich purplish rose with light edges to petals,

flowers double ; Mdme.Lemoine, outer petals deli-

cate pink, centre petals creamy white, with yel-

low centre ; Mdme. Serret, creamy wbite,suffused

with chamois; Magntfica, delicate pink, changing
to blush white, large, and very double ; Marie
Lemoine, guard petals, delicate rosy Hush,
centre petals creamy white, with conspicuous

golden-yellow anthers in the centre ; Marquise
de Lory, pure white, base of petals delicate

primrose, slightly flaked with carmine ; Modeste,
guard petals rich rosy purple, centre petals rich

rose;Mons. de Villeneuve, rich satiny purplish

rose, edges of petals delicate lilac ; M. Rousselon,
guard petals rosy pink, centre petals delicate

rosy pink, slightly flaked with carmine; Nivalis,

guard petals rosy pink with blush margins,

centre Anemone-formed, creamy white suffused

with delicate ro.se ; Nivea plenissima,pure white
;

Prince deSalm Dyck,rosypink withlightcentre;
Prince Troubetzkoy, bright purplish lilac, edges
of petals pale lilac, base of petals bright crimson

;

Eeine des Roses, guard petals beautiful salmon-
rose, centre petals delicate rosy lilac and white

;

Rosamond, bright rosy pink, edges of petals

delicate rose, very double ; Rosea plenissima
superba, bright rose, edges of petals blush
white, flowers large and very double ; Souvenir
d'Auguste Miellez, rich crimson-purple, flowers
large, fine in form, abundant and late, continu-
ing long in perfection ; Souvenir de Gaspar
Calot, bright purplish rose, edges of petals

margined with delicate pink and blush white,
flowers very double ; Souvenir de I'Exposition

Universelle, rich shining rosy pink, edges of

petals tinted with white; Surpasse Pottsi, pur-
plish crimson, large and double ; Triomphe de
Paris, guard petals delicate blush, centre florets

primrose tipped with white ; Vicomte de Force-
ville, bright rosy pink, edges of petals delicate

rose, large, and very double ; Victoire d'Alma,
rich purplish crimson, very double ; Virginie,

blush, suffused with rosy pink, flowers large, very
double, and abundant. These comprise the
cream of the collection, all being abundant
bloomers and, as the descriptions show, very
lovely in colour. W. G.

ORCHIDS.
ORCHIDS AT UPPER HOLLOWAY.

Anyone fond of Orchids might spend a pleasant
hour or so in the Victoria Nurseries, in which
Mr. B. S. Williams has just now a grand display
of plants in flower. The reason why the show of
Orchids is more important this season than
hitherto is because Mr. Williams has abandoned
for the time being the practice of sending his
plants to public exhibitions, the result being a
much richer and finer display at home. There
can be no doubt that the withdrawal of this and
similarly fine Orchid collections from the London
and other great shows detracts mucli from their
attractiveness ; but, on the otlier hand, though the
habitual visitor to flower shows may be the" loser,
those who love Orchids have a far better oppor-
tunity of inspecting the plants in nurseries
than at shows. The plants, too, are gainers in
many ways ; they are healthier in appearance and
show themselves to far better advantage in the
houses in which they are grown thah elsewhere.
The collection here is stamped throughout with
that healthy look that only a skilful cultivator

can impart to them. The plants in bloom, com-
prising for the most part fine sijecimens, make an
attractive display in three of the houses—the
cool, intermediate, and tropical or East Indian.

The intermediate house is aglow with a
wealth of bloom produced by Cattleyas, Lsslias, and
Cypripeds chiefly, all being arranged so as to dis-

play the character of each plant to the greatest
advantage. The gorgeous Lselia purpurata may
here be seen in all its beauty, there being, one
would imagine, every variety of it, including one
of the finest white-sepalled forms we have ever
seen. This has broad, pure white sepals, which
do not reflex so much as usual, and the ample la-

bellum is of the richest crimson-purple colour,
pencilled and streaked beautifully

; the plant of
this magnificent variety bore five spikes and five

flowers on each. The variety Williamsi was in
perfection, and as seen here is certainly one of
the finest, the flowers being large and the sepals
suffused with a delicate rosy pink, while the large
lip is of a rich crimson. Another variety is re-

markable for its uncommonly large labellum,
measuring fully 2^ in. across. Between the nor-
mal form with purple sepals and the pure white
sepalled form is one having the faintest sugges-
tion of rose in the broad sepals which makes a
vei-y charming variety. These plants of L. purpurata
are in themselves quite an exhibition, as they are
such fine specimens. Among the Cattleyas was
a richly-coloured form of the glorious C. gigas,
one of the finest in this respect we have seen, the
labellum being of a glowing crimson-purple and
most beautifully crisped. Of Cattleya Mendelli,
too, there are some superb varieties, one in par-
ticular being remarkable for the large, deep,
ameth3'st labellum, exquisitely fringed at the
margin. In this collection there is ample material
for the study of one of the most variable of all

Orchids, C. Mossife, of which there is a very fine

display, some of the specimens bearing a score or
more of flowers. It is impossible to describe the
varied hues and distinguishing colours of the host
of forms of this Cattleya, for not two are alike.

One of the finest forms of C. Mossife we have seen
was in flower on the day of our visit. It was re-

markable for its very large lip and the beautiful
pencillings that traverse it. Another called Yates'
variety is a lovely form, as is also another called
aurea, with an unusual amount of orange-j-ellow
on the labellum ; in fact, every intermediate form
appears to be represented between the very dark
and very light varieties. Cattleya Warneri, one of
the grandest Orchids in cultivation, is seen to per-
fection, and we measured one flower over 8 in.

across, and of a very rich crimson-purple. The
crowds of flower-sheaths that are being developed
indicate that for some time to come the Cattleyas
will be a great attraction.

The Vandas in the East Indian house are
perhaps beyond all others in interest, for a finer

collection it would be difficult to name. On enter-
ing this house the noble aj^pearance of the stately
specimens, some over 5 ft. high, is very imposing,
and the numerous sjjikes of bloom stretching out
away from the foliage lend an air of brightness
to the house. Since the beginning of the year
this house has been attractive by more or less

flower, but now it is particularly so. The principal
kinds in bloom are V. suavis tricolor and its varie-

ties formosa and insiguis. The latter is a superb
variety, the rich colour of the labellum and the
copious spotting of the flowers rendering it dis-

tinct from all the rest. As many as eighteen
flowers are produced on some of the spikes, and
two and three spikes to a " break," a sufficient

proof of the good culture Vandas get here. It

is not often one meets with a collection of Vandas
that possesses such an uniform healthy appearance,
with leaves from the base to the top without
the disfiguring leaf blotches so prevalent among
this class of Orchids. Among the other species
of Vanda was a grand specimen of V. Batemani in

flower, the tall rigid spikes of which were a contrast
to thegracefulnessoftheothers mentioned.Withthe
Vandas are associated the Aerides, Saccolabiums,
and among these we noted a flower of the beautiful

A. virens Ellisi, a very fine variety, remarkable for

the great length of spike, large flowers, and their
clear colour. The delicious aromatic perfume so cha-
racteristic of all the Aerides quite perfumed the
whole house. The long wreaths of the Fox-brush
Orchid (A. Fieldiugi) were very lovely, and rarely
have we seen finer examples likewise of A.
crispum, one of the finest in the genus, parfi-

cularfy if represented by such a highly coloured
variety as Lindleyanum. In the course of a week
or so there will be a bright show of bloom again
of many other kinds, judging by the crowds of
spikes that are being developed.
The cool house is attractive, as it usually is,

there being quite a thicket of spikes of Odonto-
glossum crispum, representing that lovely species
in its finest form, with long, arching spikes carry-

ing those large, full flowers beautifully crisped
at the margins which everyone admires so

much. Among the varieties one called Horsmani
is much the richest spotted, the deep chocolate
blotches being very profuse, and the plant alto-

gether has a very pleasing appearance. Other
noteworthy Odontoglossums are Pescatorei, nebu-
losum, of which there are other beautifully

spotted varieties ; 0. vexillarium, also in variety ;

0. Roezli and the white variety 0. leopardinum

;

and 0. citrosmum, of which there is a magni-
ficent variety, the finest we have seen, having
very large blossoms copiously spotted, and the
waxy white flowers suffused with rose. Masde-
vallias are, of course, one of the chief attractions

in the cool house, and among the forms of M.
HaiTyana may be seen the true Bull's Blood
variety, a plant from the original stock, and the
variety Ijeta, remarkable for its very broad
flowers and brilliant colour. The variety lilacina

is likewise very pretty, being of a pale lilac pink
colour with a white centre. M. Shuttleworthi, M.
ignea, of which there is a massive plant 2 ft.

across, Lindeni, Veitchi, and various others are in

bloom.
Among other noteworthy Orchids in bloom are

Cypripedium Spicerianum, the handsome Lady's
Slipper about which so much has been said and
written ; C. superbiens, very fine examples ; C.

Stonei, Itevigatum, Swanianum, caudatum. one
plant with seven flower-spikes ; Thunia Bensonae,

a lovely Indian Phaius-like Orchid, with large,

rich, purple blossoms ; Galeandra Devoniana,
a handsome species not often seen ; and BoUea
ccelesti.s, including a fine healthy plant on a
block, a most unusual way of growing this

Orchid. W. 3.

NOTES ON ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.
Sobralia xantholeuca.—At the Royal

Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, this and the under-men-
tioned Orchids are among the most noteworthy
at present in flower in this colfection. This So-

bralia is really a handsome jjlant, nndistinguish-

able from the commoner S. macrantha when not

in flower, but considerably dwarfer in growth
than the ordinary forms of that species. The
blossoms are produced from the apex of the

stems in much the same way as in S. macrantha,
and quite as large. The colour of the sepals is a
pale lemon-yellow, while that of the large

crimpled edged labellum is of a brighter and
deeper shade of yellow. Hence it may be gleaned

that it is a very distinct Orchid, dissimilar from
any other with which we are acquainted, and one

that will inevitably be much sought after. It is

a good grower and flowers freely. The different

forms of macrantha, particularly the one with an
uncommonly broad and richly-coloured labellum,

are likewise very fine in this nursery.

Cattleya bulbosa, flowering on suspended
blocks, is a strikingly pretty Orchid, and one,

moreover, not of the ordinary stamp. It is a
dwarf-growing plant, having short, club-shaped

bulbs and leathery leaves. The fiowers, which
are some i in. or 5 in. across, are bi'ight rose, the

singular shaped labellum being a shade or so

darker. The plant altogether is only about 4 in.

high, but nevertheless very desirable, as it re-

mains long in flower, and is, moreover, very fra-

grant. It is a Brazilian species, and is, we believe,

synonymous with C. Walkeriana. Other Cattleyas
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in flower in this collection include hosts of C.

MossiK, Warncri, and IMenclelli, and other com-

moner kinds, all creating a bright display.

Vanda Denisoni asserts itself very promi-

nently amongst its associates on account of the

peculiarly distinct colour of the blossoms—a deli-

cate creamy white, slightly tinged xv-ith green.

The racemes are from five to six-flowered, aiid the

blossoms, nearly 2 in. across and firm, wax-like in

texture. This rare species is not often seen so

finely developed as it is here, for it is not one of

the easiest to manage. The Vanda house just

now wears a gay appearance, the majority of the

less rare species being in full flower, and no finer

examples of the beautiful V. suavis could be seen

than those here, some of which have breaks bear-

ing three spikes, and on one we counted twenty

blooms. The gorgeous V. teres, which has for

some time been a great attraction in this house,

still bears a few flowers.

Aerides formosum is another lovely Or-

chid, probably unique, though it comes somewhat

near another "species. Itis supposed to be a hybrid

between A. odoratum and A. Larpentfe, but from

both of these it is quite distinct. The flowers are

borne in long, pendulous racemes, and are about

1 in. across, mth a large trifid labellum of a rich

deep amethyst colom-, copiously spotted with a

similar tint on a waxy white ground. The sepals

are white, tipped with deep rose. It is certainly

a lovely Orchid, whatever it may eventually prove

to be, and its delicious aromatic fragi-ance is not

its least valuable property. On A. Fieldingi,

odoratum, virens, Schroederi, affine, crispum, and

other species and varieties there -will shortly be a

fine show of bloom, and at present there are

beautiful flower-spikes on A. Huttoni and A.

cra'sifolium, the latter one of the handsomest of

the genus.
Among other Orchids of an uncommon charac-

ter in flower at the nursery are Steinia fimbriata, a

pretty and singular species with conspicuous

transparent flowers of a pale yellow colour and

beautifully fringed ; Masdevallia Shuttleworthi,

an uncommonly well-grown specimen bearing a

dozen fine blooms : Phatenopsis violacea, one of

the newer species, and very handsome ;
Brough.

tenia sanguinea, a sweetly pretty Jamaica Orchid

•with deep rosy blossoms on long slender stems
;

Anguloa Ruckeri sanguinea, one of the noblest of

all Orchids, and very singular withal ; and among
the hybrid Cypripediums which abound here is C.

superciliare, one of the handsomest of all, and,

moreover, one of the most prolific flowerers.

W. G.

Orchis foliosa.—Never till this season have
we had the opportunity of seeing the real beauty

and value of this hardy terrestrial Orchid so long

introduced from Madeira. A large bed of it still

in full beauty of flower in the Hale Farm Nur-
sery, Tottenham, shows well what a fine thing it

is. Here there are hundreds of flower-spikes, some
very large, fully 6 in. in length, and ranging in

colour from a deep plum-crimson to almost white,

the intermediate hues of rose being particularly

pleasing. There is considerable diversitj', too, with
regard to the markings of the flowers ; in some
they are much more pronounced than in others.

The decidedly pyramidal shape of the dense
flower-spike and the taller growth is sufiicient to

distinguish the species at a glance from 0. lati-

folia, which is likewise very fine in this nursery.

The bed of 0. foliosa consists of a deep, moist
peaty soil, and is situated where it is partially

shaded by trees, while a dense hedge completely
enveloping it shelters it when in flower from high
or cold winds, which are liable to damage it. There
are few more desirable plants than this Madeira
Orchid for planting in a sheltered nook in the

garden.—W. 6.

EDITOE'S TABLE.

SHORT NOTES—ORCHIDS.

Orcbids —T. S.—li you will kindly send us any prac-

tical hints on Orchid cidture we will gladly publish them,

but your present communication has no interest for the

general reader.

Digitalis canaeiensis.—Curious and poor.

Stachts coccinba.-—Distinct, but of no
garden value.

CiiATa!Gus PUNCTATA.—A Hawthorn, with an

offensive smell.

Symphytum officinale fol. vab.—Useless

in the cut state, and very ugly in colour.

Achillea macbophylla.—A fair example
of the weedy rubbish often sold as hardy
flowers.

DiANTHUS HOLTZBRi.—Seems a dark coloured

form of the old and pretty Fringed Pink (D.

superbus).

P^ONY' ABTHEMiSE.—One of the finer forms

of this noble race of plants, well broken in form,

and large. From Coombe Wood.

Spib^a abuncus.—A fine form of this from
Messrs. Veitch. A. really noble plant with long

and open plumes, very fine in effect.

IxiA viBiDiFLOBA.—Curious and beautiful.

Too frail for our climate, though it may be

grown with care. From Mr. Ware.

Hbucheea ebubbscens. — Graceful and

curious; a very gradually tapering spire of

elegantly borne little flowers, nearly 2 ft. high.

Ceanothus abnoldi.—Evidently a beautiful

shrub, delicate in colour, but not quite in con-

dition to judge of ; the flowers not open enough.

Cobonilla juncba.— An interesting old

plant, and a pretty one if well grown. The
stems are rush-like, the leaves narrow, and the

flowers fragrant. From PendeU Court.
*

Indigofbba becoba alba. — A delicate,

white-flowered shrub, which would be interest-

ing among the pink-flowered forms of its family.

The racemes of bloom are long and graceful.

Pybus vestita.—The leaves of this Indian

tree, 10 in. long, from Coombe Wood, no doubt

from young trees. The leaves are wrinkled,

shiny green above, and of a fine silvery hue

beneath.

Gbevillea sulphubea.—A curious yellow-

flowered New Holland bush, giving onejexactly

the effect of some of the poorer variegated

Conifers—more curious than beautiful. Coombe
Wood.

Bbodi^a coccinba.—An elegant example

of this from Mr. Ware. A very beautiful plant

if well placed and well grown. It would be

best perhaps growing out of groundwork of a

pretty fragile alpine or rock plant.

Oleabia dentata.—Like a brown-centred
small Michaelmas Daisy, but with leaves and
shoots like a grey Holly ; an interesting and, in

certain oases, effective shrub
;

quite distinct.

From Coombe Wood (Messrs. Veitch).

*

DESFONTAiNEASPiNOSA.-FromCoombe Wood,
but not strong. It seldom is so, though it is best

in localities influenced by the sea air. We have
seen it good in South Wales. Like a cross be-

tween a Holly and a scarlet Rhododendron.

Campanula gbandis.—Generally thought

not very highly of, but really fine as it comes

from Grasmere, the bells are so bold, and the

spikes so good. A very easy plant to grow, bit

best not starved or left too long in one spot.

BoMABEA ocuLATA.—Mr. Archer-Hiud sends

an umbel of this Bomarea, not because it is

new, but to show that it is quite hardy, having
been on an open border in his garden in South
Devon without protection for the last three

years.

Digitalis tombntosa.—A beautifulFoxglove
comes from Mr. Stevens under this name

;

whether it is a distinct species we cannot say.

The lip has long down upon it, but in effect it

does not differ, so far as we can see, from the

common Foxglove.

Campanula peesicifolia vaes.—It is sur-

prising how fine the varieties of these are now
in country gardens. About London they take

on the general tone of dimness, but in going

through Surrey or Sussex now one is startled at

their fine colour and size.

Ceanothus gloibb db veesaillbs. — A
really beautiful shrub, well grown, as it comes
to us from Messrs. Veitch, at Coombe Wood. The
shoots are broken into many panicles of flowers,

delicate, and good blue, some of the finer heads

reminding one of a blue Lilac.

Delphinium geoegb tayloe, baelowi
vittatum, EUGENE vEBDiBB.—These are the

names of three of the most glorious spikes of the

Delphiniums of the present week, all from Mr.
Stevens, who really grows the Delphiniums as

we have never seen them elsewhere.

New cabnations.—From Messrs. Kelway&
Son, of Langport, very striking flowers of the

red and crimson varieties of Souvenir de la Mal-
maison Carnation, but still we think not having

the good qualities that we notice in the type
;

rather too loose and ragged ; we may be wrong.

LiLiuM dalmaticum.—The black Martagon
a handsome and distinct Lily, which may be

grown near one's house, and even brought into

a room without fearing too powerful odours. It

deserves to be nearly as popular as the old white

Lily, which, however, still remains the queen

of the tribe. From Mr. Ware.

MiMULUs GBANDIFLOBUS.—Tired of the eter-

nal and dull cupreus section of Monkey flowers

(and also of the tall type), we welcome in this

a good large golden kind with clear spotting of

dark dots. It is said to stand all sorts of weather

bravely, and to give a better effect than the

Calceolaria.

Andromeda pulvbbulenta.—A beautiful

shrub ; one could hardly find a better example of

delicate harmony of colour—leaves, flowers, old

and new stalks a delicate silvery grey. The
flowers like old Lilies of the Valley and very

thick on the stem. From Munstead, where it

grows on a rocky bank in free soil.

EosA polyantha.—A neat, single Eose in

long, cream-coloured clusters. It has become

pretty well known of late, and is one of the single

Roses worth having, but R. Brunoniana and

others are, we think, more beautiful. We should

like to see the really fine single Roses well

grown on a stiff soil. From Messrs. Veitch, at

1
Coombe Wood.
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Senecio jAPONicus.—A large, yellow, hardy raceme, just the length oyer of a foot-

composite, with foliage like the Anemone-leaved rule. Mr. W. Gunn, the gardener, writes.

Geranium. From Mr. Ware. The cup that holds " Some of the flowers, as you will observe, are

the flower, so to say, is finely formed, and the nearly 3f in. in diameter and of good substance,

plant very distinct, but most fitted for grouping It has been in flower for the past three months,

with bold, hardy, fine foliaged plants. A flower of such durabihty cannot be too

if widely known and cultivated.

—

The Gardens,

.f-™- "---^r^^!i "i^^e^ter'fSid^St^ !:urv:
Lily, and with more than the grace of most

Lilies in its pure white cups. It comes in nicely

after the St. Bruno's Lily, and although not a

showy plant, is a beautiful one. It would be well

if one could establish it among Grass, which in-

deed is its natural habitat. From Grasmere.

The sikkim peimeose.—Good and free, and

with a delicate scent, from Edge Hall. A
noble Indian Primrose, which we hope Mr.

Wolley Dod may get on better with than even

Mr. .lames Backhouse. With it come fine heads of

the purple C. capltata ; the two together make a

fine and curious contrast, belonging, as they do, to

one varied, but always beautiful, family of

plants. *

Ornithogalum pybamidale.—A bold old

hardy flower, which one likes to see coming in,

the last of its race, which are mostly spring-

flowering bulbs. It repays for good cultivation,

i.e., deep soil, and is an elegant flower for cutting.

Mr. Ware sends with it the fine Arabian Star

of Bethlehem (O. arabicum), which one never

tires of, and regrets it is not as hardy as the first

mentioned kind.

Old roses.—The two sorts of York and
Lancaster Rose, from Bitton Vicarage. Interest-

ing when grown well, like other Koses, and
efiective, but they are generally starved. None
of these carnation striped Roses, however, from
the days of York and Lancaster to our precious

bogus Beauty of Glazenwood and Peter Hender-
son's " American Banner," have ever " come to

much."
*

BiQNONiA CAPREOLATA.—A fine old plant
not often grown. The form we received is sin-

gularly good in colour, bronzy red outside and
an orange-yellow throat. The plant commonl}'
grown under this name is not the same as the

specimen now before us, which is, as the artists

say, very good in colour, a curiously fine, dull,

bronzy red. From Pendell Court, where it sur-

vived last winter on a south wall out-of-doors.

*

Oyananthus lobatus.—Mr. Wolley Dod
seems to have the art of starting interesting, but
slow "old stagers" into vigorous life. Nothing
we remember has lived longer on its reputation

in good collections and in botanic gardens with-
out ever making much progress than the above
Indian hardy plant, of which Mr. Dod kindly
sends us large and handsome Periwinkle-like

blossoms from his Cheshire garden. He will,

perhaps, tell us why it grows so well there.

*

A LOVELY ORCHID.—There are a good many
curious and poor things among Orchids, and
probably even tlie most devoted to these have
had enough of the never-ending series of Cypri-
pediums and Odontoglossums, differing by
minute points only from their allies. Many of

these Orchids are really poor in form and
colour ; there must be severe discriminatiotfif we
are to get any beyond stiff and odd effects from
them. But some are lovely, and such every
cultivator with a warm house should seek.

Odontoglossum Pescatorei, as Sent us by
Mr. Sydney Courtland, shows what the really
beautiful Orchids are capable of. It is a
fair, nearly white, and delicately tinted

grace a queen

wish Mr. Burbidge, Mr. O'Brien, or some of

our correspondents who know Orchids well

would take the trouble to severely select the

Orchids which a gardener should grow as apart

from the merely curious, rare, or new, above all

things avoiding the many rigid curiosities which

have no decorative value. We propose to figure

this noble species, and for the future shall con-

fine our Orchid plates to those species likely to

be useful in gardens generally.

Spir.s;a lindleyana.—On the north side of

Hyde Park a number of specimens of this noble

shrub may be seen starved and flowerless under

the trees. Pruned and mutilated root and branch

with brutal care every year, they are fair ex-

amples of the murderous muddle of the shrub-

bery. Is it any wonder that people pass their

lives amid such arrangements, and do not know
we have a rich flora of garden trees and shrubs ?

Comes to us from Mr. Stevens.

Sweet peas.—Again these are the finest

things of the week, so large, and with a delicate

fragrance that one does not tire of. It is well to

consider how much more we get in attending to

simple, good things that we know all about

rather than making experiments with unknown
quantities, so to say. But these Peas were autumn
sown, have the stalks of the flowers 1 ft. long.

Gathered with a portion of the shoot, their de-

corative value is very high, and they last long in

water. The market Sweet Peas are gathered in

ugly bunches, and the people in town admire

them ; they do not get their full value.

Some British orchises from Mr. Wolley
Dod are among the most charming things we
have seen this season. There are five flower-

spikes, including two forms of 0. maculata—one

a garden form witli pale flowers, densely ar-

ranged on a spike .5 in. long ; the other 0. macu-
lata superba, about as large, but with a colour

many shades deeper, being a rich, deep rosy

purple, marked with darker lines. 0. latifolia

and incarnata, both from North Wales, are like-

wise very fine, the former having a spike 9 in.

long, and probably the stem would be 2 ft. high.

These are aU handsome plants, fit to adorn

any garden, and as their culture is not diiEcult

they may be grown by everyone. Had we an

expert at hand, we should have tried to secure

good drawings of these admirable native Orchids.

We hope to do so eventually, and if Mr. Dod
will allow us the opportunity we shall devote

a plate to the forms of each species. The Floras

with coloured plates do no justice to the plants

as they are sent to us—garden grown.

Preserving insects.—Will you tell me how
to preserve butterflies and beetles ? Is there any
book on the subject ? and what is its price 1—
Glasgow. [I am afraid there is no cheap book
containing the information you require. " The
Story of our Museum and wliat it Taught us,"

published at 2s. 6d. by the Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledge, contains much information
that you would find useful. Beetles may easily be
killed by putting them in spirits of wine or boil-

ing water ; the larger ones should be pinned through
the right wing case, and the smaller ones gummed
on pieces of card.

—

G. S. S.]

LLANDUDNO AND THE ORME'S-lIE.iD
IN MAY AND JUNE.

Our walk to-day shall not be quite so close to the

coast-line as before, but we will turn our foot-

steps more inlanri, visit the woods and slopes of

Gloddaeth and Bodscallen, and search the allu-

vial ground between the two bays. I shall hope

to point out above a score plants of interest to

the botanist and lover of wild flowers in May
and June. These may all be gathered within a

radius of a few mUes from Llandudno. Perhaps

one of the most local and conspicuous plants near

Llandudno is the yellow Figwort (Scrophularia

vernalis), so very abundant in the woods and

hedgerows of Gloddaeth and Bodscallen. It looks

like a small Calceolaria. This rare plant has

been noticed for more than a century as grow-

ing on a hedgerow in Surrey, between Merton
and Mitcham.Here I first saw it. Its Continental

range, according to Reichenbach, extends along

Southern Europe, and it crops out occasionally

so far north even as Bavaria and Saxony. It is

often in flower early in April. Two of our British

Geraniums occur on slopes of the Orme. They
are Geranium sanguineum and the rarer pyre-

naicum. Both these were in full flower when I

was at Llandudno in May. They are essentially

lovers of the limestone and chalk formations. We
find G. pyrenaicum in Piedmont and in Hun-
gary. G. sanguineum is a lover of dry calcareous

pastures, especially near the sea. Two or three

good composites occur at Llandudno on ledges

of the Orme. I would especially point out Hypo-
chseris maculata, which was just opening when
I left Llandudno towards the close of May, and

the Goldilocks (Chrysocoma linosyris), which

flowers in September and October, and gives

golden beauty to the buttresses of the Orme.
The flypochferis may be readily recognised by
its [purple-spotted root-leaves and its solitary

flower, which has the aspect of a Hawkweed.
The Chrysocoma, Reichenbach tells us, occurs

on sunny hills and ohalkj' rocks in Middle and
Southern Europe, and seldom in the northern

tracts. I believe I am right in saying that it

attains its most northern habitat at Llandudno.

Another plant of a dififerent tribe grows often

side by side. This is the Horse-shoe Vetch

(Hippocrepis comosji), whose legume corresponds

so well to its English name. An inexperienced

eye, just as it opens its golden flowers, might

easily mistake it for the little Bird's-foot Tre-

foil. The pinnate leaves and curious capsules

easily distinguish it, however. Its home is on

the dry, ch.alky southern downs of England.

Among Ranunculaceous vegetation I would
especially notice the occurrence of Ranunculus

parviflorus— the tiniest flowered Buttercup
— near Llandudno. But for its root and
stem leaves, which point to a Crowfoot, it

might readily be mistaken for some otherflower.

It grows usually in detritus of the mountain

limestone rock, roots feebly therein, andis annual

in its growth and development. Its prickly cap-

sules group it with Ranunculus arvensis of our

alluvial corn tracts. On the Continent it is

chiefly found on rocky slopes along the Medi-

terranean, at Nice and Oneglia, and more inland

at Pavia. It is a good find so far north as

Llandudno, and speaks volumes for its usually

equable climate. Let us now mention a few

plants that seem attached in their distribution

to old, ruinous abbeys. Whether tliese were

once used medicinally, the former tenants alone

could tell. Gogarth Abbey gives us some of

these oificinal plants, of whose properties as

herbals old Culpepper would, doubtless, have

had much to say, but which h.ave now mostly

passed away from our pharmaceutics. I allude

more particularly to the Vervain (Verbena

oificinalis), large, strongly-rooted plants of which

occur on the sloping road leading down to Go-
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garth Abbe}'. To Oynoglossiim, anotber of the

group of ofticumls ; its lurid red flowers cannot

be mistaken. To Ilyoscyamus uiger (Henbane),

whicb
,
yearbv year, on thesame slopethrowsup its

-svonderfully coloured flowers and viscous leaves.

This is still" in high repute as a remedial agent

in tincture or in extract. Smyrnium Olusatrum,

again, so abundant at Conway Castle, as alsoou

the Ornie above Gogarth Abbey, may have been

utilised, as its name implies, as a pot herb by

our ancestors before t.'elery was known, as

Eeichenbach tells us it is frequently grown in

vegetable gardens in Italy and the south of

Europe. And now we must search again the

upper ledges of the limestone rock. Here we find

the Madder dye plant (Rubia peregrina) flower-

ing as it fruits in the autumn just as bountifully

as in the Isle of Wighc and at Ventuor, where I

have often gathered in years gone by its black

shining berries. It is no pilgrim plant on the

Orme, but a fixture. Who is to tell us the his-

tory of its settling down on the Orme .? Persoon

and Reichenbach tell us in their floras that it

is wild at Nice and on the Mediterranean,

stretching eastward to Istria and the islands of

the Adriatic Sea. I must certainly not pass by
the Cotoneaster, so ruthlessly torn by visitors

from the crevices of the Orme. I look on it as a

tenant and original occupant of the headland.

I have seen it in Eastern Switzerland just occu-

pying the same soil, and putting up with the

same conditions of life as at Llandudno. Why
should it not be indigenous to the British

Flora, but be treated as an alien like the

Madder ? I cannot be thus illiberal, for 1 have

closely watched the shrub for weeks where it

grows on the Continent, and studied the con-

ditions of soil, situation, and surroundings. The
south and middle of Europe would seem to be

its home. I copy word for word what Reichen-

bach, our best European authority, says of it

:

" It grows in rough rocky places on chalk and
still older formations, on sunny hills among
bushes."

I see from my note-book that I found the

Cotoneaster plentifully in fruit in July, 1860,

at the close of the month, on the Orme. Another
lover af the limestone crevices of the Orme is

the White Beam tree (Pyrus Aria), a near
relative of the Cotoneaster. On the Orme, too, in

years gone by. I used to notice Epipactis ovalis,

which, though it may not by recent writers be
allowed specific identity, is yet interesting as a

strangely abnormal form of E. latifolia. It

affects the most denuded limestone rocks,

braving the full scorch of the noonday sun, often

where only Pyrus Aria has foothold, and Scilla

verna grows in the spring of the year. Another
lover of dry, droughty ledges is Veronica hybri-

da, identical with the plant that grows on St.

Vincent's Rocks, near Clifton. Hutchinsia
petrsea is an early spring Cresswort on the
Orme's Head. It is soon over and in seed. I have
now only a few more that seem worth recording.

The Featherfoil (Hottonia palustris), belonging
to the Primrose tribe, is common in some of the

ditches at Llandudno. It is a pretty flower and
well worthy of cultivation as a water plant.

The curiously cut leaves, that are like a minia-

ture ostrich plume, are immersed in the water.

I must not omit from my list of wild flowers

near Llandudno the Chlora perfoliata—a lover

of chalky places that are subjected to some
moisture. It is a Gentianwort, nearly allied to

the Centaury (Erythrsea). Silene nutans (the

Nottingham Catchfly) gives out all its fragrance

in the late evening. Its nodding white flowers

readily characterise it. In the hedges you may
very occasionally meet with a rare plant—the
Astragalus glycyphyllos, known by the not
inappropriate name of Liquorice Vetch. It is a

large branching plant, witli pinnate leaves and

green flowers, a very contrast to its little class-

mate, Astragalus hypoglottis. One other, be-

longing to the Ciarnation tribe, is worth men-
tion. I mean the Maiden Pink (Dianthus del-

toides), which grows in the pasture below the

hill of Diganwy.
Pbtbe Inchbald, F.L.S.

Fulinth Grange, Harrogate.

]SrOTES OP THE WEEK.

Geum: maximum.—This is a golden flower

li in. across ; looks promising. We judge from

a very small bit sent by Mr. Ware.

RuBus NUTKANus.—This is a free old shrub,

good in a wood, where it rambles freely. Leaf

and flower good in the cut state. It is now in

flower.

LiNARiA PAXUDA.—This is bold and pretty

indeed for a pigmy ; an " Ivy Toadflax " that

does not " run "' much, and bears purple flowers

half as large as Snapdragons. A good rock plant.

Sent by Mr. Ware.

Calceolabia hyssopifolia.—This distinct

kind comes to us from the gardens at Edge Hall,

but we cannot judge of its merits as a garden

plant without seeing it in the open air. It seems

distinct.

Veronica Teucrifm is one of the hardy

Speedwells, andgood in colour, but of the allies of

this there are too many, short-lived and without

character, and strict selection is necessary. We
are indebted to Mr. Dod for specimens of the

true plant.

Campanula Van Houttei.—A gigantic

Bellflower, which seems to thrive apace in the

gardens at Edge Hall, whence Mr. Dod sen is

us fine specimens. It is a very showy border

plant when well grown, as in this case.

Geranium armenum.—This fine Geranium
now comes to us from Mr. WoUey Dod ; it is the

boldest and largest of the tribe of hardy Gera
niums, and a very effective plant in midsum
mer, growing sometimes over 2 ft., and bear-

ing a great profusion of handsome flowers.

LiLiUM monadelphum.—There is at present

in bloom in the garden of Mr. Andrew Blaikie,

Newtown Street, Dunse, an uncommonly large

and beautiful specimen of this Lily. It has

thrown up in a cluster 40 stalks, 5 feet in height,

carrying a total of about 400 large, well-defined

blooms. The circumference of the mass of stalks

literally covered with bloom is about 18 feet.

Fruit-packing prizes. — The competition

for the prizes offered by Messrs. Webber & Co.,

of Covent Garden, for the best system of pack-

ing fruit for market again takes place at South
Kensington on June 27, the day on which the

Pelargonium Society's show is to be held. The
details of the competition will be found in our

advertising columns.

MiMULUSES OE the CARDINALIS TYPE—CRIM-
SON King and Cupreus—we are indebted to

Mr. WoUey Dod for, and they look fresh and
showy from his garden, but our experience of

them is that they get very rusty and unsatis-

factory about London and in the south of

England generally. They are not nearly so

valuable as the dwarfer, larger - flowered

Mimuluses, though they may behave better and
flower longer and fresher in wet districts.

Spiejea Aruncus plumosa is the name of a

dwarf form of the Goat's-beard, the white

plumes of which have a much more feathery

appearance than those of the type ; hence the

name. In Mr. Ware's nursery, at Tottenham, it is

growing side by side with the common form

;

therefore the distinction is apparent, and it shows

itself to be a better plant in many ways. To us
there does not appear to be any distinctive

character belonging to the plant sold as S.
Aruncus macrophyUa, a name which certainly

ought to be suppressed.

LupiNus ARBOREUS.—No hardy plant could
well present a much finer appearance than a
large and profusely-flowered bush of the Tree
Lupiue, such as may now be seen in perfection in

Messrs. Barr and Sugden's trial grounds at

Tooting, where it seems to revel in the deep,
clayey soil. There are two forms of it, one with
long racemes of clear yellow blossoms, the other
with a slight suffusion of purple in the flowers

;

both are extremely handsome and both emit a
delightful fragrance, which pervades the air near
them. Would that this Tree Lupine could take
the place of many a weedy plant of the hardy
herbaceous type seen in gardens.

Stbnogastba concinna is a veritable little

gem among stove flowering plants, being a perfect

miniature of some of the larger Gesneraceous
plants. Itstiny round leaves form neat little tufts,

which lie flat on the soil, and from them springs a
profusion of tubular blossoms about 1 in. long, of

a bright violet-purple, with a white and copiously

spotted throat. Cultivated with other little

shelf plants in a stove, it never fails to arrest

attention when in bloom, as it is so unlike the

majority of tender plants. Nevertheless, it is

seldom met with outside a botanic garden. It is,

however, grown well in Mr. B. S. Williams'

nursery, Upper IloUoway, where there are

numerous beautiful examples of it now in

bloom on a shelf in one of the stoves.

Xebophyllum asphodeloides.—When this

North American plant was exhibited in flower

a year or so ago by Mr. G. F. Wilson it was
then finer than had hitherto been seen, but the

same plant which is now in full flower in his

garden at Heatherbank, Weybridge, is still

finer. There are four flower-stems, each about

a yard high, quite erect, though slender, each

terminated by a dense cluster of white blossoms.

These flower-stems arise from a spreading tuft

of grassy foliage springing from a bulbous base.

It is, in short, a very handsome plant, and those

who said hard things about it when exhibited

and awarded a first-class certificate would pro-

bably alter their opinion of it could they see it

now. It is growing in a peaty border in a semi-

shady situation with other North American
plants, such as Trillium, Erythronlum, a posi-

tion which seems to suit it.

Zephyranthes cabinata is one of the

loveliest of Mexican bulbous plants, and in our

opinion quite the gem of the genus, at least so

far as regards the introduced species. It is of

low growth and has evergreen foliage. The
flower-stems carry one large blossom from 3 in.

to 4 in. across, of the loveliest deep rose-pink

imaginable. Though not a perfectly hardy plant,

it succeeds well on a dry, sunny rockery if

afforded a little protectionduring winter. At the

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, most of the

bulbs of a" large importation are in bloom, and a

very pretty sight they are, the glowing colour of

the blossoms being, as it were, intensified when
seen in such large numbers. The new Z. Treatise,

a species similar to Z. Atamasco, but larger and

whiter, is likewise in blossom.

Anthubium Andbeanum.—This is now in

good condition in Mr. W. Bull's nursery, at

Chelsea, the size and brilliant colouring of the

spathe being equally good as in the first speci-

mens shown by Mr. Linden. Several fine plants

of this Aroid have been shown at exhibitions

this season, but they, though well grown, bore

flowers of comparatively small size andrestricted

proportions. Perhaps imported plants vary

somewhat in the size and hue of their flowers.
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Near tbose at Chelsea istlienew A.Rothschildi-

anum,with its white spathe spotted and streaked

with the most brilliant orange-scarlet. This is a

great novelty ; the spathe, as seen in the present

instance, is not large, but very distinct and
striking. If the plant and flowers rival in size

those of A. Scherzerianum, it will make a valu-

able exhibition plant. Somehow the white
varieties do not realise what was anticipated of

them ; the flowers are small and the stems
weak.

Lychnis Viscaria fl.-pl. comes to us from
Mr. Cornhill, who writes about it as follows

:

"Than this old clammy Lychnis it would
difficult to name a plant, tender or hardy, that

is more beautiful, though now but little thought
ot. If but newly introduced, it would be
honoured with a coloured plate in The Garden,
The erfect of largi specimens of it carrying

some two-score spikes of bloom is very striking,

Erysimum Perofskianum is also sent, just to

remind you that it is the earliest as well as the

brightest of autumn-sown annuals; in masses
it is intensely brilliant."

English and Spanish Irise.s are now, or

ought to be, the most beautiful occupants of

sunny borders in every garden, for assuredly no
other class of hardy plants possess such a com-
bination of all that is desirable, being neat and
graceful in growth, and having elegantly
formed flowers with striking colours. Among
English Irises (those with the broadest petals)

there is every variation, from snow-white to the
deepest purple and rose, and someare handsomely
blotched and spotted. The range of colour in

the Spanish Irises is not so wide, and in some
there are si range mixtures of tints. There is quite

a study in colour among these beautiful Irises,

and nowhere have we feasted our eyes so much
as on the fine collection of them in Messrs. Barr
& Sugden's grounds at Tooting.

IxoRA PiLGRiMi.—In Order to form an ade-
quate idea of the beauty of this new Ixora, such
a magnificent bush of it as that in one of the
plant houses in Mr. B. S. Williams' nursery.
Upper Plolloway, must be seen. This grand
specimen is furnished with some 270 trusses of

bloom, dense and globular in shape, and measur-
ing from .5 in. to 7 in. across. The colour is a
bright orange-scarlet shaded with crimson,
colours which contrast well with the broad
and ample foliage. The vigorous constitution
and excellent habit of this variety, combined
with the fact that it may be grown to perfection
in a much lower temperature than that neces-
sary for the older kinds, are circumstances much
in favour of its becoming a valuable decorative
plant both for general culture and exhibition.

It is said to be a hybrid produced from I.

Williamsi, and was raised by Mr. E. Pilgrim, of
Pittville, Cheltenham, after whom it is named.
Ornithogalum arabicum.—What a pity it

is that this beautiful bulbous plant is not as
hardy as its commoner relatives. At the Hale
Farm Nursery there is a large bed of it contain-
ing some hundreds of plants, producing tall

slender flower-spikes, the effect of which when
moved by the wind is strikingly beautiful. It is

a plant t'.iat does not appear to be much known
;

therefore it might be well to add that the stems
are from U ft. to 2 ft. high, and terminated by
a dense broad cluster of flowers about 1 in.

ac'oss of waxy texture, pure white with a dark
centre. It is largely grown by Mr. Ware, and
a lid both for greenhouse culture and for plant-
ing out from spring till autumn in some dry
sunny border wliere, if tlie bulbs are large,
they will flower Ix'tter even than under glass.
It is certainly a plant that will well repay the
trouble bestowed on its culture. Another beauti-
ful Ornithogalum in flower in this nursery is

O. pyramidale, a perfectly hardy plant which
has flower-stems as much as 5 ft. high sur-

mounted by a dense conical cluster of small
white blossoms. It succeeds best in a thoroughly
drained border or rockery in a semi-shady spot.

Thus circumstanced, it will in a few years
attain its highest development.

LiLiuM Hansoni is now the one great at-

traction in Mr. Wilsan's Lily house at Wey-
bridge. There are about a dozen plantsofitin the
deep pots which Mr. Wilson uses exclusively

for his Lilies. The stems of this Lily average
from 4 ft. to 5 ft. high, stout and erect, furnished
with distinct whorls of foliage, and terminated
by a cluster of from six to nine flowers; most of

them, indeed, carry eiglit. The flowers aro

about .3 in. across, of a wax-like texture, and of

a bright orange colour, copiously spotted with
chocolate. The flowei'-spike has a tendency to

spread horizontally, which is quite a distinctive

character. Some time ago it was thought that
L. Hansoni would be one of the finest garden
Lilies, and certainly these plants bear out the
prediction.

DiPLADENiAS are certainly among the loveliest

and most graceful of allstove plants, yet, beautifid

as they are, it is exceptional to meet with them
grown to perfection, except now and then at

flower shows. No good garden, however should
be without them—particularly some of the
beautiful hybrid varieties obtained of late years.

They are great improvements on the older kinds,

as they combine beauty of colour, profusion of

blossoms, and their flowering spreads over such
a wide range of time. Of the newer kinds we
do not think a finer variety exists than D. pro
fusa, which we recently saw in full bloom in the
Victoria Nursery, Upper Holloway. Here some
plants of it trained under the roof of one of the
stoves are truly beautiful, the long, slender

shoots being well furnished with clusters of

blossoms, which measure as much as 5 in. across,

and of a rich carmine, more or less deep accord-
ing to the age of the flower. This variety is not
only remarkable for its profusion of blossoms,
but also for its fine vigorous constitution, a great
consideration in a Dipladenia. A coloured illus-

tration of this plant appeared in The Garden a
short time ago. Another variety in flower at

Mr. Williams' is D. amabilis, also a lovely plant,

with similarly coloured blossoms, but not such a
copious flowerer. Full directions for cultivating
these stove climbers have from time to time
been given in our columns.

Amaryllis Mrs. Gaheield.—Most people
acquainted with stove plants know of the old
A. reticulata, so distinct from any other species,

or, indeed, any other plant, on account of the
broad silvery band which runs down the centre
of each of the evergreen leaves. It is not, how-
ever, generally known what lovely flowers it

bears, inasmuch as it seldom blooms under
ordinary treatment. The flowers are large, of

fine shape, and of the loveliest rose-pink colour
imaginable, and what makes it more remarkable
is the delicate tracing of network of dark pink
hues in each broad petal. Now, thanks to the
hybridist, we have in the new Mrs. Garfield the
initiative of a very beautiful race of varieties

combining all the beauty and delicacy of colour
of A. reticulata with a free flowering tendency.
This beautiful new hybrid, moreover, pos-
sesses the desirable character of its parent,
A. reticulata, in having evergreen foliage, and
flowering late in the season long after the
ordin.ary kinds are past. A variety called Defiance
was the other parent of Mrs. Garlield, and
this has imparted the fine large flowers and
richer colour than that of the type. The leaves,

which are much longer than those of A. reticu-

lata, being as much as Ij ft. long by 3 in. wide,
|

preserve the characteristic white band. It has
just commenced to flower in the Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, where it

originated. The plants here show well the free

flowering habit and the lovely colour of the
blossoms, which contrast strikingly with the
brilliant hues of the ordinary varieties, many
of which are still in flower in this nursery,
which is famous for its collection of Amaryllises.
Among them there is one in particular that is

worthy of note. It is called Noble Sultan, and it

certainly is a noble flower, large and of fine

shape, and the colour—a fiery vermilion—is as

bright as that colour could well be.

THE BELGIAN VISITORS.
A PARTY of about eighteen Belgian horticulturists

propose visiting this country next week for the

purijose of seeing illustrations of various depart-
ments of British horticulture. The scheme pro-
posed to meet the expressed wishes of the excur-
sionists is as follows : Monday, .June 27.—Visit

to market florists' establishments and Kentish
fruit growers. Tuesday, June 28.—Exhibition of

the Pelargonium Society at South Kensington.
Luncheon ofEered by the council of the Koyal Hor-
ticultural Society and the committee of the
Pelargonium Society to the foreign visitors. Other
gentlemen desirous of being present are re-

quested to apply immediately to Mr. Shirley
Hibberd, 15, Brownswood Park, Stoke Newington,
or to Dr. Masters, Mount Avenue, Ealing.
Tickets, 21s. Wednesday, June 28.—Visit to

Slough, Frogmore, Windsor, Cliveden, Dropmore,
and Burnham Beeches. Thursday, June 29.—Visit

to market gardens in the neighbourhood of
London. Dinner of the Gardeners' Royal Bene-
volent Institution. Friday, June 30.—Visits to

nursery establishments at the discretion ot the
visitors. Saturday, July 1.—Visits to Kew, Syon,
and Chiswick. In addition to these proposals
various offers of private hospitality on the part of
nurserymen and others have been made to the
Belgian visitors, whose headquarters will be at
De Keyser's Royal Hotel, Blackfriars.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Insti-
tution.—Let us hope that the forthcoming
anniversary meeting of this institution may be
even more successful than its predecessors.

Under tlie presidency of the Lord Mayor it can-
not well fail to be so, but gardeners must also

assist in all ways that they can. There are now
no objectionable rules to keep them from joining
the institution ; in fact, such reforms have been
made that many who for years stood aloof are now
becoming members. Speaking for myself, I can
say that I would never have joined it had I had t

be ballotted for before receiving its benefits.

Gardeners have enough to contend with without
having the benefits of a charity which they have
supported when able to do so denied them in their

need, or put on the same footing as those who
have never made provision for the infirmities to

which we are all liable. Therefore, let me urge on
gardeners whose position does not enable them to

attend the anniversary festival to at least lend
their aid either in canvassing for the annual
collection or giving their mite to swell the funds,

as the larger the sum collected the sooner will the

pensions be raised from £'16 and £12 to £20 and
£16 resiiectively—a great inducement for many
to join who now belong to societies perfectly

distinct from that in question. There never was
a time when it was more incumbent on gardeners
to assist an institution from which they may in

later years be benefited by the funds which they
have themselves helped to get together than the

present. Therefore, I say do not be backward in

lending a helping hand.—JAMES Geoom.
Picking off seed-pods.

—

It you want a continuous

supply iif ilo\vcr.s, do not lot any seed-poils swell up to any
size ; uno piiil exhausts plants more than a dozen (lowers

Go over the pl.ants regularly with a pair of scissors, and

divest them of all decayed flowers and seed-pods in their

earliest stages. It is pleasant and well -spent labour.

—

J. G. L.
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INDOOR GARDEN.
WINTER-CLOO-MING PLANTS.

If " F. C. B." wishes to have a display of bloom
from November onwards, he will find nothing
better than Cyclamens and Trimulas, which alone
would suffice to create a brave show at that time.
Cyclamens e.=pecially, ranging, as they do, from
pure white to crimson, and dowering continuously
for a period of quite four months, are unsurpassed
as winter-flowering subjects. The same may be
said of Primulas, but to have these as well as

Cyclamens well in bloom by Cnristmas, they
should now be getting established in 2J-in. pots,

so that they may be ready for their blooming
pots by the beginning of July. Cinerarias may also
be had in bloom early in the year, but the seed
would have to be sown in March, or they will not
flower till spring. The season being so faradvanoed

PIGM\ STEPHANOTIS. are desired, G. brenchleyonsis is one of the most
Some fewweeks ago WB received from Mr. W.p*''''^'"?' ^'^^ ^°^ ordinary purposes the mixed
Crowe, of the Boleyn Nursery, Upton, Essex '

°°'o"i'^ °^ unnamed seedlings are preferred, and
two or three little plants of Stephanotis in f,^ '

^°^^°''''^\' ^^o^^ cheaper than named sorts,

ilower, ot Which the accompanying woodcut is a
representation. In such a small state plants of
this well-known climber are peculiarly interest-
ing, and no doubt will be found useful for many
purposes. M'ith regard to these pigmy plants
Mr. Crowe writes to us as follows: "In the
latter part of February of this year we cut
away a quantity of wood from a large plant of
Stephanotis floribunda trained to the roof of a
stove. This wood was cut up into about 1000
eyes, potted separately into 2i-in. pots and
placed in a propagating case. The greater portion
of the wood was well ripened and would have
flowered had it remained on the plant. So well

POTTING AURICULAS.
Writers on Auriculas concur in recommend-
ing that they be potted annually. They say
in general terms that as soon as possible
after blooming repotting should be performed,
the soil being shaken from the roots, and all but
the young fibres near the neck of the plants re-

r 1J--J -,.. I- j-jj ,, ,,', ,
moved, repotting deeply in fresh soil. This is the

I would recommend your correspondent to pro- ripened, indeed, must the wood have been, that advice handed down to successive generations
cure strong young plants at once of the above

! thelflower was already in some of the eyes | from time immemorial. Now, is this annual renot-" " "^ grow "

i

When flowering is over they may be set out-of-
doors, and kept moderately dry until the foliage
dies off, when they may be shaken out, repotted
and plunged in ashes as before. Thus treated,
they will flower several years in succession.

—

J. G.

and
them along
freely. Paris
Daisies, both
white and yel-

low- flowered,

bloom all the
winter, and
they may be
grown out-of-

doors all the
summer ; and
there is also

what has been
very recently
named the
blue Margue-
rite (Agathea
coelestis), a
plant which
produces a
pretty con-
trast in the
way of colour.

I would also

include a do-
zen or so of

winter-flower-

ing Pelargo-
niums, such as

Vesuvius anfl

its white and
crimson va-

rieties, Guil-

lan Mangilli,

West Brigh-
ton Gem, Eu-
reka, Lady
Sheffield, A.

Henderson,
and Titania.

The principal
point with these plants is to grow them in
full exposure to sun all the summer, not
allowing tliem to bloom until late in the
autumn, so that their energies may be con-
centrated upon a winter display. I very strongly
recommend Echeveria retusa, one of the most
easily grown of winter bloomers, and then there
are Bouvardias and Begonias, both very useful
and showy when well grown. The latter should be
grown along freely under glass all the summer,
so that they may form bushy, well-established
specimens in 44-in. pots by autumn. Good kinds
consist of nitida, Ingrami, semperflorens rosea,
insignis, Saundersoni. Some kinds of Heliotrope
flower all the winter, the new variety White Lady
being highly recommended, and Mignonette sown
in August and early in September comes well into
flower in gentle warmth at that time. To the
above plants the word forcing scarcely applies

;

they should be simply kept moving in a tempera-
ture of 55° by day, and 50° by night, giving air
on all favourable occasions. Of other plants
which bloom in winter or rather early in spring
may be mentioned some of the Spirseas, especially
S. japonica. J. C. B.

Pigmy plant r/ Stephanotis fioribunda.

similar to a well-ripened Hyacinth or Tulip,
and after the eyes rooted they flowered with-
out making any growth, as shown in the sample
or two sent to you, and I should say we had
from twenty-five to thirty others which did
precisely the same."

Gladioli in pots.—These brilliant autumn
flowers succeed well in pots, and are very suitable
for those who have but a limited amount of glass,
and yet like to have plants in bloom for conserva-
tory and indoor decorations. Procure good bulbs
when dormant, and pot them in a mixture of
chopped turf, peat, leaf-mould, and sand. One
good strong bulb will send up at least two spikes
of flower,, and fill a 6-in. pot well ; but if medium-
sized bulbs are used, three or five bulbs may be
used in pots of proportionately larger size. Cover
them with coal ashes out-of-doors, and let them
remain until growth is active in spring ; then take
them out, set in a cold pit, and hasten or retard
thera according to the period at which they are
required to flower. If striking masses of colour

repot-

ting neces-
sary ? If the
plants should
be in unsuit-
able soil, the
pots deficient

in drainage, or
the plants un-
healthy, then
repotting is

absolutely ne-
cessary, and
at any time.
But if every-
thing is fa-

vourable to
proper deve-
lopment, if

the plants
make a gene-
rous and heal-
thy growth, is

it necessary to
repot annual-
ly? I put this

question be-
"

cause when in

conversation
with the Eev.
F. Tymons, of
Drumcondra,
afewdaysago,
we talked this

matter over,

and when al-

luding to the
utter dry, pot-
bound condi-
tion of the
wonderfully
fine plant
of Eichard

Headly, with its splendid truss of fourteen flowers,
which he sent over from Dublin to the iS'ational

Auricula Society's show at Manchester, he in-
formed me that the plant had not been repotted
since 1880, and this successful grower appeared to
be of the opinion that an annual repottingis not so
necessarj- as is supposed if the plants be healthy
and doing well. Nay, more ; heterodox as it seems,
Mr. Tymons appeared to be still further of the
the opinion that top-dressing in early spring is

almost a work of supererogation. There is one
characteristic of the Auricula that makes re-
potting necessary, that is, the natural tendency of
the plant to thrustitself up out of the soil. A pro-
cess of elongation is going on during the time the
Auricula is growing, and new roots are thrust out
close up to and even among the leaves. It is for
this reason that those who are qualified to give
advice in the matter of potting Auriculas always
recommend that the plants be potted deeply in
the soil, so that young roots be freely put
forth near the surface at the proper time.
Supposing that a grower starts well by repotting
the whole of his plants in May, but doing it pro-
perly, i.e., securing a suitable compost with the
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necessary heart in it, providing pots that shall

be clean and sufBciently large, but not too large,

and draining them thoroughly by placing the

necessary quantity of crooks at the bottom, and
over these a layer of fine crocks, small charcoal,

or some such material for the purpose of prevent-

ing the soil from being washed down among the

crocks, is it neoessaiy to repot all the plants a
year hence ? and if it be necessary to repot, is it

needful that all the soil be shaken from the roots,

and the " carrot " cut back, as is generally recom-

mended ? I think not. I have found in my own
case, and I daresay other growers could give the

same experience, that more plants are lost after

repotting than at any other season of the year.

The fact is, that by reason of the practice of

shaking out the soil from the roots root-

action is, it may be remarked, suspended for

a time, and during the period of inaction

rot is apt to cause death to some of the

plants. The large majority of my plants—about
300—are already repotted, and are looking as

well generally as I have ever seen them before at

this season of the year. In repotting it was only

a comparatively few of the plants that had all

the soil shaken from the roots ; all that had made
a mass of healthy roots had the soil carefully

crumbled away from round the ball, leaving the

centre quite entire, and in this way they were re-

potted. By doing this there is no stationary pro-

cess, as it were ; the plants get to work at once,

and they soon show it in a vigorous growth. I

have found, and others have found the same, that

when the roots of Auriculas are trimmed back
close they are a considerable time in gettin

through the soil to the sides of the pots, and the

slowest among them do not do this as completely

as we would like till the following spring. If

the roots of an Auricula be well through the

soil and coiled round the sides of the pot before

winter sets in, the cultivator need have no fear

of injurious effects from frost unless the soil be

very soddened with wet. I need scarcely say that

the more "fully the plants are rooted the better

will be the growth in early spring and the finer the

pips and trusses of bloom. In that case, some top'

dressing carefully done may be of service, but its

necessity is not so great as is commonly supposed

I may add that I am this season using in my
Auricula compost some calcined sand and fine

charcoal from a farmhouse in Kent where the old

Hop poles are made into charcoal for use in the

Hop kilns. I find the addition of this keeps the

soil free and open, and the plants seem to be
rooting freely into it and making a very satis-

factory growth. I have used a fairly rich com
post, and I hope nest season to make the esperl

ment of continuing for another year in the pots in

which they are growing the plants I have recently

repotted. E. Dean.

Fernelia buxifolia.—The following desorip

tion of this plant, taken from Baker's " Flora of

Mauritius and Seychelles," may supply Mr. Wood
with the information he requires :

" F. buxifolia.

—

A much branched shrub, i ft. to. 5 ft. high, with
slender branchlets, at first a little downy. Leaves
short, petioled, shining, glabrous, sub-coriaceous,

obtuse, obovate, or oblong, ^ in. to i in. long.

Flowers copious, solitary, sessile in the axils of

the leaves. Calyx l-8th in. long ; teeth linear

lanceolate; corolla whitish, under ^ in. long, the
lobes exceeding the tube ; berry deep red, juice-

less, the size of a Pea, sessile inside the calycule."

There are two varieties also described, one, pedun-
culata, taller and laxer in habit than the type

;

the other, ovata, distinct in'having longer, thinner
leaves and larger berries. It will be seen from
the above that, whatever may have led to the
name Coccocypselum being given to this plant, it

in no way resembles that genus, which is com-
posed of low herbaceous plants, one of which (C.

discolor) ia cultivated in some gardens. The
habit and characters of the Fernelia are near
those of the Coffee, but smaller. 'Its botanical
position is between Randia and Gardenia, in the
Order Rubiacete. It is the only species known,
and is found only in the Mauritius and in one or

two neighbouring islands. Of course it is not
hardy, but would require stove treatment, and
would tlurive, I should think, if treated like Gar-

denias and Coffees. It is hardly necessary to add
that this Fernelia is almost, perhaps quite, devoid
of any characters likely to commend it for culti-

vatisn in this country. Does Mr. Wood possess

living plants of it ?—B.

Dipladenias.—These will be just now in good
condition for being propagated where desired.

The soil in which the cuttings are inserted should
consist almost entirely of sandy peat, sifted

through a sieve with a J-in. mesh, or a little loam
may be added, but not more than a fourth, part or

the compost will be too solid. Make the cuttings

of the side shoots rather than the gross leading
ones, as the latter are more liable to decay ; and
in cutting them, if the length between the joints

is not too great, leave one at the bottom, but if

by so doing an unwieldy length of cutting is

obtained, a joint at the base is not absolutely

necessary. Put them in small pots filled one-
third full of broken crocks, then the soil pressed
moderately firm, and finally a layer of clean silver

sand on the top. Insert the cuttings so that the

bottom pair of leaves is just above the soil. Take
care that the cutting is firmly fixed in its place,

i.e., avoid leaving a cavity jlist at its base, or it

will probably shrivel up. When inserted, tie each
cutting to a small stick, water, and place the
pots in a close case till rooted, or at all events till

callused ; when in the latter condition, the forma-
tion of roots is hastened by plunging the pots in

a little bottom-heat. The cuttings will be rooted
in a few weeks, and must then be hardened off,

potted into larger pots, and grown on as may be
required.

—

Alpha.

Acacias of the greenhouse kinds cut back
after flowering will now be producing plenty of

shoots, which will make good cuttings, especially

if kept since flowering in a temperature rather
above that of an ordinary greenhouse. As they
are somewhat diflicult to deal with, they will re

quire a considerable amount of care. Take some
bell-glasses, and having obtained the proper size

of pots for them, fill the latter to within 1 in.

of the top with broken crocks, the rougher pieces

being placed at the bottom, and gradually bO'

coming smaller, till the upper layer is composed
of pieces fine enough to prevent the soil passing
through them. If the pot is large, a small one
may be inverted over the hole in the bottom to

facilitate drainage. For soil, take two parts peat,

one part each of loam and silver sand,
and sift the whole through a fine sieve, so as to

thoroughly mix the different ingredients together;

then fill the pots firmly almost to the rim,

leaving just enough space for a thin layer of sil-

ver sand, and when this latter is put on give a
slight watering, and all will be ready for the in-

sertion of the cuttings. Shoots of from 1^ in. to

2 in. long are the best, and must be cut off cleanly
without bruising the cuttings, from which the
bottom leaves should be removed for about J in.

For this latter purpose a small sharp-pointed'pair

of scissors are most suitable ; indeed, they are of

great use in a variety of matters relating to pro-

pagation, especially if kept sharp and clean.

Before puttingin the cuttings press the bell-glass in

its place, as by its imprint in the sand the space
available for the cuttings is at once shown, and
all danger of pressing them down by the edge of

the glass is thus avoided. Putthe cuttings in firmly,

but not too thickly, and when finished give a good
watering—indeed, a thorough soaking, to cause
the sand to form one unbroken surface ; after this

leave off the glass till the foliage is dry, when it

may be at once put on, pressing it down slightly

to make all air-tight. When this is done place
them, if possible, in a close house, but one in

which little more than greenhouse temperature is

maintained, while if such does not exist a cold
frame is better than a light, airy structure. The
glasses must be removed each morning for a short

time, and after watering leave them off till the
foliage is dry again. Remove at once all decay-
ing matter, as it spreads quickly. In this way
they will soon root, or if rather slow when cal-

lused they may be kept warmer, which will hasten
their rooting.—H. P.

Qloxinias.— So much variety may be ob-
tained from a pinch of seed, that many prefer
propagating these beautiful plants in that way ;

but where it is desired to increase individual
kinds, it may now be readily done by means of
cuttings made of the leaves, and if grown on
freely they will form tubers before winter. Take
the leaves wherever they can be removed without
disfiguring the plant, retaining as much of the
leaf-stalk as possible, and dibble them in as cut-
tings in well-drained pots of sandy soil, inserting
them at a sufficient depth to just cover the base
of the leaf, which with the buried stalk will suffice

to retain the leaf in position. Three or four may
be placed around the edge of a pot, and when
watered prior to putting them in a case see that
they do not overbalance and drop out. If such
appears likely to happen secure them with a few
little sticks. After watering place them in a close
case in a temperature of from 70° to 80°, when
they will soon root and push up, but if rather
slow in so doing a little bottom-heat will greatly
assist them after the first danger from damping
is past. When rooted give air by degrees, pot off,

and treat them as older plants. Tydasas may be
propagated at the present time by means of cut-
tings made of the shoots in the usual way. An
they do not like their roots disturbed more than
is necessary, the better way is to insert each
cutting singly in a small pot, putting a few crocks,
broken charcoal, or fibrous peat in the bottom by-

way of drainage, and filling up with light, sandy
soil. Remove the two bottom leaves and put in

the cutting, so that the base of the two above just
touches the surface of the soil ; then treat them
as recommended in the case of Gloxinias, when
they will soon root. After that they should
be grown on freely, in order to obtain corms
of sufficient strength to survive the winter.

—

R. M.

Poinsettias.—Of these there are now several
varieties, but all of these are amenable to the
same treatment as the well known pulcherrima.
Old plants cut back and repotted should now be
put out into pits where they can be kept close

to the glass, so as to prevent them becoming-
drawn. Any pits or frames from which early
Potatoes have been cleared may be utilised in

this way, lowering the material as the plants pro-

gress in height, so as to just keep the tops clear

of the glass. Keep them well watered at the
root, and shut up with a good steamy heat, the
result of damping all the surfaces of the pit just

before olosing-up time—the best antidote for red
spider. Cuttings or eyes of the old wood put
in some time ago will now be rootod and may
be potted in 3-in. pots, and grown on in frames
like the older plants, except that they may be
kept much more dwarf. Such plants are invalu-

able for vases. Old plants from which the crowns
can be spared may now be utilised for cuttings;

they may be kept ver}' dwarf, and for such pur-

poses as table decoration, when large heads of

flower in very small pots are required, they will

be found extremely useful.—J. G.

BEGONIA SEMPERFLORENS.
This Brazilian Begonia is one of the most useful

of the genus. As its name implies, it is really

ever blooming. Sprays of it cut off with a
flower truss or two on them will be found to be
excellent in many ways for floral decoration, the
pale green of its foliage and the pearly white
flowers being always effective. The new variety, of

which the accompanying illustration is an ex-

ample, is a rose-coloured form, which will be
found to be a good companion to the older kind.

This newer sort will, I think, prove valuable for

conservatory decoration, and can in many ways be
tarned to good account. One great advantage of

Begonias belonging to this class is that they are

very floriferous in small pots ; even in 3-in. ones
they flower freely. The white kind I find comes
perfectly true from seed, and plants raised in this

way are more robust than they are from cuttings.
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Voung and vigorous plants from seed sown this Kymphfeas I may mention that N. flava, which is

spring are now in flower, the blossoms being much almost hardy in this country, is much more satis-

larger than those on a plant struck from a cutting, factory when grown in a tropical tank than other-

1'he new rose-coloured kind is, I believe, largely wise, the leaves being larger, the flowers larger
raised from seed. I saw at least a great number and brighter, and the whole plant much more
of it so propagated in a private establishment
lately. Where raised from cuttings, a batch of

them put in occasionally will be found the best

plan. The oldest struck can then be cast aside when
somewhat exhausted. Puring the summer a light,

airy house will be found to suit them well ; for

winter blooming the stove will be about the best

Begonia seii^per/oi'cn.^ roi-ca.

place for them, taking cai'e to keep the stock in

a rather dry position. Though requiring a free
supply of water at the roots, these Begonias, like

other species of the genus grown for their flowers,

do not require nearly so much atmospheric
moisture as is often accorded to them. In potting,
use a good mixture of peat, loam, and sand, the
first named material being allowed to predominate
in a slight degree. James Hudson.

Gunnersbury.

Nymphsea gigantea.—In his notes on the
' Marianne North Gallery " at Kew, Mr. Goldring
mentions this beautiful Kym]ph;Ea, Miss North's
painting of which apparently represents one
of the finest forms of this very variable
species, and he adds that this major form
ought to be cultivated at Kew, where at pre-
sent only the smallest variety is represented.
Whether the differences in size are permanent
characters, or whether, under favourable condi-
tions, the smaller kinds would develop into large
flowering ones, and so prove that weaJmess alone
is the cause of the flowers being so small, I
cannot say ; but certain it is that plants, or rather
tubers, have again and again been imported, and
said to be the largest form, yet on being started
here they have invariably proved to be what is

known as the minor variety. At Kew there are
now several plants imported, I believe, last year
as the large kind, but which are as yet quite as
small both in foliage and flowers as the small
variety. Possibly the long journey together with
the change of situation may have weakened the
plants, and this year they may produce leaves and
flowers of the largest size, which in the one is

18 in. across and the other about 1 ft., or almost
as large as the flowers of the Victoria regia. I
shall be obliged to any Water Lily cultivator who
has grown the large form for any information as
to its requirements, &o., though, unless it be at
Oxford, I do not know where this fine plant is

likely to be growing. N. gigantea is the only
Nymphaea found in Australia. 'WTiilst writing of

vigorous than I have ever seen it out-of-doors.

B.

ROSE ^RDEN.
ROSE BUDDING.

The time for budding has once more come round,
at least so say the Briers as they wave their tall

stout shoots in the air. Seldom or never have
Briers outrun Koses so fast and so far as this

season. The autumn was favourable for the root-

ing of Briers this winter. Well, there was no win-
ter to check either their root or top growth ; hence
their precocity and vigour. Hungry hosts of
maggots have shown their refined taste this

spring by dieting on Eose shoots rather than
those of the Brier. Moreover, no one thought
of cutting back their Briers when they cut
back their Roses in March ; the result is that
instead ofj Brier wood and Eose buds running
such a neck-and-neok race of fitness and con-
gruity for each other, as delights the eyes and
hearts of experienced Eose budders, the buds in too
many instances are out of the running. It almost
seems as if in many cases before the Eose buds
are siifiiciently plumped up for budding the bark
of the Brier will be set. The most urgent practical

questions for rosarians at the present moment is

how can this abnormal and striking disparity in

budable condition between Briers and Eoses be
lessened. A good deal might be done bj' keeping
the Briers in full growth and by removing early the
flowers and even buds from those from which
buds are wanted. In dry weather the heavy water-
ing of Briers is a safe and siure antidote
against the setting of their bark. Flooding or

irrigation on dry soils will keep the most forward
Briers in budable condition for a fortnight, three
weeks, or a month longer. In furtherance of the
same end, the extremities of Brier shoots should
be allowed and encouraged to grow. The practice
of stopping before budding is always of doubtful
utility. It is positively wholly mischievous when, as
this season, the Briers are so far ahead of the Eose
buds. So long as the extremities of the shoots con-
tinue in vigorous growth the mere rush of the sap
keeps thebark of the Briers inarunningcondition.
Once the sap is fairly arrested by drought, heat, stop-

ping, completion of growth, or any other cause, the
bark gets lisedfor the season,and budding becomes
from that moment most difficult and precarious,

if not absolutelj- impracticable. By cutting Eoses
early, and even when needful sacrificing [buds, a
powerful influence is given to the plumping up of

the wood-buds. Plumping up is essential to

success in budding for three reasons. The first is,

it gives the bud sufficient vitality or self-sustaining

power to enable it to support itself until the Brier
takes it on or in so closely as to feed it from
its own larder—the roots, and enables it tobreathe
through its own lungs and heart—the Brier leaves

—

until it is furnished with these vital organs for

itself. Further, plump, well-filled buds become
active agents in promoting the union desiderated
between the Brier and the Eose. Weakly, imper-
fectly developed leaf-buds at best are only pas-
sive. Should they survive removal from the parent
Eose, and live long enough in their new and
novel position, the Brier may or may not take
them on or into its system. The chances are
strong that the Brier will not. But the first bud
rushes half way or more to meet, unite, and be-
comes one with the Brier. It gives of its cam-
bium and its life's blood to form a union
with the Brier ; and consequently a union thus
promoted from both sides, like marriages
based on affection, are sure to prove attrac-

tive, successful, and happy to all concerned.
The last reason for plumping up buds for budding
is that only such can be properly prepared and
inserted with all their growable properties intact.

It is not till buds are fairly and fully developed
that they can be detached from their parent Eose

with base, bark, and sap in growing condition.
With all these qualities in perfection the Eose bud
takes to the Brier as a matter of course. Writing
figuratively, its new home is so like its old one,
that probably the bud never knows the difference,

not at least until it has advanced too fast and too
far to retreat. All this, however, assumes not
only that Briers and buds are in the most perfect
condition, but also that the transference is skil-

fully and rapidly accomplished, that no clumsy
wounds nor bruises of bud nor bark are made,
and that no sap is dried up nor mixed with
separating water in the process. It would be
hard to say whether water or air are the more
fatal to a perfect and rapid union of Eose buds to
Briers. The wise budder will, as far as possible,
avoid both, and make the passage of the buds
into the Briers as short and swift as possible. The
greener, that is the more recent, the wounds are
laid bare of bark and Brier rind, and the sooner the
buds are housed and finally fixed by secure tying
into the Brier, the higher the ratio of successful
budding and the longer lived and more healthy the
Eoses will prove. D. T. F.

LOP-SIDED EOSES.
The year 1882 bids fair to be known as that of
lop-sided Eoses. For one perfect Eose in many
gardens it is no exaggeration to say there are a
dozen lopsided ones. Nothing was more natural
than to attribute these misshapen blooms to the
ravages of grubs, caterpillars, and aphides ; but
the majority of them show no trace of insect
agency. I have dissected a good many, and have
not found a creeping thing, fly, or worm in their

buds or hearts. Most of the deformed buds look
as if there were a real fault either in the amount
or in arrangement of their material. In many
of them the petals seem bruised—as if the buds
might have had a sledge-hammer blow in their

earlier stages. Could it be possible that the gale
that closed April this year could have so whipped
the buds as to have wounded and bruised them in

embryo ? One fact that goes far to establish this

guess at truth is that the largest bushes, with the
more flexible branches, such as old plants of

Charles Lawson, have the largest percentage of

lopsided flowers ; but all seem to have them more
or less, and that over the widest arers. Only to-

day I heard of a case of a large garden in East
Anglia out of which a perfect Rose had not yet
(June 12) been gathered. Another gentleman
bore similar testimony within an hour of the

first, and the two gardens were at least sixty

miles asunder. We are by no means so bad as

that, though our lop-sided Eoses are a great vexa-

tion. Neither are the lop-sided Eoses the only
monstrosities of the season. A good many others

seem strongly inclined to open their eyes, such
specimens being seldom distinguished bj' any par-

ticular beauty in that all too prominent organ.

There is also a prodigality of green or malformed
petals in the flowers that are otherwise of normal
form and colour. Altogether, I am sorry to say

that my estimate so far of the Eose harvest by
no means comes up to that of our Eose Canon
(Hole). The whipping storms, long continued

droughts, and parching east winds seem to have

injured Eoses in not a few localities almost as

much as the killing winters to which some of our

Roses began to be accustomed, What with swarms
of insect pests of all sorts, weakly growth in

many varieties, and lop-sided blooms ad libitum,

the first Eose harvest of the season is neither so

plentiful not so perfect as all true rosarians would
like to see ir. D. T. Fish.

Williains' evergreen Rose.—A very suit-

able climbing variety for a wall or screen. At all

times attractive, but especially so when in bloom
in June, and also during winter, when its foliage

becomes dark glossy green. Grows most vigor-

ously, quickly covering anything against which it

is planted. Would be very suitable for a wilder-

ness or among shrubs, where it could fling its

graceful weeping branchlets about in natural and
wild luxuriance. Its great charm Ues in its
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flower-buds, which bear a close resemblance to

those of that I'rincess among lioges—climbing
Uevoniensis. They are, however, much smaller
and of a j^aler cream colour. The fully exjjanded
flowers become much whiter and are semi-double.
A.s a rule the bud-s are pro<luced singly, but pairs

and trios are not uncommon. Of its perfume
very little can be said, it being very faint indeed.
Of its perfect hardiness there can be no doubt,
for it lias stood all the frost we ever had in this

country and without injury. It strikes readily
enough from cuttings of ripened wood inserted in
the open ground in early autumn.

—

Edwin Jack-
SOX, Llandegai, Hangrrr, Carnanomldre.

Old double yellow Roee.— Jfr. D. T.
Fish inquires (p. 389) whether any of your readers
can teach him the art of growing this Itose to per-
fection ; but in my opinion the question is useless,
inasmuch as no art has been discovered to keep
alive plants which have reached the term of the
existence allowed to them tiy Nature. In The
GabliE.s of September 7, 1878, I rearl an article
on this IJose, written by the Count de Torre, in
which he stated that it flowered admirably with
him near Lisbon. As for many years I had not
seen a bloom of it, I wrote to him, begging him
to send me a plant of it, to which he immediately
replied by sending me two plants, which arrived
in good condition. One of them was planted
against a wall amongst other varieties ; the other
in a border amongst shrubs. ITiey grew well the
next year, but since have been constantly declin-
ing, and have not shown any flower-buds. This
cannot be attributed to soil or climate, because all

kin'ls of Hoses thrive well in Lyons, and particu-
larly in my garden. I must, therefore, j>ersist in
my opinion tliat llosa sulphurea has reached the
term of its existence, like the old centifolia, which
is nowhere to be met with, splendid as it was
when it served Van Spaendonck and .Jean Van-
dael for their immortal pictures.

—

.Jean Sisi,ey,
Lyonn.

Brier Rosea.- We wish all who regard the
Urumheafl Cabbage as the ideal type of the per-
fect lto.se had seen a bold wfeath of Brier Itoses
which came to us from the gardens at Munstead—Briers which are really little double lio.ses, red,
yellow, and white. The yellow and the purest
golden and white are perhaps the most beautiful,
with their pretty little flowers and prettier buds,
and the singles come in well as a variety. We
believe these Briers to be very much neglected

;

they deserve to be well grown, and those who see
thern so grown will never begrudge them a corner
or two. We a^lmire the JJrumhead Cabbage type
as much as anybody, and merely say a few words
for other forms. We do not rcfxjmmend the pretty
liriers for show, though we have not for a long
time seen anything so lumdsorne at a flower show
as this wreath, about 2 ft. long, of yellow, pink, and
white Brier It^^ses. iJke other things, thev mav
be well or ill grown. The pla<;e they deserve is

fferhaps not large; but those who seek variety
should not forget them, but plant a group ofthem
instead] of some of the shrubs that are planted ad
naweam, and often by thousands in njany ryjuntry
seats. Our love for iioses should not be limited to
those of the merely " show " type. We have been
tofj long in the liands of a few exhibitors, who
lay down the law for us as to wliat a good Kose
is from their j-Kjint of view. But the Jtose is grown
by most for its beauty in the garden, and for its
bloKsoros on our tables. Cfjmparcd to this, the im-
portance of the showing business is as a drop of
water to the lake. J'he true test for a liose is its
beauty, vigour, and bloom in the garden. We
should seek variety, and not similarity in form

;and therefore we say a few words even for the
modest Brier VUmea.—Field.

Andromeda (Pierie) japonlca.-In an
a<x;ount, wil,h wood-cut, piiblisiied in a r^^ntem-
porary T>:<-A:u\\y no mention is mile of the fact
that the merits of this bush were (irst made
widely known to horticulturists by a coloured
plate published in Vol. XII., p. 424, of Tjiis
UAiiDE.N. The drawing was made from specimens

gathered in the nursery of JIJI. Thibaut i;

Keteleer, of Bceauz, and sent by post to London,
where they were drawn by Mrs. Duffield. Pre-
vious to that time we bad not seen the plant in
flower, and, struck with its extreme beauty in the
early spring after hard weather, felt it deserved
illustration. The j/ublication of the general
index to the first twenty volumes of TueGaedes,
now in progress, may help to prevent omissions
of this kind— the more noticeable, perhaps, a.s

obscure authorities inaccessible to the English
gardener are carefully cited.

GARDEN FLORA.
i'L.A.TE CCC.VLIf.—TWO VAKIETIES OF

CVl'J'Jl'EUIUM IX8IGXE.
I HAVE now before me a fresh flower of C.

insif^e var. Maulei (from a well-authenticated
plant from Eady Dorothy Neville's collec-

tion). It is a fine flower, 4f in. from the
toe of the slipper to the point of the upper
sepal, and the natural spread of the petals is

about the same. In general appearance there is

something of C. villosum in the form or con-
tour of the flower. The slipper viewed from the
front hag the proportions of a donkey's bead and
ears, the lateral ear-shaped lobes being widely
divergent ; colour of lip light olive brown, very
glossy ; the petals are much crimped, or sharply
undulate along the upper margin, rather less

go along the revolute under margin fwliich can-
not be seen without reversing the flowerj, colour
of petals pale olive green, with light umber
veins ; the erect upper sepal is singularly like

that of C. villosum in form and general contour,
Ijeing much constricted below and witli revolute
margins near the basal portion v.'hich makes
this restriction more apparent ; the margins near
the apex again becjme constricted, the inter-

mediate or central portion bellies out in a fiddle-

like manner just as in U. villosum or 0. lioxalli

;

centre and base of the sepal bright pea green,
upper portion and margins as far as the con-
stricted portion white, heavily and irregularly

blotched with purple brown—a few of the upper
spots appear pure purple on the white ground
colour. The lower sepal is vei-y large in propor-
tion to the upper one and fully twice the size

(area) of the same organ in O. punctatum
violaceum. Its margins are much undulated,
with the usual infolding on each side at the
apex—colour very pale olive green, with dull

purple brown blotches, which have an inclination
to run into lines near the centre.

Now, on holding a flower of 0. Maulei side-

ways so as to obtain its profile, the upper and
lower sepals are seen to be distinctly revolute,
but on holding a flower of C. punctatum viola-
c<;um in the same position the upper sepal is

seen to be but slightly revolute— indeed, it is its

peculiar flatness which cfjnstitutes one of its

principal charms ; the lower sepal has its

margins actually curving inwards, a condition
which gives f^uite a different appearance to the
lateral view of the flower. Little differences of
this kind are too often overlooked, and yet they
not unfrequently, as in this case, add or detract
much from the beauty of the flower. Vanda
tricolor and V. Ruavis lose mucli of tlieir beauty
by having revolute margins to their perianth
segments, by which much colour and size are
lost.

The ovary in C. Maulei is fully
-J

in. longer
than that of C. punctatum violaceum, stouter
also and more profusely covered with short,
blackish-purple hairs. The spathe or sheath at
the base of the ovary is as large as the lower
sepal, but infolded around the ovary so that
only half of it is seen in profile. It is apple-
green at the apex, and heavily painted with
dark purple at the base, this basal colouring

shading off into a cloud of minute dots which
suffuse half the spathe or more, thus softening
off the deep ba?al colour into the apple-green
of the apical half. Flowers solitary, supported
on a scape from 10 in. to l.j in. in length, and
of fully twice the thickness of that of U. punc-
tatum violaceum. The variety Maulei is synony-
mous with C. i. albo-marginatum.

0. I. pu.vCT.vTLM \aoi.ACEUM (syn., C. Chan-
tini).—Thanlfs to Mr. O'Brien, I have now also
before me a superb bloom of this variety, side
by side with C Maulei jits superiority is at once
apparent. The bloom is actually smaller in
general measurements, being only 4 in. from the
toe of the slipper to the apex of the upper sepal.
The spread of the petals is naturally 4 in., as
before. In general appearance the flower is that
of C. insigne, there being nothing about it that
suggests C;. vUlosum, and when one views the
slipper from the front the resemblance suggests
the appearance of a crop-eared pony, rather than
of a donkey or of a bat, with widely divergent
ears. This difference is very essential, and
urges itself upon one very forcibly as the pro-
cess of studying the individual flowers goes on.
I have said that the measurements of the two
flowers are different, those of this variety being
actually less than those of C. Maulei, and
yet the superficial measurements—I mean of
actual surfaces presented to the eye from any
one point of sight— are really larger in what at
first sight is the smaller bloom. C. punctatum
violaceum has a singularly flat flower, the petals
and sepals lie in the same plane ; then there is

an immense gain in the upper sepal being simply
roundish, oblong and flat, having no constrictioo
at the base. There is also more light in the
flower, and more dark colouring, all of which
means greater brilliancy taken as a whole. The
lip is much smaller and more compact, the
colour in front being bright chestnut and very
shining. Petals boldly undulate on both margins,
but there is but little of the minute crimping
(so apparent in (J. Maulei) along the upper
margin near the base of the petal. The ground
colour of the petals is light olive-green, shaded
and netted with dark umber veining. Tlie bold
upper sepal is oblong, erect, flat (showing none
of the basal constriction so apparent in C
Maulei), and the white apex and margins, which
latter extend to near the base, are very bright
and pure. The lower central part of this upper
sepal is occupied by a suffusion of pea-green, on
which are laid four bold longitudinal rows of
purple-brown blotches, which change into pure
lilac-purple as they emerge upwards into the
while apical portion of the sepal. On either gide
other blotches and spots are disposed rather ir-

regularly ; but with an evident inclination to
follow the green nerves or veins which run
upwards in a. parallel manner through the pea-
green suffusion on the upper sepals of both
varieties. On holding up a bloom before a lamp
this green veining is quite a charming and
lovely feature, as seen meandering through the
green suffused blotch and finally emerging and
becoming lost in the icy or crystalline whiteness
of the sepal. On comparing the flowers of both
varieties in this way it is quite interesting to
note how the blotches in the present variety fall

into a linear arrangement, while those of C.
Maulei, without positively departing from it, yet
appear as if promiscuously scattered, except just

where tliey emerge into the white apical portion
before alluded to.

The history of C. punctatum violaceum is

this: In 18o.'>, in a small importation of Orchids
made by Messrs. I'l 0. Henderson, a small plant
of what was supposed to be C. insigne, was
found. On its blooming, however, its superiority

was so striking that the plant was marked, and
slowly increased until about 180i>, when a limited
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number of plants were sold at five guineas each.

This is the plant of which Mr. B. S. "Williams

speaks so highly under the name of C. insigne in

the fifth edition of the " Orchid Manual.'' 0. Maulei,

figured and described in the " Floral Magazine,"

was, as Mr. Maule informs me, also a plant im-

ported accidentally as a seedling. C. punctatum
violaceum has, so faraswe know, never previously

been figured or technically described, although

it is now to be met with in many first-class col-

lections, and Mr. O'Brien tells me it is an especial

favourite with that Ulysses of Orchid growers,

Sir Trevor Lawrence. It is, without a doubt, the

finest of all known forms of 0. insigne, and in one

or two continental gardens is grown under the

name of 0. Chantini. On referring to my marked
catalogue of the Meadowbank sale, I find that

C. insigne Veitchianum fetched £23, and I pre-

sume it was a fine specimen of this variety.

The annexed illustration shows the relative

size, form, and colouring of these two beautiful

varieties of C. insigne better than any descrip-

tion can possibly do.

OuLTimE.—Of all Orchids Cypripedium
insigne and its varieties are the easiest to grow
in a really successful way. In a window or in a

well-lighted sitting-room C. insigne is perfectly

at home, and will, with proper attention as to

watering, and sprinkling occasionally to rid the

leafage of dust, increase in size and flower regu-

larly every winter. Of all Orchids I know, C.

insigne is the one to which the heat and
moisture of a close and heated Orchid house is

alsolute ruin so far as the production of flowers

is concerned. A light and airy greenhouse from
which frost is excluded suits it admirably. It is

not particular as to compost. I have seen it

equally well grown lq pure loam, pure peat,

common garden soil, potted like a Fuchsia or

scarlet " Geranium," peat fibre and bone dust,

peat, loam and sand, loam and dried cow
manure, peat fibre and horse droppings, sphag-
num Moss and charcoal, crocks and Sphag-
num Moss, and, finally. Cocoa-nut fibre sur-

faced with growing Selaginella Kraussiana.

C. insigne has, so far as I know, only one fault

—it is too common, and, therefore, apt to be
neglected. The fact that of all Orchids it is the

most common is only another way of saying that

it is of all others most vigorous in constitution,

and so defies all bad and indifferent culture,

gi'owing even under no special culture of any
kind. Common as is the type, it will be some
time ere either of the two varieties now figured

are too abundant, although they are equally

robust and farmore beautiful than their ancestral

relative, C. insigne. F. W. B,

London parka and open spaces. —
From the report of the Metropolitan Board of

Works just published we learn that the various
metropolitan parks and recreation grounds under
the Board's control comprise altogether an area of

1697| acres, or a little over 2 J square miles ; and,
when it is remembered that what is known as the
metropolitan area, defined by the Metropolis Local
Management Act, 1855, and under the jurisdiction
of the Board, extends over 122 square miles, and
and has within its limits a population of more than
three millions and a half, it will be acknowledged
that the aggregate of these pleasure grounds is,

after all, but small, and that were it not for the
royal parks, which happily may be regarded as
assured public possessions, and for a few commons
in and near the outskirts of the metropolis which
are not imder the Board's control, London would,
in proportion to its size and population, be hardly
so well provided with places of open-air resort as
some other cities and towns. The places of recrea-
tion maintained by the Board are Finsbury Park,
115 acres ; Soathwark Park, 63a.

;
gardens on the

Victoria, Albert, and Chelsea Embankments, and
in Leicester Square, lia. ; Blackheath, 167a.:

Hampstead Heath, 210a. ; Shepherd's Bush Com-
mon, Sa. ; London Fields, 27a. ; Hackney Downs,
50a. ; AVell Street Common, 30a. ; North Mill Field,

29a. ; South Mill Field, 28a. ; Clapton Common,
9ja. ; Stoke Newington Common, 5ia. ; wasteland
at Dalston Lane and Grove Street," Hackney, la.

;

Tooting Beck Common, 141a. ; Tooting Graveney
Common, 63a. ; Clapham Common, 220a. ; Bostall

Heath, 55a. ; Plumstead Common, 110a. ; Shoulder

of Mutton Green, la.; Wormwood Scrubs, 194a.;

Eel Brook Common, Parson's Green, 11a. ; Brook
Green, "a. Total, 1697| acres.

FLOWER GARDEN.
NOTES ON HAEDY FLO"SVERS.

P^ONiA COMOSA is by far the most lovely of the

Pseonies. It has all the vigour of the coarser

kinds, but it is a plant of the most refined beauty.

The flowers are large, single, and pure white,

with a cluster of golden anthers filling the cup

like those of a Water Lily. In addition to its

other charms it has a delicious scent. Among
all the charming and rare things in Dr. Lowe's
garden at Wimbledon I saw nothing last week
of such striking beauty. Cistus salvifolius is

another pure white flower with a golden heart,

a combination which exists in so many of our

choicest flowers, such as Anemone Honorine
Jobert, the Water Lily, Ranunculus amplexi-

caulis, and a great many others. It is false

heraldry to charge metal upon metal, or upon
argent, although in the oriflamme, dear to

the Bourbon heart, it was done in defiance

of heraldic law and with the best effect,

but there is no rule against it in Nature, who
is most lavish in her choicest tinctures. This

Cistus is one of the best in foliage and flower.

Cistus lusitanicus is very lovely, not so large as

ladaniferus, and with a carmine spot at the base

of the petal, where the latter carries a chocolate

blotch. The foliage is glistening dark green.

Linaria tristis is not commonly seen. It sows
itself freely through the borders as an annual,

and is a pleasing companion to L. alpina. But
its colouring is not so gay as the purple and
orange of alpina, being an arrangement of cho-

colate and yellow. Pentstemon ovatus is, if

not the best of its genus, at all events the

best blue kind. Allium narcissiflorum is very
interesting and pretty, more like a Sparaxis than

an Allium, with a drooping beU-lLke head of

clear rose. It is one of the very few Alliums
worth growing. Rubus kamtschatldanus bears

pure white flowers, and is worth growing in the

wUd shrubbery, as is also another Rubus in Dr.

Lowe's garden with bright yellow fruit of the

colour of a Kerria. The fruit is fully ripe now,
and is very palatable with a flavour of Cran-
berries. Salmoniceps.

DAY LILIES.

Among hardy border plants, the Day Lilies

(Hemerocallis) make a fine show, especially H.
lutea, which is, perhaps, the richest and most
beautiful amongst them, sending up, as it does, a
profusion of very bright yellow flowers. In addi-

tion to being one of the best for borders, this kind
is also of great value for pots for forcing, as, being

naturally early, it may, with very little forcing,

be had in bloom by March, when it makes a fine

show in a greenhouse. If wanted for this kind of

work, the best way is to grow the plants in good
soil in an open, sunny spot, and take them up in

the autumn, when they should be potted and placed
in cold frames, or plunged out in some sheltered

spot, to be drawn from when wanted. Another
kind that is quite worthy of pot culture is H.
Kwanso variegata, which in appearance is almost
equal to Pandanus Veitchi, so rich is it in

its markings. This, too, always grows strongest

and best planted out and taken up, and.

if forced, the colouring of the leaves is exceed-
ingly delicate, and the whole contour of
the plant particularly striking. The green
form of this Hemerocallis attains a great size and
makes a noble looking object in the foreground of
shrubbery borders, and is well adapted for planting
in semi-wild places, where, from its bold, strong
habit, it is quite able to thrive well and hold its

own without having any care and attention be-
stowed on it. H. fulva is also a very robust kind,
and succeeds equally well with the last named if

planted in similar positions, but the best for beds
or flower borders are H. Sieboldiana, H. lutea, H.
flava, and H. Thunbergi. These are all of moderate
size, ranging from 1 ft. to 2 ft. high, and are compact
and close in their manner of growtli. The Hemero-
callis admits of ready increase by division, which
may be efieoted at any time during the winter or
spring by means of a sharp spade, as the crowns
may be cut clean through without any risk. Day
Lilies, one and all, like good loose, open soil in
which they can send their roots well down and
find plenty of moisture. A good situation for plant-
ing the strong growers is near the margins of
ponds,where the plants, from having long Flag-like

leaves, look quite in character. S. D.

ALPINE PLANTS IN BORDERS.
Ddeing the past six years I have been making
some experiments in growing alpine flowers

here in an exposed border at an altitude of
1000 ft. above sea level. The soil is a sandy
loam, naturally well drained, owing to sandstone
rock below it. I do not attempt to form a
rockery, but I give each alpine, in the front of
the border, a rough boulder stone for its pro-

tection, and with these rock-shelters the plants

seem to thrive far better than when they were
grown in the ordinary way. During long dry
weather these sheltei'S harbour moisture, and
for low growing plants, such as Andi'osaces,

Drabas, and others, they keep off the tearing

winds. I find certain families do better than
others, pre-eminently the Dianthus and Cam-
panula. All bulbs multiply astonishingly,

notably the Narcissus, while an edging of Crocus
seeds so freely that the young seedlings sprout

up annoyingly among the small plants near

them. I have had very few failures among the

alplnes I have tried to grow, and I attribute

most cases to the specimens sent from the nur-

series which arrive in very small pots after an
existence in a cold frame. I tried cold frames
for alplnes with poor results. This year
Androsace carnea and Soldanella montana
flowered beautifully in the open after sulking

in a frame. The same with Silene maritima
alba and the double blue Hepatica. In fact, I

have found coddling to be a complete mis-

take.

Just DOW the border is a blaze of colour.

Phlox Nelsoni side by side with Llthospermum
prostratum is covered with flowers. At the

back Aquilegia chrysantha, coerulea, Antheri-

cums, Trolllus, Thalictrums, Veronicas, Pyreth-

rums. Ranunculus aconltlfolius, PotentlUas,

Lychnis Vlscarla, Hemerocallis, Geums, Del-

phiniums, Cheiranthus alpinus, Centaurea alba

and rubra, Brodiaea grandiflora, Asphodelus
ramosus, coupled with clumps of double

Narcissus poeticus, are all bursting into flower.

Campanulas are rapidly coming on, and, beauti-

ful as the perslcifolia group is, I think C.

soldanelleeflora and C. pulla are the most
taking. Aster alpinus albus does not seemlto

be commonly gi'own. I prefer it to the b ue

variety, and it is as easy to grow. Altogether

I have about 160 yards of this border show, and

It is never dull, and never without interest,

while it gives no trouble but weeding. In the

autumn I put rotted manure at the back where
the stronger growing plants are, but I never

disturb the smaller alplnes.
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A great deal is written about soil for these

things, but I fancy drainage and altitude are

the principal desiderata. We have severe cold

in winter, but never damp cold. Evergreens

have not been touched during the past years.

This winter a Eucalyptus globulus left out in

the garden to die has survived, and is doing
well. Pentstemons also that were left untouched
are growing luxuriantly. TriUiums have failed,

but I have no shade nor shelter for them. In
fact, the border is exposed on the hillside, getting

every breath of wind and every gleam of sun
;

and this, I fancy, is the cause of its success.

R. A. Gatty.
Bradfield Reotory, Sheffield.

PEIMULA DBNTIGULATA.
The different treatment which this plant gets in
different gardens has often surprised me ; and,
although I am much opposed to pot culture in
the case of plants which have any claim to be
called hardy, I must say that my observations
have everywhere led me to believe that the best
place for this Primrose and a number of others,
either species or varieties, coming from the same
quarter—the Himalayas—is a cool frame. With
these Indian Primroses I do not think that the
character of the soil need be the first considera-
tion, for wherever failure occurs it may, I think,
be traced to the defectiveness, the changeable-
ness of our climate. For some time I thought
that tlie hot, dry atmosphere of the south of Eng-
land, especially tlie eastern portion of it, was
solely the cause of failure. I had planted it in a
well-drained shady position ; and although it

survived the winters of 1877-78-79 admirably,
and showed well during the earlier spring months,
yet when May and June came signs of exhaustion
through drought became distinctly evident, and
watering was of no benefit to it. What few
plants remained the succeeding summer I deter-
mined to try in a cool retentive loam, adding
peat in order to retain moisture. Some were
planted in shade, others in full sunshine. A
luxuriant growth was the result, and I thought I

had hit upon the right plan at last. The finest

foliage occurred in the shade. However, when
winter came they suffered so much that in spring
they were beyond recovery. In an amateur's
garden I discovered amongst overhanging trees
an old frame containing, besides fine examples in
pots of Primula denticulata, some of the rarer
British Orchids, Cypripedium spectabile. Cycla-
mens, all in good condition, and the very best
specimens of those lovely members of Primula-
cea3, Soldanellas and Dodecatheons. What little

assistance our climate requires in the case of
tliese plants can be easily had in the shape of a
cool frame, abundance of water in summer, plenty
of light, shading, and comparative drought in
winter. Kinds worth growing are P. denticulata,
capitata, purpurea, and pulcherrima. There are
others, but these are representative.

Chlorophyll.

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS AS BEDDING
PLANTS.

AifTBB visiting to-day the flower garden attached
to Rathronan Manor, a few miles from this tovm,
1 resolved to bring under your notice one special
feature about which I cannot help thinking many
have hitherto made a mistake. I allude to the
general custom hitherto followed, and the advice
too generally given to allow tuberous Begonias to
start naturally into growtli in spring. And first
a word as to what caught my attention. In the
pleasure ground on this, the first week in June,
there are several large bods of these Begonias,
perfect masses of bloom—something like what
one observes two months hence under the starting-
naturally treatment just refen-ed to. Those in
my beds of the same kind allowed to- commence
growth in spring without heat will certainly be on
better the first week in August than those 1 have
just seen. The question, then, at once suggests

itself, Is the treatment hitherto recommended a
mistake ? I say, without hesitation, I think it is.

The vast majority of tuberous Begonias that may
be raised effectively for bedding-out purposes—and
the number is increasing every year—go to rest in

autumn, and can, with a limited increase of tem-
perature, say from a mild hotbed or a flue-heated
pit, be started into growth the first mouth of the
year, or as soon as convenient afterwards. No
flowering bulbs bear gentle forcing better than
tliese Begonias, and this is the custom successfully
followed at Ratlironan Manor. Manure bed frames
are here used, and active growth is proceeding
fi'om February onwards, and this enables the
plants to be transferred to the flower garden any
time after all danger from frost seems past—say,

the middle of May—the plants having been pre-
viously slowly hardened off in vineries or in a
greenhouse. So much for the method adopted
and its practicability, and now permit me to note
what I consider its advant.iges. The great objec-
tion urged against bedding-out in general, besides
the necessary trouble in winter-nursing, is the
very limited time during which it lasts. Tuberous
Begonias may, as generally treated, have a glow of
beauty in the middle of July ; but let me ask, why
not start them early ? why not have them com-
mencing to flower by the middle of May ? and
why not transfer them at once to the open
ground ? and inferentially, why^ot have two addi-
tional months of brilliancy and beauty—that is,

why not have them blooming from the middle of
May to the middle of July instead of commencing
to bloom at the latter date 7 This is what is being
done here now, and who will say it is not an im-
provement ? As I have said through your columns
before, I believe the tuberous Begonia (from its

easy treatment, accommodating character, but
especially its gi-eat beauty and brilliancy) is the
flower of the outdoor garden of the future, and
as a devoted admirer and small grower, I draw
your attention to this phase in its treatment and
in its interest, and in order to make these remarks
more general let those in towns who have not
frames start their tubers early in a box in a warm
window. W. J. M.
Olonmd.

FOEGET-ME-NOTS ON THE GRASS.
I DO not think " J. S. W." will experience much
difEculty in naturalising Myosotis sylvatioa in the
Grass. Need I remind him that this is a native
species, and that its home is amongst herbage,
evincing, as its specific name indicates, a partiality
for the shade afforded by trees, not, however,
placed too thickly. Cultivation has considerably
tamed down this Forget-me-not, which, when
grown in its native haunts, extends its shoots with
the growth of the Grass and flowers just above it

much as Veronica Chamffidrys and Stellaria
graminea do. This Forget-me-not varies in-
finitely according to soil and situation, and for
this reason it is a good subject for [naturalising
amongst Grass. As seedlings of this species
spring up amongst the Grass in a wild state they
should do so when naturalised, but it is evident
that the herbage should not be cut, as before the
seeds are shed or find their way down to the soil,

they would in all probability be carried away in
the cut Grass. I should like to know if anyone
has tried Myosotis dissitiflora on the Grass, and
with what success. I am net so sanguine about
this kind ; it is too tender, and does not seed with
the same freedom as sylvatica. Probably, how-
ever, in shelter, such as that which Grass and trees
afford, it might prove more happy and enjoy
greater immunity from disaster than in the open
border, which, judging from the character of the
Forget-me-nots, can scarcely be the position most
in accordance with its needs. It is at any rate
worthy of trial. Has Mr. Fish, who has written
so well and so often about this beautiful little

spring flower, experimentalised in this direction 1

J. COBNHILL.
[The wood Forget-me-not we Iiave seen several

times in great abundance and beauty grown from
seed in woody places, afterwards establishing it-

self.—Ed.]

Utility of stem-roots on Lilies.—I was
forcibly struck with this fact a few days since,

and in this way : I was transferring large, strong
bulbs of Lilium auratum and L. lancifolium
album from 10-in. pots to boxes, both to give more
space for root development and for convenience
in church decoration afterwards. Judge my sur-

prise, in two instances, to find what seemed

—

and what really were—two robust, healthy-look-
ing Lily bulbs, without a single sound root from
the base of the bulb. Some roots and rootlets had
evidently developed, but from moisture or other
cause had decayed. To-day I lost a fine specimen
of L. chalcedonicum completely in the same way ;

fortunately, the stem-rootlets came to the rescue
in the foregoing cases. This conclusively proves
the efiicacy of those small fibrous roots, and the
functions they perform.—W. J. M., Clonmel.

A lost Primrose.—Can any one give me in-

formation concerning a Primula which was in

cultivation in the neighbourhood of Dublin some

.

years ago ? A friend who then had it in her gar-

den, but has since lost it, tells me it was known
as "Primula tatarica," and describes the flower as

being very double, of medium size, and in colour

a lightish brown, nearly coffee-coloured, with a
distinctly pencilled edge of golden yellow. The
plant was of a moderately robust habit, and the

flowers, each upon a single stem, were borne well

above the foliag'e, which was not in any particu-

lar distinguishable from that of the common
double lilac or white of our gardens. There can
hardly be any question of its having been a true

Primrose, that is, so far as one can judge from
mere description, and in proof of its having
actually been in cultivation up to a comparatively

recent period I may add that within the last four

or five years a gentleman entered the establish-

ment of a well-known Dublin florist, and produc-

ing some blooms such as I have described, of

which he stated be had seen several bunches
among the table decorations at a school feast in

one of the poorer city parishes on the previous

evening, requested the aforesaid florist to procure

him some plants. It is needless to state that

every effort was made to trace the flowers to their

parent plant, but unfortunately without success,

as such quantities of flowers had been sent in

from various private gardens to the matron of the

institution, that she was unable to say from
whence the Primroses had come. Possibly if it

has not now quite disappeared from cultivation,

this little flower may still be found in a neglected

corner of some old-fashioned city garden.

—

W. B. H.

Phlox Drummondi,—For several seasons

I have observed this well-known annual used with

excellent effect by an amateur who has only a
very small garden—in fact, simply a little plot of

Grass with one flower bed in the centre and a
border all round for mixed flowers. It is, however,

kept with such extreme neatness and order that

passers by generally stop to gaze at it. During
summer and autumn the centre bed is one of the

loveliest mixtures of colour imaginable, yet its

occupants are only the produce of a single packet

of seed of Phlox Drummondi. In the labour and
care bestowed on this little garden lies the secret

of success. At the end of April or beginning of

May early-flowering bulbs are lifted from the bed,

removed to the kitchen garden, and laid in

there ; the soil is then deeply cultivated and
mixed with some rich manure, put deeply down
with the second spit. Some of the old soil is re-

moved from the surface, and a barrowful of good
fresh material is added at the top to plant in,

last j'ear's Cucumber bed being the material em-
ployed. The seed is sown in a box set in the kit-

chen window (the only glass available) in the

end of March, and when the young plants are

strong enough they are set out-of-doors under the

shelter of a wall to get hardened off. When the

bed is ready the seedlings are carefully planted
out about 6 in. apart all over the surface, and with
careful attention to watering, stirring the soil,

&c., they soon cover the bed, the shoots being
regulated and secured in their i^ositions by means
of hair-pins. As the flowers fade they arc care-
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fully removed, as it is seed-pods that bring the

display of annuals to a close early. Thus attended
to, they continue to flower until quite late in the

autumn.—JAMES Ghoom.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
PRUNING WISTARIA SINENSIS.

AViiEX in full flower, this is one of the noblest

plants we have for covering walls and trellises

and high archways. Bei-ag a free grower, it soon

covers a large space if each year's growth is

allowed to grow its whole length ; but when
pruned in the winter, the shoots are often left too

long. It does best when they are cut moderately

short. It then flowers freely, and produces strong

side shoots, or rather breast-wood, which should

be cut back to three eyes the first year, and
spurred in short afterwards. Fine racemes of

beautiful pale blue flowers will then be produced.

Long rods, nailed to walls or tied to trellises,

look naked; but, well spurred in, they produce

from nine to twelve flowers upon each spur at one

time. This plant will grow and flower freely upon
any aspect, and if planted upon different aspects,

it may be had in bloom for a long period. We have

a fine plant of it here upon a south and west wall

in full bloom at the present time, and the same
plant is also growing upon a north and east wall,

where it commences to bloom when the portion

growing upon the south and west aspects has

finished flowering, thus prolonging its beauty till

late in the summer. Often by the time the part

growing upon the north wall has finished flower-

ing, we get our second crop of bloom, generally a

good one, upon the south wall. This, I believe, is

one of the largest Wistarias in the country. It

has been planted a great number of years, and is

very large. I am told that the original stem of

this plant was killed by the frost in 1860, and
still the present stem measures 4 ft. in circum-

ference at 2ift. from the ground line, and several

of the main"branches are 2 ft. and 2i ft. in girth.

This tree, for so it may well be called, is trained

upon several portions of wall ranging from 12 ft.

to 6 ft. in height. The total length of the different

walls and archways which the plant covers, with

its numberless racemes of flowers, is 512 ft. It is

- finer this season than it has been for years. Wis-

tarias are generally propagated by layering one-

year-old shoots, which should be done as soon as

the wood is ripe in autumn, when they will be
rooted the following autumn ; they will then be
ready to plant into nursery rows, when they should

be cut back moderately short, to induce them to

produce strong shoots. Plants can also be raised

from cuttings made of the ripe one-year-old

shoots. Cut them into lengths from 9 In. to 12 in.,

and insert them in pots filled with light loam
and leaf-mould, with a sprinkling of silver sand

to keep the whole open. After inserting the cut-

tings, place the pots in a cold frame during the

winter, when the cuttings will soon callus, and
may be placed out of doors in summer. The plants

will there get rooted, and be ready to plant in nur-

sery rows in autumn, or they may be potted into

small pots the first year. Standards are formed
sometimes, and are very efEective when properly

trained, and kept well spurred in during the early

stages of their growth. "W. Cheistison.
The Rooliery, Bromley

.

A poor Rhododendron.—I send a flower

of a Japanese Rhododendron purchased in a seed-

ling state many years ago as B. Metternichi. I

cannot find, on turning to mygardenmemorandum
book, from whom I received it, but I cannot doubt
the correctness of the name under which it came
to me. It was carefully protected in a cold frame
when in a seedling state and planted in due time,

fully named, in the American garden at Coombe
Royal. When I moved to this place it was trans-

ferred to a large pot and sunkwith some others in

the lawn. Many buds having for the first time

been produced, it was taken up and placed in a
light, airy part of the conservatory—the result

you can judge of. It reminds me of a poor

variety of the American B. maximum.—J. L.,

Alvhigton, 'Torquay.

THE BUCK-EYES (PAVIA").

The Pavias constitute a group of trees allied to

the Horse Chestnuts (^sculus) ; indeed the dis-

tinction between the two is but slight, the fruit of

shape of a spreading bush with leaves similar to

those of the Horse Chestnut, but smaller and bear-

ing reddish brown stalks. Its flowers, which are

white, are borne in long erect spikes to which the

prominent stamens impart a feathery appearance.

Additional interest also attaches to this kind on
account of its flowering in July, and often also in

August, after the beauty of most flowering slu'ubs

is over. On a moist, somewhat shaded spot it grows

Pa via negUcta.

the latter being prickly, whilst that of the Pavias
is smooth. From a garden point of view they may
be defined as small trees bearing a great resem-
blance to the Horse Chestnut and producing red

or yellow flowers, which are later in expanding
than those of the common Horse Chestnut. A cool

deep soil is essential to their well-being ; in hot,

sandy places they assume a yellowish hue and
grow but slowly. As regards nomenclature, some
confusion exists, there being two or three well de-

fined kinds fi-om which numbers of hybrids have

freely and throws np suckers in such quantities

as to soon form a dejjse mass ; indeed it pushes
up shoots so freely frOm the base that when
in bad condition it should be out down to the

ground in spring. Thus treated, it will push up
afresh from the base and grow and flower freely.

P. flava, known in America as the big Buck-eye or

yellow Horse Chestnut, reaches a height of from
15 ft. to 20 ft., a good size compared with that of

the two other well known kinds, P. rubra and
P. macrostachya. Itis a free grower,more fastigiate

been raised, all differing more or less from each

other and from their parents.

Amongst the most ornamental must certainly

be named the large spiked Buck-eye (P. macro-

stachya). This species, which is also known under
the name of ^sculus paxviflora, assumes the

than the others, and the leaves are a paler shade
of green. The flowers are dull yellow ; in short,

except for the sake of variety, it is scarcely wortli

growing. The variety neglecta differs but little

from the type, judging by the small plants which
I have seen of it, but it is said to flower earlier
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iQcl to have its yellow flowers marked with red.

The red-flowered Pavia (P. rubra) is altogether a
more slender grower than the preceding, the

is preferred, choose good, vigorous scions and
cleft graft them in the ordinary way in JIarch,
while, as regards budding, it is only necessary to

outlook must be kept to see that thev are not
destroyed by mice. Alpha,

branches slighter, and their outline of a more open
character. It is also distinguished by the foliage
being of a deeper green, aijd the flowers, instead of
yellow, being brownish red. Thl^ red-flowered
Pavia is certainly a pretty little tree, and one very
suitable for situations where more vigorous sub-
jects would speedily outgrow the space allotted to
them. A variety of it is called humilis, and when
graftedas a standard occasionally humilis pendula.
It is weakly in growth, and seldom reaches a
greater height than from 4 ft. to 5 ft., but when
grafted, as it usually is, at some little distance
from the ground, it produces a globular, somewhat
pendulous, head. Amongst other varieties, of
which there are a great many, may be named
Lyoni, carnea, purpurea, and Whitleja, the last
being especially noteworthy on account of its

brightly coloured conspicuous blossoms. P. bicolor
and discolor are both shrubs, and very pretty ones
too when in flower. Their blooms are more or
less marked witli red, yellow, and sometimes a
purplish tinge, thus affording a pleasing change
from the others. What is known as P. macrocarpa
is supposed to be a garden hybrid between the
Horse Chestnut and one of the Pavias.
The Pavias are all easily increased ; the

branches of macrostachya often root when in
contact with the ground, and from the others,
when not grafted, suckers with roots attached to
them may frequently be detached, while, if such
cannot be done, they strike readily from layers.
The system of propagation generally followed,
however, is to either tud or graft the various
kinds (with the exception of P. macrostachya) on
the common Horse Chestnut with wliich they
readily unite, but grafted plants have always an
artificial look about them, and are not equal in
beauty to those on their own roots, i.e., when
clothed with branches down to the ground. These
remarks apply more particularly to the smaller
forms of rubra, which are handsomer as bushes
than with long, bare stems. If, however, it is

desired to have them on the Horse Chestnut, there
are, as I have said, a couple of ways -by which it
may be done—either by grafting in the spring, or
by budding as Roses are done in July. If grafting

Habrothamnusfasciculatua.—The pani-
cle of flowers of which you made favourable men-
tion (p. 358) was cut from a plant of this Habro-
thamnus, that has been growing against a south
wall for years. Though it gets cut to the ground
in very severe winters, it always breaks again
from the ground and produces flowers and foliage
such as one never sees in plants under pot cul-

ture. Almost any good soil suits it. It succeeds as
a standard in sheltered situations, but a brick
wall with a southern aspect will be found to give
the best results.

—

Sanguinba, Trelis.iick, Truro.

Shrubs in Devon.— Some shrubs are flower-

ingthisyear with wonderful prodigality ; especially

I would name the fine evergreen Escallonia ma-
crantha, introduced many years ago by Mr. Veitcli,

Sen., then of Mount Radford Nursery, Exeter. In
the Torbay district it floiirishes and blooms with
unusual freedom. On the lawn of this villa is one
which is 13 ft. high, with a circumference of

spreading branches of 60 ft. ; close to it is a Pyrus
japonica, more than 12 ft. high and 47 ft. in cir-

cumference.—J. L., Alvington, Torquay.

Fabiana imbrieata.—This is sj^oken of

(p. 394) as being hardy, but is it so in the true

sense of the word ? If the plant at Kew passed
the winter before last in the position described, it

may truly claim to rank amongst hardy shrubs,

and afEords one more instance of a plant being-

many years in cultivation without its real character

being generally known. Fabiana imbrieata was, I

believe, pretty largely grown in nurseries a quarter

of a century ago, but it has been in a great

measure lost sight of during these last few years,

a circumstance to be regretted, as it is really an
admirable pot plant, being of easy culture and

I

very eifeotive. lused to plant it out for the summer
choose the time when the bark runs readily. If inan open, sunny situation, and in this way obtained

seeds can be procured in quantity, they should be large specimens in one year. By the way, those

sown out-of-doors, and covered with about their who would like a good illustration of plant

own thickness of soil ; but when few in number, |
mimicry -n-ill find it in the Fabiana and Erica

Pama macrocarpa.

the best way is to sow in a pan of loamy soil, and i candidissima. I never saw two plants more alike
place them in a cold frame. In either case a sharp

|
when in bloom,—J. Coknhill
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Roadside trees.—The French Department
of Public Works reports among other things the

progress made in the great national work of plant-

ing the leading highways with trees. From this it

appears that the totial length of the Boiites

A'atinnalcs! -high roads—is about 25,000 miles, of

which U,S30 miles may be bordered with trees.

Of this distance nearly 9000 miles are planted,

while 5840 miles remain to be done. The number
of trees used to form the welcome avenue is

2,691,698.

Prunus triloba.—There are but few more
beautiful hardy flowering shrubs than this, yet,

strange to say, one seldom meets with it. For small

gardens it has special value, as it does not grow
to a large size, forming, when grown as a stan-

dard, adwart, spreading head. For this reason,

when placed in shrubberies where vigorous grow-

ing trees abound, it should be brought well to the

front, where in early spring, when crowded with

snowy blossoms, it forms a conspicuous object.

In the standard form, indeed, it well deserves a

good position on the Grass ; but it should, if pos-

sible, get some shelter, for rough winds and heavy

rains damage the expanded flowers. On a sunny,

sheltered wall this Prunus is quite at home, as

then it gets the protection which it needs, and
the blooms, as a rule, come larger than in the

open. It may also be grown in bush form, and it

is really admirable for forcing, as it flowers freely

in pots in a small state, and requires but little

heat to induce it to open its blooms. The same
plants may be used year after year if carefully

hardened oif, plunged, or planted out, ami well

fed in summer, but it is better to have two sets,

allowing them one year to recuperate.— J. CoEX-
HILL.

Thorns, white, pink, and crimson, in old-

fashioned country parks, have been very beautiful

this season. When additions are made to parks,

by taking in arable or pasture fields, some of the

Thorns in the hedgerows are, as a rule, retained,

and if carefully set out in groups they soon pro-

duce a picturesque effect. The straight lines are

easily broken up ; and even if young trees are

planted it does not take many years to get them
up to a good size. In planting, take out large

holes in the autumn and then fill with good soil

;

either three, five, or seven plants make pretty

groups, planted from 20 ft. to 30 ft. apart. Half-

standards or bushes are best ; they must be care-

fully staked, and the stems protected from cattle

or game. I like to see the colours kept separate,

rather than mixed up in an indiscriminate way,
and the white variety, that is sovery lovely, should
predominate. Groups or single specimens of pink,

scarlet, and crimson, if judiciouslj' placed, are

very effective. Paul's Scarlet Thorn with bunches
of double flowers, each nearly as large as a Bank-
sian Rose, is well worthy of a place in even the
smallest garden ; for when out of flower its

clusters of berries are very ornamental.

—

James
Groom.

SHORT NOTES—TREES AND SHRUBS.

New "Weigela.—Enclosed is a species of Weigela from

Japan, of which we have now bushes covered with flowers.

The latter op n pui'e wliite, and then turn to rose and
crimson. [.Seems to be distinct, but will require to be
better grown. From the New Plant Company at Col-

chester.]

Philadelphus micropbyllue.—This new Califor-

nian shrub, which is quite hardy here, is now showing its

first flowers, which are deliciously scented, and as large as

a shilling. The scent, which is strong, is something like

that of the Strawberry. It is a pigmy shrub, well adapted
to adorn even a small rockery. It has been introduced

into Europe by Professor C. S. Sargent, of Harvard Univer-

sity.—Max LKITCHLrN, Baden-Ba en.

Ivy.—I planted two plants of a small-leaved Ivy on a
north wall two years ago, and now they are producing
large leaves, and different in shape from what they used to

be. I planted in peat and loam, with a little manure.
\Miat has made the foliage so much larger?—G. C. [The
variety appears to be Csenwoodiana ; it has outgro\vn its

original character through being too highly fed. The
difference in the sizes of the leaves sent is doubtless attri-

butable to this cause.]

SEASONABLE WORK.
FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

G. J., SURREY.

The white, yellow, and bronze-brown colourings

of Spanish Iris, about a week later than the blue,

are now some oE our best room deconations. They
are in a glass that allows the bunch to spread at

the top, so that each flower stands clear of its

neighbour. A large, high glass holds white Fox-
gloves, with Iris ochroleuca and the white and
yellow Thalictrums. Flowering branches of Portu-

gal Laurel are in large vases of blue and white
oriental porcelain. A white china I:)asket is filled

with Sweet Brier in flower, and some blooms with
foliage of Magnolia Thompsoniana are arranged
in an antique engraved glass. Autumn-sown
French Poppies are still brilliant in large masses
of red and pink, and in continual use on the dinner-

table with warm-coloured foliage. The Corn Mari-

gold (Chrysanthemum segetum) is another hand-
some annual for present use, fine in large

bunches by itself. Masses of orange Eschscholtzia

in three silver bowls decorate a long dinner-

table. A large embossed copper holds a white
Cactus grouped with Adiantums, and pots of

Harrison's Musk are bright and sweet smelling.

FLOWER GARDEN.
W. WILDS3IITH, HECKFIELD.

Lysimachia Nummularia aurea.—This

is a yellow-leaved sport, obtained from L. Num-
mularia, which grows wild in British meadows

;

hence it may justly be classed as a weed, but it

is also an excellent plant for moist and shady
places in the rock garden, and for carpeting the

ground beneath the taller plants, the appearance
of which is improved by an undergrowth of deep
golden yellow, a colour which tliis plant retains

throughout the season. AVe have used it for

edgings and groundwork in the open flower gar-

den, but, being a shade-loving plant, it gets rusty

in bright, sunny weather, and is therefore not to

be relied upon for such positions— at least, not so

far south as Hampshire ;
northwards it would no

doubt prove as useful for this purpose as it does

here for undergrowth and rockwork. It is readily

propagated by division at any season of the year.

Slirubberies.—Owing to the multiplicity of

operations that at this season demand attention,

shrubberies are apt to get neglected, and Nettles,

Thistles, Dandelions, and other weeds are allowed

to run to seed. Of course, this only happens in

places where labour is restricted, and where some-
thing must be left undone ; though, taking into

consideration the after consequences, such weeds
as these should not be overlooked, for even if time
for hoeing or hand-weeding cannot be spared, they

may very quickly be prevented from seeding by
roughly going over them with a rip-hook till such
time as proper attention can be devoted to the

work ; then the plants should be cleared of all

seed vessels and dead branches, irregular growths
shortened back, and suckers removed. Clema-
tises and other climbers should be secured to

their supports. Ordinary Pea sticks, placed in a
slightly leaning triangular form, make excellent

supports for shrubbery climbers. Lately moved
plants should be re-mulched, and if necessary

soaked with water. Turf verges should be closely

cut, and any vacant spaces near the front planted
with such biennials as Snapdragons, Canterbury
Bells, and Sweet Williams.

Mixed flo'wer borders.—The most showy
and most useful flowers for vase furnishing on our
borders at the present time are Pyrethrums and
Columbines, the yellow and bronze coloured flowers

of thelattcr being the most novel and pleasing. The
Pyrethrums, both single and double, range in

colour from deep crimson to pure white, and in a
cut state keep fresh for a longer period than any
other flowers I know of ; their merits are such as to

justify their extended culture. These and many
others now need staking and tying, but it should

be done as loosely as the safety of the flower-stems

and plants will admit of. Weeds should be kept
down and the surface-soil broken, particularly

about Dahlias, Hollyhocks, and sub-tropical

plants latelj' planted for autumn effect. Old
established plants do not need these details of

culture ; indeed, many thrive best when left for

year's in an undisturbed state, or with only such
attention as to curtailment of growth as shall pre-

vent their injuring adjoining i^lants. As is the case
with many plants this year, Asters, Stocks, and
Phlox Drummondi are suffering from the attacks
of aphides ; they should therefore be syringed with
soap-suds two or three ev.onings in succession, and
then well washed with clear water. Owing to the
dripping weather, slugs are also extra active,

especially amongst annuals ; the best bait for

them is bran, to which they go readily, and may
be caught in the act of feeding any time after

dusk or very early in the morning. Plenty of soot

and lime thrown about does much to keep them at
bay, but rain soon renders both inoperative,

hence my partiality for the bran baits.

Generral work.—This consists in pegging
down bedding plants and freeing them from use-

less flowers, mulching with Cocoa fibre the smaller
plants, and keeping the ground about the larger

kinds open by frequent stirring. Calceolarias,

'Violas, and Verbenas enjoy a rich mulching of

cow manure or horse droppings ; such coverings

keep them in vigorous growth and bloom during
the hottest weather. Clipping edgings and ground-
work of Sedums, Herniaria, Mentha, and the like

will also now be engaging attention, also turf

edgings and verges, mowing, weeding, and after

rain rolling walks.

INDOOR PLANTS.
T. BAINES, SOUTHSATB.

Indoor climbing Roses —Where Roses
are trained on the roofs or back walls of conser-

vatories or greenhouses they are often found to

thrive well for a few years and then to get into

a stunted, weak condition, making little growth,
and equally unsatisfactory in flowering; frequently
tl)e cause of this is an insufficiency of manure
regularly applied as the roots exhaust it. When
Koses are grown under glass, the extra warmth
they receive, and the consequently much longer
period in each year they are kept on in a growing
state tend to tax the roots proportionately more,
and unless the soil is kept constantly supplied
with the requisite enriching materials the growth
necessarily becomes weak, rendering the plants

an easy prey to insects that invariably attack
weak growth. Another cause of insufficient bloom
is the want of enough thinning out of the weak
shoots, whereby the energies of the plants, instead

of being directed to the support of a moderate
number of shoots that would grow to a size able

to produce a crop of flowers, are spent in the pro-

duction of weak, useless wood unable to bloom.
Roses when grown indoors, as they are in the
open air, are gross feeding plants, that, moreover,
generally are subjected to a free use of the knife,

and to avoid their getting into the condition de-

scribed must have very much more manure given

them than would be suflicient for almost any
other kind of plants cultivated under glass,

and after the principal flowering is over they
should have all the useless wood cut out and a
considerable portion of the old strong shoots

annually well shortened back ; in this way they
make through the summer new wood that will not
failtoflowertheensuingseason. Withthat favourite

climber Marfichal Niel it is more necessary to fol-

low this treatment yearly than in the case of

most others. One of the most successful growers of

this variety, who has the roof of a very large house
completely covered with severalplants, cuts them all

back each spring after blooming almost as close as

'Vinesin winter after they are pruned. As regards

this splendid Rose, under all conditions, either

where grafted, budded, oron its own roots, it is so

short lived that it becomes necessary to put in

young plants at intervals of three or four years,

so that they may take the place of those that go
oflE. In -winter, before growth begins, is the best
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time to add new soil and manure, Ijut where the

plants are at all weak they should now at once be

assisted by heavy top dressings of manure—over
which for appearance sake 1 in. of fine soil may be

spread ; this will be washed down to the roots in

the process of watering, which, with diligent at-

tention as regards keeping them clear from in-

sects, will maintain the requisite strength.

Pelargoniums.—Zonal varieties wanted for

flowering in winter should be so treated as to

insure the pots getting well filled with roots, and
the whole growth thoroughly matiired before

autumn ; this is of much more consequence than
studying to get the plants large, as if at all in a

soft, over-vigorous condition they will run off to

leaf-growth as soon as subjected to warmth in

place of flowering. To avoid this, all j'oung stock

for winter blooming should be at once moved to

the pots they are intended to occupy and free

growth encouraged, after whicli they ought to be
placed out-of-doors in an open situation under the

full influence of the sun, and kept there until

there is danger from frost. The earliest flowered

portion of the stock, such as tlie London market
growers cultivate, should, as soon as they have
bloomed, be fully exposed out-of-doors so as to

ripen up the growth previous to heading them
back ; if this be done in good time they will

break into growth, and can be repotted suffi-

ciently earlj' to admit of their gaining the needful
strength before autumn.

Salvias. - These, if grown in pots, ought to

be moved into those they are to flower in ; the size

the plants are required to grow to will determine
the amount of root room they should have. The
pots ought to be plunged in ashes, choosing a
position where they will be sheltered from rough
winds, but still where plenty of light will reach
them ; stop the shoots as often as may be found
necessarj', and never allow the plants to want for

water, otherwise the foliage is sure to be injured.

Azaleas.—The growth of these must now
be regulated. If those that flowered first are

wanted to bloom next season earlier than
hitherto, and the buds are not yet' prominent, they
must be kept for some time longer in a hoiise or

pit in which a close atmosphere can be secured in

the after part of the day by closing the ventilators

early. Such plants as bloomed later should now be
encouraged to make growth by placing them where
a sufl3.oient temperature can be kept up. Syringe
freely every day when the house is closed to keep
down thrips, and if these or red spider cannot be
kept under by syringing with clean water alone, the
plants should be dipped or syringed with Tobacco-
water, which, although taking more time than
fumigating, is nevertheless much preferable, as I

have never been able to use as much Tobacco
smoke as would destroy the thrips without injur-

ing the leaves. All that have bloomed late and are

in want of more root room should now have a
shift. Azaleas do not begin to make roots until

after they have pushed a good amount of shoot
growth, and just after this has commenced is

much the best time to pot them. They do with
considerably less root space than most hard
wooded stock, but like to be encouraged either

with manure water or some of the concentrated
manures now so much used.

Neriums.—The individual blooms of these
easily-grown plants much resemble those of per-

petual-flowering Carnations, and are little inferior

to them for cutting, a piu'pose for which they are
in every way adapted. Their erect habit of growth
is somewhat against them, but where large, well-
furnished specimens exist witli suitable treat-

ment they can be turned to good account.
Large examples of this description should
now be placed out-of-doors in a sunny posi-

tion, where their further growth will be some-
what checked.. If treated in this way and sup-
plied with water enough to enable their

bloom-buds to set, shoots taken .off with about
half-a-dozen joints will strike readily and make
nice flowering stock in 5-in. or 6-in. pots. Young
plants propagated from small shoots and grown
on in little pots should now also be fully ex-

posed to the sun in the open air. Unless Neriums
are so managed there is no way of insuring their

blooming satisfactorily, as they keep on growing
and do not get their growth properly ripened.

Medium-sized examples that have bloomed late

and that are required to be kept low and bushy
may now be well shortened back, and as soon as

they have broken afresh should, if necessary, re-

ceive a shift. They will thrive in any kind of soil,

but moderately strong loam seems to encourage
a disposition to flower.

Camellias.—The earliest flowering plants

are best grown in pots, as thus treated they can
be moved about as occasion requires in order to

accelerate or retard their blooming. Any that

have already got their buds as far advanced as

may be desirable should be placed in cooler quar-

ters, but until in this condition they must not be
moved out of warmth, as when once the excite-

ment consequent on their being in heat is stopped

they will not bear forcing subsequently; there-

fore, it is well to note their condition. All

that had their growth retarded by late flowering

should have sufiicient shade to protect their young
tender leaves from sunshine. Syringe freely once

a day, and see that the roots are kept well mois-

tened, a matter to which it is necessary to pay
particular attention.

Room and tableplants.—Plants naturally

fit for use in this way are by no means plentiful.

As a rule those disposed to keep to a single stem,

suchasthe smallerleaved Arali as, Palms, Drac!i;nas,

and others of a like character, are the most suit-

able, and when too large for this purpose there

should always be sufiicient successional stock

to take their place. Amongst Pandanus, P.

Veitohi is most liked; where plants of it are

nicely variegated and not too large it is very

effective, but, owing to its being unable to live

out of heat except in summer, it is not so useful

as others more hardy. It is, however, easily in-

creased, as it produces suckers freely when it has
attained a moderate size. It is not well to allow

the suckers to get too large before taking them off

from the old plants, as if their leaves have got long
and erect they never make such good examples as

when struck small. Suckers will root freely treated

in the way in which Pines are managed ; slip them
off from tlie parent plants, strip a few of the

bottom leaves off, and insert them in small pots
filled with ordinary loam, with or without bottom
heat. There are one or two otlrer species that

answer well for this kind of decoration whilst in

a small state, of which P. javanicus variegatus

and P. Vandermeersohi are the best ; they require

similar treatment to P. Veitchi.

Cutting back hard-'wooded plants.—
There are some hard-wooded plants that require a
free use of the knife every season immediately
after they have done flowering, otherwise they
soon get into such a loose straggling state as to

be worthless. Amongst these are Polygalas, Pime-
leas, Dracophyllum gracile, Epacrises, Tetratheca
verticillata, Diosmas, Correas, Acacias, and others

possessing a similar habit—plants, in short, that

annually make shoots of considerable length, and
which, if a good part is not well cut back, cannot
be kept within bounds. From one-half to two-
thirds the length of slroots made last summer
should be removed, after which the plants ought
to be encouraged to make growth by placing them
in a house or pit where they can be kept closer

than in an ordinary greenhouse, and be syringed
overhead in the evenings.

Solanums.—The berry-bearing kinds of these

are most useful when managed so as to induce them
to come on in succession. If a portion of the stock

has been treated as already directed, they will

now be furnished with fruit that will have suf-

ficient time to become fully coloured by the end
of September, from whicli time to tlie close of the

year they are most serviceable for associating

with the comparatively few flowering plants that

can then be had in bloom. Those later in flower-

ing will follow the first, and if well attended to,

will colour their berries towards the close of the
year. To have these Solanums in presentable con-

dition, their leaves must be in a healthy green
state, as if at all deficient in this respect they are
unin^itin.g in appearance ; to insure this, as the
pots are now full of roots, they must have unre-
mitting attention in the way of supplying water,
and they should also have liquid manure once a
fortnight.

FRUIT.
W. COLEMAN, EASTNOE CASTLE.

Vines.—When all the Grapes have been cut
from the carlj' Vines, examine the inside borders,

add a little fresh mulching if they have suffered

from the weight of the crop, and keep the roots

moderately supplied with diluted liquid to start a
flush of laterals, but guard against carrying feed-

ing to an excess that will force a vigorous growth,
and so exhaust the Vines after the wood is ripe.

Keep the strongest laterals pinched to balance
the flow of sap, and preserve all the old foliage

by good syringing every evening, or as often as

the state of the weather may render atmospheric
moisture necessary.

Succession houses in which the Grapes are

ripening may have more air by nightand by day, with
just sufficient fire-heat to keep the minimum tem-
perature at 60°, and when the berries have attained

their full size, the afternoon closing may be dis-

continued, particularly where the colouring pro-

cess is not going on satisfactorily. If this house
contains Madresfield Court Muscats, see that the

borders are moist, but not wet, mulch well with
some loose non-conducting material, and allow all

the laterals and leaders togrow until after theGrapes
are cut. The biting north 'and east winds having
kept the external temperature so low as to necessi-

tate sharp firing, spider has become more plen-

tiful than agreeable, and so rapidly does it spread
under the bright and now powerful sun, that

vigorous measures must be taken for keeping it in

check. As almost every one dreads the use of sul-

phur, timely sponging with soapy water, the

application of clean soft water through a good
syringe every night where it can be applied with-

out touching the Grapes, and generous culture,

separately or combined, wliile helping the croji

will tell most decidedly against the enemy.

Late houses.—Muscats, Lady Downes, and
other kinds which frequently scald during the
stoning process must be closely watched until

they are considered safe. Up to the present time
the weather has been very cold, and constant
firing to maintain a medium temperature has been
favourable to the Grapes, as we have not had
sudden fluctuations ; but any rapid change or dis-

turbance of the atmosphere may bring on the
usual fermentation of the pulp surrounding the

kernels, in whicli case it will be well to continue

a high night temperature, with diminished at-

mospheric moisture to prevent the berries from
getting cold, and to maintain a steady heat of

from 78° to 80° through the day, by keeping the

pipes warm, and by increasing or decreasing the

ventilation.

Melons.—A few seeds of favourite kinds may
still be sown and grown on in pots for filling up
the different compartments in which fruit is now
swelling off and ripening. All the green-fleshed

kinds do best when plunged in fermenting mate-
rial placed over the bottom-heat pipes, as the
roots are then entirely under control, and a flush

of fire-heat when they are in tiower will always
insure a good set, and a continuous circulation

when the fruit is ripening will greatly enliance

the flavour. For standing on kerbs in Pine stoves,

or where it is inconvenient to plunge, I always
give preference to scarlet-fleshed kinds, as they
can stand more dry heat and are less subject to

red spider. The}', however, require more feeding
from the first, and to counteract the drying influ-

ence of hot-water pipes over which they arc often

placed, shallow traj'S made of wood and about
2 in. deep are placed under the pots for the re-

ception of a few handfuls of rich compost and
the partial retention of liquid manure as it passes

away from them. I mention trays advisedly, as

roots ramify and feed better in them than they
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do in saucers in which the liquid remains and

soon becomes stagnant. An old Melon grower

has said that all Melons are good when properly

grown, and he might have added three-fourths of

the Jlelons now sent to om- shows are so tho-

roughly changed in colour and character, that

they cannot "be recognised by their raisers.

Change of colour is, of course, due to the pre-

sence" of two or more kinds—perhaps not in the

same house, but in the same garden—and defi-

ciency in flavom- may generally be traced to an

excess of cold water about the roots through the

swelling stage and want of bottom-heat when
the fruit is ripening. If the grower of Melons

would guarantee a true stock be must not grow

more than one kind. If he would have his fruit

always good he must hold the elements of heat,

air, and"water entirely under his command, and

the latter condition is in no other way so cer-

tainly and easily secured as by the adoption of

the pot system.

Cucumbers. — Where the bottom-heat is

obtained from hot-water pipes and fermentin

material combined, the latter should be renovated

with fresh fermenting leaves when the plunging

thermometer denotes a fall to SO*, and the night

temperature of the house cannot be maintained

without having recourse to sharj) firing, at all

times injurious to a moisture-loving plant like the

Cucumber; but never more so than when the

powerful midsummer sun strikes suddenly upon

the roof before tbe pipes have bad time to get

cool. If the pots or beds are well drained, it is

hardly possible to over-water, or to give the foliage

too much atmospheric moisture, provided the

liquid for the one and the pure water for the other

is applied at or a few degi-ees above the mean
temperature of the house. As the plants will

now be producing fruit at every joint, over-

cropping must be carefully a%'oided, at least if

they are to be kept on bearing throughout the

summer ; but where thej' are shortly to be re

moved for Melons, a flush of fruit may be taken

before they are destroyed. Where manure is

plentiful, and frames which have been used for

forced vegetables are now at liberty, a few lights

under good management will give an abundant
supply of excellent fruit until the early autumn
sown plants come into bearing. Instead of pullins

down and rebuilding the beds, we dig out a trench

2 ft., in width, the whole length of the frame a

little nearer to the front than to the back, fill in

with a few barrow-loads of the best fermenting

material we have at hand, and turn the plant;

out on small mounds of maiden loam. A new
lining is placed to the front ; we cover early every

night, and adopt the market grower's syst-en: of

shutting up about 3 p.m. with sun-heat and plenty

of moisture. If straight fruit is required, glasses

may be used.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
EAELT VEGETABLES.

Some of the older varieties of early vegetables

still hold their own against newer sorts. As a rule,

new varieties should be grown in small quantities

until their merits have been fully proved, when,
if found to give satisfaction, both as regards
growth and quality, they may be grown more
largely. They, however, require to be grown two
or three seasons before they can be said to have
been subjected to a fair trial.

Of Cauliflowers, one of the best of early

vegetables after the Broccoli crop is over, Early
London is one of the hardiest and also one of the
earliest.. On this 1 always depend for my first

crop. The produce of seed sown the first week in

September and wintered in a cold frame was
planted under ordinary hand-lights, four plants in

each, the first week in February. From these we
commenced cutting fine large heads on May 15,

while some of the newer varieties did not com-
mence to form heads until the end of the month,
all being under the same treatment. Walcheren
succeeds the early sorts when sown in September,
and if sowings be made in succession during the

spring months, this sort may be had good all the

summer until Yeitch's Autumn Giant comes into

use. The latter keeps up a supply until early

Broccoli is fit for use.

Potatoes.—For early crops out-of-doors, I

find nothing to equal Myatt's Ashleaf and P.or-

ter's Excelsior. Both were planted on the same
day, and received exactly the same treatment.

Porter's Excelsior was dug the same day as Myatt's,

the tubers were of medium size, free from disease,

and first-rate quality, and I find that they keep
well during winter. Rivers' Eoyal Ashleaf is a

good sort to succeed the two varieties just men-
tioned. It is a heavy cropper, and produces large

clean tubers of good quality, rendering it fit

either for field or garden culture. Early Eose
comes in well after Rivers' Ashleaf is finished

and before the later sorts are fit to dig.

Carrots.— Carrots are always in demand
during the spring months ; old ones have to give

place to new ones as soon as the latter can be

had, either forced or from the open garden. I

make a small sowing of the early French forcin:

one as early in the new year as I can, and this

comes into use a few days earlier than the Im
proved Early Horn, sown at the same time. The
early scarlet Horn is one of the best to sow to

succeed the very early sorts, which are not pro-

fitable to grow in quantities, owing to their not

growing so large as some of the later sorts.

Cabbages.—I find nothing to equal East

Ham as a good early sort. It is hardier than most

varieties ; indeed, I seldom lose a plant of it during

the winter, while other sorts have been destroyed

by frost and snow. After growing it for several

seasons, I find nothing so profitable during the

early spring months ; it is seldom any of tlie plants

run to seed in the early spring, while often other

sorts growing upon the same ground nearly all run

to seed. This spring I cut hearted Cabbages of this

sort tliree weeks earlier than I did of other sorts

planted at the same time. This variety is grown
extensively in Essex by some of the market

gardeners. Early Heartwell is a good sort for

spring planting, producing, as it does, fine, close,

compact heads of a first-rate quality.

Turnips.—Of the many varieties of early

Turnips in cultivation, none surpasses the red-

topped Munich for earliness. It comes into use

three weeks and sometimes a month before any
of the earliest sorts we have in cultivation. I find

this variety to be of first-rate quality early in the

spring and summer until we get hot, dry weather,

when it gets string}' and hard, often having a

bitter taste when cooked. This is not, however, I

believe, the case in all situations and soils. A good
second early cropper ^ill be found to be the early

French Turnip, a fine melting sort, to be succeeded

by the early white Dutch, one of the best Turnips

in cultivation, always boiling tender.

WM. CHEI3TIS0N.

CELERY AKD ITS CULTURE.

The season has now arrived for getting Celery

out in trenches, and in order to have it fine and
large the plants require a long season's growth
before winter sets in. To have them in the best

condition for planting they should have been
pricked out on a bed of very rich light soil some
time back, from which, if well watered before

being lifted, they may now be moved with good
balls, and getting them up in that way is an im-

portant matter, as success depends on their hav-

ing no check, for if they do they are .almost sure

to st.art off to seed. Some growers of Celery

plant three or more rows in a trench, which may
answer very well if the heads are to be used early,

but not so for standing the winter, as the wet
gets into the hearts and causes them to rot, and
another objection against tlie practice is that the

plants cannot be earthed up so well and easily as

they can when cultivated on the single row sys-

tem, which is the best and most satisfactory in

the end. If the dwarf kinds of Celery are grown,

the trenches need not be more than 3 ft. apart,

which is quite far enough to admit of obtaining

sufficient soil for the earthing up ; but if the tall

sorts are preferred, it will be necessary to

allow i ft. between. The best way, however,

of growing Celeiy, and the most economical,

as regards ground, is to have the trenches much
wider apart and to sow Peas or Runner Beans
between ; by doing this the Celery gets just the

slight shade it likes, and at least double the

crop of Peas or Beans is obtained, as by having
so much more light and air they bear with far

greater freedom. If Peas or Scarlet Runners be
not sown, autumn Cauliflowers may be planted, as

they will be ofi in time for the landing up of

the Celery ; if Cauliflowers are grown, 5 ft. apart

will be about right for the trenches. These should
not be dug deep and ditch-like, as one often sees

them, as they are bad for the Celery, which has
then only the "oad sub-soil to root in, and conse-

quently it can never be grown so good as it may
when planted at a higher level. If the earth is

taken out 6 in. in depth and 10 in. in width, that

will be ample, and after having done so, a heavy
dressing of mild, thoroughly decomposed manure
should be spread evenly along the bottom of the

trench and dug in, when all will bo ready for

putting out the plants. This should be done by the

aid of a trowel, so as to make good holes to admit
of tbe plants being planted without cramping the

roots, and the next thing is to give a heavy soak-

ing of water to settle the soil about them, when
they will soon start oS to grow. To keep
them well at work, it will be necessary to con-

tinue the watering at least once a week during

dry weather, and when the plants get hold, weak
liquid manure should be given instead of the water.

As the administering of the one or the other

causes much washing of the soil, it is a good plan

to mulch along each side of the rows of Celery

by scattering leaf-mould along, or, better still, by
the use of sea-weed if it can be had, as sea-weed

lies close and stops evaporation, thus keeping the

roots of the Celery in a constantly moist, uniform
state. Earthing up should not take place till the

plants are fully grown, but to prevent them
spreading too far and to keep the leaves compact,

it is necessary to run a piece of matting loosely as

a tie round each plant, which not only answers

the purpose stated, but greatly facilitates the

earthing when that operation takes place, as the

leaves being close, there is no fear of the soil

getting between and working its way into the

hearts of the plants. S. D.

A SELECTION OF POTATOES.
" Stlvesteis " asks (p. 107) for that which, I fear,

no one can satisfactorily furnish. The Savour of

Potatoes depends so much upon soils and other

circumstances, that ground which will suit one

land will not always suit another. It is, therefore,

best for those who grow Potatoes to find out from

trial and practical experience what are the kinds

which suit then- locality best. This may seem to

many to be a matter of difiiculty, but it is really

not so, as if some half-dozen kinds only be taken

of each for trial in small quantities, the required

selection may soon be made. In Middlesex we
have a stifE clay loam, that in good seasons will

produce excellent Potatoes, and I think I may say

will vie with the soil of any part of the kingdom

in developing that pleasant nutty flavour whichis

always found to be so acceptable in table varieties.

Owing to the quantity we plant many are put in

with the dibber, but the bulk is planted in fur-

rows, broken up beneath. The tubers are laid into

these shallow furrows and covered over with soil

from the ridges intervening. I prefer this plan to

all others in planting Potatoes, and as I am often

compelled to grow Potatoes in the same ground

several years in succession, the furrow of one

season becomes the ridge of another, and thus not

only is all the soil deeply stirred, but as far as

possible the Potatoes get a change of ground.

Disease is not with us worse than with others.

As a rule the crops are far cleaner and heavier,

but, of course, if we get a very bad disease season,

we have to suflEer as others do. My rows are on an

average 3 ft. in width, and unless the soil is ex-
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cessively rich or the hauhn growth unusuallj-

vigorous, I think that width is ample. In rich

kitchen gardens i ft. is none too much, but I

obiect to the growth of main crop Potatoes in

such soils ;the danger from disease is excessive, and

the tubers always lack that flavour found in those

grown in open fields or in soil less rich in ammonia.
Ammoniacal manures develop luxuriant leafage,

but do not assist tuberous growth. Phosphatic

manures, on the other hand, do not affect the

foliage much, but not only promote the develop-

ment of a good crop of tubers, but impart to them
mealiness and flavour. By mealiness I do not mean
that white flowery appearance which manj' regard

as the perfection of a tuber. Mere dryness and
whiteness may exist independent of flavour alto-

gether. I'hose tubers that, while moderately dry,

soft, and nutty, have also in them a fair admix-
ture of yellow are invariably the best eating

Potatoes. Of round kinds I find such as Rector of

Woodstock, Early Market, Radstock Beauty,

Grampian, and Bedfont Prolific to be particularly

good ; and of later ones, Reading Hero, School-

master, and Champion are first-rate. Being only

just in commerce, I exclude such kinds as Mr.

Fenn's New Early Regent and Fiftyfcld, both
good in quality, as well as several others. Of
kidneys the Ashleaf is perhaps our best flavoured

early kind, and to this may be added Mona's
Pride, Covent Garden Perfection, Edgcote Seed-

ling, Advance, Woodstock Kidney, and Bountiful

(small,, but excellent in quality), and for its

disease-resisting powers Magnum Bonum. Of
newer kinds of well proved table quality, " Sylves-

tris " should try Cosmopolitan, White Kidney, Prize-

taker, Red Kidney, and the pretty red flat-round

Reading Russet, all kinds possessing the finest

table quality, and at the same time large croppers

and handsome. A. D.

SEED SAVING.

In a general way it is better to purchase seeds

of vegetables than to attempt to save them, as

the few required of any one kind renders it

hardly worth while going to the trouble of pro-

jecting them from birds, which, unless the plants

are securely netted, are sure to find them out and
devour them. The difticulty, however, of getting

a good strain of Cabbages makes people, when
they have ope, anxious to keep it, but to main-
tain it pure there must not be anything else of

the Brassica tribe near that will come into

flower at the same time as the Cabbages, or they
will be sure to get crossed, either by the bees or

the wind carrying the pollen, in which case the

whole stock will be spoiled. To get and main-
tain a fine strain of Cabbages, the very best of

any particular kind should be selected for seed,

choice being made oE such as have the closest

and most compact hearts with few outer leaves.

These may either be cut and used now and the
stalks saved, or they may be allowed to stand
as they are to burst and run, in which case a
year is saved, as they run to flower at once

;

whereas those cut do not start into bloom
till the following spring. If the heads are
cut, the stalks may be transplanted at once, so as

to get them all together in a convenient place for

them to stand, which place should be open and
well away from the roots of trees, which would,
if near, rob them of moisture, and, perhaps, starve
the seed. In transplanting the stalks it is neces-
ary to lift them carefully, so as to secure as ball

of earth with them, and in replanting they should
be dropped a little lower than they have been, and
have the soil washed in about them by giving a
good soaking of water. Treated in this way, they
will get firm hold of the ground, and early next
year start strongly and afford fine lieads of seed.
These should be staked up and tied to keep them
erect, and as soon as the pods begin to swell, it

will be high time for the plants to be netted. The
most secure method is to use the nets double, so
that the meshes may cross, otherwise the small
red linnets are apt to find their way in. Cabbage
seed, well ripened and liarvestcd, and stored in a
cool, dry place, will keep good for years. To pre-

vent the maggot getting among it, it is a good plan
to have a little cayenne pepper with it, or a pinch
or two of snuff, either of which will keep the

s away.— S. D.

Cabbage seed is by no means easy to

secure pure where it is saved in a small way

;

not only does the Cabbage cross most freely with
Broccoli, but also with all kinds of the Brassica

family, and it there be any diverse sorts growing not
merely in tlie same garden but in any other near,

the chance of securing true stocks is most doubt-
ful. A few plants saved to bloom, and purposely
blocked in together may be largely protected with
fine netting. If a garden is isolated from all

others, and no members of the Brassica family
are permitted to bloom in that garden then the

results may be all that can be desired, \^^lere

seeds of this kind are grown in a large way, and
the plots of perhaps several acres are either

isolated or have growing between them equally

large plots of Turnips of some kind, the danger of

intercrossing is minimised. Bees, the chief agents
in fertilisation, will find so much food in a large

field in flower, that they will not be tempted to

go to another kind to get the needful load of

food. Autumn-planted Cabbages for spring cut-

ting, if of a true kind, will usually ran through the

summer and following winter, producing side

sprouts and small heads, and then go to seed in

the succeeding spring. Cabbages planted now,
on the other hand, will as a rule run off to bloom
next spring. Of course the heads are all cut in the

interim, as shoots burst forth freelj' enough from
the leaf joints in the spring, and these produce
ample bloom. In " W. D.s " peculiar case, having
a farm field at disposal he would do well to re-

move his plants there quite early in the spring,

but not earlj' in the winter, lest being trans-

planted, and to an exposed position, hard frost

might do the stems injury. It is not an uncommon
practice for autumn planted Cabbages to bolt off

to flower in the spring. Seed saved from these

would only perpetuate rubbish and should be
pulled as fast as they are observed.—A. X>.

Early Peas.—On Feb. 2 I sowed several

hundred pots of difl'erent varieties, all of which
were grown under the same conditions, side by
side upon the same piece of ground. I gathered

my first dish on May 24, from our old friend,

Daniel O'Rourke ;
Kentish Invicta was ready on

May 29 ; William I. was quite a fortnight later,

and several newer kinds were nearly as late. I

find the newer varieties to be larger in pod and
stronger in growth, and as an early Pea I believe

Laxton's First of All will turn out to be a very

early variety.—G. Williams, Peasma/rsli Place,

Siissex.

Early Potatoes.—I have this season made
a small, but careful trial of the Ashtop section

The following so-called varieties were planted in-

an open quarter, viz.. Early Bird, Early Frame,
Wilson's, Empress Eugenie, Early Hammersmith,
Myatt's,Stratton's Seedling, and Old Ashtop (true).

I find Early Frame and Empress Eugenie to be
equally early; in fact, I believe them to be
identical. They are of the largest size, heavy
croppers, and remarkably good. I therefore put
these down as No. 1, OldAshtop No. 2, and Myatt's

3rd.—R. Gilbert, Burghley.

Early Paris market Turnip.—I find this

to be a most useful early Turnip. Sown the first

week in February it was fit for use in the middle
of May in a sheltered garden, and, unlike some
kinds which I have grown for early crops, it

showed no disposition to run to seed. We sow in

rows l\ ft. apart, and protect with old fish nets

from birds, which are very partial to the seed just

as it is sprouting, while under the shelter of a net

the young crop makes rapid progress. We water
freely if the weather ii dry, and dust with wood
ashes and soot while the leaves are damp. As soon
as the young plants get into rough leaf they are

thinned out to C in. apart, the hoe being kept
going among them. Fresh soil is very essential

for Turnips, and it should also be kept in a very
friable condition.—J. G. L.

New Spiuacll.—At a recent meeting of the
French National Horticultural Society, Messrs.
Vilmorin exhibited a form of Spinach named
Monstrueuse de Viroflay, a sort which displayed
extraordinary development as compared with
other kinds. This variety was obtained some seven
years ago, and is declared to be perfectly fixed.

Although the leaves are unusually large, they are
none the less excellent in flavour.—J. C. B.

Value ofdeep cultivation.—This is well
shown by our Onion crop that follows Celery.

Two rows are just over where the Celery trench
Wiis made last summer, and three rows are over

the intervening space left comparatively hard and
unbroken, and although after the Celery crop was
cleared all the land was dug over, the two rows
over the trench are far ahead of the three on the

intervening spaces, and I have noted for several

years that tlie rows thus placed maintain their

superiority to the end of the season. Therefore, if

full value for labour and manure is not obtained
in the case of the first crop, do not think all is

lost, for it will be found that deep and thorough
cultivation and manuring, even only once per-

formed, will show its effect for years.—J. GUOOM.
Peas •without sticks.—The races of very

dwarf Peas suitable for growingin potsor for small

gardens where space is limited have of late years

been greatly improved. I find that sorts which
grow about 1 ft. high yield excellent crops if sown
in rows on borders about 1 ft. apart. They then
cover all the ground and support one another.

We have now in excellent condition quite a mass
of pods on Maclean's Little Gem, which, although
not sown until February, was but a few days
behind such tall sorts as Ringleader, Sunrise, &c.,

sown in December. For the future I shall rely on
these very dwarf sorts for our first crop out-of-

doors. They take up but little space, and the sav-

ing of Pea sticks is an important matter in many
cases.—J. G.

Old or Koyal Ashleaf Potato.—Have
we yet any better early Potato than this, all points

considered ? If so, I shall be glad of informa-

tion respecting it. After growing five or six Early,

Ashtops I find this to be the best. It was planted

this season at the foot of a south wall with three

other sorts all at the same time, and we found
when wanted for use that the old Ashleaf was
quite as large as any of them, and by far the best

flavoured, being quite dry and without that close,

waxy taste which the others had. Another thing

is, the tops are so dwarf that it may be planted

much closer together than other kinds, a great

recommendation, for few people are too well off

for pits or warm borders to grow early vegetables.

It is to be regretted that this sort is so diflicult to

obtain true. Years ago it was not so, I believe ;

on the contrary, it was grown somewhat largely

in some neighbourhoods. None of the American
kinds are of much use for early growth, being

poor in flavour. Size goes for nothing in kinds in

which flavour is deficient.

—

Anon.

SHORT NOTES-KITCHEN GARDEN.

Four sorts of Peas, all sowii side by side on the same

day, came in as follows : William I., ten days before

American Wonder or Turner's Emerald, wMcli is doubtless

one and the same Pea ; Day's Early last of all, say fourteen

days behind. Tliis I have proved to be the case lor two

seasons in succession.—A. B.

Mushrooms, grown on Gilbert's plan, under a north

wall, at Carlton House, Worksop, are coming up in quan-

tity, large and flue, under a covering of straw and a few

old shutters to throw off part of the rain. Upon this sys-

tem they appear to flourish in the cold, although Jlr. Jef-

ferson adopts the moist and rather hot system indoors.

—

J. M.

Cucumbers at Chirk Castle.—On going through

the houses at Chirk Castle the other day I met with an ex-

cellent seedling Cucumber called Huntley's Improved Tele-

graph. It grows from 20 in. to 22 in. in length, handsome

in shape, and fine in ilavoiu'. It is tilso very prolitlc, for I

counted .as many as seven perfect Cucumbers at one joint,

and the stems are very short-jointed. It is, too, just as

prolific in autumn and winter as iu summer.—J. Clarke,

Brynldnalt,
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FRUIT GARDEN.
FRUIT PROSPECTS IN KENT.

As the annual sales of orchard crops arc now being

held, a pretty correct estimate of the crop of

ISSa can be formed, and seldom in my racoUec-

tion have the fair promises of spring been

more disastrously blighted than this year ; for

although in a few favoured spots fair crops will be
gathered, I feel pretty sure that the fruit crop

will be termed a failure by the majority of culti

vators. Amongst Apples, Keswick Codlin, Stone's

Apple, Graham's Russet, and a few other kinds

that never entirely fail are the only trees on which
a fruit can be seen, and the worst part of the

iijatter is the foliage is eaten up by insect pests

The best set of Apples we have is on young trees

on Paradise stocks, planted in a sheltered situa-

tion. Pears with us are' the best orchard crop
;

where the trees were not fully exposed to tlie

gale in the end of April, they are not only

carrying fair crops, but the foliage is looking well

Early market Pears, such as Sweetwater, Wil-

liams', Lammas, Green Chisel, &c., promise to finish

off well. Plums are very variable ; in some places

they are good, but in tlie majority t'uin. Damsons,
an important crop, are extremely variable ; in shel-

tered hollows they are good, butthe trees are usually

planted as screens to other crops. This year frost

cannot bs credited with the mischief, for seldom
have we had a season so free from it. Neverthe-

less, the fruit crop may be set down as a failure.

Cherries are now ripening, and warm, drj^ weather
is needed to help them ; lately it has been ex-

tremely cold and ungenial. This crop is as valu-

able as the rest ; in one favoured spot at Farleigli

it realised over £40 per acre, while the majority
will be below £10. Cherries are very fickle,

growers of them being dependent on the weather
at gathering time as regards profits, and foreign
Cherries are abundant and cheap ; although poor
in flavour, they keep prices down for good home-
grown produce. Bush fruits form the mainstay
this season. Red Currants are abundant. Black
moderate, and Gooseberries variable. The prices

realised at present are low, showing that in some
counties there are large crops. Kent is not a
favoured fruit county this year. Labour at pre-

sent is not employed in gathering the produce,
but in cleaning the trees and bushes, so that they
may not entirely succumb to blight. Soft soap, in

the form of strong soap-suds, applied with a
powerful engine is the usual remedy, the stems
being scrubbed with hard brushes to clear them
from American blight, and working into the
crevices Gisliurst Compound. The Nut crop is at
present good, and if heavy tliunder sliowers clear
the bushes from insects, we may get a fair yield
of this valuable crop. Warmer weather would
doubtless soon improve the trees and buslies in
growth for another year, but the fruit crop of this

season must be very much below an average.
Lintuii, Kent. James Gkoom.

THE CROPS IN SOMERSET.
Whatever some may say, this cannot, I think,
be called an early season. Early Potatoes are
small and late ; Peas were not a day earlier
than in the majoritj' of seasons; Strawberries are
not so early as I have known them to be. All
points, however, considered, it has certainly been
a much more favourable spring than that of 1881.
In particularising the different crops I may say
tliat fruit is, with few exceptions, a light crop.
There are a few Pears, and although there was
some difference early in the season between the
late and early ones, there is not much difference
between them now ; where there was a good crop,
the fruit has lately fallen to a serious extent.
Apples in sheltered situations are a moderate crop,
bat, taking the county generally, they are light.

Plums are a fair average crop. The best sorts are
the Purple and WJiite Magnum Bonum, Green
Gage, Coe's Golden Drop, and Jefferson's. Apricots
are a full crop in most places. Strawberries par-
tial ; with us they are poor, but in some cases
abundant. Figs in favourable situations are plen-

tiful. Poaclics and Nectarines on open walls pro-

mised well early in the season, but tlie leaves are

now much blistered, and insects abound. Currants
and Gooseberries are plentiful, and the trees

tolerably free from caterpillars. Morello Clierries

are a good crop, and tliere are some few Walnuts.
The Rose season is most unsatisfactory. The

gale in tlie end of April cut all the young leaves

into shreds, and the growth since made is weak
and unequal in streiigtli. The Rose maggot, too,

has made sad liavoc, and green-fly abounds.
Another remarkable feature is the Oak trees in the

woods; many of them are nearly leafless, but
whether through caterpillars or the storm just

alluded to, I cannot say.

The Potato disease has appeared in many
cottage gardens, and has already reached the
tubers. The outlook in this direction is therefore

not very cheering. So far as I can learn, the varie-

ties most affected are the Ashleaf Kidney and
the American Early Rose ; the last named is much
the worst. J. C. C.

Diseased Peaches.— IK. S. .B.—The fruits

sent are suffering from a virulent attack of a

fungus named Helminthosporium rhabdiferum.
No doubt the warmth and moisture of tlie house
are favourable to the growth of this pest. Other
trees being free from disease is accounted for by
the fact that this fungus is peculiar to Peach
fruits in the same way as the Peronospora is

peculiar to the Potato. The roots are also suffering

from an attack of fungus. We know of no
effectual remedy. The habit of the fungus is to

eat into the fruit, and in this position it is diffi-

cult to be got at. The mischief is generally far

advanced by the time the pest is detected.

The American Peach crop.—Mr. E. R.

Cochran, County Clerk at Middletown, Delaware,
and one of the largest Peach cultivators in the

county, says that if nothing should occur here-

after to injure or destroy the crop, the quantity
of Peaches will be the greatest ever produced in

Delaware. Of the remarkable Peach crop of 1868,

when upwards of 5,000,000 baskets were picked
and shipped from Delaware, fully 750,000 baskets
were grown by the Cochran families. [Means are

still wanting of exporting these Peaches with suc-

cess, even in the dried state, though they, growing
over a more restricted area than Apples, would be
more welcome in various countries.]

American Blackberries.—There is little

reason to hope that our indigenous Bramble will

ever be cultivated for the sake of its crop, useful

and wholesome as the fruit is, but it is strange
that persons having large breadths of waste land
fitted only for the growth of Brambles and other
undergrowth do not plant largely the fine

American Blackberries, for not only is their fruit

large, richly coloured, and of fine quality, but
they flower early and the crop precedes our natural

one. I have several kinds now in full bloom
carrying large trusses of fine, pure white flowers,

and where these are grown in big bushes or

masses they must present very striking objects.

The laciniated-leaved variety has foliage that

should be eagerly sought after by those who have
to supply household floral decorations.—A. D.

Fruit synonyms. — The Pear furnishes

the longest list of synonyms of any kind of fruit.

The White Doyenne and Pound have each over

thirty names ; Passe Colmar and Brown Beurrfi,

over twenty-five ; Glou Moroeau, Flemish Beauty,

Beuirre Diel, Catillac, Vicar of Winkfield, and
Summer Bon Chr(5tien, over twenty. These names
have been picked up in the different countries and
nations in which the varieties have been culti-

vated. But our native sorts have not travelled

sufficiently round the circle, and the famed Seckel

has had but four or five different names, Clapp's

Favourite only one, Howell but one, Dana's Hovey
but one, Tyson but one, Lawi'ence but one, Pulton
but one, and Sheldon but three or four. These facts

furnish an item in the history of fruits. Fifty

years and more ago there was little pomological
literature, and local names were largely adopted.

Now new fruits of merit are named, described,

and widely published in Ijooks and periodicals

and but one name for each is necessary.

—

Country
Genileman.

Diseased leaves on fruit trees.—I shall

be obliged if any of your readers can inform me
as to what is the cause of the first foliage of

Peaches, Nectarines, and Plums curling and
becoming much thickened, and also the stem
from which they spring being similarly affected.

I can only compare the disease to elephantiasis.

My trees, especially the Peaches, have been
attacked with it for four seasons in succession,

and as a consequence I have lost good crops of

fruit after they have set well. What is the best

remedy to adopt ? Should the thickest shoots

be nipped back close ? I should also like to know
what becomes of the large green aphides which
pair together in what is commonly termed
cuckoo spittle.— H. A. M.

Diseased Figs.—What is the cause of the

disease in the Fig which I send ? Our Figs seem
to go on all right until about the size of Walnuts,
and then they all go rotten. They are in a south

aspect, on a chalky loam, within about four miles

of the south coast, at Eastbourne.—F. R. [There

is no fungus on the Fig sent, and although you
say "they go rotten," the fruit forwarded is per-

fectly sound. The black blots are quite superficial,

and under the microscope show numerous fine

cracks in the skin. Apples and Pears are affected

in this way often after an attack of a fungus

named Cladosporium dentriticum. Some say this

fungus causes the cracks. These blackish spots

may be the result of an attack from this fungus,

but it is uncertain, although, on looking again,

traces may be seen of the fungus mentioned.

Scalding from sudden hot sun on rain-drops will

produce similar looking stains. There are slightly

discoloured places on the leaf sent, possibly re-

sulting from the same cause whatever it may
be; Cladosporium attacks the leaves of Apples

and Pears as well as the fruits.]

SHORT NOTES—FRUIT.

Vine borders.—Will some correspondent give the

benefit ol his experience as to the remaking of a Vine'

border in autumn, with instructions as to the mode ol pro-

ceeding ?—E. H.

Fruit crops.—The Black BuUaces are a grand crop

thicher than Sloes. I have a full crop of Plums—Victoria
and Orleans admirable. Pears and Apples are thin. Goose-

ben-ies, Currants, Easpbeixies, and Strawberries are capital

crops.—A. HARIVOOD, Colchester.

Distance between Vine rods.—Is not " J. S. Vf."

p. 383) mistaken ivhen he recommenis planting Vines,

2 ft. asunder? Vigorous rods require at least a space of IS

in. in width on each side. With respect to side shoots, I

venture to think he errs in the opposite extreme.—C. Max-

TEP, Eearsneii A bberf, Dover.

Strawberries.—The Strawberry crip in pots -with us

his not been an averagecrop, doubtless owing to the wet,

sunless autumn which we had. Vicomtesse Hi5ricart de

Thiu-y, generally a sure cropper, has given us less fruit

than any other kind. In beds all are alike good, none having

apparently suffered from the wet like those confined in

pots.— C. MjlXIEd, Eearsney Abbey, Doner.

Disease! Peaches (D. iJ.J.—Tliere is, as you suggest,

a mycelium growing on the livid patches on the Peache s

but this spawn is insufficient tor determination. It possibly

belongs to Gleosporium laeticolor or Helminthosporium

dendroideum, two terrible pests of Peaches—generally

when ripe
;
yours are still green.—F.

The great orchards hereabout are a total failure

;

although the foliage of Pear and Apple trees is now fairly

clean, the whole of the Plum tribe are nearly naked,

showing a dead mass of wood. My Cherries and Black

Currants are not at all good, but I have a heavy crop of

Apples. Strawberries heavy all round here.—J. E. W.,

Grange.

Melons at Chirk Castle.—Mr. Clarke (p. 414) men-

tions having seen Melons in various stages of growth in

6-in. pots. Will he kindly say if they finish off their crop

without any other soil to root in, and of what weight is

the fruit ? I know several growers to whom the saving of

soil ordinarily considered necessary for Melons would be a

great consideration. By a crop I mean about four fruits

to a plant of from 3 lb. to 4 lb. each.—J. Q.
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SOCIETIES.
EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.
Evening Fete, June 22.

At the annual evening fete, held on Thursday
evening last, the floral decorations were more
numerous than they have been on several previous
occasions, there being no fewer than sixteen
competitors for dinner-table decorations. In but
very few of these, however, was there any marked
deviation from the orthodox style that has been in

vogue for the last dozen years. We allude more
particularly to the erect glass epergnes, trumpet-
shaped and otherwise, whicli, though sometimes
very gracefully embellished with ilowers, have be-

come so monotonous by the eternal repetition of

them. These exhibitions are, no doubt, intended
not only to display good taste in the arrangement
of flowers, but also to exemplify new styles. As
on the last occasion, so on tliis, the judges
awarded the prizes to the tables that were the least

conventional, and which exhibited some new de-
parture. The best arranged table, according to the
opinion of the judges, was that from Mr.
Walter Wood, of Conduit Street. This consisted
of low, gilded bowls, round in form and about
i in. deep. In the middle bowl was arranged
a centre plant of Cocos Weddelliana, small plants
of the graceful variegated Eulalia japonica,
Caladium argyrites and variegated Honeysuckle.
Among these were dibbled in white Gladiolus Col-
villei, yellow Aquilegia chrysantha, white, sulphur
yellow and deep yellow Spanish Irises, white
Marguerites, Welsh Poppy, and Kerns, all rising
from a bed of Moss. Two smaller bowls of the
same pattern, placed a short distance from the
centre, were filled similarly to the central one, ex-
cept the addition of a few pink Carnations
put in here and there. The bowls placed at each
of the corners were similar, and eighteen small
ones (too many by half), filled with tiny Palms,
Caladiums, Ferns, were placed at intervals along
the sides. The principal points of this arrangement
were the simplicity of style and general harmony
of tone of colour which ran through the whole of
the materials used. The second table, furnished by
Messrs. Phillips, Oxford Street, consisted of white
china bowls raised about 1 ft. high on statuettes,

thus giving a free scope for arranging the flowers
in an easy and simple manner. The material was
somewhat similar to that employed for the first

prize table, except tlie addition of red PopiMes and
scarlet Martagon Lilies, which, however, should be
excluded from such service on account of their
ungrateful odour. The third prize was taken

by Mr. Fennell, Fairlawn, Tonbridge, who had
a pretty arrangement, the centre-piece con-

sisting of [variegated Eulalia, silvery leaved
Caladium, golden Selaginella, and Eoses being
particularly remarkable, as were also the lightly

arranged small vases. Extra prizes for tables

were taken by Mrs. Seale, Vine Nursaiy, Seven-
oaks, and Mr. Chard, Clapham Common ; in the
arrangement by the latter exhibitor were some
pretty combinations of Ehodanthes, Quaking
Grass, and white Gladiolus. Among other note-

worthy arrangements among the tables were yel-

low Sweet Sultan, Eulalia variegata, and
Caladium argyrites ; also dark purple English
Irises, yellow Flags, and yellow Columbine with
greenery.

There were five arches of out flowers and foliage

arranged for a sideboard, but none of them
were very remarkable. That from Miss Gardiner,
Park House, St. John's Wood, which took the first

prize, consisted chiefly of Spanish Irises, mostly
the bronzy kinds, Lilium giganteum, and Grasses.

Mr. Buster, St. Mary's Cray, Kent, was second

;

and Mrs. Sperling, Eegent's Park, third. There
were nineteen epergnes of flowers, some very
pretty. The first prize was taken by Mr. Wood,
who had a counteri^art of his centre-piece in his

dinner table arrangement. Mr. Buster was second
with a pretty stand, the upper part lightly arranged
with Grasses and flowers, the lower Begonia
leaves and crimson Gladioli and Water Lilies.

Mr. Prewitt, Swiss Nursery, Hammersmith, was
third ; while Mrs. Guimavaens, Caterham Valley,

took an extra prize for a pretty arrangement.
Twent3'-six baskets of flowers were shown, which
exemplified all styles. The judges selected the
simplest arrangements for their awards. The first

was taken by Mrs. "S^incent, Cavendish Square, with
a simple basket of Pansies, lightly associated
with Maiden-hair Fern and Selaginella. Mrs.
Guimavaens was second with a pretty basket
fall of Oak leaves, single Eoses, Grasses,

and Ferns. A basket of Tea Eose-buds with
Ferns from Mrs. Seale took the third prize.

Elaborate baskets of Orchids and other choice
flowers were passed over by the judges.

There were about a dozen bridal bouquets, the
best being shown by Messrs. Henry & Co.,

\''ictoria Street, the next by Mr. G. Wood, the
third by Mr. Prewitt. The best ball-room bouquet
consisted chiefly of Carnations, the second by Mr.
Brown, the third by Mr. J. Wood, Haverstock
Hill. Ten were shown.

The best standing basket for a room was one of

foliage entirely—Perns, Caladiums, and Palms

shown by Messrs. Henry & Co. ; the second best

oame from Mr. Parmley.
The best outdoor basket was shown by Messrs.

Henry & Co., but only a secondprizewasawarded;
the third was taken by Mr. Parmley, Albert Gate.

Of the half-dozen baskets shown, a fine large

basket of a Fern (Nephrolepis), sho-nm by Miss A.

Williams, Sutton House, HoUoway, took tlia first

prize; Mr. G. Wheeler showed a drooping Fuchsia

for the second ; Messrs. Dick Eadclyffe were third.

Messrs. Cutbush, Highgate Nm-series, were the

only exhibitors of arrangements for an alcove and

a ball-room, both of which contained a great

variety of well-grown plants. The mounds in the

centre of the tent were covered with a fine collec-

tion of Eoses in pots from Messrs. Paul & Son,

Cheshunt, which formed the chief attraction.

A pretty group of Filmy Ferns and Orchids from

the Pine-apple Nm-sery, Maida Vale, among others

added much interest to the exhibition.

Oxford shew.—The prizes for vegetables

offered at this show by Messrs. Webb & Sons,

Wordsley, produced the other day a vigorous com-

petition ; the exhibits, which were extremely good,

consisted of Early Mammoth Cauliflower, Perpetual

Bearer Cucumber, new Kinver Gem Pea, Victoria

Dwarf Bean, improved Ashleaf Potato, &c. The

first prize (i'3 Ss.) was awarded to Mr. S. P.

Brookes, North House, Tewkesbury ; second

{£2 23.), Sir W. Throckmorton, Buckland Park,

Faringdon; third (£1 Is.), Mr. W. M. Foster-

Melliar, North Aston Hall, Deddington ;
fourth

(10s. 6d.), Mr. Geo. Kirtland, Bletchington.

Tne Midland Railway is about to commence the

cultivation on the waste grounds along its embankments ot

fruit trees .ind Potatoes.

Mk. J. C. Boston, late of Messrs. Carters', has been ap-

pointed resident manager at the Pine-apple Nurseries o

Messrs. E. G. Heuderson.

The annual dinner given by the proprietor of the Exeter

Niu'sery (Dr. Woodman) to his employcJes took place on

Saturday last at tlie Plymouth Inn, Exeter, when the com

.

pany, numbering between forty and fifty, spent the evening

in a convivial manner.

Names of plants.—J. C. L.—l, Dianthus deltoides

;

2, white variety of Calamintlia sylvatica. T. B. Watson.

—1, .Sidalcea malvaiflora ; 2, Geum niontanum ; 3, species

of Erysimum; 4, Stylophorum diphyllum. T. B. F.—We
cannot undertake to name vaiieties of Azalea indica.

Mac —Eanunculus repens fl.-pl. ; tlie other is appai'ently

Lychnis flos-ouculi. F. F. D.—l, a species of Sonerila

;

2, Sedum cameum variegatum ; 3, Tradescantia repens

4, Hibiscus rosa sinensis variegata.
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